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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 1
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. MBTE$,FS_,Ad)DRESS.PHONE _ _ M_A)S H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S Z
...................................................................................................................................
_ A.8.C. _ING CO., INC.
• ECgT4 6970 dONESBORO ROAD MORRI_d
ECI72 6970 JONESBORO ROAD MORROW
10954 BRANSGN GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER 955-016
14674 BRAJ_S4]N dEWELRY CLEANER 955-216
18176 BRA._ISON MC-t ULTRASONIC CLEANING SOLUTION GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
18175 BRABISGNMC-2 ULTRASONIC CLEANING SOLUTION GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
14673 _DXIDEREIK)VER 955-5t4
07574 L-351. KLEENALL NEUTRAL CLEANER COCOA BREVARD PAPER CO. PN:











** AAA CHEMICAL & SUPPLY CO.
07231AAA I[XTRA DUTY / CITRU_PRAY
22160 AF-TS / SECURE•
22158 BETCO PH7 / AAA NEUTRAL
22159 DEEP BLUE
22161 FOREST 5 / SAFE CLEAN
22157 STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER





GLASS & WINDOW CLEANER
DISINFECTANT CLEANER
DISINFECTANT TOILET
ECC34 P 0 BOX 126 HUNT VALLEY
09340 P-IO0 INERT ROUND (12 GAUGE)
09339 SO,A-tOO FERRETTBARRZCADE 12 GA.PENETRATING CARTR. CS, TEAR GAS
09338 SGA-4OOFERRET!TBARflIC_tJ)E PENET_IkTI_IGCARTRtDGE (4K)IOI) / CSo TEAR GAS
** AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO.
61305 11 ISAAC SHELBY DR./PO BOX 339 SHELBYVILLE
95665 11 ISAAC SHELBY DR. SHELBYVILLE
04486 ACETONE
17879 ETHYL ALCOHOL USP - 190 PROOF
03619 ETHYL ALCOHOL, 200 PROOF
03194 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 3A. 190
18355 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 4
18356 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 4. 200 PROOF
lt077 SPEP,_JI_.LY OENATURED ALCOHOL 3A,200 PROOF(TYPE Z11)
_* ABATEMENT TECiqNOLOGIES. iNC,
EC706 3305 BRECKINRIDGE BLVD.
49294 3305 BRECKINRIDGE BLVD.
EC171 1705 BELLE MEADE COURT
05720 ABATEMENT SPRAY ADHESIVE ASIO0
11374 ADHESIVE REMOVER. AS150 AEROSOL
11101 CITRUS-PURE DEGREASER/DEOOORANT AS850
14649 NON-CHLORINATED AEROSOL ADHESIVE AS101 AS-t01MAXI-TACK
!






SU.118 DULUTH GA 30136






























MSOS'S MARKED *-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VrA MSOS SYSTEM / '," = DLA HNIS MSDS
EH_/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
MATERIEL SAFETY DATA sHEET INDEX








c_ENTS ............... (716) 235°50(X)
.... - ........ NV 14611 06/01190MANUFACIUBeR ._=. =r.z-_ _pEsS.Pt_NE ..........
..._.+......,++ +o,- ...............+....s+ = ,,+TSRS__.... .._t . ... ._ ... . EC.3.95,.ES 05101/_
-'- wAS TAYLOR ---- "NK RED ...... _:...mfM _LE
-- _ .... nR Y RECORt)¢R _ _._ BLUE.BL_,_''H ....
0_S46 Te,_lSCUwt ,--- " NORTH cHICAGO - -AGRICULTURAL OIV. JU_BGTT PA_..M _,ppLEIME "- 12/00/89
T SAFETY INIFO__T_C_'ERI_) " 02/06/84CHEM. &LABORATORIES ($id913EcT92 _ .... T_ECTI¢IDE t_ " • NOT REQDABBOTT
BIOLO_X_ "'-- 11/22/89 -
12/13/91
0558t DIPEL _ SOLUTIONS ABBOTT MSDS #4 .... TO 4275-42T9.42814282. 11122189
1408T HEPARIN LOCK FLUSH CODES: 1531.40"_."" ' 11/22J89+ _i1 91s9
13903 HYDROCHLORIC ACID. 1 NORMAL ABBOTT _S #27 F B_L_ _ " 11/22/89
13011LIDOCAINE HYOROCHLORIDE AJIBOTT IIISDS #2BAUBO_TIf'jDS #32 11/23/89
13896 PROPR|ET&R¥ CHEMICAL _ . .
13_9_3 pR_RIET&RY GH_MICAL "' &BBOTT MSOS #33 11/22/89
CI.IE_IC&k-C # 1/22/89 - -13894 _I_TARY CHEMICAL *D ABBOTT MSDS #34 11/22/19
13893 pROPRIETARY ABBOTT MSDS #36 _1/22/89 "
13892 PROPRIETARY cHEMICAL E A61_OTT MSDS #3?
13890 PROPRIETARY CHEMICALcHE_CALFG AI_/LqBOTT I_jDSIM3D$#_4140 11_22/8911/22/89
13889 pROPRIETARY HpR(_ETARY CHEMICAL ABBOTT MSDS #5? 11/22/89
13874 ABBOTT M<_DS #58 1t/22/89
13SST p_IETARY CHEM;CAL I
138T2 pROPRIETARY CHEMICAL d ABBOTT I_DS #65 11/22/19
138Tt PROPRIEIARY CHEMICAL K /d_T MSDS _ 14I=2189I_SDS #61 O6/10191
ROPRIETARY CHEMICAL L13864 P ,_T_V CHEMICAL M ABBOTT iSDS #2 +_
_3BG5 PROt_R_T_; ,._4_MICAL N
$UI.._ _+ ' ON u_ CA 90248 (310) T64-460013906 " INJECTI • *GAROEN_ CA 90_2_ 01/_0/89
13o6_ 5% OEXTROSE RANCHO OOMtNGUEZ
.. ABLESTIK LABORATORIES 21109 833 W. 1_2 STREET 0_/05/90 -ECP25 20021SUSM_Uk ROADpARTS A & S
14229 ABLEBOND 463-1 IL 62223 (800) 62_ 9012
22557 ABLEBONO ?83-1 BELLEVtLLE oT/Oe/8_ "
• , ABM MARKING CO ECC2_ SEVEN NOTREOAME HILLS . __'J: .....
J+_:::: NY 10461 03/01/92
112_09_1**_12 BLK S/C STENCIL INK BL_CKSPRAY....... INK BRONX (212) 992-t800
,, ABSOLUTE COATINGS. INC. 8T82734 INDUSTRIAL STREET CT 0_40_+ (800) 321-02Q;_:
0T244 LAST N LAST SATIN I_UlI_OR1D
....... _+ _,, 2, _s_" "s+,A,_ m,.m .+_.+._++. .....
4S "-- ..... + --'" +:+._" .................. +'_V_I._E';:.+. : ...... . "Im. _STRIES 8F2 . .-l +:..+-+_.r-.._,:+ ....... , ,_!_:_ ............ -m "r+TAVAI_:" "
• ..cco INDu ...... _.+_.+,-_+-_-+ _$:.:lt/e - ..-:_-::-_+_.a,tmlEwt'_ ..........
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 3
_mWACTU_.R : .... :: :
• : i_ _i, _:_r . _ ::
li_. roTES, FSCM, AI_)I_ESS, PttONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
'_* ACCRA PAC. INC.
• oot_ I_CTICIOe O-_T_N 2x
62919 2730 MIODLEBURY ST
. MIL" 1-51484
ELKHART IN 46515 (219) 295-0000
DLA MSDS
** ACCRABOt_. INC.
EC660 8848 HACKS CROSS ROAD OLIVE BRANCH
05398 ANAEROBIC RETAININGCOMPDUND MIL-R-4GC)82 TY.I
19430 MIL-S-46163A-I TYPE II GRADE M. N, 0









ECP82 350 RING ROAD ELIZABETHTOWN KY 42701
ECE43 P 0 BOX 41464
SILOXANE IN SOLVENT
PHOENIX AR
11 193 M460,M460M GRENADES. ANTI-TERRORIST & RIOT CONTROL SPECIAL PURPOSE LOW LETHALITY MUNITIONS
** ACCUSTAINt)ARD INC.









ECJ45 2800 NW 55TH COURT FORT LAUDEROALE FL 33309 (800) 237-9509
17868 CANON SX CARTRIDGE REPLACEMENT TONER ACCUTONE ITEM MO: $EE!PROOUCT CATALOG 12/00/90
15275 2321S. PULLMAN ST. SANTA ANA CA 92705-5506 (714) 261-7533
** ACE HARDWARE CORP.
EC443
12250 B-STAR LATEX EXTERIOR REDWOOD STAIN
12249 7-STAR ACETHANE POLYURETHANE VARNI_d-t
133Alll / LATEX STAIN PAINT
273A113.114 / ALKYD VARNISH
1oto1/s6
lO/Ol/86
** ACHESON (JAPAN) LTD.
111,(]Q ANTI-SEIZE THREAD LUBRICANT
ECEI9 MITSUTSEIMEL KOBE SANNOMIVA CHUO-KU KOBE JAPAN (078) 332-3601
NO DATE
"* ACL. IN(: ....
65565 1960 EAST DEVON AVENUE ELK GROVE VILLAGE
22298 ANTI STATIC CLEANER/STATICIDE MISCO #1308 CRT SCREEN CLEANER
19930 STATICIOE REGULAR/HEAVY DUTY #2005, 2002, 520
06463 STATICIOE 3000 CONCENTRATE
05822 STATICIDE. GENERAL PURPOSE/READY TO USE
OUJ82q $TATICIOE. READY TO USE/RTU REGULAR








MSDS'S II&RKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S M/O #-' VERIFIED AVAILIdBLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HNIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET [NOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSR$)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 4
MANUFACTURER E T
MIFQR NDTE$,FSCM,AODRES$.P_ NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
*, AC_ STEEL COtmJ_V _
:._:2(_97_,STEEL ,CAIIBON6R_
** ACTON
02883 MERCURY X (HG X)
"* ACUREX/AEROTHERM"
09144 AA 397
ECm_ 13500. s. eeuv AVe,
EC3t6
18078
EC898 485 CLUDE AVE MOUNTAIN VIEW
EPOXY RESIN





** ADALET;PLM/1DIV,SCOTT FETZER .......... '::;:.i: : : .......
05718 FLUSHING 01L, DIELECTRIC FLUID CAT. N0.3000-8,3000-16,3000-32.30(0-128,3000-640 07/03/89
02661 JOINT COMPOUNT. OIL INSOLUBLE. TYPE 0.1. CAT. NO'S: 01-32/01-128/01"256/01-640 11/01/85
** ADC/ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT CO. ....
EC874 PINDAR ROAD, HOOOESOON HERTS. ENt t OAQ ENG.
*" ADCO PRODUCTS. 1NC.
1"391 4401 PAGE AVE./P.O. BOX 457 MICHIGAN CENTER M1 49254 (517) 764-0334
06p69 BP-300 WATER CUT-OFF MASTIC 06/06/86
o+567 02 i. 197 PRZ.ER i:. + ; iii i 1t/O41676  LS-eO0LAPSEALANT " o3/04/66
065r:_8 SP'I_ SPLICE TJkPE " ' :_ ; _ : : :El "_ _::_" _ r : _ : ; . 09/12/86 : :
** ADCOA-ADSORSENTS & DESICCANTS
6t 134 (800) 228-4124
18151 MOLECULAR. SIEVE " " k ....... C_ NAME +" :ZEOLITE .... 06/01/89
-.. . •
_'* ADHESIVE ENGINEERING COMPANY
ECD94 1411 INDUSTRIAL RD SAN CARLOS CA 94070 (415) 592-7900
10994 CONCRESIVE 1011 PART A 02/28/85
10995 CONCRESIVE 1011 PART 8 02/28/85
_" ADLER AMERICA, INC
08?55 SEWING MACHINE OIL EC4B43 466:t HA.EMIR.ILL RD TUCKER GA "d00641034 (404) 934-4280 ::
......... ESSO SP-NK 10 S NUTO H-68 (SPINESSO & E$$TIC #S) 04/10/86
*- AOM (ARCHER OANIELS ,IOLANO)
+ .COII;IN_ PtIOCE+$SING ...... ECHgO 4666, FARIES PARKt/AY .DECATUR+_ : IL :62624_ : (217) 424+5608 .......
.... " L " Ot/OtJgl *+ ....
14"785 PURAFZL MEDIA PURAFIL II,FS.CP/PURASORB/PERMASORP/PURALUM kh_ 05ii6/90






MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX





MSDS : H R
DATE S I
3F134 2 LINES AVE. WANAQUE
12194 t_ERCURY (VARIOUS GRAOES)
13014TRIPLE DISTILLED IItERCURY
** ADSORBENTS & DESICCANTS AMERIC
SEE ADCOA ECQ34
** ADVANCE EXCELLO COLOR &
ECA28 CHEMICAL DIVISION CHICAGO





** ADVANCE PROCESS SUPPLY CO.
EXCELLOCOLOR AND CHEMICAL DIVI 29431 400 N. NOBLE ST. CHICAGO
14230 8-351 SCREEN PROCESS BLOCKDUT
14231DLW-tO0 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER
14232 DLW-200 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER
14233 DLW-405 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER
14234 DLW-500 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER
14235 DLW-710 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER
07189 FAST DRY ENAMEL COLORS,LEADED,FED SER. SYNTH.EN. 200,210,220,265,300,310,500,510,520,540
07188 FAST DRY ENAMEL COLORS,UNLEADED,FED SER.,SYNTH.EN. t20,405,432,456,475,485,568,578,710,780,800,850
14236 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER




14241 JET-500 PRDOUCTION POSTER INK
07186 POSTER COLORS.dRP:SER:.UNLEAD (CELUL SCRN.PRNT.INK) 100,120,352,400,4t0.432,450,475,490,568,578,660...
07:187 PQSTER COLORS,dRP_SER_LEADED(CELLUL.SCRN_PRT;INKS) 200,210,220,259.265,300,303,310,500,502,510,520...
17908 PRIMECOAT FRAME SEALER 8-535 / TAPE LIQUID
14239 PRODUCTION POSTER INK JET-200
14250 SCREEND INSTANT SCREEN OPENER
14243 T-460 THINNER
14244 T-904 LACQUER THINNER
14245 T-910 THINNER
14246 T-911 VINYL WASHUP
14247 T-950 RETARDER
14248 T-980 SUPER RETARDER
t424g T-9_. RETARDER ; ._. -
-* ADVANCE SYAIIIP & SUPPLY' CO.
EC808
58260 DARCOM PO 80X 209
54-7569-4/CLEANING SPRAY #730307B
** ADVANCED ATTACK HELICOPTER
80244 4343 TEMPLE CITY BLVD.
3K685
51686 4343 TEMPLE CITY BLVD.
ST LOUIS































CA 91780-4293 (818) 579-6270
CA 91780-4293 (818) 579-6270
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA Hills IISDS






0 14251 EPOXY COATII_ 1-1X-45#16081
• 04201 EPOXY POLYAMIDE, 12197 OI_ANGE
P 01065 EPOXY POLYAMINE COATING
. *: :1:4253 HARDENER _MPQNENT
- 14429 MIL-C-227500 EPOXY
• 14252 POLYAMIDE COATINK;,HARDENER 17875,
03576 TT-L-20A LACQUER LIGHT BLUE 35231
EPOXY












** ADVAJMCEO LJUBORATORY SERVICES
13909 BUG LUG ZN
ECH89 11 RID_CREST DRIVE HUOSON NH03051 (603) B59-537S
o9/to/9o
*- ADVANCED POLYMER INDUSTRIES
ECH57 31520 PAI_ LIVONIA MI 48154
13438 &P8383'SERIES .... CARBON FIBER PRF.PREG;FLATSTOCK,TUBING,ANGLE STOCK 06/00/91
** ADVANCED POLYMER PRODUCTS, INC
18998 T.R. BID CLEAN
** ADVANCED POLYMER SCIENCES,INC.
ECL25 951 dAYCDX ROAD
13442 C2033NK COATING / C2033 SERIES CATALYST
13437 C2131 SERIES CATALYST
13438 C2131MK COATING
2_860 20B30 / 20330-NON'SKID CATALYST
i
ECD26
ECK37 2765 BUSINESS CENTER BLVD MELBOURNE
5-46 / 0100 / WATER TREATMENT
AVON i
PT.A: 8/9/91,PT.B: 4/29/91













DIV. DALLETT HOLDING INC. ECN76
22805 CLEAR OUT, KEYHOLER. AUTO EdECTOR
22804 OEEP FREEZE
21790 FREEZE + P
22BO6Pi_H,:Pt_ II
** AERO MFG CORP.
09119 215 NORTH 8TH ST
(305) 565-8475
COA825, KH848, AEA841, AEROSOL DEVICE (TOTAL RELEA 09/27/93 -
SELF DEFENSE SPRAY, AEROSOL 09/29/92
AICS 916 / SELF DEFENSE_ SPRAY, AEI_L 0_)/29/92
M- 1, M-2.M- 3, M-4,_,t_SG, DEEP PI.,,_H 09/29/92 -
SANTA PAULA CA 930602101 (805) 525-9863
**.&ERO MIST
....i:i!Ei:;;:::SEE ALSO ,l_mSP : 524_S 9SO) INDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE MARIETTA
- SILICON LUBRICANT SPRAY (MISTY SILICONE LUB.)
oe/2sts2
08/30/82
** AEROJET SOLID PROPULSION CO
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 7
MFGR: NOTES,FSCM,AODR_SS,PHONE _ _ .... i MSD$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S Z
DIV OF AEROJET GENERAL CORP. 58339
"" AEROPRESI CORPORATION "
i
ECC17 11'0B PETROLEUM TOWER SHREVEPORT LO 7 t 101
08603 PROPELLANT AEROPRES - 31 SEE ALSO P09263
** AEROOUIP CORPORATION
AEROSPACE DIVISION ECK64 300 S EAST
19205RTV DISPERSION COATING AEt3702-001 RED
** AEROSOL SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
(318) 221-6282
10/18/85
JACKSON Ml 49203 (517) 787-8121
12/10/90 *
AERO 425 S. 9TH AVENUE CITY OF INDUSTRY CA 91746












** AEROSOL SYSTEMS INC.
2F853 9150 VALLEY VIEW
18357 BATTERY CABLE & TERM PROT. TM-2073
139.57 BATTERY CLEANER AND LEAK DETECTOR
13_92 SSLT_ESSXNG i_i
t3964 BRAKE CLEANER _ i_
13_63 CARB AND CHOKE
13958 CUTTING OIL
13960 ELECTRIC MOTOR CLEANER
139_4 GLA$$.Cf_EANER :i _ii_ FNP B9244/TM_5
12068 ziNC COLDGALV, TM-1636 765-1610






MIL-G-27617C,TY.III,TYPE II, TYPE I
NIL-G-27617 TY II &III (= KRYTOX 240AC)
NEW aEDFORD
MSDS DATE IS LETTER DATE
MA




,, AemO_; ]i_ ' ....
: : • .... 00656






















** AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY
FORMERLY PACIFIC AEROSOL. INC. 33451 2424 MERCED ST / P.O.BOX 2112 SAN LEANDRO CA 94577 (415) 351-4860
FORMERLY PACIFIC AEROSOL. INC. ECMS? 1198 SAtNIILL RD GARDNERVILLE NV 89410 (800) 424-9300
20673 (tTA) MA_KIN_PAIN_ -ALL COLORS 201.202.203.204,205.206,207,210,213,220,222,224,22 07/30/92
14258 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINTS COLORS CONTAINING LEAD 04/14/83 *
14259 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINTS LEAD FREE COLORS / 16049 DARK GRAY 04/14/83 *
• 00056 COR-DN NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER. 14062 GREEN TT-L-05G / TYPE I OLA MSDS -
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29"393 TO ORIB.CONTACT / NSDS*S W/O t_, VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '0" " DLA HMIS MSOS




MFGR. NOT E$, F SCN, AODRESS, PItONE
TSRS ]D TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ]NDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 8
E T
.. MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S 1
05078 DECORATOR SPRAY ENAMELS, VARIOUS COLORS_(12A)
• 05007 ENAMEL, NO COLOR # SPECIFIED
1t00_ HEMLETT PACK&RD_ALL COL.ORS
. 14_1t LACQLHm_AV _i34 _ ::
• 14262 LACQUER NZTROCELLULOSE TYPE ! CLEAR
• 14263 LACQUER ORANGE 12197 N]TROCELLULDSE TYPE I
• 00460 LACQUER, CLEAR, AEROSOL
L[AD-FREE SPRAY LACQUERS
• 14264 PAC!F;CFAST DRY SPRAY PAZNT MAGENTA 27:142
14265 PACIF=C FAST DRY SPRAY PA]NT ORANI3E t21_7
• 05090 SPRAY LACQUER 37038
• 14260 TT-L-50F YELLOW 13655, LACQUER
COLOR #S: 100-103. 105. 106. 108-114. t30. 133.138.&144
T T - E -00488 :
_. CODE-21 k!LudLE_ (PIP P/N 6010-0813=MINT GRAY)

















FOWLY :: AGFA:-GEVAERT INC. 69735 !0D CHALLENGER RD ....... :. RZ_F]_ELD PARK
SEEIi_ii_!_&_;.T./_PH OL7G6 _A _&PHICIO;y!_,IIIII . i.. _:RE_iXml _ i
21163 CP-296B COPYPROOF ACTIVATOR
12240 G-128 INDUSTRIAL X-RAY DEVELOPER
21166 G-182B RAPZDOPRZNT ACTIVATOR
12241 G.-335C X_STRZAL X-RAY FIXER I#ORKtNG STRENGTH
21165 G-382B RAPIDOPRtNT STABILIZER
02544 PEI_BATCH DEVELOPER, G-84 D-1
02545 PERMABATCH FZXER/3-24-F (REV.)
06456 PERMAGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR
21164 PERMAGRAPHIC FIXER
21162 Q903 RAPIDOPRINT FIXER
05539 Z-_DEVEt.DPER, G-S4D*t (REVXSEO)-mZ i i: _
14494 Z'F:ZN_!_ .... ::
11525 Z-FIXER
05531 Z-F]XER, MCP-947 (REVISED)
07677 Z-STARTER
** AGN ZNDUSTRZES,.ZNC,
02630 TACTO0 GPA-72, ADHESIVE,
MCP- 1313EZ







IqCP -_IOG;8 (RE¥][SED) ] .62,
MCP- 140462 (REVISED)
FORMULA MCP-788 (REVISED)
38287 110 SHAkm4UT RD/P,O. 80X 272 CANTON
121200










04/00/88 : * *




MA 02021,14t2 (6t7) 828-4705
10/02/85
• * AGRASHELL. INC.
L
ECA15 4560 E. 26TH STREET LOS ANGELES
01773 _LBLAST, AD-4B :: !:
• * AGRICO
ECA55 P. O. BOX 3166 TULSA
08154 D.A.P.o DZAMMONIUM PHOSPHATE (TECH. GRO.)
CA 90040 (213) 26t"8t28
07/07/87
• i : :i ....... : .....
OK 74101
11/00/85
*_ AGROLEUM INDUSTRIES INC.
ECB05 1393 W. SR 434 LOHb'VOOO FL 32750
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX
MANUFACTURER -: : _.:: " • :: " _ • :
-: MFGR. NDTES_FS_t, ADDRESS,PHDNE






_ii::_::: ::: :.:i:i : . ECFJ4 P O BOX 91094
I tSSs m_m.,u(_us.oxIoe eeouceo ORE r_es
** AGS COMPANY
AMERICAN GREASE STICK CO. 96980 2651 HDYT ST
10t89 CUTTING & GRINDING 01L
06895 DRILL-EASE
08704 LOCK EASE GRAPHITED LOCK FLUID
** AINSWORTH PAINT & CHEMICAL
ECOO2
16350 SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL IVORY 2777B ALKYD INT, TT-E-50_C




06926 ACETYLENE (ETHYNE, ETHINE)




























BALKAMP PART#'S 765-1526. 765-t525, 827-2529
(CAT. NO. DR-2)
CAT NO. L E 5
BALTIMORE MD
37573 7201 HAMILTONN BLVD
00742 14700 INTRACOASTAL OR.
32573 P.O.BOX 538 / 1919 VULTEE ST.
19324 t220 GILLIONVILLE ROAD
8K294
88381















AIR;COMPRESSED AIR;COMPRESSED AIR,BREATHING QUAL.
ANNO-NITE; "AN'; PRILLS '
APACHI GAS





























































MSDS'S MARKED ' • SUBIIIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'O' - DLA HNIS NSDS




MFGR. NOTES. FSQII. _D[;_l[SS, _NON£
TSRS IO TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
K$C TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 10
E T
NSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S Z
06952 DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE HALDCARBON 114 03/00/87
o6seSaOZETHYL.;_ZNC t _lOOlas
07980 DTFFU$]ON ANALYZER GAS 21% 02.10_ HE. 0.3_ CO ]N N2 SEVERAL
00954 .I)IIETHYLETHYLAM;N[ / CARBON 01QXIDE - t2_88_ 021001114 :
06955 O[METHYLZ[NC 08/00/86
06956 OI SILANE t 2/00/86
06957 ETHANE 02100/84
OGgr._ ETHYL CHLOR]DE 06/00/85 *
Or:_)06 ETI.rtLENE os/O0tS7 •
092_ FLAI4_i_LE GAS MIXTURES SEE ALSO A07980 11/t8/87
06959 FLUORINE 10/00/86 *
06960 FLUORINE IN NITROGEN MIXTURE -10% 10/00/86 *
00115 HELIUM 07/10/86
09257 H[LZUM, OR LZOU][:O HELIUM SEE ALSO A07980 06101/90
I_:i _ <LZQU{D) : : : : :. :: : :_i::_F_TY_M._e:::: :::i:::: :: : : 0_1!sI_._ • , . :
06963 HYDROGEN BROMIDE. ANHYDROUS HYDROBROMIC ACID 03/00/87
06964 HYDROGEN CHLORIDE, ANHYDROUS HYDROCHLORIC ACID 10/00186 •
06965 HYDROGEN FLUORIDE. ANHYDROUS HYDROFLUORIC ACID 10/01/86
- 10908 HYDROGEN IN A_R : ..... SEVERAL _ _
01833 HYmN OR L:(]_f10 HYORGGEN (]IN CRYOG[NIC STATE) 0_/30/88
06966 HYDROGEN SULF]DE " " : 12/00/86 * *
10677 HYDROGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURE. 40:60 SEVERAL
• 14271 HYDROGEN. TECHNICAL DLA MSDS -
06967 IODINE PENTAFLUORIDE 02/00/87
06968 1SOBUTAI_rE
06969 ] ,_D_IJT YL EN[
06971 METHANE




06974 NEON _S: :NO. 2N01- 4
06975 NITRIC OXIDE .... .
06977 NITROGEN DIOXIDE / NITROGEN TETROXIDE .
06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
oBg?B N|.T_)GEN TR]FLUORIDE
- 02469 NITROGEN, OR LIN (IN MYOGENIC LIOU;D STATE)
• ._ m;imus. OXZOE i :: • :
06992 OXYGEN/TETRAFLUORONETHANE MIXTURES HALOCARBON 14 IN OXYGEN
01835 OXYGEN. GOX. LOX GAS ONLY/LIQUID ONLY -
t3t f t P-fO GAS MZXTURE. NUCLEAR COUNTER GAS 10_ METHANE/90% ARGON
06982 PHOSPHORUS PENTAFLUORIDE 06/01/85
06982 'PROPANE 07/tO/86
06983 PROPYLENE 02/00/87
: : os/oo/e5 :
1:1 " t0/01/85:::
















GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 11
• :_:!i:_ : E ][
MFGR_. EK)TES,FSG'N, ADDRESS , PHONE . .NSD$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06984 RHENIUN HEXAFLUORIDE






























































(FORMERL 83956 575 MOUNTAIN AVE
58828
00741 575 MOUNTAIN AVE.
65493
03861 650 SMITHFIELD ST
52111


















** AIRGUARD INDUSTRIES, IN(;
DIV. AIRWICK INDUSTRIES INC.
DIV. AIRWICK INDUSTRIES INC.
15392 58-738, 58-739A CLEANALL
ECH91 P.O. BOX 32578
2A67t COMMERCE ROAD
7K550 COMMERCE ROAD
LOUISVILLE KY 402322578 (813) B22-4411
CARLSTAOT NO 07072 (201) 933-8200
CARLSTAOT NO 07072 (201) 933-8200
EXTERIOR MACHINE CLEANER NO DATE
** AIRKEM INDUSTRIES INC
15330 CLEANALL-58-738/58-739A




** AIROSOL COMPANY. INC.
IIFaDS'$ MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT t NSD$'$ W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA lilSO$ SYSTEM / 'e' - DL& HNI$ NSO$
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 NATERZAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 12
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES , F SC_I, ADDreSS . PHONE MSO5 H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COmENTS OATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
14676 525 N. 11TH ST. NEODESHA KS 66757 (316) 325-2667
oet_ A;_ AZ_FT XNSECTXCIDE
!1t06 SL_CK KNX(;HT _OACHKXLLER
• _04919 CLEANING _ SOLVENT
06087 INSECT REPELLENT
14273 INSECT REPELLENT SPRAY TYPE I II
14274 INSECTICIDE AEROSOL SYNERGIZED PYRETHRINS
01250 INSECTICIDE,D-PHENDTHRIN 2%
• * A-I_T ]IIETAL.S
EC569 6099 TRIANGLE DRIVE COMMERCE
04699 METALS/METAL ALLOYS, 6061-T6 TYPE 2 PLAIN END
** AIRSERCO MFG.
o7--! _L_z ;v.c SeAL_"T
** AIRTECH INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14569 GS 37
08827 R_LEASE ALL #30
*- AIRWICK INDUSTRIES INC.
** A,,:_N PAX.T 8 ivAnmS., z.c.
039-89- .........#36231 WALKWAY TYPE II
11004 WHITE AEROPRITE
"* At(_D CHEMICALS. INC.










CA 90040 (213) 722-2500
MIL-P-25995/HAZARDOUS DURING WELDING,GRINDING,ETC. 01/07/86
._¢_¢z p. o_ BOX 7275 P!_lr_
",i : i: ::'ii: ' . ' A!_SE_.OPIN_ :
PA _5213.... (412) 62_-6960
............_: 06/20t93




CA 90749 (213) _03-9683
CA 90749 (213) 603-9683
o5/141go
0_104t76
89044 40 SEAVIEW DR SECAUCUS Nd 070941807
7o_,28!_ FIRESTONE_v¥. ..... :,xx,oN OH44_!
MIL-W-5044C/NDNSLIP DULL GRAY 36231/COMPOUND




97654 300 S. RIVERS:tOE PLz : CHICAGO tL 60606 (3i2) 506_7054
670! 5 10120/89 * "
CATALYST USED IN SUPER*ZIP SEPARATION SYSTEM OF PA 03/15/89 *
19337 N-1386 BIOCIDE (TECHNICAL GRADE) FOR FORMULATING BACTERICIDES,FUNGICIDES.ALGAECIDES 01/00/91
19338 SILBOND H-4 PREHYOROLYZED ETHYL POLYSILICATE bINDER 12/00/91
1933_ SILBOND H'5 PREHYDROLYZED ETHYL POLYSIL]CATE BINDER . 12/00/91
FORMERLY: AKZO CTNGS AMERICA I 98502 AEROSPACE FINISHES DIV. ORANGE
WYANDOTTE PAINT DIV. ECB40 650 5TEPHENSON HWY. TROY
SEE ALSO:SIKKENS AEROSPACE FIN EC305 ORANGE
::_ BOSTIK X_:_,:/_IINE CURII_; AQENT FOR 443,1 SERIES US_BI STP 409.4"/8.4187.t304
::::!:;i i :::_ST!K! 46_!_1271I!,, _Y P!IJHIEII BASE !: : :: : :
11480 CATALYST FOR 463-6-78 X 515
18359 CATALYST FOR 656-68-SERIES X-532













GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX




12253 EPOXY CATALYST - COMPOSTTE C (R 66)
132_ _POXY :P!!I!!BJl YE'I,_I:iiA4C.13"P; ....
t14"_++:: e PO_,,y::rT_+ +:_SS+++::++++:++_E+++ +443030397 +
20895 FLUID RESISTANT EPOXY T.C. GLOSS
06457 FRL-3 99-31 COMPLETE COATING, LATEX COATING
08935 GF 2905
09570 GRIP FLEX, ACRYLIC COATING
08958 GRtP.:FLEX SPRAY
21"/211 HS EP.CAT. FOR 446-25,, 22'S'ERIES
08726 MATTE BLACK GF SPRAY -"
14275 NEVER-SEEZ REGULAR/PURE NIOKEL SPECIAL. NS-160
08769 P.C. & ELC.SPRY THINNER, T 2003
18973 P;U./TC FLAT GRAy 595B-,58231
1148:1 Pfl FREE CORflOS!ON _RESIS_. :EPOXY PRIMER
0g I 13 + CATALYST FOR: N_ll +iS ERZES
09004 PU TOPCOAT SEN[GLOSS - YELLOW
10291 RETARDER FOR TYPE I PRIMER
02087 SIKKENS
20_64 T't6




04251 X-369, PART B
20422 x++_
t8957:3::_NT ALUMINtJ_ PU COATING
20663 463-06-0003
20421 643-18-0001 P.U./TC GLOSS WHITE 5956-17925
20660 643- 18-0013
206_1 643-18-4509
20482 663"-18-Q006 PU/TX FLAT BLACK 595B-37038
20481 663-18-00t0 POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT FLAT - GRAY
** ALBRIGHT & WILSON AMERICAS INC
_384_ kxrIBL_ZE :80
** ALCAD INC.: :
11194 CAUSTIC POTASH
OOPR6 P.O. BOX 26229
OE9S6 73 DEFCOPARX RO.
** ALCIDECORPORATION
14276 ALCIDE EXSPOR
14277 ALCIDE LD 10:1:1
ALCID 125 MAIN STREET












46_76 / CATALYST - X-515 1:1
X'4SBi:
653180007/USE WITH CATALYST X-468
TL 82
EPOXY PRIMER REDUCER / TL-52
THINNER, MINERAL SPIRITS, ODORLESS
ALIPHATIC PU THINER (RULE 66)
P_OO_CTNO. ese_.,_8ee
EPOXY CATALYST
CATALYST FOR 463-6-3, 463-6-5
PU CATALYST FOR NEV 600-16 SERIES/39-4929-17875
643-01-0001
FLD.RE5.EP.TC II_I_TE 595B-17925
EPOXY PRIMER GREEN BAC 452
USE WITH CATALYST X-468/ 39-4929-17875
P.U./TC GLOSS GRAY 595B-16473
P.U./TC GLOSS GREEN, 5_51B-14062
RICHMOND VA 232606229
NORTH HAVEN CT 06473







































VESTPORT CT 06880 (203) 227-1223
WESTPORT CT 06880 (203) 227-1223
05/00/84 *
POLENTIATED CHLORINE DIOXIDE 05/00/84 •
MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO OflG.CONTACT / tSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e" = OLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINOEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 14
MANUFJ_TURER E T
ilFQR. NOTES. FSClI. ADOeESS, PHONE IISOS H
TSRS ID TRADENAME COklIENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ALCOA CHEMICAL DIV 81547 BAUXITE AR
14728 1501 ALCOA BUILDING PITT_ PA t521g (4t2) 563-4002
08S25 ACTIVATED ALUMINAS : ...... 05/_1i/89:
- 071_581:*CTIVATED ALUMINAS ,ADSORBENT/DEHYDR; ACT/CAT; _ F" t, ,20, -200,:1t_00,S" tOO,F" l(E ) .CG':tO,OF-2OOD, SRU Ioi_oiu: /
16001 ALUMINUM ALLOYS
06909 ELECTRICAL JOINT COMPOUND NO.2
08626 H-152








** ALDRICH CtILrNICAL CO.
17534 215 PARK AVE. SO.
60928 p.o. Box i!355
86237 P.O. BOX 355
21673 ((IS)-ENOO)-(-)-BORNEOL. 98%
19383 (+)-RUTIN TRIHYDRATE, 95%
21_75 (÷/_!)-LINIALOGL, 9_.
2_426 (IS),(_):A(PHA_I_NE. 9=J_ (87÷% E,E:)
10178 ACETIC ACID SODIUM SALT. 99%
13898 ACETIC ACID, GLACIAL. 99.8_
22462 ACETIC ACID. GLACIAL. 99.99+%
DIST: PIONEER ALUMINUM. INC.
HYDRAL 705 & 710 i OTHERS
NEW YORK NY 10003
C6306-1.-2.-3.-4; C6305-1
C6300-1.C6301-1.C6301-2.-3,-4,'5 I 051-.50Z












13862:ACETIC:ACID, SI_ZUM:SALT TRXHYDRATE, 99,_ ACS REAG ABBOTT MSDS #69, PROOUCT#23650-O
22466A_TXCACXD, VO_TRIC STANDARD, 1.ON SOLUTION : 31_9201XNrWATER
OSI4S!_:_CE;_,99+5+_.•I_,c.s. REA_Em
17909 ACETONE, 99.5+_, A.C.S. REAGENT
17910 ACETONE, 99.5+%, A.C.S. SPECTROPHOTDNETRIC GRADE
22844 ACETYL BROMIDE, 99%
224_,ALPHA-O_GLUCOSE, AIe4YDROU$, 96_
I:8_ ALPHA--TERPXNENE, : 85%
22455 ANNONIUN CHLORIDE. 99.52%. A.C.S. REAGENT
13878 AMMONIUM HYDROGEN D[FLUORIDE. 98%
09165 AIM4ONIUM HYDROXIDE. A.C.S. REAGENT
_tg¢II_ZUUlHYOROXXOE, 9_;g92XI(&O_ 1tt3) i ....


























• t 53201 i :(4t14) 2_3850




















: .: . .... 041:_S/S0 . _
: _111i1_0 :::
!:: : 041t_t/so ii:i:i:_ :
09/2i/89
( (, (,,
22459 AltU)NIUM PHOSPHATE, DIBASIC. 98+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 21599-6 03/24/94
13491 AmIUM SULFATE, 99_. A.C.S. REAGENT 22125-2 07/30/91




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. t5
_::_:!_ _ : _ : _ E T
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S !
..................... . ............................................................... . .............................................
22421 ANTHRONE. 97%. A.C.S. REAGENT 31989-9
191176 API_IN:, igB_i _iii_i _'_i_ _i _ 123t_5.2






















CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE. 98+%, A.C.S. REAGENT
CARBON DIOXIDE 99.8+%
CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE, 99.95+%
CHLORODI FLUOROME THANE, 99.9"_
CHLOROTRIFL__ ; 99+% _ f_
CHRYSIN
COBALT (II) CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE, 98% A.C.S REAGEN
COBALT (II) NITRATE HEXAHYDRATE, 99%
10179 COPPER (It) SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE. 98÷%,A.C.S REAG.
22456 COPPER( I1 ) ACETATE MONOHY_ATE, 98÷%_ A¢$ REAGENT
22486 CYT_SZN B i _ i_i_ ii
07715 OICHLORODZFLUOROMETHANE, 99+%
07714 DICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE, 98%
05987 DIETHYLENETRIAMINEPENTAACETIC ACID, 97%
22534 DIMETH_LANINOACETONITRILE; 99_
11499 ETHER. U.S.P.
22840 ETHER, 99.9%. HPLC GRADE, INHIBITOR-FREE
22841 ETHYL ACETATE. 99.8%. HPLC GRADE
17911 ETHYL ALCOHOL REAGENT DENATURED HPLC GRADE
22846 ETHYL ALCOtlOL. DENATURED
10186 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID 99.5_ A.C.S REAGE
22460 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID, IRON(III)
22457 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID. TRISODZUM SALT
07707 FLUOROTRICHLOROMETHANE 99+%
07708 F_LDEHYDE 37 WT. _ $I_LMTI_ _ IN WATER
1301m GLM_IDINE' NVDmX34LO_tBE. :






22843 HEXANE. 95+%. HPLC GRADE
20093 HYORAZINE SULFATE. 97%






























/ SODIUM SALT DIHYDRATE
/ HYDRATE, 95%
k_¢_S, REAGENT. 25254-9
12473-7 _ i i



























































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SU_ilIT KS¢ FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS_S V/O "-' VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 16
MANUFACTUJtER E T
Mr-GR. NOTES.FSCM,ADDRESS.PIqONE _ H R







































13102 HYDROCHLORIC ACID, VOLUMETRIC STANDARD
HYDROCHLORIC ACID, VOLUMETRIC STANDARD, 0.2N SOI.N.
HYDROCHLORIC ACID. 37_o A.C.S- REAGENT
HYDROFLUORIC ACID, 99.99+_
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, 30 WT. % SOLUTION IN WATER





IODINE, 99.8% ACS REAGENT






MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE. ANHYDROUS (DUS-TOP)
MAGNESIUM SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE. 98+% A.C.S. REAGEN
MANGANESE(It) CHLORIDE TETRAHYDRATE,98+% A.C.S.REA
MANGANESE(II) CHLORIDE, 99+_
MANGANESE(IT) SULFATE _YORATE,98*%,ACS REAGENT
MERCURY (I1) OXIDE, RED, 99%. ACS REAGENT
MERCURY ABSORPTION KIT
METHANOL ACS
O, tN SOLUTION IN WATER / 31896-5
34310-2 / IN WATER
PRODUCT #25814-8, _TT MSD$ #9
33926-t




















Z6?60;MSDS VALID 2/94 - 4/94
METHYL METHACRYLArE. ¢J9_
METHYL SULFOXIDE. 99.9_, HPLCGRADE
ETHYL SULFDXZDE!_ 99.9%. SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC GRADE _TT MSDS N? ....




NICKEL (tI) SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE 99.999_
NICOTINIC ACID,198_
NITRIC ACID ACS REAGENT (90%)
NITRIC ACID, ACS REAGENT (70%)
NITROGEN DIOXIDE 99.5+%
NONYL ALDEHYDE, 95%
17936 OCTYL ALDEHYDE 9<3%
$;_B730CTYL _F_TESOD_UaI!SALT99_
22423 ORCINOL MONDHYDRATE, 97%
08816 P-TOLUENESULFONYL CHLORIDE 98%
13901PARA-TQLUENESULFONIC ACID MONDHYDRATE 99%
13879 PARAFORMA_HYDE 95_
=2.B4.8 PHIEM)LI_I LI_":E!'CRYSTAL $. 9t_"X, A.C.5. REAGENT
: t04Q1 PHEMDL_LEINIA_C_$. REAGENT
- 22384 PHENOTHIAZINE. 98+%
13886 PHENYL ETHER 99%































































07112/89 ::: , ,




.....--..-..-..--.............-. ; .... ..,...-,.p- - ...-:-- .- .
_'S: MARKED *-' : ::$UI_IIT KS_:FORII _9-393:: TO ORG._I_T /:::IISD$:*S::VlO r_!!i_llIeZ_: AVA]_L'ABLE ViA NSDS :SYSTEM / "*" -DL_:HNI:S MSOS ::
• " e.Sl_Z:::: ,*, .,p.,mou_'rCOmAXm _F_ :_(a_O)l_2:cH_mcAL; ,-_:o_T_.::_!_rcY AV_]L*_Le:: ZN::mS sYs_u :::-: :::: : :
(
GP23ol MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 17
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR, NDTE$,FSCIt,ADDRESS,PEK)NE MSD$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COmENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
13900 PICRIC ACID, A.C.S. REAGENT 25137-2 03/25/94
22781POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE, AVERAGE _ CA. 360,000 85647-9 08/01/94
22422 POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE, CROSS-LINKED 85648-7 02/09/94
17912 POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 99+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 20800-0 10/29/92
08779 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 85+% A.C.S. REAGENT 22147-3 08/17/88
11005 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 99.99% 30656-8 / SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE. ABBOTT MSDS #14 01/23/90
17913 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE VOLUMETRIC STANDARD 1.ON SOL 31937-6 10/29/92
22461 POTASSIUM NITRATE, 99.9_ 20411-0 03/25/94
22490 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE, MONOBASIC, 99+%, ACS REAGENT 22130-9 03/25/94
13867 PROCAINE HYDROCHLORIDE 99% ABBOTT MSDS #63, PRODUCT #22297-6 07/12/89
22847 PYRIDINE, 99+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 36057-0 08/05/94
22400 OUINHYDRONE, 97% 28296-0 03/15/94
17914 SILICA GEL 6-16 MESH 21444-2 10/29/92
11377 SODIUM CARBONATE 99.95-100,05% PRIMARY STANDARD 22348-4 04/11/90
08596 SODIUM CHLORIDE 99÷% A.C.S. REAGENT 04/17/90
22779 SODIUM CHLORITE. TECH., 80% 24415-5 08/04/94
13096 SODIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 97+% A.C.S. REAGENT PRODUCT #22146-5, ABBOTT MSDS #8 03/11/91
13093 SODIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 99.99% SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE, PRODUCT #30657-6 03/11/91
13094 SODIUM HYDROXIDE VOLUMETRIC STANDARD 31951-I / 1.0 N SOLUTION IN WATER 08/13/91
22427 SODIUM HYDROXIDE, VOLUMETRIC STANDARD. O.1N SOL. 3t948-1 / IN WATER 04/05/94
22467 SOOIUM HYPOCHLORITE, SOLUTION 23930-5 03/25/94
13509 SODIUM METABISULFtTE 97+% A.C.S. REAGENT 25555-6 07/30/91
10183 SODIUM MOLYBDATE (VI) DIHYDRATE 99+% 22184-8 04/17/90
22458 SODIUM MOLYBDATE(VI) DIHYDRATE, 99+%, ACS REAGENT 33105-8 03/24/94
10181 SODIUM NITRATE A.C.S. REAGENT 22134-1 04/17/90
22463 SODIUM NITRITE, 97+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 23721-3 03/24/94
13087 SOOIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC 98÷% PRODUCT # 21988-6, ABBOTT MSDS #25 03/11/91
13092 SODIUM PHOSPHATE IIIONOBAStC NONOHYDRATE 98÷%. A.C.S. REAGENT, PRODUCT # 22352-2 03/1t/91
13091 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC 99.999% PRODUCT #22990-3 03/11/91
22842 SODIUM PYROPHOSPHATE, 98% 32246-6 08/05/94
13090 SODIUM SULFATE DECAHYDRATE 97% PRODUCT #24698-0 03/11/91
12668 SODIUM SULFATE, GRANULAR, 99+%. A.C.S. REAGENT 23931-3 08/05/94
22488 SO0tUM SULFITE, 98+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 23932-1 03/25/94
13869 SODIUM TETRABORATE DECAHYDRATE A.C.S. REAGENT ABBOTT MSDS #60, PRODUCT #22133-3 07/12/89
11376 SODIUM TUNGSTATE DIHYDRATE 99% A.C.S. REAGENT 22333-6 04/11/90
13888 SULFAMIC ACID 98% ABBOTT MSDS #38 12/02/88
19367 TANNIC ACID 21671-2 06/08/93
13868 TERT-AMYL ALCOHOL 99÷% GOLD LABEL ABBOTT MSDS #62, PROOUCT t24048-6 04/01/92
22008 TERT-BUTYL ISOTHIOCYANATE, 99% 25t85-2 12/06/93
09051 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSlLICATE 98% (TEOS) 13190-3 08/17/88
13875 TETRAETHYLAMMONIUM HYDROXIDE ABBOTT MSDS #53. PRODUCT #17780-6 03/16/87
11465 TETRAHYDROFURAN 99.9+% HPLC GRADE INHIBITOR-FREE 27038-5 10/02/90
13882 THIOUREA 99+% A.C.S. REAGENT ABBOTT MSDS _45, PRODUCT _24025-7 12/09/88
11503 TOLUENE ANHYDROUS 99+% 24451-1 03/09/87
06373 TOLUENE 99+% SPECTROPHQTOMETRIC GRADE 15500-4 02/02/88
22839 TOLUENE, 99.8%, HPLC GRAOE 27037-7 08/05/94
19368 TRAMS-TRAUMATIC ACID. 97% 17724-5 06/23/93
17938 TRANS-3-HEXEN-I-OL 98% 22471-5 11/19/92
11059 TRIACETIN 99% T4370-2, A0771 & A0774 06/16/87
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA Ellis MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXZC SUSSTANCESREGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 _UEACTURER ZNOeX P. 18
_AC_U_I E T
w_. Nerres.esc_.a_emess._ mos . R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................





06598 TRIS(HYDROXYMETHYL)AMINOMETHANE HYDROCHLOR£DE 99+%
19381TRYPTOPHOL. 97%
10176 TMEEN BO _
22838 UREA, 99"_. A.C.S. REAGENT
1018Q ZZNC SULFATE HEPTJ_IYDRATE 91)3_&oC.5o REAGENT
11765 1-BROMO-4-FLUOROBENZENE 99%
13881 I-BUTANOL 99%






20368 2-METHYL-2-PROPANOL, 99+%. AC5 REAGENT
22515 2,NETHYLFURAN. 99_
13902 2-PROPANDL 99+%
22845 2-PROPANOL, S)9.5÷_, A.C,S, REAGENT
06896 3-NETHYLTHIOPHENE
19380 3.4-DXHYDROXYCINNAMZC AC]D,97X.PREDOMZNANTLY TRANS
19366 3",5,7-TRIHYDROXY-4"-METHOXYFLAVONE 7-RUTINOSXDE
1(_19_ 4_HYDROXY-4-NETHYL,2-PENTANONE:99_III:4,,S_7,TRZlHNDROXYFLAVANONE!-_I .:;_::i •
..... _i _ iii il;i_ i












ABBOTT MSDS #46, PRODUCT #B8590-0
29328-8











































18878 ALEM]TE CD-2 CARB:CLEANER
ECK2_6 799 BIERMANN CT MT. PROSPECT IL 60056 (708) 391-1315
4117-12 : 09127/9t
** ALEXANDER MFG. CO.
56469
- t77e4 ALK_Lt[NE_
20350.H69e_5:N_CAO BATTERY, t.3V FOR_PAGER i
** ALFA KLEEN
EC927 2691 SATURN ST.
21845 AK-032 OPTlCAL LENS TYPE I
07$_:ANTI FOGGINS AK-Oel












DlV. MORTON THIOKOL 78518 152 ANDOVER STREET DANVERS MA 01923 (617) 777-1970
i ' ._TR;: : *.*" -_T CONTA_NS _FR 358i(_O)/'372 CHEM][CAL. " - ''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE _I:IN: _. SYSTEM
( ( (,
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 19
MANUFACTURER E T
MFG_R. NOTE$.FSCN,ADDRtESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
09152 ACRYLONITRILE 06/00/81
01420 ALUMINUM OXIDE 10/00/85
01421 CES|UM CHLORIDE 02/00/81
01422 LANTItANUIB OXIDE 12/00/79
01423 LITHIUM CHLORIDE 06/00/80
- 10873 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE. HEXAHYDRATE 400205.305958,16635 NO DATE
- 10877 POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 306858.22109.87626.400240 - (PG. 2 MISSING) NO DATE
- 22870 SOOIUN TETRABDRATE 307462,87062?,400265,22150 0t/00/82
- 10881 ZINC CHLORIDE ANHYDROUS 87841.87900.19808 - (PG,2 MISSING) NO DATE
** ALFRED MFG CO.
** ALIBI MFG CORP
** ALL FLORIDA PAINT STORE, INC.




** ALL STATE WELDING ALLOYS CO.
REPLACED BY ALLOYS RODS CORP
** ALL-STATE WELDING PRODUCTS DIV
05727 ALL-STATE S-2OO BRAZING FLUX
** ALLEGRO INDUSTRIES
13933 SPRAY ADHESIVE
*, ALLEN. L. B.
02266 ALLEN SOLDER PASTE P-lO0
03363 P 200 SOLDER PASTE
0 13615 SC-600 BRAZING FLUXG




OSUH3 50 W. LAURIE ST. MELBOURNE
ECtM5 13141 MDLETTE STREET




91254 WHITE PLAINS NY 32448
EC358 P.D. BDX 6OO.5112 ALLENOALE LN TANEYTOWN




















MORRISTOWN Nd 07960 (201) 455-2000
1L164 P.O. BOX 2830 BATON ROUGE LA 70821 (210) 455-2000
SPEC. CHEM. DIVISON 72658 P.O. BOX 1087R MURRISTOWN Nd
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / ,_' = DLA I-_IS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "=' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 20
PLASTICS DIV. 82196 COLUMBIA RD AND PARK MORRISTOWN NU 07960
SEE ALSO: ALLIEDSIGNAL EC093
14280 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE. 25-30_ SOLUTION - AQUA AMMONIA 0-C-265 04/00/61
O 14281ASCARITE (GENERIC) DLA MSDS
• 14282 BORIC ACIO CRYSTAL ACS 1051 DLA MSOS
- 14291 8ROM CRESOL PURPLE SODIUM SALT 03/11/81 *
03666 CHROMIC ACID. TECHNICAL. FLAKE. #068-9210 CHRONIC ACID ANHYDRIDE/SUPPLIED BY UDYLITE CORP?? NO DATE
• 11924 CLEANING CONPO_ SOLVENT MIL-C-81302 DLA MSDS
17148 GENE$OLV D SOLVENT (VARIOUS GRADES) KSC-TG-PID-01 07/01/91 *
11302 GENETRON 11 TRtCHLOROFLUORONETHANE 05/00/89
00760 GENETRON 113 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE 03/00/82 *
00407 GENETRON 114 88-F-1421 / DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE 10/00/85
04204 GENETRON 22 SNI A=SOLB.CYL/SNI B=30LB.CYL/CHLORODIFLUOROMETHAN 02/21/84 *
02631GENETRON 500 AZEOTROPE 01/00/86 -
14283 GENETRON 502 CHCLF2 - CCLF2CF3 AZEOTROPE 03/00/81
- 02734 ]SOPROPYL ALCOHOL 09/00/85 -
08725 METHYLENEDIANILINE (MDA) OLD!! MSDS NO DATE *
O 14284 NITRIC ACID DLA MSDS * *
@ 14285 NITRIC ACID. ACS DLA MSDS -
14286 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC POTASH) FLAKE & GROUND NO DATE
14287 SULFURIC ACID 12/08/84 -
• 14288 SULFURIC ACID. ELECT DLA MSDS -
• 14289 SULFURIC ACID. ELECTROLYTE. BATTERY CLASS 3 0-S-801 DLA NSDS -
14290 SULFURIC ACID. 99% 11/19/82 -
13600 TOLUENE REAGENT, ACS GRADE, SEMI-CONDUCTOR GRADE LMSC MSDS 07/01/80 *
PAINT AND COLOR WORKS 83992 390 T_FFAN¥ ST
*_ ALLIED
BRONX NY 10474
*, ALLIED PHOTO PRODUCTS CO
OIV. OF ALLIED PRODUCTS CORP 1CG79
*" ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
ALLPC
10188 E-SOLDER HARDENER NO. 18
01885 E-SOLDER 3021A/3022 RESIN & 3025A
EPOXY HARDENER FOR E-SOLDER 3022 RESIN 10/31/85
10/16/85
** ALLIED RESIN CORPORATION
** ALLIED SIGNAL
- 22777 ED130. GLASS EPOXY LAMINATE
**A!LLIEO UNIVERSAL
14292 CHLORINE. GASEOUS
EC557 WEYMOUTH INDUSTRIAL PARK EAST WEYMOUTH




MA 02189 ( ) 337-6070
WI 546021448 (608) 784-6070
07/16/91 -
FL (305) 8418-2623
1977 09/09/81 * *
** ALLIED-KELITE
 s,s ;-,: xsc ,o..  ' ilTom!ii  ,  Ti/ms,slu/o '-,;V.  ZiW*VA L.mLE VIA.sos SYSTE./ 'o" - DLA.mS.SOS:
ii! [HS/TRI: "," =PROOUCT C(]NTAINSI:I_FRI:_§(3_)/372 _CAL. '' ;_::DATACURRENTLY AVAILABLEINIIISDS SYSTEM
( _
( ( (
¢w023-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 21
MANUFACTURER . ': E T
ImFGR. NOTES,FSCt(,ADDRESS,PItDNE MSDS H R





AEROSPACE CO. AIRESEARCH LOS A 70210
SEE ALSO BARON BLAKESLEE EC092
ENGINEERED MATERIALS 40991 P.O. BOX 1139




MORRISTOWN Nd 07962-1139 (201) 566-4157
WIPE DOWN SOLUTION NO DATE
02/01193
DISCONT'D - HP PN 5080-3605 (REPLACMENT:92193.IPA) tl/00/87
• = ALLOY RODS CORPORATION
ECB78 P 0 BOX 517 WILSON AVE HANOVER PA 17331
84021P 0 BOX 517 WILSON AVE HANOVER PA 17331
19936 ATOM ARC COVERED LOW HYDROGEN ELECTRODES
090i8 SPOOLAR¢ 85.88 SPOOLARC 87, GAS METAL ARC WELDING
• * ALOX
60773 P.O. BOX 517 NY 14302
05273 ALOX 2028CM
04567 ALOX 20280, CORROSION PREVENTIVE COI_POUND
MILD AND LOW ALLOY STEEL _A_LID WELDING VIRES
NIAGARA FALLS
NIL-C-81309 TY.II CL.I & CL.II
MIL_C-81309, TY.III
WOODBRIDGE
NNBO 135-072 TY III FINISH B
ECC24 2 AMBOY AVE NO 07095
Nd 0730496613 600 - RTE. 440/56 MATER ST. dERSEY CITY
MIL-F-14256 TY RMA
ROSIN FLUX REMOVER
LEAD-GASEO SOLDER OF VARYING COMPOSITION
SOLDER/USERS PLEASE CHECK PRODUCT STOCK # & ID
MSI# 0R-115, LMSC CAT.#EP5 33-202) / LMSC MSDS
ECF66 4620 N. GALLOWAY RO. LAKELAND
POLYESTER RESIN
FL 33809
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94111
WALNUT CREEK CA 94596
*, ALPHA ASSOC. INC
12904 ALPHAOUARTZ S/570/9294
** ALPHA METALS
@ 03668 ALPHA SOLDER FLUX. #611
14293 ALPHA 564 M CLEANING SOLVENT
@ 04206 ALPHA 620F FLUX, TYPE RMA












14295 AMMONIA. ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
14296 ANAEROBIC ATMOSPHERE MIXTURE
14297 ARSINE
































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)




























































ETHYLENE OXIDE IO%/CARBON DIOXIDE 90%



























































































































.sos,s ,.m o ;-,: SUNXTKsc FOR.2S- .:TO I;I A T/ .SOS,S ./0 '-" V.:F: IIAVAI E V:A.SOSSVST ./ '0" - OLA"XSmOS
: EHS/TRI: "*' =PROOUCT CONTAINS40CFR!I!355(370)t372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA_CURRENTCY AVAILAE_LE IN liiSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY OATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 23
•w_ud_.n:_:T_ee e T
WGR. NOTES, FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE ' NSO$ H n
TSRS ZD TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
14346 METHYL BROMIDE AG 05251 10/01/85 -
14347 METHYL CHLORIDE AG 05252 10/0t/85
14348 METHYL FLUORIDE AG05253 10/01185
14349 METHYL MERCAPTAN : AG 05254 t0/01/65
14350 MONOETHYL AMINE AG 05255 10/01/65
14351MONOMETHYL AMINE AG 05256 10/01/85
14352 NEON AG 05257 10/01/85
14353 NITRIC OXIDE AG 05258 10/01/85
14354 NITROGEN DIOX[OE AG 05259 10/01/85
14355 NITROGEN TRIFLUORIDE AG 05260 10/01/85
14356 NITROGEN TRIOXIDE AG 05261 10/01/85
14357 PERFLUOROPROPANE AG 05262 10/01/85
14358 PHOSGENE AG 05263 10/01/85
14359 PHOSPHINE AG 05264 10/01/85
143($OPROPANIE AG 05265 10/01/85
14361PROPYLENE AG 05266 t0/01/85
14362 PROPYLENE OXIDE AG 05267 10/01/85
14363 PROPYLENE OXIDE 8%/CARBON DIOXIDE 92% AG 05268 10/01/85
14364 SILANE GAS AG 05269 10/01/85
14365 SILICON TETRACHLORIDE AG 05270 10/01/85
14@66 SXLICONTETRAFLUDRIDE AG 05271 10/01/85
14.387 SULFUR DIOXIDE AG 05272 10/01/85
14568 SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE AG 05273 10/01/85
14369 SULFUR TETRAFLUORIOE AG 05274 10/01/85
14370 TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE AG 05275 10/01/85
14371TRANS-2-6UTENE AG 05212 10/01/85
14372 TRIMETHYLAMINE AG 05288 10/01/85
14373 TUNQSTENHEXAFLUORIDE AG0528t 10/01/85
14374 XENON AG 05282 10/01/85
14375 XENON_OXYGEN USP MIXTURE AG 05283 10/01/85
14320 12% ETHYLENE OXIDE/88_ DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE MIX AG 05236 / STERILANT GAS 10/01/88
** ALTA CHEMICAL CORPORATION
8L886 11526F SDRRENTO VALLEY ROAD
8L866 11526F SORRENTO VALLEY ROAD
ALTA PHOTOGRAPHIC ECN40 11526 SORRENTO VALLEY RD
21612 ACME NORTHEAST - STARTER MSDS# ANE-570
05513 215T MICRODAT& SYSTEMS DEVELOPER - 2100 KIT
05514 21ST MICROOATA SYSTEM_ FIX - 2100 KIT
05516 21ST MICRODATA SYSTEMS WASH 4 - 2100 KIT
05515 215T MICRODATA SYSTEMS 3 NEUTRALIZER - 2100 KIT
SAN DIEGO CA 92121
SAN DIEGO CA 92121










AKA ALTA SALES EC803 1187 N.
00118 PURIFIER CARTRIDGES RAF SPT 13X
TUSTIN AVE. ANAHEIM
SOLE SOURCE: ALTA-ROBBINS
CA 92807 (714) 630-0571
04/28/80
** ALTAS PUTTY PRODUCTS
ECL35 5401S. KEATING AVE. CHICAGO IL 60632 (312) 585-2727
19946 GLAZING CID A-A-373A 05/12/88 -
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SU6MIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'P' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
101o3194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 24
ImUCUFACT',J_R E T
- IIF_R. NDTES,F_[_II.ADOIIE$$.IqtONE IIISOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
_'* ALU," TECH
$!JIIIERVXLLE $C 294113 (803) 724"044t
04/27/87 " "
** ALUM-A-LUB CORP
ECC$9 8600 DELI_R ST. LOUIS
10t67 ALUN-A,Lt.IB:_VENT BLEND ...... i :: !:-:: COVERING PRESSURIZED ALUN-A'LUB
** _U co. :or A,WAXCAi::: : :::_!::: :: : : _: ::i::::!Z: :
SEE ALSO ALCOA EC897 P. O. BOX 300 BAUXITE
SEE ALSO ALCOA ECO33
M0 63124 (314) 997-6060
0_IO1189
AR 72011 (412) 553-2881
** ALYZN AND .GO .... i :i :: i .... : _
::;:!:!0_;D_V_iii!&iiilk'1_:!i!:_:!i_i:i ii:i::: i!i!i_i:: !::i!4!".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'._4807! :: i:_:: iiii:i: ! :
** AM INTERNATIONAL
VARITYPER DIV. 62812 11 NT. PLEASANT AVE. EAST HANOVER
NULTI_JUtPHZC$.:O|.V.i: : • 09_77!!t:800W. CENTRAL ROAD NTI_IPRSSPiECT
: ::_: " : 00494 t800 W CENTRAL • MT PROSPECT
MULTIGRAPH]CSlDIV./B_ING DIV 1A714 t800 WEST CENTRAL liT. PROSPECT
BRUNING DIV. 3F647







- BLACK_Ni(N+450, MULT|LITH SF INKS




(_M|STRY FOR S_LVER PLATES, ACTIVATOR
- : : _]STRY FOR SILVER PLATES, ET¢;H SOLUTION
CHEMISTRY FOR SILVER PLATES, STABILIZER
CLEAN PRINT
CT 06002 (203) 243+898f
NO DATE :: :







V2159 / LZTHO INK VEHICLE
83-8-104651 / DIFFUSION TRANSFER ACTIVATOR
83-9-101847 /PADOING COMPOUND FOR NCR PAPER
83-3_t045_8
83-7"100981. SF10,.$F t0C / OFFSET INKS
VS2004 / 0503
83-6-104315/83-5-104316/83-4-t04317
83-1-770004,83-9-77005,83-9-77055 / BLANKET CLEAN!
1_3-9-t0_98 / PHOTO_APHIC CHEMICAL
83,4_I/I:ILI__C.FOUNTAINSOLN,_ENTR.
83-8-105799 / PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICAL
200-9050-tA, t3-4-190735 / DESENSITIZING SOLN.
- 00329 CLEANER, VARITYPER TANK (SULFURIC ACID), 3225 48-3225-0 (KIMS SAYS 48-3220-O)/NODELS 800,840.845
14688 DEGLAZING SOLVENT 83-0-105532, 83-9-105533, INK/GLAZE REMOVER
• +4.20EVELOPER






















:__-I::S _::-:_'::;i:;:i:+ " "...........:i:-;.;__:! ::"':.!:::-.i:_: ..:-+_!:::.::_i _::M:T __::;ii_: _;_":":: _::' _i.......i;::::;::i:'::_Q::__:::::_!.................._ ...._::"!_._:._:!::_:!:_-.::+::.::i*::"::i!:: ! _:_.:,ii!:::":";:;::: ii _R_.._|_:.!:AyA!_._E: :V]AI_::::......._.........." _: $_:: :1::: "•" - DLA :_S. MS0$1" : ::....
. ::!:!_!:[.:: '_i_ _ ::W__iiil_l_IrA_::._._;:i__)_:_(:_._:: ,_::._:._...:-:_TA! _N_IrLY:AVAIL.M_LE!:::_N:-_; SYSTEM : :
( ( . (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 25
.... ...... E T
BFGR. NOTES ,FS(_, ADDRESS,, PHONE NSOS_ _ H R









































HIGH DENSITY LIQUID DEVELOPER
HIGH YIELD TONER
IMAGE REMOVER PEN PRETREATNENT FLUID
INKANTI_SKTN SPRAY
INK RUBBER BASE +
INK-LINGS





M & M METRICOLOR INKS
METAL PLATE STARTER
MtLTILITH NL/ML$ INKS & VARNISHES
MULTI-PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE




MULTICOLOR RUBBER eASE INKS
MULTICOLOR VARNISH
14715 NULTILITH BLANKRGLA SOLVENT. 83-1-T70004- 1 GAL.
MULTILITH CLEAN N" EASY
MULTILITH CS INK
MULTILITH CYLINDER CLEANER
83-0-105797 / INK ROLLER DEGLAZER
NA178A / LUBRICATION GREASE
83-3-105612 / BEARING & CHAIN OIL
NA-78A / PUMP LUBRICATION OIL
83-4-104416 / LIQUID DEVELOPER DILUENT/CLEANER, 83
83-2-104723 / DELETION PEN
83-5-101247
83-1.101241 / LIQUID TONER FOR AM MASTER 1MAGERS
SHEET STOCK:8-2004.B-2007,805,EL IO00.2400,25TPM,E
83-1-104054,83-O-104055,200-1050-50A / CONVERSION
83-2-105159,83-9-105160.83-8-105161 / CONVERSION S
83-5-104035 / CONVERSION SOLUTION
8-X-XXXXXX/X-XXXXXX=9-104239/ETC DISC. 1987
83-5-104969 / 3M TONER
VARIOUS / OIL BASE LITHOGRAPHIC INK
83-3-104722
200-1150-4A / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
13-3-190728,83-5-104704 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
83"1-104971 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
PN 200*gO3-2A / 9003 MASTER DEVELOPER
83-6-104323 / 6004 SERIES FINISHER,PRESERVATIVE,CL
NO. 8309-104254
83-1-104567 / GLASS CLEANING SPRAY
83-3-105059 / 885 DEVELOPER
83-4-101024, 2400 TONER
83_1-104724 / DELETION PRETREATMENT E-STAT MASTERS
83_0_!04568 :_:ii_
OFFSET DUPLICATING INK
83-5-200867 / HAND CLEANERS
83-7-105089 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION ADDITIVE
83-5-105636 / MASTER INAGER CLEANING FLUID
83-8-105625 / LIQUID TONER FOR MASTER IMAGERS
83-0-104824 / 2500 LIQUID TONER
VARIOUS NO'S BY COLOR / COLORED OXIDIZING INKS
83-4-105793 / METAL PLATE CLEANER AND PRETREATMENT
VARIOUS NO'S / OXIDIZING INKS
83-2_04525 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
83-3-104409 / INK TACK REDUCER
83-7-105303 / PHOTOGRAPHIC BLEACH
83-6-105304 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
83-6-105304 / PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER
530-###,530-####.83-9-104411.83-0-104410,83-8-1044
83-4-104606. 83-3-104607 / PRINTING INK VEHICLE
83-9-770005- 5 GAL., 83-9-770055- 50 GAL.
83-6-104059. 83-3-104060 / HAND CLEANER
C5-174-P.CS-174-C,C5-174-5 LITHOGRAPHIC INK



















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA ItSOS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA HMIS ISOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
C_O23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 26
MANUFACTURER E •
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,_DDRESS.PItONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................








- MUt.TILITH PRESS CLEANER
MULTILITH PUMP CONOITIONING SOLVENT
NULTILITH REPLEX CONCENTRATE
MULTILITH SIMFLO FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE
83-3- 104144/83-5- 101056, LITHOPLATE PROCESSING SOL
200- t027-2A.200-tO27"4A / MOISTENING AGENT FOR PAP
Ira- 4--room3 .. _-o- Io9194_
200-726-2A.200-726-4A / ANTI-OXIDANT FOR METAL PLA
83-7-104058 / MAGNETIC INK
VARIOUS NO'S BY COLOR / COLORED OFFSET INKS
83--8-101848, 83-2-101851. 83-3-101850/ GLUE
40-25t2-4A / DUPLZNAT PLATEX MOISTENER FOR PAPER M
83-9- 104569
13-3-175549 / VACUUM PUMP CLEANER
200-722-4A.200-722-5A / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION













- 14725 IZlULT!LtTH SZMFLO FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 200-.784-4A. MOISTENING AGENT 04/(30/89
- _ZZERKZ!T. IPART A/PART B 83_4_t05520 / DEFOAMIER (PT.A), SODIUM CARBONATE (P 04/00/89
-_ _ O_:!i!_-!_utZ_ _ _ _St=_4A/_ALLmZWJ :pLAtE peeS_v,Tzve _ _ _ o4loo/es
- PADDING & TIPPING COMPOUND
- PASTE DRIER
16715 PD ACTIVATOR
16714 PD ACT!V_TOR. DEVELOPER. 28-0080.-0111,-0222,-0t10
- PH ADdUSTER KIT. PT.A ACZDIPT.B BASE
- PHOTO DIRECT ACTIVATOR CONCENTRATE
PHOTO DIRECT STOP BATH CONCENTRATE
14457 PLATEX GREEN SOLUTION
14465 PLATEX SOLUTION
- POWER-CLEAN BLANKET WASH
eeemum sys_ews ELECTROSTATIC BLACK INK :
14458_ PRE_EI;rVAT !VE, SOLUTE ON
PRO GRAPHIC DEVELOPER PART B
PRO GRAPHIC HARDENER CONCENTRATE
PRO GRAPHIC RAPID FIXER CONCENTRATE
- PRO .GRAPH;CS DEV(LOPER PART A COMBO PACK
PRO,GLOSS:DENSEBLACK INK
- pRO,GLOSS PROCESS ]NKS
RAPID GRAPHIC DEVELOPER (PREMIX)
RAPIO GRAPHIC DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE
14741 RAPID GRAPHIC FIXER
_ER_CLEANER SRE_A_rVEN&TOR SPRAY
20562TANK!ICLEAIkIIER ,KZT
i i_iii ! i_ili,iT_il ELE_ATIC OIEVELOPER
14463 TONER REMOVER
• 17189 TONER, DIRECT ELECTR
TRITON FINISHER
83-6-105759.83-3-t05760.83-2-105761.83-1-105762 /
83-2-104608 / OFFSET INK ADDITIVE
83-5,1(Y5669 / ACID SOLUTION.ALKALI SOLUTION
2OO-916-4A / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
83-1-104518 / PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER
200-717-4A / PRE-MOISTENER
40-2512-2A & 40-2512-4A / PRE-MOlSTENER
83-6_!05452, 83-5-t(_4530 83-4-105454 / BLANKET CL
P$274,C.PS274-P,PS274,5 / LITHOGRAPHIC INK
4_25!7"2A & 40-2§!?_4A / FOR METAL PL
83-8-104643. 83-8-104644 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
83-5-104647 / FILM HARDENER
83-6-104646 / PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER
83"8-104644 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER :._
83*5;105560. 83-4-405661 / OIL BASE LITHOGRAPHIC I
83-8-105781,83-7-105782,83'6*IO_783,83-S, t05784 /
83-3-104649 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
83-4-104648 / FILM DEVELOPER
83-9-104650, PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER
83-0-105193 /CLEANZNG SOLVENT
.... ii _iSZiLZ_i SPRAY 83_9-i0_194 / ANTI-STICK AGENT
!II.I!Ii_mLGI!ELECYROS]ATIC F_AINCONCENTRATE . 83-9_101423,83-4_200/CONVERSIONSOLUTZON
SPRAY ADHESIVE 83-5-104571
SPRAY POWDER (#3 SPRAY POkR)ER) 83-6-100594 / INK DRYING AGENT
14462 SURFACE CONDITIONER 200-910-2A
48_3220-0 / PHOTOGRAPHIC CLEAN_NGPRO0,- HEADLINER
e3-_1.t044vs/_ccwzE_ DEVELOPE_ ' :
831,2-104475, 63,7-324300/ COPZERTONER
32-4653 / 83-7-1011013
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MFGR. NOTE$,FSCN, ADDRE_$*PttONE .... r ": _$ _'_::H R









TRITON NEGATIVE IMAGE REMOVER













805 ELECTROSTATIC DEVELOPER MIX
** AM.HOSPITAL SUPPLY-SEE AM.SCI.
EC503
83-3-105067, NEGATIVE DELETION FLUID
83-7-105022, 83-6-105023
83-3-105752. 83-2-105752.PLATE DEVELOPER/FINISHER
83-3-105755. 83-I-105755 / PLATE DEVELOPER
83-3-105756, 83-3-105757, PLATE FINISHER
83-2-104475, 83-7-324300, COPIER TONER
V2150
40-2516-1A / FOR DRAWING ON MASTERS
83-7-101013 / CLEANER FOR ELECTROSTATIC IMAGERS
RC PROCESSOR &HEAOLtNER PROCESSOR
32-4653 / GLASS CLEANER
HEADLINER (48-3020-0)
HEADLINER/CAT#48-3025-O


















00859 600 W. WATER ST.
- 14215 CA-5-B EPOXY-HARDNER PART 8, FAST




** AMCHEM PRODUCTS, INC.
SEE PARKER ÷AMCHEM / MERGED W 84063
@ 03100 ALODINE t001 CONVERSION COATING
04344 ALOOINE !500
03099 ALUMIPREP 33
03195 COATING, CORROSION RESISTANT,
14467 DEOXIDIZER REPLENISHER 17








USER PLS. CHECK PRODUCT NUMBER (STOCK NO. DX533)
MSDS IS FROM SUPPLIER: STEVEN INDUSTRIES
DDX579
*= AI_CO CHEMICAL CORPORATION
97984 P.O. BOX 208/3RD & CYPRESS STS OAKLAND


















** AMERACE - STIMSONITE PRODUCTS
ECC92 7542 N. NATCHEZ AVENUE NILES IL 60648 (312) 647-7717
10190 EPOXY ADHESIVE PART A PART NO. 2202-01A 01/01/88
10191 EPOXY AOHESIVE PART B PART NO. 2202-018 01/01/88
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "m" - DLA HNI5 NSDS
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** AUERACE CORP.
.... .... eL_STXm_O.:DXV....
!!i!: !iii!i _ _ii iii!!_!!!_iiii!iiiiiii:!_ i:i ii i
** ANEREX CORPORATION
11117 :
54905 P.O. BOX 81
03158 ABC DRY CHEMICAL
_I!_I_I_SIVE_FOOTSTAND RTV
i_162 AFFF LIQUID CONCENTRATE
0316t_!AFFF SOL|D PELLETS








• 5 : :








02567 P.K. DRY,CHEMICAL FIRE SUPPRESSANT 11/00/85
.... _/OtlS s
202. _LE KilDRy _I_CAL i i FiI_E _PRESSANTiD_ii_I_I!B_C_TE i:I_ 01/'S/87
** AMERICAN ABRASIVE METALS
SEE AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGI ECP55 460 COIT ST. IRVINGTON NJ 07111 (201) -
** AMERICAN ART & CLAY CO.. INC.
EC030 4717 W. SIXTEENTH STREET INDIANAPOLIS IN 46222 (317) 244-6871
22081 PLASTER SEPARATOR SEP. PLAST 05/11/93
** AMERICAN BALLISTICS CO, INC.
1 t498 ABT
** AMERICAN BATTERY ACID CORP.
14472 BATTERY FLUID
ECEi95 t851 CANDY LN SW MARIETTA GA 30060 (404) 426-5311
CENTERFIRE PISTOL 91eli 19 CARTRIDGE NO DATE
3A536 MEMPHIS TN 38102 (901) 525-1888
SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE 06/24/88 *
:DETROIT i_ !: i NI 48202 (318) 875-2505
** ANIERICANB_AUTY ORI-WlCK
ELECTRICAL H 0N425 6ilOCASS AVENUE
** AMERICAN BURDICK & JACKSON





08600 1,t,2-TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE FREON PCA
i:!!ii_:i:_:_:!_!!i:ii: i!i:_:!:.i;i:! 2;:i!:i :_::_!!i_::!ii!i:_:!::!:!:__ i: : _: ; : E_J42_: DRAVER D - EAST HELENA i
13169 e_¢¢COPPER. CHEM COPP 60_ FERTILIZER







NT 59635 : (406) 227-5302
12/02/80
( (r (
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ili!ili i i iii  !ill
B _ E T
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TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
2Y850
** _"ERICAN COXtZNQS COR_tZON
21561D-LIMONENE (ZAP-O)
ECN32 2530 N POWERLINE RD //404
• * AMERICAN CODING & MARKING INK
EC833
21718 2023 AND 2023A / MARK-HITT #2023 AND #2023A
** AMERICAN COLLOID CO.
20733 VOLCLAY GPG-30
ECI57 1 N. ARLINGTON,
** AMERICAN COLORS, INC
13531 GELCOAT TYPE IA
ECI37 P.O. BOX 397
-- AMERICAN COMPUTER HARDWARE CO.
4Y740 2205 So WRIGHT ST.
PON_ANO BEACH eL 33069 (305) 9(H_P-OI300
10/26/92
BLACK,RED,_t_ITE,BLUE SHADE #15102,BLUE SHADE #1128 07/13/90 *
1500 W. SHURE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL 60004
SEE ALSO STOP LEAK #ROOSL (CENTIMARK CORP)
(708) 395-5800
08131188




82389 ONE CYANAMID PLAZA
CHEMICAL LIGHT DEPT. 83289 ONE CYANAMID PLAZA
08627 AEROSOL 22 SURFACE ACTIVE AGENT
AMDRO FIRE ANT INSECTICIDE
ARSENAL HERBICIDE
ARSENAL HERBICIDE 0.5 GRANULE
BR 127 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER
BR 400 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER, 20% SOLIDS
CORFIL 615 POTTING COMPOUND
CYALUME AND LITE-UP STICKS,LUNKER LIGHTS,LITEROPE,
MALATHION ULV CONCENTRATE INSECTICIDE
MAXFORCE PHARAOH ANT KILLER













** AMERICAN 0URAFILM CO.
03428 OIL-ES-OIL






EPOXY RESINS IN SOLVENT BLEND
GLOW STICK,LIGHT SHAPE...($EVERAL PRODUCTS NAMES)
EPA REGISTRATION NO. 1730-72
(VW&R CODE P4854)
COMPONENT OF FLEX ROOFCOAT
MSDS IS FROM SHIELD PACKAGING CO.
** AMERICAN ELECTRIC, FL INDUSTR.
4U789 523 S. ELLIS ROAD JACKSONVILLE
81790 1525 MOOOSON ROAD ST. LOUIS
- 22647 DUCT SEAL DX-t, DX-5, DX-SS
13785 FAST DRAW WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT 15-230,15-231,15-232,15-233,15-236
















FL 322053554 (800) 888-0690
MO 63114 (314) 993-9430
01/001a7 -
12/00/86
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '0' - DLA HMIS MSOS





MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 30
SEE ALSO AMERICAN BEAUTY DRI-W 02105 6110 CASS AVENUE
22170 DRI-MICK
** AIIERZCJ_IGA5 & CHEMICAL CO.LTD
03530 220 PEGASUS AVE.
14474 LEAK-TEC 16-0X (TYPE 1)




** A RI N GREASE STICK -SEE AGS
ECB35
DETROIT MT 48202
AMERICAN BEAUTY DRI-VlCK FINE DESOLDERING BRAID
NORTHVALE Nd 06747








** AMERICAN HELMITIN CORPORATION
ec_2. itlto AZRPORTROAO OLZVE_m_A_H .S a_B54






** AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
SEE AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS COR 98377 P.O. BOX 8299
20232 HEPARIN LOCK FLUSH, SODIUM CHLORIDE INd.
** AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY
: _ DZV,BAXTER TRAVENOL($EE : Jl_tt, SCt IEC,5_6: ii i i:Sli!i i !!!iiiii__i: :
41967













PA 19101-1245 (215) 688-4400
NOT REOD
CHICAGO I L
** AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP.
SEE: BAXTER HEALTNCARE CORP. S 1E092 AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS





FL 32014 (904) 255-3352
** AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL CHMICAL
ECQ25 27 STRATHI3RE RD
22J59 SODIUN CHLORIDE 423-309




_i_!i_!ii!_ii_ivA_!_mi_!ii_i_i_i_ :_i!:i : _i_ i _ __i_




(800) 424 - 9300
0_I04194 - -
NO DATE
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• * AMERICAN:: t_L_TIONAL CAN COMPANY
13082 PARAFILM "M'
** AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS IN





















92895 239 UILSON AVE.
CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND
HYDRAULIC FLUID, PET
HYDRAULIC FLUID, PETROLEUM, MIL-H-5606
HYDRAULIC OIL/NIL-H-B3282
LUBE OIL ACFT TURBINE ENGINE SYNTHETIC
LUBRICATING OIL GEAR 8_W90
LUBRICATING OIL, GEN
OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID (PETROLEUM BASED)
OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID H-515. PETROLEUM BASE






MIL-H-5606E, PRODUCT CODE 25303
HYDROCARBON, PRODUCT CODE 70014
30013
3G212
** AMERICAN POLYWATER CORP.
61807 P.O. EK)X 53/_1222 BOTH ST.N.
21764 CASLEFREE LOOSENER




** AMERICAN RESEARCH, INC.
ECOG7 PLO. _ 5773 NIRAMAR
22218 CONCRETE SEAL (ANNOTATED: #t24) EPOXY ESTER RESIN COATING
** AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES
FORMERLY AMERICAN ABRASIVE MET 88444 565 EAGLE ROCK AVENUE ROSELANG
14471 EPOXO 300C NON-SKID DECK COATING COATING FLIGHT DECK
- 04934 METAL PRIMER PRI-POXO 3-Co PART A/B
- 22770 MS-2000 BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT
- 22772 MSo300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT
- 22771MS-SC BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT




















NO 07068 (201) 403-2600
05/00/85
t0/29/86 *
MIL-D-24483A (S11), (SHIPS) TYPE 1, NSDS#S 0019/002 09/28/93
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE III, MSDSeS O(O)3AI(X)O4A 09128193 - -
MSDS#S 0010/0011 07/12/93 -
MSDS'S MARKED ' ' SUBMIT KSC FORM 29 393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S W ' " • •
" : - . /0 - VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA lIFaOS SYSTEM / • = DLA IqNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 32
E T
MANUFACTURER NSOS H R
MFGR, NOTES, FSCIt. AJ_E$S pP_ COMMENTS DATE S I
TSRS ID TRADENAME
...................................................................................................................................
57851 205 W 35TH ST NATIONAL CITY CA 920507921 (714) 426-1280
OaEE7 17111 RED HILL AVE: : IRVII_ CA 92714
*= AMERICAN SOLDER & FLUX CO.
FORCE CHEMICALS DIV.
o_34 .i_o ALUmU 44
07533 AIRCO ALUM|NUM eO
07532 AIRCO ELITE ALUMINUM FLUX
70540 28 INDUSTRIAL BLVD
ECG25 864 INDUSTRIAL DR,
PAOLI PA 19301 (215) 647-3575




** AMERICAN STERILIZER CO
, 02964 2424 W 23R0 ST
• EC021 400 *: CENTRAL BOULEVA:RD
ERIE PA 16514 {800) 333-8838
CAPE CANAVERAL FL 32920 (407) 783-0196
** AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH
: .... :::: 70408 195 BROADWAY
..  ,YPE
ECL?7 12301 PARKLAWN DR.
20345 ATCC CULTURE
** MIERZC;dlld_ WAX IMPORTERS & REF:




: mY :YOlm i:
I
NY :i




** AMERICAN VELDING SOCIETY INC.
** AMERICAN WRITING INK CO, ;INC.
• 04769 INK. MARKING. BLACK
• 01331 INK, STAMPPAD
• 01774 INK. STAMP PAD (RED)
06604 INK. ST_ PAD. BLACK, 661-B
O !44_O.:|NK,:$T_ PAO, CLASS 1. SLACK
e _II129_: KLEER_E WER CEMENT
- 16987 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE WEAPONS LIGHT
• 14616 LUBRICATING OIL. GEM. PURPOSE, KLEERITE
• 16984 LUBRICATING OIL.GEN.PURPOSE.KLEERITE
: _ 0420_:ME_HYL_::CI_ROFOMt, INHIBITED
31505


















Or.AM SOS _ -
06124188 " .-
( ( (
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TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS
............................. DATE S I
................. _ ........................
13908 MIL-P-23377E. TYPE I. CLASS I. YELLOW 00297 ............................................................ 08/oo/so -
20495 TT-E-SQgC TYPE I CLASS I ENAMEL ALKYD INTERIOR SEMI GLOSS 24300 GREEN/24854 & ALL PASTELS 0t/DO/SIt - -
_t: AM_RIT(_E PAINT CORPORATIGN
OIV.GROW GROUP EC039 18414 S. SANTA FE AVE COMPTON CA 90221 (213) 639-6791
10427 MIRRDLAC COVER UP INT/EXT AKLYD-URETHANE ENAMEL 7003.7103.7203.7303 07/01/87
10426 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ALKYD-URETHANE GLOSS EN. 7001.-08.-21.-22.-34.-37.-49.-51.-53.-55-59.-73.. 09/25/87 •
10428 MtRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ALUMINUM PAINT ' ..... ALUMINUM PAINT. 7018 ALUMINUM 12/23/87 .





































09869 201 N. BERRY ST. BREA CA
55849 201 NORTH BERRY STREET BREA CA 92621
16903 BREA CA
55851
ECH48 201NORTN BERRY STREET BREA CA 92621
44275 61 EXECUTIVE AVENUE EDISON Nd 08817
#3117 RESIN
160MOOIFIED INORGANIC ZZNCRICH COATING
182 RESIN (CURE)




TWO MSDS/RESIN AND CURE








































395FD CURE _ : '.... NOT FOR MIL-C-45560 _!! _
395LC RESIN .... :ii' .......
450 ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE COMPENANTS A&B DISCONTINUED ........................................ *
450 NOT IN BB.SERIES.XREF FILE 450 RESIN *
450 NOT IN BB.SERIES.XREF FILE 450 CURE *
450GL. RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B) .
450HS RESN / 4_K)HS CURE ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2-25-94 ,
8403 SILICONE-ALKYD ENAMEL





74t WHITE WH-t _ *
78 CURE, COAL TAR EPOXY
78 RESIN BLACK COAL TAR EPOXY :
78HB CURE AMINE CURED COAL TAR EPOXY .
78HIB RESIN AMINE CURED COAL TAR EPOXY
8 THINNER *
886 ANTI-SLIP AOGITIVE *
9 THINNER PROTECTIVE COATING
08203 AMERCOAT 923 THINNER *
08205 AMERLOCK HIGH-SOLIDS EPOXY. #400 RESIN/CURE CURE MSOS: 4-29-93
...... 08/27/93 •
MSDS'S MARKED '-'. SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS*S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / qO" " DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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MA.UF_:T_e,, : e T
WGR. mTes.esc.._ss._.mee MS_S H e
TSRS IO TRADENAME ' COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
@ 04215 AMERON BLACK 17038 DLA MSDS
@ 04213 _IKm!_;BLACK 37038 DLA MSD$
e 042_'2 __ r!oo_o TT--E'48S DLA M_S --
• o4_=i _m_ex_:_o _ DLA .SOS -
• 04222 AMERON EX-3510 TT-S-190 OLA MSDS
• 04211 AMERON GRAY 16187 TT-E-489 DLA MSDS
• 04219 AMERON GREEN 14260 TT-E-489 DLA MSDS
@ 042t7:_RONORANGE 1219"7-1 TT'.-E,489 DLA MSOS
• 042ie_ikJMl_ OR,JUEIGE 1-224G T'T:_E"4il9 DLA MSDS
@ 04216 _ tlHITE 1775 (SIC) : DLA MSD$ "
• 04214 AMERON YELLOW 13538 DLA MSDS
• 04210 AMERON 724-102oCOMP.I/724-112.COMP.II MIL-P-23377 DLA MSDS
• 04223 AMERON 742-732. PAINT bltITE ENAMEL TT-E-489 DLA MSDS
0955? AMERSHIELD AM1ERSHRESN & CURE CURE M¢.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'._OSDATE 4-30-93; ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE 08/27/93 *
• 20253 C_EAR !_ _ ...... TT_L_26 DLA MSDS -
t4_ D_;EI !-:_ _:.i!_- • - 4 m/_WATeR,S*SEO SELF'CURED ;-emetic ZINC o3/_o/em
03902 DEMETCOTE EZ 1I INORGANIC ZINC COATING 01/28/93 *
00356 DIMETCOTE EZ, INORGANIC ZINC COATING MANUF. ID# 7F828T. SOL. CARBOLINE THINNER #2 10/01/84 *
14498 DIMETCOTE 6 LIOUIO. INORGANIC ZINC COATING 07/30/93 *
14499 DIMETCOTE 6 POklOER INORGANIC ZINC COATING 0t/28/93 -
14500 DtMETCOTE 6N LIQUID, INORGANIC ZINC COATING 04/21/89 *
14501 D]EMETCOTE _ POWDER. ItMOI_.=ANIC ZINC COATING 05/10189
19937 DIMETCOTE 9 INORGANIC ZINC COATING PRODUCT #9 LZOD 03/10/89 *
14405 OIMETCOTE, 4 LIQUID 1099 03/10/89
• 07989 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS 16492 GRAY 742-624 TT-E-489 DLA MSDS -
• 03972 ENAMEl.,; ALKYO SEMI-GLOSS, GRAY 26306 _ DLA MSOS
• 14502 _ENAMEt._ :ALKYO SEM]_SS GRAY :i i ::: i 26440/745-652 : DLA MSDS
• 14503 ENANELI_; ALKYD:SEMiGLOSS GREEN _ i'i'i : _ :11124272 .... DLA MSDS
• 14504 ENAMEL, ALKYD WHITE 27875 DLA MSDS
• 14505 ENAMEL, FLJkT WHITE 37875 741-720 DLA MSDS
• 16577 ENAMEL. GREY 36231 DLA MSDS •
• 0088g EPOXY RESIN A/B C()MPOUND ' : _ DLA MSOS -
Q 20249 GREEN 34108/744-429/ALKYD ENAMEL _ TT--E'SISA DLA MSDS -
@ 15279 LACQUER DLA MSDS *
• 16274 LACQUER ACRYLIC GREEN 14187 DLA MSDS *
• 16285 LACQUER ACRYLIC RED 11136 FOR NAVAL WEAPONS SYSTEM DLA MSDS *
- 16382 LACQUER ACRYLIC 791-506, NITROCELLULOSE GLOSS NO DATE -
• $641G LACQUERACRYLIC-NITRGCELLULOSE CAMOUFLAGE _:: PLEASE CHECK COLOR # VS. STOCK # DLA MSDS *
@ 164_7,LACQ_jERi:BL_ACK 27038 ALKYD SEMZ-,-GLOSS ENAMEL : DLA NSDS
: • .... [_8 k_QgER:;i::_RYLXC. 794-310 " : DLA MSDS *
• 00464 LACQUER,ACRYLIC, RED 13538 DLA MSDS
• 15280 PRIMER COATING ALKYD TTP6360 DLA MSDS
• 20236 RED 11105 DLA MSDS -
oos4s :srm_oSs E_,MEL . DLA MSOS - -
..... t_:t_ :TT_Pi_i,]_i _. L _ 723_434 _ NO DATE - -
_,_.-,_ _ _ TT_,--S_ i DL* .sos - -
• _' AMERSHAM CORPORATION
31"1699 2636 SOUTH CLEARBROOK DRIVE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL 600054692 (708) 593-6300
:i :_ " __ CONTAINS _FR::_Q)[3"7_)I__, : '_""_ DATA CUR_LY AVAIL_E i!N!:_S SYSTEM
( ( (
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:: . ::: : E T
:: :MF_:;:;NOTES*FSCN,ADDII_SS,PI_ : : ::: :::::' ": :: .... IIISOSi:: H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
14647 CALCIUM-45 #CES3 NOT REQO
- 14648 _FUR-3S NOT REQO
22492 T_: : PHORBOL-12, 13°OZBUTRATE i 03/24/94
! !
** AMES GOLDSMITH CORP.
6Y172 21 ROGER STREET GLENS FALLS NY 12801 (518) 792-5808
13110 SILVER NITRATE 11/20/85 *
*_ AMETEK
DIVISION, MANSFIELD & GREEN ECI90 8600 SOMERSET DRIVE LARGO FL 33543
HAVEG OIVISION ECK25 900 GREENBANK RD WILMINGTON DE 19908 (302) 995-0400
18879 SILTEMP FIBERS 84-8 05/00/82
** AMOCO OIL COMPANY
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY t5958 200 E RANDOLPH DR. CHICAGO IL 60605 (312) 856-053P
CHEMICALS DIVISION / AMERICAN 15965 910 SOUTH MtCHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO IL
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY 9V266
22071 AMDEX GREASE NO. 2 EP MSDS #02001623 04/13/89
10318 AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL OIL NO. 32 10/18/89
18210 AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL OIL NO. 68 SBL: CE 1600 - CE 20t9 10/07/86
17125 AMOCO AW 68 HYDRAULIC OIL 01/02/$5
16904 AMOCO C-3 FLUID (AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISS]ON FLUID) 02/00/78 -
16883 AMOCO INDUSTRIAL OIL 100 OIL/S.A.E. lOW 08/01/79
22166 AMOCO LDO ALL-SEASON MOTOR OIL SAE 10W-40 01/10/89
03365 AMOCO LITHIUM NMJLTI-PURPOSE GREASE 06/17/85 -
16941 AIIOCO MULTI-PURPOSE GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 80W'90 01/17/89
13934 AMOCO OUTBOARD SNOtmlDBILE OIL 01/10/89
21714 _:RE_IULAR LEAD'FREE GASOLINE :i : : : : : : ' 0t/14t91
13501 AMOCO SPINDLE OIL C SOUTH BEND LATHE PRO0.#S: CE1603, CE2019 01/12/89
17000 AMOCO WHITE MINERAL OIL NO. 9-NF LIGHT, USP 11/00/82
17120 AMOCO 1000 FLUID 08/00/80
17123 AMOCO 200 HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30 01/02/85
- 09164 AMOCO 300 MOTOR OIL SAE 30 08/08/86
18991 AMDCD 400 MOTOR OZL 5AE 15W-40"-SG 06/08,,/89
21713 AMOGEAR EP 320 LUBRICANT 01/17/89
09166 ANOVIS LUBRICANT NO. 8-X 07/15/85
(b 07121 GIA, AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENT DLA 400-84-C-F038 DLA MSDS -
I, 17365 LUSRICATINa OIC, (_A OLA _OS -
13510 NASSEV-FERGUSON MULTI-PURPOSE PE_TRAN tZ]_ 07/24189
21720 MINERAL SPIRITS : . : : : 03/20185
14817 RYKON PREMIUM GREASE NO. 2 VV-G-632 08/25/89
O 17585 SUPERMZL GREASE NO. A-72832 MIL-G-23827 / GREASE, AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT OLA MSDS -
16997 TRANSMISSION OIL 02/01/78
- 11479 XYDAR $RT-700 CG 12/19/69
,_* ANP INCORPORATED
DIST. FOR: RXS SCHRUMPFTECHNIK OL4R8 HARRISBURG PA 17105
** AMP, INC.
MSDS'S MARKEO "-': SUeNIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / ",' " DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" "PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
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...................................................................................................................................
DIST. FOR: RXS SCHRUMPFTECHNIK OL4RB
!
-- ,,--'eR XELeC ICCO.P.
...... : 7 ,5 2 OUFF, ,re
** AMPEX
92739 814 SAN ALESO
16138:NAGNETICTAPE HEAD CLEANER 087-007
** AMREP. TNC;i .i.
SEE ALSO AFRO MIST : 3V338 990 INDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE
02626 BWT-IO0, WT-206, BOILER COMPOUND (MFGR: AMREP)
02347 MISTY CONTACT & CIRCUIT BOARD CLEANER
10t72 MISTY I! DISINFECTANT & OEOOtERANT
i0174 I_STY ISPOTIREMOVERI(SOLVENT BASED)
09568 R-365 SUPER SOLVE





SUNNYVALE CA 94086 (408) 245-5242
NO DATE
MARIETTA GA 30062









- ALL Fke_XC SLU, CH
ALL PURI_OSE_:z,SPRAY:ADJUVANT
AM MEDIC FIRST AID SPRAY
AMGARD FIRE EXTINGUISHER
AMGARD HALON FIRE EXTINGUISHER 2-B:C





AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER COMP. (LIMITED PHOSPHATE)
- AUTOMATIC DISHMASHER COMP. (5OFTWATER)
AUT(INA_tC DISH.ASHIER COMP. (STANDARD FORMULA)
- !BLUE :POWER TOILETiBG_L CLEANER
BORONIA AIR FRESHNER SPRAY
BOWL CLEANER
BUFF-UP DUST CONTROL
- : :_F_: SPRAY FU_NI:TURE .PGLISH :
CHrOME_ GLASS HEAVYOUTY CLEANER
CONCRETEFLOOR CLEANIN_ COm_
D-15 INSECT REPELLENT
ECO06 7575 E. FULTON RD. ADA
69375 7575 E. FULTON RD. ADA
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DAYBREAK AIR FRESHNER SPRAYO.TS,,u,., ESIST, FLOORPO,.,sH :
DtS, I"t.I_S OISINA_NG LIQUID :: :.RAIN MATE DRAIN CLEANER _ : i: I : .i
- DRIFAB MATER REPELLENT SPRAY
- DRY CHLORINE BLEACH
- ENGINE OEGREASER, NON-AEROSOL AND AEROSOL
- FABRIC SOFTENER & BRXGHTENER:
- FIRST PRIZE LEAF SHINE TOMELETTES
- FIRST PRIZE LIQUID LMAI FERTILIZER
- FIRST PRIZE PLANT FOOD
- FLOOR MAX
- GREEN MEADOMS AIR FRESHNER SPRAY
- HARD MATER FILM REMOVER
- O447§ ;_STROCLEANBPN-,61:31
. i _ i t_TRO_LEAN ....
KOOL MASH DETERGENT
L.O.C. HIGH SUDS LIQUID ORGANIC CLEANER
L.O.C. LIQUID ORGANIC CLEANER REGULAR
MAGIC FOAM CARPET CLEANER
METAL CLEANER
MOP MATE FLOOR CARE
MOUNTAIN MIST AIR FRESHENER
OVEN CLEANER, AEROSOL
OVEN N GRILL SPRAY COATING





QUIET BREEZES (FRAGRANCE CARTRIDGE)
REDU RUST STA;N REMOVER
REMOVE FABRIC SPOT CLEANER
RINSE A;D FOR DtSPIMA_RS
RUG & UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO
S-A-8 LIMITED PHOSPHATE DETERGENT
S-A-8 LIQUID DETERGENT
S-A-8 PHQSPI!ATE FREE tPlET]ERQENT
s',,s PLUS_m[TC'm_NT (u.s.)
SEE SPRAyCONCENTRATE(CANADA)
SEE SPRAY CONCENTRATE (U.S.)
SEE SPRAY LENS CLEANER
SEE SPRAY MINDOM CLEANER
SEPTIC TANK A]DS
SHOE SPRAY
SZLIGONE GLAZE AUTO POLISH
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GP23-1
10/03 / 94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSR5)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 38
SURFACE SEALER




MONDER MIST SPRAY LUBRICJUCT
_EIMATEmLESSI_d_LCLEANER













** ANACHEMZA CHEMICALS, INC.
:: ::i .: ' _ 4A444 PO BOX 738/BUTTE_T ST
os24a ::ozi_:i_::o_:W_TR!O_SULRm;_ :-ACZ0
** ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
CHAIIPLAIN NY 12919 (514) 489-5711
06101/!L4 *
DIVISION. SHERWOOD MEDICAL ECA79 200 EXPRESS STREET PLAINVIEW NY 11803 (800) 645-7034
OIV. OF SHERWO00 MEDICAL CO. 55194 200 EXPRESS STREET PLAINVIEW NY 11805 (800) 645-7034
18211 LIST OF API NON-HAZARDOUS PRODUCTS 8886-####_'#/NSDS NOT REQUIRED.LETTER RECEIVED 1/93 NOT REQD -
- 14089 AN-1DENT 8886-090250 / SEE LETTER. TSRS N 18211 NOT RE_D -
- 08255 API OF TE_;T KIT OXIDATION FERMENTATION GLUCOSE MED 04/I7/86
- 18213 API 20A SYSTEM 8886-036253 / SEE LETTER. TSRS N 18211 NOT REDO
- 18214 AP1 20C SYSTEM 8886-026254 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT REDO
- 18217 API 20E REAGENT QC 8886-015307 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 NOT REDO
- 18216 AP; _:SYSTF..N : 8886-010258.010811 / SEE LETTER, TSR$ # 18211 NOT REOD ,
- IS226:B_":TiI_$T::KIT :: : .... _N;030819 / SEE::LE_ER, TSRS #::::182_I N0T REQ0
- oe2_4_-m_::_:oixL:.... : : .... : : : : .:l!_:zo/es.:
- 08253 N,N-DIMETHYL-ALPHA-NAPHYLANINE (0.5%) 12/17/85
- 18215 OXIDASE TEST KIT 8886-201204 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT REDO
- 14088 QUAD FERM+ 8886-031020 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT REDO
- 18218 RAP|D E SYSTEM 8886_509192 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT:REO0
- 18218 RAPID NFT:SYSTEM _86-500951 / SEE LETTER, TSRS _ 18211 NOT REDO
- 18221 :RAPID STREP SYSTEM 888tS-508574 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT REOD
- 18220 RAPID SYS SCREEN]NG 8886-504375 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT REO0
- 08252 SALINE (RAPID NFT AND RAPIO E) 02/14/86
- 18225 SERINMSURE SALMONELLA TEST KIT 8886-325201 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 NOT REQD
- tB2222_TA_ :_RAC SYSTEM 8886-505240 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT REDO
- I:_23::STAIPI4ASEi:11; SYSTEM: : 8886-065500 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 NOT RF._O
- OS4-_._Imli:ii::i:i::_._i!:iii_:::_ :::.:::::: : ..... il !_i_ :_ : :: : _ :_: 041_IN
- 18227 UNZSCEPT 20E SYSTEM 8886-198251.149817 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 NOT REO0
- 18224 YEAST IDENT SYSTEM 8886-005258 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 NOT RE(X)
08251 0.8% SULFANILIC ACID O8/22/89
te_:_ :r:_ _ :_ :::i!iiii::':_i_:: :'i':::i::::i_i_:':::: : _: i :: : :i:::::" :: :_I_ :/ SEE: LETTER:* TSRS 18211 : : : : IOI211/BS
** ANALYTICAL PRODUCTS. INC.
SUPPLIER FOR AMERICAN SCIENTIF ECF65
( (,,
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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MFGR_ NOTES,.FSCM,A4)I)RES$,PItDNE _ _ _:. ...... _ _i - .......
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
- 14447 BUFFERED PHOSPHATE DILUTE SOLUTION H7577-7. 10-261 03/01/89 -
13804 REFEREE PH 4.000 CALI_ATING BUFFER H7_1_/',4. 10-200 03/Ol/IH_ "* "
SEE LITH-KEM-KO EC204 k/ESTLAKE OH 44145
02022 ANCHORLUBE G-771 SODIUM OLEATE SOAP
_. ANDERSON INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY




18364 BLUE VITREOL ......
19810 BORATE BUFFER ._OLUTtQNPH 9.5
14086 HYOROCHLORIC:AC_DI
10277 SOOIUM THIOSULFATE SOLUTIONS, VARIOUS
FORT WORTH TX 76119
FORT WORTH TX 76119
21430.21440,22320/ CUPRIC SULFATE
ALt1420-4 / VWR fSSUEDATE: 8/8/93
VO31_t2,VO3115.VO31tS.V03121, 0122-6018
(SEE MSOS FOR PERCENTAGES AND SOLUT[ONS)
** ANDERSON OIL AND CHEMICAL CO
",', ANDESITE OF CALIFORNIA ;NC
08717 MAGIC SOCK
17218 SAFESTEP SORBENT
** ANDREW CORP • -i _i:: !
i _ ii! _i_ i _41i47 101300 W t§3R0 ST OR_!!i!P&RKi_II . •
705"/5 1 BROWNSTONE AVE PORTLAND CT 06480
61475 12605 GOODRICH BLVD LOS ANGELES CA 90022






14875 ANSUL PLUS-50/PLUS-50 C
16584 ANSUL 3% FLUOROPROTEIN FOAM CONCENTRATE
16587 ANSUL 3% REGULAR PROTEIN FOAM CONCENTRATE
16585 ANSULITE 3_AFFF
16586 ANSULITE 3_ FREEZE PROTECTED AFFF
02569 MET-L-X DRY P(_dOER EXTINGUISHtNG ASENT_ ,_ •
07029 PLUS-FIFTY C DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT





AQUEOUS FILM FORMIN_ FOAM CONCENTRATE
FZRE Sum_Es_i._:,,._sItm, I_TTERIES :,::.
*- APA INDUSTRIES
EC?55
4Y971 5309 BOUGHNER ROAD
p 06080 STEARATED SODIUM BICARBONATE. ACS. CRYSTALLINE 0-C-2658
o6/oi/92


















ROCK CREEK OH 44084 (216) 474-1879
OLA MSOS
$
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MANUFACTURER E T
IIFGR . NDTES . F _1_2N, ADDRESS , PHONE MSO$ H R










4R173 P.O. BOX 2555
ECM78 39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD
e_ API_LE _ER, : rid(;
15300 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 50% LIOUID SOLN.(MFGR:LCP CHEMIC)
58839
09256 CANON LBP EP-CARTRIOGE
** APPLETDNELECTRICCONPANY
r
** APPLETON ELECTRONIC/DIV EMERSO
*_ APPLIEO INDUSTRIAL mATERIALS
** APPLIED PLASTICS CO., INC.







APPLE COMPUTER #MO180,M860/COMPUTERLAND#APPL-1908D 06/03/88
577_7 17QI bEST WELLZNGTON AVENUE
03743 2205 12TH AVENUE
C.ZCA_ _ ZL _,_67
SOUTHMILWAUKEE WI 53172
E_-'7 _:PARKWA¥ NORTH, I::_ZTE 400- OEERF|:ELO ::: : IL:600t5
15316 APCO 2161 HARDENER PARTS A & B :
. :IQBOa:APCO 2486 PART A
** APPLIED RESEARCH ZNC.




22154 HI-P KVlK DRY
05866 612 E. FRANKLIN ST. EL SEGUNDO CA 90245






OEOS8 7367 OAVIE RD. EXT.
2000504/12
EcB , :::: i .
_: :a_! BE/_'t!:LL: RO:... ::
** AQUA BORNE COATING SYSTEMS
(708):940-8700












JONESBORO GA 30236 (404) 477-6688
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
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TSRSZD TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S Z
...................................................................................................................................
11764 DARK GRAY EPOXY FLOOR PAINT, PT B ALSO LIGHT GRAY & WHITE / 10514, 10506. 10507 08/20/87
117(16 EPOXY PREP 02/25/88






EC052 853 N. COCOA BLVD/P.O.BOX t569 COCOA
EC105 964 N. INDIAN CREEK SUITE 9 CLARKSTON
2Z204 700 ALLGOOD VALLEY COURT STONE MOUTAIN
ECN55 P,O, BOX 789
06454 J_NTI -CLOG _ :
"12901 AOUATREAT BWT 2t9"C
12900 AOUATREAT CWT 240. COOLING WATER TREATMENT
07046 AQUATREAT CWT 380
16927 AOUATREAT FIRESIDE 25 FUEL OIL ADDITIVE
- AQUATREAT NBC 12D
001 t9 AQUATREAT NBC 223, M]rCROBXOCIDE i _
12899 AQUATREAT NBC 229
15478 AOUATREAT MBC 325
15479 AOUATREAT NBC 430
11200 BELLACIDE 322
1 tt99 G'_dT 320-C SCALE RETARDANT
t t197 CWT 353-C CORROSION INHtBTTQR
t31so OF BO0,_e_OCESS
20394 MBC 215
11198 MICRO BRON-FBS 033-8ROMINE TABLETS
*$ AQUATROLS CORP. OF ANERtCA
AQUATREAT, INC.
AQUATREAT , INC.
20341 AOUA-GRO L (LIOUID)
ECA42 t432 UNION AVENUE
ECd?S P. O- BOX 71t9






BOtLER WATER TREATMENT (OXYGEN SCAVENGER)
HVAC-CHILLED 600/HOT&REHEATED 1100 PPM CLS SYS H20
MFG STATES NEVER AVAILABLE COMMERCIALLY
OBSOLETE MFG STATES:REPLACED WlTH 229
RECIRCULATING COOLING TOWER WATER TREATMENT
OBSOLETE MFG STATES REPLACED BY 430 THEN 223
OBSOLETE MFG STATES REPLACED WITH 223
ALGISTAT, RECIRC. COOLING TOWERS
SCALE RETARDANT, CORROSION INtlIBITOR M_TI-FOULANT
_SION INHIBITOR
CAS NO.: 6474_! ::_ 'i _:
COOLING WATER MICROBIOCIDE
18137 AQUATREAT MBC 130
08138 ASBESTOS-I#ET / AQUAGRO "L,,AQUAGRO _G',AQUG_D "S"
:_i ii!i:\
*$ ARCADIAN CORle_TZON i i i.li _ _ "
EC096 6750 POPLAR AVE. SUITE 600
22430 NITRIC ACID




I¢K_. 4(_, 15_ ACTIVE II_EDIENI" RESPECTIVELY
MEMPHIS
50_-70_ HN03 IN WATER
16268 223 WESTHAMPTON AVE.
TN 381387419
NO 20743SEAT PLEASANT


































EC566 1514 ELEVENTH STREET PORTSMOUTH OH 45662 (614) 353-1125
NSOS'S _RKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O *-" VERIFIED AVA=LABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "_" - DLA HNZS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PROOtK;T CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ZN NSDS SYSTEM
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19127 240-L
19130 300-N _ :.
09563.985-P12 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRAEtT
09564 98S-P13 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT















GREENLEE LIGHT THREAD CUTTING OIL
t5-PBG (HIGH VI HYORAULIC OIL)
** ARGUS CHEMICAL





















GRIFFIN GA 30224 (404) 227-8222
NO DATE
• * ARISTECH CHEMICAL CORP.
ECCgJ 600 GRANT ST
10194 UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESIN
20¢J445 UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESIN MR.LB. LAM,P;E: i
10204 UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESIN. MR. LB / C2002F
PITTSI_JRGH PA 15230
MR.LB, LAM,P. E, C200 t.F
C2001G / MANY _TNU_ERS





** ARK-LA-TEX CUSTOM COATING INC.
EC896 100 LEE ST.
07171POURABLE CRACK FILLER. ASPHALTIC ENIJLSION COATING
GLADEMATER
ALT-651 FLEX-CRAC
TX 75647 (214) 297-4597
O9/25185
** ARMCO INC.
80393 703 CURTIS STREET MIDDLETOWN OH 45043
** ARMIN CORPORATION
ARMIN POLYETHYLENE BAG CORP. 11149f_ AZ_ _ERSEY CITY N_ O730_19617 POLYETHYLENE FILM / MAY USE FOR PB CONT /10-93 POLYETHYLENE Ol_ ETHYLENEVINYL ACETATE _YNER
** ARMITE LABORATORIES
84180 1845 RANDOLPH STREET
04596 ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND. THREAD CONPOUNO NIL-T-83483
O 07465 ANTI-SEIZE HIGH TENP NIL-A-907
02624 LED-PLATE ANTI-SEIZE GDNPQUND. 250
05828 LED-PLATE NO. 250 - MEETS NIL-A-907
18365 LOX-SAFE
21142 MIL-T-5544-C ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND









MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / tlSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA N$05 SYSTEM / 'e' " DLA HMIS NSOS
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"
rotes, .sos




08734 MIRACLE FORMULA 12/34 CORROSION INHIBITOR NO DATE
ECH93 6 LIBERTY ALISO VIE,dO
08o23 ARMORALL PROTECTANT ARMUR ALL PRODUCTS
20268 NO.7 CHROME POLISH & CLEANER IOJ2N TYPE
t3_3"5 NO.'7 CO_ING SYSTEM FAST FLUSH ;t212N :... .... RADIATOR CLEANIER i
.139_ NO,7 T]_RE:BLAC_K 47!6N _T BLACK TIRE PAXN_
/
** ARMOUR PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
001408 920A HARVEST DRIVE BLUE BELL













5B765 10 S RIVERSIDE PLAZA
ECM67 111 W. CLARENDEN
CHICAGO IL 60606
PHOENIX AZ 85077
** ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY
NON CALLED_ARMSTRONQ MORLD IN ECCO0 tflEST LIBERTY ST
** ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS COMPANY
DIV. POLYMER INDUSTRIES INC.
15265 A-39 ADHESIVE PART A
:t s_L,ee A_m _:_:_:_tESI VE PARTS
09"143 _S]_E _i!A_i!2 _PART B i
- 17951 ADHESIVE A-12T PART B
- o9156 ADHESIVE ACTIVATOR A
O9142 ADHESIVE RESIN A-12 PART A
178-501_SlZVe:,_.SZN:_rA_T.PART A
09_78 4_T_Ii!X_B_:EPtDY, Y RESIN
08913 FLEXIBLE RESIN #1
• 05431 S-235 MULTIPURPOSE ADHESIVE
98911 407 ARGONNE/BOX 647
LANCASTER
t#ARSAW
LIQUID EPOXY RESIN PLUS FILLERS
** ARIIISTROMG I;_IBBER ,. SEE AI_MTEK
:'i :;:_}i :!: !i :.;: ::!::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ; ;:,:_:!:!i_-:ii:!:i:::_ ; ! • :. i - : " ::
*- ARMSTRONG RUBBER CO.
70622 500 SARGENT DR
. . ::
NEt# HAVEN
06728 AP ARMAFLEX AND ARMAFLEX II
06260 ARNAFLEX FINISH (GRAY)
09177 ARMAFLEX 11 SHEET INSULATION MSDS P. 2 MISSING
(800) 323-5385
(717) 397-0611












. : i ¸
CT 06507
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............................... . ...................................................................................................
15272 ARMSTRONG S-90 TILE ADHESIVE
161U. ETHYLENE GLYCOL
15284 $'200 AOHEStVE (PART A & PART B)
t mOT s:2_s eei_T-BACXED SHEET eLOORZ_ _SZVE
22072 5-750 ADHESIVE FOR RESILIENT TILE
16593 TRICHLOROETHYLENE
02628 k/B ARMAFLEX FINISH
11921 520 ADHESIVE
** ARMTEK CORP
BOUGHT BY MARK IV 1ND./1988 EC83B
EPOCY TYPE RESIN ADHESIVE
MUL¥$PURPOSE ADHESIVE, LATEX AOHES|VE









** ARROW ENTERPRISES. INC.
5 A_E L 7_ _ " ECL!8 PO BOX 7453 GRANO RAPIOS1.9801 _I]K
_ i_: : .... _,
** ARROWHEAD PRODUCTS
ECC97 4411 KATELLA AVE LOS ALAMITOS
10217 BUTYL RUBBER ADHESIVE (AP 218 A & AP 218 B) BUTYL RUBBER ADHESIVE
_'- ARSITECH CHEMICAL CORP
" _ E_ _r _ STREET PITTSBURGH
21195 DI(2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE PART OF A KIT SEE AEROVOX/CIOO7F
** ASA RAYTHEON
ECPSt
ECD08 1128 SW SPOKANE STREET SEATTLE
** ASBESTOS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
INFO PHONE: (800) 221-1911 / ( ECBt3 P.O. BOX 183
06483 ACT-TAK, AEROSOL ADHESZV1E (UEBtBING)
183t56:1t OZ_SPR&Y AOHES_VE
** ASBURY GRAPHITE MILLS, INC.
04152 CA_RqBON (NATURAL GRAPHITE)
** ASGROV FLORIDA CO.
02386 2,4-D AMINE 4
** ASH-MCNEiL UELDING SUPPLY CO.
** ASHLAND OIL. INC.
SEE ALSO VALVOLINE OIV.
N1 49510 (616) 247-7677
oa/al/sll
CA 90720 (714) 828-7770
NO DATE
PA t52300_50 (4t2) 433-7654
03/01/91 -
WA 981341197 (206) 682-4603
MAPLE SHADE Nd 08052
BEING TESTED FOR ASBESTOS ABATEMENT WORK




EC486 41 MAIN STREET ASBURY ,WARREN CO. Nd 08802
SS'G-659 A, GRAPHITE,!_RY _ICANT
(201) 537-2155
: o4/o61a7
EC224 4144 HIGHWAY 39 NORTH PLANT CITY FL 32489-9004 (800) 424-9300
MFGR.SAYS 2,4-D HAS LOW TOXICITY TO HUMANS 01/20/86
ECC65 P.O. BOX 25027/311-12TH AVE SO NASHVILLE TN 37202 (615) 255-2786
81355 ASHLAND KY 41101 (606) 324-1133
60016
MSDS'S MARKEO '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MxJOS'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HM[S MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CUI_q_ENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 mATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 mANUFACTURER INDEX P. 46
IIINUIFACP, JIIER
IIFqR . NOTES. FSCN. M)OIIES$ . PHOIE
TSRS ]D TRADENAME
E T
• tlSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
ASHLAND CHEMICAL CO. 34897
:_ OHSlUCAL CO. 5AlSB
ASHLAND CHEMICAL CO. 7L600
VALVOLINE DXV. 81353 P.O. BOX 14000
ASHLAND CHEMICAL CO. 3L187 5200 P G BLAZER MEMORIAL WAY
L "::':: ::':A'_ ,CHEN_CAL--I_T_IAL CH 0?0?5 :"i ":: i _ :!'
: : _Jum PETeOLEtm _ ozv. gvzg:_ _:!4og :VZ"CHESTERAVe:
: :AfALVOL_NE D]V+ : : : " i : : 9T904!:2900 PALUNBO OR ......
18713 #8100 WINDSHIELD CLEANER
20476 AF PLUS 15W40 38700001




A_I -:::i KY 41114
.i t;_]NGTt_.-: : KY 4050t1253
05803 JtMMONIUM THXOSULFATE .,_i SOLUTION :_
10889 BIOBOR OF 6X2.2#/1 KG CS
@ 22763 BRAKE FLUID DOT 3
09212 CAO=14
18953CITRIC AC ANH USP/FCC FNGR 50#
025345 COLD CLEANER XNOY-(DISTR:CONTINENTAL)
02336CORROSIGNPREVENT£VE _OUF1D :,{C_I_4_K STOCK NO)
• 15521 CORROSION PREVENTIVE FSCM-60016 *PACPAO
13504 DC SILICONE 200FL 10 VIS 37.5#
- 10888 DIISODECYL PHTHALATE
01ORS ETHYLENE GLYCOL ..... !. ..... _i i! ;! : ......
:,,!_35!Gi_AR LUBE VALVOLXNE XIB: MI) MP!iiSAE !_
:: i _t,819a it.t!GH PERFORMANCE _ !LUBe 80+w_)il -i
16938 HIGH eER_OeMANCE GEAR LOe_ 80/SS/gO
18196 HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR OIL SAE B5_140
18720 HYDRO-LUBE GEAR LUBE SAE 80t90
OaBBg.¥ORGCHLORIC ACID REAGENT ACS
0?676 ZG_t.Q/DP R-12 .::i: ::
14183 IGNITION DRYER
01215 ISOPROPANOL 99%
10727 MAC'S CAR WASH 2600
18717 mAC'S CARBURETOR CLEANER
117!4 IIkkC+S O;ESEL ANTS-GEL FUEL CONDITIONER
22066METHANGI*IlitlEAGACS 3(14_e_ ..... .
04576 METHYL ETHYL KETONE. REAGENT GRADE
BRAKE FLUID. AUTOMOTIVE
TECH DATA FOR CAO-5 ALSO




















































00500 METHYL ETHYL KETONE. INDUSTRIAL GRD & URETHANE GRD
02473 METHYLENE CHLORIDE INDUSTRIAL GRADE
17505 MTY MFX-12 24PK 80310090
17502 mY MPC-5 5GL 80310100
17501 MTV 01BPC20 80310010
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 47



















































NTY OlPSFt2PA : ..... !:i!.::: ........ :
MULTI-LUBE LITHIUM EP GREASE
MULTI-PURPOSE EP WHEEL BEARING & CHASSIS GREASE
ND 30











RACING SAE 20W50 MOTOR OIL HP
RACING SAE 30 MOTOR OIL HP
RACtNG SAE 40 MOTOR Q;L HP
RACING SAE 6O mOTOR:OIL HP
REFRIGERANT OIL CHARGE (BLENDED W/ REFRIGERANT 12)
SZLANE Z-6040 40# PAIL
SOLVENT 140 NONEXEMPT
SULFANIC: ACID GRAN TECH: |ilIIIPORT: :
SUPER HPO MOTO_ OXL:SAE 20w
SUPER HPO MOTOR 01_ 5AE 30W 116900012





TECTYL 894 (DORO) ::
TECTYL 900 RUST PREVENTATIVE
TECTYL 910,PETROL.BASED RUST PREV.(DISTR:VICKERS)
TOLUENE
TRICHLOROETHANE, 1.1_; !- DEGIR$ COLD/V
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
TRICHLORGETHYLENE, PAINT GRADE
TURBO FORMULA MOTOR OIL SAE 15W40
TURBO V 15W40 --
UNITRAC FLUID 810
VAL-PLEX EP GREASE
VAL-PLEX EP, PETROLEUM GREASE
VALVOLINtE ALL-FLEET MOTO_ OIL













584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT. NOW ASHLAND
FORMER GOODYEAR PROOUCT/ NSL
3854950





































































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ] MSD$'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/O3/94
!_. NDTES,F_CM, ADORESS, PHONE
TSRS ]D TRADENANE
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER ]NDEX P. 48
E T
MS0S H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
20491 7200/7216 07/06/88 -
22!_75_!_-_175-209 ANNOTATED:_TF - TYPE FA 011!ItSS
EC085 RT. 281, PO BOX 0 TULLY NY 13159 (315) 696-8931
15483 TABEX CHLOR]NATION TABLETS NO DATE
_'* ASPEN!.:-PA INTS -. .... :i :,
i i: )::ii :ii) o, Lo+ 1_aa sv sPOX,N_ S_+:::+::+:_ , S_TT_E _ : WA_m134,1_9_ (2o+1 ee:+-4eo_
10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR TT-P-19D, TYPE 11, EXCEPT /#3 / GS-10F-51440 02/00/89
11501 STAXN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR TT-S-711C 01/01/91 -
** AS_T ROOF][t_IBi:MFG. ASSO. :.
ili: :T_I:_ ASS_:]_ATE ..... i + + ECH49 6288 MONTROSE ROkDi -...... " .... ROCKVILLE : MA 20a52 (301) 231-9050
,* ASTM (AM.SOC.FOR TESTING NATL)
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING M 81346
** ASTRA! _NACEUTTCAL PRODUCTS : _ : " ; r
: r ECF43 50 0TI$ 'STREET ........ UESTBOROUGH
11;43 XYLOCAINE _LUTION5 A_EOUS SOLUTIONS
11744 XYLOCAINE SOLUTIONS WITH EPINEPHRINE AOUEOUS SOLUTIONS
0:158 t (617) 366-1100
oe/ol/e?
O9/01/87
• - ASTRO METALLURGICAL
• : i: : 229_ 3=25 LZ.COL.Nw,v•_esT:
ECK83 ONE OAK WAY
19415 FLEXGEL CABLE FILLING COMPOUNDS 103266789
WOOSTER OH 44691 (2t6) 264-B639
BERKELEY HEIGHTS Nd 079222727 (800) 424-9300
01/07/93
** ATHEY:iP_t"$ CORPORATZO_
** ATHLETIC TRAINERS SUPPLY CO
r
04285 US HtHAY I .... : RALEZGH : 2_'_
11261 ROCHELLE NY
** ATKZNS.:!D+C_ . : :._. L "
:::: ::::!i ':' :::::::.: " ECL27:1"0891: P_'J"AL:: DR. : : :: : LOS A.L_TOS .CA 90720 : (800) 42-4:'9300
. :l_:_!:i__i!_: OPTICAL LENS : ::-: : ::: :.: :: ::MZL_C_43454C TYPE I : ::: : O0/OO/gt
** ATLANTIC CHEMICAL CO.. INC.
92469 215 EAST THIRD AVE. WV 25438 (304) 725-8264
" : _ + : : l : _ : :_ :_:: L : 60774 2t_. _ F_R H|LLS ROAD. IMM ATLANTA: :. : ...i_::303t_: (404) 355,5522
** ATLANTIC PASTE & GLUE CO.
ECH15 9-53RD STREET BROOKLYN NY 11232 (7 18) 492-3648
! ::-fi: -;:!:;!!:!i:ii+i:i!i!!:i!i_!:._::!:_*:+::!i_: CON'Ir, A:_:i:_FR_!__]_:::I__. + *!"-_ +OATA: _LY ::A+V&]:_E:i;_Ni!I_: SYSTEM: : : :
( ( (,
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 49
i :i_I :
_: NOTES._SC_._OOR_SS,P_ ::••:::::i:: : :R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
.................................. . ................................................................................................
13084 CATCHMASTER & GLUEE-LOUEE ADHESIVE DEVICES FOR MICE AND RATS 04/23/90




70201 1500 MARKET ST PHILADELPHIA
92788 WESTERNAREA LOS ANGELES






• * ATLANTIC TUBING CO.
• * ATLAS CHEMICAL CO.
13120 FLEX LOK BUTTERING GRADE
60495 200 RAM RIDGE ROAD CHESTNUT RIDGE NY 10977 (914) 735-8800
604?8 2929 :C_IMERC]rAL _ D:][IE(_D CA 92'f2 :-.: :
ECHt6 4801 N.W. 77 AVE. MIAMI FL 33166 (305) 592-3500
0000205 / ELASTOMERIC VINYL PATCH/SEALANTS,INT/EXT 12/08/93
*" ATLAS ENERGY PRODUCTS
ECHS8 2555 CUIABERLAND PARKWAY
13439 ACFOAM'I, INSULATION(FLAT OR TAPERED)
ATLANTA GA 30339 (BOO) 54t-1997
01/02192
• - ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
84239 32-50 BUFFINGTON AVE.
• 04235 ALKYD ENAMEL. OLIVE DRABI24067
• 04234 ALKYD INTERIOR SEMI:GLO_$,I WHITE 27778
• 16330 ENAMEL ALKYD SEM]_Q_S :iB_ 27038
• 16329 ENAMEL, GLOSS BLUE 15102
• 16369 ENAMEL, GLOSS YELLOW 13538
10578 ENAMEL, WHITE
• 04233 PRIMER, YELLOW 33481






Nj 07111 (201) 373-3300
DLA NSOS
DLA _S






*_ ATLAS POWDER COMPANY
12193 DETONATING CORD - ALL TYPES
** ATLAS SILK SCItEEN SUPPLY CO.
ECGIO 15301 DALLAS PARKWAY, SU.
EC490 t733 MILvAUKEE AVE.
1200 DALLAS TX 75248-4629 (800) 424-9300
12/00/90
CHXCAGO zc _s4_
** ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA
SEE ELF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA ECO09
"" ATOCHEM U.S.A. SEE FOREX
EC090 13 SUNFLOWER AVENUE PARANUS Nd07652 (20t) 6§2-8§75
• . ATOMIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION
13308 49 NATCDN DRIVE SHIRLEY NY 11967 (516) 924-9000
IFJi)S'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "O' " DLA HNIS NSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ]NOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 50
E T
NSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
o82o9 RAD]ACWASH
.... 'm_7 .RA..O...ZACZ!ASN00_- t00, o[lrEI_,ZNT
** AUNVXIIF_: ¢C_
• 17182 DEVELOPER IND]RECT
• 17200 DEVELOPER. INDIRECT
.. AU'ORA'
57886 65 INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD
ECH59 970 SOUTH LAKE STREET
13546 N2 GREASES MSOS INFORMATION KIT KIT *SEE
13548 ADHESIVE MSDS INFORMATION KIT KIT *SEE
13543 B_K OXIOE. KIT *SEE
!:_41_:.G_Z_PLATZNG • KIT -SEE
ii-,See
13542 CHROME PLATING KIT *SEE
13549 DRY FILM LUBRICANT MSDS INFORMATION KIT KIT *SEE
13539 NICKEL PLATING KIT *SEE
_3544:R00, SPHERICAL. MOUNTED BALL BEARtNGS_IIMSDSI::;tNFOR+ KIT *SEE
13547 WOVENNYLON TEFLON LINER MSDS INFORMATIONKIT KIT *SEE
13540 ZINC PLATING _ KIT -SEE






•O3,1_2. S00:IUN HYPOCHt..ORX TE 15.0%
** AUTO KARE. INC.
14632 AK #3 GLAZE
. 14633 BEST OF ALL
1,46:M_B_ZTeR _ :i
t 4635i::._;AR: SCENTS i


































EC719 44 WHIPPANY ROAD MORRISTOWN Nd 07960
62316 DOb/NIEVILLE ROAD. P.O. BOX 827 MARS PA 16046 (4t2) 625-1535
07110190 -
A-I BLEACH PER COVER LETTER 11/11/93
• ! ...... ; 09104/86
i 08/27/91 -
ECI69 925 SUNSHINE LANE ALTANONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
SILICONE EMULSION GLAZE
::i SILICONE EMULSION POLI_
ACID DETERGENT METAL CLEANERMIXTURE
...... : : ii!!!i:i::i:!ii:!! : : ODORANT PERFUME. NXXT+_E:i: : : : ::
DETERGENTCONCENTRATEAUTO SHAMPOOMIXTURE








14638 GLASS CLEANER SOLVENT DETERGENT GLASS CLEANER MIXTURE
:1441;_I):jNACI_ZI_I_LISlIZNO COlmOtliO SILZCOI_ EII_I.SION __ : :.








GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET IMDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
IO/O3/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 51
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
.......................................................................... . ............................... . ........................
ECE21
• * AUTOLINE LUBRICANTS INC
• , AUTOMATED PROTECTION SYSTEMS
0
i 04957 900 S CANINE ST_ : BALTIMORE IE) 2!23:t (30t) 2?5-6400
EC373





** AVCO LYCOMING DIV
.06623 1058 W INOUSTRIAL RD
ECP88 B22 BAY STAR BLVO,
i









• '* AVERY DENNISON
• " AVEX ELECTRONIcS CORP.
16956 ONE CLARKS HILL
58414
FRAMINGHAM MA 0t70t,8t64 (54)8) 879_3511
*, AVIALiL
** AVIATION FLUIDS SERVICE
ECA31P. O. BOX 7086
07(368 CORPO_TEIH[&DQI.I_RTER$
EC579 950 KINGSLAND AVE.
DALLAS
DALLAS
ST. LOUIS MO 63130
** AVNET - SEE ALSO: BRO_LL EL.
EC446
** AVTRON MFG. INC.
** AXCHEm, INC. ii_
13085 AXFLOC AF-352L






MI 49660 i (6t6) 723-2521
08/16/89
** AZA GRAPHICS
ECl:_ 29t6 N. FORSYTH ROAD WINTER PARK FL 32952
• * AZERTY. INC.
ECO91
** AZON
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FOIM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IIISD$*S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSADS SYSTEM / ',' = DLA HMIS MSDS







_ B & B TRITEC1H!, INC, : -
" FO_e_LV!_: Me _!I_#!¢_L : ! i
FORMERLY: B & B CHEMICAL
22331B&B CONTACT XL
_s3oa m COOLLUSE .
ts40_ ml_ c?l"m
¢m438 B&s (;am:REFER : :
02287 B&B M33
15390 B&B PROCESS d
02585 B&B RUST STOP #3




02785 720 AZON ROAD, P.0.290 JOHNSON CITY
21361 8"/SW.:2OTH ST. ::!i::::::i::::ii:i i : _I:H_L3EAH
ECF44 875 W. 20TH ST. HIALEAH
511997 875 W. 20TH ST. HIALEAH
STEAMS OAP
1480"/ 8_B 2030
19235 B&B 3201°'t/HEAVY 0UTY IHEEL WELL & WING SPAR CL'NR REMOVES LPS'-.3
0258? BSB 601m :




*_ B & H GUN RACK. INC:
NY 137901725 (607) 797-2368
FL3:Xl$O-;231Oi(3OS) 888_5247
FL 33010 (305) 888-5247




















• * 8 B S INC.
BABCOCK BLDG. SUPPLY - OUT OF
• _ B F GOODRICH ADHEStVESYSTEMS
ECE16
56277 123 WEST BARTGES sT. SKRONAND OH 4431t (216) 374-2824
** B&P DUPLICATING
._ SiIIB][TT OEVELOPMENT ICO ; ZNC.
05518 PLAS-DUX. ADHESIVE COMPOUNO
ECd54 ORMOND BEACH




• * BABCOCK & WILCOX-SEE ALSO
THERNAL CERJ_]_$,,(_ T_RI_tL EC734 : :
08408 KAOtK)OL BOARD.UNIFELT. SLEEVE,BURNER BLOCK PRODUCTS 10/01/85
05790 KAOtK)OL BULK FIBER PRODUCTS BULK:A AXE IIPA HPAXE 106FIST 2600 BLK/CHOPPED/159F 09/24/85
06404 KAOWOOL BULK FIBER.MOOULE PRODUCTS ST MODULES 10/01/85
_ _ _:_ _ " _:_ _:_ _ +_:_:_ _ _ _:_'_:_:_ _ _:_ ._ " _ _ " _ " _ _ _ _ _ _ " _ m m " _ _ i'k _'_:_ _:_:_1"_ _ _;_:_:_:_'_ _ _:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ " " "" .... _ " _ " _ .... _:_ _ _:_ _ _ _ _ " " _ _ _ _'m :_ _ :_:_ _:_ _::_ _:_ _





MANUFBA:TURER i i _ i _: !:! _. i i
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 1NDEX








1=.7 FLUID.FY.ITe, .2. AL = DR
18858 FLUID, FYRITE, CO2 7%
18860HYDROXYLAMINESOLUTION
19813 NITRIC ACID, 30%
18859 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE SOLUTION
19815 STANNOUS CHLORIDE $OLUT!ON _
















• * BACON INDUSTRIES
• * BADDLEY CHEMICALS
: !:i i_: : :
ECK52 192 PLEASANT STREET
EC342
WATERTOWN MA 02 172 (617) 926-2550
"* BAKER 8ROS
_'" BAKER INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
13911 HAEMA-CLEAN 100
ECPSO
OMUE9 t50 ENING ST.
ECI26
89-200327-010
TITUSVILLE FL 32796 (407) 723;4614
ALLENTOWN PA 18103 (215) 264-2800
06/11/86
-* BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
.... EC197 _RSEV CITY Nd 02304
: _ _34 suvoJu. Av_/e o BOx s _E_Y c_Y NU 07a04 (2o_) a_r_s
03778 ADHESIVE (RUBBER X-822) A-A-863 / Mt4M-A-185B? 05/05/88
08273 ADHESIVE FOR ACOUSRICAL (SIC) MATERIALS MMM-A-00150B, PRODUCTN X-973B 03/08/91
11604 ADHESIVE MMM-187B-TY I 07/13/89
08397 ADHESIVE PAPER LABEL MMM-A-185 NO DATE
13919 BOILER CASING COMPOUND MIL-$-173770 03/26/90
11107 CORROSION PREVENTIVE _Ot_ NIL-C-8130¢JO TYPE Ii CLASS II tl/18/88
08396 FILLER WOOD PLASTIC 03/19/91
02009 GOLD BOND CAULK, X- 761 CID A-A-1556 02/08/90
11314 GOLD BOND GLAZING COMPOUND (CALCIUM CARBONATE/SOYBEAN OIL). X-579 06/10/88
07575 LIQUID PROTECTANT X-gT5 NO DATE
11605 PLASTIC PLASTISOL, X-684B MIL-P-206890 TYII CLASS I 10/12/8tl
11606 PRZNER_FOR MIL-P'20689 TY IT CLASS I X-9?O 10/31/89
11009 RUST INHIBITIVE COATING TT-C-530 05/31/89
21613 ZINC CHROMATE PUTTY MIL-P-8116B. X-934. MSDS# 3116 12/12/90
*- BAKER. U.T, CHEMICAL CO.
70629 222 RED SCHOOL LANE PHILLIPSBURG NO 08865 (201) 859-2151
- 16777 A-BROMOTOLUENE NO DATE
04392 ACETIC ACID DISTR: ORANGE CHEMICAL 04/13/90
17153 ACETONE 10/11/85 *
0 02584 ACETONE, ACS DLA MSDS -
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "t" • DLA HMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "," =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- I
10/03/94
-. :::MFGIt ' - NOTES, FSClI, adDOllESS, PHONE
TSRS IO TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 54
E T
NSO$ H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
18371 ALBUMIN, EGG, POWOER 0440 03109/92
tQeQO ALKYL ARVL..SULFQN&TES LAURYL ALCOHOL SULFATES NO DATE
: I:_ ALUMINUM SULFATE* N_HYI_IRAT E 0573.0566,0567.0572 :::: : 03/09/92
- 15750 AMNONIUMBIFLUOR]DE NO DATE
40372 AMMONIUM DICHROMATE 0688,0690 03/09/92
• 15753 A_NZUM NOLYBDATE DLA MSDS
:157_ _IUIIIIDLYIM)ATE ..... _i! ' : 08/19181
: !:::;:i!S_5_::!i&_ZUMPERSULF&TE, 0762,548!,0770,5670 03/31187
: _i_?_O!iI_ZUI;:_SI_TE:!mNOe_SZC : i : O??e . _::. . 08101/83
22784 ARTICLE. NONREGULATED VARIOUS PRODUCTS CODES SEE MSDS 01/04/94
13153 AURAMINE 0 A7750-05 05/01/89
15772 BARIUM NITRATE 03/01/84
- _578m BO_ZC ACID NO DATE
: :1_?ee:e_L aCUE i _/oo/84
!i_!:::::I:5_4!;!:S_]NE: :! : :::.... i!:: _i:: ::il NO DATE
15775 BRUCINE SULFATE, 7-HYDRATE NO DATE
15792 CADMIUM 04/01/84 *
15789 CADMIUM CHLORIDE 08/03/83
- 15794 CALCIUNCHLORIDE 09/26/85
03/09/921818P3CALCIUMHYPOCHLORZTE t378 :
01377 CALCIUM NITRATE. 4-HYDRATE 1395 09126185
15797 CALCIUM OXIDE NO DATE
18208 CHLOROBENZENE 9179 03/30/92 *
01379 CHLOROFORM 02/21/86
i_54_:)_I. CHRDMIUM TRIOXIDE :: :! : NO DATE
- i!1_88 CLEANUP SPILL KIT, (ACID, CAUSTIC, SOlVENT) (4456,4442,4441;4470;443714458) SEVERAL
I:li5800COBALT CHLORIDE ........ 08/03/83
18200 COBALT NITRATE. 6-HYDRATE 5074,t683,1680 03/09/92
15801 CUPRIC SULFATE 1844/1841/1848/1843 02/21/86
15809 DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE NO DATE
- 158!10 OINETHYLGLYOXIME 10/26/82
ii_ 0!_:38:1ETHe_ :: : o2/21/86
08449 ETHYLENE GLYCOL 5387, 9140, L715.9300 04/16/92 *
15812 ETHYLENEO[NITRILOTETRAACETIC ACID (EDTA) 09/08/82
- 15813 FERRIC AMMONIUM SULFATE 02/08/83
18201 FERRIC CITRATE. N-HYDRATE N376 03/09/92
I_202::G_¥CINE 4059,4835,1r797.M799_4057,0582,0581 03/09/92
:-: I:U_!::HE_THYLENETETRANINE ' : NO DATE
_ t0/08/85042_.__O_ZC ACID ..... :..............
15869 HYDROXYLANZNE HYDROCHLORIDE 06/08/83
- 15872 IODINE NO DATE
07140 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL U298, 5082, 9080 09/23/85
t:_I_?_ LEAD ACETATE :!: : : i : NO DATE
15880 LZTHIUM CHLORIDE 5-2370 02/21/86
01384 LITHIUM NITRATE 02/21/86









MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER 1NDEX P. 55
COMMENTS DATE S I
- 15886 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE
• 171Si._szum:c_Loezn_
2278_ NAGNE$_L_ICHLORIOE. 6-HYDRATE. CRYSTAL
f8203tMRBLE CHIPS
15882 MERCURIC ACETATE
15889 MERCURIC IODIDE REO
- 15892 MERCURIC NITRATE
15870 MERCURICOXXDE, RED
- 15897 MERCURIC SULFATE
- 15864 MERCUROUSCHLORIDE
04236 METHANOL
- 15894 METHANOL ABSOLUTE PHOTREX 3-9069
- 01635 METHANOL. ANHYDROUS 9074-1
16200 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
00502 ME_HY,L ETHYL KETONE
044!TMETHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE
• 15893 METHYL ORANGE
11305 METHYLENE CHLORIDE
11590 NEUTRACIT-2 CAUSTIC NEUTRALIZER
11505 NEUTRASORB ACID NEUTRALIZER
13049 NICKELOUS CARBONATE





































4441.4470 / PART B OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT
4442,4456 / PART A OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT
P0121 -02
2858/2862
PRODUCT CODE 7772. CAS# 00103-72-0
0261,0266,02_5.0264;53_2.02G2,028T.0260.0259 _















































































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 21-393 TO ORG.¢ONTACT / MSDS_S _/0 "-" VERIFXED AVAXLABLE VXA MSOS SYSTEN/ "•" - DLA HMXS MSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET [NOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 56
E T
MSOS H m
COMMENTS DATE S I
22782 SILICA GEL, INDICATING
11242 51LZCme :_oo Pl_ : -




15942 SOOIUM BORATE, tO-HYDRATE
o77_ soozuu BO_.r_Y_-IDE




18204 SODIUM DICHROMATE. DIHYDRATE
3402.3401
ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANDARO/PRODUCT CODE 6939







is849 s=)zu..eLuoezoe _ _i_
t_s06 _i_iHY_OEil;il;_iL;_t._TZON CAUSTIC SODA











SODIUM META-SILICATE, 9-HYDRATE, CRYSTAL 5135,3868
SODIUM NITRATE, CRYSTAL





SOD;UNTH!O_LFATE_ DILUT-IT ANALYTICAL CONCENTRAT4693 .... i,_
SODZLm, :t_l=,N (o.I(_ w/v) 69_1_/I,,iA ZNili03 "
07827 ,_d_)L_::!_LYENTiiii!AD$_Lt_BENT
07738 STRONTIUM, 1000 PPM (0.100% W/V)
15941SULFAMIC ACID.
03164 SULFURIC ACID





07/42 V_NIAOIt_i_::.I(W)O IPN (0. 100_ Wlv)
01399 ZINC
07741 ZINC. 1000 PPN (0.100% W/V)
01333 I-BUTANOL
44_7+4458 / PART C OF SPILL CLEJ_M.IJP KiT
6942 / STRONTIUM AND NITRIC ACID IN WATER
6945 / VA _laq_. IN HNNO_ _ WATER
:_e0,-!,-2,_3.,-9,95t6,9459._377.58_0,9483,X516
4700,4702
6943 /i TIN AND HCL IN WATER
T3591 '01 / 6964 07/03/89
9472,9456,9466,9462,V963,9351,9460.9457,9459 ...... 09/08/86





6946 / ZINC AND HN03 IN WATER 09/08/87



































• _IIlt:I-:I-2:TRI_OIII_I-i_2,TRIFLUOIIOt_THANE FItEON tt3: -::-:: : : O2/28/93: '=
.... 7: ;llli t:_ 1,,I i'"ii!iilLi :_:: _ : _: ::ii,_:!_.-IM_;!36.<5381 _: ; : _: .O4_/i6/92 _ !
; : : _: ::77,::::;{/:ii_{{!i77:=:;i_90111 .s079._2,So82,5313,5_;;:: o3ioet12 ;:: :.
** BALDWIN METAL SPINNING INC.
54276
,-,* ---.:w-_- _,":_ - "_" ;" - ";':_'__ _'i_:_ :', ,_'-.--._ _,_ ---:" _ -, --- -:,-+- ,- .*.-__-.=_ _;_:._:_:_.._. _;_ _ ;r!_:_:_:_:_.i-- ._ ,, ,_:__ _-...-.._._,- _ .__-_- - - -,- - ......... _-- -, ------ -i_-_ _- ,- --- - --_,, - _--,-- - - "-
( (, (
( ( (
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 57
_ _;i_ /i_i_ii E T
....... _ _ .... mSi_i i H •
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
*_ BALFOUR. MACLAINE CHEMICALS
....... . : 06U63 MALL STREET PLAZA NE_ YORK
t8858 SULFAMZC ACID. _GRA_AR'AND CRYSTAL
NY 10005 (20!) 42_:"2100
NO .DATE i
** BALTIMORE PAINT
85321 1370 ONTARIO ST/P 0 BOX 6709 CLEVELAND
22790 SET FAST WATER BORNE TRAFFIC MARKING PAINT BLACK TYPE 1. TM-2135
22791 SET FAST WATER BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT BLUE TYPE 1, TM'2133
11010 SETFAST TRAFFIC PAINT * WHITE PRODUCT#: TM-5126
11105 SETFAST TRAFFIC PAINT, YELLOW TM-5129 / ALKYD PAINT











OIV, PETROLITE CORP. ECB45 6910 E 14TH STREET TULSA OK 74112 (9t8) 836.t601
08774 BE SQUARE 195 BLACK; 86 SQUARE 175 BLACK; VICTORY BROWN; PETRDLITE C-TO0 (MICROCRYSTALL.WAX) NO •DATE
** BARKER ANO WILLIAMSON
05690 10 CANAL STREET BRISTOL PA 19007
** BARNEBEY-CHENEY CO.
04239ACTIVATED CARBON. TYPE KE
EC4glS
i •
FZ.TdHER O5-665A / 0=3"-6856 ACTIVATED CARBON.
** BARON BLAKESLEE
SEE ALSO ALLIED SIGNAL 5S036 3596 CALIFORNIA STREET
OFDJ7 2001 N. dANICE AVE..
02474 LEAK DETECTOR FLUID, DETERGENT._RX 6199-8 TYPE I
051311176
SAN DIEGO CA 92101 (619) 295-0041
MELROSE PARK IL 60160 (312) 450.3900
NO OATE - -
** BARR, W. M., CO.
91522 P. O. BOX 1879
00568 COMPOUND PAINT REMOVING LIQUID
16225 CONPOUNO PAINT REliVING LIQUID (ORGANIC)
o 22265 GtLLESPtE TUNG OIL FINISH
0 03620 LUBRICATING_.DINETHYL$!LICONE
18375 MARKER BOARD CLEANER
18374 METAL TREAT CONCENTRATE
11668 NEW SOLUTION A WOO0 BLEACH, 408*2
10906 PAINT THINNER 1675




WOOD BLEACH TWO SOLUTION KIT, PART B
TT-T-291F
WOOD BLEACH - SOLUTION 8
** BARRIER INDUSTRIES
2/87
P 05393 BARRIER SCUFF-BAR FLOOR WAX











NY 12771-2234 (914) 856-6633
DLA MSDS
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" - DLA ItMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 58
M&NUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES , FSCM . ADDt_E SS , PI'IDNE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
• 04240 CARPETONE SANITIZER P-C-1632 DLA MSDS -
o4ss? BetfJ_FJ_, _AL_ _[ NO _TE
!+ZQC_IJ)_ WAX_&:_FL_ FZNZSH nEUOVER NO OATE
..... _ $[ALEit, I_FACE. _i_+.:_ _Ar!_R_ .:[_L!LSIDN TT-S_223B & AN.:I .. 05/21/90
03112 TILE TITE SEALER WATER EMULSION FLOOR SEALER NO OATE * *
** BARTON MINES CORPORATION (GMA)
+: BLAST MEDIA IDI¥1SION!_I _ _ ...... ECt64 1658 COLE BLVD. ;STE. t90 GOLDEN
_821 _CUU_ET SLAST_ _BRASZV[
i_ _ :
** BASCH, GEORGE CO., INC.
90967 19 HANSE AVE. P.
0 20235 NEVR-OULL
00517 NEVR.DULL MAGIC WADDING POLISH
i_384 NEVR--OULL PAD, METAL POLISH
** BASF CORP.
CHEMICAL DIVISION 22?49 CARLSTADT
COATI[NGS & COLORANTS 1T774 100 CHERRY HILL RD/BOX 181 PARSIPPANY
83339 1609 8IDDLE AVE kPYANDOTTE
19939 LIMCO - LA1204 SUPRENE I MIXING CLEAR R-M AUTQMOTIVE REFINISH PRODUCTS
19940 LIMCO-LA1205 SUPREME DRIER
19941 LIMCO-SUPREME COLORS ANO BASES
19938 LIMCO-888 SELECT ENAMEL HARDENER
11384 MURIATIC ACID 20 DEG.BE 588220
e 031572 PLURON_C L'62LF
0 04557 241-? ANTIFREEZE FO_ATION NIL-A-46153 _
*- BASF INNONT CANADA, INC.
37644 345 CARLINGVIEW DRIVE TORONTO, ONTARIO CA
13937 U-878 MIRATHANE ACTIVATOR 015CB878
'*'* BASTOGI SZSTENI SPA i ::_ _ :
: FOii_RL¥ +_EOEL _ECATi_NI A2_B, _E Z_ALY
0. BOX 188 FREEPORT
MIL-L-225cJO
MIL-L" 22590C



















61808 1575 CLINTON STREET BUFFALO NY 14206
' • +t4t04 LUBR|C&T]NG GREASE + MIL-G-23549C
O_2iO MIL:L:2]040+30 (MOTOR OIL:+ LLIBRICATING OIL, eNGINE ) MIL.L-21040 ' 1:30: ]PROO. CODE 60.505-34)
4_.JmJ_INOTI_I_O.]L:I_IpRIE_AT_E:i:IiI:I::: M|L-L-2121K)- GRADEtO / CODE N0.60,476-10






** BATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL
.... , : 60226 231FERRIS AVE.
+_ii+++i++++!i+:<_ ._++w+Uw!++!t_+i+++__++++0++:++_,m++_x zPUeeOSE
• 03299 LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE, MIL-L-2104
• 02_t6 MIL-G-10524 _EASE
_e_st eeOVZOeNCE RI 0_9te (40_): 4_4-6640
MF_R IS _I_T,T_.|[t_D _RICAM OR BATTENFELDG & 0 ? OL& MemOS _"
BATTENFELDAMERICAN?? DLA MSDS -
GREASE. AUTOMOTIVE& ARTILLERY DLA MSDS
+++:+.+_m;;+++-,-++_+-++_ ++,,+ + .e+,:+++_ ,- ++-++-+_+++-,._.,,++_;:++.+++_ _;++ -+_+ _,+_+ _ +; _++';*i_+++.r++ +"++;-_ .+.'++'+i_++',':+_ +"_+.++++_+_+_++;;++_:+ _ ++'+ + -+,', " " + +. "i" .... ++" " +""+"+'++ ''+ +"+ " " "++""++"++"-- " +""" -- "++"+-- " + +
_imfSilU_ VZA m_OS,s_sTex / +e, - I::r,LA _zs+_sos
EHS/TRI: "*" ,,PROI)UCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/3?2 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 59
• : ._: i- --\ E T
: .SOS . e
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
60776 1400 N. GOODMAN ST. ROCHESTER NY 14609 (BOO) 553-5340
13808 SIGHT SAVERS BRAND ANTI-FOG LIQUID 24,2_,68.69,8565,8570C,143060,8569,60103: 08/281_t
18g90 SIGHT SAVERS BRAND DISPOSABLE CLEANING STATION W/O $_LICONE / DIRECT SAFETY PN'$:02,132;02-290.02 06/26/90
** BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP.
FORMERLY: TRAVENOL LABS INC. A 52663 SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS DIV.
FORMERLY: AMERICAN HOSPITAL SU 22353 SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS DIV.
BURDICK &dACK._K]NO|V. 2H215 1953 S. HARVEY ST.
SEE ALSO AMERICAN BURDICK & dA EC919
HOSPITAL SUPPLY DIV, 7R785
- 05782 ACETONITRILE
11842 BUFFERS:HTS90-2A,-3A,-4A,-BA,-6A,-7A,-BA,-9A,-IOA;





- 14396 INHIBITOR MOLD AGAR #12254
- 14394 STAT TRAK PLUS
!










Nl 49442-6101 (616) 726-3171







OESH5 100 RARITAN CENTER PKY EDISON Nd 08837





: ECL_? t735 E BAYSHQRE RD_ STE 105
20260 CLeAN_N(_Ii_i!I_I ; OPTICAL LENS 131*L • MiL;C_434§4
20261 OPTICAL LENS CLEANER 133-L MIL-C-43454
** BBL MICROBIOLOGY SYSTEMS
SEE: BECTON-DICKINSON NICRO810 7U1tdi
*, BCW INI_JSTRIAL
ECN92














** BEACON CHEMICAL CO. INC
18920 X-081 EPOXY RESIN
5B981 125 M_CQUESTEN PARKWAY SOUTH MT. VERNON NY 10550 (914) 699-3400
ADHESIVE 3-PART KIT/ESC 8040/B:ARMSTRONG/C:MORTON 03/19/90
• * BEAN, WILLIAM T.
BEAN COCKEYSVILL MO 21030
SEE ALSO MICRO ENGINEERING 19739 DETROIT MI 5084
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_JDS*S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" - DLA HMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 60
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.F$CM,AOORES$.PIqONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
.......................................................................... . ........................................................
02721 ROSIN SOLVENT
• _ BEEICO:INDUSTRIES INC.
• * BECKER-UNDERt#000
ECA87 701 DAYTON ROAD
08274 TURF MARK BLUE SPRAY INDICATOR
• I BE_KM&N INSTRUMENTS
30646 89 COMMERCE RD.
58778
4R066
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS OlV. 05721 2500 HARBOR BLVD
.... _ . _ ..... 52536
15928 PLATINIZING SOLUTION
15706 POTASSIUM CHLORIDE CRYSTALS #3541
11315 TRACE KLEAN






_9t AUGMENTIN SUSCEPTIBILITY DISCS
t44_ B_D 5HARPS COLLECTOR
14108 CATALYST REPLACEMENT CHARGES
21799 CEF INASE
21862 CL-I TRITIUM CALIBRATOR / TG-1 GAS CYLINDER
21S58 COAGULASE PLASMA RABBIT - VARIOUS TYPES
06894 COL!STIN SENSI-DISC
- 0_8_3 COLtSTIN SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DZ_S
20391 CULTURETTE (VARIOUS) / INCL. C8852-1,-3.-7,-10.-40
1837G DEHYDRATED CULTURE MEDIA
19807 DIRECTIGEN INFLUENZA A
21863 DtRECTI_EN t-2-3 GROUP A STREPi_
- Oe_B6 ERYTH_CIN SENSI_-DISC e-15
tis=9 r,ASPAK OISPOS,_SLEH_OROGENtCA_0NOIOXZOE C,eN. ENV.
- 02503 GASPAK H2 + C02 ENVELOPE
21252 GRAM DECOLORIZER SOLUTION
06730 INHIBITORY MOLD AGAR (ULRICH). 11310
1t lOG KILIT AMPULES. 12018. 12019 ,
2U3_1 WL OF_ :P_S & LABORATORY PRI_CIEOURES
06890 NEOMYCIN SENSI-DISC
06889 NEOMYCIN SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISKS
11751 PREPARED PLATED MEDIA o CLASS .GENERAL/SELECTIVE
NO DATE *
AMES IA 50010 (515) 232-5907
06/21/86





05545 250 SCHILLING CIR. COCKEYSV!LLE
EC848 P.O. BOX 243 COCKEYSVILLE
12717 299 WEBRO ROAD PARSIPPANY









SEE MSDS FOR PRODUCT NAME, #'S
8560-20
8525-40 / ANNOTATEDB6944_8
GENERATOR ENVELOPE ICAT_ _7_. 71040,70305.71041
#70304 W/O CATALYST & #71040 W/CATALYST
CAT NO. 12295/12300/12297/12405











MD 21030-0243 (301) 771-0100
NJ 07054-2824



























GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY OATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 61
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,JU)DRESS.PHDNE MSO$ H g
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................














PREPARED PLATED MEDIA IV-RODAC & CONTACT PLATES 212##.217##.218##,219##,97t##,977##.978##
PREPARED TUBED & MYCOFLASK MEDIA - CLASS.SELECTIVE SEE MSDS FOR PRODUCT NAME. #'S
OU&LI'DI$CS 35020-35019. 35040,35041, 35022
SALMONELLA ANTISERA, GLYCERINATED
SENSI-DISC ELUTION DISC/SUSECPTIBILITY TEST OF..
SST SERUM SEPARATION TUBES / ITEM 170399
STERILE PAK RODAC & CONTACT PLATES
SULFAMETHOXAZOLE
SULFAMETHOXAZOLE SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISC: CHLORAMPHENICOL,30729
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, %UMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS. NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
11834 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS. NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
11747 TAXO DIFFERENTIATION DISC (SEVERAL). CEFINASE DISC
01437 THIOGLYCOLATE
21707 TRADITIONAL MANUAL GROWTH MICROBIOLOGY PRODUCTS
18855 VACUTAINER BRAND PLASMA TUBES WITH HEPARIN







ERYTHROMYCIN.30789/31289 & 30793/31290/OTHER PRODS
AMDINOCILLIN THRU CEFUROXIME, MICROGRAM QTY'S
CEPHALORIDINE THRU MEZLOCILLIN, MICROGRAM QTY'S
MINOCYCLINE THRU STREPTOMYCIN. MICROGRAM QTY'S





** BEECHAM HOME IMPROVEMENT
DAP INC. DIV. 15831 P.O. BOX 277
DAP 1NC ECP36 5300 HUBERVILLE RD.
15258 ADHESIVE, CONTACT CEMENT. WELDWOOD ORIGINAL 2090
- 15259 ADHESIVE. CONTACT CEMENT, WELDWOOD, I_-A-130B
" 1511691 BUTYL.FLEX CAULKING COMPOUND _ !_:i _
1!52_ DAP ACRYLIC I!LATEX CAULK MITH $ILZCONE!!! !i! : ! .












DAP WELDWOOD WATERPROOF RESORCINOL GLUE
OAP 33 GLAZING
OERUSTO RUST PREVENTIVE PRIMER
FAST "N FINAL EXTERIOR SPACKLING
FAST "N FINAL SPACKLING
MITEE THREAD-CUTTING OIL
SURFACING PUTTY (ALL COLORS)
WELDWOOD ACRYLIC LAYTEX CONTACT CEMENT (REGULAR)
WELDtlKX)O CONTACT CEMENT REGULAR
WELiYdO00 NONFLAMMABLE CONTACT CEMENT 2000







PROCESS OIL PART MAY BE IARC POTENTIAL CARCINOGEN
758, 759. 883, MSOS#20201
10412 / SPACKLING
10503 / WOOD FILLER
30202
/_-IESlVE
10_4 / WOOD FILLER
• * BEECHAM HOME IMPROVEMENT CO





















OH 45401-0277 (800) 543-3480


















• * 8EESTON, INC.
EC946
43728 BOX 1116 SCARBOROUGH ME 04074 (207) 883-5541
• 11936 CUTTING FLUID. 923 C-0-376 DLA MSDS -
• 07456 HEAT SINK (8G-1930) DLA 400-86-C2614 DLA MSDS
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA M$OS SYSTEM / '0" - DLA PIMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '_" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN I_OS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYSYSTEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 62
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSCM.ADDRES$,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S [
...................................................................................................................................
12474 111BOMIIIAN AVE/PO BOX 526
I_'_:_I_¥LUEt_ ANTI-SEIZE 70 SPECIAL LUBR;CANT (#18it0) :
03319 MOLYLUBE 1200 4285
FARMTNGDALE NO 07652 (201) 938-2421
12120155
11/01/89
** BELCHER OIL CO.
ls589 SUT_LNS(L_;)
t68S7 _.IWTANEI llt-x :(LeG)
04484 CUTBACK ASPHALT
16916 DIESEL FUEL 2 / VV-F-800C
16917 ETHANE
EC040 9 GREENLY P!LAZA HIOL_TON TX 77046 (713) B77-1400
PURCHASED FROM WWG ASPHALT CO. ROCKLEDGE, FL
CONTRACT ENDS 3-31-90 PER E.CUSTER ($I-PR0,7-2309)
16988 .:HEATING OIL NO. 2
_547 I::]_INIAS"I, ANTTSTRZPPING CONP_ : : ;i IUSED WITH ROAD TAR FOR PATCHING STREETS
16975 JET A (dET FUEL, DUAL PURPI_SE KEROSINE)
16983 LEADEO GASOLINE CONTAINZNG ALCOHOL (REGOHOL)
17036 PROPANE
0272B :iREGULAR GASOLINE :i6885 SIDU L FUE OIL BUNKER FUEL 0IL
17064 i_ER _EJd_)ED_GASOLINE _ i i NO. 6 FUEL 01C
16928 UNLEADED GASOLINE CONTAINING ALCOHOL (GASOHOL)
16949 UNLEADED GASOLINE CONTRACT VALID THRU 3-31-88 PER E.CUSTER
** BELFORT:%NSTRUI_ENT _ : _i: : : _ .
II_I: O!V:. _RANC_ECHNOLOGY CORP. 82205 727 :SOUTH_WOLFE :STREET BALTIMORE

















NO 2123:I: (30:1) 342-2626
02/0t/9_
** BELL & GOSSETT
06631 8200 N. AUSTIN AVE.
17029 LUBRICANT FOR PUMPS & MOTORS (NFGR:VlSCOSIT¥ OIL)
_ BELL &HOWELL
17980 6800 MCCORMICK ROAD CHICAGO
16739 TYPE D P.C. 329437 REPLACES TYPE N TONER
@ 16742 TYPE N TONER (NO LONGER MANUFACTURED)
• * BELL_LABORATORtES, INC.
: :: I ::!::_ IN019 3699 KINSMAN BLVD. MADISON
• 08202 RODENTICIDE BAIT (FINAL AND ERAZE 0.025%) O-R-500
08214 TRAPPER GLUE/INSECT MONITOR










: ..... : : ::: ECJB38 330 BELMONT AVENUE
048:'3'O7_:_i!,,_ ::_;LTTLNG ALLOYS ( FUSIBLE ALLOYS)
• BROOKLYN NY 11207 (718) 342-4900
1t/25/85
*" BELZONA AMERICA INC.
ECN67 2000 N.W. 88 COURT MIAMI FL 33172 (305) 594-4994
_S_S mA_EOii:i!_:' i' _ZT KS(: FO/m 29"353 iTO ORG_CT: /!_S_SlIIVtO '-:' i VERIF;ED;:I _VAZ.L*ELE VZA i_ SYSTE. / '-" = DLA HIIZS _S
:: :!IiEH_ITRT : i** =PREIOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3_O):/3T=II_CA:L, "-_ DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE :iN MSDS SYSTEM : !
( (,,
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 63
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,ADDRES$_PHONE MSD5 H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
21761BELZONA 1311 (BELZONA CERAMIC R-METAL) SOLIDIFIER 1101/0948 02/17/92 * *
21760 BELZONA 1321 (BELZONA CERAMIC S-METAL) BASE 1004/0947 02/17/92
21762 BELZONA 1321 (BELZONA CERAMIC S-METAL) SOLIDIFIER 1t01/0978-0979 / BLUE-GRAY 02/t7/92
• * BENDIX CORPORATION
83298 ROCHESTER NY 14603
HEAVY VEHICLE SYSTEMS DIV. 06853 901 CLEVELAND ST ELYRIA OH 44036 (216) 329-9000
11847 MQLECULAR SIEVE BDX40124 MOLECULAR SIEVE 02/18/86
• * BENTLEY MARSTON, INC.
OEPH9 ROCHESTER HILLS MI
** BENTLEY-HARRIS MFG. CO.
EC30g 241 WELSH POOL ROAD
03149 EXPANDO PRODUCTS, BH/200t (VARIOUS PRODUCTS)
03148 FIBERGLASS, 8H/2000
LIONVILLE PA 19353 (215) 363-2600
07/00/86
07/00/86
** BENZ OIL, INC.
EC497
17567 ENERPAC HF & HOF HYDRAULIC OIL 05/16/91
** BERNE, d & H, COMPANY
20395 CLEAR BATH 105540
ECLB4
04/09/81
** BERGEN BRUNSWIG DRUG CO=
BBDC ECC._6
:i i : .i ECG32
12351 ZSOPROPYL ALCOHOL : : : 025/00/7
*= BERKELEY CHEMICAL RESEARCH INC
09037 SUPER-WATER
ECB83 P 0 BOX 9264 BERKELEY CA 94709 (415) 526-6272
o4/oo/?B
** BERKLEY PRODUCTS
17538 SILVER GREY ONECOAT ENAMEL
** BERND GROUP INC
ECJ07 405 S. 7TH STREET AKRON
4597B / PHTHALIC ALKYD ENAMEL
ECP69




• 04242 BERNZOMATTC LEAK DETECTOR
0 05274 PROPANE




ECH94 3800 E. RANDOL MILL RD ARLINGTON TX 76011
OTAY6 3800 E RANDALL MILL ARLINGTON TX 76011 (817) 640-2376
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / '•' = DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
M&TERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 64
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,M)DRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
................................................................................................................................ 4----
13943 BERRRYMAN B7 CHEM SEAL A-700 09/00/89
I?BB1 BRAKE CLEANER (1420,140t,t4(_.1455.1520) 11/00/85 *
17882 Bt2 CHEMTOOL (0101,0105.0t13.0116.0152.0155.0312.. 0412) 1t/00/85
17883 CHEM DIP (0901,(_aO2.X_B03,09(O,0955) MSDS ANNOTATED: K-tOI,K-102.K-t05;2310,2314.3508 11/00/85 *
** BEST BROTHERS PAINT MFG. CO.
11011 COCOON SOLVENT
** BEST 5ANO CORPORATION
ECE(;_O 172 SHILLINGTON ROAD SINKING SPRINGS
PRODUCT CODE: LCOCN SOLV
EC135 11830 RAVENNA ROAD CHARDON
PA 19608 (215) 678-0383
01/+0/90
OH 44024 (216) 285-3132
** BETCO SUPPLY CO.
** BeTcDN LAsORATORIE$ I : :
09185 BETCON 4025 KIB KILL-230
09254 CWB-351
09184 CWT-163
09183 SODIUM NITRITE CWT-9
09023 SULFURIC ACID
5E652
ECB79 1202 W CENTRAL BLVD SUITE E ORLANDO
PROPRIETARY COOLING WATER BIOCIDE
PROPRIETARY COOLING WATER BIOCIDE
PROPRIETARY WATER TREATMENT
PROPRIETARY WATER TREATMENT






-* BETHLEHEM APPARATUS COMPANY
14q99 MERCURY
*. BETHLEHEM STEEL CORpOrATiON _
09027 STEEL FORGINGS








** BETTER WORKING ENVIRONMENTS
14198 BWE 3000
OCRN4 P.O. BOX 1765 CARSON CITY NV 89702 (800) 654-6792
03/25/91
• * BETZ-ENTEC, INC.
21337 BETZ ENTEC 310A
21338 BETZ ENTEC 314
21340 BETZ ENTEC 345A
21341 8ETZ ENTEC 349
21339 BETZ ENTEC 440
_1600 BETZ-ENTEC 338
04601BETZ'ENTEC340
** BFC CHEMICALS INC.
i ::i!
57394 508 PRUDENTIAL ROAD
ENC25 200 WtTMER ROAD
HORSHAM PA 19044
HORSHAM PA 19044
BFC 4311 LANCASTER PIKE. P.O. 2867 WILMINGTON












I_DS'S #ARKED '-', SUBMIT KSC FOflM 29,393 TO ORG.I_IMTACT / _'S:V/O i?_ VERIFIED AVAILkBLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '," " DLA HMtS MSD$
EFP3/TRI: "_" "PR_T _CONTAINS 4_FR 355(370)/3T2 CHEMICAL. ",,-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 65
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR, NOTES, FSCM, ADDRESS,PHONE M.,_DS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** BG GRAPHICS
ECE67 84 HDRSEBLOCK ROAD UNIT E
ECI74 84 HORSESLOCK ROAD, UNIT E
ALL PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
14759 BLANKET FIX VS2004
YAPHANK NY 11980 (516) 345-3300




- 22088 LEADCHECK SWABS PB-OO2M
** BIBER PHARMACAL CO.
- 00075 SILVER NITRATE APPLICATORS
_* BIDDLE INSTRUMENTS
EC035 58 GUINAH STREET
85415 713 S. 14TH STREET
ECD53 510 TOWNSHIP LINE ROAD




BLUE BELL PA 19422 (215) 646-92OO
** BIDDLE, dAMES G., CO.
APtEZON OILS, GREASES, WAXES 07239
** BIG THREE INDUSTRIES
STATE ROAD 3 @ KSC GATE #2 PRO 08099 P.O. BOX 3047
82682








15585 ARCON 220CF NONCERTIFIED 99.985%
21774 ARGON (LAR) ARGON, REFRIGERATED LIQUID
15584 ARGON 220CF 99.997%
04186 CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR,PRIMARY STANOARD, 490 PPM MSDS IS FOR CARBON MONOXIDE - % COMPOSITION VARIES
06453 HYDROGEN (GAS) UN-I049
15646 NITROGEN FACILITY NITI_OGEN.HIGH PRESSURE GAS/PIPELINE DISTR
17274 NITROGEN-HYDROGEN
04526 PYROMARK SERIES 2500 YELLOW PAINT HEAT RESISTANT PAINT / MBO 125-(_53/39-2895-85072 -
20669 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 BLUE PAINT *
20670 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 BROWN PAINT *
20666 TEMPIL PYRONARK SERIES 2500 FLAT BLACK PAINT *
20671 TENPTL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 GREEN PAINT *
20666 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 METALLIC ALUMINUM *
20672 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 RUST BROWN PAINT *
20673 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 SEMI-GLOSS BLACK PAINT
20667 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 WHITE PAINT *
20674 TEMPIL PYRONARK 2500 YELLOW PAINT *
20675 TENPIL SERIES 2500 GREY PAINT *
17447 TEMPILAQ 200-2500
20439 TEMPILAO 900 F.932 F.482 C.500 C TEMPERATURE INDICATING PRODUCT / 39-2895-85010 *

























EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(3"70)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 66
E Tm.UF,CTU.ER +




AMERtCAN BILTRtTE PRODUCTS (FO 61)522 RT 1
• . 8IN.EY • SMITHZNC
LIQUITEX DIVISION 81853 1t00 CI'KJRCH LANE
18820 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC COLORED GESSO
t8776 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC FLUORESGENT COLORS
18a38 _tQU]TEX ACRYLIC GEL MEDIUM
1882Ti LZQUtTEX ACRYLIC GESSO
18840 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC GLOSS MEDIUM Am VARNISH
18844 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC HEAVY GEL MEDIUM
RIPLEY MS
EASTON PA 18044
#10-5320 (SEE MSDS FOR COLOR #'S)




18780 LIOUITEX ACRYLIC INTERFERENCE COLORS IN TUBES&dARS #10-1045.105812. 10-2818 (SEE MSDS FOR COLORS)
18781 _IQUITEX:_:ACRYLIG IRIDESCENT COLORS IN TUBES & JARS #10-t002.-I0(_.+_045._1076($EE MSIDS FOR COLORS)
18821LIQUtTEXACRYLZG::ZRtDESCENT TINTING NEDIUM #t0,_008
1_22 LZQUI_X:::ACRYLZiC.MARBLE E&SE:MEDIUM : : #:IO_5922 :
18832 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC MATTE GEL MEDIUM #10-5321. 10-5780















































DANAR MATTE PICTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL)
DAMAR PICTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL)
DAMAR VARNISH/HEAVY
DECORATIVE ART ACRYLIC SLOW-DRI EXTENDER
DECORATIVE ART HIGH LUSTER VARNISH
LIQUITEX DECORATIVE ART LOW LUSTER VARNISH
LIOUITEX DECORATIVE ART MATTE MIXING MEDIUM
LIQUITEX DECORATIVE ART METALLIC COLORS
LIQUITEX DECORATIVE ART PTR'S PEARLESCENT MEDIUM
LIQUITEX DEMAR MATTE PICTURE VARNISH
LIQUITEX DEMAR PICTURE VARNISH
LIQUITEX FAST DRY VARNISH
LIQUITEXFLOURESCENT ACRYLIC ARTISTS' COLORS
LIQUITEX GELEX OPAQUE GEL MEDIUM
LIQUITEX GENUINE RABBIT SKIN GLUE GROUND "
LIQUITEX GESSO GROUND, DRY MIX
LIQUITEX GLOSS PLASTIC SPRAY
18787 Lt_ITEX GLOSSIES ACRYLIC ENAMELS
18839 LIOUITB_iilHI_:GLOSS _ SATIN VARNISHES
tset3LZ®ITEXdX@_I:_TEI_R HEDIUM
18910 LIOUITEX KOPAL PAINTING MEDIUM
18798 LIQUITEX LINSEED OIL. STAND-OIL LIGHT AND HEAVY
#10-5208.10-5216.10-5232.10-5236
NIO-550B 10-5516. 10-5532. 10-5536
#10-5447
#30~6302. 30-6308
#10-1002.-1008.-1016.-1032(SEE MSDS FOR COLORS)
SEE MSDS FOR SERIES #'S & COLORS
#30-3502













#10-1002.-t008.12-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR COLORS)
#t0-5420
#30-8608. 30-8616
















































18786 LIQUITEX LIQUIGEMS GLITTER PAINTS #12-2002 (SEE M$DS FOR COLOR #'S) 04/22/92
.............. .._._.,. .... .._._._ ........ ................ ,-,:,., ............ ,-- ......
_S'S MARKED '-' : SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-:_Jt3 TO ORG;::_ _:;_!_;_i;iiW_ :'_i';_VER_:FI_I:AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTELM / :_:,;IItDLA HNIS MSDS
" EHS/TRT: 't" =_T CONTAINS 40CFR3§§(3?O)/37=:!_M;CALo _ ,_OATA!!CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN_5 _YSI .
(: ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 67
MANUF_TURER: : : . : E T
MF:GR. NOTES. FSCN, ADDRESS. PHONE NSOS H m
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
18788 LIQUITEX OPALESCENTS ACRYLIC COLORS
1881::i:: L!QUTTEX PERIl& GEL:
18800 L:_QU_:TEX _Rm!NE:OZL PAINT THINNER
t8804 :LZQUt TEX : R&PIO_SET NEOIUN
18790 LIQUITEX RETOUCH VARNISH (AEROSOL)
18807 LIOUITEX RETOUCHING VARNISH
18801 LIQUITEX SOLUVAR GLOSS PICTURE VARNISH
18797 LIQUITEX $OLUVAR GLOSS PICTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL)
18802 LIQUITEX SOLUVAR MATTE PICTURE VARNISH
18795 LIOUITEX SOLUVAR MATTE PICTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL)
18799 LIQUITEX TURPENTINE
18791 LIQUITEX WORKABLE FIXATIVE (AEROSOL)
#12-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR COLOR #'_) 04/22/92
# I 1-5947 04/21/92




#30-6002, 30-6008. 30-6032 04/16/92
#30-8(}08, 30-8016 04/16/92
#30-6t02, 30-6108, 30.6132 04/16/92
#30-8108 04/18/92




ECF30 1414 HARB_ClR WAY SOUTH RICHMONO
OUCZ8 2000 ALFRED NOBEL DRIVE HERCULES
CATLG. #161-0100
CA 94804 (415) 232-7000











AG A-X2,-X4,-X8 AND MSZ-1
AG 50W-X2,-X4,-XS,-X12, NAD -X16
ANMONIt_tlPERSULFATE
BIO-GEL P-2,P-4oP-6,P-6DG,P-IO_P-30,P-60 ANO P-IO0
DC PROTEIN ASSAY REAGENT A
DC PROTEIN ASSAY REAGENT B
DC PROTEIN ASSAY REAGENT S
13117 GOLDENHANCENENT KIT
131tGGOED::ENHANCEMENT KIT
: i l:iG_: METHANOL _TEI_N! AS$*Y I-KITS I, Z I
13112 METHANOL(AFFI-GEL PROTEIN A MAPS II KIT/REGEN.BUF)
14105 N.N,N',N'-TETRAMETHYETHYLENEDIAMINE
14106 N,N'-METHYLANABISACRYLAMIDE
11649 PHOSPHORIC ACtD PROTEIN ASSAY KITS I,II
13115 SILVER STAIN KIT OXIDIZER SOLUTION
22626 SILVER STAIN PLUSKtT (FORMALDEHYDE AS USEO IN
22625 SILVER STAIN PLUS KIT (SILVER NITRATE & AMMONIUM
22624 SILVER STAIN SILVER REAGENT CONCENTRATE
13113 SILVER STAIN SILVER REAGENT CONCENTRATE
1391_I:TRI$(HYDROXYMETHYL ) ANII_THA_
** SI(_.HEMICAL SCXENCES INC.
ECE69 P 0 BOX 518
ECQ09 603 HERON ORIVE
161-0144, - 146, - 148, - 154, - 156, - 158. -244, -246, -248, -
140- 1231.140-1331, 140- 1431, 140- 1420, 143- 1255. 143-1
142- 1231,142-1321, 142- 1421, 142- 1631,142-1751 MSDS#
CAT #16t-0700
USED IN KITS:500-O111,5OO-Ol12,500-OI16/NAOH
USED IN KITS:500-O111,500-O112,500-Ol16/FOLIN REAG
USED IN KITS:500-O111,S00-Ol12,500-0116/NA DODECYL
CATLG. #:I 70"6538
CAYLG. #170"6538 (B)
CATLG. #153-6159, 153-6160, 153-6166
161-0800, CCITT G3; #8
161-0200,CCITT G3; #6
500"0001 , 500-0002 , 500-0006
CAT# 161-0443
IMAGE DEVELOPER SOLUTION) 161-0449

























BRIDGEPORT Nd 08014 (617) 651-1250
BRIDGEPORT NJ 08014 (800) 524-0294
EC017 100 CLARENDON DRIVE SWEDESBORO NJ 08085 (800) 524-0294
22796 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION PH 7.00 138-099 (t60Z) 265-624 (SGAL) 045/17/94 -
22816 CMS RETIC SET #152-660 11/25/92 -
21_ (_ URIGHT & kfRIGHT GIEMSA STAIN PACK BUFFER PH6.8 ITEM5 042-2188/163-24G8/197-0128/222-851B 08/20/91
20503 CM5 WRIGHT & WRIGHT GIENSA STAIN PACK RINSE PH 6.8 ITEMS 042-218C/163-246C/197-012C/222-851C 08/20/92
20500 CMS WRIGHT STAIN PACKS ITEMS 042-218A/163-246A 10/04/92
13157 WRIGHT STAIN PACK I PROD. # 042218 01/30/91
............................................................ . ......................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': 5¢IBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE via NSOS SYSTEM / 't" - DLA FINIS NSD$
EHS/TR;: "." =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)






COMMENTS DATE S I
** BIDDYNAMIX LABORATORIES
Ec_e _2 KAc_ ST
:_: :ii_ii ili!:ii_i!i_
., =s4,2,,oo
• :: : o2I_61o2_:
** BIODYNE, INC.
50055 959 PASCHAL PL SARASOTA
i884S9 EIN_'ERONOC if!iS (MZ_ZAL NUTRIENT _u'r]ON) :::: "
** BIOMARINE INC.
EC835 45 GREAT VALLEY PARKWAY MALVERN
FL 342322847 (813) 3"/7-6621
111J8/92
: : , _i/ia192
PA 19355-1393 (215) 640-3869
• , BIOMERIEUX S.A.
F9348 69280 MARCY-L'ETOILE/FRANCE
17952 AUX MEDIUM 11/16/91
• * BIONICS INSTRUMENT CO
ECABO TOKYO dAP_N (201) 96_'5660
08256 ELECTROLYTE EL-2560 07/13/87
** BIOTECX
: ECH23 P.O. BOX I42t FRIENDSHIP
131167 ,_!O_iENSZN I
i !i iiiii:
** BIOTEST DIAGNOSTICS CORP.
OVYC3 66 FORD ROAD, SUITE 131 DANVILLE
20874 BIOTEST AGAR STRIPS
20636 TSA/ROSE BENGAL.YEAST & MOLD 941100/941200 BZOTEST AGAR STRIPS
** BIOWHITAKER/BiOTECH
SEE ALSO WHITAKER, M.A., BIOPR ECN90 883081GGS FORD ROAD WALKERSVILLE
TX 77546: {7t3) 482-2_72
IO/O9/9_ - -
Nd 07834 (2Of) 625- 1300
NOT REOD
NOT REQD
MD 217930127 (800) 538-9361
21881 CHROMOGENIC SUBSTRATE
22512 FETAL BOVINE SERUM 14-501A
2_922 PYROGEN FREE TESTTUBES & LAL REAGENT WATER N207 &:W S0-500
** ax_ i i
BIRCHWOOD CASEY DIV. 51243 7900 FULLER ROAD EDEN PRAIRIE
CONTRACT PACKAGING DIV. EC052 7900 FULLER ROAD EDEN PRAIRIE
18380 BRASS BLACK METAL TOUCH-UP BB2 170801
o_fso _,e_ ecu_ LZ,QUZO_ m.ue Pe_('<_,_s,wz'rh's _*A_ZCs,L
ls_ scoT_ ICe _CHZ_ CLE_ER _E(.JS ACID CLE*J_
** 6ZRMA PRODUCTS CORP
17681 ]NSULCOUSTIC DIV SAYREVILLE
08215 PERM-SURE I-C 102 ADHES]VE
















• # 4_ # • • # _ i
' EHS;/TR!:: *_, :=_ _ONTAIN$ 40CFR 3_370)/3_2i:::_CAL_: ";*_:!DATA _EN_LY AVAt_E IN _S.$YSTEM : : : :
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 69
_._. ___._,,--_AC," = i__ _ .... E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM_ADDRES$,PHI_ MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
_,* BZ$CAYNE CHEMICAL
ECD46 12 t5 N.W. 7TH AVE
i :
*- BLACK AND DECKER
EClO5
MIAMI FL 33133 (800) 432-5952
• * BLACK COPY CO INC
! : .
• * BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION
11202 CENTERFIRE AMMUNITION.
• * BLACK: SMAN MFG.: COMPANY::
56489 8022 DEERING AVE ......
ECE44 P O BOX 5070
SMALL ARMS
ECP83 4540 W, THOMAS ST, i
- iT:_ :iii'
22759 ZAP DRAIN PIPE OPENER
CAN_3A PARK CA 913043861








FORMERLY: BOFORS AMERICA INC. 03089 75 SHAWMUT RD
01307 BARRIER G. KIT SR-4
04_ EPY,_I,50, EPOXY ADHESIVE RESIN/HARDENER,PARTS A & B
1838t METAL CONDITIONER
** BLICK, DICK. CO.
/
K 709











03386 FEND A_2 ....
11012 FEND AE-2
14803 FEND HC
14821 FEND SI-2 PLUS
14822 FEND X PLUS
_ BLOCKSONAND (_OMPANY
ECC95 1800 SWIFT DRIVE












SPORTING EQUIPMENT OIV. ECF01 2299 SNAKE RIVER AVE LEWISTON TO 83501 (208) 746-2351
12025 CENTERFIRE LAWMAN PISTOL AMMUNITION. ALL CALIBERS SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION, CLASS C EXPLOSIVES 03/00/91 -
** BLUE CIRCLE. INC.
ECL85 PO BOX 182. HIGHWAY 25 CALERA AL 35040 (205) 668-2721
20396 MAGNOLIA TYPE I, IT, TIT PORTLAND CEMENT NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORB.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSO$ SYSTEM / 'o" = DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 70
NA_iUFACTUQER L _" E T
MFGR. NOTES, FSCN, ADOIltESS, PHONE M_O5 H R
TSRS 10 TRADENAME COmENTS DATE S I
_0 BLUE RIBBON
....... _ _......... _.._ ............. /_ii'i iii i
** BLUE RIOGE TALC CO.. INC.
EC199
02012 BLUE RIDGE ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK
03907 BLUE RIDGE LATEX FLAT PAINT, EXT., WV 96-02
03905 BLUE RIDGE NEW VISTA PROFESS!ONAL F!NISH




LATEX FLAT PAINT, ;NT/SXT, 6000 tLq-IITE









** BOEHRINGER MANNHEIM BIOCHEMIAL
1R633 9115 HAGUE AVENUE
13914 (4-AMIDINOPHENYL) METHANESULFONYL FLUORIDE 917 575, 973 386
22811 AMYLOGLUCDSIDASE CAT# 1202359
14189 ANTIPAIN CAT# 1 004 646. 1 004 697
13912 APROTININ (TRASYLOL, KALLIKREtN INACTIVATOR 236 624, 236 632 _
22794 CELL PROLIFERAT!ON ASSAY KIT-DRDU/IHC 1299964
21919 CHEMSXRIP 10 TEST STRIPS _ .... _ 417t45 (04t714_) _
21910 CHEMSTRIP 10 URINE TEST STRIP/CHEMSTRIP 10 WITH SG 0282472
14190 CHYMOSTATIN CAT# 1 004 638, 1 004 689
22812 COLLAGENASE/DISPASE CAT# 269638
19358 DIG-DNA LABELING MIXTURE CAT #1277 065/t284 606
19359 OIG-RNA LABELING MIXTURE CAT #1277 073/I284 649
22795 DNASE I (DEOXYRIIS(_LEASE I) 104159
22793 HEXOKINASE/GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE 737275
13915 LEUPEPTIN VALERAMIDE NK-381AC-LL 1017 101, 1017 128, 1034 626, 529 595
13916 LITHIUM DODECYL SULFATE 411 477, 411 485, 411 493
14395 OLIGO DT CELLULOSE 808229
14223 PEPSTATIN 600 160
22792 PHENOL 100728























81205 7755 E MARGINAL WAY
MILITARY AIRPLA/W_ CO. 829_8 380_$ OLtVER
AEROSPACE OPERATIONS - ESC: EN ECS20
,* BOEING COMPANY






_S'$ MARKED ';': SUBMIT KS(:; _ 29_3_ii ?Q !i_i_!_CTiit!ii_S!!V_b i_:!_i V_!_[D!IiikVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM I "I" " OLA HM[S _S
EHS/TRI: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 71
MF(;R/ mTES, FSCm,_mSS,PHOME = == i _=
.... _=. • .... MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COI_ENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
07836 509 VINE STREET PHILADELPHIA PA 19106 (215) 627-1611
m_S20 FLUSHIm OIL CAT #93060 10/06/S? -
OS2_ HYVAC PUBIP OIL, CATALOG *93050 10/06/87
17_1t_i SOLVENTREFtNED ttEAVY PARAFFINIC DISTILLATE ttYVAC VAC PI_ OIL NO DATE -
* * 80FORS
10328 C,JDF ASSEldlBLY (t41¢_ CORD)
_" BOGERT " SEE GIBSON-HOI_
** BOGGS GASES




EC0t3 223 CANAVERAL AVE
9M876 223CANAVERAL AVE
06008:IACETYLENE= •










19764 1 dEFFERSON SQ./P.O. BOX 50 BOISE
** BOLIDEN INTERTRADE INC.
20682 SULFURIC ACID
** BDN AMI CO.
04269 BON AMI POLISHING CLEANSER
** BOND ADHESIVES COI_PANY
16072 SCREEN STAR #71
ECN32 3400 PEACHTREE RD. NE/STE. 401ATEANTA












ID 83728 (208) 384-6161
GA 30326 (800) 424-9300
07/t9/89 - -
MO 64101 (816) 842-1230
08/07/86
05/00/86 *
*_ BONSAL, W.R., COMPANY
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA ttNIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: ",' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
** BONDED PRODUCTS, INC.
• 19092 439 S, BOLMAR ST./PO BOX 39 WEST CI_ESTER pA 193810039 (215) 696-9220
= _ =_ : 3L885 43_ S. BQLtCtR ST./P,O. BOX 39 WEST CHESTER PA t93S1-0039 (215) 696-S220
10256 EPI-SEAL PLUS EPOXY, PART A NIm-A-t87H PART A (Ya/26/85
11745 EPI-SEAL SPEC.IO-IO PART A SPECI010 A 05/26/89
11746 EPI-SEAL SPEC.IO-IO PART S SPECI010 B 05/19/89
04768 EPI-SEAL UNIVERSAL RESIN PART A&B EXPOXY RESIN MIX 06/01/81
• 0(002 EPI-SEAL 486A & 486B,RESIN & HARDENER,EPOXY CEMENT MIL-C-24716 TY.I DLA MSDS
0 11256 I_-A-1878 PART A EPI PLU_ A DLA MSDS
11650 MMM-A-1878 PART B EPI PLUS 8 05/26/89
18382 SPEC 20-20 PART A NIm-1-1754 01/15/93
18383 SPEC 20-20 PART B N4M-I-1754 01/15/93
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 72
MANUFACTURER E T
iF(it. NOTES,FSCM.ADORE$S,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
EC093 8201ARROWRIDGE BLVD. CHARLOTTE
3R363 8201ARI_IDGE/P,Q,B_ 241148 CHARLOTTE
o_eo _L ACeVLZC_RETe _S_mER _ _
075=g _L, VINYL .CON(;RETEil PATCHER :.... .i : ; ....
07581 CONCRETE BONDING ADHESIVE
DRY WALL GROUT. COLORS AND WHITE
SAKRETE MORTAR MIX









SURE FIX CERAMIC TILE ADHESIVE
SURE FIX CONCRETE BONDING ADHESIVE
SURE FIX PLUG-A-LEAK CEMENT. 401900
SURE FIX TILE GROUT
SURE-FIX CLEAR CONCRETE SEALER
06108 SURE-FIX CONCRETE BONDING GJ.UE
061C_JSUREFIX CONCRETE BONDING ADDITIVE





CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIVISION 86142

































E 2020 SPRINGFIELD AVE.
i
180 E. BRuAD-- ST.
FORD & WASHINGTON STS.
I ISTH AND COTTAGE GROVE AVE
180 E BROAD ST
ELMER'S CARPENTERS WOOD GLUE (ALL SIZES)
ELMER'S GLUE-ALL (ALL SIZES)
ELMER'S REGULAR EPOXY. RESIN PHASE/HARDENER PHASE
ELMER'S SCHOOL GLUE (ALL SIZES)
ELMER'S SILICONE RUBBER SEALER CLEAR
ELMER'S SILICONE RUBBER SEALER WHITE.E-911,E-921
ELMERS CARPENTER WOOD GLUE
KRYLON BLACK 3708 STENCIL INK
KRYLON BRIGHT SILVER OR DULL ALUMINUM SPRAY PAINT
KRYLON CRYSTAL CLEAR SPRAY COATING
KRYLON INT./EXT.ENAME L OR: ENGZNE COLOR
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL OR ENGINE SHADOW GRAY 1604
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL 1602 AEROSOL
KRYLON INTERIOR/EXTERIOR ENAMEL BEIGE 2504
KRYLON (}PEN QEAR LUBRICANT, 1322
KRYLON SPI_Y !_PRIMER. ii;314, t354, t364/ MANY #'S
KRYLON STENCIL INK SPRAY COAT
KRYLON 1311 MATTE FINISH






NC 8224 (704) 525-1621













NO DATE * *
:NO DAT:E *
WA 99202 (509) 535-6137
OH 43215






E-395,371,372. 375,379. 384. 393. 960
EPOXY " POLYAMtDE RESIN E601PARTt/E601PART2
E-301 304 308 330 3,0
1401 t406 BRIGHT SILVER, 1403 DULL ALUMINUM
ITEMS t301, 1302. t303. 1304, 13012 12/04/86


















3000 BLACK; 3001 WHITE; 3002 YELLOW 01/12/88
SPRAY COATING/1313 SATIN FINISH 04/19/89
TREATMENT FOR ENGINE & MOTOR DRIVE BELTS / AEROSOL 12/04/86
yx
ii,
:_S,-S _I._KeO "-, : _T _i_FOmt 2B_3S3 rO;_ii__il ' VIA IISOS SYSTEmic/'e, , _LA I_lIS NSOS .
...... EHS/TRI : ' _' =_T _AINS 4GCFR 365(3'_0)/3_2 _ __. *'_-!_'_!IDATA CURREmLY AVAILABLE tN:_S SYSTEM
( ( (_i
( ( f
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 73
MA U AC UmER:::: ::: :::: : : :: : .....
: : E T
:.: : :II_GR_ NOTES,FSCN,kOORESS,PI'K)NE :: :: :: : : : MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
04564 KRYLON 1345/1346 SPRAY PRIMER FOR METAL, AEROSOL
11464 KRYLON t350 ZINC RICH PRIMER T
16414 KRYLON 1403 INT/EXT ENAMEL DULL.ALUMINUM FINISH
- 10585 KRYLON 3007 HIDE-A-MARK OBLITERATING SPRAy
04247 KRYLON 6020-6081 RUST MAGIC INT/EXT ENAMEL
02326 KRYLON 7004 RED INSULATING VARNISH
• 17234 LACQUER
O 17238 LACQUER
• 17235 PA|NT. HEAT RESIST!N
0 t7246 PRIMER CRATING
17050 RALLY CREAM WAX
14631SPARVAR INTERIOR/EXTERIOR SPRAY PAINT
09418 SPARVAR SPRAY PRIMER
.OROENSITOPS
• _ ....... • !::iI
! ECA69
• * BORNE CHEMICAL CO., INC.
10/90 HAVE REPORT THIS PHONE N 13873 632 S. FRONT ST.
I0/90 HAVE REPORT THIS PHONE N 17425 632 S. FRONT ST.
- 0705_ HDO-30 LUBE OIL
• t7_30 HYORAZINE. ANHYDROUS (MIL-P-26536C W/AM.l)
• * BOSTIK CONSTRUCTION CO
EC745 COUNTY LINE AND NEW RDS
06014 CHEM'CALK 100 ONE-PART POLYSULFIOE SEALANT
.. SOSTIK/US.:COR /SUaS.E,,H*RT:
SEE ALSO AKZD COATINGS, SIKKEN 70707 BOSTON ST
SEE ALSO: AKZO COATINGS, SIKKE 60775
17301 ADHESIVE
80STIK
06843 BOSTIK ADH 1007
09192 BOSTIK ADH 1009
19593 80STIK ADH 7132K
06015 BOSTIK ADHESIVE 1125








• 17296 PRIMER. ADHESIVE, PART A
• 17369 PRIMER, ADHESIVE, PART B
** BOSTON INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
7W514 P.O. BOX
1345 YELLOW. 1346 GREEN
FOR RECOVERY OF MARKED CARTONS / LMSC MSDS
S-I00 THRU S-181, VARIOUS NUMBERS
















HUNTINGDON VALLEY PA 190(0
MIDDLETOWN MA 01947
BROADVIEW IL 08446
CA-t16 EPOXY PRIMER CATALYST
SOLVENT-SYNTHETICRESIN BASED PRIMER, MSDS#410310
SOLVENT ADHESIVE ANO CURING AGENT KIT,MSD$t29516
012004; 5033060



























DLA NSDS - -
DLA MSOS - -
(501) 239-4051
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUI_IT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "•" = DLA HNIS NSOS




MFGR. N0T E$. F SCN,/UDO_ESS, PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 74
E T
MSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
ECI75 1 HARRIS BLVD.
13165 STYLE 50 PACKING
2215_ STYLE 564 EP[_
-* SOSTO_PRX_NK; XNK
DIVISION: CORP. OF AMERICAN
- 14761 FOUNTAIN STIMULATOR
14766 TACK REDUCER
- 14767. 'tHREE VAY DRIER _
VPdM SON RUBBER BASE •PLUS INKS
_475o. V_tSON am. OZL e*SE INKS
** BOUDREAUX, ANOY
ECE30
** nouc_i !NDUSTRIeS_INC i I S: i_i i !ii:





















ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD)
81349






17250 EPOXY COATING KIT
17254 EPOXY COATING KIT
17129 HYDRAZINE, ANHYDROUS (MIL-P-26536C W/AM.i)
17132 NITROGEN TETROXIDE, MQN-3
17221 PRIMER COATING
17205 5WEEPING COMPOUNO
00755 THINNER. ALIPHATIC (NFGR: CSD)
AVON NA 02322








V5301THRU VS358 (MOST #+S)/VS40t THRU VS455 (SOME 12/00/88
















** BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (USP)
14128
** BDUTON, H.L.. CO., INC.
ECP59 11KENDRICK ROAD
** BOW SOLDER PRODUCTS
52329 900 HOBSON ST.
06656 ACID CORE SOLDER, A-CORE, B-CORE
00716 ROSIN CORE SOLDER SN6OW_AP3
*,aowER AmOm,t: c mC, co
BOWER 5811TACDNY ST
01784 AMMONIA ANHYDROUS (PROCESS:OZALID)
WAREHAM MA 02571 (800) 426-_88t
UNION NJ 07083 (201) 686-6040
1%TIN/99%LEAD TO 99%TIN/1%LEAD PLUS CORE 1% NO DATE
0O-S-571/MSDS IS WRA,URMA. WR= t_LSN, 99_¢'8 - 1%PB-gg_SN O3/18/92
PHILADELPHIA PA 19135
101oo184 -
01784 AMMONIA, ANHYDROUS O4/O1/92 -







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX







** _ DISTRIBUTION .... : : -
: : : : : 05573 8501 E.: 72ND STREET CLEVELAND
13946 Afl_TI_SEIZE::HI_;H TEIIPER&TURE THREAD COMPOUI_ 2t948!, 21962 _
04153 CUTTING OIL, #19459
06400 EASY SEALANT ADHESIVE, LOW VOLATILE CLEAR RTV SlL. CLEAR RTV SILICONE BP-113
04154 GALV-COAT. #21915
03171 HI TECH ELECTRONIC CLEANER, 21959
13945 IGNITIONSEALER, 21906 X9435




# 12172: WIZARI) CHA_&L LIGHTER
-* BP CHEMICALS 1NC.
ADVANCED MATERIALS OIV., COMME ECD66 12335 S. VAN NESS AVE HAWTHORNE
EC086 NEWBURG ROAD, P.O. BOX 741 HACKETTSTOWN
HITCO - ENGINEERED SYSTEMS ECP74 1600 W, 135TH STREET GARDEI_L_
22339 ISOPROPANOL (ANHYDROUS) MSDS# 1192
10729 StLMAR UNSATURATED POLYESTER IN MONOMER(36-53%) MANY S-SERIES PRODUCT I_ER5
11347 SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SOLVENT #A2-190 PROOF DENATURED ETHANOL;DENATURED ALCOHOL
22711 TG 15C00
_,* P OIL COMPANY :
14859 GASOLINE, BP REGULAR
22685 LOW SULFUR NO. 2 DIESEL
FIBERGLASS WOOL INSULATION.
9M?2i3515ISZLVERSIDE RO
















CA 90250 (213) 757-1801
NJ 0?840 (800) 272-4367




MSDS#4689, MBO 135-047 01/10/94
CLEVELAND OH 441t4-2375 (216) 586"6499
WILMINGTON DE 19810
CLEVELAND OH 44114-2375 (216) 586-6499
12/06/89
09/21/93 -














** BRADY. W.H. COMPANY
H O INOUSTRIAL PROOUCT$ DIV. 85480 2221 W CA#DEN RO
EGG06
MILWAUKEE WI 53201 (414) 3§1-6630
** BRANSON
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA lSOS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HNIS ISDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PROOUCT C_AINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 76
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,AJ)OIZESS,Iq-IONE MSOS . H g
TSRS 1O TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
SEE A.B.C. COMPOUNDING ECD85
. r _ •
• * BRA_ UL_SONZC$ CORP. _ ....
_._.iistm._i :eNe_so_ ELSCTPZ¢ 1004_ 41. e,_S _I_*D DAmUeV _ C_ Oeei3-1_l
** BRAY OIL CO.
02325 BRAYCO MICRONIC 762










=* BREVARD FIRE SAFETY
EC066 4025 PINE5 tNOUSTRZAL AVE. ROCKLEDGE
*_ BREWER COMPANY _ _i_ .... !: : _:,ii!:ii .... ........ : : .................
ECN12 30060 LAKELAND BLVD. WICKLIFFE
21261 FORTRESS HEAVY DUTY NON FIBEREO ALUMINUM ROOF CTG MSDS NO. 5701.0
FL (407) 63i-5336
OH 44092 (216) 944-3800
08/17/92
** BRIGHT 5TARINO4JSTRIES INC ....
71092 600 GETTY AVE CLIFTON NO 07015
-* BRISTOL BABCOCK
82973 40 BRISTOL ST. WATERBURY CT 06708 (203) 575-3000
16601 BLUE INK 8-411B BRISTOL BABCOCK 382476-05-0.-08-5.-11-5.-14-0.17-4 01/15/92 *
166(32 GREEN INK 8_372B / BRISTDL BABCOCK 5TD.RECORD,INK:I3B2476-18-2,-O_,9.-09~3,-12-3,-15-8 01/15/92
16603 PURPLE 1NK 8-372B / BRISTOL BABCOCK STD RECORD. INK 382476°35-2,'23"9,_26"3,-29'8,'32-8 0i/15/92
** BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY
PHARMACEUTICAL GROUP ECQ33
- 22860 TABLETS AND CAPSULES NOT REOD
** BRITE MAN_3FACTURING CO, INC
ECA56
08160 dAVEL WATER BLEACH, SODA BLEACH
(504) 524-o755
03/28/83 *
** BROOKFIELD ENGINEERING LABS
08753 240CUSHING ST
17604 FLUID 1000 (1000 CPS)
15985 FLUID 30:,000 (30,O00CPS) ._
17603 FLUID 50 (50 CPS)










** BROOKLYN THEATER CO.
: ;_ :: __ 97929 90 VERDI STREET FARNINGTON NY 117356318 •
/ ii i ,
** BROOKS TECH, INC.
3Z837 88 CONOVER LANE RED BANK NO 07701 (201) 741-8881
18388 AICKINZAP EPDM RUBBER COATING 09/00/92
EHS/TRI _ '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 3SS(370)./372 Ct'flEM1[CAL. "*'_ DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN:MSOS SYSTEM
( C (,
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 77
MANUFACTURER _ :_ _ E T
!_ MIFGR. IMBTES,FSCM,/kDDRESS,PI_ _ MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** BROWN, ANDREW. COMPANY
T
 195 e,=,oxv
ECL42 543t DISTRICT BLVD LOS AN_LE$
A-423-66/SR-8663 GLOSS RED BAC 101
CA 90040 ( ) 587--520t
12/05/'/2
** BROWN, D.S., COMPANY





.. B,,O .L .C,,,ON,CS .. =.: : " : : i .i) • 27TH STREET
EC749 NORTH BALTIMORE OH 45872
D.S.BROItN #1516
EC389 85 IOTH AVENUE NEW YORK
ECN60 ORLANDO
24514 5690 SOUTHFIELD CT/S200 BLDG P FOREST PARK
10/25/88
NY 10011 (212) 924-6000
FL 32806





18873 BR(YdNELLS ALUMA HYDE:PRIMER--
18875 BROWNELLS ALUMA HYOE 2
18874 BROWNELLS ALUMA-HYDE
18872 BROWNELLS SPRAY GRIT
12238 ROUTE 2, BOX 1
AEROSOL
MONTE ZUMA
: !! i :i
AEROSOL/BLACK PAINT
** BRLIBAKER TOOL CORPORATION
:: : ....... EC251_ :FRONT & CENTER STS:/PO: BOX 230 M!_ERS_











** 8RULIN & COMPANY, INC.
• 94058 (3t7) 923-3233
17564 BRULIN SO I_91 07/01B/93
@ 1711_ CLEANING COMPOUhlO, S DLA I_OS - -
20532 EXP 1793 04/05/93
17781 FORMULA 815GD 301007 02/16/93
=* BRUN!NG - SEE AM INTERNATZONAL
ECI76
** BRUSH WELLMAN INC. ::!:
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OPERATIO ECK94 14710 W PORTAGE RIVER S ROAO ELMORE OH 434169502 (419) 862-2745
19578 BERYLLIUM COPPER WROUGHT ALLOYS 165/25,190,290/M25/174/10/3/IOX/170/NI PLATED STRI 12/01/90
20921 THERMALOX 995 12/01/90
=* BUCKEYE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
SEE ALSO DAVIES-YOUNG ECMO2 2700 WAGNER PLACE MARYLAND HEIGHTS NO 63043 (314) 291-1900
- 22741 BUCKEYE AERO-MASTER CLEANER/DEGREASER 09/14/93 -
05827 BUCKEYE ARRIVA WITH LIQUESCENT KAPPA 5045, CLEANING COMPOUND LIOUID 03/18/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IIISDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "@' " DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '=' =PRQO_JCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 78
MANUFACTURER " ' " "
..... . E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSCM.Ai)ORESS,PHONE iSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
20534 SHOPMASTER LPH COMPOUND. CLEANING LIQUID 11/11/92
_ BUOCO /" " " )! _
iEC179 ....
** BUEHLER
09410 41WAUKEGAN ROAD LAKE BLUFF IL 60044
22789 EPO-KWICK FAST CURE EPOXY KIT EPO-KWICK EPOXY HARDENER/RESIN EPO-KWICK 20-8138-004/28/94
09290SILICONE CARBIDE #40,6430 - #40,64t8, ABRA$_V£ Pil_ M8"0 115-014 TYI. 40-64_8-000-080 I1/07/88
07t8t SOLUBLE OIL t0-3330-032/128 ¢_8/01/88
18389 40-6080 THRU 40-6259 METADI I, II 09/18/90
08158 40-6355 MIROMET CERIUM OXIDE SUSPENSION 12/22/86
08157 69-3080FIBRMET EXTENDER ALUMINA POLISHING SUSPENSION 11/00/85
** BUFFALO COLOR CORPORATION
11013 DODECENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE; DDSAA 127-2638 / 51820 & 51830 06/26/89
** BUFFKIN TILE
ECET8
_* BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC.
O[V. MALTER INTERNATIONAL 56921 80 FIRST ST. GRETNA
03649 AML-GARD CORROSION PREVENTATIVE WATER DISPLACING MIL-C-85054 TYPE II
02629 CEMENT, LIQUID, N.O.S.
15532 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE NIL-C-81302
¢_ 00339 CORROSION PREVENTIVE
07462 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND (GS;06S-t2263) MIL-C-8130gC
15702 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND CLEAR
15701 CORROSION PREVENTIVE CPD,MIL-C-81309D,TYIII,CLSII
00162 CORROSION PREVENTIVE/MIL-C-85054(AS)
le 05377 FLUX REMOVAL COMPOUND (CLEANING CONPOUNO, SOLVENT)
0 04746 INSECTICIDE, D-PHENOTHRIN NIL-I-51484
132441 INSECTICIDE. D-TRANSALLETHRIN AND RESMETHRIN
o 07555 LAYOUT DYE - BLUE MIL-L-83795A
@ 03615 LUBRICATING COMPOUND SLYDE DLA MSDS IS FOR SLYDE II
o 07460 LUBRICATING OIL VV-L-800C DLA-400-86-C-2073
06437 LUBRICAT|NG OIL. GENERAL PURPOSE VV-L-800
14948 PENETRATING FLUID 0P-I731
0 t:6473 PRIMER COATING, ALL PURPOSE. GRAY ALKYD
(b 04776 TRICHLOROETHANE. TECH. O-T-62OC TY.III / NONFLAMMABLE



















** BURDICK & OACKSON
SEE BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP. ECF71
09823
- 17775 ALKALINE BATTERIES DRY CELL BATTERIES NO DATE
- 17776 CARBON ZINC (LE CLANCHE) DRY CELL BATTERIES NO DATE
:_S_:S tII_RKED _,: SUIBMIT KSC_ FtNIM 29_:)9_1 TO _i)_T:/i_._:_S_:il/O i"_ VER_][_)_iEVAI_E VIA MSDSS¥STEII! _1_ "e' - DLA Hli_S MSOS
: EHS/TRI: "t, -PI_ CONTAINS 4_FR.135_i(_0)/379 _MICAL. "-:'=m :bATAI:(_I_RENTLY AVAILABLE tN MSDS SYSTEM
(, (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 79
MANUFACTURER. i ..... _I ;_ i: i _ _ _ E T
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** BURKE COI_/dN_
11906 BURKE _'RVLTC SONOCRETE
11507 BURKE FASTPATCH 928
EC807 ......
• i_!_ _ i_ili_i/_iii_i_i_:_:
** BURLINGTON CHEMICAL CO.
07172 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35%
EC899 615 HUFFMAN MILL ROAD BURLtNK;TQN
YB/10-70-CX)95-035-O(O
NC 27215
** BURMAH TECHNICAL SERVICES,
02633 FORMULA #870
INC
EC351 WATER MGT.DTV., 408 AUBURN AVE PONTIAC
WATER TREATMENT CHEMICAL
MT 48058
*_ BURM_H-CASTROL - SEE CASTROL
ECD02
** BURNDY CORPORATION
14214 PEN'E PENETROX COMPOUND
18390 PENA - PENETROX COMPOUND
18958 PENA-13 PENETROX COMPOUND
14213 PENETROX-A COMPOUND
09922 1 RICHARDS AVE NORWALK
ECZ23 10t EASTIZNDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE MANCHESTER




** BURNISHINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
ECI73 8140 N, R!DGEWAY SK_IE , IL 600?6
: : _ 6W208 8140 N. RTDGEWAY SKOKIE IL 60076
08183 PUTZ POMADE LIQUID ROLLER CLEANER PN# Y-1.Y-3. ROLLER CLEANER & DEGLAZER
18055 PUTZ POMADE PASTE
=* BURNLEY BATTERY & MFG.CO.,INC.
06575 BURNLEY SOLDERING PASTE
19530 103 CLAY STREET/P.O. BOX 511 NORTH EAST PA 16428




ECC57 RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK NC 27709
*= BURY. dAMES DISTRIBUTING
** BI#D AUTOMOTIVE CORPOTATION
22094 WHITAKER 50550
14441 _HITAKER 50551 & 50553
ECF75

























** C ANO C CHEMICAL
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CGNTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@* = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
1O/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 80
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTE$.FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
2U704 LOUISVILLE KY (502) 582-1631
. ., CA064 LOUISVILLE KY (502) 582-1631
3U390 LOUISVILLE KY (502) I_d_2-1631
15185NITR!CA¢_D , 04/071a! * *:
O 11925 SULFURIC ACID 0-S-801. ELECTROLYTE BAT CL 3 DLA MSDS
** C C CHEMICALS, LTD.





DELTA I / C.P.M. INC.
- 14630 DUST AIR
*- C&C CONTRACTING
ECI66 IO830 SANOEN DRIVE DALLAS
• .R_22 :
0L714 39t4 SARASOTA DRIVE
TX 75238 (214) 553-I053
01/ts/52
FAYETTEVILLE NC 28311 (919) 822-8417
** CABOT CORPORATION
CAB-O-SIL DIVISION 80798 P.O. BOX t88
BILLERICA TECHNICAL CENTER ECK56 t57 CONCORDRDAO
OCLDI COUNTRY LINE RD.
18391 BLACK PEARLS,ELFTEX,MOGUL.CSX,MONARCH,REGAL.





STERLING,VULCAN,CRX CARBON BLACKS / 91-01









=* CAD CAM INC.
EC790 ATLANTA GA
• * CAE ELECTRONICS LTD
35181 8585 COTE DE LIESSE RD ST LAURENT (MONTREAL CA
** CAE-LINK CORP
FORMERLY LINK FLIGHT SIMULATOR 36378 COLESVILLE RD/P.O. BOX 1237 BINGHAMTON NY 13902-1237 (607) 721-5465
** CAtG LABORATORIES
:: 55403 1175,0 INDUSTRIAL AVE./P.O. d ESCONDIDO
ECP63 16744 W. BEMARDO DRIVE SAN DIEGO
07089 CRAMLIN (BLUE LIOUID) BIOOL
07091CRAMLIN B-5/R-5 SPRAY
22137 DEOXIT ONS. PRESERV[T PNS. AND PROGOLDGN5 SPRAY
22140 DEOXIT.:DS. PRESERVIT PS. AND PRGGOLD SPRAY •
221_i8_ DEOX!.T I_L;PRESER_;T_ P_L,ANO PROGOLD G5L.5% LtQUtD










13620 PROGOLD G100L. DEOXIT D100L. PRESERVIT PIOOL LIQUID/WIPES/PEN: G100L.G5OI#.GIOOP. DROOL. D5OW. O 04/01/92
22139 PROGOLO GIOOS & OEOXIT DIOOS SPRAYS ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE 10/00/93
EH_;/TRT : "*_' -_ CONTAINS 40_FR 3_(•39_/3_2 _!_N_iCAL. :'-:_ _NO i DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN !MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23°1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 81
, _.... _ _, i iI _
M_IR4UFACTURtER T _ : ::
_;::: E T
.MFGR .,_ NOTES, FSCM, ADDRESS, PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS [D TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
07088 RIOOL CRAMOLIN LIQUID (RED LIQUID) 04/01/92
*m CALBIOCHEM CORP.




18392 MACERASE PECTINASE. RHIZQPUS SPa 44t201
SAN DIEGO CA 921124180







14t17 CALCOIilP CLEANER CL58
14135 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP55
14120 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP58 C, S858 C
14134 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP588, SB58B
14114 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP58SC. SB58SC
14133 CALCONP REPLENISHER RP58SN, SB58SN
14113 CAL_ITONERITCM-§8 ....
:!14]_i C*LC_;i_ITONER :TN55i i;: ii
14137 CLEANER CL-51
o583o DISPOSABLE LIOUID INK PEN
O5831 DISPOSABLELIOUID INK PEN - BLACK
18984 ELECTROSTATIC TONER PREMIX
18983 ELECTROSTATIC TONER REPLENISHER
t7_68 GP - INKS (ALL COLORS)
17767 IGP - BLACK INK
05832 PEN NHF
05834 PENS WLB AND L8
05835 PENS tFL2_ WL3, WL4. AND _L5
0583,3 PENSW_P,I WFP. AND NHB i _
t4119 iTCl_;i: CLEAR TONER : :_
17769 3068 PEN CLEANER
ECM49 1891 1-85 SERVICE RD.
! i










DL AND WL SERIES















ECDO,6 3135 HIHAY M ANTONIA NO 63012



































PHONE X VALID AS OF 5/91 19410 P. 0. BOX 147 ST. LOUIS WO 63166 (314) 535-1810
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS+S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HIBIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-ND DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 82
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSC_,_DORESS,PI-IONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
85035 PO BOX 1346
VESTAL LJ_S- SEE VESTAL / FORM EC334
_#¢mN_5/st s60_m P. 0. sox t47 ....
SUBS. MERCK & CO. / FORMERLY W 41-1642 CHEMICAL RD./P.O. BOX 391
04444 CC-550 POWDERED ACID CLEANER
04443 CCL-11
111216 G_$LEAK DETECTOR 4180
03466 Z_TRU_KLENZI_
t_374L_OUIDi]CEIIBtCH;NECLENNER


















** CALLAWAY CHEMICAL - SEE MITCO
@ 05434 CAMCO QUICK STAIN
• EC397
• 1AD19 FT. LAUDERDALE
WRIGHT'S STAINING SOLUTION
** CAMBRIDGE FILTER CORP
. i
** CAMEL TIRE CARE PRODUCTS
05322 7645 HENRY CLAY BLVO
- 13605 LIQUID BUFFER AND CLEANER,
01308 CAMIE #1000 DRY LUBRICANT,
18394 CAMIE 1000 DRY LUBRICANT
05294 CAMIE 2000 DRY FILM LUBRICANT. TFE COAT FCR 2000
09275 GSA GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE SPRAY
SYRACUSE
97789 500 S.E. 4BTH ST., P.O.BOX 769 MUSKOGEE
765-t322 LMSC MSDS
_iil -i

















** CAMP COMPANY, INC.
19001 #10 CONCRETE CURE
ECK34 7715 W 99TH ST
MSDS ATTACHED:
HICKORY HILLS IL 60457 (708) 599-9890
COMSOLV 100, LINDRON 101 01/03/89
** C/41X SCIENTIFIC CORP.
EC433 P.O. BOX 747





** CAN-AM ABSORBENTS CO., INC.
0P293 6400 CYANAMID ROAD
17900 RBM KITTY WHISKERS BROWN LIME BROWN MUD
** CANDY& CO..... : i....
EC329 ELKS GROVE VILLAGE
DIV. OF d F DALEY CO. INC. 18538
PECK'S PRODUCTS/DIV. CANDY & C ECG07






EHSlTRI: * =PI_aOUCI" CONTAINS 40CFR 35§(3TO)/31r= CHIEMICAL, "-''WBDAT* CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN _S SYSTEM
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 83
._,_TU_ ....... i_ i
_ E T
mF._. NDTE$, FSCM, ADDRESS, PHONE MSDS H R




06399 TRUCK & BUS WASH 106 CANDY & co
HEAVY DUTY STRIPPER/7405
3O55
** CANFIELD METALS GROUP
ECI92
** _ INSTRUMENT CO ....
94481
13795 VISCOSITY STANDARD. $3.$6.$20.$60.$200.$600.C6. C10,C20.C35,C60,C100,C2OO,C350,C600,$200(KU) ....
** CANONBUSINESS MACHINES
05_tgCDRONA WIRE CLEANERI
ECE02 3191REOHILL AVE COSTA MESA CA 92626
** CANON, INC.
60939 ONE CANON PLAZA LAKE SUCCESS
ECMBO 30-2 SHtI_)MARUKO 3-CHOME OHTA- KU/TOKYO, dAPAN
CANON USA 78774 2055 SOUTH MAIN IRVINE
L CANON USA IBA63 ONE CANON PLAZA LAKE SUCCESS
22"174 CANON BdI-643 INK CARTRIOGE (BLACK) F47-0081-4C0/500
22631 CANON Bdi-643 INK CARTRIDGE (CYAN) F47-0091-400/500
22632 CANON BdI-643 INK CARTRIDGE (MAGENTA) F47-0101-400/500
22633 CANON Bdi-643 INK CARTRIDGE (YELLOW) F47-0111-400/500
__:_ST*RTe_ CYAN FOR CLC 2OOl_OO #F41-SS12-t00 " _
19034 CANON STARTER FOR CLC 200/300 MAGENTA
19033 CANON TONER BLACK FOR CLC 200/300
19032 CANON TONER CYAN FOR CLC 200/300
19041 CANON TONER FOR CLC 200/300 ¥ELLO_
19031 CANON TONER MAGENTA CLC 200/300
10200 GLC REPLENISHER TONER (BLACK)
10201CLC REPLENISHER TONER (CYAN)
08319 CLC REPLENISHER TONER (MAGENTA)
10203 CLC REPLENISHER TONER (YELLOW)
19040 CLC 5(K) T_R (BLACK)
19039 CLC 500 TONER (CYAN)
lSO3a cLc BoO TON_R (_TA)
19037 CLC 500 TONER (YELLOU)
05521EP-CARTRIDGE & LBP EP-CARTRIDGE(BLACK)
21670 EP-E CARTRIDGE
07227 EP-S CARTRIOGE BLACK
11754 LBP-IO TONER & PREMIX
06275 LBP-tO TONER & PREMXX CARIJ_N BLACK
18017 M-TONER 10
05520 MP CARTRIDGE









TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER / F41-510t-700
TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER - F41-5111-700
TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER / F41-5121-700







kIP PIN 92295A/Z (68500(_052688). R64-OOO1.R64-(X)02
LBP-OO20-OO2/MSOS H
LBP-O001°OO0







































MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA FINIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: *** -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1 llATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 84
IN_&/FACTURER .... E T
MFGR. NI)TES,FSCM.AJOORESS,PHONE MSO$ H B
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
10199 NP-COLOR START DEVELOPER (MAGENTA,CYAN,BLK.YELL.
14132 NP-tt5 TONER BLACK.,
t412_ m,.1215/t_is/_:m/_ TOmR BLA_
14_=mNP_ISO-SERZlS_R!/I(SLACK)
05722 NP-30/50/60 PREMIX/CONCENTRATED TONER
11888 NP-3000 SERIES TONER (BLACK)





















13119 NP'9330 TONER (BLACK,) ANNOTATED:& FAX L65OO TONER F4t_6202-TOO'/TONER, POb_ER FOR CANON COPIERS
19356 OPC Di_: FOR P_iZA_ KJ(-PDMt_KX-P450/KJ(-PDP] FQRL&_R_PTR,K_P44SO/601/4455;FAX_ UF,-7_750D:
. . .r :
20880 PtTO TONER. CARTRIOGEi_IFORHP LASERdET III$I
05613 5-I0 SILICONE OIL FOR FUSER
10202 S-20 SILICONE OIL FOR FUSER
18016 SILICONE FUSER OIL CLC-2oo/3oo
09345 SILICONE OIL
16743 TONER : _ i !_ .... i ]:
** CAPCOENTERPRISES, LTO
ECB44 P 0 BOX 306
08759 NON-METH 120
08760 NON-NETH 160 ....
08761 NON-NETH t6t
: :P:lki_lgtA /_-2001,.0_!0 :: -
KF8-0003-000 / USE: MODEL NP-PRINTER 580
KF8-O005-oo 1
KF3-9376-000 / SILICONE OIL FOR COLOR LASER COPIER
USED ZN MODEL hffZ_S80
BIRMINGHAM MI 48012
** CARBISULPHOIL COMPANY
ECK46 2917 SWISS AVENUE DALLAS
16035 FEND E-2 BARRIER PROTECTIVE HAND CREAM
** CARBIT PAINT CO.




09209 CARBO ZINC 10




CARBOLINE 188 FINISH. GRAY
CARBOLINE 193 PRIMER PART B
CARBOLINE t93PRINER. (LF) PT.A
CARBDLINE 834 PART A
CARBOLINE 893 RCP PART A
CARBOLINE 893 RCP PART 8



























06634 351HANLEY INDUSTRIAL COURT ST LOUIS
16:793 350 HANLEY INDUSTRIAL::CT. ST. LOUIS




SNI A=PART A - Ot-09t2-A/SNI B=PART S - 01-Q912-B
0946B1NL
0904AINL






















EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 85
E TMANUFACTURER _
MFGR. NOT ES, F SCM, ADDRIESS, PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
86077 330 CALYER ST.
1!5405 SPOT REMOVER NO. tO SPECIAL
*_ CARBONIC CONSULTANTS INC (CCI)
ECA68 P. O. BOX
08218 CARBON DIOXIOE. REFRIGERATED LIQUID
** CARBONIC INDUSTRIES CORP.
08628 CARBON DIOXIDE
63140 3340 ROSEBUD ROAD
** CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
ELECTRO MINERALS DIVISION EC647
FIBERS DIVISION ECM16 PO BOX 808
Io3_o c_,moRuNou_ NO.._ ALUWZNU. OXIOE Cm._E _RAINS
08903 FIBERFRAX DU_ABLJ|_IKET S
20583 FIBERFRAX LOS MOLDABLE
08904 FIBERFRAX LO CON FELT









NIAGARA FALLS NY 14302





** CARDINAL COLORS, INC.
INK. STAMPING, N-2881
EC510 5420 N. DANEN
** CARDINAL INDUSTRIAL FINISHES
ECK63 1329 POTRERO AVE
19208 VW_P NAPHTHA ..........
19206 1_T02 SYNTHETIC REDUCER
19207 64o0-64o6 SERIES S/G POLY
CHICAGQ IL 60625












DIV. LIQUID AIR CORP. EC274
02564 CARBON DIOXIDE, CARBONIC ANHYDRIDE
08830 CARBON OIOXIDE. REFRIGERATED LIQUID
19903 DRY ICE. SOLID CARBON DIOXIDE. CARBONICE
** CARGILL / SALT DIVISION
EC885 P. O. BOX 5621
07033 SALT (IRON-FIGHTER SALT PELLETS/BLOCKS)
** CARGILLE. R. P. LABORATORIES
EC669 55 COMMERCE ROAD
07034 CARGILLE IMMERSION OIL TYPES A & B CODE 1248
19806 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIOUIO SERIES A
10550 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES E
11892 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES E






11497 REFRACTIVE INOEX LIQUID SERIES E, ND=1.560 - 1.570 CAT#'S 18431,18432,1843X,1843Y,18462
11/20/85
CEDAR GROVE NO 07009 (201) 239-6633
CAT# 16482 TY A; 16484 TY B 02/22/88
N0=1.460-1,570 / 18091/092/095/09X/OgY;19091-t9097 04/05/88
NO = 1.440 - 1.555. 18431,18432.1843X,1843¥,19462 05/12/87
NO - 1.575 - 1,640 / 18431,18432.1843X,1843Y.19462 10/05/90
RNGE ND=1.657-1.700. 1.680. 18121.2,5,X.Y. 19122,3 12/12/88
lO/O5/eo
** CARIBBEAN PAINT COMPANY
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMZT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 86
E T
l_OS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
EC651 4589 S.W, 74TH AVE. MIAMI FL 33155
05284 ACRYLIC EIJLSII)NPAINT
05263 VINYL ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT
** CARLON - C/O OATEY COMPANY
-* CARLON ELECTRICAL SCIENCES.INC
45327 PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
** CARLSON. R.H.. COMPANY
SEE ALSO: SILICONE SYSTENS
e
** CARLWETS SAFETY INC
NAME NOT LEGIBLE
** CAROLINA BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY CO.




2-000 LINE NO DATE
.... _-Ocw_DLINE • : NO DATE :
56108 11444 CHAMBERLAIN RD. AURORA
CAT #VC9922 SERIES :
• : . i ¸
1793'# ttS_r GULFSTREMI C,REASE
17932 NORSIL RTV 138
17933 NDRSIL SILICONE PRIMER
11926 SG-471 SILICONE COMPOUND, HEAT SINK
EC271
6N798 5t0 MALTBIE ST. LAWRENCEVtLLE








OH 44202 (21B) 562:-7!21
NO DATE









** CARRIER TRANSICOLD CO.
DIV. CARRIER CORP. 10855
** CARROLL COMPANY
59972 2900 WEST KINGSLEY GARLAND
17553 BLUE GOLD INDUSTRIAL CLEANER
08649 SPRAY SOLVSIT PRDDUCT CODE 122







- 08673 INK. STAMP PAD. CLASS 1. BLACK
00076 PERMANENT BLUE-BLACK WRITING INK/SIZING INK
TX 75041 (214) 278-1304
01/09/89
08/07/89
CAMBURY Nd 08512 (609) 655-6000
ITEM _5996 _3!2_,D4_2506 08/06192
CAMBRIDGE MA 02142 (617) 879-0511
NO DATE
F/N 621 & 622 NO DATE
_s.s MA_Eo ,-': sum.T Ks(: eo_w _.3s3 _0 o_s_;_t_Y:/_S_i!;u/o ,,, Vee_:ZB_:AVAILWmLE VIA WS_ S_STEM ! '=" - DLA HmS WSOS
EHS/TRI: '*" -PI_T CONTAINS 4OCFR:' 3_SI(_O)/_ _MtCXL, _,*_=_ _JTA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN _S SYSTEM
(, ( (,
( i (
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 87
MANUFACTURER ; E T
MFGR. NOTES, FS(_I. AD1)RIESS, PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS 1D TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
(b 01310 RUBBER CEMENT MMM-A-O0185 DLA MSDS
•- cARusco_, c,mss C.H_C_: :CO.
: 9C265 1500 EIGHTH STREET/PO BOX t500 LASALLE IL 61301
02534 CAIROX POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE
** CASCADE CHEMICAL CO
@ 08566 TRICHLOROETHANE
4A654 3231 17TH AVE
(815) 223_t500
11/01/85
** CASEWAY INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
CIP P.O. BOX 249
22029 PS 18 A / PS 18 B / PS 18 C
'15424 PS 30A PART A & 8
1!tee sc 125 : :
*, CAST INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
ECC28 8600 RHEEM AVE
09316 STEVENS LIQUID PARTING (P-1565P-6551)





SOUTH GATE CA 90280
** CASTLE METALS/A.M; CASTLE & CO : :::
110453400 NORTH WOLF ROAD FRANKLIN PARK IL 60131
16014 ALLOY STEEL - HR & CR LEADED 4130.4140,4340,8620,86L20
16000 ALUMINUM ALLOYS(1XXX-TXXX SERIES,LEADED 2011&6262)
16003 BRASS HALF HARD,SOFT,SHIM,HR,NAVAL,MUNTZ,FR.CT.LD
16004BRONZE SILICONE, LEADED ALUMINUM
I:_C_-STEEL - FIR & CR LEADED CARBON A36_Et018,1010..:;
16015 NICKEL BASED ALLOY STEEL 2XX,4XX,6XX,7XX,SXX
16016 STAINLESS STEEL 3IX SERIES, 4XX SERIES
16018 TITANIUM CP,6-4...
.** CAST_EUNCORP.
EC877 YONKERS NY 10710
EC889 YONKERS NY 10710
EC936 YONKERS NY 10710
- 07084 TF CUTTING FLUID
- 069(Y3 TF 1401 " . - TR;ZOL TF CUTTtNI3 FLUID LOT #8S
- 07571TRIZOL TF :.: CU'fT_NG FLUID
** CASTOLITE COMPANY






















FORMERLY BRAY OIL/DIV. UMAH o 33032 2698 WHITE ROAD IRVINE CA 92714 (714) 660-9414
FORMERLY BRAY OIL/DIV. BURMAH 2R128 2698 WHITE ROAD IRVINE CA 92714 (714) 660-9414
FORMERLY BRAY OIL/DIV. BURMAH- 98308 2698 WHITE ROAD XRVINE CA 92714 (714) 660-9414
CASTROL NORTH AMERICA AS OF 8/ 37995
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IIISDS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '0' - DLA IRNXS MSDS
EHS/TR]: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSD5 SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)






COMMENTS DATE S I
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS DIVISION ECM22 16715 VON KARMAN AVE/SUITE 230 IRVINE CA 92714 (800) 424-9300
08807 B_YCOMICnONIC 756
P 04306.-BRAYCO MICRONIC 757B
20640:_YC0 MICR_mICT83
08365 BRAYCO MICRONIC 783E
00291BRAYCO NICRONIC 882
P 16955 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882
e 16953 BRAYCO NICRONIC882 ::
16959 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882 (RED) ::
01851BRAYCD:ROH_I
01852 BRAYCO ROH-2
13597 BRAYCO 120. CORROSION PREVENTIVE
16888 BRAYCO 300
07560/MIL-H-SBOB/HYDRAULIC OIL H-515 08/01191




MIL-H-83282/THIS STK N NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR ORBITER
08820 / MIL-H-H3282B/SS-S-OO73/SE-5,0073
MIL-C- 15074
03005/VV - L -800A
M1L_L_-31-50 / LNSG NSOS- 13586 8RAYCO :350, OIL, PRESERVATIVE
04352BRAYCO::363 ....... ..... 0.363_M!L-L'7870:II :
20639 BRAYCO 460 04605
BRAYCO 589





05895 AIRCRAFT TURBINE OIL





















































FLUOROCARBON HI-TEMP LUBRICATING GREASE
CASTROL OEXRON-II/MERCON AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FL 0460
CASTROL 5050 (FORMERLY BRAYCO 899) 08995
CASTROLEASE AI 06275 (FORMERLY BRAYCOTE 627)
HYDRAULICFLUZD MIL-H-_K)830 ::. : : :
HYDRAULIC FLUID. PET







































PART OF GREATIJ_ES, INC.
1315D 14o sTI:CK,WAx _: : ..i _....
ECH24 1445 W. _ PHERSON PARK DR. HOWELL MI 48843 " (5i7:) 546-8600
o2/2919o -
** CASTROL INDUSTRIAL WEST INC
ECK60 5511 DISTRICT BLVD. LOS ANGELES CA 90040 (213) 771-7000
-.-,,----.--.-.-.--...---..---.-'--...-.,..--.. .'---_,:_ _._--..; ;_-:_._-.:._ -iiiii! :'--_.,_*--,._,'_:_:_:._-:;_..-....:! .---------.- ...... --,-----.--_-_---.--- ..... ----."- ........
:: EHS/TRI : ::_*" ,r_ CONTAINS: 40CFR :3_fl_370)i372 C_L, ...."*._ DA_A:j:_RRENTLY AVAILABLE: IN:_S SY STEM
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 89
_ i E T
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19220 CASTROL 3V3 SERIES
+* CASTROL NORTH AMERICA
SEEA_SO+ICAS_ROL INCORPCmATEDEC_9
** CATALYST SYSTEMS, INC.
EC085 P.O. BOX 165





- 22274 6 OZ CAT N PUMP SPRAY
-- CEA:iNST_NTSZNC. +
*- CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
CASTROL 3V3-10W40/3V3-20/3V3-30/3V3-40 INDUST.OILS 03/06/92
GNADENHUTTEN OH 446290165 (614) 254-4311
27262,27263,27264,27265,27313,30020,30025,30027, 06/14/90 * *
EC180 PEORIA
11083 100 NE ADAMS ST PEORIA
78640 5960 HEISLEY RD. MENTOR
6V 1541
ECA81 16 CHESTNUT STREE1 EMERSON
VICKSBURG CHEMICAL OIV,/INFO P IK447 P.O. BOX 3
16088MODIFIED OXIDES OF N!TROGEN-II(MON, t)_
16089 _IFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN'ttI (MON. tII)
17878 POTASSIUM NITRATE
** CEILCOTE CO. INC.
DIV,GENERAL SIGNAL. Q,V.
os_ HARDEmm p.m. 4A
+I.L: +++ +:/+):+:i+++:+ . :
** CELANESE CHEMICAL








02176 1354 OLD POST ROAD
15386 A1MINONtATED CLEANER STRIPPER
02433 SLEEK STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER, FORMULA 5525
** CELOTEX CORPORATION
DIV. dtM WALTER CORP. 86105 1500 N. DALE MABRY




10683 ELASTIGUM ROOFERS CEMENT
16605 140 SHELDON DR




































NSD5"S MARKED '-': SUBNIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA gSOS SYSTEM / "," = DLA HMIS NSOS




KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 90
W-_U_JF,JCTURER S T
MFGR. I_TES,FSCM,AOORESS,PItOI_ I_S _ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
14129 HY-THERM AP / E.L.V. /HY-THERN TAPE RED 0002-88A 03/27/91
10681HY-THERN C(_OSITE 03/23/B9
.. CENTINARKCDIKq_. : iii_i_ ..... : !i_ii:i!
ECE03 30(0 INOUSTRIAL BLVD. BETHEL PARK PA 15102 (800) 558-4100
11015 STOP LEAK, #ROOSL SEE ALSO VOLCLAY GPG-30 (AMERICAN COLLOID COMPANY) 045/30/92
** CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
t71_k3 HYVAC VACUUN _ OIL
11273 2BIX) $. KQSTNER AVE,
93050-3
CHICAGO IL 601623 (312) 277-8'300
12/02/77
** CENTRAL SOLVENTS & CHEM. CO.
16542 THINNER
•





** CENTURY HULBURT INC
** CENTURY PAPERS INC
12905 2140 SOUTH 88TH STREET
32325 10700 E 51ST AVE
KANSAS CITY KS 66111
DENVER CO 80239
(9t3) 422-4022








MBO 115-022 / CERAC STOCK#: SPECIAL
(317) 849-4210
08/05/86
"* CERAM CO. INC.







: _ 18325 UNION HtLL INDUSTRIAL PARK
15119 SILICONE PARTS A & B 3060-03
w. CONSOHOCKEN PA 19428 (215) 825-6050
NO DATE *
** CERTAINTEED CORPORATION
(_ P.O. BOX 860 VALLEY FORGE PA 19482 (215) 341-7000
08196 A58ESTOS/CEttENT PIPE ASBESTOS i !i : : 03/04/83 1
08197 ASBESTOS/CIENENTP!PE SILICA 03/04/83
07538 FIBER GLASS INSULATION (VARIOUS TYPES) 04/01/88
20375 INSUL SAFE III 07/01/91
17958 RESIDENTIAL BUILDING INSULATION.FLAME SPREAD 25,.. MOBILE HOME INSULATIQN...;VARIQUS FIBER GLASS INS. 01/01/91
" EI-I_/TRI: **i, :._ COI¢Ir&IN$ 40_FR 3_BS(_0)/:_/'_:_i_mCAL; _:*:'_!!!:_A_A CURRF_Y AVAILABLE !N MSDS SYSTEM i :' i! :
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER 1NOEX P. 91
.......... i! iiii i
E T
IIIFGR. NDTES_FSCN,ADDRESS.PHONE . NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
08137 SNAP ON PIPE INSULATION, STANDARD DUCT WRAP 500 ULTRA DUCT, VARIOUS TYPES OF INSULATION 10/01/92
203?6 ULTRALITE/ULTRAL!TE DUCT LINER/ULTRA LINER INDUSTRIAL RESILIENT BLANKET/MUFFLER PAC 07/01/91
: ....... i ii
** CERTIFIED L_S !i : !! : i i:iiiill
SEE NCH CORP ECK38 BOX 152170 IRVING TX 75015
• * CERTIFIED TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
:: ECA43 7404 WASHINGTON AVESOUTH
08136 CERTANE 200011
10212 LIOUIDADHESZVE REMOVER 66 '
• * CHALLENGE MACHINERY CO
• _ CHAMPION |NTERNATIONAL CORP
• * CHAMPION SPRAY-ON - SEE CHASE
NFGR 1S CHASE PRODUCTS
i i ::
• * CHANCE, A.B.. COMPANY
03367 POLE PRESERVATIVE
NZNNEAI_LZS MN 55344
11444 1433 FULTON ST GRAND HAVEN MI 494171535
78929 ONE CHAMPION PLAZA ..... ......STAMFORD CA 06921
ECG24
i
EC392 210 N. ALLEN ST. CENTRALIA: MO 65240
M1910
** CHARGAR CORP.
ELGLrNE OIV, ECL32 299 WELTON ST
** CHARLESWATER PRODUCTS. INC.




ECJ05 170 FRONT AVENUE
HAI_DEN CT 06511
W. NEWTON NA 02165
GLENDALE CA
WEST HAVEN CT 06516
21990 BLACK INK 8-4118 / FOR BRISTOL BABCOCK STD.REC.INK 88 P/N'S:382476-34-4,-22-O,-25-5,-28-O,-31-O
21989 RED INK 8-3728 / FOR BRISTOL BABCOCK STD.REC.INK BB P/N'S:382476-16-6,-04-2,-07-7,-IO-7,-13-1
** CHARTERIINTERNATIONAL OZL_CO.
CHARTER CHEMICAL DZV. 60?78 8938 MANCHESTER $T/POBDX 5008 HOUSTON TX 770122149
0 20095 CHARTERSOL 306
** CHAS. WEBB & SONS CO., ZNC
CWSCI 116 CHESTMJT ST PHILIOELPHA PA
** CHASCHEM
12222 COTIN S-10



















s_ CHASE PRODUCTS CO
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SL,BMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSOS




KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESREGI TRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 92
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE IIL_)S H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COPIIENTS DATE S I
MFGR OF CHAMPION SPRAY-ON PROD EC784 BROAOVIEW IL 60153 (708) 865-1000
12308 COLD GALVANIZE 95, #439-3408 MIX # 7-7519 10/16/89 *
06269 COLOR SPRAYRED ImETAL PRIMER SAME 1_30$ FOR 6-9697/6"5698/#412-4178 03/31/88
• * CHEM SEAL
SEE FLAMEMASTER CORPORATION ECK04
_* CHEM SEALICORPORATION _ _ _ _ _ _ r _ p . _ ...... T ....
DIV. FLAMEMA$TER CORP. t3422_ !1!20 SHEI_ WAY SUN VALLEY
03656 ¢$ 3802. SILICONE ELASTOMER .......... : RED PASTE & WHITE PASTE -NO O00R
11709 SEALING COMPOUND C5-3201, CLASS B-2 MIL-7124B
CA 91_m2 (213) _s2-!sso
NO DATE
03/22/88
** CHEM SERVICE INC.
13241 (!--METHYLETHYL) BENZENE . 8Y89_ 660 TOWER LN/60X 310B WEST CHESTER PA I938_-3108 (215) 692-3026
...... KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. _764 ' 03/22/95 - -
1t2956 A_CELLULOSE (_RB--a3) " i C_SUPPLY CARBOH¥O,TE!K_T; MODEL CA_B_4S A 12I_/SR) - ,





13194 CARBON TETRACHLORIDE :....
12926 CELLOBIOSE (CARB-3)











12964 D-GALACTOSAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE, CARB-41














KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. 0-666
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F206
KIT VGC-1N, CAT NO, F48
KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. 47
KIT VOC-IN CAT NO. F6
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
TSRS ID: C12924 - C12973
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. F7
KIT VDC-IN. CAT NO. F51
KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO., Ft6
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F23
KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. 0-659
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEMoSUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. 0-633
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT,MODEL CARB-45 A
KIT VOC-IN, CAT_ND, F_8
0-684
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A

































• # • _ # • # • I
NSD$ $ IIIAIIB(EB -; _IT KSC FOaM 29,393-._:iii_12_ _gA]LAEILE VIA _ :SYSTEM:/- DL. HI_S.NSOS
EHS/TRI : * ' =PRIBI)f_'T CONTAINS _FR: _SS1370)]3"/2 CI_JEM_C_IgL, '*_: D_TA:CURRENTLY A-¥AI_E =iN! _5 SYSTEM
( ( (
( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 93
i i :i!:
MFGR,: NOTE$. FSCM. AI_RIE_, PHONIE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
13240 HEXACHLORO-1.3-BUTADIENE KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. F52 03/22/91 -
12951 INOSITOL, CARB,28 CHEM'SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KtT. MODEL CARB-45 A
12959 _NULIN, CARB-36 CHEM-$UPPLY CARBOHYDRATE K_T, MODEL CARB-45 A
12994 KIT VO_IN VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS METHOD 502.2/524,2 / TSR$ tO: -
































1320'/ TOL_ _ _,_.....i _
































CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CAR8-45 A
CAT NO. F46
CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CAT NO. 0-765
CAT NO. F44
CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A























CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45 A
CAT NO. 2605F
CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45 A
CAT NO. F7t6

























































12955 XYLITOL, CARB-32 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, NOOEL CARB-45 A
13229 O.I.MG/ML DICHLOROOIFLUOROMETHANE IN METHANOL KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F5OS
13198 O. IMG/ML METHYL CHLORIDE IN METHANOL KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F45S
13217 O. IMG/ML VINYL CHLORIDE IN METHANOL KIT VOC-1N CAT NO, F88S
UF_D$'$ MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / M_DS'S _/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HIIIXS MSOS /
EHS/TRI: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 4QCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM //
//
/J
IGP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUESTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS) /
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 94
MAMJF.4_:TURER : E T
MFGR, NDTES.FSCM,J4)DRES$,PHONE " MSIDS H R
TSRS ]D TRADENAME COIIIENTS DATE S I
13193 1. I.-DINETHYLETHYL BENZENE KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. 0-763 03/22/91 -
13204 1.1. ! .2,-TETIL_CHLOROETHANE KIT VOC- 1N, C&T NO. 7ltO0,J 03/22/t)1 -
I_2_o _. i. _Tn;CHLOUOSTt_NE xz_r _ m, calf _io. _1:i o31_!e_ _ *











































































KIT: VOC_-IN, CAT NO: F:IO: : i: : 03/22/91
KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. F32
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. 0-7711
KIT VOC-NO, CAT NO. F26
KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. 0-639
KIT VOC-tN. CAT NO. F33
KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. 0-780
KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. F27
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. 0-781
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
K_TI!VOC_!No iCAT!_, :0-672
KI!T:VOC-1N, CAT N0_::0-674
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
KIT VOC IN, CAT NO. 8236F
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATEKIT, MODEL CARB-45 A
CHEM-$UPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-45 A























** CHEM-HART INTERNATIONAL CORP.
ECJ72
** CHEM-TECH , INC.
EC887 P.O. BOX 1748
08360 CHEM-TECH SPRAY HEAVY DUTY LUBE
07068 L.R.P. /100
SUBS. INTERLAKE CO'S. 23163 1150 _. BRADLEY/P.O. BOX 1604
CHEM-LON103. POLYIMIOEFOAM
_ILMINGTON DE 198991748 (302) 798-9675
456010 - 05506 OPEN GEAR COMPOUND BLACK LUBRICANT NO DATE
LUBRICANT/RUST PREVENTATIVE/PENETRATING OIL 08/01/89
EL CAdON CA 92020-1504 (619) 448-2320
NO DATE
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 95
MA_ACTURER E T
• :MFGR, NOTES,FSG'M,ADORESS,Pt'R)NE _ MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
ECd64 2802 CEDAR LANE BURNSVILLE MN 55337 (612) 890-6876
180G2 LENS CLEANER WATER BASED CLEANER NO DATE -
i :i! ¸ - _ :
*=CHEMCENTRAL CORPORATION
61230 8400 S. ORANGE AVE.
15588 CHLOROTHENE VG
02451 HERCULES TURPENTINE (MFGR: HERCULES)
16197 METHYLENE CHLORIDE TECH
01903 XYLENE (MFGR: SUNCHEM)
** CHEMCENTRAL/SEATTLE
DIV. CHEMCENTRAL CORP. 33958
O 20238 STD, 350H TT-T29AE TYPE II GR-A















** CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS, INC.
ECt51 2822P 35TH ST. TAMPA FL 33675
0B!35 CHEM PRO TT-P-tgD, 9219
Q 06276CHEN'_II_t!t/!TT'P_iiOOIBLACK TRAFFtCPA]m ..... PR_CT #37038
03911CHEMEX SPEC.PAINT, 1NT.LATEX FLAT, 9692 OFF WHITE TT-P-29
06538 CHEMEX ULTRA ASBESTOS SEALANT VINYL ACRYLIC EMULSlON #5669, #5665 (#12-8?)
** CHEH_UARD,INC.
t02!5 3_ AFFFF & 6_ AFFF
** CHEMICAL CO.
-_' CHE_C_I _iTIE$ AGE_Y





ECC9B 933 AVENUE N GRAND PRAIRIE TX 75050
73591 28 VITTI STREET
60?77 2744? PACIFIC ST.
8N940 27447 PACIFIC ST.
04819 ACETONE ACS (MFGR: d.T. BAKER. SPECTRUM)
00058 ADHESZVE, EPOXY (HYSOL EA911. A & B)
15746 AN_ONIt._ ACETATE
t192T AlUlONIUN ACETATE. ACS
00851 BLUE LAYOUT DYE
15778 BORAX (SODIUM BORATE OECAHYDRATE.ACS)
15790 CALCIUM CARBIDE
0-C-265






















MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O *-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA FINIS NSD$




KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 96
• 15523 CUPRIC SULFATE 5-HYDRATE FSCM-70929 *LCCSBO
o o4974:H_'_mZXC ACIO O-C-_S / m_3,
• 1_ _ESIU. SUUFATe. _:(e_OmU,:T. e*_U:)
• 15900 NITRIC ACID ACS AOUA FORTIS
O 15222 PRIMER A_ESIVE P/N BDSTIC 1007
02990 SODIUM BICARBONATE 0-C-265
- 15943 SOOI_ BIOtiTE, ACS
0 15944 SODIUM BICARBONATE. AC$
0 15524 _I_ TART_TE :
DLA MSDS
os/o6/e5





DLA M_DS - -
DLA MSD$
** CHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT CORP.
93648 22 PORTSMOUTH RD AMESBURY
** CHEMICAL LJuBORATORI:ES;:: INC. :






** CHEMICAL PACKAGING CORP.
08249 MARKER BOARD CLEANER N202
14151 MARKER BOA_ CLEANER W4_
14150 MARKER BOARD REJUVENATOR








** CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
7Z594
18060 STATIC ELIMINATOR SPRAY FOR ALL MODELS
** CHEMICAL-WAYS CORPORATION
EC970 901 SHERWOOD DR.
07567 SABRE-P TYPE E-IO
07566 SABRE-P TYPE E-10, SPC, AL_I_M OXIDE
LAKE BLUFF
ABRASIVE SUSPENSIONS













CHEMO 503 NORTH 400 WEST SALT LAKE CITY UT 84013






NO DATE " =
** CHEMPLEX PRODUCTS, INC.




• _i ,UFGR, NOTES; F$C_, _DDRESS;PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME





COMMENTS DATE S I
OW4V4 6201 UOHNS ROAD, SUITE I TAMPA FL 33634
22456-CHEIICRJETE t000/2000 PART A/PART B lOR912MFCP/lOR9763CP
22415 FLD_EAL 2400
** CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. : :
DIV. SEAGRAVE COATINGS/CURRENT 33832 209 N. MICHIGAN AVE. KENILWORTH
03673 ALKYD ENAMEL GLOSS BLUE 15102 TT-E-489G
ALKYD,SENIGLOSS,INTER!OR TT-E_EHoec YELLOW 23690 GS-IOF-50797
ENJUIIEL FLOOR AN{) DECK: TT-E-487E GRAY 16187
















ENAMEL. ALKYD GLOSS DAWN GRAY 16492
_EL, ALKYD. LUSTRELESS _#HITE 37875
ENAMEL, ALKYD. SFJ4I-GLOSS
ENAMEL, ALKYD. SEMI-GLOSS
ENAMEL DECK. EXTERIOR, GRAY 26008 (FORM 120)
ENAMEL GLOSS BLACK, 17038
ENAMEL GLOSS YELLOW 13538
ENANEL GREEN 14187
- 05791 ENAMEL SENt-GLOSS. BLACK 2 7038 TT-E,529
@ 16360 ENAMEL SENIGLOSS INTERIOR WHITE 27886 :
- 15432 EPOXY PRIMER (2 COMPONENTS)
- 02563 HYDROCHLORIC ACID. ACS
08605 PAINT ALUMINUM HEAT RESISTING. TT_P-28G
03212 PAINT ENAMEL GLOSS, GRAY 16187
• 164_i PA!N_ PR_IIIER 2ZNC CHROMATE YELLOW FORM 84
:_:_ip_#_r; TR&FF!C!,I BC&¢K 37038 (NON REFLECTING)
03298 PAINT. TRAFFIC. WHITE. TT-P-115
03293 PAINT, TRAFFIC. YELLOW 33538
08188 PIGMENTED POLYMER TT-P-t757A T-GREEN
1392J) PI_IIENTEDPOLYNERS PAINT+TT-E-487E GRAY 16187
• 0097§ PRIMER COAT1NG (CK.STOCK #: -10277?)
06166 PRI_R FOR_OOOR m_TAL
• 14125 PRIMER SURFACER SANOING LACO/ENAM GRAY 36231
16474 PRIMER. ALKYD. COATINGS TT-P-636D
0 16528 SEALER SURFACE WATER EMULSION
- _0263 STAIN. OIL TYPE WOOD INT
• • • ,:.•
•_* ¢HEWREX. IIW¢.
ECG86 7711 COMPUTER AVENUE
50NNEBORN BUILDING PRODUCTS EC031 889 VALLEY PARK DRIVE
12896 CONTECH NAILS PLUS ADHESIVE 76-872




JOY SWEENEY (NASHVILLE) EC505 P.O. BOX 100922
TT-E-489G CLASS A
TT-E-527C







:- _ ::_i :_





TT'$-711C DAItK WALNUT / GS'IOF-50701






































MINNEAPOLIS MN 55435 (612) 835-3434




TN 372tO (615) 254-1866
** CHENSAFE - SPRINGBORN REG.SERV
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA ItMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX 98
GP23-1 KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS) P"MANUFACTURERINDEX E X
BSOS H R
10/03/94 DATE 5 ]
m_.UFAC_". NOTES.eSCM._ESS. pHONE ..............................comeNtS .............................................CT O6082 •
TSRS IO TRADENANE ......... ENF IELD 02/00t83
............................. EC432 THIRTY SpRING_DRN CENTER
NSOS PREPARATION SERVICE
03800 II]RIATIC ETHER ( ETH_L CHLORIDE )
.= CHE_E CORPORATION 53989 3200 E.
53984
4H732
• 00967 ck e_;NO COMPOUND, SOLVENT - FREON TF (S-t13)
11713 OE(_DOICM_T. GEN ER_AL pURPOSE (AEROSOL AIR FRE,_HNER)
• 06438 PENETRATING FLUtU
22193 POLISH, FURNITURE
15395 POLISH, METAL
02350 SPICE RoOM DEODORANT, AEROSOL
,. CHEm'ECHZ_ Es" ZNC ,,
07023 IsoPROPYL ALCOHOL




22242 LIQUID GASKIT MATERIAL
.. CHEMTREAT, INC









t655 [_ES PERES RO. PO 31000 ST+ LOUZS
' KEPRO #S: RFD-1OT, RFD-1G
7053 / LEAD FLUOBORATE 50%
7052 / TIN FLUOBORATE
TOLUENE TECHNICAL
ECQ01 8200 RIDGEFIELD ROADANNOTATED:
CRYSTAL LAKE














IL 60012 (815) 459-1250
o11oo/91
GLEN ALLEN VA 23060 (804)05121/g396_-0505
EC033 430I DOM%NDIN BLVD tl/10/89
.: 02126/92




** CHEMTRONTCSFORIIERLY IN HAUPPAGE NY 21267 8125 COBB CENTER KENNESAW
FORMERLY IN HAUPpAGE N¥ 2M583, 8125 COBB CENTER CRI270L-C-83360C TY.II




e 11964 CR1275, REFILL GAS DUSTER
17268 DTCHLGRODTFLUOROMET
O 17787 DUSTER ASSEMBLY CKt200
15533 ELECTRO WASH / FREON TF / FLUX-OFF / FLUX-OFF NR
14483 FLUX-OFF
00406 FREEZ-IT
@ 11928 FREON TF-CLEANING COMPOUND. SOLVENT



















_. C_M_;K)NIC$ tNC:=__ FORMERLY DIV 60737 180 OLD. BEEEETREETREEROADRoAD swANNANDAN_IANDA NC 28778-3409 ..................
OlV AIRTRON]_ / DIV 5H126 180 OLD _.r _orr ROAD SWA _ .................... _-_, = DLA HMIS I_S
CS / FORMERLY OLD b_c --_- .. - ........ _"-!::_ .... " " S SYSTEM /
DIV. AIRTR___.I , FORMERLY DIV 6H434 180 ...... _._._._ .... T_-.:_6;_:_:.:_VAILAJBLE VIA r___ _ MSD$ SYSTEM
(
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 99
• !,: i " E T
m
MF_. NOT_S.FSCN.J_t)_ESS.PHOME USOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
*_, CHENEY LIME & CFJIENT CO
lO2_4 HVDC_TeD LI_.
*_' CHESAPEAKE SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
SUBS. BETHLEHEM STEEL
18012 METGRAIN
_ CHESTERTON, A.W., CO.
ECCOg ALLGOOD AL 35013 (205) 625-3031
: 02/11/93
1CZ43 5055 NORTH POINT BLVD. BALTIMORE
METALLIC STEEL PARTICLES
04156 26i SAFETY SOLVENT CLEANER
07563 660 SILICONE LUBRICANT(AEROSOL)
04155 763 RUST TRANSFORMER
18397 900GOLOENO PASTE
71431 MIDDLESEX INDUSTRIAL PK,RTE.93 STONEHAM
















MO 21219 (410) 388-5055
O4/OO/91
I_BA STANDARD OIL CO OF TEXAS BG040
DBA STANDARD 0ILCD OF CALIFOR 6GO41
ASPHALT DIV. 89607
GULF OIL DIV./GULF HARMONY PRO ECI82




575 MARKET ST./P.0. BOX 7643 SAN FRANCISCO CA 94120
575 MARKET ST/P. O. BOX 7643 SAN FRANCISCO CA 94120
1200 STATE ST PERTH AMBOY Nd 08861
LOUISVILLE KY
11001 BROWER RD NORTH BEND OH 45052-9755
575 MARKET STREET/P.O.BOX 7144 SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
700 S COLORADO BLVD DENVER CO 80202
PENSACOLA FL 32597
EL PASO TX
,_kLT LAKE CITY UT
11001 BROWER RD NORTH BEND OH 45052










ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OAH01 P.O. BOX 1272 RICHIK]ND CA 94802 (510) 242-7131
17620 CALTEX 540868 RPM MULTI-MOTIVE GREASE 2 CPS250734 03/04/92 -
10973 CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC- 5 W/A CPS-291702,291712,294525,294526,294527,294566 O5/18/90
10975 CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC-10 W/A CPS-291707,291736,291737,29173B,291739,291740... 05/18/90
10976 CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC-20 W/A CPS-291717,294533,294534,294535,294536,295240... O5/16/90
10977 CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC-30 CPS2917t9 05/16/90
12984 CHEVRON ASPHALT EMULSION $5-1 PETROLEUM ASPHALT 02/12/87
13924 CHEVRON ATF DEXRQN CPS226502, CP552381t / PREVIOUS MSDS: DEXRON I[ 10/15/93
10268 CHEVRON AVIATION HYDRAULIC FLUID E MIL-S606, CPS247770 09/22/89
21726 CHEVRON AW HYDRAULIC OIL 22 CPS232943 11/18/89
03914 CHEVRON AW HYDRAULIC OIL 68 ISO-VG-68, CP5234228 07/28/86
11693 CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 10 CPS232912, (FORMERLY EP MACHINE 0IL 10) O2/O1/83
11857 CHEVRON AW MACHINE 0TL 100 CPS232923 02/00/83 -
11858 CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 150 CPS232924 02/00/83
11853 CHEVRON AW MACHINE 0IL 22 CPS232917, (FORMERLY EP MACHINE 0IL 22) O2/OO/83
11859 CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 220 CPS232925 07/03/89
11854 CHEVRON AW MACHINE 0IL 32 CPS232920 02/00/83
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA I-tlIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)















AW MACHINE OIL 320
AW MACH|NE 01L 48
AW. MACHINE 01L 68
CUSTOM MOTOR OIL SAE 101/-30
CYLINDER OIL 680X
DELO HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 20
HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30
HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 40
100 MOTOR OIL SAE 1(Yd
100 MOTOR OIL SAE 20
100 MOTOR OIL SAE 30
100 MOTOR 0IL SAE 40
100 MOTOR OIL SAE SO

























400 MOTOR OIL SAE 15W-40
400MOTOR OIL SAE 20_-20
400 MOTOR OIL SAE 30
DELO 400 MOTOR OIL SAE 40
DELO 400 MOTOR OIL SAE 50
DIESEL FUEL NO.2
DIESELMOT]VE
DURA-LZTH EP NLGI 2
DURA-LZTH GREASE EP 2
EP INDUSTRIAL OIL 46X
GEAR COMPOUND EP ISD 150
GEAR COMPOUND EP ISO 220
GEAR CONPOtJNO EP 150 320
GEAR COMPOUND EP ISO 460
GEAR COMPOUND EP ISO 68
GEAR COMPOUND EP ISO 680






HEATING FUEL NO. 1
HEAVY DUTY GREASE 2
02730 CHEVRON HYDRAUL%C OIL AW XSO 46
t7625C_VRONHYDRAULZC DIL AW I50 68
17626 CHEVRON HYDRAULIC 01L AW NV ISO 32
05508 CHEVRON HYDRAULIC OIL 68
02104 CHEVRON INDUSTRIAL GREASE MEDIUM
11870 CHEVRON INHIBITED INSULATING OIL
.t7637CHE_:dET FUEL A
==tCtC_V_0t,I0U_CmNE OIL Av zso _so
11039 CHEVRON NOLY GREASE-2
11871 CHEVRON MULTI°MOTIVE GREASE 2






































































































I_'S N&RKED_ _*.'; SUBMIT KSC FORM =9-$9'3 TO ORG_XA_I/:I!II_DS'S,WO '_',VEaZFZED AVA%L4dBLE VZA MSDS SYSTEN / 'O" = DLA I"IMZS
EHS/TRZ:I'*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 365(370)/3_2!I::_N:CAL, - _klD.DATA CURRENTLY AVAZ_E!IN:IlISDSSYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 101
• MfGR, NOTE$,FSCM,AOORESS,Ptt0NE I_S H R
































NL GEAR COMPOUND 1OOO
NL GEAR COImPOUND 150
NL GEAR COI_ 15OO
NL GEAR COMPOUND 220
NL GEAR COMPOUND 2200
NL GEAR COMPOUND 320
NL GEAR COMPOUND 460
NL GEAR COMPOUND 68
NL GEAR COMPOUNO 680
NO. 2 FUEL OIL, OF-2 BULK. W-F 80OC/NSL
POLYUREA EP GREASE
POLYUREA GREASE EPNLGI 2
RECYCLING AGENT HM_- 5W/A
REFRIGERATION OIL 32
REFRIGERATION OIL 68
RPM DELO MOTOR OIL SAE 15W-40
RPM DELD MOTOR OIL SAE 30
RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE lOW
RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 10W-30
RPN HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 15W'40
RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30
RPM UNIVERSAL GEAR LUBRICANT _E 8OW-90
TECHRON GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUEL ADDITIVE
TORQUE FLUID
TRACTOR HYDRAULIC FLUID
TURBINE OIL GST IS0 100
ULTRA-OUTY GREASE 2
UNIVERSAL GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 85W't40





















CHEVRON 2-CYCLE BLEND OIL
OIBROM 14 CONCENTRATE
DIESEL FUEL #2 / W-F-800C
GREENOL LIQUID IRON 6.13%
GULF HARMONY 115
GULF HARMONY 150 N
GULF TS-B64-68 HYDRAULIC FLUID
HOLLIS 225 SOLDERING FLUID
HOLLIS 600 WATER-SOLUBLE TINNING FLUID
OI_ITE LUBE OIL AOOITIVE, 0LOA 262R
ORTHENE TREE & ORNAMENTAL SPRAY
ORTHO ALUMINUN SULFATE
ORTHO BLOOD MEAL 12-O-O
0RTH0 BONE MEAL O-12-O
ORTH0 CONSUMER PRODUCTS - DRY FERTILIZERS
ORTHO CONSUMER PRODUCTS - LIQUID FERTILIZERS
ORTHO DIQUAT HERBICIDE o H/A
0RTH0 LEAF POLISH (AEROSOL SPRAY)
ORTHO LEAF POLISH (PUMP SPRAY)




























CONTRACT ENDS 3-31-89 PER E.CUSTER (SI-PRO.?-2309)
PRODUCT 3428
CPS334211 (ENTIRE LINE DISCONTINUED PER CHEVRON)





AGRICULTURAL USE, SOIL ACIDIFICATION






















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONT&CT / MSDS"S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA I-mlIS MSDS
EHS/TRI" '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4QCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO OAT& CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SLgBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 102
07592 ORTHO ORTHENE TREE & ORNAMENTAL SPRAY
08409 ORTHO PUING SEAL WITH APPLICATOR
08410 ORTHO PRUNING SEALER
08411 ORTHO 5UPERPHOSPH&_E 0-20-0
03136 ORTHO X-77 SPREADER
18952 ORTHORIX LIME-SULFUR SPRAY
22837 PROPANE (HO-5)
08412 RA PID GRO FERTILIZERS
02298 SEVIN 5
17715 VALENT DZOUAT CONCENTRATE
PRODUCT #5291 NO DATE
PRO0.# i0o0-78 12/Ia/91






EPA-REGUL.PRDDUCT/MFGR.SENT GENL HEALTH/SAFETY INF N_T REQD -
OelO7/91
• * CHICAGO ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO.
EC823 4658 W. 60TH STREET CHICAGO
06543 CHAPCO NO. 345 GOLDEN GLUE • CARPET ADHESIVE
• * CHICAGO M FG JMMDDXST. CO. "" i i ,
• 11957 6592 LINCOLN STREET GAGETOWN
21728 EXTREME PRESSURE LUBE #3
• * CHICAGO PNEUMATIC'TOOL CO_ i _
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION ENGZNEERIN ECJg_
18398 AIROILENE OIL . _!
IL 60629 (312) 581-1300
os/_7/ee *
MI 48735






** CHILDERS PRODUCTS CO., INC.
3K675 2061HARTEL
.. 1 53246
17918 CHIL-PERN CP,3Q/CHIL-PERN CP-30 LOt# ODOR
06136 CP-10/11 VICRYL
20436 CP-25 CHIL-BRATE














SEE GRACE. W.R., _ERZCS DIV ECO08
*- CHR INDUSTRIES, INC.
22059 STRIP-N-STICK 300 AR
04546 TENP-R-TAPE HN 350BLACK
_ GI,'IILqBMEX CHEMICAL CORP.
EC556 407 EAST STREET/P.O. BOX 1911 NEW HAVEN CT 06509
EC034 19 CLAY STREET BROOKLYN NY 11222







t=m4s moP_A _poIO SEAR LUaRZ_
03619 2e31t LAWRENCE AVE CENTERLINE
SB 836 5089, 4-281 3944994
Ml 41015 (313) 956-547s
111_419o
*" CHRYSLER MOTORS
12204 12000 CHRYSLER DR DETROIT MI 482881718 (313) 497-0744
; EHS/TRI: _' "_T_A_NS 4(_FR3_41(_PJrO)/:r_/_AL, ::'_:O&TA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN _S SYSYEN
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYSYSTEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 103
i _ _. NOTES.FSC_.XOD_ESS.PHONe .SOS H _
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
•,'* CHUBB NATIONAL FOAM INC.
42622 iso QORDENDRZVE-P,O.e,ox 270
18192 AER-O-FO_ 31; REGULAR
@ 14814 AER-O-FOAM 6% REGULAR 1110-2481'-6
** CHURCH & DWIGHT CO., INC.
e 14204 SODIUM BICARBONATE USP
90038 469 NORTH HARRISON STREET
• * CIBA CORNING DIAGNOSTICS CORP.
ODINT VENTURE CORNING/CIBA 51404 63 NORTH STREET
18056 SATURATED POTASSIUM CHLORIDE









27187 AGRICULTURAL DIVISION GREEN._ORO NC 27415
AGRICULTURAL DIVISION / (800) 8K340 P.O. BOX 18300 GREENSBORO NC 27419 (919) 292-7100
FAX (914) 347-6312 07566 THREE SKYLINE DR. HAWTHORNE NY 10532 (914) 347-4700
FORMULATED SYSTEMS GROUP ECd84 4917 DAWN AVE EAST LANSING M1 48823 (517) 351-5900
FURANE PRODUCTS DIV. OEdE3 5121SSAN FERNANDO ROAD WEST LOS ANGELES CA 90039 (818) 247-6210
FURANE PRODUCTS DIV. OEdE3 5121 SAN FERNANOO ROAD WEST LOS ANGELES CA 90039 (818) 247-6210
t8_89 AATREX NINE-O ATRAZINE 08/03/83 -
03177 AATREX 4L. HERBICIDE 06/30/82 -
18188 AATREX 80t# ATRAZINE 03/31/82
19257 ARALDITE AV 1258 FORMERLY RP 1258 RESIN 03/27/91
20855 ARALDITE GY 502 GARLOCK BEARING: 201 PART A ADHESIVE (3/30/88 REV) 03/27/90
i3825ARALDITE GY 6008 03/30/88
09170 ARALDITE 6020 LIQU;D EPOXY RESIN 10/02/75
21905 ATRAZINE TECHNICAL 01/14/83
00119 BELCLENE 322 AOUATREAT MBC-223, MICROBIOCIDE (MSDS SAME DATE) 01/05/91
02296 DsZ*N 2D, DIAZINON 2D 03/31/82
15683 DtAZZNON 4E NO DATE
21997 EPOCAST HARDENER 951 FPCSO05 03/11/92
18923 EPOCAST HAROENER 956 FPCS027 06/15/89
14655 EPOCAST 87005 A FPC2169 08/06/91
14656 EPOCAST 87005 8-60, KIT FPC2172 08/07/91
21983 EPOCAST 87005 8-61 FPC2387 09/30/91
21984 EPOCAST 87005 B-BO FPC2248 08/04/92
21982 EPOCA$T 87005 BE'60 FPC2249 08/08/91
10119 EPOCA$T 89537-B POTTING SYSTEM HARDIENER 10/18/89
19259 FASTWELD 10 HARDENER 05/30/89
19260 FASTWELD 10 RESIN 08/16/89
19258 HARDENER HV 1258 FORMERLY RP 1258 HARDENER 07/16/92
22619 IRGANOX 3114 FORMERLY FB GOODRICH-GOODRITE 3114 06/19/91 -
22620 IRGANOX 3125 FORMERLY BF GOOOR]tCH-GOOORZTE 3125 05/24/91 -
00852 LANCAST HAROEN_R A OLA MSOS -
08722 MATRIMID 5218, SOLUBLE THERMOPLASTIC POLYIMIDE 11/08/85
15675 PRAMITOL 25E HERBICIDE, PROMETONE 11/25/85
15674 PRAMITOL 5PS TRIAZINE HERBICIDE 10/24/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA HNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ,l, -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-''NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE [N MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ]NOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 104
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCII,AODRESS.PttONE MSOS H R
TSRS 10 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S !
19252 RP 1250 HARDENER ALL PURPOSE PASTE HARDENER 03/27/91
192_1 RP t250 RESIN GENERAL PURPOSE PASTE
18155 RP 1?tO HARDENER
18154 RP 1710 RESIN
19256 RP 3260 HARDENER
19255 RP 3260 RES]N
19254 RP 569 RESIN
19253 RP 569;1 HARDENER
08834 RP 6402 HARDENER
08833 RP 6402 RESIN
15677 SEQUESTRENE 138FE
05277 SUBDUE 2E
09075 TOT 178-60 HARDENER
09049 TOT 178-60 RESIN






SURFACE COAT & CASTING HARDENER










FPC0104 / OBSOLETE PRODUCT
_* CINCINNATI ELECTRONICS CORP.
SUB OF GEC ]NC. AND ENGLISH EL 50045 CINCINNATI OH 452413125
** CINCINNATI MILACRON MARKETING
PRODUCTS OIV ECCll 4701 MARBURG AVE CINCINNATI
PRODUCTS DIV. 86167 4701 MARBURG AVE CINCINNATI
• PRODUCTS DIVISION/MARKET COMPA 6Y392 4701 MIkRBURG AVENUE C[NC|NNRTI
02"105 CIMCOOL 400 : ! !ii_::::ili i. ! _ METALWORKING/CUTTING FLUtO
14188 CIMPER;AL.. t0tl . ..





=* CINE MAGNETICS, FR/CLAYTON DV
-* CIRCLE CHEMICAL CO.
11710 SIRCHEM DUSTING POWDER 66A
11711SIRCHEM DUSTING POWDER 68
71(813
ECF34 P O BOX 1228/479 W. LINCOLN HINCKLEY IL 60520
** CIRCUIT CNENZSTRY CORP.
ECSO0 1570 HALGREN ROAD N_PLE PLAIN






























** CIRCUIT MANUFACTURERS SUPPLY
EC764 3680 INVESTMENT LANE RIVIERA BEACH FL 33404 (407) 844-0833
¢Ni658C1_-t0_7 t2/01/87
06t_B!:SARS,40_:STRZPPER IS THIS FROM FOTOFOIL/MILLER-DIAL?? 08/O0/87 " -
06661SARS-402 FOAMAMAY (FY #II - DEFOAMER) USED TO DE-FOAM SARS-402, PRODUCT SHEET ONLY 09/00/87
06657 SB-817 INORGANIC ACID 09/00/87 *
06659 TC-2000A ALKALINE MIXTURE 09/00/87
k":" : r J ...... : _I_z:; '*' =P[;IOOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 3i_Si(!_O)/_:ii_MZCAE.: '-'_NO O&TA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE: XN_ SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 105
M_aJF&CTUeER : _ _: • t
IIFGR. NOTES, FSCM, AODRES$, PItDNE NSOS 14 R
TSRS ID TRADENAME CONUENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06660 TC - 20006 09/00/87 •
• * CITATION PRODUCTS CO.
: 91605 :: wr. VERNON NY ::
-* CTTCOM SYSTEMS - SEE ALCATEL
• _ CITGO PETRQLEUM CORPORATION
EC447
7X110 61(30 S YALE 8LOG 1 TULSA OK 74102
ECQtO P.O. BOX 3758 TULSA OK 74102
11893 CITGARD 600 MOTOR OIL, SAE 40 CIN# 1150. CODE# 22°640 08/31/89
- 17730 CITGO AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID - TYPE F 33-105 05/04/92
20887 ClTGO LITF_3PLEX GREASE NO. 2 55-340 09/27/91
- 17729 CITGO NO. 93512, LUBRICATING OIL 25-052 12/t3/92
13101ClTGO NO. 93738,0MC/_IOHNSDN/EVINRUDE OUTBRD LUSR. #t74~28t/282/234/235/234S/237/238/239/240/241/242 04/17/89
19421CITGO NO. 93760. LUBRICATING OIL 25-076 / OMC OUTBOARD LUBRICANT TC-W3 RED 10/27/92
22797 OMC HI-VIS GEAR LUBE 31-250 LUBRICATING OIL, 0346 05/08/89 -
19420 OMC OUTBOARD LUBRICANT (ANNOTATED: TC-WII) 25-435 06/03/92
• -CITIES SERVICE CO
@ 17364 LUBRICATING OIL, GEA
71476 PD BOX 3(30 TULSA: OK 71402
12518 110 W 7TH TULSA OK 71402
"* CITIUS USA. INC.
ECHT8 120 INTERSTATE NORTH PARKMAV
t3798:0PTt FLU!O._ OPTtPEN IN WH!TE & COLORS .
8G980
83628
** CITY CHEMICAL CORP.
0 14899 SILVER NITRATE, CRYSTALLINE
89749 333 W VINE ST
** CLARK MATERIAL SYSTEMS TECH.
EC806
• * CLARKE
SEE ALSO COOPER INDUSTRIES
DLA MSDS -
ATLANTA _ 30339 (404) _53-3663
.._ 05/29/_2
OLA MSOS
LEXINGTON KY 405071627 (6(36) 288-1200
** CLARKE AMERICAN
ECA25
CLARKE/AMERICAN-LINCOLN DIV. 12685 11(30 HASKINS RD
08441 CAPTURE PRE-SPRAY - 79120A-7
08440 CAPTURE SOIL EXTRACTOR - 79119A-0
*- CLASSIC CHEMICAL CO.








I_S'S MARKED *-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_S'5 W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@" - DLA HNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '," -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 106
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
"* CLAUSING CORP
-" CLAY ADAMS - SEE BECTDN-DICKIN
04522 1490 QUAIL RUN DR
EC024
OSHTEMO MI 49077 (616) 372-1450
-* CLAY-PARK LABS, INC.
ECQ16
22799 HYDROCORTISONE WITH CLIOQUINOL CREAM/OINTMENT




*- CLAYTON CHEMICAL CO.
19835 4205-T FORREST PAR1( BLVD
AKA VARICHIEM CORP. DBA CLAYTON 61803 13310 S. FIGUEROA ST.
DIV. VARICHEM COiEP ..... 6!_820 RR !_BOX 27G-Z
18400 CFH FIXER HARDENER PART B
18399 CFH FIXER PART A
11203 CLAYTON FIXER/WASH SYSTEMS CLEANER (POWDER)
- 22658 MILLER DIAL FOTOFOIL N DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE
22657 MILLER DIAL FOTOFOIL M FIXER CONCENTRATE
03223 PS II DEVELOPER
07724 PS II FIXER
ST LOUIS NO 63108
















-" CLEARCO PRODUCTS CO., INC.
11508 CLEARCO _I-IITE SILICDINE #7
03153 SILi_ EIWJLS_ON NP_7
** CLENESCO PRODUCTS CORP.
ECE93 298 COX STREET
11490 CLENESCO POLYLUBE SPRAY GREASE NO. 778
-- CLEVELAJMD COTTON PRODUCTS
ECI28 P.O. BOX 6500
13926 GREAT HAND CLEANER_#7910000,7910003,7910004
-- CLIFTON ADHESIVES
EC016
0 03320 ADHESIVE, DESIGN S 1293 (MFGR: CLIFTON ADHESIVES)
15174 E-1293 #4100-0321
22413 FA-1013 NEUTRAL
11120 FA-I030 NEUTRAL/FA-I030 ACC.
011257 FA*1051
22418 UR-1087 •
: . : .
*- CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM CO, AMAX INC
e 20256 MOLYSULFIDE
EC343 4829LONGSHORE ST. PHILADELPHIA PA 19135 (2t5) 332-6&70
.; 07/01189
o6/18/86
ROSELLE Nd 07203 (800) 543-7042
oiIo_Iel
cLEVELAND OH 44101 (216) 449-6550
01/27/89
BAYONNE N,J




MMN-A-1617. TY.2 / NEOPRENE ADHESIVE 12/21/88 *
10/02/92 - -
4L063 (203) 629-6038
MIL-N-7866/SUPERWOLLY IO10 DLA MSDS -
EI4_I- #*, =_T I_DNIAINS 40CFR 38_(370)137_ _M:I_AL, ";_ *NO::O}LT& CURRENTLY AVAILA_E IN IISDS $¥STEII
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 107
N,U_TUaSR _. e T
i,_. NOTES.FSCX._SS._0NE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
............................ . ......................................................................................................
CLZN_.-e_R . INC.
A :SLRISZDARY OF WATERBURY CO'S. ECA?O 100 CALHOUN STREET
08219 TIME MIST SUPER OOOR NEUTRALIZtER W/OOOR COUNTERTAN
IIAI)EPENDENCE LA 70443 (504) 878-675 t
o'_/ot/ss •
** CLING SURFACE CO INC
t?2eOBARBELT DRESSING
0270_ MATER SOLUBLE CUTTING OIL
** CLINIPAO CORPORATION
07195 STERI-WIPE
** CLIPPER, diM, CORPORATION
- 19131DUXSEAL (NON-ASBESTOS)
99304 3649 CALIFORNIA ROAD ORCHARD PARK
# t0073, 10075




EC668 GUILFORD CT 06437
O110,O210.O250. 1245. 1251 . 3925,99510 06/24/87
48482 403 INDUSTRIAL DR./PO BOX 2340 NACOGOOCHES TX 75963-2340 (409) 560-8900
SEALING PUTTY / FORMER MANVILLE PRODUCT?? 08/28/91
s* CLOROX COMPANY
FAX MSDS REQ.TO (510) 847-2496 93098 P.O, BOX 493/7200 JOHNSON OR. PLEASANTON
17556 CLOROX CLEAN-UP
03312 CLOROX LIQUID BLEACH (REGULAR BL/INSTITUTIONAL BL)
17690 FORMULA 409 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
08548 LIQUID-PLUMR
17599 PINE-SOL BROAD SPECTRUM FORMULA
19923 RE¢_JILAR CLOR(1X BLEACH
° I8347 409 SPRAY& WIPE (PN A:PHOSPHATE)
,_- t534a,m,a:_vi_& WZPe_(_:B:_*PHOSPHATE):
DRAIN CLEANER
FORMER AMERICAN CYANAMID PRODUCT









** CLOVER MFG CO.
96719
71536 137 WOODWARD AVE.
- 13622CLOVER COMPOUND, VARIOUS STOCK NUMBERS
03457 CLOVEm LAPPING COMPOUND ?MS 0053








** CMC - SEE CUMBERLAND MFG. CO.
_* CNS-$EE CURTZNIIATHESON
EC442 13TH AVE. & D. ST/P.O. BOX 129 SMYRNA
EC965
TN 37167 (800) 251-3068
** COASTAL CHEMICAL CO.
SUE OF COLECO INDUSTRIES INC, 60781 190 JONY OR CARLSTADT NO 07072-2411
*$ COASTAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
11608 LIQUID BLEACH (5.25%)
ECFB8 HAMPTON GA 30228 (404) 946-4216
081OO19O
*_ COASTAL CONST PROD INC
............................................. . .....................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIE0 AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "O' = OLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-':NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P 108
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGIt. NOTES.FSCN.ADORESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS TO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
EC987 4210 L B MC LEDD RD ORLANDO FL 32811
*= COASTAL CORPORATION
ECFt9 9 GREENII_AY PLAZA HOUSTON TX 77046 (713) 877-t400
46684 9 GREENWAY PLAZA HOUSTON TX 77046 (713) 877-1400
11613 ASPHALT 04/17/90
1161! AV OET JET FUEL, DUAL PURPOSE KEROSENE, dET A. KEROSENE 02/07/90
18195 BUTANE (NORMAL) LIQUEFIED BUTANE, LPG 02/13/92
18197 BUTANE-I_UTANE MIX COMI_RCIAL BUTANE 06/25/91
11619 DIESEL FUEL NO. 2 PETROLEUM DISTILLATE, DIESEL 03/10/92
17638 ETHANE BIMETHYL. METHYL METHANE O1/O7/92
11612 FUEL OIL NO. 2 NO.2 HEATING OIL, FUEL CHIEF 2, MARINE GAS OlL 02/07/90
11614 FUEL OIL NO. 4 LIGHT RESIDUAL FUEL, PETROLEUM DISTILLATE 02/07/90
I1610 FUEL OIL NO. 6 FUEL OIL C, BUNKER FUEL, RESIDUAL FUEL OIL 02/07/90
18t98 ISGW_JTANE LIQUEFIED BUTANE 02/07/90
ttGtSNIDGRADE UNLEADED $91_CTANE _ 89 OCTANE UNLEAOEDGA$OLINE, PETROL, MIOG_ADE GAS 04/_10/90
18194 PROPANE, COmERCIAL 01/07/92
11617 REGULAR GASOLINE LEADED GASOLINE, PETRD, MOTOR SPIRITS 03/28/90
11618 SUPER UNLEADED GASOLINE UNLEADED PREMIUM, PETROL, MOTOR SPIRITS 04/02/90
11616 UNLEADED GASOLINE LNMLEADED REQULAR, PETRO, MOTOR SPIRITS 03/28/IK)
17617 UNLEADED GASOLINE WITH ALCOHOL UNLEADED REGULAR, PETRO, MOTOR SPIRITS 03/06/92
• * COATES REPROGRAPHICS, INC.
05517 BlaDE TONER-QH MSDS #0131
19501 PREMIX Bl NODE OH 8902-9_
*, COATINGS FOR INDUSTRY, INC.
3S299 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD DALLAS PA 18612 (717) 675-1131
86o2-9o9 o210o16_
o61oi192
53012 319 TOWNSHIP LINE RD SOUDERTON PA 18964-1905 (215) 723-3418
13735 BDOSTERCDAT TWO COMPONENT POLYURETHABE COATING (1) LAB91EKP#1 PART A&B TYPE 1 09/18/91
13737 BOOSTERCOAT TWO COMPONENT POLYURETHANE COATING (2) LAB91EK#6 PART A&B TYPE 2 09/18/91
13817 CFt-ES720 THINNER 09/23/91
-" 11954 CPI 711 THINNER 12/00/90
- t1957 UNICOAT - PART A, I_HITE-GLOSS 03/00/90
11955 URETHABONO - LAB 90112 (PART A???)
11956 URETHABDND PART B, LAB 90112
220?5 URETHABONO 3015 - MOO #3 WHITE PART A
=* COE LABORATORIES. INC.
13373 3_? WEST !27TH ST.PO BOX 1271CHICA_
COE ADHESIVE14672 13025000NS329916
14670 COE FLEX ACCELERATOR - REGULAR, HEAVY. INJECTION 13D20ACX)MS329120
14669 COE FLEX BASE - REGULAR. FAST, HEAVY, & INJECTION 13D20BOOMS329124
14671COE FLEX FAST SET ACCELERATOR t3020AF01115329t23
t4e(_l COE STERIL CONCENTRATE 55D4_5_
** CDLE-PARMER INSTRUNENT CO.
BOOSTER COAT:CORROSION INHIBITIVE-NO CHROMATE/LEAD 11100190
11/00/90
03/16/92







05668 7425 N. OAK PARK AVE. CHICAGO IL 60648 (312) 647-7600
11537 #104 BUFFER SOLUTION 4.OlPH 05942-20, -22, -24 02/00/90 •
(" (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 109
MANUFACTUm_R:.... E T
mGR. NOTES.F$CM.ADDRE$S.PHONE .... • NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
11286 #105-BUFFER SOLUTION 7.00PH 05942-40.-42.-44 02/00/90 *
t_570BUFFER SOLUTION IO.OQPH 5142-??.-62.-64.-66 12/00/87 *
02729 MICRO LIQUID LABORATORY CLEANER 860301 03/30/90 - ,
03151 MICRO 8790 SERIES 04/17/86
11536 PH BUFFERS AND SOLUTIONS 05942-20.22.24.40.42.44.60.62.64. 05664-00.10 03/22/90 -
** COLEMAN COMPANY
80309 (3t6) 261"3211
0 04245 FUEL. CAMP STOVE DLA MSDS -
** COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO
86223 3000 PARK AVE
22554 MURPHY OIL SOAP LIQUID
22553 MURPHY OIL SOAP PASTE
22147 WXPE "NGLOV CLEANER/POLISH
** COLLINS & AIKMAN CORPORATION
ECF45 P O BOX 1447 DALTON
11753 C-14 PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE
** COLONIAL OFFICE SUPPLIES : i
0CT45 244 GREAT MZLLS RD/P.O.B_DX 250 LEXINGTON PARK













*_ COLOR WHEEL PAINT MFG. CO..INC
0N805 2814 SILVER STAR ROAD ORLANDO
18094 ACRYLIC TRAFFIC PAINT YELLOW 392 / PAINT.LATEX.WATER BASED
20390 AQUATEC GLOSS ACRYLIC ENAMEL ..... ii _....... 1600 / ACRYLIC !NDU_TR[AL ENAMEL
18402 C.J_MTRACTOArS CHOICE TROPICOAT HOUSE_PAZNT 310 / UHTTE BASE/ LATEX
18401 OPTIMA SUPREME SEMI GLOSS 360





** COLORADO PAINT COMPANY
|NFO. PHONE: (303) 388-0874
06115 PVC ADHESIVE A-300 WHITE
25449 4747 HOLLY STREET DENVER
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE ADHESIVE





02479 SPECIALTY STEEL. APPENDIX: COMPONENT METALS
** COLUMBIA CEMENT C0., INC.
59479 159 HANSE AVE.
06231 FORMICA 150 FORMICA 151




FREEPORT NY 11520 (516) 623-6000
CONTACT CEMENT 04/00/85
SYNTHETIC RUBBER & RESIN SOLN IN HYDROCARBON SOLVE 07/07/92
09/12/90
** COLUMBIA CHASE: SEE HUNISEAL
EC624
** COLUMBIA CHEMICAL
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSD$'S W/O t.. VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "t" " DLA HMIS NSOS
EHS/TR[: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-*-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINOEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 110
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES. FSCM, &OgrESS , PHONE MSDS 14 R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
DIV. PPG, INC. Q.V. ECQ07 PITTSBURGH PA
_* COLUMBIA MAGNETICS
8E733 15 GREAT PASTURE ROAD D&NBURY CT 06810
05146 MAGNA-SEE TAPE DEVELOPER MAGNASE$ FLUID DLA MSDS
=* COLUMBIA NITROGEN CORP.
COLUIIBIA NITROGEN AND/OR NIPRO ECF09 P 0 BOX 1483 (13) AUGUSTA
13170 AMMONIUM NITRATE
t190t AMMON[UN SULFATE
11581 UREA CARBAMIOE, CARBDNYLDIAMIDE




** CON & ELECT READINESS COMMANO
80063 US ARMY
1191798:34 OAMICAAVE
FORT MONWOUTH Nd 80063
RICHMOND 141LL VA 11418 (212) 849-9000
** COMFIX








=_ COMMERCIAL HY TECH-SEE COMMENT
MANUFACTURING FOR COMMERCIAL P EC_92 607 FLORIDA AVE.
06122 GLOSS URETHANE INT._EXT. #9001
06121PREMO
06123 PRIMER STAIN STOPPER
COCOA FL me22
MOUSE PAINT
#800 LATEX FLAT HOUSE PAINT, LATEX ACRYLIC





EC822 2845 HIGHWAY 520





** COMMERCIAL PAINT & SUPPLY
AKA COMMERCIAL HY TECH EC743 607 FLORIDA AVENUE COCOA FL 32922 (407) 636-8792
** CGNMERICALPLASTIC$ & SUPPLY
ECF47 3815 COMMERCE LOOP oRLANDO : FL 32808
** COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY CORP.
** _]CATIONSTE_OG¥
17605 RP601I PART A
17606 RP6011 PART B
57412 DALLAS
ECd22 2237 COLBY AVENUE LOS ANGELES
C3037 THRU C3043




*_, ¢DI_A¢ _TItlN ..... • • -....... : :i i,:_ i. ..... :. . _:.:,-:_ .....::
_S,S milKED *-:': SUBIleT KSC FC_IN 29_=_.3_T00RG,!_ACT /MSOS:'S.t_/O ""':VL_R_F:IED AV&;LABLE VIA MSD$ SYSTEM / 'e* = DLA HlilIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" =,PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, ,-':NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
/ r
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 111
i MFGR+_ I_TES,FSCN,ADDRES , _ MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COIOIENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
26695 OLD FLANDERS ROAD NETCONG NO 07857 (800) 631-9347
08241 ASd TAPE PRODUCT /iS 100-8. 105-7 06/30/89 _,
07535 LAMINATED VAPOR BARRIER MATERIAL FB 200 ASd/,OO035" FOIL 04/28188 *
08134 t#I_TE VINYL PRESSURE SENSITIVE PERM TAPE #200-6 08/12185
** COMPUGRAPHIC CORPORATION
51540 80 INDUSTRIAL WAY
SEE ALSO: 5OLUTEK 4R604
- 04945PERMABATCH DEVELOPER / Z-DEVELOPER, #928
16606 PERNABATCH FIXER 929 / 979??





** COMPUTER-LINK CORP. ECO.
52058LOPEZRO. WILMINGTON MA 01887
** COMPUTERLAND DOWNTOWN
ECC14
• * COMSPEC MATERIALS, INC. _

















60189 100 TALMADGE RD.
ALKYD ENAMEL




ENAMEL.ALKYD-GLOSS-FOR EXTERIOR & INTERIOR SURFACE
PAINT OIL ALKYD EXTERIOR WHITE
PAINT PRIMER, ORGANIC ZINC/RE-CHECK STOCK NO.
PAINT READY-MIXED ALUMINUM
TYPE I CLEAR COMPONENT A
TYPE I CLEAR COMPDNENT B
ZINC-PLATE ORGANIC PRIMER
ZINC-PLATE 21 INORGANIC PRIMER
** CON-LUX COATINGS, INC.
04076 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS
04077 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS
** CONAP INC.
ORLANDO FL 32807
MELVILLE ._ NY 11747 (516) 758-1100
EDISON Nd 08818
GLOSS YELLOW 13538, TT-E-489G TYPE I
GRAY 26251. TT-E-508C
BROWN 10080, TYPE I CLASS A
GREEN 14260, TT-E-489G
SAND 26306. TT-E-529D




















6A064 228 TALMADGE ROAD EDISON
ORANGE 12197, TT-E-489G
STRATA BLUE 15045. TT-E-489G
NJ 088180847 (908) 28 -4000
02/05/87
02/05/87
NtSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ./ MSDS'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e,' = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CON'rAINS 40CFR 355(3?0)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETYOATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)












16245 1405 BUFFALO ST
CONAP ORZ-PLIRg,E
CONAP PR- 1|67
CONAF S- I SOLVENT
CONATHANE CE-1155, PART A/PART B
CONATHANE OPEN-B536, PT. A/B
CONATHANE DPTU-15068 PART A & B
CONATHANE OPTU- I_K]6_J PART B
EASYPOXY 1(-40 PART A/PART
S-8 SOLVENT




MSDS #8050-02 06/16/93 *
MIL-I-46058C (PART B DATED 11-24-92) 07/04/92 *
WS 3612 / MSDS PT.A: 5/8/86 / LMSC MSDS 06/12/86
PAGE I OF PART A MISSING tl/08/88 *
11108188
NSDS PART B DATE: 7-9-93 02/21/90 *
SOLVENT MIXTURE 01/06/88 *
-- CONCORD CHEMICAL CO., INC.
' 19853 17TH & FEDERAL STREETS CAI_EN Nd 08105 (609) 966-t526
14946 EASE-ONPIPE LUB.R|CANT _ . : : I_DATE
18441HARCO lb'2B • t2/t4/92
18442 HARCO 96 PAINT REMOVER NO DATE
18405 SOAP, LAUNDRY P-S-1792 TYPE I NEUTRAL,HIGH TEMPERATURE (WITHOUT ADDED ALK 02/02/87
02492 WET-R-DRI WATERLESS HAND CLEANER MAGIC SKIN CLEANER NO DATE
** CONCRETE PROTECTION SYSTEMS
ECGgO P.O. BOX 9545
12548 OVERDRIVE PART A/PART B
12550 OVERKOTE PART A/PART B (SUMMER)
12549 OVERKOTE PART A/PART 8 (WINTER)
12910 OVERKRETE XTRA ECSL PARTS A&B, EPOXY RESIN
12547 PENETRANT PART A/PART B
TULSA
EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CATALYST SYSTEM
EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CATALYST SYSTEM
EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CATALYST SYSTEM
EPOXY RESIN/AMZNECATALYST SYSTEM












15445 5 GREEN_AY PLAZA
09240 HO CALCIUM GREASE NO. 1 & 2








** CONSOLIDATED NICROGRAPHICS INC
CONS
60407 LAGUNA NIGUEL CA 92677 (714) 643-0400
** CONSOLIOATED PROD. & SERVICES
CPS! 3ARLINTONST/POBOX 39
: 6X653 3 ARLINTONST/PO BOX 39




** CONSTRUCTION SUP.& SPECIAL
,NSOS' S NARI(E1D:I "- ' : ET KSC F0iBI129*393 TO: __!i/:i_i_i_i!_/Q: _!__ ]VERZF;ED_AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM/ "t" " DLA HNZ$ NSDS
.......... LrHS/T, RIII: t;=' =_ (_ONTAINS 40CFR 3§§(3_O)/3_/2!_O(,_EttZCAL* _ .=t_O:OAT, A CURRENTLY .AVAI_E ZN_S SYSTEM
( (,
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 113
_ACTUReR i
E T
MFOR. NOTEStFSCM,ADDRESS,Pt-tOI_E MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
ECN57 P.O. BOX 8912 ORLANDO FL 32856 (407) 843-7660
_ CONSUMER5 P&INT FACTORY
13294 5300 W FIFTH AVE (219) 949-1684
17607 1 SHOT BULLETIN COLORS - ALL COLORS NO DATE -
11526 1 SHOT LETTERING ENAMELS 09/00/89
15429 1 SHOT SIGN PAINTERS NO DATE
** CONTACT INDUSTRXES
DIV. SAFEGUARD CHEMICAL CORP.
09398 CORROSION PREVENTATIVE
03366 MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY ON ADHESIVE
** CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL C_P.
EC017 64t DOWD AVE
2P016 641 DOWD AVE
GARY IN 464062851
POOR QUALITY MSOS - CASN'S MAY NOT BE CORRECT
LETTERING ENAMELS;POSTER COLORS;BULLETIN COLORS
ELtZABETH hid 07201 (201) 351-5900
ELIZABETH Nd 07201 (201) 351-5900
07/15/86 *
690A 08/00/92 *




• 03375 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE, TECH
16128 ANTIFOGGING COMPQUNO
16L150 ANTIFREEZE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL BASE
- 02536 CDLD CLEANER INDY (MFGR: ASHLANO)
15t32 CORROSION REMOVING CHEMICAL
15338 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
15130 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND TYPE
• 00078 OISHWASHING COMPOUND TYPE II A_W-59385-2
15356 G P OETERGENT
15367 HAND CLEANIER_ WATERLESS
08697 NAPHTHA, AROMATIC
04300 NPC 217 ANTIFREEZE COOLANT
EC552 1726 S. BAKER AVE. ONTARIO
96564 198-210 16TH ST BROOKLYN
978Y / MMSK406A-IO0









• * CONTINENTAL COATINGS, INC.
04499 ZINC CHROMATE PASTE
** CONTROL RESOURCE SYSTEMS, INC.
AKA: CRSI
07725 ARO_TIC 200
05440 CRSI ENVIRO-SEAL X101-1
07680 GUARDIAN BRIDGING ENCAPSULANT
07681 GUARDIAN PENETRATING ENCAPSULANT
11752 GUARDIAN POST REMOVAL ENCAPSULANT
** CONTROLOTRON CORP.
ECF32 t65 PLANT AVE
11707 ULTRASONIC COUPLANT/CC122





















NY 11788 (516) 231-3600
02/14/89
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IFJOS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "•" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 114
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSC3t.ADORESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS 10 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
................................... ° ...............................................................................................
EC511 15113 WESTSTATE STREET WESTMINSTER CA 92683 (714) 897-2266
04276 PC FLEX-MASK IqODATE
-* C()NVENIEIMCE PRODUCTS ZNC
ECB29 4205 FOREST PARK BLVD ST LOUIS NO 63108 (314) 535-6226
08632 TOUCH 'N FOAM INSTANT INSULATION/TOUCH "N SEAL.. INSTANT SEALANT/TOUCH "N SEAL H P REDDY INSULATION 05/05/67
-* CONVOY OIL CORPORATION
08835 RUST PREVENTIVE
6A438 (215) 739-5281
MIL-C-161730 & AN 2 GRADE 2 03/30/84
** COOK PAINT & VARNISH CO.
72225 919 E.
14927 ACROTHANE URETHANE CURING AGENT
14928 ACRDTHANE MHITE COMP. A
f4930COPOXy PRXMER {BASE)
14929 COPOXY PRIMER (CATALYST)
14926 GALVA PAC 10t
09065 P-IO














** COOKE INDUSTRIES INC.
07682 TUFF d0B DEGREASER/CLEANER
ECA07 P. O. BOX 4420 KANEOHE HI 96744 (808) 235-0_88
05101188
** C00_SON GRAPHICS
2t_1 SERIES 200 SUBTRACTIVE PLATE DEVELOPER
** COOL-AMP CONDUCTO LUBE CO.
10701 COOL-AMP
** COONIE'S EXPLOSIVES INC.
12982 THERMALITE IGNITER CORD
ECN59 383 DMIGHT ST. P.O. BOX 348 HOLYOKE
200-32,-0t,-05,'30
MA 01041
31628 PORTLAND OR 97219
1233-500
ECG89 512 E. LEA HOBBSY NM 88241






** COOPER INOUSTIRES, INC.
DISTRIBUTION EQUIP. DIV.
lt3_6 KEY GRAPHITE PASTE
** COOPER INDUSTRIES
CLARKE DIV./REPLACEO SEE: CLAR
04009 RT 660 EARLYSVILLE
A M-K-M PRDDUCT
VA 22936 (804) 973-44tl
NO DATE
1GY41 MUSKEGON MI (616) 759-8545
** COOPER, PETER, CORP.
e m tO_ Lu-e. LzOuzo eJ..E. _HeSXVe
599T8 PALMER ST. GOMANOA
• Mm-A-_,OO
NY t4070-91S0t (716) 532-3344
DLA NSOS
** COPPER BRITE, INC.
EC733 1482 EAST VALLEY RD., SUITE 29 SANTA BARBARA CA 93108 (805) 565-1566
: ;_ _IT'RI : "'_" =_:: CDNTA_ :_FR :'3_§_3_O)/_=: :_CAL, "* ";,dklD OATA: CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN RSDS SYSTEM
( (
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 115
MANUFACTURER i. E T
NFG_. NOTES, FSCM, _ESS; PItDNE I¢_S H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06005 COPPER BRITE COPPER CLEANER 02/09/87
** COPPERTECH - SEE CUTECH
** COPYGRAPHICS
MILLMASTER ONYX GROUP
09244 COPYSTAT C-500 CONCENTRATE
*'* COPYSTATICS MANUFACTURING CORP
SUBSIDIARY OF SAXON INDUSTRIES ECC12 13900 NW 57TH COURT
** CORICONE CORP. (THE)
25807
051"/3 t"/00 CP CORROSION PREVENTIVE
** CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRONICS
METAL DIV.
** CORNING GLASS WORKS
** CORONADO PAINT CO.. INC.
ECJ48 _!:i
ECC09 18-20 INDUSTRIAL ROAD FAIRFIELD
ELECTROSTATIC TONER CONCENTRATE
NO 07006 (201) 227-3944
12/12/77
MIAMI FL 33014 (501) 227-3944
(312) 441-5800
MIL-C-82594 /DLA MSDS IS 170O: W/O BLACKLZTE RESIN 04/07/86
14655 ONE INTERCHANGE PLZ WAYNE NO 07470
14674
33200 308 OLD COUNTRY RD. EDGEWATER FL 32031 (904) 428-646t
DON'T USE - FEDLOG=jAROS IND.; 02851 308 OLD COUNTY RD.(P.O.BX 308) EDGEWATER FL 32032 (904) 428-6461
16487 ACRYLIC EMULSION PAINT, tCHITE PAINT WHITE 378T5 NO DATE -
06098 ACRYLIC HOUSE PAINT TT-P-19 / CC-336908EIGE/8-1 t#HITE 12/t7/88 *
18407 ACRYLIC HOUSEPAIf_r 8- LATEX FLAT PAINT 04/06/92 •
18406 ALKYD EGGSHELL 25 ENAMEL. ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS 04/08/92
21601ALKYO ENAMEL t23- 04/08/92
10288 BLOCK FILLER 800-11 PROFESSION OFF WHITE NO DATE •
10290 CLEAR PENETRATING SEALER. 43-10 SUPREME PENETRATING MASONRY SEALER NO DATE
04081 CORONADO V7668. V766E, AVIATION ORANGE SOLUTION VINYL COATING NO DATE *
16340 ENAMEL GRAY 16187 TT-E-4B7E 09/24/80 -
14931 ENAMEL. OIL BASE, FLOOR AND DECK BROWN 10049 NO DATE
18408 EPOXY COATING. COMPONENT I/COMPONENT II. 101- RESIN SOLUTION, PIGMENTED/EPOXY RESIN SOLUTION 04/08/92 •
11511 EPOXY ENAMEL, COMPONENT II 101-2508 10/27/88 *
04080 INDUSTRIAL ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS TRIM ENAMEL G293-24424 TT-E-529/529C NO DATE
16363 INDUSTRIAL COAL-TAR EPOXY, BLACK, 61-2A NO DATE •
16313 INDUSTRIAL COAL-TAR EPOXY. CONVERTER, 61-28 NO DATE •
11510 INDUSTRIAL EPOXY 101-10 CLEAR SEALER. EPOXY-POLYAMIDE COPOLYMER NO DATE •
04078 INDUSTRIAL PRIMER. UNIVERSAL RED 820-147 VINYL-ALKYD SOLVENT THINNED COATING NO DATE •
08607 INOUSTRIAL WASH PRIMER. COMPT. A G316-200A NO DATE ,
08608 INDUSTRIAL WASH PRIMER. COMPT. 8 G316-2(X_ NO DATE .
1(3479 LATEX PRIMER SEALER 40-11 WHITE 04/06/92 *
10478 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS 32-1WtllTE 01/06/87
18410 OIL HOUSE PAINT PRIMER 5-11 PAINT. OIL BASE 04/08/92
18411 OIL HOUSE PAINT 5- PAINT. OIL BASE 04/08/92
04082 OIL WOOD STAIN TT-S-711 NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '$' = DLA ttMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '=" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3?0)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23 o I
10/03194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM {TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 116
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCN.M)ORESS.P_ NSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
- 16552 PAINT LIOUID b_HITE (TRAFFIC MARKING) 02/28/80
• 03193 PAINT. LATEX. TT-P-96. WHITE DLA I_DS -
- 03289 PAIN T. LATEX. tlttITE 27816. TT-P-151t NO DATE
14932 PAINT, TRAFFIC. WHITE. TY 1. OIL BASE. TT-P-115E ND DATE
o 0(080 PAINT. 33538 YELLOW/TRAFFIC OLA MSDS -
18412 POLYURETHANE VARNISH 67- VARNISH. 01L BASE. CLEAR 04/08/92
04079 PRIMER. INDUSTRIAL EPOXY. CHROMATE. 101-155. A & B NO OATE *
10287 PROFESSIONAL LATEX SEMI-GLOSS. gTB-l t11-1rTE NO DATE
18413 RUI3BER BASE TRAFFIC PAlm _51-!57 CHLORINATED RUBBER CDATINO 05/22/92
18414 RUST SCAT METAL PRIMER 35-153 PAINT. ENAMEL. MODIFIED ALKYD 04/08/92
10289 RUST SCAT PRIMER. 35-111 WHITE NO DATE
10480 SEAL IT STAIN SEALER 117-11 12/29/89
- 16519 SEMI-GLOSS LATEX G260-27778 NO DATE
1t690._ ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS 12-1 02/t2/91
02273 SUPERKOTE_ACRYLIC SENIGLDSS H P FORMULA 12-1 NtO DATE
t2898 ,,_UPERKOTE LATEX SEMI GLOSS 32_i_1 ' NO DATE
10254 SUPERKOTE TRAFFIC PAINT WHITE 71-101 07/00/89 *
18416 SUPERKDTE TRAFFIC PAINT 71-157 YELLOW PAINT. OIL BASE. FLA_ABLE 04/08/92 *
@ 00768 VARNISH INTERIOR OLA MSDS
10285 VINYL ACRYLIC FLAT 72-1WttITE LOOK VINYL ACRYLIC FLAT 72"1 02/05/87 *
** CORROSION SPECIALTIES. IN(:.
ECH52 P.O. BOX 146 TUCKER GA 30085-0146 (404) 938-7263
-* CORTEC CORPORATION
SEALED AIR CORP. DIV. 8P855
16858 CORTEC VCI*t01 DEVICE
11423 CORTEC VCI-101 DEVICE VCI-133
11387 CORTEC VC_-I05 EMITTER
13927 CORTEC VCI-368 AEROSOL
11386 CORTEC VCI'3BB CONCENTRATE
17728 CORTEC VC1-369 _ENTRATE
17534 CORTEC VCI-430
17535 CORTEC 419
17523 CORTEC 422 CORTEC 423
22328 VCI-238 LIQUID
17744 VCI-368
62620 4119 WHITE BEAR PARKWAY ST. PAUL _ 55110 (800) 4CO-R';EC
POLYURETHANE FOAM SHAPES:TAPE.DEVICE.SQUARE.CIRCLE
ALKALINE CLEANER AND DEGREASER
LIQUID 422. GEL 423
CORROSION INHIBITORS IN SOLVENT












• * COSAN CHEMICAL CORPORATI_I
20374 COSAN 101
20373 COSAN 158
22o76 COTIN S-lO ,
ECL81 400 FOURTEENTH ST.
/
EC408





-..-. - ---_. ,.- ... _..- ..._._. - - ... ,... .............. _. o :.,.....-...,.._- ..:...-.._ _..__. _ .._ _. _ .... ..-.._ ..-.--. -, ._... _-_- _ ....................... .... ,...._..._..-
" .:EHS/TR]:_ : *., -PRODUCT CONTAINS _FR 36_§(3_)t_2:_CHEMICAL. ,. _ DATA _ENTL¥ AVAILABLE IN NSOS SYSTEM
( (,,
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 117
E T
MFGR, NDTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PleDNE • . .... :_ " .:, :MSOS:: H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
t0300*_._SIVES_9OOSERIES
06359 CERAMIC &OHESIVE 903 & 950
** COULTER DIAGNOSTICS




















: COULTER ELECTRONICS EC670
ECL22 7381 EMPIRE DR.
CLEANING AGENT. COULTER CLENZ (SL.)
CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) PH 7.00 160Z
HEMOTERGE II 20 L
ISOTERGE II (AZIDE FREE)
ZSOTERGE II DETERGENT REAGENT (10 L)
ISOTON II DILUENT
ISOTON III DILUENT (20 LITERS)
LYSE S III DIFF LYTIC REAGENT (500 ML)
$-CAL CALIBRATION KIT (S + IV & V). (0212076)
4C CELL CONTROL/WHOLE BLOOD REFERENCE CONTROL
4C PLUS IV & V TRI-PAK
0
CMS:375-220/8546720/IOL BALANCED ELECTROLYTE SOL
0165951
0199331 / 8546757 / 8546983
WHOLEBLOOD REFERENCE CALIBRATOR. CATALOG# 7546808
0140194
ITEM# 0t40194. CATALOG# 7546741
-* COULTON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
14203 SULFURDIOXIOE
ECI16 6600 SYLVANIA AVENUE
*- COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
FORMERLY PRODUCTS RESEARCH & C ECK32 5430 SAN FERNANO0 RD
FORMERLy DESOTO ECN53 1608 FOURTH STREET
21839 #_3538 GLOSS YELLOW
t15t4 :D_$ AL POLY 13538 YELLOW
18776 EPOXY POLYMIDE MIL P-23377F
00995 PASA dELL 105
06017 PASA-OEL 107 M
16063 PASA-JELL 10t
160,68 PASA-dELL 107
19195 PR-tI39-R TYPE IV, DARK GRAY. PART B
19168 PR-1139-R. ALL TYPES. PART A. ALL COLORS
19167 PR-1139-R. TYPE IV. WHITE & OLIVE DRAB. PART B
19151 PR-1227. PART A
19t86 PR-1227. PART B
1900_ PR°I301-HT-K. PART B
19190 PR-1301-HT. POLYSULFIOE SEALANT. ACCELERATOR
19144 PR-1422 A-1/2. PART A
19145 PR-1422 A-1/4. PART A
19141 PR-1422 A-l. PART A
19194 PR-1422 A-2. PART A
19147 PR-1422 B-I/4. & 8-1/2. PART 8
19193 PR-t422 8-1. B-2, PART A
19142 PR-1422 B-4. PART A
19146 PR-1422 B-4. PART 8



































































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ",' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
I0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 118
NA_FACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.JUDDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COIIENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................














































PR-t527 AMBER. BLACK. PART B
PR-1527 BLACK. PART A
PR-1535 AMBER. BLACK. PART B
PR-t535 AMBER. PART A
PR-1535 BLACK. PART A
PR-153B AMBER. BLACK. PART B
PR-1538 AMBER. PART A
PR-1564 AMBER. BLACK. PART B
PR-1564 BLACK/AMBER. PART A
PR-1590. AMBER. PART A. POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND
PR-1590. BLACK. PART A. POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND
PR-1592 AMBER. BLACK. PART B
PR'1592 AMBER. PART A
PR-1592 BLACK. PART A
PR-1660-L BLACK. PART A
PR-1660-L BLACK. PART B
PR-1660. PART A
PR-t660. PART B









PR-484 PC-50 POLAR WHITE. PART A
PR-484 PC-51 ANTIQUE WHITE, PART B
PR-484 PC-52 SURF GREEN, PART A
PR-4B4 PC-52 SURF GREEN. PART B
PR-484 PC-53 EMERALD GREEN. PART A
PR-484 PC-53 EMERALD GREEN. PART B
PR-484 PC-54 SAFETY YELLOW, PART A
PR-484 PC-54 SAFETY YELLOW. PART B
PR_484 PC-55 SUI_ET ORANGE. PART A
PR-484 PC-55 SU_ET ORANGE. PART B
PR-484 PC-56 HAZE GRAY. PART B
PR-484 PC-56 HAZE GREY. PART A
PR-484 PC-57 BRICK RED. PART A
PR-484 PC-57 BRICK BED. PART B
_9182 PR-484 PC-58BLACKo PART A
t.9183 PR-484 PC-SaBLAGK,_PAdRT B
19184 PR-484 PC-59 I-R)RZZON BLUE. PART A
19185 PR-484 PC-59 HORIZON BLUE. PART B





































































































+ re+OR, I_TES+ FSC_, _,I)_ESS. PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 119
• E T
MSD$ : H R
COMMENTS DATE S Z
19189 PR-5401-K, POLYSULFIDE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION 04/15/93
19949 PR-_t_Ot-K, PART B 01/29/68 -
19188 PR-_Ot-K, POLYSULFIDE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION C)6/25/90
19187 P_-560_-K+ PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 11/12/g0
19004 PR-5601-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUB8ER 10/12/88 *
19007 PR-5701-K, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 03/01/88
19006 PR-5701-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 01/17/89 •
19008 PR*5801-K, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 03/11/91
19009 PR-6001-F POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 03/05/86
t90_1PR-6OOI/PR-6OOI-K, PART B PDLYSULFtDE RUBBER 10/t8/89 *
19010 PR-6001/PR-6001-K. POLYSULFIDE SEALANT.ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION 06/26/90
19013 PR-6101-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 01/17/89 *
19012 PR-6101-K, POLYSULFIDE SEALANT. ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION 04/15/93
16872 PR+6154-F, PART A AMINE CATALYST I1/12/90 *
19029 PR-6154-F, PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION 08/03/68
49015 PR-7301-F POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 04/30/90
19016 PR-7301. PR-3OI-K. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 03/01/88
19017 PR-7301. PR-3OI-K. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 02/27/91 *
19019 PR-8OOI-K. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 05/09/88 *
19016 PR+8OOt-K, POLYSULFIDE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION 04/15/93
19139 PR-8101-K/POLYSULFICE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION 04/I5/93
t9140 PR-8101-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 11/01/89 •
19020 PR-8501, PR-8501-K. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 02/01/89
19021PR-8501, PR-8501-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 04/11/88 *
02299 PR-851, PART A POLYURETHANE POLYMER 06/11/92 *
02300 PR-851, PART B POLYETHER POLYOL 06/11/92
01035 PR-855, PART A SILICONE COMPOUND 04/03/90
01036 PR-855_ PART B SILICONE COMPOb_E) 04/03/90
19022 PR-8601-F POLYSULFIOE RUBBER 02/21/89 *
19023 PR-8602-F POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 12/23/87
19014 PR-868, PART A & B POLYURETHANE PDLYMER/POLYETHR POLYOL/PT.B:05-06-88 10/20/90
19024 PR-BTO3-F POLYSULFIOE RUBBER SOLUTION 02/08/69 *
19026 PR-940, PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT 01/09/67
19149 PR-945, PART A EPOXY RESIN 01/24/89 *
19150 PR-945, PART B MERCAPTAN TERMINATED POLYMER 01/24/69
19152 PR-968. PART A EPOXY RESIN COMPOUND 05/16/89 ,
19153 PR-968. PART B POLYAMINE CURING AGENT 05/04/89 • *
16861PRC PRIII_R #19 BROWN, PART A POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION 03/15/93
16862 PRC PRIMER #19 BROtlN, PART B HYDROCARBON RESIN SOLUTION 09/20/90
19154 PRC PRIMER #4 MARINE POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION 06/13/90
19165 PRC PRIMER N57 POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION 09/20/88
19157 PRC RUBBER CALK 210 SEALANT FLOW TYPE bltlTE,PART C POLYETHER POLYOL 02/07/89
19155 PRC RUBBER CALK 210 SEALANT FLOW TYPE. PART A POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER 09/22/87
19156 PRC RUBBER CALK 210-FT _ITE, PART B POLYETHER POLYOL 09/22/87
19025 PRC RUBBER CALK 7000-3N ALL COLORS MODIFIED POLYURETHANE POLYMER 01/27/92 *
19158 PRO-SEAL 799 BLACK, PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT 02/13/89
19162 PRO-SEAL 870 ALL CLASSES & TYPES.EXC.B 1/2 ACCELER MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION 08/06/92
05407 PRO-SEAL 870. CLASS A. BASE POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 07/24/90
05406 PRO-SEAL 870, PART A. ALL CLASSES MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION,FULLY ENCAPSULATED 08/02/86
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS*S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYOATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 120
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCIII,ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS 10 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
18956 PRO-SEAL 872 CLASS B-2. PART A/PART 8 FORMERLY MFG'D BY ESSEX CORP 12/22/92 *
19137 PRO-SEAL 890 B-I,B-2,B-2 1/2,B-4,8-8, BASE POLYSULFIDE RUBBER 12/15/92 *
19138 PRO-SEAL 890 B-2, PART B POLYSULFIDE RfJ_BER 03/t4/90 *
19136 PRO-SEAL BeO CLASS A, BASE _YSULF;DE RUB4SER 06/26/I)0 *
19132 PRO-SEAL 890. ALL CLASSES & TYPES, ACCELERATOR MANGANESE DIOXIDE OISPERSION 07/11/91
19148 PRO-SEAL 890, B-1/2, 8-1/4, BASE POLYSULFIOE RUBBER 06/26/90 *
16323 RM TEMP BOND PRIMER GREEN 294 515X346 / (STNK 719A 1007) 08/18/92 *
11021 SD AL POLY #17875 & 17925 WHITE 821X330 02/11/92 *
02121 SO AL POLYU EN _17925 821X400 02/13/92 *
02340 SD CURING SOLUTION 9t0X480 02/22/91 *
18924 SK FR PRIMER CURING SOLUTION 910-704 12/18/91 *
20485 SK FR PRIMER GREEN ON 9295 & CURING SOLUTION 515RO12/190R017 (OATEO 3/24/92) 06/30/92
20435 SK FR PRIMER GREEN DN 9395 515K012 06/30/92 •
18775 SK PRIMER GREEN NBO 0125 515XA11 06/30/92 *





26351 P 0 BOX 386
69827 6001 ANTOINE
UNION Nd 07083 (201) 686-1300
HOUSTON TX 77292 (201) 686-1300





















EMERGENCY 24 HOURS CALL: 1-800 ECF82 400 S. 13TH STREET
INTERLUX MFG. ECF93
INTERLUX DIV. ECM58
18417 ACRYLIC EXTERIOR PAINT
EPOXY OFF WHITE KIT
HIGH HEAT COATING
HYTHANE
1A-24 SEMI-GLOSS FINISH. ALKYD
ILUX COPPERLUX RED
INTERBONO CABIN FF RED
INTERGARO CURING AGENT (EC5725)
INTERGARD lib BARRIER GRAY
INTERGARO HS UNIV. EPOXY BLACK
INTERGARO HS UNIV. EPOXYREACTOR
INTERGARD MASTIC REACTOR
INTERLAC FINISH SUPER WHITE
INTERLAC FRENCH GRAY ALKYD ENAMEL
INTERLAC RED ALKYD FINISH
INTERLAC WttlTE SILICONE ALKYD 2-40
INTERLUX FIBRGLS SOLVENT
INTERNAT IOI_AL THINNER
INTERPRIME MULTI-PURPOSE PRIMER RED
INTERPRIME YELLOW
INTERSHIELD LTC EPOXY NAVY HAZE GRAY
19660 INTERVINUX STORM GRAY
1:_183_ INTERVIRON:. ANTI-FOULING RED
19G55 INTERZINC EPOXy BASE
19654 INTERZINC EPOXY CURING AGENT
13055 INTERZINC QHA027 POI_DER
13043 INTERZINC 22 GREEN SILICATE BASE
517.518,519. 520,522.523,524. 526.527 . 528
EPD052 AKA-38353A
1503
4602A , 46 IOA , 4611A , 4648A, 4649A. 4650A ; 46468 CONVRTER
















































EHSITR] : "¢" __ CONTkINS 40_FR 351_ 3_0)t3'72_ CHEM][CAL, "- -NO 0ATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSOS SYSTEM
( ( (
( (
GP23°1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 12t
i " fEm. m_res.escN.aoomess.m_w- _:_ - • : : .. _sos: H •
TSRS ID TRADENAME cOMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
13930 IZ-22N ZINC RICH COATING 322A- PART A, 3228- POWDER PART B 07/30/91
12976 LATEX TINT BASE SOFT E_LL (29033) 03/2(_/91
22077 I/AGNA-GLASS . : 7750A,775tA,7752A,7753A;7746B CONVERTER FOR A PART 05/08/91
|413tm JCR-43. RED I_RIMER 4300A PRIMER RED, 43006 PRIMER CONVERTER. PART B 05/09/_
19887 MILP24441 F1S1 BASE 5808 03/11/91
14111 T-3 THINNER 07/03/91
19888 TPD-24441/2C TOPCOAT HAZE GRAY F151 A 5749 03/19/91
11899 TRILUX IIT, BLACK 657T 02/09/90
1t8S8 TRILUX ZZT, WHITE 668T 02/09/90
11890 ZINC LOCK 311G ZINC RICH CleATING (K_T) 31tG GREEN ZINC LOCK PT.A, 3118 ZINC POt_DER PT.B 04/12/91




*- CP CHEMICALS, INC
8C813 1 PARKER PLAZA SUITE 14OO
18867 HIGH SPEED ENOURA-ETCH REPLENISHER
FORT LEE NO 07024 (201) 944-6020
07/21/91
** CRANE CO/CENTRAL QUOTATIONS
14959 DEPT 5OO EXECUTIVE BLVD ELMSFORD NY 10523
** CRANE SUPPLY CO.
21823
** CRANE'HOUDAILLE. dOHN
ECB3? 6400 _EST OAKTON STREET MORTON GROVE
08700 LAPMASTER LAPPtNGVEHIC_E #3 LOW VTSCOSITY PETROLEUM
IL 60053 (312) 967-2400
07/!0/87
** CRATEX MFG. CO., INC.
11652 CRATEX RtJ_BERIZED ABRASIVES
ECF23 518 STONE ROAD 8ENICIA CA 94510 (707) 746-17OO
SILICON CARBIDE BONDED W/CHLOROPRENE POLY/120 KIT NO DATE
** CRAMFORD FITTING C_ONPANY
07642 SILVER GOOP
ECA05 29500 SOLON ROAD SOLON OH 44139 (216) 248-4600
01/04/89
** CRAWFORO LABORATORIES
5V430 4t65 SO. EMERALD CHICAGO IL 60609 (312) 376-7132
089t5 ALIPHAT]C M.C.U. R0-016 03/13/90 *
09169 AOUA PRIME - PART B PRODUCT CODE, U0-063 01/19/87
09346 ENAMEL GLOSS BLACK 17038 PRODUCT CODE #K8-O29/M[L-L-81352A 08/30/89 *
- 08898 EUTHANE O2; 20-001 MSDS DATE ILLEGIBLE NO DATE *
08916 FLOROTHANE SUPREME R0-016 07/19/76 *
- 05265 F6-044 RED OXIDE PRIMER, ALKYD NOTE; AFETR #104 SPEC / MSOS PAGE 2 IS MISSING 04/20/87 -
° 12903 M.C. POLYURETHANE TT-C-542 TY.II CL.A 10/17/88 -
05029 MIL-C-22750 MZL-C-22750 O1/O8/91 -
02319 MIL-C-22750 CLEAR TYPE [ EPOXY 140-O59 07/10/86 -
02320 MIL-C-22750 CLEAR TYPE I O7/10/86
MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSOS




KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 122
19261 NIL-C-22750 13538.
19263 N!L-C-22750 17925
04(03 PAINT. VINYL TYPE. GRAY V-TG6E
07628 SANDING SEALER
00606 TT-C-535B CLEAR EPOXY
08268 TT-C-535B CLEAR PART B
18010 TT-L-32A #11136 INSIGNIA RED
21846 TT-P-6451BPRIMER
EPOXY COMPONENT I 01/08/91 *
COMPONENT I 01/08/91 *
A8-041 12/t7/86 *
TT-S-tgOF/EO-110 06/15/92 *
PRODUCT CODE M0-054 12/04/92 *
EPOXY HARDENER TT-C-535 06/05/89 *
E6-090 / LACQUER 08/11/92 *
H2-016 07/17/92
** CRC CHEMICALS USA
SEE CRC INDUSTRIES ECP96 885 LDUIS DRIVE WARMINSTER PA 18974 (215) 674-4300
** CRC INDUSTRIES, INC.
5/93 INOUST./ELECT.PROO.MSOS: ' 10136 885 LOUIS DRIVE





















CO CONTACT CLEANER AEROSOL
CONTACT CLEANER 2000
CRC CABLE CLEAN
CRC ZINC RE-NU. #3074 (ZINC PRIMER)
CRC 3-36 (BULK & AEROSOL)
DIESEL FUEL CONDITIONER
EXTREME DUTY SILICONE (AEROSOL) #34330

















6A. 6AA, 68. 6C. 6D
5048






























** CREATIVE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
C_EN35 320 N.ATLA_IC AVE..SUITE 3B
EC827 1600 FOURTH AVENUE NW
55355 1600 FOURTH AVENUE NW
18419 91595 WHITE BASE
*- CR_ ¢I_IIII¢_:¢0:.,+ INC.
10472 HYDRANAL CDULOMAT A 34807
10474 HYDRANAL COULOMAT AK FOR KETONES 34820
10473 HYDRANAL COULOMAT C 34808
COCOA BEACH FL 32931
_ _ _ i_, -_ _ :i
ROCHESTER MN 58_'_: (_)r 287'3421
ROCHESTER NN 55901 1507) 287o3421
07/10/92






GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 123
..... . ..... " .sos
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
10475 HYDRANAL COULOMAT CK FOR KETONES 34821 04/13/87 * *
• " CRESSCHEMICAL
_ _ !_ i._ .... i CRSCH 1928 DIRECTOR'S ROW ORLANDO FL 32801)
** CREST INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS.INC
16420 CREST PAZNT STRIPPER #28
18037 CREST PAINT STRIPPER #4
** CREST PRODUCTS CORPORATION
10442 CREST 1827 B
03104 CREST 2079 A/2079 B




16807 CREST 7344 A & B
17684 CREST 74_K) A
17685 CREST 7450 B
OD_43 CRESTsmls
05842 CREST 810A




34469 2000 S. SUSAN ST. SANTA ANA CA 92704
CATALYST (TIN)
MMM*A-1878 / EPOXY REStN/POLYANIOE RESIN




** CRITZAS INDUSTRIES, INC.
_ _ EC625 4041 PARK AVENUE
** CROMPTON & KNDWLES CORP.
CHEMICAL GROUP OYES & CHEMICAL 96364 ROUTE 208
ALSO SOUTHERN MILL CREEK PRODU ECL64
11346 NEUTRAL CYANINE GREEN GK EX
** CRDSBIE, CHARLES A.. LAB$.,INC
FAX 818-786-6596 ECP52 P.O. BOX 3246
22669 CC°1000 HYDROCARBON DISPERSANT (CONCENTRATE)
URETHANE POLYMER
AMINE
RBD 120-059 / POLYURETHANE HARONER
















: ST. LOUIS MO 63110
VATERLESS HAND CLEANER 04/30/90
FAIR LAWN
C.I. ACID GREEN 25
** CROSFIELDCHEMICAL$




RANCHO DMGO.CA (3t0)886-9100/K 88167
14540 DEX-O-TEX CLEARSEAL #6
NO 07410




VAN NUYS CA 91407 (818) 786-t000
05/18194
CHESHIRE. VA5 lAB





08551CHICO A SEALING COMPOUND MFGR SAYS PKG SIZE DENOTED BY A1,A2,A3 01/00/91 *
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 124
I_IUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES.FSCM.AODR_SS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS OATE S [
....................... . ...........................................................................................................
06190 CHICO X FIBER REPLACES CHZCO X7 SEALING COMPOUND PER MFG 01/00/91
_9794 HTL4 HIGH TEMPERATURE THREAD LUBRICANT 06/08/87 *
18421STL2 THREAD LUBRICANT 07/00/91
** CROWN BATTERY MANUFACTURING CO
14224 LEAD ACID STORAGE BATTERY
ECI27 1445 MAJESTIC DRIVE P.O. 990 FREMONT OH 43420 (8OO) 777-O782
03/28/90
** CROWN DISTRIBUTING INC.
69229 3401 BRIDGELANO DR. BR_DSETON IK) 630442504 (800) 535,5053
** CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
92381 STATE LINE RD.
SEE NORTH AMERICAN PROFESSION£ ECO2B 1500 MCCONNELL ROAD
07055 ALL 4
















BLUE TOOLMAKER'S INK, #6001
DRY GRAPHITE LUBRICANT #8078
FAULT FINDER CLEANER GROUP 1 #1071
FAULT FINDER DEVELOPER GROUP 1 #1079
FAULT FINDER PENETRANT GROUP * #1075
FLUOROCARBON LUBRICANT
RED STENCIL INK MARKING 31136, AN-R




TOOLM&KERS ;tiCK RE#OVER #700t










#i_.02§EY;5OOOTOOt/_TAZN$ NO METHYLENE CltLORIDE
I48:_OOB&Y!/_A]NS ME:THYLENE CHLORIDE
R.M.# 616480_0 / 163.024AY/#700-164-28090
IL 60034 (815) 648-2424
IL 60098-7310 (800) 766-7655















** CROWN METRO AEROSPACE
SEE DEXTER CROWN METRO AEROSPA ECOO5
** CROI#N OIL & CHEMICAL CO.
0CF76 751 HILL STREET
0 14149 LUBRICATING OIL
dEFFERSON LA 70121 (504) 733-9133
DLA MSDS -
,,* CROWN PETROLEUU OF FLORZDA
ECH85
** CRUCIBLE SPECIALTY METALS
DIV. COLT INDUSTRIES. CRUCIBLE 94131 P.O. BOX 977
** CRUCIBLE S4PECI£LTV:SEE COLT tN
• , ::- .......... ....... : EC348
CRYSLER




NY 13201 (315) 487-4111
TRENTON MI 48183
i _ii_:•i!¸
EHS/TRI: '*' ZPRODUC'r CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 125
TSRS zo TR*OE.*ME DATE s I
5W216 420 SEABOARD DRIVE
&KA CHElUCAL SPECIALTIES &. DEV 4N760 #5 HACKSERRY
5W443 420 SEABOARD DR/BOX 1123
i _ :i_il- ...... . : ECP33
04116 ACETONE, TECHNICAL
14109 ANTIFREEZE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL
05497 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT
(_ 20096 DRY CLEANING SOLVENT
I) 04580 ISDPROPYL ALCOHOL, GRADE B
04607 LUBRICATING OIL, TWO-CYCLE ENGINE
04087 METHYL ETHYL KETONE, TECHNICAL
01992 MINERAL SPIRITS (PLAIN)
03208 NAPHTHA, ALIPHATIC (LACOLENE)
00138 NAPTHA,_ AROMATIC
oo9o4 ODORLESSmNE_L SPIRITS
04189 THINNIER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE: .
16541 THINNER DOPE AND LACQUER
01937 THINNER SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL
16535 THINNER, AIRCRAFT COATING, ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE
THINNER, PAINT (MFGR: UNION CARBIDE,BLEND 23226)
03197 THINNER,CELLULOSE NITRATE,DOPE & LACQUER
03202 TOLUENE, TECHNICAL
09195 UTP - 19048
16248 XYLENE
11018 1 , 1 , 1-TRICHLOROETHANE
• _ CUMBERLAND NAI_ACTUI_ING C0.
10907 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL - 99_
05439 3_ HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SOLUTION
• * CUMMINS ENGINE COMPANY. INC.
13952 ENGINE COOLANT TREATMEN:T
** CUNWINS SOUTHEASTERN POWER,INC
** CURTIN NATI_SGN SCIENTIFIC INC
NATTHEWS NC 28105 (704) 821-9822











TT-T-291F TY3 (PAINT THINNER)
A-A-857B _ :




CLASS 1.3 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR PROPELLANT
ASTM D-846-80 / TEN DEGREE
SMYRNA / TN 37167
ECI38
DCA- 30L, OCA - 35L , DCA - 40L, DCA - 45L , DCA - 50L
EC418 4820 N. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
15481 9999 VETERANS MEMORIAL DR
ORLANDO FL 32810
SEE ALSO UNITED DIAGN./NOVA/OR ECA88 9999 VETERANS MEMORIAL DRIVE
11876 1850 GREENLEAF AVE
27490 45400 HELM ST
8R610 6301HAZELTINE NATIONAL DR
** CURTIS INDUSTRIES
ECF33 34999 CURTIS BLVD. EASTLAKE
































TX 77251 (314) 982-5000
IL 600075595 (314) 982-5CK)0
MI 48170-6021 (3131 459-1211
FL 328225199 (305) 859-8281
OH 44095 (216) 951-2400
04/07/86
** CURTIS MATHESON- SEE CURTIN MA
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SL_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 126
MANUFACTURER E T
MF_R. NDTES,FSCM,ADI)aESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
VERIFY COMPANY NAME EC806
_- CUSTOm BUILDING PRODUCTS ......
EC5452
04589 POURSTDNE 8024 12/11/86
** CUSTOM-PAK PRODUCTS. INC.
ECJ60 Nl15 W19t50 EDISON ORZVE GERMANTOkfN WI 53022
18422 /_J$1 61L%GHT GRAY (AEROSOL) CAT. NO. A-TPPY61 / 783510 8210 0





FORMERLY COPPERTECH 6R695 2280 AMBER DRIVE. LINE LEX.IP HATFIELD PA 19440 (215) 822-8900
05106 ST 225 ELECTROLESS TIN PLATING SOLUTION KEPRO #: ITP-tQT,ITP-1G,ITP-SG - IMMERSION TIN PL. 04/08/91
98079 525 LEE ROAD / BOX 1886 RocHEsTER NY 14606 (716) 458-2550
02481CELVACENE (GREASE) NO DATE -
01839 CELVACENE VACUUM GREASE 02/00/92
02452 CELVASEAL LEAK SEALANT : tl/00/92 *
02426 CONVALEX-IO DIFFUSION PUMP 01L 01/00/86 - -
01782 CONVOZL-20 60786-0011/-00t2/-0013/'00!4 • t 1/0Q/92
01782 CONVOIL-20(60786-0011 L/0012 GL/O013 5GL,0014 55GL 11/00/86










..... !! r _,:, _ ECK803Ol L;NOENWOOO DR
LITHIUM HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS
LITHIUM HYDROXIDE MONOHYDRATE
SILICON METAL & FERROSILICON POWDER PART 8






ENGLEt#OQD CO 80f55 :






** D & H ELECTRONICS
-. D. AZ Ce.T CO.
oAPco,3008. coxo. A 8, B
18960 OAPCO #51 PART A/PART 8





EPOXY SEALANT, CRYO & LDX COMPATXBLE




O6/0 I/ee . -
:05/oo/88 _ •
NO DATE *
** D.H. XNSTRUMENTS, INC.
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P 127
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECI91 1905 WEST THIRD STREET TEMPE AZ 85281
14651_IBRATION FLUID (MONOPLEX DOS) 12/00/72
ECF48 9005 LESLIE ST. UNIT i06 RICHMOND HELL,ONT. (416) 889-1522
11759 STABILANT 22 02/08/93
18100 STABZLANT 22A ELECTRIC CONTACT ENHANCER 02/08/93 -
_* O-k LUBRICANT COo INC
ECA38 1340 V 297H ST INDIANAPOLIS IN 46208
30719
18095 WEARGUARD II HI VI HYDRAULIC FLUID / PETROLUEM OIL 01/02/92
** D-CON COMPANY, INC
02297 O-CON PELLETS
EC218 MONI"VALE N,J 07645
VARFARZN-BASED RODENTIC_
** OACCO CHEMICALS
18424 CYCLOHEXANONE NO. 301
DACCO
_" DAOE





** DAXN;PPON XNK & CHEMICALS XNC
...... ec, 7 ,OR!e, OT',,4TONER, : TOKYOLC-_B60 SILENT I#RTTER " •
*, DALLETT HOLDING INC.
SEE ALSO AERKO INTERNATIONAL ECN77
** DALTON & CO
3ILKOLENE OIL REFINERY ECF83
11894 762 HIGH TEMPERATURE OOINTING COMPOUNO
BELPER.DERBYS
SILKOLENE GRADE 762 P/N S02
oe10t/82
o4/oo/a9








60549:85 PARIS ST. EVERETT MA 02149
• 94689 85 PARIS ST EVERETT MA 02149
16320 APEXIOR NO 3 003 / PROTECTIVE COATtNG 02/20/9t -
@ 17261 CORROSION PREVENTIVE (MSOS #2) OLA MSOS
** DANIELL BATTERY MANUFAC CO.
Eel18 11150 SOUTH CHOCTAM DRIVE BATON ROUGE ONTARIO LA 70815 (504) 275-6066
14206 DANIELL: SECONDARY STORAGE BATTERY 05/31/86 -
** DAP INC
FORMERLY ASSOCIATED W/BEECHAM 90300 P 0 BOX 277 DAYTON OH 45401-0277 (800) 543-3840
SEE ALSO BEECHAM EC269
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MejOSsS W/G "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VI& MSOS SYSTEM / '_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER ]NDEX P. 128
11385 BROMA IO-MINMTE DRY DECORATIVE ENAMEL, AEROSOL SPR
01312 DAP BUTYL-FLEX CAULK (ALL COLORS)
101_ D_ RELY-ON LATEX CAULK
08849 PAP VEL_ _ATERPROOF RESORC]NOL GLUE(L_RES;N)
08858 DERUSTO RUST PREVENTIVE ENAMEL BRUSHABLE PAINT
10458 EPOXICAL S-403 DIE PROOUCTS HAROENER
10457 EPOXZCAL S-403 DIE PRODUCTS RESIN
02330 TOUCH N TONE SPRAY PAINT #270-280
11122 WELDWOOD PLAST!C RESIN GLUE (DAP) MMN-A-188
19265 '_OODLIFE Ct.ASSXCtlfO00 PRESERVAT;VE
19264 WOODLIFE PREMIUM
19446 WOODLIFE PREMIUM WOOD PRESERVATIVE
19445 230 SEALANT (WHITE & ALL COLORS)
** DATA ACCESSORIES CORP.
i 38733 210 AVENUE. UNCIVil1

















#'S 100-115, 117-118. 123-135
D-SERIES/OSHA SAFETY ,IMPL.&MACH.,OILFIELD COLORS
MATER REPELLENT WDOO PRESERVATIVE
WATER REPELLENT WOOD PRESERVATIVE
CAULK
SCAaSO_. ONTARXOcA rots 4ml _(4_8)12_-9993
o3/o1191
** DATA GENERAL CORP.
** DATAK CORPORATION
06280 04176 DATAKOAT K[T
** OATA_Zm CORPORATZO.
34984 4400 COMPUTER OR.
19471 65 SEVENTY-FIRST ST.
ECM70 31t7 PATTERSON PLANK
06132 . :
WESTBOI;_)UGH MA 01581 (800) 537-6084
GUTTENBERG NJ 07093 (201) 869-2200
NORTH BERGEN NJ 07047 (201) 863-7667
NO DATE
• ii
SAN AN:'JrON1D TX ' •
** OATAPRODUCTS
EC726 9657 MASON AVENUE CHATSWORTH
SUPPLIES DtV 32495 965?MASON AVE CHATS_tORTH
19790
28584 6219[1_1E SOTD AVE WOOOLJ_ID HILLS
11756 DEVELOPER DPC NO. 279923-002
07191 DEVELOPER DPC NO. 278923-502
05992 DEVELOPER FOR LZR 2600 PRINTER 278923-001,-002,-504
tt757 TONER DPCNO.278924-002
_991TONERFOR'LZR 24500 SERZES PRXNTEJ . .278924*O01,_-r_r4/LB_l
11513 /_ii_F_L_,61rK}PR|NTER DPC PART# 28_44_SXX/L_
CA 91311
CA 91311








31160 ANAHEIM CA 92806 (714) 533-6333
**_¢.mZ_ToNemCA_¢mm_,r,_. ze¢. : .... :
i: : :! _ ifi:: i_- _ _ _i , _i: o2847 t,_X> _RZS SLVD : O_ WIOOK ZL (IOS2_; i:i iI .... _ : _:i _ ::
7X108 4700 S. CENTRAL AVE. CHZCAGO TL 60638 (312) 496-7350
- 22629 NOX RUST X110 04/00/92 -
- 22630 NOT RUST 207 05/00/92 -
( ( (
( (
GP23oi MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET IrNOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 129
._u.Ue_ACT_ . ! .:i.. • •
: _ ,, NOTES ,FSCM _d_!IDIIESS_ : " ......... E T: I_OS_ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
22429 NUX RUST 509
- 1T7_I6 VAPOR PELLETS (VCI PELLETS)
** OA_',"f'l_e _;_; _ " _i '_
EMERGENCY # 214-0991-3402. ECG68 5400 HARVEST HILL. SUITE 125 DALLAS
12981 ELECTRIC IGNITERS---ALL TYPES CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
** DAVIDSON M T CO' •
SUB OF SUPERXOR-LXDGER_U 16062
** DAVIES-YOUNG COMPANY
SEE ALSO: BUCKEYE INTERNATZONA 85140 2700 WAGNER PLACE/MARYLAND HTS ST. LOUIS COUNTY
BUCKEYE INTERNATIONAL, INC. ECL56 2700 WAGNER PLACE MARYLAND HEIGHTS
12897 BUCKEYE BLUE : 500t / CLEANING COMPOUND LIQUID
• 22195 BUCKEYE DY-!_JST ::ill i_ 540_i











DLA MSO S -
o2/15/91 -
** DAVIS PAINT MANUFACTURERS,INC.
OPXK4 3420 CANDLERS MTN. ROAD LYNCHBURG
1.1903 RtJBATEX 374 COATING LS'5048 / SEMI GLOSS LATEX PAINT
** DAVI$-HOWLANQOIL CORP.
5A565 200 ANDERSON AVE. ROCHESTER
04608 APGO 80/90, LUBRICATING OIL, GEAR MIL-L-2105C
16906 CUTTING FLUID/SULFURIZED FATTY AND MINERAL OILS
17751 INLAND 43, PRECISION:B MIL-L-83.167 TYPE II / 550XX
10258 MIL.L-83767B . _ . . LUBRICATING HYDRAULIC OIL
1482_ PP=311_I:_I: , !-.; i i PETROLEUM LUBRICATING 01L












*- DAVISON CHEMICAL-SEE GRACE,W.R
EC227
ECF63
** DAVLIN PAINT CO.
072e0 TT-P-leO EXTERIOR LATEX
91007 P.O. BOX 2308
3Z268 P.O. BOX 2308
14005 TT-S-223B FLOOR SEALER: EMUL
18043 600 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR 14187
18044 600 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR 17875
BERKELEY CA 94702 (415) 889-7098
BERKELEY CA 94702 (415) 889-7098




** DAY-GLO COLOR CORP.
58825 4515 ST. CLAIR AVE. CLEVELAND OH 44103 (216) 391-7070
10320 AURORA PINK ALKYD PAINT 215-11 09/10/92
10319 BLAZE ORANGE ALKYD PAINT 215- 15 09/10/92
16619 DAY-GLO OFFSET LP INK 12/21/84
08848 DAY-GLO 215 SERIES 05/21/84
17610 FILTERAY B ACRYLIC UV ABSORBER/ 128 418 08/15/86 -
MSDS'S MARKED "-': _UBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONT&CT / MSJDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILIdBLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "•' = DLA HMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRQOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3"I0)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 NATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 130
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSCN.AJDDRESS.PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S ]
............................. . .....................................................................................................
10321 HORIZON BLUE ALKYD PAINT 215-19 09/10/92
17667 RR ACRYLIC LACQUER PAINT 202-13 10/15/87 *
10322 SATURN YELLOW ALKYD PAINT 215-t7 09/10/92
(_2202 ACRYLIC PA|NT NIL_P-21563.PAINT SYSTEM.FLUORESCENT.OVERLAY NAT'L 01/14/86 -
** DAYTON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
SEE ALSO: GRAXNGER EC344
16327 5959 WEST I_ARD STREET
053"70 2WOO3-A RED MATCHES IH. AEROSOL COATING
05359 2kK)OS-A GREEN lUTCHES dO, AEROSOL COATING
05366 2WOO6-A ORANGE MATCHES AC, AEROSOL COATTNG
05364 2WOOT-A CAT YELLOU BULK. AEROSOL COATING
05356 2WO(O-A BLUE MATCHES FORD. AEROSOL COATING
05363 2tK)Og-A FED HIGI-rdAY YELLOW, AEROSOL COATING
G_3371 21_7-A BRIG/-IT RED. AEROSOL COATING
I_3_8 2W(_A L!GHT GREEN, AEROSOL COATING
05367 2WIOO-A GLOSS ORANGE. AEROSOL COATING
05362 2W152-A BRIGHT YELLOW. AEROSOL COATING
05351 2W321-A DAYTON COMPRESSOR GRAY. AEROSOL COATING
05284 2W756 PAINT & DECAL REMOVER, AEROSOL
05346 2W759 FLAT WH;TE, AEROSOL COAT[NG
05344 2X710-A MACHINE (;RAY, AEROSOL COATING
05350 2X711-A GLOSS BLACK. AEROSOL COATING
05349 2X712-A GLOSS WHITE. AEROSOL COATING
05373 2X713-A RED. AEROSOL COATING
05368 2X715,A GLOSS YELLOW. AEROSOL COATING
05372 2X71?-A FLAT BLAC1K, AEROSOL COATING
05354 2X721-A GO_, AEROSOL COATING i
05355 2X724-A CHROME SILVER. AEROSOL COATING
04609 2X?25-A PENETRATING OIL
03361 2X727-A CLASS F RED - INSULATING ENAMEL
o5352 2X?_A SLUE/(mAY. AEROSOL COATZN_;
(}5357 2XT_l-A NEDIUlll BLUE, AEROSOL COATING
05361 2X732,A MED;tJM GREEN. AEROSOL COATING
05360 2X983-A MACHINE GREEN. AEROSOL COATING
05341 2X984-A INOUSTRIAL GRAY. AEROSOL COATING
05369 2X985-A MEDIUM RED. AEROSOL COATING
05345 2XgB6rA A_LIA_E WHITE, AEROSOL COATING
_(_4t012X98?,A BELT DRESSIMG
_ tOi _=XgEi,,-A _S_1L 1CONE LU@R 1CANT _
02349 4XO42-A HIGH HEAT ALUMINUM COATING
05365 4X590-A TNPLENENT ORANGE, AEROSOL COATZNG
04611 4X595-A GEAR & WTRE ROPE LUBRICANT
IL 60648












































ECB31 P 0 BOX 2385
oe4s_ CHx,, _R : .
• i " i ,i. _ ._ ill i : 'i : i._ ii_ . • i_i i ii-_,_
• * DCI: SEE DRY CHEM, INC.
** DEAD SEA WORKS LTD.
|172:7 MURIATE DFIPOTASH




ECF38 P 0 BOX 75
RIVERVIEt# MI 48192 (313) 285-1480
07/0018a ,,,
::,_: ....... . • 07/001_ ,,,




** DECAL CHEMICAL CO.
7L402
@ 07988 ETIIANDL. 200 PROOF (ABSOLUTE)
DEERE &COMPANY_qm




:::: ..... : -ECEO_ 289g FORMM_ ROAD
113t7 #26*DZSTRtCTIZON:DEV;CE:(RELDAD)
21161 LIQUID AGENT CS
11020 PYROTECHNIC CS AGENT
12197 PYROTECHNIC SMOKE #2, #3
** DEFT, INC. :
38461 17451 YON KARMAN
DEFT CHEMICAL COATINGS ECJ96 17451 YON KARMAN
0 15437 ALPHAT[C THINNER POLYURETHANE
ETHYL ALCOHOL, ABSOLUTE, ACS
i
NCLINE [L 61265




ROC_ CREEK OH 44084 (21_) !,_S3-3G60
:: • .: 04/et/_m
05/14/93
N2-4. 12.15,17, t8.19,98 05/03/93
01/18/88
AVE. !RVINE CA 92714
AVE. IRVINE CA 92714
17849 BASE & CATALYST. GRAY EPOXY CONDUCTIVE PR 02GY003 & 02GYOO3CAT (MSDS DT.6/30/88)
03611 CAT, M_L-C_83286o YELLOW, 13655 MXL-C-83286
03310 CAT, NZL-C_B8286, 11136 03RO26CAT
11627 CAT. NIL-C*832S6, 1:5044 03_LO48CAT
11388 CAT, M[L-C-83286, 15102 03BLO76CAT
06460 CAT, NIL-C*83286, 36622 036YO62CAT
14662 CAT, MIL-C-85285B. 11136. TYPE [ 03RO64CAT
17980 CAT, NIL-C-852858, 17925, TYPE I 03_t27ACAT
13814 CAT, MIL-P-23377E, TYPE [,CLASS I 02YO24CAT
16491 CATALYST FOR GRAY CONDUCTIVE EPOXY PRIMER SURFACER 02-GY-3 CAT L-6020
17808 CLEAR GLOSS EPOXY ENAMEL & CAT FOR CL_.GLOSS EPOXY 01X005 & 01XOOSCAT
















15438 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC WHITE 17925.COMP.1 05/13/83 .
_S'$ MARKED *-': StJ_MIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS'S _/0 "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE V[A MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HNIS M50S
EHS/TRI: '=' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN M_DS SYSTEM
GP23-1 NATER|ALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REG]STRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 132
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.&ODRES$.PI_ I1_$ H R

















COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC YELLOW 13538
CONP A & COMP B. LAC-C37-145 PRIMER
COIIPA.MILIP'BS_2A/ COMP B.MIL-P-85582A.TY I,CL1





GRAY EPOXY CONDUCTZVE PRZMER SURFACER .
KXT. COATING. GREY PART B •
LAC-C37-1348 & CAT.LAC-C37-1348. WHITE (LAC 1078A)
MIL-C-83286 & CAT MIL-C-83286. BLACK 17038
MIL-C-83286 & CAT NIL-C-83286. 17925 (UNTINTED)
MIL-C-83286 &CAT,MIL-C-832_6. 13538
0a114 MZL-C-83286 & CAT.NZL-C-83286. 16440
t20231!1L-C_83286 & CAT,MTL,C_B_IJ6. 16473
17801 NIL-C-83286 & CAT.MIL-C-83286. 21105
17863 MIL-C-83286 & CAT.MIL-C-83286. 23?85
17796 NIL-C-83286 & CAT.MIL-C-83286. 31136
t7798 M;L-C-83286 S CAT.MZL-C-83286. 33538
17800 M;L-C-83286 & CAT.NIL-C-83286. 35550
17799 NIL-C-832&6 & CAT.MTL-C'83286. 36231
17795 NIL-C-83286 & CAT.MIL-C-83286. 362?0
04187 MIL-C-83286 & CAT.MIL-C-83286. 37038






0504? NIL-C-83286. 37886 & CAT. NIL-C-83286. 3?886
11628MIL-C,83286.15044 GLOSS BLUE
- 22412 M:L-C-832868 & CAT. MZL-C-832888 43655 LEAD FREE
20420 N]L-C-S32868 & CAT.NIL-C-83286&. 31136 LEAD FREE
13268 M]L-C-832868 & CAT.MIL-C-832866.16940. TYPE I
15440 M]L-C-832866. 12197 LEAD FREE (RESIN & CATALYST)
- 22393 MIL-C-85285B & CAT. M]L-C-852856 16440 TYPE !
13004 MTL-C-852858 & CAT.MTL-C-85286B, 17038. TYPE !
14661NTL_¢-852858. 11136. TYPE 1
- l?981N|L,C_8521LSB. 17925. T_PE 1
17809 MIL-P-23377E & CAT.MIL-P-2337?E. TYPE TT. CLASS 1
05032 MZL-P°23377E. TYPE 1.CLASS 1
10562 M]L-T-81772 TY ] URETH REDUCER
21731 NIL-T-817?2&. TYPE 1. POLYURETHANE
:1:771)7 t_Z'1_. SEALANT. CORflOSZON IN
* Odl.S_ I_C_.y_I, 44_JIBA & 44GNB&CA
- 16808 POLYURETHANE










































MIL-P-sGSQ,2, _ GRSENi. T¥, II

















































0 05436 POLYURETHANE COATING. ALIPHATIC CATALYST & BASE DLA NSDS
( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 133
TSRS ID TRADENAME : CONNENTS DATE S I
• 00658 POLYURETHANE, ALAPHATIC ( I 1136) DLA MSDS -
04571 _¥U#IET_, 0"3GY_ & OSGY99CA. GRAY 26492 NXL-C--83286 03/00/87 ,_
i2(1Q4 REACTA_ FOR G_LOSS GRAY POLYURETHANE ENAMEL 164_3, MZL-C-8_,CONP.XIoLo8030/CONP 1,L-7465 02/06/84 - -
:- __5/02QNASCA_ EPOXY POLYANIDE COATI[NEt/CATALYST : i i:!_........ .....i_:i! 04/i0/86 - -
** DEGUSSA CORP.
ECE13 RT. 46 • HOLLISTER RD TETERBORO NJ 07608
11076 AEROSIL(HYDRGPHOBIC ANORPHOUSFLRItED SILICA AEROSIL Rg72,R972V.R974,R974V,R976, 8212100
21575 ALUMINUM OXIDE PLATINUMCATALYST. DRY NSD$#t698, 51t-914
!
** DEL ANO CHENICAL CO., INC.
45284 535 W. 152ND ST. GARDENA CA 90248
• * DEL PAINT NFG.
t02;0 T¥-P-380 ALUMINUM
ECC94 3105 E. RENO OKLAFtONA CITY
TT-P-380/F8047 ALUMINUM COAT IN(;
OK
*_ OELCO NORAINE/DIV GEN MOTORS
76462 1420 VISCONSIN BLVO DAYTON OH 45401
*_ DEL_ACHENZCAL/DELTAPETROLEUN
7A345
** DELTA D.P.C., INC.
ECM36 983 E. LEVlN AVE. TULARE CA 93274
20716 EPOXY RESIN & HARDENER SYSTEM ERl1"955 A&B NATURAL COLOR & ALL COLORED NUMBERS
_* DELTA D ISTRIBUT(Ni_. INC
ECI14 11344 PLANO RD. DALLAS TX 75243
** DELTA INTERNATIONAL MACHINERY
22116 DISK ADHESIVE 49-503















7A348 P.O. BOX 10397 JEFFERSON LA 70181 (504) 833-2861
04613 FIVE STAR SAE lOW, LUBRICATING OIL. ENGINE NIL-L-2104C, ENGINE OE/HDO-IO 11/01/85
03385 GL-5 GEARLUBE SAE 85W-140 MIL-L-2105C.LUBE OIL 11/01/85 -
04790 LUBE OIL, AIRCRAFT PISTON ENGINE NIL-L-22851 DLA MSOS - -
16910 LUBRICATING OIL ENGINE DLA MSOS
15443 LUBRICATING OIL. GRADE 10 NO DATE
16911MIL-L-2105C GEAR OIL GRADE AM 1 NO DATE
14146 M[L-L-21260C GRADE 10. LUBRICATING OIL DLA MSDS
08633 MIL-L-21260C GRADE 50 AUTOMOTIVE MOTOR O;L 11/01/85
17005 MOTOR OIL SAE 30 _T. 03/26/80 -
07338 OE/HQO-30 & GR. 10 NO DATE -
19950 PRESERVATIVE ENGINE OIL PE 3 MIL-L-21260A GR 50 PE-3 NO DATE
19951 PRESERVATIVE ENGINE OIL PE 30 NAY BE 50-10 NO DATE -
16986 PRESERVATIVE ENGINE OIL, PE 3, GRADE 50 MIL-L-21260A, TY 1 NO DATE
NSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA FINIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 134
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR, NOTES,FSCtI,_ltE$S.PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ]D TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S ]
......................... . .........................................................................................................
22556 REFRIGERATION OIL B / YORK OIL 8 011-00309.011-00312, MSDS#4625 02/10/94
08162 YORK C OIL REFRIGERATION OIL 08/08/88
** DELTA t -SEE C,P.M. tNC.
ECI67






*= DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO.
DENNISON CARTER'S EC891 300 HOWARD ST.
07119 CARTER'S RLIBSER CEMENT
16157 CARTER'S RUBBER CEMENT THINNER :
** DENTSPLY
SEE RANSOM & RANDOLPH EC550
FRAMINGHAM MA 01701 (617) 879-0511
03/03183
03/03/83
** DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
99993 WASHINGTON OC 20301




0 06440 DESICCANT_ ACTIVATED DLAMSDS
** DESOMATIC PRODUCTS INC.








04494 BONDING PRIMER EPOXY SOLVENT
o_ ¢URz!_: _.sou_rxo_ 9 lox7 to
!_78 EPOXY PA::COIIIPLZANCE PRUNER "
08984 KOROFLEX, 823X465





96595 17Q0 S. MT. PROSPECT RO. DES PLAINES
62758 1700 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES
85570 4TH AND CEDAR STREETS BERKLEY
IP495
48o26
97460 P. O; BOX 401268 GARLAND TX 75042
6N675 P.:O,.BOX?O: ARCAD[A :FL 33821
AL]PHATIC ISOCYANATE
ALIPHATZC ISOCYANATE













o9/t2/88 .....08706 LOW VCC FL01# CONTROL COMP. (020X433??ILLEGIBLE)
(
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 135
i_ : :.i_+/i _'_: :. T: i : _ ' :i : !._ :i: > :--'_ _" :Y!:::_:i:_"_ :: • _ _ + i _ - : +._!_. • . - _
TSRS IO TRADEMAME COMMENTS DATE S I
08826 REDUCER FOR HIGH SOLIDS COATING
14e7_s_RT !mm-ING P_R
.0_199 _FR PRIMER (GREEN) 0N9295 _
14401 SK PRIMER ACTIVATOR R-66,
04437 SOLVENT CLEANER RULE 1124
13078 SPRAYARAMA
05810 SUPER OESOTHANE ACT IVATOR _
03695 SUPER DESOTHANE BASE :
00942 SUPER DESOTHANE ENANEL+COMP,II,ACTtVATOR,gtO X 376











SUPER DESOTHANE 17925 WHITE
SUPER DESOTHANE 37772 WHITE
SUPER KOROPON
SUPERKCmmmN
SUPER KOROPON #452 GREEN
SUPER KOROPON ACTIVATOR
URETHANE COMPLIANCE TOPCOAT UNTINTEO WHITE 17925
WATER-BORNE PRIMER (BASE)
WATER-BORNE PRIMER (CURING SOLUTION)
020 PRIMER ACTIVATOR
** DETREX CHEMICAL IND., INC.
16194 METHYLENE CHLORIDE
*- OETROIT.OIESEL ALLISON
06128 ALPINE GREEN 1# 5194975
07257 PO BOX 511t
** DEUTSCHE SHELL AG
FORI_ERLY DEUTSCHE SHELL AG
12555 SHELL DZALA 0t 6
12554 _PIELL ONDiNA OIL 01 15
12553 SHELL 01 S. 5585
** DEVCON CORP
SEE ALSO I.T_ DEVCON
SEE ALSO ITWDEVCON














EPOXY SEALER t00 HARDENER
EPOXY SEALER 100 RESZN
F-2 RESIN/HARDENER
SOLVENT REDUCER. 020X463 07/25/88 •
910 X 520. USE _I'rH TSRS #_'S 04484 & 14575 04/01/91 -
822X326 10/15/90 *
5t5_'700 / _ t25-055 08/t8/_2 *




828X_tO/MIL-C-83286B TY I/ENAMEL COMP. I ti/22/85 *




EPOXY 515-701 (1) 06/18/84 *
ACTIVATOR 910-707 07/01/85 *
EPOXY PRIMER 07/0t/85 *
910-704/MB0 125-055 04/19/89 *
MANU.# 821X602 10/23/86 •
MANU.# 513X408 05/03/88 *
MANU.# 910X831 02/17/88
910X520 07/01/85
SOUTHFIELO MI 480865111 (704) 372-9280
10/00/90
01434 13400OUTER OR. WEST DETR01T
GS-O6F013023 PO # FWYS 471-4
00042 UEBERSEERING 35 2000
MI 48239400t (3t3) 592-7071
ti/27/79 -






DANVERS NA 019235161 (508) 777-1100
11760
11760












FLEXANE BRUSHABLE CURING AGENT LIQ.ABRASION-RESIST.POLYURETH.ELASTOMER KIT,HARDNR 06/15/92
FLEXANE BRUSHABLE RESIN LIQ.ABRASION-RESIST.POLYURETH.ELASTOMER KIT.RESIN 06/19/92 - -
............................................................. ..-. ..................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS_S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ZN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
I0/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 136
MANUFACTURER
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS
11758 FLEXANE FL-20 PRIMER 15985
11204 FLEXANE8OLI_JIOCURING AGENT !S8OO& 15810 / HAROEMER COMPONENT
11022 FLEXANEBO LIQUID RESEN 15800 & 15810
12169 FLOORGRZP GRANULES 13090
12166 FLOOR GRIP HARDENER 13090
12167 FLOOR GRIP RES]N 13090
11392 FLOOR PATCH COLOR CONCENTRATE 13100, MSDS#0714
11391 FLOOR PATCH HARDENER 13100
11390 FLOOR PATCH RESIN 13100
12168 LEFKOMELD 109
02125 LIOUID RELEASE AGENT 19600
12169 LM 52 ACTIVATOR




10454 PUTTY HARDENER 0200
13793 REMOVER & THIMMER J38
13781SPRAYISTEEL BLUE SP-1100
13840 ZIP GRIP 4404
05548 ZIP PATCH - ACTIVATOR
05547 ZIP PATCH ADHESIVE
USED W/ZIP PATCH - ADHESIVE























** DEVINE PAINT& LACQUER
EC471 8810 BESSEMER AVENUE CLEVELAND OH 44104
- 04107 SANDING SEALER, CLEAR, NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER MFGR: DEVINE PAINT / CONTAINS DIOCTYL PHTHALATE
(216) 641-6743
o2/11/88
** DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, INC.
22326 DE-VD-LAC SUPER BUILD LACQUER
08511DEVOE WONDER-SPRAY ENAMEL
11025 DEVOKO BAR-OX [NT/EXT ALK. GLOSS
• 10569 DRDTO-!_NCENTRATE, ENAMEL-AEROSOL
• 04714 DROQ3-CQNCENTRATE. AEROSOL LACQUER
• 003710RO69-CONCENTRATE. ENAMEL. BLACK ACRYLIC URETHANE
@ 16324 LACQUER ACRYLIC SILVER 17178 (595A)
- 20508 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ACRYLIC-URETHANE ENAMEL
20886 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ACRYLIC-URETHANE ENAMEL
- 1t6_ MIRROLAC GALVANIZED METAL PRIMER
- 12317 MIRRDLAC THE _REAT COVER-UP INT./EXT. ALKYD
• !0S6gPAINT_!TE.
11665 TRU-GLAZE _IB EPOXY GLOSS COATING
13099 WONDER STICK ADHESIVE
01872 ZINC PRIME 1OO (#847A8)
70506
7F670
• 7F760 4000 DUPONT CIRCLE LOUISVILLE KY 40207
59630 / CLEAR SANDING SEALER
9201,9203.9204.9205,9207,9208,9209,9212,9213 ....
• ,, _e co,vr!_..eo_v " : "
" ...... _y :_ : r:_Z_ 9_ 4000 OUPONT CIRCLE : LOUISVILLE
DEVOE MARINE & DEVOE NAPKQ PRO 6R552 4000 OUPONT CIRCLE LOUISVILLE
FORMERLY DEVOE NAPKO/PREVIOUSL 30806 4000 DUPONT CIRCLE LOUISVILLE
FORMERLY OEVOE NAPKO 31138 4000 DUPONT CIRCLE LOUISVILLE
ENAMEL SAFETY RED 58016
TT.E-488 / PAINT. _-ttTE
TT-E-4B8
88203 / GLOSS BLACK




77701_STANDARD DUTY. 77001-HEAVY DUTY




























GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX
MFQR. NOTES,FSCN_I_SS:;PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS
P. 137
!: i :: E T
NSDS H R
DATE S I
19444 DEVRAN 201POLYAMIDE EXTERIOR PRIMER RED CONVERTER 201C0938 02/04/94 •
MSDS'S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IM3DS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '.' =PRODUCT CONTAIN5 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
DIV. OF GROW GROUP INC. 09073 9155 RIVER RD PENNSAUKEN NJ 081103205 (609) 663-9090
FORMERLY OEVOE MARINE COATINGS IHKBB 4000 DUPONT CIR/P O BOX 7600 LOUISVILLE KY 40207-4802 (502) _7'9861
DIV. GaOV_tOUP INC. 3K506
11620A8C @IBLA(_KANTZ-FOULZNG _. :: " 28254883 09/26/90 •
22348 ABC #3 BLACK ABLATIVE ANTIFOULING COATING 283S5415 06/15/93 *
20693 BAR OX P-50 BROWN UNIVERSAL PRIMER 440S0150 (WAS 440S0151) 09/27/90 -
20685 BAR OX 449 QUICK DRY RED VUNIVERSAL PRIMER 449S0720 (WAS 14920) 01/02/91 -
11169 BAR RUST 235 CLEAR CONVERTER 235C0910 09/25/90 •
13104 BAR RUST 235 HAZE GRAY BASE PROOUCT #23582904 09/25/90 *
17527 BAR RUST 235 MULTI PURPOSE EPOXY COATING,BUFF BASE 23581642 04/23/91 *
11170 BAR RUST 235 WItITE BASE 23583501 05/26/88 *
22142 BAR RUST 236 MULTI PURPOSE EPOXY COATING 236B3501 / OFF WHITE BASE 07/26/93 *
22143 BAR RUST 236 MULTI PURPOSE EPOXY COATING 236C0910 / CLEAR CONVERTER 06/18/93
13100 BAR RUST 239 EPOXY MASTIC ALUMINUM BASE PRQ_ClCT #23989100 09/14/93 =
10410 BAR RUST 239 EPOXY MASTIC NEUTRAL CONVERTER 239C0903 09/14/93 -
20473 CATHA COAT 304 ALKYL _ILICATE INORGANIC ZINC CT. PO_ER PORTION/304PO299 04/07/93 *
13931CATHA COAT 304 GREEN ALKYL SILICATE INORGANIC ZINC BASE / 304L0250 08/05/91 *
05380 CATHA COAT 304 L.B. RED LIQUID COMPONENT M05184 11/19/85 *
04158 CATHA COAT 304 POWDER PORTION M03053 / ZINC DUST 09/26/90 *
18974 CATHA COAT 305 LIOUID GRAY 305L0050 04/20/92
18975 CATHA COAT 305 RED POVrDER PORTION #305P0799 09/26/90 -
10213 CATHA COAT 312 (31260270) 09/26/90 *
18002 CATHA COAT 347 BASE/POWDER/CONVERTER 347B0270/347P0799/347C0910 /PWDR/CNVTR OT: 9/26/90 09/26/90 *
09222 CHEMFAST 4000 EPOXY FEOERAL YELLOW BASE. 82556 11/15/85 *
09221CHEMFAST 4000 PRIMER CONVERTER. 46802 11/14/85 *
05408 CHEMFAST 516 CONVERTER 516CO9_X)/PRIMER PLUS CONVERTER = 516K0700 KIT 05/26/67 -
0_108 CHEMFAST 516 PRIMER RED 516BOTOO/PRIMER PLUS CONVERTER = 516K0700 KIT 01/04/88 *
123t4 CHtEMFAST 516 PRIMERYELLOW BASE 51_ 12/1t/86 -
12316 CHEMFAST 539 EPOXY MASTIC ALUMINUM 539C0900 06/02/86
12315 CHEMFAST 539 EPOXY MASTIC ALUMINUM 53989100 04/06/87 *
06365 CHEMFAST 547 THIXOMASTIC LIGHT GRAY BASE 54782531 04/04/86 *
08532 CHEINFAST 547. 5478-3501 BASE & 547C-0910 CONVERTER MSDS FOR BASE ONLY 09/18/86 *
10966 CHEMTAR 484 BLACK BASE 48489903 01/16/86 *
06455 CHEMTAR 538 COAL TAR EPOXY CONVERTER 53aC0900 10/08/86
13143 DEVCHEM 253 CLEAR CONVERTER PRODUCT# 253C0910 09/26/90 •
13144 DEVCHEM 253 LT BLUE BASE (4 TO 1) PROD.# 25384210 09/25/90 *
13145 DEVCHEM 253 WHITE BASE PRODUCT #253B3210 09/25/90 *
11023 DEVCHLOR 272 RED ANTI FOULING 27254366 05/02/88 .
11654 DEVCLAO 182 P_J_AY CONVERTER 182C02t0 03/29/89
11655 DEVCLAD 162 OFF WHITE t82830(X) 03/29/89 *
18426 OEVFLEX 601 WHITE 601S3501 (FORMERLY MU-2707 FIRE RETAROANT WATER-BA 10/02/90 *
18978 DEVGRIP 237H DARK GRAY BASE 237811936 08/25/90 •
18979 DEVGRIP 237H WHITE BASE 237BH986 09/25/90 •
18980 DEVGRIP 237M HEAVY-DUTY EPOXY NON-SKID COATING 237C0912 / CLEAR CONVERTER I1/04/9t .
18977 DEVGRIP 237N(NNED) 595H36076 DARK GRAY BASE 2378M936 09/25/90 •
04996 DEVPREP #88 78850000 (VAS 088T0000 NAPKO&MU-5502 DEVOE MARINE 01/28/9!
05378 DEVRAN 201 CREAM BASE MD1936 11/15/85 .
22338 OEVRAN 201POLYAMIDE EPOXY EXTERIOR PRIMER 20181136 / CREAM BASE 01/03/94 *
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 138
MAI_JFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADOItESS,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COmENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
















DEVRAN 205 RED BASE
DEVRAN 219 #3 BLACK BASE RULE 66
DEVRAN227 NEUTRALCONV.
OEVRAN 22t ACRYLZC EPOXY GLOSS COATZNG
DEVRAN 229 CLEAR CONVERTER
DEVRAN229MEDIUNGREEN BASE
DEVRAN 646 WB EPOXY PRIMER CONVERTER
DEVRAN 646 _¢B EPOXY PRIMER PALOMINO TAN BASE
OEVRAN 669 GRAY WATER BASE EPOXY FINISH COAT
13125 OEVRAN669 WB CLEARCONVERTER
I7536 DEVRAN_g1_q'lZtE NATERI_S[ EPOXYFIN][SHCDAT
_EVTAR SAE_"X_!I_UZLO BLA_UASE









DEVTHANE 239 CLEAR CONVERTER
DEVTHANE 239 WHITE BASE
OEVTHANE 359 FORREST GREEN BASE
OEVTHANE 359 H.B. ALIJIINUN GRAY BASE
DEVTHANE 359 H.B. CLEAR CONVERTER
DEVTHANE 359 H.B. I#HITE BASE
DEVTHANE 359 HIGH BUILD GLOSS ALIPHATIC URETHANE





























/ NEUTRAL TINT BASE (ANNOTATED 12510 ORAN




/ WHITE TINT BASE
- 16187 GRAY
105210EVTHANE 369 ALIPHATIC URETHANEGL, ENAN.NEO.GRAY 369B2534/WA$PRUFTHANE 369 (CODE 05412)
20692 DEVTHAN[ 369 ALIPHATZC URETHANEGL!:_AN. SGNL.¥ELLO _988557 (WAS 29088557)
11714 DEVTHANE 369 ALZPNATIC URETHANE!_G_QSS::_ITE:BASE 3598350t (WAS 2908350!/07546 PRUFTHANE)
08132 DEVTHANE 369 ALUMINUM GRAY BASE
11624 DEVTHANE 369 BLACK BASE
08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER
14574 DEVTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE
11629 DEVTHANE369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE SAFETY YELLOW
14139 DEVTHANE 369 YELLOW 1_655
13178 DEVTHANE 369, t_HITE TINT BASE & CLEAR CONVERTER
- 10826 EPOXY ALUMINUM MASTIC BAR RUST 239
07115 EPOXYKOTE PA PRIMER CONVERTER




369co910 / FORMERLYOEVTHANE239 _ PRUFTHANE369
35_er_21Booo
36989502/8955






- 03532 MIRROTHANE INT-EXT POLYURETHANE VARNISH,6600/6700
07265 NAPKO #40 THINNER
12319 NAPKO ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE ALUMINUM GRAY BASE 29062000
12318 NAPKG!ALIPNAT IC POLYURETItANE I_FET¥: YELLOW I/It.A_ 29088000
-!_ii__PXe!_i:_ilmx_s _ipt_nc _V_EX_!_O:W. _.x_o m_._ 3es esc ,_o _EEN 2_ I
11024 P- #20 DRAK GRAY 2600e 820S2968
00548 POLYURETHANE HIGH BUILD ALUMINUM GRAY BASE 295B2000/BASE 295 SERIES
08191 PRE-PRIME 167 CLEAR BASE 16780929





















































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 139
MFGR. NO_S_FSG31_ AOOJHESS,¢11_ .... ! !ii ii; IIil ii: ii !ii!i I I!': !_ _"I _ i ;_ .i ! E T
.... MSOS_ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
08190 PRE-PRIME 167 CONVERTER 167C0920 09/24/90
06449 PRE-PRZME 467 RUST PENETRATING SEALER - BASE 46759_20 04/14/8Q
064_0 PRE-PRIMI[_ 4(£7 Rt_-ST: PENETRATING SEALER - CO_ERTER 467C0920 04/14/84)
- 04990 PRIMEE. _IC ZINC 5Z, LIQUID 02/20/86 -
06020 PRUFTHANE 359 H.B. NEUTRAL TINT BASE 295B9002 01/17/86 •
07546 PRUFTHANE 359 H.8. WHITE 295B3501 / NEW PROD. NAME IS DEVTHANE 35953501 03/06/86 -
06023 PRUFTHANE 359 H.B. WHITE TINT BASE 295690(0 01/17/86 •
06021PRUFTHANE 359 TINT CONVERTER 295C0900 01/t7/86
10487 PRUFTHAI_ 369 - DEEP TINT BASE 29089501 o 2407 01/26/87 *
00585 PRUFTHANE 369 ALUMZNUM GRAY 29062000 07/18/85 *
06411PRUFTHANE 369 COLOR CONVERTER 290C0910 04/25/86 •
06019 PRUFTHANE 369 GRAY 16187 29089501/2047 01/26/87 •
14145 PRUFTHANE 369 LIGHT GREEN 29055574 07/23/86
05412 PRUFTHANE 369 MEDIUM GRAY 29052534 01/08/86 *
09442 PRUFTHANE 389 NEUTRAL TtNT BASE 29059502-8101 06/23/87 =
11318 PRUFTHANE 366 NEUTRAL TINT BASE 29089502 - BOO() - (NEW # 369B9502-141iOG_REEN) 11/01/90 *
06355 PRUFTHANE 369 SAFETY YELLOd 29068000 04/23/8? •
06018 PRUFTHANE 369 TINT CONVERTER 290C0900 01/26/87
05816 PRUFTHANE 369 WHITE 29063501 04/25/86 *
- 14925 PRUFTHANE 369 WHITE, KtT. PART B 29063501 01/08/86 -
10892 PRUFTHANE 369, NEUTRAL TINT BASE. 9903 BLACK 29089502-9903 = 36989502-9903 04/23/87 -
05817 T-IOTHINNER 010TCK)DO (WAS 018TCK)O0) 05/05/93
03308 T-11 INORGANIC THINNER, 021T00C0 01/09/86
20658 T-11 ZINC THINNER 011T0000 09/24/90
18425 T-17 URETHANE THINNER 01?TOCX_O 09/24/90
0332:1 T-19 ZINC H.F. THINNER 019T0000 / NFGR SAYS SANE AS #219 05/03/88
14003 T-4 ALKYD H.F, THINNER O04TOCK)O 09/24/90 -
20695 T'40 _EAR THINNER 040TO000 09/24/90 -
- 20694 T-5 ALKYD THINNER (_5T(_ (WAS 02?T(_O,_O/WAS M0-542)(04724) 09/24/90
04724 T-5 SPRAY ALKYD THINNER 02710000 03/14/86 •
12320 T-9 URETHANE THINNER 042TC_ 01/09/86
03960 T-9 URETHANE THINNER O09TOOO0 10/28/93
07159 T-SD THZNNER 042D0000 02/25/87
- 05288 dASH PRIMER. FORIIJLA 1t7 LIQUID PORTION ND3497 11/18/85 *
05287 dASH PRIMER. FORMULA 117 RESIN COMPONENT DOD-P-15328D / MD881 09/23/86 •
05410 ZINCPRIME 5Z SOLVENT BASE LIQUID/POWDER LIQUID 177LO250=PT A / POWDER 177PO999=PT B 02/20/86 •
• * DEVOE NkPKO
ECIS! 4CK)O DUPO_ CIRCLE LOUISVILLE KY 4020? (502) 897-9861
• * DEWEY & ALMY - SEE EMERSON & C
EC704
** DEXOL INDUSTRIES
EC044 1450W, 228TH STREET
22115 OEXOL EZY SPRAY LAWN FOOQ 28-2-3
TORRANCE CA 00501 (310) 328-8373
NOT RE(X)
-* DEXSIL CORPORATION
65297 ONE HAMOEN PARK DRIVE HAMOEN CT 06517 (203) 288-3509
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS*S d/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / ",' = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ZNOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 140
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS 1D TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECM61 ONE HAMDEN PARK DRIVE HAMOEN CT 06517 (800) 424-9300
20945 CLOR-D-TECT 1000 CHLORINE/HALOGEN TEST KIT
** DEXTER COATINGS
DEXTER CROWN METRO AEROSPACE/F 98795 31500 HAYMAN ST
OHKK2 31500 HAYMAN
DEXTER CROWN METRO AEROSPACE C ECK65 ROB 5695 ECHELON














EPOXY YELLOW PRIMER & MIL-P-23377D CURING SOLUTION
H.S, HAROENER lIL-C-85285
LAM XSO0 PRINTED CIRCUIT CTG. 7C23,RESIN/HARDENER






ULTRACOAT HS/YELLOW 5958-13538 AND CATALYST
340 VOC HS TOPCOAT GRAY 26492
340 VOC WHITETOPCOAT 27Q86
420 VOC WHITE TOPCOAT 27886
463-07-026E & X-423 CURING AGENT
*- DEXTER CORPORATION
USED OIL SCREENING KIT 11/16/93 * *
ROAD HAYWARD CA 94544 (415) 471-7171
HAYWARD CA 94544 (415) 471-7171
RD GREENVILLE SC 29606 (803) 277-18?0
PART A 9-00-91. AS9186000 10/00/93 -
02/04/93
0320T138 03/t0/93 *




60-C,6/ W/31-G,6 PRIMER 09/16/82 -
31-G_6o wleo,c-s CAT. O9/1S182 •
653-18-0048 06/11/93




ELECTROSTATIC PQLYAMIOE PRIMER - YEL. 04/29/93 *
e
0
FORMERLY: HYSOL CORP. OF CALIF 12405 15051E DON dULIAN RD INDUSTRY
H¥SOL AERO. DIV. 33564 2850 WILLOW PASS RQ/PO BOX 312 PITTSBURG
SEE ALSO: H¥SQL / FORMERLY: DE 02463 1 ELM ST. WINOSGR LOCKS
ELECTRONiC.MATERIALS OIV. 04347 21I FRANKLIN ST : :OLEAN ....
FORMERLY: THE DEXTER CORP. ld833 1 DEXTER DR. SEABRODK
DEXTER ELECTRONIC MATERIALS DI ECJ2? 15051 DON dULIAN/PO BOX 1282 INDUSTRY
"r_ E _ 9_)01_,2Nk;SYSTEMPART A & PART B
- _.2e_i_A _Ii_.SYSTEN-$AilTA & Pk_rrB
11515 EA 9321 PART A S B
00863 EA 9330 PART A & B
04451EA 934 EPOXY PARTS A & B
MOGUL DIVISION ECK47
DEXTER WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ECN92 PO BOX 200
15445 ADHESIVE, PLASTtC. (MATERIAL, ASBESTOS)
04632 A6-453
02494 CAT-L-INK, 50-000 SERIES, LEGEND INKS, TECH.BULL.
03781 CATALYST A
09249 CURING AGENT B-1
08882 EA 901 PART A
15312_EA 9il EPOXY CURING AGENT PART B
_2. [a _gl_J_:E_rxY: PART A
04450 EA 911F EPOXY PARTS A & 8
09250 EA 913 NA PART A & B
08884 EA 9210H PRIMER 10%
04449 EA 9309_ADHESIVE/EPOXY, PARTS A/B ....
CHAGRIN FALLS
INDUSTRIAL COOLING WATER MICRQBICIDE
NOT A MSDS
T
CA 91749 (818) 968-6511
CA 94565-0312 (415) 687-4201
CT 06086-2303 (716) 3?2-6300
NY 147(K)-t297 (7t6) 372-6300
NH03874




AS9194000, !1o92 RE¥OATE FOREPART A
AS92_OO0, 3-1-92REv. OATE PARr A
TWO*PART POLYAMIDE/ALIPHATIC CURED EPOXY SYSTEM
TWO-PART ALIPHATIC AMINE CURED EPOXY SYSTEM


















!ISD$'$ BkflKEg '.": St_IT KS(: FOIIM 29-.1MRI TOi_ii(_)kr_aCT:_/:_$_$1,til](I ,':-" VE!i!_IEDAVAZLAI_LE VIA MSOS SYSTEm / ,e" - DLA HNISNSO$
i: .... IEHS/TRI : :iT*:*' .i-el_!_L_¢l". ¢_NTA1N_ 40_eR_(!?O)/3?2"_i;_ii_CAi_, "-"_ql)::DATA GURRENTLY &VAILAI_E :IN _ SYSTEtl _ :_: i i;; : :::_i i;':
(i ( (
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
GP23-1 KsC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. t41
MFGR. EK)TES. F SCM. _85_, PItDI_E MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
0
16874 EA 934 NA PART A EPOXY
20896 EA 934 NA PART B
16873 EA 934 PART B
08887 EA 9446 PART B :
11726 EA 956 PART A/PART B
04340 EA 956 STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE. KIT
11742 EE4190. (FORMERLY C9-4190)
03424 EPK 0151 RESIN AND HARDENER
205_}8 EPK tC (TORRSEAL-VARIAN) / ABO00t / (HARDNER)
20599 EPK 1C (TORRSEAL-VARIAN) / 'ABOO01 / (RESIN)
07097 EPOXI-PATCH (KIT BOND SEAL. REPAIR)
08083 EPOXI-PATCH KIT 309 PART A _ 8
12568 EPOXI-PATCH KIT 615, PART A
t531t EPOXY CURING AGENT PART S
15202 EPOXY-PATCH
1143!2 HD3489 " i _: _ _ i iiii_i_ i:ii
00858 HD5001 (CATALYST A/CATALYST 20
18910 HYSOL AC4368
17704 HYSOL AD2003 (FORMERLY T-I OR 50-916 OR 145-916)
08895 HYSDL EPK 0151 RESIN
11682 HYSOL EPK IC PART A RESIN & PART B HARDENER
08896HYSOL EPK 608 RESIN/HAROENER
18909 HYSOL I-IOOO29
18908 HYSOL HD0185













17702 HYs_ M-O-N SLACX'(XXO009)
17698 HYSGL M-2-N RED(XXO011)
17699 HYSOL M-4-N YELLOId(XXO013)
16621HYSOL M-9-N (XXO018)
03782 HYSOL PC12 007 STD, PART A & B
12378 HYSOL PC12-OO7M. PART A & B
18911HYSOL PC18 STD
06655 HYSOL PC18M, URETHANE
18912 HYSOL Pc29 sm, PART A
18913 HYSOL PC29 STD. PART B
18895 HYSOL TSOO03 PART A (PIO PART A. FORMERLY)
18896 HYSOL TSOO03 PART B (PIO PART B. FORMERLY)
A89174


































PA2007 / PB2OOT(MSDS DATE 03-05-92) PRTD.CIRC CTG.
PRINTED CIRCUIT SYSTEM,PA2008 & P82008
POD001 / URETHANE
P00011, LII-6
PAO005 / URETHANE PREPOLYMER SOLUTION




















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA I-mlS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 142
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. MDTES.FSCM.ADDRE$S,PIdONE I1505 H R
























HYSOL 50-770 R (XX0451)
HYSOL, CONFORNAL COATING































KEPRO CAT.NO. $R-IPT;EPOXY RESIN




** DEXTER CROWN METRO AEROSPACE
FORMERLY: UlM CORP BOSTIK
EC728
ECE89 P 0 80X 5695
11470 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER- GREEN, BAC_452
11485 ELECTROSTATIC CORROSION INHIB;T|NG PRIMER ° GREEN
11462 ENAMEL REDUCER - ELECTROSTATIC
11475 GLOSS WHITE ENAMEL, BAC-TC)67
21992 MIL-C-22750 TC CURING SOLN





06367 ECHELON RD/BOX 5695 GREENVILLE SC 29606 (803) 277-1870
GREENVILLE SC 29606 (803) 277-1870
10-P4-2 (BASE) EC-117 CURZNG SOL. MIX RATIO 1:1 03/00/89 *
lO-P4-8(BASE)/EC_1381_C4_RtNG SDL./I_X RATIO 1:1V/V 09/00/87 *
TR-36 oelOOlBa •
BMS 10-11K TY.II/14-Fl-10(BASE)/EC-1C_J(CURING SOL) 09/00185 *
EC-132 08/03/93 *
NIL-C-81773 / LMSC MSDS 08/20/87
TR'20 : 10/00/90 *
TR _ t9 05/00/90 •
*" DFW COMPANY
ECJ37 15 UNION STREET LAWRENCE MA 01840 (508) 975-1799
17757 DSTAT.SBC MIL-STD 1686. 13_i _-263 / STATIC DISSIPATIVE 10/00/92
** DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS CORP.
ECA58 5700 W. 96TH STREET LOS ANGELES CA 90045 (213) 776-0180
_t93 ALD_TEI_ CAC RZA KIT (125-_) AND ITS C0t_NTS CAT.#TKALt,TKAL2 / TAL!,TAL2,ALC3 T_ ALC9 03/16/90 : :!
i ii
DJA_ :
90316 P.O. BOX 520 HERRIN IL 62948
16612 GREEN SPRAY STENCIL INK (LEAD) 08/06/83
17658 INK QUICK SPRAY BLACK 1513-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE) 04/30/92 *
• E_TRZ : "*" -PRODUCT CONTAZNS 4_FR:I!IaSt3_O)/3"/2 _CAL. :* ;!**ND:I!Ii_T& I_:_IENTLY AVAXL.AILE XN; IIIISDS SYSTEM i i :
< (, (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 143
m, JW,JFACTU!_R_ " _ _ : ii _ii: . " - E •
MFQR. NDTES,FSCN.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
17660 INK Q4JICK SPRAY BLUE
t7_1 INK OUICK SPRAY GREEN
1764_5 INK OUICK SPRAY LEAD FREE YELLO_
17662 INM QUICK SPRAY ORAN(_ :
17663 INK QUICK SPRAY RED
17659 INK QUICK SPRAY TAN BLOCKOUT
17664 INK QUICK SPRAY WHITE
17657 INK OUICK SPRAY WHITE BLOCKOUT
16613 YELLOW SPRAY STENCIL INK (LEAD)
*- DIAL CORPORATION
1533-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE) 04/30/92 •
1543-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (NCL FREE) 04/30/92 *
1553,155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE) 04/30/92 •
1573"t55 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE) 04/30/92 •
1523-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE) 04/30/92
1593-157 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (NCL FREE) 04/30/92 •
1563-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE) 04/30/92 •
1563-157 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (NCL FREE) 04/30/92 *
06/06/83
OEK53 111 W. CLAREDON AVE. PHOENIX AZ 85077
FORMERLY U.S. BORAX OTTH8 1850 N. CENTRAL PHOENIX AZ 85077
18948 BI080R AUTOMOTIVE DIESEL DOCTOR, AND .. BIOBOR MARINE & COMMERCIAL DIESEL DOCTOR (MC)
00062 BORAXO POWDERED HANO SOAP NEW MFGR t2/92
14209 GLYCERIN USP, 99%




09]00 CRYSTAL 70% ISDPROPYL ALCOHOL
SEFFNER FL 33584
** DIAMOND REO AND MFG COMPANY
** oi,ome,,ll0 S_CK
03476 CAUSTIC POTASH FINE CRYSTAL
03173 OACONIL 2787 FUNGICIDE
08131HAZORB




04438 SODIUM DICHROMATE TECHNICAL. GRANULAR
- 13608 45% CAUSTIC POTASH - LOW CHLORIDE













YARDNEY FILL-KIT(BAT).ELEC.TY A&B,SILVERCEL PML4-3 08/15/86
BATTERY ELECTROLYTE. KOH. HR-SERIES BATTERIES O5/15/86
09187 1429 MAGNOLIA AVE LONG BEACH CA 908131549 (213) 436-8245
17638 5700 W TOUGHY AVE CHICAGO
9C980
01783 BLUE ETCH PART #4-1015, 4-1014 10/29/85 -
16617 FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE PART # 4-11t4, 4-11t5 02/20/86 •
o 15519 OFFSET FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE DLA MSDS -
O 16616 OFFSET FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 4-1015 DLA MSDS -
IL 60648
** DICK, A.B./ORLANDO BRANCH
MSDS'S MARKED *-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.COI_ACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 144
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,M)DRES$.PHONE L_D$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
2E471 2900 E. ROBINSON ST. ORLANDO FL
• * DIESEL ENGINE DIVISION
SEE GENERAL MOTORS ECOOS
-* DIFCO LABORATORIES
04427 920 HENRY STREET DETROIT MI 21030
12196 BACTROL DISKS DF1628-32-2, 0F1629-32"1, DFt656-32-7, DF1660-32-1 03/00/90
18427 DFO?46-O1,DF0746-2 M ENTEROCOCCU$ AGAR 03/27/93 *
01438 GRAIl CRYST&L VIOLET 3329 3329 03/00/85 -
01439 GRAM DECOLORIZER 3330 03/00/90
01440 GRAM IODINE 3331 08/00/85
01441 GRAM SAFRANIN 3332 05/00/89
14143 KF STREPTOCOCCUS AGAR 0496 03/00/90 -
13127 KF STREPTOCOCCUS BROTH 0997 03/00/90
14144 M ENDQ BROTH MF 0749 03/00/90 -
- 22095 M FC BROTH BASE & PRESENCE ABSCENCE BROTH NOT REQO -
12987 SHIGELLA ANTZSERA POLY GROUP C 2836 MSDS P. 2 MISSING NO DATE
12986 SHIGELLA ANTISERUM POLY. ALL GROUPS NO DATE
01442 $OOIUN HIPPURATE 0330 03/00/85
12989 TB CARBOLFUCHSIN KF 3321 03/00/90 *
12988 TB DECOLORIZER 3318 03/0t/90 *
18428 04t8 BRAIN HEART INFUSION AGAR NO DATE
18429 t826 R2A AGAR NO DATE
• * DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
ECA26 146 MAIN ST MAYNARD NA 01754
15476 t46 MAIN ST MAYNARD MA 01754
68264 6406 IVY LANE/P.O.BDX 3403 GREENBELT MD 20770
2S700 6406 IVY LANE/P.O.BOX 3403 GREENBELT MD 20770
LPS4X-AC/FUSING OIL FOR LASER PRINTER
KIT TONER CARTRIDGE, LNO3X-AC, 22-00062"01
LPS4X'AA
# LNO1X-AA, MSDS#A-SP-ELMDOOT-AA-O REV A.
11517 FUSER OIL
07863 TONER









EC673 t051 W. WEBSTER AVE.
** DIP SEAL PLASTIC INC
: ::i_: ...... _ 29437 2311 23RD. AVE
07944 HOT DIP STRIPPABLE COATING, TYI DS-300G
FL 32789
_i ZL e11a_ (8t5) 698-3533
11/18/88
*, DIRECT SAFETY COMPANY
eCK_ 7616 s 46TH ST
t_ o2.aoe szcz-cmE Amz eoG LZQuzo
** DISCOUNT DIAZO
EC331
PHOENIX AZ $_4 (602) 96_1-7009
DtST. dENSEN TOOLS NOT RE(X)
mos's .AeXW':-'I!:SUmZTKSC eom.._,_m3 TO o._ii_,_ t__'Sv/O ,:'-'VeeZeZEO AVAZL,mLE VIA .SOS SYSTe. t 't' - OC* H.ZS ,._
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONT&INS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 145
NAMJFACTURER _/_ E T
MI=_. NOTES,FSCIlI.AJ_RESS,Pt_ _ MSOSl H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
DITZLER AUTOMOTIVE FINISHES. D EC635 DETROIT MI 48235
71943 DETROIT MI
4E524 1501 63RD ST. EMERYVILLE CA 946_-2001 (415) 658-2810
DITZLER COLOR, DIV. PPG INDUST















** DIVERSEY WATER TECHNOLOGIES




** DIVERSIFIED CHEM. & PROPELLANT
11027 AERON A-17
** DIXIE BEARINGS. INC.
FAX 407-422-2270
** DIXIE LIME & STONE C0.
COLEMAN #2
** DIXIE VORTEX CO.
** DIXON TICONE)EROGA CO.
18892 #3 CUP GREASE
** DO-ALL COMPANY
04442
33759 1532 8IDDLE AVENUE WYANDOTTE MI 48192 (313) 281-0930
8K729 1532 BIDDLE AVENUE WYANDOTTE MI 48192 (313) 28t-0930
59327 1532 BIOOLE AVENUE WYANDOTTE MI 48192 (313) 2Bt-0930
73042 1532 BIDOLE AVENUE WYANOOTTE MI 48192 (313) 281-0930
ECP83 12025 TECH CENTER DRIVE LIVONIA MI 49150
LIQUID MAINTENANCE CLEANER
PC 2962A / INHIBITED ALKALINE SOAK CLEANER
PC 4001 / ALKALINE SOAK CLEANER
ACID ALUMINUM DEOXIDIZER, 2226B,2754C
01240 / COOLING TOWER DESCALANT
GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER, 04876












ECM91PO BOX 200 CHAGRIN FALLS
INDUSTRIAL WATER TREATMENT
I_N)USTRIAL WATER TREATMENT








71948 CHICAGO IL 46000
72657 766 BEACHLAND BLVD. VERO BEACH FL 32964 (800) 824-9430
04/15/92
18056 254 N. LAUREL AVE. DES PLAINS IL 60016 (312) 824-1122
02342 _150 CUTTING OIL 01/20/86
MSDS'S MARKED '-': 54J_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_S'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "o' = DLA FINIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: ,o, -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-',NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10103/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 146
MANUFACTURER E T
MFQR. NDTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
15449 ESL ANTIWEAR HYORAULIC OIL 07/17/84
15349 GAGE BLOCK CLEANER 02/t7/85 -
14842 RUST PREVENTIVE M|ST (AEROSDL) 0t93 968-14060B 0t/31/93
16733 STEEL INK BLUE/AEROSOL CAT _458-025616 07/17/84
16238 STEEL INK REMOVER, AEROSOL CAT #458-080611 07/17/84 *
• * DOALL COMPANY
SEE DO-ALL COMPANY ECK14
** DOO/OLA
ECG75
** DODGE CORK CO INC
09245 ABL-15
*" DOHRMANN
DIV. ROSEMOUNT ANALYTICAL INC.
ECCtO LAUREL & MANOR STREETS LANCASTER PA 17604
CORK MATERIAL








72688 PO BOX 267 Wl_!'ii ,_ 0e852265_ (=Ol) 32e-2333
EPOXy RES!N/CB_4069 03/01/89 -
POLYAMIDE RESIN 09/25/89
VARNISH, CLEAN AIR DRYING 05/22/86 -
** DOLPHIN PAINT & CHEM. CO.
t545000LCHEM ART POSTER COLORS
71961 922 LOCUST ST. TOLEDO OH 436042851 (419) 241--8267
** DOMINION CHEMICAL COMPANY
O 03373 SULFURIC ACID, ELECTROLYTE
9A273 (804) 733-7628
DLA MSOS
** OOMTAR GYPSUM ECE92 850 SOUTHWEST 21ST TERRACE
11486 GYPROC READY MIX JOINT COMPOUND ALL PURPOSE 3895
FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33312 (514) 457-6810
10/18/89
** DORA SUPPLY COMPANY
17819 2510 GLASS & MIRROR CLEANER
EC676
19OO0231 01/12/93 , -
** OOSTER FLOOR INC.
ECF59
$*4_JQLAS BATTERY M_kMJFACTURXNG
:- _- _ . : ECA08 e.)O0 BATTERY DRTVE
07683 LEAD/ACID STORAGE BATTERY DOT - UN 2794
vxe_rSTO_,-SALEm NC 27107 (9t9) 788-7561:
11/01/91 * *
** DOW CHEMICAL CO.
ms.s ,,,,,,,Eo,-,. Sum_,:K_,O,a,"B"3 '0 m::_;'_;:'/_S''S'JO" i'_'_:i::_;;;'O"';'V'_'.'_LEW''_ SVST"/ .,.. :o,.,,,,,;.sos
[HS/TRZ: ',)" :w_T CONTAZNS 40CFR31SS(370)/372:_CAL, "''*ND DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM :
( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 147
• i i : _
• _. NOTES. FSCM. A.DOeESS.PHONe. ...... ' _ H R




MSDS REO'S:(8OO)-25B-CHEM/ADD" 96717 2020 DOW CENTER
TEXIZE DIV. 09457 P.O. BOX 368
6K748
P&CI_Jd_ I I_ DZV. 71954
DOWBRANDSOIV. ECJ01 9550 NORTHZIONSVILLE ROAD
01665 ACETONE. SYNTHETIC O-A-51F
09163 AMINOETHYLPI PERAZINE 30259
19086 BRAKE FLUID 455
09202 CARBON TETRACHLORIDE TECHNICAL
02744 CAUSTIC _A :SOLUTION 50_ 15216
20254 CHLORETHENE NU SOLVENT
04563 CHLOROTHENE NU
09226 CHLOROTHENE NU SOLVENT
00798 CHLOROTHENE SM SOLVENT
16589 Ct¢.OROTHENE VG SOLVENT C
14784 D.E.R. 332 EPOXY RESIN
13248 O.E.R. 736 EPOXY RESIN
06291 DOWPON M GRASS KILLER
15667 OOWPON R GRASS KILLER
07548 DURSBAN DeW INSECTICIDE
02306 DURSBAN L.O. INSECTICIDE 26066
03137 DURSBAN 4E. INSECTICIDE
07595 DURSBAN 50W INSECTICIDE IN WATER SOLUBLE PACKETS
10899 DURSBAN 6 INSECTICIDAL CONCENTRATE
14566 ETHAFOAM 222 SHEET BRAND POLYETHYLENE PLASTIC FOAM
03756 ETHYLENE GLYCOL. TECHNICAL
18532. FANTASTIK ALL PURPOSE CLEANER























ISONATE 2143L MODIFIED MOI
METHYLENE CHLORIDE URETHANE GRADE
METHYLENE CHLORIDE, TECHNICAL
NOLYKOTE 33 GREASE - LIGHT
NEU-TRI SOLVENT, PROD.COOE 56530
0-T-620 TRICHLOETHANE TECH. INHIB.
PERCHLOROETHYLENE INOUSTRIAL
PERCHLOROETHYLENE SVG





TRIETHANOLAMINE 85 LOW FREEZING GRADE
TRIETHANOLAMINE 99
TRIETHANOLAMII_E 99 LOW FREEZING GRADE
TRYMER 190-4 RIGID FOAM INSULATION
TRYMER 9501-6 RIGID FOAM INSULATION







REPLACED BY CHLOROTHENE SM
PRODUCT CODE 16820









TEXIZE SPRAY CLEANER; FANTASTIK SPRAY CLEANER


























































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e' • DLA IIMI5 MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEN (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 148
II_IUFACTURER E T
MFGdll. NOTES.FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE MSOS H R




NSDS REQUESTS: (800) 248-2481 71984 S. SAGINAW RiD.
94499 50 COMMERCE DR
65494
7L738
71983 S. SAGINAW RD.
17285 ADHESIVE
17388 ADHESIVE SEALANT RTV SILICONE
17386 ADHESIVE SEALANT, SILICONE RUBBER
14279 DASHPOT FLUID BLUE CAT. NO. 810-N4B SERIES A
17404 DC200-100 CENTISTDKES
19757 OOW CORNING A-4040 PRIME COAT
15309 DOWCOmeIN_
21698 DOW CORNZNG


























MIDLAND iI 48640 (517) 496-5900
TRI_ULL CT 06601
MIOLAN0 MI 48640




: : • : : •





FIRESTOP SEAL.*BLACK, CAT. NO. 2005
FLUID 2 CS VISCOSITY(DINETHVLPOLYSt
FS-1265 FLUID - 1OOO CS i
G-N NETAL ASSENBLY PASTE











X5-7616 BONDED LU6RICANT 3402C
X5-8003 COMPOUND (SILICONE CPD.)







CLAY ADAMS; SIL]CLAD :
MBO 110-014, 39-0633-60405
NBO 115-020
864114186 001# CORNING 100"/, SILICONE SEALANT CLEAR
.:]:4E_1.:I DOWi_ING 11_
03552 DOW CORNING 1200 RTV PRIME COAT - ALL COLORS
16234 DOW CORNING t200 RTV PRIME COAT - CLEAR
14142 DOW CDRNING t200 RTV PRIMER - RED
LUBRICANT 111; UOLYV,OTE 111
(517) 496-5900









































;_-_:_-:;:-_-;---,----.,-_.- .... _-,--- ..... -,-..._:_-!i:.!i: ..-:_ ._:.--..:_._-!Lii...-..i-,-_-.i!_-:-..-.--.--.:? :i _-.! _.:.-....i.:_,:_;_':- _+':: ...... ::""-----_:_r:-:":"_': - ......... -T:'-'_!_,'_:':" :
: ::::: :. : EI.I$/131I: '$" "_ CONT&IN$ _FR ::_5§(370)/37=::_CAL, "*_:"0ATA _mLY AVAI_i_E _][:N _ SYSTEM ::
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. t49
IIFGII. NOTEs, FSCtt, Id)D_ES5, PHONE WSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S I
02483 DOW CORNI_K; 1201 PRIMER,M-LINE RTV PRIMER NO. 1 09/19/85 *
09425 0(_ C.4]RNING t204 RTV PRIN(E COAT 39-8050-01204 09/11/93
t976E OOt/ CORNING 12(_ PRIME COAT 10/29/90 *
19330 O(_ CORNING t292 LO_ LIFE BE&RING GREASE 08/3t/92
19764 DOW CORNING 14 ADDITIVE 11/10/92
19760 DOW CORNING 15 CATALYST 09/30/85 *
• 20276 DOW CORNING 2-1143 SILICONE BRAKE FLUID NIL-B-46176 DLA MSDS
22388 OOW CORNING 20 RELEASE COATING MSDS# 1063014 10/15/93
15984 OOW CORNING 200 FLUID 500CS VISCOSITY 04/16/90
19926 DOff CORNING 200 FLUID, FOODGRAOE, 350 CST MSDS #1013220 04/29/93
07612 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID. 1.0 CST 11/04/91
14090 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 1.5 CST 0196212 11/04/91
14786 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 10 CST MSDS #1013165 04/29/93
- 1267000W CO|"_ING 200 FLUID, 10,000 CST 04/16/90
05775 _ CORNING 200 FLUID, 100 CST FUSING OIL FOR RPt824, RP509, RPS05 05/19/93
08850DOW_C.J[H_NING 200 FLUID. IO0,O00CST 04/16/90
12671DOW CORNING 200 FLUID. 10(0 CST 04/16/90
03590 OOW CORNING 200 FLUIO. 2 CST 11/20/91
15982 OOW CORNING 200 FLUIO. 20 CST 04/16/90
19762 OOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 200 CS MSDS #1013203 05/19/93
14141 DOt# CORNING 200 FLUID, 300,000 CST DC-2(X) 09/27/82
19925 DOt# CORNING 200 FLUID. 350 CST NSDS #1013211 04/29/93
11424 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 5 CST 09/11/89
10255 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID. 50 CS 01/24/86
06471DO_ CORNING 200 FLUID. 50 CS - ELEC GRADE 10/11/85
17415 DOt# CORNING 200 FLUID, 50 CST MSDS #: 1013181 05/19/93
19740 D01# CORNING 2t0H FLUID, 100 CS. 04/19/90
19738 DOI# _ING 2106 RESIN 04/11/90 *
15263 DOW CORNING 282 ADHESIVE 09/26/85 *
19753 OOW CORNING 3-50(X) SILICONE RDOF COAT.-WHITE 08/21/92 -
18156 DON CORNING 3-5000 SILICONE ROOF CTNG (TOP CT) 08/21/92 *
19796 DOW CORNING 3-6077 RTV SILICONE ABLATIVE (CURING AGENT) 12/12/90
22695 D_ CORNING 3-6376 FAST CURE SILICONE ELASTONER CATALYST & SPRAYABLE SILICONE ASLATIVE BASE. MSOS# 03/18/94
1775600_ CORNING 3-6410ABLAT/INSUL COATING CATALYST 06/03/92
03700 DON CORNING 3-6548 SILICONE RTV FOAM, PART A & B 08/18/89
02218 DOW CDRNING 3112 RTV SILICONE RUBBER 05/19/92
04439 DON CORNING 3140 RTV COATING 09/11/93
17417 OOW CORNING 3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT ALL COLORS tl/07/84
07047 DOtW CO_ING 3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT - CLEAR 08/27/90 -
08851DOW CORNING 3145 RTVADItESIVE SEALANT - GRAY 10/04/65
17608 DON CORNING 321 DRY FILM LUBRICANT 01/10/92 *
17609 DON CORNING 321 DRY FILM LUBRICANT - AEROSOL t0/25/91 *
11028 OOW CORNING 33 EXT. LON TEMP BEAR. GREASE-LIGHT 03/12/90
02127 DOW CORNING 33 EXT. LON TEMP BEARING GREASE - MED. 03/12/90
10450 DON CORNING 340HEAT SINK CONPOUNO 08/19/92
17416 DON CORNING 36 EMULSION t0/01/B5
19743 DOW CORNING 4 CATALYST 02/20/91
07192 DOW CORNING 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING PASTE/COMP 02/05/90
18430 DOW CORNING 44 HIGH TEMP BEARING CREASE - LIGHT 03/07/90
WSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA WSDS SYSTEM / '_' - DLA HNIS MSDS




MIrGR. NOTES, FSCM, ADORESS , PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENANE
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 150
E T
MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
o
o
18431DOW CORN]NG 44 HIGH TEMP BEARING GREASE - NED.
22186 _ CORNXNG 5 COMPOUND
08867 DOt/_ING 55 O-RING LUBRICANT
t0315 DON CORN;NO 557 $IL|CONE DRY F]LNLUB. (AEROSOL)
17408 OOW CORN;NG 561 SILICONE TRANSFORMER LIQUID
03490 OOW CORNING 7 ADDITIVE
16908 DON CORNING 704 DIFFUSION PUMP FLUID
01081 DON CORNING 705 DIFFUSION PUMP FLUID
17493 _ CORNING 710 FLUID
09001DOt/CORNING 730 SOLVENT RESISTANT SEALANT
02725 DON CORNING 732 MULTI PURPOSE SEALANT. NttlTE
07264 DON CORNING 732 MULTI-PURPOSE SEALANT-CLEAR
19808 DON CORNZNG 738 ELECTRICAL SEALANT WHITE
17385 OOWCORNZNG 738 RTVNON-CORROSZVE AOHESXVE
19737 OOtt CORNXNG 790 $_L!CONE SLOG SEALANT-GRAY
07627DOYi_ING795BU;LD;NGSEALANT.blH;TE
19747 OOW CORNING 805 RESIN
01362 DON CORNING 806A RESIN
19739 DOM CORNING 840 RESIN
00939 DON CORN;NG 90-006 AEROSPACE SEALANT & CATALYST
00940 D01# CORNZNG 90-_'2, CATALYST
11741DOV CORNZNG 92-00"7 THERMAL CONTROL COATING
05343 DON CORNING 93-076 AEROSPACE SEALANT BASE
05342 DON CDRNING 93-076 SEALANT
19742 DON CORNZNG 96-08t RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT
19772 FABRZGL:OE SILICONE LUBRICANT, CAT #3t4
00003 FZRESTDP SEALANT - GRAY
040T5 FUSER OIL
17384 GREASE PLUG VALVE D.C. III LOT 084223
06294 HI TEMP 44_A
16974 MOLYKITE 33
04092 II)LYKOTE BR2 PLUS GREASE, 89570-37
17383 MOLYKOTE F5-1281 COMPOUND
02484 NOLYKOTE F$-3451 GREASE. NO. 2 :
02486 MOLYKOTE FS-3452 VALVE LUBRICANT
01358 MOLYKOTE G-N PASTE
06897 NOLYKOTE G, RAPID SPRAY
lS723NOLYKOTE Z POtlDER
04614 NOLYKOTEIOOOANTZ-SEZZE LUBRICANT
01082 NGLYKGTE 321R _D_ZCANT
18432 NOLYKOTE 33 GREASE
14443 NOLYKOTE 33 GREASE-MEDIUM
16994 MOLYKOTE 3400A CORROSION PROTECTIVE COATING
02485 MOLVKOTE 44 GREASE _ ALL GRADES
_364 lU)LYKIDTE 6SM QREASE
_ ImLWrATE 557 LUmeZcJ_rr.
11440NICALON CERANZCGRADECLDTH M
11441NICALON CERAMIC GRADE CLOTH P SIZING
11448 NICALON SILICON CARBIDE FIBER-ALL FORMS
Lli-3







SILICONE OIL. NIGH PURITY
GREASE AIRCRAFT & INSTRUMENT
MFGR SAYS PRODUCT IS OBSOLETE
NSDS SAYS NAME -NOLYKOTE 1000, INGRED :NOLYKOTE 100
11/92 DOWCORNINGSAYS_OB_LETE - CURRENT _-321
MALCO: P/N 0-00014-1 / NN 19-482793
TYPE 11
C_T.#'S: t76KX)'99, "IL'G-4343
NBO 135-066/SHUTTLE TILE GAP F]LLER& THERMAL BARR
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10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P 151
"! : :. ii : : ' ; - •
"_FACTV_R _i: _ iI_ .... e T
mGR. i NO_SI, FSCM. AOOIIESS,PHONE _ : ..... ' i ISOS H R








18435 SEE I)07192 FOR: DOW CORNING 4 COMPOUND
19769 SILASTIC d RTV SILICONE RUBBER. BASE/CA
08224 SILASTIC MEDICAL ADHESIVE TYPE A
001596 5ILASTIC RTV 14_, RTV ADt._SIVE
01989 SILASTIC RTV 739 PLASTIC ADHESIVE-WHITE
19745 SILASTIC $-5370 CATALYST
04440 SILASTIC 731RTV AOHESIVE/SEALANT
07488 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - _LEAR
10665 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - WHITE
06726 SILASTIC 734 RTV SELF-LEVELING AOHESIVE/SEALANT
05781SILAST!C 736 HEAT RESISTANT SEALANT










0t884 6-1t04 C V
i
** DON CORNING LTD.
SILICONE COMPOUND
SILICONE COMPOUND
SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT. RTV 102
SYLGARD 182 CURING AGENT
SYLGARD t84 SILICONE ELASTONER
SYLGARO 186 SILICONE ELASTOMER BASE
SYLGARD 186 SILICONE ELASTDMER CURING AGENT
TRADE MATE, PLSTC. MTL. AND MSNRY SLNT. CLEAR
3144 RTV RUBBER COMPOUND
SEALANT
** DOWELANCO
OBSOLETE PRODUCT PER DON CORNING. 12/17/92
MIL°A-46106A
MIL°A-46106A TYPE I






ECI84 BARRY. S. GLAMORGAN
ECD97 . INDIANAPOLIS
OTNRO OUAD IV S_)02 PURDUE ROAD INDIANAPOLIS
21702 DURSBAN L.O. INSECTICIDE NPN: 26066, MSOS NO. 001556
10998 DURSBAN TC TERMITICIDE CONCENTRATE PRODUCT CODE: 26056
21703 EMPIRE 20 MICROENCAPSULATED INSECTICIDE MPN: 13042, MSDS NO. 002481
22824 GARLON 3A HERBICIDE 38321
22825 GARLON4 HERBICIDE 38322





























IN 46268 (517) 636-44C0







& GAY PAINT COMPANY
EC229 2245 N. MAIN STREET JACKSONVILLE FL 32206 (904) 354-8251
02389 OECO ENAMEL OLD CAT YELLOW / 392133 TT-E-489 02/28/86
09114 XYLENE (XYLDL) 514026 02/28/86 =
02390 ZINC RICH PRIMER ANTI-CORROSIVE PRIMER, MPN 605585 04/30/86 -
** DR. SCAT CHEMICAL CO.
EC081 IL 60525LA GRANGE
22301 DR. SCAT TYPE & PLATEN ANNOTATED: CLEANING COMPOUNO /LOG 12/07/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 152
MAfeJFACTURER E T
NF_. NOTES,FSCN,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** DRACKETT CO.
85234 20t E.4TH SToATRILIM t tSTH FL. CZNCrNNATI OH 45202 (913) 632-1800
19491 CRYSTAL I_ItANIO ALL PURPOSE DRAIN OPENER ° RETAIL 02/2t/92
01781ENDUST DUSTING & CLEAN|NG SPRAY - REGULAR SCENT 11/01/85
19489 INSTITUTZONAL ENDUST CLOTH & MOP SPRAY - PROFESSIO #090291, #002912 11/16/92
19488 LEMON BEHOLD FURNITURE POLISH - RETAIL 02/12/91
19490 LEMON ENDUST OUSTll_l_ & CLEANING SPRAY - RETAIL 03/25/91
03591 LEMON WZNDEX - PROFESSIONAL 11/04/85
18072 MR, MUSCLE AEROSOL OVEN CLEANER PROFESSIONAL #01201SZ _1206 02/29/92
01780 PROFESSIONAL LIQUID ORANG CAUSTIC FORMULATION 10/31/85
03593 WINDEX AEROSOL GLASS CLEANER PROFESSIONAL 10/30/85
03605 WINOEX CONCENTRATE HANOI-POUR PROFESSIONAL 10/29/85
03592 WINOEX GLASS CLEMdER 10/30/85
19576 _NOEX GLASS CLEANER BLUE -- RETAIL _ _ 04/22/g2
r
** DRAEGERWERK AG
MSDS NOT REQ'D FOR DRAEGER TUB D1379 NOISLINGER ALLEE
08823 AIR CURRRENT TUBES CH25301
22766 HALOGENATED HYDROCARBONS tO0/A DETECTOR TUBE
** D_AVO Lm_CO./LONGVIEW OXV.
15729 LONGVIEW. PELICAN
** DREt_EL MFG COo
** DRESSER INOUSTRZES, fN_C.
ECdT?
LUBBECK, GERMANY
PER NASA INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE OFFICER:MSOS NOT REQ'D NOT REQD
P/N 8101601, MSDS NOT REO0 PER NASA INDUSTRIAL HYG NOT REOD









NICKEL. NONEL, INCONEL ALL
TX 77040
18531
9U305 10205 WESTHEIMER RD.
15588 BUTANE:LIQUEFIED GAS UNDER PRESSURE
16009 CARBON STEEL - HR & CR LEADED CARBON
16167 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
t5567 HALOCARBON 4.2 OIL
16007 HIGH PERFORMANCE-CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
15609 ISOBUTANE (LIQUEFIED GAS UNDER PRESSURE)
15610 ISOPENTANE (VOLATILE LIQUID)
16162NURIAT;C ETHER
1e0t3 i_CKEL :BASED ALLOY STEEL
16214 PROPYL ALCOHOL




_ DREWCHEN;CAL ()ORP, "
DREV 'ANEROID MARINE DIVISION 52454 ONE DREW PLAZA
17733 ANEROID OSC ONE STEP CLEANER






















GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 153
TSR5 ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
-* DRILUBE CO +
: _ _: 06t86 723 W. BROADWAY GLENDALE CA 91204
tss_o DRILUBe #822 , ol/ts/93 •
17683 DRILUBE 6A BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 02/19/91 * *
012710XYLUBE 702 10/30/86 *
04393 OXYLUBE 703 tl/05/86 -







ECO09 t202 W. CENTRAL BLVD. ORLANDO FL 32605 (404) 422-6429
ALKALINE CORROSION INHIBITOR 09/00/88
CORROSION INHIBITOR 09/00/88 +
POLY (OXYETHYLENE(DIMETHYLIMINIO DICHLORIDE) 09/00[88
MICROBIOCIDE FOR INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL WATER SYS 05/00/88
_i HYDROCHLORIC ACID, INHIBITED 0?/00/89
SULFURIC ACID, BATTERY ACID 07/00/89
** DRY CHEM, INC.
EC276 1040 AVENUE M
02566 ABC DRY CHEMICAL, FIRE SUPPRESSANT
02_78 ABC, ALL PURPOSE DRY CHEMICAL
04636 BC, _TANDARD DRY CHEMICAL
04535 PURPLE K, STANDARD DRY CHEMICAL
GRAND PRAIRIE TX 75050
FIRE SUPPRESSANT
DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT






** DRYDEN OIL COMPANY
DIV t/+B (b_IITE & BAGLEY CO.) EC290 9300 PULASKI HWY. BALTIMORE NO 21220
40310 9300 PULASKI HWY. BALTIMORE NO 21220
ONLN2 9300PULASKI IIWY. BALTIMORE NO 2t2.2_0
02663 DRYDEN SPECIAL PENETRATING FLUID OIL, SPE
18962 ORYDENE ALL PURPOSE GEAR LUBRICANT 80W-90, 85W-140 GEAR OIL
13126 ORYDENE PARADENE R&O OILS 10, 22. 32, 46, 68, 100, 150, 220. 320, 460
17656 ORYOENE SUPREME XJtD MOTOR OIL SAE GRADE lOW, 20W-20, 30, 40, AND 50









** DRYOMATIC CORP. OF AMERICA
REPLACED BY DRYOMATIC DIV. OF 93856 BALTIMORE MD 31175
• * I_J PONT, E.I., DE NENOURS & CO
SECURITY DIRECTOR/LEGAL DEPT. 18873 1007 & MARKET STREET
514345
PETROCHEMICALS DEPT. 14063 IOTH & MARKET ST
BIOMEDICAL PROD. DEPT./FORMERL 04490 IOTH & MARKET ST
FABRICATED PRODUCTS DEPT. 90227 1007 MARKET ST.
73925
BIOMEDICAL PRODUCTS DEPT. 61<424
CRONAX PRODUCTS 82348 I007 MARKET STREET
33162
88464









NO. BILLERICA MA 01862








I_DS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "o' = OLA HMI5 MSOS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 154
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTE$.FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS XD TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DEPARTNENT, G 9G516 1515 SO. GARNET NINE RD. BOOTItWYN
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT. G EC588 8301 WESTERNIIA¥/P.O. BOX 23100 dACKSONVILLE
ELASTGUER CHEMICAL DEFT. 89497 WEST TRENrrON
PONT ELECTRONICS DEPT INAGI 82761 TOWANOA
PIGJIENTS DEPT. 23037
27280 P.O. BOX 80708
5Y909
POLYMER PRODUCTS DEPT. ELASTG_I 57280
BIOMEDICAL PR_.DEPT.NEN PROD( 3F624 549 ALBANY STREET
FINISHES & FABRICATED PRt_TS IR683 tOTH & MARKET STREET
PI-K)TOSYSTEMS & ELECTRONIC PROD 3R741 1007 & MARKET STREET
CHEMICALS & PIGMENTS DEPT. FRE 2S827 1007 & MARKET STREET
50961
AUTONDTIVE PRODUCTS [_EPARTNENT ECd83
MEDICAL PRODUCTS DIV. OFH¥2
MEDICAL I:_OtJCTSD]V. 6_4_4 :
19953 ABSORBANCE (ABS) TEST PACKS
19954 ACETANINOPHEN (ACTMM) TEST PACKS
19955 ACID PHOSPHATASE (ACP) TEST PACKS
05445 ACRYLIC LACQ_JER PRIMERS & SEALERS 30S,70S,
12030 ACRYLIC PRIMER. RED
02594 ACTIVATOR t92S
15308 ACTIVATOR/CLEAR
11349 ADDITIVES FOR TOPCOATS 189S.259S,289S,
01_05 ALANINE AMINOTRANSFERASE (GPT) TEST PACKS
01.614 ALBtMIN (ALE) TEST PACKS
20041 ALBUMIN CALIBRATOR (AL6-C)
01615 ALKAL!NEHSPHATASE (ALK P) TEST PACKS
19974 ALPHA-HYDROXYBUTYRATE DEHYDROGENASE (itBDH) TEST PA
19957 AMIKACIN (AMIK) TEST PACKS
19959 AI_NIA (ANON) TEST PACKS
19958 AMYLASE (ANL) TEST PACKS
• 121515 ANTISEIZlNG TAPE
19960 ANTITHROMBIN 1I; (AT III) TEST PACKS
01607 ASPARTATE AMINOTRANSFERASE (COT) TEST PACKS
13173 AZODRIN 5, INSECTICIDE
19997 BARBITURATE SCREEN (S BAR) TEST PACKS
03172 BENLATE FU_IGICIDE
19998 BENZODIAZEPINES SCREEN (S BNZ) TEST PACKS
ii_C_REACTIYE PROTEIN (CRP) TEST PACKS
01613 CALCIUM (CALCM) TEST PACKS
19966 CARBAMAZEPINE (CRBAM) TEST PACKS
19961 CARBON DIOXIDE (CARB) TEST PACKS
09281CEI_ARI ACRYLIC ENAMEL
_:O2(k_lO CENTARXACRYLXC EI_L TINTS
I_ CEREBROSPINAL FLUID_pROTE!N {CFP) TEST PACKS
19965 CHLORIDE (CL) TEST PACKS
01609 CHOLESTEROL (CHOL) TEST PACKS














ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701567901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 708376901




VG Y 511 / 810211
389S,FEE,903S,4528S.5450S,LF5450S,7007S.929-5050
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701956901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704955901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/IM_KTG243/790561901
ACA DISCRETECL!NICALA_LYZER / 704943901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA OISCRETEC_INICAL ANALYZER
NIL-T-27730
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER







ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705582901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705598901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/ 705965901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702054902
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704287901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702235901
700A THRU 762A,. VARIOUS 7XXA PRODUCT CODES
99A. 20(X)S-PART A (GREY 55137A)
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701970901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701977901
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" : '/: ..... i . " : _ ' _ :i :
IIF_. _TES,.FSCN, AOOR_SS,PHONE ...... NSD$. _: H R
TSRS ID TRAOENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
10153 CLYSAR SHRINK FILM ECL/EH/LLP/XEH















































COUNT-OFF AEROSOL SPRAY RADIOACTIVITY DECONTAMINAN
COUNT-OFF LIQ. CONCENTRATE RADIOACTIVITY DECONTAM.
CREATINE KINASE (CK) TESTPACKS
CREATINE KIN&SE ISOENZYME (_) TEST PACKS
CREATININE (CREA) TEST PACKS
CRDNALAR COMMAND BLENDER DEVELOPER - PART A
CRONALAR COMMAND BLENOER DEVELOPER - PART B
CRONALAR DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE. PART A
CRON&LAR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A
CRONALAR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER-PART B
CRGNALARFIXERCONCENTRATE(CFC)
CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE PART A
CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE PART B
CRONALAR REPLENISHER CONCENTRATE. PART A
CRONALARREPLENISHER CONCENTRATE. PART B
CRONALITH C42DDEVELOPER
CRONALITH FIXER CONCENTRATE. CLLF
CRONEX X-RAY SCREEN CLEANER WITH ANTISTATIC
CROVEX ACTIVATOR FOR MACHINE PROCESSING
DETADRIVE CAST BOOSTER
OETAFLEX, DETA_EET, DETAPRIME BOOSTERS
OETALINE_CORD/NONELECTRtC INITIATION SYSTEM
DETALtNESTARTER, SURFACE AND IN-HOLE DELAYS
DETONATING CORD/COAST FUSE PRIMEX.ENSIGN.BICKFORD
DGN ABC REA KIT
DIGOXIN (DGN) TEST PACKS
DIVRDN HERBICIDE
DOPE CELLULOSE ACETATE 8UTYNATE
DOUBLE BASE SMOKELESS POWOER
DU PONT ABSORBANCE TEST SOLUTION (AMPULES)
DU PONT ACA PHOS DILUENT
DU PONT ACETEMINOPHENE CALIBRATOR (ACTMN-C)
OU PONT ALCOHOL CALIBRATOR (ALC-C)
DU PONT AMIKACIN CALIBRATOR (AMIK-C)
OU PONT AlJtONIA CALIBRATOR (AMON-C)
OU PONT AMP DILUENT
DU PONT ANTITHROMBIN III/PLASMIN.CAL.(ATIII/PLG-C)
OU PONT BARBITUR./BENZODIAZEP.SC.CAL(S BAR/S 8NZ-C
DU PONT BILIRUBIN CALIBRATOR (BILI-C)
OU PONT CARBON DIOXIDE CALIBRATOR (CARB-C)
DU PONT CELL WASH
DU PONT CREATINE KINASE ISOENZYME VER. (CKMB-V)
DU PONT CREATINE KINASE VERIFIER (CK-V)
DU PONT DIAMONO POWDER
POLYETHYLENE
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705639901




ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704870901
ACA OISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705739901









H-16840, ERO 6093, WPA / FORMERLY E-7961877
CLASS A EXPLOSIVE
UF-4,UF,UAL,UA-4.UA-6.EB-6,EB-18,WG,GA,S/CLS.A EXP
CLASS A OR CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
ST-1.SD-I.DH-I.DETASLIDE / CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
PRIMACORD:CLASS A & C EXPLOSIVES
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLSAR563/790772.901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705519901
5318 MIL-D-5549
SS-####X.RFo####X.HI-SKOR/CLASS B EXPL.{IO0 LB)
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG092/700938091
ACA DISCRETE CLIN.ANA/MRKTG274704211901/710617901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG221/790645901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL M_&LYZER/Im_KTG2Tt/790067901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG223/790758901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG240/7_K_I01901
ACA DISCRETE CLIN.ANA/MRKTGIO0/704814901/710624901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG213/790423901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG245/790764901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG229/790801901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG242/790171901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG085/701864901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG233/790317000



















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA WSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 156
20082 DU
20050 DU PONT DIGOXIN CALIBRATOR (DGN-C)
20051DU PONT DRUGS-OF-ABUSE CALIBRATOR
20052 DU PONT DRUGS-OF-ABUSE CONTROL
20053 DU PONT ELEVATED CHEMISTRY CONTROL (ECC)
20054 DU PONT ELEVATED ENZYME VERIFIER (EEV)
20055 DU PONT EMIT-AEO CALIBRATOR (EMIT/AED-C)
20020 DU PONT ENZYME DILUENT (ED)
20056 DUPONT FIBRINOGENCALIBRATOR (FBGoC)
20059 DU PONT GENTANICZN CALIBRATOR (GENTA-C)
20060 DU PONT GLUTAMYL TBANSFERASE VERIFIER (GT-V)
20021DU PONT GLYCINE DILUENT
20088 DU PONT HOL PRETREATMENT REAGENT(HDL PRETREAT R GT
20061DU PONT IMMUNOGLOBULIN A/M CALIBRATOR (IG A/M-C)
20062 DU PONT IMMUNOGLOBULIN G CALIBRATOR (IGG-C)
20063 DU PONT IRON CALIBRATOR (IRNoC
20031DU PONT ISESALT BAETDGE
20032 DU PONT ISE STANDARD A
20033 DU PONT ISE STANDARD B
20034 DU PONT ISE STANDARD C
20035 DU PONT ISE TC02 FILL SOLUTION
20036 DU PONT ISE URINE DILUENT
20037 DU PONT ISE VERIFIER t
20038 DU PONT ISE VERIFIER 2
20064 OU PONT LIOOCAINE CALIBRATOR (LIDO-C)
20065 DU PONT LIPASE VERIFIER (LIP-V)
20066 DU PONT MAGNESIUM CALIBRATOR (NG-C)
20067 DU PONT METHOTREXATE CALIBRATOR
20068 DU PONT MULTI-ANALYTE CALI8RATOR
20069 DU PONT N-ACETYLPROCAINAMIOE CALIBRATOR (NAPA-C)
20070 DU PONT NORMAL CHEMISTRY CONTROL (NCC)
200710U PONT NORMAL ENZYME VERIFIER (NEV)
20072 DU PONT PI_)SPHORUSCALIBRATOR (PHOS-C)
20073 DU PONT PROCAINAMIDE CALIBRATOR (PIll)C-C)
20074 DU PONT QUINIOINE CALIBRATOR (OLIZN-C)
15542 DU PONT RAPID PROCESSING DEVELOPER
20025 OU PONT REVISED ACA ISE FLUID: SALT BRIDGE
20026 DU PONT REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: STANDARD A
20027 DU PONT REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: STANDARO B
20028 DU PONT REVISEO ACA VISE FLUID; URINE DILUENT
20029 DU PONT_R_ISED ACA V 1SE FLUID: VERIFIER t
20030 OU PONT REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: VERIFIER 2
20075 DU PONT SALICYLATE CALIBRATOR (SAL-C)
12061DU PONT SPEC. NON-ELECTRIC DETONATORS-C PRODUCTS
12057 DU PONT SPECIALTY ELECTRIC DETONATORS-E
12058 DU PONT SPECIALTY ELECTRIC SQUIBS PROOUCTS
12059 DU PONTSPECIALTy_ MILD OETDNATORS ELECTR./NON-ELEC
12060 DU PONT SPECIALTY NON-ELECTRIC BOOSTERS-P
20079 DU PONT THEOPHYLLINE CALIBRATOR (THEO-C)
PONT THYRONINE UPTAKE CALIBRATOR (TU-4)
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG227/790725901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG023
&CA DISGRIETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG022
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG203/790035£K)3
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG216/790035911
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG275/79(X)91901
ACA 0ISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG232/79003S901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG235/790335901












ACA DISCRETE CLIN.A/MRKTG900/704992.901/71O819.901 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG250 07/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG237/790429901 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG238/790422901 09/25/8@
ACADISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG244/?9(X)56901 09/25/86
• ACAIDISCRETE CLINIC&L_!_LYZER/MRKTG262/?!T:lO_O01 0g/_5t86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZERIMRKTG259/717102901 09/25186
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG260/717103101 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG261/7171OO.901 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL.ANALYZER/MRKTG258/717107901 09/25186
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG263/717106901 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLIN!CALANALYZER/MRKTG264/717101201 09/25/_
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG265/717101203 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG224/79O846901 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG228/790566901 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG241/790786OOt 08/00/89
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG181/791208.901 11/21/B_
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTGO01/?91oB000103/30/87
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG222/790647901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG204/790035905
ACA 01SCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG215/790035904
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG217/790109901
ACA D;.,_,CRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG225/790648901








09/25/86ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG254/713619901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG253/713635.901 09/25/86
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG252/713627901 09/25/8@
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG251/713627901 09/25/B6










ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG255/71362sg02
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG206/790093901
C-##N,C-63,C-79 / CLASS A/CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
ELECTRIC BLASTING CAPS:CLASS A/CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
s-_#,m-t oE'rm_TOeS
DFP-### / CLASS A/GLASS C EXPLOSIVES
P-### PRODUCTS/ CLASS A/CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG219/790599901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG2oB/790653901
L
: EHS/TR!:! :"* ' =_Z CONTAINS 40_FR 355(370)t3_r]_I_M_CAL': "' *_: i)AT.A:.::_ENTLY AVAILkBLE!I !N llSl)$: _;TElti: : ::::: :
(, (, (
( ( (
GP23- 1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 157
E T
MFGR. N_TES, F$CM, ADDRESS, PHONE M_DS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
20081DU PONT THYROXINE CALIBRATOR (T4-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG236/790652901 09/25/86
20090 DU PONT TIBC KtT- CARTRIDGE ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG063/680362 11/10/86
200910U PONT TIBC STOCK IRON SATURATING SOLUTION ACA DISCRETE CLINICA L ANALYZER/NRKTG276/BB0362 11/05/86
20060 DU PONTTOI_RAMYCIN CALIBRATOR (TOBRA-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG220/790592901 07/25/86
20077 DU PONT TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS SCRN.CAL(S TAD-C ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG247/790761901 08/00/89
20078 DU PONT TRIGLYCERIDE CALIBRATOR (TGL-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG205/790071901 09/24/86
20024 DU PONT TRIS DILUENT ACA ACA DISCRETE CLIN.ANA/MRKTG150/710618901/704212901 07/30/86
20083 DU PONT URINARY PROTEIN CALIBRATOR (UP-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG239/790559901 09/25/86
20084 DU PONT VALPROIC CALIBRATOR (VALP-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG226/790650901 09/25/86
16834 DUPONT NONEX ARANIO FIBER 11/00/85
11082 DYMEL 12/DYMEL 114 AEROSOL PROPELLANT/N-BUTANE BLEND 05/00/89
12563 EMULSION BLENO PRODUCTS / BLASTING AGENTS TOVAN EXTRA ### 11/04/85
12564 EMULSION PRODUCTS, BLASTING AGENTS TOVEX ###, EL-### 11/04/85
12565 EMULSION PROOUCTS, OXIDIZERS EX-### 11/04/85
04162 ENAMEL PRIMERS, CHROMATE PRIMER, VARIPRIME, CORLAR 825S,826s;gI465,6165,2155,824,1695-75,3010-125,ETC 01/01/91
13956 ENAMEL REDUCERS 17005;38XXS;BOXXS;81005;84855;85XXS;y-38XXS,-85XX5 01/01/91
16561 EPOXY PRIMER BROWN 825Y 9031 04/27/82
19969 ETHOSUXIMIDE (ETHSX) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705326901 08/00/89
13139 ETHYL ALCHOL, 95% 09/01/90
19956 ETHYL ALCOHOL (ALC) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705097901 08/00/89
17725 ETHYLENE GLYCOL DU(XX)O08 / GRADE 2 11/11/90
12050 FASLOC,RESIN-ANCHORED BOLT SYS./DETAFLEX,DETAPRIME ID PRODUCTS,INSTAL.QC,PA,T / CLASS A EXPLOSIVE 11/04/85
20057 FOP CALIBRATOR ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLSAR230 01/13/89
20058 FDP CLOTTING TUBE ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLVFO001 12/30/88
19971FIBRIN(OGEN) DEGRADATION PRODUCTS (FDP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705726901 08/00/89
19970 FIBRINOGEN (FBG) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705112901 08/00/89
19499 FORMALDEHYDE SOLUTIONS FORMALIN, METHANAL 12/14/92
05715 FREON TA FLUOROCARBON, CLEANING AGENT E-94893 (REPLACES E-77773) / AZEOTROPE 06/22/87
08930 FREON TE SOLVENT. 8840-00 NO DATE
07497 FREON TF CLEANING AGENT FREON PRECISION CLEANING AGENT (PCA) 05/00/89
15547 FREON TF HEAD CLEANER #050-104 CHEMCENTRAL HEAD CLEANER 050-104 NO DATE
22070 FREON TMC CLEANING AGENT DU00t084, MIL-C-81302 05/27/92
10825 FREON 11 F-11, CC0119 09/23/91
17713 FREON tl PRESSURIZED 10/00/85
04442 FREON 113 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE/DUOOO126/FREON TF 10/30/91
15536 FREON 114, DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE DU001061 10/07/91
15537 FREON 116 REFRIGERANT DUO01C_7 / HEXAFLUOROETHANE 04/30/92
04298 FREON 12 04/00/88
15551FREON 12 WITH DYTEL LEAK DETECTIVE (CONCENTRATE) 10/00/85
15563 FREON 12/FREON 114 BLENDS 10/00/85
15546 FREON 13 REFRIGERANT DUOO1069/CHLOROTRIFLUORDMETHANE 03/20/91
09347 FREON 1381 REFRIGERANT DU001083 / BROMOTRIFLUOROMETHANE 02/10/92
15557 FREON 14 REFRIGERANT DU001071 / TETRAFLUOROMETHANE 03/19/91
15561FREON 21 NO DATE
@ 11937 FREON 21/FC-21 88-F-1421 DLA MSDS
04537 FREON 22 0U000025 / CHLORDDIFLUOROMETHANE/CC0335 08/13/92
15560 FREON 22 WITH DYTEL LEAK DETECTIVE 10/00/85
06217 FREON 500 REFRIGERANT DU001075 / FREON 12 - FREON 152A AZEOTROPE 06/10/91
06218 FREON 502 REFRIGERANT DU001047 / FREON 115 - FREON 22 AZEOTROPE 09/26/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" : DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
















GANI_E-GLUTAMYL TRANSFERASE (GT) TEST PACKS
GENTA TEST PACKS
GLUCOSE (GLUC) TEST PACKS
HALON T-122 TEST GAS
HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT (VENDOR: DU PONT)
HCFC-123 REFRIGERANT
HEPARIN (HEPRN) TEST PACKS
HFC 134A
HIGa-I BUILD ACTIVATOR FOR CORLAR
HIGH DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN CHOLESTEROL (HDL) TEST PA
HYDROCHLORIC ACID, DILUTE SOLUTIONS
HYVAR L CITRUS HERBICIDE
HYVAR X HERBICIDE
12035 NYVAR X-L WEED KILLER
1_t I_iITACDRD
19976 IMNUNDGLOBULIN A (IGA) TEST PACKS
19977 IMMUNOGLOBULIN G (EGG) TEST PACKS
19978 IMMUNOGLOBULIN M (IGM) TEST PACKS
16402 INRON ENAMEL ACTIVATOR, CLEAR
16364 IMRON P.V. ENAMEL - WHITE
04737 IMRON POLYUREll-IAJME ENAMEL
19979 IRON (IRN) TEST PACKS
20039 ISE5 WASTE BOTTLE
13954 ISOCYANATE ACTIVATORS, HARDENERS & ADDITIVES
12036 KARMEX HERBICIDE
02314 KRENIT:E S BRUSH CONTROL AGENT
06878 KRYTOX
060(0 KRYTOX 143 SERIES FLUORINATED OILS
17966 KRYTOX 1500,1600,160(0 & 16000N SERIES...
02166 KRYTOX 240 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES, CC0084
10162 KRYTDX 280 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES
04743 LACQUER THINNER (AND CLEANING SOLVENTS)
00754 LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS
19980 LACTIC ACID (LA) TEST PACKS
19981 LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE (LDH) TEST PACKS
12052 LEAD AZIDE PRODUCTS (CLASS A EXPLOSIVE)
141:64 LEAK FIND FREO_t 12 MITH DYTEL
19982 LIOOCAINE (LIDO) TEST PACKS
12038 LIND-WRIT LIQUID DEVELOPER, LWLK
12039 LIND-WRIT PHOTORECORDING DEVELOPER, LBCD
12040 LINO-WRIT RAPID ACCESS DEVELOPER, LWCD-WHITE CAP
12041LINO-WRIT RAPID PROCESSING DEVELOPER, LWRP
19983 LIPASE (LIP) TEST PACKS
19984 LIVER LACTIC DEHYI_NASE (LLDH) TEST PACKS
oe_76 _:_;0au. SXLICA
08752 M-PHENYLENEDIANINE
19985 MAGNESIUM (MG) TEST PACKS
FREON 23 - FREON 13 AZEOTROPE
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 703234901
&CA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG526
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705104901
FOR HALON SYSTEMS TESTING
KSC-TG-PID-04
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705519901
DUO00603
VFY 632




ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705125901
ACA OISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705034901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705130901
326Y-67632
520U-523U;531U-537U;539U-541U;544U;!547U;548U;550U;





AA,AB,AC,AD,AX.AY,AZ & CZ / DU002670 / 5635PP
FLUORINATED VACUUM PUMP FLUIDS/OILS
AA,AB,AC,AD,AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002672
AA.AB,AC,AD,AX,AY.AZ & CZ / 0U002676 / 5695PP
3002S/08S/13S/42S/61S/96S & 3919S/24S/296/39S/79S
36615/ THINNER, ACRYLIC LACQUER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705105901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701718901
-RD-1333,-OEXTRINATED,-COLLOIDAL,-SPECIAL PURPOSE
209510 / LABEL BRANDS: NURRAY, N APA
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705388901
LINO-tCRIT L;OUID DEVELOPER
LINO-WRIT PHOTORECORDING DEVELOPER
LINO-WRIT RAPID ACCESS DEVELOPER
LINO-WRIT RAPID PROCESING DEVELOPER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 703508901
ACA DISCRE;E CLINICAL ANALYZER / ?01972901
D_345 / _ t15-011
MPDA

















































- 12180 METHIONINE, L-35S, TRANSLATION GRADE _ _ NEG-(X)gA NOT RE(K) -





._QR.. _TES, FSC.. _:,_SS, P.O_
TSRS ID TRADENAWE
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 159
E •
.. _i MSD$ H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
19986 METHOTREXATE (MTHO) TEST PACKS / MRKTG185 ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 735194.001 08/00/89
0
21227 MYLAR POLYESTER FILM EBlI,N552,M580; MBPT; POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE: POLYESTER FILM 03/16/92
19987 N-ACETYLPROCAINAMIOE (NAPA) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705400901 O&/O0/Bg
10553NOT _NUAL DEVELOPER - PART A NOTMD - A 1t/00/89 * *
10554 NOT MANUAL DEVELOPER - PART B NDTMD - B 11/00/89
10551 NOT MANUAL FIXER - PART A NDTMF - A 03/00/90
10552 NOT MANUAL FIXER - PART 8 NDTMF - B 08/00/89
08611 NOT STARTER DP377-35-9, P0000045 02/06/89
14217 NEC-t64A INULIN-CARBOXYL, (CARBOXYL-t4C) INFORMATION SHEET NOT REQD -
13142 NEF-941. ECONOFLUOR (KIT) 3 MSDS'S: N625,829,9t2 08/00/90 *
19988 NEONATAL BILIRUBIN (NBIL) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704299901 08/00/89
14623 NET-190A GLUCOSANINE HYDROCHLORIDE,D-(6-3H(N)- NOT REO0
14140 NET-549 DEDXY-D-GLUCOSE, 2-1,2-3H(N) 09/00/90 -
17727 NITRIC ACID (STRONG) DU000340 / GRADE: STRONG TECHNICAL 12/01/89 * *
06462 NITRIC ACID (WEAK), 52.3_ - 67.2% 36, 38. 40, 42 6E" TECHNICAL I2/01/8S • *
12042 NITRIC ACtD/AIIBIONIUM NITRATE AN PRILLS.AMMONIUM NITRATE PRILLS,SP-2 1t/01/85
12053 NONEL/PRIMADET, BLASTING CAP CLASS A EXPLOSIVE 11/05/85
05579 OUST HERBICIDE, 75% FORMULATION HERBICIDE OR WEED KILLER, M0000028 02/08/88
12054 PENTAERYTHRITOL TETRANITRATE PETN, CLASS A EXPLOSIVE 11/01/85
19990 PHENOBARBITAL (PHNO) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704316901 08/00/89
19994 PHENVTOIN (PTN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705715901 08/00/89
01617 PHOSPHORUS (PHOS) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702234901 08/00/89
11504 PHOSPHORUS-32 ALPHA-D-CTP SAFE HANDLING PROCEDURE ONLY, P-32 NOT REOO
19991PLASMINOGEN (PLG) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705037901 08/00/89
15452 PREP-SOL SOLVENT 12/27/82
15451 PREP-SOL SOLVENT 39195 05/03/84
00670 PRIMER- LACQUER, IOOS 04/15/87
04163 PRIMER_SURFACER 3OS 04/tS/BT
19992 PRIMIDONE (PRIM) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704279901 08/00/89
19993 PROCAINANIOE (PROC) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705412901 08/00/89
19989 PSEUDOCHOLINESTERASE (PCHE) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701716901 08/00/89
20023 PURIFIED WATER ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLSAR999 t0/28/87
19995 QUINIDINE (QUIN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705424901 C_/00/89
12055 RALLY CREAM WAX 0508N.O512N,O513N,O517N 07/13/81
15543 RAPID PROCESSING RECORDING FIXER 08/30/77 -
19996 SALICYLATE (SAL) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705244901 08/00/89
19999 SAMPLE HEMOLYSIS (S HEN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 791114901 08/00/89
12056 SEOUOIA SAFETY FUSE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE 11/05/85
12t98 SINGLE BASE SMOKELESS POIIR)ER INR-####, SR-###H, PB / CLASS B EXPLOSIVE (100 LB) 11/05/85
02319 STARBLAST ABRASIVE SAND (STAUROLITE SAND) DLA MSDS -
10295 STAUROLITE SANDS PRODUCTS COARSE STAUROLITE,BIASILL,STARBLAST.STARBLAST XL 08/12/93
11715 SULFUR-35 THIO-O-ATP SAFE HANDLING PROCEOURE ONLY. S-35 NOT REO0 -
04459 SULFURIC ACID 0-C-265 / 66 DEG.BE.95-98_ 12/00/76 • *
17726 SULFURIC ACID. 77 TO 100_ DUOOO051 / TECHNICAL 02/24/92 * -
13140 SURLYN IONONER RESINS 11/07/89
14622 SUVA COLD-NP HFC-134A / DU002794 09/21/92
20089 T.H.E. DESICCANT INDICATING GRADE ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLSH4841 04/13/87
19494 TEDLAR PVF FILM SEE SEPARATE MSDS FOR TRY15BS1 & TFMOS(A.B,)L2 02/15/91
09048 TEFLON FLUOROCARBON RESIN/CK _S/USE FOR TAPE.TUBING PROD_ 02/11/93
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / 'e' : DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
tO/03194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 160
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................











































TEFLON PTFE FLUORDCARBON RESIN IN SYN. LZST TEFOI5
TEFLON-S LT GREEN
TERSAN 1991 TURF FUNGICIDE
THEOPHYLLINE (THEO) TEST PACKS
THYRONINE UPTAKE (TU) TEST PACKS
THYROXINE (T4) TEST PACKS
TI-PURE TITANIUM DIOXIDE PIGMENT
TOBRA TEST PACKS
TOTAL BILIRUBIN (TSIL) TEST PACKS
TOTAL PROTEIN (TP) TEST PACKS
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS SCREEN (S TAD)
TRIGLYCERIDE (TGL) TEST PACKS
UNIVERSAL DARK GRAYY PRIMER SURFACER
UREA NETR_N (BCR_) TEST PACKS
URETHANE ENAMEL BLACK 99U
URIC ACID (URCA) TEST PACKS
URINARY PROTEIN (UP) TEST PACKS
URINE AMPHETAMINE SCREEN (U AMP) TEST PACKS
URINE BARBITURATE SCREEN (U BARB) TEST PACKS
URINE BENZDDIAZAPINE SCREEN (UBENZ) TEST PACKS
URINE CANNABINOIOS SCREEN (U THC) TEST PACKS
URINE COCAINE METABOLITE SCREEN (U COC) TEST PACKS
URINE OPIATES SCREEN (U OP;) TEST PACKS
VALPROIC ACID (VALP) TEST PACKS




VINYL ENAMELS,CHASSIS BLACK,DUCO BLACK,VINYL CLEAR
VITON FLUOROELASTDNERS/VITRON A-35/A-HV/B
VYOAX 550 FLUORGTELOMER DISPERSION
WATER GEL PRODUCTS. BLASTING AGENTS





3613S LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS
3642S LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS
3698S LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS
3919S LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS
05711 39245 LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS
05712 31)29S/31_:LAC(_IER THINNERS kND CLEANING SOLVENTS
05713 391tS_ER TH]NNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS
05462 606S POLISHING COMPOUND
7A,TC.B,BA/B.gB,Lt29,701N, 703N,701d,80tN .... TE6###
954-101
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705464901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705503901
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705222901
TITANIA / TI02 / RUTILE / TITANIUM DIOXIDE
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRGTG563
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705341901



























































TOVEX/TOVAN/POURVEX/PDURVAN ### & EXTRA ###.EL-###
TOVEX ###,EL-###,TRENCHRITE,SEZSMDGEL,SEISMOPAC
CFESO06 NC0IO Tt"l_J CFE5024 NCOlO;EFE1058 NCOtO;FE#





















'=_ DUBOIS CHEMICALS / DIV.CHEMED







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 161
_ E T
,,sos. H
COMNENTS DATE S I
72008
05762 ACID STARCH POI_DER #725
05T(_CI"_ATE INDICATOR #630
06584 GCO-IO






05759 TITRATING SOLUTION #823
• * DUCEY CHEMICAL INC
08258 GREASE DUSIL SG-3511
SULFAMIC ACID 80%
K2CRO4 5_ . .:
COOLING TOWER TREATMENT COMPOUND
AMMONIA 14%
GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
VINYL RESIN IN SOLVENT
02191/ GENERAL SOLVENT













77043 PRINCETON MEADOW OFFICE CTR PLAINSBORO
SILICONE GREASE
Nd 08536 (609) P99-3191
NO DATE
• - DUDICK. INCORPORATED
OBCL2 1818 SOUTH WASON
22769 PROTECTO-COAT 1000 COMP. A COAL TAR EPOXY




STREETSBORO OH 44241 (216) 562-1970
04/19/94 -
04/19/94
• * DUMQNO CHEMICALS, INC.
08870 PEEL AWAY 2
08871 PEEL-AWAY 1
EC983 1501 BROADWAY NEW YORK NY 10036 (212) 869-6350
05/03/91
02/17/87
• * DUNBAR SALES CORP.
DUNBAR SALES=COlWlERCIAL.STEVEN 2Gt64 39 AVENUE / P 0 BOX 8
18927 CEMENT - MM-A-105. TYPE 1, ORGANIC COATING. F-M430
BAYONNE NkJ 07002 (201) 437-6500
08/25/92
• - DUNN-EDWARDS CORP.
34483 4885 E. 52ND. PLACE LOS ANGELES
17742 E 5 IX SATIN SHEEN WHITE
17737 Z-1633 GRAY PRINER RL 18341
17739 10-1SYN. IND.MAINT.WHITE ENM'L
17740 42-36A VINYL WASH ACID COMP. PHOSPHORIC ACID SOLUTION
17738 51-88 TT-E-508-C
17741 7-LINE, LUST-R-LO ENAMELS ALKYD RESIN BASED PAINT







** DUNTON, M.W., COMPANY
02332 NOKORODE SOLDERING PASTE
81397 3 BRIDAL AVENUE/BOX 232
Z-89-A
WEST WARWICK RI 02893 (4Ot) 821-1832
O7/21/86 -
** OUPLICOLOR PRODUCTS CO.
SEE SPRAYON PRODUCTS ECK06 26300 FARGO AVE. BEDFORD HTS. OH 44146 (216) 292-7400
• - DUPONT ENERGY MANAGEMENT
59392
** DURABOND - SEE USG
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4CEFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS).




TECHNICAL SALES & MARKETING GR 90303 BERKSHIRE INDUSTRIAL PARK BLDG BETHEL CT 06801 (203) 796-4292
ECG87 305 NEW HIGI_dAY 64 EAST LEXINGTON NC 27292 (617) 449-7600
17774 ALKALINE MANGANESE DIOXIDE CELL MN908.-918,-1604. MNt300-D, t400-C,15{X)-AA,24OO-AAA,f900-N,SK69.7K67 06/t5/92
12980 LITHIUM/MANGANESE OIOXIOE BATTERY DL 2/3A, 123A, 223A, 245, 323A, & BATTERIES COMPRI t0/26/92
18439 MERCURIC OXIDE CELL 09/24/92 *
-* DURATRODE - SEE NCH CORP
'EC043
• * OURHAM. DONALD +
54728 P.
151810URHAM'S ROCK HARD WATER PUTTY





02662 SAR INSULATION ADHESIVE
EC289 P.O. BOX 117 FARNINGDALE NY 11735 (516) 249-9ooo
oel3o!85 -
** DUROMAR
SEE ALSO MARTEK POLYMERIC ECKSO 35 POND PARK RD.
19111 DUROMAR EAC GREY HARDENER/BASE
19110 DURONAR SAR HARDENER/BASE
** DURON INCORPORATED
55652
16461 PERMATHANE GLOSS CLEAR
16510 PERMATHANE SATIN FINISH CLEAR VARNISH
17686 PRO KOTE ALKYD SEN1 GLOSS
















• * DURR-FELLAUER MEDICAL
** DUVAL SALES CORP,
11588 K-NAG
ECA98
ECF17 300 THE NAIN BLDG.. i + _$TON
POTASSIUM MAGNESIUM SULPHATE,
TX 77002 (713) 54_+8491
SPM 01/01/85
** DWYER INSTRUMENTS. INC. 65274P.O..ox 373
<m4 + .LuEQ* E.ell
16159 FLUORESCENT GREEN CONCENTRATE
04278 RED GAGE OIL





,,'_' OYCO CHE_]ECALS & COATINGS, :[NC :: : :: : :: :::-:i++:+i!.:i : :;.i! : :::.... :
.,i." _,.
...... .._:..,. _.:+ .,- . ::. :::_ :.:: ========================--
MSDS'S NARKED "o" : SUBN|T. K_.... FQRlll 29-393 1'00IKI.CQNTAC'T / _+:$:W/O. """ VER;FtEO........ AVA]LABLE VIA tISDS SYSTEM. / "e' _, DLA 14HIS MSDS
EHS/TRZ: ',," =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE _N MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03194 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 163
_TUmER _ _ E T
.e_..oTes. esc-,,aoeess. P.ONe .... .SOS H
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC177 5850 ULMERTON ROAD CLEARWATER FL 33520
14935 40-10 SUMMER GREEN ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4010
14936 40-20 DERBY GREEN ACRYLIC CO"POLYMER RESIN 4020
14937 40-30 PATIO GREY ACRYLIC COPOLYNER RESIN 4030
14938 40°40 BATTLESHIP GREY ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4040
14939 40-50 DOVE GREY ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4050
14940 40-60 BERMUDA TAN ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4060
14941 40-70 BRICK RED ACRYLIC CQPOLYMER RESIN 4070
14942 40-80 WHITE ACRYLIC COPQLYMER RESIN 4080
14943 40-90 OXFORD BROWN ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4090
** DYKEM COMPANY
98148 8501 DELPORT DRIVE
08130 DYKEM LAYOUT FLUIDS
03475 DYKEM SPRAY LAYOUT WHITE SP-1127
04093 DYKEM SPRAY REMOVER SP-1138
03474 DYKEM SPRAY STEEL BLUE SP-1100
09426 DYKEM STEEL BLUE DX-IO0
16683 LAYOUT RED DX-296
17681 MARK & CODE YELLOW (M-4)
l










10485 DYNASOLVE 710/DYNASOLVE 711/DYNASOLVE 750
t0484URESOLVE PLUS/URESOLVE PLUS S.G./URESOLVE PLUS 500











06345 6300 YARROW DR
ECF04 3620 CINCINNATI AVE



























CA 920091597 (619) 438-2511
CA 95677 (800) 350-7751










OH 45204 (800) 733-9639
01100/92
Nd 07647 (201) 767-1995
o7/11191
ECB61 2905 SHAMROCK AVE FORT WORTH TX 76107
MSOS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 164
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDItES$.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
20533 DS-108 WIPE SOLVENTS
0e673 OYN/UlOLO MOLDABLE SHIN




16622 524 FOREST ROAD
11172 #6292 DENT FILLER CO_ONENT A
11173 #6292 DENT FILLER COMPONENT B
2123o #6294 DENT FILLER COMPONENTA
21231 #(L_B4DENT FILLER C01tlPONENT 8





5d556 1426 FLEET STREET BALTIMORE NO 21231 (800) 535-5053
F-707 / AQUEOUS ACRYLIC FLOOR FINISH/SEAL FORMULAT 02/01/91
AQUEOUS ACRYLIC FLOOR FINISH/SEAL FORIRJLATION 02/01/91





TT-F_3220 : ::i: DLA IIISDS - -
1400/40t/402/404F408/692/694/695 1 " 02/t0/B3 : *
02/10193 *
02/17/93 *
17673 HEAVYWEIGHT BODY FILLER (224,244,292,292K,294,294M 296,297.2100,2101,2103,2104.2164,2236,2456,9294)
17671 LIGHTWEIGHT BODY FILLERS OVER 100 STOCK #S
** E K INDUSTRIES, INC.
11491SOOIUN CARBONATE
ECE94 t403 HERKIMER ST.




O_2 E'BONO t240, (PI_NTED mITE)
08213E_tKINO 1241, (PIGMENTED BLACK)
_EPOXY PROTECTING COATING
04616 SELF VULCANIZING RUBBER BLACK PART A & B
EPOXY ADHESIVE STANDARD SET RESIN COMPONENT
EPOXY ADHESIVE STANDARDS-ET HARDNER COMPONENT
PART A & B/108:-C_2/4024





** E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
EC277 3831TYRONEBOULEVARD NORTH ST. PETERSBURG FL 33T09
02572 CAUSTIC SODA (I0 N NAOH, NG-3)/ASBESTEST:KIT CAUSTIC, SODIUM HYDRATE
- 02574 GLACIAL ACETIC ACID (FE-1)/ASBESTEST K|T
- 02570 GLYCEROL (GLYCERIN, MG-1)/ASBESTEST KIT
02576 HYDROFLUORIC ACID 20% FLUOROHYDRIC ACID (HF20_, FE-3)/ASBESTEST KIT
02577 IRON COLOR REAGENT,FE-4/ASBESTEST KIT ALSO ASBESTOS A2/HAZCAT KIT
O_T3_SIUMCOLGR REAGT.m-4(MI_iNESO_)[Ar-_BESTEST KIT ALSO ASBESTOS C3/HAZCAT K]T
- 0257110RTHO PHO';_tOBZC ACZDIASBESTEST KIT PHOSPHORIC ACID. NG-2






" - 04427 ELECTROGRAPH POWDER
- 22390 EVERLUBE 211G (t1-533)
05006 EVERLUBE 823
11770 6940 FARNOALE AVE NORTH HOLLYWOOD
ECH82 2801 KENT AVE., P.O. BOX 2400 MEST LAFAYETTE




BONDED SOLID FILM LUImICANT
MIL-G-6711 / MSDS IS FROM ELECTROFILN
NIL-G-21164
















............ ._......... _.._... ,. .............._......... .... ................................. __.
: ::::!; EI.iI_/TR]: ,* -Pi_OIJICT CONTAINS 4QCFR:::;_SS;(3_O),/37_;:_CAL, * _ O_TA C_IRENTLY A:V_LE IN _S SYSTEM
,
( ( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 165
  AcTu u ...... E T




tg788 FOilMKOTE T-SO (10-t24)
007t3 LJLIBE-L(B( "1000 REAOY TO APPLY
08714 LUBE-LOK 2006 RTA
04367 LUBRI-BOND "A" AEROSOL
07883 LUBRI-BOND A
208_ LUBRI-BOND 220 AEROSOL (I0-613)
@ 17347 LUBRICANT, SOLID FIL
t77_7 ME-56 ( 11-532 )
13821 PERMA-SLIK RM (10-t35)
18168 WL-1158-11 (10-299)
18169 _dL- 1158- 13
]8t70 WL-1198-20 (10-299)
-'_EAGLE CHEMICAL CO, INC.
10218 SILICA GEL
BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 10-211
EXPERRIMENTAL SOLID FILM LUI_R!CANT t0-299
SOLID FILM LUBRICANT
10-858 (FORMERLY LUBE:'LOK_OOOO[LUTE)
10-860 (FORMERLY LUBE-LOK 2006 DILUTE)
MIL-L-23398. TY.II/BONOEO SOLID FILM LUBR.(lO-601)
BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT (10-600)/SN S-749
ECC96 MOBIL
18425 TELEGRAPH RD AND EAGLE DR MOBIL
*_' EAGLE SUPPLY, INC.
:_ . EC049 P.D:. BOX 75305
PASTE. MOLYBDENUM POLYSULFIDE
BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT
EXPERIMENTAL BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT
EXPERIMENTAL BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT
















AL 36601 (205) 452-9624
AL 36601 (205) 452-9624
01/00/93





o7_! CAReeR_e:m_AmLe 8ArteRY :
/.
LeAO**cIO TYeE " 03/t2/9t _ *
** EAST COAST FIRE EQUIPMENT, INC
EC275 2417 SPRUCE AVENUE WEST PALM BEACH FL 33407
*_ EASY COAST LUMREI
; ECF77 1330 NO, COCOA BLVD. COCOA FL (407) 836-0411
** EAST FALLS CHEMICAL COMPANY
oele4 _r_
** EAS_ XO0_ CO.
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION




ULTRA TECHNOLOGIES SUBSIDIARY ECM28
11718 ACETIC ACID. GLACIAL
14915 ACETONE
19139 343 STATE ST.
74364 P.O. BOX 431
78604
89535
ECKll 3100 RESEARCH BOULEVARD
FRAZER PN 19355 (215) 647-9100
WATER MIX 08/30/85 *
: i : i _ ::i :
ROCHESTER NY 14650 (800) 445-6325
KINGSPORT TN 37662 (615) 247-0411
NEW YORK NY 63000
DAYTON OH 45420 (513) 259-3100
763. 13001 12/01/81
297. P297. 13006, 13042/900297 12/15/81 -
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSi)S'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / *O" - DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
NATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGZSTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)


















13534 ANMON;UN HYDROXIDE (28% AQUEOUS SOLUTION)
01689 BLEACH STARTER E 6 AR
07399 CITRAZIN]C ACID
07412 COLOR DEVELOPING AGENT (CD'2)
07413 COLOR DEVELOPING AGENT (CD-3)
01686 D-t9 DEVELOPER (CAT #194-6045)
01674 D-76 DEVELOPER AND RPL
08702 DIMETHYL SULFITE
06042 EA$TNAN SIOADHESZVE
01675 EKTA. PRZNT 2 DEVELOPER, STARTER
13818 E_APROEEPSQLVEI_T:;I$TA_5.1L!ZEOl








01688 FIRST DEVELOPER E 6 AR
01687 FIXER & RPL. E 6 _ :
01661 FIXER SY$TEN CLEANER
016_3FLEX]COLORBI_EACH-EPL; C-41P&RT::A
01682 FLEXICOLOR BLEACH RPL. C-41 PROCESS PART B
01684 FLEXICDLOR FIXER AND RPL. C-41 PROCESS
06928 FORMALDEHYDE (SOLUTION)
18132 FUSER, O]L
11630 GLUTARALDEHYDE (25_ IN WATER)










16811 KOg_FLEXI DOP : :
o_6_ KO0_ m:E_REPLEmSHER _OCESS E-e
_:_::]ILE_FIX::_:ItEP_EMI_RiR_3_PAR¥ A
02381KOOAK BLEACH-FXX AND REPLEN]SHER.R-3.PART B
20214 KOOAK C DEVELOPER BLACK
13850 KOOAK C TONER. BLACK
106 4096.106 4112.106 4138/900496









PN 2268; SPECIALLYOENATURED ALCOHOL
1tB 8267,118 8275,117 3270 (2-NETHOXYETHYL ACETATE 07/27/82
124t/90t241
SEE ALSO "KODAK FARMERS REDUCER"
KODAK #908731. 121 6332.121 7017.121 7033
m
102 4470, 102 4710, 113 7090
180 0218; 120 0708; 120 07t6;t_ 0756; 157 78S9; 178 7969
140 8988 .............









DLA I_'_DS - -
DLA _S -










107 1034, 107 1083, 107 1109, 107 0846, 107 0861, 107 0
137 6524; 13"/ 6_; t_3 :_)93t; t98 21231BAXTER 1539931
157 6446, 165:(:X)92 .........i :
12;3 31 9 ; _:::::!::: .... :i ....... -
298
CAT# t16 1678. 116 1689. 116 1694
L :





























EI*ilSITRZ : "*" __ CONTAI_NSI 40CFR :355(i:70)_3_2 _CAL. :" "_"_NO:: DATA::_ENTLY AVAILABLE :IN _$ SYSTEM
( ( (
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC •OXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 167
.... E •
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S t
17782 KODAK C TONER, BLACK
08_2 _,x _ aeVELOPERREPLENZSHERPROCESSR-3
02384 KODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLENZSHER PROCESS m-3
t.1965 K(IOAK COLOR DEVELOi_ER REPLENISHER, PROCESS E-6, PT B
11966 KODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLNSHER0 E-6 & E-6AR.PT A
11967 KODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLNSHR,PROCESS E-6AR,PT 8
11968 KODAK CONO. & REPLEN. PROCESS E-6 & E-6 AR
01694 KODAK CONDITIONER & REPLENISHER, PROCESS E-6AR
01686 KODAK DEVELOPER D-19
18447 KODAK DUR&FLO RT DEVELOPER STARTER
21944 KODAK EKTACHEM CLINICAL CHEMISTRY SLIDES
20429 KODAK EKTACHEM DT ELECTROLYTE REFERENCE FLUID
21932 KODAK EKTACHEM DT HOL CHOLESTEROL DILUENT
21933 KODAK EKTACHEN OT _+ _LESTEROL REAGENT
21943 _AK EKTACHEN OT !_DENZYIIE CONTROL
21_5 KoOAKEKTACHZMDT XSoENzYm CONTROLOZLUEm
20424 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR
21928 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 1
20425 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR I DILUENT
21929 KODAK EKTACHEN DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 2
20426 KODAK EKTACHEMDT PLUS CALIBRATI_R 2 DILUENT
21S30 KOOAK EKTACHEMDT PLUS CALIBRATOR 3
20427 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALEBRATOR 3 DILUENT
21931 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALZBRATOR 4
20428 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALZBRATOR 4 D[LUENT
21939 KODAK EKTACH_!__][N CALIBRATORS I TO 3
2 t94Q KOD_: EKTACHEM :_0BIN _ROL SET(ABN/NORNAL )
21937 KODAK EKT&CH_M:T_E_ :_TROL i&:: DILUENT SET .
21934 KODAK EKTACHEM ZSO-ENZYME CALIBRATOR KIT
21936 KODAK EKTACHEM ZSO-ENZYME CALIBRATOR KIT DZLUENTS
21938 KODAK EKTACHEM ZSO-ENZYME CONTROL DILUENTS
21942 KODAK EKTA_ SPECZALT¥1CALIBRATOR DILUL:NTS
21941 KODAK EKTACHEIIi SPECIALTY CALIBRATOR KIT
022"/8 _AK EKT_+ R-3 F_LR_'T DEVELOPER & COLOR -
16643 KODAK EKTAMATZC S-40 STABILIZER
16644 KODAK EKTANATZC S-40 STABILIZER
16645 KODAK EKTAMATZC 5-40 STABILIZER
22823 KClDAK EKTAPI.U$ TONING STATION
I:[215 _; EKTAPRZNTJI_I_4ES][VIE :i :
08_ K(X)AK EKTAPRINT KDEVELOPER. L
09449 KOOAK EKTAPRTNT K TONER
16639 KODAK EKTAPRTNT L DEVELOPER
16640 KODAK EKTAPRZNT L TONER
01676 KODAK EKTAPRINT 2 BLEACH-FKX & REPLEN. RT PT A
01677 KODAK EKTAPR;NT 2 BLEACH-FIX & REPLEN. RT PT B
01678 KIX)AK EKTAPRZNT 2 DEVELOPER REPLEN. RT,PT A
11970 KODAK EKTAPRTNT 2 DEVELOPER REPLEN. RT.PT B
11971 KODAK EKTAPR]NT 2 DEVELOPER REPLEN. RT.PT C
11972 KODAK EKTAPRTNT 2 DEVELOPER REPLEN. RT.PT D
841 9822.836 5561
MX 1238-1 PART A/637 2815
MX 1238-I PART C/837 2815
tO0 _B66,100127798_
100 1866,100 7384 (OLD #'S2180 5209.183 2492)
100 7509 (OLD #: 156 4103)
127 8050.156 3782
156 3782











s=5 ooi i, e2,s+ +re,ms






DEVELOPER STARTER; CAT NO. t02 0072
B437 _14, @38 Bg_ O, 84i 9"293, 146 8611, 8345 3_32,
124 (I263
t00 if242, t90 0174, 138 Q855,821 5410: PN 247239 :
810 9043, 807 4585


























































NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S M/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HNZS #SOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 365(3`/0)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 168
MAMJFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTESoFSCN,AJOOaESS.PttONE MSOS H R
TSRS XD TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S ]
......................... . .........................................................................................................
16610 KODAK EKTONOL DEVELOPER PART A CAT. 146 4668 05/13/85 -
0
1385,3 KODAK F/_IER'S REDUCER, PART A
1_ _ FAIDIER'S REDUCER, PART B
m_ _ _:e;jST Nvr_ process e,6
02379 KODAK FIRST DEVELOPER REPLENISHER R-3
11973 KODAK FIRST DEVELOPER REPLNSHR PROCESS E-6, E-BAR
10951 KODAK FIXER
04797 xao_ ezx_ 22
166,48 .KODAK FLEX]_OR A_ BLEACH REPLENISHER PART A
16647 _ FLEXXCOLOR _ BLEACH REPLEN.TSHER PART. B
16653 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR BLEACH STARTER
16649 KOOAK FLEX]COLOR AR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A
16650 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART B
169 1492 06102/90
Im 1492 0_120/90
I_-:H38 :I PT K'r. II56.65,T_3: I GL.KI' I!!M_.:4832::i_:GL :10114185:
MX 1238/824 4931 06/02/86
156 4814,156 4830
1971753.1971720,1971738,1971746;1234699.1238146
CAT NO. 159 7t52
CAT ND. 169 3795
CAT NO. 169 3779
CAT NO. 159 7735









16651 K0 OAK FiE_. ;COLOII. AR DEVELOPER REP_NI"_HER PAR T C CAT :NIO. 159 7376
1_ _ EL_ZGOLOR AIR FIXER & REPLENISHER: _T _ 159 7392
16656 KODAK FLEX]COLOR BLEACH T] STARTER CAT NO. 166 4960/DISCONTINUED BY MFGR.
16657 KODAK FLEX]COLOR BLEACH PART A
16654 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH PART A
16655 KODAK FLEX]COLOD BLEACH PART B
16658 KOOAK FLEXTCOLOR BLEACH PART B
16689 KOOAK FLEX:COLOR BLEACH PART C
11974 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH REGENERATOR, PART A
11975 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH REGENERATOR, PART B
16667 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH REPLENISHER PART A
CAT NO. 1955 3348
CAT NO. 190 1685
CA T NO. 195 3348
CAT NO. 190 1685
cATi_o. 195 3348
123 7791 161 3538 161 3595
161 3595 161 3538 123 8450
1237734.1237759+
t6668_AK FLEXZCOLO_Bi_EACHRPLIM;PT,6,_2_419,t237759'- ........ /
11977 _A_FLF..XXCOCOR OEWLOPEn PARTA : ::192 7698 191 8895
1_978 K_:FLE_Z_LOR DEVELOPER P_nT B 1921 _69a 191 8895








DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A 191 9042 153 2753 163 7479
DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART B 191 9042 153 2753 163 7636
DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART C t53 2753 183 7636 159 73_6 191 9042
DEVELOPER STARTER CAT :NO. t95 3009
FIXER & REPLENISHER CAT:NO. 156 5175.153 3090.e
HV BLEACH REGENERATOR PART A 100 8325





























: ii 04/o /es




16670 KODAK FLEXICOLOR STABILIZER & REPLENISHER ADDITIVE CAT NO. 100 5768
11985 KODAK FLEXTCOLDR STABILIZER & REPt-EN|SHER pART A _69 3894 174 9902 t_O 5860 174 9183 : -
11986 KODAK :FLEXICDLOR STAB]L_ZER & REPLEN]SHER PART B PART IB_ 174 9902 169 3894:t80 9860 t90 0"/03 :- -
13150 _ :G!B_..:DEVELIOPER AND REPLENISHER :: : ::: .... I_ _834o 1900984. 8124331 . " •
13152 KOOAK GBX FIXER AND REPLENISHER 190 1875
11987 KODAK HARDENER & REPLENISHER PROCESS C-41V, PART A 170 8767
11988 KODAK HARDENER & REPLENISHER PROCESS C-41V, PART B 170 8767
1_989 XJ_)AK HAROENIER :& REPLENISHER PROCESS C-41V:, PART ¢: 1708767
18443 KODAK ]MAGELINK MAGENTA INK CARTRIDGE DP12 170 6274
10887 KODAK INDICATOR STOP BATH 146 4247,140 8731
15518 KOOAK £NDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER *PHEKIO
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 169
"m.":ACTURER " i_i:_ :_ ' E T
MFGR. RR)TES;FSCM,_DDRESS,PHONE .... _ _ NSD$_ H R


























KODAK INOUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER. PART A
KODAK INDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART B
KOD&KINI_TREXDEVELOPER REPLENISHER. PART C
KODAK INDUSTREXDEVEL_ER STARTER
KODAK INOUSTREX FIXER & REPLENISHER WORKING SOL.
KODAK INOUSTREX FIXER AND REPLENISHER PART A
KODAK INDUSTREX FIXER AND REPLENISHER PART B
KOOAK INDUSTREX MANUAL DEVELOPER & REPLENISH PT A
KODAKTNOUSTREX MANUAL DEVELOPER & REPLENISH PT B
KODAK LENS CLEANER
KODAK LIQUID DEVELOPER SYSTEM CLEANER




KODAK PHOTO RESIST DYE BLUE
KODAK PHOTO-FLO 200 SOLUTION
KODAK PHOTO-FLO 600 SOLUTION
KODAK PMTACTIVATOR_(REPLACES PREVIOUS PRODUCT)
KODAK PMT ACTIVATOR. IS4 9179 (OLD PROOUCT)
KOOAK I:PMTDEVELOPER
KODAK PROCESS E-6 BLEACH, PART A
KODAK PROCESS E-6 BLEACH, PART B
KODAK PROCESS E-6 COLOR DEVELOPER. PART A
- 0t691 KODAK_PROCESS E_6: COLOR DEVELOPER, PART B
- Or_SS _¢I_PROOESS e,S ¢ONOZTZON_R
- 063S7 KooAK;_SS E_S!_rX[R
05389 KODAK PROCESS E-6 STABILIZER
06685 KODAK PROFESSIONAL FILM CEMENT
11992 KODAK PROSTAR PLUS DEVELOPER
09450 KODAK PROSTAR PLUS FIXER
10895 KODAK RAPID FIXERs PART A
05504 KODAK RAP[D FIXER= PART B
05388 KODAK REVERSAL BATH. PROCESS E-6
13852 KODAK ROYALPRINT ACTIVATOR
13855 KODAK ROYALPRINT FIXER AND REPLENISHER
- 13856 KODAK ROYALPRINT FIXER AND REPLENISHER,NDRKING SOL
16641 KODAK; RIP :X--_IIAT DEVELOPER STARTER , _
165116 KODAK SOgttJl SULFITE ANHYOROUS
11995 KODAK STABILIZER & REPLENISHER PROCESS E-6 AR
11993 KODAK STABILIZER & REPLENSHER PROCESS C-41V.PART A
11994 KODAK STABILIZER & REPLENSHER PROCESS C-41V.PART B
01671KOOAK STABILIZER & RPLNSHR E-6.E-7 & Eor_tR
07940 KOOAK ULTRALIFE LITHIUM POkiER CELL. 9V
16745 KOOAK ULTRATEC FIXER ANO REPLENISHER
11796 KOOAK ULTRATEC TRAY DEVELOPER
11997 KODAK VERSAFLO DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A
11998 KODAK VERSAFLO DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART B
818 5100.139 7215.181 3351.165 1900 11/18/92
171 8592.139 7215.8t8 5t00 02/03/93
184 5650.818 5100,139 7215 02/03/93
162 8528 04/24/90
SOLN. #A-4343. 8-4465 / NIXED SOLUTION 04/03/87
139 7231.192 5007.190 0273 04/09/91
139 7231.194 0519.190 0273 07/02/90
CAT 1OO 3623. tO1 0032 05/04/89
CAT 100 3623 02/2t/90
127 3085.146 3728,176 7t36. t90 0570.900 156t 02/24/93




CAT 159--2666 5(3. t.59-2336 50G, 189-2074 1QT 04/04/83
CAT 146-8370 1G. 172-1034 54G. 195-6515 10T 03/09/83
CAT 147-3362 IG. 172-1059 54G. 184-5049 1QT O3/O9/83
CAT 146 4502. 146 4510 12/12/89
CAT 146-4528 1G 05/17/82
193 9628,10t 2541.197 8048,182 6270 10/21/92
197 8022 t54 9153 (PMT 11 ACTIVATOR. TSRS E05226) 10/18/82
t0/20/84
156 6538 1PT KT /156 6553 1GL KT /156 246t I GL 08/06/82
156 6538 1PT KT /156 6553 1GL KT /156 2461 1GL 07/21/82
116 2510 181 5034 156 2099 101 7599 10/O2/85
t16 2510 101 7599 156 2099 08/06/85
156 _3t_ 1PT KT_/156 6553 1GL KT /156 3667 t GL 03/28/88
156 8553/156 6082/181 5034 02/25/89
181 5034 1GL KT /156 7155 1GL (NEW PROD. NAME) 09/09/88
195 6150/195 6176 05/30/85
102 2490 01/13/84
IO2 2656. 197 3098 (BEFORE 8/15/83) 06/14/88
CAT 186 8342.128 2839,197 3247.146 41t4.146 4106 04/08/91
t73 3013.197 322t.t48 41015. t46 4114 04/08/91
156 6850/156 6553/181 0341/181 5034 03/09/89
183 2351.121 O194 O6/21/90
160 6854. 182 8318 04/08/91
IB0_54.182 8318 04/OalB1
o21t=/7B











MSO$'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT t MSDS*S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / ,eb, ,. DLA HMZS NSOS
EHS/TRZ: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN IfSDS SYSTEM
GP23 o 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
NANUFACTURER INDEX P. 170
11999 KODAK VERSAFLO DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART C
$2002 IRIDOAK VEII_T DEVELOPER REPLEN|,_.IER TYPE A PART A
1t9_M_. KODAK tPERSAIIAT DEVELOPER REPLENISFIER TYPE:A PART B
04799 1(8OAK S_ OEVELOIPlER .....
16642 KODALITH DEVELOPER REPLENISHER (2 PART KIT. A & 8)
11990 KODALITH NP I] DEVELOPER. PAR• A
11991KODALITH ImP II DEVELOPER. PAR• B
161_33: KODALITHNP]] CONTRAST CONTROL SOL
08124KODAL;THRP]] OEVELOPER REPLENISHER. PART A
Oet25:KODALZTH liP;; DEVELOPER REPLENISHER. PART 8
16638 KODASTAR MACHINE ACTIVATOR
20430 KOOATROL CONTROL I
20433 KODATROL CONTROL I DILUENT
20431 KOOATROL CONTROL 11
20432. KODATROL.!C($NTROL [Z OZLUIENT
21948 KODATROL OT CONTROL I DILUENT
21947 KODATROLDT CONTROLZZ








139 6606. t21 6696
139 6508. 121 67_2























06147 LEAO::!TEST 1. CHLORANtLIC ACIB/HAZCAT KIT
O




MIL-D-6998C / DEGREASER / 55590
_OSOLV 5305 (DISTR:PHIPPS) .......
117 5017. 117 5025. 117 5033
492
1317
900454] t05 7504,7520.7637. 12929205
491. X491
: :: :


























1t3234112, 1133420 : 05/06/87








07343 NETHYLENE CHLORIDE. TECH.
13376 N_BUT_ : i












• 01685 STABL;ZER RPL. PROCESS C-4t _ _
• 01EgOST&RTER_I(COLOR DEVP) E 6 AR
• 01695 STARTER. DEVELOPER E 6
01590 SUCCINIC ACID OISOOIUN SALT
13831 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSZLZCATE







Lr_Z: :,e, ,__ CONTA_[N$ 4_FR:2355(3_O)/37_ :_C_L.. --'=N0::0ATA _ENYLY AVAZLABLE::_tN _S: SYSTEM
( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P, 171
WA_ACTURER . , _ : e T
i MFGR. NOTE S, F SCM, ADORES S, PItOIW_ .... MSDS H R.
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
- 14687 VGC DAYLIGHTER II DIFFUSION TRANSFER METAL PLATE
20297 t-NAPHTHYL ISOCYANATE
ltOaO 1.2, -PROPYLENE OXII_ •
I_[!4S | ,S-DIFLU_-2,4,0_NITROBENZENE
06144 1.5-DIPHENYLCARBOHYDRAZIDE/HAZCAT KIT
18444 I. 6-HEXANED I AMINE
02383 10OAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PROCESS R-3
01585 2,4-DINITROPHENOL
01588 4- (2-HYDROXYETHYL)- 1 -PIPERAZINEETHANESULFONZC ACID 196883
• * EATON CORP. ."
, 00752
OPERATIONS ANO TECHNICAL CENTS 15605
SPECIFIC INDUSTRY CONTROL DIV, 27192
AERDSPACE/COllM1ERCIAL CONTROLS 27193.






07728 GEL 3000 GRADES 8. 2§ & 60
10824 ULTRAGEL II
tS44T UL_C, eL II. E_L_: SONO_RACe :iiii_ i!ill
351-6t50
CAT. qlt34147
1t3 7207. t13 72t5,113 7223,122 9707.t72 5126
CAT# 133 2279, t33 22_5. 133 2311
CHROMIUM 2 TEST
118 1288,118 1296, 118 1304, t18 1312,118 1320.118























FORMERLY ECONOMICS LABORATORY 91838 OSBORN BLDG. ST. PAUL MN 55102 (612) 293-2233
FORMERLY ECONOMICS LABORATORY 85884 370 WABASHA ST ST PAUL NN 551021307 (612) 293-2570
EMERGENCY PHONE: (800) 328-002 EC485 ECOLAB CE1NFTER ST. PAUL MN 55102 (612) 293-2233
INSTITUTIONAL DIV. ECj63ECOLAB CENTER ST PAUL MN 515102. (800) 352-5326
02455 ACTIVATOR 916338 10/02/84 -
18061ECO 5AN LIQUID SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE SANITIZER LIQUID SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE SANITIZER 09/04/92 -
20333 ECD SHINE WATER-BASED LIOUID POLISH FOR METAL 06/10/92
13109 ECOTEMP LOW TEMP SANITIZER LIQUID SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE 5&NITIZER 03/18191
20332 GRIEASESTRIP _ HIGH ALKALINE OVENCLEANER/DEGMEASER 01/29/93
_5389 LIME-A-MAY 12021 . " 10/22/85
08648 LIMEAWAY 04/12/89
02457 MAGNUS 61-DRX 900944 06/09/82
02456 MAGNUS 61-XX, 913384 02/04/83
15472 MIKRO BAC PHENOCOLIC DETERGENT DISINFECTANT 12/01/83
22831 OASIS 128 XP, QUARRY TILE DEEP CLEkNER/DEGREASER CONCENTRATE 07/18/94
t9725 OASIS 133 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER AND OEGREASER 12/10/92
20334 OASIS 256 NON AMMONIATED WINDOW CLEANER FOR OASIS 02/12/92
17192 SCALE REMOVING COMPOUND OLA MSOS
13106 SILVER POWER SOLID ENZYME SILVERWARE PRE-SOAK 11/03/89
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e" - OLA HIIIS IISOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 172
22493 SOLID BRILLIANCE
_atos Sm_IO_J_.m _







SOLID RINSE AGENT 02/03/94
H!GHALKALIN£ SOLID AUTOI_TIC OISHlUCHINE DETERG. 03J=9/_)0
RINSE ADOZTIVE 0410Q/90
S7588Q/ SOLID HAND DISH DETERI_ENT . 04t07!82
HIGH ALKALINE.AUTOMATIC LIQUID OISItMACHINE OETERG. 10/13/89
HIGH ALKALINE LIQ.AUTOMATIC DISHMACHINE DETERGENT 06/24/92
HIGH ALKALINE LQ AUTO DISHMACHINE OETERG.(942654) 10/22/85
ECOd8 148t RO_( NDUNTAIN BLVD. STONE MOUNTAIN IRA 300t3
** ECONOMICS LABORATORY
SEE ECOLAB INC. ECQ19 O_BORN BLDG.
** ECS COMPOSITES
• (ENViROI_IE_TAL _AINER!IS¥ST_ EC_C!6 3580 ROGUE RIVER: HWY
ST. PAUL MN 55102
GIUJNff$ PASS_ OR 97526
(612) 293-2233
• * EDGENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
OWEC5 6733 E. 106TH PL. S. TULSA OK 74133-7145 (918) 496-3343
** EDO*AIRE
309:17 216 PAS_t, IC AVE FAIRFIELD Nd 070063503 :
** EDMARDS COMPANY
14100 ELECTRIC STI_AGE:BATTERY
** EEC'O CHEMICALS. INC.
15341 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
IF889 MAIN ST.,
15635
P.O, BOX 310 PITTSFIELD ME 04967 (207) 487-3104




13797 SURFACE MOUNT SOLDER CREAM





EG&G - BOC HEAVY EQUIPMENT
soc CENTRAL_LV
EG&G WAKEF IELO _ENGINE ERING
07543 DELTA BOND. 152 !_E:
07545 MAKEFIELD A-4 HARDENER
07544 WAKEFIELD 8-4 HARDENER
09108 WAKEFIELD 120 THERMAL dOINT COMPOUND TYPE 120
** EGI*G CENTRAL SUPPLY : ! _
i!_ _ii11 _ ii!i soc
"* EG&G FLORIDA. INC.
PROPELLANTS & ENVIRONMENTAL SE 92678 P.O.BOX 21267
EC320
EC420 EGG- 1000/BOC-0t0
05820 80 AUDUBON ROAD :
qS2_Q:.
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32800
VAKEFIELD MA
SILICONE GREASE











GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 173
i ii E T
MFGR. NOT|S,FSCM,&DO421ESS,PHONE : _ .... :: :, ........ NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
................ o---. ............................................ . .................................................................
EC191 P.O.BOX 21296 KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32815
.... 15299 kilt. _ESSED. ;ASEOIJS (BREATH|N(;)
I8748 AI_, com_eSSeo. L=_ID (BAEATHX_)i
_i_! 184_ CZTWtCACZO, AQUEOUSl _ i'
- 15448 DEMINERALIZED WATER
- 15989 HELIUM, LIQUID
- 159_ HELIUM, LIQUID, DEWAR
- 16644 HYDROGEN (GASEOUS)
- 16090 NITROGEN TETROXIDE - NTD
- 160e7 NITROGEN TETROXrDE - NTO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM)
- 16091 NITROGEN TETROXIDE. MON-IO (VENOOR: CEDAR CHEN)
16039 SOOIUM HYOROXIOE- 25%
1-S0%
ALSO SAFETYGRAM-4
SEE ALSO N204-1, -3, 10
KSC-TG-PID-08
** EHRLICH. d.C.




02_85 SPIKE 80 W




21626 LILLY CORPORATE CENTER INDIANAPOLIS IN 46285
UPdDHN ID# P-000010-80-6




HERBICIDE/CONTAINS BENEFIN AND ORYZALIN
** ELASTIC MATERIALS
06225 ELASTIMEM (LATEX ACRYLIC PATNT FOR ROOFS)
06224 ELASTIPRIME (LATEX ACRYLIC PRIMER FOR ROOFS)
- 06876 PAINT WHITE
_EDII_
_ii i i_/i_ii:i iii_iII!I!II__i iliili_ii_iiii_i_/_!
OH
*s ELCO CORP
17424 PO BOX 09158 CLEVELAND OH 44109
** ELDON INDUSTRIES INC.
SEE AL_: UNGAR
** ELDORADO CHEMICAL CO.
31743








22036 ELOORADO AC-t2. ACID CLEANER
22569 ELOORAO0 ED-400




































MSDS'S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSD$'S V/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "O' - DLA HNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PI_OUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3?0)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 174
15340 HTP-1149







• * ELECTRIC BOAT - SEE GENERAL OY
DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS ECH84
MIL-C-14460













** ELECTRICAL INSULATION SUPPLIER
_ ECC373506:FGURTH AVENUE, SOUTH BIRMINGHAM AL 35222 (205) 252-9046
- 17994 __ 1029. PART A / PRZMER CONDUCTIVE ADHESZVE, RESIN SOLUTION / PRIMER 02/02/g0 - -
- li7_ i__ i038i_/_i PR|MEN 1088 _i_iii ii!i iili i_i_iili i!! ! METAL FILLED StL_CONE / PRIMER 04/28/86 * *
*- ELECTRO CORDS CO.
REPLACED BY, PACIFIC ELECTRICO 83148
** ELECTRO NATIONAL CORP.
ECB52 MATTHEWSAVE
09188 LUBE OIL BLENDED
08824 RATCHET LUBE




LOS ANGELES CA 28168
CkNTON MS 3_6
i _i i ilil ¸









=* ELECTRO-CHEMICAL PRODUCTS COP.P
o_ LECCO_00 8 PHOTOSVEEP
16590 ECCO 2000
EC108 89 WAU_T STREET
i





_* £!.,_¢TROF!_ MFG. CO.
SEE: FSCM: 11770, SOLD TO E/M 85932 27727 AVENUE SCOTT
(b 11933 LUBRI-BOND 220/MIL-L-23398D TYPE I1 AEROSOL
SOUTH EL MONTE CA 91733 (7t4) 540-1234
VALENCIA CA 91355 (213) 875-1000
OLA MSDS
=,, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY SCXENCES
_i:,i ;;_i: : 4Gg05 IBOX.I 25] FORT UASHZNGTON PA 19034 (800) 523-5874
i_'S_2'I:_TN ..... _ :_ :: . i: i 10000 10129/91 , *
22523 D.E.R. 736 EPOXY RESIN 13000 12/29/92
13472 DIMETHYLAMINDDETHANOL (DMAE) CAT# 18315/13300 06/10/93 -
17920 ERL 4206 15000 06/28/94
- - -:- -_-_ -",- -'- - -, -- - : _ '_ "_ . -._:-_!_i_=---_.*-_i!_-.-_.i_'_._..,.:.._:.-_ - ',-_- .".-_i,_.i-,_i-._:..:_:_i,-_-;'--.- _ .'_-_,_ ----- ............... " .........
:::._ ; EI_fTRI: ,*' .,_ OONTAINS 4_FR!!!3_S(&?O_)/37_:_CAL, "-'_ DAT&:_LY AYAZ_E :!N,_ SVSTEIIt
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 175
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
18449 FIXATIVE PREPARED EM GRADE
t ?s2a _¢UTARALDEHYOE(2_a_ WE!_T)
Iat8_ _t,tP._LUS_E.. _8_' Vsz6m
22524 NONENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE
13164 OSMIUM TETROXZOE
18450 SODIUM CACODYLATE TRZHYDRATE
22494 TOLUENE REAGENT _ _
t46,2 ue.NYL ACETATEI
** ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOC.
THIS IS NEITHER A MANUFACTURER 80131
01/05/93
16200; 16400 t0/t7/9!
C,AS # AND NAME:I t!1_K)'8. 1.5.PENTANEDIAL _- 06/18190 - -
14381.14383, 14380 1 _/14191 - -





** ELECTRONIC PACKAGIrNG ASSG,_ I INC
18890 EPAFL(]_. WSS_3 : :
18889 INTRACLEAN. S-235
18888 INTRACLEAN, 5-711




** ELECTRONEC SPACE PRODUCTS INTL
- 19577OECONT*- i
ECK95 5310 DERRY AVE ! AGI_.H_A HILLS CA 913014r_9
** ELF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA
ORGANIC CHEMICALS OIV. ECGO9 THREE PARKWAY
SEE ALSO:FOREX CHEMICAL CO. & ECN71 THREE PARqKWAY
12189 DIMETHYLAMINDETHM_L LOW VOE EPOXY CURING AGENT $1 00272,000
21999 LUPERSOL DDN_9 129





** ELF LU6 (SLEA) :




PHILADELPHIA PA 19102 (215) 587-7550





ECE45 45, RUE C. OESMOULINES FRANCE
SYNTHETIC OIL FOR REFRIG. & AIR CO_EPRESSORS
25965
NO DATE
'** ELGENCO INC " _ : :
15455
** ELLIS & EVERARD
ECD54
*_ ELLIS PAINT COMPANY
17652 AM-E-POX CATALYST 01_ 31_0 E. PICO BLVD. LOS ANGELES CA 90(03
599 10/24/91 •
17651 AM-E-POX RED OXIOE PRIMER 572 10/23/91 •
17650 AN-E-POX WHITE 500 10/23/91 ,
NSDS'S NARKEO "-': _IT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0" - DLA FINIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: ",, -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 176
E T
IMAIUFACTURI[R MSDS H R
MFGR, NOTE$.FSCllI,AOI)RESS,PttONE COMMENTS DATE S 1
TSRS ID TRADENANE
...................................................................................................................................
17653 HY LUX A.C. ORANGE 1120 B 10/25/91
o_ ELROY _ENTTNE COaPANY
EC057 P.O. BOX 688 SVA;NSEJ_t_ GA 30401 (912) 237-2871
10549 MINERAL SPIRITS (REGULAR) E-Z PAINT THINNER 11/00/87
** ELTECH SYSTEMS
15481SANURZL tt5
EC027 470 CENTER STREET CHAROON
55660
_,_. EN DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS. INC.
OGDF9 480 DEMOCRAT ROAD



































ACETIC ACID SODIUM SALT
ACID RED 1
ALUMINUM; ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANDARD
AIOIDNIUtt PARANOLYBDATE
ANTIMONY/ATONICABSORPTION STANDARD
BASIC VIOLET:3; GENTIAN VIOLET
BUFFER SOLUTION, PH 10






COBALT/ ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANDARD
CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE. MERCURY BICHLORIDE
DTMETHYL KETONE:2*PROP_IdkK)NE (ACETONE)
ETHER; DIETHYL ETHER; ETHYL OXIDE
ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE;_rHYLENE CHLORIDE
HYORAZINE SULFATE










63612 111 VK)ODCREST RD./BOX 5018
ECH69 480 DEMOCRATIC DR. GIBBSTOMM NO
SX0264, SX0265, SX0270, SX0272. 6264




CX2095, CX2t00 / CRYSTAL VIOLET









AXO: 110,115,115P,11G, ttS, t20.120S.120T, t25.t26
NO 89390






















NLA C_[IBRAT_[ON KZTS# 9080-9083.9086 & 9087 10127/87 - -
#PXliS401"i " iil . 06/1t/92 ..
HX0200, HX0201, HX0205. 9605 03/01/91
401184 06/09/86
15911 OSMIUM TETROXIDE OX0260 (DISTR. AN-WED) 01/O0/82 " -
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 177
TSRS [D TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S Z
...................................................................................................................................
03607 PH REFERENCE BUFFER SOLUTION H7590-7 H7590-27.-7;BX1632.BX1635;21131
17707 PIMELtC KETONE CX2334. CX2335/ CYCLOHEXANONE
o Oa-;56B POTASSItml IODIDE PX4503.-1505.-1507.-t_K)8.'1510.-1512.5043.5044tlS_S S,LT CAKe: _)Zsam_m sm.e,Te sxmet ,sxo'Tsg.sx(nso_sxo?s_. sxoTes, e64'7, rmsg
- 13572 SILICONE OIL 7742 VV-D-1078A / LMSC MSDS
17706 SODIUM DIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE
05571 SODIUM NONOSULFIDE
14431 StJLFURIC ACID i :_ : : _
17708 TETRABROMOPHE_IOL SULFONPHTHALEIN
10916 TRISODIUN CITRATE
SX0710, 6346 / SODIUM PHOSPHATE. MONOBASIC
SX0770, SX0775, SX0780
0722058
BX14t0. BX1418. 8t22 / BROMOPHENDL BLUE
SX0445 . 0448. 0450. 6430
** EMCOR PRODUCTS
EC890 1600 FOURTH AVE N.M.
07092 EMCOR (TOUCK-UP/AIR DRY )
** EMERSON & CUMXNG





• 04"774 HYDRAULIC FLUID : : : • t2859?? _ _, ....
• * EMERY, A.H.. C0.
EC693 70 PINE ST./PO BOX 608 NEt# CANAAN
05628 BL-IS CELL FLUID SHELL TELLUS OIL 10
• ',, EMPIICE MHITE_PROOUCTS CO.
03097 EMPIRE WHITE SPACKLING COMP. PLASTER PTCHG. GYPSUM
** EMPRO CORPORATION
EC170 14332-21ST AVENUE NORTH
14945 ZSOCYANATESAND RESIN COMPONENTS
** EMSCO
ECP80
** _ FLORIOA: :;:!:_
ECP49
** ENERGETIC SCIENCE
DIV. BECTON 53833 6 SKYLINE DRIVE





























26952 13000 V. SILVER SPRINGS DR BUTLER Vl 53007
05737 ENERPAC HYDRAULIC FLUID HF-IO0 NO DATE
05771 HYDRAULIC OIL HF-IO! NO DATE
05772 HYDRAULIC OIL HF-I02 NO DATE
_S'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSi)S'S M/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA IRNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 178
-* ENFORCER PROOUCTS, INC.
. : _ ; " ECI_ P.O. BOX 1068 CARTERSVILLE




9A166 ROUTE 152 PLAINVILLE
79356 1 VEST CENTRAL AVENUE EAST NEWARK
ECK02 235 KILVERT STREET wARMICK
ECP6T t01 ttq)OI) AVENUE ISELIN
ECP68 600 E. MCDOWELL ROAD JACKSON
10477 AG-CU-P-SN BRAZING ALLOY - SILVABRAZE MCMASTER-CARR PART# 7809All
17530 AG-CU-ZN-CD BRAZING ALLOY - SILVALOY 35 7675A
GA 30120 (4o4) _u-o8ol
t t/t 1tso - -
MA 02762 (617) 695-7811
Nd 07029 (20t) 266-7844
R1 02886 (401) 739-9550
Nd 0G8300770 (BOO) 336-8559
MI 39204 (800) 458-8650
05/15/87 *
12/00/88
22708 AL-0109 P ALUMINA CATALYST, 582-054 02/04/93 - -
0_B68 BENTONITE ....... _i:_i!_ -- DESZCC;TE. 25J_i_ZLLONITECLAY II:Ck3/3Q/_3 !i
18491BLACKTFLUX _ _i_ _ ii ili i . i I !
22707 OESICCITE 25 BENTONITE, HEAT ACTIVATED GRANULES, DRYING AGENT 12/23/93 -
22404 GENERAL PURPOSE LIQUID SOLDERING FLUX WELDING/BRAZING 12/02/93 -
09309 LIQUID BRIGHT GOLD N GOLD STAMPING 1NK 05/12/93
16036 PLATINUM INK 6082 04/18/83
*- ENGINEERED FABRICS CORPORATION
ECP60 669 GOODYEAR STREET ROCKMART
- 22688 1801C NEOPRENE COATING
GA 30153
09/00/93
*, ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES, INC.
ECSOt VATEI_FOeO ROAO
07196 TARMAX R-IO0
,* ENMAR - SEE AMERON
THIS IS AN AMERON COMPANY
** EMMET CORPORATION
10299 COMPRESSED AIR M/10-500 PPM CARBON MONOXIDE ADDED














** ENTERPRISE CHEMICAL COATINGS
AKA THE ENTERPRISE COMPANIES
DISTR. FOR MOBAY PRODUCTS
De,me EPOXYCAT*_STIIm_-P'_70
ECD19 660HOPMEADOW ST * S]MSBURY CT_O6OTO (203) 658-4411
_F ASSEMBLY (iPETNCORID) / (EXPLOSIVE) ._._: : NO DATE
60035 2841 SOUTH ASHLAND AVENUE CHICAGO
5P778 2841 SOUTH ASHLAND AVENUE CHICAGO
MXL,P_23377.1/MSD$ FOR PART B
OOaSK)_VPR[!URIII_TI_/B :: M]L-P_33;?iI'
16475 EPOXY PRIMER MIL-P'23377D, TYPE 1 (COMPONENT A)
00669 PRIMER - EPOXY POLYAMIDE MIL-P-23377
IL 60608 (312) 541-9000
IL 60608 (312) 641-9000 ....
_ 05100164
ii_i i DL* MSOS - -
04/01/83 -
DLA MSDS -
• 00767 VARNISH DLA MSOS -
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94_ MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 179
_A _T U_ m e =" _ _ _ _ ' _r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :_ "_" _ _ _ :_ _ _ _ _r _ _ _ _ _ _ .... _ i _ _
MFGR. NOT[$, FSCM, _SS, PHONE E T
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS MSD$ H R
.................. DATE S I
15453 22090-TT-V-1190 OLEORESINDUS VARNISH TT-V-119 / SPAR VARNISH. PHENOLIC-RESIN 07/00/83
_scmszO_ ASA_CO / FOmEm.Y e_H er.s_ p o sox t9oo
SUBSIDIARY OF ASARCO 02258 P.O. BOX 1900
19285 AUTRONEX C MAKE UP SEL-REX
19513 BDT BRIGHTENER SEL-REX
t9514 BDT 200 MAKE up SEL-REX
19518 BOT 200 REPLENISHER SEL-REX
- 22552 BOT 5t0 REPLEN[SHER AGFO. SEL-REX
08888 ENBOND NE-6
08889 ENBONO Q-527 ALKALINE CLEANER
08890 ENBOND Q-547 ALKALINE METAL CLEANER
19280 K4PrADDIT_VE SEL-REX
IS283LECTRO-NIC ANODE ACTIVATOR SEL-REX
19252 LECTRO-NZC _O_03MAKE UP $EL'REX
19281 LECTRO-NIC 10-03A REPLENISHER SEL-REX
20479 PYR-AU-BOND OP COBALT COMPLEX




• " ENVIRO CHEMICAL INC.
8R295
15342 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND, SN t44-60 M_L'C-14460
ECG17 1019 BANKTON DRIVE
• * ENVIRONETICS. INC
SEE: ACCESS ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS 06405 2t BUSINESS PARK OR
18922COLILERT WP200
12192 COLILERT COIM>ARATOR
• * ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
5R461
• * ENVI RGNMENTAL : PRODUCTS . _ . : " '
• :. ;. ::: : :. :: 45609 701M. ILLINO]S AVE_ AU_
13072 4655 HANDYMAN ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
• * ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE ASSOC.
EC449 4955 YARROW STREET ARVADA
IR664 5540 MARSHALL STREET ARVADA
03708 CYANIDE & PHENOL M&STEMATR LABORATORY STANDARD KIT
03709 DEMAND WASTEUATR/OEMANO SMALL LAB WASTEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD
NEVt,ttV[N CT Oe_:)8
NEW HAVEN CT 06508































IL / (313) 437-173a
06/02/86
CO 80002 (303) 431-8454
CO 80002 (303) 431-8454
03115192 •
03/15/9203703 GREASE & OIL UASTEUATR LABORATORY STANDARD KIT
03712 HALOMETHANES.ORGANICS.VOLATILES TOXAPHENE POTAR/FM /ARnDATnDV CTAlunAon 03/15192 * =
................................................... - .............. 2/15/86 * *
_ . _ " ...... . ........................................................................
" • " u H_NILY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10103194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 180
03706 HARDNESS WASTWATR LABORATORY STANDARD
03713 XMORGANI¢$ POTABL[MATR L_RATORY $TANOARO
03711METALSPOTABLEVATR L&BOQATOIRY ST_
03_'04 MXNIERAL$ WASTEWATR .... - .... ::: .: _TORY $T_
03707 NUTRIENTS WASTEUATR/NUTRIENTS SMALL LAB WASTEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD
03710 RESIDUAL CHLORINE WASTEWATR/CItLORINE POTABLEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD KIT
18054 TRACE METALS ERA CERTIFIED WASTEWATR. COMPONENT G
03705 TRACE METALS WASTEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD
03714 TURBIDITY POTABLEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD
ENVIRONIIENTAL:SOLVENTS CORP
EC018 t840 SOUTHSIOE BLVD. JACKSONVILLE
22052 RE-ENTRY VPS SOLVENT-2OOO
e,_ ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
14037 ENVIROTEX LITE HARDENER
14036 ENVIROTEX LITE RESIN
08825 RB OEGREASER
** EPOLUX MANUFACTURING CORP.
DIV OF SKIRGES CORP(HAMFAB COR ECL24 500 SOUTH 9TH ST.
$/_IFORO i •
PH 9,6 (25% SOLN)
EC291 18-55 42ND STREET
FL 32216



















*- EPOXY TECHNOLOGY. XNC.
- 131589 EPO TEK330
** EPOXYLITE CORP.
04446 EPOXYLITE # 810 PARTS A.B,C
** EPPERSONAND C01MPANY
33246 P.O. BOX 567 / 14 FORTUNE DR. BILLERICA MA 01821
A: CRN 020772, B: CRN 020773 / LMSC MSD$
i







** EPSON AMERICA INC.
61722 TORRANCE CA 90505
** ERGOTRO_I. INC.
. ECC35
09348 ISOPROPYL'ALCOHOL ( IO0%)/MOUSE CLEANER 360 04/10/89
** ERICO FASTENING SYSTEMS
EC292 P.O. BOX 340,DAYTON VXEM $TA. DAYTON OH: 45406
: :O=SSS_N[ItALI:_ _¢ESIVE 77 : : : t_1'i5lS5 ..
** ERICO PRODUCTS. INC.
ECD51 34600 SOLON ROAO SOLON OH 44139 (216) 248-0100
14045 34600 SOLON ROAO SOLON OH 44139 (216) 248-0100
I IISOS'$ :_O: *Y_ : _T KS(: FORM 29"39_I ;;-i__;!::_;!:i_i_'/O :;,:'_"][F..ZED _;AI:LABLE V]A; _: SYST[N / ''' !b:::DLA HM][S MSOS
: : EHSITR][:: ' $' -_ _Ol¢t'Alql_ :4_FR.::355(370)_372: _iCECAL, " "" ' "NO :DATA _E'NTLY &VAI_E IN i_)05 :SYSTEM: :
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 181
W_ACTU_R .:__ _ _ ; e T
MFGR' NQTES,FSCII.,_dDDRESS,PI'IDNE i..... M_OS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
19594 CADWELD ALUMINUM WELDING MATERIAL 08/20/91 •
10482 CAI_LD ELECTRICAL WELDING MATERIAL
!9595 CADIELDONE SHOT |LOS
1_!596T-327 A,22 (AIR DRV) ALUNtNIJMWELDING FLUX :_
** ERICSEN INSTRUMENTS CORP.
EC314 472 MADISON AVE.
18157 SINGLE SOLUTION REAGENT
*_ ERIF SALES CO., INC.




ECL01 2141NW 25TH AVE
19590 NICKEL BASE FOUNDRY PRODUCTS
19589 STEEL FOUNDRY PRODUCTS
,t ESSEX CHEMICAL CORPORATION
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS DIV. 15539 125 BLACKSTONE AVE.
83527 19451SUSANA ROAD
16161 ALUMINUM LIQUID ENVELOPE
091611 ALUMINt_ STRIP COAT 00067118
09186 BINKS BOOTH COAT #27-5860
08703 LIQUID ENVELOPE
08813 PRO-SEAL 870 A BASE
08814 PRO-SEAL 870 ACCELERATOR
09106 VINYL SOLUTION 00067591
*- ESTERLINE ANGUS
ESTER PO BOX 24CK)0
11632 AQUEOUS INK HIGH INTENSITY-FAST DRY (40)
11633 AQUEOUS INK
02432 MEDIUM DRY GREEN INK
02639 MEDIUN ORY REDINK
** ET0WAH CHEMICAL SALES&SERVICE




-OTXK9 295 ANCHOR ROAD CASSELBERRY
¢





TOLUOL AND KETONE SOLVENT
LIQUID ENVELOPE:




Nd 08753 (201) 341-3613
09/21/87
FL 32707 (407) 767-0747
MI 481045 (313) 769-4600
06/15/87

























OYGP4 3915 STONEHAVEN RD. ORLANO0 FL 32817 (407) 657-5556
** ETV EXPORT, INC.
ECP07 2916 N. FORSYTH ROAD WINTER PARK FL 32952
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IF_DS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA HMIS MSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 182
E T
NSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
** EUCL10 CHEM!CAL COMPANY
07030 EUCO.SLIP
** EUREKA CHEMICAL COMPANY
- 22444 FLUIO FILM. GEL t_D-EP
** EUTECTICCORP,




** EVANS - ST. CLAIR. INC.
4
06578 ESC 25258, 25263. 25271
06577 ESC 25259
EC884 19218 REDt/OOD ROAD CLEVELAND OH 44110 (216) §3i-9222
' 1iI28/s6 -
EC097 234 LAURENCE AVE.P.O. BOX 2205 S. SAN FRANCISCO
!
EC934 4040 1077 ST. FLUSHING
72271 172ND ST FLUSHING
EC826 2541 MZLLS STREET
** EV,e_NS MFG., INC.
56307 1330 SOUTER
03572 PEEL COAT - TYPE Z E-30
19493 PEEL COAT - TYPE 1I B-149
10169 PEEL-COAT. TYPE II
21102 6581 MILL STREET
** EVANS PRODUCTS CO.
02014 EXTREME PRESSURE LUBE #3
=* EVER READY THERMOMETER CO.
12190 METALLIC MERCURY
OGZdO 401 P/IRK AVE SO.
=* EVERCOAT
EC865
- 06869 PAZNT THINNER
=* EVE.READY BATTERY CO INC.
83740 CHECKERBOARD SO.
14038 ENERGIZER; INOUSTRIAL BATTERY
22850 ENERGIZER, EVEREADY BATTERY
21840 EVEREADY BATTERYEPX-T6
21879 EVEREAOY:IBATTERY II_TS - LETTER
14510 EVEREAD¥_TTERY: _BGIZER; HEARWELL; OVERTtME















TROY MI (313) 583-9890









NY 10016 (212) 684-2155
06/20/86
NO DATE
ST. LOUIS MO 63164 (314) 982-2000
03/14/91
03/19/91
NONRECHARGABLE DLA MSDS -
RE: NO OSHA MSOS REQUIREMENT FOR ARTICLES 01/30/92 -
MERCURIC OXIDE - ZINC / INCL. E132N 03/t9/91 _ •
DLA MSDS
-.-- ........ ..-._..-_......-.-.... ............. ._=.._=._._.;:*...._..__.._, . .... ... ............... .. .............................
EHS/TRI: _ _*' =PRODUCt CONTAINS 40CFR355(_370)/3?_!i:_;C_. "''_:OATACURRENTLY AVAZLABLE tN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 183
!_z ii
MFQR. NDTES,FSCN,AI_DRESS+PHONE I_S H R
TSRS ZD TRADENAME COiENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
72988 475 BROAD AVE.
03_6 BLACK LUSTERLESS F.3NAMEL
• 22674 BLACKBOARD COATING GREEN
'08267 BLUE _dJD$S ALKYD I EkUtMEL
• 22672 CLEAR COATING COMPOUND
11520 DARK WALMJT STAIN
• 03213 ENAMEL
• 16505 F_L ALKYD GLOSS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR RED 11136
• 00368 ENAII_L, ALKYD (15t OZ)
• 16371 ENAMEL, ALKYD. GLOSS YELL01# 13538











"RESIN FORMULATORS CO_ OIV.
11700 RFC-1093 PART A/PART B
_* EXCEL-MINERAL COMPANY, INC.
: tSP38?!_IAB_ElCrt " (OIL i lWATER)
** EXCELDA MANUFACTURING CO
18891 STAINLESS STEEL POLISH
GRAY SEMIGLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL (26492)







YELLOW ALKYD SENIGLOSS ENAMEL





METAL, CLEAR ACID RESISTANT, TT-C-499
TT-S-711DW






ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS ZNTERtOR/E_TERIOR
MIL-W-5044C & AM.1
COATING TT-P-25
SLOW DRYING WHITE, TT-P-115
C23690/TT-E-529F
CULVER CITY
RBO 120-005 TYPE IX





















CA 90232 (800) 424-9300
08/24/90
GOLETA CA 93117 (8C_3) 883-5321
06110/92
ECK28 12785 EMERSON DR BRIGHTOh MI 48116 (313) 486-3800
POLISH.METAL(CLEANING & POLISHING,STAINLESS STEEL) 01/01/91
PA 19044 (215) 441-7531
PA 196124145 (800) 424-9300




SEE ALSO YUASA-EXIDE CORPORATT 20038 101 GIBRALTAR ROAD HORSHAM
SEE ALSO: YUASA-EXIDE, INC. 19481 645 PENN STREET/PO BOX 14145 READING
GOVERNMENT MARKETING OEPT.(FOR 90660 9176 RED BRANCH RD COLUMBIA
06920 EXID[ : BATTERIES, ELEC.STORAGE, WET
02548 LEAD-ACID BATTERY I (1.5"X t.5"X 2* • LCC) ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
** EXIDE ELECTRONICS CORP.
31795
** EXPANOEO RUBBER & PLASTIC CORP
25598 14000 SOUTH WESTERN AVE. GARDENA CA 90249 (213) 321-4260
• 16978 LUBRICATING 01L WATCH(MFGR:JC ENTERPR.,t_ONG FSCM) DLA MSDS -
02488 STAFOAM AB 402. COMPONENT R NO DATE -
02487 STAFOAM &B 402. COMPONENT T NO DATE
16800 STAFOAM &C 402. COMPONENT R NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSD5*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '•" - DLA HMIS NSOS




KSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 184
16801 STAFOAM AC 402. COMPONENT T
19591 STATHANE 823-2 FAST COMPONENTS 1 & 2
** EXPLO/ SA
*MANTIQUEIRA 317. LORENA ECI15 AV. 1NDUSTRIAS QUIMICAS *
13081MANTCONEC (IGNITOR CORD CONNECTOR)
14192 MANTELEC, INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRI£ DETONATOR
1290?NANTESPO, PLAIN CAP
14191 SAFETY FUSE-COBRA _
*, EXPLOSIVES TECHNOLOGIES INTR.
ECM44 3511 SILVERSIOE RD. SUITE 202
20734 ELECTRIC DETONATORS
20735 ETI COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC DETONATORS
20736 ET! DELAY ELECTRIC DETONATORS
** EXPRO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC.









FORMERLY A DU PONT PRODUCT
FORMERLY A DU PONT PRODUCT








29700 P-D. BOX 2180
EXXON CHEMICAL ANERICAS/DIV.EX 72190 P.O. BOX 3272
80738 1251 AVE OF THE AMERICAS
19607 CYLESSTIC TK 680
13316 DIOL 2210
t9_805 DORTAN N 36




































NO. 6 FUEL OIL




HOUSTON • TX 770ol
NEW YORK NY 100201104
322611 - 02611
312210-02210/LUBRICATING 01L
34383_ - 03833 / PETROLEUNNETALWORKING FLUID
133586 - 00586 _/ PETROLiEUM$OLVENT
NIL-G-23827 / 5114-EP
133464 - 00644 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT
133466 - 00640 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT
133465 - 00637 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT




MPN 255164-05164/PETROLEUM LUBRICATING GREASE
28073 - 04118 / PETROLEUM RUST PREVENTIVE
280392 -04114 / PETROLEUM RUST PREVENTIVE
PRODUCT CODE 475374_- 05374
372038 - 01125 / PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL
341183 - 01183





























::;:i: EHS/TRI: * =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(3_O)/372t:_IENICAL, "''-N_IIOATAI!CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN IISOS SYSTEM
c (,
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 185
: T
MJUMIJFACTtJIIIER i_ _ ! ii! i ii _ E •
MFGR. NOTES, FSCN oADDRESS; PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
18453 TERESSTIC 320 341184 - 01184 11/13/92
17070 TERESSTXC 68 376010 - 01176 / PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL tl/13/92
1948_0 TOLUENE _ 132010 - 006S0/ PETROLELIN SOLVENT 10/05/92 "
09066 TDt_QUE FLU;O 56 _ PRODUCT CODEX 2t3_83,0t983 04/10/88
14033 TURBO OIL 2380 217556 - 02380 11/13/92
19608 TURBO OIL 25 217582 - 02382 11/13/92
16919 TURBO OIL 274 217574 - 02385 / ENCO EXTRA SYNTHETIC 12/02/91
tgIB_ UNIVIS d t3 343127 - 03127 !t/13/92
21855 UNIVOLT N 61 331831 - 01831 /PETROLEUM ELECRICAL ]NSULATING OIL 10/24/88
11882 UNIVOLT 60 331830 - 01830 / PETROLEUM ELECTRICAL INSULATING 0 11/13/92
09115 XYLENE MSDS DATE NOT LEGIBLE 08/10/77 *
11835 627 SOLVENT 131031 - 00627 / CARBONA: VARSOL 1 09/09/92








ECB66 P 0 BOX 5744
5P339








80988 41 DZCKERSON STIPOBOX 1708 NEUARK!!:! :
FORIIERLYiVEI_ ESTERBROOK/ALS032988 551 SPRING PLACE RD/P.O.BX 330 LEW]SIBURG
17746 #1226 STAR TYPE CLEANER
19460 DESlGN HIGGINS 18 COLOR SYSTEMATIC SET WATERPROOF
05330 FLO-MASTER INK (ALL COLORS)
00873 HIGGENS PEN CLEANER 4502,4506,4507,4508
05448 H;GG]NS BLACK MAG;C
16661 HIGGINS PEN CLEANER
05096 HIGGINS WATERPROOF BLACK DRAWING INK 4415-4419
05327 HIGGINS WATERPROOF COLOR DRAWING 1NKS.ALL COLORS
05118 HIGGINS WHITE WATERPROOF DRAWING INK
03303 TOUCH&(;O SSl i_-
17747 TOUCH AND GO 981
05SSg.VI-_! STZC GLUE STZCK
07908 ULU GLU-STZC
19459 UNI-PAZNT MARKERS PX-20.PX-21.PX-30.PX-31
05449 7000 MARKER (ALL COLORS)
or_5 813 HIGGINS ETERNAL INK
NkJ 07103
TN 37CFJI-3447 (6t5) 359-
12/09/91
COLOR DRAWING INKS 04/01/92
T-104
TT-I-528, TY.X/VATERPROOF ]NK/MPN 4465-4469
4502-4507, REMOVES DRIED INDIA INK
4265




















FAHRINGER, T.L., CO., INC.
22027 WELDER'S ANTI SPATTER
EC015
00-016-0364 / FRS-IO ANTI-SPATTER COMPOUNO 01/23/87 *
** FAIRBANKS MORSE PUMP CORP.
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "f" = DLA ItMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 186
MANUFACTURER E T
iFQIR. NOTES.FSCM.JdDIOZESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
10613 3601 FAIRBANKS AVE KANSAS CITY KS (913) 371-5000
-* FAIIiL_J.ULO II_STON SYSTEMS INC
_TA SYSTEMS OIV. 06141 6000 E FRUITVILLE RID
** FAIRFIELD AMERICAN CORPORATION
EC354 8TH & HARRISON STREETS
03179 TURBOCZDE PEST CONTROL (WITH PYRENONE)
_L _
** FAIRMOUNT M%NERALSo LTD.
ECI34
13906 FOUNDRY/UTILITY/FRACTURING, SILICA, FILTER SANDS
SAR_SOTA FL 34230 (8:13) 37t_081t
FRENCHTOWN NO 08825 (201) 996-2121
NO DATE - -
MAGNUM BLAST, MELTING,ENGINE,BLASTING.GLASS SANDS- 09/10/90
** FALCON SAFETY PRGOUCTS INC ;
p o2e7o 2e CHLmB',.,V
** FALK CORPORATION
EC913 3001W CANAL STREET
07235 FALK LONG TERM GREASE (LTG)
SOMERVILLE Nd 08876
MILWAUKEE WI 53201
** FAMOUS LUBRICANTS, INC.
19799 ORANGE SOLID OIL NO. 2







SUBSID.KAISER INDUSTRIES CORP. 60519
04370 CW-5ODRAW COMPOUI_)
** FARMLAND INDUSTRIES, INC.
FERTILIZER/AG CHEMICAL DIV.
11206 C0-OP SPREADER/ACTIVATOR
EC529 6715 MCKINLEY AVE. LOSANGELES
MSDS IS FROM KAZSER ALUM!NUI
ECE46 P 0 BOX 7305 KANSAS CITY
#00474
-* FARWEST PAINT
EC369 4522 S. 133RD ST. TUKWILA
6F266 4522 S. 133RD ST. TUKWILA
17904 (X-5898) TT-P-1952B WHITE LATEX TRAFFIC LINE PAINT PICJ_ENTED ACRYLIC LATEX
- 19614 ALKYD SPAR VARNISH 55"V't21 H EQUIVALENT
18014 ENAMEL, ALKYD, GLOSS (GRAY #16376)
18015 ENAMEL, ALKYD, GLOSS, GOLD #17043
19603 LIGHT REDWOOD STAIN
08260 STAIN SEMI TRANSPARENT INTERIOR OIL STAIN
11239 STAIN. SEMI TRANSPARENT INTERIOR OIL STAIN
** FASCOI.NMTD - HIALEAH/FOMCGRP
_.: .... i :: :_::......... EC467 7435 M.






TT-E-489G / X'5363 / MOO. ALKYD RESIN SOLN















PT.I: DO29L100.DO29L102 / HARDENER MSDS: 5-1-85 02/06/89
** FAULTLESS STARCH - SEE BON AMI
MSD5'S MARKED '-': SUBMZT KSC :FORM 29'393 _0 __T _"_S_S i_/O:i!_ _i_D_AV_ILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "(P" " DLA HNIS MSDS
" EHS/TRZ : "*" -PI_OOClCT _AZNS 40CFR 36S(3_0)/372 _CAL, "--"_ DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN tItSDS SYSTEM
( (,
( (
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SI._STANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 187
: : _:: NOTES,FSCN,ADORESS,PHONE : • : i::: : IIISOS • H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
EC541
• _ FBA: PHAi_RACEUTICALS-SEE NOiSAY
OIV° BAYER USA :: _ : EC568:
** FEDERAL AVIATION ADMIN.
U S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATI ECA34
U S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATI 08125
OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73125
OKLAHOMA CTTY OK 73125
*_ FEDERAL P_ERTRII)GE COMPANY
ECE24 900 EHLEN DRIVE
11125 SMALL ARMS ANMUNITION(RIFLE & PISOL)
ANOKA NN 55303





15601 230 FLITE-RITE PROd. CN
*_ FEDERAL MINING & MFG. COIgPANY
00040 FEDRON
21862 DRAWER H
FED 288 t2TH AVENUE
(612) 421-7100
o51ot19o
CN FEDERAL. BARRICADE PROJECTILE
ROSELLE
** FEDERAL SALES SERVICE, INC.
....._ : 5N706 6598 FLEET ORIVE/PO BOX 30108
ECL02 6TH AVENUE & 415T STREET
19588 ROSIN FLUX CORED SOLDER WIRES. WRP.WRMAP,WRAP









VA 22310-8108 (800) 82B-3421
PA 16602
** FEL-PRO, INC,
73165 7450N. MCCOI_MICK BLVD. SKOKIE IL 60076
16455 CLOVER SILICON CARBIDE GREASE M_X!LAPPZNG COMPOUND ALL GRIT SIZES./ St802 - §t807 / 711"79500-79518
16926 FEL-PRO C-100 HI-TEMP ANT[-GALL LUBRICANT
08901FEL-PRO C-300 AEROSOL
08359 FEL-PRO C5°A HIGH TEMPERATURE ANTISEIZE COMPOUND 51001,51002,51004-51011,51146,51147 7W790t2
.19452 FIXIgASTER SUPERCOAT ANTI-RUST COATING 99736 / US KIT NO_ 29-9734
_* FELDSPARCORI_RATION : _ i_: : , :::
.... ECB69 530 ALTAPASS ROAD SPRUCE PINE NC 28777
ECM56 ONE WEST PACK SQ., SUITE 700 ASHEVILLE NC 28601
08914 SAND, INDUSTRIAL SAND, INDUSTRIAL
20875 SILICA SAND
** FEMCO
WAFCO DIV. / (FILTERAID CO.,
17990 SPILL BEGONE LtX













HOUSTON TX 77224-9156 (713) 780-9000
DILUTE ALKALINE BASED BIODEGRADABLE DETERGENT 11/00/92
*_ FENDALL COMPANY
._.----. ........................................................................ ._--._ ................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': S_JSMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA I_-_OS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE |N MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 188
MANUFACTUAER E T
MFGR. NOTES . FSCN. AI)DI_ESS . PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECG42
9S417 5 EAST COLLEGE DRIVE ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL Q(X)04 (800) 543-4842
19477 ABA-PLUS - PART # ABA. ANTIEM_T_tAL ADOITIVtE 12/153/92






** FERRO CORPORATION, COLOR OIV.
94630 4150 E. SETH ST. CLEVELAND
o,3o8 Gvooo52 _ITE SILICO_ PASTE FORMERLY FC- 1305_
184"9 GV0'232 BLUE SZLICONE PASTE :_ iii _ iiii_i_iiiiiiii!!iiil/ _....
184_dD_ GV01747 BLACK SZLI_ PASTEi _ii!i!i_ii:i_ii i :iiiii iii!i!!i!i!_il i:i! _ _
18457 GV01936 YELLOW SILICONE PASTE































19546 FR-?O24-A : :
19532 FR-7024-B
19547 FR-7026-A
26348 170 W. PROVIDENICA AVE. BURBANK




EPOXY RESIN _LUT_ON ! ii















































19481 FR-7026-B HARDENER EPOXY CURING AGENT 06/26190
EHS/TRI; "*" =PRDOUCT C_NTAZNS _FR 355(370)/3_2 CHEMXCAL. "_'_NO DATA _RRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (r (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 189
M_ACTURER E T
II_GR, NDTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE : : : :: : MSOS : _ H R
TSRS IO TRAJDENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
19482 FR-7026-C
t|)Se2FR_?O2B-A
19538 FR-703J'(FtA,F/V,2]FILM ADHES!VE/FABR!C CARRIER

















17857 MX8 7228/8800 60 INCH
17861MXB 7230/181 50 INCH
17859 MJ(B 770t/t58t 38 INCH
1:Trail: _i:::9002/.!43 38 INCH
17858 MXB 9012/7781 38 INCH
EPOXY CURING AGENT
EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM
MOOIFXED EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM
EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM: : : :
EPOXY CURING AGENT
EPOXY CURING AGENT









** FIBERLOCK TEGHNOLOGIES. INC.
21732 FIBERLOCK LAG-KOTE
** FIBRE GLASS-EVERCOAT CO.
iseos CReMe HAm)_NER
12163 EVERFIX EPOXY RESIN
12164 FIBERGLASS RESIN
17794 LITE WEIGHT III BODYFILLER
04738 MARINE RESIN
16379 POLYESTER GLAZING PUTTY #400
** FIBREX INC.
17846 BLOCK PRODUCTS
ECd39 P.O. BOX 968 SAND SPRINGS
00050 P.O. BOX 787/645 NORTH CYPRESS ORANGE






: 7_, PREPREG -.
700257. PREPREG
ECB64D 516 W 4TH ST DOCK #4 WINONA
ECI61 630 PUTMAN AVE (P.O. BOCX 432) CAMBRIDGE
6424 WHITE
18731 6GO0 CORNELL ROAD CINCINNATI
#642. 643. 644
#497,498. 499,500
A156, 157, 165, 166, 167,597
//550.551 . 552 . 553,554
FILL AUTO BODY WITH HARDENER









































AURORA ]L 60507 (708) 896-4800
FBX 1900 BLOCK, I_K)O-K BLOCK, 1800 SUPERGLAS BOARD 06/07/91
MSOS'S MARKED '-': St/EMIT KSC FORII 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IFJDS'S U/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "," = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P, 190
MANUFACTUREM E T
IIFQR. NOTE$,FSCM.&DDRES$,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRAOEhlAME COMMENTS OATE S I
17845 INDUSTRIAL BONDED PRODUCTS EPITHERM 1200.LAPINUS 1200, FBX_N## BLOCK.BOARD.ETC 06/07/91
** FIEBING COMPANY, XMC.
: :_ _ 98857 5t6 SOUTH 2NO STREET MILWAUKEE dI 53204-0125
17810 PRIME NEATSFODT OIL COMPOUND 02/00/88
*- FIL-COIL CO INC.
56528
8, FILMITE OIL CORP.
ECB63 P 0 BOX 404
08891 ENERPAC HF/HOF HYDRAULIC OIL
_'* FILTRINE MFG, CO,
22280
** FILTROL CORPORATION
72406 1945 EAST 97TH STREET
7K183 1945 EAST 97TH STREET
9ao95
GARDEN CITY NY 11530
BUTLER WI 53007




MIL-D-3464D TY t :
BETHPAGE
SEE ALSO HARSHAM/FILTROL PARTN ECJ41
15436 FILTI_L DESICCITE NO. 25 _ _ ::
** FILTRON CO. INC.
81831 148 SWEET HOLLOW RD
** FINA OIL AND CHEMICAL C_ANY i ii:_ !!i:_ _ i
EC279 P.O:. iBOX 2t59
SIGMA COATINGS DIVISION ECM39 1401DESTREHAN AVE.
21677 COLTURIET TCP CLEAR BASE 7476-SB3A
20787 COLTURIET TCP HARDENER PART B FOR 7476 & 7477 TCP PART 6
07243 FINA ALL-PURPOSE LITHIUM #2 GREASE
18|47 FINA HYDRAN ANTIWEAR HYDRAULIC OILS / 015000
19792 FINA NAR$ON LITHILM GREASE
20786 SIGMA SILGUARD MC LIQUID






NY 118041315 (513) 752-1144
DALLAS TX:7_22t (214) 750-2400








** FINE ORGANICS CORP_JtTION
ECA49 205 MAIN STREET
OBgt8 FO 2085 LIQUID ALKALINE CLEANER






** FIOCCHI OF AMERICA
LODI









2T299 9281LE SAINT DRIVE FAIRFIELD OH 45014
SEALER/BINDER FOR NEW SEEDING OF BALD AREAS
(513) 874-2818
o2/oi/86
,----ED',:"................. ......" ........"--'"....................""SUIBI_T KSC FORM 29"-393 TO ORGi_T;;_'S:_t_/O "-"L"_ VER3_IAVAILABLE VIA N.$DS SYSTEM / ,0" - DLA HNIS I_$
EHS/TRI: "," -.PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR:355(370)/372 CHE_CAL. "-,-NO DATA: CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESREGI TRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 191
.A.UF TUAER;I! i .... i!:i!i E T
JmFGR. NOTES, FSCN, ADDRESS, PHONE .... NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECG13 VIA SANATA BARBARA 4 LECCO ITLAY
12195 PISTOL/RIFLE & SHOTGUN PRIMERS (PERCUSSION CAPS) SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION, CLASS C EXPLOSIVES 01/00/86
*_ FII_E-TECT i: i iii I '/
0CB39 1688 EAST 23RD STREET LOS ANGELES CA 90011 (213) 234-9817




EC028 P.O. BOX 29183
- 16663 TONER FOR USE IN XEROX 1824 AND 1860
- 16664 TONER 600 NEP (XEROX)
: i Z
*': FISHER CONTROLS CO INC




MAIN OFFICE: FAIRLAWN, Nd/ MS 94480 7445 EXCHANGE DR./P.O.BX 13430 ORLANDO
..... _ 22527 ii REAGENT LANE FATRILAWN
2G230 1 REAGENT LANE FAIR LAWN
4P164
MSDS REQUESTS: (800) 766-7000 18464 P. O. BOX 375 1 REAGENT LANE FAIR LAWN
NSDSREOUESTS: (800) ?EdS*7000 ECP54 1410 WAYNE AVENUE INDIANA
g r r p
O_LANDG 8RANCH ..... EC684 7464 CHANCELLOR/POI_ :13430 : ORL_
19631 GREAT VALLEY CORPORATE CTR NALVERN
3N703







07038 ACETIC ACIO. GLACIAL
05851 ACETONE
11521ALKA.L[NE [OtDIDE SOOIUM AZZDE SOLUTION
03463 ALUMINA
15815 ALUMINUM POTASSIUM SULFIDE A-601¢










01450 AMMONIUM TARTRATE (#A708500)
10509 AMPHORPHOUS SYNTHETIC SILICA GEL




















































NSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / III_DS'5 W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA tllIS WSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 192
MANUFACTURER E T
IWGR. NOTES.FSCN,ADDRESS,PHONE MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
06617 ANILINE A7404 11/15/85 * *
15826 AN_.II_NY PDTA._;UM TARTRATE ABe. t0/03/91 -
11274 AMTiMONY REF_E STANDARD SOLUTION SA-4GO 10/t3/89 •
10_J12 ANT IIImNY TRI_IOE, SOLIO A-:_3 03/28/90
11285 ARSENIC REEFERENCE STANDARD SA-449 10/13/89 * *
10513 BARIUM CHLORIOE B-31. B-33, B-34 03/21/91
10514 BARIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION SB-162 05/13/93
19728 BORAX S-248.B,80.S-249,5-252 03/24/93O4/10/aO - -
00=89 .oRxc ACID _ A_73.A-74_A-77,A-TS 10112192 " -00289 BORIC ACID
05868 BORON REFERENCE SOLUTION 50-B-155. SB-155 10/13/89
05869 BRIJ 35 30% AQUEOUS SOLUTION.CS-285-2M 03/10/89
10515 BROMINE B-385 03/03/94 *
15768 BROMOCRESOL GREEN SOLUTION D.04% $114500 10/07/9t -
18145 BRUCINE SULFATE ............ 05/22/80 , ,






















































SOLUTIONS PH 9.0 TO 11.0




























SO-B- 114. - 139, - 141, - 115,- 116. - 142























































- 12704 CITRIC ACID. HYDROUS A104, Alt0
EHS/TR_: "*" =_ CONTAINS 40CFR 36f_(370)/372C_'M_CAL* "-_WCOBATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE_tNMSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 193
MANUFACTURER : .
E T
MFGR_ NQTES.FSCN.ADDRESS,PItONE _' NSOS H R
TSRS I0 TRAOENAME COMMENTS
DATE S I
...............................................................................
01459 COBALT NITRATE HEXAHYORATE ....................................................
378100 10/21/8511276 COBALT STANDARD SOLUTION
01458 COBALTOIJ_CHLORIDE I'_DRATE "
15808 COPPER_TAL _ ........ '




01461 CUPRIC NITRATE HYDRATED
01462CUPRIC OXIDE






15835 ERTOCHRONE BLACK T SOLUTION
10519 ETHYL ACETATE
02850 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
02745 ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOETHYL ETHER
14897 ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOETHYL ETHER ACETATE
1_75 FERRIC CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE
01467 FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION 0.025%
21715 FERRIC CHLORIDE, SOLID. ANHYDROUS
01468 FERRIC CITRATE PENTAHYDRATE
15837 FERROUS AMMONIUM SULFATE HEXAHYDRATE
118t8 FERROUS _JLFATE, HEPTAHYDRATE .
OtS:?FOm_LDEmDS; aTX i_ _ i
13131FORMANIDE


























HYI)BOCHLOItIC ACID .SOLUTIONS O.O2N TO 2,0N
































































































10500 KARL FISCHER DILUENT SO-K-5
03/28/90 .
IF'_DS'S MARKED "-': ,,_,NIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA FIN
EHS/TRI: * -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSOS SYSTEM IS MSOS
GP23-I
10/03/94
NATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)






























05898 MAGNESIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION tOOOPPM
05899 MAGNESIUM SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE
04255 MAGNESIUM SULFATE SOLUTION 2.25%
07854 MANGANESE CHLORXDE
05901 MANGANESE REFERENCE SOLUTION
15522 MANGANESE SULFATE SDLUTZON
05902 MANGANOUS SULFATE MONOHYDRATE
15841 MERCURIC OXIDE
11558 MERCURIC OXIDE. SOL;D








00498 M_THYL ETHYL KETONE
10504 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE





22551 MINERAL OIL. LIGHT AND HEAVY











































0.4% IN KCL/AmIUM PURPURATE
i



















































,,sos,s:m eO '-'- S., ZT xsc VIA.SOSsvs . / ,.., - OL...XS .sos
EHS/TR! : 't" .._ CONTAINS 4_FR 35§(_0)/37= CHEMICAL. "-'_10 DA_A CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 1N MSOS SYSTDI
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 .. MANUFACTURER INDEX P 195
_MFGR. NOTES, FSCM* AIN)RESS, PHONE : E •
- MSOS H R


























O-PHEMANTHROLINE FERROUS SULFATE COMPLEX
O-PHOSPHORI C ACID
O-TOLIDINE SOLUTION 0. t% (APHA)
OXALIC ACID
OXFORD SPECTRD-CHEK







07?32 PERCHLORIC ACID, 50-72_
07043 PERIODIC ACID (HYDRATEO)
06590 PERMOUNT R SOLUTION
08773 PETROLEUM ETHER
01482 PHENOL












































































































































MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUSItIT KSC FOIBI 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" - DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3?0)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P 196
MANUFACTURER E T
IFGR. NDTES.FSClI,8_DI)MESS,PltONE IISOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S |
10508 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE (DRY SOLID; BEAD OR GRANULAR)
t_PQTA$SEUNHVDROX[OE S_UrIONS tNANO 0.1N








11240 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE NON()BASIC
05920 POTASSIUM REFERENCE SOLUTION
05921 POTASSIUM SULFATE
0t494 POTASSIUM TARTARTE . :: i
Ot495POTA$SZUMTHIOCYANATE
- 03804 PuMP OIL 1-104A. 1-1048. 1-104C
01497 PYROGALLOL
01498 PYRUVIC ACID SODIUM SALT
06723 REAGtENT ALCOHOL/DENATURED ALCOHOL/DENATURED SPIRIT
18462 SAFRANIN D
01597 5EC,BUTANOL
05924 SELENIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION
05925 SILICON REFERENCE SOLUTION 1000 PPM S]
15957 SILICON REFERENCE SOLUTION, 37% (#SS3381)
01499 SILVER ACETATE
15854 SILVER NITRATE
10494 SILVER REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION. !OOOPPMAG
15856 SILVER SULFATE
15836 SODIUM (DI) ETHYLENEDIAMINE TETRAACETATE
21693 SODIUM (DI)ETHYLENEDIAMINE TETRAACETATE STD & 0. IN
15857 SODIUM ACETATE








05931 SODIUM CITRATE DIHYDRATE
01504 SODIUM CYANIDE
12619 SODIUM DICHROMATE DIHYDRATE
01505 SOOIUNFOR_IATE
o15_ SOOIUUmOI;'OSULFITE
- ISSS=: _Zt,m HVOImXZm_
15850 SODIUM HYDROXIDE
- 15973 SODIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS



















































































• EHS/TRZ : '_" "=_ CONTAINS: 40CFR 3§S(:370)/3_r: :CH_*N]_CAL, _ ;_::_TA _RRENTLY A..VAZLABLE: XN tl_,jD$ SYSTEN
c (,. (,
( (
GP23-1 NATER]AL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 197
MFGR_NOTES.FSCM,_RESS,PHONE _ i _ E Z
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS M_S H R
DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
05932 SODIUM HYDROXIDE. DRY SOLID.FLAKE.BEAD S-318.S-320 S-612. CAT.#S6133 07/16/92
- 15945 SOOIUM HYPOCHLORITE 07/10/70
_._1 sodium zoozoei_:i_ii:







01508 SODIUM PHOSPHATE. DIABASIC. HEPTAHYDRATE
22636 SODIUM PHOSPHATE. DIBASIC
02954 SODIUM POTASSIUM TARTRATE. TETRAHYDRATE
0150? SODIUM PYROPHOSPHATE
05937 SODIUI! REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION. t000 PPM
02955 SODIUM ?$ALICYLATE
18461 SODIUM SILICATE SOLUTION. 37%
07596 SODIUM SUCCINATE. HEXAHYDRATE
01509 SODIUM SULFATE




15853 SODIUM THIOSULFATE PENTAHYDRATE
11280 SODIUM THIOSULFATE SOLUTIONS 0.025N TO IN
15970 SQDIUM_ THtOSULFATE, ANHYDROUS
07036 STANNOU$: CHLORIOIE. DIHYDRATE
li1281 STARCH ,-ii
21734 STARCH INDICATOR












11283 TIN REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION 1000 PPM SN
19927 TOLUENE
19729 TOLUIDINE BLUE 0

























































































05948 TRIS (HYDROXYMETHYL) AMINDMETHANE T-395 12/06/90 - -
MSDS'S MARKED "-': S,,U_,IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "," - DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: * -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 198
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES,FSCN,ADOtESS,PI'IONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
01516 TRIS (HYDROXYMETHYL) AMINOMETHANE HYDROCHLORIDE 04125/85 -






















ZINC REFERENCE .SOLUTION tO(X) PPM ZN
ZINC SULFATE HEPTAHYORATE
I -NAPTHOL








4-AMINOANT I PYR INE
sv-15 os/oe/ss
:SD_K) 03/24/83




























73219 129 LOCKWOOD ST,
CHAIN & CABLE FLUID (AEROSOL)
HO-O











SUPER FML-2, FML-1, FML-O
NO.IO0, N0.105, NO.IO?, N0.110, N0.115
NO._30-A, NO.130-AA, NO.130-AAA
63o-,,A/83o-2
















** FITZPATRICK BRDS tNC
91694
01777 SCOURING POWDER - TYPE I. WITH CHLORINE BLEACH
CHTCAGO 1L
12/O1/92
** FLAME CONTROL COATINGS
EC029 4t20 HYDE PARK BLVO/PO BOX 786 :NIAGARA FALLS NY 14302
- 16300 BLUE MANNER FINISH (PERRY & DERRICK MSOS)
01940 FLAME CONTROL ......... NO. lOOA/TT-P-26C, PAINT, WHITE
13844 FLAME CONTROL FIRE RETARDANT PAINT N0.10-10 FLAT INTUMESCENT FIRE RETARDANT PAINT






_'* FL/t_IEMASTER CORPORATIDN . i :',_.i.....:: : ......:!i : .....:
EHS/TRI: '," =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
< ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX
.... _ _ .... P. _ 199
MANUFACTURER
E T
MFGR. NOTES , FSCM, ADDRESS. PHONE _ N3DS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
6N186
17694 CS 3tOO (PART B)
17693 CS 3t00 TYPE II CLASS I (PART A)
13920 CS 3204 PART A & B ......
08852 DE-370 ABLATIVE COATING
08899 E-320
_ FLECTO CO.
t2174 LI_JID PLASTIC-CLEAR GLOSS
** FLEETGUARD INC.
58381
33457 ROUTE 8, BOX 39
o* FLEX-O'LITE






FLEXADUX R-2, R-3 COATING
FLEXADUX. FLXTt-_NE
FLEXAUST_&SPRINGFLEX DIPPED HOSE (X)
FL_T & SPRINGFLEX D_PPED HOSE (X)
FLEXAUST & SPRINGFLEX DIPPED HOSE (X)
FLEXAUST - CWS-NR.
FLEXAUST - CWS.CWC,LNP COATING. SPRINGFLEX - SD,PO
FLEXAUST CNC-_, LNP-W, SPRINGFLEX ._)_W, PO-W. STO
FLEXAUST Ct#GS, GS. BDS-600
FLEXALI_T CWY,W. LN-W. SPRINGFLEX SY-W
FLEXAUST CWY. LN. SPRINGFLEX SY
FLEXAUST GLASHOSE. SPRINGFLEX GF. GF-W
FLEXAUST WHITE HOSE
FLEXAUST/SPRINGFLEX CONDUCTIVE COATING
SILVER STREAK TYPE I, II, V
SILVER STREAK TYPE III
SPRINGFLEX ARCTIC OUCT
SPRINGFLEX TYPE U
























** FLEXBAR MACHINE CORP.
17804 FACSIMILE POWDER
17802 FACSIMILE SEPARATOR



















PDLYVINYL CHLORIDE COMPOUNDS (BLUE.CLEAR)
POLYURETHANE COMPOUND
ACRYLONITRILE 6UTADIENE LATEX COMPOUNO
POLYCHLOROPRENE LATEX:_
POLYURETHANE SOLVENT COMPOUND
POLYCHLORO.LATEX CTD.POLY.NYLON (6/6) ROD REINFORC
PDLYCHLOROPRENE LATEX COATED POLYESTER
POLYCHLOROP.LATEX CTD,PDLY.W/PVC CTD.COT.SAT.W/S
SILICONE COATED FIBERGLASS
POLYCHLOROPR,LATEX CTD.NYLON W/PVC CTD.COT.SAT.W/S
PCP LATEX CTO. NYLON
POLYCHLOROPRENE LATEX COATED FIBERGLAS
POLYACRYLATE COATED POLYESTER
POLYCHLDROPRENE LATEX _OUNO
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE COATED POLYESTER/POLY.IIflEARSTRIP
POLYVINYLCHLORIDE COATED POLYESTER
POLYCHLOR.CTD.POLY./NONWOVEN INSUL./PVC WEAR STRIP
PCP CTD.POLY.POLYUR.FOAM INSL.AL POLY.FILM.PVC W/S
POLYACRYLATE LATEX DIP COMPOUND
(3t4) 351-4450
08/14/86



























16914. 16915 / SOAP
NY 11722 (5t6) 582-5440
03/03/92
08/19/92
17805 FAST POLYMERIZING MONOMER.FACSIMILE CURING LIQUID 16205. 16206. 16207. 16208 02/13/92 •
NF_DS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_'JDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" " DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23°1
t0/03/94
MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICStJBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 200
MANUFACTURER _ E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADORE$S.PHONE MSOSI H R
TSRS [0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
21998 FLEXBAR REPRORUBBER THIN POUR MATERIAL BASE PASTE & CATALYST PASTE / 16135.16137 03/30/93
184_ _R - STOCK NO. 56(_5-M-440 POLYMER #46 (BLU£) _ NO DATE
+ _ +++ ii_
• * FLEXCO : •
8Z266 EAST 6TH STREET/P.O. BOX 553 TUSCUNBIA AL 35674 (205) 383-7474
"" FLEXCO OF FLORIDA
99135 27 OKEECFR)BEE RD. FT. PIERCE FL 23450
16381 FLEX RQOFCOAT (MSO$'S AVAILABLE FOR COMPONENTS) 20 PAGES
** FLITZ INTERNATIONAL. LTO.
EC036 821 MOHR AVENUE MATERFORD MI 53186
22089 FLITZ METAL POLISH & FIBERGLASS CLEANER/ FLITZ OPTIMA METAL POLISH & FIBERGLASS CLEANER




19480 SWEEPING COMPOUND I








*= FLORIDA CRUSHED STONE COMPANY
FORMERLY CHEMICAL LIME, ZNC ECM43 1616 S. 14TH STREET LEESBURG FL 347490300
20732 CALCIUM HYDROXIDE/MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE FDPJ4ERLY EASY SPREAD (CHEMICAL LIME INC. )
** FLORIDA DXSTILLERS COMPANY
93589 530 DAKOTA AVENUE/P.O.BOX 1447 LAKE ALFRED FL 33850
18467 ETHYL ALCOHOL 10A190,1013176, 106190,10C190, 10V190
00393 ETHYL ALCOHOL. ABSOLUTE (200 PROOF) 0-E-760/6505-00-205-6513 IS FOR IPA.PLS.CHECK










*_ FLORIDA SILICA SAND CO.
*= FLORIDA TAPE & PACKAGING
** FLOR|DA VALVE & FITTING
** FLOROCK SOUTH, XNC
ECPO3
ECC89
63454 5338 WEST CRENSHAW
ECtTB 1203 N. ORANGE AVE.





FL 33614-2407 (813) 886-7475
FL 32804
FL 32806 (305) 425-0964
MSDS"$ MAR_I(ED ,--'- SUBMIT KSC Et_il 29-393 TO ORO._,I_; /_:_$*SI III/O ':_;I_R;FX_ AVAILABLE VIA MSOS sysTEM, / +'tl=" ,, DLA HNIS .sos





IlIF(_t. MOTES, FSCM, JU)D_ESS,PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENANE
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX







** FLOW LABORATORIES, INC.
ECF49 7(_55 OLD SPRINGHOUSE ROAD
t 176t 7X:_O=MATtC CLEANING SOLUTION 76-874
** FLR PAINTS INC.
ECM46 6104 31ST STREET EAST BRADENTON
22495 H&C SILICONE ACRYLIC CONCENTRATE STAIN ALL COLORS & CLEAR
20864 SHARKSKIN 20/50
-- FLUKA AG CHEMISCHE FABRIK
, ECG91 CH-9470 6UCHS
22522 DURCUPAN ACM FLUKA, SET FOR 1 1 EMBEDOING MIXTURE
e_ FLUKA CHEMICAL CDRP.
ECG84 980 S- SECOND STREET RONKONKOMA
63181 980 SOUTH SECOND STREET RONKONKOMA
17925 ACROLEIN 01680 / EMS CAT. NO.: 10100
22536 CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE 21182
13010 DI-SODIUN HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE DODECAHYDRATE 71649
19618 REINECKE SALT _ _ 83550
19619 2,4-DIANINOPHENOL DIHYOROCHLORIDE 33230
-* FLUORAMICS INC.
ECE26 t03 PLEASANT AVE. UPPER SADDLE
19240 CHEM-8




11128 TUFOIL LIGHTNING GREASE
** FLUORO CHEW CORPORATION




: i : - . 07658
• 06615 ADHESIVE 80
** FMC CORPORATION
93090 2000 MARKET ST PHILADELPHIA
4E890
PLANTS AT NEWARK,CA, LAWRENCE, 8Al12
FMC BIOPRODUCTS 61382 191 THOMASTON ST ROCKLAND
FLUID CONTROL DIV. 71454 P.O. BOX 1377T STEPHENVILLE
18864 ACRYLAIOE CROSS-LINKER (2% SOLUTION)
(703) 893-5925
02/t5/89




44610(44611A/M EPOXY RESN;44612B HARDNR 964;44613C 05/14/90
NY 11779
NY 11779

























MA 04841 (303) 595-9048
TX 76401 (817) 968-2181
03/31/88
IIISDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSO$'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "e' - DLA HMIS NSDS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 202
E T
_SOS H e
COMMENTS DATE S I
01219 AMMONIUM PERSULFATE KEPRD AP-24G
t94(11S OIIKSAN #T GREASE
O@417GLASSY SOOIUItPHOSPH&TES:SOOAPttDS.HEX/LPHOS.GLIL_S H SGOIUM PQLYPHOSPHATE $OOIUM HEXAMETAPHOSPHATE
17127 _N REROX;OEii3_ SUPER D i
08192 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, 35_ TECHNICAL GRADE
01207 PHOSPHORIC ACIO (70-85%)
15718 SOOA ASH SODIUM CARBONATE
04256 SO0;UMPERSULFATE OX|DIZER
1844R TALSTAR t0 hip INSPECTICIDE/MIT]CIDE
19803 TR:SOD_UMPItDSPHATE ANHYDROUS















• * FOAMCRAFT. INC.
• EC194
10193 COMPONENT A (POLYMERIC NDI).
10192 83-D-14
** FOLLETT CORP.
21B61 801 CHURCH LN
_* FOOTE MINERAL COMPANY






/2.3, /4.0) NO DATE




• * FORCE CHEM+ " SEE AM.SOLDER &
ECO24
** FORD MOTOR CO.
DIV GOVERNMENT PART SALES 23040 DEARBORN MI 48121
FORD DIV. 89952 NORFOLK VA 21000
13133 MOTORCRAFT MERCON/DEXRON I]-ATF OR DEXRON I; ATF FORD:US EAAZ-19582B:MOTORCRAFT-US XT-2-QDX/DDX/BDX 09/25186
14162 TUNE-UP CARBURETOR CLEANER PO_ER FLUSH INdECTOR CARBURETOR & COMBUSTION CHAMBER CLEANER 05/03189
** FORD'S CHEMICAL & SERVICE, INC
03539 BAYGON 1.5 E.C.
11321 DtAZINON 4-E





** FGREX CHEMZCALI::!CONP1,ANY ::
":-- d : : .':_: Er 5P418 266 HARR|STOI#N ROAD GLEN







_S;S _RKED: ';:,_: _T KSC FORM 29'393 YO OR;::_T::i.::_$:_'9_/O "'': V;a.!|F]:_::!*VA|LA:BLE VIA MSOS SYS_;_ii_ _, - DLA: :_S M505






ii H:: :roteS. FSCN.AOORESS,PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX







50407 529 U. FOURTH AVE ESCONDIDO CA 92025
t8778 BLUE 722 RECORDER INK 050722 / GOULD t1-1730-01,11-1731-0t,11-2734-02 - 03/31/93
• BLUE 722 RECORDER IM( + 01/19/93
11535:FLUOmESCENT YELLOW/GREEN DYE TABL_!!I:IiI_:: _ 295-1T 04/20/87
** FORT BEND SERVICES. INC.
ECG19 P 0 80X 847 SUGARLAND
12191 FIBS 033 BROMINE TABLETS
** FOSROC. IN(:
ECK21 FIFTY-FIVE SKYLINE DR PLAINVIEW
18884 NITOBOND,NITOFLOR,BRUSH-BOND,RENOEROC,CONBEXTRA... CEMENTITIOUS PATCHING MATERIALS
TX 77487-0847 (713) 491-1666
02/09/S0
NY 11803 (516) 935-9100
02/27/91
** FOSTER DIXIJkNA CORPORATION
' 22649WETBOTTOMBOILER SLAG
5W386 P.O. BOX 2005 COLUMBI& SC 29202 (803) 791-3129
01/00/91 -
** FOSTER PRODUCTS-SEE FULLER.H.B
75782 6107 INDUSTRIAL WAY HOUSTON TX 77011 (800) 231-9541
** FOTODYNE
ECH34
** FOTOFOIL - SEE MILLER-DIAL
EC763
*_ FOX VALLEY SYSTEMS, INC.
:: : EC468 640 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE CARY IL _KX)13-1948 (312) 639-5744
04097 SUPER STRIPE,SUPER SUPREME,TRIG°A-CAP,CLEARCOTE, EASYGLO,SPRAY-O-LITE,DURACOTE,ETC./NUMEROUS PAINTS 02/01/93
** FOXBORO COMPANY
195E6 DEk_*ELSOLUTION
50735 FOXBORO MA 02035 (508) 543-8750
10/00/91 -
** FPPF CHEMICAL COMPANY
ECJ32 117 W. TUPPER ST.
17716 4000 COOLING SYSTEM TREATMENT
: . . .
** FR CHEMICALS " :
• DIV;:CINE MAGNETIC 21297 524 S. COLUMBUS AVE.
07022 FR DEVELOPER TANK AND TRAY CLEANER, 11-O10
12225 FUdI MICROCOM 531 SEO DEVELOPER
12226 FUJI MICROC_ S32 BLEACH SOLUTION
12239 FUOI MICROCOM 533 CLEARING SOLUTION
Oet33 FUJI NICROCOM 534 SECOND DEVELOPER
08732 FUd! MIC4ZOODM 535 FIXER
15535 VITACLEAN SYSTEMS CLEANER SOLUTIONS A&B
136-0107
136-0093
BUFFALO NY 14201 (800) 735-3773
08/20/90







NO DATE * *
** FRANCE. d.H., REFRACTORIES CO.
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SLJ_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "." - DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 204
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.M)ORESS.PHONE M$OS H R
TSRS [0 TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
07316 CLARENCE ROAD
20132 FRANC£NONSPALL
20128 FR..-ANCO._dLtPER:PLASTIG. AIR SET
20129 FRANCO SUPER PLASTIC; HEAT SET
20130 FRANCO 60 PLASTIC. AIR SET
20131FRANCO 60 PLASTIC. HEAT SET
20127 SPARTAN 80 AIR SET PLASTIC
20134 SPARTAN 85P PLASTIC
20133 SPARTAN gOP PLASTIC
20135 TITAN 50ALUMINA BRICK
SNOW SHOE PA 16874
SP£CZAL HZGH DUTY BR_GK
SUPER PLASTIC FZREBR!CK
SUPER PLASTIC F!REI_ICK
60% ALUMINA PLASTIC FIREBRICK
60% ALUMINA PLASTIC FIREBRICK
HIGH ALUMINA PLASTIC














25589 2020 BRUCK STREET COLUMBUS OH 43207
18134 TtTEBONO II WOOD GLUE 5002. 5003. 5004. 5006. 500"1
18133 TITEBONDWOOO GLUE 5061. 5062. 5063.5064. _)65. 50_r6. _067
** FRANKLIN OIL CORP
84591 PO BOX 30 BEDFORD OH 44146





** FRC OFFICE PRODUCTS
ECP40
** FREEMAN CHEMICAL CORPORATION
14929 P.O. BOX 247
16_63 CHEMPOL 30-1961
02490CHIEMPOL 30-2023 (.POLYURETHANE FOAM)
=* FREEMAN MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY
IF275 1246 WEST 70TH STREET CLEVELAND
17874 REPRO 10 A SIDE/REPRO 10 B SIDE NSDS PART B: 5-22-92
.3 FREMONT INDUSTRIES. INC
ECBTO 4400 VALLEY INDUSTRIAL PARK SHAKOPEE
08923 FREMONT 3008 CONVERSION COATING COMPOUND
08924 FREMONT 3107 NGN-CHROMATED ALUMINUM SMUT REMOVER
08925 FREMONT 3108 NON-CHROMATED OESMUTTER
08926 FREMONT 5006 COLD SOLVENT PAINT STRIPPER
08027 FREMONT S007 COLD SOLVENT PAINT STRIPPER AODITIVE
0WB928 FREMONT 5015 HEAVY OUT Y COATING REMOVER
- 08920 FREMONT 561 HEAVY DUTY COATING REMOVER
08921 FREMONT 770 LOW TEMPERATURE SOAK CLEANER
08922 FREMONT 786 LIQUID ALUMINUM SOAK CLEANER


























R.T. FRENCH IS DISTR. DLA MSOS
** FRESH PRODUCTS. INC.
+++,.os-s...,.<+o,-,, mJmZtKscFm 28 m. TO V+, STE,,/ "." - m., ,sos
EHSITRI : + _," _t CONTAINS 40CFR 38:+(_)/37tI CftE'MICJI_ ,:T :*:,++++++++++S_TA (;URR[NTLV AVAILABLE IN MS_ SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 205
_ _ _i_ii_ _ _ _ E T
. _-- JIIFGR,_:NDTEStFSCMiADDRES$,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
ECE48 4018 SOUTH STREET TOLEDO OH 43615 (419) 53t-9741
11207 FRESH ODOR-OUT t2/03/86
•, FReT sTRzE  i
ECF35 P 0 BOX 850 OZARK AL 363610850 (205) 774-2515
11719 F-227 G IRON OXIDE #2969/MICRONUTRIENT MIX 09/00/85
** FRUZTLAND TOOL
ECF52 (416) 662-5412
• - FTI. INC.
A MARYLAND CORPORATION ECH18 7040A BEMBE BEACH RD.
13247 TETRA GREASE
13246 TETRA GUN_L,IITETRA SEA L. TETRA 500
• * FUji
EC360 TSUKAMA 2666. MATSUMDTO
06884 DC-313Z/DC-313ZD/DC-513Z DRUMS DC-4055,
06883 SELENIUM TELLURIUM DRUMS












** FULFILLMENT CENTER, INC.
*- FULLAffi. ERNEST INC. -ii....
i  iii ?i: :i:i'i!:iiiii/iiiii,i-i!i ?
10924 (51570) EPOXY KIT
ECQ03 1825 25TH AVENUE
ECD86
COLUMBUS OH 43219




** FULLER BRUSH COMPANY
20272 DUST ABSORBER (9178)
o2_24 FUL-LUmE(.9_)
02428 FUL-LUBE (9134)
02625 PENETRATING SPRAY (9174)
EC225 P.O. BOX 729
LUBRICANT





18 FULLER, HI;B, i _ i • . _:
_IFOSTeA_P_tS_OXVIS_
18848 AOHESIVE COATING
11032 ADHESIVE $C 1806 •
18849 ELASTOLAR SEALANT, ALUMINUM
11350 EP-7117-T
02399 FE-OOO4-A & FE-O004-B
59r_3 6107 INDUSTRIAL WAY i : i
7PSSl 3t5 S HICKS RO _ :
9N132 3530 N LEXINGTON PKY
92528 2400 KASOTA AVE
ODH19 1200 WOLTERS BLVD










EPOXY RESIN (FORMERLY RESIWELD)
TX 77011 (800) 231-854t
ZL e00_-6940
MN 55112 (612) 481-3300
NN 55108-1511 (612) 645-34Ot
NN 55110 (612) 481-3300






IISE)S'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-3<J3 TO ORG.CONTACT / Mr:OS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILM_LE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "e" - DL& HNIS MSOS




KSC TOX]C SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 206
MANUFACTURER E T
IFGR. NOTES,FSCN,AOOI_SSoPttONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
04098 FG- 2414 ADHESIVE SOLVENT BASED 02/24/87 *
10440 FZLNTEC NEMGRANE PRESERVATIVE NFGR. COOE# SK-0534 06/11/85
18814 FIRE RESISTIVE MASTIC, SPRAY : FOSTER 60-60 ..... 02/10/93
05653 FOSTER BIt]DG]NG EIklP_I_:SULANT ::- l::l l: i ::':::i::.i!l I 'FOSTER 32--32 l:
01088 FULLER'S SEALFAS COATING 30-36 2820 NIL-A-3316 02/08/79
05654 HIGH TEMPERATURE ASBESTOS SEALER FOSTER 84-t8 01/29/91
07339 HIGH VELOCITY DUCT SEALANT SOLVENT BASED SEALANT, 32-14 12/t2/85
04663 HM-8229, THERtlI)PLA$TIC ADHESIVE 12/03/85
15214 MONOLAR R 60-38 SOLVENT BASED PRODUCT 10/07/83
t7_47 PROTEKTOR SEALANT FOSTER 32-20. 32-21. 32-22, 32-24 01/27/92
07536 SC-0438 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE 07/24/88
12176 SC-0840 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE 01/09/93
04497 SC-0846 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE 01/26/93
13374 SC'1185 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE/STEVEN INO:MNM-A-t30 TYP! 01/09/93
17770UR-4515-A G POLYOL 01/25/93
177_1 UR_4S_5-e S _VJUI_TE BASED _ _ : : 01/:1/S3
17524 VAPOR BARRIER COATING FOSTER 30-80. FOSTER 30-81 12/14/88
01085 VINYL VAPOR BARRIER FOSTER 30-42. FOSTER 30-42-0T / INACTIVE PRODUCT 12/11/88
18845 2717 SYNTHETIC RESIN / INACTIVE PRODUCT 07/02/90
** FULLWELL MOTOR PRODUCTS CO.
DISTR. FOR AEROSOL SYSTEMS INC 01690 8100 TYLER BLVD
s
MENTOR OH 4406O (800) 367-8255
** FURANE PRODUCTS
SEE M & T CHEM
SEE CZBA-GEZGY CORPORATZON
** FUTURA COATINGS, INC.
15574 FUTURA FLEX 500 A&B
15575 FUTURA FLEX 550 ABB
*_ FUTURE MEDIA
EC387
ECL94 5t2"1 SAN FERNANDO ROAD












NO DATE - -
NO DATE
** G.S. PLASTIC CO.
04375 4553 D PRIMER
** G&W ELECTRiCSPECIALTY CO.
o2886 NOVOZDA (SPEC. 8222)
02587 Navozo x (_e,,u see¢. #222)
: . r :
22105 E-5320 A & B
10464 GACOFLEX HFR-22 SERIES
EC53t 5201 GRANT AVE. CLEVELAND
• MIL-P-20659, TY. l
23847 3500 WEST 127TH STREET BLUE ISLAND












" EHS/TRI: '*" _)ROOUCT COI¢I'AINS 40CFR 3SS(3?O)/3_j(_mCAL, "-:"_,NO OATA:_LY: AVAJ[LABLE ::!N: ]II_D$ SYSTEM
(, (, (
( ( /¸
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P 207
...... __U_ _ __ _ _ _ .............. . _ _ r _ _ ".......... _ _ " _ _ _ _ _ m_ B_ ...... _ _ _ _ _'_ _ _ _ _ r _ _ _ ........ _ _ _
TSRS ZD TRADENAME COIIQIENT S MSDS H R
DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06220 GACOFLEX HFR-2200. 2221 HYPALON 01/20/86 *
1_ G&COtFLEX H2-2 HVPALON ACCELERATOR 01/00/90
1_4_ GACOIFLEX MBAC HYPALON ACCELERATOR 07/00/90 ,
t5315 QACOFLEX-ACCELERATOR FOR HYPALON COATING'
22103 URE-CAP & URE-CAP TZ 06/2t/83 *











GENERAL ANILTNE AND FILM CORP. 24299 t361ALPS ROAD
GENERAL ANILINE AND FZLMCORP. 814368 t361ALPS ROAD
GENERAL ANILINE AND FILM CORP. 89953 1361ALPS ROAD
09207 CARBONYL IRON PO_DER GRADE E (CZP)
09208 CARBONYL IRON POWDER GRADE GO-4 (CZP)
09228 CIP - R SERIES
1!46g C_P - S SERIES .... .......
- 227_ M_PYROL _ !
12363 PACKAGED ROOFING ASPHALTS ASTM - D 312
** GAGE PRODUCTS COMPANY
EC231 625 _ANDA
09234 C-19-530CLEAR PLASTIC PRIMER
02396 GAL|BRATION FLU[D, MTL-C-7024,B
MI 48220
*" GALL SILICA MINING CO.. INC.
EC902 P.O. BOX 1680
07197 FILTRATION SILICA & BLASTING SILICA
*, _lttl_ BIOLOGICALS,_ INC. i i
60849 3700 MANGUM ROAO
15480 BLOOD GROUPING SERUM PROOUCTS/OTHER IN-VITRO OIAGN
_'* GAME BROTHERS AND LANE, INC.
AOO'L FSC31"S: 38485 (TX),4G651 745158 1400 GREENLEAF AVE.
** GANES CHEM]CAL, ]NC.
ECE73 1114 AVENUE OF THE AMERZCAS
11417 PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM
** GARDCO. " NAPA
SEE ASHLAND PETROLEUM AND DU P 6U063
** GARDINER METAL CO.
LAKE WALES FL 33859
6102. 2o13o, 30/4s. 40_
HOUSTON TX 77092
ELK GROVE VILLAGE ZL 6(XX)7
NEW YORK NY 10036
17813 GF 1000 SERIES FLUXES
17812 GF 1100 SERIES FLUXES
17814 TIN*LEOJ_&NT|MONY ALLOY
GANES CODE# 44
84311 4820 SOUTH CAMPBELL AVE CHICAGO IL 606321416
GF-1035.GF-1050
GF-1125,GF-II35oGF-1145,GF-IISO,N 1175T TYPE R
20
5P708 2514 W. 48TH PLACE CHICAGO






















ZL 60632 (312) 847-0100
MSDS'S .RKED '-:: SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS*5 t#/0 "-" VERIF][ED AVAZLABLE VTA NSD$ SYSTEM'; :_:-: DLA I_IS NSI)S





MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 208
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRtES$.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS 10 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
......................................................................... . .........................................................
05252 SOLDERING ALLOY-TIN/ANTIMONY/LEAD SNSO WRAP3/QO-S571E2/SNI A=.093 02/13/87
** GARDNER
........ _ ECJe6
** GARDNER ASPHALT CO.
EC867 P.O. BOX 5449
21744 #9 FIBREO ALUMINUM ROOF COATING
17803 ASBESTOS FREE FIBRED ROOF COATING
06867 ASPHALT ROOF CEMENT
TAMPA FL 336755449
62_ / ANNOTATED: N0.482; PN 7749T17 (?)
010






EC840 1666 DIVISION STREET PALMYRA NY 14522 (315) 597-4811
MECHANICAL PACKINGDIV. 73680 1666 DIVISIONSTREET PALMYRA NY 14522 (315) 597-3090
PLASTOMERPRODL_TS D;V. 59795 FRIENDS LANE NE_OtfN PA 189_-0199_215)_-_11
_il _i GARLQ 166E DiVZSIDNSTREET PALMYRA NY 14_22::_I_I_I{:_i'5)/897-481i
06680 COMPRESSED ASBESTOS SHEET STYLE 7021 5" X 5" X 1/32" SHEET / ENCAPSULATED PER MFGR 02/02/82
17817 COMPRESSED ASBESTOS SHEETS STYLES: 900/900T/7005/7006/7735/7735-1/773551/9532 04/13/87 -
07798 PTFE THREAD SEAL TAPE MIL-T-27730 07/19/91
** GARON PRODUCTS, INC.
ECD48
10455 STOP SLIP, GRAY NON-SKID FAST DRYING COATING MBC-1268 / #20002 05/03/89
_'* GARVEY PRODUCTS
GARVEY-LABELNATZC 53516 11550 ADIE RAOD
17815 STENC; Z.X/SL.C RED.*TERRACE
06448 RUBBER STAI4P INK-BLACK,VIOLET,RED,GREEN,BRObW,BLUE
16673 XT-70 BLACK
MARYLAND HEIGHTS NO 63043 (314) 567-6444





24123 P.O. BOX 97.
12016 FLUSHING SOLVENT AH255
12408 PNUEMATIC LUBRICATING OIL SAEIO/AD220




CA 94560-343t (415) 794-6200






EC611 8445 CENTRAL AVE.
51906 8445 CENTRAL AVE,
NEWARK
NEWARK
t9479 DRY AtR OR!_RO_* EM;SSZON AIR _ .
04965 ELECTROLYTE',GAS SENSOR • (FOR CO & H2S/SEALED CELL) COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTOR GX-4000 / H2SO4,2N TO 8N
21595 HEXANE (40_f, LEL) IN AIR
20389 OXYGEN CELL GEL
19478 1%, 2_, (ETC.)'HYDROGEN ZN AIR (OR N2) ALSO SOLD AS 1,000, 2,000. ETC. PPM
: i i
EC082 GREEN COVE SPRINGS FL
22307 FIBERED ALUMINUM ROOF COATING,NON-FIBERED ALUMINUM ROOF COATING,MOBILE HOME ALUMINUM ROOF COATING NO DATE *
'P* GATES ENERGY PERR)UCTS INC .... : ! !_:::: : .:-: ::: ::.:i: _ :i_:i:i.i:::: i:ii!_i: -:::: ::.!::! :i:i!:_:: : : : ........ i .
MSDS'S MAI_LrD ' -, ; _m]LT :_ FD_BI _"B-_3 TO DI_G;CoNr_AcT . /:!MSDS_$ :t_/O ' - ' :¥ERIFIED _AVAILABLE VIA NSDSISYSTJEM / "l_' - _A Hills I1_
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (•SRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 209
M&NUFACTU!_ER _ .... E •
I_GR. NOTES, FSCM, ADDRESS. PH_ M_$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19209
22541 LEAD ACIO BATTERY 05/15/86 _, *
14t_ NICKEL C_ILll BATTERY CLOSED CYLINDRICAL 01/04/90 -
• * GATOR CHEMICAL
ECl19 11625 WALSINGHAM ROAD LARGO FL 33544 (813) 584-2163
00013 GLASS AND MIRROR CLEANER (AEROSOL) (PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE) NO DATE * •
- 10091 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 08000293 06/17/94
** GATOR SALES
OASV1 2719 PHILLIPS HIGHWAY JACKSONVILLE FL 32207
** GAYLORD INDUSTRIES, INC.
07198 FORMULA GeStO
** GAYLDRD SPECIALTIES CORP.
EC903 10900 S.W. AVERY ST. TUALATIN OR 970621149 (503) 691-0142
- 02/22/88
48860
** GC AMERICA INC
19203 COS AOHEStVE
19202 COE GERMICIDE GERMICIDAL SOAKING SOLUTION
19201COE-FLEX ACCELERATOR - REGULAR, HEAVY, INdECTION DENTAL IMPRESSION MATERIAL ACCELERATOR
19200 COE-FLEX FAST SET ACCELERATOR DENTAL IMPRESSION MATERIAL
*- GC ELECTR(]klICS/DIV HYDROMET
BOUGHT BY THDRSEN TI_, Q.V- ( 80112 450 $ WYMAN ST/P 0 BOX 1209 ROCKFORD IL 611051209
08381STRIP-X 10-2602,10-2616
04485 10-8101 SILICONE COMPOUND TYPE Z5
EC1(66 3737 WEST t27TH ST CHICAGO IL 60658 (608) 597-0900








GC THORSEN / BOUGHT GC ELECTRO 72653 1801 MORGAN STREET ROCKFORD
_Tt'iORSENTOOL _ GC ELECTRO ECj17
19466 ACRYLIC PLASTIC (AEROSOL)
19467 ACRYLIC PLASTIC (AEROSOL)
04977 DE-OXID (AEROSOL)
22964 e_eez[ mST
14654 FREEZE MIST .II
22863_FREEZEMIST(ANTXSTATXC)
19471FREON TF SOLVENT AEROSOL
19472 GLASS TREATMENT COMPOUND
19470 POLYSTYRENE Q-DOPE THINNER
22776 PQ HEAT SINK COMPOU_
05396 PRINT KOTE COI_ORNAL COATING
00131 PRINT KOTE SOLVENT
04377 RED GLPT VARNISH
15196 RUBBER TO METAL CEMENT
15197 SERVICE CEMENT




19,8410, MSOS1517 03/11/93 -
10-84tl /ANNOTATEO: (R-22) _ 05/15/91 *
19-8410-SF, M_S#523 03/18/94 -
10-1012 05/02/91 *
10-1756 05/07/91
HYDROCARBON SOLVENT 05/07/91 •
MSDS#0410, MPN 10-811B (Y9/10/93 -
22-203 12/14/92 •
PROD.#22-209/PN t3-2(KIMS)SAME PRGOUCT?? 05/10/91 -
INSULATING 90-8/MPN:IO-9002,-9003,-9008,-9009 05/09/91 -
10-352 04/30/91 •
RADIO- TV/I0-302 04/30/91 .
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SIJ_IT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S ¥/0 "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA IIS05 SYSTEM / "0" - OLA Ellis MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRI_DUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)





t_474. SERVICE SOLVENT _-
19469 SILICONE COMPOUND
19468 SILICONE HEATE SINK CONPOUNO
18699 SILICONE RUBBER AOHESIVE SEALANT
01217 VINYLITE CEMENT , :
00308 ZERO MIST CIRCUIT COOLER






10-8109 / FILLED SILICONE GREASE
SERVICE CEMENT 10-150
io-uo2, m_Ds.ooa9












** GCA/PRECISION:SEE PRECISION SC
EC430
** GE GRAPHIC SERVICES
ECFO0 •
k
** GE SILICONES - SEE GENERAL EL.











*_ GEC INDUSTRIES, INC.
10441N-700A BLACK AND GRAY
EC041 100 S. WEST STREET WILMINGTON
POLYCHLOROPRENE SOLUTION
DE 19801 (302) 656-9951
12/00/89
** GEM SEAL, INC
07213 GEM SEAL PAVEMENT SEALER
EC868 5201 CAUSEUAY BLVD. TAMPA FL 33675




ECP91 2011N. VERMILLION, P.O. BOX846 DANVILLE
22756 GEMCO'S TUFF-BOND HANGER ADHESIVE FOR INSULATION CLIPS,
¢* GEMINI COATINGS, INC.
ECd38 2300 HOLLOWAY DRIVE EL RENO








** GEN CHEMICAL INCORPORATED
24622
e 11946 O-S-BOt, iS_UF_IC ACIO ELECTROLYTE BATT CL 3




** GENERAL ABRASIVE TRIF_BACHER ...... • , :, :::.. :: : !
............................ --. --. ......... ,.---, :.-.i-.., .---, *.... -_- -_-.-'-",-_:i;i i-- --_, ............................. "" _-"'- ........
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FD_N 29_393 T(] ORG:CONTACT / IIF_)S'S U/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "O" ,, DLA HMtS I_-JOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =,PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 211
E T
IFQR_ : NOTES,,F$CN_ES$;PHONE _S H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECL30 2000 COLLEGE AV/MPO BOX 1438 NIAGARA FALLS NY 14302 (716) 286-1234
19933 LtQNITE ALUMINUM OXIDE: 2,WK,BB,BBK.BC,DAV,AOW, WHITE A/O DXST: TECHNE INC 10/01/91
-* GENER&L _SIVES : ::i :
NIGHTS: (615) 367-7841 EC804 6100 CENTENNIAL 8LVD : NASHVILLE TN 37209
06403 67 X 944 BLACK ADHESIVE??
*_ GENERAL ADHESIVES & CHEM. CO.
84330
** GENERAL BATTERY CORPORATION
t
" 08163 P.O. BOX 1262
15129 ELECTROLYTE (ACID) BATTERY "FLUID





** GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
20007 ANTI-STAT GLASS CLEANER
20487 LEMON OIL FURNITURE POLISH
20444 P|NE CLEANER #70
o84:)7: :_FURZC :ACID : :
IS049: 2-PROPANDO!.:
** GENERAL DIAGNOSTICS
62245 20t TABOR ROAO
15465 ANTIMtCROBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY DISKS
15462 AUTOBAC AIS O_$KS
EC943 90 E. HALSEY RD. PARSIPPANY
OAU44 P.O. BOX 389 PAR$IPPANY
ECN99 5568 SCHAEFER AVE. CHINO
7302
FORMERLY: NU-EASE PRODUCT






SPACE SYSTEMS DIV. CCAFS
ELECTRONICS OlV. :'
ELECTRIC BOAT DIV.









NO 07054 (201) 515-1840







MORRIS PLAINS NJ 07950
337##. 338## / APPROX. 40 DIFFERENT ANTIBIOTICS
333##, 351## / 25 DIFFERENT ANTIBIOTICS
14170 5001 KEARNY VILLA ROAD




85218 EASTERN POINT ROAD
** GENERAL ELECTRIC
MSDS REQUEST NU)mER: (800) 332 01139
24451
PLASTIC OPS. 72799 DEPT 1 PLASTIC AVE
ARMAMENT/ELECTRIC 05606 LAKESIDE AVE




SAN DIEGO CA 92138
FORT WORTH TX 76101
CCAF5 FL
STERLING HEIGHTS NI









IF_DS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA ISDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA PIMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
t
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 212
E T
MANUFACTURER NSDS H RMFGR.NOTES.FSCN,ADDRESS,PHONETSRSID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
24446 3135 EASTERN TURNPIKE FAIRFIELO CT 06431 (203) 373-2467
DISTR.EOUIP. 98102 41 t_DODFORD AVE PLA|NVILLE CT 06062
. 9A81dS . _ CHELSEA MA
.<_ +_,_ .... 1B241
SILICONE PRODUCTS DEPT. 08800 260 HUOSON RIVER ROAD WATERFORO NY 12188 (518) 237-3330
00880 WATERFORD NY 12188 (518) 237-3330
00426 I#ATERFORD NY
01002 _ _ HUOSON FALLS NY
AIRCRAFT ENGINE BUSINESS GROUP 074492
O88O5
RE-ENTRY & ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTE 15226
SIMULATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 16331
GE CANADA 23991 2300 MEADOWVALE BLVD MISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO CA L5N 5P9
DISTo CORP. • 24453
INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS & MATERI, 93199
. _ • 99207 1000 tlPESTERN AVE __ i_. WEST LYNN MA 0tS106
15198 ADHESIVE 09/17/80 - -
• 03352 ADHESIVE & INSULATING VARNISH DLA MSDS -
01/0_/86
10443 CREST 1827 A
0E847 OBT -STANNANE DIBUTYL 8IS{( I-OXOOOOECYL)} SILICONE CATALYST 10/30/92
.... I._1081ss .
07475 D6AiSA1 GREASE . : I_NOT REO0 - -
21603 FLUORESCENT LAMP AND ITS CONTENTS
11524 GEl12. SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT 03/05/90
17930 GE91 ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK 01/30/92 *
16933 GREASE, PLUG VALVE 01/15/81 -
01/08192
17394 G;}O0 _StLICONE GREASE 0t/08/92
19731 G321 sILICONE LUBRICATING GREASE : . .
14570 G322J_:_THYLALKYLPOLY$ILOXANE GREASE : : S!LtCONE GREASE _ : t0/30/90
19746 G330M GREASE 01/08/92
01/04/90
14028 G351 01/08/92
19732 G392 SILICONE GREASE 0t/08/92
19748 G623 DIMETHYLSILOXANE GREASE
13137 G624 DIMETHYL SILOXANE. SILICA FILLED NIL-S-8660 / SILICONE GREASE 04/17/90
19749 G835 POLYOIMETHYLDIPHENYLSI LOXANE 01/08/92
00433 G641 MIL-C-47113 (HEAT-SINK COMPOUND) 21/10/85
10155 G661 POLYSILOXANE GREASE 10/21/85
19733 G661 SILICA FILLED DIMETHYLPOLYSILOXANE 05/01/91
19751 G687 DIMETHYL POLYSILOXANE COBgPOUNO 1t/18/92
22621 HYOROFLUORIC ACID. AQUEOUS (47-70_) 6A, GE MATERIAL D4A7 05/00/81 - -
02217 1NDUS_;AL ADHESIVE/SEALANT RTV-133 ROOM TEMP VULCANIZING SILICONE RUBBER 04/26/77
19758 IS802 siLICONE RUBBER SEALANT 02/12/93
19785 IS803 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT 03/05/90
19759 IS808 SILICONE INDUSTRIAL SEALANT 10/t8/90
DLA NSOS - ,
• 14805 LU150/55 10/00/78
10257 NETHYLI_IEQ!ANXLINE t2/00/79
09458 N, N_DtETHY_ILINIE 10/01/80 * *
17565 NITRIC AcID (55 ° 70_)
05223 PSA6573 SILICONE METHYLPOLYSILIOXANE RESIN SOLUTION 10/25/88 *
• 03/01/83
- 15231 RTV SILICONE PASTE _ --
..... - EHS/TRi: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR _S_3_O)_3*/:2_M;CAL, "-'-NO DAtA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE'IN MSO5 SYSTEM
( ( (
( (r
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P 213
i! i
M&NUF&CTURER ..... I
mFG_. rotES. FSCM._U:_RESS.PI_J3NE....... E T
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS MSO$ H R
DATE S I
03423RTV-,,B I' °STRiALADHESiVE/SEALANT ...........














RTVlO3RTV SILICONE R_R SEALANT










11723 RTVt59 SILICONE SEALANT
18932 RTVi61 POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE SEALANT
02543 RTV162 POLYOIMETHYLSILOXANE SEALANT
17418 RTV511POURABLE SILICONE RUBBER
20940 RTV560
09301RTVSBOA
O0_TS RT¥566A, SXLI_ _ER_COMPOUND
RTV_66B, :_: TINI:C_




























RTV615 . : :
RTV616A : SILIII PO_!NG COl
RTVGIBB CURING AGENTili i i: i
RTVB3OA SiLiCONE POLYSILOXANE COMPOUNO





RTV664A/B SiLiCONE COMPOUND/CURING AGENT
RTV668A/B RTV SILICONE RUBBER/SILICONE CURING AGEN
RTV700 POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE
RTV7_IB kl)HESI VE .....
wrvemtA _nL_< _LYSZLOXANe _ti, m.





RTV9811 SILICONE PASTE CATALYST
RTV9950PASTE CATALYST
SCS1201 RTV SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
SCS1202 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
SILICONE SEALANT
MBO 130-119 TY 2
1480 130- 119 TY2
MBO 130- 119 TY3
MMSM723A100/SILCONE POLYMER
CROSSLINKING AGENT














































18946 SCS1203 SILICONE SEALANT 01/30/93
04/12/91
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S WIO "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "0" - OLA
EHSITRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL.




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)

























** GENERAL FIRE EXTINGUISHERi!CDRP









SILICONE GONSTRUCTZ_IM SEALANT WHITE
SILICONE CONSTRUCTN. SEALANT 1200.CLEAR.TT-S-00230C
SILICONE PRIMER SOLUTION
SILICONE RUBBER CAULK GE2567-112 WHITE.TT-S-00230C
SI_240WETI_LPHENY_YSIL(IXAJ_r:RESIN
s.7_ :s;LIc_e RSS!,,!SOLUTI_ i
SS4044 SILICONE PRIMER
554120 MIXED ALCOLOLS
SS4155 SILICONE PRIMER MIXTURE





72R251271010 BLUE TV PHOSPHOR











DLA MSDS - -















IL 600625315 (312) 272-7500










** GENERAL FOAM OF MINNESOTA INC
- 09261 POLYESTER POLYURETHANE FOAM
** GENERAL FORMULATIONS
05256 SUPER BLOX BLUE (B351)
05257 SUPER BLOX RED (8351)
ECC15 1800 COMO AVE
GRIGF 320 S. UNION
ST PAUL NN 55108 (612) 645-0274
NO DATE
SPARTA MI 49345
11-1965/HEALTH RATING ON MSDS REVISED 3/89




** GENERAL MACHINE PROOUCTS
15199 CEMENT 7167-B
04980 CEMENT, C
16940 LUBRICATING OIL KS-7470
24551 3tlt OLD LINCOLN HWY.
7167-C




** _dENERAL MILLS, CtIEMICAL DZV.
• B0769
16846 RESIN, LIOUID POLYAMIDE,THERMOSETTING VERSAMID 115 TYPE 1 NO DATE
** GENERAL MOTORS
mos,s .,exeD ,-,: sumeT Ksc_oe. _-_ TO O.._i /_'SVfO _'_,_i_*I_Z_ AV_L_LE VI* .SOSs_re./ ,_, - _L, .._s .sos •
EHS/TRI- _e, _T CONTAINS 40CFR 35S(3_'0)/3"/= Ct4]EM]CAL. ",,'_OOATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN IllSt)S SYSTEM _ :
( C (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 215
i ..... i
NANUF_URER _ E T
IlFGR. NOTES,FSCN;_/_i)RESS,PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
24617 GENERAL MOTORS BLDG. DETROIT
DIESEL ENGINE DIV_ : 72630 CLEVELAND
ELECTRO'MOTIVE DIV. 72915 93011 55TH LA GRANGE
tG939 CITe4) AUTOMATIC TRANSMISS;ON FLUIO DEXTRDN Z!
18470 GOODURENCH POWER STEERING FLUID #1050017 & 1052884
07638 1833 PS FLUID 4634 - 1050017, 1052884 POWER STEERING FLUID
*- GENERAL PARAMETRECS CORP.











*- GENERAL PLASTICS CORP.
ECB75 55 LA FRANCE AVENUE BLOOMFIELD
08985 SERGENE
** GENERAL PLASTICSNFG,rCO,
_; 28014 4910BURLINGTON/P,O. BOX 9097 TACOMA








15726 HYDRAULIC CEMENT/PORTLAND CEMENT
** GENERAL SEALANTS INC.
53992 15248 E. PROCTOR AVE.
18471 GS #140
08303 GS #3 GREY SEALANT
15264 GS #37 SEALANT,
l"J'sss (;S_#424_SE&_I_ c_ J_Es[vs: CEWENT N[L-S- i tOSOE
15267 GS #43 VACUN BAG SEALANT












• , GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN.
BOUGHT /_¢A)RDINQ TO SPECtFICAT 81348 FEDERAL SUPPLY AND SERVICES WASHINGTON DC 20406
• 17210 ABSORBENT:MATERIAL DLA MSDS -
• 17159 ACETONE, ACS DLA ISOS -
- 15261 ADHESIVE 1293-B,NEOPRENE RUBBER(MFGR:CLIFTON ADH.) NO DATE •
• 17188 ANTIFREEZE DLA MSD$
• 17171 CLEANING SOLUTION, W DLA MSDS
• 17104 DEtM_GRANT,::_GENERAL_PURPOSE PLAN SOS
• 15354 DISHtlASHING__ HAND TYPE 1I P-D-410 DLA NSDS - -
• t72H_ _L - • !i::i_,_ i_;i:i i ._ DLA _,',',',',',',',',SOS -
• 03392 FLUX, SOLDERING, LIQ4JID DLA MSDS -
• 15554 FREON 12 - DICHLOROOIFLURONETHANE OLA MSDS •
• 01826 HYDRAULIC, CATAPULT . OLA MSDS
• 17240 LACQUER DLA NSOS -
• 17247 LACQUER DLA NSDS - -
• 17248 LACQUER DLA MSDS -
• 02601 LACQUER THINNER, DLA MSDS
• 17273 MONOCHLOROOIFLUORON? DLA MSDS -
• 17149 NAPTHA, AROMATIC DLA MSDS -
II_OS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / BSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSO5 SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40¢FR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC ,_LJIBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 216
MANUFACTURER _ T
IIFGR. NOTES.FSCN.J_DORESS,PHONE I_)OS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1














PROPANE (MSDS FROM _FE)
REMOVER. PAINT
SODIUM HYPOCHLOR I TE
SWAT AEROSOL (INSECT REPELLENT)
THINNER SYNTHIET]C ENAMEL/SPEC.TT-T-306C TY.C (CSD)








I)LA mos - -




OLA IISDS - -





SEE ALSO NEU_IN FIRESTOP PROOU ECCK3t 140 SHELDON RD.





11130 P00833 DEVELOPER KIT






BLACK POWDER IMAGING DEVELOPER




FORMERLY GENERAL ELECTRIC DATA 0t§26 tGEN:ICOM DRIVE





** GENISCO TECHNOLOGY CORP
ELECTRONICS OIV.




21913 SODIUM POTASSIUM ALLOY
0e761 SULFURIC ACID, CONCENTRATED
** GENRAD INC.
VIBRATION ANALYSIS DIV.
07294 14930 E ALONDRA BLVD
ECAB53 tt45 CATALYN STREET
MSDS #G324
30506









** GENUINE PARTS COlilPANY
;:_: . OHVd6 2999 CIRCLE 75 PARKWAY ATLANTA GA 30339
_,."ORPORATIO" .... : :GEOCEL
EC01B P.O. 398 ELKHART IN 46515 (219) 264-0645
BUILDING PRODUCTS OIV. 66939 53280 MARINA OR ELKHART IN 46515 (219) 264-0645
: : i : EHS/T"RI : "_'" "_ CONrTAI:kWt;; _FR i3_5(3"/O)13"72 _CAL, " - "=':NO :0AT_ _LY AVAILABLE::-ZN III_I_ SYSTEM :
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 217
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
07620 CLASS I FOAM SEALANT
0s474 I_XP_NDZNGIFQ_UW. _.... ,








L-50 GREY MAGNETIC LATEX/PART A
MO 63147-3122
,* GEORGtA_PACZFZC CORPORATION
00284 133 PEACHTREE STREET, NE ATLANTA
1F887 133 PEACHTREE STREET. NE ATLANTA
PULP ANO PAPER DIV. 20659
- 08384 DENSITE INOUSTRIAL PLASTER
)9?gGG_PdO;IC[T SYSTEMS& PLASTER PRODUCTS (SEE MSDS)
Oe166READY MIX JOINT C_O_
11494 READY-MIX JOINT COMPOUND/READY-MIX TOPPING COMPOUN GYPSUM PROD# 0(09




96009 1109 7TH AVE
tt322GER_N KOH A_LE ND. I/2A, tA, I 1/2A.3A.6A.lOA
15908 GERZN NEUTRAL SOLUTION
15974 GERIN TEST KIT FOR ACIDITY
NEPTUNE
TOT&L ACID NUMBER ACID!TY TEST
COMPONENT OF OIL TEST KIT
NO 07753
** GEI;L_I_N 4EROSPACE RESEARCH EST.
ilGNT DEPT, 0-2 PROdECTOFFtCE ECKI3 1980N.ATLANTZC AVE,$TE,326/e COCOA BEACH
** GF FURNITURE SYSTEMS/CONTR MFG
24503 DENNICK AVE YOUNGSTObIN




02853.,FERI_IS_UNSULFATE; AMMONIUMIRON _Z SULFATE_*S SALT / 550
226__ZcAcz_,m ,_ 3_=
02838 P-DIMETHYLAMINDBENZALDEHYDE
12831 PERTODIC ACID; PARA PERIODIC ACID
02917 POTASSIUM AC[D PHTHALATE
128_3 500IUN META-PER[ODATE
18144 SODIU_ TH]OSULFATE. SOOIU_ HYPOSULFITE.
17613 _ATERM_LRK GENERATOR SOLUTION #1613
17614 WATERMARK NEUTRALIZING SOLUTION #1614
ECK84










PART 2 OF KIT i611/FOR COULONETRIC TITRATIONS
































17497 _ATERMARK VESSEL SOLUTION FOR COULDMETRIC TITRATIO 1612 / (PART 1 OF KIT 1611)
12718 1,10 PHENTHROLINE MONOHYDRATE. REAGENT (ACS) O-PHENANTHROLZNE / 162
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S _/0 "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA li_,_OS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN M_OS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 218
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. MOTES'FSCN,ADOQES$,PI_ MSOS H R
TSRS [0 TRAOENANE CO_ENTS DATE S I
15773 2-2 BIPYRIDINE BIPYRIOYL DIPYRIDYL
*- azss_--omNs
..... X_BOGERT DXV, II 33394 !755 ENTERPRISE F_,
BALTIMORE OIV. ECK61 1101HANZLXK AVENUE
0U534 1755 ENTERPRISE PARKWAY
BALTIMORE DIV. ECP97 1101HANZLIK AVE.























#486 $TD, FLOOR EPOXY. PART A
#560 EXTERIOR CARPET AOItESIVE (8433)
#565 ENOURA PRENE NF CONTACT
#57 ACOUSTI-BOND ADHESIVE (8324)
#745 ACOUSTICAL SEALANT (8311)
ALUMINUM COATING/CEMENT 5175
BLACK OACKALUNMO81LE PIN CTG.
SLACK _CK FZSEREDPLASTZC ROOF_ICEm..NT62:0
CEMENT, BITUMINOUS PLASTIC ASPHALT BASE
EPOXY ADHESIVE PART A
EPOXY ADHESIVE PART 8
FIBERED ROOF COATING
FLEXCO #55 C_TIVE EPOXY - PARTS A & B (8252)
PLASTIC CEMENT i :
SHUR-STIK GUTTER & LAP SEALANT
SS #510 CLEAR ROLL/BRUSH AOH
SS #525 POLYMER COVE BASE ADH.
SS #539 PERI_IUNIQP FLOOR ADH. ;
























59637 35 FAIRFIELD PLACE W. CALDWELL NO 07006
CLOSED CYLINDRICAL/APtN 850030 FOR HFS 113 PUMP






























GILLETTE RESEARCH INSTITUTE/GI 9A977 401P_OFESSIONAL DRIVE GAITHERSBURG MD 20879
B43?9 PRUDENTIAL TOVER BLDG. BOSTON: MA
PAPER MATE DIV. 99;_D2 168t 26TH STREET SJ_NTANON!CA CA 9_-4016
22681 LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID WHITE AND COLORS LPCF-17
0(024 LIOUID PAPER PEN & INK CORRECTION FLUID 747-01





** GILLNAN, S.L.,_PA_ CO., INC.
.... I NOAFF[L[AT|ONMITH GILMAN(GIL EC3?O 2250 MORELAND AVE.. SE ATLANTA GA30315 (404) 622-1326
NO AFFILIATION WITH GILMAN(GIL SLGIL 2250 MORELAND AVE.. SE ATLANTA GA 30315 (404) 622-1326
08063 ALKYD SEMIGLOSS ENAMEL (GRAY. TT-E-508C) WASHABLE SYNTHETIC SG RESIN GRAY 26187 11/01/88
04t04 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS TINTS & WHITE TT-E-SCNSK.INTERIOR USE 10/00/85
:_s:,.s ,u(_o , _,: SO.IT KSCFrom _=_,:!i_=:!i_ii_rA_;/::: ms:,S::u/0 .,-,_ V=,Z_Z_:!*V*ZUU_L_ vl, .sos s_s_. / ,., - m.A _zs .sos
: : : EI,II_/-RI_I: '," -PRI_)UCT C_WI'AINS::!:_F_!-:_:($?0)/37=:_mC.4td.. "-"-NDDA;A_£NTLYAVAILABLE IN:ES SYSTEN
( (
( ( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 2t9
_i_ _ i ' •
MANUFACTURER _ E T
_IIFGR. IeDTES,FSCM,_SS,PttONE : NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
04102 ENAMEL INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS TINTS & WI'tlTE TT-E-508C NO DATE
05076 ENAMEL ODORLESS ALKYD INTERIOR SEMI-GLOSS TT-E-509B 10/00/8S
04103 PRIMER COATINGEXTERIOR TT-P-25E(L/NDERCOAT FOR WOOD,READY MIXED)I#HITE&TINT 10/00/85
** GINN. MS CO/FED CONTRACTS OIV
79819 1745 JEFFERSON DAVIS HWY ARLINGTON VA 22202
20548 1745 JEFFERSON DAVIS HWY ARLINGTON VA 22202
• 17193 CLEANING CONCENTRATE
• * GLAXO INC.
13015 SALBUTAMOL SULFATE
13016 SALBUTAMOL; ALBUTEROL BASE
• _ GLIDOEN COMPANY
DIV. SCMCORPORATION i ....
FORMERLY GLIDDEN PAINT CO.
ECG99 FIVE MOORE DRIVE
72818 925 EUCLID AVE
89610 925 EUCLID AVENUE
68215
FORMERLY SCM CORP.,GLIDOEN-DUR 82093 3RD & BERN ST./P.O.BOX 15049
18970 ALKYD SPRAY EGGSHELL DRY FOG 1180
00225 G-G DOUBLE BUILD VINYL 5514 P/N AT5D-59268
08939 S-G EPOXY SAFETY YELLOW
08936 G-G GLID ZINC ORGANIC COMP 8
08940 GLID-GUARD COAL TAR SYSTEM - COMPONENT B
00821GLID-GUARD EPOXY CHEMICAL RESISTANT FINISH
00t820 GLtO-GUARD EPI_XY TINTING WHITE
OSS41GLZO-GUARD_.ID_ZINC - Lt_IO COmmeeSNT
08942GLID-_,_IO-ZINC_NIC!COAT!NGPOttOER
11474 GLID-GUARD ORGANIC ZINC RICH COATING - GRAY 5513
11288 GLID-GUARO PRIMERS/RUSTMASTER PRIMERS 5205
08943 GLID-GUARD TANK & STRUCTURAL PRIMER - WHITE 590
16386 GLIO-GUARD VINYL-COTE ENAMEL - WHITE 5523
00550 GLIDoGUARO VINYL-COTE PRIMER - RED 5521












05125 GLIO-THANE II ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE COATING 6220 / STANDARD SOLVENT
18969 GLID-THANE II ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE COATING 6200 / WHITE (COMPONENT A)
05126 GLIO-THANE II ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE COATING 6252 / CURING AGENT (COMPONENT B)
05127 GLID-THANE II ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE COATING 6204 / OEEP TINT BASE 2 (COMPONENT A)
tt070 SPIteD ENAMEL-LATEX SEMI-GLOSS 3700 SERIES/LATEX PRIMER 3(X).MO00 UNOERCOATER
09019 SPRED HOUSE DURA-FLAT/MASONARY & STUCCO FINISH 3600 SERIES/ COMP OATA ROUGH ESTIMATE
14573 5PRED HOUSE OURA-GLOSS OIL FINt,_4 1918 PASTEL TINT BASE
02535 SPRED LATEX ENAMEL SEMI-GLOSS-PASTEL TINT BASE
09020 SPRED LATEX GLOSS HOUSE PAINT - WHITE COOE# 3900
11277 SPRED LUSTRE & SPRED ULTRA ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL 4600 & 4200 SERIES
02298 SPRED LUSTRE SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL-PASTEL TINT BASE 4618
14572 SPRED URETHANE FL-EN CHATEAU G 894
11287 ULTRA-HIDE-SPEED WALL/PVA/ULTRA-FLAT 5300 SERIES/5019/4400,4450,5070, & 6400 SERIES
17588 ULTRA-HYDE ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL - ALASKA WHITE 5950
00622 VINYL CHLOR HI REOUCER 5519






































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "0" = OLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "-' :PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-':NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 220
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES. FSC_I, ADDRESS . PHONE MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
OCGM8 2249 WINDSOR COURT ADDISON IL 60101 (800) 845-6225
•,* GLOBAL CS ECWqr? SUVANEE GA
GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS
MITCHELL & SMITH DIV. EC918 8900 HAMPTON BLVD. NORFOLK
BADGER CORK DIV. 05192 26112 110TH STREET • TREVOR
07263 MITCHELL & SMITH 20/40GRANULE CORK (CELLULOSE)
08767 P-50 CORK CO/_OS|TIQN
19197 20/40 CORK GRANULE BARK OF CORK OAK
VA 23505 (804) 423-4912




GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC.




16520 THINNER, CELLULOSE NITRATE DOPE
O-C-IBB_ / FORMERLY M]L-C-18718B
TT'N-97C TYPE 11
GLOUCESTER CO., INC.
EC056 P.O. BOX 428/235 COTTAGE ST. FRANKLIN MA 02038







** GLOVER NISBET OIL CO.
3R539 3109 S MAIN ST MELBOURNE FL (407) 676-3645
GLS CORP. :. "
ECA73 i:::: :
GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS
GLYPTAL CO. PURCHASED FROM GEN 65313 305 EASTERN AVE.
19565 GLYPTAL G1511F




















** GNB BATTERY TECHNOLOGIES
INDUSTRIAL BATTERY COMPANY DIV ECP66 829 PARKVIEW BOULEVARD LOMBARD
- 22702 ELECTROLYTE SULFURIC ACIDSOLUTION
- 22708 LEAD ACtDCELL (ANTIMONY) O02FCLA ELECTRtCSTQRAGEBATTERY
- 22701 LEAD ACID CELL (CALCILII) OOIFCLC ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY




** GO-dO INDUSTRIES, INC.
02905 P 0 BOX 991 AKRON OH 44309 (216) 920-8100
:m_os:,s,_m_o ,',: _T KsC:Fore,_'_3 _o o.ai_,_/:;:ms,s:;wo,::_;v_a_F,Eo:,VA,L,m.Ev,, .sossYsTE./ ,." - _, Hms.sos





10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 221
wet_ MoTes.esc_._ess._mNe .... _i ! _': _-Jos _ H R
TSRS lED TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
12205 DERMAPRO ANTIMICROBIAL LOTION SOAP 9210-503 01/05/87
0311t GO.dO PUMICE HAND CLEANER 115t REQUESTED, 1 t60-500 SENT BY MFGR. 01/07187
:2043"7 GO-dO SJ(J[N CARE F_LA HAND CLEANER 1092, 1095, 1097. 1098 08/30/90
r _ _ _
** GOAL CHEMICAL
SEALANTS CORP. EC869 3137 E. 26TH ST. LOS ANGELES CA 90023
04011 3137 EAST 267H STREET LOS ANGELES CA 90023 (203) 269-0461
17513 GC-531 ACCELERATOR 02/03/87
17514 GOAL CHEMICAL P/N GC 531 BASE ADHESIVE NO DATE
** GODAX LABORATORIES, INC.
11209 NOCHROMIX (CRYSTAL)
ECE49 480 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
GLASS CLEANER
NY 10013 (212) 226-2664
09/00/88
!
NC 28211 (704) 365-0550
ALL PURP.dOINT CPD/LITE,TOPPINGoTAPZNG,LITE,FRESCO 01/17/91
EV SLICK FINISH 280 11/02/84
*_ GOLD BOND BUILDING PRODUCTS
EC032 GOLD BOND BLDGI200t REXFORD AV CHARLOTTE
04621 GOLD BOND READY MIX COMPOUNDS
15725 READY MIX JOINT COMPOUND
** GOLDEN 8EAR DIV,/WITCO CHEM.
REPLACED:SEE: M[TCOCHEM|CAL C 5H505
411312
** GOLDEN MALRIN STARBAR
BOUGHT BY ZOECON INDUSTRIES - EC422 12200 DENTON DRIVE
** GOLDEN TECHNOLOGZES CO., ZNC.
8Z_$YSTEMSDjVtSJON ECM03 P.O. BOX 437
20535 BIO T-NR
=* GOLDLINE LABORATORIES
63488 3001 N 29TH AVE
• * GOLDSM;TH.D.F,CHIEM]CAL & METAL
13018 MERCURY
ECG98 909 PITNER AVENUE
** GOO(H_ICH, 8.F.
25472 500 S. MAIN ST
THE MOLDED PROOUCTS D]VXS]ON 03481 500 S- MAIN ST
MARINE PRODUCTS & SERVICES OG9Z9 6061 BF GOODRICH 8LVD







































IIISDS'S MARKED "-': 51JENTT KSC FORII 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O "*" VERIFZED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HMZS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PROOUCT _AINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-l MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 222
MANUFACTURER E T
ImFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
04954 AR 7 2723040, AEROCOAT. ANTI-CORROSIVE COATING 05/20/94 * *
08/28/75 *16649 CA t03 ADHESIVE
22_2 ESTANE EST-1 54000/5_ SERieS Tl_LASTIC POLYURI_ COIIIPOUNDS 07/00/93
217_ PL 4t0 PART A / PL 410 B-2 PART B _ 3_/2783060 t ,BI_ PT.B DATED 5/5/89 09/30/gt i d,
** GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
73842
- 15217 PLIOBGND
00653 PLIOBOND GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE
O 05430 PLIOGRIP 12-3
AKRON OH 44316
ASHLAND CHEMICAL I_ MAKES PLIO_ ADHESIVES
07/00/B4
O7/21/8_
DLA mDS - -
** GOODYEAR TIRE, CHEMICAL DIV.
33872
** GORDON CO
TEMPERATURE I_,SURENF, NT. (A V_ EaSt= STtOKENO.TatA ST aXCmmNO ILSOOt_
08951 BERYLLIUM OXIDE INSULATION PRODUCTS BULK XACTPAK WITH 4 IN CAT.NO.: ###-#4##
08949 BRASS 923 BRAZING ADAPTORS & 858 BRAZING ADAPTORS MSDS P.2 MISSING
08948 CABLE,WIRE,TUBES,THERNOWELLS,PADS,FITTINGS,ETC- MSOS PP.2.4 MISSING
08946 CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION CATALOG # K20-1-350 / MSDS P.2 MISSING







08947 KAPTON, TEFZEL, TEFLON FEP,PFA INSULATION
08952 MAGNESIUM OXIDE & ALUMINUM OXIDE INSULATION PROD.




KXX-X-XXX,dXX-X-XXX, ETC. / MSDS P.2 MISSING 05/07/87
BULK XACTPAK XXX-XYXX(Y=I.2,OR 5)/MSDS P.2 MISSING 05/07/87




18473 GORE-TEX JOINT SEALANT
02236 TETRA-ETCH ETCHANT HCP _001
** GORMAN CO.
OCRG6 MELBOURNE




** GOUGEON BROTHERS. INC.
0X854 100 PATTERSON AVE.
22651 WEST SYSTEM 42t FIRE RETARDANT





** GRACE, W.R., &CO.
DEAR_ OZV, ; FDRI_ERLY DEARB 71881 300 GENESEE ST. LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 (708) 4318otB00 _
EMERSON & CUMING DEWEY & ALMY 04552 869 WASHINGTON ST CANTON MA 02021-25t3 (617) 935-4850
DAVISON CHEMICAL DIVISION 16210 10 E. BALTIMORE 5T. BALTIMORE NO 21202 (301) 659-9(XX)
DEARBORN OIV.,W.R.GRACE 34116 300 GENESEE ST. LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 (708) 438-1800
.... _-" .......................................... _'''_'_'_'* "'" .... E_L;:;!AMSDS SYSTEM / "'" = DtLA HMI$




i_i _I.qffiFGR_ _IDTES ,FSCM.. AODRE$_iPHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SL_BSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 223
COW4ENTS DATE S I
0
DEARBORN DIVISION 7M570
_R|CS, INC, DIV. 59817 77 DRAGON CT.
DEWEY & ALMY CHEMICAL DIV. 17486 62 tlHITTEMORE AVE
. _O_RN CHEMICAL DIV, 9YtG8 415t MEMORIAL OR 223-A
ORGANIC CHEMICALS DIV. 6V958
MALLORY ELECTRIC CORP. DIV. 76149
GRACE SIERRA HORTICULTURAL CO. ECI24 62 WHITTEMDRE AVENUE
GRACE SYNTACTICS ECK55 59 WALPOLE STREET
ENER._N8 CUMING. INC., A GRAC 0B562 77 DRAGON COURT






19346 CATALYST:IS BLACK r :





t9_62 COOE S70 BUFFER SOLUTION (PH 4)
19461 CODE 571 BUFFER SOLUTION (PH 7)
19463 CODE 572 BUFFER SOLUTION (PH 10)
14433 COOE 590
14552 CODE 592 :
04612 DAB*A-t05
:187=DAVZ$0N BLUE ZHOIC_TZNG GEL_
11073 DAVISDN BLUE INDICATING GEL GRADES 13'42,43 & 44
13552 DAVISON MOLECULAR SIEVES, TYPE 13-X BEADS (IOA)




08020 DEARBORN 55. CATALYZED SODIUM SULFITE
11074 OEARCIDE 702
15470 DEARCIDE 705, COOLING WATER NICROBIClDE





19363 ECCOBOND EPOXY COLOR PASTE (BLUE)
05844 ECCOBONO SOLDER 56C
01886 ECCOBOND SOLDER 57C, PART A/PART B
13587 ECCOBOND SOLDER 59C, SILICONE PASTE
15185 ECCOBOND 285, BLACK
15182 ECCOBOND 285, PART A (CK.PRODUCT #: 286??)




















33-590/255 NITRITE DROP TEST
33_590/C00E 255 NITRITE DROP TEST
DEARBORN AQUA-SERV A-t05
WlLKERSON CORP. PARTN DRP-85-059
GRADES 542 AND 544
t7-003 / BIOCIDE
OTHER COMPONENTS LISTED BY UNKNOWN SOURCE
WATER TREATMENT CMPO INDUSTRIAL
14-120, BIOCIDE
WATER TREATNENT LIQUID
ALGXSTAT, ALGICIDE. WATER TREATIt[NT
OXIDIZING BIOCIDE 14-735
BOILER WATER TREATMENT
















































tlSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / tI_DS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'O" - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TR]: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 224
E T
MANUFACTURER ltSOS H R
MFGR. NDTES . FSCM , AI)DRESS , PHONE DATE S I
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS
...................................................................................................................................













































ECCOSORB CR-112. PART X BLACK/PART Y






ENDCOR 4630. CORROSION INHIBITOR
ENOCOR 4651
ENDCOR 4695 CORROSION INHIBITOR
ENDCOR 4701 CORROSION INHIBITOR
ENDCOR 4702
FIREMATE 29
FIREMATE 8832. FIRESIDE TREATMENT
INDUSTRIAL VERMICULITE
LC 2536-96-7. CONOUCTIVE COATING
METRO-MIX GROWING MEDIUM
METRO-NIX GRiY41NG MEDIUM (UPdDHN ID# P000015-16-8)
METRO-MIX TERRA-LITE AND PETERSPOTTING SOILS
PETERS PROFESSIONAL SOLUBLE PLANT FOOD






PROTEK-SORB - P/N 03810140103/MIL-D-3464 TYPE I
RAREOX. VITROX, X-OX POLISHING PROOUCTS
EPOXY ADHESIVE
MSDS DATE I$ PRINT DATE
BATCH #7SEO47740281S
NSDS/330003
TREATED POLYURETHANE FOAM LAMINATE




MSD5 DATE IS!PRIINTDATE :_....
ENDCOR 4651 ALSO ??
TRADENAME NOR MSDS DATE LEGIBLE, SEE MSDS
COVERS ALL METRO-MEX BLENDS
TERRA-LITE PROFESSIONAL SOIL MIX
50XLLESS GROWING MEDIA
20-20-20 ALL PURPOSE/20-20-20 GENERAL PURPOSE
20-20-20 + MINORS
COOLING WATER TREATMENT
SINGLE COMPONENT. PROFESSIONAL & INDUSTRIAL SIZES
PRODUCT CANCELLED ON 01-01-91 PER MANUFACTURER
SOLVENT BASED SILICONE
RAREOX 14, 90; VITROX C; X-OX
04277 SILICA GEL. VARIOUS GRADES
15715 SILICA-ALUMINA CATALYST SUPPORTS
- 06611SDOASORB 4-8 IND HI/ SDDASORB 6"t2 [ND H
19347 sTYCAST HIK CEMENT. PART A/PART B
19348 STYCAST HIK K=4
03792 STYCAST 1090 BLACK
B 15513 STYCAST 1090 CATALYST I1FSCM_UNK *PLSTEC
o _t5514ST¥CAST t090 CATALYST 9 FSCN_04552 _PLSTEC
.: ilsst2 S_CAST lOeO P_J_TA FSCM-04SS= *PLSTEC
00238 STYCAST 2651 & CATALYST #9
00742 STYCAST 2651 BLACK
SYNTHETIC AMORPHOUS SILICA, DESICCANT. SI02*XH20
BIOPAK 60 ABSORBENTI
FILLED BLEND OF VINYL MONOMERS (CURED SHEET)
CATALYST #9 DATED 07-10-90
FILLED BISPHENGL A/EPICHLOROHYORIN-BASED EPOXY RES
!o/aotws
02/04/93 * *









































DLA NSDS _ "
DLA JESDS * "
03/12/93
11/27/91
09028 STYCAST 2651-40 FILLED BISPHENDL A/EPICHLOROHYDRIN-BASED EPOXY RES 05/19/88
_esOS'S:lU_O '.'" SUmmZT KSC FrOm 29"3" TO::!m:_:_i_:I:_,S:W/O _;:!iv_e_P!i:*vAZ LkBLE VIA mOS SYSTL_"/ 'e' " :DLA HNZS;MSOS





NDTeS FSC.. SS. O 
TSRSID TRAOENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX







- 16853 STYCAST 2850 W/CATALYST 9 & 11
tS839STYCAST 2_OFT BLACK





06085 ZONOL!TE INDUSTRIAL VERMICULITE: 517729
14079 20"20-20 PETERS PLANT FOOD












*-$ GRAZNGER. W.M, '




61945 4814 S. RICHMOND
ALKYD SEMIL-GLDSS IVORY 27778
ELITE SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL 27778 (8010-00-008-1031??)
GRAHAM 6517






FILLED BISPHENOL A/EP!CHLORDHYORIN-BASED EPOXy RES 01/02/90
DATE IS PRINT DATE 02/1t/93
MSDS DATE IS PRINT DATE 02/11/93
FILLED BLEND OF VINYL MONOMERS 03/27/90
03/26/91







FLOOR & DECK ENAMEL
E-3204 / INTERIOR SEMIGLDSS ENAMEL
E-3244 / EXTERIOR ALK MODIFIED OIL PAINT
TT-P-659C /PRODUCT NOT PRODUCED SINCE 1983 PER MFR PRIMER COATING & SURFACER






** GRANITIZE PRODUCTS, INC.
EC634
13967 CLEAN-A-WAX W-9
05143 GRANITZZ£ HARt) GLOSS WAX W-5
** GRAPHIC CONTROLS
MARKING SYSTEMS DIV. 32674 189 VAN RENSSELAER/PO BOX 1271 BUFFALO NY 14240
MEDICAL PRODUCTS DIV. 28479 189 VAN RENSSELAER/PO BOX 1271 BUFFALO NY 14240
_NDUSTRIAL_PI_X)UCT$ DI¥. / OIV 17405 t89 VAN RENSSELAER/PO BOX 127t BUFFALO " NY 14240
COATEO P_TSD|V. _: " 562G3 BUFFALO NY 11000
18477 _EOU$!NK/" _LL QUICK DRY INK 35: -
16696 AOUEOUS RECORDER INK. MEDIUM DRY INK 1014: BLACK,RED,BLUE.GREEN.YELLOW.ORANGE.PURPLE
22090 AQUEOUS RECORDER INK. SLOW DRY INK CODE NO.8 / BLACK.RED.BLUE,GREEN.PURPLE
04814 CLEAR DISPERSANT BNV 16D,CAL COMP CL51,VERSATEC 4403-1
16672 CLEAR DISPERSANT
1e777 ODDE 30 INK, AQUEOUS INK
21907 EKG SOL CREAM,EEG SIL CREME,ULTRA SOL ULTRASOUND.. COUPLING MEDIA, CONDUCTIVITY GEL
16724 ELECTROSTATIC TONER PREMIX
16666 FAST DRY INK, AQUEOUS INK CODE NO. 1016


























I4SOS'S MARKED "-': SI.EMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / _D$'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEI / "$" - DLA HIllS IISD$
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 226
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES.FS(_I._DORESS,PltO#_ _S H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COI4ENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................... . ............................................
02420 FOXBORO 1800 INK RECOROER RED 1884 (DISTR:FOXBORO) 12/02/86
16857 G.C. CORPORATETHEI_IAL COTE
t_S79_L _E
I_ST4 m(m _amO:T_ XNK. AQur_0us INK
17612 HONEYVELL QUICK INK & TYPE 130
16681 INK dET PRIMING FLUID
22093 NON-BLEED INK
t672_ PLOTTER XNK, AQUEOUS INK
16677 QUICK DRY INK
- 02641RECOROER INK 131. NED. DRY RED. 71-50,0142,01
16734 SLOW DRY INK, AQUEOUS INK
16741THERNACTIVE INK
- 04921 TONER (LOT 120296-01)
04815 TONER CONCENTRATE
00941TONERPRENtX
16740 TRANSFAST INK, AQUEOUS INK
20656 V-80 DISPERSANT
06615 V-80 PREMIX
16746 WATER REMOVABLE FILM 1NK. AQUEOUS INK
o71oolos
C- G-29 NO DATE
¢ooE NO. t043 : to/08/o5
AQUEOUS RECORDER INK-BLACK.RED.BLUE,GREEN,ORANGE, 07/21/69
NO DATE
CODE NO. 88 / RED,BLUE,GREEN.PURPLE,BROWN 03/30/93












** GRAPHIC TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
02SZ3 488 OIENS DRIVE
13135 ELECTROSTATIC SOLN FAST-DRY
13136 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION. GT 8500/8505/6555
21700 GT 8716 DEVELOPER/DESENSITIZER
































EC469 3705 N. LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO
26023 3705 N. LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO
19341 REGULAR AGITENE-CLEANING COMPOUND,CDME_USTIBLE LIQ.
04105 SUPER AGITENE N-5005-5 / PARTS CLEANING FLUID
08637 SUPER AGXTENE-CLEANING _NO,CONBUSTtBLE LIO.
*, C=aEATLAKES BIOCHEMZCAL CO. :i:
ECA60 6120 W. DOUGLAS AVE MILWAUKEE
11085 TABEX 1 = CHLORINATION TABLETS CHLORINATED ISOCYANURATE
08167 TABEX 3" CHLORINATION TABLETS
WI 53218
IL 60613 (312) 246-6825








*- GREAT LAKES CHEM_Ii;$EE El# LUB
EC452
** GREAT LAKES TERMINAL&TRANSPORT
GLS FIBERGLASS DIV. ECD44 1750 N. KINGSBURY ST CHICAGO IL 60514 (312) 664°6500
_,;/_z: :,., ==_mOUCT COmAINS _F_ _SS(_O)/_r=::_mCAL. "-'-NO O_T_ cu_rrLy AVAZUUSLE ZN_S SYSTE_
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 227
::i_i i:_ !.... _ _ i_ _i _ ...... _ .....
TSRS ID TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
............................................................................................. - .....................................
- 10470 TF-IO0 TACK FREE ADDITIVE PC 28420 05/18/89
G_IEAT NDRTHERN RESEARCH_INC_ ECC82 290t S.E. 4TH ST MINNEAPOLIS MN 55414
10129 RUST X AQUEOUS VINYL ACRYLIC EMULSION 12/01/86
*, GREEN, A.P.. REFACTORIES CO.
15288 CASTABLE INSULATION 22
15707 KRUZITE D
84446 GREEN BLVD. MEXICO NO 65265 (314) 473-3626
0_/12/83
HIGH DENSITY 70_ ALUNINAFIBERBRICK 04118/83
** GREENE. TWEED
72902
15124 PACKING PALMETTO #1000
,_ GREENLEAF FERTILIZER
ECN08
NORTH WALES PA (215) 256-9521
BRAIDED ASBESTOS i _ NO DATE
** GREENLEE TEXTRON
SUBSZD. TEXTRON. INC. ECH95 4455 BOEING DRIVE ROCKFORD IL 61109 (815) 397-9040
** GREFCO. INC.
EC506 3435 W. LONITA BLVD. TORRANCE CA 90509




58963 16TH PLACE PHOENIX
_L i_ ECE373(502 S. 46TH PLACE PHOEN!X
17901TT-P'110c TYPE 1 TRAFFIC BLACK 500815TYPE I
11177 TT-P-115F TRAFFIC PAINT WHITE 500_/29
11176 TT-P-115F TRAFFIC PAINT YELLOW 500Y06
18479 TT-P-I952B WHITE TRAFFIC PNT. 7_
18018 TT-P_1952B YELLO_ TRAFFIC PAINT 700Y02 / 33538












SANE TELEPHONE NO. AS ABOVE.
13138 GIWOANIifJLLTIBLOCK$
17600 CALPROFLOORSTRIPPER
ECH19 HOVEDGADEN 483, DK-2640 HEDEHUSENE (718) 596-3042
BOND, UNBOM)/SLABS, BLOCKS, GRANULATE, NI NIBLOCK$ oWOOL 10/00/87
ECJ13 1354 OLO POST ROAD HAVRE OE GRACE ND 21078 (410) 879-4248
FLOOR FINISH REMOVER 11/07/91
*- GROW GROUP
SEE ALSO: U.S. PAINT, AMERITON EC653 3155 W.BIG BEAVER RD.SUITE 200 TROY
05275 T-IO EPOXY THINNEB
06525 T-11 INORGANIC THINNER
06010 T-9 URETHANE THINNER





NSDS'5 MARKED • ' SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'o" = OLA HMIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: "," =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 228
03301 _'RSZVE 548 AND .S4e
=* GS ROOFING PgOI)_T$ (_0.. I1_.
72925
• i
ECI03 5525 NACARTHUR BLVD. SUITE 900 IRVING
14098 FLINTLASTIC GNS, GMS/FL, GTS. GTS/FL
14096 FLINTLASTIC GTA, GTA/FL
14097 FLINTLASTIC STA, FLTNTLASTZC STA/FL
14099 GLASS MAT 2.2. 2.0. 1.9, 1.8. 1.5. LBS/tOOFT2
** GTE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
ECJ75












SEE MSDS FOR COMPONENT % FOR INDIVIDUAL PARTS 11/26/85
NO DATE
** GTE PRODUCTS CORP
COI_UNICATION SYSTEMS DIV. 04655 77 A ST
LIGHTING PRODUCTS GROUP 52343
SYLVANIA MINIATURE LIGHTING DI 88204 W MAIN ST
NEEDHAM HEIGHTS MA 021942806
HILLSE_ROUGH Ntt03244
** GTE VALERON CORP.
EC682 P.O. BOX 3950 TROY MI 48007-3950 (313) 589-1000
- 05545 ALL VALENITE CARBIDE EXC.(VC-67,-68.-83,-099,-320) CEMENTED CARBIDE PRODUCT WITH COBALT BINDER 11/25/85
*- GLIARDSNANPR(_UCTS, tNC.
25705 411N. DARLING FREMONT MI 49412 (616) 924-3950
ECI04 2960 LUCERNE DRIVE S.E. GRAND RAPIDS MI 49506 (616) 940-2900
14095 CARPET GUARD PLUS 6020,6021,6022,6023,6024,6025,6026,6027,6028 06/07/89
19342 LC60 t_/ SANOING SEAL 672-0006 02/11/93
16913 PENETRATZNG OIL TYPE t, VV-P-216C 02/23/90
18816 PENETRATING 01L, TYPE 1. VV-P-216C REVISIM-5, D$ CODE 30333, SP CODE 1035. FORMERLY 06/06/94






ECC01 3506 LOUSMA DR S.E. WYOMING
CF-tSG- AFTA CLEANING SOLUTION
34252 575 MARKET ST/P.0. BOX 7643 SAN:FRANCISCO
72932 439 7TH AVE PITTSBURG
6G077




DZV. CHEVRON /_GULFHAMIIONY PR ECZBt 575 MARKET ST/P.O. BOX 7006 SAN FRANCZSCO CA 94120-7006
11289 GULF OZESEMTXVE: 485 02/00/82
16944Gt_F_I_11_:I:_:I: _ DISCONTINUED ENTIRE LINE GULF HARMONY. PER CHEVRON09/01/Bt _- -
- 01923 GULF HARMONY 32 FORMERLY GULF HARMONY 44 CPS334202 0ISCONTINUEO ENTIRE LINE GULF HARMONY, PER CHEVRON 10/10/85
02378 GULF HYPOID GEAR LUBRICANT 90 ALL PURPOSE TYPE 10/30/85 -
02377 GULF HYPOID GEAR/LUBRICANT 140-ALL PURPOSE TYPE 10/30/85
M/TRT : _* =_T CONTAINS 40CFR 3§5(3_O)/_=I!_M;CAL ." ' *-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE _ tN NSDSI SYSTEM i i
(
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 229
E T
fse. m res,Fsc..xoeeess,pNDe_ .sos H m
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
- 17033 GULF PARAMOUNT 100 (FORMERLY PARAMOUNT 58) MIL-L-26087B GR.I/334512 02/14/69
O(X)eS GULF TRANSmiSSION OIL t40: t0/25/85 - -
GULF TRANSMISSION 01L 90 10/25/85 - -
- 07"484 GULFCROt_I GREASE E.P* NO,2 10/09/86
16947 ORC LUBRICATING OIL. GENERAL PURPOSE 10/01/82 -
*,, GULF OIL CHEMICALS, INC.
DZV, CHEVRON/STANDARD OIL 21,1019
• * GULF SEAL SPECIALTIES INC
21788 MB-IOA SEALANT TAPE
ECN78 P.O. BOX 368 (175 AVENUE A) WESTWEGO
DOUBLE BEAD & PRE-CUT BEVELLED




** GUNK LABORATORIES. INC.
RADIATOR SPECIALTY 15 PARENT C 26965 P.O. BOX 159 INDIAN TRAIL NC 28079
(407) 242-9t70
(312) 767-0036
** GUNNEBO FASTENING CORP.
OB2U5 180 S. HARTMAN STREET YORK PA 17405




• * HA_& REZmER CORP,
13009 CITRIC ACID. ANHYDROUS
ECC71 LAKEMOOD
17287 ONE _ER DRIVE LAKEWO00
i Z
ECHO2 ii27 MYRTLE STREET. ELKHART






ECM24 2?0 PLEASANT ST
20653 N-TO0 k BLACK NEOPRENE MAINTENANCE COATING
WATERTOWN MA 02172 (617) 926-2300
05/22/91
** HACH COMPANY















AMINO ACID F REAGENT
JUIIINO ACIO REAGENT
MIJONILM ACETATE. ACS 7064
BATTERY. 6V. d TYPE
BERYLLIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION 14000
BLUE RESIN BEADS
BRILLIANT GREEN LACTOSE BILE BROTH TUBES
AMES IA 50010 (800) 247-3990
AllIES ZA 50010 (800) 2_7-4224
AMES IA 50010 (800) 247-3990
CAT NO. 212B 08/11192 - -
06/02/82 *
478 07/10/86
CAT NO. 22538/POWOER PILLOVS. 25ML SMP 09/24/86
CAT NO. 804/ CAT NO. 1934-32 OLA MSDS
0-C-265 OLA MSDS
43816 09/12/93 *
22402 / 10 NG/L AS BE 2+ 01/05/93 •
CAT NO. 311 OLA MSDS -
322 09/12/93
M$DS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O "~" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TR[: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 1N M_DS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 230
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES,FSC1B,AOORESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
02368 BROM CRESOL GREEN-METHYL RED INDICATOR SOLUTION 451
BROMCRESOL GREEN-METHYL RED 943
BROMINE WATER 2211
BRGNOPItFJ_OL BLUE INDICATOR CAT kiD- 14850
BUFFER PONDER PILLOWS CAT NO. 14098
BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS CITRATE TYPE; HEAVY METALS CAT NO. 14202
BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS PH 4.01 CAT NO. 2054
BUFFER POt#DER PILLOWS PH 4.01 +/- 0.02 • 25 OEG C 22269
BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS PH 7.00 +/- 0.02 P 25 OEG C 22270
BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS PH 9.00 +/- 0,02 • 250EG C 14107
BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS, CITRATE TYPE, FOR MANGANESE 983
BUFFER SOLUTION HARDNESS 1 424
BUFFER SOLUTION PH 10.00 +/- 0.02 CAT#22836
BUFFER SOLUTION PH 4.00 +/- 0.02 22834
BUFFER SOLUTION PH 7.00 +/- 0.02 22835
CALVER 2 i _ 852 /
CHLORINE EQUIVALENT STANDARD SOLUTION .05 MG C12
CHLORINE EOUIVALENT STANDARD SOLUTION 1 MG/L C12








COPPER 12.5 NG/L AS CU
CUVER 1 COPPER REAGENT
CUVER 1 COPPER REAGENT
DEMINEERALIZER BOTTLE (W/MIXED BED RESIN)
DIPHENYLCARBAZONE REAGENT
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 1 REAGENT
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 2
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 3 REAGENT POWDER PILLOWS
DITHIVER IN METALS REAGENT
DPD COMPOUND FOR FREE & TOTAL CHLORINE ANALYZERS
DPD FREE CHLORINE REAGENT
DPD TOTAL CHLORINE REAGENT
DPO TOTAL CHLORINE REAGENT
ECMEDILM/NUG SOLUTION
EC NUG/MEDIUM, DEHYDRATED
EDTA TETRASODIUM SALT 0.800 +/- 0.004M
FERROUS AMMONIUM SULFATE STANDARD SOLUTION 0.250N
12313 FERROUS IRON. REAGENT
181J60FERROVER- IRON REAGENT
01709 FERROVER IRON REAGEI_.T
17491FERROVER, IRON REAGENT
01722 FLUORIDE STANDARD SOLUTION 1.00 NG/L AS F















































































CAT NO. 14222 FOR INSTRUMENT LINEARIT¥ CALIBRATION 08/17/90
21126 09/12/93 * *
21058 _ 03/23/94




982 07 / t 4/86
987 08/12/86
CAT NO. 12616 07/10/90
22972 05/22/91
21055 / CSO001 08/09/94
14064 0S/22/9t












GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 231
_a_:Tumm E T
_F_. mTSS.FSCm._)_S$_P_NE mOS H R






















FREE CHLORINE INDICATOR SOLN. FOR CL-17 ANALYZER
GALLIC ACID SOLUTION
HAC34 _ REFEREMCE ELECTROLYTE SOLUTION
I_ATA8 DRY FUEL TABLETS _ ......
HYDRAVER 2 HYDRAZINE REAGENT
HYDROGEN SULFIDE TEST PAPER
IRON STANDARD SOLUTION 10.0 +/- 0.1MG/L AS FE
I1_ 50 MG/L AS FE
LAURYL TRYPTOSE BROTH TUBES SINGLE STRENGTH
LITHIUM HYDROXIDE
NANVER - HARDNESS INDICATOR.
NANVER - PL&RDNESS .INOICATO_ --
NANVER 2
MERCURIC NITRATE 0.2256 +/- 0.0010 N




NITRAVER 5 NITRATE REAGENT
11661 NITRAVER 5 NITRATE REAGENT
20303 NITRIFICATION INHIBITOR FORN_JLA 2533
11GS7 NITRIVER 3 NITRITE REAGENT
01708 NITRIVER 3 NITRITE REAGENT POWDER PILLOWS
20340 OZONE REAGENT MID RANGE 0 - 0.75 MG/L 03
15656 PHENDLPHTHALEIN INDICATOR
01731 PHENOLPHTHALEtN INDICATOR SOLUTION 5 GR/LITER
0t730 _LPHTHALEIN SOLUTION 0.1_
01707 PI-IOSVER3:I_-IOSI_TE REAGENT
18167 POTASSIUM CYANIDE
01726 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION 8N
01712 POTASSIUM PERSULFATE POWDER PILLOWS
18831 POTASSIUM 2 REAGENT
01741 REFERENCE ELECTROOE FILLING SOLUTION
22819 ROC31ELLE SALT SOLUTION
01728 SILICA 1 REAGENT
22818 SILICONE OIL
14780 SODIUM CHLORIDE STANDARD SOLUTION
01732 SOOIUN CHLORIDE STANDARD SOLUTION tC, DO_/- 5 NG/L













SOOIUN PERIODATE FOR MANGANESE
SODIUM SULFANILATE
SOOIUN THIOSULFATE 0.200N





















NITRATE TEST KIT, 14035
2533











































































21807 SULFURIC ACID SOLUTION 19.2N 2038 07/27/93 * *
........................................................ ._m ........................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SU_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_S'S W/O *-" V1ERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" - DLA FINIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" ,,PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 232
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCN,JU_DRESS,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COtStENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
01729 SULFURIC ACID STANDARD SOLUTION 5.25N 2449 05/28/86 * *
02363 SULFURIC ACXD 1.6(30 ÷/- O.O05N I4389 07/15/85 * •
18841 T;TRANT SOLUT;ON HA_SS 3 426 12/30/82
leSS2 TRI_ , x-:_oo : 2_8 _o3/_3
02367 WIDE RANGE PH INDICATOR SOLUTION CAT NO. 2592 04/12/84 *
18828 WIDE RANGE 4 PH INDICATOR SOLUTION 23293 12/30/92
* * HAEND- SOL. INC.
00081 HAENO-SOL NO SUDS
HAEMO PO BOX 6882 BALT ]MORE
CLEANER((MFGR;EAST FALLS CORP. )
MD 21204
NO DATE
** HAIN PURE FOOD CO INC
55711 LOS ANGELES CA 90054
*, HALL, C. P., C(]IIIPANY
18146 MONOPLEX DOS
, ECJSO 73(X) S. CENT_AVENUEi! iCHZC_!_
FORMERLY ROHM & HAAS PRODUCT
** HALL, d-. MARKETING
03559 ISC-IOeGOLD ::
** HALOCARBON PRODUCTS CORP.
i_39v HALOCAUONo.8 OIL :::::::::i:i
12206 HALOCARBON 2005 OIL
22697 HALOCARBON 25-10M GREASE
16964 HALOCARBON 25-10MS GREASE
07878 HALl)CARBON 25-201t _EASE
10220 HALOCARBON 25-20NSGREASE
16951HALOCARBON 25-5S GREASE
22699 HALOCARBON 27 OIL
22700 HALOCARBON 27S OIL





07644 82 BURLEWS COURT
ECB56 82 BURLEWS CT
OMlk.ll N AUGUSTA INDUSTRIAL PK
ECP64 P.O. BOX 66t
HALOVAC IO00]L




NORTH AUGUSTA SC 29841


























METAL PRODUCTS GROUP 1L744 P.O. BOX 5711 WYNNE
INDUSTRIAL PROOUCT$ GROUP / BO 0C5L3 100 SOUTH ELM ST.,SUITE 400 GREENSBORO
08211HALSTEAD 77-198 COfiffACT AOHESIVE NOMACO PRODUCT







** HAMMOND, W.A., DRIERITE CO.
70000 138 DAYTON AVE./POBOX 460 XENTA OH 453852899
:::: : EHS/TR[: "_' _T CONTAINS 4GCFR 355(_O)t37211Cl_E_CAL, :'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN !IISDS SYSTEM
( (
GP23°1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEE• INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYS•EM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 233
II_GR, NOTES,FSCM,ADDRE$$.PttONE ii MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME cOMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
07180 INDICATING DRIERITE D8155,D8156 SERIES (INDICATING SILICA. DESICCANT) 02/14/92
21712 REGULAR DRIERtTE ANNOTATED: + C_INEP, CIAL 02/22/93
** I-UkMMONOS FUEL ADDITIVES INC.
EC023 P.O. BOX 38114-407 HOUSTON TX 77238 (800) 424-9300
22063 8[0e0R dF 10/31/92
+q' HAMDY & HARMAN
: 73977 850 THIRD AVE.
17529 EASY FLO; Ab'S. A5,8, BAG-LA; AMS 4770G
13616 TEC SOLDER. CADMIUM-SILVER ALLOY. 95 CO 5 AG
NEW YORK NY 10022
Q{)-B,654A, GRADE IV 01/16/89 *
LMSC MSOS NO DATE •
** HANGSTERFERS LABORATORIES ZNC
Y
19343 HANGSTERFER_:$ $+ISO0
=* HANLON i.CHEMICALS CO., INC.
19344 VIBRA-CLEAN WATERLESS
5K384 OGDEN ROAD NANTUA
17351 1016 SOUTH COY KANSAS CITY
HAND CLEANER
** HAR_D CHEMICAL CO.
16_38 HARAO'S PADDING COMPOUND
59442 2288 E. AURORA RD. TWINSBURG
diM WALTER PAPERS PADDING COMPOUND
** HARCROS CHEMICALS, INC.
FORIIERLY;THONPSON-HAYWARD ECF27 5200 SPEAKER RD.
FORMERLY TI,,IOII_PSON.HAYVARO 66106 5200 SPEAKER RD.
20516 AQUA A_!A2688 380)9
11663 GLYCERINE USP 99.5%
20515 HYDROFLUORIC ACID 70% 485#
20514 MURIATIC ACID 20SE 500_
18819 SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE 50LN 55GL
Nd 08051-0128 (800) 433-LUBE
01/00/e2
KS 66119 (913) 621-1234
01/05/91






** HARLEY CHEMICAL DIVISION
SEE CONCORO CHEMICAL CO. INC. 84748 (6O9) 966-1526
** HARMS. PERCY, CORP.
16888 430 SOUTH WHEELING ROAD WHEELING ]L 60090 (708) 541-7220
NISD$'$ MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORI3.CONTACT / MSD$'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVA%LABLE VIA N$05 SYSTEM / '0' " DL& HNI$ NFJDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "*'=NO DA•A CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
-- _ I'_ItOLD:D.CO.
' :: : 24871 2040 OAKLAND PARK AVE COLEUS
** HAROMAN, iNC.
96900 600 CORTLANDT ST. BELLEVILLE
04316 PART NO. (8173) PART A/PART B EPOXY 04001.06-017/06-010/06-027
** HARCRO5 PIGMENTS, INC.
TOOK OVER MOST OF PFIZER PRODU ECPO9 11 EXECUTIVE DRIVE FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS PA 62208 (215) 250-37OO
22387 BLACK IRON OXIDE BK-OOOl.-O724.-4799,-4799HP.-5000.-5000HP.-5099.- 08/00/93
KANSAS CITY KS 66106 (913) 321-3131






GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 234
MAMJFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSG14.AOORESS,PHONE MSOS : H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC614 WHEELING IL 60090
20486 SLIDE CUTTING OIL AEROSOL 41316
1898tl SLIDE DURA-KOTE AEROSOL. NON-OZONE DEPLETING 4t7t611. EPOXY-DRI / FORMERLY 12253 MOLD RELEASE
18_7 SLIDE ECONO-_q_AY II AEROSOL 40719
18986 SLIOE NO-RUST AEROSOL 40216
17763 SLIDE TAP-IT AEROSOL 40416 / SYNTHETIC LUBRICANT. SILICONE
** HARRIS LANIER BUSINESS PRO0.
OOFC2 TUCKER .... GA_
8d805 HUNTSVILLE AL 35801
** HARRIS/3M DPI
76974 2300 PARKLAKE DR. N.E. ATLANTA GA 303452979
06625 COMFAX IA THERMOGRAPHIC RECORDING PAPER COATED PAPER
** HARRIS. O.W.,IC_,
27911 10930 DEERFIELD TO. CINCINNATI OH 45242
05281ALSOLDER 500 SOLDER MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (1-3%) OR ROSIN CORE (1-3%)
@ 22177 SAFETY-SILV 35 FORMERLY SAFETY-SILV 1350G
05282 SOLDER, 95/5 MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (1"3%) OR ROSIN CORE (t-3%)
05283 SOLDER:50/50; 60/40; 40/60; 63/37; 30/70 (%SN/_PB) MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (I,3%) OR ROSIN CORE (1-3_)
05280 STAY BRITE;STAY BRITE #8;ALSOLOER 500;SN/P8 MIXES: 95/5.50/50,60/40.40/60,63/37.30/70,85/15.90/10,70/
04700 STAY SAFE 50 SOLDER
00048 STAY SILV WHITE FLUX
20J26 STAY SILV WHITE/BLACK BRAZING FLUX;GB88 FLUX,AUTO DISPENSE FLUX;STAY SZLV #99 SILVER BRA.FLUX POWDER
CORE ROSIN00726 STAY-BRITE SOLDER MAY CONTAIN ACID (t_3_) OR CORE (t-3_)
15142 STAY-CLEAN FLUX
- 15144 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERtNG ANO TINNZNGFLUX
- 15145 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING AND TINNING FLUX
02348 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING FLUXES LIQUID/PASTE/ALUMINUM/ROSIN/HI-TEMP LIQUID
05017 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING FLUXES LIOUID.PASTE.ALUMINUM,ROSIN,HI-TEMP LIQUID
18143 STAY-SILV BLACK FLUX AVS 3A AMS 3411
00738 STAY-SlLV BRAZING FLUXES
- 15146 STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX
- 15147 STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX



























** HARRISON ELECTRIC SUPPLY. INC.




21759 BLACK BEAUTY ABRASIVES
** HARSHAW/FILTROL PARTNERSHIP
ECN03 PO BOX 1349 STUART FL 34995
85371 1329 HARRISON AVE. S.W. CANTON OH 44711
446C0239. SOLVENT - AROMATIC HYDROCARBON






.... L_/TRI: "*, =PRODUCT:::_AI:NS 40CFR3_(3'/0)/3_72 _II_CAL. "--_:::DATA:CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN I_;DS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 235
_T_R____ _ ._ e T
w_: .OtES.FSc.,_SS._ .SOS H n
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S ]
...................................................................................................................................
8G972 30100 CHAGRIN BLVD. CLEVELAND OH 44124 (216) 292-9200
SEE ALSO F;LTROL CORPORATION 8Z371 30100CHAGRIN BLVD. CLEVELAND OH 44124 (216) 292-9200
04734 SILVER BRONZDE OPTICAL CRYSTAL MZRAN GAS ANALYZER WINDOW, PRODUCT CODE B63-041 01/15/85
** HARTFORD SOUTH, INC.
ECI59 7326 ORANGE AVE., PO BOX593515 ORLANDO FL 328593515 (407) 857-9392
** HARTLINE PRODUCTS
16700 2188 NOBLE ROAD
t5727 ROCKITE EXPANDING/FAST SETTING CEMENT
CLEVELAND OH 44112
** HARVEY, WILLIAM H., COMPANY
oot2o::soZL SE_.
** HARWICK CHEMICAL CORPORATION
HARV LAFAYETTE AVENUE OMAHA NE 68131
51947 LAFAYETTE AVENUE OMAHA NE 68131
EC215 60 S. SEIBERLING ST.
84769 60 S. SEIBERLING STREET
02291 FIRE SHIELD ANTINDNV OXIDE (MFGR:LAUREL INOUSTR.)
02288 H_-SIL 215, HYDRATED AMORPHOUS SILICA
tB600 LU]BREX VR
02290 STAN MAG BEADS
AKRON OH 44305
AKRON OH 44305
** HASTINGS PLASTICS COMPANY
2o178 JK)t._(OTE RTV,I_I_2A
20179 MQLDKOTE t910:1:
07681 1704 COLORADO AVE. SANTA MONICA






ECL12 1020 KING GEORGE POST RD FORDS NJ 08863
** HAVEG
SEE AMETEK
,..,,us c(:mpju.vi i :
22539 HYDROSEP
NO DATE
















-* HAZTECH SYSTEMS, INK;.
EC730 2218 OLD MIDDLEFIELD VAY.SUI.O MOUNTAIN VIEM CA 94043 (415) 968-6025
05996 ABSOLUTE ALCOHQL/HAZCAT KIT NO DATE -
05995 ACID TEST/HAZCAT KIT. 3N HCL QA6, QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 6, CONG. HCL NO DATE
.......................... . ........................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKEO '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS*S M/Q "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "o" = OLA i-IIIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRQOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN _S SYSTEM
ECBgO NORCROSS GA
ECNgl 900 GREENBANK ROAD WILMINGTON DE 19803 (302) 995-0400
ECP24 978 UNITED CIRCLE _: SPARKS • NV 89431 (702) 359-4712
WATER PRESERVATIVE 09/14/92
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 236
MANUFACTURER E T
MF_. NOTES,FS(_II,AOORESS,PI_E MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
05997 ALUMINUM TEST 2/HAZCAT KIT AI_NIUM ACETATE AND ACETIC ACID NO DATE
06152 AMMONIUM HYOROXIDE/HAZCAT KIT NO DATE
05990 ARSENIC TEST I/HAZCAT KIT MI_RCURIC CHLORIDE IN MEII'HadMOL NO DATE
059_ ARSENIC TEST2/HAZCAT KIT ..... STANNDUS CHLORIDE I_ O&TE
06(0)0 ARSENIC TEST 4/ASBESTOS TEST AS/HAZCAT KIT CONCENTRATED SULFURIC ACID NO DATE
06001 ARSENIC TEST 5/ItAZCAT KIT ZINC METAL ND DATE
06002 ASBESTOS TEST AI/HAZCAT KIT HYDROFLUORIC ACID hK) DATE
06139 ASBESTOS TEST A4/HAZCAT KIT ' GLACIAL ACETIC ACID, 0A3 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS #3 ND DATE
06140 ASBESTOS TEST C1, PHOSPHORIC ACID/HAZCAT KIT NO DATE
06141 ASBESTOS TEST C2, SOOZUM HYDROXIDE/HAZCAT KIT OA5 QUALITATIVE A_LYSIS S NO DATE
06142 CALCIUM TEST/HAZCAT KIT AMNDNIUM OXALATE ND DATE
06150 CATION TEST/HAZCAT KIT POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE NO DATE
06143 CHLORIDE TEST/HAZCAT KIT SILVER NITRATE NO DATE
06146 FLOUR TEST/IODINE CRYSTAL TEST/HAZCAT KIT POTASSIUM IO01DE AND SUBLIMED IOOINE _ DATE
- 13080HAZCAT KIT APPROX. 50 REAGENTS, O.V. SEVERAL
0654S HEXANE$OL_ILITY TEST/HAZCAT KIT HEXANE I¢_ DATE
06148 LEAD TEST 2. AMMONIUM ACETATE/HAZCAT KIT ND DATE
06151 SODIUM SULFIDE/HAZCAT KIT NO DATE
06153 SUGAR TEST I/HAZCAT KIT COPPER SULFATE AND POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE NO DATE
06154 SULFATE TEST/HAZCAT KIT BARIUM CHLORIDE NO DATE
06155 ZINC TEST 4/HAZCAT KIT ACETIC ACID PC(] DATE
** HECHT RUBBER CORPORATION
11658 HERCO TC-700 SOLUTION
11659 NEOPRENE CONTACT ADHESIVE











** HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY
EC590 5100 POPLAR, SUITE 3200 MEMPHIS TN 38137 (901) 761-0050
13168 CITRUSPERSE COPPER (COMPONENT OF MSDS L06526) COPPER NUTRITIONAL NO DATE
12995 KINETIC NONIONIC SURFACTANT 07/30/90
0481a J_HMNI SUPREME SPRAY OIL HELENA SOL-OIL 97 12/tt/S5
** HELION INOUSTRIES, INC.
20590 VARITYPER 123 CLEANER
20591 VARITYPER 3020 DEVELOPER
2_6_ VAR_TypER _5 FIXER
** HEMATRONIX, INC.
11133 HEMAPURGE
ECM09 681 MAIN ST BELLEVILLE NU 07109
48-7547-0 / PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING AID
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING CHEMICAL






CLEANING DETERGENT FOR HEMATOLOGY NO DATE
..ems.sWKED .-. Ksc VXA.sos s sTE. / .o. - DL..ms .sos






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX







11131 OSNDCEL ISOTONIC DILUTING FLUID NO DATE
11132 RAPID LYSE WBC/ttGB LYSING REAGENT NO DATE
*t HENES MFG ....
PRODUCTS CORP. 30091 430i EAST MADISON ST PHOENIX AZ 85034
ECL14 4255 E MADISON ST PHOENIX AZ 85034 (602) 275-4126
07214 ELECTROLYTE 05/15/86
19623 MIETHYL ALCOHOL 05129191
16178 WATER WELDER SUPER BDOSTER FLUID NO DATE -
** HENGAR COMPANY/DIV. TROENNER
60836 6825 GREENWAY AVENUE PHILADELPHIA PA 19142 (215) 724-0800
22800 ABRAMAX (ALL GRADES) N3916-1, N3916-2 10/02/89 -
022@9 ABRASIT/ABRAI_JU_T/ABRADUX/ABRANAX/ABRAREX/DURAL,-HT B39t6_t & N3916-2 / ALUMINUM OXIDE NO DATE
08242 CALCINED ALUMINAS INCLUDING NARTIPOL, MARTOXID 06/18/87
** HENKEL CORPORATION
EC261 MINNEAPOLIS MN (612) 378-8615
04543 MACROPLAST 8202, RESIN & HARDENER RESIN MSDS REV. 3/81 11/00/80
17847 VERSAMID 115 06/14/90
02493 VERSANID 125 POLYAMIDE RESIN 06/14/90
09104 VERSkMID t40 11/19/87
** HENRY VALVE CO.
EC453 3215 NORTH AVE.
04274 UNI_IACID TEST KIT.PT.A(UCB?02) & PT.B(UC8703)
MELROSE PARK IL 60160
MSDS WAS PROVIDED FOR TEST KIT UK-90 ??
042?5 VA_' _T_/¢AST IRON
** HENRY, W.W.. CO.
87866 5608 SOTO STREET HUNTINGTON PARK CA 90255
11761 5608 SOTO STREET HUNTINGTON PARK CA 90255
042_2 #232 HENRY ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE MIIM-A-IIOB/SS-A-_28
02542 #630 PEACH GLUE SPECIAL PURPOSE FLOORCOVERING ADH. ACRYLIC EMULSION ADHESIVE
04290 ASPHALT EMULSION ADHESIVE • #13t
17490 HENRY ACOUSTICAL TILE ADHESIVE NMN-A-O01505 / 237
01941 SPECIAL ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE N233/TC-GS-065-12408
*'_ KmENTZI_N COATINGS. INC.
_ 09225 61137 VEST N1LL ROAD : MILWAUKEE
17649 BLUE METALLIC ELEGTRO-ZEN ENAMEL, 0611 tHXA 87G" fG;t, 876- I04
05/15186
o51_5/86 -
** HERAEUS - SEE LEYBOLD
EC236
4- HERALD FURNITURE CO.









20877 HERCULES PLAZA WILMINGTON DE 19894 (302) 594-5000
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA M$OS SYSTEM / "o' - OLA HNI$ NSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
FALCONER NY 147331409
VI 53218: (414) 353-4200
01/28/86
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 238
MAklUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRES$,PHONE MSD$ H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S !
...................................................................................................................................
00274 AQUA-MER ANTIFOAM 2 09/30/85
00277 AQUA-MERORY FILM PHGTORESIST PHOTOSENSITIVE LAMINATE 05/23/86
1220"/ BLUE DOT. lib SERIES 10-90. HPC-29 DOUBLE BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 03127/8?
1220ll NERCO:tOO-2_K),: REO_QIIT 1.100,305.353-350_36t.383. _1185_,69_377.238tSoS$215,SS25t-62. & UNIQUE SERIES 08/t9/88
02451 HERCULES TURPENTINE;SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE STEAM DISTILLED _ TURPENTINE(DIST:CHEM-CENTRAL) 04/17/72
08812 PRO-DOPE 06/18186
** HERCULITE PROOUCI_; 1NC._ .....
13324 1t07 BROADWAY, SUtTEI612 NEVYORK
_ i _ ECP77 P*O. BOX 786 YORK
15200 CVV AOHESIVE
22724 HERCULITE LAMINATED VINYL-SYNTHETIC FABRIC
NY 10010 (212) 89t-7550
PA 17405 (714) 764-1191
06/15/90
08/20/90 - -
** HERNON MANUFACTURING. INC.
NSDS'S: PAT FINCH. C_ITY C 61603 121TECH DRIVE




13588 NUTS N BOLTS 429
12993 NUTS N" BOLTS #227
$ANFDRD
















FORT COLLINS SYSTEMS DIV.
COMPUTER SUPPORT DIV.
NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTION OP
SOUTHERN SALES OFFICE
EC686






98220 16399 W. 6ERNARDINO DRIVE
1X966 1326 KIFER ROAD
9E580 2000 S.PARK PL./PO BOX 105005
OFOK6 255 EAST DRIVE, SUITE B
ASHLAND OH 44805
PALO ALTO CA 94304
CUPERTINO CA




- 04946 liP 8500-1251 MAGNETIC HEAD CLE&NER
08225 IM( PRINT CARTRIDGE, 51606A (ANI_DTATED) 92261A,51605B.Bt_SG,51605R.51606A,51606C
18483 PRINT CARTR;DGES - THINKdET.QUZETdET.QUIETdET PLUS 51604A.92261A,51_dOr_B.51605G,51605R
18484 PRINT CARTRIDGES FOR DESKJET 500C & DESKWRITER C 51625A (PLAIN PAPER, TRI-CHAMBER COLOR)
21258 PRINT CARTRIDGES FOR PA!NTJET PR!NTERS 516OB-A.-B,-R,-Y,-C
@ 22190 5080-3635 (DODUCONTA 89. SYNTHETIC OIL) SLIDEWIRE LUBRICANT
*_ HEXACON ELECTRIC CO
.... ii -i_ i 28493















** HEXCEL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
.- ..... ,.--- ...... -,,,... ,-- _- ;-_ _..--,---- ÷_ __- _,i,!_!_-,_"_-..---_*_._--_. _ _-_-- -.____i!..!__-_.;.:._,--, ............... -----_ _-* .......... " .... '"_ _'"-
: EHS/TR][: " * ,_ _A][NS _FR 3§S(370)/3_2 CH_CAL, *-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILS tN_ SYSTEM _: i
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 239
n_ B r
m_,_F_TU_RIi:'III- !_,_i'i_i!.il! :_ i-i!_ _ i_Zi_.__i_ i. _, I_Z_. i ' ___ !-_!i_i_i _ E i T
MFGR_ !NOTES_FSCM,_I_)IH$$,PIqONE " " : " _.... ItlSOS H R



















24895 20701NORDHOFF ST/PO BOX 2197 CHATSWORTH
01490 20701 _F ST/PO BOX 2197 CHATSWORTH
52331 20701 _FF STREET CHATSWORTH
05867 20701 _F STREET CHATSWORTH
04621 11711 DUBLIN BLVD. DUBLIN
FORMERLY 916AD HARDENER
FORMERLY RESIN S
04839 EPOLITE 3306 RESIN/HARDENER
14195 FIBERGI.ASS FABRIC F-16 VOLAN FINISH
11295 NEXTEL_I312 8 NEXTEL 440 CERANIC, GREZGE
16459 PARTINGKOTE 8301 RELEASE WAX
11698 URALITE 3124 PART A & B
19665 URALITE 3138 PART A S B
196454 URALITE 3140-42 PART A/URALITE 3140 PART B
16462 URALITE 8430 METAL PRIMER (RESIN)
14801 URAt_ITE 8430 METAL PRIMER HARDENER
19667 8300 PARTINGKOTE RELEASE (AEROSOL SPRAY)
19669 8300 PARTINGKOTE RELEASE (BULK)
19668 8302 PARTINGKOTE RELEASE (AEROSOL SPRAY)







HARDENER MSDS DATE: 1/7/92
HARDENER: 6-1-91
09100-A
MBO t3S-065 f FABRIC SLIPPL!ED WITH 3N 170 SIZING
FORMERLY EPOLITE 833A WAX
RBO 120-054



























** HI-PORT INDUSTRIES. INC.
CHENOLA DIVISION 9N129 409 E WALLISVILLE ltD. HIGHLANDS TX 775623827
10547 WALSEAL #2 (IS THIS DIST. BY WALI_DRTH) ?? 06/21/89
** HI-SHEAR TECHNOLOGY CORP.
EC602 2830 W. LONITA BLVD. TORRANCE CA 90505 (2t3) 326-8110
ECH46 24225 GARNIER STREET TORRANCE CA 90505 (2t3) 784-2100
06484 EXPLOSIVE POt_ER DEVICE PC-111 HI-SHEAR 9391360/ORDNANCE DEVICE.HERMETICALLY SLD 11/16/87
0tOOeHZ*SHE&R _NITIATOR NSI BOOSTER NDOULE 9392242 (PC174-1) NO DATE
t61t7 _!N!TIATOR SEB2610000I OSC 08060 / NSI, HERMETICALLY SEALED UNIT 03/05/93
• . HIGH-PURITY STANDARDS
ECN69 P.O. BOX 30188 CHARLESTON SC 29417 (803) 556-3411
22352 ALUMINUM 0.1% AL IN 2_ HN03 11/01/93 * *
22351 ANTIMONY 0.1% SB IN 5% HN03 + 0.1% HF 11/01/93 • .
22350 ARSENIC 0.1% AS IN 2_ _ 11/01/93 * *
22353 BARIUM 0.1% BA IN 2% HN03 11/01/93 • •
21765 BERYLLIUM 0.1% BE IN 2% HN03 09/12/91 • *
22354 BISMUTH 0.1% BI IN 2% HN03 tl/01/93 • *
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUENIT KSC FORM 29-393 70 ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSgS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA HMIS lSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 240
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES . FSCM. &DDRESS . PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME ' COMMENTS DATE S I
22355 BORON BORON (IN WATER) 1OOO7-4 NOT RE00 - -





























O. S_ CA IN 2_ HNO3 11/01/93 '_
09114/9a -
0.1% CO IN 2% HN03 11/O1/93 * *
O. 1% CU IN 2% HN03 11/01/93 * *
O. 1% GA IN 2% HN03 11/O8/90
11101193
0.1% PB IN 2% HNO3 11/O!!93 ,r .
O. t% LI IN t% ttN03 1t/01/g3 * *
O. 1% NG IN 2% HN03 O9/14/90 * *
O. 1% HG IN 2% HN03 11/01/93 * *
O-1% M0 IN 2% HN03 + TR. HF O9/14/91 * *
0. IX N1 IN 2% HN03 tt/01/93 * *
O. I_ NB 1N 2_ HNO3 ÷ 0.5% HF O8/I2/92 * *
O. 1% NH4H2PO4 iN 0.05% Hl_3 tt/0t/93
O. 1% K IN 1% Hh_3 11/O1/93 * *
0.1% SE IN 2% HNO3 1t/O1/93 * *
SILICON (IN H20) - 100050-4 NOT REOD - -
0.1_ AG IN 2% HN03 1t/O1/93 * *
O. t% SODIUM NITRATE IN 1% HNO3 11/O1/93 * *
O. 1% SR IN 2% HN03 tl/0t/93 * *
SULFUR ( IN H20) - 100054 -5 NOT RE(X) -
O.1% TA IN 2% HN03 + 0.5% HF 11/O1/93 - *
SN ZN 2% HND3 + 0.5% HF 04/08/92 * *
O, 1% TI IN 2% HN03 ÷ O. t% HF tl/01/93 * *
O_ 1% 1# IN 5_ HN03 + :0_5_ HF 11/O1/93 * *
O_1% Y IN 2% _3 : 11/01/93 _ *
O.1% ZN IN 2% HNO3 11/01/93 * *
O.1% ZR IN 2% HN03 + 0.5% HF 11/O1/93 * *
** HIGHSIDE CHEMICALS
00877 LEAK LOCK




** HILL BROTHERS CHEMICAL
07084 AQUA AMMONIA
73205 1675 NO. MAIN STREET ORANGE
NA2672/SOLUTION
CA 92667 (800) 821-7234
10/20/89
** HILL NFG. CO., INC. _:
ECF26 1500 JONESBORO ROAD ATLANTA
12232 FORMULA 707 CLEANER
22228 NO. 1291 WS-1291DEGREASER
22248 NO. t965 A.C. COIL BRITE
122229 NO. 5300 ENVIRO SAFETY SOLVENT
_228I? 2724 DEFENIDER RUST REMOVER
11681 3031 RUST PREVENTATIVE (ROYCO IO3) MIL-C-16173 D GR.1
11662 3130 RUST PREVENTATIVE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: HOUSE








- 22755 5035 HILCOLUBE 5035 02/22/94
_S;S MARKEO "_': SUI_IT KS(: FOIml 2e*i_i TOi_ii_l#T'_!i!_'Si WfO '_I_!i!Ii!_R_ZED *_LABLE VIA MSOS SYSTE_ / ''" " DLA HMZS NSDS
ElqS/TRZ: ,t" _ CONTA_ 4OCFR!3_S(3_O)/_2:I_CAL' '!'•'=NO_;!OATA CURRENTLY AVAILAJ_LE IN ItSD$ SYSTEM
i, (,
( ( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 241
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
22754 5170 HILCOLUBE




== HILLVARO 5ALES CO.
• 80362
4
4V669 70 ENGINEERS RO.
** HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATI'ON
05785 CAJ_ CP-370 N-P PREMIX
o57_ c,_i _LUS.I_ oISPERs_r
- 05777 MINOLTA BINODAL PREMIX
08226 MINOLTA CLEAR DISPERSANT
05776 MINOLTA INTENSIFIER
- 05809 NtNOLTA POSITIVE TONER : _: :
HILTI ZNC i: ' " _
EC98t 5400 S. 122N0 E.
11239 5400 S. 122N0 E.
6T236
11241 ARALDITE QUICK SETITNG EPOXY TROWEL CONPOUND
10208 ARALDITE OUICK SETTING TROtIEL _ HAI_3ENER
I't6_ _ 120-R!
17581 CF 124 FILLER FOAM
20475 CFR-1 CLEANER
08118 CS 240 FIRESTOP SEALANT
10209 EP-IS RESIN/HARDENER
10110 HEA (VINYL ESTER RESIN SYSTEM)
07616 H!T.CIO0.
13024 HIT-C20 (2-TUBE KIT)
22815 RM8OOPC CEMENT-BASED NK)RTAR
11897 SAFETY BOOSTERS (.25 CAL.SHORT/.27 CAL SftORT/LONG)
041t_ SPRAY LtJI_RICANT
** HIPP PLASTIC WRAP
AKA HIPP MARINE SERVICE
5170 12/O2/93 -







8906-202-01 / MSDS DATE IS ILLEGIBLE
8902 - 901 - 01
8902-400
AVE TULSA OK 74121
AVE TULSA OK 74121
PHILADELPHIA PA 19123
RESIN, EPOXY RESIN
HARDENER FOR EPOXY RESIN
CLEANING AGENT FaR CB !20 FILLER F(_dUWI
POLYURETHANE SEALANT
CLEANING AGENT FOR HILTI CF 120-P2 FOAM DISPENSER
SILICONE
EPOXY RESIN FOR EP-IS 650 & EP-IS RAPID
(PART A IN OUTER TUBE, PART B IN INNER TUBE)
DOIVELLING KIT PART A ANO B
96901701
MSDS# 198
POWERLOADS.SAFETY CARTRIDGES.BLANKS,SMALL ARMS AMM
MIXTURE OF PETROLEUR HYOI_3CAE_ONS
OVd26 7996 ARMOUR STREET SAN DIEGO CA 92111
*= HITACHI METALS, LTO
EC765 TOKYO. JAPAN
045160 TONER MNT-535. KIT A, FOR 830 SERIES LASER PRINTER LASERPRO EXP.PRINT./C-SWBO27;PRT.NO.8872001000
*, HITCO
HITCO GRETNA LA 70053



























EHS/TRI: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-ND DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN WSOS SYSTEM
MSDS'S MARKED *-'; SU_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAIL/HBLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "B" = DLA ItNIS I_DS
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 242
E TMANUFACTURER
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADORE_,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S I




** HITT MARKING DEVICES.
MARK*HITT
mc
ECHO4 P.O. BOX 3112
ECP28
E. CAMDEN







:_: _UII_ : : : :_i
• * HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY
28835 600 H. MAIN _y_ _ OH
0 00784 HOBART IO.AWS WELDING ROD, 60t0 (E-6010) OQ-E-450
06552 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELD;NG (SMAW) LOt/ HYDROGEN M.S 18,418,718,718MP,718NC. tSAC,418SR,S-?18,S-SAC
06551 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (SMAW) MILD STEEL 20 PRODUCT NUMBERS







288.._3" : . :: .: :: i•
ECE75 MERRITT ISLAND FL 32952 (407) 452-0010
** HOCKING INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL
60930 2121 HOOVER AVE.
15141 CORROSION REMOVING/METAL CONDITIONING COMPOUND
NATIONAL CITY CA 92050 (619) 474-8457
MIL-C-IO578/M,9807 NO DATE - -
** HOECHST CELANESE CORPORATION
ECG93 P.O. BOX 569320
OXR80 P.O- BOX 819008
- 22775 ACETONE
08169 METHANOL
02674 METHYL ETHYL KETONE, TECHNICAL
22774 N-BUTANDL
12997 PARAFORNALDEHYDE FINE POWDER. 95-97%
13182 30_ FGRII&LOEHYDE/I_ METHANOL SOLUTION
-*HOEOHST*ROUSSEL _EUTZGAL
13000 FUROSEMIDE
DALLAS TE 753569320 (214) 689-4000
DALLAS TX 753819005 (217) 277"4000
2"PROPANONE, DIMETHYL KETONE. ONK 09/15/92 -
12/31/88




ECHO3 ROUTE 202-206 NORTH SUMMERVILLE Nd 08878
11/16/87
:_+_*-_-+_-_-+_+_b*-_-_-_+_:_:_:_:_-_:_:_:_._._:_+_:-i_:_i_:_-_+_-r_._:_:-_---_-+*-_ '_ " -_•_
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM( ( (
( ( I
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER 1NDEX P. 243
1 i
E T
MF_R :_ NOTES * FSCM, ADORESS, I_qONE : ,_: MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECE09 654 MINNESOTA STREET SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107 (800) 22?-4750
12210:IT_ ZLLEG|BLE. B44313 AGRYLAMIDE NO DATE
i _: :__i_!:_ _ _:_ • -_ _ _..... :
EC724
06482 26027C TT-P-110 BLACK TRAFFIC PAINT W/08 06/22/87
** HOHMAN :PLATING AND MFG INC
e 17346 LUBRICANT. SOLID FILM
01094 814 HILLROSE AVE DAYTON OH 45404
DLA MSDS









14302 / 50BID 10/09192
** HOLSTON DEFENSE CORPORATION
ECDIB UEST STONE DR
t7_66 HMX _YCLONITE. OCTAGEN/GRAOE B
10312 RDX
KINGSPORT TN 33660 (615) 247-91tl
610 06/20/91
506 / CYCLONITE. HEXOGEN 06/20/91
** HOLT LLOYD CORP.
66724 4647 HUGH HOWELL
04200 :_TS CARBURETOR AND CHOKE CLEANER
0419t L PS:ELECTRO CONTACT CLEANER
04197 LPS HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE CLEANER
04192 LPS HEAVY-DUTY ENGINE DEGREASER
04194 LPS HEAVY-DUTY SILICONE LUBRICANT
04195 LPS INSTANT COLD GALVANIZE
03637 LPS INSTANT SUPER CLEANER/DEGREASER
04198 LP$ PA.][NT REMOVER
04193 LPS TAP-ALL
08710 LPS 2 GENERAL PURPOSE LUBRICANT
02541 LPS 3 HEAVY DUTY RUST INHIBITOR
o41_ LPS: so_ PLUS
-* HONE O_L CDNPANY. INC.
OAgL8 3511 NORTH OHIO
22773 0-E-760 TYPE III
17905 PAINT THINNER
RD TUCKER GA 30084-5(X)4 (404) 934-7B00
it 092003 09/20/85 -
itOO-O44/-944/-O47/-947/-41G/-406/-455 & 04128 09/20/85 -
# 40120/40128/40105/40155 09/20/85 -
# 40228/40205/40255 09/20/85 -
# 40003/40028/40006/40055 09/20/85 -
00057. 00957, 00516, 00532. 05128. 00903 06/15/87 -
00720/07128/00705/00755 09/20/85
# 40316 09/20/85 -
it 01204/01216/01228/01205/01255 08/14/87 -
#00-024/-924/-027/-927/-216/-205/-255 & 02128 09/20/85 -
#00-034/-934/-037/-937/-316/-305/-355 & 03128 08/14/87







** HONE SAFEGUARO INOUSTRIES
SECURITY PROOiJCTS DIVISION
SECURITY PRODUCTS DIVISION
EC774 29706 BADEN PL PO BOX 4073






NtSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "O' " DLA HNIS MSDS




KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 244
Oe_70_NZTe am.
** _YKLL!I#C . -
DEFENSE AVIONICS SYSTEMS DIV.
ORDNANCE DIV.
MICRO SWITCH DIV.
ECA61 BOX 543 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
08987 1100 VIRGINIA DR.
07187
08638 5901 LINCOLN DR
91929 tl V SPRING ST
SLATERSVI LLE RI 02876
FORT MASHINCTON PA 19034
EDINA MN 55436
FRE EI_T I L e 1032
MINMEAI_L I S m 55422ECK98 1985 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH
,.su .eATCO.. TIVE








** HOOKER CHEMICAL CORP.
9_,485
06360 t., 1. I_TRICHLOROETHANE
** HOOVER CHEMICALS, INC.
ECL16 3905 32ND ST
19646 _11 ADHESIVE




** HOPE COMPANY, INC.
10221 POLISH,METAL, LIQUID IkW




** HOR_BA INSTRUMENTS ]NC
5359S 103_ OURYEA AVE
:FAX-714-2r'JO-0924 EC013 17671 ARMSTRONGAVENUE
22802 POTASSIUM CHLORTDE SOLUTIONS 5Pt35





11102!90: : - -
11/03/90
** HORIZON CHEMICALS
EC035 14805 49TH ST. NORTH
OAWZ5 14805 49TH ST N
CLEARVATER
CLEARWATER
FL 33520 (813) -
FL 33520 (813) 535-6474
• * HORIZONS INC.
CONTAINS METAPHOTO DIVISION
DIV. HORIZONS RESEARCH INC.
225_ LIQUZD SEALI_. CO_EmR*TE
05522 MEYALPHOTO POLISH 7050
0s7:1 _ST SEALZe_ TREATE_rr
11770 SEALING ADDITIVE
07052 ZIP DEVELOPER
07065 ZIP FIXER & TRAY FIXER
• * . HORIZ_ RE];,: :.-: SEE :.I_ETALPHOTO
" -.: ::_:i:::::::': :::-: :.





7070,7080 07/23/86 _ :
DILUTED 99:1 W/WATER FOR USE 03/29/89
7115,7116,7117.7118 07/01/92 -
7150.7151.7160,7161 (SAME #S BOTH PRODUCTS) 10/23/89 -
mm_ _:asa_: s. roLeS RO. CLevE_ : : oN 44_2a.4237
** HOUGHTON, E.F.. & COMPANY
73277 MADISON & VAN BUREN/PO BOX 930 VALLEY FORGE PA 19482 (215) 666-4000
_'$:::m, Uii ':_:_!:s_m_ _sc r_m _s-am_ _o_ M!__:i:::_iiii_si,_i!iivlo ',':::i_!_lO_:iv_zi_e v;, __ :SV_::/ "e" , o_,:__s: _s: ! :





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SIJBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 245
• _S_S iN r R
COMMENTS DATE S I
97451 MADISON & VAN BUREN/PO BOX 930 VALLEY FORGE PA 19482 (215) 666-40(0)
201_CIIMBOL 32_.METAL CUTTING DRAWING C(]IPIXJWD
20!_C!NDOL, 46§4
16956 COSMOLUBE 615
20166 DRAW TEII_ 275







20169 L_QUID HEAT 1145
20170 LIQUID HEAT 810
20163MACHINE TOOL CLEANER
20167 PERLITON 4575
19928 STAINLESS OIL AAA
-* HOUSTON SOLVENTS & CHEMICALS
** HOWARO FERTILIZER COMPANY
GATOR BRANO
17941GATOR 6783 16-4-8 25-0
*_ HOWARD PHOSPItATE CO.
*- HOWELL HYDROCARBONS INC.
17147 RP-1





19715 ETCH CLEANER 6 LF
11532 H-H CLEANER 6 LF
11531 HALLCOAT A-1
197!6 MAINTENANCE CLEAI_R9
** HUBER. d.M.. CORPORATION
ENGINEERED CARBONS DIV.
423202 / PRODUCT USE DILUTION 5%
OISTR:VICKERS
136150 / GREASE AIRCRAFT GPS
PROD.USE DILUTION 3-5% /NO LONGER AVAILABLE (7/93)
REISSUE OF 1973 MSDS
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS FLUID























60786 1010 WEST LOOP N., HOUSTON TX 77055
ECO53 P.O. BOX 593800 ORLANDO FL 32859
TURF PRIDE SPECIAL FORMULA PRODUCTS
ECF29 324 E. DA_!ER ST INVERNESS " FL 32651
ECA93 7811 S. PRESA SAN ANTONIO
PROPELLANT GRADE KEROSENE
ECD17 7073 W. WILLIS DR CHANDLER
ILLEGIBLE COT?
FRANGIBLENUT BOOSTERCARTRIDGE
ECF02 56S SOUTH LEONARD ST. IIIATEImURYi
ECF03 P O BOX 790 WATERBURY
ZFG 8502
ZFG 83OO






















ECP05 1100 PENN AVE./P.O. BOX 2831 BORGER TX 79008-2831 (806) 274-6331
ISDS'S I_RKED '-': SUI_IIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S V/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '_" = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 356(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXIC SU6STANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 246
MANUFACTURER E T
mGR. NOTES_.FSCM,AOORES$.PHONE MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
22386CARSON8LACK PROVIOEOIN RESPONSETOREQUEST ,,,-550 09/oo/91
** HUGHSON - SEE: LORD CORP.
SEE LORO CORPORATION CHEMICAL EC419
-* HULS AMERICA IN(:.
FORMERLY: NLK_F.X INC. / PETRAR 63182 P 0 80X 365














ANDEROL 500 SYNTHETIC COMPRESSOR OIL
ANDEROL** UH 46 UNIVERSAL HYDRAULIC OIL








































** I'KJINBLE OIL & REFINING CO.
EC137 ..... HOUSTON TX ,:
eoe_ _eS_T --;LL .* 3SOOO
** HUMCO LABORATORY
61757 1008 WHITAKER ST. TEXARKANA TX 75501
00083 AROMATIC SPIRITS OF _IA U.S.P.
14092 BRITE LIFE ISOPROPYL RUBBING ALCOHOL USP 70% BERGEN BRUNSWZG: 8RITE LIFE 7C_ 1SOPROPYL RUBBING




** HUMISEAL/DIV. COLUMBIA CHASE
19231 _SEAL tA20
04832 HUNISEAL tA27 AEROSOL
ig'_2 HUmXS[*L!A33
16057 HUNISEAL 1812
01269 HUMZSEAL 1815H AEROSOL
19234 HUNISEAL 2A64 PART A
19233_SEAL 2.AMP/dlIT B
99109 26-90 BROOKLYN QUEENS EXPWY. W WOOOSIDE
POLyURETHANIE CONFORMAL COATING, AEROSOL
ECG92 DEVINE STREET, P.O. BOX 325
12996 K-9 NONENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE
NORTH HAVEN









CN 064730325 (203) 281-0012
o41oo19o




,0103194 ....+.CT.,,ERINOEX ". 247
++++++++++_++++ +++++++++++++++++++" +++++.....+++++ ++++i+ ++++++,++,_ ++++++i. : +_ +++ /+: ++ . .+ _ ++++ +_+ ?++ ...... ' +,+++ i+ T
+:+++++i IiFGR. NOTES,FSCN*_+_+_ " +?++++: + i IlSDS H R
TSRS iO TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
08287 SPEEDBALL ROAD STATESVILLE NC 28677 (215) 732-7700
t_ _ _NK 41100 SER|_5_ :_ i_ i SPEEDBALL SCREEN PROCESS PRO INK 11/28/84 -
• _ __i_!_!_!_ i_ i
73877 5 GARRET MOUNTAIN PLAZA VEST PATERSON NU 07424 (201) 977-6m
FORMERLY HUNT PROCESS CO. 11932 12767 E IMPERIAL HIGHWAY SANTA FE SPRINGS CA 11932
15389 FIXER TANK CLEANER
06197 HIGH SPEED E NDURA-ETCHREPLENISHER
00382 HIGH SPEED ENDURA-ETCH STARTER
17028 _ FUSER OIL
07176 HUNT PREmIUm STAR-36 DEVELOPER
16719 HUNT PREMIUM STAR-92/94 DEVELOPER
00712 SOBRITE TYPE 2
167!8 STAR-20 DRY INAGIE _ _i _ !
-* HUNT]NGTON LABORATOR[ES iNC'+IIIIII !if!
29800
15467 BEAUCOUP GERMICIDAL DETERGENT
04487 HEXA-GERM
** HUNTSNAN CHEMICAL CORP. (HCC)
11845 STYRENE MONOMER INHIBITED


















CHESAPEAKE VI 23320 (804) 494-2500
05/18/90
** HURON INDUSTRIES INC.
SYNTHETI \C i 03432 2301 16TH ST/BOX 610104 PORT HURON N! 48060-0t04 (313) 984-421312027_ GRAPHITE, : LUBRICANT KIT DLA NSDS
0 T_!!_MINI_&LOXL. PART A _ICANT KIT DLA I_D$
o 12028 RED LEAD. MINIMUM, mINERAL ORANGE, PART C LUBRICANT KIT / NINIUN (MSDS SAYS mINIMUm) DLA MSOS
** HURST GRAPHICS, INC.
EC851 2500 SANFERNANDO ROAD
19845 BLANKET SAVER 14
06736 NO. 106 SAFETY WASH
19846 NO. 230 INK CONDITIONER
11398 NO. 307 CO-DRY FOUNTAIN DRIER
19847 PRINT CLEAN 44
,, .mlst Pt _-o_:+s_E .*_E;+zi_. _!!_i_
.... c=_m vAs ms,m++_'.+mL+ +_ms_ my. mEEt mmm
** HUSK-ITT CORP
65539 1247 HILL STREET









CA 90806-3523 (213) 426-1785
** HY-TECHPAINTNANUFACTURINGCO
11830 ALKYO HOUSE PAINT ECABO 607 FLQRIDA AVE COCOA FL 32922 (407) 636-53Q3700 05/24/88 •
11031 CLEAR SEALER 550 06/08/88
08142 LATEX BLUE TRAFFIC PAINT 130 08/26/88
IISDS'S NAI_KEO "-': SUBMIT KSC FORm 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IISDS'S W/O "-" VERiFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEm / °0" - DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TR;: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE |N _S SYSTEm
GP23- I
10/O3/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 248
08143 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAN[ 200
08141 LATEXMHITE TRAFFIC t30
0Q140 LATEX YELLOV TRAFFIC PAINT 135
11161 1050. PATCHING COMPOUND
11162 150. LATEX EXTERIOR PRIMER
** HYDE INOUSTRIES
.... : _ 60224







DLA IISD$ - -
** HYDRITE CHEMICAL COMPANY
53270 2655 N. MAYFAIR ROAD MILWAUKEE W1 53226 (414) 257-2300
ECP62 30ON. PATRICK BLVO. BROOKF!ELD WI 530080948 (414) 792-1450
12569 HYDRITE 4000 ELECTROPOL15H MSOS/HYBg1Ep4_ 02/1_/89
** HYDRO-BALANCE
ECF95 DALLAS TX (214) 394-9422
** HYOR_EM
DIV. SOUTHEAST WATER LABS. IN(: ECB25 331 14TH ST
08602 TOWERCIDE t005
HOLLYHIL FL 32117




_C:2_ 4SrS FRONTAGE ROAD BUrR R;_E
06758 RISTENCE BATT TERM COATING L-06585
02659 WARP'S FLEX-O-GLAZE ACRYLIC CLEANER & POLISH L5866
13938 WHITAKER CABLE BATTERY TERNINAL CLEANER, L6586 WHITAKER #50550
** HYDROX_MICAL
HYDCC 170 KELLY ST. ELK GROVE VILLAGE






IL 60007 (312) 1981-0045
NO DATE
** HYSAN CORPORATION
05690:AERODET H.O. CLEANER OEGREASERICONC:: :iii "
18455 CLF._:YHRU _'_S CLEANER(CL£_:S_EEN):: :
10678 GSA POLISH, FURNITURE TYPE 1LIO.ENUL.
17494 GSA STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER
15664 INSECTICIOE GSA
15685POLISHMETAL
27689 9t9 W 38TH STREET CHICAGO
80702 : : : :_
CLNR. & POLISH W/OIL
SEE ALSO: DEXTER CORPORATION EC088








( . ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 249
....... MSOS H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S I
30076
** _V_ _TS, IN(; ....
i_ _ i _ ...... ECP46 6_0 HOLLOM ROAD PHOENIXVILLE PA 19460 (6t0) 983-0300
- 22644 HYVAC FLUSHING OIL 93060 01/01/94 -
- 22654 HYVAC PUMP OIL 93050 01/01/94 -
• "_' I M S COMPANY
19631 65t6 N|XED VISCOSITY SILICONE NOLO RELEASE
19630 IMS COMPANY. 15_ SILICONE SPRAY
19632 SILICONE MIST MOLD LUBRICANT
19638 SILICONE MIST RTS-130.-160 (92)
19637 SILICONE RELEASE RTS-530.-560 (92)
19634 SXLICON£ SPRAY PARTING AGENT
19_35 SILIGONE SPRAY TWO _ER MOLD RELEASE_i I •
19633 S305 MIDGET SILICONE SPRAY MOLD RELEASE
19636 $812 SUPER 33 SILICONE SPRAY CONCENTRATE
19839 VERTI SPRAYSiC. MOLD_ELEASE$511 (A-11)
** IBM CORP
26844 1373 STAFFORD RD
0t981 IBM CLEANER (PART # 223980)
0fgS2IBMC_EANER TAPE!UNIT _.
16185 IBM PROCESS CHEM AMMONIA ANHYDROUS
06349 IBM REPRO CHEM AMMONIA ABSORBER
17201 IBM REPRO CHEN 30/40/60 TONER
09349 IBM REPRO CHEM 8815 SCANMASTER MONOCONPONENT TONER
21664 IBM SERIES lII MOO 30 THRU 85 DEVELOPER
13074 IBM 38t2 PRINTER TONER
12006 IBM 3816 PRINTER TONER
05719 IBM. 0IL, NO. 6 LUBE
19432 IBN,CLEANER(0BSOLETE),CLEANING FLUID
19438 IBMiCLEANER,ELECTRD-KLEEN
19435 IBM*LUBRICokNT.NO. 22 Lille : ! .
59433 IBM.OIL.NO. 6 AEROSOL ....
19437 IBM.PAGE PRINTER 3800 TONER
19431 IBM.SOLVENT.DRUM DISC AND 2305 CLEANER
18963 IBM.3835 PRINTER TONER
19434 5HELL.OIL.TELLUS 100
-* IBSS-CRO PAYLOAD (ST$-3q3)
I-R BACKGROUND SIGN.SURVEY-CHE ECE62







30674 OLD ORCHARD RD ARNONK NY
5E099
64354 QRCHARO PK.@KENOSZA/PO BOX 332 DANBURY
88410 BINGHAMTON





























CT 06810-7331 (203) 796-2455
NY



















** ICC - SEE INSULATING COATINGS
MSDS'S MARKEO "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "0" - DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN M_DS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 250
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS 10 TRADENAME ' COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECA62 952 SOUTH HIGI-rdAY 41 INVERNESS FL 32650 (904) 726-2726





0 02320 HALON 1211_ BROMOCHLOROOIFt_t.'(_OM_'HANE
02301 TALON-G RODENTiCIDE BAIT PACK
1 , 1 , 1-TRICHLOROETHANE , 3058
PJ_ - PLS. CK. STOCK NO.
** ICI FLUOROPOLYMERS
22687 TETRALOY 7924 NC GN
*_ ICI POLYURETHANES GI_DU[
UNIT_OF __CTI _ZCAS :_i




ECP61 475 CREAMERY MAY EXTON PA 19341
360- 104-007
• EC_?gii MANTUA GROVE ROAD .ii_: , M. DEPTFIORO N,,J






** ICI WORLD PAINTS
** ICN BIONEDICALS INC.
13025 HEPARIN AMMONIUM SALT
18487 METHYL GREEN (C.I. 42585)
*_ IDEAL INDUSTRIES _ " :
ECF?2












• * IDEAL STENCIL MACHINE & TAPE
e __5'2 'dHITE 97_?'_??? INK
** IGNITOR PRODUCTS
A(_JA-GEL (GEL & LIQUID) diRE PULLING LUBRICANT
AQUA-GEL Cd diRE PULLING LUBRICANT
AQUA-GEL II UTILITY CABLE PULLING LUBRICANT
LUBRICANT, MIRE
NOALOX:ANTI-OXIDANT
OPTIC-LUBE FIBEROPTIC CABLE PULLING LUBRICANT
diRE LUBE
YELLOd 190 AEROSOL dlRE PULLING LUBRICANT
YELLOd 190 diRE PULLING LUBRICANT
YELLOW77 AEROSOL diRE PULLING LUBRICANT
YELLOW ?TWIRE PULLING LUBRICANT
































305 BELLEVlLLE 1L 622220305 (618) 233-0162
A-A,2(_ DLA MSOS "
..... _ DLA NSDS " _-
MEDINA NY 14103 (800) 824-2340
13966 PROPANE SURE FIRE 765-1050;GARD: SURE-FIRE PROPANE FUEL PlOD 05/13/86
u.sos,s m,m<eo'_-,: SLmm'rKSCFOe..-_ _TOm'::_.CT_'S _O"'--:,: Vee:XFZ_I:_IL_E VIA _ SVSTe, / '*, " m,.A.mS m,OS
i: i :i i _.]1 : "*' _.Pt_T CONTAINS _FR a_(3J70)/3'7=I,_C]1_.. "."-NO-DATA ::_El,_rLY :_AVAI_E !NI_:: SYSTElil
( (
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 251
E T
M F(IR_ NIDTES_F_,A.ODRESS,PHONE _: _. _i_. _ : i: -_ NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
'*_' ZLC DOVEA_ _
74897 P,O. _ 266
- t618G:¢_GRDPEL_ REPAIR KIT _ i _ "









ECNB5 3800 WASHINGTON AVE N. MINNEAPOLIS NN 55412 (612) 520-3620
21778 _NdEX ACCOUSTIC _ESZVE _ PA-02 01102/92
-* ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO.. ,
91794 300 EAST MAIN STREET LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 (312) 438-6433
15688 ACRYLIC LACQUER (IB2661} DLA @SOS -
16276 ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL GRAY 16307 TT-L-506/IB2669 01/16/80 -
t6439ACAtYLtC LAC(:_UERIAERO_L IVORY 17778 TT,L-50G. IB2668 : 01/16/80 -
* 08230 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLACK 37038 (182652) TT-L-50 DLA MSDS -
- 16418 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLACK. FAST DRYING (I82662) USER PLS.CHECK STOCK # 12/20/79 *
- 16265 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLUE 15102 03/11/80
00900 ACRYLIC LACQUER GRAY 16440 TT-L-506,I82674 01/16/80 =
16293 ACRYLIC LACQUER YELLOW 13655 (I82653) 02/00/80 -
0 15690 ACRYLIC LACQUER, PAINTS, VARIOUS COLORS (182655) IT-L-50 DLA MSOS -
o 04757 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 11136, IB2613 DLA NSDS -
0 04752 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 16081, I82616 DLA NSDS -
06090 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 17043 BRASS TT-L-50G DLA MSDS -
14482 CLEAR CORROSION PREVENT. COMPOUND 8030 DLA MSOS
08613 COLORWORKS ENAMEL #8047-8072 01/00/89 •
09419 COLORt_RK$, GENUINELAC(_JJER PIGMENTED AEROSOL COATINg/8078-8082 08/00/85 *
16508 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS AEROSOL STRATA BLUE 15045 I82632 07/00/80 *
16277 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS AEROSOL YELLOW 13538 IB2630 01/00/80 •
0 04754 ENAMEL PAINT. 17773, 182643 DLA MSDS
0 04756 FERRIC OXIDE. 30109, IB2625 DLA MSOS
00229 GRAY PRIMER IB 2626 08/00/84 •
11033 HAIII-R/AEROSDL SPRAY PAINT PROOUCT# 322, 324-326 01/00/89 -
16301 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL BLUE 15526 I82673 01/16/80 *
16268 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL CLEAR I82657 12/17/79 *
16275 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL GRAY 16099 IB 2671 SPRAY PAINT 01/16/80 *
I6256 I..AC(_R _"RYLI¢ AEROSOL SILVER 17178 TT-L.50IIB266371162690 11/26/79 -
te_it L_CGU[R_._YLZCAE_:_ITE 17575 59r_,I8_93 . ..: o8/olt51 ,
t8547 LACOtJ[R ACRYLIC A[_ YELLOW 13_d86 695A,I82653 02/01/80 -
16295 LACQUER AEROSOL BLUE 15080 ACRYLIC 595A, I82665?/I82692? 10/01/82 -
O 16423 LACQUER AEROSOL GRAY 26280 TT-L-50G DLA MSD$ -
16266 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT BLACK 17038 ACRYLIC 595A,I82691 11/00/81 •
15689 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT BLACK 37038 I82694 11/01/81 •
00107 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16187 I82670 11/00/8t $
15AB91 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT _HITE 37676 FLAT LACQUER.IB2695 11/01/6t -
@ 05812 LACQUER. BROWN 10075 TT-L-50G DLA MSDS *
0 06210 LACQUER. CLEAR TT-L-50G/A'A-665/FED.STO.595 DLA MSOS
0 00471 LACQUER. GRAY 26134 DLA MSOS -
MSDS'S MARKED "-': ._IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSD$'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA IISOS SYSTEM / 'e" - DLA HIIS NSD$
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 252
E T
MANUFACTURER MSO$ H R
MFGR. NOTES . FSCM. AJDORESS, PItQNE
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
• 06209 LACQUER. ORANGE 12197 (IB2658)
• 06211 LACQUER. RIO (;B_4)
• 03342 PD|IEmI_3_47.ZINCIGHROMATE, LOtJ-MQISTURE.TT-P'1757
• 06161 SPRAY PAINT 15080 BLUE
03260 MEEKENO AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT
• 07512 VtEEKEND SPRAY ENAMEL
02598 VRINKLE FINISH SPRAY .(ALL COLORS)
16568 YELLOW ZINC CHROMATE
• * ILLINOIS OIL PROOUCTS. INC.
05735 HYSTER HYDRAULIC TRANS OIL



















EC708 ILL. OIL BLD.,321 24TH ST. ROCK ISLAND
CODE 0601- / HYSTER P/N 336830















• . mA_ING SVSTE-S_cOee
EC465 t431-GREENWAY DRIVE, SUITE 200 IRVING
52237 1 IMAGING LANE DERRY
TX 75038 {2t4) 256_1110
ii
PA 15630
** IMC FERTILIZER. INC.
11352 ANERICANBRAND
08173 GRANULARMURIATE OF POTASH
11580 TRIPLE SUPERPHOSPHATE
ECA63 42t E. HAWLEY STREET NUNOELEIN IL 60060







61969 701 FARGO AVENUE
17988 SOLIMIDE AC-406 POLYIMIDE FOAM
ELK GROVE VILLAGE I L 60007 (7o8) 9si-761o
10109190
*- IMO DELAVAL tN_.
** IMPACT PLASTICS
ECF46 HIGHWAY 32t NORTH GASTONIA GA 28053 (704) 922-7814
11755 ULTRA HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYETHYLENE B55535.03396002.03396008 01/01/90
_s;s .,_.', _,_ _sus._, Ksc_om .._. T____i__il;ii,_o':, _,_E_h_ii_i_,s_E via .sos svs_. l ,., ._c, _s __s
........ i i. ,-_, -PRCEX_T CONTAINS _FR355(3_O)1372_L, ''"'4qO:;DATA C_URRENTLY AVAILAaLE IX._S SYSTEN_
( ( f¸
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 253
_ _ :_ _i_!_: i_ _ _: i:_ _ r _ .... _ : iili:_ _: i _ i :_
: : ...... ' T.
_._ m-res,esc'_.aoomess,eHm_ i! !i : i .... wads !: H n
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S T
_* IiUPEAIAL OIL
68563 10960 MILSHIRE AVE. LOS ANGELES
6' 0321)0-.HY_.C, ft,,U][.O, M|L_L" 17672 i : _ i_!:_. _/ . .:!_ • .
• 14808 IMPERIAL GL 80 W 90 MIL-L-2105C AM 1
• 16970 LUBE OIL ENGINE OE-HO0-30 MIL-L-2104C
Ib 16972 LUBE OIL ENGTNE OE-HO0-30 0-238
• 16973 LUBE OIL ENGINE OE-HO0-30 0-238 MIL-L-2104D
• 04622 LUBRICATING OIL. GENERAL PURPOSE. 2135-TH MIL-H-17672C







*- IMPERIAL-SEE SOUTHERN IMPERIAL
IMPERIAL COATINGS CORPORATION EC776 16362 CHEF MENTEUR HIGHWAY NEW ORLEANS LA 70129 (504) 254-1433
IMR POWDER COMPANV
...... _ ..... :_ E0_16 _T 6/BOX 247-E
12201 £X)LJaLEIB4SE iSM(W_LESSPOWDER








SEE I M S COMPANY ECO54
,- II_ICLOM _NTERNkT_ONkL INC : :
71041 14 HAYWARO ST QUINCEY MA 02171
INDDUSTRIAL OILS UNLIMITED
• ECP45 P.O. BOX 3066 TULSA
2_.:F_ TYPEFAUTQNATZCTRANSNZSSION FLUID ili::
INDEPENDENT INK INC.
12744 14705 SOUTH AVALON BLVD. GARDENA
00878 #73X WHITE MARKING INK NBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10900
04267 58 BLACK STENCIL INK (BLUE.WttlTE.ORNG.RED.GRN.YEL) TT-I-1795
07409 73x BLAC_Km,RKIN_ INK
16067 73XRE_tTIONER
19670 73X RED MARKING INK
19671 73X YELLOW MARKING INK
OK 74101 (916) 553.11_5
o6/07109 - -
CA 90248-2082 (213) 321-0181
04/00/90
12/o01B8




** INDUSTRIAL &.'_PECIALTY CHEM. ::: _ _: _.:
SEE OCCIOENTAC CHEMICAL CORP, ECd76 - ii:i::i::: - :
*" INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL & SUPPLY
91796 1817 S. DIVISION ST. ORLANDO EL 32805
3520 ADAMO DRIVE?? ICS! 1301N. ROME AVE TAMPA FL 336079999 (201) 796-7100
00261ALI_IIINLIM BRIGHTNER 55 GAL DRUN/MFGR SENT SEPARATE NSOS FOR EA.COMPON. 04/01/05
15693 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35_ SUPER D 09/01/95 *
11116 US 32 CSD _ENT NSOS'S PROVIDED 04/01/05
** INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL LAB.. INC.
ECHO9 1015 NORTH 14 ST. OMAHA NE 68102 (402) 342-4248
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / '•" " DLA FINIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' "PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 365(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
N3_SkS _ m a_W^W A_tN]emr_ vJ,vo oN-,I,. "-_w_. _¢I(0_)$S¢ esoO_,S'mw_ J._KX_kJ-.*, :ZaZlSH] .
89/$O190 A'IINV_ "IV3IN3H0-aun_xIN 83_S310 INY'I00_) USS "IVNIgI_IO fiL_90
gOtSt Vd NORIN3"I"IW 999 XO_ "0 "d 9EOtO
£888-tEE (008) ._DO0¢ AN OIIVIS 133t11S "11VR Ett X08 "O'd L80_3
• _6/00/_0
OOC6-V_I_ (008) £Ott9 "lI OUOd)f_OU 3A¥ NOL'IRd gog 6t-133
s_azaavo a_u_ao_ o0_t
$3001 _NII£O_ _OgU3_NI **
999_6 V3 3_V_0
999_6 V3 3_NV_O




_NI SN31SAS ]_8¥1¥qdNI **
• • ge/g_/tt xx_6 naH¢ xxo_ saovas ]vs/zSXV
: Yc_W¢ 0 U3RVU0 '0"d/'_S H_S_ "N 0_9_ _6L03
s_a]_s _O_WaNV NOmlVOSSC90
"d_OD AqddflS qVI_ISflONI **
]lVO ON
os/vo/co
gLg_-g_E (EtC) 6666g_Lt6 VO A_IS_ONI _0 A£I3
£N3_Y DNILL]! N¥IOUVlYJ ££LLO
i ..... Sl3flOO_d X£]3Vg IVIHISOONI **
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 255
. !_I_GR. NI_ES.FSCN,aa_)I_S$,lq4ONE - _.... NSOS i H a
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
..................... . .............................................................................................................
16187 SSR COOLANT 09/10/83
_* INK SPECIALTIES CO, _ _












59256 35 HOWARD AVE. CHURCHVILLE NY 14428 (716) 293-3330
HE-200+ INVOIL 20 t _ NO DATE
INLAND t9 (ALCATEL'IOO,BECKNAN 19,LEYBOLOo175, EDWARDS SUPERGRADE A,FISHERBRAND 19: 01184150A.PE 05/12/92
INLAND 43 _ LUBRICATING OIL, VACUUM PUMP DLA MSDS
INLAND-TW ALCATEL 300/HE 400/EDWAROS-TW 04/21/86
INLAND-19 / ALCATEL-IOO,BECKMAN 19.HE-175,VWR-19, EDWARDS S.G.A,FISHERBR.19.PRECIS.B+.SAVANT SPO-I.. 05/13/88
INVOIL 20 (AKA: ALCATEL 200.EDWARDS 20,VARIAN CS. LEYBOLD HE-200.STOKES V-LUBE L.VWR-20.ATLANTIC 20) 01/23/93
PRECISION'B, BELT DRIVE VACUUM OIL CAT.69100. 69101, 69102, 69103 05/31/76
: i 420000 01/23/93




87559 L-5 FACTORY LA
16682 LSK JET HT BLACK
07734 PNT90 LACQUER THINNER
06870 1 t92 "NARTYTE" ABLAT1VE CamPOUND, PARTS A,B,C
3/87 UNABLE TO CONTACT - PRESU ECO38 1177 LOUISIANA AVE. SUITE 101 WINTER PARK
16489 TANIK PRIMER. WATER BASE
HAWTHORN Nd 07506
BOUND BROOK Nd 08805
IHALFTONE BLACK/LITHHO SPEED KINGINK JET




















1161k3 RAPID STR REAGENT
1 tSS? STAPHYL_ REAGENT
ECFt8 3404 OAKCLIFF ROAD C-t
BETA Dii$¢$ _
IOS RAPID NH/ANA II/STR/SS-U/NF PLUS PANELS
IDS RAPID PANELS, KIT
INNOVA NITRATE A REAGENT
INNOVA:NITRATE 8REAOENT_
IIIOVA!SLooT, INDQLERE_ . _ _---
INOCULATION FLUID _ !_
OXICHIRONE REAGENT
PORPHYRIN REAGENT
RAPID ANA IX REAGENT
RAPID SS/U REAGENT
ATLANTA GA 30340 (404) 457-269t
?-:oot o8100190





2t5- t02 _ 08/00/90
30-9009 08/00/90
8- 8001 08 100190
IDS RAPID PANELS KIT 08/00/90
IOS RAPID PANELS KIT 08/00/90
IDS RAPID PANELS KIT 08/00/90
9-9001 0810O19O
** INNOVATIVE SENSORS, INC.
OTSS5 4745 E. BRYSON ST. ANAHEIM CA 92807 (714) 779-8781
NSDS'S mARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FOflN 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / ",' - DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "t" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 365(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 256
_ACTURER E T
MFGIt. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRES$.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ]O TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
22112 K CL/AGCL NON GEL FILL SOLUTION PH REFERENCE ELECTRODE 08/25/89
"_ INORGANIC VENTURES. INC.
: :: ECAT2 t555 ROULE 37 MESTISUITE 9 TOMS RIVER Nd 05753
08315 ALUMINUM. O.1 & 1.O'_ AL IN DILUTE HNO3
08306 ANTIMONY. O. 1 & 1.O_ IN DILUTE HN03
08308 ARSENIC. O. 1 & 1.O_ AS IN DILUTE HNO3
083Oe BARTLIN, O.1 & 1.OX BA IN DILUTE HNO3
0a311 BERYLLIUM. O. 1 & !,0_ BE IN DILUTE HNO3
00312 B|SMUTH, 0.1 & 1.O_BI IN DILUTE HNO3
08287 BORON, 0.1 & 1.O% B IN H NO3
08314 CADMIUM, O.t & 1.O'_ CD IN DILUE HNO3
08313 CALCIUM, O.1 & 1.O% CA IN DILUTE HNO3
08258 CHROMIUM, O.1 & 1.0% CR IN DILUTE HNO3
08291 COBALT. O_1 &ll.D,:GO XNDILUTEHNO3 : :,:!;:: 1 _
OB284C0PPEB,:!O.I& t,_!!i_ IN DILUTE HN03 iI !_:_!:ii_ E
08296 GALLIUM. O. 1 & 1.0% GA IN DILUTE HNO3
08297 IRON, O. 1 & 1.O_ FE IN DILUTE HNO3
08281 LEAD. O. 1S 1.0% PB IN DILUTE IN HNO3
08298 LITHIUM, 0.1 & t.0% LI IN DILUTE HNO3
18415 MAGNESIUM, O.t & 1.0% MG IN DILUTE HNO3
O8395 MANGANESE, O.t & 1.0"_ MN IN DILUTE HNO3
08295 MERCURY, 0.1 & 1.0% HG IN DILUTE HNO3
08310 MOLYBDENUM, O. 1 & 1.O% MO IN H20 TR. NH40H
08299 NICKEL, O.1 & 1.0% NI IN DILUTE HJ_K)3
08316 NI06IUM, O.t & t.0% NB IN H20 !
08290 PHOSPtIOIqJS;:O:t &il.O_ P IN DILUTE HNO3 i
08253 POTAS$IUM, 0,1 & 1,0_ K IN DILUE 1-1403
08294 SELENIUM, O.1 & 1.0% SE IN DILUTE HNO3
08288 SILICON. O.1 & 1.0% SI IN KOH
08300 SILVER, O.1 & 1.O% AG IN DILUTE HNO3
O630? SODIUM, O_1 & !I,0_ NA IN DILUTE HNO3
0A301 STRONTIUM, O. I & 1.0% SR IN DILUTE HNO3 ......
O8_O3 _dLILFUR, O, 1 & t .O_ S IN HNO3
08283 TANTALUM, O.1S 1.0% TA IN H20
08231 TIN 1OOO UG/ML, IO,OOO UG/ML
08394 TITANIUM, O.1 & 1.0% TI 1N H20
08302 TUNTSTEN; O;ti& t,O'_ W IN H20
08305 VANADIUM, O.t & 1.O_ V IN DILUTE HNO3
O6304 ZINC. O. 1 & !.O_ ZN IN DILUTE HNO,3 .....
08285 ZIRCONIUM, O.1 & 1.0% ZR IN 0ILUTE HNO3























































75038 1t5 I#O001dORTH AVE-A_:-/'-A YONKERS NY 10702 (914) _9--80001:12t4 AQUALOCK::ILATEX!!:PRIMER"VIHITE ACRYLIC LATEX PRIMER 07/28/18 : ::i
19053 CEL.GLOSS - CLEAR (OLD U-SERIES) BCEG095 03/12/93 *
13790 HR-2420 HI-HEAT (BLACK), BHR2420 09/23/88
16404 INSULATING VARNISH U86 SERIES 04/09/86
N_I_,$ _RKEO '_-" St,IBN_:T: _ FORM 29-393 TO (IIIG_A_:_:_/::i:_S:_S!i::_@ :":-,,":::VER3_;ED :AV_TI,._I_.LE V]_ NSOS SVSTE# I "e" ,. DLA HNIS _::
JEHStt"_I : :' _'!_ _T :CONTAINS 40CFR : 31_'5(370}]37_:::_CAL. ","_: DA1r',_. _ENTL¥ AYA]LAILE::_[N _:: SYSTEM :
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 257
" NSD5 ! H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
16481 PS55 PRIMER SEALER MHITE
• * II_TA-FOAI! ETS, Zl_, : _ i ....
SUBSIDIARY OF FI_EXTBLE _T _457T 1500 CEOAKqMO00 DR.
EC866
INSTA FOAM PROOUCTS COMPANY ECK58 1500 CEDARWO00 DRIVE
04719 A COMP. FOR NON-CFC FROTH PAK #12 KIT
11664 A C_NTS FOR FROTH PAK #t2 KIlT
04717 A- COIm)ONENT
04720 B COlllPONENTS FOR FROTH PAK //12 KIT
19222 FP-115/4134 A (A COMPONENT)/(B COMPONENT)
- 06868 FROTH PAK KIT
16828 FROTH-PAK A
16826 FROTH-PAK B :
20939 FROTH-PJgK/UTZLZFOAM * k & B COMPONENTS
io088 r,REAT STUFF
04722 POLYURETHANE ZSOCYANATE COMPONENTS/PART A
04721 POLYURETHANE RESIN COMPONENTS
04718 1.75 PCF 8 COMPONENT
18490 1.75 25F$ FROTH/1.T5 SR FROTHt2."/5 FROTH (A CONP. )
i
• _' INSULATING COATING CORP.
ECA64 954 S. HWY. 41
08172 ASTEC #100 / ROOF COATING 10-86
08171 ASTEC WPM #8 / WATERPROOF COATING WPM#8-86
08174 ORIGUICK HYORALPL_ t_R., BLAO(. ENAMEL B-le
• '_ !NT'L i_IOTECTZVE C_TJtM_S COR_
ECA51 725 CAROL AVE
08145 SERPIFLEX
_CZeT ..... ZL 604_m
JOLIET IL 60435
"A" COMP. #12 KIT & TOPGUN AEOSOL REFILL NDN-CFC
A COIM_. #12 KIT AND TDPGUN AEROSOL REFILL
INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS CODES 5000,5001
"B u COMP. NON-CFC #t2 KIT & TOPGUN AEROSOL REFILL
COMPONENTS A & B
A COMPONENT FOR FROTH-PAK KIT
B COIIIPONENT FOR FROTH-PAK KIT
PRODUCT CODES I000, 5000, 5001, AND 5005
PRODUCT CODES 6000 - 6999/ALL TYPE ;PART B
























MSDS ALSO APPL.TO ZTEBARTH LIQ.WATERPROOF.INS.MATL 08/25/91
MSDS ALSO APPL.TO ZACtO ANTICORROSZVE 09/28192
OCEAN T_/P NO 07712 (201) 531-3666
09/26/86
** ENTER-AG CORPORATION
** INTERCONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP
19624 ICC 797 - INK DEGRADENT
1M25 POLY_(:IO_PL-30
21598 VI-CHEM VC-1 CLEANER
EC776 5100 POPLAR AVE ST 24t4 _EMPHZs
ECL13 4660 SPRING GROVE AVE CINCINNATI
ECN37 2914 LADY BIRD LANE DALLAS
CHLORINATED SOLVENT
TIM 38137 (901) 767-6851
OH 45232 (513) 541-7100
11/17/92
o2/o4/ee
TX 75220 (214) 350-5565
10/01191
** TNTERGRAPH CORP.
** INTERLUBE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
62657 289 OUNLAP 8LVD






MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" " DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/3?2 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
) ')
_8/8_IO_ OZnOI'! a]NVOd:i0 "lVIUJ.Sn0NZ 601.$ _L680
- Sg/LL/_¢ N]N31J_I_Ig IWININN'lV 03.LISIHNI 61.09 I, LRtO
_L9-_I_ (£09) 9096_ DS ]llINN]]b_J 81;,99 X09 "O'd t,O_gL
:_ vo nz_x_mv avoa 11va g _oo_ _C_LO
d_lOD S_INO_I*O]'I] ]J.VJ.S_]J.NI **
C_l'_r'r_OL _C_ NR
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£PCO_ V0 _XA331N3;BRV_ OVO_ SqVOHS 3NVDI_I'II'I _6 6LNO]
"_SNI AI3dVS qVNOIIVN_31NI **
999_-:_¢g (906) _I£LOt_I dii_:NY_30 : :3AV _OaV3 g_L 6_gv
SO£D 3AI_D310_d qVNOIIVNU3£NI **
8819_160
OL£e-98¢ (6O9)
NOI£RqOS NI O_3IN %C 3sn SNOI_VOIlddV _$ON
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L6ll3] S_NIIVOO SO_VI_I'K)3 :33S
I $ 31VO S_N]NN03 ]NVN3OV_Z OI S_SI
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
• MANUFACTURER INDEX
" 'i i : : :: : .. .... 259
_QR:,. NOTES,F_,AI:*BlliESS,Pt_ .. :: : : E r
..... :: IIISDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE " S I
.................................................................................
- 13553 8630 DETERGENT CLEANER ..................................................
o=s=4 asTa pAzm asuOv_R : :r TT-R.251 INTEX 09/08/86
• * I_VENTIVE lUCaqINE COmm_ATION
09098 TYPE B BLAST CLEANING MEDIA
• * IOtI_A PAINT MANUFACTURING
08830 RED OXIDE VINYL PRINIER
• * IPC
ECB91 110 WATER STREET BOLIVAR





I_,: IP$ .: ....
AKA INDUSTRIAL POLYCHENIC&L SE 17510 17109 S. MAIN ST./P.O, BOX 379 GARDENA
PIPING & MECHANICAL 44303 8188 ALPINE AVE SUITE H SACRAMENTO
03725 CONTRACTORS CHOICE PVC CEMENT CC-PVC-0885
17873 WELD-ON #16 FOR ACRYLIC
19678 WELD-ON #1784 BINYL CEMENT
22670 WELD-ON #t950 COMPONENT A & B TYRA ADHESIVE 310t:3i
19680WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT A
19681WELO-ON #28 COMPONENT B
19682 WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT C
13523 WELD-ON #3 FOR ACRYLIC
19683WELD-ON #40C(]UPONENT A
19604 WELD-0N 140 CONIONENT B USED AT 5PPH OF _. A






















FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE
FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE
FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE
FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE
FOR PVC PLA$TIC PIPE
FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE




FOR PVC/A8S PLASTIC PIPE
FOR FLEX PVC PLASTIC PIPE
CLEANER FOR PLASTIC PIPE
CLEANER FOQPVC
PRIMER FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE
PEZBliER FOR PVC & CPVC PLASTIC PIPE
WELD-ON P-72 PRIMER FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE
WELD-ON 710 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE
VEGETABLE OIL BASED SOAP
PVC TO ABS SOLVENT CEMENT
t 1/ 19t85 - -
OH 44612 (216) 874-4222
NO DATE





































07199 MELD-ON 713 SOLVENT CEMENT FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE NO DATE
NSDS'S MARKED ................................................................................... " ..................................
"-': SUImlIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS*S_W/O #-, VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "@" - DLA IqNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN ll_)S SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 260
_ACTURER E T
iFGR. NOTES,FSCN.ADDRES$,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19697 WELD-ON 792 FOR PLASTIC PIPE 06/00/92 *
5U792 : _
' 59796 T_KER _ 30084
• * IRVINGTON / CREST ???
scarSO
• * I:SLANO PAINT & DECORATIN6_ INC: - :
EC796 860 N. COURTENAY PKMY. MERRITT ISLAND FL 32953 (407) 452-8981
** ISO CAST SYSTEMS INC
EC127
00683 A_ST A : : :
04533 ALUMAGAST:iB , ........ : ::: :
o4/O_/eo
: 0._Io4.19 !
** ISOCHEM RESINS COMPANY
DIVISION OF ROHM & HAAS
07237 SUPER MEK PER_IOE





EC914 99 COOK STREET
ECD91 3858 8ENNER ROAD
OTHP7 3858 BENNER ROAD
LINCOLN RI 02865
MMC PART NO: MNS N486AIOO/ 14145 N4886100
WATER
K1NqQ3
18053 SOl)lUll. NITRATE CRYSTALLINE NINAI03
ISOTEK CORPORATION
EC216 P.O. BOX 29799





OH 45342 (513) 859-1808
OH 45342 (513) 859-1808
NO DATE
05/00/90 - -
NO DATE - -









12004 RESITEN GRADE CEIOO0
12003 RESITEN GRADE LE400
: _T_mlm SVStklS ::oIV, ..... . :
ECNO5
74921 4001 BENEFIT AVE/BOX 9 ASHTABULA OH 44004-5453 (216) 997-6134
NATURAL. TAN, BROWN. BLACK 08/01/9t
M I L - P- 15035 / NATURAL. TAN, BROMN, BLACK 08/01/91
21340 ; " :
** ITM
XTM DR]LLS& END MILLS - DIV.I EC262 3201 VEST 34TH PINE BLUFF AK 71603 (501) 536-2233
_i_:_, _,'-_:-'-,,:', -',,-,'--_,--: :,:--: _:- :_i_i_i_i_:!i_!_i_:_:_:::_i_:_:_ :_:_ _,,_-:ti_':_:_.: __-::_i_::-i_''-''' _.:_,,:,,,:::_ .:_:_-.,. 7--..-:,:,_ :,:_:_ ::_
:::: [HSl'retl:,," -_T_IIk'S 40_FI:_170)137_ __. ,-NO OI$&:_ENTLY AYAILJIIBLE:INIII_I_S: Sx$_I_ :
( ( /¸
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXZC SUeSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX
i..: ...... ........ P- 261
ggF_i_. NOTES, FSCM, ADI)RESS WPHONE _ .... : _ i: E T
........ _ llISDS H RTSRS ZD TRADENAME COMMENTS
DATE S Z
IT1# DEVCON SEE ALSO DEVCON C ECH76 8501 DELPORT DRIVE ST. LOUIS M! 63114 (800) 424-9300
!Tgl PHILADELPHIA RESINS OSFY9 t30 COMMERCE DRZVE NONTGONERYVILLE PA 18936 (215) 855-8450
FLUID PRO0. _P.. ITW OYKEM-SE ECU26 8501 DELPORT DRIVE ST. LOUZS NO 63114
: iTW PASLOOE __ _i_ _ ECK42 TWO MARRIOTT I)RZVE LZNCOt.NSHIRE IL 60069 (708) 634"1900
DEVCON/FLUTD PROD.GROUP ECL39 30 ENDTCOTT sT. DANVERS MA 01923 (800) 424-9300
17682 ALUMTNUM PUTTY (F) RESTN 10610 05/11/92
- 22428 CLEANER BLEND 300 19510. MSDS#0610 05/05/92 -
12618 DUCO CEMENT A-A-529 / 6244 03/11/92 .
21773 EPOXY CONCRETE SEALER HARDENER 12560 045/18/93
- 22406 FLEXAIq_ HIGH PERFORMANCE PL_TTY RESIN & CURING AGT NSDS#1772 & 0335 08/15/92 -
22025 FLEXANE 94 LZQUIO CURING AGENT 015250; MSDS NO. 0305 01/13/88 -
22026 FLEXANE 94 LIQUID .RESIN , 15250 07/08/88
19044 IMPULSE FUEL CELL MAPP GAS 02/14/92
0249/ TTW DRILLS AND END MILLS CEMENTED CARBIDE W/COBALT
o4/ogla6
02496 ITW DRZLLS AND END MILLS HI.SPEED,TOOL,CARBON STEEL 04/00186 - -
20102 KILLCIDE 700 .... 12/15/89 -
17655 LAYOUT RED DX-296 DY986 / 8RUSH ON LAYOUT FLUID 12/20/90 -19423 LIOUID HARDENER 0202
18501 PHZLLYCLAD PRT 60 REDUCER 06/15/92
01/02/93 *18502 I_HILLYCLAD REDUCER PRT 61
18500 PHILLYCLAD 1000 CLEAR RESIN & HARDENER 01/02/93 .
01/02/93 •
22124 PHILLYCLAO 1000 SERrES HARDENER FORMULATED TO CURE WITH PHZLLYCLAD 1000 SERIES RES 01/02/93 ,_
18503 PHILLYCLAD 1015 HAZE GRAY RESIN
19504 PHILLYCLAD 200 AGGREGATE (BLACK) 01/02/93 •
19505 PHILLYCLAD 200 RESTN 01/02/93
17545 PHZLLYCLAD 33 PRIMER HARDENER 01/02/93 • •
.... 02/15/91 - *
17544 PlIILLYCLAD 33 Pll]MER RtESZN PRTMER FOR PHILLYCLAD 550 01t20/92ts, m_ PHtLLVCL_ _ A_x;eeUXe (e_FF)
18492 PHTLLYCLAD 5020 AGGREGATE (CEMENT) 01102/93 .
18495 PHILLYCLAD 5020 AGGREGATE (RED) 01/02/93
18493 PHTLLYCLAD 5020 AGGREGATE DECK GRAY 01/02/93
01/02/93
18494 PHILLYCLAD 5020 AGGREGATE HAZE GRAY 01/02/93 .18496 PHILLYCLAO 5020 HARDENER
18498 PHILLYCLAD 5020 PRIMER HARDENER 01/02/93 • $
18499 PHILLYCLAO 5020 PRIMER RESIN 01/02/93 • .
18497 PHILLYCLAD 5020 RESIN 01/02/93 •
17547 PHZLLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELING EPOXY HAROENER 01/02/93
17548 PH:LLYGLAD 550 SELF-LEVELLING EPOXY HARDENER CLEAR. N_4ITE 12/17/90 • •12117190
17557 PHILLYCL_D 550 SELF-LEVELLING EPOXY RESIN (DECK GRAY) 12117190
17558 PHILLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELLING EPOXY RESIN _ (CLEAR. tmq4ITE)
12/17/90
17546 PHILLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELLZNG EPOXY RESZN (HAZE GRAY) 12/17/90
17679 PLASTIC STEEL PUTTY (A) RESIN 10110 04/21/92
17790 RUSTLTCK 8 RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR RUSTLICK 8-55 12/19/89 •
17791 RUSTL_CK B-_J (B-SO-N) RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR RUSTLICK B-55 12/19/89 .20101 RUSTLICK G- 1055D
20105 RUSTLZCK t#S-lS 12/19/89 - -
20103 RUSTLICK I#S-500-A 07/12/90 -
14430 RUSTLICK WS-S050 74016 05/21/90 -
20104 RUSTL[CK 606 AEROSOL 12/19/89
• 12/15/89 - -
• , - LY AVAILABLE IN N_-_DS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 262
MANUFACTURER E T
liW_. NOTES.FSCM, ADD_SS.PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS XD TRADENAME CO_ENTS DATE S 1
............................. . .....................................................................................................
21772 SAFE-T-GRIT 12570 04/28/92
224O3 TOL_ESTEEL BLUE OX-1DO
0_67 :.TOu CLEAR EPOXY, nESZN / _mOF.Nen
oemlel e-mNmrrE.![poxv _$zN / _ENER . ..:
** d & d CHEMICAL CO.
EC633 P.O. BOX 23011
11123 DESTROYER 115
"* _ C E_TEmmlse$:,
25598
16977 ENTERPRISE 1000, LUBRICATING OIL WATCH
_T CHEMICALCORPORATION_,
06663 SCREEN CLEANER AQUA MET
06664 SCREEN CLEANER AOUA SOL.
06665 SOLDER BRZGHTNE_
d/B INDUSTRIES INC.
80100, _ oo- soso0 OSl Sl l sm.
_4:.o : os/Oe/s2
14:_so os/osll_=
** JABRO BATTERIES INC.
FT. LAUDERDALE FL 33307
o5/0_/e9
MIL-L-3918A 05/01/9t





MELBOURNE FL (407) 2§4_0048
NO DATE *
NO D_TE
NO DATE *BOARD BRITE 1000
JAMES RIVER GRAPHICS INC.
05773 DIELECTRIC COPY PAPER
05774 ELECTROSTATIC COPY PAPER




2024, 2035, 2036, 2031, 2063, 2068
_* JAMESBURY DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
OKgA4 2120 W. HIGHWAY 520
** t_l_0tlN_" "'i i
EC872USOml ?9 AVE
13077 ACID RESISTANT GROUT (SANDED)
11401 DRY GROUT
13075 EPOXY IZI, PART A, B, C (KIT FOR TILE SETTING)
11400MASTIK 300 TYPE l!

















o_!o2t9o i ::: :
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 263
• :: : : E T
_' MFqR_'_TES,FSCM,ADORESS._ MSO$ !: H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S I
02619 DRAIN-E-ZE DRAIN OPENER NO DATE
• i
** ,JAX RUBBER PRODUCTS
JAX
01806 3_D JAX BOND CEMENT. FORMULA 77- ! 10
** dELMAR
EMERGENCY PHONE: (312) 433-218 9X051
- 07085 TARN-X (METAL POLISHER)
04798 TARN-X. SILVER TARNISH REMOVER
** dESk: STEEL COMPANY _




** JET_ SPRAY CORP.
"CUSTOMER SERVICES DIV. 15498
74967 500 GREEN STREET
NO DATE
78291 16911
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60645 (312) 675-8400
NO DATE
05/07/86
WASHINGTON PA 15301 (4t2) 222-4000
GRADES: NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS 09/01/89 *
GRADES: 9, 200 AND 20ON 09/O1/89 *
GRADES: AUSTENITIC,MARTENSITIC.DUPLEX,PRECIP.HARD. 09/01/89 *
GRADES; CARBON,COLD WORK DIE .... ARMOR PLATE 09/01/89 * *
** JET-LUBE INC.
07431 4849 HOMESTEAD RD/PO BX 21258 HOUSTAN
22648 LEAO_FREEN_L"A,90?E ANTI-SEIZE LUIBRICANT
** JET-LUBE, INC.
EC470 P.O. BOX 21258
19701ALUMA-SHIELD AP-8
04106 AP-5
- OET-LI_BEWLD/dET-LUBE VLD AEROSOL
19700 KOPR_KQTE LEAD FREE
20211 KOPR-SHIELD
21857 MX-90
TX 77226 (713) 674-7617
04/22/92
HOUSTON












** JEVS tlORK EXPERIENCE CENTER
. o2575 _zl zm._L,ucr "
2NIOT ST. LOUIS NO 63144
DLA MSOS
** JIFFY AIR TOOL CORP
DIV. OF MONOGRAM INDUSTRIES 12818
** ,JMH INTERNATIONAL CORP.
19002 PRIMO POLISH
19003 PRIMO POLISH CLEANER
ECK33 11OO CARRETT RID LEVI$BURG TN 37091 (615) 359-6253
09/18/92
10114192
** JOHNS-MANVILLE - SEE MANVILLE
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEN (TSRS)
NANUFACTURER INDEX P. 264
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTE$,FSCM,M)DRESS,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ;D TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC963
** dOOe_Na _'m_OlC.tL. ZNC
LOll33 PO BOX 130TREE RID. NE/STE. 401 ARLINGTON TX 7E00401302 (800_ 433-5170
04592 CIOEX ACTIVATEO DIALDEHYDE SOLUTION/ACTIVATOR VIAL 2245.2250,2253/FORNERLY SURGIKOS 03/01/90
** JOHNSON CONTROLS. INC
BATTERY DIYIS!ON ECB99 P 0 BOX 591
GL(IEBATTERYDIV. 25244
_TTERY sm_uP 616g_ p.o. BOX 591
09145 GELLED ELECTROLYTE BATTERY/DYNASTY
19104 LEAD ACID BATTERY
NILMALKEE WI 53201 (414) 228-2746
• M_LW/_MKEE WI 53201 (4_4)122_.8-3138
ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY/LEAD ACID BATTERY 09/15/92 *
ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY/SL] OR INDUSTRIAL BATTERY o9115192 •
** JOHNSON MATTHEY AESAR GR(]_LIP
ALFA /_ I_TTHEY CATALOG
06114 AAS STANDARD (NITRIC ACID SOLUTION)
07743 BARIUM NITRATE
11245 COPPER
0?744 COPPER (II) OXIDE
20876 NOLYBDENUM (Vl) OXIDE
11246 NICKEL
11034 PLATINUM. X% ON ALUMINA




** JOHNSON. S.C., & SON. INC.
ec_ess 3o SONGST.
011535 892 LAFAYETTE RD./P.O,BOX 10B? SEABROOK
MAROHZLL
32204 1525 HOWE ST










05082 GLANCE GLASS CLEANER
04866 GLORY RUG CLEANER (AEROSOL)
19092 LEMON PLEDGE
15375 LEIIDN _tNE-UP
04?44 OFF} |_CT REPELLENT
15398 PRONTO
12451 RAID ANT & ROACH KILLER A
19090 RAID ANT & ROACH KILLER-LIQUID
11837
SUPPORTED CATALYST












FURNITURE WAX(LIQUID AND PRESSURIZED)
: 118!t0-24_25i :
FAST DRY FLOOR FINISH
11620-15
11610-25
NIl 03874 _60_) 474-5§iI































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 265
• i : :: : ii :
N,U_AC:TU_ _ • e T
MFGR_ ND'rES,FSCN, AI_)RESS,PHONE MSD$: _ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
12144 RAID FLYING INSECT KILLER FORMULA 12 11660-30 06/17/92
17596 RAID I-IDUSE & GARDEN BUG KILLER 11670-27 06/17/92
20685 _E _Dt_ RELEASE C._RA'(E : 13680°2-3 TO 1_-2-3 09/11/90
03302 SHOUT AEROSOL :: : : STAIN RtENOVER ::_: ::: 02/t21fiM5 - -
15403 STEP OFF CLEANER AND SPECIAL FLOOR FINISH, STRIPPER,14000-3 01/08/94
• * dOINT ARMY-NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
TESTING AND MATERIALS 81350
_,t dOtNT ELECTRONICS TYPE DESIGN.
80058
** dONES MEDICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
22765 dOMES NtEDICAL DERNACIDOL
** UONES, R.M.
6707111604 LILBURN PARK RD/PO 46903 ST. LOUIS
PERSONAL CAREPRODUCT!
70382
140 63146 (800) 526-8466
03/11193
** OPS INDUSTRIAL FABRICS CORP.
d.P. STEVENS 4X69t 33:!STEVENS STREET/P.0. BOX 208 GREENVILLE:
20137 ASTGqDqUARTZ IX SEWZNGTt"IREAD MSDS NO. 0123
20146 ASTROQUARTZ MAT MSDS NO. O122
20136 FIBERGLASS FABRIC MSDS NO. O102
20139 FIBERGLASS FABRIC MSOS NO. O104
20140 FIBERGLASS FABR]C MSDS NO. 0105
20141 FIBERGLASS FABRIC MSDS NO. 0107 :
- 20142 FIBERGLASS FABRIC : : i _:::_i:::. : : NSOS NO. 01t3 . -i
20143 FIBERGLASS FABRIC MSOS NO. 0115
20144 FIBERGLASS FABRIC MSDS NO. 0116
20145 FIBERGLASS MAT MSDS NO. 0121 TEMPMAT OR INSULBATTE
20147 FIBERGLASS MASTE NSOS NO. 0125
20148 FIBERGLASS YARN MSOS NO. 0124














ECH?2 HQ ELMW00D PARK NO
** K &:VPI_IOUCTS. ZNC.
: E(::643:.:: ::! ..... WHITTIER CA 901BOe
. ::2oi73 STOCK # 1504-.COePImCOAT OelO3te9 .
05209 STOCK # 1612-SPRAY COPPER COAT 05/12/92 *
** K CHEMICAL CORP.
EC42B 144 PROSPECT ST. STAMFORD CT 045501
** K N S COMPANIES INC.
29694 475 RANOY RD CAROL STREAM ]L 60187
** K+E PRINTING INKS
MSDS'S MARKED "-" : _IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG. CONTACT / NSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" " DLA FINIS NSOS
EHS/TR]: "e" "PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 266
MANUFACTURER E •
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN,Ad[X)RESS,PHONE MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
EC895 450 ZEREGA AVENUE BRONX NY 10473 (212) 822-5510
07124 SHEET-FED PROCESS INK ALL BASF INKS/OXIOITING O|L INK OR VARNISH 10/05/87
30060 121 EXPRESS ST. PLAINVIEW NY 11803 (516) 422-6262
15808 DIPHENYLCARBAZONE NO DATE - -
-* K-POXY
ECLr_225RSVERVZ_WAVE
20181K'POXY ALUMENUll LIQUID HAEOENER
MALTHAM lEA 02254 (61T) 64T-65_0
o212elu - -
-- KAISER AEROSPACE AND ELETRONIC




CF.MSDS FOR CONPOSITION SPECIFICS
: ::+ .




04452 MIL-V-173C COMP. II EXEMPT
00735 OIL STAIN
16296 RED EQUIPMENT ENAMEL
11179 SJUCOING SEALER - CLEAR
16518 STA!N OIL SEMI-TRANSPARENT tlOOO,TNTER., ALLCOLORS
04848 281 17875X NIL-L-81352 GL WT
04846 281 413538 MIL-L-8135213538(COLOR#)





63734 1950 COUNTY ST. TAUNTON NA 02780
33201 37721 STEVENS BLVD. WILLOUGI-_Y OH 44094
NIL-V-173 / INSULATING VARNISH. ELECTRICAL
ALL COLORS TT-S-711C


















*- KAMPEL ENTERPRISES, INC.
ECL78 8930 CARLISLE RD
20343 RETARDER
_44S4EMIFtL_! & ALL COLORS
20342 SF99 SOLVENT KANPEL BLEND 3293
VELLSVILLE
CEL_L_E_ aUT_TE LA=n_R
PA 17365 {800) 457-4280
o=/_2/9:_ o
02/12/91 *
** KANO LABORATORIES ZN(;.




...... i:i :: ' 111:m/se :




GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 267
T
ii _ _ me_. NOTES,FSCM,_POmESS,|_-IONe . _5 H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
5L381 461 NORTH THIRD AVE. DES PLAINES IL 60016 (312) 296-6111
13970 65388 - MIRACLE MIST WATER DXSPLACER 03/07/90 *
1_!97! 679"_t - METAL CUTTING OXL _ .: :i !_ ..... i): :i/ i._ 03/08/90
13969 67gw45 , KAR IGNITION .SEALER 8 ELECTRICAL INSULATOR 06/29/88 *
13973 69973 - CUTTING TOOL COOLANT 03/08/90 •
13972 72502 - DRY GRAPHITE LUBE 07/18/88 *
**: KARDOL PRODUCTS, INC.
ECHO8 1954 C&RROLL STREET
** KARSEAL CORPORATION
ECL15 11552 HART ST
19622 KARSEAL CUSTOM 500 PROFESSIONAL WAX WITH CLEANER
*_ KAYF.,I_q_d_.IM.SIGNAL -SEE SPITFIRE
EC413 .....................
CLEARWATER FL 34625 (800) 252-7365
NO. HOLLYWOOD CA 91605 ( ) 877-0168
02/18/93
** KC COATINGS INC.
EC491 15555 W. 108TH ST. LENEXA KS 66219 (913) 492-2600
ECHIO 15555 W/ t08TH ST. LENEXA KS 66219 (913) 384-3251
04179 ENAMEL PLUS SERIES SCREEN INK (NON-LEAD COLORS) VARIOUS EP- NUMBERS 07/01/85
13048 HEMPEL'S PRIMER ROSO-OfJO2/ZINC DUST:_911U-1984 GRAY PART A:PART B ZINC OUST SEVERAL
13033 SP SERIES SATIN POSTER SCREEN INK / ALKYD / SP440 SP17/21/22/24/25/34/36/TS/418/422/433/440/441/HT.. 03/17/92
** KCI, INC.
ECL47 3710 N DAVIDrSON ST
20185 O0!-ANTI-$PATTER (AEROSOL) FORMULA B
** KEARFOTT GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION
SUB OF ASTRONAUTICS CORP OF AM 88818 150 TOTOWA RO
CHARLOTTE NC 28205 (800) 424-9300
NO DATE - -
WAYNE NO 074740595 (201) 785-6000
,x,b KEARNEY
OIV. KEARNEY tNAT IONAL
20172 AQUA SF.ALI
32841 P.O. BOX 49167 ATLANTA GA 30359 (404) 939-6011
t2/0t/89
** KEARNEY CO.
ECA99 P 0 BOX 49167 ATLANTA GA 30359 (404) 939-6011
** KECO INOUSTRIES ImUSTRI*L PLORENCe" XY 4to4:
• * KEELER AND LONG
24286 856 ECHO LAKE RO.,P.O. BOX 460 WATERTOWN
08229 3500 KOLOR-POXY SELF-PRIMING SUI|FACXNG ENAMEL PARTS A AND B
CT 06795
04/05/88 '*
_4, KELLOGG, E.H.,-CO., INC.
• 13154 MIL-G-10924C. GREASE
ECH47 63 EAST FIRST STREET MOUNT VERNON NY 10550 (914) 664-3045
DLA MSDS -
=* KELLY ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC.
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0 ° " DLA HMIS MSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 268
E T
MSOS H P
COMMENTS DATE S I
ECH96 P.O. BOX 2583 WATERBURY
13974 FM-2 RUBBER _ MIXTURE
** KEL$O Gt_NOLYN L
** KEN MANUFACTURING
13029 CLAD SS AEROSOL
13030 CLAD SS BULK
07108 CLAD-SS AEROSOL
15474 FLO-TAB
77777 3731 39TH ST led WASHINGTON





DIV. SYSTEMS GENERAL .
*" KENCO INDUSTRIES
07069 #335 ROSIN FLUX
07070880-T THINNER
** KENDALL COMPANY
00092 WEBCOL ALCOHOL PREP PAD
-* KENOALL REFINING COMPANY
DIV. WITCO
DZV. WITCO
13026 KENDALL A-723 GREASE
ECHO? P.O. BOX 152170 IRDVZNG
EC686 200 TECHNOLOGY DR. ALPHARETTA
K085112
KEND ONE FEDERAL STREET BOSTON
H 8080-004126
EC782 77 N. KENDALL AVE.
OPKZ7 77 N. KENDALL AVE.
*. xemmvz,vemo .Gt  :SVSTe,
*" KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
** KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTEMS. INC.
BRADFORD
CT 06723 (203) 575-9220
o7123/e7
DC 200167399 (202) 364-2431









NO DATE - -
NO DATE
PA 16701 (814) 368-61tt




NO DATE . -
22264 .... FL ..... i i!:
52519 630 AXMINISTER DR. FENTON NO 63026-2992 (800) 325-3878
- 07072 ACTIVATOR ACT 1G , _. -. NO DATE
_/_:'/_ "-'" ";_ COI_I'A][NS dlOCF_ .,3SS:_3_0_1372 ::_m_&i:-:,:: _' :;_:::_I'A -_!;.Y AVAI_Le _N:i!Jli_d05 SYSTEM: . : :-"-::-::-". :"::-_
( ( •
18725 KENDALL NON-DETERGENT MOTOR OIL ALL SAE GRADES
13975 KENDALL SUPER 6LU-GREASE L-427 d69 7867
18063 KENDALL SUPER-D MOTOR OIL. ALL SAE GRADES PAGE 4 OF MSDS MISSING
_'_ KENNAMETAL' INC.
(b (412) 539-5157 85597 P.O. BOX 231 LATROBE PA 15650 (412) 539-5000
13356 HARD METAL/CEMENTED k/C/TEN CARBIDE W/COBALT BINDER K6T.KS.Kg.K11;KS-12.-12LC.-15.-17;KDIO0.-120; MORE 01/01/92
13357 HARD METAL/TUNGSTEN CARBIDE W/COBALT BINDER K1.K2S.K2S-M.K4H.K4H-M.KSH.K6.K6-M.KMN-10.K21.MORE 03/00/90 *
18708 HARD METAL. CEMENTED I_C, TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 303"20F/303/25F/D2/G6/G40 (SEE MSOS) 01/00/92 *
!
KIMS BOC/SPC/CARGO/VAFB KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32899
( ( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 269
TSRS ID TRADEN__ _ COMMENTS NSOS H
................ .................................... O,T e
- 07075 CATALYST ......................................................................








* 07082 REFLOM FLUX
- 07081 REFLOW OIL
- 07079 SOLDER ELECTROLYTE
- 07080 SOLDER STRIPPER
i "
_i _KEU NFG. CO.
' i i_ ; :_!_DIVISION SYBRON








21666 ADHESIVE: VPS TRAY
11778 ELASTICON
17411 REFLECT - BASE & CATALYST
• _ KERR.MCGEE CHEMICAL CORPi:
10146 KM AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE













KESTER 44 RESIN CORE SOLDER
SN 68 SOLDER
SOLDER ALLOYS CONTAINING LEAD
SOLDER. ROSIN CORE. PRO0. NO. NOT SPECIFIED
SP-30 SOLDERING PASTE FLUX
STEARINE FLUX CORED SOLOER
DLA NSDS
CU-B-1QT NO DATE






FR tG NO DATE -
RO 1G NO DATE -
PBSN 5G NO DATE -
SS-1G NO DATE -
15151 115 ROSIN FLUX
,_ 0¢)7 tii :"1544 II_$iN FLUX _
- 18885 t96 ROSIN FLUX
15150 197 ROSIN FLUX
- 18886 44 FLUX CORED SOLOER
00723 44 RESIN CORE SOLDER
** KEUFFEL & ESSER
ROMULUS MI 48175
(FORMERLY REFLECT)
DENTURE/HEAVY BONDED SYRINGE/TRAY 3604-00(;85
VINYL POLYSILOXANE ELASTOMER
ECC79 KERR-MCGEE CENTER OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73125
USED IN MANUFACTURE OF SRM PROPELLANT
?529? 4201 _IGHT_ AVENUE CHZCAGO
_!S_ _2o! _i_ AVE CHICAGO
FLUX REMOVER
METAL ALLOY
ALLDY:SN60. DIA: . 125
M-LINE 361A-20R SOLDER
LEAD SOLDER / M-LINE 361-40R SOLDER
LNSC NSDS
98698
33363 20 bltIPPANY RD.
ZL
IL 601_392022
KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA
SOLDERING FLUX FORE_ECTZCALOR ELECTRONIC APPLIC.
























NORRISTOI#N NO 07960 (201) 285-50(X)
15737 ERADICATING FLUID KIT 58-0246/-0247/-0248;BLUE GREEN SOL./CLEAR LIO. NO DATE - -
NSDS,S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FOflN 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S V/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "•" - DLA HNIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: '*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'.NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
) ) )
:sos. sxm v-m - ,*, ! m_A$ scrim:vx^ _xv^_i_:_:_!m_ ,*, of_s,m_:_l _:im_io • _ *m_ ss_0_xm-,-,. mr)row,s,m
£61001_0 "_)'lV "lAJ.d]H/:INtl-1130NOUHVB131:S,SOSN 0:IH3yJ./V/ EEEE OZI'IOT'I _I_IIIV:)][0N][ O]U 9£1.O_
SOSN V'lO f_6Z# O:IU 'OlnOIl _NI.tV_)IONI £t,I_DO •






]_:so_dx3 v ssv_o sz'L_m
a^ZSO_dX] v ssv_o sz ",xm
SV'I"IVQ
NO l.t_ _JNItil]N l'aN_- :'_tl_l **
3AIS3HQV "]3gV-! I_-_ O_'JNIN gt,_OC •
dUO0 ]AIS3I-IOV _NI)4 **
3.LV_IJ.IN i_|NOIICf S J,N31NOdlI00 01r:'I_ )¢'fd']N_M _0_¢
_NVH13NOUJ.IN V _.N_NOeBJO0 a][flOll NVd_INI)I f_Ot_t
'AVRMaVd SVq_VO LO£gt 9Ot-I_3
"3NI MVd3NI_ **
• ss/o_/so
s_s9-c_ (_;s) eos_o _ NO.LSNZ_Une "Xd "33X3 GNV'P3N3 R3N _9_ ¢_L03
_,OL '013¥ DIUO/IR:IOUGAHO_¢90
"ONI "RVOIN3HO NOSNIN **








XX£6 _ :X'XO_ $3OVUO 3VS/ISt¥
O00L/OOO9/OOOg/O00£/O00C/O001. SaIa3S A0-1"IV
_C9_6 '#':3 V3Ug J.]]_LLS HDUIg "] ogoc L6SP¢
_C9C6 VO V3UB "OAq8 3D3"1"10:3 3.LVJ.S "S O_'t L6CZ¢
: ::: :: R01ilV NY3"t0:IUI 3.Lqq4dSOl-l<l Nf_INONNVONON 6_ggt
3aIA]O uaROd '3OOI_LL_IV:30NX*Vn*Ov ¢¢ccc
LSgLi_ PN J.g3a0d ::lMV/q Lt, t t XO8 0 d g_gEC 3OOl_ ZJgJ.'IVR AIQ
O00_-6gL (|O_) 60;LO PN ]_q[Aal_ag /]]U/S NI_N gL9 90_68
gS/_O/O_ 1N]NIV]_I _3R01 A_VZ3l_dO_d
* gs/tO/O_ IN3NIV3al a31VR _NIqOO_ A_Vl]I_dO_d
g8/tO/O& 31IUIIN NIIIOOS
g_-LS6 (SO_) 6gLEE _d OflO_D "_g 98tt XO_l "0"d O_003
- - ¢OtL¢IT, O
$133alS 110:)NlddIq • 15t£ g6c_3
g_}NllklS _:1 VJ.NVS
or-_o_-64_6
3_Vld AOtnLll ¢9LEt gA_]O
SNIM **
S_gg_S $S3"tNt¥_S 9_g_o
g_331S AO_V _N0gt_O g_g_O





NOICVaOdUO0 lVOmgHO aa_SZx **
SINV3INOG_ NOISIO3Nd 31NOISA3M **
U]OitK)d II SV X_V$ _NI_Vg$ £g9¢_
NOISIAIO gX_I_d ]lqlOJJ;k]X **
I S ]lVO SIN3NNO_ 3NVN3OV_ OI SUSL
H S_F_ ]NOHd'SS]W]OV'NOSd'S]10N "tl_Jl
1 3 U]_lOVJNNWg
OL¢ "d XaON! aaun/ov_nNVn v61£OlO_(SUSi) _3_S_S xaiSZS]u SaONvlssns OIXOX 0SX
X3ONI 133HS VIVQ A13dVS 3VI831_1 ;-£_d_
GP23-1 MATERZALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYSYSTEM(TSR$)
10,/03/94 MANUFACTURER XNDEX P. 27 1
MFGR, NOTES,F_,&DDRESS,_ MSDS H R
TSRS 10 TRAOENAME COMMENTS OATE S Z
_,,D KING INIXISTRIE$
: : : .....i::: EC095 SCIENCE ROAD
22383 N_-SUt; _ !i : , _!: ',
NORWALK CT 06852 (203) 866-5551
CORR, [NHIBXTOR FOR LUBRICANTS & RUST PREVENTZVES Ot/13/Skt
,,4, KING OF ALL MANUFACTURING
EC104 2601 DAVISON ROAD
15366 LIQUID GREASE SOLVENT AND DRAINFIELO CLEANER
,,* KINNEY NFG. CO. : "
REPLACED BY KZNNEY VACUUM CO.." 93884
#
•,* KINNEY VACUUM COMPANY
....... : : .... 33781 495 TURNPIKE ST
17109 KINNEY SUPER X:OZL t_Y XZ
t711110 KINNEy:: SUPER* x • O::L: ,-VACUUM PUMP LUBRICANT
19674 KZNNEY TYPE A - OZL
19673 KINNEY TYPE A - VACUUM PUMP LUBRZCANT
17105 K][NNEY TYPE A-VACUM PUMP LUBRZCANT
04294 KZNNEY VACUUM SEALANT
16859 KZNSEAL VACUtJN SEALER
• * KZRKPATRZCK OIL CO.
EC760 20t4 W. BEAVER STREET






















:5491 2Io5 CHANNEL Ave po Box is79 MEB'HZS
16226 _OUND.P&[NT RE.MOVZNG LI_XD (OR_iC:SOLVENT) 4_I
05546 HEAVY BOOZED KLEAN-STRZP FORMULA# 3300/H8-2
02429 METAL TREAT CONCENTRATE MT-15/401 METAL CONDITIONER
01897 SPRAYGUN CLEANER SG-14
- 11667 WOOD BLEACH TWO SOLUTZON KZT, GMB19, 1t69 PART A / MSDS ZS ZNCOMPLETE





** KLEZN TOOLS ZNC.
16649 6970 SHADY OAK ROAD EDEN PRA]RIE
75347 CHZCAGO












** KLINQER. RIC31ARO INC.
066m2 KLtNQERIT
EC841 2350 CAMPBELL ROAD SIDNEY OH 45365
COMPRESSED RUBBER BONDED ASBESTOS SHEET PACKING
(513) 498-t18t
NO DATE
** KLOCKNER-PENTAPLAST OF AMERZCA
ECA52 P. O. BOX 500 GORDONSVILLE VA 22942 (703) 832-3600
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IISDS'S V/O '-' VERZFZED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "," - DLA HMX5 MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAIN5 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMZCAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSD5 SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 272
E T
MANUFACTURER MSO$ H R
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADDRES$,PHONE COMMENTS DATE S I
TSRS ID TRADENAME
...................................................................................................................................
08146 PENTAPHARM. PENTAFOOD, PENTACLEAR, PENTADUR,PENTAFORN.PENTAPRINT.PENTATHERMoPENTALAN 02/12/87
e, KLUBEIR LUBRICATION CORPORATION
EC039 GEISENHAUSENERSTR 7 0-8000 MUNICH, _R_ANY
22110 CENTOPLEX CX 4/3 LUBRICANT GREASE 07/21/89
** KNIGHT COMPUTERS









OFND3 1000 MAIN ST/P 0 BOX 906
0L698 6796 DORSEY RID. BALTIMORELD 110 21227
24220 251 N. COMRIE AVE OOHNSTOWN NY 12095















-- KOCH ASPHALT CO.
DXV. OF KOCH FUELS INC. 22163
** KOCH NATER]ALS COMPANY
07696 ACRyLICMOD;FIED ASPHALT
07691 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING
07692 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING
07693 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING
0?694 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING
06536 ASPHALT ROOF COAT]N(; - FIBERED #5954
07688 ASPHALT WET SURFACE MASTIC #5951B.O.
07686 ASPHALT WET SURFACE MASTIC #5951T.O.
08614 BLACK FIBERED ROOF COATING
07685 FLASHING CEMENT
07698 HIGH PENETRATION PRIMER 45952
07695 LXOUXD ASPHALT - FIBERED - MEDIUM 80DIED #5972
0768? L!QU|D ASPHALT - FIBERED #5984
04585 ROOF RESATURANT #5925, ASPHALTIC COATING
07697 SUPERIOR FLASHING CEMENT #5941
07690 TAR FIBERED COATING - LOW ODOR #5915
07699 TAR ROOF CEMENT
07689 TAR ROOF.RESTAURANT #5910
-: KOH-1-NOOR RAPIOOGRAPH
75364
EC794 P,O, BOX 233 ¥1CHITA
:#565o_OFI_ E.ULSZON :
#5934 PREMIUM GRADE FIBERED/(NON-FIBEREO)ON BULLET
#5935 PREMIUM GRADE FIBERED
#5954 COMMERCIAL GRADE
#5945 CONIERCAIL GRADE FIBERED
ASTM D-4479 TY.1 / A,_BESTOS-FREE
8417
ROOF CEMENT
AKA KOPPERS 425 LIOUIO ASPHALT




















05139 RAPIDOEZE, PEN CLEANER 3058 SOLN. FOR ULTRASONIC CLNR.MACHINE 3069 10/18/89
' k":HIS,/TR:][ "_'" -_ (_01N'lrAI:_ .,4_0CFR ,,1_:3_0)/37_ i ![_"tENICAL, .- ='NO OATA _LY AVAt_E::!N:::IISO$:: SVSTEU ..
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 273
MANUFACTURER E T
JIFGR_ blBTES ,FSCM. ADDRESS. MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
308408380 RAPIDRAW INK
• 00032 UNIVERSAL DRAWING INK
19824 29t KOH-X-LAR LIQUID ERASER
!
• " KOLENE CORPORATION
19642 KOLENE NO. 5
19641 KOLENE VIRGO A
=* KOLOR KUT PRODUCTS CO.
ECL08 12890 WESTWOOD AVE DETROIT MI 48223
METAL CLEANING CHEMICAL
MOLTEN SALT BATH/METAL CLEANING CHEMICAL
EC440 7915 E. ELM ST./P.0. BOX 5415
11730 P 0 BOX 5415





KONICA IMAGING U.S A,
19_84 POl#DEROOT TR DEVELOPER













89431 500 DAY HILL RD. WINDSOR





FORMERLY:_KOPPERS COMPANY, INC 00297 436 SEVENTH AVENUE PITTSBURGH
19051 1452 FORMULA 2 EPOXY GLUE PART A/PART 8
11635 MIL-C-227_O0. TYI 16473 GRAY, t3206Y5/t821C16
02558 MIL-C-8514C METAL PRETREATMENT COATING(COMP.A & B) P204B-66/C152-66
1220Y3C/1821CllA (MUST BE COMPONENT 2 FOR P-527?)
A4113 / LMSC MSDS
A716F-66 (26521 ACCENT GRAY)
MIL-L-19537C



















MIL-C-8514C RESIN (COMPONENTS A & B)
MIL-E-16738B (27875 WHITE)
MtL-L-19537C (13538 ORANGE YELLOW)
MIL-P-23377D (COMPONENTS A & B)
MIL-P-23377E
MIL-P-23377E TYPE I CLASS 1 (COMP. A & B)
MIL-T-81771B TY 1
MIL-T-81772B (AS) TYPE 1
MIL-T-81772B (AS) TYPE 2
MIL-T-81772B (AS) TYPE 3 ACRYLIC THINNER
PRIMER COATING, EPOXY POLYANIDE
TT-E-529F TY I VOC COMPLIANT (25109 BLUE)
TT-E-529F TYI (26251 ACCENT GRAY)
TT-L-32A AM 1 TYPE 2 (17038 BLACK)
TT-P-1757A ZINC CHUTE PRIMER P-441P
TT-T-266D AM 2 COMP. L
TT-T-S4BO REPLACEMENT FOR TOLUENE
T1309C-66




























04413 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER. GREEN TT-P-1757, COMP.G (SN-704C) 08/00/86 .
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': S4J6MIT KSC FOB 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PROI)UCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P 274
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES.FSCM.AOORESS,PHONE M_DS H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
18504 1675 TRINIDAD ANTI-FOULING RED 08/00/91 -
** KOPPERS COMPANY. INC.
80592 BUILDING PRODUCTS KOPPERS BLDG PITTSBURGH
71191 5431 DISTRICT BLVD. VERNON
INORGANIC PROD. DIV. NOW OBA ECD37 436 SEVENTH AVE PITTSBURGH
FORMERLY: ORGANIC MATERIALS DI 85663 BUILDING MATERIALS OIV. PITTS8URGH



























A-136-2CP BROLINE CATALYST THINNER
A-2SSE ENAMEL (TT-E-489)/15045 STRATA BLUE
ACRYLIC LACQUER THINNER T-2318
ALUMINUM PASTE
BITUPLASTIC NO. 33. COAL TAR EMULSION
CELLULOSE NITRATE GLOSS LACQUER L-67A-66
COATING COMPOUND PRE-TREATMENT
COLD PROCESS BUR AOHESIVE
ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS. A-1889-66. TT-E-489G CLASS A
ENAMEL. ALKYD OLIVE 14087
ENAMEL. ALKYD YELLOW 13538. IT-E-489
EPOXY ENAMEL COMP A&8 17038 GLOSS BLACK/PT. A & 8
EPOXY PRIMER. COMPONENT t
FLASHING CEMENT. ASPHALT BASE
GRAY PRIMER IT-P-001385
KOPPERS POLYESTER RESIN DION 6631T
MIL-L-19537C AM 2 (17038 BLACK)
P1943/C1943 (36473 GRAY) & P1943 (36473 GRAY)




ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER, AEROSOL
ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER,IT-P-1757






MIL-T-t95448 / LMSC MSOS
TT-P-320 TYPE 2 / LMSC NSDS
TToL-32A. TY.2/SOME COLORS CONTAIN P8. CR
NIL-C-8514
UN t263






UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESIN IN STYRENE
TT-E-489 - 17038 / L1085C-66 / LMSC MSDS
LMSC MSDS
SOME COLORS HAVE LEAD-CONTAINING PIGMENTS:SEE MSDS
157tBL14
WOOD PRESERV.. ARSENICAL
TT-P-6(X)B / YELLOW;AEROSOL PKG,NATL.AEROSOL
P-759-66 CONP L YELLOW







































EC642 75 GORGE ROAD EDGEWATER NJ 07020 (201) 941-4484
METALS TEST KIT KIT CONTAINS 13 SOLUTIONS FOR VARIOUS METALS TESTS 04/01/86
SOLUTION #'S 3/4/12/14/16/17/19/20/24/27/28/30/31/ 32/39/45/ (SEE WSO5 FOR PRODUCT NAMES) 04/01/86
SOLUTION #I - SULFURIC ACIO. OIL OF VITRIOL 04/01/86
SOLUTION #13/#23 -PHOSPHORIC ACID 04/01/86
SOLUTION #6/7/11/21/26/34 - HCI IN WATER 04/01/86
SOLUTION #8 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 04/01/86
SOLUTION #9/10/22/29/33/8 - DENATURED ALCOHOL 04/01/86
SOLUTIONS #2. #5. #15 NITRILE 04/01/86
-* KRYLON INDUSTRIAL
SEE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS / FORMERL ECL33 6830 COCHRAN ROAD SOLON OH 44139 (8OO) 247-3266
'=* KSC
MSD$'S MARKED "'': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,_TACT / I_r,_)S,SWI/O '-" VERI]=IED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM t 'e" = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-*=NO OATACURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSO5 SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 275
if:
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. I_TES.FSCN,ADDRESS,PHONE MSC)S H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC324
:* KUTOL PRODUCTS CO.ANY
ECJ92 2700 HIGHLAND AVE CINCINATI
17119 SPEARHEAD L-111 EASY-CUTTING LUBRICANT DIST:ZIMMERMAN
OH 45212
NO DATE
• * KYUSHU MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC CO.
ECE32 t-62 4 CHQWE MINOSHII¢t HAKATA-KU FUKKUOKA JA
'' L & F PRODUCTS
SEE LEHN & FINK ECK12 225 SUWMIT AVENUE MONTVALE NU
** L & M CHEMICAL
08110 COIL-CLEAN
ECD61 5018 TRENTON ST.
ACID CLEANER
TAMPA FL 33619 (407) 247-6007
NG DATE
• * L & M MANUFACTURING
40336 435 LIMESTONE CREST
ECJ34 380 N.E. 191ST STREET
17789 CITRA GRIT
07839 CITRA-KLEEN. DETERGENT/DEGREASER CS0134-20
22552 ICKY PICK DEGREASER









** L & R MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ECETO 577 ELM ST KEARNY
17656 577 ELM ST KEARNY
12909 #111 ULTRASONIC WATCH CLEANING SOLUTION 112. 275
14819 #222 NON-AMMONIATED ULTRASONIC INSTRUMENT CLEANING 032, 193, 191
11402 #677 WATERLESS CLOCK CLEANING SOLUTION 135 - GALLON;036 - 5 GALLON SET
19703 AQUA-SOL #1 CLEANING SOLUTION CONCENTRATE 202. 203
11403 CLOCKLUBE 136 / APPEARS TO 8E 1990 MSDS
11670 INDUSTRIAL GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER CONCENTRATE 300 - GALLON
19702 INSTRUMENT RINSING SOLUTION 033, t94,195.196
21852 ULTRASONIC INSTRUMENT RINSING SOLUTION 034. 197, 198, 199
Nd 07032 (201) 991-5330









*- L D CAULK COMPANY
11107 LAKEVIEW & CLARKE AVE.
21220 GRIP CEMENT LIOUID (POLYMETFf/L METHACRYLATE)
00176 GRIP CEMENT POWDER (POLYMETHYL METItACRYLATE)
MILFORD DE 19963 (302) 422-4511
08/24/92
08/24/92
** L-TEC WELDING & CUTTING SYSTEM
1BVIO P.O. BOX F-IO00
55019 P 0 BOX 710
02673 BRAZO FLUX
19094 COPPER BASED WELDING ELECTRODES & BRAZING RODS:
11086 FLUXES FOR GAS WELDING
19093 SOLID STEEL WELDING ELECTRODES 1.7,29.29S.32CMS.
FLORENCE SC 29501 (203) 794-5300
ASHTABULA OH 44004 (216) 992-1265
10100185
OXWELD 25M,25MFC (AWS 07/00/89




MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHSJTRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-':NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS S¢STEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 276
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADORESS.PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECEIO 2903 DUPREE HOUSTON TX 77054 (713) 747-9133
11036 SODA BLEACH/JAVEL BLEACH SOLUTION CID: A-A-1427A (3/28/83) NO DATE
"* LABCHEN INC.
ECK79 200 WILLIAM PITT WAY PITTSBURGH PA 15238
21914 8RONOCRESOL GREEN-NETHYL REO. APHA 224 / LCl1870
21254 METHYL VIOLET 0.02% AQUEOUS CAT NO. LC17200. MSDS NO. 254
- 22751 NITRIC ACID SOLUTIONS, 0.4%-50%,O. tN-6.0N #115, CAT#LC17750,17770,17800,17840. t7870






*- LABORATORY SUPPLY/AKA GEM CHEM
4W642
"* LABSOURCE
• * LACQUER ANO CHEMICAL CORP.
UNIVERSAL COATINGS DIV.
O.L_ CHICAGO IL
12231 4OTH ST BROOKLYN NY 112322810 (3t3) 497-0744
"* LADD RESEARCH INDUSTRIES,
13063 CACODYLIC ACID
INC,
ECG95 P.O. BOX 1005 BURLINGTON
20305 SODIUM CACODYLATE TRYHYDRATE
VT 05402 (802) 658-4961
09/02/87
• , LAFARGE CORPORATION - FLORIDA
ECN75 1111 N. WESTSHORE BLVD.
21791 MASONARY CEMENT TYPES N, M AND S ...................
_* LAKE CHEMICAL CO.
19840 OYLTITE STIK
04982 PIPETITE-STIK
19839 REGULAR FLUX PASTE
19838 SILVER SOLDER BRAZING FLEX
09010 SLIC-TITE PASTE WITH TEFLON
EC616 250 N. WASHTENEW AVE.














** LAKE CITY INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
08616 TEFLON
*, LA_ERT CORPORATION OF FLORIDA
05655 CRYSTAL GARD L.S.






1N801 WEST LAKE RD LAKE CITY
EC698 20 N. CDBURN AVENUE ORLANDO
CONCRETE SEALER












.,sos;,;.._ED '..- SUm.TXSCFO,a,.'.3 TO:_i:_T_;_:;:::_SiS ./0 '-" IVE,.,'X_ .A.._LE v_..sos :s_s.. / ... - O.A.MZS.SOS




:_ _!_i I_ _ i_ _ i _ •
MANUFACTURER "
. NFGR. I_DTE$', FSCN. ADDRESS, PHON£
TSRS IO TRADENAME
(
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 277
E T
• MSO$ H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
20338 WATERBAN 60 10/19/90
:_ LAMOTTE CHEMICAL pRODUCTS CO.
34807 P.O. BOX 329
05734 DITHIZONE REAGENT CODE 6492
08652 DPO #1 TABLET #6903
05733 DUPLEX INDICATOR CODE 2221
05732 METHYL ALCOHOL REAGENT CODE 6319
06678STANDARD CHLDRINE EQUIVALENT SOL
CHESTERTOtlN 140 21620
MODEL HVM / CODE 3169/TEST KIT. METAL
MODEL ST-IOO1-M / CODE 5023/TEST KIT. SOIL
MODEL AWL / CODE 6862/TEST KIT. ALGAE









** LANDAU, d. COMPANY
98068
** LANDIA CHEMICAL CO.
LCC
11180 LANCO LINOANE LIQUID 20
_* LANDOLL CORP.
_ 65459
P.O. BOX 366Q LAKELAND FL 33802 (813) 688-6878
07/22/85
•::i : IM_RYSVILLE KS 66508 (913) 562-5381
** LANG DENTAL MFG. CO.. INC.
ECLO? 175 MESSNER DR
19643 INSTANT TRAY NIX POtt_DER/LIQUID
!
** LAI_, dA Am SONS CO
34928
WHELLING IL 60090 (800) 222-5264
PLASTICIZED POLYMETHACRYLATE / METHYL METHACRYLATE 05/10/90
BOSTON MA
** LANGDALE FOREST PRODUCTS CO.
08119 WOOD DUST
** LANIER ENTERPRISES INC.
1A4t9 P. O. BOX 1088
50362
VALDOSTA GA 316031088 (912) 242-7450
05/01/89
** LANIER tK)RLDWIDE TELElURKETING
EC,J6?
*- LANIER, INC.
SEE ALSO HARRIS LANIER 74866 588 RAMSEY ST+/P.O. BOX 4317 BATESVILLE AR 72503 (501) 793-7511
*- LAROCHE INDUSTRIES. INC.
11134 ANHYDROUS MIII_IIA
18951 AQUA AMMONIA
ECA39 1100 JOHNSON FERRY RD, N.E. ATLANTA
5BOS,SBO6.SBOg. SB22.SB23
GA 30342 (404) 851-0300
11101186 * *
09/00/91 • -
• , LARSON LABORATORIES
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDSSS W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O' - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILA6LE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 278
MANUFACTURER E T
NFG_. NOTES,FSCM.AOORESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
60632 1320 IRWIN DR. ERIE PA 16505 (814) 452-6815
15482 STERIL-IZE NDC 10648-200-t/ACTIVATED DIALDEHYDE NO DATE -
** LASER SOURCES
NON-IONIZING RADIATION EC029 BOC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32899 (407) 867-3540
• * LAWSON PRODUCTS, INC.
13068 LMRI-TEMP ANTI-SEIZE
13069 LUBRI-TEW ANTI-SEIZE.
ECH12 1666 EAST TOUHY AVEMJE
19922
SPRAY CAN 19920
DES PLAINES IL 60018 (312) 827-9666
10/09191
10/09/91
-* LAWTON BROS., INC.
EC212 2515 DINNEEN AVE./PO BOX 7635 ORLANDO
0M42 25t5 DINNEEN AVE./PO BOX 7635 ORLANDO
THIS NUJIBER NOT IN FEDLM - SE 0d642 2515 DINNEEN AVE./PO BOX 7635 ORLANDO
11135 ACRYSEAL:
15360 EASY SHOWER & TILE CLEANER
19717 GLASS TEX





























-* LCP CHEMICALS & PLASTICS. INC.
tHC48 RARITAN PLAZA II
15954 CAUSTIC SODA LIQUID OR SOLUTION, LYE
08180 CHLORINE LIQUID
- RARITAN CTR EDISON
COMPRESSED CHLORINE
Nd 08837 (315) 487-4700
o9/oo184
09100188 *
• * LE STOKES GROUP
65118




EC045 4640 CALLE CORTO/P.O. BOX 5504 TITUSVILLE
05122 HOSP-I-SEPTIC-G PROD.H680:68015 SIZES
05276 LC-544 LIQUID CATIONIC ACRYLkMIDE COLPOLVMER
** LEAR SIEDGLERIZNC/INST OlV







8F030 LOS ANGELES CA
: OK3K2 272 BUFFALO AVE FREEPORT NY 11520 (516) 868-8800
COP_RII:GLEAM_ PCM PLUS 30019 _. 06/04/9t * *
20154 COPPER GLEAM PCM-T 30016 08/04/91 * *
20158 COPPERMERSE ACCELERATOR 80410 08/09/91
00335 COPPERMERSE ACCELERATOR 80440-89 03/10/86
_i_$ MARKEDI:'_ i : !!SUBNZT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG,I_J)NT_IT/!!I_!_SiiiM/O :!'_:__V_Ri_[ED A_AILABLE VIA NSDS !SYSTEM::/: '** " DLA HlUS NSDS
EHS/TRI: _*" "PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 35§(3_O)/3721_MZCAL. "-*'NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAI_ABLE:IINI_D$SYSTEM
( (
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 279
MANUFACTURER
IIFG_ . EE)TES , F SCM , ADORES S . PIqONE E T
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS MSOS N R
. OATE S I
........................................................................................





















PATTERN PREP 24 ADDITIVE
PATTERN PREP 24 MAKE-UP SALTS
PATTERN PREP 36 ADDITIVE






- 00892 RO_CLEA,-P/C, 325





























ECE28 3000 LAKEVIEW AVE
11136 ANHYDRONE/MAGNESIUM PERCHLORATE
11319 EPOXY HARDENER, 811-165, 811-166















ETCHING SOLUTION. CLEANERS LNC-2. LNC-5
LECTROETCH #2 CLEANER
LECTROETCH N3 CLEANER (ETCHING POST CLEANER)




ST. JOSEPH MI 49085
501-171
811-161 (KIT) SMALL, 811-162 (KIT) LARGE
8t1-161 (KIT) SMALL, 811-162 (KIT) LARGE
502-174; 502-176











































LECTROETCH RV377 OIL 05/24/94 -
05824 LECTROETCH 117A ELECTROLYTE O2/12/93
.............................................................. 05/24/94
MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S-W/O-----VERIF;;_-:::;::_::-:::-::::-::::::-:-;-'---" ------- ---- ---MSDS'S
• , , " ,cu MVRLL_LC ViA m_U_ 3Y_I[M / #" = DLA HN M
EHS/TRI. * "PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM 1S SOS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 280
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,AOORESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
05957 LECTROETCH 210A ELECTROLYTE 05/16/90
07147 LECTROETCH 251A ELETROLYTE 251A 045/24/94 -
05825 LECTROETCH 260A ELECTROLYTE 05/24/94
05823 LECTROETCH 2611A ELECTROLYTE NO DATE
** LEE CHEMICAL CORPORATION
13064 SUPER ENVIRO-GUARO
15988 WASH-ALL





91313 2929 S- HALSTEAD ST. CHICAGO
STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER
ZL 60616 (312) 842-6588
O1/01/77 -
*_ LEFFINGWELL CHEMICAL CO
DIV, THOMPSON-HAV'WARD CHEMICAL 13414
*= LEFKOWELD CHEMICAL CO.
IS THIS SAME AS LEFFINGWELL/DI 54689 111 SO. BERRY ST.
04454 LEFKOWELD 247, POTTING COMPOUND, EPOXY RES]N, KIT
BREA CA 92621
06/19173
** LEGGE, WALTER G.. COMPANY,
20180 STAT-LES 24%
INC
84832 444 CENTRAL AVE PEEKSKILL
POLISHING COMPOUND
NY 10566-2003 (914) 737-5040
O3/O1/90
** LEHN & FtNK PRODUCTS CORP
AKA L & F PRODUCTS 94192 225 SUt4MIT AVE MONTVALE
18533 LYSOL BRAND CLING THICK LIQUID TOILET BOWL CLEANER FRESH & PINE







12904 150 SOUTH CALVERTON ROAD BALTIMORE MD 21223 (301) 947-2300
06547 COATING, EPOXY-POLYAMIDE, COMP. 2, Y-648 MIL-C-22750C 02/05/86 *
06548 COATING, EPOXY-POLYAMIDE, RESIN COMP., Y-643 MIL-C-22750C 0?/09/85 *
06549 EPOXY CURING AGENT, COMP. B, Y_633 M|L-P-23377D 01/30/87 *
063_8 P_788 LACQUER,GLOSS BLACK 17038 FOR AIRCRAFT USE TT-L-32A t0/08/82 *
08550 PRIMER COATING, EPDXY-POLYAMtDE, COMP. A, Y-632 MIL-P-23377D,TY.1 / CHEMICAL AND SOLVENT RESISTANT 01/30/87 *
** LERNER LABORATORIES
o717 P -TEXX ,mUNTI .EOZU-
22096 LESCO GRANULAR FERTILIZER
EC900 171 INDUSTRY DRIVE PITTSBURGH PA 15275
BAXTER/AM. SCIENTIFIC PROD,; M7635-I,-5
(412) 788-1139
06/OO191
ECF11 20005 LAKE ROAD ROCKY RIVER OH 44116 (216) 333-9250
08/07/92
11582 LESCO SULFUR COATED UREA (SCU)/001296/007258 11/22/85
IglSDS'S MARKED '_!': _ZT KSC FORM 29-393 ITOII_I_Gi_I_¢TI /_$,_S "/O ';' ,VERIF|_i!iiI*VAILABLE VIA "SOS SYSTEM / '0" " OLA HNIS MSO$
:r _I_: " -PR(X)t_T CONTAINS 4O_FR 35§(370)t372Cl'gEM;CAL, - -N0DATA;CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
, ( (
GP23-1 _TERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 281
:!
•m_aR_ _K)TES.FSCNJmO_ESS.PHONE .. _sos H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
• * LESKER. KURT d.
I '_4os TKO,tee
• * LESTER EQUIPMENT MFG CO INC
ECE71 1515 WORTHINGTON AVE CLAIRTON
MECHANICAL PUMP FLUID
35814 ANAHEIM
PA 15025 (412) 233-4200
NO DATE
CA
*_ LESTER LABORATORY INC.
15383 METALENE
04265 SCALEX
' 10101 2370 LAWRENCE AVE
, ACID DESCALER
ATLANTA
• * LETRASET USA
70934 40 EISENI_ER DRIVE PARAMtJS
• * LEU, HARRY P., INC.









LEVER INDUSTRIAL DIV. EC103 390 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK
35979 t SUNLIGHT PARK RD. TDRDNTO ONT. CANADA
11509 LP i50 DISHWASHING DETERGENT 747-100 SERIES/LIQUID INDUSTRIAL










** LEYBOLD-HERAEUS VACUUM SYSTEMS
LEY 120 POST ROAD
22846 HE-175
- 00097 OIL,VACLIUM Pt_.HE-150(TEXACO 584 URSA Plod HEISO)
FOR SL-D2 MISSION/GERMAN MSDS,ENGLISH DESCRIPTION 08/14/90
ENFIELD CT
** LH8 1NOUSTRIES
LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE BLIND INC.: OFTT5 8833 FLEISCHER PL BERKELEY
FORMERLY: LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / S 1A864 10440 TRENTON AVE ST. LOUIS
LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE BLIND INC.: OFTT5 8833 FLEISCHER PL 8ERKELEY
12999 CORRECTION FLUID SPEC. #A-A-212. TYPE 1
21672 CORRECTION FLUID - SOLVENT BASED A-A-2128 TY II





MO 63134 (314) 522-3141
MO 63132-1223 (314) 423-0139




03728 OISHWASH[NG COMPO_. HAND. TY IX / P-0-410 7930-01-055-6136 ZS OBSOLETE. NOW 7930-oo-880-4454 09/17/90
• 11932 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS EXT&INT SURFACES YELLOW 13538 SPY PAINT. SO-SURE ID44-130-P DLA MSDS -
03239 SO SURE LACQUER GLOSS BLACK A-A-665/17038, 11-19O, 012C890" 02/01/94 .
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 282
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
05336 SO SURE LACQUER. OLIVE DRAB 14064. #14-141-G AoA-665 / 14B141 (G/O) 02/08/88 •
03231 SO SURE
O5849 SO SURE

































LACQUER. RED 11105/RED 11136/ORANGE 12197
LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK MJMBER)
LACQUER.IN CHROMATE YELLOW COLOR Y/84-331P




FLAT BLACK 37038 (14-390), 012C892
FLUORESCENT LAC RED 1A ZD: 214-3 13
GENERAL PURPOSE DEODORANT (AEROSOL)
GRAY 16187 (14-181) (AEROSOL). 012C881
GRAY 16307 (14-182)
GRAY 16440 (14-183)"
GRAY 20134 - 148284-G/O
GARAy _6280-148285 G/O. SPRAY PAINT.AEROSOL
GREEN LACQUER 14062(14-140)
GREEN 14260 - 148144 (G/O) (AEROSOL)
IVORY 17778 (14-171) (AEROSOL)
LACQUER
LACQUER
LACQUER ALUMINUM 17178, 128 880






RUBBER ADHESIVE (IN PRESSURIZED DISPENSER)
STENCIL INK BLACK 37038 (394-390)
STENCIL INK RED 31136. 392C811
dHITE 17875
YELLOW PRIMER 84-331
YELLOW 13538 (44-130) P
SO-SURE ZINC CHROMATE GREENCOLOR T
SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL) CLEAR 14-100
A-A-665 / 148110 (G/0).148111 (G/0),148120 (G/O)
A -A-665/1481 t2/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/12 t
A-A-665 / GS-10F-50406
MIL-C-81309D TYPE II CLASS 2. 952D800 / CORR.PREVE
TT-E-4888 / 24-140 GREEN 14062. 24-180 GRAY 16099
A-A-G65
752C800
012C882 / SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL)







t2B 890 / 148190 (G/0).1483¢J0 (G/O)










CID-A-A-685C / 012C870(0L0 BLUE & OLD YELLOW 13538
TT-P-1757A/AEROSOL. 82C833







































** LIFE INDUSTRIES CORP.
80ATLIFE USA DIV.
21935 LIFE CALK PRIMER
** LIFE TECHNOLOGI[S. ZNC
55455 1050 DEARBORN ,P.O.BOX 29186




OH 43299 (614) 888-0246
NY 11604-13t4 (516) 454-0055
NO DATE
G!BCOBRLDIVISIQN 5523_ 3175 STALEY RO GRAND ISLANO NY 14072 (301) 43t-8585
22321ANTIBIOTIC-ANTIMYCOTIC SOLUTION 15240.15245 / OLD CAT #S 600-5240/600-5245 08/11/93
22485 BASAL MEDIUM EAGLE (BME) (1X). LIQUID 21010 NOT REQD -
22498 BASAL MEDIUM EAGLE. UITH HANKS" SALTS 21037 NOT REQD
.--._._. .----*_--.--_.- .... -..._ ........................ ,--....--,.== , , ........ _ ............ :.* ..........................
EHS/TRI: #'=PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 3_S(g_O)/37_:I:::_I_CAL.'*'_NOOATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN_S SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 283
MAhPJFACTURER E •
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE IIISDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENANE COIm4ENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
22484 CELL CULTURE FREEZING MEDIUM-DIMETHYLSULFOXIDE 11101; (DMSO) NOT RED0 -
22509 CELL CULTURE TESTED FREEZING MEDII.IM - OMSO 11102 NOT RE(X)
18789 CHICK EMBRYO EXTRACT, ULTRAFILTRATE (60 A) 620-6460. 16460 NOT REQD
- 18772C02-INDEPENDENT MEDIUM 320-8045 NO DATE
22501DEIONIZEO. OISTILLED WATER 15230 NOT REQD
22499 DULBECCO'S MODIFIED EAGLE MEDIUM 11885 NOT REQD
22506 DULBECCO'S MOOIFIED EAGLE NEDIUM(O-MEN)(1X).LIQUID 11960 NOT REQO
22483 DULBECCO'S MODIFIED EOGLE MEDIUM (D-MEN), POWDER 31600 NOT REO0
22505 DULBECCD'S PHOSPHATE-BUFFERED SALINE (D-PBS) (IX) 14190 NOT REO0
22323 FETAL BOVINE SERUM. QUALIFIED, HEAT-INACTIVATED 16140 / OLD CATN 230-6t40 NOT REO0
18767 GENTANICIN REAGENT SOLUTION 600-5710; 15710 08/11/93
22507 HANK'S BALANCED SALT SOLUTION (HBSS)(1X) 24020 NOT REOO
22480 HORSE SERUM 16050 NOT REQO
22322 L-GLUTAMINE-2_ (100%). LIOUID #25030. OLD CAT# 320-5030 NOT RE(X)
225_0 LYNPHOPREP TUBE 101-9817 NOT REQO
22504 MEDIUM 199 91X) LIQUID 11150 NOT REQO
22500 MEN ALPHA MEDIUM 11900 NOT REQO
- 18770 MEN NON-ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS SOLUTION 10 MM(IOOX) 320-1140 / LIQUID NO DATE
18768 MINIMUM ESSENTIAL MEDIUM (MEW) (IX). LIQUID 320-1090 NO DATE
22496 NEWBORN CALF SERUM 16010 NOT REOD
22_31 PENICILLIN-STREPTOMYCIN 15075,15145,15140,15070 NO DATE
22481 PHENOL RED 0.5% 11160, 15100 08/15/91
22482 RPMI MEDIUM 1640 (1X) 11875 NOT REQD
22502 RPNI MEDIUM 1640 (lOX). LIQUID 12511 NOT REQD
22497 SODIUM BICARBONATE SOLUTION. 7.5% 25080 NOT REQD
22491TRYPAN BLUE 15250 08/11/93
22503 TRYPSIN 15305/15050/15055/15090/15400/15405/17068/17073/17 08/12/93
- 18771VERSENE 1_5,000 (IX) 670-5040 NO DATE
• , LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON
SEE ALSO LHB INOUSTRIES
00067 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE (PINE OIL)
03727 DETERGENT. GENERAL PURPOSE (SPRAY ON, WIPE OFF)
10236 DETERGENT. GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC
11848 DISI-rdASHING COMPOUND
11504 DISINFECTANT. DETERGENT (PINE OIL) - GALLON SIZE
05225 GLASS CLEANER
07981 PENETRATING FLUID
10235 RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
1A862 3530 W.DALLAS/P.O. BOX 130435 HOUSTON





CID-A-A-40A / TYPE 1.CLASSI / P-G-40G
0-P-1731
CID A-A-31, TY.II
TX 77219-0435 (713) 527-9561









** LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF S•.LOUIS
REPLACED:SEE:LIGHTHOUSE FOR TH 9Y444 10440 TRENTON AVENUE
REPLACED:SEE:NATIONAL INDUSTRI 94646
ST. LOUIS MO 63132-1223
S•.LOUI5 MO 77870
• * LIGHTHOUSE/BLIN0 - SEE LHB INO
FORMERLY: LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / S ECH13 10440 TRENTON AVE ST. LOUIS t40 63132-1223 (314) 423-0139
• , LIGHTNING
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA WSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA I-IMIS MSDS






** LILLY INDUSTRIAL COATINGS
ECU44 t25 BLACKSTONE AVENUE
17867 WHITE SPRAY BOOTH COATING / BINKS N27-5860 00004953
O_IESTO_4 NY 14701 (716) 665-6313
03121190
"- LILLY INDUSTRIES, INC.
PERFECTION PAINT DIVISION ECK92 715 EAST MARYLAND ST INDIANAPOLIS IN 462023999 (317) 231-2255
FORMERLY: RAM CHEMICALS DIV. ECL98 210 E. ALQNORA BLVO GAROENA CA 90248 (800) 424-9300
EC025 26011 E. HENRY AVE TAMPA FL 33610 (613) 236-5594
19580 EPOXY GLAZE PART A EG21/EG20/EGIS/EGlO/EG204/EGTO & CATALYST 2643B/2641B/2630B/2622B(DATED 03/16/93) 05/28192
20462 GS-3 AEROSOL 87-X19 05110/93 -
01762 MR-225 AEROSOL 187-X102 WAS RAM CHEMICALS OIV. 05110193
20461 PLASTILEASE 334 87-XG 06/09/93
22068 UNIV. WASH PRIMER/WASH PRIMER CAT. I MIL-C-8514C AE-BTO/AE-880C / CAT. MSDS DATE: 11-04-92 01/12/93
-- LILLY-RAN INDUSTRIES
OMTA9 210 EAST ALONDRA BLVD. GARDENA CA 90248 (213) 321-0710
** LILLY. ELI, & COMPANY
75602 307 EAST MCCARTHY STREET
ECP32 TERRACE ST
00931 MOLD RELEASE 225 187X26
00073 TINCTURE NO. 99 MERTHIOLATE 1:1000
"" LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY
ECE29 22801 ST. CLAIR AVE
11139 JETWELD LH,73, ALL SZZE$













DIV: UNION CARBIDE - Q.V. 6DIBO
DZV: UNZON CARBIDE - Q.V. 7E070
LOS ANGELES CA 44000
WASHINGTON DC 47850
** LINDGREN RF ENCLOSURES INC
ELMAG DIV. 23160
** LINOOW MANUFACTURING COMPANY
20458 TATRO COLD GLUE
ECIIKX) 548 E. WALNUT AVE. FULLERTON CA 92632 (714) 525-6229
O0/O0191
** LION OIL COMPANY
20177 NOKDRODE 731 CUTBACK
96581 1000 MCHENRY ST.
C. t08/L00054
EL DORADO AR 71730 (501) 862-8111
02/11191
** LIPHART. CHARLES H.. & SON
EC067 dACKSONVILLE FL (800) 342-2458
** LIQUID AIR
MSOS'S MARKED '-' : $tJ_lT KSC FORM 29-393 TO:ORt_;_ACT / I_S'S V/O "-' VERIF][ED AVAZLABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" :" DLA I'INIS NSDS
EHS/TRt : ,*" ,,_ CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, j ;O_DAI_A CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN I_S SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( l
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 285
.*NU_ACTURER ...._ _ E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADI)RESS,PI'K)NE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
INDUSTRIAL GAS DIV. 18260 340 INTERSTATE NORTH SUITE 350 ATLANTA GA 30339 (415) 765-4500
INOUSTRIAL GAS DIV. 55092 2121 NCALIF BLVD/SUITE 350 _&LNUT CREEK CA 94596 (415) 977-6500
SEEALSG ALPHAGAZ SPECIALTY GA EC349 r ,
15579 ACETYLENE LAC 05101 10/0t/85 -
15586 ARGON LAC 05103 10/01/85
13065 ARGON (RARE GAS) 10/01/85
15589 BLUESHIELD NO. 1, NO. 2. OR NO. 3 LAC 05105 / AR IN HE 06/01/86
15590 BLUESHIELD NO. 4 OR NO. 5 LAG 05106 / 02 IN AR 06/0t/86
15592 BLUESHIELD NO. 9 LAC 05108 / C02 & AR IN HE 06/01/86
15591BLUESHIELO NDS. 6, 7, OR 8 LAC 05107 / C02 IN AR 06/0t/86
15700 CARBIDE LIME LAC 05122 10/01/85 -
15594 CARBON DIOXIDE LAC 05109 CARBONATE 10/01/85 -
15580 CARBON DIOXIDE 25%/ARGON 75% LAC 05113 10/01/85 -
15593 CARBON DIOXIDE-AIR USP MIXTURE(<=5_,CO2) LAC 05112 10/01/85 -
15596 CARI_ON DIOXIDE-OXYGEN USP MIXTURE LAC 05114 10/01/85 -
15597 CARBON DIOXIDE, REFRIGERATED LIQUID LAC 05110 10/0t/85
15598 CARBON DIOXIDE. SOLID LAC 05111 10/01/85 -
15581 COMPLETE SET MSOS'S FOR INOUSTR.GAS DIV/LIQUID AIR 10/01/85 -
10445 COMPRESSED AIR 02/01/89
15604 HELIUM HELIUM 4 LAC 05116 10/01/85
15607 HELIUM-OXYGEN USP MIXTURES LAG 05117 10/01/85 -
15608 HYDROGEN LAC 05118/INORGANIC FLAMMABLE GAS 10/0t/85
15606 HYDROGEN 10%/NITROGEN 90% LAC 05121 10/01/85 -
15603 HYDROGEN 15%/ARGON. 85% LAC 05120 10/01/85 -
15600 LIQUID AIR FUEL GAS LAC 05115 10/01/85 -
15611 LIQUID ARGON;LAR;ARGON,REFRIGERATED LIQUID(CRYOGEN LAC 05104 10/01/85
15605 LIQUID HYDROGEN LAC 05119/CRYOGENIC FLAMMABLE LIQUID 10/01/85
15992 LIQUID NITROGEN;LIN;NITROGEN,REFRIGERATED LIQ(CRYO LAC 05124 / CONTRACT: 7/91- 7/96 10/0t/85
15995 LIQUID OXYGEN LAC 05128/KSC-TG-PIO-OT/GR.F,HI-PUR/CNT:I/92-12/94 09/02/9t
03155 LUNG DIFFUSION TEST MIXTURES (CONT.CD) (A005249) MSDS IS FROM LIQUID AIR CDRP(QV). NOT AIR PRODUCTS 10/01/85
22868 MIXTURE-LIQUID OXYGEN, NITROGEN, HELIUM, CARBON DIOXIDE & ARGON SEVERAL
15624 NITROGEN LAC 05123 10/01/85
15623 NITROUS OXIDE LAC 05125 01/02/90
15629 NITROUS OXIDE, REFRIGERATEO LZQUIO LAC 05126 01/02/90
19897 OXYGEN GAS LAC 05127 09/02/91
15743 OXYGEN, GASEOUS. GRADE F LAC 05102 10/01/85
15648 OXYGEN,GASEOUS.HIGH PURITY (VENDOR: LIQUID AIR) GRADE F 10/01/85
*- LIQUID CARBONIC
SPECIALTY GAS CORP. DIV. ECB44 13% S4_JTH LA SALLE STREET
9F250 2910 STIRLINGL RD
36517 135 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET
EC011 810 dORIE BLVD.
19836 AliI_IA/AIIIONIA ANHYDROUS (DOT)
- 19835 ARGON OR ARGON COMPRESSED (DOT)
22017 CARBON OIOXIDE
20948 CARBON DIOXIDE/HELIUM COMPRESSED MIXTURE
17960 COMPRESSED AIR. SYNTHETIC AIR





MSOS DATE: C02 6/91. HE 8/81
300/301
IL 606034282 (312) 855-2500
FL 330201032
IL 60503-4232 (312) 855-2500







MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS ISDS




KSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 286
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS TO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19837 ETHYNE/ETHINE 05/00/91
08534 GASEOUS NITROGEN 08/00/87
18069 HELIUM FOR HELIUM-METHANE MIX 08/00/91
220(0 HYOROC_N, COMPRESSED: GASEOUS HYDROGEN 09/00/91
20854 LIQUID NITROGEN REFRIGERATED LIQUID 10/00/91
18971 METHANE 04/00/86
17961N-PENTANE 11/00/91
18070 NITROGEN FOR NITROGEN-METHANE MIX 09/00/87
22016 NITRQGEN OR NITROGEN. COMPRESSED 10/00/91
18512 OXYGEN OXYGEN.COMPRESSED (DOT); G_SEOUS OXYGEN; GOX t0/00/91
06688 P-lO GAS MIXTURE METHANE & ARGON MIXTURE - 10/90 04/00/86
19448 P-5 GAS MIXTURE METHANE/ARGON 5/95 04/00/86
19834 SULFURETED HYDROGEN/HYDROSULFURIC ACID/HYDROGEN SULFIDE LIQUEFIED 10/00/91
21033 ZERO AIR. COMPRESSED AIR. SYNTHETIC AIR 03/00/90
18513 1-20_ CARBON DIOXIDE IN AIR 1,20 MOLAR _ C02 09/00/92
-- LIQUID CHEMICALS & PL.-SEE LCP
EC662 RARITAN PLAZA II - RARITAN CTR EDISON NJ 08837 (315) 487-4700
*, LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION
SEE GILLETTE MEDICAL EVALUATIO 26333 P.O. BOX 6t
10219 LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID (WHITE AND COLORS)




-* LITHIUM CORPORATION OF AMERICA
5D132 HIGI-FIAY 161
02502 25_ LITHIUM CHLORIDE WITH 0.35-0.50 krT_ AS NA2CR04
,* LZX CORPORATION OF MISSOURI
19306 ONC #12A
• _ LOCAL 1NDUSTRIESo INC.
07028 SURE CLEAN HAND CLEANER
BESSEMER CITY
58066 2808 E. 85TH ST./P.O. BOX 8748 KANSAS CITY
EC883 11140 SATELLITE BLVD. ORLANDO
NC 28016 (?04) 629-2282
08/I0/82 -
NO 64114 (816) 333-4464
05/00/92
FL 32821 (407) 855-t286
0?/28/88
• * LOCKE INC.
20246
** LOCKHEED
MISSILES & SPACE CO. OIV. 62111 P.O. 80X 504
ELECTRONICS DIV. 87557 1501 US HIGHWAY 22 C NO 1
-G£ORGIA DIV. 98897 86 SOUTH COBB DRIVE





CAPE CANAVERAL AFS FL
(804) 742-8855
LOCm._ED eF .......... ECarX)
08377 BORON SILICIDE / SILICON TETRABORIDE MBO 115-022 07/24/86
08367 COATED LI-900 MATERIAL (WHITE/SLACK/GREY COATING) MBO 125-092/THERM.INSUL.MTL.W/CTG/W=W_IT.B=BLK,G=GR 01/00/89
10988 ETHYLENE GLYCOL ILLEGIBLE MFGR. NO DATE -
................... - ....... - ....................... _-m------_---_:_- . --------_-- .................. ---------- ............ - .......
IISi)$'S I_kRKED '-': SUBtC[T KSC FORM 29,393 TO ORgJ_(_BMTACT /NSO$_SM/O*-_VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA _ SYSTEM /'e" = DLA HNIS
LrHS/TR!: ,_" -PR_T CONTAINS 40CFR 35§(370)/372_MICAL, ";'=leo DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 287
.e_ .OTES.FSC..*OORSSS,e.O_ _::'_: MSOS . e
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S Z
- 06045 FRCZ-12. THERMAL INSULATION MATERIAL
11297 RCG (REACTIVE CURED GLASS) SPRAY SLURRY. CLASS Z1
- ISO74 SLUmRY. CLASS 2
* 10073 WATER-BASEO SLURRY, CLASS 1, i15'0t7/
** LOCKREY COMPANY. INC.
ECL09 2517 FINLAW AVE
19640 LIQUI-MOLY BRAND NV THREAD COMPOUND
*_ LOCKTITE CORPORATION
REPLACED BY LOCTITE CORP.
MBO t15-013 TYI. 39-2887 01/00/89
IIBO 115o017, SILICA GLASS SLURRY / HRSI / BLACK 02/00/89
08/03/79
:_. . 01100189 *
PENNSAUKEN NO 08109 (609) 665-4794
10/20/92
2A052 NEWINGTON CT 52210
** LOCTITE CORPORATION
05972 705 N MOUNTAIN RD. NEWINGTON CT 06111
PERMATEX INDUSTRIAL CORPORAT]O 77247
PERMATEX INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIO 62377 ....
PERMATEX INOUSTRIAL CORPORATIO 3S933 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD NEWINGTON CT 06111 (800) 641-7376
AUTOMOTIVE & CONSUMER GROUP / 08028 4450 CRANMOOD COURT CLEVELAhlD OH 44128-4004 (216) 663-3011
AUTOMOTIVE & CONSUMER GROUP 60647 CLEVELAND OH
08807 ACCELERATOR 711 (ACTIVATOR) PART#'S 71188.12836,12545,12984 08/08/90
01879 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 262 1t/01/85
02172 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 27t ANAEROBIC NIL-S-46163, TY.;, GR,K 11/01/85
@ 00253 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 27t-41 (HIGH-STRENGTH) KSC-E-165C DLA MSDS
07568 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 277 11/O1/85
03731 ADHESIVE, CYANOACRYLATE, 472 MIL-A-46050. TY.II,CL.2 O9/1t/86
00918 ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT 767-64.767-65 11/0t/85
20224 ANT]°SEZZE THREAD COMPD 767 76775 / 133 02/12/90
18566 AVIAT]C,M FDRM'A-GASKET #3 80017 / #3D 01/04/93
06592 BLACK MAX BLACK TOUGHENED ADHESIVE 380(0,38050.38061; L0-8638 / CYANOACRYLATE 03/01/92
06445 CHISEL GASKET REMOVER (AEROSOL) 79040 05/01/91
06739 CLEAN UP SOLVENT 75326 / O-RING SPLICING KIT 00112 01/01/93
07629 CLEAN UP SOLVENT FOR INSTANT ADHESIVES, 753-53 11/01/85
08857 DEPENO ACTIVATOR (AEROSOL) PT# 738-60 DEPEND 330 KIT 05/01/91
08856 DEPEND NO-MIX ADHESIVE & ACTIVATOR (AEROSOL) DEPEND 330 KIT, KIT NO. 00206 01/01/93
228610URO CLEAR SILICONE SEALER SS-H,SS-H-6.SS-1, 80242,00000,80340 10/14/93
22750 DURO EXTEND RUST TREATMENT RTS-6.16,16-DP.16C.6C-AEROSOL RUST TREATMENT;RT-8. 01/11/93
045624 EXTENO RUST TREATMENT 75418.75430,75448.75465 / ACID-MODIFIED EMULSION 03/01/92
17533 EXTEND RUST TREATMENT 75430 04/23/92
17949 FAST ORANGE PUMICE FORMULA HAND CLEANER 25114 / INDUSTRIAL WATERLESS HANDCLEANER 02/22/93
19818 FORII-A-GASKET #1 SEALANT #80001 / #1A 01/04/93
19816 FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT #80010 / #28 01/04/93
19817 FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80(0)9 / 2A 03/19/93
21669 FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011 MIL-S-451800 TYPE 1I 07/21/92
06593 FORM-A-THREAD STRIPPED THREAD REPAIR KIT 81669: ADHESIVE, ACTIVATOR, RELEASE AGENT 01/01/93
06580 GASKET ELIMINATOR 510 SEALANT ANAEROBIC 11/01/85
13783 _5_KET EL[M|NATOR 515 SEALANT 51531 01/15/9t
04627 GASKET ELIMINATOR/FLANGE SEALANT #518 11/01/85
02173 GRADE AA WELD SEALANT 8931 03/19/93
21667 GRADE _VV SEALANT 8641 05/24/93
(203) 278-1280
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / glSDS'S W/O "-' VERZFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' - DLA HMIS MSDS






MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 288
E T
II_OS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
22713 GRADE D SEALANT 8141 01/04/94
18514 GRADE E 80 / MZL-S-22473 01104/93
19821 HANDY GASKET FAST CURE SEALANT & ACTIVATOR 8280430& 8280437 / (KIT 80478) 01/04/93 *
10433 H[GH TEMP 272 AI)H_SIVE/SEALANT 27240 01/0!/93 *
08971 HYDRAULIC SEALANT, 569 ANAEROBIC 1t/01/85
21746 LOCOUIC GENERAL PURPOSE PRIMER T. 40Z 74755 05/24/93
04331 LOCOUZC PRIMER GRAOE N MIL-S-22473 / 76455 08/05/91 *
16430 LOCOU]C PRIMER N(AEROSOL) 76456 01/04/93 *
06740 LOCOUIC PRIMER NF (AEROSOL) 736-47, 736-56 09/25/92 *
16482 LOCQUTC PRZMER T. #747-47, #747*56, AEROSOL 01/04/93 *
04626 LOCQUIC PRIMER T. #747-71. #74?-75 MIL-S22473 GR.T 11/01/85 •
01878 LOCTITE GRAY - PN 88 11/01/85
22003 LOCTITE REAR VIEW MIRROR ADHESIVE (TWO-PART) RVM-1.11067-2.82397,7651184 08/08/92 *
15212 LOCTITE SEALANT GRADE A COLOR RED CAT. #88-41 tl/01/85 -
06722 MASTER GASKET 11t PRtMER (PART NO. #00204)/00203 01/01187 -
22739 NATURAL BLUE CLEANER& _ DEGREASER 82244,82249,82_i 82253,82254,82255 03/11192
06751 hills 768 SOLVENT 02/13/86 *
08762 NUT LOCK/GRAOE CV PART # 83. ANAEROBIC 11/01/85
08765 OUTPUT THERMALLY CONOUCTIVE ADHESIVE REPAIRABLE STRENGTH 384/FORMULA LO-914/PN #17099 08/20/86
18567 PENETRATING OIL #80032 01/04/93
13979 PERMATEX ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT UPC: 79340-80078.-81343/133K. 133AR 08/22/9i *
02644 PERMATEX AVIATION FORM-A-GASKET,SEALANT LIQUID 3D.3F,3H;7651211;UPC: 79340-800t7,-80018,-80019 04/10/92
13977 PERMATEX DISC BRAKE QUIET UPC: 79340-80077/127MA 01/22/90 *
13593 PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #1 SEALANT 1A.1B.IAR.1BR.1C /80031C.80021B 06/25/92
11636 PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011, TYII 10/30/90
08177 PERIIktTEX GASKET REMOVER UPC: 79340-80646/4MA, 7651230 11/26191 *
17884 PERMATEX HIGH TA_i_AY -A-GA_KLr_r ADHESIVE 99MA, 99GA ; UPCII_i(79340) _80065/-80064 02/06191 *
14857 PERMATEXH]GH TEMPRTV SZLZCONEGASKETMAKER 26BR,268,26C i!!U_I!!ICODE 79340-81160,-81t64,-81409 03/t4/92
06767 PERMATEX HYDRAULIC JACK OIL UPC 79340-80054,-80055.-80056/78E.TBF.78N 07/22/91
02427 PERMATEX PLASTIC CLEANER 4030.103P 11/01/85 -
13978 PERMATEX SILICONE FORM-A-GASKET SEALANT UPC: 79340-81686,-81422/27C,27BR 03/14/92
12069 PERMATEX THREAD SEALANT WITH TEFLON 765-1187 11/01/85 *
11140 PIPE SEALANT W/TEFLON 59231/59241/59214 01/01/93 *
070B6 PLASTIC CLEANER 4030 / 80183 01/04/93
05115 PLASTIC POLISH P-P-560 DLA MSDS -
18517 PNEUMAT]C/HYDRAUL2C SEAL 545 54505.54531,54541 01/01/93
17778 PRISM PRIMER 704 70402 / FORMULA FMD-182 05/01/92 *
08805 PRISM SERIES 4t0 BLACK TOUGHENED INSTANT ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE ESTER 08/15/86 * *
00808 PRISM 40t INSTkJMT AOHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE ESTER 03/11/86 * *
08809 PRISM 405 ZN_T&NT AI_$IYE CYANOACRVLATE IE_$TER 03/ttt.86 • *
11915 PRISM 454 SURF-INSENSITIVE INST ADHESIVE 45440 03/11/9t * *
08806 PRISM 460 INSTANT ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE ESTER 03/11/86 * *
0 20250PRUSSIAN BLUE 35 DLA MSDS -
06594 PST HIGH TEMPERATURE ANT;'GALLING PIPE SEALANT 58747, ANAEROBIC 01/01t93 : *
18515 PST tNDUSXR;AL GRADE PIPE SEALANT 56507,56531,56541,56571 05/27/92 *
057380UICK IETALPRES$.FZT REPAtR 66040 : 03101192 •
07021 QUICK SET 404 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE 46551 / O-RING SPLICING KIT 00112 04/21/93 * *
04385 RC 609 RETAINING COMPOUNO GEN PURPOSE 60931 (FORMERLY LOCTITE 601) 12/05/89
- 10314 RC 640 RETAINING COMPOUNO HIGH TEMP 64031 11/02/89 *
:: EHSlTRZ : • -_ _AZNS :40CFR 38_(_?01/37=: _IrSCAL. *-_*m :_TA CURRENTLYAVAZLABLE ]N m_OSSYSTEm
(, ( (
( ! (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 289
_i_ vE |
MSO$ H R
DATE S ITSRS ID TRADENANE COMMENTS
13023 RC 675 RETAINING COMPOUND NO STRENGTH 67541 01/01/91 *











SEALANT GRADE AV 87
SEALANT GRADE C
SEALANT GRADE E
SEALANT GRADE H _ i_
SEALING COMPOUND
SILICONE FORM-A-GASKET ADHESIVE SEALANT BLUE
SMALL SCREW THREADLOCKER 222
SPRAY-A-GASKET HIGH TACK ADHESIVE SEALANT
SUPER BONDER THERMAL CYCLING RESISTANT ADHESIVE
SUPER BONDER 495 GENERAL PURPOSET INST ADHESIVE
SUPER GLUE INSTANT ADHESIVE
SUPERBONDER 414 INSTANT ADHESIVE
SUPERBONDER 416 INSTANT ADHESIVE
SUPERBOMDER 420 INSTANT ADHESIVE
SUPERBONDER 422 INSTANT ADHESIVE
,_LIPERBONDER 430 METAL BONDING INSTAND ADHESIVE
SUPERBONOER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE
SUPERFLEX ULTRA-BLUE SILICONE
TAK PAK ACCELERATOR. 11525
TAK PAK ADHESIVE. 12292
TAK PAK 710 METERED MIST ACTIVATOR
WATERPROOFING SOLUTION
IOML RC 620 RETAINING COMPOUND 620
290 ADHES IVE/SEALANT
4MA 11 OZ GASKET REMOVER














08431 / NIL-S-22473E GR C / BLUE
8031
#7BSEALANT/ NIL-S'22473E, 07831
6B, 6BR. 6M. 81195 / 80022,80023.80627.81195






ADHESIVE SEALANT. RTV SILICONE, 58730.58775,58791
ACCELERATOR/14647




















































































** LOCTITE PUERTO RICO. INC.
EC237 PO BOX 669 SABANA GRANDE PR 00747
** LONCALA PHOSPHATE COMPANY
11671COLLODIAL (SIC) PHOSPHATE
11006 PHOSPHATIC CLAY
ECD98 125 Iwrv 1ST AVE HIGH SPRINGS FL 32643 (907) 454-1511
NOTE: COLLOIDAL PHOSPHATE NO DATE
NO DATE
** LONOON CHEMICAL CO.. INC.
............................................... . ...................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. ' .... NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 290
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.AODRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
11829 P.O. BOX 806, 240 FOSTER AVE. 8ENSENVILLE IL 60100 (312) 287-9477
2L159
01232 FUSECOTE ROLL SALTS RS-2 08/30/82 - -
04478 LONCOTERGE CU-3 KEPRO CU3-1OT/CU3-1G;COPPER CLEANING LIQUID 10/00/85
05111 NEUTRALIZER 2051 63 FLUX NEUTRALIZER 10/00/86 "
00533 ORGANO FLUX #3355 SOLDERING FLUX ('OA" TYPE) 05/22/80 -
20175 SONIC-SOLVE 113 10/14/92 *
** LONE STAR INDUSTRIES. INC.
ECM52 PO BOX 482 GREENC&STLE
PYRAMENT DIVISION ECM53 340 N. SAM HOUSTON PKWY/ST.140 HOUSTON
20878 PYRAMENT 505 RAPID CONCRETE REPAIR MATERIAL
IN 46135 (317) 653-8500
TX 77060 (317) 653-8500
08/01/91
** LORO CORPORATION
CHEMICAL PROOUCTS GROUP (FORME 30676 2000 W.GRANDVIEW B/PO BX 10038 ERIE
SEE! ALSO: LORD CORP, CHEMICAL 71(368
19872 AD3014-63A
19873 AD3014-638
19861AEROGLAZE A276/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE/A2760R
19860 AEROGLAZE Z302 8LACK FLEXIBLE/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE/Z3020R
19862 AEROGLAZE 9924A WASH PRIMER
19863 AEROGLAZE 99248 WASH PRIMER
19855 CHEMGLAZE AO740RICHEMGLAZE J_DISURTURE CURE/AO740R
19856 CHEMGLAZE A1700R/CHEMGLAZE MOISTURE CURE/1700R
01811CHEMGLAZE A276 ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE
19854 CHENGLAZE A371 BLACK ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE
19863 _MGLAZE A571/COATINGS, MOISTURE CURE]A_710R.
tSB57._MGLAZe'A672 DK GREEN/COATINGS MOI!STURECURE/ A6720R
19852 CHEMGLAZE A971 CHROME YELLOM/COATTNGS, MOISTURE CURE/A9710R
19848 CHEMGLAZE 89954 THINNER/COATINGS THINNER/Bmm54E
02503 CHEMGLAZE II A276
- 0_7e4 CHEMGLAZE THINNER 9924 PART 8
00919 CItEMGLAZE WASH PRTM1ER 9924. PART A & 8 MBO 125-084
CHEMGLAZE ZOO1 CLEAR FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE
19858 CHEMGLAZE Z151/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE/Z1510R
09293 CHEMGLAZE Z306 BLACK FLAT. FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE
01013 CHEMGLAZE Z306 COATINGS, MOISTURE CURE Z3060R
19859CHEMGLAZE ZB53 YELLOW RIGID/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE Z8530R
I_IiI_MGLAZE 9922A/9922B EPOXY PRIMER. PART A/PART B B9922A/B9922B
017__AZE 9951THZI_IIER, COATINGS.THINNER 89951R
o 17590 CHEMGLAZE 9954 THINNER THINNER
19851CHEMGLAZE 9969/COATINGS PR1MER/B9969R




19868 CHEMLOK 2348/ELASTOMER ADHESIVE/9234BR
09223 CHEMLOK 304-1








































,-,: !T ,(sc ,,, v..ze. +VAILAe EVIA.SOSSYSTE./ '°" - DLA.mS .SOS
• ' EHS/TRI : * -PRaOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 35§:(3_0)/37:E :_I_CAL, ' ' "=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAIL&BLE ,IN mS SYSTEM
(, (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 291
MANUFACTURER : _ _
E T
MFGR, NOTES, FSCM, ADDRESS. PttONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19864 FUSOR 304-1/EPOXY/930401 12/17/92
19865 FUS4DR 305- 1/EPOXY/930501 12/17/92
I9806 FUSOR 305"2/EPOXY/S30502 12/t7/92 -
o9o_ TV_Te _?_ii " " URET_Ne AOHESZVE tolo4/85 : •
19871 VERSILOK 506/STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE/55060L 12/08/92 -
** LOS ANGELES CHEMICAL CO.
- 04455 METHANOL
75656 4545 ARDINE STREET SOUTH GATE CA 90280
• - LPS LABORATORIES. INC.
19720 LPS ELECTRO CONTACT CLEANER
- 22876 LPS PRESICION CLEAN
- 21241LPS PRESOLVE (AEROSOL)
20713 LPS TAPMATIC DUAL ACTION PLUS #1 CUTTING FLUID
20714 LPS TAPMATIC DUAL ACTION PLUS #2 CUTTING FLUID
19322 LPS 2 INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH LUBRICANT
19719 LPS 3 HEAVY-DUTY RUST INHIBITOR
- 22867 SUPER 140 DEG,F CLEANER/DEGREASER
22866 ZERO TRI SUPER CLEANER/OEGREASER
** LPS RESEARCH LASS
REPLACED: SEE: HOLT LLOYD CORP 32861DIV. OF HOLT LLOYD CORP. LOS ANGELES
REPLACED: SEE: HOLT LLOYD CORP EC238 DIV. OF HOLT LLOYD CORP. LOS ANGELES
03436 LPS t GREASELESS LUBRICANT 00017,00105,00116,00155.01128
** LPW DISTRIBUTING
FAX (813) 539-0687 ECO00
06/22/73 *
o
q ECK81 4647 HOUGH HOWELL RD TUCKER GA 300855052






PART #00027/00216/02128/00205/00255/00222-TGR SPRY 03/12/92















=* LTV AEROSPACE & DEFENSE GROUP
MISSILES DIVISION ECI45 P.O. BOX 650003
• * LUSECO, INC.
57678
16235 SOLID FILM LUBRICANT/MS-14-A
** LUBRI FILM
70106
DALLAS TX 75265-0003 (214) 266-9454
o9/25/81
• * LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES CO.
SEE ALSO: TECHNOLUBE ECA16 8Ot5 PARAMOUNT BLVD. PICO RIVERA CA 90660-4888 (213) 928-3311
SEE ALSO: TECHNOLUBE 2X769 8015 PARAMOUNT BLVD. PICO RIVERA CA 90660-4888 (213) 928-3311
06043 MIL-H-5606E. AML, HYDRAULIC FLUID / A0600 TECHNOLUBE: H-515 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID 02/03/87
• 17894 TECHNOLUBE FB-O03 M|L-H-5606 / HYDRAULIC FLUID. PETROLEUM BASE DLA MSOS -
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMIS MSOS




KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P, 292
• * LUBRICATION ENGINEERS, INC.
ECPTB P.O. BOX 7t28
22726 9200 ALMA,_dOL DRY FILM LUBRICANT (AEROSOL)
• - LUBRIPLATE-SEE FISKE BROTHERS
9N579
FORT I_RTH TX 76ttl
04106/94
** LUCAS-MILHAUPT, INC.
DIV. HANDY & HARMAN
04379 HANDY-FLUX
"- LUCAS. JOHN, CO.
SEE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
** LUCIDOL/OIV.PENNI#ALT
- 08715 LUPERSOL DOM-9
"* LUKEN5 GENERAL IND.. INC.
FLEX-O-LITE DIV.
-, LUNDY ELECTRONICS & SYSTEMS







ECE38 P 0 BOX 4366/8301 FLEX-O-LITE ST LOUIS 140 63123









-* LYKES AGR! SALES
EC573 2000 OLD DIXIE IIWY/P.O.BOX 246 FT. PIERCE FL 33454
06526 FERTILIZER, LYKES #8302 G 16-04-08 25-0 35 PAGES/t2 MSDS'S FOR 12 COMPONENTS OF MIXTURE





13035 SILVER CONDUCTING PAINT
13062 VERAPAMIL HYDROCHLORIDE





** M A T CHEMICALS, INC.
99364 P.O. BOX 1104 :RAHWAY Nd 07065 (201) 499"233t
FUMANE PROOUCT$ DtV, 6R775
76323
ECB64 RAILWAY NEW JERSEY NJ 07065 (201) 746-4335
- 03338 EPOCAST HARDENER 951 11/20/84
_.:s ,,.RXEO...: SU.,XTXSC_m,,.25-_, TOO,m.C=,TACT/,,SOS'Sl;i;./0,-i:!:_i_r;eO:*VAIU_LEvia .sos svs'rEM/:.., - OLA.,,XS.SOS
LrHS/TRI: "," =PRODUCT _AXNS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL* "-*-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN II<_DS SYSTEM
( (, (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 293
;!! iii!!!i il i!MANueACT,.mee iii!!_ii_ i: fill/ : : :I_I_
..... _ E T
MFGR. NDTE S , FSCM, AdDI)NESS , PHONE MSOS. H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
08893 EPOCAST 87005 AX
16815 EPOCAST 87005A
16818 EPOCAST 8700a38-60
0 15313 EPOCAST 9633HARDENER
- 06875 HARDENER 956
02373 THERMOLITE 134 ORGANOTIN COMPOUND IN OIL BASE
02372 THERMOLITE 136 ORGANOTIN COMPOUND
16241 THERNOLITE 831 STABILIZER
** M & T HARSHAW
- 22710 SOOIUM FLUOBORATE
ECP72 1OOO HARVARD AVENUE
17307
** M & V SYSTEMS, INC.
** M C B
ECBtO 2346 TRIPALDI
24156 2909 HIGHLAND AVE.
** M P S, INC.
04_74 DEVELOPER
04_73 TONER OR DRY INK/DRY IMAGER
EC464 11048 GRIS$OM LANE
** M R PLASTICS & COATINGS. INC.
4G428
6O021
0 04925 MISTACOTE 814-F, CGATING, POLYURETHANE, OIL-FREE
** N.j. STAVOLA IND
ECI21
** M.S.C. INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY
EC911
*- M&M HERITAGE, IN(:
ECK22 817 FRANKLIN ST
- 18883 PAD, I_ETALPOLISH IMPREGNATED
-* NAAG AGROCHEMICALS INC.
OR. R. MAAG LTD.
11171 LOGIC FIRE ANT BAIT
ECE36 P 0 BOX 6430
** NAB PAINTS, INC.
01259 RUST-O-LASTIC 074-901
5P567 8250 E. WASHINGTON
*- MACASPHALT



























TT-C-542 DLA MSD$ -
JOI'-kNSTOWN PA 15901 (814) 539-0396
12/01/91






EHS/TRI: ',' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 NATERIALSAFETYDATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MAI_JFACTURER INDEX P. 294
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,AOORESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COlitlENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
10970 ASPHALT. COLD MIX
** NACCO ADHESIVES
DIV. CA.IDOEN/SCIICORP.
03107 IIACCO PV-20, NNF303
13980 ltACCO WATER BASED CB-IO
"* MACKLAdNBURG-DUNCAN OF CALIF.
EC327 PO BOX 230
37 PAGES/CHEVRON AC-2OW/-30;-SW/-IOM/HNA-5W/A
WICKLIFFE OH 44092 (216) 953-2186
FLOORING/CARPET ADHESIVE 06/25/90 *
MA 322 01/22/92 *
FOAqilER SITES AT INDUS. RUBBER& EC674 15257 EAST PROCTOR AVE. INDUSTRY
18521E 543 A
05465 E 543 B
08261 LOCK BOND #219
=* MACMILLAN PETROL/RING-FREE OIL
16971 INSULATING OIL, ELECTRICAL
• * MACS INC.
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL CO.
SEVERAL
CA 91745 (818) 333-4578
o911o/86
09/10/86
NITRILE ADHESIVE/#222/SYNTHETIC RUBBER SOLVENT CMT 05/00/87
2A267 301 N. WASHINGTON EL DORADO AR 71730 (501) 863-5t91
NG DATE
17995 1341 S. CLAUDINA STREET ANAHEIM CA 92805
EC065 LEXINGTON KY 40509
(714) 491-6100
-* NADEWELL PRODUCTS CORP.
EC463 BOX 902 ROSWELL GA 30077
04072 MADEWELL 927 PENETRATING EPOXY PRIMER SEALER.A & B SPECIAL BUY / A=101301007.97050.B=552317D07.17050 04/10/89 -
** MAGER SCIENTIFIC, INC,
ECSOSP.O. sox 16o OEXTSR UI 4B130 (800) 821-8768
07219 BAZKALOX. ALUM]HA POLtSHZNG POMDER AP-200.AP-334 04/15/86
** MAGIC AMERICAN CHEMICAL
31772 CLEVELAND OH
- 16191 MAGIC MENDER FOR STEEL #$75 NO DATE *
_* MAGNA INDUSTRIES
ECA82 220t W 110TH ST CLEVELAND OH 44102 (216) 251-3334
08265 LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS OR PROPANE NO DATE
** NAGNA VISUAL
2655? 1202 N. ROCK HILL RO. ST. LOUIS 140 63124 (314) 962-9804
03_1 L-50 GREY MAGI_TICALLY ATTRACTIVE LATEX COI_ PAINT 2-COtIP_NT NO DATE -
,= NACINAFLUX CORPORATION
SEE ALSO MSCI. LTD. EC226 7300 W. LAWRENCE AVENUE CHICAGO IL 60656
1S379 JET CLENE CLEANING CONP(_ AIRCRAFT SURFACE/NZL-C-25769 10/00/85
21918 I_FLUX PREPARED BATH 9CN P. 2 MISSING FROM 6/8/93 REV. 06/08/93
t912011A_GLO MAGNETICPARTICLE 14A 0t/29/93
11215 NAGNAGLO PREPARED BATH 14AM 01/21/93
09247 MIL-C-16173D, GRADE 3 NO DATE
02321 0-C-1889 NIL-C-18718 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT 11/00/85
......................... .-,._._ ............ :_.---_,-,-.,..---.,,-._!-_-.!..,_._-.,,_, ......................... _.. ...... ,-..,.-.--,---
iF.JDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSCFORN29-393TOORG.GONTACT / IISDS*SlV/O _*_!VER!FIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM f: *," = DLA Flies NSDS
Lr_/TRI : "* ' =PI_T _DNTAINS 4K)CFR 355(370)/372 CHEI_CAL, "- ,=NO :DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN ltSD$ SYSTEM
( (
GP23-1 NATERIAL SAFETY OATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSR$)
lO/O3/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 29S
il
_ACTURtER_ _ : E •
afaR. NDTES,FSCN,a_)DRESS,PHONE a._OSl H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE 5 I
03263 PAINT REMOVER. TT-R-251.TY.3/A=LOM VISC,B=H[ VISC 12/00/85 •
16692 SKL-HF/S SPOTCHECK PENETRANT 01/30/92 *
19t26 SPOTCHECK CLEANER/REMOVER SKC-NF 01/29/93 •
15381STEAIt POWER225 NZL-C-22542A CLEANING C(N_OUND HIGH PRESSURE tl/00/86
19122 ZL-54 ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT 04/27/90
19121ZL-60B WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT 05/28/86
18184 ZP-4 DRY DEVELOPER NO DATE -
19124 ZR-IOA REMOVER 04/30/90
09138 ZYGLO AQUEOUS DEVELOPER ZP-13A 02/03/93
20339 ZYGLO DEVELOPER zP-gF 02/01/93 *
09135 ZYGLO DRY POWDER DEVELOPER ZP-4B 02/01/93
19126 ZYGLO PENETRANT ZL-2C 01/20/93
• * NAGNAPLAN CORPORATION
VISUAL PLANNING OZV.
19644 DUAL _ORPOSE CLEANER
** MAGNETICS
15730 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION
** MAGNOLIA PLASTICS, INC.
ECL06 184 N MAIN ST/P08 t5Q:
56880 3000 E. PRESTON ST.
16819 COMPOUNO 10t2 W/CURING AGENT 235
16820 COMPOUND 1013 WITH CURING AGENT 251
O0217CURII_G AGENT 235
14426 MAGNABQIND6352, A & B
21,194 I__ 6388-3, A & B
13181 MAGNOLIA 6398 A & B
16802 MSDS(AS TECHNICAL BULLETINS)ON MANY MAC.J4OLIA PRODS






ECP44 13300 NELSON AVE.
** MA(_rdS





_* NAdOR PAIN• COIPANY
ECK23 4300 W 190TH ST
19079 FABSPRAY VINYL 9607 dET BLACK
19080 FABSPRAY VINYL 9612 WHITE





ALIPHATIC AMINE ADDUCT CURING AGENT
120-(X)8
EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CURE










CITY OF INDUSTRY CA 91746 (818) 961-1988
MSDS#1455 04/15/94
TORRANCE CA 905092868 (213) 542-7701
#0367 10/02/91 •
m0362 10/02/91 •
................ . ............ .--. ............................................. . .... . ................. o ..............................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S 1#/0 '-, VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' - DLA HIIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ",' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10103/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 296
MANUFACTURER E T
IIF_J_. NOTES.FSCM.AOORESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ]D TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19081FABSPRAY VXNYL 9616 M. BLUE #0366 10/02/91 *
190a2 FABSPRAY V|NYL 9617 S. BLACK #036t 10/02/91 *
1B882 FABSPRAY VINYL 9t620 FLAG REO 0360 10/02/9t
18881FABSPRA¥ VINYL 9622 C. LEATHER 0363 t0/24/91 *
20890 PRONTO 7024 GLOSS k_tITE 2507 10/02/91 •
• * MAKOOR PRODUCTS NFG. CO.
SEE ALSO:GRAINGER 6011§
0 00959 ANTI-SEIZE C_
130'37 ANTISEIZE CONPOUNI), LUBRICATING GREASE
@ 04771 HAND CLEANER






"* MALCO PRODUCTS INC.
19321 361 FAIRVIEW
00044 _oa_T_o _L=_R ScouR._ POvOER(A-A-.g)
** MALLINCKRODT
O
BARBERTGN 0144,4203 (2t6) 753-0361-
.:. : !2/01/87
37940 675 MCDONNELL RD/POBOX 5840 ST. LOUIS
71_97
SCIENCE PRODUCTS DIV. : 62910 P.O. BOX M PARIS
CHEMICALS BRANCH 2A915
























A-C-D SOLUTION. USE W/SODIUM CHROMATE CR51 INdECT. ANTICOAGULANT-CITRATE-DEXTROSE SOLUTION (MODIFIED)





















































10862 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE
19057 CALCIUm HYDRIDE
TT-B_846 :. *








I_GR. NDTES ,FSCM, ADDRIES$.
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX






































CITRIC ACID. TRISODIUM SALT
_ALT ATOIt|C AIBSORPTION STANDARD
COLLOOZON. FLEXIBLE U,S.P.





CYANOCOBALAMIN COBALTCO ST CAPSULES




ETHYL ALCOHOL COMPLETELY DENATURED
ETHYL. ETHER (STABILIZED WITH ETHYL ALCOHOL)
ETHYLENE GLYCOL
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOMETHYL ETHER
FERRIC AMMONIUM SULFATE
02854 FERROUS AMMONIUM SULFATE
18106 GALLZLM CITRATE GA 67 INdECTZON
1906_ GENTIAN VIOLET _
11088GLYCEROL
11323 GLYCINE
18105 HIPPURAN I 131 INJECTION
19054 HYDRAZINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE
19065 HYDROBROMIC ACID
07062 HYDROCHLORIC ACID. 3_





0008§ ]SOPROPYL ALCOttOL AR
12667 ISOPROPYL ETHER













METHYLENE CHLORIDE. METHYLENE DICHLORIDE
DETA
ACID SPILL EMERGENCY KIT CAUSTIC SPILL CLEANUP KIT
GALLIUM-67
IODOHIPPURATE SODIUM I 131 INJECTION
JT9535-33
1-125 REFERENCE STANDARD
IHSA 1-125 INJECTION / 1-125 LABELED ALBUMIN
U.S.P,/LOT#I22T KVNE-G


















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': _JBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'5 W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSO5 SYSTEM / "O" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4(_FR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS _YSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGZSTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 298
MAJ_UFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTESoFSCM.ADORESS.PHONE MSOS H R





12820 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
19069 MIXED ACID ETCHANT, NITRIC. HYDROFLUORIC
19070 MIXED ACID ETCHANT, NITRIC. HYDROFLUORIC. ACETIC
08756 N,N-DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE







18112 PLAy,VOLUME KIT(IODINATEO I
tIOagPOTASSlUMACETATE











!o2_ POT_SZ_,_"OS_ULTE TRZ_SlC _ : _!_i _
18113 RED CELL TAGGING KIT (SODIUM CHROMATE CR 51)
10228 RESORCINOL
10224 SAND WASHED ANO DRIED
18114 SCHILLtNGTEST KIT (CYANOCOBALAMIN COBALT CO 57)
lSO72 _A_,LZME
10227 _IUM ACETATE ANHYDROUS
10892 SODIUM BICARBONATE
02986 SODIUM CARBONATE MONOHYDRATE
10233 SODIUM CHLORIDE
li33_5 S(_IUM CHROMATE CR 51 INJECTION
O4T41 ._DO|UM .CITRATE
_23 _UN _H¥(:dZOXZOE
01629 SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION 50%
04263 SODIUM HYPOSULEATE (SODIUM THIOSULFATE)
18115 SODIUM IODIDE I 123 DIAGNOSTIC CAPSULES
18t16 SOOIUN IOOIOE I t31 DIAGNOSTIC CAPSULES
2210GS_]DtUM_I_lDEI 131 ORAL THERAPEUTIC SOLUTION
!!811_i_Z_i!_;_.,ZOE Z 13! THERAPEUTIC CAPSULES




TcggN HOP; TC99M OXIDRONATE
POTASSIUM PERCHLORATE IN GELATIN CAPSULES
CHROMIC PHOSPHATE P-32 SUSPENSION; P-32 CHROMIC
126 ALBUMIN tNdECT.) IHSA 1-125 ISOJEX SYRINGES & REFERENCE STANDARD
6704
PYROSULFITE
SODIUM CHROMATE CR 51 INJECTION
SCHILLING TEST; C057 VITAMIN 812 ABSORPTION TEST
P/N dT3598-1




























































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 299
MANUFACTURER _ E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSC31.ADDI_ES$+PHONE MSOS H R






































































TETRAAETIC ACID DISODIUM SALT(ETHYLENEDINITRILO)
THALLOUS CHLORIDE TL 201 INJECTION
ULTRA TAG RBC
ULTRA-TECHNEK01# FM (TECHNETIUM TC 99M GENERATOR)
UREA















TECHNETIUM TC99M_PENTETATE INdECTIQN; TC99M DTPA
TECHNETIUM TC99M GLUCEPTATE; TC99M GLUCEPTATE
TECHNETIUM TC99M LIDOFENIN; TC99M HIDA
TECHNETIUM TC99M ALBUMIN AGGRETATED; TC99M MAA
TECHNETIUM TC 9gl4 MERTIATIDE;TC99M MAG3;BENTIATIDE
TECHNETIUM TC99M MEORONATE; TC99M MOP
TECHNETIUM TCgg4kt PYROPHOSPHATE; TC99M PyP
TECHNETIUM TC99M SULFUR COLLOID
EDTA
THALLIUM CHLORIDE; THALLIUM-201
TECHNETIUM TC99M LABELED RED BLOOD CELLS;
UTK- FM GENERATOR ; TC-99M GENERATOR ; 140-99 ; TC-99M
XENDN-133










































SEE ALSO BULK CHEMICALS 27978 80 FIRST STREET GRETNA LA 70053-4721 (504) 362-3232
11041MIL-C-10578 TYPE I CORROSION REMOVING & METAL CONOITIONING CMPO. 12/00/89
10165 MIL-C-81302C 04/00/88
*- MAN-GILL CHEM. CO. (MAGNUS)
SEE ALSO ECONOMIC LABORATORY / EC683 OSBORN BLDG.
05716 LIOUID CAUSTIC CLEANER
ST. PAUL )IN 55102 (800) 328-9745
215-D 03/07/86
........ . ...................................................................................................................... .___
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "P" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "=' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 300
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** MANHATTAN SUPPLY CO.
EC053
** MANUS PRODUCTS-FLORIDA. INC
13256 NON-SLIP FLOOR PAINT
OJRS5 3706 MERCANTILE AVE. NAPLES
SAFETY PAINT, LATEX INT/EXT
FL 33942 " (813) 643-3070
10/13/88
** MANVILLE
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS GROUP 75165 717 17TH ST.
BUILDING MATERIALS DIV. 1EG22
MANVILLE SERVICE CORP, DIV.SCH 80217 PO BOX 5108
MANVILLE MECHANICAL INSULATION ECN73 PO BOX 5108






















MANVILLE FIBER GLASS INSULATION
MICRO-LOK
MICROLITE - FACED






ZESTON PVC FITTING COVERS & FG INSERT
ZESTON PVC PIPE COVERS & JACKETING
ZESTON 2000, FITTING COVERS OR JACKETING
DENVER CO 80217 (303) 978-4900
WAUKEGAN IL 60087 (303) 798-49(X)
DENVER CO 802175108 (800) 424-9300
DENVER CO 802175108 (800) 424-9300
REFRACTORY CERAMIC F!BER INSULATION
MBO 135-03t, REFRACT_YCERANIC FIBER INSULATION
REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION
SEALING PUTTY / SEE ALSO dM CLIPPER CORP. DUXSEAL
SPIN GLAS;MICROLITE;PERNACOTE LINACOUSTIC;NICRO-AI
FIBER GLASS WOOL INSULATION
FIBER GLASS WOOL IN_ATtON
FIBROUS GLASS INSULATION
ZESTON ACCESSORIES
FIBER GLASS WOOL, UNBONDED
ACCESSORIES FOR FIBER GLASS DIVISION PRODUCTS
MANVILLE CALCIUM$1L!CATE INSULATION
FIBER GLASS WOOL INSULATION
VARIOUS SERIES





















17691 HIGH PRESSURE SEALER
20176 L.O. VAPOR BARRIER
20174 M-O-H
- 03736 PERil SURE
16998 SURE STICK
18522 SURE STIK NF
02645 VI-AC
19 60790 P.O. BOX 646 HAINES PORT hid 08036 (912) 956-5605
19 OFWX8 HWY. 49 WEST BYRON GA 31008 (912) 956-5605
#450/FORMER IC-450 (INSUL-COUSTIC) 03/20/92 *
501 03/20/92 *
570 10/16/90 *





m_To_SOmex v.ZTe toNSiL OI_S
ECA66 4401 PARK AVE DICKINSON TX 77539 (713) 337-1534
LIQUID PETROLATUM i_ NO DATE
** MARATttON OIL CO.
ECI58 539 S. WAIN STREET FINDLAY OH 45840 (419) 422-2121
"-_ .... " ..... " ........... - ...... _'_'_.,_._'_i_'_''_" "_-'*" ......:_'!" ..............................................
tlSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29"393 TO ORG/_I)NTACT /I_$*S_/O '-'_VEfl_FZ_:AVAILABLE'_........... VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "O" - DLA FINIS MSDS
EH$/TRI: "_" -PR(_T CC_AI_40C-FR36§(3_O)/372 CHENIGAL, "-'-NO DATACURREN?LY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 301
JCTUR_ _M_ ....... ET
w_. mTES.FSCU.AOOReSS.PmNe i_ MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COlle4ENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
14858 NO. 2 FUEL OIL DIESEL FUEL 02/13/92
** VJ_RATHONPOWER TECHNOLOGIES
BATTERY PROOUCTS T40_._ 83011tMIMERIAL OR.
21803 BATTERY. STORAGE
21802 NICKEL-CADMIUM (NI-CD) BATTERY. SEALED BB-412/U
-* MARCONI ELECTRONICS INC
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS OIV. 09553
WACO TX 76710 (8t?) 776-O650
12/O9/92
08/31/93
** MARGOLIS. A. & SON
MARSI 1504-06 ATLANTIC AVE.
2P997 1504 ATLANTIC AVE.
- 16998 CORROSION PREVENTION COMPOUND


















C02 GAS GENER.TABLET C (PART A)
DOBELL & O'CONNORS IODINE SOLUTION
GAS GENERATING TABLET CFd FOR BID BAG
HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLN.,BtO BAG CFd
HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLNS,1.2,1.3,1.56,1.BN(PART B)
INDOLE REAGENT DROPPER
OXIDASE REAGENT
SEPP PVP IODINE 107
VOGES-PROSKAUER REAGENT "A"
VGGES-PRO_dKAUER REAGENT "B"
10236 BUNKER RIDGE ROAD KANSAS CITY MO 64137
C8852-35.-32 (BIOBAG C AND ANAEROBIC CULTURETTE)
14-910-17.IODINE SOLUTION DROPPER

















** MARION MERRELL DOW
FORMERLY: LAKESIDE PHAR. DIV.
13249 ACCURBRON






ECH44 2110 EAST GALBRAITH ROAD CINNCINNATI OH 45215 (513) 948-6040




PRODUCT #lO15/COUGH/COLD FORMULA & DECONGESTANT O2/21/91
PRODUCTs 469/COLD ANO HAYFEVER FORMULA O2/21/91
ANTITUSSIVE-DECONGESTANT-EXPECTORANT. PR00.#1028 02/21/91
*t lURKAL COMPANY
ECA10 250 N. WASHTENAW
SEE LAKE CHEMICAL ECC40
20335 NEW HERMES BRUSHLESS ENGRAVOCOLOR STIK-ALL COLORS
07747 THERMOilIELT STIKS ANO PELLETS
AVE CHICAGO IL 60612
TT-F-325A TY.I AM.2






38360 150 CONGRESS ST. KEENE NH 03431
19119 7132A-90-1 8047### & 6048### INK SERIES MANY COLORS.NWJI_ERS:BLK,BLUE,GRN,GREY.ORNG,RED.. O8/19/92
19117 7224A-90-1 8054##H & 8055### INK SERIES MANY COLORS,NUNBERS:BLK,BLUE.BROWN.GOLD,GRN.RED,.. 03/05/93
MSDS'S MARKED *-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O *-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA FINIS MSOS




KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 302
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN,ADORESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19118 7224E-90-18054###,8055##¢,8056 INK SERIES MANY COLORS.NUNBERS:ORANGE,REO,SILVER,VIOLET,t_fT.. 12/15/92
06232 7901 BLACK NARKEM SPECIALTY INK/ 8069824 07/10/89
067?9 8000034 MARKEM 320 CLEANER 05/01/92
• * MARKING DEVICE MFG. CO.
MARK 2708-10 N. 5TH ST
19843 MARCO S-1141 OYE INK/BLACK/BLUE/RED/BROWN/PURPLE/ GREEN
0509? MARCO S-1141 PIGMENT INK-_HITE,ORANGE,YELLOW,SILVR





• * MARKING METHODS, INC.
04317 CLEANER FORMULA APC
05?40ELECTROLYTE FORMULA AIO
05741ELECTROLYTE FORMULA 8t0
05742 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA C10
05743 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA FtO
04501 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA MSCI
19116 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA NSC1
05744 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA MSC3
19115 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA TIO
05745 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA TIO NON-CHLORIDE
19114 ELECTROLYTE FORMULA 59CL
EC532 ALHAMBRA CA
18675 301 S. RAYMOND AVE. ALHAMBRA CA 91803
POST-ETCHING ELECTROLYTE REMOVER
ELECTROLYTE FORMULA MSCI, MSC4, MSC5, MSC7
















18006 CARBON AND ALLOY STEELS
18004 CHROME PLATED CARBON STEEL
12245 NICKEL BASED ALLOY STEEL
18007 STAINLESS STEELS
ECE06
ECG18 P 0 BOX 992 BUTLER PA 16001 (412) 283-3000
ALLOY SERIES 1000,2000,3000,5000,6000 AND 7000 01/01/93 *
AISI/SAE GRADES I0_ THRU 93XX 01/01/93 *
CHROME PLATED 1045,1050 01/01/93 * *
ALLOYS 200,400,600,800 SERIES 01/01/93
AISI/SAE GRADES 300 SER.,400 SER., SPECIAL ALLOYS 01/01/93 =
** MARSH COMPANY
0
MARSH STENCIL IUCHINE CO.
MARSH STENCIL MACHINE CO.
19645 AN SPRAY MARK OVER (C H FREE) TAN AND WHITE
20858 AN SPRAY STENCIL INK (C H FREE) ALL COLORS
16698 BLACK T-GRADE MARKING PEN INK PIGMENT
20201 GRADE MARKING PEN INK PIGMENT
14423 K STENCIL INK. BLACK
20202 K-TYPE STENCIL INK BLACK
20859 K-TYPE STENCIL INK, ALL COLORS EXCEPT BLACK
16697 MARSH K-TYPE SPRAY STENCIL INK RED




38512 100 MARSH BUILDING
ECL05 70? EAST B ST
ECL82 100 MARSH BUILDING
015382













MSD$'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG!CONT_T_/:!NSOS'SiliW/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "'' " DLA HNIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR355(3_0)/372 CHEMICAL, ;-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN I_-JDS SYSTEM
¢, ( (,
( ( (+
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 303
: : E
MANUFACTURER E T
IIFGR. NOTES,FS_JIII.M)OI_$S.Ptt0NE .... : MSO$ H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
04490 MARSH SPRAY STENCIL INK
08719 ROLMARK ROLLER STENCIL INK
2_M560 ROLMARK ROLLER STENCIL INK, ALL!COLORS
• t670t SPRAY STENCIL INK
• 07987 SPRAY STENCIL INK. BLACK
20438 SPRAY STENCIL INK, CH FREE, ALL COLORS
O 04899 STENCIL INK, RED
20861 T-GRADE DYE TYPE MARKING PEN INK, ALL COLORS
20862 T-GRADE PIGMENT MARKING INK,ALL COLORS EXC. SILVER
06449 T-INK SOLVENT CLEANER
** MARSH LABORATORIES
22650 PVC PRIMER
OTUN7 2437 WAVERLY AVENUE





• * MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
14981















08655 MARSHALL SPRAY ABLATIVE MTA-2, INSULATION
** MAR60N CORPORATION
05739 PNEUMATIC HYORAULIC OIL
** MARSTON BENTLEY, INC.
SEE ALSO BENTLEY MARSION
07818 HYLOMAR PL 32 141EDIUM
-. MARTEK POLYMERIC, INC.
SEE ALSO DUROMAR
19109 GMC-REG BASE/ HARDENER
** MARTIN ELECTRONICS, INC.
13339 M781C 4OHM PRACTICE ROUND
** MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
DENVER DIV.
EC?O_ 130 CRESANT AVENUE
SEE TSRS CODES: SO0823.GO8653.UO8654,SO8754.M08708 07/13/88
CHELSA MA 02150 (6t7) 884-7760
04/13/87
ECA21 ROCHESTER
PL 32 M. PASTE. FLANGE SEALANT
: : ::
ECK49 35 POND PARK RO. HINGHAM
GMC-R B/GMC-R A




16263 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE I & TYPE II PART A
16267 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUi_ TYPE I & TYPE 11 PART B
16269 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE I & TYPE II PART C
17128 HYDRAZINE
08980 SILICONE RUBBER POTTING COMPOUND A & B
19228 SLA HANOPAK TYPE I| REPAIR KIT
08989 SLA 220
16086 ULTRA PURE HYDRAZINE
MA 02043 (617) 749-6992
04/30/92
** MARTIN PROCESSING. INC.
FL 323479721 (904) 584-2634
03/22/91
04236 DENVER AEROSPACE/PO BOX 179
53100 MIOHK}UO ASSEMBLY FACILITY






















MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORN 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10103194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 304
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCN.AOORESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S !
...................................................................................................................................
EC732
(_ LLUNALLOY/35_ PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM 3 M_d)S'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL.DUPONT,NORTON THIOKOL SEVERAL -
** NkRTIN-$ENOUR CO.
AUTOMOTIVE SALES DIV. 16772 5422 DANSHER ROAD COUNTRYSIDE IL 60525 (216) 566-2902
AUTOMOTIVE FINISHES OIV. ECP98 101 PROSPECT AVE. NI# CLEVELAND OH 44115 (216) 566-2902
16272 ACRYLIC ENAMEL INTERMIX. MEDIUM'TAN. 99L-2088 02/06/85 *
13981ACRYLIC ENAMEL SYSTEM ACR/N1 / AUTOMOTIVE FINISHES 82-,99-SERIES:ACR-LF,ACR-LL;88QO;8822;8810;8860 04/01/91
13019 BODY FILLER, BASE COMPONENT 6369,6370,6371.6372.6373.6378,6379 02/08/88 *
22764 BODY FILLERS. FIL/N 6369.6370.6370T/TS,6372,6372T/TL.6374 A/B,6378 A/B 08/0t/92 *
04856 CLEANERS - SOLVENT BASED MET-S/N / AUTOMOTIVE FIN. 6387.6383,6384,3196.CA3196,3197 01/13/93
- 13020 CREAM HARDENER, 6372.6373,6369,6370,6371.6378.6379 BLUE MOON.CUZ,FIBRE-HAIR/STRANO,MICRO LITE,TEC,PAY 02/08/88 *
04165 DISC ADHESIVE 4083
** MARTRONICS CORPORATION
10313 ELECTROLYTE ALUMINUM
10294 ELECTROLYTE BLACK OXIDE
10303 ELECTROLYTE STAINLESS STEEL
10293 NEUTRALIZER CLEANER
** MARVEL OIL CO.
18523 MARVEL AIR TOOL OIL
0 10251 MARVEL LUBRICATING OIL
02718 MARVEL MYSTERY OIL
_ MASK'OFF CO..INR:/STA-AOHESIVES
04284 E 5543 A/E 5543 B
EC014 P.O. BOX 200
4081.4083 05/22/87
SALKUM
N0.548 / 8597T11 KIT.8597T23
8597Tll KIT, 8597T24
N0.548 / 8597T11 KIT. 8597T21
8597T11 KIT, 8597T14
WA 98582
95015 331 N. MAIN ST. / P.O.BOX 871 PORT CHESTER PA 10573
FUEL AND OIL ADDITIVE, 005
FUEL AND OIL ADDITIVE/LUBRICANT
06929 328 WEST CHESTNUT AVE MONROVIA














01272 1901 BELL AVE.
14398 13881W CHICAGO








ECN64 154 HOBART STREET HACKENSACK
EPOXY AMINE HARDENER BLEND
NO 07601 (201) 343-8983
03/00/90
** MASTER BUILDERS. INC.
EC_472 23700 CHAGRIN BLVD.
04110118-429, HYI_AI_ RESIN SOLUTTON ASTN C 309
CLEVELAND OH 44122 (216) 831-5500
10123/86
** MASTER CHEMICAL CORPORATION
COOLANT MANAGEMENT CO. ;'TRIM-" 56626 501 VEST BOLR¢DARY/P.O. BOX 220 PERRYSBURG OH 43551-1263 (419) 874-7902
l_S'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORGY:CoNtrACT /MSD$'Stl/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'o' = DLA HMIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: ",' -PI_T CONTAINS 40CFR L355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "'''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN IIISDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 305
........ E T
MFGR, NOTES,FSCM,_M_SS,PHO_ MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
13982 BRAKE FLUID 1000 03386 / 4089,4090.4261,3772 06/14/90
TRIM EP WATER MISCIBLE CUTTING & GRINDING FLUID CONCENTRAT NO DATE
TRIM SOL, WATER MISCIBLE CUTTING & GRINDING FLUID 10/00/86
• - MASTER GAUGE COMPANY
ECB80 1150 WEST GRAND AVE CHICAGO IL 60622 (312) 666-2705
09024 STAINLESS OIL AAA 141005 (MSDS DATE ILLEGIBLE) 06/25/00
LUBRICANTS COMPANY
76227 MEADOW & dACKSON STS.T PHILADELPHIA PA 19t48-2891 (215) 389-2680
18138 LUBRIKO GREASE LUBRICATING GREASE NO DATE
22679 LUBRIKO LC#2 GREASE 05/00/94
04271 LUBRIKO M-21 GREASE 05/00/94
22677 LUBRIKO M-24 GREASE 06/00/94
16019 LUBRIKO M-6 NO DATE
22678 LUBRIKO 730-A HOLY SPRAY DRY FILM LUBRICANT 06/00/94
** MASTER
• * MASTER PAINT & VARNISH CO.
ECF51 33 PRINCESS ST. HAMILTON ON (416) 529-2893
11777 161 INTERIOR & EXTERIOR ENAMEL, STAR BLUE ENAMEL LBL-3K4 11/07/88
** MASTERCHEM INOUSTRIES
CALDWELL PAINT MFG. CO. DBA MA ECDO7
** MASTERS CHEMICAL CO., INC.
6U393 2420 E. OAKTON ST.
01320 MERCURIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION
** MATERIALAMT DER BUNDESWEHR
FORMERLY BUNDESWEHR-DIENSTSTEL D2222
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL 60005
ST.AUGUSTIN GERMANY
• * MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRY INC.
ECOB9 77 A5 ACCORD PARK DRIVE NORWELL MA 02061
10965 POXYCOR EZ-I ACTIVATOR & EZ-I BASE EPOXY PRODUCTS FOR REPAIR & MAINTENANCE EZ-1
** MATESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
19112 DUST-SET AMENDED WATER BASE
_* MATHESON GAS PROCHJCTS






PHILADELPHIA PA 19125 (215) 423-32OO
10/Ol166




55549 6874 S. MAIN STREET/PO BOX 136 MORROW
96355 6874 SOUTH MAIN STREET MORROW
23972 6874 SOUTH MAIN STREET MORROW
7N270 6874 S MAIN ST MORROW
ONPS5 30 SEAVIEW DRIVE SECAUCUS


















MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA tSDS SYSTEM / "0" - OLA ltMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- t
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 306
MANUFACTURER
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADORESS.PHONE
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS
................................................................................................................




03043 CARBON MONOXIDE MAT04290 03128190
03045 CHLORINE MATO46(X) 08/Ot/90
03052 CHLOROOIFLUORONETHANE NAT04760 09/20/90
19288 CHLOROTRIFLUOROMETHANE MAT04900 06/25/90
19287 DICHLOROOIFLUORONETHANE MAT06880 09/04/90
03049 ETHYLENE MAT09330 09/12/90
03051FREON 2t, DICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE 10/00/85
03055 HELIUM MAT10640 06/25/90
19290 HEXAFLUOROETHANE 03/28/90
03064 HYOROGEN MAT11120 06/26/90
20322 HYDROGEN (H2) COMPRESSED GAS CYLINDER LECTURE BOTTLE NOT REQD
15612 ISOBUTANE MAT11600 06/27/90
15615 METHANE 99.7_M;N ...... NO DATE
15613 METHANE 99,S7_ NO DATE
03069METHANE, COMPRESSED GAS MAT14160 06/2S/90
19289 NEON/COMPRESSED MAT16190 06/25/90
20321 NITROGEN (N2) COMPRESSED CYLINDER LECTURE BOTTLE NOT REQO
03075 NITROGEN, COMPRESSED GAS MAT16625 09/28/90
03088 OXYGEN, COMPRESSED GAS MAT12831 06/27/90
15616 SULFUR HEXAFLUQRIDE NO DATE
19286 1.1,2-TRICHLORO-I,2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE NAT26370 02/23/90
** MATSUSHITA BATTERY IND. CO.,
ECI02
14019 PANASONIC SEALED LEAD-ACID BATTERY VBOO96BKOt (LCS2012D) NO DATE
** MATSUSHITA ELEC. CORP./AMERICA
61058
** MATUSUHITA GRAPHIC COMM. SYS.
ECH11 Z-13-10 KYOBASHI
18181KX-MADP1 (8-10 BLACK DEVELOPER)
13037 KX-MA450 (915 (X) BLACK TONER)
CHUO-KU, TOKYO 104




• * MAUSNER EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
14554 FACSIMILE LIQUID
14427 FACSIMILE POWDER, BLUE
ECI42 651 PIERCE PLACE EAST MEADOWS, LI
FACSIMILE KIT 16000
FACSIMILE KIT 16000
NY 11554 (516) 481- 1600
ol/DO/gO
o 1/oo/9o
** MAYBAR MFG. CO.. INC.
ECH65 6789 INDUSTRIAL LOOP GREENOALE WI 53129 ( ) 421-5040
** NAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL
2F436 BEAVER & CANAL ST. BR;$TOL PA 19007 (2t5) 788-0862
- 16895 CUTTII_I FLUID 0-2t6 03/10/82 -
- 16789 CUTTING OIL, GRADE B (DISTR: PHIPPS, CF. PIPCB) 03/10/82
04647 MIL-L-15019C, SYMBOL 6135, BM54123 COMPOUNDED MINERAL OIL,LUBRICATING OIL 01/20/86
16924 REFINED FATTY ACIDS (VVC-C-O-376A) (FED. SPEC. C-0-376A) 03/10/82 -
........................................ .._, ..... .---._ .......... - ......... ,,_._!- - .................................... .......
MSDS'S MARKED *-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TOORB_CONTACT /W_D$'SW/O *-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "#" " DLA I-BtIS NSO$







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 307
E T
MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
03330 VVC-O-376A
16793 VVC-846 A-TYPE I CUTTING FLUID
16788 VVC'850 A TYPE 1! Q_ADE D











** MCCORMICK. d-S-, COMPANY
ECE5B FOUR STATION SQUARE SUITE 550
39253 FOUR STATION SQUARE SUITE 550
09316 P-1565P-6551 STEVENS LIQUID PARTING
17869 P-1690-6 MCCLEEN PART PX-690
PITTSBURGH
PITTSBURGH
PA 15219 (412) 471-7246








CAPE CANAVERAL AFS FL
** MCDONNELL DOUGLAS / KSC
EC455 P.O. BOX 21233
- 03740 TRIAClD ETCH SOLUTION (ALUMINUM ETCH)
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32815
METAL SURFACE TREATMENT PER MDP 0830 SEVERAL * -
** MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SUPPLY
,..C0ONNeLLoOUG_ASt.S
PGOC
EC767 530t BOLSA AVENUE







MCGEAN CHENICAL/CEE-BEE DIV. 71361 9520 EAST CEE BEE DRIVE DOWNEY CA 90241 (213) 803-4311
MCGEAN CHEMICAL/ROHCO INC 3P663 1250 TERMINAL TOWER CLEVELAND OH 44113 (216) 621-6425
13625 CEE BEE A-227D 11/19/92 • •
05269 CEE BEE A-6 08/01/86
114Q4 CEE BEE C-623 DESCALER 01/00/90 -
09214 CEE BEE CLEANER SOLVENT A-918H WIPE SOLVENT 03/00/83 *
09213 CEE BEE CLEANER SOLVENT C-50 SAFETY SOLVENT 03/00/83 *
13816 CEE BEE KONVERKOTE A 10/00/91
09216 CEE BEE STRIPPER A-201 PAINT STRIPPER 03/00/83 * •
16304 CEE BEE STRIPPER A-202 PAINT REMOVING COMPOUND 09/00/85 • •
10820 CEE BEE STRIPPER A-228D (PARTS A AND 8) 23024 11/19/92 • =
19908 CEE BEE STRIPPER R-254 23035 07/00/88 * *
09215 CEE BEE STRIPPER RS-24B PAINT STRIPPER/DESEALANX FOR POLYSULFIDE SEAL.CPOS 12/00/83 * *
19826 CEE-BEE A-202 07/20/92 - -
19827 CEE-BEE A-227D W/O SEAL 12/18/92 • *
19829 CEE-BEE A-276 09/0(3191
- ----4 ..................................................................................................
MSDS'S-MARKED''-':-SUBMIT-KSC-FORN 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S 14/0 '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA "SDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA "IS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 308
IklLNUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES . F SCM , ADDRESS . PHONE III_=_)S H R
TSRS ID TRADEIqAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
19828 CEE-BEE A-292LC 07/20/92 •
19832 CEE-BEE A-6 09/t0/92
19830 CEE-BEE A-916 06/29/92
49831 CEE-BEE DESEALANT A-489 09/00/57 -
19825 CEE-BEE TEMPORARY CDAT|NG REMOVER A-262B 04/00/88 -
0 00063 LEAK DETECTION COMPOUNO OXYGEN SYSTEMS/LOT# 19414 DLA MSOS -
** MCGEE INDUSTRIES, INC.
ECB39 9 CROZERVILLE ROAD ASTON PA 19014 {215) 459-1890
14434 MCLUBE t700 01/00/92 *
14553 MCLUBE 17(30 AEROSOL 01/(30/92 *
08723 MCLUBE 1775 FLUOROCARBON POLYMER/RESIN BINOER NO OATE *
** I_GtIAN NUSIL CORPORATION
SEE ALSO: IqUSIL TECH_LOGY _d.f_ 11f:_ONARK AVENUE
01J93t G-£10!0 S;LI¢ONE (1_EFL_) VACULIMGREY
08932 G-9020 SILICONE STOPCOCK GREASE










POWER SYSTEMS GROUP 98865 75 BELMONT AVE
** MCKESSON CHEMICAL CO.
9K202
87122 5353 UILLSON STREET
07125 HEXANE (N-HEXJUqE) ASTM D 1636-64
** MCKESSON CORP.






CA 90040 (714) 864-2310
o9/06/85
CA 941045201
** MCKINNEY SUPPLY C0.
ECB42 1061 WEST GOODALE BLVD. COLUMBUS
** MCLALi_LIN GORMLEY KING CO.
AKA MGK ECD43 8810 TENTH AVENUE NORTH MINNEAPOLIS
10900 D-TRANS ALLETHRIN 90% (2439) SYNTHETIC PYRETHROID
OH 43212 (614) 22t-4589
MN 55427 (612) 544-O341
09/22/92
** MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO.
ECO08 ATLANTA GA
** MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY
39428 PO BOX 4355
OKEV6 6100 FULTON INDUSTRIAL BLVD.
CHICAGO IL 60680
ATLANTA GA 30336 (404) 349-9700
** MCNETT CORPORAT]ON
10406 AOUASEAL
ECET2 1405 FRASER ST. BELLtNGHAM
URETHANE PREPOLYMER
MA 98226 (206) 671o2227
11/13/92
** MDT BIOLOGIC COMPANY
MSOS'S I_UZKEO "-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORS.CONTACT /W'_DS'S V/O "-'VERtFZEDiAVAILABLE VIA MSOSSYSTEM / 'e" - DLA HMZS MSOS
EHS/TR]: "*" -P_T CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMXCAL, ",,=NDDATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN_IISDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEE• INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGIS•RY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 309
I_tMJt;ACTURER E •
MFGA. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
32510 1777 E.HENRIETTA/P.O.BOX 23077 ROCHESTER NY 14623 (716) 475-1400
21781 X448 HIGH TEMPERATURE OIL 517499 02/25/91
*- MEADE dOHNSON
DIV. BRISTOL-MYERS SOUIBB 29398
** MEADOWS. W. R.
ECN52 PO BOX 643
21661SEALTIGHT GARDOX COMPONENT A/COMPONENT B
** MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV VlSHAY
M-LINE ACCESSORIES 88952 P.O. 80X 27777
03741M-BONO AE RESIN
08382 M'BOND CURING AGENT - TYPE 10
08721 M-BOND CURING AGENT - TYPE 16
02529 M-BOND CURING AGENT FOR 600/610 ADHESIVES
19100 W-BOND CURING AGENT IOA
19099 M-BOND CA-2 RESIN
19098 M-BOND CA-61 (PART A/PART B)
(_ss84 W-BONO 2OO AOHESIVE
06681 M-BOND 200 CATALYST
08485 M-BOND 43°B
02528 M-BONO 600 ADHESIVE
08720 M-BOND 610 ADHESIVE
08587 M-COAT A
08405 N-COAT B (B F. GO00RICH ADHESIVE SYSTEM A-178-B)
19103 N-COAT C RTV SlLICONE RUBBER
08181 N-COAT D
08407 M-COAT F (AQUA SEAL - KEARNEY COMPANY)
19101 M-COAT FBT
08486 W-COAT G RESIN/CURING AGENT, KIT
08403 M-COAT d - CURING AGENT
08401 M-COAT d RESIN
- 19102 M-COAT dL RESIN/CURING AGENT
08383 M-LINE RSK-t ROSIN SOLVENT
21882 M-LINE RTV PRIMER NO. 1
03742 M-PREP CONDITIONER A




11846 RELEASING AGENT - RTV 910
ELGIN
0253802/0253803 / OIV,2,CAT.#226
IL 60121 (312) 583-4500
04/17/91
RALEIGH NC 27611
(BACON INDUSTRIES ACTIVATOR BA-66B)
BACON INDUSTRIES TWENTY/TWENTY
EPOXYLITE # 8121 PART A/PART B
LOCTITE SUPERBONOER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE
HUMISEAL tA27
(B.F.GOOORICH: A'178-8)
SEE ALSO: MSDS FOR 3140 RTV (DDW CORNING)
SEE ALSO: MSDS FOR AOUA SEAL (KEARNEY CO.)
PT.A,RESIN/PT.B,CURE
(PRC PR-1422 8-I/2. PART A)
(PRC PR-t422 B-I/4 & B-1/2. PART 8)
(PRC PR-1201 0) / OBSOLETE. NO LONGER USED tl-6-92

































*= MEBON PAINTS LIMITED
07748 EPOK TREADLITE
ECA11 8LACKWELL ROAD HUTHWAITE
3-5-70
SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD Nil (062) 351- I000
NO DATE
** MEDI-FLEX HOSPITAL PRODUCTS
4d886 OVERLANO PARK KS
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORGCONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'B' = DLA Hills NSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX p. 310
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S !
...................................................................................................................................
66744 OVERLAND PARK KS
17943 FREPP PVO ZOOINE SCRUB SOLUTION 2% PVP IOOINE 2%SOLUTION 10/08/85
** MEGA TECHNICAL ZNDUSTRIES LTD
92621 9311 35TH AVE EDMONTON AL
** MEGUIAR'S
SEE ALSO MIRROR BRIGHT POLISH 14008 1 NEWPORT PLACE SUITE 375
- 22408 A-1216 - MEGUZAR'S CAR CLEANER WAX-LIQUID
03630MEGUZAR'S MIRROR GLAZE, MGH-IO
0 15999 MIRROR GLAZE (MEGUIAR'S, MGH-17)
08737 MOLD RELEASE WAX, M-0815
21173 MIO - PLASTIC POLISH
21172 M17 - PLASTIC CLEANER
08200PLASTIC CLEANER M_:1708_.
08199 PLASTIC POLISH M-I(X)8
NEWPORT BEACH
** MEMOREX CORP













** MERCER PRODUCTS COMPANY
ECP76 P.O. BOX t240
22722 MERCER VINYL RUBBER AND STAIR TREAD ADHESIVE
22721 MERCER WALL BASE ADHESIVE
EUSTIS





AGVET DIV. EC013 PO BOX 2000
22018 AGRI-MEK 0.15 EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE
** MERCURY REFINING COMPANY INC
18863 METALLIC MERCURY
** MERIAM INSTRUMENT/DIV.SCOTT&FE
02422 #120 YELLOW 0IL
21175 ETHYLENE GLYCOL & WATER
14659 PROPYLENE GLYCOL & WATER
00195 1000 GREEN CONCENTRATE
21174 827 RED OIL
39696 126 E. L[NCOLN AVE/PO BOX 2000RAHWAY Nd 07065
RAI-_/AY Nj 07085
AG-O56 / O6432A / AVERMECTIN B1 SOLUTION
OSDN9 26 RAILROAAD AVE ALBANY NY 12205
39739 14600 DETROIT AVE. LAKEWOOD OH 44107
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE GAUGE FILL FLUID
FILL FLUID / 920:405-PROP GLY-4













• * MERIDIAN DIAGNOSTICS, INC.
02562 TRIC_ STA%N
• * MERIT ABRASIVE PRODUCTS
EC273 3471 RIVER HILLS DRIVE CINCINNATI
#400112; U2295-S(SOLUTION)
OH 45244 (800) 543-1980
NO DATE
00179 COMPTON CA
• . NEeZTAeRASIVEPeOOUCTS.INC. ii_,;ii! .:_.. .......................
......................... -- ------'_-_- ..... -,--'---"-- ..... - -"-i _'i_ ,- - - .............. _ .....
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG._ACT / MSD$'S W/O '-" VERSIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "o" ,, DLA I.WIS tFJDS
EHS/TRI: '"" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 _IJcMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM {
C L
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 311
MAXUF_TU_ER _ .... E T
_ .F_. NOTES.FSC".XOORESS.',_O"_ MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC606 201 W. MANVILLE COMPTON CA 90224
04932 SHUR-STTK PSA DISCS CEMENT 06/16/86
.,t MESC ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS INC.
FORMERLY MAGNAVOX GOVT. & INDU 37695 1313 PRODUCTION ROAD FT. WAYNE IN 46808-1164 (219) 429-4762
*, MET-L-CHEK COMPANY
98733 1639 EUCLID STREET
03586 E-Sg REMOVER
** METACOMET INC.
31023 195 NORTH STREET
0 16713 PERMAGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR
16717 PERMAGRAPH_C FIXER
16726 PERNAGRAPHIC STABILIZER
** METAL LUBRICANTS CO.
NORTHEAST DIV. ECK45 281 SILVER SANDS ROAD
19052 LUBROL 79. SS-89, SPEEDBIT COOLANT
=* METAL PHOTO CORP,












18139 METACAULK 950 & 910
13058 METACAULK 990
13061 METAFLEX," CERAMIC BLANKET
SANTA MQNICA CA 90404 (213) 450-t111
10/24/36
TETERBORO NU 07608
MCP-957/CONTAINS ACIDS (TYPE NOT SPECIFIED)
NCP-962
EAST HAVEN CT 06512
CLEVELAND OH 16000
MASON CITY IA
OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73147









OZV. ALCO STANDARD CO./INFO PH 7V630 7500 GRAND DIVISION AVENUE CLEVELAND OH 44125
06517 ALLOY STEELS-ALL FRMS.INCL.NAK-55.NAK-BO(WELD.RDD) PDS-5oCARBON,STAINLESS.ALLOY&TOOL STEEL NT.OTH.LST
06502 ALLOY STEELS, HOT ROLLED/COLD FINISHED HY-TEN B3X° B3X 40, ASTM 322-82
06501 ALLOY STEELS, HOT ROLLED/COLD FINISHED STD.GRADES. 1330-9260 INCL.NITRIDZNG STEEL. VARIOUS NUMBERS
06503 ALLOY STEELS, HOT ROLLED/COLD FINISHED, STD.GRADES 1330-9260 - LEADED INCLUDING AISI 41L40, 86L20
06516 ALUMINUM ALLOYS - ALL FORMS 1XXX THROUGH 7XXX SERIES
06514 BERYLLIUM COPPER ALLOY 3 & ALLOY 25.190 BE-CU 3.UNS NO. C 17510/BE-CU 25. 190.UNS C 17200
06496 CARBON ALUMINUM COATED STEEL PRODUCTS (GALVALLUME) COILS. SHEETS. STRIP & PLATE



















NSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IIlSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EH$/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXZC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 312
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE I¢_0S H R
TSRS IO TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
















CARBON HOT/COLD ROLLED SHEETS, STRIP, AND PLATE
CARBON STEELS. NON-RESULFURIZED. 1008-1095 INCLUS.
CARBON STEELS, RESULFURIZED, ALL FORMS
COPPER/COPPER ALLOYS PER UNS LIST ATT.TO NSOS
DUCTILE IRON/ GREY CAST IRON
GROUP I: STAINLESS STEEL TYPES: VARIOUS 201,301,->
GROUP II: TOOL AND STAINLESS STEELS: A-2.S-7 TYPES
GROUP III;TOOL AND STAINLESS STEELS:O2,ONTARIO TY.
GROUP IV;TOOL & STAINLESS STEELS
GROUP IX:HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS
GROUP V:STAINLESS STEEL TYPES
GROUP VI:STAINLESS TYPES 317L,317LX.336,337,350,->
GROUP VII:TOOL & STAINLESS _TEELS; 0-1,0-6,902,->
GROUP VIII:STAINLESS & SPECIAL HIGH ALLOY STEELS:
HIGH NICKEL ALLOY_:StJPER ST_AINLESS ALLOYS:HIGH->
HIGH STRENGTH-LOW ALLOY 10/22/85 *
ALL FORMS 11/07/85 • •
1110-1151, 11L10-11L51 LEADED. 12L11-t2L15 LEADED 11/07/85 • •
C1XXXX,C2XXXX,C3XXXX 11/30/85
ASTN A-536/ASTN A-48;CATERGORY 1&2, VARIOUS #'S 11/06/85 * •
302,304.305,308,309.310,321,330,332,334.347 #'S 11/19/85 *
316,316L,31?,-L,-LX,-LXN,336,337,350,444,447,448 11/06/85 *
VARIOUS 400 #'S. & 50t. 502 11/05/85 *
0-6 (OILGRAPH) AND TYPES:902,915,905H,905L,918.921 11/05/85 *
NONEL 400, MONEL KSO0 11/08/85 *
304N,309.309S,310,330.362,363 11/13/85 -
444,447.448 / ALLOY GRADES 43351400,4340 11/12/85 *
905H,905L.916,918,921 11/05/85 *






21158 NETCO COPPER WIRE




• * METRA CHEN CORP.
08594 BIO SOLVE, DETERGENT
EC473 1101 PROSPECT AVE. WESTBURY NY 11590 (516) 334-1300
39918 1101 PROSPECT AVE. WESTBURY NY 11590 (516) 334-1300
MASKING COMPOUND FOR THERMAL SPRAYED MATERIALS 11/25/85
NETCO/50-232 / THERMAL :SPRAY PROCESS METALLIC WIRE 06/25/93 *
PARAFFIN WAX 08/13/93
FUSED ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT 11/25/85
CLEAR LACQUER. PHENOLIC 11/25/85 - •
ACRYLIC SILICONE, SILICON ALUMINUM 1t/25/85 *
ECB24 270 LITTLETON ROAD, UNIT 12 UESTFORD MA 01886 (800) 225-3909
03/13/90









21180 1505 PP SOLUTION
ECN96 365 E. NORTH AVE.
REPLACES 1505
CAROL STREAM IL 60188 (800) 424°9300
07/21/93
*• MFGR.CODE NOT IN FEDLOG
X6067
** NG INDUSTRIES-WELDING PRODUCTS
ECJ31 N94 t/14355 GARWIN MACE DRIVE MENONONEE FALLS WI 53051 (414) 255-5520
17695 MG H| THERM/MG SLIKSIL PF _FDRMERLY MG B50) SILVER BRAZING FLUX 08/00/90
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,_ACT / MSDS'S:t#/O "-' VIERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / 'lp" = DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TR;: "*' -PR(]OUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/.372 CHEIC[CAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( i (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 313
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,ADORESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................














087?2 2460 BLVD.OF GENERALS/POBX 945 VALLEY FORGE
FLAMMABLE GAS
ARGON. COMPRESSED
CARBON DIOXIDE, CARBONIC ANHYDRIDE
COMPRESSED AIR. BREATHING 0UALITY
HELIUM
HYDROGEN, WATER GAS. NORMAL HYDROGEN
NITROGEN














** MGK - SEE MC LAUGHLIN.GORMLEY,
ECD42













*, MICANITE & INSULATORS CO., LTD
10491APIEZON L GREASE
EC052
** MICHEL & PELTON CO.
EC362
• 03217 SODIUM PHOSPHATE. 0"S-642 TY.I
** MICHIGAN CHROME& CHEMICAL
01058 86i5 GRINNEL AVE.
- 13610 BLACK AIR DRY PATCH. C1303
• * MICHIGAN COATING PRODUCTS
21596 TOUCH UPLACQUER-AEROSOL
• * MICHLIN DIAZO PRODUCTS CORP.




8H736 10501 HAGGERTY STREET DEARBORN
05529 AMMONIA ABSORBER FILTER / DUPLIMATIC 105
06662 AQUA AMMONIA SOLUTIONS #t.#2,4_J DUPLINATIC 105 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION













• . MICRO CARE CHEMICAL CORP.
EC678 461 COOKE STREET/P.O. BOX 355 FARMINGTON CT 06032 (203) 674-0125
OATV9
11697 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE, NON-AEROSOL 01/09/91 •
11696 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE. AEROSOL 05/17/90 •
05525 GENESOLV OM5 POLAR FLUX REMOVER 08/30/90 -
07093 MICRO CARE NO DATE -
07061 MICRO CARE FLUX REMOVER MCC PFR NO DATE -
MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MS05 SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HMI5 MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-, MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 314
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS,PHI)NE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** MICRO CARE CORPORATION
ECM95 34 RONZO ROAD
21182 NCC-1tt
21181 PRECISION CONTACT CLEANER NCC-PCC
BRISTOL CT 06010 (203) 585-7912
I.I.I-TRICHLOROETHANE 07/01/91 *
07/01/91
** MICRO ENGINEERING II
BEAN PRODUCT LINE: SEE ALSO _ ECE65 14 NORTH BENSON AVENUE
OAN59 14 N. BENSON
22002 CHLOROTHENE
11354 METAL CONDITIONER
UPLAND CA 91786 (714) 946-2110
UPLAND CA 91786 (714) 946-21t0
04/10/87 *
06/24/87
• * MICRO ESSENTIAL LAB, INC.
93255
01755 HYORION BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 10.00
14903 HYORION BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 11.00/PH 9.00-11
01756 HYDRION BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 2.00-4.00
14902 HYDRION BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 5.0-8.0/11.0
01754 HYDRION PH BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 5.0-8.0
14904 HYDRION PH BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 8.00-11.00
** MICRO-CARE CHEMICAL










ECDBt RT. 1 BOX 190 SPARKS
11673 LINDANE 20 EC LANCO LINDANE LIQUID 20, CSS-t4108 3442-739-51036
** MICROCLEAN, INC.
ECL36 129 C REAMWOOD AVE. SYNNYVALE
GA 31467 (800) 424-9300
09/29/88 *
(408) 745-0611
20006 KEYBOARD/SURFACE CLEANING SOLUTION INNAC PN: 7221,7224,7402 03/20/90
=* MICRO0 INTERNATIONAL
ECB15 15000 COUNTY ROAD FIVE BURNSVILLE MN 55337 (6t2) 435-7667
06493 CALIBRATION STOCK SOLUTION METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 04/15/91
06488 CHEMICAL "B2" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 04/15/91
13070 DRY BEADS METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 04/15/91
13071 METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM SIMPLER/26-26-6,52-26-6,130-2B-6,390-26-6/KIT 04/t5/91 -
06492 SOLUTION "A" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 04/t5/91
06487 SOLUTION "Bt" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 04/14/91
06489 SOLUTION "C" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 05/15/91 *
06490 SOLUTION "D" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 05/15/91 • *
06491 SOLUTION "E" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM 04/15/91 * =
CA 94???
** MICROELECTRONICSYSTEM
ECt53 87 SANDPITROAO DANBURY CT 06810
_* MICROLIFE TECHNICS
EC403 P.O. BOX 3917 SARASOTA FL 33578
IIFoDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FOISt 29-393 TO ORG._TACT /NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA M$OS SYSTEM / "e" " DLA ItMIS tlSDS
EHS/TRI: "'" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR355(3?O)/3721C_MICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN limBS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
 23-I MATERIALSAFETYOAT,SHEETI EXKSCTOXICSU6STA,CESREGISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
t0/03/94 MANUFACTURERIND X P. 3,5
: • • E T
MFGR. NOT ES ,.F SCM. _U)DI_ESS, PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
03418 MUNOX (BACTERIAL INOCULANT FOR WASTEWATER) FREEZE DRIED BACTERIA FOR STP 05/0?/87
• * MICROWAVE SOURCES
NON-IONIZING RADIATION EC026 BOC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32899 (407) 867-3540
** MID WEST METALLIC
EC075
** MID-WEST INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL
10997 FLEX-O-LITE PRIMER SEALER
ECDg6 1,_::)9-11 SUBLETTE AVENUE ST. LOUIS
MSDS P.2 MISSING/#211-11-2 PRIMER
MO 63110 (3t4) 781-5831
o9/17/88
• * MIDLAND RESOURCES, INC.
04257 IRON CHLORIDE
EC499 5201 dOHNSON DR.,SUITE 400 MISSION KS 66205
FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION/ KEPRO E-IOT/E-IG/E-4G
(9t3) 262-3649
04/01/86
** MIDLANTIC BIOMEDICAL INC.
ECL75 1460 GRANDVIEW AV. PAULSBORO Nd 08066
20347 QUICK III FIXATIVE, NEAT STAIN FIXATIVE 5303,5316,5317,SP851-25 / CMS: 246-477,246-478
(800) 441-0366
08/10/92
• * MIGHTY OIST SYS OF AMERICA
ECN39 50 TECHNOLOGY PARK/ATLANTA NORCROS$ GA 30092 (404) 448-3900
21609 MTY GARAGE FLOOR CLEANER ITEM #38380 04/28/86
21606 MTY GRUFF HAND CL ITEM #28232 04/23/86
21605 N-95/B-300/NP-9 ITEM #72035 08/12/92
21610 ODORLESS SOLVENT ITEM #16470 08/18/92
21607 SOOA ASH DENSE ITEM #15296 11/14/88
21608 SODIUM MIETASILZCATE PENTA ITEM #13_ r 07/23/92
*- MIGHTY OF AMERICA
ECJ89 50 TECHNOLOGY PARK NORCROSS GA 30092
** MILES DENTAL PRODUCTS
ECK97 4315 S LAFAYETTE SOUTH BEND IN
20935 CUTTER SIL BASE & ACTIVATORS





FORMERLY IIK)BAY / AGRICULIURAL
FORMERLY MOBAY / INORGANIC CHE 19511 MOBAY ROAO
INOUSTRIAL CHEMICALS DIVISION ECJ94 MOBAY ROAD
CONSUMER HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS DX OAB06 7123 WEST 65 ST
DIAGONSTICS DIVISION ECN93 P.O. 80X 2004
15673 BAYGON 1 5
02504 BAYGON 2% BAIT
18141 BAYGON 70% MET'TABLE POMDER
21159 CUTTER FORMULA 100 MAXIMUM STRENGTH INSECT REPELL
18921 CUTTER UNSCENTED INSECT REPELLENT SPRAY
09341 FOMOX PA. WG-11






















IIISDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O" " DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 316
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN,AOORESS,PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
07193 FOMOX _P. WG-15 METACAULK 699 08/24/87 *
16832 NONDUR MR (SAME AS POLYTHANE "A ° COMPONENT) 03/08/83 *
16833 MONDUR MX, ALIPHATIC ISOCYANATE 03/03/83
22019 MONITOR 4 / TA+IA 11553 / ORGANOPHOSPHORUS INSECTICIDE / I_ETHAMIOOPH 02/12/91 "
05278 OFTANOL 2 INSECTICIDE FORMULA 021528 04/01/85
05279 OFTANDL 5% GRANULAR FORMULA 021525 09/15/84
21924 PRODUCT LIST,NSDS NOT REQUIREO:NULTISTIX;GLUCOFILM ACETEST:ALBUSTIX;AMES;AZO-,BILI-LAB-,CHEK-,CLINI-, NOT REQD
18142 PROPOXUR TECHNICAL CARBANATE PESTICIDE 11/17/81 -
15153 20 DEGREE 6AUME IKtRIATIC ACID M-g98 / HYDROCHLORIC ACID 05/21/91 *
18182 20 DEGREE BAUME NURIATIC ACID CODE:M997 05/22/91 -
** MILES LABORATORIES
21347 1127 MYRTLE ST.
511609 1127 MYRTLE ST
94371 1127 MYRTLE ST.
CONSUMER HOUSEHOLD PROOUCT5 DI ECJ03
05131 CITRIC ACID, ANHYDROUS, F.C.C., U.S.P.
13805 ELASTOMER ACTIVATOR PASTE HARDENER
11433 HEMA-TEK II STAIN PAK
11141HEMA-TEK STAIN PAK
05130 LIOUID CITRIC ACID - 50_
10944 O,C.T. COMPOUND
17598 S.O.S AMMONIA PLUS GLASS CLEANER








4402,4405 (B4141-400), 4481 (84141-1)













PROMULGATED BY MILITARY DEPART 96906
** MILITARY SUPPLY AGENCY





EC099 t637 GEORGE STREET RIDGEWOOD, OUEENS NY 113855342 (7t8) 821-7110
MERCURY-IN-GLASS THERMOMETER 801, 38925K,38945K,38975K,3911K,3912K,3928K,3939K1 10/15/92
• * MILLER BEARINGS
ECg08 ORLANDO FL (407) 425-9078
** MILLER DIAL CORP./FOTOFO_L DIV
91345 4400 N. TEMPLE CITY BLVD. EL MONTE CA 91734 (818) 444-4555
16604 COPY BLACKENER. ALUNA BLACK A-15 03/02/81 * *
06674 FOTO FOIL DEVELOPER 08/27/86 *
00391FOTOFOIL "A" ET_ 76003 NO DATE -
07630 FOTOFOIL A COPY BLACKENER FORIKILA NO. 170302 11/08/S5
00404 FOTOFOIL M DEVELOPER NOD-11?4 10/00/85 _ *
06137 FOTOFOIL M SEALING ADDITIVE NO DATE -
13830 SODIUN HYDROXIDE / FFA ETCHANT POWDER 3722,-23,-26,-28,-29,-30,-34,-36;5022&45;5104;5312 10/08/85
** MILLER TOOL & MFG. CO.
........................................... . .... ',,,..-,-..,.'--.,-.,--.. .... _*_ ....................... . .........
NSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / NSOS'S W/O "-( VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA _4SDS SYSTEM / "e" - OLA 141IS N_OS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHFUICAL, '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 317
MAMJFACTUREff E T
I_FGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
76351 DETROIT MI 31420
** MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL. CO.
18598 GEORGE WASHINGTON HWY/PO BX950 DANBURY CT 06810 (203) 743-4447
17166 CLEANING COMPOUND, S DLA MSDS
11943 CLEANING COMPOUND. SOLVENT M5-180/C02 FREON TF SOLVENT, MIL-C-81302 DLA MSDS -
17175 COMPOUND. FREEZING DLA MSDS
22725 EPOXY 907 TWO PART ADHESIVE PART A & PART B 01/00/92 -
22034 KRYTOX FLUORINATED GREASES 240 SERIES GRADES AA.AB.AC.AD.AX.AY.AZ & CZ 08/00/92
22033 KRYTOX FLUORINATED GREASES • GPL 20X SERIES 10/00/92
21615 MS-111 STRIPPING AGENT . 05/00/93 * •
08527 MS-114 CONFORMAL COATING STRIPPER 01/00/92 ,
15540 M5-122 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT 08/00/92 *
17977 MS-122N/C02 TFE RELEASE AGENT/DRY LUBRICANT O4/0_/93 -
12551 MS-136 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT 01/00/89 *
09292 MS-143 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT 03/00/92 *
01225 MS-160 FREON T-P 35 SOLVENT 03/00/92 •
00123 MS-162/T-P 35 FREON SOLVENT USER PLS.CK.PROD # - KIMS.DLA STOCK #'S ARE MS-160 01/01/90 *
07248 MS-165 FREON TMS SOLVENT 01/00/90 •
01221 MS-166 EN STAT 07/01/80 -
11623 MS-170 1.1./_TRICHLOROETHANE SOLVENT 01/00/92 •
12473 t_-171/C02 CONNECTOR PLUS 08/00/92 *
17762 MS-173-2 CONNECTOR PLUS 01/01/92 -
07249 MS-176 FREON TES SOLVENT 01/00/93 =
02458 MS-180 FREON TF SOLVENT FREON 113 01/00/92 *
07250 MS-181FREON TA SOLVENT & LUBE 01/00/89 •
21616 MS-182 FREON TF SOLVENT 08/00/92 •
07246 MS-185 FREON TA SOLVENT 01/00/92 .
08317 MS-190 FLUX REMOVER AEROSOL 01/00/92 •
21619 MS-190/C02 01/00/92 •
05374 MS-190HD HEAVY DUTY FLUX REMOVER 01/00/92 ,
05340 MS-192HO HEAVY DUTY FLUX REMOVER 01/00/86 -
10451 M5-195/C02 SAFEZONE CLEANING SOLVENT & FLUX REMOVER 02/00/93 •
17761 MS-197 SAFEZONE CLEARING SOLVENT SOLVENT-FLUX REI_VER 01/01/93 -
02337 MS-200 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER 01/00/86 -
06541 MS-220 AERO-DUSTER 01/00/89
17760 MS-222 AERO-DUSTER 08/01/92 *
21618 1_3-222N AERO-DUSTER 06/00/93
04830 N5-230 CONTACT RE-NU 01/00/92 •
18140 NS-238 CONTACT RE-NU & LUBE MIXTURE IN AEROSOL CONTAINER 02/00/92 •
01830 MS-240 QUIK-FREEZE DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE 02/19/85
21617 MS-240AS ANTI-STATIC OUIK-FREEZE 11/00/89 •
17758 MS-242 OUIK-FREEZE 02/00/93 •
17759 NS-242AS ANTI-STATIC OUIK-FREEZE 02/00/93 •
19078 MS-242N QUIK-FREEZE 07/00/92
08526 MS-260 SAFEZONE CLEANER FOR PLASTIC/GLASS METAL 08/00/92 ,
05104 MS-300 FREON T-B1 CUTTING FLUID 01/00/86 •
21614 MS-300/C02 FREON T-B1 03/OO/91
07238 M5-460 CONFORMAL COATING MIL-I-46058C TY SR / SILICONE RESIN COATING 03/00/92 •
.................................. _ ...................... . ............................... . .........................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
GP23-1 KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 318
E T
MAI_UFACTURER MSOS H R
MFGR. NOTES , FSCM, ADDRESS. PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
07251 MS-470 URETHANE COATING 01/00/89 *
08595 MS-472 URETI.L&NE COATING 01/00186
07247 115-485 RFI _TIVE COATING (BLACK) 03100192 *
18528 MS-9301C03 SAFEZONE CONTACT RE-NU 04/00193 *
22005 MS-938/C02 5AFEZONE CONTACT RE-NU & LUBE 04100193 *
22662 MS-941/C02 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT 04100/93
17785 MS-990/C02 SAFEZONE SOLVENT FLUX REMOVER 04/00193 *
17983 MS122/22 RELEASE AGENT/DRY LUBRICANT PREVIOUS ZD: DPMS-J1112A PER MFGR. 08/00t92 *
02547 PERMAGRAPHIC FIXER MCp-957(REV.)(MFGR:METACOMET) NO DATE -
** MILLER, CARL F., & CO., INC.
85696 2450 6TH ST S./P.O. BOX 3532 SEATTLE WA 98142
*_ MILLER, FRANK, & SONS, INC.
85702 13831 SOUTH EMERALD AVENUE RIVERDALE
19476 GSA TYPE | 5WEEP|INIIC4]MPOUND P-S-863F 6111175







EC207 4TH & BRISTOL STREETS
07648 4TH & BRISTOL STREETS
IMMUNOL S-6









*, MILLER, M.C., CO.
01459 RINGW_)OO Nd
** MILLHORN COMPANY
8U683 6142 WALKER AVE./P.O. BOX 460 MAYWOOD CA 90270 (213) 771-8301
** MILLIKEN CHEM./DIV.MILLIKEN&CO
EC051 P.O. 80X 817
04713 BLAZON SPRAY PATTERN INDICATOR - BLUE
15376 CAPTURE CLEANING COMPOUND, LIQUID
15377 CAPTURE SOIL EXTRACTOR





EC829 34 MAPLE STREET
07233 ELUENT I (PICOTAG 1)
06595 ELUENT 2 (PICOTAG 2)
20386 FECAL COLIFORM MEDIUM (M-FC BROTH)
07232 SAMPLE DILUENT (PICOTAG DILUENT)
20387 TOTAL COLIFORM (MF-ENDO BROTH)


















•..ILTO"E CO." ., .....  ili .j.
• -- --_i '' ........... " i_! .........................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT K$C FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT t MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSD5 SYSTEM t "0" = DLA HMIS MSD5
. EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CC_NICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM (i
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEm (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 319
MANUFACTURtR E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN.ADDRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
54418 1770 WALT WHITMAN ROAD MELVILLE NY 11747
*_ MILVAUKEE ELECTRIC TOOL CORP.
ECF84 13135 W. LISBON ROAD BROOKFIELD WS 530_
40817 13135 WEST LISBON ROAD BROOKFIELD WI 53005
18527 HAWG WASH 49-32-0080
11900 NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY PACKS 48-11-0080.-11-0120,-11-0130.-11-0140,-11-0100
21179 WORM DRIVE SAW OIL 49-32-0050
*= MILWAUKEE METROPOLITAN SEW.DIS
ECN26 4144 HIGHWAY 39 N MILWAUKEE WI 53202
19030 MILORGANITE (HEAT DRIED ACTIVATED SLUDGE) UPdOHN ID #P-000011-14-2/AGFLC -111813/130192










40912 600 PENN CENTE 8LVD
6G259
55799
ACRYLATE, FUEL, 473308 (DISTR: SAUER MECHANICAL)
CALIBRATION CHECK GAS 0.6% PROPANE IN AIR
CALIBRATION GAS, METHANE IN AIR
CALIBRATION GAS, PENTANE IN AIR
CATALYST, CARBON III_XIDE &HYOROCARBON OXIDIZING
MSA CLEANER-SANITIZER II
OXYLITE REFILL
OXYLITE REFILL FOR MSA OXYGEN INDICATOR PT NO 492
5URFACTANT, FUEL, 473306























** MINERALLAC ELECTRIC COMPANY
76369 466 VISTA AVENUE
02646 FM-I01 WIRE-WAX, PULLING _OUND
ADDISON IL 60101
NO DATE
** MINISTRY OF DEFENCE







09036 SUPERSOAP BOOY WASH
06113 SUPERSOAP LOTION SOAP







MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/D '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" = OLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/O3194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEx
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 320
MINOLTA CAMERA COMPANY. LTD. 4K684 OSAKA KOKUSAI BLDG. 30-2 CHOME OSAKA. JAPAN 541 (201) 934-9400
MINOLTA CORPORATION 23736 101 WILLIAMS DR RAMSEY Nd 07446 (201) 825-40(0
05787 DYE TONER FOR RPS05. 509 NO DATE
11676 MT STARTER V / RP_Z (P-P) M-106 11/08/88
05801MT STARTER VI/ RPS07 12/04/86
- 11675 MT STARTER VS / RP6OSZ (N-P) M-105 11/08/88
11249 MT STARTER/EP300.300RE.310.320.530II.530R.530RII 520.530 05/15/86
05804 MT TONER 1I/ RPS07 (P-P) 12/04/86
(_ MT TONER II1/RP507 (N-P) 12/04/86
11678 MT TONER V/RP6OSZ (N-P) M-O(O tl/08/88
11248 MT TONER/EP300.30ORE.310.320.530II.S30R.530RII 520.530 05/15/86
11247 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR EP310,3OO,320,520,530,450 07/08/86
- 05806 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR RPS07 12/04/86
- 05789 PHOTOCONOUCTOR FOR RPS09 07/08/86
05788 STARTER FOR RP503 08/00/86
- 057a6 STARTER FOR Rpr_. 509 08/00/86
17714 TONER FOR RPS03. 505. 509. RPSOAA. RPSOAM. RPS02 04/12/88
05657 TONER FOR RP503.505.509 FUSER OIL??? 08/00/86
11256 TONER. FOR RPS05. RPS09 01/31/90
11677 XT TONER II / RPSO7.605Z (P-P) M-C)04-3 11/08/88
** MINWAX. CONSTRUCTION PROD.DIV.
EC328 102 CHESTNUT RIDGE PLAZA MONTVALE NJ 07645
11637 8LEND-FIL PENCIL #! FOR NATURAL PINE/11-O1OOi-OOO 08/04/88
11640 BLEND-FIL PENCIL #2 NATURAL PINE BLEACHED WOODS/11-OlOO2-OOO 08/04/88
11646 BLENO-FIL PENCIL #3 (NAT.BIRCH.DRIFTWOOD,GOLD.OAK. PURITN PINE.FRUITWOOD)/11-01003-OO0 08/04/88
11641BLEND-FIL PENCIL #4 FROSTED CDLORS/11-01004-OO0 08/04/88
11642 BLEND-FIL PENCIL #5 (COLONIAL MAPLE.IPSWICH PINE. EARLY AMERICAN.CHERRY)/11-01005-C)O0 08/04/88
11643 BLEND-FIL PENCIL #6 EARLY AMERICAN. SPEC. WALNUT 08/04/88
11644 BLEND-FIL PENCIL #7 MAHOGANY. CHERRY/11-01007-OO0 08/04/88
11645 BLEND-FIL PENCIL #8 EBONY. DARK WALNUT. JACOBEAN/11-01008-OO0 08/04/88
11674 HIGH PERFORMANCE WOOD FILLER PASTE 11-01600-612 06/03/85
13655 MINWAX k/ODD FINISH IOOV.209V.210BV.211V.218V'22iV.223V.224V.225V.230V 02/07/92
- 07228 POLYSHADES NO DATE
03108 POR-ROK ANCHORING CEMENT 0486-000 03/19/84
** MIRACLE ADHESIVES CORP.
80991 250 PETTIT AVE
15275 MIRACLE HT-4620/AGM TAC-TO0 ADHES]VE GILA-72
BELLMORE LONG ISL NY 11710 (800) 645-3990
NO DATE
** MIRROR BRIGHT POLISH CO.
SEE MEGUIAR'S ECAO5
** MITA
MITA COPYSTAR AMERICA MCSAI 5-15 KYOBASHI. 1-CROME CHUO-KU. TOKYO dAPAN
MITA INDUSTRIAL CO.. LTD. Bzgo0 777 TERRACE AVE.. PO BOX 813 HASBROUCKHEIGHTS hid 07604 (201) 288-6900
MITA COPYSTAR AMERICA. INC. ECJ23 777 TERRACE AVE.. P.O. BOX 813 HASBROUCK HEIGHTS NJ 07604 (201) 288-6900
MITA COPYSTAR AMERICA. SUBS. M 65678 225 SAND ROAD. P.O. BOX 40008 FAIRFIELD NJ 07004-0(0)8 (201) 808-8444
08645 BLACK DEVELOPER OC111.112.113.142RE.152Z.1824RE. 1001.114.1785.2055.1824Z.2555.2585.1655.1205.1255 03/01/90
........................................... --_--_e_--_ .... -- .............. -----_=--_,_--------- ................................... ---
t/l_S'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIF|EDAVAILAI_LE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" - DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PROEDJCT CQNTAIN$ 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN I_ SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 321
K_MUFACTUgeR E T
MFGR. NOTES, FSCM, ADORES Si, PHONE M,_OS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................










BLACK TONER DC-111.111C.113_II4.142RE,211.213RE... 313Z.313ZD.1001.1205.1255.1415.1435.1455.16##.1824 01/28/93
BLACK TONER FOR DC-111...31_3Z,..1205.1255...2055. ..2254.2255...2555.2585.3255.3285.4055.4085 ..... 03/01/90
BLACK TONER FOR DC-121.122.131.132.133R.161.162... 232 09/01/92
BLACK TONER FOR DC-152Z, t655,1785 03/0_/90
BLACK TONER FOR DC-191,-181RE,-312RE,°412RE.-t824 09/01/92
BLACK TONER FOR DC-3555,3585,3755,3785,4555o4585, 4655,4685,4685F,5685,5690oTOBS.7090.BSBS, IB24F/ZS 01/t6/89
BLACK TONER FOR DC-4555,4585,7085,1824ZS 03/01/90
BLACK TONER FOR DC-513Z, 0C-5055 10/05/93
BLACK TONER FOR DC-5555,5585,5585H 03/01/90
BLUE DEVELOPER DC-142RE.t12C,111C,152Z, lO01,4055. DC-4085,-1785.-2055,-2555.-2585.-1655.-3285 11/15/85
BLUE DEVELOPER FOR DC-114, DC-1205, DC-1255 11/15/85
BLUE TONER DC-142RE,II2C,111C.152Z,tO01,4055, DC-4085,-1785,-2055,-2555,-2585,-1655.-3285 11/15/85
BLUE TONER FOR DC-114, DC-1205, DC-t255 11/15/85

























































BROWN DEVELOPER FOR DC-114. DC-1205, DC-1255
BROWN TONER DC142RE,I12C,IlIC,152Z,1001,4055.
BROWN TONER FOR DC-114, DC-1205, 0C-1255
DEVELOPER FOR OC 111,DC-111C,DC-113
DEVELOPER FOR DC-121/131, DC-161/162 AND DC-232
DEVELOPER FOR DC-5585
DEVELOPER FOR DC211.213RE,313Z,313ZD.DC-2105.
DEVELOPER FOR MITA 211/213
GREEN DEVELOPER DCI42RE,112C,111C,152Z,IO01.
GREEN DEVELOPER FOR 0C-114, DC-t205o DC-1255
GREEN TONER FOR DC-114. DC-1205o OC-1255
GREEN TONER FOR DC-142RE.112C,111C,152Z,1001,4055,
IMAGING POWDER FOR 5000,6000,8000.9000,17-DRY
PHOTOCONOUCTDR DRUM FOR 312. 191 132
RED DEVELOPER DC-142RE, tt2C,tltC, t52Z,tOt,4055.
RED DEVELOPER FOR DC-114
RED DEVELOPER FOR DC-1205
RED TONER FOR DC-t20B
RED TONER FOR DC-114
RED TONER FOR DC-142RE,lt2C,tltC,152Z, lO01,4005.
TONER & DEVELOPER FOR DC-122S,-t32.-121 SERIES
TONER FOR DC 111,DC-111C
TONER FOR DC-121/DC-131 SERIES COPIERS
TONER FOR DC-161/162 ANO OC-232
































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA I-W4IS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 322
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE NSDS H R
TSR5 ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06627 TONER FOR OC-5585 04/01/88
01771 TONER 211,213RE.313Z.313ZD,lO01 DC_2105 _4(_55 .4085 -2565 -1205 -1255-,-3285 11/15/85
16614 TONER. MITA 0C-191/18tR NO DATE
** MITCHELL & SMITH-SEE GLOBAL TE
DIV. GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS EC967
** MITCHELL-BRADFORD CHEMICAL CO.
02522 RUST PEL #42
03275 160 WAMPUS LANE MILFORD CT 06460 (203) 878-0671
NO DATE -
*- MITCO WATER LABORATORIES
EC396




OGZK5 P.O. BOX 6007
** MITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
OKG62 520 MADISON AVE.
- 14744 SLM-AC SILVERMASTER ACTIVATOR
- 14747 5LM-OD SILVERMASTER FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
- 14745 SLM-OE 5ILVERMASTER DELETION SOLUTION
- 14746 SLM-OH SILVERMASTER ETCHING SOLUTION
- 14748 5LM-5T SILVERMASTER STABILIZER
CYPRESS CA 90630-0007 (714) 220-2500
i







FBA PHARMACEUTICALS, DIV. BAYE EC567 425 PARK AVENUE
SEE MILES INC. EC014
04664 TRASYLOL SOLUTION 100.000 KIU/IO ML.AMPULES W768
NEW YORK NY 10022 (412) 923-t800
01/19/87
** M08IL CHEMICAL C0
DIV OF MOBIL OIL CORP.
DIV. MOBIL OIL CORP. CHEMICAL
17361 LUBRICATING OIL, STE
77988 PO BOX M-I
60798
75648
SHORT HILLS Nd 07078
DLA MSDS
*_ MOBIL OIL CORP.
EMERGENCY PHONE: (212) 883-441 19135 3225 GALLOWS RD./P.O. BOX 1031FAIRFAX VA 22037
EMERGENCY PHONE: (212) 883-441 6GLI2 3225 GALLOWS ROAD FAIRFAX VA 22037
EMERGENCY PHONE (212) 883-4411 66112 3225 GALLOWS ROAD FAIRFAX VA 22037
SALES-SUPPLY DIV. 6A691
17891AVREX 5 TURBO 256 MIL-S-TBOBJ / AVIATION TURBINE 0IL
22546 AVREX 904 MSDS#494930-O0, AVIATION HYDRAULIC FLUID
- 13789 GEAR LUBE 275 SPRAY CAN. 611715-00 PAGE 1 MISSING
- 16936 GEAR LU_ICANT,HECLA IIl_IL 6_ SUPER CYLINDER OIL
0 03349 GREASE,AIRCRAFT,GENERAL PURPOSE,G-395(CK.VS.DLA ID










12236 HD0-0E-30 TRACTOR ENGINE OIL 10/22/83
_T_'_'" ................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERtFI!ED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA FINIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO: DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 323
MANUFACTURER E T
ICFGRr NOTES,FSCN,AODRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
12237 HOO-OE-40
11931 LUBRICATING OIL, OT13M
17004 MOBIL ALMO 525
05738 MOBIL DELVAC 1tlO
12238 MOBIL DELVAC 1230
22545 MOBIL DELVAC 1330
22558 MOBIL DELVAC 1340
11488 MOBIL DTE OIL AA
07774 MOBIL DTE OIL EXTRA HEAVY
22320 MOBIL DTE OIL HEAVY
02030 MOBIL DTE OIL HEAVY MEDIUM
00080 MOBIL DTE OIL LIGHT
04629 MOBIL DTE OIL MEDIUM
22559 MOBIL DTE OIL 105
18529 MOBIL DTE 11M
02392 MOBIL DTE 24
08228 MOBIL DTE 25
20936 MOBIL DTE 26
08735 MOBIL EXTRA HECLA SUPER CYLINDER OIL
17009 MOBIL GREASE 26 BATCH IW_BBCt4
21_94 MOBIL HYDRAULIC OIL AW IOO
t131t M_IL HYDRAULIC OIL A_ 46
14578 MOBIL dET 0IL II
10100 MOBIL NYVAC FR 200 FLUID
10481 MOBIL RARUS 827
22561 MOBIL SHC 626
13584 MOBIL SHC 629
22562 I_;L 5HC 630 _ .
10548 MOBIL SHC 634
06450 MOBIL VACTRA OIL NO 1
05661 MOBIL VACTRA OIL NO. 2
22543 MOBIL 600 W CYLINDER OIL
03521 MOBIL 6OO W SUPER CYLINDER 0IL








20497 MOBILITH SHC 460
21652 MOBILMET GAMMA
17001MOBILNET S 122
12234 MOBILMET S 122 (DILUTED)
22165 MOBILUBE HI) 80!#-90
22547 MOBILUBE HO 85_-140
22544 MOBILUX EP 023





MS05#440727-00. AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE OIL
440735











REFER TO FILES FOR A PRODUCT DATA SHEET
583047
AVIATION ENGINE OIL 430207-00
FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID, MSDS#602870-O0
602938








SHC 423 TRANSMISSION FLUID,522318
610862-00 / INDUSTRIAL GEAR OIL
610873. INDUSTRIAL GEAR OIL




665521-00 / CUTTING 0IL
CUTTING OIL






















































MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IIF-_DS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HILTS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 324
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN.ADDRESS.PHONE N_DS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
17003 MOBILUX EP 2 641274-00 / 1EXTREME PRESSSURE GREASE 03/15/94
00421 MOBILUX 2 (MULTIPURPOSE INDUSTRIAL GREASE) 640110/BEARING GREASE/LITHIUM SOAP GR..NON-EP TYPE 03/15/94
18528 BIOBILWAX 2305 770123 / FOOD GRADE WAX 03/15/94
225fK) SOVAREX GREASE L 0 640227-50 03/15/94 -
** MOBIL OIL CORP/U S DIVISION
78253 3225 GALLOWS RO/P 0 BOX_1031 FAIRFAX/PRINCETON VA 22037
** MOBIL OIL CORPORATION
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS & TOXIC
** MOBILE PAINT MFG CO
211@7 OIL STAIN - WALNUT
_* MOBILE PULLEY & MACHINE WORKS
16002 ABRASION RESISTANT CAST IRON
16010 CARBON AND ALLOY CAST STEELS
16005 CHROMIUM ALLOYED STEEL CASTINGS
16006 CHROMIUII/NICKEL ALLOYED
16012 NICKEL ALLOYED
** MODERN CHEMICAL INC.
• VENDOR FOR BLUE GOLD (CARROLL
** MODERN RESEARCH CORP.




15391 POWER KLEEN 500
*= MOLECUDYNE, INC.
00004 D*LETE CDRRECTIDN FLUID
** MOLECULAR PRODUCTS. INC.
18525 GAVI-CLEAN DETERGENT
21169 UNIVERSAL TAPPING COMPOUND
=_ MOLECULAR PRODUCTS. LTD.
(212) 883-4411
OAHKO PENNINGTON-ROCKY HILL RD eE_I_TO_ _ 0e534 (800) 662-4925
88633 P.O. BOX 717 THEODORE AL 36590
0006994 01/15/91
85722 P.O.DRAWER t947/905 S. ANN ST. MOBILE
ASTM ALLOY A532
VARIOUS ASTM & SAE
VARIOUS ASTM & ACI
VARIOUS ASTM & ACI
VARIOUS ASTM & ACI






ECJ04 P.O. BOX 21 BATESVILLE









00249 201 O':BRIEN HWY/PO BOX 152 CAMBRIDGE









MSDS'S mARKED '-'; SUBMIT KS(: FOlal 2t-3t3 TO ORG_ONTACT / MSDS'S t#/0 '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '_" - DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: ",,' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR:_3_vS!(_70)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLYAVAILABLE IN MSI)S SYSTEM
(, ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 325
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. I_TES,FSCM,ADORESS,PHONE _ MSdDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC875 MILL END, THAXTED ESSEX CM6 2LT, ENG.
21170 AQUAMATIC GOLD CUTTING FLUID SYNTHETIC WATER-BASED SOLUBLE METALWORKING FLUID 07/27/93
06898_SOFNGLIME SL GREEN TO BROWN 08/02/88
** MOMAR. INC.
04114 MIRACLE NAN
06350 WATER WASH COMPOUND
16800 1630 ELLSWORTH INDUSTRIAL DR. ATLANTA GA 30318
LUBRICANT-PENETRANT-CORR,RETARDANT
** MONOjECT SCIENTIFIC
DIVISION OF SHERWOOD MEDICAL
13257 SPECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION I
13258 SPECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION II
13346 SPECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION IZI AND IV
+* MONROE FLUID TECHNOLOGY, INC.
16034 COOL-TOOL
49996 11311 HAMMACK DRIVE
60030 P 0 BOX 810/36 ORAFFIN RD.






13021 EXPEDITE GRASS & WEED HERBICIDE
02295 FLEGTOL ODP ANTIOXIDANT
11780 FORMVAR 15/95E RESIN
• 17367 HYDRAULIC FLUID. FIR
05286 POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PC6'S)
16962 PYDRAUL IOE HYDRAULIC FLUID/RT-23
10883 RODEO HERBICIDE
10882 ROUNDUP HERBICIDE
21177 SANTOVAC 5 VACUUOI PUMP FLUID
21176 SKYDROL LD-4 FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID
02328 SKYDROL 5(_-4 FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID
05603 THIURAD ACCELERATOR
HILTON NY 14468







05848 FON6LIN Y 06/6 L VAC
11218 FOMBLIN Y 25/6 L VAC




DISTR:BY HALE FIRE PUMP = MONSANTO PYDRAUL IOE
AKA THIRAM. THIURAM, TMTD
PROOUCT$ CO.
6t_rj07 COLDSTREAM & ASPHALT/PO 8X 368 KIMBERTON
BLACKTOP SEALER, GOAL TAR EMULSION
EMULSION ROOF CEMENT 0939295/IPC P/N: 172X
MONSEY ALUMINUM ROOF COATING


































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA lOiS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 326
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADORESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................










ENHANCE LATEX SATIN FINISH ENAMEL
XNPERVO ENAMEL. ALL COLORS
IRONCLAD CHEN & WATER RESISTANT EPOXY ENAMEL BASE
IRONCLAD QUICK DRY INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL
IRONCLAO RETARD0 RUST INHIBITIVE PAINT
IRONCLAD SAFETY ZONE PAINT. ALL COLORS
NOORES HOUSE PAINT, 110
PORCH & FLOOR ENAMEL
SATIN XNPERVO
232 / ALL COLORS 06/25/90 *
133/SOLVENT THINNED PA|NT 06/25/g0 *
177 ItDNR/182 BS:KIT SFTY WH/#182 01.36.47,53.64.73 03/01/86
PRODUCT CODE# 071. COLOR: ALL 06/25/90 *
PRODUCT CODE# 163, COLOR: ALL 06/25/90 *
192 06/25/90 *
COLORS 22,36,40,41,43.60,61,63,73,80,86 06/28/90 *
PRODUCT CODE# 112 COLOR: ALL 06/25/90 *
235 / COLOR: ALL 06/25/90 *
** MOORE. GOODLOE E., INC.




DANVILLE IL 61832 (217) 446-7900
11/oo/85 -
. _i _ 11too/8s •
' : 01/141BB - -
** MOORE, JOHN B., CORPORATION
DIV. FINE ORGANICS CORPORATION 01630 OUTER MAIN STREET/P.O. BOX 65
14918 SOLVENT M-3
01891 SOLVENT N-8
SOUTH AMBOY NJ 08879 (201) 727-2200
11/le/es














*- MORRE-TEC INDUSTRIES, INC
AFFILIATE OF FREEMAN INOUSTRIE ECC50 1185 MORRIS AVE UNION NJ 07083 (201) 688-4334
** MORRISON MOLDED FIBER GLASS CO
21187 EXTREN SERIES 500
ECM93 400 COMMONWEALTH AVE/PO BOXS80 BRISTOL VA 242030580 (703) 645-8000
FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS - THERIII_SET VINYL E 06/25/93
*- MORTELL CO
17256 WHITE NO-DRIP TAPE
82814 550 N #'t08BIE ST KANKAKEE ZL 60901
RESIN BASED INSULATING TAPE/MBC-1064 o?/11/88
** MORTON INTERNAT'L NORRIS/TIIFr
ECK69 1675 COMMERCIAL STREET NE
19278 TT-P-110C BLACK TR PT TY I HICB1
19277 TT-S-223B FLOOR &TILE SEALER PGSC1
SALEM OR 97303 (_03) 364-2277
03/09/92
03/24/92 *
** MORTON INTERNATIONAL ]NC. 'i* ,: .:*_ ...... .: .............................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SIJBMZT KSC FORffi 29-393 TO ORG.CONI"AcT / MSOS;S W/O '-' V[RXFIEO AVAILABLE VIA M'SDS SYSTEM / "*" " OLA HMtS MSDS







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 327
E T
MSD5 H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
FORMERLY: MORTON THIOKOL INC./ 32063 SPECIALTY CHEMICALS GROUP
17531_ A-t2 EPOXY RESIN PART A
21904 ACTIVATOR A, AL!PHATIC AMINE
• .::
18537 ACTIVATOR O ....
22149 C-I EPOXY RESIN.
** MORTON THIOKOL. 1NC.
NORTON CHEMICAL OIV. 25941 t01 CARNEGIE CENTER
MORTON SALT DIV_/D!V. MORTON-N 85768
SEE ALSO THIDKOL CORP. ECB45




09200 C.7, ADHESIVE FOR NISC. tNDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
09460 C113-300 i :
20219 LP-3
08708 LP-3 POLYSULFIDE POLYMER





ECC07 730 W LAKE ST
09235 COLDPAC TOOTH ACRYLIC LIQUID
! : .
EC219
02302 RODENTICIDE AG, RODENT PELLETS




COMMUNICATIONS GROUP. PARTS DE 50012
*- IK)USTRAK. INC
*, MOYCO INDUSTRIES, INC.
SEE ALSO MEER CORPORATION
02579 BENZOIN. TINCTURE. U.S,P,
12481 GLYCERINE, USP
t01_ MINERAL OIL, USP
** MOZEL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CO
CHICAGO
INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE
























CHICAGO IL 60606 (312) 648-2240
NO DATE
cLEARWATER FL 33515




41946 SE CORNER 21ST & CLEARFIELD ST PHILADELPHIA PA 19132 (215) 229-0470
(MFGR: NEER CORP.) EXTRACT OF BENZOIN _I_tATRA. ALOES, AND TDLU BALSAM NO DATE
05111190
klflHITE MINERAL OIL 08/08/88
11161 4003 PARK AVE ST LOUIS 140 631105161
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'$ W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ".' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10103/94
NATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET %NDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEN (TSRS)










































37676 7300 W. LAWRENCE AVE
60672 7300 WEST LAWRENCE AVENUE
82012 7300 W LAWRENCE AVE
#1 GRAY NAGANAFLUX POWOER
N2 YELLOW NAGNAFLUX POWDER
#3A BLACK MAGNAFLUX POWOER
#8A RED NAGNAFLUX POWDER
#9C'm PREPARED BATH







$KD-LT SPGTCNECK L0111 TEMPERATURE DEVELOPER
SKO-NF SPOTCHECK DEVELOPER. AEROSOL
SKD-NF/ZP'98 OEVELOPER AEROSOL
SKD-W SPOTCHECK AQUEWS DEVELOPER
SKL-WP WATER UASHABLE SPOTCHECK PENETRANT
SKL-48 SPOTCHECK PENETRANT
SKL-4C, SPOTCHECKWATER BASE PENETRANT
SPOTCHECK CLEANER/REMOVER SKC-NF FORMULA B




ZL-54A ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT
ZL-55 ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT
ZL-56 ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT
ZL-60C WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT
ZL-66A ZYGLO WATER WA_-UkBLE PENETRANT




ZYGLO DEVELOPER ZP-9 FORMULA B
ECESO 325 VALLEY ST.
** NULE ENERGENCY LIGHTING, INC.






















































** MULTI TECH INDUSTRIES INC
NSDS'S MARKED "'': 5UBN][T KS(: FORN 29'393 TO ORQ.:_ /:NSD$_SW/O '-' VERIF|_ AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEIII:/ 'IP" • DLA I't_S NSO$
EHS/TRI: '$' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 3§5(3"/0)/3?2 CHEMICAL. "''='NO DATA CURRENTLY AVA;LA!LE IN IIISDS SYSTEM
c ( (,
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 329
MAMJFACTtJDF.R " _ : • E T
._..OTeS.FSC.. m)Ress._.o_ .sos H
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
52263 ROUTE 79 MARLBORO NJ 0??463825
• _ NULTICORE soLDERS, IN(;
OYP31CANTIAGUEROCK ROAD WESTBURY NY 11590 (616) 334-7997
ECP56 1751 dAY ELL DR. RICHARDSON TX 75081 (214) 238-1224
22156 RESIN 5381 FLUX TYPE RMA 06/08/93 *
13780 SOLDER (SN60.SN6OPB40.WRAP2,WRAP3,WRPI,WRP2,WRP3, WRMAP2 &(PLUS),WRMAP3 &(PLUS),381B,362B2.399,366 05/01/92 *
• * MULTIFORM DESICCANTS, INC.
FORMERLY: MULTIFORM DESICCANT 22627 960 8USTI NIAGARA ST BUFFALO NY
FORMERLY: MULTIFORM DESICCANT ECC90 960 BUSTI AVE BUFFALO NY
• 02647 DESICCANT. ACTIVATED, TYPE IV, GRADE H (INDICATOR) 1986 MSDS IS FROM CROSFIELD LTD
10164 INDICATING SILICA GEL
B 21875 $ORBIL B
• _ I_JLTIGRAPHICS - SEE AN INTERNA
ECI80
• * MULTIPLIER INDUSTRIES CORP.
57932 135 RADIO CIRT
• * NURALO COMPANY, INC.
EC795 148 EAST 5TH
06361PDLYCLEAR SATIN VARNISH
• * MUREX CORPORATION
EC084
2234t STREPTOX KIT AND REAGENTS
• * MURPHY INDUSTRIES
- 06345 RISTENCE PROOUCTS BATTERY CORROSION PREVENTIVE
• e MURPHY SERVICES
EC173 2552 LESTER ROAD
• * MURRAY CORPORATION
SEE DU PONT AND ASHLAND PETROL ECJ16
** NYSIK'S CO., INK;.
** N AND L ENTERPRISES. INC.






MOUNT KISCO NY 10549 (914) 241-1103








MO 64116 (816) 474-0300
05/051a6 -
2Z4t2 2950 DRAKE AVE. SW
MEDINA OH 44256 (216) 483-3903
HUNTSVILLE
ALEXANORIA
AL 35805 (205) 883-8700
EC644 VA 22311
• , N-D INDUSTRIES INK:
lSOS'S MARKED s_,; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS*S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA FINIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "°'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 330
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSCM,AODRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
04866 1893 BARRETT ROAD TROY MI 48084 (313) 362-1209
"* NALCO CHEMICAL COMPANY
89524 ONE NALCO CENTER
22691 NALCD 2537 CORROSION INHIBITOR
22692 NALCO 2575 COOLING TREATMENT
22689 NALCO 2590 MICRCHBIOCIOE
22690 NALCQ 35 CORROSION INHIBITOR
03383 NALCO 918 PULVERIZED WATER STABILIZER
20507 NALCOOL 2000COOLING TREATMENT
22694 SOLUTION S0361 CR-1
22693 SOLUTION S0362 CR-2
NAPERVILLE IL 605631198 (708) 305-1000
AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF BORATES, SILICATES. NITRITT 07/10/91
AN AQUEOUS BLEND OF PHOSPHONATES, CHROMATE. SUBSTI 04/08/91 -
CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE TABLETS 12/14/90 -
AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF MORPHOLINE 08/21/91 -
BLEND OF PHOSPHATES 02/26/86
02/26/92
CR-I. PHOSPHORIC ACID SOLUTION 04/05/90 -
CR-2. PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE IN METHANOL SOLUTION 04/01/93
** NAPA AUTOMOTIVE PARTS CO
6V625 : _. COLUMBUS
8A026 2669 V, I_LIN--GRANVZ_LE RID.
0H432t82744
o. 4.-.-z238 i _(s214) 7ee.1t82
*- NAPKO: SEE DEVOE NAPKO
EC382
• * MARCO - SEE NORTH AMERICAN RES
EC699
• - NASA - KSC, MD
ECI50 (407) 867-3152
*_ NA_-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'_A- KSC, SSPF CONTRACTORS
ECI78
** NASCO. INC.
21757 ER70S-2, ERTOS'3. ER70S-6
ECN63 4749 OLD HWY 8 ST. PAUL MN 55112 (612) 780-2000
08t_4/SO
*- NASHUA CORPORATION
OFFICE PRODUCTS DIV. 34936 44 FRANKLIN ST.
OFFICE PRODUCTS DIV. 82784 44 FRANKLIN ST
8C478 44 FRANKLIN STREE
INDUSTRIAL TAPE DIV. 79130 7800 S WOOOLAWN AVE
COMPUTER SUPPLIES DIV. 04833 44 FRANKLIN ST
OFFICE PRODUCTS DIV. 4M945 2500 WILSHIREBLVD, SUITE 800
19352 CANON CT-CX TONER (ANNOTATED: BLK)
09243 COPYFLO TONER - TYPE 8 & 4
0 17181 DEVELOPER INDIRECT
05813 FUSER AGENT: XEROX FA
06401FUSER _ICANT: XEROX FL-75 (8R983)
- 05510 L-470 BI*MODE ELECTROFAX PAPER
17010 NASHUA FUSER AGENT. #135490. FOR XEROX 8200 & 9500
17011 NASHUA FUSER OIL SILICONE






LOS ANGELES CA 943057-4313













............................................. "--'--"'''''''''-'_S?- ...... ""-- _- --'-! ...................... . ...................
MSDS'S MARKED '-" : SUBMIT KS(:: FORM 29-393 TO ORG..CONTACT /.-NSDS_,S,-:-W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM/: '•' :',' DLA HM][;S MSOS
EHS/TRI : "*" ,PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 _NICAL. "-'_ DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE _IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (,,
(
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 331
MMq!UFA_UQ ER ' i _ E T
_QR. NOTES, F SCN, ADDRE_. PHONE M_S H R
TSR5 ID TRADENAME CO_ENTS DATE S I
• 17179 TONER DIRECT. ELECTR DLA MSDS
• 17191 TONER. DIRECT ELECTR DLA MSDS
16703 XD-6ODEVELOPER PHOTOGRAPHIC 12/01/84
06752 XD-75 DEVELOPER 01/26/87
16705 XD-84/XD-36 DEVELOPER 12/01/84
16704 XD-84/XD-36/XD-18P DEVELOPER 12/00/84
05665 XD-95 DEVELOPER NO DATE
12209 XEROX XD-41,XD-45,XD-4B.XD-50 DEVELOPER 07/25/90
06679 XEROX XD'92 DEVELOPER 04/28/88
17877 XT-37 DRY INAGIER 07/25/90
08184 XT-45, XT-50 TONER 01/26/87
05820 XT-54. XT-95, XT-99, XEROX _TYPE 17. 20, 24 TONER 04/28/88
@ 11952 XT-92 TONER DRY INK DLA MSDS
16623 1045/1048 DRY INK PLUS/XT-45 TONER NO DATE
06351 t075 TONER, XT-75 12/00/64
16776 82/9500 DRY INK - TYPE 20 TONER, 9210 9700 V t2/00/84
16775 9400/9200 DRY INK - TYPE 16 TONER 12/00/84
** NASHVILLE CHEMICAL & EOUIP'T





** NATIONAL EROSOL INC.
EC536 1854 AIR LANE DRIVE
58495 1471 dERSEY AVE
NASHVILLE TN 37210
NORTH BRUNSWICK NU 06902
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING ELECTRODE








16396 (GROWCO ??) SPRAY PAINT BLUE 15526 NO DATE -
00625 AA-1551 GRAY PRINIER NO DATE ,,
16436 ACRYLIC COLOR 17178 SILVER NO DATE •
16071 ACRYLIC COLOR 37875 SPRAY-O-MATIC TYPE II NO DATE •
16426 ACRYLIC SOLOR 17718 VORY TT-L-50G NO DATE •
16499 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 11136 RED TT-L-500 TY 2 NO DATE •
16395 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 14062 GREEN NO DATE •
16516 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 14110 GREEN NO DATE •
16445 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 15102 BLUE NO DATE •
16533 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 26280 GRAY NO DATE -
00809 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT BLACK 17038 TT-E-OOABBB/YY-L-50 NO DATE
16424 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16307 NO INFO AVAILABLE ON STOCK # REPORTED BY PAA NO DATE
16530 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16440 NO DATE
04389 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 26134 AA-665-A NO DATE
16531 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT OLIVE DRAB 14064 NO DATE •
16532 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT YELLOW 13655 NO DATE
09233 CLEAR ACRYLIC LACQUER TT-L-50 NO DATE •
09158 CLEAR AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT AA-665-A NO DATE
- 16372 ENAMEL YELLOW 13538. A-1028 (TT-E-489) 03/00/79
14TH ST. LOS ANGLES CA 90021 (213) 627-2668
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
K$C TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)


























GRONCO SPRAY PAINT - GENERAL COMPOSITION
GROWCO SPRAY PAINT BROWN 10075
_di_N_.O SPRAY PA[NT STIEATA BLUE, ENAMEL, 15045
LACQUER CLEAR TYPE 2
LACQUER 37038
LACQUER, YELLOW 13538. ACRYLIC/VT ALKYD
LACQUER, 11105 REO





16534 SPRAY PArNT GRAY 16099
16446 SPRAY PAINT GREEN 14250
16521 SPRAY PAINT ORANGE 12197
00559 SPRAY PAINT, 12f970RANGE
06237 SPRAY PAINT, 18676 YELLOW
00974 SPRAY-GNA, TZC GREY 16099






























NQ DATE : _ _i *









s. NATIONAL AMMONIA: SEE BOWER
=* NATIONAL AUTO PARTS
EC333
006C3 BAY CITY MI (517) 892-9637
** NATIONAL CASEIN CO.
13180 i_)ODSTIKDRIRES
ECH31 60t _. 80TH STREET CHICAGO IL 60620
t_J-2 / POWDERED UREA FORMALDEHYDE RESIN GLUE
(312) 846-7300
07/00/92 *
** NATIONAL CASEIN OF NEW dERSEY
ECA90 P O BOX 226 "
08321 CASEIN GLUE/45G-P-2-GOVERNMENT
RIVERTON NO 08077




76626 500 SOUTHARD ST./P.O. BOX 199 TRENTON NO 08607
** NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABS, OF PA.
ECA67 401N. TENTH ST PHILADELPHIA PA 19123 (215) 922-1200
08182 SPEARMINT 8ACTI-CIIEN NO DATE
,* NATIONAL CHEMSEARCH
SEE ALSO: NCH 20913 BOX 152170 IRVING TX 75015 (214) 438-1381
SEE ALSO: NCH OTTE8 BOX 152170 IRVING TX 75015 (800) 527-9919
---. ................................. ---_.-._. .. .._ ..... .--- ..... --------_-- -- ........................................
NSDS'S MAI_KED "'': SUBMIT KSC F(_lill 29_393 TOGRG.CONTA_T / NSOS'$ U/O "T/:VE_X_A_AILABLE VIA N$OS SYSTEM / ''" " DLA Hills NSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CliNICAL. "-''NO!DATA_,gUI_ENTLY AVAILABLE INN SOS SYSTEM
t (
GP23-1 NATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 333
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES, FSCM, _DRESS, _ MSDS H R





12244 M/M FIX ALL
06357 MET-KOOL AEROSOL
09021 SQUAD AEROSOL (PYRETHRUM INSECTICIDE)
** NATIONAL DIAGNOSTICS. INC,
22749 AMMONIUM PERSULFATE





5844 / SOLVENT-BASED ADHESIVE 01/29/91
5035 11/11/87
PRODUCT# 5058 08/t3/87
ECP92 305 PATTON DRIVE
EC-504
ATLANTA GA 30336 (404) 699-2121
02/14/91
EC909
** NATIONAL DRAEGER, INC.
FAX 412 787 2207 ECQ06 101 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE PITTSBURG PA 15275
** NATIONAL ELECTRONIC DIST.
** NATIONAL FRICTION PRO¢IUCTS
06803 CHICAGO IL
"DIV. MOTION CONTROL INDUSTRIES 8H856 1441 HOLLAND STREET/PO BX 1327 LOGANSPORT IN 46947
19304 FRICTION MATERIAL NF-I03 THRU NF-967, VARIOUS NUMBERS
** NATIONAL INDUSTRIES FOR /BLIND
FORMERLY: LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE B 83421 524HAMBURG TURNPIKE
FORMERLY: LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE B ECF22 524 _RG TURNPIKE
07858 DISINFECTANT DETERGENT 0P00350




** NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
- 06904 DUTCEtBOY FLUX #105 FLUX
*- NATIONAL MINE SERVICE CO.
DRAEGER TUBE SUPPLIER
** NATIONAL REFRACTORIES&MINERALS
EC034 STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIALS
63180 225 SUMMIT AVE.
16272
08148 O-SYL DISINFECTANT OETERGENT 075-46








NO 07470-0969 (201) 595-9200
Nd 074700969 (201) 595-9200
DLA MSDS
GAITHERSBURG ML 20899














MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA hflqIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM





MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 334
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN.AOORESS,PHONE M50S H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECK93 _852 RUTAN DR LIVERMORE CA 94550 (510) 449-5010
19579 PLASTIC K-KN 2062 10/07/91
** NATI_MAL RESEARCH & CHEI_ICAL
ECP43 15600 NEW CENTURY DRIVE
22640 HARDENER FOR NUFIX OR ZIPFIX (NACCO)
22641PR|NTOL
GARDENA CA 902482140 (310) 515-1700
O1/00/92
01/00/92
** NATIONAL SANITARY PRODUCTS CO.
89988 ST. LOUIS MO





04456 BONDMASTER G-590 (81_0590,
19511BONDMASTER M666A
19512 BONDMASTER M6668
17517 PERMA-LOK ANAEROBIC SURFACE CONDITONER t
13325 PERMA-LOK LH050
13849 PERMA-LOK MM 1t5
05511PERMABOND 910











78-4310 / ADHESIVE SEALANT











ECP84 P.O. BOX 31007
- 22736 COMPRESSED AIR; AIR; COMP. AIR; BREATHING QUALITY #N0000502
** NATrONt/[DE CIRCUIT PRODUCTS







PURCHASED R.M.HOLLINGSHEAD.KON08495 501S. BASINGER RD.
PURCHASED R.M.HOLLINGSHEAD,KON 85528 3161 STATE ROAD/P.O. BOX 1006
0 00528 OIL, PENETRATING. VV-P-2166
@ 15516 PENETRATING OIL
- 15742 PENETRATING OIL TYPE I (SAME AS NATIONWIDE P.O.)
015846 PENETRATING OIL, TY. I ,597D










** NATL PAINT &COATINGS ASSN/HMIS
EC176
** NAVISTAR
FORMERLY INTERNATIO_MAL HARVEST 89346 2069 LOGONDA AVE. SPRINGFIELD OH
FORMERLYINTERNATZONAL HARVEST 89345 2069 LOGONDA AVE. SPRINGFIELD OH
17073 HY-TRAN TRANSMISSION FLUID 327703-.327705-,407530-o407537-,999597-,999655- R5 08/13/84
** NAZ-DAR - SEE NAZDAR
MSDS'$ MARKED '-', SUBMIT KSC FORM 29,393 TO ORG.CONI'ACT / NSD$'SiliV/O ;_':VERIFIED:'AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM /: 'e" :'DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TR]: "*" "PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/3;2 CHEM;CAL, "'*-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( <
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 335
MANUFACTURER ' ii :_ E T
MFGR. NOTES. FSCM, ADDRESS. PI_DNE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECH63
* _, NAZDAR COMPANY
76708 1067 N. NORTH BRANCH STREET CHICAGO IL 60622 (312) 943-8338
7X408 1087 N. NORTH BRANCH ST. CHICAGO IL 60622 (312) 943-8338
07294 BLACK FLAT VINYL INK VF-111 11/08/84
0?288 BLACK GLOSS VINYL INK GV-111 11/12/84 -
02034 BLACK SYNTHETIC GLOSS EN_IEL #59-11t ALKYD ENAMEL SCREEN PROCESS INK 07/18/86 -
07291 BRIGHT RED FLAT VINYL INK VF-104 11/08/84 -
07266 BRIGHT RED GLOSS VINYL INK GV-I04 11/12/84 -
0?290 BRILLIANT RED FLAT VINYL INK VF-I03 11/15/84 -
07305 BRILLIANT ULTRA BLUE FLAT VINYL INK VF-156 11/08/84
07296 BROWN FLAT VINYL INK VF-114 11/08/84 -
07269 8RObiN GLOSS VINYL INK GV-114 11/12/64
07292 CADMIUM REO FLAT VINYL INK VF-105 11/15/84 -
07293 CARMINE REO FLAT VINYL INK VF-t06 11/15/84
07308 CERISE FLAT VINYL INK VF-164 11/08/84
07283 CERISE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-164 11/12/84
07301 CHROME YELLOW FLAT VINYL INK VF-134 11/08/84
07321 CHROME YELLOW SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-134 11/13/84
07309 CLEAR FLAT VINYL INK VF-I?O 11/08/84 -
07285 CLEAR GLOSS VINYL INK GV-173 11/12/84 -
07284 CLEAR GLOSS VINYL INK GV-170 11/12/84
07302 CYANINE GREEN FLAT VINYL INK VF-146 11/08/84 -
07280 DARK BLUE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-158 11/12/84 -
07303 DARK GREEN FLAT VINYL INK VF-148 11/08/84 -
07276 DARK GREEN GLOSS VINYL INK GV-148 11/12/84 -
0?325 DARK GREEN SWCTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-148 11/13/84 -
07275 EMERALD GREEN GLOSS VINYL INK GV-142 11/12/84 -
07323 EMERALD GREEN SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-142 11/13/84 -
19321 ENAMEL PLUS GLOSS MIXING VARNISH 59000MV 10/11/91
11880 ENAMEL PLUS GLOSS SCREEN INK (59000 GROUP) 59104/-111/114/120/122/156/172/192/234/411/418,,. 10/21/92
19274 ER-O00 SERIES EPOXY RESIN INK PRODUCT GROUP: XER 01/22/92
07310 EXTENDER FLAT VINYL INK VF-t75 11/08/84 -
15435 FIRE RED SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK 11/13/84 *
07336 FLAT BLACK SYNTHETIC 59-191 11/13/84 -
07335 FLAT CLEAR SYNTHETIC COATING VARNISH 59-172 11/13/84 -
07337 FLAT WHITE SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-192 1t/13/84 -
07322 GLOSS SYNTHETIC COATING VARNISH 59-t35 11/13/84 -
07286 GOLD GLOSS VINYL INK GV-185 11/12/84
07330 HALFTONE BLACK 59-166 11/13/84
07331 HALFTONE BLUE 59-167 11/13/84
07334 HALFTONE CLEAR 59-170 11/13/84
07333 HALFTONE MAGENTA 59-169 11/13/84
07332 HALFTONE YELLOW 59-168 11/t3/84 -
15433 KLEEN SWEEP EXTENDER BASE #5536 DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK 11/08/84
15434 KLEEN SWEEP PROCESS COLORS,FIRE RED 5520 DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK 11/08/84 *
07272 LEMON YELLOW GLOSS VINYL INK GV-132 11/12/84 -
07320 LEMON YELLOW SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-132 11/13/84 -
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'O' - DLA FIIIS MSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 336
E T
NSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
07304 LIGHT BLUE FLAT VINYL INK VF-152 11/O8/84
07278 LIGHT BLUE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-I§2 11/12/84
07274 MAdESTIC YELLOW GLOSS VINYL INK GV-139 11/12/84 - -
07273 MEDIUM CHROME YELLOtt GLOSS VINYL INK GV-134 tl/12/84 - -
07324 MEDIUM GREEN SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-144 11/13/84
07318 MEOIUM ORANGE SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-124 11/13/84
- 16081NAZ-DAR ENAMELS & INKS. SET OF MSOS'S. NOV.1984 NO 0ATE
- 16084 NAZ-DAR GLOSS VINYL INK.VAR.COLORS.GV-100 SERIES 11/i2/84
07297 NON-ARC!NG BLAGK FLAT VINYL INK VF-121 11/08/84 -
07298 DPAQUE WHITE FLAT VINYL INK VF-t22 tl/O8/84 -
10446 OPAQUE WHITE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-122 11/12/84 *
07299 ORANGE FLAT VINYL INK VF-124 11/08/84 -
07270 ORANGE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-124 11/12/84 -
07306 PERMANENT BLUE FLAT VINYL INK VF-159 11/O8/84 -
07281PENNT BLUE GLO_$ VINYL INK GV-159 11/12/14 -
07277 PERMANENT GREEN Gt.0$S VINYL INK GV-149 tl/12/84 -
07268 PERMANENT MAROON GLOSS VINYL INK GV-107 11/12/84 -
07267 PERMANENT RED GLOSS VINYL INK GV-105 1t/12/84
07300 PRIMROSE YELLOW FLAT VINYL INK VF-130 11/O8/84
07271 PRIMROSE YELLOW GLOSS VINYL INK GV-t30 11/12/84
07319 PRIMROSE YELLOW SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-130 11/13/84 -
07307 PURPLE FLAT VINYL INK VF-162 tl/08/84
07282 PURPLE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-162 11/12/84
16083 RETARDER THINNER NO. VF182 VINYL 11/O8/84 *
07279 ROYAL BLUE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-157 11/12/84
07312 SCREEN WASH VF-184 11/O8/84
07287 SILVER GLOSS VINYL INK GV_187 lt/I2/84 -
07313 SPECIAL TAN INK 21324-VF 11/08/84 -
07311 THINNER VF-180 11/O8/84
16082 VERMILLION SYNTH-GLOSS ENAMEL VARIOUS COLORS 59-t00 SERIES 11/13/84
07295 WHITE FLAT VINYL INK VF-112 11/08/84
07289 WHITE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-112 11/12/84
13290 5500 SERIES FLAT POSTER INK. 55XX. XX=08/09/13/15. XX-21/2B/27/28/30/46/47/49/57/58/61/70/Tt/73/74/76 O1/15/90
06754 59-000 SERIES SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL. X59. ALKYD 59XXX(XXX=104/111/114/152/157/106/112/120/156/158) O1/15/89
11222 6500 SERIES SATIN FINISH INK, X65 GROUP 6501,6504,6516,6520,6533,6502,6514,6518,6525,6544 01/15/89 *
11223 6500 SERIES SATIN FINISH INK. X65 GROUP 6508.6511.6521.6528.6547.6509.6512.6527.6546.6554 O1/15/89
** NCH CORP
SEE ALSO: CERTIFIED LABS OIV.
SEE ALSO NATIONAL CHEMSEARCH
DURATRODE. A PARTSMASTER CO..
20680 CHECK-MARK IC-229 AER0
12216 ND-165. ALKALINE DETERGENT
19567 SAF-SOL
18997 SLIP AEROSOL.
09424 TUFSCRUB - B
12248 VOLTZ
22114 2 PACK POLY DIP-BLUE
22113 2 PACK POLY 01P-REO
ECK39
ErJ¢_7





PART NO. ILLEGIBLE 00827 0282? 0382? 0982? ???
50104741 / RUBBER COATING









MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUEBIIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO 0RG.CONTACT [MSDS'SV/O '," VERIiFI_AVAXLABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM!/ 'P" - DLA









MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 337
E T
NOTES.FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
-* NEC AMERICA INC.
51984
• * NELC0 CHEMICAL CO.
EC071 CHICAGO IL
** NELSON FZRESTOP PRODUCTS
OIV. OF O-Z/GEDNEY, A UNIT OF
22737 CAULK MR)N-SAG
ECP85 4041 S. SHERIDAN ROAD TULSA
AA-491,492.529 & 542
OK 74145
*- NELSON PAINT COMPANY
EC263 ONE NELSON DRIVE
06196 TT-E-527 LUSTERLESS ALKYD ENAMEL. BLUE 35044
06195 TT-E-527 LUSTERLESS ALKYD ENAMEL, BROWN 30109




37038/PRODUCT # EI-t5-54. FEDERAL SPEC COATXNG
*- NEN PRODUCTS - SEE DU PONT







** NESC0 BATTERY SYSTEMS
SEE NATI_IAL ELECTRO-SYSTEMS EC059 7110 GERALD AVE./P.O.BOX 7840
** NEUC0
ECNO7
** NEUSES, P.K,. INC.
04563 5II N. DWYER ST.
00447 INK, RED STAMPING. N-2883
00450 INK, YELLOW, STENCIL MARKING/STAMPING. N-2882
16799 STAMPING INK
16725 STAMPING INK b_'IITE




CA 9t406-3779 (818) 781-0505





=* NEW HERMES ENGRAVING MACH. CO.
16077 ENGRAVO COLOR STICK
84801 20 COOPER SQUARE
** NEW HERMES/MARKAL
94858 20 COOPER SQUARE
** NEW PIG CORPORATION
lJA49 ONE PORK AVENUE
13298 BLUE PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS
21867 CLOR-D-TECT 40400
16079 HAZ-MAT PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS (64CRSC IN KIT 31t)
13300 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS
NEW YORK NY 10(03 (212) 777-3080
03/24/78
NEW YORK NY 10(O)3 (212) 533-5100
TIPTON PA 166840304
KIT 211 / #2048,4048,MAIO97,PIG201,P[G202.PIG203
#TLS273 / USED 0IL SCREENING KIT
#124CR.HAIO10,HA2010.PIG301,64CRSC






MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/D '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA HIIIIS MSDS





MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 338
13299 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PIG PILLOW #HR7015
13432 KIT 2tl
13421K]T 311
22747 PIG FUEL SOLIDIFIER. #PLP403
13301 PIG MATS (KIT 311)
13297 PIG MATS. #MAT201. #MAT203. #MAT204. #MAT220
13296 PIG PILLOW. PIL201
21868 PIG REPAIR PUTTY
20383 PIG SKIMMER ABSORBENT SOCKS
KIT 311
SEE MSDS'S FOR: PIL201.MAT203.PIG202,4048















• * NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER
EC053 201 BAY AVE. ELIZABETH NJ 07201 (201) 289-4900
05847 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) AA-t551LT. GRAY PRIMER COATING NO DATE *
16497 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 11136-RED 12/(36/84 *
01096 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 1219?-ORANGE NO DATE - -
14419 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 13656 YELLOW DLA NSDS - -
16442 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 16307-GRAY 01/07/85 *
02282 CLEAR LACQUER 2307 05/05/86 - -
01061 LACQUER AEROSOL BLACK 17038 AA-665A GSA EXCEPTION 2 12/06/84 *
16433 LACQUER AEROSOL BLACK 37038 USER PLS. CHECK STOCK # NO DATE *
01095 LACQUER CLEAR, AEROSOL AA-E65-A 12/08/84 -
10272 NEUTRA RUST 66t 04/10/86
03747 NYBCO LACQUER, BLUE 15526, AEROSOL NO DATE *
06158 1206 SANDABLE LIGHT GRAY PRIMER 05/21/86 *
07234 2301-GLOSS WHITE LACQUER 05/20/86 -
** NEYRA INDUSTRIES INC.
2U150 10700 EVENOALE DRIVE CINCINNATI OH 45241 (513) 733-1000
13826 ARMORFLEX EMULSION POLYMER/EPOXY ADDITIVE FOR COAL TAR EMULS 08/12/86
13823 TARCONITE. COAL TAR EMULSION 02/12/86
** NFO TECHNOLOGIES. INC.
AKA NONFLUIO OIL CORP., O.V.
21988 AIRLUBE lOW/MR
ECO04 298 DELANCEY STREET NEWARK NO 07105 (201) 344-3451
01/00/93
,* NFU ELECTRICAL INC.
0R602 1928 TYLER AVE, SUITE M-168 SOUTH EL MONTE CA 91733 (818) 401-3533
*_ NGK BERYLCO
ECN70 P.O. BOX 13367
21766 BERYLLIUM COPPER CASTING ALLOYS
21768 BERYLLIUM COPPER WROUGHT ALLOYS





** NICE-PAK PROCKJCTS. INC.
59B25 MT, VERNON NY 10550
ECP38 2 NICE-PAK PARK ORANGEBURG NY 109621376 (914) 365-1700
22616 CLEAN SITE THZOSULFATE 09/03/86
20381 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL AND WATER / 4090 B3062,B3062E.B33901.B33905,B33973.B60301,C29600 08/23/89
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMTT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORGoCONTACT / NSDS'S V/O "-'iVERIFXED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMZS MSOS
EHS/TRZ: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-,_NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
i
(
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 339
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGIR. NDTES.FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
07225 70% IPA 4470 ID#'S 4023. 4470. 4431 NO DATE
** NIELSEN TOOL AND DIE CO
88214 770 WETHERSFIELD AVE HARTFORD CT 069013429
• * NIFE
SA8 NIFE OGIYO 251 INDUSTRIAL BLVD GREENVILLE
$AFT NIFE IH835 251 INDUSTRIAL BLVD GREENVILLE
SEE ALSO: SAFT NIFE ECK31 25t INDUSTRIAL BLVD GREENVILLE
18919 NIFE NICKEL CADMIUM POCKET PLATE STORAGE BATTERY NIFE. ED AND AMERICAD BRAND
• *NILES CHEMICAL PAINT C0.
17944 N-5112 GRAY SILICONE ENAMEL
14825 50-364 RED STENCIL
02388 225 FORT STREET
MIL-E-24635A
NILES
• * NIPPON OIL CO.
14823 EPNOC GREASE AP
9V310 I CHOME NISHI-SHINE3ASHI MINTO-KU, TOKYO
LUBRICATING GREASE
** NIPRO. INC.
SEE: COLUMBIA NITROGEN CORP. ECFIO
NC 27834 (919) 830-1600
NC 27834 (919) 830-1600
NC 27834 (919) 830-1600
08/00/90 *






SEE ALSO: GLOVER NISBET / DIST ECO43 P.0. BOX
16893 CHEVRON DELO 100 MOTOR OIL SAE 30
- 16892 CHEVRON DELO 100 MOTOR OIL SAE 40
177 COCOA
** NISSEN. JOHN P. CO.
16407 NISSEN METAL MARKER. WHITE
16406 NISSEN METAL MARKER, YELLOW
53034 GLENSIDE
** NL INDUSTRIES. INC
07805 P.O. BOX 700
90194 P.O. BOX 700
42679 P.O. B0X 700
METAL DIV- 14355
11918 BENTONE 27







P 11953 MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE. TECHNICAL
** NONFLUIO OIL CORPORATION
AKA NFO TECI'ffWOLOGIES. INC.
10964 AIR LUBE IOW/NR
6R581 302 DELANCEY STREET NEWARK
76736 298 DELANCY ST NEWARK

















Nd 07105 (201) 344-3451
NJ 07105 (201) 344-3451
01/o0189
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORN 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA iSOS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHSITRI: "," -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23oi
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEm (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 340
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
• 11942 CHEM-PLEX 1381_SILICONE COMPOUND NIL-C-47113 DLA MSDS -
13324 CHEMPLEX 620 SILICONE COMPOUND 01/00/89
11144 CHEMPLEX 825 01/00/69
18982 NIL-G-18709A 03/t7/92
08266 VV-G-671E GRADE #1 SN# ON MSOS NOT LEGIBLE (9150 ?? 01/00/89
08101VV-G-671E GRADE #1 (FORMERLY: GREASE GRAPHITE GG-i G408 SA 824 7011) 06/22/92
-* NOR-AM CHEMICAL CO.
EC338 3509 SILVERSIDE RD/PO BOX 7495 WILMINGTON
03142 FICAM D. BENDIOCARB 1_. HOMEOWNtER DUST INSECTICIDE 05/28/85
03143 FICAM W TURCAM, BENDIOCARD WP BULK PACK 09/03/91
13172 NITRDFORM - ALL GRADES 11/01/82
ED 19803
"* NORCHEM
EClS80 8805 N. TABLER ROAD NORRIS
05543 NORKOOL INDUSTRIAL HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM CLEANER
IL 60450-9988 (8 15) 942-7301
tl/2o/84
=- NORMAN, FOX & C0.
18546 CETYL ALCOHOL
19310 NORFOX 88% CHTPS
19311 NORFDX 92% GRANULES
54748 5511 SO. BOYLE AVE, VERNON CA 90058
1012 / TALLOW SOAP,HIGH TITRE SQAP,LAUNORY SOAP





=* NORRIS PAINT COMPANY
SEE ALSO: MORTON INTERNATIONAL 33148 1675 COMMERCIAL STREET NE
19276 ACRYLIC PAINT,LATEX,(EMULSION,EXT.WOOD & MASONRY FEB 7,1985
• 20278 TT-P-290 WHITE PAINT





** NORTECH ADHESIVE CORPORATION
11326 NORTECH ADHESIVE #2122
ECE60 BOX 5256, 136 HALLADAY ST.
MNM-A-122C
dERSEY CITY Nd 07305 (201) 433-3766
11/14/88
** NORTH AMERICAN PROFE$S'L PRODS
OIV. CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS OTTG9 15(3(3 MCCONNELL ROAD WOODSTOCK
22389 ELECTRICAL COATING 7268
21727 GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE #8090
21686 TOOLMAKER'S INK REMOVER #7001N / R1-296











59290 2385 MIDWAY RD.
ECK72 P.O. BOX 1318
CARROLLTON
LEWISVILLE
HYDRO-BALANCE ICE MACHINE CLEANER
SAFE SCALE RENOVEER
TX 75006 (800)





** NORTH HEALTH CARE
ECC26 1515 ELMWOOD RD ROCKFORD IL 61103 (213) 378-4527
.... ....................................... .-=--..-,.! ................. ...-.--..o .................................... =..-.-
II$OS'S NARKEO '-'; SUBM|T KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG. CONTACT/ MSDS'S V/O '-' VER'IFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / 'e' " DLA PINTS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" "PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 3§5(3_0)/372 CHEWECAL, "-''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN IF_DS SYSTEM
( ( i
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 341
MFGR, NOTES, FSCN, ADORES$, PttONE MSO$ H
TSR5 ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
09306 222 BARRIER CREAM SILICONE 03/11/92
*_ NORTH SAFETY EQUIPMENT
DIV. SIEBE NORTH INC. 79250 2000 PLAINFIELD PIKE CRANSTON RI 02919
** NORTH STATE PYROPHYLLITE C0.
19318 PACO RAM OR BLOCK
19319 PACO 80 (BLOCK OR RAM)
OG4R4 3514 V.WENDOVER AVE/PO 8X 7247 GREENSBORO
MOIST PLASTIC MASS
HIGH ALUMINA REFRACTORY PLASTIC
• - NORTH STRONG, INC.
, 9A714
** NORTHERN ADHESIVE COMPANY
09039 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE
ECB85 870 SlVERT DRIVE
PRODUCT# 7098
NC 27417
** NORTHERN PETROCHEM-SEE NORCHEM
EC828 8805 N. TABLER ROAD
WOOD DALE IL 60191
** NORTHERN TECHNOLOGIES INT'L.
22064 ZERUST VAPOR CAPSULE VC 1-1
ECD24 6680 N. HIGI_dAY 49
MORRIS IL 60450
** NORTHRIDGE TOX CENTER
10890 AMMONIA, ANHYDROUS
ECDT8 NORTHRIDGE HOSPITAL NED.CTR.
LIND LAKES MN 55014
*, NORTON CHEMPLAST
SEE NORTON CO., PERFORMANCE PL ECP08 150 DEY RD.
NORTHRIDGE CA
** NORTON CO.
NORTON PERFORMANCE PLASTICS / 18632
NORTON-PIKE PLANT/WAS:COATED A 89201
COATED ABRASIVE DIV. 06565
NORTON ABRASIVES 44197
CHEMICAL PROCESS PRODUCTS &SP 61501
MATERIALS DIVISION ECJ93




IOTH AVE & 25TH ST
15 NEW BOND ST.
3840 FISHCREEK RD
1 NEW BOND ST. PO BOX t_X)B
P.O. BOX 3660
p.o. BOx 8O8
11234 CHENFLUOR READY-SEAL TEFLON. FLUON. HOSTAFLON
15176 CHEMGRIP CEMENT. PART A/PART B
19317 COATED ABRASIVE PRODUCT - ADALOX & METALITE
19315 COATED ABRASIVE PRODUCT - DURITE
19316 COATED ABRASIVE PRODUCT - GARNET
19320 COATED ABRASIVE PROOUCT - METALITE K224
03332 CRYSTOLON SILICON CARBIDE






















T2035- 1 PT.2 (THERMOMETER?)




















M$DS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O' = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 342
IIANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSCM,ADDRESS,PttONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06159 FLUOROGLIDE
10453 FLUOI_IDE AEROSOL FILM BONDING (FB)
11327 REStNOID BONDED GRINDING WHEELS
11328 RESINOID BONDED GRINDING tlttEELS
11329 RUBBER & SHELLAC 80NOEO GRINDING WHEELS
17014 SHARPENING STONE OIL
18547 TYCOON R-3603
11330VITRIFIED BONOEO " AaRASIVE PRO_TS
** NORTON PERFORMANCE PLASTICS
SEE NORTON CO.. PERFORMANCE PL ECK74 150 DEY RD.
** NORVEY, INC.




14871 NO HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL RESPONSIBILITY/USE/STORAGE
MIL'L'60326 06/23/82
03100/89






WAYNE NO 07470 (201) 696-4228
SUITE A COSTA MESA
ALL PURPOSE LUBRICATING OIL
CA 92626 (714) 540-2522
NO DATE -
NO HAZ.CHENICALS AT KSC/CCAFS/OTHER NASA KSC AREAS NOT _EOD
** NOVA BIOMEDICAL
ECB02 200 PROSPECT STREET WALTHAM
13342 CLEANING SOLUTION (11272)
08425 ELECTRODE CLEANING SOLUTION 50 ML BTL CAT.#OO019
11042 NOVA FLUIDS PACK. WASTE BOTTLE MICROBIAL INHIBITOR
08426 SODIUM ELECTRODE CONOITIONING SOL, IOONL CAT,#00018
** NOVANAX TECHNOLOGIES (U,S,)
ECO06 1615 JOHNSON ROAD N,W. ATLANTA




"* NU-CALGON WHOLESALER, INC.
22748 ICE MACHINE SANITIZER
** NU-EASE, INC.
ECP93 2451 SOHEUTZ ROAD
4211
20455 #10 CARPET PRE-SPOT
20443 #12A DEFOANER
20453 #7 CARPET STEAM CLEANER
2044§ DIAI_ GLOSS FLOOR FINISH
20452 INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH AI_IA
20450 NU-EASE #30 LINE CLEANER
20456 NU-EASE ANNONIATED WAX STRIPPER #136
20454 NU-EASE CHALKBOARD CLEANER





GA 30318 (404) 799-1292
02/09/89
140 63043 (800) 554-5499
07/12/93
ECM01 42644 VALLEY LINE RD. LANCASTER CA 93534 (805) 948-46251









glSDS'S MARtKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO Old'CONTACT / MSDS'SiW/O:I*-, iVEaIFIED:;AVAILABL E VIA MSD$ SYSTE"/ '0" " DLA HNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PR(_T CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372CHENICAL. "-_=NO'DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE iN_S SYSTEM
C ( (
( ( (r
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 343
MANUFACTURER E •
NFGtR . NOTES , FSCM , ADO_ESS , PH_ MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
20451 NU-EASE GLASS CLEANER #5 AMMONIATED FW0126 03/30/93
20449 NU-EASE LOW FOAM FLOOR CLEANER FII_ 03/30/93
2044GNU-EASE NON-ANMONIATED WAX STRIPPER FWK)013 03/30/93
20448 NU-EASE POtWER SOLV FtlKX)39 03/30/93
20447 NU-EASE SPRAY & WIPE CONCENTRATE FWO036 03/30/93
20457 128 PINK ALL PURPOSE OETERGENT FWO054 03/30/93
** NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES
DIV. VICTOREEN 7V506 100 VOICE ROAD CARLE PLACE NY 11514
22118 PLANCHETS INFORMATION SHEET ONLY NOT REO0 -
08201RADCON HAND CLEANER 11/16/89
11782 03 301 SURFACE CLEANER 53142 11/08/90
** NUODEX INC.
SEE HULS AMERICA EC109 TURNER PLACE. P.O. BOX 365
07590 ANDEROL 40t0 SYNTHETIC INSTRUMENT OIL 7955230 10/14/83
17075 ANOEROL 416 SYNTHETIC NON=SPREAD OIL 12/07/83
19272 ANDEROL 500 OIL 7953813 10/24/83
03646 ANDEROL 750 OIL 10/14/83
- 17441COLORTREND UNIVERSAL COLORANTS 8 COLORS NO DATE
16_95 COLORTREND UNIVERSAL COLORANTS, CF. PANTCC'PANTCL 08/03/79
07348 COLORTREND 888°0"I87 H-FAST RED 05/06/81
07347 COLORTREND 888-1045 F-RED IRON OXIDE 05/06/81
07350 COLORTREND 888-1572 I-BROWN IRON OXIDE 10/16/81
07346 COLORTRENO 888-1810 C-YELLOW OXIDE 05/06/81
22542 COLORTREND 888-20(0 t RAW UMBER 05/06/81
07345 COLORTRENO 888-420SK CHROMIUM OXIDE UNIVERSAL DISPENING MACH. COLORANT 10/01/79
07351COLORTREI_ 888-55t ! D-THALO GREEN 05/06/81
07349 COLORTREND 888-7214 E-THALO BLUE 05/08/81
19271FORMACURE 142 1025592 04/13/81
18034 4800 EAST 345TH STREET WILLOUGttBY OH 44094
LIQUID LEAK DETECTOR / MIL-L=25567C TY t











EC106 570 METROPLEX DRIVE NASHVILLE
15289 NON-ASBESTOS FRICTION MATERIAL











58610 LAFAYETTE & MULBERRY STS. MENNETT SQUARE PA 19348 (215) 444-2800
22645 PHENOLITE C-501.CE-578.L-610 LE-675. CEF-586 NO DATE
MSOS'S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HNI5 MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEx P. 344
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
** NYE. WILLIAM F. CO.
10301 NYE FLUOROCRABONGEL 865
08716 NYE FLUOROGEL 865
08629 NYE WATCH OIL 140C
18073 NYOIL
98354 12 HOWLAND ROAD FAXRHAVEN
LUBRICATING GREASE
LUBRICATING CHAIN OIL





** NYLUBE PROOUCTS CO.
01655 LUBRI-CABLE
08763 NYLUBE
** 0/8 INO_JSTRIES, INC.
19301FAST-VAC VACUUM PUMP OIL
** O'8RIEN CORPORATION
o7tel
ECKTO P.O. BOX 1180
AtJ_URN HEIGHT MI 48057
VP 811810 02/10/92
01/31/92
AURORA IL 60507-1t80 (TOB) 85_-9444
01/00/93
85207
72556 450 E GRAND AVE
18548 ALL FULLER-O'BRIEN & CROWN LATEX ARCHITECTUAL CTGS 1##.I##-##,2##.2##_##,5##,6##,6##-##,7##-##,7###.. 08/00/90
16338 AMINE ADDUCT 570-8-2000(5673-01)H1BLD BASE/AL.GRY 02/28/85 *
16336 EPOXYCOTE CONVERTER 570-C-0900 (5600-02) ADDUCT 07/17/84 *
18556 FUL-COLORANT 674 / UNIVERSAL TINTING COLORANT 08/00/89 *
16322 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX 600-XX (REPLACES DURALITE) 08/08/85 * *
19_70 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX - BASE #1 6(X),B1 12/01/83 * -
19269 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX - BASE #2 600-92 07/09/84 * *
19268 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX - BASE #3 600-93 07/09/84 * *
18549 FULLER-O'BRIEN & CROWN SOLV-BASED ARCHITECT. CTGS 1##.1##-##,2##,220-##,3##,5##,6##,621-0#,720-##,.. 03/00/90 *
18550 FULLER-O'BRIEN FAST DRY PRIMERS,SEALERS,& TOPCOATS 120-1t,182,220-01,320,321,382,389,622-01 03/00/90 *
18557 FULLER-O'BRIEN LACQUER. PLASTISYN. STAIN 240. 250. 251. 252. 353. 354. 355 03/00/90 *
18558 FULLER-O'BRIEN TRAFFIC PAINT 380, 381 / ALKYD TRAFFIC ENAMEL 03/00/90 *
18553 FULLERPLAST CATALYST 353-50 / ACID CATALYST 08/00/89 * *
18555 METAL ETCH PRIMER CATALYST. FAST THINNER 321-50 / ACID CATALYST 08/00/89 *
18552 MIRA-PLATE 317.617 / TILE-LIKE GLAZE COATING 08/00/89 *
18554 SPEEDTEC 313 / EQUIPMENT ENAMEL 08/00/89 *
18551 THINNER 181-00. 181-01. 317-808. 317-818. 381-11 08/00/89 ,
• * OAK INDUSTRIES INC
OAK MATERIALS GROUP ECB71MCCAFTREY STREET HOO$tCK FALLS NY 12090 (518) 686-7301
08929 FREON TF NO OATE *
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94080 (415) 761-2300
** OAKITE PRODUCTS INC
44389 50 VALLEY ROAD BERKELY HEIGHTS Nd 07922 (800) 424-9300
03876 OAKITE ALUMINUM CLEANER 166 04/25/84
13803 OAKITE CHROMIC.OAT L-25 3539 / 27-CL-J66A 06/25/92 _' *
15417 OAKITE DEOXIDIZER 34 3860 / 60°FA-46 09/15/92
19299 OAKITE ENPRQX 714 4069 / 80-0-I 07/21/92
04391 OAKITE RUSTRIPPER 5020 / 127-88-3 tl/09/92
.sos,s MA EO'-': SUm,XTKSC 29-3.3 TOOe;I   T/ "SOS'SWO '." V "!;XeO*VAIL*BLEVIA.SOSS'S M / '0' " OLA"'S .sos
EHS/TRI : "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 35_(3_0)/372 CHEMICAL. "-*';NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
( (
( ( (
GP23ol 14ATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 345
mNUF_CTURER _ _ E T
t_FGR. NOTES, FSCN, AOI)_ES S, PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
14568 OAKITE STAINLESS STEEL POLISH.PRESSURIZED CONTAINR
IOT3OOAKITE STRIPPER 157
08764 OAKITE 2t4 M
t9300 OAKITE 82
15415 OAKITE 33
** OAKS TRADING POST
ECQll









53472 4700 W. t60TH
02622 CEMENT-O02 OATEY REGULAR CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
135210ATEY CLEANER
12246 OATEY CPVC SOLVENT CEMENT
14398 OATEY HEAVY DUTY CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
10823 OATEY HEAVY DUTY GRAY PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
20203 OATEY MEDIUM CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
21743 OATEY PIPE dOINT COMPOUND





31095 {t6 0Z),3t105 (32 0Z),311t8 (t GL)
31226/31228
30780.30783,30796,30806,30768
** OCCIDENTAL CHEMICAL CORP.
AKA; OXYCHEM
- 22634 CAUSTIC SODA LIQUID (ALL GRADES)
06100 CHLORINE INDUSTRIAL & SPEC.
07751 LIQUID CHLORINE
18150 METHYLENE CHLORIDE AEROSOL GRADE
- 22tf35 TR!:CHLOROETHYLENE VAPOR DECREASING GRADE
17898 25% CAUSTIC SODA-DIAPHRAGM
15953 50% CAUSTIC SOOA-OIAPHRAGM
32618 360 RAINBOW 8LVD.SOUTH/BDX 728 NIAGARA FALLS
MSDS# M32415























** OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
ECB59 450 SEVENTH AVE SUITE 2407 NEW YORK NY 10123
108_ ACETIC ACIO GLACIAL
17890 ACETONE (MFGR: INLAND PACKAGING)
09196 BUTYL CELLOSOLVE
10659 CHLOROETHENE;CHLOROTHENE;AEROTHENE; OHS 14370/ETHYLIDINE CHLORIDE/1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHAN
09862 DIETHYL PHTFULLATE MSOS IS MARKED TO SAY OOP(DIOCTYL PHTHALATE)-tlHY??
11362 NETHYLHYDRAZINE;MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE;NMH
09459 N.N-OIMETHYL FORIMiIIIDE
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 940397169
*" OCE' GRAPHICS USA INC.
20107 DISPERSANT III(]NNOCHROME
20106 T3 CONCENTRATE









4U991 6500 N. LINCOLN AVE
46533 2345 S LYNHURST DR SUITE




CHICAGO IL 60645 (312) 338-1700
103 INDIANAPOLIS IN 46241
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / P_-JDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 346
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCN.ADDRESS.PHONE M,_D5 H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
OCE-USA, INC. 00D9t 2300 CLARENDON BLVO.SUITE 1200 ARLINGTON VA 22201 (?03) 522-3741
05427 OCE #2620000 ELECTROSTATIC OISPERSANT SOLUTION 07/0t/86
060530CE DIAZO A DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE 2210060 10/00/86
05428 OCE'REVERSAL TONER RICOHFAX II_P TONER/2610000/2610001/2617000/2617001 06/01/_K) *
** OCE'-BRUNING. INC.
22010 OCE" 3450 TONER
42815 1800 BRUNING DRIVE WEST
26901121
• * OCEAN COATINGS. INC.
61895




t3537 R'Q788 FLAT FIRE RET PAINT _
03965 777 & 778 FIRE RETARDANT VARNISH
*- OCEAN SUPPLY CO., INC.
0A4C8
ITASCA IL 601431093 (708) 351-7579
02/00/92
BIRMINGHAM AL







** OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. _
82925 596 RIVER ROAD EDGEWATER Nd 07020 (201) 945-9400
@ 00208 ACETONE DLA MSDS
17023 BRAKE FLUID AUTOMOTIVE UNION CARBIDE M-9307 VV-H-910 NO DATE
e 15784 CITRIC ACID ANHYDROUS TECH DLA NSOS
- 17457 CITRIC ACID, CRYSTALLINE NO DATE
0 04791 CLEANING C(_MPOUND SOLVENT P-C-444A AM.I TY.1 DLA NSDS
0 15386 CLEANING SOLUTIN/WATCH OCTAGON WATCH CLEANER DLA NSDS
15157 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND MIL-C-10578C TY.I NO DATE *
00886 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND, PHOSPHORIC ACID TYPE MIL-C-lO578C,TY.IIE/MSDS:TURCO WO #1 FROM MDAC-FTC 07/00/80
• 01028 CUTTING FLUID LARD OIL. C-0-376A DLA NSDS
0 09267 DENATURED ALCOHOL DLA MSDS -
- 16093 DETERGENT - GENERAL PURPOSE NO DATE
03138 OIAZINON EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE 4E INSECTICIDE 04/16/86
O 15133 ENGRAVER'S ACID DLA MSDS * *
11355 INSECTICIDE, DIAZINON DUST MIL-I-22772 AM 2 04/10/87
• 07986 INSULATING OIL. ELECTRICAL ASTN D3487-76/82AN TV.I&II DLA MSDS
05121 LAYOUT DYE NIL-L-83795A AM. I 1000595 02/11/92
16708 LAYOUT DYE, NIL-L-83795 TYPE I NO DATE
• 16707 LAYOUT DYE, NIL-L-83795 TYPE I (1974 AND AFTER) OLA MSDS
• 17018 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE DLA MSDS
• 17022 LUBRICATING OIL INSTRUMENT DLA MSDS
16094 METHYL ISOBUTVL KETONE/MIBK NO DATE *
07341MIL-C-IlO29B HYDROUS CITRIC ACID. U.S.P.. F.C.C NO DATE
• 15156 NITRIC ACID DLA NSDS *
226710-S-801E CLASS 3, SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE 3001101, NSDS# 00245 05/21/92 -
22067 OCTOIL 70-1 NIL-L-7870A 08/02/91 -
• 07405 POTASSIUM ALUMINUM SULFATE DLA MSDS -
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG:;_ACT / NSI)$'SV/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA HNIS N50S
EHS/TRI: ".' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 347
MANUFACTURER .......... E T
IIFGR. NDTES.FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
• 15387 RIFLE BORE CLEANER M-6305 OLA MSDS
• 00188 SODIUM BICARBONATE DLA MSDS
• 07428 SODIUM TETRAPttOSPHATE (QURDRAFOS) DLA MSDS
16092 SPECIALY OENTUREO ALCOHOL/GRAOE 3 ! 0-E-760 NO DATE
@ 15154 SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE 0-5-801 DLA MSDS
@ 15164 SULFURIC ACID. ELECTROLYTE. CL 3 DLA MSDS
• 22668 VV-C-846A TYPE I CUTTING FLUID DLA MSDS
04835 VV-L-800C AM. t (OCTOIL 90-2) 3012301 / LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL PURPOSE 06/28/93
05444 VV-P-216C TYPE t PENETRATING FLUID, 3013401 01/04/92
17024 VV'P-236B PETROLATUM USP TECHNICAL S-743 NO DATE
• 03356 WATER DISPLACING COMPOUND, LIQUID FORM DLA MSDS
• 06309 0-190 LUBE OIL DLA MSDS
** OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS, INC
T.GIELNER MSDS INFO/T.HEDGECOCK EC766 9940 BARNES CANYON ROAD
** OHI0 KNITTING MILLS'INC.
88484 1974 E. 61 ST STREET
** OIL CENTER RESEARCH, INC.
33264 102 VERSAILES BLVD SUITE 709
00786 900 WONDER RUST REMOVER ANO PRIMER
** DIL-DRI CORP OF AMERICA
85983 520 N MICHIGAN AVE
08646 OIL-DR] ALL PURPOSE FLOOR ABSORBENT FULLERS EARTH
08645 OIL-DRI FLOOR ABSORBENT BENTONITE
** OKIOATA
25405 532 FELLOWSHIP ROAD
17788 0L400/800 TONER P/N 52104201
*_ OLD WORLD IND_JSTRIES INC.
SEE OLD hK)RLD TRADING ECQ24
SAN DIEGO CA 92121 (619) 452-9400
CLEVELAND OH 441033811





MOUNT LAUREL Nd 08054 (609) 235-2600
NO DATE
** OLD WORLD TRADING COMPANY
OLD WORLD INDUSTRIES INC. 2U130 4065 COMMERCIAL AVE.
C/O WESTWAY TRADING CORP, ECN72 2701 TALLEYRAND AVE.
OLDWORLO AUTOMOTIVE PROOUCTS OFGA3 4065 COMMERCIAL AVENUE
• 03371 ANTIFREEZE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL
16040 CAUSTIC SOOA 5C_h SOLUTION KSC-TG-PIO-03.
03276 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE 0-A-548
08647 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE ANO COOLANT
17892 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE AND SUMNER COOLANT
** OLE SARGE PAINT & EOUIPM[NT
ECP48 809 N. COCOA BLVD.












COCOA FL (407) 636-2634
PAF_OS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_-_DS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' - DLA HNIS MSDS




KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)




























CAUSTIC SOOA - FLAKE






HTH DRY CHLORINE GRANULAR (_133245)





SHOT SHELL (SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION)
TSP-C
UDMH
209 PRIMER/SHOT SHELL PRIMER
53084 P.O. BOX 2896 LAKE CHARLES LA 70602









CPE099335 / PREVIOUS MSDS: 20%-30_

































OTBL7 13445 FLOYD CIRCLE
0S-208 SOLDER CONDITIONER
0S-900 AQUEOUS RESIST STRIPPER 319.08826H




SEE ALSO: MORAINE INDUSTRIES
00916 PENETRATING OIL
- 22087 STIHL BAR & CHAIN OIL
17107 VACUUM PUMP OIL
EC494 5000 WEST 41ST ST. CICERO







ONC SYSTEMATCHED 0S402 BELOIT WI 53511
** QNEGA CHEMICAL CORPORATION
DIV. MSCI 18378 6939 W.
0B5U9 6935 W.
@ 041.67 CLEANING COMPOUND
P 03749 CLEANING COMPOUNO, AIRCRAFT SURFACE
O 15344 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUNO
19042 OMEGA MAGIC SHINE
13321 OMEGA 3248
18926 RUSTAWAY 144, 522-11
62ND ST. CHICAGO IL 60638
62ND STREET CHICAGO IL 60638












• = OllEGA ENGINEERING, INC.
............................................... J_._...!_.. !...=. . _ :
MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT /MSO$'S w/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA F_DS $YSTEI / "t' = OLA HMtS I_DS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 349
MANUFACTURER E •
IIFGR. NOTES.F_"li,ADORqES$,Pt-_ MSDS H R
• SRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC847 ONE OMEGA DRIVE P.O. BOX 4047 STAMFORD
06750(]mlEGABOND t01 (PART A) EPOXY ADHESIVE
067200UEGABOND 101 (PART B)
t855e OI_OJLL_ELS SERIES 4A_:4B.4C,BM.BM,20/MICRO-DOT/ MINI-LABELS/BULLS-EYE/BUTTON
18560 OMEGASTIKS. AN{) OMEGAPROBE/OMEGAMARKER TEST KITS
** OMI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION


















SEL-REX INDUSTRIAL SILVER H_GH SPEED PLATING SOLN. 904394
SELoREX K4P ADDITIVE
SEL-REX LECTRO-NIC 10-03 ANODE ACTIVATOR
SEL-REX LECTRO_NIC 10-03 MAKE UP
SEL-REX LECTRO-NIC 10-03 REPLENISHER
SEL-REX PYR-AU°BONO OP MAKE UP
SEL-REX SILVER SOL-U-SALT
SEL-REX: INDUSTRIAL SILVER BRIGHTENER
SEL-REX: SDLDEREX LPB REPLENISHER
SEL-REX: SOLDEREX LIMB STARTER
SEL-REX: SOLDEREX LPC REPLENISHER
5EL-REX: SOLOEREX LPC REPLENISHER
UDYLITE NICKEL SULFAMATE SOLUTION
WARREN
900244 COBALT COMPLEX
*" OMNI BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
SHARP CO. EC294 P.O. BOX EG-953
OPZXB 2725 CENTER PL.
MELBOURNE
MELBOURNE
• * OHNI DISTRIBUTION. INC
ARMS DIVISION ECP22 P.O. BOX 17082
22513 FUZE/DETONATOR ASSEMBLY FOR THE OMNI BLAST 100




*, OMNI TECietlK GNBH
C0547 HANNOVER GERMANY






















FL 32940 (407) 242-3(T-'_






OBY83 20C POIMENTAL COURT NOVAIO
- 22865 ACTIVATED LIGHTSTICK. ALL COLORS, ALL TYPES MSDS#5893-01
** OMNITECH INTERNATIONAL, INC,
SEE OPL, INC. ECE55 800 NORTH ACADIA ROAD THIBOOAUX
11238 POLISH. METAL (CLEANING & POLISHING) STAINLESS STEEL, P-C-1121B. TYPE
,* ONOX. INC.
ECF13 GLOVERSVILLE INDUSTRIAL PARK GLOVERSVILLE NY 12078
CO-POLYMER OF LEATHER TANKAGE & IETHYLENE UREAS
(518) 762-4638
NO DATE
CA 94949 (415) 883-8093
10/19/93
LA 70301 (504) 446°2003
I 05/16/88 •
MSDS'$ t_kRKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S N/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '_" = DLA PENIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 350
MANUFACTURER E T
ItFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECF39 43132 CHRISTY STREET FREMONT CA 94538 (415) 226-1400
11728 QNOX SOLUTION 10/07/91
• * ONYX PETROLEUM. INC.
ADDRESS FROM FEDLOG DATABASE - OARK8 441E. BUTLER PKWY. _INESVILLE GA 30501 (404) 536-0(08
• "OPTICAL FIBER TECHNOLOGIES INC
ECL54 5 FOURTUNE OR BILLERICA MA 01821 (617) 663-6629
20274 FIBER 5TRIP 05/29/87 - "
• * OPTINOL OLWERKE INDUSTRIE KG
C2438 FRIEDENSTRASSE 10 MUNICH 80, W.GERMANY
19095 OPTI-2 2 CYCLE LUBRICANTS LUBRICANT FOR 2 CYCLE ENGINES 10/31/92
• _ OPTOPICS LABORATORIES CORP.
ECF53 P 0 BOX 210 FAIRTON NO 08320
11772 EYE DROPS TETRAHYDROZOLINE HVI .05% OPHTHALMIC SOLUTION NO DATE
• - ORANGE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO.
EC544 1230 E. ST.GERTRUDE PLACE SANTA ANA CA 92707
04461 DOUGLAS #2 SOLVENT P-0-680 TY. I NO DATE -
• " ORANGE-SOL, INC.
4T581 955 N. FIESTA BLVD, SUITE #1 GILBERT AZ 85234 (602) 497-8822
19309 OE-SOLV-IT MULTI-USE SOLVENT 08/28/92
• -ORB'INOUSTRIES
588!)0 #2 RACE ST. UPLAND PA 19015 (2t5) 874- 257
20478 L. S. STARRETT BLUE LAYOUT LACQUER LAST DATE OF MANUFACTURE 8/5/92 10/09/92 *
00511 ORB #560 SILICONE WOLD RELEASE 04/26/93
17399 ORB #563 PAINTABLE SILICONE MOLD RELEASE NO DATE
• _ DRBECO ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS I_.
D1v. ORBECO-HELLIGE EC850 t85 MARINE ST. FARMINGOALE NY 11735 (516) 293-4110
05195 R-1152 HYDRAZINE DILUTING REAGENT WATER TEST KIT: HYDRAZINE 03/00/87 -
05196 R-1154 OIMETHYLAMINOBENZALDEHYDE WATER TEST KIT: HYORAZINE NO DATE -
05187 R-374 POTASSIUM THIOCYANATE WATER TEST KIT: IRON REAGENT 12/00/91 -
05191 R-376 ACETATE BUFFER, APHA WATER TEST KIT: ALUNIhI_ NO DATE -
0S192 R_383 ALUMINR)N 0.1% WATER TEST KIT: ALUMINUM (EXP 10-10-87) NO DATE
05183 R-389 AI_IUN NOLYBDATE 5_ WATER TEST KIT:POLYPHOSPHATE:POLY.ORTHO,TOT 02/00/92 -
05193 R-394 CARBAZIOE TABLETS WATER TEST KIT: CHROMATE 07/00/91 -
05181 R-418 NESSLER REAGENT WATER TEST KIT: AMMONIA NITROGEN 01/00/92 -
06735 R-425 PHENOLDISULFONIC ACID NOTE: MSDS COMPOSITION INFO MAY NOT BE ACCURATE NO DATE
05179 R-434 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE WATER TEST KIT: NITRATE NITROGEN 12N 05/00/91 -
05186 R-438 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE 0.6% WATER TEST KIT: IRON 10/00/89 - -
05194 R-7418 CARBAZIOE DILUTING RGT WATER TEST KIT: CHRDNATE 07/00/91 -
• * ORBECO-HELLIGE
SEE ORBECO ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS ECJ81
....................................... ...._. + _-- o-- --_.- _--- _-_--_ -_-- ........ . ............. . ........................
WSDS*S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.(:_ACT //ISl_$ W/O "-::'i VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "O" . DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "_" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "'*-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN I_SDS SYSTEM
< ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 351
,,,NUFACTUE, E T
i MFGR. NOTES,FSCN.ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** ORCON CORPORATION
60815 1570 ATLANTIC STREET UNION CITY CA 94857-3299 (510) 489-8100
193060RCOFtLN KN-80 LT-WT POLYIMIDE FILM,NYLON YARN REINFORCED,COATED 03/31/93
19307 ORCOTAPE 0T-6,-6C.-7.-7C,-9,-10,-16,-22 LT-WT PVF FILM,NYLON/POLY.YARN REINFDRCED,COATEO 09/01/92
• - ORELUBE CORPORATION




18554 201 EAST BETHPAGE ROAD
100A





















** ORION RESEARCH INCORPORATED
30260840MEMORIAL DRIVE C_RIOGE
23334 529 MAIN ST., SCHRAFFT CENTER BOSTON
MA 02139 (617) 864-5400
MA 6172423900
22833 ACID REAGENT (RESIDUAL CHLORINE MEASUREMENT) 977011 12/01/93
13287 AMMONIA PH - ADJUSTING ISA 951211 05/25/89
19297 BUFFER A - PH 6.97 PART OF 700001 09/07/91
t9296COMBINATION CL ELECTRODE FILLING SOLUTION 900017 02/01/91
07610 D/J REF ELECTRODE OUTER/INNER FILL SOLUTION 900003/90002 06/07/86
14900 EQUITRANSFERENT Sd REF FILL SOLUTION #900001 09/17/84
22832 IODIDE REAGENT FOR RESIDUAL CHLORINE 977010 12/16/93
12010 ORION APPLICATION SOLN-PH ELECTRODE STORAGE SOLN 910001 08/25/91
19333 ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION - CHLORIDE STANDARD 941706,941707.941708 09/07/91
120C_ ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION PH 10.0t BUFFER 910110 & 330010 06/01/91
12007 ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION PH 4.01 BUFFER 910104 OR 330004 08/26/92
12009 ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION PH 7.00 BUFFER 910107 & 330007 06/01/91
22835 ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION RESIOUAL CHLORINE STO 977007 12/16/93
22727 PERPHECT BUFFER 10, #911010, 911025, 911050 MSDS#,MSDORI.48 06/01/91
22728 PERPHECT BUFFER 7, #910710, 910725, 910750 MSDS#MSDORI.47 08/01/91
22729 PERPHECTT BUFFER 4, #910410, 910425,.910450 NSOS#NSOORI.46 06/01/91
22834 REF ELECTROOE FILL SOLUTION 900001 12/16/93
09060 TISAB (TOTAL IONIC STRNGTH ADO BFFR) 940909 / ACETATE, BUFFER 04/04/87
08692 94 SERIES IONIC STRENGTH ADJUSTOR 940011,940009 / 5N NAN03 07/28/88
*- ORLANDO HELICOPTER AIRWAYS
61348 BLDG 5_SANFORD AIRPORT SANFORD FL 32771
** ORTHO PROD. SEE CHEVRON CHEM
EC461
** OSBORN MANUFACTURING
MSDS'S MARKED ''': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'It' - DLA-HMIS-MSDS---'-- --
EHS/TRI: ''' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 352
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE M50S H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECB72 5401 HAMILTON AVE CLEVELAND OH 44114 (216) 467-4195
08938 GLASS CLEANER TM - 5 02/18/86 * *
• * OSHKOSHTRUCK CORP.
45152 2307 OREGON ST. OSHKOSK WI 54903
"* OSHKOSH TRUCK CORPORATION
QRZB8 2636 LASSO LANE LAKELAND FL 32806
• * OSIIR)$E WOOD PRESERVING INC
ECN61 980 ELLICOTT STREET BUFFALO NY 14209
21782 OSMOSE BRAND PRESSURE TREATED WOOD/MOLD INHIBITOR 06/19/90
=* OSTER - SEE TELEDYNE OSTER
EC877
"= OTIS ELEVATOR CO.
27082
25399
• = OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORP.
45255 FIBERGLAS TOWER TOLEDO QH 43659 (4t9) 248-8(X)0
- 10687 AUTOMOTIVE ASPHALTS. SHINGLE ADHESIVE .... ETC. SEE MSDS FOR MORE INFO ON PRODUCT NAME (S) 04/04/86 -
19510 FIBER GLASS WOOL PRODUCTS: MANY PRODUCT NAMES INSULATING MATERIALS (W/PHENOL-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN) 03/30/93
17398 FIBERGLASS MILLED FIBER 731 1-1/16" 09/30/79
18562 KAYLO INSULATION;PINK CALCIUM SILICATE INSULATION 02/11/9!
07537 MILLED FIBER, CHOPPED STRAND, ROVING, YARN... FIBERGLASS INSULATION, MANY OTHER NAMES 05/t0/91
02182 MILLED FIBERS (FIBERGLASS CONTINUOUS FILAMENT) NUMEROUS TRADENAMES - SEE MSOS 07/20/87
07224 TRU/GUARD CRACK SEALANT, TUFF-N-DRI EMULSION WATERPROOFING 09/30/85
12309 847 CHOPPED STRAND 1/4" 03/29/82 -
• * OXFORD CHEMICAL
06645
15159 OXFORD CLEAR-LINE (SULFURIC ACID DRAINLINE OPENER) 08/19/82 *
15406 OXFORD XL-222 (SEWER SOLVENT) NO DATE
• * OXY METAL IND. - SEE OMI INT'L
ECC66
-_ OXyCHEM - SEE OCCIDENTAL CHEM.
ECJ51




01784 AMMONIA,ANHYDROUS(DISTR:DISC.DIAZO^MFG:BOWER/NAT.A 10/00/84 -
• * P.B.&S. CHEMICAL
NSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG;_ACT / MSDS*S I/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSD$ SYSTEM / "0" - DLA HNIS MSD$
i EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355( 370)/372 _¢MICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 353
MANUFACTURER ......... E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSC_I,AI)DRESS,I_ _ MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
EC055 P.O. BOX 20/HWY 136 WEST RTE 2 HENDERSON KY 42420 (502) 827-3545
ECJ43 ORLANi)O FL (800) 456-39t0
OTBgl 5t0 ALLIED INDUSTRIAL BLVD. MACON C_A 31206 (912) 784-1808
- 15160 HYDROCHLORIC ACID 20 BAUME (NURIATIC ACID, II_&Y) 11/20/84 *
04544 SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION 5% - 50% GOSS COMMENT: SEE ALSO MAGNUS 61-DRX 11/27/85
• * P.O.6. INC.
DIV. OF ALLIED TECH 28267 11100 KENt_OOD ROAD CINCINNATI OH 45242 (513) 793-6332
15220 GASKET MAKER NO. 2 TYPE II SEALING COMPOUND 12/19/85
15219 GASKET MAKER I_ER 1 TYPE I 12/19/85 -
15221 PERFECT SEAL NO. 4 TYPE III 06/27/91
• * P-T TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
ECI98 108-4TH AVENUE SOUTH SAFETY HARBOR FL 34695 (800) 441-7874
17550 PF DEGREASER PF16/PF32/PFOI/PFO3/PFOS/PF55/GFPW(WIPES) 12/08/93 -
• * PAB ENTERPRISES
ECI01 1554 WEST AVE. N-8 PALMDALE CA 93550 (805) 273-2426
16835 ISP COMPONENT A POLYMERIC ISSSOCYANATE NO DATE *
16836 ISP COMPONENT B POLYETHER RESIN NO DATE
15,714 q CELL INORGANIC MICROSPHERES NO DATE
• * PABCO INSULATION
DIVISION OF FIBREBOARD CORP ECK24 9800 NORTHWEST FREEWAY -STES03 HOUSTON TX 770928807 (713) 681-9173
18880 PABCO SUPER CALTENP 04/01/92
• _ PACE CONSTRUCTIONCONPANY I
...... EC904 t05 _YATT AVENUE EASLEY' SC 29640 (803) 232-3893
07200 PRIME 2 X8-7953 VINYL COPOLYMER EMULSION 11/05/86 *
• * PACE INCORPORATED
EC456 9893 BREWERS CT. LAUREL _ 20707
0375! CONFORMAL COATING 6999-0003/6999-0004 09/00/86 *
03752 SOLVENT 6997-(XX)t/6997,C_)02 09/00/87
• * PACE INTERNATIONAL LP
ECK71 500 7TH AVE.SO./P.O. BOX 558 KIRKLANE WA 98083 (206) 827-8711
19302 PACE OPTIK SPl16-13 02/02/93 *
_* PACER TECHNOLOGY
ECH36 9420 SANTA ANITA AVENUE RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730 (714) 987-0550
13268 ZAP-A-GAP (PT01-02-03-04-05) 01/02/91 * *
13267 ZAP/CA (PT06-07-08-09-10) 01/02/91 * *
• - PACIFIC AEROSOL-SEE AERVOE PAC
EC232
• * PACIFIC ANCHOR CHEMICAL
SEE AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS ECP94
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA FINIS MSDS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 354
E •
MSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
*" PACIFIC CAN CO
86581
*" PACIFIC POLY CRAFTS
ECF56 205 N. GARDEN ST.
11786 P-IO BLACK MARKER INK FORMULA
SANFRANC%SCO CA
VENTURA CA 93001
** PACIFIC WEST CHEMICAL CORP.
EMERGENCY PHONE; (415) 924-442 58977 P.O. BOX 183





SEE ALSO. UNGAR. DIV OF ELDON
09100 ANTI-SEIZE. UNGAR #8OO1
CORTE NADERA CA 94925 (415).924-4560
10/03/85
** PACKAGING SERVICE CO., INC.
03281 TT-T-291 TYPE I
07975 1. 1.1-TRICHLORETHANE
** PACKARD INSTRUMENT CO.
48457
Z
ECB94 788 SO. GRAND AVE PASADENA CA 91105
EC378 4704 SHAME ROAD/P.O. BOX 875 PEARLAND TX 77581
PAINT THINNER / CONTRACT# TC'GS-IOF-51260
O-T-620C/TECH.
22601 BLANK SEALED STANDARD
t1773 MIXED BED RESIN FDR DEIONIZER
22600 RAOIOACTIVE SEALED STANDARD




** PADDOCK LABORATORIES, INC.
20397 ACTIDOSE WITH SORBITOL
ECF54 2200 WARRENVILLE RD. DOWNERS GROVE
MSB-26
RGSOI-X8 MIXED BED RESIN









ALKYLNAPHTHALENE BLEND/SCINTILLATORS PPO & BIS-MSB 12/01/90
ECL86 3101 LOUISIANA AVENUE NORTH MINNEAPOLIS NN 55427 (800) 424-9300
t0/25/90
-_ PAINT PRODUCERS INC.
57411
17928 P P C NO. 18 SOLVENT CLEANER
** PAKO CORP.
AKA: AIRCHEM 45472
15393 PAKOKLEEN DRUM CLEANER, PT.#55-06
10610 TRENTON ST. LOUIS 140 63132 (314) 429-6000
11/02/92
** PALMER ASPHALT COMPANY
ECKBg t95 WEST 5TH ST/POB 5B
19583 BULLDOG PLASTIC ROOF CEMENT #2
MINNEAPOLIS NN
NO DATE
BAYONNE NO 07002 (201) 339-0855
o6/18/9o
** PAN AM WORLD SERVICES INC.
"-- " .... - - - "" .... " .... - .................. - "-_" "" - -" ""'- _ " - 'r'_-"_,,' '.'.:_-_i-.- _ - _-,_ ---'- - -,-- ,-.- -- _ ,,.-__--- .- _.-:._-...- - -- - .... .._ ....................................
_S'S MARKED "''; 5UEggIT KS<:: FORM 29-393 TO 0RG,_&¢T/ _$'S V/O '-'_ VERSIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ii ,_, . DLA HlllIS MSOS








MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 355
E T
MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
AEROSPACE DIV. 51166 COCOA BEACH FL
*_ PAN ATLANTIC MINERALS
ECI36 P.O. BOX 280. ROX 1, BOX 312 AUTAUGAVILLE AL 36003 (205) 361-9533
*- PANASONIC
DIV: MATUSUSHITA ELECTRIC CORP ECE31 TWO PANASONIC WAY SECAUCUS
OFFICE AUTOMATION ACCESSORIES OHXK8 2130 TDWNLINE ROAD PEORIA
13474 BATTERY NICAD TYPE
19087 BR CHEMISTRY BATTERY (LETTER DATED 1/t4/92)
14018 NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY
17591 SEALED LEAD - ACID BATTERY EMERGI-LITE M18 / MSDS P.2 MISSING
NO 07094
IL 61615
** PAPER MATE CO.
SEE _ILLETTE CO.
** PAR'CHEM PRODUCTS
@ 16504 PAINT STRIPPER TYPE 29
ECQ18

















** PARK CtqEMICAL COMPANY
14644 FAST CUT HAND RUBBING CONPOUNO
EC476 P.O. 60X 127 SIMPSONVILLE
TILE ADHESIVE
ACRYLIC COVE BASE ADHESIVE
ECS04 P.o, Box• sSa7




ANDERSON SC 29622 (803) 226-1688
DIST: SOUTHEAST HARDWARE SUPPLY 03/28/88
DIST: SOUTHEAST HARDWARE SUPPLY 03/28/88
77114 8074 MILITARY AVENUE
CR 711-6
DETROIT M1 48204 (313) 895-7215
06/03/86
** PARKER + AMCHEM
DIV. HENKEL CORPORATION 71410 32100 STEPHENSON HIGHMAY MADISON HEIGHTS MI 48071 (800) 222-2600
SEE ALSO; ANCHEM CORP. ECN02
01352 ALGDINE 1200 08/16/90
14466 ALOOINE 1200S 03/11/90
09393 ALODINE 1201 MIL-C-81706 11/05/92 • *
13811ALODINE 407 03/25/91 -
00260 ALODINE 600 09/06/90
08854 DEOXIDINE 171 03/01/89 .
13810 DEOXIOINE 624 07/20/88 •
194154 DEOXIDIZER 14 REPLENISHER 10/10/88
13812 DEOXYLTE 11 08/06/89
-- PARKER HANNIFIN CORPORATION
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA M50S SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSD5 SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 356
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN.AOORESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
EC882 2360 PALUMBO DRIVE LEXINGTON KY 40509 (606) 269-2351
19503 PARKER O-LUBE PETROLEUM GREASE 1t/00/92 •
09035 SUPER-O'LUBE 11/00/92
*= PARKER RESEARCH CORP
26774 BOX 1406
- 13733 FC-2000 "GLO-BRITE'. MAGNETIC INSPECTION PARTICLES
20393 MAGNETIC INSPECTION POk_)ER YP-tOA YELLOW
DUNEDIN FL 34697 (813) 796-4066
06101/87 -
12/17/62
** PARKER/DIV URESCO ARDROX
45738 32100 STEPHENSON HWY.
16709 BIO PEN HYDROPHILIC BIODEGRADABLE PENETRANT
- 16710 BIO PEN LOX P6F-4LNC CODE 01309
- f67_1 8XO P£N POST EMULSIFIABLE FLUORESCENT PENETRANT T
I6712 B|O PEN VISIBLE DYE PENETRANT TYPE P6R
- t6708810-PEN WATER WASHABLE BIODEGRADABLE PENETRANT








6L244 P.O. BOX 5 SOMERSET MA 02726 (617) 679-5938
05130165
** PARR. INC.
DIV. KOPPERS? 77163 18400 SYRACUSE AVE.
0 05432 ALUMILASTIC CAULKING COMPOUND
CLEVELAND OH 44110
DLA MSDS
** PARTEK INSULATIONS. INC.
ECM26 908 S E PARTEK OR. PHENIX CITY AL 36669
20665 ROCK blOOL/MINERAL klOOL/MANtCADEVITREOUS FZBER-MMVF MAI_MIADE MINERAL F_BERS-MMttF / PAROC PRODUCTS,ETC.
(205) 291-6300
o9/_5/92
** PASSAIC COLOR & CHEMICAL CO.
11348 METHYL VIOLET CONGO
ECE64 28-36 PATTERSON STR. PATTERSON
BASIC VIOLET 1







EC056 PO BOX 9845
15218 EZ WELD CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
09412 EZ WELD HIGH VISCOSITY PVC GRAY 1600 SOLV. CEMENT
08879 EZ WELD PIPE CLEANER
21695 EZ WELO PRIMER (PURPLE OR CLEAR)
** PCR INC
BOUGHT OUT SCM SPECIALTY CHEMI ECC72 P O BOX 1466
10074 PRDSIL 5136








t3182-1. 32P4 / MMSK329A050 09/06/91
............................................... ----,_-_o--, .... ----;---,-----_-,--i_-'-,----- ............... _ .... N---_--o-,- ................
MSDS'$ MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IlSi)S'S_V/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'O" " DLA 14MXS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ",' =PI_OOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 35§(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-*=NO OATA CUI_ENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 357
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES, FSCM _ADORES$. PIqONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COmENTS DATE S I
** POI INC (PLASTIC DiP INTNL)
55638 1458 W. COUNTY RD. C, ST. PAUL
EC016 3760 FLOWERFIELD ROAD BLAINE
19509 NEW PLASTI DIP SPRAY 12 OZ AEROSOL
11731PO (PLASTI OIP) (8EL-ART VIKEM DIP) VIKEM OIP, REO LIQUID VIN, 75092-I
01327 PLASTI DIP SOLVENT BASED COATING MATERIAL
01284 PLAST[ DIP SPRAY/POS FOR: PLASTI DIP FORMULA 99
** PE,_BOOY INTER_TION_L CORP.









01V.C&NDY & CO. - SEE ALSO
15397 SPRAY LI_
12704 610 E. CLARENCE ST. LOUIS
EMULSION FLOOR WAX
MO 63147 (314) 385-5454
NO DATE =
• * PECORA CORPORATION
EC477
04120 SYNTHACALK GC-5 BASE/ACTIVATOR
165 WAMBOLD ROAD
TT-S-OO227E
HARLEYSVILLE PA 19438 (215) 723-6051
03/27/86
** PEEL AUAY PAINT STRIPPING
PRODUCT INFORMATION ONLY EC984 P. O. BOX 150734 ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 327150734 (407) 831-8932
** PELIKAN
EC057 200 BEASLEY DR.
19328 Om_,WXNGINK A. BLACK
19329 DRAYING INK FT
053_2XEROX 92001_ TONER. PN6637/6630
16722 9085 (518T)-17 BLACK)
FRANKLIN TN 37CN54





** PELLA, TED, INC.
ECD75 P.O, BOX 2318 REDOING CA 96099 (916) 243-2200
2T802 P.O. BOX 492477 REDOING CA 96049 (916) 243-2200
- 10880 BAKELITE CYCLOALIPHATIC EPOXY RESIN ERL-4206 08/03/85 -
11065 BRANSON INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH CLEANER TED PELLA #17383 07/15/88
18013 CACODYLIC ACID, FREE ACID, DIMETHYL ARSENIC ACID 18851 / PELLA IS DISTR, MFGR IS PROPRIETARY NO DATE
13471CYCLOALIPHAIC EPOXY RESIN ERL-4206 18306 NO DATE
13472 DIMETHYLANINOETHANDL_:(DMAE) CAT# 18315 04/1_/89
22527 GLUTARALDEHYDE, 25_ BY WEIGHT 18401,18426,18427 045/18/90
22526 GLUTARALDEHYOE, 5(_ILBY WEIGHT 184t1.18431,18432 06/18/90
21602 IND'L KRAZY GLUE TYPE 232 CAT NO. 14450 02/26/91
13473 NONENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE 18301 04/00/90
10874 OSMIUM TETROXIDE 18450.-51,-56.-59,-61.-63,-65 02/15/93
22529 PROPYLENE OXIDE 18601 08/01/89
11066 WENOL + K. POL CAT. #817 & 892 NO DATE
** PELMOR LABORATORIES, INC.
EC457 401 LAFAYETTE ST. NEWTOWN PA 18940
05724 ACCELERATOR #4 (UN 1992) SlLOXANE AND KETIMZNE ZN METHYL ALCOHOL 02/05/87 *
MSDS'S MARKED "-': S4J_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NcJDS'S W/O *-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "P" = DLA IdMZS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ZN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/O3/94
MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 358
** PEN PAINTS. INC.
EC855 P. O. BOX 2056
- 06782 ALK¥DSEMI-GLOSS
** PENETONE CORP./DIV.WEST CHEM.
SUB OF WEST CHEMICAL PROOUCTS. EC109 74 HUDSON AVE.








































** PENGUIN INDUSTRIES INC.
EC843 AIRPORT INOUSTRIAL MALL COATESVILLE
HOPPPE DI V 73266 AIRPORT INDUSTRIAL MALL PARKEBURG
C_0687 HOPPE'S #9 NITRO POWDER SOLVENT (FAMOUS #9 SOLVENT)
** PENN CHAMP INC.
19584 BUTANE LIGHTER FUEL
PN 19320
PA 58032
ECK88 P 0. BOX 55 EAST BUTLER PA 160290055
** PENNER. d.. CORPORATION
EC818 WATERSIDE IND.PK /BX 8113 RD 2 NEW HOPE
ECK01 17 WELDEN DRIVE DDYLESTDWN
10207 WEBER COSTELLO MARKER BOARD CLEANER, #920-090 XREF:C08249
18565 WEBERCOSTELLO MARKERBOARD CLEANER 80Z & 16 OZ MFGR: WEBER COSTELLO
"" PENNINGTON SEED OF GREENFIELD
DIST. OF COLORANT, CROMPTON & ECD93 P D BOX 338 GREENFIELD
10993 PENKOTED LAWN SEED COLORANT FOR TREATED SEED
*= PENI_ALT CORPORATION






























NFGR_ NOTES, FSCM, ADDRESS, PI-IDNE
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX
i
• _ .... .: E T
" MSOS H R




15541 ISOTRON 500 (OICHLOROOIFLUORONETHM_)
15670 KNOX OUT 2: FM tNSECTICXDE_:(OIIZINON)/4S$t-335
02309 KNOX OUT 2FM INSECTICIDE
02296 KYNAR 460. POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE
03146 MERCURY
t5138_MURICTIC ACID, 200EG BAUME
03380 ZENIPLEX 2 GREASE (OISTR: KEYSTONE PREC.LUB.)














19326 DRAKEOL 9 LT MINERAL OIL NF
21745 HD SAE lOW MOTOR OIL WITH Z-7
17323 HYORAULIC FLUID. PET
17330 LUBRICATING OIL, GEN
14789 MINERAL OIL NF 70
18999PENNZGIL AIRLINE LUBRICANT 150
03395 PENNZOIL MOTOR OIL 5AE 30
17037 PENNZOIL MULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT 705
19000 PENNZOIL PETROTECT AMBER SS
22150 PENNZOIL TTM EP GREASE 302
19324PETRDFLUtD 171
17074 T!TAN LUBE#1129 COOE 3339
86459
01326 P.O. BOX 808
ECK35 PO BOX 2967
ECK77 4401 PARK AVENUE
ECK78 4426 E WASHINGTON BLVD
0IL CITY PA 16301
HOUSTON TX 772522967
DICKINSDN TX 77539
LOS ANGELES CA 990234411
PENNZOIL HD MOTOR OIL SAE lOW, HD 200 SAE lOW





• - PENRAY COMPANY
ECL99 440 DENNISTON COURT WHEELING
22709NALCOOL 2000 200016/200064/200055, MSDS #507
20450 6001/6006/6012/6032/6055 DOT 3 BRAKE FLUID
I L 60090
** PENRECD - SEE PENNZOIL CO.
ECd57
** PEt_TEL OF AMERICA, LTD.
53302 2805 COLUMBIA STREET TORRANCE CA 90509
t8564 PENTEL CORRECTION PEN (BLUE) ZLI-W CORRECTION PEN (MULTI-PURPOSE)
** PEP INC/A PATH CORPUCTS CO























60902 1825 SURVEYOR AVE SIMI VALLEY CA 93063
18865 C585 CLEANING SOLUTION/READERKLEEN (550027-1) 04/01/91
"" PERKIN-ELMER
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '•' = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 360
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PllONE N$OS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
VACUUM PRODUCTS DIV. 46555
EC315
THE INSTRUMENT DIV. 94722 761 MAIN AVE NORWALK CT 06889
GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS SECTOR APPL 26581
PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS DIV. ON1F5
** PERNABONO INTERNATIONAL
SEE NATIONAL STARCH ANO CHEMIC ECK29
** PERNACEL
TAPE DIV. 99742 P.O. BOX 671 BURNSWICK NJ 08903 (201) 524-5000
** PERNAFLEX PRODUCTS
1844 N.FRONT ST.,PHILA..PA 191 13540 28 INDUSTRIAL BLVD. PAOLI PA 19301 (215) 647-3578
EC417 1844 N. FRONT STREET PHILADELPHIA PA (215) 847-3578
04188 PERNAFLEX PC-95. EPOXY HARDENER(PT_A)/RESIN(PT.B) SNI(HARDENER): SE!GE, BUFF, 8 1VORY (A) / RESIN(B) 1t/00/86 -
** PERMAGILE INDUSTRIES IN(:
19507 PG 2125 8ASE
19508 PG 2125 REACTOR
13549 101 COMMERCIAL ST PLAINVIEW
PG-2125-610000-A
NY 11803 (516) 349-1100
o4/oo/93
04/00/93
** PERMAGLAS MESH INCORPORATED
22083 RESIN COATED FIBER GLASS FABRICS
*_ PERliIASEAL CORPORATIDN
ECA94 P 0 BOX 290676
08612 FLASHING CEMENT - NON ASBESTOS
13466 MOOIFIED BITUMEN AOHESIVE
11251PERMASEAL FIBERED ROOF COATING #1910
08366 ROOF RESATURANT NON ASBESTOS
08606 VELTEX FLASHING CEMENT
EC032 2201 PROGRESS ST. DOVER OH 44622 (216) 343-4441









** PERMATEX INDUSTRIAL CORP.
SEE ALSO LOCTITE/SEE ALSO WOOD ECL65 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD NEWINGTON CT 06111 (800) 641-7376
22032 COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING 81807/08/09/10/11/12/1:3/I4/t5/16/17/18,8t824,81881 02/t0/93
22031 GRAY PRIMER FOR COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING 81823. 81857 02/10/93
21256 RED HIGH TEMPERRATURE SILICONE FORM-A-GASKET
22030 THINNER FOR COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING




_*: PERRY & DERRI(_K
- 16299 BLUE HAmER FINISH
19741 2510 HIGHLAND AVENUE CINCINNATI
FLAME CONTROL COATINGS 46081 ???
OH 45212 (513) 351-5800
07/05/83
** PERRY FILTERS, INC. .... ;; . : _ ,_ :_ i
NSDS'S )lARKED ",': SUBMIT KSC FORlq 29-393 TO ORG,_ACT /MSOS;S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA N_D:$ SYSTEM / "e' - DLA HNIS MSD$





MFGR . NOTES, FSCM. ADORESS, PHONE
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX






TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS
................. DATE S I
............................................................................... _ ..................................
ECH98 5500 S. HATTIE OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73143 (405) 672-2311
14_4 NAPAKOOL 4050 FAMILY (LIQUID INHIBITOR) 05/15/86
** PERTEC PERIPHNERIALS CORP.
32097
• " PET CHEMICALS. INC.
EC337 7781 N.W. 73RD COURT MIAMI SPRINGS
0529t HOLIDAY FOGGER H44/H45/4752-116
Oro29OHOUSEHOLD INSECT FOGGER H4S/V22/V23/IO6/H75/4758-136
03139 VAPO TOTAL RELEASE AEROSOL (I-01) (1-02)
*" PETN CORP.
ECD23
*, PETRARCH SYSTEMS. ING.
SEE ALSO: HULS AMERICA (NAME C EC761 2731 8ARTRAM ROAD
06125 D5635. DIMETHYLETHOXYSILANE / MB0115-041
- 12182 M9050
- 12183 T2970
* PIETRO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS. !NO.
ECI97 P.O. Box 41585










PA 19007 (215) 781-9255
RE-WATERPROOFING SHUTTLE TILES,AFRSI/REPLAC.Z-6079 NO DATE
MTES NO DATE
TMES NO DATE
dACKSONVILLE FL 32203 (904) 388-5732
50000214 10/30/90
EC059 MELBOURNE FL (407) 636-0664
LP-GAS; BOTTLED GAS 02/00/69
ECK91 1601 MCCLOSKEY BLVD. TAMPA FL 33605 (813) 248-1988
19581 NON OETG 40 LUBRICATING OIL NO DATE
*m PETRDN CORPORATION
17030 PETRO PLATE EP MOLY 00
EC060 16700 W. GLENDALE DRIVE NEW BERLIN
GEAR LUBRICANT
** PETRON
WI 53151 (414) 797-4680
01/03185
• - PETTIT PAINT CO INC
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '_' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '°'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
INTEI_TIONAL. IIR.
:/ ECH66 P.O.BOX 1946/950 SCOTT BLVD,SH HUTCHINSON KS 67504-1946 (316) 663-8338
13457 PETRONPLUS AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SUPPLEMENT 14000 07/27/90
13463 PETRON PLUS AUTOMOTIVE FRICTION REDUCER 12121 06/19/90
13456 PETRON PLUS HI-TEMP ALUMINUM COMPLEX GREASE 00500.00501.00502.00503 08/01/90
13460 PETRON PLUS HI-TEMP MULTI-PURPOSE GREASE 00880. 00881. 00882. 00883 08/01/90
13462 PETRON PLUS HYDRAULIC SUPPLEMENT 43122. 43128.4 3640 07/27/90
13458 PETRON PLUS INDUSTRIAL SUPER LUBE 12125, 12645 07/27/90
13459 PETRON PLUS INDUSTRIAL TRANSMISSION & GEAR BOX FRICTION REDUCER / 12843. 64023 07/26/90
13461PETRON PLUS TRANSMISSION/GEAR 80X FRICTION REDUCER 12123 / LUBRICANT ADDITIVE 07/06/90
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 362
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
DIV. OF KOP-COAT 11111 36 PINE STREET ROCKAWAY Nd 07866 (201) 625_3100
SEE ALSO: KOP-COAT ECN09
07941 ALUMACOAT (ANTIFOUL!NG COATING) 1115 WHITE, 1215 BLUE, 1615 RED, t815 BLACK 07/23/86 *
10489 H-,54 FORMULA 4 EPOXY GLUE PART A H-54-A 03/01/93
10490 H-54 FORMULA 4 EPOXY GLUE PART B H-54-B 03/01/93
15203 HOBBYPOXY QUICK-FIX FORMULA 4 E/PARTS A & B NO DATE
07940 UNEPOXY TIN FREE BLUE.RED.GREEN FOR TEMPER./TROP.. 1228/1628/1219/1619/1328/1319 11/08/88 *
** PFIZER CHEMICAL CO
18988 235 E 42ND STREET
SEE ALSO: HARCROS PIGMENTS ECPIO
15131 ANHYDROUS CITRIC ACID, USP, FCC C009
NEW YORK NY 10017 (201) 546-7712
03/00/81












































LIQUID LITTER REGULAR RABBIT
LIQUID LITTER RODENT REGULAR
LIQ4JID LI.TTER I[ODENT SPECIAL
LIQUID LITTER SPECIAL RABBIT
PH CONTROL
PHARNA-CLENZ ANTIMICROBIAL SKIN LOTION
PHARMA-CLENZ-ANTIMICROBIAL SKIN CLEANSER

















































































** PHARMACIA LKB BIOTECHNOLOGY
............................. __, ............. ._7_._:.,....i_.,._--_._,._. ,..-.. .... .,,....,.._., : - ................ ,--..--
IISDS'S MARKED '-': _IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO C}RG_ACT / tlSD$*S_tf/O *-_ YER_F;LcD AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEI4 / 'e" " DLA ItNIS It'=dOS '
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 3§5(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-*=NO:OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN NSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 363
MANUFACTURER ii:_ .... _! / ............ E T
IIF(iR. NOTES,FSCM,AI)ORES$,PI_ MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
ECF85 800 CENTENNIAL AVE PISCATAWAY Nd 08854-1327 (800) 526-3618
11902 SEPIIADEX G-S0 DNA GRADE M t7-0(05-01.-02 / GEL FILTRATION MEDIA 12/24/89
** PI_CIA PoL BIOCHEMICALS INC
ECP21 2202 NORTH BARTLETT AVENUE MILWAUKEE WI 53202 (414) 227-3500
22508 MRNA PURIFICATION KIT 27-9258-01, 02 03/01/94 -
*_ PItARMCO PRODUCTS INC.
LINFIELD.PA??
06200 OXIDIZER SCRUBBER SOLUTION
05523 PURE ETHYL ALCOHOL
69796 395 HOOK ROAD
ECS09 154 EAST AVENUE
BAYOI_E NO 07002
NORWALK CT 06851 (203) 853-3855
FSA 1 SPECIAL TEST MATERIAL NO DATE
0"E'760 07/01/89
** PHILARESINE CORP.
EC879 20 COMMERCE DR.
- 06903 PHILLYSTRAN LIQUID EPOXY HARDNER
- 06902 PHILLYSTRAN LIQUID EPOXY RESIN
MONTGONERYVILLE PA 18936 (215) 855-8450
#A-14C HARDNER NO DATE -
#A-14C RESIN NO DATE -
*- PHILIPS LIGHTING CO.
OIV NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COR 62607
19919 FLUORESCENT LAMP (STANQARD COOL WHITE,WARM WHITE) PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED 09/12/91
19907 FLUORESCENT LAMPS F48512/60 F72T12/60 - GOLD PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED NO DATE
19909 FLUORESCENT LAMPS: F20UVB.F40UVB,F72UVB PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED 11/06/90 *
19917 HIGH PRESSURE sODIuM LAMP 250,400,1000W,C250S50, C400051.C1000S52 / PER MFGR: MSOS NOT REQUIRED NO DATE
19918 HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS:360W CERAMALUX ECONOWAT 70,100,150W,CTOS62,CIOOS54,C150S55 07/24/92
19449 LOW PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS SDX-E 18W,26W,36W,66W,131W.SOX35W,SBW.90W.135W, IBO 06/20/90
19912 MERCURY VAPOR LAMP H36_-1000/C PER MFGR: MSDS NeT REQUIRED NO DATE
tgxJ13 MIERCURY VAI_)R _ H3?KC-250/DX .... PER MFGR: MSDS MElT REQUIRED NO DATE *
19914 MERCURY VAPOR LAMP H38dA-100/DX PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIREO NO OATE *
19915 MERCURY VAPOR LAMP H44 J-IO0 PER MFGR: MSOS NOT REQUIRED 09/22/88
19916 MERCURY VAPOR LAMPS H39KB-175 & H33CD-400 PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED 09/25/91
19911 METAL HALIDE LAMP:NHI75/4.Ntt250/U.NH400/U,MH1000/U PER MFGR: MSOS NOT REQUIRED 01/11/90
|9906 PLC 2BW 15MM COMPACT FLUORESCENT 20479-2 PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIREO 07/25/89
19904 SAH 250B SI-_T ARC LAMP PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED 04/00/91 *
19905 SL • 18 COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP 30570-6 PER MFGR: MSDS NeT REQUIRED 01/14/91
19910 ULTRALUME F40/30U,F40/35U,F40/41U.F40/50U PER MFGR: MSOS NOT REQUIRED 02/12/91
** PHILLIPS & JACOBS
ECgIO ORLANDO FL (407) 290-3447
*- PHILLIPS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
IF AT FIRST YOU DON'T SUCCEED, 46897
** PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CUMPANY
PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANY 46935 SENECA BLDG BARTLESVILLE OK 74004 (918) 661-8327
1W144 23635 BALSAM AVE SW BZRMIINHG;HAM AL 35211-5210
PHILLIPS 66 COMPANY (SUBSIDIAR ECK68 BARTLESVILLE OK 74004 (918) 661-8327
09262 HYOROCARBON PROPELLANTS A-l?* THRU A-108* NUSKOL COMPONENT 02/00/85
19196 N-HEPTANE (RESEARCH,PURE,SPECTRO GRADES... & ASTM NoHEPTANE KNOCK TEST REFERENCE FUEL) 05/01/89
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS*S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '0" - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*° -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
t0103/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 364
** PHXPPS PRODUCTS CORP.



























86511 186 LINCOLN ST. SUITE 502 BOSTON
O-A-51F
AROMATIC NAPTHA, TT-N-97C.TY.I.GR.A
BRAKE FLUID AUTOMOTIVE (OLIN HOCP-420) VV-B-680
CELLULOSE NITRATE THINNER MIL-T-6095B
CHLOROTHENE VG SOLVENT 16822 / MIL-T-81533A / 0-T-620C
CLEANING COMPOUND SQLVENT(MFGR;GED.SENN/DXV.GLOBE) .
CUTTING FLU;D,WC-846A TY.Z (MFGR_NAYCO, CF.PIPCF) "
DOPE & LACQUER THINNER (TT-T-266D)
DUPLICATING FLUID TYPE I DISTR. SENT MSDS FOR SPEC. 0-D-825
HYDRAULIC FLUID PETROLEUM INHIBITED
[SOPROPY L ALCOHOL
03616 X,_PROPYL ALCOHOL TT-;-?3SA








SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL THINNER




XYLENE (MFGR:SUN REFINING & MARKETING)
1,1.1-TRICHLOROETHANE
ALIPHATZC POLYURETHANE COATING THINNER
CLEANING COMPOUND:SOLVENT
TT,T*306C
































** PHOTO FABRICATION CHEM.& EQPT.
03096 KD STRIPPER
EC882 522 ROUTE 30 FRAZER PA 19355 (215) 296-8585
KEPRO PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER/PLEASE VERIFY PROD.NO. 05/22/86 - -
** PHYSICIANS DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES
DIV. BAXTER TRAVENOL EC575
*= PHYSIO-CONTROL CORP
18996 NI-CAD BATTERIES
ECK40 PO BOX 97006 VA S00739705 (2o8) 887-4o0o
NOT REOD
** PICKER INTERNATIONAL
ECL45 4 ESTERBROOK LN CHERRY HILL NdO80O3 (60_B) 424"3620
20193 PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER/REPLENISHER PART A 100237A/250042A/250473A/253494A 11/0t/91 _ "
20192 PI4OTOGRAPH!C FIXER/REPLENISHER PART B 250473B/253494B/2_2S/250442B/260569B tl/01/9t :-
20191RP X-RAY DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER PART A CAT. #262889 12/01/89 -
20195 RP X-RAY DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER PART B 2534388/262889B/262956B 12/01/89 -
20194 RP X-RAY DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER PART C 250470C/250471C/253318C/262889C/252987C/250997C 12/01/89 -
---- ............. -=- ....................... _==_-_J=m' . _-_i=:==_:_--_-_._-_----=-,=--= .... "_'_? "'-'-_-_'''-
NSDS'S MAI_(ED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT /NSDS_S ::W/O _-'_VERIF:IED AVAILABLE VtA NSi)5 SYSTEM / '#" = DLA FINIS NSO$
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFRr355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. " "_NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE INN SOS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 365
MAEKJFACTURER
MFGR. NIDT E$, FS_,"M, AI_)R ES S, PI'tONE " E T
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS MSDS H RDATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
** PIERCE & STEVENS
















8Z798 40 LINDEMAN DRIVE TRUMBULL CT 06611-4739
18568 INK CARTRIDGE FOR NOOEL.9100 802-2 10/16/90
18569 POSTAGE METER INK 614-0,614-1,614-2,614-3,615-1,615-2,615-3,ILLEGIBL 03/08/90
NO 08560
07/03/86
• * PITTMAN-MOORE' INC.
ECF55 BOX 344 RTE.579 & POSTLEY DR. WASHINGTON CROSSING
11775 METOFANE (METHOXYFLURANE) INHALATION ANESTHETIC MSDS P.2 MISSING
** PITTSBURGH CORNING CORP.
11333 FOAMGLAS INSULATION
07126 PC 88 ADHESIVE COMPONENT 1
07123 PC 88 ADHESIVE _ONENT 2
19890 PITTCOTE .404 _3ATING
** PITTSBURGH PAINTS - SEE PPG
EC239
EC893 800 PRESOUE ISLE DRIVE PITTSBURGH PA 15239 (412) 327-6100
08869 800 PRESOUE ISLE DRIVE PITTSBURGH PA 15239 (412) 327-6100
CELLULAR GLASS,FOR INSULATION OF TANKS.SPHERES.PIp 03/15/93 *
ASPHALT CUTBACK/PT.1 OF 2 FOR BONDING FOAMGLAS INS 06/18/90
Ioloiieo




14643 LIQUID CARNAUBA WAX
** PLASTI-DIP INT'L " SEE PDI
OCAG5 452 HUDSON TER ENGLEWOOO CLIFFS NO 07632 (201) 569-2020
02/08/93




*- PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC.
07708 1000 LAKE ROAD MEDINA OH 44256000} (216) 725-4511
16506 ADHESIVE (AEROSOL) NMM-A-1058A 01/11/85
17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT A-A-665A/XB?76;X8780.2,5.7,9;X8793.5;X9132,6.8 07/24/85 •
22684 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT-ROBROY DARK GRAY VINYL #5736 03/25/91
06094 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT/CID-AA-665-A/LEAD GREEN 14062/YELLOW 13538 01/30/90 -
02649 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT, TTE 489-G. GRAY 16187 07/08/86
............................................................................................................................ Z___.__
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA H_IS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 366
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.F$CN,ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
0
00545 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT. YELLOW #13538. X8944 TT-E-489G 01/08/87 •
13984 EASY WAY ENGINE ENAMELS,AL.99,GRAY PRIMER t05,92. 93.94o95.96,97,98o100. t01,102.1030104,106.107.108 01/3t/90
13985 ENGINE ENAMELS #200-211. 219. 221-233 04/04/91
03245 LACQUER. N.O.S. DLA MSDS -
11312 LACQUER.CID-AA-665-A. NO LEAD / 11670.13655.11136. 12197.14064.12215010075.11105.13618.15102.15080 01/08/89 *
22267 LIQUID SANOPAPER 05/23/93 *
21604 LUSTRELESS LACQUER MIL-L-111950 / YELLOW 33538. AEROSOL 01/08/86 *
03456 MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY-ON ADHESIVE X9083 MMM-A-1058A TYPE I 01/08/87 *
03617 PLASTI-KOTE ENAMEL. AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT TT-E-488B/COLORS:A-l?O38/B-16099/C=I4062/D=11136 12/30/86 *
16428 PLASTI-KOTE WORKABLE FIXATIVE 1 05/02/85 "
16373 PLASTI-KOTE YELLOW BATCH 9339 01/08/85 *
08775 PLASTI-KOTE 278 BATTERY TERMINAL COATING AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT 12/10/87 *
03449 PLASTI-KOTE 660 WORKABLE FIXATIVE 03/10/88 -
13986 SUPER ENAMELS / TSO.T51 TI-T6,TS-T10,T12,T13,TI6,T18,T19,T23-T38,T40-T44 04/04/91
11783T-235 GRAY PRIMER (SANOABLE PRIMER) X7209 01/23/85
13987 TEMPO OMEGA LZNE.131-XX(-24.36.77.80)/130-2°-3.-4 f32-XX(:lO.12.14.6,18.24.26.28.32)/t34-t.-2 04/04/91
16498 X9136 PLASTI-KOTE AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT RED 11670 07/24/85 -
13983 88342 DEGREASER PK#26 X1299 03/01/85
** PLASTIC FLAMECOAT SYSTEMS,INC.
ECL04 1613 HIGHWAY 3
- 19615 FLAMECOAT PF110. PF111, PFl13
19616 FLAMECOAT PFl12
*- PLASTIC PIPING SYSTEMS INC.
2, PLASTICS PACKAGING.INC-SEE PPI
54119
EC658








ECF40 9401 WATSON INDUSTRIAL PARK
11730 OVEN CLEANING COMPOUND AEROSOLS CID A-A-96
ST. LOUIS MO 63126
** PLIBRICO COMPANY,REFRACTORY EN
02274 PLICAST
EC213 1800 N. KINGSBURY STREET CHICAGO ZL 60614
PLIGUN & OTHER CASTABLE REFRACTORY MATERIALS
** PLOUGH, INC.
EC189 DAYTON OH 45401
AFFILIATE OF SCHERING-PLOUGH 4N221 3030 OACKSON AVE/P.O.BOX 377 MEMPHIS TN 38151
21750 MUSKOL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT (25%) 09481-31
14791MUSKOL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT (40%) 01500-30
............................................ -----.------_---..:_-'._-- .................................. .............................
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; ,SI_.,IT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG:_,ACT /!_IM_S_SI!I_/O :#_i VER'F'ED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS sYSTEM / ''' " DLA HM{S MSOS










GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 367
.*NU_AcTURZR.... E T
_GR_I_TE$,FSCM,ADDRESS,PH_ MSD5 H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
21749 MUSKOL LOTION (ANNOTATEO:& ROLL-ON)
2_745MUSKOL PUUP
*_ PLYMOUTH RUBBER CO:, INC,
81165 104 REVERE ST.




80662 2450 1ST AVE
• EC762 575 TECHNOLOGY SQUARE 2M
9C354 784 MEMORIAL DRIVE
29556 549 TECHNOLOGY SQUARE
13480 DEVELOPER FLUID CONTAINED IN FILM PO0
0_9_7 POLAM!NE-1000
*- POLY RESEARCH CORP•
POLAROID FILM
64713 131 W. INDUSTRY COURT
5F238 131 W. INDUSTRY COURT
ECK99 125 CORPORATE DR
lcJ_6G AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE
e 0i32tiI_IAMMONIUM. HYOROXIDE A.C.S.
** POLY-CARB, INC.
13857 MARK-81. PART A&B
22111POLYSEED BOD SEED INOCULUM
** POLYCHEM CORPORATION
51954 12 LYNIAN STREET
13475 LOt# FOAM DETERGENT FOR INSTRUMENT & GLASSWARE.
*4 POLYCHROME CORPORATION
86550 137 ALEXANDER ST.
ECK62 631 CENTRAL AVE.
11919 A61
192t6 PRB-127 RAPID ACCESS DEVELOPER
19215 PRB-127B DEVELOPER ACTIVATOR
19217 PRH-125 LIQUID CONCENTRATE HARDENER
19210 122A LITHO DEVELOPER PART A/PART 8
19212 123 FIXER PART 1
19213 124 LIQUID CONCENTRATE FIXER
19214 229 IMAGE REMOVER
19218 244 FILM CLEANER (DISCONTINUED PRODUCT)
ECH86 33095 BAINBRIDGE ROAD
MIL-C-22750D
0S3C4 3894 COURTNEY STREET
• = POLYMEOCO INC.











WASHING MACHINE / 6075780
YONKERS
CARLSTADT
PR-G1A / LITHO WASH
(304) 522-1140
MA 02139






NY 11742 (800) 424-9300
03/23/93
DLA MSOS -
OH 44139 (216) 248-1223
li/25/Be
PA 18017 (215) 867-7338
01/04/93
CT 06511 (203) 777-7363
02/19/91
NY 10702 (914) 378-4567










MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ./ 'e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 368
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADORESS,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
ECM54 510 FURNACE DOCK RD CORTLANOT MANOR NY 10566 (800) 431-2123
20877 SEDIPLAST RACK 250-177 NOT RE(X)




ECK87 2210 FAIRMONT AVE/POB 14235 READING PA 196t24235 (800) 424-93C0
11/04/92
** POLYMER DEVELOPMENT LABS
1N060 212 W. TAFT AVE. ORANGE CA 92665 (714) 921-2300
17985 PDL 1##,2##,3##,401.7##,8##,9##,10##(& PV),20##... A COMP./#=VARIOUS NO'S - ALSO RIMSPRAY,RIMSHIELD.. 04/28/93 *
17986 PDL 1##,2##,3##,8##.9##,10#_/(& PV),20##... B COMP./#-VARIOUS NO'S 04/27/93
16839 PDL 4034-2.5 "A" COMPONENT. lIBO 130-149 01/t5/193
t6845 PDL 4034-2.5 "B" ._ENT_ : NBD 130-t49 04/26/83
** POLYMER PLASTICS CORP.
10284 DYNAHIDE PART B
10283 DYNAHIDE WHITE PART A
11539 EPOXY POLYAMIDE
10292 SPRAYTILE PRIMER
ECD13 65 DAVIDS DR. HAUPPAUGE NY 11788 (516) 231-1300
23569 09/18/89
23568 09/18/89
TT-C-535B TYPE I CLEAR t2/t8/85
12413 12/13/89
-- POLYMER TECHNICS, INC
ECK36 2765BUSINESS CENTER BLVD MELBOURNE
• * POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC.
OKND3 WHEATLAND & MASON ST. PHOENIXVILLE
0 03203 ADHESIVE, MIL-A-46106
11253 PSI 621 LOW MODULUS SILICONE SEALANT
07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
04496 PSI-631 SILICONE SEALANT, 7-600
08246 PSI-690 PRIMER
13476 PSI-901 URETHANE SEALANT
FL 32940 (407) 253-0316




MIL-A-46146/PART_7-626.O0 HANDWRITTEN ON PREV.MSDS 12/01/37
MIL-A-4610_B TYPE I 08/26/93
CID-A-A-1556 (TYPE S, GRADE NS,CLASS 50) 04/15/91
** POLYSCIENCES, INC.
32939 PAUL VALLEY INOUSTRIAL PARK WARRINGTON PA 18976 (215) 343-6484
11412 ACETIC ACID, GLACIAL 00001 12/15/88
13479 ACETONE 01921 08/08/89 *
11785 CACODYLIC ACID, SODIUM SALT, SODIUM CACDDYLATE 01131 10/043/89 *
11410 CHROMIUM TRIOXIDE 00399 11/29/89
20676 CHROMIUM TRIOXIDE 00399 05/04/93
220_1CYANODITGLYL TETRAZOLZUM CHLORIDE 19292 01/19/94
t3477 ETHYL ALCOHOL 09860 03/09/89 +
11784 FORMALOEHYOE 04018 06/26/89 ...........
20677 FORMALDEHYDE 37% 00625/X20005 08/24/92 * *
11411FREON 113 SOLVENT 03702 05/09/90
07547 GLUTARALDEHYDE 00376, 01909 03/17/88
MSDS,$ ,ARKED '-'; S4J_IT KSC FORW 29-393 TO ORG.¢ONTACTI / MSD$,S W/O +*-" VERIFIEDIAVAtLABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '#" " DLA HNISHSD$
EHS/TRI: "*' =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 3§5(3_O)/372:CHENICAL, "-'-NODATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN 14SOS SYSTEM "
GP23°1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 369
MANUFACTURER_
_©c Ar_©¢ E TMF_.
,_,T_,FSCN.-,_,R;S_.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...............................................................................................................
02556 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, REAGENT GRADE, 16922, 1919 ....................07/00/86
- 01733 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, U.S.P.
04482 METHYLENE BLUE
06616 OSMIUM TETROXIDE
11413 PARAFORMALDEHYDE FINE POWDER
11408 PIPES
13478 POTASSIUM DICHROMATE
- 16221 PROPYLENE OXIDE
11538 SODIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC
11409 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC
11414 TANNIC ACID
















** POLYTHANE SYSTEMS, INC.
20352 PSI $200-20
** POR)_S. INC.
22235 GAS TANK SEALANT
22227 MARINE=CLEAN
ECLBO P.O. BOX 1452
CA 90065 (800) 252-0180
12/00/86
SPRING TX 773831452 (713) 350-90(0
USED W/ICI POLYURETHANES GROUP RUBINATE M 02/10/92
ORZH3 MORRISTOWN Nd
22270 METAL'READY RUST REMOVER & PREPRIMER
22236 POR-15 FUEL PRESERVATIVE STABILIZER
22259_lS!RUST PREVENTIVE PAINT (BLACK.SILVER,CLEAR)
22266 POR-15 SOLVENT
== PORTER PAINT CO.

















EC439 400 S. 13TH STREET
32342 5900 CHRISTIE/P.O. BOX 8067
50411 400 S. 13TH STREET
7K871 5900 CHRISTIE/P.O. BOX 8067
8A503
42416 1201 S. WASHINGTON ST.
HYTHANE
HYTHANE, ACRYLIC URETHANE, LEAD & NON-LEAD COLORS
IA-24 GLOSS FINISH. ALKYD ENAMEL
INTERIOR-EXTERIOR LATEX
LATEX TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL
M.C.R.-43. EPOXY CLEAR
MCR-43 HIGH BUILD. EPOXY-POLYAMIDE



















2402BLK,2410WH,2448XD BASE,2449LT BASE.24500P BASE
6018-DEEP BASE. 601g-TINTING WHITE
29033
4311A CLEAR EPOXY PT.A/4311B CLEAR CONVERTER PT.B
OFF-WHITE/ 4361A.4548A.4549A,4550A.4361B CONVERTR
43C_)A PRIMER PART A. 430(_B CONVERTER PART B
3201 CLEAR, ACRYLIC
KY 40203 (502) 588-9200
CA 94608-1926
KY 40203 (800) 854-6813
CA 94608-1926
DC












7080A, PART A; 7085B, CONVERTER / COAL TAR EPOXY 04/04/88 .
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKEO '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@" = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10103194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 370





** PORTER, H.K., CO.,THERMOZD DIV
15290 FRICTION MATERIAL






600, PORTER-CABLE IS THE DISTR. NOT MFG. 10/23/92
92900 1849 SABINE ST, (P.O,BOX 190) HUNTINGTON
THERIIOIS X-500S,C (DANA SP/M-F)
IN 467_S0 (219) 358-24 t0
NO DATE
2V531 1044 N. JERRIE AVE. TUCSON
PESTICIDE
4P857
AZ 85711 (602) 323-2322
11/2B/as
i:














EC167 889 N. ORANGE AVE.
ACETONE/SLIDE FIXING FOR ASBESTOS ANAL.
CYANIDE BOTTLE (NAOH: MFGR: J.T.BAKER)
HCL & GLACIAL ACETIC ACID
HYDROCARBON BOTTLE (HCL / MFGR: d.T.BAKER)
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL(IPA)/CLEANING ASBESTOS EQUIPMENT
METALS BOTTLE (1NL HN03 / MFGR: J.T.BAKER)
NUTRIENT BOTTLE (2NL H2504: MFGR: J.T.BAKER)
PHENOL BOTTLE (3ML H3PO4,SNL CUSO4/MFGR:J.T.BAKER)
RADS BOTTLE (10NL HN03 / MFGR: J.T.BAKER)
TKN BOTTLE (2ML H2SD4: MFGR: J.T.BAKER)
0.1 N H2SO4/AMMONIA SAMPLING
1;1 DIMETHYL PHTHALATE, OIETHYL OXALATE/PCAM 239
7.5X10 -3M HCL SOLUTION/NAOH IN AIR
ORLANDO FL 32801
• * POTASH COMPANY OF AMERICA
ECF37 P 0 BOX 509 SASKATOON, SASKATCHE CA
11721 STANDARD MURIATE OF POTASH
• - POTTER AERONAUTICAL CO.
83475 UNION NO 74510
** POTTERS INDUSTRIES. INC
ECA74 600 INDUSTRIAL ROAD CARLSTADT NJ 07072
17537 ALOXGLASS I209-4
22454 BALLOTINI IMPACT BEADS I200-3 SODA-LIME GLASS
10296 CRUSHED GLASS, 1205-4 BALLOTINI IMPACT BEADS, GLASS BEADS
08937 GLASS BEADS/OR CRUSHED GLASS






















*_ POWER BATTERY CO, INC : .
............................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S d/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA IINtS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-':NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (,
( ( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 371
E T
I_GR,. NOTES, FSCM. ADORES S. PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
64748 543-53 E 42ND ST PATERSON Nd 07513 (201) 523-8630
18862 P(_dER,S SEALED BATTERIES LEAD-ACID TYPE 11/01/91 - *
• * PCNER_SONI¢ CORP.
SEE ALSO TECHNACELL 56309 REDWOOD CITY CA 94063
17593 POWER-SONIC RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES. LEAD PS-12260/PS-610/ 6100F2 01/02/91 •
"* POWERLINE CHEMICAL & JANITOR S
061_2 ORANGE STUFF
EC736 9777 NW 30TH PLACE/POWERLN.PK. POMPANO BEACH FL 33060 (305) 974-6560
09/03187
** PPG INDUSTRIES. INC.
(BOO) 441-9695 TO REQUEST MSDS 47695 ONE PPG PLACE PITTSBURGH
(_00) 441-9695 TO REQUEST I_SD$ 24083 260 KAPPA DR./ENV.SCIENCES CTR PITTSBURGH
: 88944 ONE PPG PLACE PITTSBURGH
93915 ONE GATEWAY PLACE PITTSBURGH
coATINGS & RESINS DIV. 7H743 ONE PPG PLACE PITTSBURGH
ECP35 800 PRESQUE ISLE DR. PITTSBURG
COLUMBIA CHEMICAL DIV. 92022
16969 AQUAPQN A COMPONENTS
16283 &QUAPON, CLEAR (COMPONENT B), 97-98
18033 BLACK GLOSS ALKYD
11358 CHLORINE
11703 CHOPPED STRAND MAT
06583 CLEAR BASE
16536 COAL CAT COMP.A
16537 COAL TAR EPOXY POLYANIDE CONP. B
_3B_iDE_SiT&R_ACRyL!C:ENANEL ....


























GLOSS EPOXY TINT BASE
HI-SIL T-600
HYDROGEN SULFIDE
INTERIOR FLAT LATEX PAINT COLOR 37875
KONDAR RED OXIDE F8 P
LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL. DEEPTONE BASE
LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL. MIDTONE BASE
LEPTYNE PAINT THINNER
LO-SHEEN ENAMEL WHITE AND PASTEL
METALHIDE #1001 ZINC PRIMER LIQUID
METALHIDE ONE-PAC ZINC
METALHIOE 1001-101 ZINC PQW_DER
METHYLENE CHLORIDE





CONTINUOUS FILAMENT FIBER GLASS
W28745 (0912850) / VINYL / CRENLO COLOR LAS-MB












6-516 (073189V) / VINYL ACRYLIC
6-515 (073189V) / VINYL ACRYLIC
21-263/081275T






17-16, CONDITIONER FOR WATER OIL OR LATEX PAINTS
PA 15272 (303) 843-1300
PA 15238
PA 15272 (303) 843-1300
PA (800) 441-9695
PA 15272 (303) 843-1300
































MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT K$C FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / M$DS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / 'O' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P 372
MANKJFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R

















































PZTHANE ACRYLIC URETHANE CDMP. A
PITT-GLAZE:COMPONENT A 16-80t AND B 16-802
PITTHANE CATALYST COMP. B
PITTHANE GLOSS BLACK COMP. A
PITTHANE GLOSS SAFETY YELLOW COMP. A
POLYCLUTCH WASH PRIMER - ACID COMP.
POLYCLUTCH WASH PRIMER A
POLYCLUTCH _ASH PRIMER THINNER
PPG INDUCLOR CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE GRANDULES
PPG YELLOW TRAFFIC & ZONE MARKING PNT
QUICK DRY ENAMELS, 54-A, ALKYD
QUICK DRY ENAMELS. 54-8 (041390M)
QUICK.DRY SPRAY LACQUERS
REZ ACRYLIC LATEX SOLID COLOR STAINS
REZ SEALER PRtMER
SODIUM PHOSPHATE.O-S-642 TY1 (DISTR:MICHEL&PELTON)
SODIUM SULFIDE
SPEDHIDE (SIC) ALKYD GLOSS ENAMELS
SPEEDCRAFT INT SG LATEX WHITE/PASTEL
SPEEDCRAFT S/G LATEX ENAMELS
SPEEDCRAFT WALL & TRIM WHITE/PASTEL, 5-90, ALKYD
SPEEDHIDE ALKYD SEMI GLOSS
SPEEDHIDE EXT. LATEX H/P DEEPTONE BASE
SPEEDHIDE EXT. LATEX H/P MIDTONE BASE
SPEEDHIDE EXT. LATEX H/P PASTEL BASE
SPEEDHIDE GLOSS INT/EXT ENAMELS
SPEEDHIDE INT/EXT GLOSS ENAMEL
SPEEDHIDE LATEX FIRE RETARDANT
SPEEDHIDE LATEX FLAT - WHITE/PASTEL BASE
SPEEDHIDE LATEX S/G ENAMELS
SPEEDHIDE LATEX S/G WHITE & PASTEL BASE
SPEEDHIDE LATEX SEMI GLOSS ENAMELS







USDA AQUAPON "A' COMPONENTS
WALLHIDE FLT. LX. WHITE
WATER-BASE PITT-GLAZE SEMI-GLOSS
WHITE BASE
WHITE GLOSS EXT/INT ENAMEL
MHITE PITTHANE CQMP. A, ACRYLIC
t/1 AQUAPON POLYAMIDE GREEN PRIMER 97-49
** PPI
PERCHLOR-DRY CLEAN
97-I {041790N) / 97-8015,-8025,-805S,-806S,-806,-8






























6-652 (121891V) / ACRYLIC
6-651 (122491V) / ACRYLIC
6-650 (090192V) / ACRYLIC
6-H (6-252,6-256;8-274.6-275,6-276)
6-282 (042992E)i















































MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO:ORG.CONTACT/IMSOS'S W/O' '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSC_ SYSTEM / '," " DLA HMI5 MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEI_CAL, "''-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILASLE IN WSOS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP_3-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 373
NOTES.FSCM.ADORESJPHONE$, _i E TMFGR: MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
(404) 925-4811 EC659 4385 INTERNATIONAL BLVD. NORCROSS GA 30093 (800) 241o8718
- 05395 BABY PDtt'OER PRODUCT #1835 / ALTALC 200. USP TALC NO DATE
13465 CARE 9OZ. TALCUM POI#OER 10/08/90
** PRATT & LAMBERT
OBTAINADD'L .SOB'S FORCONTRA61196 18116 E.
92216 P o Box 2153
16679 ACZD COMPONENT. WASH PRIMER.702701.00D P 15326D
08427 COATZNGCONPOUNO NETALPRETREATMENT
06565 COATING COWPOX, @_ETAL PRETREATMENT
06562 COATING COMPOUND. METAL PRETREATMENT
O 07850 ENAMEL
e 04844 ENAMEL ALKYD COLOR 26251
16332 ENAI_EL ALKYO GLOSSBLACK
04129 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS BLUE 15-45
04124 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS GREEN 14187
@ 16347 ENAMEL ALKYO GLOSS GREEN 14260
00369 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS WHITE 17875
05849 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS YELLOW 13538
- 16875 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS 742608. GRAY 16187.
07990 ENAMEL ALKYD GRAY |6492
@ 16302 E_L_ALKYD LUSTERLESS BLACK 370_18
@ 16368 ENAMEL ALKYD LUSTERLESS WHITE 37875
- 16354 ENAMEL ALKYO SEMI GLOSS OLIVE ORAB 24087
21871 ENAMEL ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS LOW VOC WHITE 27875
08424 ENAMELALKYD,_GIGRAY 26440. PHOTOCURABLE COATING
114_5 ENamEL EXTERIOR DECK (nAY _2(W)OS





























ENAMEL, ALKYD GLOSS 742202, ORANGE 12197-1
ENAMEL. ALKYD GLOSS, BLUE 15102
ENAMEL. ALKYD SEMtGLOSS 745720/WHITE 27875
ENANELo ALKYD. GLOSS. 6ROWN 10080
ENAMEL. ALKYD. SEMZGLOSS
ENAMEL. ALKYD. SEMIGLOSS. BLACK 27038
ENAMEL. ALKYD. SEMIGLOSS. GRAY 26306. 745634
ENAMEL.ALKYD.GLOSS LO VOC BLUE. 15056
ENAMEL.ALKYD.GLOSS LO VOC CN.BLUE 15102
ENAMEL.ALKYD.GLOSS LD VOC CNT BLUE 15045
ENAMEL.ALKYD.GLOSS LG VOC CT BROtiN 10080
ENAMEL.ALKYD.GLOSS LO VOC CT GREEN 14062
ENAMEL.ALKYD.GLOSS LOW VOC BROWN 10049
EPOXY RESIN PARTS A/B




LAC ACRYLIC GLOSS WHITE 17875
LAC ACRYLIC N/C CAM BLACK 37038
13TH STREET WICHITA KS 67230 (






TT-E-489G / 17038/742702(USERS PLS CK STOCK #)



















TT-E-489H / 774516 03
TT-E-48gH / 774506 12
TT-E-469H / 774012
TT-E-489H / 774410 34
TToE-489H / 774006 02
MIL-P-23377D TY 1 AM4
















































EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX p 374
E T
MANUFACTURER MSDS H R
MFGR, NOTES,FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
....................................................................................................................................
04131 LAC SPRAYING CLEAR TT-L-SSE / 793800 02/27/87




































LACQUER ACRYLIC NITROCELLULOSE GLOSS 791-3t0
LACQUER BLUE 15102
LACQUER C/N GLOSS BLACK 17038 TT-L-32A / 786702
LACQUER C/N GLOSS GRAY 16473 TT-L-32A / 786622
LACQUER C/N GLOSS RED 11136 786104
LACQUER C/N GLOSS YELLOW 13538 TT-L-32A, AMI,TY2/786310
LACQUER C/N GLOSS YELLOW 13655 TT-L-32A AM 1 TY 2 / 786324 01
LACQUER C/N GLOSS, GREEN 14187 786430
LACQUER CAMOUFLAGE BLACK 37038 TT-L-2OA, AM1/787727
LACQUER GLOSS CLEAR 786800
LACQUER, ACRYLIC (17038)
LACQUER, ACRYLIC, YELLOW 13538
LACQUER, C/N, GLOSS, kBdITE 17875
LACQUER, INSULATING. WHITE 37875
LACQUER,SPRAYING,INTERIOR
PAINT, ENAMEL - TTE-489F
PAINT, ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS RED
PAINT, LATEX, TT-P-19, WHITE 17875,EXT.FOR MASONRY
POL¥AMIDE RESIN COMPONENT B TYPE I OR II, CL 1
PRETREATMENT PRIMER
PRIMER - WOO0
PRIMER COATING EPOXY POLYAMZDE CHEMICAL AND SOLVE
PRIMER COATING, SYN. RUST ZNHIB LAC RESIST
PRIMER ELECTROSTATIC EPOXY POLYAMIDE
PRIMER POLYAMIDE RESIN PT A&B 724-222/724-112
PRIMER RUST IhlHIBITING LACQUER RESISTING
PRIMER SURFACE SANDING LACQUER AND ENAMEL TYPE G
PRIMER-WASH PRETREAT.FORM. 117 FOR METALS, 782014
PRIMER, EPOXY CTG. CORRZNHIB, LEAD & CHR FREE
PRIMER, EXPOXY CTG, CORRINHIB, LEAD & CHR FREE
PRIMER,ALKYD,WOOD/FERROUS METALS,725402,TT-P-636












MIL-P-53022B TY I / 724700 43





































** PRATT BURNERD LTD





ECJ47 39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD DANBURY
SHIELDING GAS, ARGON-40, L-4563.E
HELIUM-4, L-4602.D




PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND CHEMICAL 83574 2820 EMPIRE AVENUE BURBANK CA 91504 (213) 240-2060
SEMCO DIVISION 92108 5454 SAN FERNANDO ROAD GLENDALE CA 91203 (818) 240-2060
SEE ALSO COURTAULDS AEROSPACE 8K647
............ . .............................. :._:T,_:_-T-:_--,-,---- ........ -,-_.,7_-- .................... . .......................
MSDS'S MARKED "-'; tSL_. ZT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG,I_TACT /;:_$'5 W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSO5 SYSTEM / 'P" " DLA 111115 MSOS
EHS/TRZ: * =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR3§S(370:)/aT2 :_MZCAL, "-';NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAZLABLEIZNI_DS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 375
MANUFACTURER _ E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
NOW COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC. 9A232 5430 SAN FERNANDO ROAD GLENDALE CA 91209 (818) 240-2060
SEE ALSO COURTAULDS AEROSPACE 05027 410 JERSEY AVE GLDUCHESTER CITY NO 080302350 (609) 456-5700
SEIIICO PRODUCTS OIV. 92659 1366 K!NGSLAND AVE ST. LOUIS 140 63133
- 06772COATING SEALANT 84JNA _ N TYPE 444R NO DATE -
- 16478 INSULATING KIT PT.A&B PR-1535 BLACK POLYUR.MOLD.CP 11/12/85 -
06016 PASA-JEL 102 04/07/87
04394 PERMAPOL P-905 STM 0334-01/LEAK TEST COMPOUND 905-A 11/13/85
04464 PR-I06 DO COATING COMPOUND, OUICK DRYING STM 0532-01 08/23/73 =
02315 PR-t201"O, POLYSULFIDE SEALING COMPOUND MIL-S-8516E, TY.II, CL.1 NO DATE *
025t9 PR-1422 A-2 (DIC_NATE SOLUTION), PARTS A & B 02/21/86
02203 PR-1422 B 1/2. PART A & B, POLYSULFIDE RUBBER CPD/INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOL. 12/10/91 =
15224 PR-1422 CLASS B 08/30/82 *
08785 PR-1422-G B-1/2, -2, PART 8 POLYSULFIOE RUBBER COMPOUND 05/22/86
08820 PR-t422-G 8-2, PR-1422-GK 8-2. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 12/04/87
10662 PR-1422-G CLASS B, POLYSULFIDE SEALING COMPOUND EPS 40-143. MIL-S,8802. MSI# 0R-434 NO DATE
08784 PR-1422, A~1. -2. -4. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUNO 11/12/85
08786 PR-1426. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 01/14/87
08821 PR-1426, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND 04/25/86
11476 PR-1431-G AND GT. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 02/29/88
11477 PR-1431_G TYPE II, TYPE IZI, TYPE IV. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND 01/26/89 •
08822 PR-t436*G 8-2o Bo40 PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND 10/t7/88 *
08787 PR-1436_G B-2, PART k INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION 02/29/88
10661PR-1436-G CLASS A POLYSULFIDE SEALING COMPOUND. NIL-S-81733 NO DATE •
06733 PR-1440 CLASS B, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND 02/01/88
06732 PR-1440. ALL CLASSES AND TYPES. PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION 03/04/88
08781PR-146 BLUE TITANATE SOLUTION 05/02/86
08786 PR-IB20 POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND 08/24/84 •
08789 PR-15_7: AMBER/BLACK PART B POLYURETHANE NOLDING COMPOUND NO DATE *
08792 PR-1535 AMBER BLACK POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND NO DATE *
16476 PR-1535 BLACK POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND 08/19/87
16479 PR-1535.AMBER,BLACK(NIXED)POLYURETHANE POLYMER CPD 11/22/85 -
002t4 PR-15680 POLYURETHANE SPRAY COATING MIL-I-46058C 11/15/8S
06407 PR-1570, AMBER. BLACK. PARTS A & B POLYURETHANE 06/06/88
08791 PR-t5?4 AMBER. BLACK. PART B POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER 1t/05/85
08790 PR-1574 AMBER, PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND 11/08/85
16049 PR-1590 AMBER/BLACK POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND 08/24/84
16048 PR-1590.BLACK/AMBER. PART 8. POLYURETHANE POLYMER 11/08/85
02375 PR-1592 AMBER. BLACK (NIXED) POLYURETHANE POLY.CPD 1t/22/85 -
16841PR-1660 BLACK, PART B, POLYURETHANE RESIN 12/03/85
08798 PR-I?50 CLASS A. PART 8 POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUNO o6/05/e6
08797 PR-1750 CLASS 8, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND 05/19/86
08796 PR-1750, ALL CLASSES AND TYPES. PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION 05/16/86
13839 PR-1770 CLASS B AND C. PART A 12/06/89
13842 PR-t770 CLASS C. PART B 10/08/87
13791 PR-1775, ALL CLASSES, PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION 02/11/91
08799 PR-2752, PART A POLYANINE CURING AGENT COMPOUND 07/30/86
08800 PR-2752, PART B MERCAPTAN TERMINATED POLYMER COMPOUND 11/18/85
08801 PR-2754. PART A MERCAPTAN COMPOUND 05/15/86
08802 PR-2754, PART B EPOXY RESIN COMPOUND 12/04/85
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@' = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUC_ CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03t94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 376
16866 PR-475-S
16867 PR-475-S ALL COLORS. PART B
- 16868 PR-484 ELASTOMERIC POLYURETHANE COATING
16869 PR-484 WHITE. PART B
00216 PR-611
11225 PR-6t5 HF/PR-615H
08782 PR-812, PART A
- 08818 PR-812, PART B
- 08783 PR-850, PART A
08819 PR-850, PART B
20220 PRC PRIMER #420 MARINE (LVOC) PART A/PART B
20221 PRO-SEAL 775, PART A/PART B
20222 PRO-SEAL 776, PART A/PART B
- 08810 PRORECO 975 CHOCKING COMPOUND. PART A
ELASTOMERIC POLYURETHANE COATING
MSDS#MSR244B03, POLYURETHANE POLYMER CONPO_
KSC-STD-1325 / POLYSULFIOE RUBBER COMPOUND SOLN.
POLYBUTENE COMPOUND
POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COMPOUND SOLUTION
HYDROCARBON RESIN COMPOUND SOLUTION
POLYURETHANE POLYMER COMPOUNO
POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND
PART B MSDS: 2/25191
PART B MSDS: 1/12/89
PART B MSDS: 2/29/88
POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COMPOUND
- 08811 PRORECO 975 CHOCKIkK; COMPOUND,PART B (EPOXY RESIN) MSDS P.2 MISSING
- 06771 RED RTV PR-1977
00958 RW-1290-82 (BONDING), PARTS A & B PART B MSDS = 10120/86



















-- PRECISION BRAND PRODUCTS, INC,
04134 LAYOUT FLUID REMOVER. 51160
=- PRECISION DYNAMICS CORPORATION
(805) 643-3500
06386 SEGURELINE MARKER II
** PRECISION SYSTEMS
EC478 2250 CURTISS ST.





IL 60515 (312) g69-7200
04/18/86
CA 91340-3490 (818) 897-1111
NO DATE
21557 EGTA TITRANT/CALCIUM STRD/CALCENE REAGENT CELLS... VARIOUS NON-HAZ TRAOENAMES AND PART NUMBERS 02/01190
-* PRECISION TECH COATINGS CORP.
19901 15tW3 TY-SEAL WHITE
ECL26 1220 4TH STREET
ACRYLIC LATEX
BERKELEY CA 94710 (510) 525-3600
05/o4/93
=- PRECISION VALVE CORP.
22414 PREVAL SPRAY GUN POWER UNIT
ECBSO P 0 BOX 309 YONKERS
NON-CFC (NEW FORMULA)
NY 10702 (914) 969-6500
02/01190
** PRECISIONAIRE, INC
ECA83 P 0 BOX 7568
08617 POLYVINYL ACETATE. A44
13932 PRECISIONAIRE KWIK KUT FILTER SPRAY
20118 PRECISIONAIRE KWIK KUT FILTER SPRAY (CONCENTRATE)
08269 SLUDGBUSTERS
"" PREMIER CHEMICALS
55872 10400 PREMIER COURT
15401 CLEANING COMPOUND RUG AND UPHOLSTERY







BURKE VA 22015 ( ) 751-3030
NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / M_OS,S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILkBLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "@" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE INMSDS SYSTEM
< ( (
( ( (
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SU8STANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)






COMMENTS DATE S 1
-* PREMIER INDUSTR;AL CORP.
10610 BLUE GREASE
- 11686 KQOL-KUT (MSOS ILLEGIBILE)
04312 POWER-LUBE
• * PREMIER MALT PROOUCTS
05285 PROTEASE L-252/925 FOTOGEL'
"* PREMIER, INC. -- *
WATER & ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
21333 BRANCHEMCO t478
• * PRENTZSS DRUG& CHEMICAL CO.
18399 4500 EUCLID AVE CLEVELAND
9t491. AEROSOL / ROT&N|UM
PART NO. ILLEGIBILE
EC649 1137 NORTH 8TH STREET MILWAUKEE
ENZYME (BACTERIAL PROTEASE)
ECN27 2953 POWERS AVENUE dACKSONVILLE
86586 C82000
03174 LINDANE 20% EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE (PRENTOX)
** PRESERVATIVE PAINT CO.
86589 54t0 AIRPORT WAY S/POBOX 80387 SEATTLE
• t3766 L-3267 LACQUER TYPE SANOING SEALER TT'S-190
** PRESPRAY CORP
06425




WI 53201 (414) 27t-4272
NO DATE
FL 322078092






** PRIDE GROUP INC.
19802 CITRISOLV PLUS
ECL17 110 SCFilIITT BLVO. FARMINGDALE NY 11735 (8t6) 752-8600
05/24/89
** PRIMARY COMPUTER SUPPLIES. INC
11184 ELECTROSTATIC ETCH
ECE39 11296 OLD BALTIMORE P%KE BELTSVILLE liD 20705 (800) 424-9300
NO DATE
** PRINCO INSTRUMENTS, INC.
07754 METALLIC MERCURY
ECA12 1020 INDUSTRIAL HWY
e. PRINTERS INK & SUPPLY CO. INC.
EC800542 NORTH 7TH STREET
9d291 542 N ?TH ST.
17946 IMPRESET BLUE CHIP PRINTERS INKS
SOUTHAMPTON PZ 18966 (215) 355-1500
05/09/86
BIRMINGHAM AL 35202 (205) 323-4(_
BIRMINGHAM AL 35202 (205) 987-9244
03/01/91
06387 SPEEDMASTER PRINTERS INKS CONTAINS ONE OF LISTED METAL SOAPS,VARIOUS PICdtlNTS 05/30/87
*" PRINTERS PACIFIC INC
ECN84 91 CHURCH STREET P.O.BOX 1088 SUTTER CREEK CA 95655 (209) 267-9134
21779 ELECTROSTATIC PLUS FOUNTAIN SOLUTION (ES PLUS) PRINTERS PRIDE 09/18/92
21923 SHEET FED/WEB CLEANER 10/14/91
** PROCESS RESEARCH PRODUCTS
.......................................................................... _ ........................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P, 378
E T
MSO$ H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
FORMERLY BARRETT CHEMICAL CO. 18375 ROUTE 31 PENNINGTON IWkJ 08534
• 00149 CORROSION REMOVER (BARRETT: NOW PROCESS RESEARCH) DLAMq_DS -
• O5802 CUTTZNG FLUID W-C-845 . -DL& IMPS • _ .- -
0715t LUBRICATING OIL, MOLYBOENUM
15396 POLISH METAL/TYPE II CLASS I
** PROCESS SYSTEMS 1NC
DETERGENT - POLISHING COMPOUNO / 7930-00-266-7136? NO DATE - -
** PROCHEM SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
10463 MIL C-10578C TYPE 2
53905 BOHEMIA NY
ECDSO 171 MACE ST. STE. E
** PROCTER & GAkBLE CO.
NSDS REQUESTS: (800) 942-7344..60362 301E. 6TH ST/P.O. BOX 599
MSDS REQUESTS: (800).942,7344, 74188 301E_6TH ST/P.O. BD, XSg9
0 00314 CLEANER, CASCADE. DISHWASHER
0 17207 CLEANING COMPOUND, T
18579 COMET CLEANSER (REGULAR & LEMON FRESH FRAGRANCES)
06581FOODSERVXCE JOY
04745 INSTITUTIONAL BOWL QUICK TOILET BOWL CLEANER
- 04181 dOY, LIQUID DZSI-fWASHI!klG DETERGENT
18535 MR. CLEAN - LIQUID SYNTHETIC OETERGENT
00757 TIDE, 08634
*, PRODUCTION CHEMICAL NFG_ ,: INC.
03305 METAL POLt_
-- PRODUCTS RESEARCH & CHEMICAL
SEE PRC
13792 PR-1775 CLASS B, PART B
_* PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUES 1NC.
17984 ACRYLIC LACQUER TT-L-50
01865 EPOXY POLYAMIDE PT-426,
CHULA VISTA CA 92011 (619) 585-8200
NO DATE
CINCINNATI OH 45201
CI NCINNATI OH 45201
BRAND CODES 0Q44t. 08163, 08514













EC38t 1_ EAST CHANNEL STREET STOCKTON CA 95205
: A_;A_105/ GS-_F_43750/LZQUID FOR BRASS O5/12/86:
EC240
POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND 12/22/88
06341 3271 RIVERSIDE AVE. RAILTO CA 92316









08316 HI TEMP COATING PT-404A-1
03625 ZNSULATINGVARNISH
01867 LACQUER,AIR DRY PT-111/EXC.RED,YELLW,ORNG,GRN,O.D.
17140 PT-426 EPOXY POLYAMIDE CTG.GRAY 16081,MIL-C-227500
08227 PT-426/PT-428,EPOXY-POLYAMIOE TDPCOAT.2-PART














II_S'S MARKED "-': SUBM][T: KSC FORM 29"393 TO ORG.COIMTACT i NSDS_SI'W/D "-_'VERIFXEDAVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "@" ': DLA:I'IMIS MSDS




_._i NOTES ; FSCM; ADDRESS. PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX








0K9T4 2800 S. FISH HATCHERY ROAD MADISON WI 537115305 (800) 356-9526
OKgTA 2800 S. FISH HATCHERY FOAO MADISON WI 537115305 (800) 356-9526




13302 BIS-ACRYLANIDE (N,N'-METHYLENEBIS ACRYLANIDE)
t8_ _AG!C NZNZPREPS ONA PURIFICATION SYSTEM
13282 TEMEO (N,N,N" ,TETRAMETHYLETHYLENEDIAMINE )
• * PROPRIETARY
ECH56 P.O. BOX 492477
INCLUDES:M220 KLENOW FRACJ4'T,Mt82 CALF,M180 T4 DNA
ATtO0:A711,A713,A715,A?21,A712,A714
REDDING CA 960492477
** PROTECTIVE COATINGS* INC.
_ .
11SU;_ QA_E..I.UBE_ mICR_ L












** PROTEIN POLYNER TECHNOLOGIES
ECP23 10655 SORRENTO VALLEY ROAD
22532 PRONECTIN F
22_33 PRONECTIN F DILUENT
** PRO'TEXEM/DIV.EEZ LABORATORIES
FORMERLY WISCONSIN LABORATORIE 00343 167 W. OTTAWA/P.O. BOX 8
0 06435 PROTEXEM MODEL 100. PAINTBRUSH CONVERTER
ECB32 10500 4?TH ST NORTH
ose39 pvc FITTING COVERS









=, PROVOST OFFICE EOUIPMENT
*- PRUETT 5CHAFFER CHEMICAL CORP
- 22683 RED VINYL TOUCHUP COATING
ECD69 120 S. COURTENAY PKWY.
ECP57 P.0. BOX 4350
13068
MERRITT ISLAND FL 32953 (407) 453-3000
PITTSBURGH PA 15204 (412) 771-2000
11107189
17755 WA-IG
ECd35 PUEBLO CO (719) 948-3811
OKEA4 CHEHALIS WA (206) 748-9295
ECO36 WHITTIER CA (213) 945-3781
SILICA-ALUNINA BASED REFRACTORY 06/01/89
** PSG
PSG
** PSI PERIPHERAL SUPPORT
48294 122 PENN ST EL SEGUNO0 CA 90245
** PSI PRODUCTS INC
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CQNTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA H_1$ MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 380
E T
MANUFACTURER MSDS H R
MFGR. NOTES . FSCM. ADDRESS. PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENT S DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
34261
e* PTI - SEE PRODUCTS TECHNIQUES
EC241
*_ PUBLICKER INDUSTRIES INC
PLANT: 3223 S.OELAWARE AVE, PH 86611 777 W. PUTNAM AVE. GREENWICH
16171 ETHYL ALCOHOL, U.S.P.(ANHYDROUS.ABSOLUTE) 0-E-760
0 03101 ETHYL ALCOHOL. 190 PROOF _
CT 06830 (215) 334-9300
NO DATE
DLANSDS
** PUMA CHEMICAL CO INC.
ECD05 1601 i09TH ST
60182




GS- 1OF - 48474
0-A-549
A.A-S95 (81)





** PURDUE FREDERICK COMPANY
0S161 100 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
13269 BETADINE SOLUTION (10% POVIOONE 101)INE) _ USP, PVP-I
** PUREPAC PHARMACEUTICALS CO






49309 5_01 CLARK AVE.
7mJ67







18918 FRANKLIN CROSS LINK II
00012 INSTITUTIONAL DUTCH CLEANSER WITH CHLORINE BLEACH
18916 INTERSTATE 50
18917 OUT-STRIP














*- PUREX CORP. TURCO PROOUCTS DIV
95510 ST. RT, 95 _. P.O. BOX t95















07236 MONITOR CALIBRATION MIXTURE
EC878 10800 PFLUNM ROAD LENEXA
CO2 + CHCLF2 IN N20 - 02




,P* PUt_OLITE COMPANY . : .... :_ :_ ; :_ : _ .
""" ........................................ ..... -" ...... --"'"'""-- ....... --t)L* ..IS .SOS
MSDS'S MARKED "'': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG._ACT / M_'S W/O "'" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA I_d_S SYSTEM / 'IP'
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 381
.... • E T
MFQR. NDTES,FSCN,ADDI_ESS.PItOI_ .... MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COI_ENTS DATE S I
ECI94 t50 MONUMENT ROAD BALA CYNWYD PA 19004 (2t5) 668-9090
t48_3 PUROLZTE C'I00 IOV EXCHANGE RESIN
• * PYLAMPROOUCTS_ .:.
19896 CALCD EL RED N-1700 62447
** PYRAMID PAINT PRODUCTS
04465 ALKYD DECK ENAMEL (GRAY)
• oo3sO o7/o7/91 -
ECC70 1001 STEWART AVE GARDEN CITY NY 11530
01958 t001 STEWART AVE GARDEN CITY NY 11530 (516) 222-t750
SOLVENT RED 26 01/05/93
EC062 7@1 E; 42 STREET BROOKLYN NY 11210 (7t8) 859-6903
DOD-E-699D 06/00/87
• * PYRO-CHEM INC.
DIV. OF BAKER INDUSTRIES INC.
,,: PYROIL/DIV CJHANPI_NM LABS
21481
IU777 4TH & WALNUT ST ALBION
• , PYROIL/OIV. CHAMPION LABS
025436 DIESEL STARTING FLUID
17495 GAS LINE ANTIFREEZE
14771 PENETRATING OIL





06620 PYROITE P-70(O CATALYST
** PYRDTEK INC
98727 P 0 BOX DRAWER 40 ALBION
VALVOLINE FDP-12o95340.ABAI,ABA32
VALVOLZNE IGN-12. K0100. K00100-9532
VALVOLINE SS-16. 01S516. 95329
VALVOLINE WA-12





i i r_ii--_!_i_i_i. i iii!i!_i._i.__
13468 COPPERAS
ICE25

















ECL87 3606 CRAFTSMAN BLVD. LAKELAND FL 33803 (813) 665-3338
2(3406 ALL PURPOSE ¢dREASE W/PTFE 12122/92
20403 ONI AIR TOOL TREATMENT 05/27/92
20410 ONI AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION TREATMENT 02/27/92
20404 QMI COMPRESSOR TREATMENT 05/27/92
20398 OMI ENGINE TREATMENT 05/27/92
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORN 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDSeS W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "O' - DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 35§(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GLEN BURNIE NO 2106T (301) 787-0060
NO DATE * *
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC 'TOXIC SUIBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 382
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCN.ADORESS,PHONE MSO$ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
20407 QMI FUEL TREATMENT 05/27/92
20400 QM] GEAR TREATMENT _ 05/27/92
204(0 I_; HYDRAULIC TREATMENT 05/27/92
!_. : : 0512718=20406 Ql| METAL PREP .. : . , .....
20406 QMI PAINT SEALANT 05/27/92
20399 QMI SMALL ENGINE TREATMENT 05/27/92
20401 QM] 90WT GEAR TREATMENT 05/27/92










18S40 P.O. BOX 81260 MOBILE
OECJO 3307 BOB WALLACE AVE, SUITE 1 HUNTSVILLE






AL 36689 (205) 633-4300
AL 35805 (205) 539-502t
FL 32751 (407) 660-1244
NO'DATE
0_t0Qt92 *




EC023 DALLAS TX (8oo) 23_,o715
"* OPL, INC.
FORMERLY OMNITECH INTERNATIONA OAD61 800 NORTH ACADIA ROAD
• 21880 MZL-C-813020, TYPE IIA
P 13323 PENETRATING OIL












77493 P.O. BOX 9B9
QUAKER STATE ANTIFREEZE
QUAKER STATE AW HYDRAULIC OIL 32
QUAKER STATE DEXRON II/MERCON
OUAKER STATE liD MOTOR 01L (I(_#, 20W-20. 30. 40)
QUAKER STATE HDX UNIVERSAL FLEET MOTOR OIL
OUAKER STATE HIG_-iPERFi_E 6EAR LUBRICANT
THIBDDAUX
CLEANING CONP(_JNO, SOLVENT
SPEC. # VV-P-2 t6






•_MI A=20_f-201"I) . :
(lOW. 2C_/-20. 30 r 40, 50)




QUAKER STATE SUPER QUADROLUBE GEAR LUBRICANT (SAE 75W, SAE 80W. SAEBC_/90, 85W/140) EP
(504) 446-2003













EC064 P.O. BOX 275
15400 METAL CLEA_ERWITH SILICONE FINISH
: i. i i: .........
*" QUALITY PRODUCTS COMPANY
44502 12399 PHILLIPS ROAD
- 22862 QUALITY INDUSTRIAL METAL CLEANER
PORT ORANGE FL 32019 . (904) -
NO DATE
PANDORA OH 45877 (419) 384-7209
11/25192
114S05"S MAR]KEO .... : SUBMIT KSC.FORM 29-393 TO ORG,.CONTACX / IIISOS,S W/O'-" VER|F_EDAVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM" .... DLA HNISMSOS
EHS/TRI: '*" =I_f_T CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATAICUi_RENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
, ( (
GP_3-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 383
TT :i ili E T
MFGB. NOTES,iFSCM,JM)DRESSl, i_ i:iii:_ ii:i _ N_Si H R
TSRS 10 TRADENAME COmENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
*_ OUANTINE TRI X :
.... EC_t 4955 W.
20879 UAINE DIPSTICK CONTROL'
146TH ST. HAWTHORNE CA 902506703 (800) 624-8380
1440"01,1440-021_442'61 NO DATE _
** QUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP.
ECD03
10242 LIQUEFIEO_ PETROLEUM GAS / PROPANI_
o. QUIKCRETE _ '
EC065 1790 CENTURY CIRCLE ATLANTA
05475 MORTAR MIX #1102 HYDRAULIC CEMENT MIXTURE
15732 QIKRETE SAND (TOPPING MIX)
03103 OUIKRETE CONCRETE MIX//1t0t
18582 VINYL CONCRETE PATCHER i 1 t33
,, QUIMICASE EXPLOSIVOSS.A










. i _85BOSO0 _OSEMITEDRIVE .ILPZTAS iz
13486 TONER-CRYSTAL PRINT WP/II/PUBLISHER 99-3502t
** R & D SYSTEMS. INC.
ECL74 614 MCKINLEY PL. N.E. MINNEAPOLIS
20348 RETIC SET CMS: 152-660, 55007-57








** R VALUE, INC
05585 DRAX EC687 PO BOX 2235
*- RAABE CORPORATION
OA3L4 P.O. BOX 23708
21751 CARBIT PAINT CO.. 28Y72 MEDIUM YELLOW LEAD FREE
13500 SHORT_ OIt.:ALKYD ENAIWL AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT. 27255





RAABE PART #: 34908 / AEROSOL TOUCH-UP PAINT
RITTAt. CORP; EZ 2580 RAL 7032 GRAY
WAUWATOSA ws 53225







ALT.#:235-7914/ALT.ADO;5525 GR EC412 126 COTTAGE AVENUE MOORESTOWN NJ 08057 (609) 235-5116
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS LTO. 23437 2426 N_ I08TH TER SUNRISE FL 33322 (305) 742-4034
07209 COCOON CLEANING SOLVENT PREV.MSDS: FORMULA #1462 08/10/92
19230 COCOON COLOR PIGMENT 08/10/92 *
07206 COCOON CORROSION BARRIER PRIMER VINYL ALKYD PAINT NO DATE •
MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE Via MSOS SYSTEM / 'o" - DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TR[: '*' -PRODUCT CON-rAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 384
MA_FACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,ADORESS.PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S !
...................................................................................................................................
07207 COCOON TRAFFIC OEK (2685)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC/VINYL RESIN SOL'N 08/10/92 *
07201 COCOON t11 (2_56)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING/VINYL RES, 08110/92 *
07205 COCI)ON 333 (1621)/SPRAYA_A.t VINYL PLASTIC C_ATING/VII_fL RESIN 08/10/92 *
07202 COCOON ._K)t (B-2(_I10)/SPRAY_IimLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING 08/t0/02 *
04660 COCOON 550 M 07/21/93 *
07203 COCOON 560 (2242)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING 08/10/92 *
07204 COCOON 72634-USDA (1382)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING/VINYL RESIN 08/10/92 *
07210 PRIMER 94, R6"8179 VINYL RESIN SOL'N NO DATE *
13499 VINYL BOND B 03/15/61 *
08149 VINYL BOND B PRIMER 09/22/88 •
03451 VINYL BOND B. VINYL RESIN SOLN., FORMULA 2218 A VINYL RESIN SOLUTION NO DATE * *
19229 VINYL BOND PRIMER 08/10/92 *
07208 WHITE PIGMENT VINYL ACETONE-CHLORIDE CO-POLYMER DISPERSION NO DATE *
• _ RACINE INDUSTRIES
ECB"J 1405-16THST. RACINE WI 5340_ _ (4t4) 637-4491
07122 HOST DRY CARPET CLEANER 12/17/85
• * RACON
2A580 6040 S. RIDGE RD. WICHITA KS
02650 RACQN 11 (TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE) 11/t8/85 -
15552 RACON t2 REFRIGERANT tl/t8/85 *
02651RACON 500, AZEOTROPE (CFC-12 AND CFC-152A) 11/18/85
17142 REFRIGERANT 21/CFC-21 (VENDOR: MS SPECIALTY PROD.) KSC-TG-PID-09 / R21-150,R21-1000,R21-2000 11/18/85
04654 REFRIGERANT 22, FREON 22, GENETRON 22,FLUOCARBON22 RACON 22 04/07/89
• * RADIATOR 5PEC!ALTY
SEE AL$O GUNK LABS 77628 t400 I_EPEI_ENCE/POBOX 34689CHARLOTTE : NC282342899(800) 438-4532
7F681
13992 AIR BRAKE SYSTEM ANTI-FREEZE AND RUST GUARD M28-32,-34 04/00/87 *
• 11929 BOWL WAX OLA MSDS
04168 BRAKE CLEANER (AEROSOL) N7-20 (147 SPRAY) 08/00/85 =
17885 CARB.MEDIC CARBURETOR,CHOKE & VALVE CLEANER(AERO. M48-14, -24 10/00/92 •
13988 CONCENTRATED 10 MINUTE FLUSH C14-t2 08/00/89
05262 DIESEL-TONE FUEL CONDITIONER # M24-12, -32, -34, -40, -49 04/00/87
13990 DOT 3-STANDARD HEAVY DUTY BRAKE FLUID M44-12,-32,-34,-40,-49 06/00/91
00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY DUTY ENGINE CLEANER EB-1 (AEROSOL),EB-2A,-5,-7,-8 (POUR/BULK) 01/00/93
18148 GLASS GLEANER (AEROSOL) NPN:GC-1 09/00/85 -
13524 GUNK HYDRO SEAL, PART HS 04/07/83 *
20:115 HYDRO SEAL I1 HEAVY DUTY COLD PARTS CLEANER HS-tI / HS-3.*3K+-,_IKo-SLB.-7,-B 08/00/92
- 17047 L-S-C LIOUID WRENCH 10/20/83 -
15229 LIQUID BLOCK SEAL HEAVY DUTY C6-16 05/00/92
13993 LIOUID RADIATOR REPAIR C3-12 06/00/91
• 17049 LSC,LtQUID WRENCH L1-16 VV-P-2t6 DLA NSOS -
0 17266 PLUNBINGFIXTURE SEALANT DLA MSDS - -
01094 $1_ER _EAL LIQt/ID MRENCH NU. 2 L2,04.-34.-40.-49 (POUR TYPE); 08/00/86
- 22871 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 (AEROSOL) L2-03, -06, -12 04/00/93
- 22208 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 (POUR) L2-04,-34,-40,-49 06/00/92
17048 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO.1 (AEROSOL) L1-06,-12 06/00/92




GP23°1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 385
_M,,eACTURee . . S T
I_FGR, NDTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
13989 STOP SLIP BELT DRESSING, AEROSOL
20tIOSUPER OIL ,HOUSEHOLD OIL (POUR)
20113!SI_BCONCRETESPOT CLEANER
18584 TAR & BUQ REMOVER (AEROSOL) _ i_ _ _
13991 THRUST QUICK STARTING FLUID
18583 TITE SEAL GASKET & JOINT SEALING COMPOUND #2
06494 WATER PUMP LUBRICANT AND RUST INHIBITOR
058t4 MATER PUMP LUBRICANT AND RUST ZNHZB|TOR
20112 _/ItITE BAKER SEAL
07958 WHITE L[THIUM GREASE (AEROSOL)
M2-08,-16.-06 09/00188 =
oi/oo192 -
SI-I 1i/00190 - -
TR-t 04/00/8?
M38-15 04/00187
T2-01, -03, -03V. -11 07/00/92
C10-12 09/00/85
CI0-16 051OO192
T40-08.-16,32,-34.-40,-49 07/00/92 - -
L5-16 04/00/87 =
** RADIO FREQUENCY (RF) SOURCES
NON-IONIZING RADIATION ECO27 BOC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
** RADIO SHACK




IONIZING RADIATION EC028 BOC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32899
.. _AFeZ • SW_SON; INC.
08874 t00 EAMES ST, WILMINGTON
20377 ,LAYOUT DYE BLUE LAYOUT LACQUER 8968-688 STARRETT: KLEENSCRIBE CATN 1610
RAHN GRANITE SURFACE PLATE CO.
94182 640 N. WESTERN AVE.
_: . : .... ECL38 7§ HOLIDAY DR.
0",_4.'!4 RAiSiN I_ATE:_I,E$_::._ACE PLATE CLEANER 8e62-02-022
RALMIKE'S TOOL-A-RAMA
04651MICROFINISN :
** RAI, J_JaE. INC.
51142 4405 S. CLINTON AVE.
CAT NO. 040-1





t@204NOLD RELEASE 225 / 8T-X26
16840PLAST!LE&SE G121B
02212 RAM GEL COAT 66-114
09040 SURFACING AGENT
22401 210 E. ALONORA BLVID.
(407) 867-3540
** RAMCO INSULATION, INC.
ECH55 P.O. BOX 2t73
13497 RAMCO INSULATING/FINISHXNGCEMENT
20108 SUPERTEMP t900 / RAMCOTE 1200
** RANDOLPH AUSTIN COMPANY




















JOPLIN MI 64803 (417) 781-8855
11/00/85
0_/00/91




KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 386
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGIR. NOTES.FSCN.&ODRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS |D TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
ECG68 P 0 BOX 988
12491TIJSE LUBE
162_1ALZP.*TIC SOLVENTMAPHTHA
0 16334 ENAMEL. GLOSS 6LACK 17038 POLYURETHANE
• 16357 ENAMEL, GLOSS YELLOW 13655 POLYURETHANE
2os_2 Epoxy COREACTANT : .
04403 EPOXY POLYAMZDE COREACTANT i PRZMER
01336 GLOSS A/D ENAMEL
04467 GLOSS EPOXY POLYAMIDE COATING
O5841SEM[ GLOSS AIR DRY ENAMEL
t7976 SOLVENT/NEK UN #1193 TT-M-261D
16555 THINNER FOR EPOXY
t352S THZNI_R FOR URETtt&NE
18585 TT-N-95B TYI THINNER SOLVENT 956-1
17540 TT-P-1757A YELLOW PRIMER ZINC CHROMATE
19944 TT-P-28G HI HEAT ALUMINUM
06201 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER
77672 92 N. t2TH ST / P.O. BOX 69
TT-N-95° TY.1
** RANDUSTRIAL
52190 13311 UNION AVE.
16495 DEFLECTITE ALUMINUM ROOF PRESERVER
04650 SOUEEGE-COAT
** RANK TAYLOR HOBSON LIMZTED
ENGLAND .














F-174 COAL TAR WMULSION
ECI83 P,_O. BOX 36_: NEW STAR ROAD LEtCESTER,LE4 7dO UK



















64790 411E. dARVIS AVE. DES PLAINES
FOR USE WITH TALYRONO INSTRUMENTS
• (053) 374-0t67
IL 600185997 (708) 297-7720
02/22/83 -
** RANSOM & RANDOLPH CO.
04481 GRIP CEMENT LIQUID
04480 GRIP CEMENT POWDER
0 03401 ORTHOPEDIC PLASTER
08368 85 CEMENT. R&R
** RANTEC MICRWAVE & ELECTRONICS
19574 EHP ABSORBER
19575 EHP-CL ABSORBER
49867 t20 W. WAYNE ST.
ECK96 1016 WALORON DR
MAUNEE OH 43537
METHYLMETHACRYLATE ACRYLIC MONOMER (DENTAL)













290eB 7 KINGSBRIDGE RD. FAIRFIELD Nd
3R832
GC-FAX GCC-FAX MIX DEVELOPER LIQUID 1o/o8/75
** RAPID TAC
: EHS/TRI: "*" tPRtDOUCT CONTAIN$ 4OCFR 355(:3?0)/372 CHEMICAL. •- ,-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAtLABLEI tN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (,
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 387
MANUFACTURER ...... i: !
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN, AD_SS;PHONE ' :i _: : E TMSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS OATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
SUBS. DYNAFLUID ECF05 3620 CINCINNATI AVE ROCKLIN CA 95677 (800) 350-7751
11540 RAPID TAC APPLICATION FLUZD/INCONPLETE MSDS 08/10/93
8_ RAVEN BIOLOGICAL LABS. INC. i ......
EC131 5017 LEAVENWORTH ST, P.O. 6408 OMAHA N8 68106 (800) 728-5702
14397 STERILE BACITRACIN NOT REQD
_o RAWN COMPANY, INC.
SUBSIDIARY, TRIANGLE CORP. 58228 p.O.BOX 9/H_/V.53 SOUTH
















BLACK MAGIC TUNER CLEANER 12002
BLUE MAGIC, TEFRAWN #7500 _ #7515
CLEANER LUBE 1234." 2034




LIQUI-TOOL 1410-16. RAWN 31001
MIRACLE BATH
RIP-2 RUST PREVENTIVE, MQESTURE DISPLACER
SPACE TUNER CLEANER 1200t:,12004(SAME AS #690,1690)
SUPERLZNE TUNER CLEANER 80t, 1801
T.E. 35 ROSIN FLUX REMOVER #31017
TNC SOLVENT PART# 11009,11010,31004.31011
TMS SOLVENT #31014
SPOONER WI 54801
























17929 ZINC-CARBON BATTERY - NO MERCURY FORMULA ALL SIZES





- 22745 HEAT-_d_RINKABLE ZNTERCONNECTZQN$
20509 HEAT-SHRINKABLE NDN-FLAME-RETARDED POLYOLEFIN PROD
17970 LOW TEMPERATURE SOLDERSLEEVE SHIELD TERMINATORS
20513 NONFLAMMABLE SOLVENT WIPE
22148 THERMOFIT HEAT-SHRINKABLE POLYMERIC PROOUCTS
03460TItERI_IT S-I(X_AOHESIVE
10622 THERMOFZT S.1(X)9 AOtlESZVE PART A/PART B
15250 THERMGFIT S-1010 PART A/PART B
20512 THERMOFIT S-1125 ADHESIVE
DRIVE MENLO PARK CA 94025
DR MENLO PARK CA 940251111
WITH SOLDER FOR LOW TEMPERATURE WIRE. RAY/5103
RAY/4076
RAY/4511 / 9-12 GM SOLVENT PER TISSUE


















** RAYCLAD TUBES INC
08795 MENLO PARK CA
*_ RAYMARK
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TR[: "-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 388
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,AODRESS,PHONE MS05 H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
82740 123 E. STIEGEL ST. MANHEIM PA 17545 (717) 665-2211
92582 123 E. STIEGEL ST. MANHEIM PA 17545 (717) 665-2211
- 15287 CAMLOK CLUTCH FACING M 8(_S0-3 (DANA SPICER/M-F) 03/09/82
- 15286CLUTCH FACING 148B t0/15/80 *
** RAYOVAC CORP.
77542 601RAYOVAC DR. MADISON
18586 ALKALINE BATTERIES . ULTRA-LOW MERCURY i_ ALL SIZES OF ALKALINE
** RAYTHEON CO EXECUTIVE OFFICES i _i_:
49956 141 SPRING STREET LEXINGTON
15722 RAYTRAN ZNSE ZINC SELENIDE




** RBP CHEMICAL CORPORATION
C.E.eLEXOIVZSZON 5S644
05339 CSA STRIP, PI'IOTORESIST STR_/IPPER ii i,:!:i
** RCA CORP.
** RCD CORPORATION
22345 RCD CORPORATION #6 MASTIC










11227 SHIELD/CLAY CATALOG NO.
** REAGENT CHEMICAL & RESEARCH
: _ C _ 8 _ :: ................
ECE51 963 TERMINAL WAY
260
ECE66 t24 RIVER ROAD
11359 HYDROCHLORIC ACID 20-22 DEG.BAUME'
SAN CARLOS CA 94070 (415) 593-3355
LEAD-LOADED SHIELDING PUTTY FOR INDUST.RADIOGRAPHY 08/28/90
MIDDLESEX Nd08846





91033 PO BOX 78
e 17165 INSECTICIDE, O-TRANS
04489 REAL-KILL ANT AND ROACH KILLER
07060REALKtLL 7011610001
** RECKITT & CO_ INC.
ECN35 P.O. BOX 943 WAYNE
21592 OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE POLISH(VARIOUS OIL FORMULAS) MHITE MINERAL OIL
21593 OLD ENGLISH SCRATCH COVER FOR DARK WOOD












MSDS'S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONYACT / MSDS,S W/O '-" VERIFZEDAVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" - DLA HMZS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "*'-NO DATACURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 389
IU_M_ACTURER E T •
i MFGa, NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE -_i . : i ::_ i, : i _ M,'T,DS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
_' R£CORDA T1 i
A2417 S.P,A_I.VIA CZVZTALZ 20148 MILANO. ITALY
-- t1923 PHENYTOIN SOOIUM. O|PHENYLHYDANTOIN $OO|UN HO10446(K)O0 / ANTIEPtLEPTtC DRUG 02/11/82
** RECTORSEAL
60150 2830 PRODUCE ROW HOUSTON TX 770235822 (800) 424-9300
13526 GREEN GENE PVC SOLVENT CLEMENT 12/00/83
13528 HURR|CANE HOMER PVC SOLVENT CEMENT 05/00/83
22344 METACAULK 835 FIRE STOPPING SEALANT 12/06/9t
13527 PISTOL PETE PVC SOLVENT CEMENT 05/00/83
13529 RECTORSEAL ARCTIC PVC SOLVENT CEMENT 01/00/84
13530 RECTORSEAL GOLD PVC SOLVENT CEMENT 05/00/83
20117 RECTORSEAL MID-TENP 06/09/90
14802 RECTORSEAL NO. 2 . ii_ iii!il I PIPE THREAD SEALIN_I C_ 12/16/91
• 15230 RECTORSEALNO,, 51:11111 i: _ PIPE THREAD SEALTNGCOMPOUNO t2/16/9t
15226 RECTORSEAL PVC SOLVENT CEMENT TYPE NOT SPECIFIED NO DATE
21752 RECTORSEAL T PLUS 2 PIPE THREAD SEALANT 12/16/91




OHOZ7 P.O. BOX 155
17754 B-260--BUFFER PH 4.00 COLOR CODED RED
17752 8-304 ,- BUFFER PH t0,00 COLOR CODED BLUE
!:7753 BUFFER SO_UT!ONPHiT,. O:. : :_ ::: : i i:;i: i::. :il
** RED DEVIL. INC.
EC81 t 405 ECCLES AVE.
FORMERLY RED DEVIL TOOLS




0286703 / BUFFER SOLUTION PH 4.00
0286706 / BUFFER S_UTION PH 10.00
0286704
• _ii!i!_
23577 WEBB ST./PO 80X A PRYOR
89093 2400 VAUXHALL RD UNION













** RED EAGLE PAINT
OPF72 RT. 2 80X 21A ATMORE AL 36502 (205) 368-1733
** REOCO. INC.
FORMERLY RELIABLE ELECTRZCAL 0_1457 3104 N:DAVZS ST./P.O.BOX 12870 PENSACOLA
** REDRO CO.
EC888 OCNEY ST. MEDINA





SEE HARSCO CORPORATION ECN66
** REED-JOSEPH INTERNATIONAL CO.
ECH53
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29°393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA I-IMIS MSDS




KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 390
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGJt. NOTESoFSCM,ADORESS,PHDNE II_OS H R
TSRS 1D TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
13494 SCREAMER SIREN. PEST SCARING PYROTECHNICS CARTRIDGES. 1SMM SMALL ARMS NO DATE
1349_ SHOT TELL. PEST SCARING PYROTECHNICS EXPLOSIVE PEST REPELLENT DEVICE S NO DATE
** REGIN I'lVA_ PROOUCTS° INC.
ECE40 77 BROOKLAb'N AVE
11185 FUMAX;FUMAX:KS;VENTZLAX;OATAX;BRANDAX;BRANDAX:KS
13073 RFA-IO. TITANIUM TETRACHLORZDE • SMOKE-BOTTLE
_* REICI'B'IOLD CHEMICALS. INC.
3A884 NEMBURG RD
tH568 NEWBURG ROAD
ldM52 800 CAPITOLA DRIVE
04096 #101 BONDING RESIN = FAS-REZ POLYESTER RESIN
- 13555 POLYLtTE FIBERCd.ASS RESIN .....................
13522 POLYLITE POLYESTER RESIN
08618 POLYLITE _3-031






33-067 • : :
POLYESTER RESIN- UN '18_
STERLING 81-479











** REICHOLO CHEMICALS. INC.
22734 DION 33-6tt-00
ECP81 P.O. BOX 13582 RESEARCH TRIANGLE PK NC 277093582
FORMERLY KOPPERS DION FR6692T
(919) 990-7500
03/03/94
** REL GRAPHICS SYSTEMS & MARKET.
OT3U5 218 N. CLINTON STREET
21_95 LtTHOCRAFT EE ELECTROSTATIC ETCH & FOUNTAIN: SDLN.
21794 LZTHOCRAFT GLAZE REMOVER
t8_t_ LIT_eAFT _ ARABIC
21800 LITHOCRAFT SUBTRACTIVE DEVELOPER OR N-PROPANOL
i_962 ._..,URPHY'S FOR.,ULA2








** RELIABLE REMOVER & LACQUER CO.
EC255 70 kfOOLSEY ST.
02446 NON-FLAMMABLE PAINT REMOVER. FLOW-ON-REMOVER
IRVINGTON
TT:R-251d / #72 #73
NO 07111 (201) 399o2121
O6/OO/86
=* RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
04715 SILVER QUICK 21"
** RELIANCE UNIVERSAL. INC.
1930 BISHOP LANE.LOUISV'L.KY 4 EC479 6901 CAVALCADE
- 04135 REL THANE 300 ACTIVATOR, 824-dC9-75
- o4_3B _eL T_U_E:_oo-17. -_o. BLUE. s2,_--_9-e5
., RELn_. C_PO_TIO.
14332 317 ROLYN PLACE
20109 "k-9"
@ 17315 CUTTING FLUID
38740 24:701 EUCLID AVE. CLEVELAND
BRUSH-ON CONDUCTIVE COATING












EHS/TRI: '_,' =PRDOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR:355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE !NNSDS SYSTEM
i f
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 391
MA_ACTURER : E T
: MFG_. NOTES.FSCN_ADO4RESS, PHONE ...... :: MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENANE COmENTS OATE 5 I
02036 RAPID TAP 01/01/92 *
:i :: : " :
: .... : " ECATt:2OOPARI$ AVE NORTHVALE N,J 07647 (201) 768-8100
08244 NO. SKG & IOKG:LIQUID NEOPRENE o6/2o/86 *
;. REMINGTON CHEMICAL
D1¥. OF U.S. BRANDS. INC. ECF_NS DELRAY BEACH FL 33444 (800) 345-9897
12065 CITRASOLVE ITEM# 9691 01/02/90
• . RENGAR COMPANY
OIVISION OF TROEMNER. SEE TROE ECQ15
• _ REPAIR-IT INDUSTRIES. INC
ECA75 440:W_I:_HOPOCAN AYE BARBERTON OH 44203 (216) 745-0060
ii I082331:D!PIAiGRIP " : I ::i!ii!:i :I : LATEX :": : :: : NO DATE
• * REPUBLIC POWOERED METALS
92414 2630 PEARL RD. MEDINA OH 44256 (216) 225-3192
16233 ASItPHALT PRIMER 55-A-7018 ROOFING/WATERPROOF 10/12/84
t 02412 COATING COMPOUND, ASPHALT BASE : .... DLA MSDS -
21705GEOFLEX SOLVENT ADHESIVE. MSDS NO. 248 01/0t/93 •
02557 SS-C-153C PLASTIC CEMENT/ASPHALT ROOF COATING #495 07/17/85 -
16502 TT-C-498C ALUMINUM COATING/ASPHALT ROOF COATING 04/04/85 *
16328 TT-E-509B ODORLESS ALKYD INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS ENAMEL WHITE 27875 05/31/76 •
• * RE_ PRODUCTS. INC.
gs,4, Boxi ,Oa : NO.zStou. : PA 19404 (=,S) 219-5010
20720 RESCOCAST aa'22 BRUSH MIX AIR SET REFRACTORY CASTABLE O7/O2/91 *
21850 RESCOCAST 17A. 17A(C). 17A(G) HYDRAULIC SETTING REFRACTORY CASTABLE 07/02/91
• * RESEARCH CHEMICALS
EC066 P.O. BOX 14588 PHOENIX AZ 85063
15936 GADOLINIUM CHLORIDE 99.9% HYDROUS LOT NO. GO CL-3 NO DATE
15937 GADOLINIUM NITRATE HYOROUS LOT NO. GO-N-3-015 NO OATE
• * RESEARCH PROOUCT5 CORPORATION
82856 1011"15 E- MASHINGTON AVE. MADISON VI 537013564
53703 t01t"15 E. WASHINGTON AVE. MADISON VI 537013564
B t7286 ADI,IESIVE DLA MSDS -
07094 FILTER COAT (SUPER) NO DATE
03898 HANDIKOTER 411 08/21/84
15191RP SUPER FILTER COAT - BULK CONCENTRATE NO DATE
15223 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #411 HANDIKOTER 411 07/00/92
09239 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #413/414 BULK CONCENTRATE 11/OO/92
11236 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #418 11/01/92 •
20116 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #420/421/422 BULK(ROY-TO-USE) 07/00/92
- RP SUPER FILTER COAT AEROSOL ADHESIVE #415 NO DATE -
15171 RP SUPER FILTER COAT-BULK (READY TO USE) NO DATE






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 392
E T
IqSO$ H R
CO_ENTS DATE S I
** RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY INTERNAT'L
NEW AREA COOE/tl&S 312




07020 MIRACLE SEAL - BLACK
22743 POR CRAX FORM HP
- 22744 STA-FIL
_* REXCO
16218 PARTALL FILM #10
17034 PARTALL PASTE #2
** REXNORD CHEMICAL PRODUCTS INC
50448 4700 CHASE AVE.
RESIN 8500 STELLER DRIVE
:!i ECBBO3OaT§ CARTER ST.
• E_Sl5 4529_INDUSTR|AL PARKWAY
L!NCOI.I_ IL 60646 (708) 677-3000






MS03 / PREFORMED SEALING TAPE
PD03, PRINTED 6-10-91
SF01, PRINTED 2_3_931 1
SANTA BARBARA
• : r




SEE ALSO: SONNEBORN BLDG PROD/ EC836
ECA23 7711 COMPUTER AVE
4Z253
07211SONNEBORN EPOLITH SURFACER ACTIVATOR 158A
07820 SONOLASTIC NP-1URETHANE SEALANT #3550
REYNOLDS METALS COMPANy
(216) 248,0606












83167 6603 WEST BROAD STREET RICHNONO VA 23261
ECP65 P.O. BOX 27003 RICHMOND VA 232617003
09454 SHEET. BUILDING PRODUCTS GALVANIZED STEEL (BASE METAL & COATING).MSDS#5139 09/24/93 *
09025 SHEET. PLATE, RO0, BAR, BUILDING EXTRUDED & DRAWN PRODUCTS/STAINLES_STEEL, MSD5#5138 09/24/93 *
08758 SHEET. PLATE, ROD, BAR, EXTRUDED PRODUCTS NICKEL STEEL,MSDS#5141 09/24/93 *
08934 SHEET.PLATE.ROO,BAR,BUILDING PRODUCTS - COPPER NSDS#5140 09/24/93 *
09124 1XXX SERIES ALLOYS (CLADDING) ALCLAD AND CLADDING PRODUCTS, NSDS#5133 09/24/93 *
09116 1XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) MANU.#RA4.RA53;ND56;MD115;MO119;MD230;MD251. MSDS# 07/29/93 *
09117 2XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) NANU.# RA163;MD141;MD185;MD279, MSDS#5102 07/29/93 *
09118 3XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) MANU.#RA108;MDS2;MD189;MO233:MD241;IO243:MD262.ETC 07/29/93
09125 4XXX SERIES ALLOYS(CLADDING) ALCLAD AND CLADDING PRODUCTS. MSDS#5134 09/24/93 *
09119 4XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) MANU-#MDI49;I74;_75;t88,A,193;208;255;256;269, MSD 07/29/93 *
09120 5XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) SEE MSDS FOR NANU. CODE ID'S. MSDS#5105. FOR REYGR 07/29/93 *
09121 6XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) SEE MSDS FOR MANU. CODE ID'S. NSDS#5106 12/03/93 *
02530 6XXX SERIES ALLOYS. ALUMINUM ALLOYS 10/01/85
09126 7XXX SERIES ALLOYS (CLADOING) ALCLAD AND CLADDING PRODUCTS, NSOS#5..35 09/24/93 *
09122 7XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUCJ_T ALUMINUM ALLOY) NANU.#ND33;ND226;MO254;ND277, _DS#5107 07/07/93 *




i_;_)S'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KS(: F_ 29-393 TO ORG;CONTACT / IIIISDS'S W/O ''' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" = DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCTCONTAINS 40CFR 3S5(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-''NO'DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 393
• : W_: NOTES,FSCM.AOO_SSS'PHO_ usos H R







SOUTHDOkff_ ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM OTUM9 425 1515 AVE.
19045 RHO-SOLV 1207
ECH64 P.O. BOX 700/WYCKOFFS MILL RD. HIGHTSTOWN NO 08520
32039 / ANTISETTLING AGENT/RHEOLOGICAL AODITIVE
i









06221 "SEVIN" BRAND 20% BAIT CARBARYL INSECTICIDE
06_88 ,ALUM[NA GRADE A (ALL GRADES)
15879 ASULOX
13284:A_ULOX BRAND HERBICIDE
11047 CHIPCO RONSTAR G
11186 CHIPCD RONSTAR G; OXADIAZON FORMULATED GRANULAR
20183 PHOSPHORIC ACID 75%, 80%, AND 85%
*_ RHYT_ _ !_$TR!ES INC.
:: :!i :; i . i 63564 t2!6 CL_ PIKE : i
1E$_S CN:S_ii:i_iiiii!::_:!:i:!:ii:ii!ii!_iiiii:i
9Z675 P.O. BOX 12014-T._. ALEXANDER
ECL49 1 CORPORATE DR/BOX 881
NEW BRUNSIdl CK Nd :
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PA NC 27709
SHELTON CT 06484
P80399, P80418/SEE ALSO U03536
SERIES 2910, VARIOUS PROOUCT CODES
H86051. H86053. H66056, H86058
UPJOHN #: P-000010-79-8












** RICCA CHEMICAL COIl)ANY
E_t79 448 WEST FORK DRIVE ARLINGTON
11732 HYDROCHLORZG ACZO, t¢ - 50% (V/V) & 0.25 - t2 NDRN 3570 - 3580 & 3625 - 3780
01428 POTASS|LIIIHYDIOXIOE 10'_ THRU 4f/, 61;)0 THRU 6255
14907 $GO]UMHYOROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 0-5 N 7400
14908 SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 1.0 N 7450
14910 SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 10.0 N 7470
14909 SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 5.0 N 7465
14606 saozumt_[mox_oe (CAUSTIC SODA) SO'/,,V/W : 726_.
14911 SODIUM HYOROXZDE-THIOSULFATE 40_2._)_ ii:: :. 7490
14912 SOOIUM_]DE,THZOSULFATE 50_,2.5_ ::_ 7495










** RICHARD'S PAINT MANUFACTURING
OVRC5 200 PAINT STREET
13328 ACRYLIC TRIM ENAMEL IdHITE
11146 ALKYD SEMI GLOSS ENAMEL WtIITE
16538 ALKYD SEmi-GLOSS ENAMEL TINT BASE 701
21996 ALKYD TRIM & OECK ENAMEL
18230 DIAMOND HARD 100% ACRYLIC GLOSS EPOXY














MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' - DLA HillIS MSDS







MFGR.NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSR5 ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
13326 INT-EXT HOLZOUT STAIN PRIMER
11049 PAINTER*S PRIDE INT. V!NYL ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS
















RUST SHIELD I1 ACRYLIC INDUSTRIAL DTM PRIMER
RUST SHIELD INT./EXT. POLYURETHANE GLOSS ENAMEL
RUST SHIELD INT./EXT. POLYURETHANE GLOSS ENAMEL
SIGNATURE SERIES INT*/EXT.ACRYLICFLATHOUSE PAINT
SIGNATURE SERIES ZNT-EXT ACRYLICFLAT HOUSE PAINT
$I_TURE SERIES :NTERIOR ALKYOSENI'GLOSS ENAMEL
SOLV.BASE EPOXY CLEAR PART A
TRIM/DECK ENAMEL TINT BASE
VINYL ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS WHITE 2-444













VINYL ACRYLIC TRAFFIC PAINT N3007 YELLOI#
VINYL TRAFF[C PAINT BLACK _'_:Z_:_'_:_'_::_':_r:_'_


















_" RICHARDS, S.P., CO.
ECK03 •
** RZCOH CORPORATION
OMMd8 5 DEDRZCK PLACE
18594 MARKER TYPE 30
13348 OPC MAGAZ[NE 6000
21851 0PC-2108 PAGE PRINTER/OPC KIT 81
18592 RICQH FAX TONER TYPE IO00L (BLACK) i_ iiii:il :
18955 TONER CARTR[DGE 6000 • i
f9048 TONER K_T 80 PLUS
18593 TYPE IO00L RED STAMP INK (SARED INK)
ORLANO0 F L
WEST CALDWELL NO 07006
SAMARKER; TYPE 30 FOR FAX 3000L
G707-00
G705-52 / TZ P/N 2539121_1
SMIOOOL/FOR R t_ FA_I 11_L _?000._ 1010, _
G797-C0 i _: i_ _! i;
5397-27










22009 REX 504 TONER




** RICOH LTD. OAPAN
54726 6500 W. LINCOLN AVE. BLVD. CHICAGO
07019 KIT-TONER CARTRIDGE. LNO3X-AC 22-00062-01 :
09265 LP TONER KIT 80
06913 LP 4080 TONER
11541 RICOH LP OPC 10 (OPC KIT FOR 2105)







** ;RIDGE TOOL CO.
5o893 4COCLA_ ST
12494 RIDGZD DARK THREAD CUTT[NG OIL
o6288 RZDGIO NUCLEAR THREAD CUTTING OIL
15O20
ELYRIA OH 44035 (216) 323-558t
12113191
12/13/91
** RIDGID - SEE RIDGE TOOL CO.
!llil_$_S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS.C FORM 29,39"3 TO ORG,_ACT / luIe_D.S,S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA M.._ SYSTEM / '0" = DLA I.tMZS IllSOS
: _ EHS/TRt: "*" =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3?0)/372 CttEMICAL, ":'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (, (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 395
_T_R_ _ " .... _ r r E Y
EC785
** RIOLeNMF; Z"C
05714 ULTRA SONIC CLEANER
** RINKER MATERIALS, INC.
7Pt69
18595 CRUSHED STONE/LIMEROCK/BALLAST ROCK/DRA[NFIELO
** RITTAL CORP.
65671 1900 E JEFFERSON LN.






EC502 3_10 N._OAVlOSOIMST. CHARLOTTE













** RM ENGINEERED PRODUCTS, INC.
t3_BR48UTYLREFR&SXLTAPE
20216 GK 2139 TAPE
08699 L3203-6 REFSET CEMENT SOLIDS
19046 RL-2168A TAPE
11000 RL-4389 REFEST ADHESIVE
lt001 RL-4495 REFSET CATALYST
20217 RM(H_3 TEXTURED TACKEY GASKET CLOTH
10432 RM603
ECB36 P.O. BOX 5205
10009 P.O, BOX_
** ROBBINS AVIAT'N-SEE ALTA-ROBBI
_* ROBBINS AVIATION
it 38t7 SANTA FE AVENUE VERNON
ROB 1187 N. TUSTIN AVE ANAHEIM
** ROBERTS CONSOLIDATED INDUSTR.
16882 600 N.BALDWZN PK BLVD/ BX 1250 CITY OF INDUSTRY
12906 ALL WEATHER OUTDOOR ADHESIVE F6037
- 17146 CONTACT CEMENT,kflELDWOOOoI_-A-1306 (MFGR: BEECHAM)
10625 WELDWOOD CONTACT CEMENT; 2080
OH 455054623 (513) 325-1141






















** ROBERTSHAW CONTROLS C0
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = OLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO OATA CURRENTLY AVA[LABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 396
E T
MANUFACTURER MSOS H R
MFG_. NOTES.FSCM.ADDR[SS,PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
UNI-LINE DIV. 33371
*_ ROBERTSON ELECTRIC CO INK:
06302 BUFFALOA NY
*- ROBINAIR DIVISION
SEE: SPX CORPORATION ECN29 ROBINAIR WAY NONTPELIER OH 435430193 (419) 485-5561
*_ RQBINAIR SEALED POWER CORP.
07295 ROBINAIR WAY
03364 ALL CLIMATE VACUUM PUMP OIL, 13203 OR 13204




** ROBTEE. INC.,RESZN SYSTEMS _i i_i:_ , _i J 1
ROBRS 2711 NEVADA AVE. NORFOLK
17145 MIL-C-22750C, INSIGNIA WHITE. EPOXY COATING MIL-C-22750
(800) 426- 4293
VA 23513 (804) 855-3081
NO OATE
** ROCHESTER MIDLAND
ECL46 PO BOX 1515
20186 SUPER STRIP ANMONtATED STRIPPER
21171 TASK 29-9-282
ROCHESTER NY 146031516 (716) 266-2283
08/t6/89
02/10/88
** ROCK OF AGES
_* ROCK VALLEY OIL & CHEMICAL CO.
19893 HUSKIE MP GEAR LUBE 80W/90
ECC33 P.O. 80X 482 BARRE
i
3T347 1911 WINDSOR ROAD ROCKFORD
HMPGL8090
VT 05641
IL 61111 (815) 654-2400
05/07/93
-* ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP
CCAFS
ROCKWELL SERVICE CTR./THERMAL ECA20
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS G 03953 12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD
GOVERNMENT PRODUCTS DIV. 78500 2135 W MAPLE RD
SPACE SYSTEMS DIV. 6M347 12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD.
08374 BLACK RTV SILICONE COATING MBO 130-182
18102 COLLOIDAL SILICA PRIMER. MBO 125-090, TYPE I
20773 COLLOIDAL SILICA PRIMER, MBO 125-090, TYPE III
08372 COLLOIDAL SILICA TOPCOAT, MBO 125-090, TYPE IT
20771 COLLOIDAL SILICA TOPCOAT. _ 125-090. TYPE IV
09283 DENSIFICATION SLURRY. TILE MBO 115-038 (TYPE I-V)
08373 EMITTANCE COATING FORCERANIC FABRIC MBO 125-09t
08375 FUSED SILICA/COLLOIDAL SILICA CEMENT, MBO 115-039
22735 HYDROXIDE PASTE ETCH
08371 LUDOX COLLOIDAL SILICA, COMPONENT 'A'
13499 400 COLLINS ROAD NE CEDAR RAPIDS
EC560 CCAFS



























........... . - .- --...,.. ............................. .,_ ....... - - ._-. -. .. ... --- . -,,-...- ; ....................... . ............................MSDS'S MARKED '-' SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORGoCONTACT / MSDS,S,W/O '-" VERI tED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" - DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEM]CArL. "-'sNO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINOEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 397
MANUFACTURER ;.i;;: . : ! ;: i:
- : E T
tlFGR. NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
20776 RSI TILE COATING REPAIR MATERIAL t480 125-092 (TYPE I AND II) 04/00/92
22021 SILICA _ASS SLURRY. CLASS I
08369 TETRAETHYL ORTHO SILICATE, ACTIVATED
21678 TETRAETH_'L ORTHOSZLICATE, ACTIVATEO,
20779 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE. ACTIVATED.
20780 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE.ACTIVATEO.
@ 20277 950 SEALANT (BULK GRADE)
• . ROCx.O_ SVSTeiS I.C;
_* ROCKY MOUNTAIN ARSENAL
"52659
EC574
• , ROHM _¢0 HA_S!IICO i .... ;_iii;i,
SUPELCO I!Si_A:SUBSIOZlA_IIII_III: ' 77902 INDEPENDENCE MALL
13533 ACRYSOL ASE-IO8 THICKENING AGENT






18136 PLEXIGLAS IMPACT GRADE ACRYLIC RESIN
20369 TRITON CF-IO
09079 TRITONX-405 ?O_SURFACTANT
• " ROLLS'ROYCE, ZNC!_ i;i
3U081
_0 1t5-034 TY.ZZ&IIZ
WITH METHYLENE BLUE OYE, MBO 115-034. TYPE ZII
MBO 115-034. TYPE II
































76003 312 N BIG SPRING MIDLAND TX 79701 (915) 682-7576
** ROMAN ADHESIVES, INC.
ECH41 824 STATE STREET
20884 ALLPRO EXTRA STRENGTH VINYL WALLCOVERING ADHESIVE
13280 PROFESSIONAL R'35 HEAVY DUTY PRIMER











• * ROPPE CORP.
ECE74
• * RORER - SEE ARMOUR
ECH14
• " ROSEMOUNT ANALYTICAL INC
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / 't' - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CQNTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-°=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 398
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
COMBUSTION CONTROL DIV. ECMIO PO BOX 901 ORRVILLE OH 44667 (216) 682-9010
20589 DISPOSABLE INK CARTRIDGE 170085 - 1.2,3. OR 4 FORMERLY WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 01/27/88 •
• - ROSEMOUNT INC
SUB OF EMERSON ELECTRIC CO 04274 12001 W 78TH ST EDEN PRAIRIE DIN 553443620 (612) 941-5560
• * ROSS. FRANK B. COMPANY
_2t71 ROSS BEESWAX SUB. 1595
ECG08 22 HALLADAYST NEW dERSEY Nd 07304-(X)85 (301) 433-4512
11/0t189
** ROTEX COMPANY
22877 8816 DIRECTORS ROW DALLAS TX 75247
"= ROXANE LABORATORIES INC
• ECNBO P.O. BOX 16532
21783 MINERAL OIL. LIGHT STERILE
COLUMBUS
NDCIIOOS4,B577/M)C_O054-8578
OH 432t66532 (614) 276-4000
_ i. iiiii_i o9129/os
*= RDXANE LABORATORIES, INC.
SUB. OF BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM L 34471 P.O. BOX 16532













07968 HYDRAULIC FLUID, FIRE RESISTANT
03511 HYDRAULIC OIL
00485 LUSE OIL, GEAR
17331 LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL, ROYCO 308
02532 ROYCO 220, LUBRICATING GREASE MIL-G-81322
11254 ROYCO 220, 22C
13519 ROYCO 27
02531 ROYCO 27At. LUBRICATING GREASE; MIL-G-238278
18597 ROYCO 305A
13581 ROYCO 315
18598 ROYCO 43 C
04405 ROYCO 43, GPS GREASE
08832 ROYCO 44
13518 ROYCO 49_ GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE
20794 ROYC049B




07950 PO BOX 518
ECP37 72 EAGLE ROCK AVE.
GREASE AIRCRAFT UTR G-395
GREASE, AIRCRAFT MIL-G-4343C
GREASE, AIRCRAFT & INSTRUMENT (RDYCO 27A1??) i MtL-G-23827
GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE ..... i
HYDRAULIC FLUID H-515
HYDRAULIC FLUID PETROLEUM BASE (CK. STOCK#:-9408?)
COLUMBUS OH 432166532
E. HANOVER Nd 07936







NIL-G-4343 C; LUBRICATING GREASE
MIL-G-4343B
MIL-T-5544 / LUBRICATING GREASE
NIL-G-23549
































NSOS'S MARKED '.'; SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA 85 SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRO4)UCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE: IN MSDSSYSTEM
GP23.1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 399
IF_, ;FSCNi NSDS::_ : ::H R
TSR$ ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
02324 ROYCO 751. 770 ....... DISTR: VXCKERS NO DATE -
20795 ROYCO 756A '::_
• om2s Rovco_mi.& 7_. t_rD_AULIC F_OZO_
02323 ROYCO 783D. 783C
02321ROYCO 808 (DISTR: VICKERS)
20796 ROYCO 81 MS
18954 ROYCO 828 HF - ' ....
03122/91
MXL H-SG06 / 756D = BEFORE 8/80. 756E - AFTER 8/80 DLA NSD$
i'!i!! tl/t9/92
• . .H. r •
• * ROYAL OAK ENTERPRISES, INC;!i!- : :
ECA13 35 GLENLAKE PARKWAY SUITE 500 ATLANTA
07755 LIGHTER FLUID/CHARCOAL STARTER TRUE BURN CHARCOAL STARTER
• * ROYAL OI_)NANCE :i!:i :::::
: u3320
r :.
• * ROYSTER COMPANY
ECF12 P 0 BOX ORAWER 1940 NORFOLK
11583 GRANULAR IRON .GO
•. ROY_TO,,,._ ORiES ::.:i:_ii:i!.: _=,, ,_ FI.STS..EET :P.:T_
09411 ROSKOTE R-28 RUBBERIZED MASTIC RESIN/BITUMEN BLEND MASTIC
11416 ROYBOND 747 PRIMER RUBBER RESIN COATING
• * RUBATEX CONP./OIV.GREAT AN_!_:I:_i: :-::
• i .... _.... 8_g4_.i RAILROAD AVE./P.O. BOX 340 _i_i
0266g R-373 RUBBER [NSUL. AHSIVE 373
** RUBICON CHEMICALS
2,_,,_ ,._z_T, ._(_.,.zc-Dzi_ !ECru,.o. Box517
*e RUBY CHEMICAL CO.
86833
04503 RUBYFLUID
.i ii:i. i_ i















GA 30328 (404) 393-1430
06/16/87



















08882 11HAVTHORN PARKWAY VERNON HILLS IL 60061 (312) 367-7700
MSDS'S MARKEO "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORB.CONTACT / MSDS*S _/0 "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSO$ SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HNIS MSO$
EHS/TRI: "*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3'70)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN M_OS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REG|STRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 400
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE _ 1450S H R















CLEAN & ETCH 108
CONSUMER TOPCOAT/METALLIC TOPGOAT/BBQ BLKIZINC-SEL T424.7434.7443.7448.T45B*7466;77XX (XX-VARIOU$ #$)
H. S. VHXTE EPOXY. sms2
H&I_)HAT AEROSOL P!KM)UCT$. 21XX_)U_23_24!;_r_*3_4_`37_43_47_48_55_5_63*_4_(i_1_72_T5_8_7Q;_8_B3_°
HARD HAT ALUMINUM 2115
HARD HAT FLUORESCENT TOPCOATS AEROSOL/2233.2242.2255.2264
HARD HAT FLUORESCENT YELLOW #2242
HARD HAT HIGH TEIqPERATURE BLACK 21T6:
HARD HAT MARKING PAINTS I AEROSOL/2324.2344.234$.2354,2363.2392
HARD HAT STRIPING PA;NTS AEROSOLI2328.2391
HARD HAT STRIPING PAINTS 2348. AEROSOL
HARD HAT ZINC-RICH COATINGS 2117.2185
HARD HAT ZINC-SELE COLD GALVANIZING COMPOUND 2185
HEAT RESISTANT ZINC-SELE GRAY 4285
20226 HEAT RESISTANT ZINC-SELE GREEN AND GRAY
i_lS(dS HEAVY !DUTY EPqDXY ACT|¥ATOR























** RUSTICIDE PRODUCTS CO
HEAVY DUTY EPOXY GREEN ZINC-SELE
HEAVY DUTY EPOXY TOPCOAT-TINTBASE
HEAVY DUTY EPOXY MHITE PRIMER
HEAVY DUTY EPOXY MHITE. 9392. HIGH GLOSS
HEAVY DUTY EPOXY-ORANGE BASE. 9373










RUSTOLEUN HEAVY DUTY EPOXY SYSTEM BLACK 9379













9071. 9084. 9086. 9092
ALKYD RESIN-HIGH GLOSS/#559/659/944/956/7434/7448
866. 868. 904. 906. 925. 933. 935. 944. 956. 964.975.977.12
7710.7712.77 I3.7'714.7715. 77118






ALKYD RESIN - METAL PRIMER
1547/1565/1579/1584/1586/1590











































: GERNAN.CO:/DZST;ZS _ INCORPO C40_2 EMBH
!
2:1155 LUBR|CATI_N(; PASTE









.sos,s _mCED ",': SUa.IT XSC FO_ 2e-39a TO_:_ACT!:I:._'S v/o ,', VE_X-FZEO_VAZU_OC_VZ_ .SOS SVS'rE. t "*" " m.A _IS m=OS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN finDS SYSTEN
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)







COMMENTS DATE S I
EC174 127 ORANGE AVE. COCOA FL 32922 (407) 632-4398
14933 VARNISH,INSULATING,BEI-914A (WESTINGHOUSE B-540-1} 03/00/80 *
*= S.A.F.E. CO., INC.
ORAEGER TuBE DISTR. ECB49




=* SAF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP.
4Z400 300 EISEI_WER LN
ECA46
08644 ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE A, ANAEROBIC
21671 ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE B
22007 ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE C
20182 ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE CV
11187 ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT T42
-* SAFE BRANDS CORPORATION727 SOU
22592 SIERRA ANTIFREEZE-COOLANT
OYJUO TH 13TH STREET
*- SAFECO
** SAFEGUARD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
SEE ALSO; CONTACT INDUSTRIES
*, SAFETY EQUIPMENT CO.
• , SAFETY PRODUCTS CO., INC.
JACKSONVILLE FL (904) 356-5831
KELLY AFB TX 78241 5000







OMAHA NE 68102 (800) 432-9306
SIO1AF6P 05/17/94
OSBFO
6R271 411 WALES AVENUE
ECP87
OGT02 1500 BRITTMOORE, SUITE IOI-A
• - SAFETY'KLEEN CORPORATION
PHONE # ILLEGIBLE ON MSDS EC426 777 BIG TIMBER ROAD
30530 777 BIG TIMBER ROAD
06398 SAFETY-KLEEN 105 PARTS WASHING SOLVENT #6617
e 05390 666 GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
-* SAFT AMERICA INC
POWER SOURCES DIV,
NAME CHANGE-SEE SAFT NIFE
10264 GELYTE BATTERY
17979 NICAD STORAGE BATTERY CELL
TAMPA/PLANT CITY FL
BRONX NY 10454
HOUSTON TX 77043 (713) 468-0914
ELGIN IL 60120
ELGIN IL 60120
09052 711 INDUSTRIAL BLVD VALDDSTA
EC027








• * SAFT NIFE
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS _I _ ''' :PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370);3T2 C_EMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTL_ AVAILABLE IN MSDS S_STEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRy SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 402
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADORESS,PHONE MSADS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECD28 711 INDUSTRIAL BLVD. VALDOSTA GA 31601 (912) 247-2331
22060 NICKEL CADMIUM INDUSTRIAL BATTERIES RECEIVED PER REQUEST FOR HED-70 (LSOC) 08/00/90 *
• * SAKRETE
25761 FISHER & B&O RR
15720 SAKRETE (CONCRETE)
• * SALISBURY, W.H., & CO,
78046 7520 N. LONG AVENUE
02677 SUPER SALCO (IMPROVED), DETERGENT
• * SAN ANTONIO AIR LOGISTICS CTR.
SA-ALC/SFSP - FLUIDS PROCURED
-* SAN DIEGO VALVE & FITTING CO.
• * SAN/BAR CORPORATION
98750
4M946 t295 MORFENA BLVD.
27412
- 15335 CLEANER, LLgBRICANT AND PRESERVATIVE BREAK-FREE
*- SANCAP ABRASIVES, INC.
EC646





56086 1600 CANAL STREET
56080
56800
17016 NEVER-SEEZ (MFGR:NEVER-SEEZ CORP.)
01097 N0-OX-ID "A"
20563 NO-OX-ID PEEL COAT
*, SANDERS ASSOCIATES INC.
94117 DANIEL WEBSTER HWY
EC912 RT. 4 BOX 327
*= SANDERS LEAD COMPANY
ECd09 P.O. BOX 707
17561 ANTIMONIAL OR ARSENICAL LEAD
17583 LEAD. SOFT LEAD
*= SANDOZ CROP PROTECTION
13362 BANVEL 720,
*" SANDSTROM PRODUCTS COMPANY
CINCINNATI OH 45217
SKOKIE IL 60076
KELLY AFB TX 78241 5000























SEE: HPBVVC 11/00/89 -
._--._ .................... . ..... _ ............ . ...... _ ..... _._ .......... 4 ........................................ ..................
M_I_S'S MAI_ED #-" ; SU_NIT KS_ FORI_ 29-393 TO ORGoCO_ITACT / _DSIS W/O ° _ a VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA I_S{}S SYSTEM i l_i_ = OLA HI-IS M_S
EHS/TRI : "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (
( ( (
GP_3-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 403
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADORESS,PI'_NE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
34227 224 SOUTH MAIN STREET PORT BYRON IL 61275 (309) 523-2121
• 20258 LC-300 DRY FILM LUBRICANT NIL-L-4601/MIL-L-0937 DLA MSDS
P 20246 LUBRICANT LC-300 DRY FILM NIL-L-4601 DLA MSOS
05157 26A DRY FILM LUBRICANT - AEROSOL E651-G75 05/03/93 *
• 20255 9A LUBRICANT DRY FILM MIL-L-46010A DLA MSDS
-- SANFORD CORP
86874 2740 WASHINGTON BLVD BELLWOOD ZL 60104
ECP34 2740 WASHINGTON BLVD. NEW YORK NY 60104 (BOO) 228-5635
20789 EXPO CLEANER FOR DRY ERASE SURFACE CLEAR 05/04/93
14442 EXPO DRY ERASE MARKER 09/24/86 *
20790 EXPO DRY ERASE MARKERS BROAD TIP BLACK.REO.BLUE.GREEN.YELLOW.ORANGE.BROWN.PURPLE 04/28/87
04949 EXPO IMPROVED FORMULA CLEANER FOR DRY ERASE SURFAC 06/28/89
20788 FOAM RUBBER STAMP PADS BLACK,REO.BLUE.GREEN,BROWN.VIOLET 04/29/87
05004 MAJOR ACCENT COLORS:YELLOW,PINK,LAVENOER, TUROLtOISE BLUE.FLUOR.YELLDW/ORANGE/GREEN,ROSE,AOUA 06/30/92
00016 MUCILAGE
20792 ROLL-ON STAMP PAID INKER
18601 RUBBER CEMENT
06480 SHARPIE FINE POINT PERMANENT MARKER
20791 SOLVENT TYPE CLEANER
** SANI-FRESH INTERNATIONAL
59943 4702 GOLDFIELD
19869 SANI-FRESH GENTLE LOTION CLEANSER AND
=, SANITEK PRODUCTS INC
17584 BULLET TIP PAINT
54666 3959 GOODWIN AVE
• * SANTA FE TEXTILES
31415 16951 MURPHY AVE.
** SANYO ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
ECH37 222-IKAMINAIZEN
13276 NICKEL CADMIUM RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
20227 608M DEVELOPER
** SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.





*- SATELLITE INDUSTRIES INC
21777 SATELLITE SPICE SPRAY
SAN ANTONIO
SANI-TUFF LOTION HAND SOAP








TX 78218 (512) 661-5374
12/O1/92
CA 90039 (213) 245-6781
08/17/90
IRVINE CA 92714 (714) 251-1960
SUMOTO CITY, HYOGO JA 656 (079) 924-4111
04/04/90
PC 329439 COMPACT 40(0 BIMOOE DEVELOPER 511 6DOT? NO DATE
64484 7300 N. LINOER AVE.
58O4O
53078 7300 NORTH LINDER AVE
SKOKIE IL (312) 677-0600
SKOKIE IL 6007
DLA MSDS
PLYMOUTH MN 55441 (612) 553-1900
09/22/93
ECN86 253OXENIUW LANE NORTH
80703 PITTSBURG PA
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "P" = DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '-* =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3?0)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 404
ECM25 160 GAMMA DRIVE
20652 CONOUCTOP SL NO. 1313 - PART A/PART B
20937 CONDUCTPRIME C 5073 - PART A & B
20938 CI_NMDUCTPRII_E D 5_3 - PART A & B
20651 CONDUCTSEAL NO- 5035 - PART A & B
e 04800 ELECTRICAL REFRACTORY CEMENT POWDER #75
19047 INSA-LUTE HI-TEMP CEMENT (PASTE) NO. 7
0 04334 LOW EXPANSION CEMENT #29
04801 PLASTER PORCELAIN (POMOER) NO. 30
IP20009











14666 5AVOGRAN H2OFF PAINT & VARNISH REMOVER
04534 SAVOGRAN STRYPEEZE SEMI-PASTE
17773 SAVOGRAN SUPERSTRIP PAINT & VARNISH REMOVER
NORWOOD





• * SCHAEFER EQUIPMENT, INC.
EC741 PHOENIX ROAD WARREN
06119 HOT ROLLED STEEL BARS (COMMON STEELS,ALLOY STEELS) C-1018,C-I020,C-I030,C-I045,4140
OH 44483 (216) 372-4006
NO DATE
*- SCHAUS & SON, WILLIAM
ECE83
"" SCHAUS, WM., & SON, INC.
MAY BE A CANADIAN COMPANY
00052 PROPANE/LPG
ECF80 2901 CALUMET AVE. MANITOWOC Wl 54220 (414) 684-5559
06120/8e
** SCHENECTADY CHEMICALS, INC.
88577 P.O. BOX 1046
16284 AQUANEL 550 WATER-BORNE VARNISH (USED BY LIEBERT)
SCHENECTADY NY 12303 (518) 370-4200
04/20/83
*- SCHERER







MSDS'S FOR INGREOIENTS PROVIDED BY MFGR.- 22 PAGES SEVERAL
** SCHOLLE CORPORATION
ALCO SCHOLLE, CA 5F976
29138 200 WEST NORTH AVENUE NORTHLAKE
19899 BATTERY FLUID, ACID (ELECTROLYTE)
19426 ELECTROLYTE BATTERY ACID
0 11941 SULFURIC ACID 0-5-801 ELECTROLYTE BATT CL 3









..................................................... ..,,. ..................... 4 .....................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.C_ACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' ,, OLA HMIS MSDS




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 405
SEE ALSO: MANVILLE ECL34 P.O. BOX 5105
SCHULLER FILTRATION DIV. 84867 P.O, BOX 5105
21993 MANVILLE MICROPDROUS SPECIALTY INSULATION
-= SCHWEBER
ECC19
DENVER CO 80217-5108 (303) 978-4900
DENVER CO 80217-5108 (303) 978-49OO
FLEXIBLE/FACED FLEX.MIN-K;MIN-K SHEETS/MOLDED SHTS 01/01/93
*- SCIENTIFIC GAS PRODUCTS, INC.
DIV. ASHLAND CHEMICAL CO. EC256 2330 HAMILTON BLVD.
(SEE ALSO SCOTT SPECIALTY CASE 54262 2330 HAMILTON BLVD
11418 ACETYLENE S010300




SEE: BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP. S 7L623 OlV. AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY
10993
*- SCIENTIFIC SAFETY PRODUCTS CO
+- SCM CORPORATION
GLIDDEN COATINGS & RESINS - Q. 4A586
13929 16651 SPRAGUE ROAD
BOUGHT BY PCR CA.'B8/SPEC.CHEM 52921 P.O. BOX 1466
07241 HMDS. HEXAMETHYLOISILAZANE
O 01911 LIQUID NAILS LN-601
17368 MMF 3(33. ADHESIVE #PV-20
ECH39 P.O. BOX 9737
=- SCOT POWDER COMPANY
13278 ROYAL/PEARL SCOT
*- SCOTT AVIATION/DIV. FIGGIE INT
53655 225 ERIE ST.
15633 METHANE/NATURAL GAS 2.5% IN AIR AT 250 PSI
20470 OXYGEN GENRATORS
- 20489 OXYGEN LOX (LIQUID ONLY)
EC341
-- SCOTT FETZER: SEE ADALET-PLM
-- SCOTT MEDICAL PRODUCTS
SEE ALSO: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASE 3Y341
14511 CARBON NONOXIDE/METHANE/ACETYLENE IN 02/N2
18602 CLINICAL BLOOD GAS MIXTURES
13352 GAS MIXTURE
20327 OXYGEN




Nd 07080 (201) 754-7700









OH 44136 (216) 344-8000





SMOKELESS POWOER NO DATE
LANCASTER NY 14086 (716) 683-51OO
DOT-39 NRC 280 07/01/80
07/01/90
MSDS IS FROM AIR PRODUCTS 02/01/89
09/00/86
86685-807.86686-807/25/08/09/10/15/16/...86687-806 05/23/88
ARGON, OXYGEN, NITROGEN 0061o0 03/02/90
03/06/92
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "," =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40C'FR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 406
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADORESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
SEE SANI-FRESH INTERNATIONAL ECL23 4702 GOLDFIELD
• * SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
AKA & FORMERLY SCOTT ENVIRONME EC098 ROUTE 61t





























CARBON DIOXIDE IN HELIUM
CARBON DIOXIDE IN NITROGEN
CARBON MONOXIDE
CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR
CARBON MONOXIDE IN HELIUM
CARBON MONOXIDE. LIQUIFIED







NITRIC OXIDE IN NITROGEN
NITROGEN
NITROGEN DIOXIDE IN AIR




55995 2001 THIRD STREET
15595 CARBON MONOXIDE IN NITROGEN
15622 NITRIC OXIDE IN NITROGEN, GAS MIXTURE
15635 SULFUR DIOXIDE IN NITROGEN
=_ SCOTTY ENTERPRISES OF MONROE
14618 VITA=ORIVE
ECI63 645 KETAL AVENUE
• * SCOTTY'S




MSDS P 2 IS MISSING
"- SEAGRAVE COATINGS CORP.





IN NITROGEN / 9799,19791,44237;
4-103-3
M7Oll








































WILLIAMSTOWN Nd 08094 (609) 728-9438
RUBBER DRIVE CLEANER 09/(30/90
7M562 COCOA FL
ECP47 GREEN COVE SPRINGS FL
ECA65 2170-A W. HI#Y 520
ECC52
COCOA FL 32926 (407) 639-6333
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM _-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'5 W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '@" = DLA FBWIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: ,w., =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 407
MANUFACTURER E T
MF_. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PI'_E M_DS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
18925 F-150 PARTS A & B MIL-P-24441/2 TY I / F-O7POIA &F-OTP02 06/17/92 •
- 14445 TT-E-489H, 17038 BLACK 11/15/90
• * SEAGUARD
60163 P.O. BOX 669/4030 SEAGUARD AVE PORTSMOUTH VA 23705
10237 HEAT RESISTING (12OO DEG F) ALUMINUM PAINT TT-P-28 REV. G/MPN 3382




20654 SEAL PEEL - TYPE I
4
-* SEALED AIR CORPORATION
11457 HGLSTER/INSTAPACKER SOLVENT
11455 INSTAPAK COMPONENT A
11458 INSTAPAK DESICCANT
11456 INSTAPAK PORT CLEANER
** SEALED POWER CORPORATION
CK, PHONE # ECC31
09336 0TC HYDRAULIC OIL
** SEATRONICS CO. INC.
ECN87 25 SUNSET LANE
21776 POTASH / ANNOTATED: OXYGEN DETECTOR CELL SENSORS




ANTICORROSIVE INORGANIC COATING NO DATE
TROY MI 48083 (313) 540-8393
H-1OO NO DATE





** SEIDLER CHEMICAL & SUPPLY CO.
• * SELBY, 8ATTERSBY & CO.
ECPTO 27 HAYNES AVENUE
OWATONNA MN 55060
16355 1GL/16356 5GL/9616 55GL/ FORMULA 3191
16511 #0582 CURING AGENT
02281 #0700 EPOXY RESIN
02280 #O710 CURING AGENT
16527 SELBACLAD TOPCOAT RESIN PORTION
(6t2) 227o9101
02/04/86
HATBORO PA 19040 (215) 441-O320
NO DATE
NEWARK Nd 07114
86937 5220 WHITBY &VENUE PHILADELPHIA PA 191433297
SELBACLAD TOPCOAT, EPOXY CATALYST




12351 840 SELIG DRIVE SW/PO BX 43106 ATLANTA
86938 840 SELIG DR
02423 BODE COTE. CLEANER, #0227
06523 CHAIN & CABLE LUBRICANT AERO
15422 FORMULA 0-88
02424 FREE LON AEROSOL
05736 LINEBACKER AEROSOL
17054 SEEZE-EZE AEROSOL








................................................ _ .......................... _ .......................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA WSDS SYSTEM / "O' - DLA FINIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=ND DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
09113/85 -
0248 06/27/88 -
LIQUID CLEANING COMPOUND O5/O1/84




BELT DRESSING 0470 o9/r20/85 -
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 408
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE I_S H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMNENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
"* SEM PI_TS, I1_.
ECF07 120 SEM LANE
11557 320_-3288 FLUORESCENT COLORS
BELMOUNT CA 94002 (415) 592-5752
10/31/89
• * SENCO - SEE PRC
SEMCO DIVISION/PRODUCTS RESEAR EC545 5454 SAN FERNANDO ROAD GLENDALE CA 91203 (818) 240-2060
• * SENSOR MEDICS
ECI49
-- SENTINEL
ZIPCODE FOR STREET ADOR:33169 EC652 15755 NW 15TH AVE/PO BX 694240 MIAMI
05266 SL WR WHITE 0 LUBRICATING GREASE
05267 SL _ WHITE t • LUBRICATING GREASE
f
• " SENTINEL PRODUCTS CORP
PACKAGING INDUSTRIES GROUP, IN ECjIO 130 NORTH STREET HYANNIS
ECL44 70 AIRPORT RD/PO BOX S HYANNIS
17562 MICROCELL
FL 33269-1240 (305) 625-6400
01/01/67
01/01/87
MA 02601 (617) 775-5220
MA 02601 (508) 775-5220
04/30/93
** SENTRY CHEMICAL C0.
AKA SENTRY ECOLINK CHEMICAL CO ECN62 1481 ROCK MTN BLVD
8S927 1481 ROCK MTN BLVD/PO BOX 748
21755 ELECTRON ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED DIELECTRIC SOLV 0296
21756 ELECTRON ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED DIELECTRIC SOLV AEROSOL
STONE MOUNTAIN
STONE MOUNTAIN
GA 30086 (800) 877-3339






ECD47 539 MARWOOO ROAD
SENTRY R&O ANTI-WEAR, HEAVY-DUTY HYDRAULIC OIL
CABOT PN 16023 (412i 352-4451
ALL ISO GRADES (INCL.150.220.320.460;32.46,68.100) 05/25/88
• * SENTRY PAINT & CHEM. CO.
34346 MILL AND LAWRENCE STS. OARBY PA 19023 (215) 727-2300
11837 ALUMINUM HT RES 12CX_DEG X-5767CARGILL / TT-P-28G (RED PRIMER COATING) 05/24/93
@ 03227 ENAMEL, TT-E-489, ALKYD HI-GLOSS INT/EXT DLA MSDS -
17427 RED PRIMER COATING X-3796 PRIMER RUST INHIBITING LACQUER RESISTING 12/06/85 -
20758 WHITE ALKYD ENAMEL X-4609 05/24/93 *
22123 X-3917T ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER 05/24/93 *
20760 X-3917Y ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER 05/24/93 *
=" SEOUA CORP.
KOLLSMAN OIV. 89944 220 DANIEL WEBSTER HWY S MERRIMACK NH 030544809 (603) 889-2505
*- SERMATECH INTERNATIONAL INC.
SUB OF TELEFLEX, (FORMERLY SER 58913 155 S LIMERICK ROAD LIMERICK PA 19468 (215) 948-5100
18603 SERNABONO 487 PART t 07/00/90
11622 SERNABOND 487. (2 PART KIT) / (39-8069-50K_15) ORBITER LEADING EDGE RCC REPAIR MATERIAL 06/00/92
20761SERMETEL 196 01/00/90 *
20762 SERMETEL 249 01/00/90 *
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS°S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 409
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
20764 SERMETEL 273 HI-TEMP COATING 01/00/90 *




=* SETRE CHEMICAL COMPANY
ECD38 2211 SUTTON STREET NORTH ANOOVER MA 01845 (508) 685-2121
53801 221 SUTTON ST NORTH ANDOVER MA 01845-1639 (800) 424-9300
COMPUTER-LINK MAGNETIC TAPE/DISC DRIVE CLEANER,C70 08/24/90




06683 2,4-D AMINE WITH AQUATIC APPLICATIONS



































59851 917 CROSBY AVE.
59581 917 CROSBY AVE
ACRYLIC LACQUER















LACQUER, AEROSOL. GREEN 14062
LACQUER, GREEN 14260. AEROSOL





RED FLUORESCENT ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL
RED LACQUER
SEYMOUR SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL). 16-XXXX.EN-XX.TP-XX










AEROSOL PAINT - COMPOSITION VARIES BY PRODUCT
TT -P-605
*DITZLER DS-732 GLOSS BLACK LACQUER
GP-0003-7038 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
00-0016- 1303
AEROSOL MEDIUM OIL ALKYD RESIN. GP-4891-5045
AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
GP-OQ01-5102 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
GP-O001-O0?5 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
GP-0001-6099 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
GP- 3890- 1000
GP-0001-4062 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
A-A-665 / GP-0001-4110
GP-0001-4260 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
A-A-65
A-A-65. SPEC# A A 665-13538
SEE MSOS FOR PRODUCT #'S
GP-O00 t -4064
AEROSOL NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER, GP-O001-2197
GP - 3890- 5000/SN#8010-00- 958 - 8147
GP-0001-1105 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
FULLWELL #88915
00-0016-0364
GP-0003-7875 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
GP -0001-7875
GP-3890-7000 / AEROSOL ACRYLIC LACQUER
IL 60178 (800) 435-4482































19332 YELLOW LACQUER GP-0001-3538 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN 05/26/93 •
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = OLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 410
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN,ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06485 YELLOW LACQUER GP-0001-3655 05/25/93 •
*_ SHACHIHATA INDUSTRIAL CO, LTO
18757 X STAMPER INK X-200 BLACK
$4748 NO. 69, AMATSUKA-CHO 4oCHOItE dAPAN (2t3) 530-4445
12/05/87
** SHAI_BAN, W.S.. CO.
15334 BONAID ETCHANT St6943





O 15798 CALCIUM OXIDE
15799 CALCIUM OXIDE
t5785 CITRIC ACID, MONQHYDRATE (PHOTOGRAPHIC)
0 15874 IODINE ACS
- 15917 POTASSIUM BROMIDE









12211 CX-501R1 (INK RIBBON ROLL)
13335 DEVELOPER BEADS-JX-95ND/OC, DEVELOPER KIT
07_14 JX-91DV. BLACK POWDER IMAGING DEVELOPER
07613 JX-91PC, ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTOR
07615 dX-91T, BLACK POWDER IMAGING TONER
11258 ox-g3DC DEVELOPER
11259 JX-93DR ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTOR
11257 JX-93TC TONER
21866 _X97 NDE DEVELOPER
13333 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR JX-9500
17572 TONER - JX-95NT/TC










T1 2559881-0001,TI 2550482-0001 OPC CARTRIDGES 07/13/89
TI25598790001 07/13/89
** SHARP ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
SUB: SHARP CORP OBDNF SHARP PLAZA
18759 DEVELOPER, FO-52ND
18780 ORGANIC PMOTOCONOUCTOR, FO-52DR
18758 TONER, FO-S2NT





WAS SHEAFFER EATON ECC88 301 AVE H.
10147 SKRIP INK/SHEAFFER FOUNT/PEN INK (ALL COLORS)
FORT MADISON IO 52627 (319) 372-3300
12/11/91
*= SHEFFIELD BRONZE PAINT
91071 17814 S. WATERLOO RD.
16509 QUICK SPRAY RUST PROOF RED PRIMER 24621
06266 RED HOT ALUMINUM PAINT. #319 1-319
CLEVELAND OH 44119 (216) 481-8330
05/18/75
01/00/86 *
** SHEILA SHINE. INC-
._,;_:,_.,RKEO.-,- _.,,.,T,,scFOR.29-393TOORG.CO,_ACT/ .SOS'SW/O,-, VER,FIED,VA,.A.'EVIA.SOS,'STE./ ".' : OL,.",S ._OS




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 411
ECA95 P.O. 80X 016186
01703 SHEILA SHINE
19502 SHEILA SHINE AEROSOLS
t950_ SHEILA SHINE LIQUID
• _ SHELDAHL, INC.
07955 HIGHWAY NORTH





SHELL 0IL CO. 93508
SHELL 0IL CO. 54527 1 SHELL PLAZA/BOX 2463
SHELL CHEMICAL DIV., SHELL OIL 86961 1 SHELL PLAZA/BOX 2463
SHELL CHEMICAL. CAGE NOT ASSIG 86916
SHELL INTERNAT'L CHEMICAL CO. EC548 SHELL CENTRE, LONDON SEt 7PG






HOUSTON TX 77001 (713) 473-9461
HOUSTON TX 77001 (713) 473-9461
ENGLAND
16125 ACETONE 31125,44700 06/15/93
@ 20242 AEROSHELL GREASE MIL-G-24139 DLA MSDS
@ 10635 AEROSHELL GREASE MIL-G-24139 DLA MSOS
18604 AEROSHELL GREASE 17 MIL-G-21164 / 70017 / LUBRICATING GREASE 03/06/91
13445 AEROSHELL GREASE 22 70022 / LUBRICATING GREASE 04/05/91
04409 AEROSHELL GREASE 5 70025 / MIL-G-3545C 04/05/91
22039 AEROSHELL GREASE 6 70026 / LUBRICATING GREASE 05/28/91
01836 AERDSHELL GREASE 7 70149 / LUBRICATING GREASE 04/05/91
04345 APIEZDN N GREASE MSDS 1S FROM SHELL INTERNAT'L/J.G.BIDDLE 0?/07/80
20423 APIEZON PRODUCTS 04/02/93
13574 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID OEXRON II 53030 / LMSC NSOS 11/03/88
• t7055 AUTOMOTIVE AND ARTILLERY GREAS BATCH 53 DLA MSD$
22045 BISPHENOL A (POLYMER GRADE) 42921 02/15/94
09197 BUTYL GLYCIDYL ETHER 02/00/78
22410 EPI-CURE CURING AGENT 3282 48425. MSDS#7-17; FORMERLY EPI-CURE 87 & EPON CURI 01/06/94
08982 EPICHLOROHYDRIN, 32410 06/04/81
05272 EPON CURING AGENT U 43638 06/14/93
05268 EPON CURING AGENT Y 11/19/85
08754 EPON CURING AGENT Z SHELL CODE - 43645 08/12/88
00386 EPON RESIN 815 43220 12/13/93
00823 EPON RESIN 828 43240 06/04/93
08894 EPON 812 12/00/77
02507 ETHYLENE GLYCOL - FIBER GRADE (#32454) 11/13/85
06613 ETHYLENE GLYCOL -INOUSTRIAL GRADE TECHNICAL GRADE 11/12/85
16168 ETHYLENE GLYCOL, TECHNICAL 11/12/85
P 17035 GEAR OIL 85-40 DLA MSOS
• 17351 GREASE, AIRCRAFT DLA MSDS
• 04960 GREASE, NULTI PURPOSE MIL-G-24139. TY.V. CL.2 DLA MSOS
024611SOPROPYL ALCOHOL 31110 06/15/93
05463 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, 70_ SHELL CODE: 31122 NO DATE
16201 METHYL ETHYL KETONE 31210 06/15/93
• 02413 METHYL ETHYL KETONE (MEK),TECHNICAL (DISTR:AMCO) DLA MSDS
09334 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE 31135,31136,31156 10/15/93
°
s Ix
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA Fg4IS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ",' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER [NOEX P. 412
08757 NEODOL 91-2.5 ETHOXYLATE PRODUCT CODE- 38195 02/00/79
13079 NEOOOL 91-6 38194 08/18/93
22037 NORMAL BUTYL ALCOHOL 31175.38136,31177 06/15/93
t7059 OIL, HYDRAULIC DLA MSDS
18606 OXITOL GLYCOL ETHER 07/06/81
22050 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE RO 71030 05/02/91
10156 SHELL ALVAN;A EP GREASE ROD. 71039 COOPER AIR TOOL PART NO. A123771 01/26/89
16882 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE 1 71031 09/26/91
00263 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE 2 71032 05/02/9t
22869 SHELL ALVANIA EP LF GREASE 1 71124, MSDS#57072-1 07/01/91
20483 SHELL ALVANIA EP LF GREASE 2 71125 07/01/91
10528 SHELL ALVANZA GREASE 2 7f0f2 / LUBRZCATZNG GREASE 04/23/91
10529 SHELL CAPRINUS U OIL 40 54770 08/25/92
08995 SHELL CYCLO SOL 53 SOLVENT 83420.83428,89396 03/15/84
02454 SHELL CYCLO SOL 63 (EOB) (DISTR: CHEN-CENTRAL) 04/20/82
0?223 SHELL CYPRINA GREASE R& 71005 09/t3/85
04646 SHELL DARINA EP GREASE 2, SHELL #71522 09/13/85
13843 SHELL DIALA OIL A 68701.69701,63721 08/20/85
08861 SHELL DIALA OIL AX 69702 08/20/85
08996 SHELL DIESELINE CODE 31135 11/11/74
22042 SHELL DOLIUN GREASE R 5P 71606 / LUBRICATING GREASE 08/13/93
07633 SHELL DOLZUN GREASE R 71604 09/13/85
03587 SHELL EPON CURING AGENT V-40 ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SHEET ALSO PROVIDED BY SHELL 12/11/87
05271 SHELL EPON RESIN 826 06/10/87
22043 SHELL dET A 23500 06/17/93
22038 5HELL KEROSENE - 2K 20(320 12/0t/93
08997 SHELL L[GHT MARINE DIESEL FUEL CODE 33000 11/29/71
08999 SHELL MARINE FUEL OIL INTN'L GRA??? CODE 41031 09/00/77
08998 SHELL MAR|NE GASOLINE CODE 01301 12/06/71
07121 SHELL MINERAL SPIRIT 145-EC 83063 06/15/93
22319 SHELL MORLINA OIL 150 65632 01/13/92
22048 SHELL OMALA OIL 220 65105 10/14/92
22046 SHELL ONALA OIL 68 62101 10/22/92
00531 SHELL OMALA OIL 680 65109 08/29/85
04661 SHELL PROPANE - HD - 5, LPG, SHELL #92000 10/15/85
06054 SHELL ROTELLA T MtJLTIGRADE 15_/40 _]TH XLA 50012 08/01/91
13446 SHELL ROTELLA T OIL 30 54103 10/22/92
22040 SHELL SOL M-75 EC 83231 / HYDROCARBON SOLVENT, MSDS#8110-11 04/08/94
22049 SHELL SPIRAX HEAVY DUTY GEAR OIL 85W/140 59212 10/14/92
03582 SHELL SPIRAX HEAVY DUTY 608/90 59210 / LUBRICATING OIL 10/14/92
10530 SHELL TELLUS OZL 32 65208 11/16/92
03337 SHELL TELLUS OIL 46 65209 11/16/92
05683 SHELL TELLUS OZL 68 HYDRAULIC O]L 08/29/85
14646 SHELL TELLUS T OIL 15 65407 05/18/93
09064 SHELL TOLUENE SHELL CODEU 83380 02/10/82
00774 SHELL TONNA T OIL 66 66535 07/23/91
17308 SHELL TORNUS OIL 40 54735 / DISCONTINUED,REPLACED BY CAPRINUS R-40 06/03/91
22051 SHELL TURBINE FUEL. JP-5 23140 05/07/93
22047 SHELL TURBO T OIL 100 65607 10/11/91
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FDI_I 29-393 TO ORG.CDNTACT / MSDS_S W/O '-' VERIFZED AVAILABLE V%A NSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 413
22044 SHELL TURBO T OIL 46
02453 SHELL VN&P NAPHTHA - EC
11808 SHELL X-100 MOTOR OIL 20W/20
18605 SHELL XYLENE
09017 SPECIALLY DENATURED ETHYL ALCOHOL 3A (SD-3A)
04151 SUPER VM&P NAPHTHA (EOR)
06612 TERGITOL NONIONIC SURFACTANT 15-S-9
19889 TOLU-SOL 19 EC SOLVENT
22041TOLU-SOL 6W SOLVENT
65603





MIL-D-16791E / AMCO DETERGENT, GP, TY.1
83250 / TT-T-548










=- SHELL / UK / LTD
U1553 LONDON, ENGLAND
=- SHEREX CHEMICAL CO INC
ECC05 5200 BLAZER MEMORIAL PKWY DUBLIN OH 43017
*- SHERWIN INC.
21405 5530 BORWICK AVE
13820 GLO-NETIC (5C295) SPRAY CAN PACKAGE
08972 1-319 PENETRANT
SOUTH GATE CA 902807402 (213) 861-6324
PARKER FC-2OOO GL0-BRITE,MAGNETIC PARTICLE SUSPENS 03/09/92




54636 PO BOX 67
2N538
86972 115TH AND COTTAGE GROVE AVE CHICAGO IL 606289998
i:. 88573 WASHINGTON DC
82927 101 PROSPECT AVE N W CLEVELAND OH 441151042
ECI68 6830 COCHRAN ROAD SOLON OH 44139
00681 4506 L B MCLEOD ROAD ORLANDO FL 32811
JOHN LUCAS CO. DIV. 84920 FOSTER ROAD GIBBSBORO NO 08026
06101A-1OO FLAT LATEX HOUSE & TRIM PAINT, A6 SERIES VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS 03/20/86 -
00826 ACRIPOXY ENAMEL, HARDENER 860 V IO 600-7611 03/04/87
17371ACRIPOXY ENAMEL,BTO T tO4.870 W 101,-102,-103 07/01/85 -
05135 ALKYD FLAT SEMI-GLOSS & EG-SHEL FINISHES A/1 B32W201,B49W2,B49W200,B38G..,Y24W20,Y24W538,A14... 03/0t/91 *
13365 ALKYD GLOSS & SPECIALY FINISHES PROMAR GL.BARN PAINT 846 R A5(RED)B46 W A35(WHITE 03/01/91
03579 A33 SERIES POLYURETHANE FLOOR ENAMEL MSDS PARTLY ILLEGIBLE NO DATE
11950 BLEND-A-COLOR-TONER, A60 B I BLACK COLORANT OLA MSDS
06124 C-27 SPACKLING PASTE, TIGER GRIP VINYL PATCHING PASTE 07/16/85
03641 CATALYST REDUCER, R7 K 44 10/30/86 *
14435 COAL TAR EPOXY COATII_S. B69-CT--- HI-NIL SHER-TAR:B69B40,B60V40;C-200:B69B50,B60V50 01/01/91 •
13370 CONTROLS RUST ENAMEL K8B3,K8814.K8E6,K8G6.KBL8,KBN8,KBWlO.K8W15.KBY14 08/01/90 -
13819 DTM ACRYLIC GLOSS COATING(WATER REDUCIBLE),BX665ER 866-811,R18,TlO4,W101,W102,W103. & PB-FREE CUSTOM 05/01/92 •
22260 EPOXY APPLIANCE SPRAY PAINT 3201, 3202, 3203. 3208 01/04/93 -
22518 EPOXY COATINGS 858 B58W101,B58TlO4,B58Vl:EPOXY MASTIC ENAMEL 05/01/92 * *
13786 EPOXY COATINGS 862-2, INFORMATION SHEET HI-SOLID, ALL WEATHER,POTABLE WATER. MASTIC ALUM. 01/01/91 -
18149 HI-BILD ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE ENAMEL B65 12/01/92
12233 HI-SOLIDS POLYURETHANE, 865H BCSW301,B65T304,B6OV30,B652W301,B65TW304.B6OVW30 O1/O1/91 •
03305 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL, LEAD-CONT.,B54E19/B54R18/B54Y17 INCLUDING LEAD-CONTAINING TINTED COLORS O5/01/92 •
03307 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL. NDN-LEAD.B54:A12,A13,BI1.E29.-> G14,NI6,R15,R28,TtO4,W10,W101.W102,WlO3,Y27 01/17/89 •
CLEVELAND OH 44101 (216) 566-2905
(800) 247-3266
(407) 422°8186
WSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@" = DLA I-_IS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '," =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 414
lCtNUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R

















































03640 INDUSTRIAL WASH PRIMER
INFO. PERTAINING TO ALKYD GLOSS & SPECIALTY FINISH
INFO. PERTAINING TO WEATHER PERFECT, LATEX PAINT
KEM BULLETIN COLOR #144 NED. GREEN C20 G tl
KEM INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL. NON-LEAD COLORS
KRYLON HIGH HEAT PAINT (AEROSOL)
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL 1601 GLOSSY BLACK
KRYLON SILICONE LIJBE, AEROSOL SPRAY
KRYLON 9101 GLASS CLEANER
LATEX CAULK/ACRYLIC LATEX/ADHESIVE
LATEX FLAT EXT.
P60 G 2, VINYL EPOXY BASE COMPONENT 11/01/92 *
A2818 ..... B36201.846RA5 .... 847W101 .... A5V2 ........ 09/01/90
B36G206,W200,W202,W203,Y204,Y205, FLAT HOUSE&TRIM 03/24/86
F65XX SERIES/F65 CUSTOM COLORS W/LEAD HAZARD
1402 HIGH HEAT ALUMINUM
1601THRU 2501 / FORMER MFGR. BORDEN
1349. 1361 / REQUESTED: 1328 (NEW #:1348)
C- 920.930.940.950.955,960.970.990;850;t050;775









LATEX FLAT INTERIOR FINISHES
LATEX SATIN & EG-SHEL INTERIOR FINISHES
LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES. LE/2
LATEX SPECIALTY EXTERIOR FINISHES (FLOOR ENAM.&
LUBRICANTS LUBE/KI
MASONRY CONDITIONER
METALASTIC II ENAMEL/SILICONE ALKYD ENAMEL/DTM ALK
METALATEX, SEMI-GLOSS COATING
MINERAL SPIRITS (154-2323&31)
OIL STAIN, A48 SERIES, ALKYD STAIN
OPEX CUSTOM PRODUCTION LACQUER, GRAY 595-L16440
OPEX LACQUER L61/3
OPEX L61 PRODUCTION LACQUER L61/I
OPEX L61 PRODUCTION LACQUER L61/2
OPEX PRODUCTION LACOUER, NON-LEAD COLORS
ORDNANCE ALKYD PRIMER, RED
POLANE 8 POLYURETHANE COATING ASA#61 GRAY F63 A 31
POLANE 8/T POLYURETHANE ENAMEL SYSTEM
POLANE CATALYST V66
POLANE HS POLYURETHANE COATING, NON-LEAD COLORS
POLANE HS/HST ENNAMEL SYSTEM
POLANE HST POLYURETHANE COATING, NON-LEAD COLORS
POLANE PLUS/2.8 T PLUS POLYURETHANE ENAMEL
POLANE REDUCER
POLANE REDUCERS
POLANE SPRAY FIL, PRIMER-SEALER,CLEAR
POLANE T POLYURETHANE ENAMEL, LEAD COLORS
POLANE T, POLYURETHANE ENAMEL, NON-LEAD COLORS
POLYURETHANE FLOOR ENAMEL
PROMAR BRONZETONE ENAMEL
PROMAR HIGH GLOSS SW 350
PRONAR 200-INTERIOR PAINT
PROMAR 400 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL
REDUCER N0.58
SHER-WOOD 600 LACQ4JER SANDING SEAL, T60 FIO
SILVER-BRITE ALUMINUM PAINT. 859 S 3.859 S Wl & W2
SPACKLING PASTE, LATEX FILLER
04927 STRIPPABLE COATING. WHITE
CLASSIC 99 FLAT LATEX PAINT (A27 SERIES)
CLASSIC 99 DECORATOR COLORS/PROMAR/PROMAR HALON...






























CAT'S:V66V27 B,V66V29 A,V66V44 PLUS,V66V55 HS PLUS 12/11/92
SEVERAL PRODUCT#'S AND COLORS
F63HS/1 / MISSING P.2
F63 SERIES / ALSO CUSTOM COLORS
NON-LEAD COLORS, F63E. F63XX SERIES
R7 K 84
D61 / MISSING P.2
SERIES F63TL. & LEAD-CONTAINING POLANE T CUSTOM
SERIES F63TX,F63 & LEAD HAZ.FREE POLANE T CUSTOM
A33A34.A33A37.A33A46.A33Gt10.A33NG6.A33R85.A33W82
B39T104-BASE. 639N1
847WI01- PURE WHITE, B47W104- ANTIQUE WHITE






























MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e' - DLA HMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI" "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
i ( (
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 415
MANUFACTURER E T
NIFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
16524 STYLE PERFECT LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAM.BASE A20 W 81 01/07/85
20262 SUPER C0_0 PRIMER-SURFACER P2N39 04/01/91
03638 SUPER FAST-DRI SYNTHETIC ENAMEL.F68X.NON-LEAD COL. F68 SERIES: A 2. 8 3, L 3, L 6. L 13. W 1. W 7 11/t3/86 *
03639 SUPER FAST-DRt SYNTHETIC ENAMEL.F68XL.LEAO COL. F68 SERIES: E 9, G 4. G 12. R 14. Y 8. Y 15 tl/18/86 *
16319 SUPER SAVE-LITE DRY FALL 847W62 ALKYD PAINT 06/25/85
16507 SUPERACRYLIC CONTROLS RUST(ALL COL.EXC.CHROME AL.) 05/12/82
13363 SWP-EXTERIOR GLOSS, A2Y30, A2Y564 .... A2B1B,A2G40,A2R33,A2R36,A2W26,A2W32,A2W524,A2W528 09/01/90
16539 TILE CLAD II ENAMEL & ACTIVATOR NO DATE
09575 TILE CLAD II HI-BILD PRIMER {PART A) B62 N 71 09/12/84 *
15247 TILE-CLAD ACTIVATOR PROFESSIONAL COATING B60 V A7 05/25/84 *
08635 TILE-CLAD II EGGSHELL HARDENER, PART B 860 V A7 01/17/89 *
09574 TILE-CLAD II ENAMEL (PART A), LEAD COLORS B62 E 19, B62 R 18, B62 Y 17 (SEE ALSO S09576) 01/17/89 *
08636 TILE-CLAD II ENAMEL PT. A, NON-LEAD COLORS B62XX.BII,TlO4,WlOl,WlO2,W103 & HI-BILD PRIMER 01/17/89
09576 TILE-CLAD II HARDENER (PART B) B60 V 70 01/17/89 -
13371 TRAFFIC MARKING PAINT (SOLVENT BASED). TM-S B29W1.-Y2;TM-5126,TM-5129,TM-5493,TM-5474,TM-5520 01/01/91
11547 UNIVERSAL GLOSS MODIFIER D64 F 100 / FLATTING AGENT 07/25/88 *
11050 VARNISHES, OIL BASE & POLYURETHANE A66 & A67 SERIES 09/01/90
02508 WATER BASED CATALYZED EPOXY HARDENER,PT.B B60 V 15,B60 V 25 SEMI-GLOSS 01/17/89
03585 WATER BASED CATALYZED EPOXY.PT A.B7OXX SERIES INCLUDES:B70 T 204,B70 W 201, B70 W 202, 870 W 203 07/23/92
17376 ZINC CHRQNATE PRIMER 850 Y 1 (ALKYD PAINT) 10/20/87
12t70 ZINC CLAD ETHYL SILICATE COATING 869 V 1/PART A 03/22/89 *
00924 ZINC CLAD 5, ZINC RICH COATING, 869 A 45 06/20/85 *
13044 ZINC CLAD, ZINC RICH COATING, B69ZC AND I-V & VII -A56;-V3.D11;-A3,Vf3.D11;-AB,VB:-A45;-A47;-V1,D2 01/01/91 *
09157 140 AEROSOL COATINGS SPECIALTY SPRAYS VARIOUS #'S 03/01/91
00449 3108 BLACK INK 5-108 A03108, AEROSOL COATING 07/14/94 -
*- SHERWOOD MEDICAL CO.
3H739 11311 HAM_CK AVE.
13086 0.15% CINNAMALDEHYDE REAGENT 8886-275075
8RIDGETON NO 630442305
** SHERWOOD PHARMACEUTICAL CO.
09588 PHARNAOINE TOPICAL
60907 301 ISLANO ROAD NAHWAH
PDVIDONE-IOOINE
** SHIELD PACKAGING CO., INC.
ECFO8 PETER ST.
08/07/91 *
** SHIPLEY COMPANY. INC.
21079 2300 WASHINGTON STREET
20765 MICROPOSIT 1300-17 PHOTO RESIST
20766 MICROPDSIT 1300-23 PHOTO RESIST
20767 MICROPDSIT 1300-27 PHOTO RESIST
20768 MICROPDSIT 1300-31 PHOTO RESIST
20769 MICROPOSIT 1300-36 PHOTO RESIST
03575 PHQTOPOSIT REMOVER 1112A
06675 STRIPPER 77 A
Nd 07430 (201) 529-1555
NO DATE
=* SHORE UBS CHEMICAL CO., INC.
WEBSTER MA 01570 (619) 949-0900
NEWTON MA 02162










MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / M¢_OS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / _e' = DLA I-ItIS tSDS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 416
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS 10 TRAOENAME COMMENTS 0ATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
05399 H-1076
• 11052 N-1051 lelN-A-1617 TYPE 2
MMM-A-1617 TY.III
NEOPRENE ADHESIVE
*- 5HRIEVE CHENICAL COMPANY
18756 CONCENTRATED SULFURIC ACID







ECB94 16123 ARMOUR STREET, NE ALLIANCE OH 44601 (216) 821-35t0
97134 COATED ABRASIVES (ALUMINA ZIRCONIA) 2800,2883 05/29/87
07136 COATED ABRASIVES (ALUMINA ZIRCONIA) 2887 05/29/87
07129 COATED ABRASIVES (ALUMINA ZIRCONIA)/INERT MINERAL 2802 05/29/87
07131 COATED ABRASIVES (ALUMINA ZIRCONIA)/INERT MINERAL 6790.6797 05/29/87
07132 COATED ABRASIVES ALUNINUN OXIDE 2903,2905.2932.2936,2945,2946,4919.6195 05/29/87
07135 COATED ABRASIVES ALLI_IINUN OXIDE 0190,0196,0682,1904,t919,1920,1923,1926,1927,ETC. 05/29/87
07137 COATED ABRASIVES ALUMINUM OXIDE : 2982,2984 05/29/87
07130 COATED ABRASIVES: EMERY 1600.2680 05/29/87
07127 COATED ABRASIVES: GARNET (INERT MINERAL) 0580.1400.1402.1480.2480,2481.2482.5480 05/29/87
07133 COATED ABRASIVES: SILICON CARBIDE O295,1701.1706,17t1,1747,1748,1780,1781,1782,ETC. 05/29/87
07128 FLINT PAPER-COATED ABRASIVES: 1380 05/29/87
EAST HANOVER NU 07936





IBL76 17 WEST STREET
HYDROXYZINE HYOROCHLORIDE TABLETS 25 MG
** SIFCO SELECTIVE PLATING, INC.
DIVISION OF SIFCO INDUSTRIES, EC971 5708 SCHAAF RD.
DIV. OF SIFCO INOUSTRIES INC. 11924
07569 CLEANING & DEOXIDIZING SOLUTION 30101004, 30101006 / CODE 1010 O4/17/90
20501DALZC ZINC-NICKEL (NO BAKE) SOLUTION 30401806 / 4018 06/30/92
20505 NICKEL (DENSE) PLATING SOLUTION 30208004,30208006 / 2080 O4/17/90 =
07570 NO. 1 ETCHING SOLUTION 30102104, 30192106 / CODE IO21 11/01/85
20499 NO. 2 ETCHING SOLUTION 3OIO2204,30102206 / 1022 O8/17/92 *
20502 NQ. 3 ETCHING & DESMUTTZNG SOLUTION 30102304,30102306 (NUMBERS ILLEGIBLE ON MSOS) / 12/O2/91
20504 NO. 4 ETCHING & ACTIVATING SOLUTION 30102404,30102406 / 1024 08/18/92
20835 SAS 5708 SELECTRON CHROME CAP ELECTROLYTE NICKEL/COBALT SOLUTION 06/03/92 =
20834 SAS 5710 SELECTRON NICKEL TUNGSTEN D ELECTROLYTE NICKEL SOLUTION 06/03/92
20833 SCM 41OO SELECTRON ELECTROCLEANING SOLUTION CAUSTIC SODA 06/03/92
20838 SCM 4200 SELECTRON ACTIVATOR N1 ACTIVATOR #I SOLUTION 06/02/92 = •
20837 SCN 4300 SELECTRON ACTIVATOR #2 ACTIVATOR ACID 06/02/92 ,
20836 SCM 4350 SELECTRON ACTIVATOR #3 ACTIVATING ELECTROLYTE SOLUTION 06/02/92
20832 SPS 5260 SELECTRDN COPPER HIGH SPEED ACID ELECTROLYTE COPPER SOLUTION 06/18/92
20831SPS 5280 SELECTRON COPPER (ALK. H.B.) ELECTROLYTE COPPER SOLUTION 06/19/92 =
20830 SPS 5600 SELECTRON NICKEL ACID ELECTROLYTE N_CKEL SOLUTION 05/29/92 w
20829 SPS 5630 SELECTRON NICKEL (SPECIAL) ELECTROLYTE NICKEL SOLUTION 05/29/92 *
20828 SPS 5644 SELECTRON NICKEL (H.S.) SOLUTION ELECTROLYTE NICKEL HIGH SPEED O5/29/92
20827 SPS 5650 SELECTRON NICKEL NEUTRAL SOLUTION ELECTROLYTE NICKEL SOLUTION O5/29/92
** SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; _JBMIT K$C FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IF_D$'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA




GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSR$)
10/O3/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 417
I_tNUFACTURER .-- ._ _.^-- .- .._ .-- E T
MFGR.
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21076 P.O. BOX 14508
(+-)-UASMONIC ACID PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED
A-AMYLASE FROM BACILLUS SPECIES A6814
A'JJlYLASE TYPE VIII-A FROM BARLEY MALT A2771
A-AMYLASE TYPE XII-A FROM BACILLUS LICHENIFORMIS A3403
A-CELLULOSE C8002
A-D-GLUCOSE 1,6-DIPHOSPHATE POTASSIUM G5750
A-NAPWrHALENEACETIC ACID N0375
ABSCISIC ACID (+-)CIS-TRANS ISOMER At049
ABSCISIC ACID PLUS-MINUS CI_-TRANS ISOMER A10t2
ACENAPHTHENE , • A9394
ACES _ A9758
ACETATE BUFFER O.07M PH 5.0 A0875
ACETIC ACID 99.5 ATOM % O A0672
ACETIC ACID, GLACIAL A6283
ACETOACETYL COENZYME A1625
ACETONE ACS
ACETYL COENZYME A (C2:0) LITHIUM
ACETYLTHIOCHOLINE IDDIDE
ACID FUCHSIN
ACID FUCHSIN CALCIUM CERTtFIEO
ACRIDINE ORANGE
ACRIDINE ORANGE BASE
ADENOSINE 5'-DIPHOSPHATE GRADE V DI
ADENOSINE 5'-DIPHOSPHOGLUCOSE DISODIUM A0627
ADENOSINE 5"-DISPHOSPHATE A6521
ADENOSINE 5"-MQNOPHOSPHATE A1877
ADENOS!NE-5-TRIPHOSPHATE DISODIUN CRYST A6144
ADENOSlNE-5-TRIPHOSPHATE DISODIUM CRYST A5394
ADENOSINE-5-TRIPHOSPHATE KIT KC268
AGAR POWDER A7002
AGAROSE TYPE I-A LOW EEO A0169
ALBUMIN BOVINE CRYSTALLIZED A4378
ALBUMIN BOVINE FRACTION V POWDER A7906
ALBUMIN BOVINE RIA GRADE FRACTION V POWDER A-7888
ALBUMIN CHICKEN EGG GRADE V A5503
ALBUMIN CHICKEN EGG GRADE VI A2512
ALBUMIN, BOVINE FRACTION V 96-99% ALBUMIN A3350
ALGINIC ACID FREE ACID TYPE III PRACTICAL GRADE A7003
ALL TRANS-RETINOIC ACID R2625
ALUMINA C-GAMMA A8628
ALUMINUM AMMONIUM SULFATE A2140
ALUMINUM POTASSIUM SULFATE DODECAHYORATE ACS REACT A7167
AMINO ACID STANDARD SOLUTION, PHYSIOLOGICAL BASICS A6282
AMINO ACID STANDARD SOLUTION,PHYSIOL.ACIDS/NEUTRAL A6407
AiaBIONIUM DICHROMATE A8520
AMMONIUM NOLYBDATE TETRAHYDRATE ACS REAGENT A7302
ALq_ONIUN NITRATE A9642
18320 AMMONIUM OXALATE MONOHYDRATE ACS REAGENT A8545
ST. LOUIS NO 63178
(IN SODIUM CHLORIDE BUFFER $9625. OV)
\ PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED

























































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_S'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "," -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 418
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADORESS,P_E MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
22437 AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC ACS REAGENT Al167 03/28/94
17516 AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC A1645 06/10/93
14015 AIOIONIUM SULFATE GRADE I A5t32 11/02/88 -
18087 AMPHOTERICIN B-SOLUBILIZED CELL CULTURE A9528 11/t9/92
09356 AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER A3042 08/30/89
09358 AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER A7420 08/30/89
18080 AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE FROM RHIZOPUS MOLD A7255 11/17/92
13431ANYLOPECTIN AZURE A4640 02/18/9t
13430 AMYLOSE AZURE A3508 02/18/91
01526 ANILINE BLUE WATER SOLUBLE CERTIFIED A6t57 02/24/86 -
18319 ANILINE SULFATE A8399 06/10/93
11804 ANTIBIOTIC ANTIMYCOTIC SOLUTION (100X) A9909 03/06/90 -
11566 ANTIFOAM A EMULSION A5758 10/29/90
11565 ANTIFOAM 289 A5551 10/29/90
06377 ARSENIC ACID SODIUM .. A6756 02/04/S8
19407 ATMOS BAG 4 HAND , A5029 06/t0/93
13429 AURINTRICARBOXYLIC ACID AMMONIUM A0885 02/28/91
22854 AZOCASEIN A2765 08/1_/94 -
05538 AZOMETHINE-H SODIUM A3144 02/26/87
13428 B-AMYLASE TYPE II-B FROM BARLEY A7130 02/18/91
04728 B-GLUCOSIDASE TYPE I G4511 03/tl/87
04729 B-GLUCOSIDASE TYPE II FROM ALMONDS G8625 03/11/87
01547 B-GLYCEROPHOSPHATE DISODIUM 02/24/86
22451B-GLYCEROPHOSPHATE DISODIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED G9891 03/28/94
04685 B-NAPHTHALENEACETIC ACID NO500 04/27/87
06709 B-NICOTINAMIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE GRADE III N8129 07/20/88
13424 B-NICOTINAMIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE GRADE V-C N1636 02/26/91
07007 B-NICOTINANIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHATE NA+ N0505 07/17/91 *
06107 BACITRACIN B0125 12/14/87
01527 BARBITAL SODIUM--DEA SCHEDULE IV ITEM B0500 08/01/88
18318 BARIUM HYDROXIDE OCTAHYDRATE 82507 06/10/93
17953 BARIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION 80875/14-3 10/22/92
18317 BASIC FUCHSIN SPECIAL FOR FLAGELLA BOg04 06/10/93
18316 BENZOIC ACID SODIL,i CRYSTALLINE 83375 04/29/93
18315 BERGAMOT OIL B4383 06/10/93
18314 BISBENZIMIDE HOECHST NO 33258 B2883 06/10/93
18313 BISMARK BROWN Y CERTIFIED B5263 06/10/93
22851 BLUE DEXTRAN MOL. WT. 2,000.000 D5751 08/10/94
06704 BORAX B0t27 07/20/88
04674 BORIC ACID SIGMA GRADE B0252 06/10/93
19412 BRILLIANT BLUE R B0149 06/10/93
13427 BROMPHENOL BLUE SODIUM MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT 85525 04/16/9t
01528 BROMTHYMOL BLUE SODIUM 88630 02/24/86 -
06705 CACODYLIC ACID SODIUM CRYST C0250 05/20/92 *
06706 CALCIUM CHLORIDE ANHYDROUS C4901 07/20/88
04698 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED C7902 04/27/87
01530 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE GRADE I C3881 12/07/90
11788 CALCIUM CHLORIDE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED C2661 07/11/90
22469 CALCIUM IONOPHORE A23187 FREE ACID C7522 03/28/94
PAF-_DS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / P_DS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "o' = DLA





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 419
22125 CALCIUM NITRATE C1396 03/14/86
18312 CALCIUM NITRATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED C2786 06/10/93
04678 CALCIUM NITRATE TETRAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED C7652 04/27/67
19402 CANADA BALSAM C1795 06/10/93
01532 CAPRYLIC ACID SODIUM C3901 02/24/86
18084 CARBAZOLE CRYSTALLINE C5132 tl/17/92
18311 CARMINE CERTIFIED C6152 06/10/93
05537 CATECHOL. CRYSTALLINE C9510 03/03/87
19403 CELL DISSOCIATION SIEVE - TISSUE GRINDER KIT KR314 06/10/93
18310 CEPHADLRIDINE C3519 06/10/93
14913 CETYL ALCOHOL 02/24/86
06915 CHARCOAL ACTIVATED NEUTRAL]ZED C5385 08/22/88
04667 CHARCOAL, ACTIVATED UNTREATED. GRANULAR 4-14 MESH C2764 04/27/87
18609 CHLORAL HYDRATE--DEA SCHEDULE IV ITEM C6383 04/22/93
06106 CHLORAMPHENICDL CRYSTALLINE C0378 12/14/87
18307 CHLORAZOLE BLACK E Cl144 06/10/93
06597 CHLOROCHOLINE CHLORIDE. CRYSTALLINE C2635 06/06/88
11564 CHLOROFORM ACS GRADE 07/08/93
18309 CHLORTETRACYCLINE HYDROCHLDRIDE C4881 06/10/93
14227 CHOLIC ACID FREE ACID Cl129 11/02/88
04716 CHOLINE CHLORIDE CRYSTALLINE C1879 10/30/86
- I0_64 CHORZONIC GONADOTROPIN FROM HUMAN PREGNANCY URINE C3629 11/25/87
18308 CHROMIUM TRIOXIDE, ACS REAGENT C6051 06/10/93
11421CHROMOTROPE 2R C3143 09/20/90
18024 CIS-3-HEXEN-I-OL H1265 01/30/93
18023 CIS-3-HEXENYL ACETATE H2137 02/18/93
13423 CITRIC ACID FREE ACID ANHYDROUS CRYSTALLINE C0759 06/14/90
04691 CITRIC ACID FREE ACIO CELL CULTURE TESTED C2404 04/27/87
13426 CITRIC ACID MONOHYDRATE ACS REAGENT C1909 03/08/91
18306 CLOVE OIL C8392 / LAST PAGE IS 4 OF 5.MSDS APPEARS TO BE COM 10/07/93
04679 COBALT CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE C2644 04/27/87
18305 COLCHICINE-PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED C3915 06/10/93
22436 COLLAGENASE CRUDE TYPE XI CELL CULTURE TESTED C9407 03/28/94
18019 CONALBUMIN TYPE II FROM CHICKEN EGG C0880 01/30/93
01533 CONGO RED CERTIFIED C6277 06/10/93
11797 CREATINE PHOSPHOKINASE TYPE I FROM RABBIT MUSCLE C3755 07/29/88
01534 CUPRIC ACETATE MONOHYDRATE C5893 02/24/86
18304 CUPRIC SULFATE ANHYDROUS C1297 06/10/93
22449 CUPRIC SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED C8027 03/28/94
06713 CUPRIC SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE GRADE I CRYSTALLINE C7631 07/20/88
10543 CYCLOHEXIMIDE CRYSTALLINE C6255 12/14/87
10931CYTOCHROME-C. TYPE 111 C2506 02/26/91
05470 C7254 CITRIC ACIO TRISOOIUM SALT OIHYORATE 05/11/87
05471 C9754 COLCHICINE CRYSTALLINE 05/11/87
13416 D(-)3-PHOSPHOGLYCERIC ACIO DISODIUM P0259 07/17/91
22440 D-(+)-GLUCOSE ANDHYDROUS CELL CULTURE TESTED G7021 03/28/94
13420 D-(+)-GLUCOSE ANHYDROUS ACS REAGENT G5767 06/25/90
22855 O-AMINOLEVULINATE DEHYDRATASE FROM BOVINE LIVER LYOPHILIZED POWDER; A0442 08/10/94
04680 D-BIOTIN CELL CULTURE TESTED 64639 04/27/87
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S WIO '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS NSDS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 420
E T
MSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S 1
01544 D-GLUCONIC ACID SODIUM G9005 02/24/86
13379 D-MANNITOL N4125 06/25/90
11057 D'NANNITOL PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED M1902 04/02/90
22478 O-PANTOTHEN_C ACID HEMICALCIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED P5155 03/28/94
04675 D'SORBITOL $1876 04/27/87
04696 D-SORBITOL CELL CULTURE TESTED 53889 04/27/87
22856 DELTA-AMINOLEVULINIC ACID HYDROCHLORIDE A3785 08/10/94
18303 DEOXYRIBONUCLEA$E I TYPE II FROM BOVINE PANCREAS D4527 06/10/93
13422 DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID TYPE III 01626 02/21/91
21903 DEVELOPER ; CONCENTRATE 04282 10/12/93
219010EVELOPER II CONCENTRATE D4407 10/12/93
22473 DEXAMETHASONE GAMMA-IRRADIATED CELL CULTURE TESTED 08893 03/28/94
13417 DIETHYL PYROCARBONATE 05758 02/20/91
14009 DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE 05879 03/10/92
18077 DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE ACS REAGENT D8779 11/19/92
22435 OIMETHYL SULFOXIDE 99.9 ATOM % D 08511 03/28/94
13378 DIMETHYLDICHLOROSILANE 03879 02/20/91
13419 OIPHENYLAMINE FREE BASE PURIFIED WHITE CRYSTALS D2385 05/02/91
21895 DITHIOTHREITOL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT 09779 10/08/93
20356 OL-A-EPSILON-DIAMINOPIMELIC ACID CRYSTALLINE 01377 06/26/93
18302 DL-CYSTEINE HYDROCHLORIOE ANHYDROUS CRYSTALLINE C9768 06/10/93
07764 OL-DITHIOTHREITOL SIGMA GRADE HYGROSCOPIC (DTT) ABBOTT MSDS #47, PRODUCT #D0632 05/18/92
01555 DL-MALIC ACID M0875 02/24/86
01559 DL-METHIONINE SULFOXIMINE M9503 02/24/86
19043 DULBECCO'S MODIFIED EAGLE'S MEDIUM W/L-GLUTAMINE IN PLASTIC BOTTLES / 08913 NO DATE
22_75 DULBECCO'S PHOSPHATE BUFFEREO SALINE 08537 / IN PLASTIC BOTTLES 03/28/9_
13415 DULBECCO'S PHOSPHATE BUFFERED SALINE (OPBS) 05527 06/25/90
11263 EOTA MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT, OIS00IUM DIHYDRATE E5134 t0/18/89
18020 EDTA 0.02% SOLUTION CELL CULTURE TESTED E8008 01/30/93
18301EOSIN Y CERTIFIED E4382 06/10/93
22434 EPIDERMAL GROWTHH FACTOR HUMAN CELL CULTURE TESTED E1264 / RECOMBINANT 03/28/94
18300 ERYTHROSIN B CERTIFIED SODIUM E8886 06/10/93
06378 ETHIOrUM BROMIDE E8751 02/04/88
22398 ETHYL ACETATE ACS 03/23/94
10865 ETHYL ALCOHOL USP 190 PROOF ABBOTT MSDS #39 10/16/87
10866 ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF SDA 3A 05/11/89
06710 ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF USP 03/23/94
10861 ETHYL P-AMINOBENZOATE CRYSTALLINE Et501 03/10/88
18299 ETHYLENE GLYCOL NONOETHYL ETHER E2632 06/10/93
14413 ETHYLENE GLYCOL-8IS. N,N',N'-TETRAACETIC ACID E4378 02/21/91
07166 ETHYLENEDIAMINE DI(O-HYDROXYPHENYLACETIC ACID) E4135 10/11/88
13410 ETHYLENEDIAMINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE E2126 02/18/91
01538 ETHYLENEDIAMINE FREE BASE E4379 07/05/89
10544 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID CELL CULTURE TEST E6758 03/14/86
07008 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID DISODIUN DIHYDRATE SIGMA GRADE, E2501 10/24/91
18298 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID DtSOOIUM.DIHYDRATE E5513 / ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT 04/29/93
07103 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID FERRIC-SODIUM E5503 / EDTA IRON SODIUM SALT 08/13/87
22397 ETHYLENEDIANINETETRAACETIC ACID FREE ACID ACS REAG E9884 01/25/94
04666 ETHYLENEDIANINETETRAACETIC ACID FREE ACID SIGMA GR EDTA FREE ACID 04/27/87
MSDS'S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CDNTACT / MSDS'5 W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS M50S








MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 421
E T
MSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
10545 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID PURIFIED GRADE
11149 ETHYLENEOIANINETETRAACETIC ACID TETRASODIUW
0_539 EVANS BLUE
18297 FAST BLUE BB BASE
01540 FAST GREEN FCF
11420 FAST GREEN FCF CERTIFIED





18295 FERROUS SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED
00014 FERROUS SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE 99+%
18021 FETAL BOVINE SERUM TYPE II
13412 FICOLL TYPE 400
10867 FICOLL TYPE 400-DL
11911 FILM KODAK X-OMAT AR (XAR-5) 13 X 18 CM
11910 FILM KODAK X-OMAT AR (XAR-5) 8 X 10"
11912 FILM POLAROID HIGH CONTRAST POLACHROME ROLL
11913 FILM POLAROID POLAGRAPH HC-135 12-EXPOSURE ROLL
11908 FILM.POLARIOD TYPE 667 3 1/4 X 4 1/4 8-EXPOSURE PK
11909 FILM,POLAROID TYPE 665 3 1/4 X 4 1/4 8-EXPOSURE PK
17915 FLUORESCEIN DIACETATE
01541 FLUORESCEIN ISOTHIOCYANATE ISOMER I
06379 FLUORESCENT BRIGHTENER 28
05539 FOLIC ACID
13413 FORMALDEHYDE
21894 FORMALDEHYDE, 37 11f1"_ SOLUTION. ACS REAGENT
10868 FORMALIN SOLUTION NEUTRAL BUFFERED
13414 FORMALIN SOLUTION NEUTRAL BUFFERED t0% FORMALIN
01542 FUMARIC ACID FREE ACID
04702 FUMARIC ACID FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED
11559 GAPO/PGK ENZYMES MIXTURE
07765 GEOTA / GLYCOL-ETHERDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID
19400 GELATIN FROM PORCINE SKIN CELL CULTURE TESTED
13377 GENTAMICIN SOLUTION CELL CULTURE TESTED
11792 GENTAMICIN SOLUTION lONG
10889 GENTANICIN _)ULFATE
01543 GIBBEI_ELLIC ACID
18294 GIEMSA STAIN, CERTIFIED
20363 GLASS BEADS ACID-WASHED 212-300 MICRONS
06362 GLUCOSE (TRINOER) 500
20359 GLUCOSE KIT
17919 GLUCOSE KIT
11148 GLUCOSE OXIDASE TYPE X FORM ASPERGILLUS
17955 GLUCOSE STANDARD SOLUTION
07009 GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE TYPE VII
21884 GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYOROGENASE TYPE XXIV
01546 GLUTARALDEHYDE GRADE I
#ED, (PLEASE CHECK PREVIOUS ID, (LCEDSG)









































KC503 (KIT INCLUDES #510-50, 635-100, S 510-6)
KC378;510-DA / KIT: D3377.G3879,P9250,BOB75,Z3875
G8135
G3879;635-100
G7877 / FROM BAKERS YEAST
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 422
E T
MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
11802 GLUTARALDEHYDE GRADE I/ G6257
06700 GLUTATHIONE FREE ACID REDUCED FORM CRYSTALLINE G4251
06916 GLYCEROL G7757
093S2 GLYCEROL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT G55t6
13409 GLYCEROL SIGMA GRADE GAOl2
01548 GLYCINE FREE BASE
04703 GLYCINE FREE BASE CELL CULTURE TESTED G6388
09357 GLYCINE FREE BASE MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT G4392
10941 GLYCOGEN TYPE I11 FROM RABBIT LIVER G8876
01549 GLYCOLIC ACID Gt884
18079 GLYOXAL TRIMER OIHYORATE G5754
18076 GLYOXYLIC ACID FREE ACID MONOHYDRATE G4627
13408 GUANIDINE THIOCYANATE G6639
18293 _ ARABIC G9752
20365 GUm MASTIC GO67B
22474 HANKS" BALANCED SALTS 1't6136
17942 HAT MEDIA SUPPLEMENT (50X) HYBRI-MAX GAMMA
06380 HENATOXYLIN CERTIFIED H3t36
07767 HEMATOXYLIN SOLUTION GILL NO 3 H2885
07104 HEMICELLULASE CRUDE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER H2125
13407 HEPARIN SODIUM GRADE II H7005
01550 HEPES FREE ACID H3375
10871HEPES SODIUM H7006
22442 HEPES, SODIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED H0763
11905 HEXADECYLTRIMETHYLAMMONIUM BROMIDE H5882
18292 HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMtNE FREE BASE H3533
09353 HEXOKINASE TYPE IV FROM BAKERS YEAST H5375
07766 HYDRAZINE SULFATE H3376
18078 HYDROCHLORIC ACID ACS REAGENT H7020
07010 HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTION 0. IN H3130
04673 HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTION 1.ON H1501
13406 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 30% SOLUTION H1009
18291HYDRDXYLAMINE HCL GRADE I 1-19876
07762 IMIDAZOLE APPROX. 99% I0125
07763 IMIDAZOLE HYOROCHLORIDE I3386
13404 INDIGO CARMINE I8130
18290 INDIGO CARMINE CERTIFIED I2387
19399 INDOLE-2-CARBOXYLIC ACID 12125
11789 INOOLE-3-BUTYRIC ACID PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED I5386
18086 INSULIN FROM BOVINE PANCREAS I5500
180811NTERLEUKIN-2 HUMAN: RECOMBINANT CELL CULTURE TSTD T3267
09354 INVERTASE GRADE VII I4504
22511 IODINE ACS REAGENT I0385
00032 IODDPLAT_NATE SPRAY REAGENT I0256
18085 ISCOVE'S MODZFIED DULBECCO'S MEDIUM I7533
18089 ISOPROPANOL ANHYDROUS I6753
01552 dANUS GREEN B CERTIFIED d2125
21893 KANAMYCIN MONOSULFATE CELL CULTURE TESTED K1377
19398 KZNETIN PLANT ALL CULTURE TESTED K0753
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 423
13390 L(+) LACTIC ACID SODIUM L7022 02/26/91
18289 L(+)-LACTtC ACID FREE ACID L1750 06/10/93
13403 L(+)-LACTIC ACID LITHIUM L2250 02/26/91
04668 L-ASCORBIC ACID FREE ACID.STERILIZED BY GAMMA-IRRA A4403 04/27/87
07012 L-CYSTEINE FREE BASE CRYSTALLINE C7755 09/28/88
18083 L-CYSTEINE HYDROCHLORIDE ANHYDROUS C1276 11/17/92
20357 L-CYSTEINE HYDROCHLORIDE MONOHYDRATE C7880 06/18/93
01545 L-GLUTAMIC ACID FREE ACID G1251 02/24/86
18027 L-GLUTAMINE 200MM STERILE FILTERED CELL CULTURE.. G7513 01/15/93
07011 L-LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE TYPE III L2625 / FROM BOVINE HEART 09/28/88
04686 L-MALIC ACID FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED M7397 04/27/87
13388 L-THYROXINE FREE ACID T2376 06/24/91
13387 L-THYROXINE FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED T1775 06/14/90
21892 LACTATE STANDARD 40 MG/DL Ll125 09/28/93
19388 LAURYL SULFATE LITHIUM SIGMAULTRA L5901 05/21/93
01553 LAURYL SULFATE SODIUM L4509 03/28/94
18288 LAURYL SULFATE SODIUM ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT L3771 04/29/93
19390 LEVULINIC ACID FREE ACID L0626 05/21/93
18287 LIGHT GREEN SF YELLOWISH CERTIFIED L1886 06/10/93
13389 LITHIUM CHLORIDE ACS REAGENT L8895 02/20/91
04672 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE I_YDRATE ABBOTT MSDS #61, PRODUCT #L4256 07/12/89
06702 LITHIUM SULFATE ABBOTT MSDS #75, PRODUCT #L6375 07/00/90
22432 LYSOZYME GRADE I FROM CHICKEN EGG WHITE L6876 03/28/94
19408 MAGENTA GA-7-3 VESSEL V8380 06/10/93
19401 MAGENTA GA7/GA7-3 VESSEL COVER C0542 06/10/93
06708 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE ANHYDROUS 148266 07/20/88
07013 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE N0250 09/28/88
13386 MAGNESI_ CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED N2393 03/12/91
07167 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE, ACS REAGENT M9272 10/07/88
11810 MAGNESIUM NITRATE M8636 12/07/90
10619 MAGNESIUM SULFATE ANHYDROUS M7506 02/24/86
01554 MAGNESIUM SULFATE HEPTAHOYRATE N1880 03/14/86
11150 MAGNESIUM SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE ACS REAGENT IIFJ397 03/20/90
18286 MALACHITE GREEN OXALATE. CERTIFIED _015 06/10/93
06707 MALEIC ACID REPURIFIED M0375 07/20/88
01556 MALONIC ACID SODIUM M1875 02/24/86
18282 MANGANESE CHLORIDE TETRAHYDRATE M3634 06/10/93
00017 ICM_IG&NESE SULFATE M7634 03/14/86
00687 MANGANESE SULFATE CELL CULTURE TESTED M1t44 04/27/87
1828111ANGANESE SULFATE NONOHYDRATE ACS REAGENT M6528 04/29/93
22472 MEM (EAGLE), EBSS WITH NEAA M@643 03/28/94
01557 MES FREE ACID M8250 04/20/90
11799 MES FREE ACID PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED M8652 03/30/90
01558 METHANESULFDNIC ACID ETHYL ESTER MOBBO 02/24/86
14016 METHANOL PROTEIN SEQUENCING GRADE M1770 11/02/88
18285 METHYL BLUE. CERTIFIED M5528 06/10/93
18284 METHYL GREEN. CERTIFIED M5015 06/10/93
01562 METHYL ORANGE M3132 02/24/86
18283 METHYL ORANGE CERTIFIED 140402 06/10/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA FINIS MSDS
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01560 METHYLENE BLUE. CERTIFIED
22447 MINERAL OIL LIGHT WHITE OIL
21886 MIXED BED RESIN TMO-8
18279 MOLECULAR SIEVE 3 ANGSTROM 4-8 MESH BEADS
04688 PK}LYBDIC ACID $OOIU_ CRYSTALLINE
04689 MOLYBDIC ACID TRIOXIDE
18088 MOPS FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED
01563 MOPS SODIUM
18278 MURASHIGE AND $KOOG BASAL SALT MIXTURE
05472 MYO-INOSITOL
01529 N-BUTYRIC ACID FREE ACID
05540 N-BUTYRIC ACID. SODIUM
01531 N-CAPROI¢ ACID SIGMA GRADE
06743 N-HEPTANE






10620 NALIDIXIC ACID FREE ACID
20362 NALIDIXIC ACID SODIUM
18276 NEUTRAL RED, CERTIFIED
01564 NICOTINIC ACID FREE ACID
18275 NIGROSIN° WATER SOLUBLE CERTIFIED
01565 NINHYDRIN SIGMA GRADE CRYSTALLINE
06714 NITRO BLUE TETRAZOLIUM GRADE III CRYSTALLINE
01566 NONANOIC ACID GRADE I
19391 NONIDET P-40




06381 ORANGE G, CERTIFIED
18274 ORCEIN SYNTHETIC CERTIFIED
01567 OSMIUM TETROXIDE SEALED AMPULE
20381 OSMIUM TETROXIDE 4_ (_/W) SOLUTION IN WATER
07014 OXALACETIC ACID
20366 OXALIC ACID DIHYDRATE ACS REAGENT
04683 P-AMINOBENZOlC ACID FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED
19393 P-BENZOQUINONE
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 425
05468 P-NITROPHENYL-B-D-GLUCOPYRANOSIDE N7OO6 O5/11/87
18273 PAPAIN LYQPHILIZED P4762 04/20/93
13382 PARAFORMALDEHYDE P6148 03/28/94
06917 PARAROSANILINE BASE P7632 08/22/88
07759 PARAROSANILINE CHLORIDE P3750 12/16/91
18272 PARAROSANILINE CHLORIDE CERTIFIED P1528 04/20/93
18271PECTINASE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER P9932 / SEE ALSO MSDS FOR G9012 04/20/93
06103 PENIClLLIN-G POTASSIUM P5375 12/14/87
11795 PENICILLIN-G POTASSIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED P7794 03/28/94
11794 PENICILLIN-G SODIUM P5250 03/28/94
18093 PENICILLIN-G SODIUM P5250 11/17/92
22470 PENICILLIN-STREPTOMYCIN GAMMA-IRRADIATED P3539 / CELL CULTURE TESTED 03/28/94
18091 PENICILLIN-STREPTOMYCIN SOLUTION P0781 ($6501.P5250) 11/17/92
15914 PERIODIC ACID (ORTHO) P7875 04/29/93
07761 PERIODIC ACID SOLUTION P3022 02/07/89
18326 PERIODIC ACID SOLUTION P3669 / SEE MSDS FOR P7875, 1% PERIODIC ACID 04/29/93
07760 PERIODIC ACID- SCHIFF KIT KC270/SEE PRODUCT #'S:GHS-3,395-1o395-2 FOR COMP. 02/07/89
11800 PEROXIDASE TYPE II FROM HORSERADISH P8250 03/06/90
11563 PGA BUFFERED SOLUTION P4131 09/17/90
17956 PGO ENZYMES P9250;510-6 06/26/93
14012 PHENOL ACS REAGENT P4161 10/21/88
13380 PHENOL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT PI037 05/20/91
01568 PHENOL RED SODIUM P4758 02/24/86
18269 PHENOL SIGMAULTRA P5566 04/20/93
18270 PHENYLHYDRAZINE HYDROCHLORIDE P6926 04/20/93
18268 PHLOROGLUCINGL P3502 04/20/93
18266 PHLOXINE B CERTIFIED P4030 04/20/93
22535 PHORBOL 12-MYRISTATE 13-ACETATE P8139 03/23/94
22443 PHORBOL 12,13-OIBUTYRATE P1269 03/23/94
22453 PHOSPHATE BUFFERED SALINE TABLET P4417 03/28/94
18267 PHOSPHATE-CITRATE BUFFER TABLETS P4809 04/20/93
10932 PHOSPHO(ENOL)PYRUVATE TRISOOIUM HYDRATE P7002 02/26/91
07015 PHOSPHOGLUCOMUTASE FROM RABBIT MUSCLE P3397 09/28/88
09355 PHOSPHOGLUCOSE ISOMERASE TYPE X FROM YEAST P9010 08/30/89
06715 PHOSPHORIC ACID 85% CERTIFIED 07/21/88
07758 PHOSPHORYLASE-A FROM RABBIT MUSCLE P1261 02/07/89
11422 PHOSPHOTUNGSTIC ACIO FREE ACID CRYSTALLINE P4006 09/20/90
20380 PIPES DIPOTASSIUM P7643 07/15/93
13880PIPES FREE ACID ABBOTT MSDS #48, PRODUCT #P6757 07/27/87
19404 PIPET PU_,AUTO_TIC COROLESS,RECHARGEABLE 110VOLT P6175 06/t0/93
11798 POLY-O-LYSZNE HYOROBROMIDE MOL WT 300(0-70000 P7886 05/10/90
11061 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AV. MOL. WT. 1,(XX) P3515 03/30/90
11056 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AV. MOL. WT. 10,000 P6667 03/30/90
11054 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AV. BIOL. WT. 200 P3015 03/30/90
11055 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL WT. 300 P3140 03/30/90
11053 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL WT. 3350 P3640 03/30/90
05473 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL WT. 80(0 P2139 045/24/87
05104 POLYMYXIN B SULFATE P1004 12/14/87
04684 POLYQXYETHYLENESORB|TAN MONOLAURATE TWEEN 20 P1379 / POLYSORBATE 20 04/02/87
.SOS'S-,ARKEO"-'--SUB.ITKSCFORM29-393TOORG.CO,,TACT/ MSDS'S"/0 "-' VERIFIED,QAIL,BLEVIA SYSTEM/ ".' =OL,"IS .SOS
EHS/TR[: '=' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
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10/03/94 MANUFACTURERINDEX P. 426
MANUFACTURER E T
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...................................................................................................................................
04540 POLYOXYETHYLENESORBITAN NONOSTEARATE TWEEN 60 P1629 03/03/87
06363 POLYVINYL ALCOHOL P8136 04/18/88
18265 PONCEAU S SODIUM PRACTICAL GRADE P3504 04/20/93
20360 POTASSIUM ACETATE P1147 06/30/93
11807 POTASSIUM CARBONATE P4379 t2/07/90
00019 POTASSIUM CHLORIDE P4504 10/14/88
01569 POTASSIUM CHLORIDE ACS REAGENT P3911 07/05/89
04693 POTASSIUM CHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED P5405 04/27/87
18264 POTASSIUM DICHROMATE P5271 04/20/93
06711 POTASSIUM FERRXCYANIDE P8131 07/20/88
19387 POTASSIUM FERROCYANIOE TRIHYDRATE ACS REAGENT P3289 05/21/93
00018 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE P1767 04/01/92
- 22396 POTASSIUM HYOROXIOE ACS REAGENT PELLETS P6310 01/25/94
04676 POTASSIUM IO01DE CRYSTALLINE P8256 04/27/87
18263 POTASSIUM METABISULFITE P2522 04/20/93
00015 POTASSIUM NITRATE P8394 07/16/90
04690 POTASSIUM NITRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED P6030 04/27/87
01570 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE MONDBASIC P5379 06/20/91
13401 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC. ANHYDROUS ACS REAG. P0662 06/25/90
18262 POTASSIUM SULFATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED P8541 04/20/93
13399 PROCESSING CHEMICALS, KODAK GBX DEVELOPER/REPLENIS P7042 06/20/91 * •
13400 PROCESSING CHEMICALS. KODAK C._BX FIXER & REPLENISH. P7167 06/20/91
21888 PROPIONIC ACID P1386 09/28/93
18261PROPIONIC ACID HEMICALCIUM TYPE II P2005 06/10/93
01571PROPIONIC ACID SODIUM TYPE I P1880 03/03/87 -
22452 PROTANINE SULFATE GRADE III FROM HERRING P4505 03/28/94
22433 PROTEINASE K FROM TRITRACHIUM ALBUM P6556 03/28/94
04539 PROTOCATECHUIC ACID P5630 03/03/87
05541PUTRESCINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE P7505 10/30/86
18026 PYRIDOXAL HCL SICJ4A GRADE CRYSTALLINE P9130 12/28/92
18260 PYRIDOXINE HCL PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED P8666 04/20/93
22448 PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED P6280 03/28/94
18259 QUTNALIZARIN Q3125 06/10/93
17916 OUINHYDRONE Q1001 t0/20/92
21898 REDUCER A CONCENTRATE R2006 10/12/93
21899 REDUCER B CONCENTRATE R2131 10/12/93
21900 REDUCER C CONCENTRATE R2256 10/12/93
18258 RHOOANINE B R6626 06/10/93
13397 RIBONUCLEASE A TYPE II-A FROM BOVINE PANCREAS RSOO0 02/20/9t
18257 RIBONUCLEASE FROM ASPERGILLUS CLAVATUS R7003 06/10/93
15938 RIFAMPICIN CRYSTALLINE R3501 02/21/86
13398 ROBONUCLEIC ACID TRANSFER TYPE X FROM BAKERS YEAST R9001 05/30/91
18256 RUTHENIUM RED R2751 06/10/93
22622 S-MEM FOR SUSPENSION 144767 NOT RE(X) -
18254 SAFRANIN 0 S2255 04/29/93
14013 SALICYLIC ACID CRYSTALLINE S0875 10/21/88
15934 SCHIFF'S REAGENT PARAROSANILINE HCL #395-2-016 02/27/86
19405 SCISSORS,MICRO-DISSSECTING 4" LENGTH CURVED,SH.PT. $3271 06/10/93
22857 SEPHADEX 17127 08/10/94
MSDS'S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' : DLA HNIS MSO5





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 427
22395 SERUM GOAT FROZEN LIQUID $6898 03/23/94
06695 SIGMA 7-9 T137B 07/20/88
05542 SI_IIACELL MICROCRYSTALLINE TYPE 20 (CELLULOSE) $3504 11/28/86
06747 SIGIIIACOTE SL-2, SILICONE SOLN. tN HEPTANE SG131/ SEE MSDS FOR HEPTANE. H9629 06/03/88
21902 SILVER CONCENTRATE $3140 10/12/93
13396 SILVER NITRATE ACS REAGENT 50139 06/18/93
18255 SILVER NITRATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED $7276 06/10/93
21897 SILVER STAIN 5 PDLYACRYLAMIDE GELS KIT KR208 10/12/93
20358 SILVER SULFATE ACS REAGENT $7638 06/18/93
13884 SODIUM ACETATE ANHYDROUS AC,S REAGENT ABBOTT MSDS #43, PRODUCT #$5889 08/11/87
22446 SODIUM ACETATE TRIHYDRATE $8625 03/28/94
18253 SODIUM ACETATE TRIHYDRATE A/CS REAGENT $9513 04/29/93
01574 SODIUM AZIDE 52002 09/28/93
22438 SODIUM BICARBONATE ACS REAGENT 56014 03/28/94
18022 SODIUM BICARBONATE SOLUTION ASEPT.FILLED ENDOTOXIN $8761 01/3_/93
04671 SODIUM BISULFITE $9000 / GRADE 1 t2/16/91
06364 SODIUM BORATE DECAHYDRATE, ACS REAGENT $9640 04/18/88
11806 SODIUM BROMIDE $9756 12/07/90
13395 SODIUM CARBONATE ANHYDROUS $2127, ABBOTT MSDS #30 02/20/91
21896 SODIUM CARBONATE MONDHYDRATE ACS REAGENT S9140 10/08/93
13394 SODIUM CHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED $5886 03/13/91
10878 SQOIUM CHLORIDE SIGMA GRADE $9625 12/07/90
- 22399 SODIUM DIATRIZOATE $4506 03/23/94
13393 SODIUM HYDROXIDE S0753 06/14/90
04694 SODIUM HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS PELLETS $5881 01/12/89
22439 SODIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS ACS REAGENT 50899 03/28/94
18074 SOOIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS $3754 / 210-5 11/19/92
]8252 SOOIUN IODATE $4007 04/29/93
14014 SODIUM M-PERIODATE S1878 10/21/88
18251 SODIUM MOLYBDATE DIHYDRATE ACS REAGENT $6646 04/29/93
18245 SODIUM NITRATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED $5022 04/29/93
06384 SODIUM NITROPRUSSlDE S0501 02/04/88
13391 SODIUM PHOSPHATE CELL CULTURE TESTED S5136 03/08/91
13392 SOOIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC, ANHYDROUS ACS $9763, ABBOTT MSDS #31 04/00/92
04695 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONDBASIC ANH.CELL CULTURE TESTED $5011 04/27/87
06699 SODIUM PHOSPHATE REAGENT GRADE DIBASIC S0876 06/20/91
06698 SODIUM PHOSPHATE REAGENT GRADE MONOBASIC S0751 09/29/93
11055 SOOIUN POTASSIUM TARTRATE TETRAHYORATE 52377 03/30/90
21890 SODIUM SELENITE S1382 09/28/93
06697 SODIUIt SULFATE ANHYDROUS $9627 07/20/88
18250 SODIUM SULFIDE NONAHYDRATE S2006 04/29/93
19409 SODIUM SULFITE ANHYDROUS 50505 06/10/93
06696 SODIUM THIOSULFATE PENTAHYDRATE $8503 07/20/88
18249 SODIUM THIOSULFATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED S7026 04/29/93
11793 SPECTINONYCIN DIHYDROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED $4014 03/13/90
20367 STANNOUS LAURATE 53002 06/30/93
13454 STARCH AZURE 57629 02/18/91
11904 STARCH POTATO $4251 01/23/89
00031STEARYL ALCOHOL $5751 02/24/86
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / M_DS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSO$ SYSTEM / '0" - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '_" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 428
06102 STREPTOMYCIN SULFATE
11826 STREPTOMYCIN SULFATE GAIUlNA-IRRAD|ATED CELL CLT.TST
07016 SUCCINZC ACID 2.2-DIMETI-WLHYDRAZIDE
18082 SUCROSE >99.5_ (GC)
13453 SUCROSE AGS REAGENT
11787 SUCROSE GRADE I PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED
22450 SUCROSE SIGMAULTRA
13452 SUCROSE SYNTHETASE FROM WHEAT GERt4
04697 SUCROSE, CELL CULTURE TESTED
18248 SUOAN BLACK B CERTIFIED
18247 SUDAN III CERTIFIED
18246 SUDAN IV CERTIFIED
19395 SULFURIC ACID ACS REAGENT
18244 TANNIC ACID
f9389 TAPS SOOIUM MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT
13451TEEPOL FIB?
19406 TEFLON SEALING TAPE *
18243 TEMEO ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT
13861TERT-BUTANOL
18242 THIAMINE HYOROCHLORIOE
08429 THIAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED
18241TH[AZOL YELLOW G
01577 THIOGLYCOLIC ACID GRADE I FREE ACID
18240 THIONIN ACETATE
22441TOLUIDINE BLUE 0 CERTIFIED
08691 TOTAL PROTEIN KIT
22858 TRANS-I,2-DIAMINOCYCLOHEXANE-N,N,N',N°-TETRAACETIC
01620 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID ACS REAGENT
06694 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID CRYSTALLINE
11560 TRICHLOROACETIC ACZD SOLUTION 0.73 N
07017 TRIETHANOLAMINE FREE BASE
13450 TRITON X-IO0
18238 TRIZMA BASE ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT
06385 TRIZMA BASE REAGENT GRADE
18090 TRIZMA HYDROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED
06693 TRXZMA HYDROCHLORIDE REAGENT GRADE
04670 TRYPAN BLUE CELL CULTURE TESTED
11803 TRYPAN BLUE SOLUTION CELL CULTURE TESTED
06692 TUNGSTIC ACID SODIUM
22420 TWEEN 20
18239 UREA ACS REAGENT
05469 UREA MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT
13891UREASE TYPE C-3 FROM dACK BEANS
15780 VITAMIN 8-12 CRYSTALLINE
13449 XYLENE CYJJdOLE FF, DYE CONTENT: APPROX 75 %
18237 ZINC CHLORIDE
18236 ZINC SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE
04669 ZINC SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED


















































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA N$OS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA PMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "_' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
,, ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 429
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,&DDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
00010 2-ACETYLAMINO-6-HYDROXYPURINE A4750
06599 2-CHLQROETHYLPHOSPHONIC ACID. CRYSTALLINE C0143
18075 2-MERCAPTOETHANOL CELL CULTURE TESTED M7522
18235 2-METHOXYETHANOL HPLC GRADE M3037
20354 2-METHYL-2-PROPANOL HPLC GRADE M3662
19397 2-METHYLBUTANE HPLC GRADE M3287
11805 2-2-AZINO-BIS(3-ETHYLBENZTHIAZOLINE-6-SULFONIC AC A1888 / OIAMMONIUM SALT
01579 2-3-5-TRIPHENYLTETRAZOLIUM CHLORIDE T4155
18234 2-4-DICHLOROPHENOXYACETIC ACID PLANT CELL CULT.TES D8407
01537 2-4-DINITROPHENYLHYRAZINE D2630
18233 2-6-DICHLOROQUINONE-4-CHLOROIMIDE D6511
06701 221 ALKALINE BUFFER SOLUTION A0130
19385 3-AMINO-2.3-DIHYDROBENZOIC ACID HYDROCHLORIOE A3539
04726 3-AMINDBENZOIC ACID ETHYL ESTER METHANESULFONATE A5040
14010 3-3-DIAMINOBENZIDINE TETRAHYDROCHLORIDE 05637
13418 3-5-DINITROSALICYLIC ACID CRYSTALLINE 01510








13402 6-PHOSPHOGLUCONIC DEHYDROGENASE TYPE V





B9395 / PLANT GROWTH HORMONE
C5392
P4553 / FROM YEAST LYOPHILIZED POWDER
P7281 / FROM LEUCONOSTOC MESENTEROIDES




SEE: FINA OIL & CHEMICAL CO. ECM40 1401 DESTREHAN AVE
FORMERLY STANDARD PAINT &VARN IK005 3300 RIVER RD./P.O.BOX 826













13859 MONOTHIOGLYCEROL CELL CULTURE TESTED
18616 PHOSPHORIC ACID ACS REAGENT
18623 REINECKE SALT

































































MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA FINIS MSOS




KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYSYSTEM(TSRS)MANUFACTURERINDEx P. 430
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
13860 SODIUM NITRITE ABBOTT MSDS #72. PRODUCT #Y55114-7 07/00/90 -
18621 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID, 98"_ 11611-4 04/00/92
18622 2,4-DIANINOPHENDL OIHYRCK:HLQRIDE #33230 05/00/93
SIGNATURE SECURITY, INC.
EC846 P. O. BOX
06712 INKLESS FINGERPRINTING SOLUTION"
24269 OMAHA N8 69124 (402) 392-1234
NO DATE
SIKA CORPORATION
EC498 P,O. BOX 297
7F147 655 SUTTER ST.
03985 SIKADUR 31 HI-MOO GEL, #390, EPOXY GEL COMPOUND
08430 SIKADUR 32 HI-NOD, EPOXY COMPOUND, PARTS A & B
13448 SIKAOUR 35 HI NOD LV PART A/PART B
11062 SIKADUR 81o11
04711 SIKAFLEX-IA. POLYURETHANE. ALL COLORS
13447 SIKAGARD 655. CURE/HARD
09000 SIKASTIX 320, LO-MOD L.V.
16825 SIKASTIX 390, SIKADUR HI-NOD GEL
06601 SIKATOP ARNATEC 108
06600 SIKATOP 122 REPAIR MORTAR, 2-PART KIT
LYNOHURST Nd 07071
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102




#'S 431/432/433/437/439/460/463, PRI_CT# 431
01/5.79
CENENTITIOUS CORROSION INHIBITOR COATING












=* SIKKENS AEROSPACE FINISHES
DIV.AKZO COATINGS AMERICA(WAS ECO12 20846 S. NORMANDIE AVE. TORRANCE CA 90502
,SEE ALSO AKZO COATINGS EC768 P.O. BOX 2730 HARTFORD CT 06101
05402 CURING SOLUTION COMPONENT B WITH 469-12-3 X-305 AMINE 12/00/85
16564 CURING SOLUTION FOR 400-3 SERIES X-304 AMINE CATALYST 11/00/85
05404 CURING SOLUTION/COMPOUND II FOR 463-12-8 CA-116 AMINE CATALYST 11/00/85
01871 EPOXY PRIMER WITH CATALYST CA-116 463-12-8 11/00/85
05403 EPOXY TOPCOAT GLOSS-STRATA BLUE 3:1 X-304 443-3-309 07/00/86
05401 GREEN FLOCOAT PRIMER WITH X-305 463-12-3 EPOXY COMPONENT A/DPM 2232-3 12/00/85
08431PRETREATMENT PRIMER - YELLOW (USED W/CAT. CA 168) NIL-C-8514 01/26/88
16565 SIKKENS AMINE CATALYST 3(36 CATALYST FOR 463-6-5,463-6-3,463-6-4(3 BASE:I 306) 08/05/91
16165 SIKKENS EPOXY ENAMEL REDUCER TL-29/TL-66 11/00/85
16566 SIKKENS EPOXY PRIMER 463-6-3 11/00/85
16563 SIKKENS EPOXY 443-3-1, GLOSS WHITE 595A-17875 10/01/84
06446 THINNER/MINERAL SPIRITS/ODORLESS T-16 05/00/86
09(07 443-3 SERIES, 3:1 WITH X-304 03/01/88
- 09005 453-3 SERIES WITH CA-118 NSO5 P. 2 IS MISSING NO DATE
** SILBRICO CORPORATION
ECL43 6300 RIVER RD HODGKINS IL 60525 (708) 354-3350
20197 SIL-CELL 03/17/93
*= SILICONE SYSTEMS
EC270 41 CHESTNUT STREET
02550 SILICONE SYSTEMS 892, RTV SILICONE POLYMER
(714) 637-1750
GREENWICH CT 06836 (203) 661°9288
NO DATE
** SILICONES, INC.
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'5 W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O' = DLA HMIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: "_" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "°'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
c ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 431
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADORESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ECP71 P.O. BOX 363,211 WOODBINE ST. HIGH POINT NC 27261
- 22705 GI-gOOA
22704 GI-9008
** SILVERTOWN PRODUCTS, INC.
18045 ALLOSPERSE UD 1A LAMPBLACK
18046 ALLOSPERSE UD 3D RAW UMBER
18048 ALLOSPERSE LID 4B
18047 ALLOSPERSE UD 6B
*- SlMCO CO., INC.
SILICONE RUBBER PART B
SILICONE RUBBER PART A
60137 863 WEST HOLT BLVD. ONTARIO
PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC)
PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC)
PHTHALOCYANINE GREEN PIGNENT DISPESION (SIC)
QUINACRIDONE RED PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC)
04266 NEUTRO-STAT ANTI-STATIC
CA 91761
EC504 2257 NORTH PENN RD. HATFIELD PA
EC535 2257 NORTH PENN RD. HATFIELD PA
SNI A=CONCENTRATE(MSDS DATE 10/2/86)/SNI B=SPRAY
** SIMON, H.R., & CO., INC.
27912 3515 MARMENCO COURT
02698 H/S DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER CT-O(DISTR:WOOD X-RAY)
16631 H/S DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER DILUTE #$50°070
02696 HRS AUTO FIXER C8 (DISTR: WOOD X-RAY,ORLANDO)
10536 HS/RP FIXER PART I
10535 HS/RP FIXER PART PF-4
02697 STARTER C6 (DISTR: WOOD X-RAY, ORLANDO)
=* SIMPSON & AVARD PRODUCTS INC.
ECH38 9855 PROSPECT AVE,
BALTIMORE MD 21230



















CA 92071 (BOO) 822-4480
08/31188
EC071 NEW YORK NY
PLEASANTVILLE NY
** SINGER CO.
THE LINK SIMULATION SYSTEMS DI 20551
THE KEARFOTT DIV. 84347
** SIOUX TOOLS
14407 AIR MOTOR OIL
*, SIRCHIE FINGER PRINT LABS
18625 MAGIC SKIN CLEANER 23616T
18624 WATERLESS MAGIC CLEANER - FPT249/FPT249AG
** SKC INC.
55659 RR 1 BOX 334.
** SKELLY OIL COMPANY
SIOUX CITY IA 51102 (712) 252-0525
288 09/20/90
00988 2901 FLOYD BLVD.
94514 5825 TRIANGLE DR./P.O.BX 30576 RALEIGH
EIGHTY FOUR
NC 27622-0576 (919) 781-3120
12/14/88
0?/25/88
PA 153309614 (412) 941-9701
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S w/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSD5 SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/O3/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 432
• _ SKIRGE5 CORP.
MFGR OF EPOLUX PRODUCTS ECL51
22656 CADABONO 427 12/01/93 -
- 22655 CADALAR #670 PETROLEUM HAPHTHA 12/01/93 - -
02664 CADOPRENE 725 DUCT MASTIC & INSULATING ADHESIVE 12/01/93 •
_* SKYBRYTE CO
00534 OSPHO METAL TREATMENT
19425 RUSTICIOE
SKY 3125 PERKINS AVE.
614876 3125 PERKINS AVE.
ECL48 3125 PERKINS AVE
RUST REMOVER
** SMALLCROSS INC.
FORMERLY CUTLER-HAMMER.SMALLCR 54294 U.S. 70 EAST
ECQ04
=- SMART PRODUCTS
ECU97 72 E. MERRITT ISLAND CSWY.
*- SMITH MOTOR SUPPLY
NAPA PARTS SUPPLIER
EC3t3
*= SMITH,G.FREDERICK:SEE GFS CHEM
CLEVELAN0 OH 441144689 (216) 771-1590
CLEVELAND OH 441144689 (216) 771-1590





** SMITHKLINE DIAGNOSTICS, INC.
(800) 538-1581 (8-5) / (800) 5 5N945 485 POTRERO AVE/P.O. BOX 61947 SUNNYVALE
05206 HEMDCCULT DEVELOPER SOLUTION
11152 ISOTONIC DILUENT G-350-OO
11151 ISOTONIC FLUSH G-352-00
11153 LYSING & HEMOGLOBIN REAGENT G351-00
STIRLING







08236 PC-I,2,3,44,60,64 ANO 90, PART A
5237 PC, PART B - FORMULATED AMIDQAMIN£
66259 9760 SHEPARD RD. MACEDONIA
*- SND-TRIK CO.
DIV. OF CRAWFORD FITTING CO
08882 CL 60 CUTTING LUBRICANT
05758 787 GLENN AVENUE
(919) 934-5181
*, SNDPAKE/LITNG-ART PROt_JCT$
15746 SNDPAKE CORRECTION FLUID
FL 32954-0095 (407) 452-4600










OH 4405639153 (216) 467-0200
02/t7/89 - -
** $OHIO
NSDS'S MARKED "-': Salt KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS_S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA I-_IS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM( ( (
WHEELING IL 60090 (312) 459-1123
03/24/81
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 433
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. MOTES,FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
FILON DIVISION(213-757-5141)
- 22682 NUGLAS PLASTIC REFINISHER
** SOHIO ENGINEERED MATERIALS CO.
FIBERS DIVISION
08910 FIBERFRAX
08905 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE BINDER
08906 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE BULK 1
08907 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE PREP
** SOLA BASIC INDUSTRIES INC
ELECTRIC OIV.
ECPS8 12333 SOUTH VAN NESS AVE.
END SEALANT
ECB67 P 0 BOX 808
558 14
HAWTHORNE CA 90250 (8OO) 321-8642
06/27/85






** SOLAR TURBINES INC/TURBOMACH
• * SOLARCARE, INC.
22618 SUNSENSE SPF 15 TOWELETTE
• * SOLARCHEM
17889 ENDX 710
OCZE4 8540 U.S. 1 P.O. BOX 996
55820 4400 RUFFIN ROAD















09012 SOLUMAT INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPER





15413 ZEBRA UNIVERSAL PROCESSOR CLEANING KIT
09139 ZRC FINISHER
08140 ZRC STARTER
DRAFT MSOS: NO MFGR,NAWE - FOR USE AT FSA #1
(215) 861-6971
07/30190
*- SOLVENTS & CHEMICALS
20536 94 SHIRLEY STREET
318-24
101-24






























MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IM3DS'S W/O ,'-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'o' = DLA HMIS MSDS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 434
E T
MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
10540 THINNER CELLULOSE NITRATE-DOPE (BLUSH RETARDING) NIL-T-6095 B NO DATE -
** SONNEBORN
SEE ALSO WITCO / REXNORD EC247
** SONNEBORN BUILDING PRODUCTS
53024 7711 COMPUTER AVENUE
07120 S(_MNEBORN EPOLITH SURFACER AGGREGATE, 08-158A
06346 SONOLASTIC NP-I URETHANE SEALANT (3550) 3t-957
• - SONNEBORNE BUILDING PRODUCTS
SEE ALSO: REXNORD 63472 7711 COMPUTER AVE.
13585 REFRIGERATION OIL, SUNISO 3GS LMSC MSDS
** SOUNDCRAFT
SEE COLUMBIA I_tGNETICS
*" SOUTH BENO LATHE
** SOUTHDOWN ENVIRONMENTAL SYS.
SEE RHO-CHEM-CORP.
EC636
55985 400 WEST SAMPLE STREET
ECK44
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55435 (612) 835-3434
03/16/87
03/27/87
MINNEAPOLIS MN (612) 835-3434
02/02/89
SOUTH BEND IN 46625 (219) 289-7771
== SOUTHEAST HARDWARE SUPPLY
** SOUTHEAST SUPPLY SERVICE
-- SOUTHERN AGRICULT.INSECTICIDES
HENDERSONVILLE & ????. NC
ECB03
ECE97 322 CLEARLAKE ROAD
EC809 P 0 BOX 218
20188 SA-50 BRAND 53% ENULSIBLE MALATHION
** SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHEMICAL
ECM41 8851 DICE RD
20721 FERRIC CHLORIDE 45 DEG. BAUME - ETCHANT
** SOUTHERN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CO.
15363 MULTI BLUE DETERGENT
20709 RINSE-NO-MORE
10541 100 PLUS DRAIN PIPE OPENER
** SOUTHERN CHEMICALS & SUPPLY
22300 430 LOWER BOUNDARY STREET
EC436 P.O. BOX 615
EC054 P.O. BOX 160
• " SOUTHERN COATINGS, INK:.
20865 DENATURED ALCOHOL, UN 1987
COCOA FL 32922
PALMETTO FL 33561
SANTA FE SPRINGS CA 90670
MACON GA 31202


















NSDS'S _RKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FOIbl 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / _S'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HIIS ItSOS




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 435
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. hiOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
10656 GALVICON AEROSOL. 43-4853 / 4P-257-1 04/17/89 *
11064 MA-18 NURIATIC ACID 32% 483-1149, 4L-80-1 02/27/89
16454 POLY-EPOXY CATALYST, 714-5435 10/25/82 -
16222 POLY-EPOXY HI-FLASH REDUCER, C714-5443 t0/25/82 -
16457 POLY-EPOXY SEMI-GLOSS SERIES BASES, 714-LINE 10/25/82
16212 VM-14 VMP NAPTHA UN 1256 4831-1714 / 4M-39-1 10/09/91
-* SOUTHERN IMPERIAL COATINGS
EC165




1ST 5 PT.A & LAST 4 PT.8 07/00/78
** SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES
EC664
** SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CRP
EC091 2558 28TH AVE. NORTH ST. PETERSBURG FL 33713 (813) 323-t300
• * SOUTHERN UANITORIAL SUPPLY
(800) 432-6295
(800) 432-6295
12105 PRO RINSE AID
EC168 34 E. COURT ST.
OPBN1 34 E. COURT ST.
MELBOURNE FL 32901 (407) 723-4969
MELBOURNE FL 32901 (407) 723-4969
05121190
** SOUTHERN MANUFACTURING, INC.
DIV. OF SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL PR ECD68 P.O. BOX 32427
10815 300 GLASS TAPE
CHARLOTTE NC 28232 (704) 372-2880
08/04/86
• * SOUTHERN MATERIALS CORP.
11586 LIMESTONE
ECF16 P 0 BOX t88 LOWELL FL 32663 (904) 629-7997
11/01/85
** SOUTHERN MILL CREEK PRODUCTS
7/89 BOUGHT BY VW&R ??
SEE ALSO: CROMPTON & KNDWLES C ECL29
03130 BOP-ACT, INSECTICIDE DUST
04802 CHLORDANE EM-4 (4E)
04804 CHLORDANE EM8 (CHLORDANE BE)
22108 DIAZINON 14%G (DIAZ. 2%D. DIAZ 5Y_. OIAZ.
04803 OIAZINON 4E
02305 DIAZION AG-500
- 03131DURSBAN .5_ GRANULAR
04806 DURSBAN 2E INSECTICIDE
04808 DURSBAN 4E INSECTICIDE
04805 MALATHION 50% WDP (WHO SPECIFICATIONS)
03132 MALATHION 57"_ PREMIUM GRADE INSECTIDE
03541 ROACH SPRAY CONCENTRATE
04809 SALT STANDARD 2-4-D AMINE-4#/GAL
04807 SMCP MALATHION ULV CONCENTRATE
03542 SOLUBLE OIL 97
14968 5414 N. 56TH ST/PO BOX 1096 TAMPA FL 33601
5%G)
(813) 626-2111
03133 VAPONA EM-2 ORGANOPHOSPHATE ESTER ,, -
........................................................................................................
MSDS'S-MARKED-'-'--SLIBNIT-KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S ,/0 '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "i_' = DLA HNIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
BORIC ACID 05/12/86
MFGR.SUPPLIED IN RESPONSE TO REO.FOR CHLORDANE AEC 06/25/84 * -
















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 436
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
03134 WARFARIN. CONCENTRATE 07/25/84 *
- 04810 2,4-D AMINE 6#/GALLON 07/17/84 -
• _ SOUTHERN PROT.PR.:SEE SUPERIOR
SEE SUPERIOR SEALANTS EC431
• * SOUTHERN MATER TREATMENT CO.
13279 SMT-556
"* SOUTHWEST GAS & OIL
06873 GREASE
ECH40 102 SHAW STREET GREENVILLE SC 29609 (803) 232-6281
o6/04/90
EC077 WICHITA KS
G-403 MIL-G-109248 NO DATE
** SOUTHWEST PETRO'CHEM
DIV.WITCG 70878 t400 S HARRISON
34495 1400 S. HARRISON
DIV.WITCO 3V856 14(X) S. HARRISON
DIV.WITCD 7U399 1400 S. HARRISON















SA 823 9222/MIL-G-23549 & SA 829 O032/MIL-G-t8709A 08/14/84
DLA MSOS
BRAYCOTE 610 GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE AUTO ANO ARTILLERY SA 824 3332/MIL-G-10924C & D
GEAR OIL G0-80/90
GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE
OIL LUBE GEAR MSDS ILLIGIBLE
SA 824 7011 GREASE GRAPHITE GG-1 G408 VV-G-6?I GRADE 1
SC 845 3213 LUBRICATING OIL,INTERNAL COItlBUSTION NIL-L-2104 GRADE 30





*- SOUTHWESTERN PROCESS SUPPLY CO
SOUTHERN WESTERN CO.??










** SPACE ENVIRONMENT LABS
32994 P. O.
17397 VACSEAL HIGH VACUUM LEAK SEALANT
BOX 1061 BOULDER CO 80306
*= SPACE ORDINANCE SYSTEMS
EC601 25977 SAND CANYON ROAD CANYON COUNTRY CA 91351
12217 BOOSTER ASSEMBLY/SOS P/N 114848-1 DR -3 DETONATOR, CLASS A EXPLOSIVE






** SPACELAB-d PAYLOAD (STS-47)
ECD74
*- SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC.
23212 110 N. WESTWOOD AVE. TOLEDO OH 43607 (419) 531-5551
09211 CARPET STAIN REMOVER (AEROSOL) 01/02/87
09232 CITRO-SHIELD FURNITURE POLISH (AEROSOL) 10107/85
MSDS'S MARKED "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEm / "O" = DLA HNIS MSDS
EtqS/TRI: "*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 437
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,AJ)DRESS,PHONE MSOS H R






O(5371 FAST & EASY
08919 FOAMY O & A
20204 GERMICIDAL BOWL CLEANSE
11487 LUBE-ALL (AEROSOL)
06055 MLD BOWL CLEANSE
03602 NABC NON-ACID DISINFECTANT BATHROOM CLEANER




09026 STAINLESS STEEL C£EANER & ;OLISH (AEROSOL)
09052 THE CLEANER
04708. TOUGH DUTY
*- SPE-DE-WAY PRODUCT CO INC
@ 17232 THINNER, PAINT, MINER
*- SPECIALTY CHEMICAL MFG. INK;.
OBK52 115 W CLARK ST
13315 D'SCALE
12251 POWER-PLUS
12219 TRIPLE D. PROPRIETARY ALKALINE DETERGENT
22153 42M INK
-- SPECIALTY CHEMICALS & SERVICES
9K223
15329 SC-1OO ACID CLEANER, CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
** SPECIALTY INK CO.
04811AX INK
20207 5933 INK





MSDS DATE NOT LEGIBLE
HIGHLY ALKALINE: PH IS 11.5 - 12.0
33429 8000 N E 14TH PLACE
EC416 20 DUNTON AVE.
18029 20 DUNTON AVE.
PORTLAND
*= SPECIALTY PLASTICS CO.. INC.
17298 A-t FIX & PATCH PART 1
16816 EPOXY PATCH KIT.RESIN







** SPECIALTY PRODUCTS & INSULATIO
08970 HONEY WAX




















DEER PARK NY 11729
DEER PARK NY 11729
AERO BRAND/BLACK,BLUE,RED,GREEN,PURPLE,BROWN
















MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
10/'03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 438
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,AODRESS,PHONE M.,_3S H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
SEE: CERAM CO. INC. ECM30 710 E. STREET RD. BENSALEM BA 19020 (800) 424-9300
** SPECTRUM ACQUISITIONS CORP.
ECI30 P.O. BOX t30. FULGHUM STREET
21858 HUSQVARNA 50:1 TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL
14020 40:1POULAN TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL
I-I_V TN 38044 (COl) 658-9050
02/11/91
02/23/90
*= SPECTRUM CHEMICAL CO.
1L935
11940 AMMONIUM ACETATE, ACS
13514 BUTYL ALCOHOL
20521 CUPRIC SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE
20524 ETHYL SILICATE CONDENSED
09317 ETHYL SILICATE TYI. 39-6099-90530
11304 ETHYL SILICATE 40. ,
20523 GLYCERINE: 1.2.3-PROPANETRIOL
04521HEPTANE
10816 MURIATIC ACID, 23 BE
07976 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE
18993 SODIUM BICARBONATE ACS
13336 SODIUM HYDROXIDE/CAUSTIC SODA
13331 SODIUM PHOSPHATE, MONOBASIC/MONOSOOIUM QHOSPHATE
08370 TETRAETHYL ORTHO SILICATE
17409 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE/CTBY/SILICATE CONDENSED
20522 XYLENE





























55774 16131 SO. MAPLE AVE. GARDENA CA 90248
18626 VHT FLAMEPROOF COATING(AEROSOL) SP-101THRU SP-1t8
04518 VHT-SP-101 COATING, FLAMEPROOF 1200 DEG.F, WHITE MBO 125-089 / MSDS: SP-101 TO SP-t18 SERIES




** SPERRY CORP/COMPUTER SYSTEMS.
90536 PO BOX 64525 ST PAUL MN 55164
** SPERRY MARINE INC
AIRCO INDUSTRIAL GASES OIV. 03956 1070 SEMINOLE TRL CHARLOTTESVILLE VA 22906 (804) 974-2000
-* SPEX INDUSTRIES, ZINC,
20596 PALLADIUM (II) CHLORIDE
ECM05 3880 PARK AVE. EDISON NJ 08820 (800) 424-9300
PD42 09/25/89
-- SPITFIRE TOOL & MACHINE CO.
EC385 4020 N. TRIPP AVE. CHICAGO IL 60641
03333 A-35 SPITFIRE LAPPING COMPOUND RXW-9-A 400 ALUMINUM OXIDE NO DATE -
03597 A-55 SPITFIRE LAPPING COMPOUND RXW-9-A 600 ALUMINUM OXIDE NO DATE -
03599 A-65 SPITFIRE LAPPING COMPOUND RXW-9-A 800 ALUMINUM OXIDE NO DATE "
03334 CLS-13 SPITFIRE LAPPING TALLOW (LARD) MODIFIED LARD OIL NO DATE -
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '@" = DLA HNIS MSOS





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 439
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
02284 SPITFIRE #1301, BLEND NO DATE
03598 SPITFIRE LAPPING CCkIIP_ RXW-9-A-180/A-15 NO DATE
** SPORICIOIfl CO.
04488 SPORICIDIN




15875 SPORLAN ACID TEST KIT INDICATOR SOLUTION 05/05/88 *
** SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO
PACIFIC DIV. 05571 CANOGA PARK (213) 709-1195
** SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.
56289 NASHUA NH 03060
** SPRAY PRODUCTS CORP
07789 FUEL, ENGINE PRIMER, TY.II
20_03 HOT SHOT STARTING FLUID
** sPRAYLAT CORP.
09189 BOOTH STRIP/ NEW FORMULA
09246 COVERLAC SC-270
12625 PO BOX 737 NORRISTOWN PA 12625
65-180/TY2 0-F-1044
ECC03 730 S. COLUMBUS AVE MT. VERNON NY 10550
87354 716 S COLUMBUS AVE MOUNT VERNON NY 105504717
SPRAYLAT









5E481 31500 SOLON RD. SOLON OH 44139
DIV. SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 09800 26300 FARGO AVENUE BEDFORD HTS OH 44146
DIV. SHERWIN-WILLIAWS ECJ59 6830 COCHRAN ROAD SOLON OH 44139
DUPLICOLOR PRODUCTS CO. DIV. ECK05 26300 FARGO AVE. BEDFORD HTS. OH 44146 (216) 292-7400
18631 ACRYLIC ENAMELS - 2 / ACR/ISD2 01310/12/18/20;01425/45/65/70/85;01510/15/40/80 02/01/92
02717 AEROSOL LACQUER. WHITE 17875 A-A-665-17875 06/05/85 *
11142 ALPINE GREEN ENAMEL 5194974. LAB NO. 38040 - 11/27/79
22171 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT TYPE 11A TRICHLOROTRIFLUOTOETHANE/C22503 DLA MSDS
10560 FREON TF (LMSC SAYS THIS IS SPRAYON) 08/30/83
18228 HNH1100 GLOSS WHITE ENANEL 45941 05/10/91 *
18630 LACQUERS / LACQUER/ISD 01920/23/26/27/29/32/33/35/37/38/41/44/47/51 06/01/92
20320 LUBRICANT (AEROSOL): OPEN GEAR & WIRE ROPE LUBE 08/27/85
18628 LUBRICANTS/RUST PREVENTATIVES/MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS 00103/620/98/99;00700/701/2703/706/708/709/727/747 05/17/93
04635 N.M.C 740 ZINC RICH COLD GALV COATING, AEROSOL 07/31/86 *
06096 OMNI-FILL PACKAGE - UNFILLED CANS CHECK MSDS FOR NATEIAL FILLED INTO THE CAN 02/01/92
148110MNI-FILL PACKAGE-UNFILLED CANS / OMNIFILL/ISD 25106-12-16, 252106-12-16 02/01/92 *
17998 PRIMERS/ISD 00321,00339,00341,00342; RUST INHIB. 00343,00344 02/01/92
08768 SWO39-A PACKAGING ADHESIVE LAB# 49080 07/14/88 -
10817 ZINC RICH PRIMER 00740. LAB= 42282 07/20/81
05335 00060 JET PAK UNIT 11/19/85 -
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBIIIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HIIIS WSOS
EHS/TRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 440
00084 00201 OPEN GEAR & WIRE ROPE LUBE LUBRICANTS LAB NO# 36100 03/22/86
02327 00203P PENETRATING OIL (AEROSOL) 03/22/86 *
05378 0(001 RED INSULATING VARNISH 03/22/86 *
07256 0(003 BLUE LAYOUT FLUID 05/21/87 *
05114 00606 LAYOUT FLUID REMOVER AEROSOL CLEANER 01/20/88 *
18627 00620 ANTI SEIZE 51002, AEROSOL 11/22/91 *
02653 00710 PDRP PENETRANT OEMOISTURANT RUST PREVENTIVE 01/14/86 -
02719 01920 BLACK LACQUER 17038 AEROSOL (35052) 06/14/88 *
13332 01923 WHITE LAC 17875 47799 06/06/88 *
02655 02002 HI-TECH T.F. ELECTRICAL CONTACT & TAPE HEAD CLEANER 11/19/85 -
02654 02003 CIRCUIT COOLER 11/19/85
02328 02009T TMC CLEANER (ROSIN FLUX REMOVER) 03/26/86
13794 2W750-A GLASS CLEANER 05/07/90
18629 2W757-A TFE DRY LUBE 49887 05/31/90 *
08771 2X725-8 PENETRATING OIL LABN 49903 07/19/88 *
09002 2X988-8 SILICONE LUBRICANT 01/08/86
13313 31080 BLACK STENCIL INK 48835 08/17/90 *
11473 4X595-B GEAR & WIRE ROPE LUBE. AEROSOL LAB NO. 49695 02/23/88 *




20190 F-101 DRY LUBRICANT 11.50Z
21_11 SAW CLEANER 18 OZ.
18632 SPRAYWAY #940 PETROLATUM SPRAY
12152 SPRAYWAY SPECIALTY FILM CLEANER
17081 SPRAYWAY TFE DRY LUBRICANT RELEASE AGENT
20189 66 SPRAY ADHESIVE








ROBINAIR DIVISION ECN28 ROBINAIR WAY
21716 PREMIUM (HIGH) VACUUM PUMP OIL
21343 REFRIGERATION OIL 109952 (150VIS)
13203,13204
NONTPELIER OH 435430193 (419) 495-5581
12/04/92
05/08t89
-- SQUARE O CO.
LEXINGTON MFG. PLANT 14280
-- SSM COMPANY INC
08150 OIL-A-WAY (CHEM/OIL-A-WAY)
ECA53 2601 CECELIA AVENUE ST. LOUIS NI 63144 (314) 772-7832
10/01/88
-- SSS - SEE TRIPLE S
ECD45 141 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE BURLINGTON MA 01803
"" SST CORPORATION
FAX PHONE: (201) 473-4326? ECF87 Nd (201)
*, STA ADHESIVES/DIV. MASK-OFF
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA FINIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "$" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, s-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
i (, (
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 441
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.,Id)DRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC075 328 W. CHESTNUT AVE. MONROVIA CA 91016 (213) 359-3261
** STA-LUBE INC.
20187 BRB #2 GREASE
• = STABLER PAINT MFG. CO.
11098 2089W TT-E-527 WHITE ENAMEL
** STABOND CORPORATION
18633 C 111 (X 2084D)
20782 C B75 (X 181388)
20781C 890 (X 2066)
20783 C 902 (X 2012)
20784 HT 4 FIREWALL SEALANT
20785 T 197 (X 1136)
33876 3039 ANA ST/BOX 5746 COMPTON
PRODUCT #3630-3639
EC077 P.O. BOX 5406 BIRMINGHAM
PRODUCT CODE 2089 W
EC859 14010 S WESTERN AVE
• * STAEDTLER MARS GI_H & CO.
LOCATION: GERMANY EC679 KIRCHENWEG t0
05533 MARS PEN CLEANER 746 00 / 746 25
** STAHL SOAP CORPORATION
13286 LISA FLOATING SOAP
18028 LISA HARD MILLED SOAP
97845 1413 WILLOW AVE.
ECH68 ONE BRANCA ROAD
** STAHMER, WESTON CO.
OAPR2 75 CONGRESS STREET
13166 SOFTGUARD HAND CREAM-0264855
** STAINLESS STEEL COATINGS, INC.
EC293 P.O. BOX 2265A
OFXN2
11262 STEEL IT HIGH TEMP
02676 STEEL-IT, POLYURETHANE, 1002 AEROSOL
** STANDARD CHLORINE CHEMICAL CO.
03144 NAPHTHALENE, MOLTEN
CA 90224 (800) 424-9300
03/01/93
• * STANDARD COATING CORPORATION
00679 SPOT & GLAZING PUTTY #9001
CID A-A-49
CID A-A-4B
AL 35207 (205) 328-6331
O5/19187
















VENDOR CATLG NBR: CMS 1012
NH 03801 (603) 427-0662
10/23/90
LITTLETON MA 01460 (617) 456-3308
LITTLETON MA
#5903A AEROSOL 03/00/90 *
02/00/87 *
EC339 1035 BELLEVILLE TPKE.
30007 461 BROAD AVENUE
** STANDARD DRY WALL PRODUCTS
SEE ALSO: THORO SYSTEM PRODUCT 14090
KEARNY NJ 07023
02100100
RIDGEFIELD NJ 07657 (201) 945-5058
05/11184
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSD$'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HUTS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 442
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
• 02549 ACRYL 60 (THORO PRODUCTS) DLA MSDS -
** STANDARD FUSEE CORP
MARINE SIGNAL PRODUCTS (FORMER ECN56 P.O. BOX 1047




MARINE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE
MARINE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE
MARINE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE




-- STANDARD OIL CO.





NEW YORK NY 35000
LOUISVILLE KY
BAYONNE NO
** STANDARD SAND ANO SILICA CO.
800 PHONE # ON MSDS IS FOR FLA EC095 P.O. BOX 35
08392 RAW SILICA PRODUCTS
15716 SAND (NATURAL BONDED SILICA)
DAVENPORT FL 33837




** STANDARDIZED SANATATION SYSTEM






STANLEY ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES DI ECN98 RT3 6 & HYDE ROAD FARMINGTON CT 06032 (203) 677-2861
• * STANLEY. HERBERT
ECJ68 (708) 675-1333
*= STARGATE DISTRIBUTING
OPBA8 34 N. ORLANDO DRIVE COCOA BEACH FL 32931 (407J 868-1693
*- STARKEY CHEMICAL PROCESS CO.
86472 9600 W. OGDEN AVENUE LAGRANGE IL 60525
18634 CREAM HAND CLEANER HA1/HA3/HA4 (ALSO GOULD INK CLEANER #282920)
05258 SPIRIT THINNER.SPEEDY SQUEEZE 1825
17731 TYPE & PLATEN CLEANER MPI






*- STARRETT, L.S., CO.
WEBBER GAGE DIVISION 64204 24500 DETROIT ROAD
57163 121 CRESCENT ST-
ECM82 BOX 408 RIVERSIDE DR
02418 STARRETT CLEANER
00486 STARRETT M-1 ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANT
CLEVELAND OH 44145
ATHOL MA 01331





** STARTEX CHEMICAL - SEE CSO
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HMIS MSOS







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 443
E T
MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
EC501
*- STATE CHEMICAL MNFG. CO.
53798 3t00 HAMILTON AVE. CLEVELANO OH 44t143783
20580 COOL-ADE COOLING TOWER TREATMENT
18635 DRAIN DEMON LIQUID BACTERIAL DRAIN CLEANER & DEODORIZER
17568 DRI ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANT - AEROSOL
11264 GSO, FORMULATED ORAIN CLEANER & DEGREASER
17570 POWDER DAM ABSORBENT POWDER
20579 SCAV-OX WATER TREATMENT PRODUCT
17569 STATE PRO SKIN BARRIER CREAM
-- STATIKIL INC.
ECN01 1846 N. CLEVELAND RO. BATH OH 44210
• - STATIKIL, INC.
20571 STATIGLASS AEROSOL - SGI00
17430 STATIKIL
17431 STATIKIL
10157 STATIKIL AEROSOL - SKIO0
17777 STATIKIL AEROSOL - SK300
08703 1939 E. AURORA ROAD
ECM18 3675 COPLEY RD.
TWINSBURG
AKRON
PRESSURIZED (TM2218) OR BULK GALLONS/INTERIM MSOS
BULK, NONPRESSURIZED
-- STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY
92209 WESTPORT
OGAK8 I CORPORATE DRIVE BOX 881 SHELTON
• 15760 AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE, OZBASIC
02395 FYROUEL 220, FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID MSDS DATE IS PENCILED IN
- 17403 SILBOND H-4. PREHYDROLYZE0 ETHYL SILICATE
- 17405 SILBONO H-5, PREHYDROLYZEO ETHYL POLYSILICATE
13285 SODIUM BICARBONATE
- 12312 THIOPHOSGENE
• * STAUFFER-WACKER SILICONES CORP
ODF77 3301 SUTTON RO
20941 ANTIFOAM EMULSION SW5-214
09311 CATALYST CN
20730CATALYST KM
20731 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT SWS-951, SWS-951ATK
09312 RTV SILICONE RUBBER V-191
11363 SILICONE FLUID SWS-IOI
ADRIAN
MBO 130*188, CATALYST FOR V191
I_O 130-188










OH 44087-9999 (216) 425-22t9


























17870 TAP MAGIC ALUMINUM CUTTING FLUID
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA t'BIIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=ND DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 444
MA_IUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S |
04867 TAP MAGIC CUTTING FLUID 03/31/69 *
*_ STEELCOTE MANUFACTURING CO
939B1 3418 GRATIOT ST
04138 DAMP-TEX 0X-100 SEMIGLOSS WHITE, #0201W007S
08390 DAMP'TEX 110 ENAMEL WHITE
ST LOUIS MO 631032990 (314) 771-8053
ALKYD. SINGLE PACKAGE 11/00/85 *
AO201t#001S 05/02/89 "
*_ STELCO
EC819 HAMILTON ONTARIO, CANADA L8N 3Tt
*= STEPAN COMPANY






20490 STEPANFOAM BX-2500-R & -TTS
13845 STEPANFOAM BX-250D-R(3972M)
20488 STEPANFOAM G-302-R & -T
ECD40 NORTHFIELD






PART T IS DATED 6-2-93
780020
PART T IS DATED 6-2-93










** STEPHENS M MFG CO INC.
08298 LOS ANGELES CA
** STERLING DRUG, INC
78580 gO PARK AVENUE
80882 90PARK AVENUE
WINTHROP LABORATORIES OlV. 1P252 70 PARK AVE.
Q 10154 PHISOHEX
06111 ZEPHIRAN CHLORIDE CONCENTRATE 17%
NEW YORK NY 10018
NEW YORK NY 10018
NEW YORK NY





** STERLING ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS GROUP
04375 4553 O PRIMER
EC558 5201 GRANT AVENUE CLEVELAND
MIL-P'20689, TY.I
OH 44125 (2t6) 641-6340
10/13/86
** STERLING LACQUER MFG.




16307 EPOXY CATALYST. COMPONENT 11
20708 EPOXY CGNP, B (CAT)
20707 EPOXY PRIMER
16306 HIGLOSS CLEAR EPOXY
20706 L.F. GLOSS ORANGE
20705 REDUCER
5G238
22181 3150 BRANiNON AVE. ST. LOUIS 140 63139





















MSD$'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" - DLA HIIIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 365(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN DF-JDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 445
MANUFACTURER E T
MFG_. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06563 WHITE PAINT, 22-17875 04/20/87 =
** STERNDENT CORP
COOK-HORTON DIV. 13597
• * STEVEN INDUSTRIES
STEVEN IND.=GOVT.CONTRACTS,DUN 33150 P.O. BOX 8
5P957 3g-AVENUE C
70372 39 AVE. C
03589 #232 ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE
@ 15237 ADHESIVE
02657 ADHESIVE. MMM-A-105 TYPE I
15241 ADHESIVE, MMM-A-105 TYPE II
15238 ADHESIVE. NMM-A-1617 TY. 1
• 04760 ADHESIVE, 175B/A
- CORROSION PREVENTATIVE CPD (ASHLAND TECTYL 437)
- 06901 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND






CID A-A-529 / CELLULOSE NITRATE B
R-I053
DLA SAYS 1751,A & B
LOT #3472
16308 CORROSION PREVENTIVE HARD FILM SOLVENT DISPERSED
04778 CORROSION PREVENTIVE. HARD FILM SOLVENT DISPERSED MIL-C-16173D AM,2 TY.1 GR.4




15239 NEOPRENE ADHESIVE MMM-A-1617 TYPE II RUBBER BASE 1501
17126 PETROLEUM OILS/WAXES MIL-C-117968. CL 1




















** STEVENS, J.P.. & CO, INC.
9E327 33 STEVENS ST./P.O. BOX 208 GREENVILLE SC 29602
SEE ALSO JPS INDUSTRIAL FABRIC ECL40 33 STEVENS ST./P.O. BOX 208 GREENVILLE SC 29602
09180 ASTROQUARTZ I & II
09453 FIBERGLASS FABRIC MSDS NO. 0002









17067 ALEMITE C0-2 LUBRICANT ALL PURPOSE LITHIUM GREASE
CHICAGO IL 606141540
NO DATE
• * STIC-ADHESIVE PRODUCTS
EC076 LOS ANGELES
59142 LOS ANGELES
tBHgO 100 GROTON-SHIRLEY ROAD AYER
00959 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER
11737 LATEX PAINT TT-P-19D
• 16547 THINNER PAINT VOLATILE SPIRITS
06874 THINNER, PAINT MINERAL SPIRITS,0DORLESS TT-T-291F TYPE III











MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ''' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET |NDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 446
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE _5 H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
_m STL COMPOUND CORPORATION
SAF-T-EZE DIV. ECN13 300 EISENHOWER LANE NORTH




ECA01 2408 DOYLE ST GREENSBORO NC 27406 (919) 378-9393
- 20701 KRESTO HAND CLEANER 06128/90
07634 TAKTOSAN SKIN PROTECTIVE CREAM 06/23/92
• * STOKES VACUUM. INC
INFO: (215) 831-5400
18755 DESICCANT MIXTURE
$7847 5500 TABOR RD PHILADELPHIA PA 19120
0-146 / ANHYDRONE.SILICA GEL,DRIERITE
(800) 424-9300
12/01/88
** STOLLER CHEMICAL COMPANY
13444 OXY/SULPHATE MATERIAL
ECH50 7477 SAVANNAH I-IldV.. RAVENUEL
MICROMATE ZINC 360 - 36% ZN
SC 29470 (803) 889-2251
NO DATE
** STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
EC591 2270 SOUTH 88TH STREET LOUISVILLE
SEE ALSO: SWEN EC650 2270 SOUTH 88TH ST. LOUISVILLE
DISTR FOR SWEN SONIC CORP. 55299 LOUISVILLE
18098 STORAGETEK TAPE CLEANER WIPE 4046289-01 / CURRENT PRODUCT AS OF
CO 80027
CO 80027
CO 80027 (303) 673-5670
12/92 06/10/91
• * STORAGETEK




ECI99 7575 PLAZA COURT
OWE53 7575 PLAZA COURT
WILLOWBROOK
WILLOWBROOK
IL 60521 (708) 655-4595
IL 60521 (708) 655-4595
09/27/93
08/13/91
** STUART.D.A.,OZL CO. OF AMERICA
02514 DASCO GUARD 2336
96301 7575 PLAZA COURT WILLOWBROOK
OIL-BASED RUST PREVENTIVE
IL 60521 (312) 655-4595
NO DATE
** STUTTON CORPORATION
18636 SUPER SOLV 16 OZ
0?388 SUPER SOLV 7. AEROSOL
EC933 P.O. BOX 7913




** SUBOX DIV./CARBOLINE CO
16750 340HANLEY INDUSTRIAL COURT ST. LOUIS











** SUBURBAN PROPANE GAS CORP.
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-',,NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 447
MANUFACTURER E T
IF(_R . NOTES , FSCM , ADDRESS . PItONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
DIV. OUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP. 52413 2019 HWY. U.S. 1 NORTH TITUSVILLE FL 32796
19455 COilINERCIAL PROPANE LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS; LP-GAS; LPG
- 16991 PROPANE. LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS
• , SULFLO. INC.
1V074 1158 ERIE AVE.
@ 05694 G-403 GREASE, AUTO
O 11951 W-C-846 BATCO-CUTTIhK; FLUID #60533
11075 WP-236A, PETROLATUM
** SULLAIR CORP.
• * SUMMIT MFG./DIV.CHEMED??
17058 YORK OIL B
• * SUMMIT OIL CO., INC.
08384 SUMMIT DSL-32
• * SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION
- 13179 PERMAFRESH 479






N. TONAWANDA NY 14120 (716) 695-3585
DLA MSDS -
DLA MSOS
CODE NO. tO,939 02/00/90
MICHIGAN CITY IN 46360 (800) 398-2722
48922 2440 EAST FIFTH ST./SUITE 120 TLYER TX 75701
DSL-100.-32,-46,-68,-100,-125 & LUBRICANT/COOLNT
ECH30 P.O. BOX 70, HWY.72 BY-PASS CHESTER
UREA FORMALDEHYDE RESIN
SEE: SUN REFINING & MARKETING ECMgO TEN PENN CENTER/1801 MARKET ST PHILADELPHIA
** SUN ELECTRIC CORP.
HDOS & GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS DI 82386 ONE SUN PKY CRYSTAL LAKE
** SUN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
9/91: OUT OF BUSINESS EC266 215 1/2 NORTH TROPICAL TRAIL
01847 KLEAN-WELO
02517 KLEAN-WELD (ACID BLEND)
01912 KOIL CLEAN






*+ SUN OIL CO.
• * SUN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS CO.
** SUN PIPE LINE CO.
NO DATE
87612 907 S DETROIT AVE
(214) 593-6893
O5/11/87
SC 29706 (803) 385-5181
05/03/78
PA 191031699 (800) 964-8861
IL 600142256 (815) 459-7700






• - SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
SUNGC0 78628 TEN PENN CENTER/1801 MARKET ST PHILADELPHIA PA 191031699 (215) 293-632¢
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 448
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
8X531
• 20234 HYDRAULIC FLUID PETROLEUM BASE NIL-L-17672 OLA MSDS -
$5510 JP NO. 5 FUEL TURBINE/AVIATION 03/24/93
• 17359 LLIBRICATZNG OIL, REF OLA MSDS -
06792 L319 SUNRISE REFRIGERATION OIL NO DATE
• 13330 SR 4210 SAE 10, LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE NIL-L-2104 DLA NSDS
09030 SUN WAY LUBR 1180 01/20/88
08389 SUNISO 4GS 07/11/91
19422 SU_OCO 2-CYC TC-W3 ENG ONC TC-W3 OUTBOARD LUBRICANT PURPLE COLOR 12/22/92
21197 SUNTHENE 4t0 MINERAL OIL/PART OF A KIT-AEROVOX 08/14/89 - -
20898 SUNVIS 31 LUBRICATING PETROLEUM OIL 01/27/93
06110 SUNVIS 747 (46) 12/17/81
21152 TOLUENE 03/05/93 *
02672 XYLENE DIST: PHIPPS PRODUCTS 03/04/93 -
00579 XYLENE . TT-X-916 / ASTM D 846 / PHIPPS: PAINT THINNER 11/19/85 *
-- SUNBELT CHEMICALS
ECI25 71HARGROVE GRADE PALM COAST
17992 HYDROCHLORIC ACID (18. 20, 22. 23 DEG. BAUME') SCOTTY'S:SMART BRAND
22226 MURIATIC ACID (HYDROCHLORIC ACID) MSDS# NSDS2.DC3
** SUNCHEM INC./DIV.SUNOC0 INC.
EC267 56 WELLESLEY STREET WEST
01903 XYLENE (DISTR: CHEM-CENTRAL)
-* SUNCOAST CHEMICALS OF 0AYTONA
- 22445 X-IR FRICTION ELIMINATOR
PRODUCTS COMPANY
06073 AN-30 SILICON COMPOUND
06065 CK44BA GEAR OIL
06059 CK50 AND MAN845 HONING OIL
06079 C05-155 OR C05-155-5 COOLANT
06069 DIAMOND PLATED GUIDE SHOE WITH D OR DX SUFFIX
06077 MAN-852-5 AND MAN-852-55 HONING OIL
06064 MAN-863 HONING OIL T
06056 NB-30 HONING OIL/VGS-20657 SEAT CUTTING OIL
06068 MS-1101G, SCC-IO0 DR SCC-101 COOLANT
06074 PG-991 ANTI-RUST COMPOUND
06066 PLH-100/101/105 AND BP-99 HYDRAULIC 0IL
06072 PM-2653 LUBRICATING OIL
06075 SUNNEN AN-994A OR AN-980 ABRASIVE CONE
08063 SUNNEN B200 LUBRICANT
06067 SUNNEN CRG OR VR GRINDING ilAHEEL
17434 SUNNEN HONING OIL (CUTTING FLUID) MB-30
06058 SUNNEN HONING STONES
06078 SUNNEN KG3X HONING OIL
-* SUNNEN
FL 32137
TORONTO, ONTARIO MSS 245
ECO98 77 HARGROVE GRADE PALM COAST
HORSEPOWER IN A BOTTLE
FL 32137
ST. LOUIS MO 63143
VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS




























MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / _DSSS W/O '-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / ,ib, ,, DLA ItNIS MSOS




KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 449
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCN.ADORESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
06057 SUNNEN MANDREL SHOE/HONING MANDRELS/TRUING SLEEVE VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS 08/15/87
06061 SUNNEN METAL BOND SUPER STONE VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS 08/15/87
(_062 SUNNEN SPRAY PAINT LBB-90438 OR MBB-90437 08/15/87
06060 StUN SUPERABRASIVE STONE VARIOUS PRODUCT NU_ERS 08/15/87
06070 VGS20522 GEAR OIL 08/15/87
06071 VS-200 VALVE SEAT MARKER OB/15/B7 •
** SUNNILAND CORPORATION
EC916 P.O. BOX 1697




13838 ODORLESS PAINT THINNER
13837 SUNNYSIDE PAINT THINNER
13836 SUNNYSIDE PAINT THINNER,
15420 510 TYPE WASH
EC099 225 CARPENTER AVE. WHEELING
PRODUCT# 70'5
PRODUCT# 704
PRODUCT# 701, PLASTIC CONTAINER
DZST: P.K. NEUSES





*= SUNSET ENGINEERING, INC.
ECH43 P.O. BOX 846
13@51SUNSET-IO ELASTONERIC COATINGS
** SUNSHINE MAKERS, INC
ECB76 16771 PACIFIC COAST HWY
1Z575 15922 PACIFIC COAST HWY
08976 SIMPLE GREEN 1004
ANDERSON IN 46015 (800) 776-3539
10/18/90
SUNSET BEACH CA 90742




** SUNSHINE TECHNOLOGY CORP.
02338 SUNETHANE
EC228 2475 ALBANY AVE/PO BOX 17041 W HARTFORD CT 06117 (203) 232-9227
NO DATE
** SUNTEC PAINT, INC.
ECE14
• * SUPELCO, INC.
SUBSIDIARY ROHM & HAAS CO. EC429 SUPELCO PARK BELLEFONTE PA 16823°0048 (814) 359-3441
12576 ACENAPHTHENE 5G 11/26/90
12577 ACENAPHTHENE-OIO 20(OXJG/ML IML 08/12/90
13272 ACETONE 5000UG/ML IML CAT. #40284 07/22/91 *
18637 ALCOHOL KIT 13 44622:R6(X)411/450 R421820;R600235/36/46/47/48/49/50/51/52/53/54/55 04/30/93
18668 ALCOHOLS KIT 11 44620:R471730/750 R495010/20/40/210/220/233/238/930;R600030/231/32.. 05/10/93 ,
18653 ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623 R600337/38/39/40/41/42/43/44/45/46/47/48/49/50/51 04/30/93 •
12921ANTHRACENE-DIO WATER STANOARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 =
12919 AROCLOR MIX 1 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 •
12920 AROCLOR MIX 2 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 •
12974 BASE NEUTRAL #1 WATER STANOARO KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/08/90 •
12912 BASE NEUTRAL 3 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/09/90 •
12913 BASE NEUTRAL 4 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/09/90 -
12911 BASE-NEUTRAL 2 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. q48855 02/11/92
.sos,s.,RKEO'-': S .IT KSCFORM29-393TOORG.CONTACT/ "SOS'SW/O'-" VERI,IEOAVAILABLEV,, "SOSYSTEM/ '.' ='DL'- 'IS-MSDS-
EHS/TRI; ",,' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 450
14562 BENZYL BUTYL PHTHALATE PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762 12/28/89
18683 BRANCHED ALCI_L MIXTURE C3-C6 PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R6(X)448 04/24/92 *
18652 BRANCHED ALCOHOL MIXTURE C5-C7 PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R60(050 11/08/89
18655 BUTYRALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYOE KIT-45, 44623:R600338 tl/05/91 =
18663 CAPRALOEHYOE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600346 11/28/89
18659 CAPROIC ALDEHYOE PART OF ALDEHYOE KIT-45, 44623:R600432 11/28/89
18661CAPRYLALDEHYOE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, RR623:R600344 11/28/89
13273 CARBOTRAP 20/40 MESH tOGM CARBOTRAP B/CAT. #20287 10/25/89
12918 CHLORDANE AND TOXAPHENE WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 •
14560 CLP VOLATILE MATRIX SPIKING SOLUTION, IML CAT. #48399 12/28/89 - -
07601DEIONIZER 22963 / CHARCOAL (ACTIVATEO) 10/28/93
14563 DI-N-OCTYL PHTHALATE PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762 12/28/89 -
14564 DIETHYL PHTHALATE PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762 12/28/89
14565 DIMETHYL PHTHALATE PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762 12/28/89
14561DIDCTYL PHTHALATE PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762 12/28/89
18660 ENANTHALDEHYOE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600343 11/28/89
18672 ETHYL ALCOHOL, ABSOLUTE PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495020 03/12/93
- 15305 ETHYLHEXYL-PHTHALATE 1GM 01/21/91
13274 FREON 113 IO00UG/ML, 1ML CAT. #48411 12/09/92 *
13275 GLASS WOOL-SILANE TREATED, 50G CAT, #20411 10/26/89
11265 GP t,5_SP2250/I.95%SP2401 100/120 SUPELCOPRT 20G 10/19/88
- 12623 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE 09/13/90 -
11550 HT LEAK DETECTOR CAT. #20566 07/20/89
11552 INTERNAL STANDARD MIX 524, 1ML CAT. #48948 01/12/90
18_73 ISO BUTANOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495040 12/28/89
18_56 ISOBUTYRALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600339 11/28/89
18658 ISOVALERALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600341 11/28/89
18671 METHANOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495010 10/08/92 *
07600 MICRONOX CYLINDERS 6/PK CAT. #22907 10/21/88
07768 MOL-SIEVE (ACT) 8/12MESH 1/2 LB MOL-SZEVE 5A 8/12 ACTIVATED/CAT. #20298 10/19/88
18676 N-AMYL ALCOHOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495233 03/20/92
18674 N-PROPYL ALCOHOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495210 03/12/93
132710MI-1 INDICATOR TUBE NANOCHEM RESIN/CAT. #23900 01/08/90
18662 PELERAGONALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600345 tl/28/89
12917 PESTICIDES MIX WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 *
12923 PHENOL MIXTURE WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 * =
11344 PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N R43-O660,-O670,-O680,-O690,-O700,-O710/CAT. #48762 12/28/89
11228 PORAPAK R 80/100,75CC CAT. #20334 08/09/89
18675 PROPANOL-2, ACCUSOLV PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 1t, 44620:R495220 03/12/93
18654 PROPIONALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600337 11/08/89
- 12914 PURGEABLE A WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 02/01/90 =
05270 PURGEA8LE A IML CAT. #48851 03/12/86
- 12915 PURGEABLE B WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 •
- 12916 PURGEABLE C WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 *
12922 PURGEABLES INTERNAL STANDARD MIX-624 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 01/10/90 *
11551PURGEABLE$ SURROGATE STD MIX 1ML CAT. #48876 01/10/90 •
13341 REPLACEMENT CHARCOAL 400CC CAT. #22451 01/08/90
18670 SEC BUTYL ALCOHOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620: R471750 11/08/89 *
11427 SNOOP LEAK DETECTOR/CAT. _2C)640 07/20/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'5 W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA HIIIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=ND DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
i ( (
( ( i
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KS_ TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 451
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADORESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
12624 SUPELPREME-HC INTERNAL STO MIX
11426 SYLON-CT, PINT
18669 T-AMYLALCOHDL
03594 TRIHALONETHANE MIXTURE 601-ML
18657 VALERALDEHYDE
11578 VOC KIT. 48804 - SEE COMPONENT MSDS'S
11572 VOC MIX 1, ANALYTICAL STANDARD IN METHANOL
11573 VOC MIX 2
11574 VOC MIX 3
11575 VOC MIX 4
11576 VOC MIX 5
11577 VOC MIX 6
11428 VOC MIX 7. 1ML







21225 10_ BENZALDEHYDE IN BENZENE
18665 10% DODECANAL IN BENZENE
18667 10% MYRISTALDEHYDE IN BENZENE
18666 10% TRIDECANAL IN BENZENE
18664 10% UNDECANAL IN BENZENE

















11548 4-BROMOFLUOROBENZENE 1ML, 48800
18643 4-METHYL-2-PENTANDL
• _ SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS
CAT. #33065
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 1t, 44620:R471730
CAT. #48746






















PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT tl. 44620:R495930
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622:R600236
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622: R600235
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622: R421820
CAT. #48526
PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600351
PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600348
PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600350
PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600349
PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600347
CAT. #40311
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600251
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622:R600253
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622:R600411
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R600030
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622: R600247
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R600231
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622:R600249
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600255
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620: R600232
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600254
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622:R600246
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT tl. 44620:R495238
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600250
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R600233
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622: R600252































FORMERLY, GOVERNMENT PRINTING 81955 GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE WASHINGTON DC 20402
• - SUPERIOR ABRASIVES, INC.
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE via MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 452
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
...................................................................................................................................
ECO38 4800 WADSWORTH ROAD DAYTON OH 45414 (513) 278-9123
5N865 4800 WADStC3RTH ROAD DAYTON OH 45414 (513) 278-9123
22109 GLUE BOND &RESIN BOND DISCS STICK ON DISCS & PLAIN CLOTH,SLOTTED,UNSLOTTED,FIB 01/00/93
• - SUPERIOR FLUX & MFG. CO.
87618 95 ALPHA PARK
15162 SILVER SOLDER FLUX NO. 601
20697 SUPER FLUX 100
20696 SUPER FLUX 99
02341 SUPERIOR NO. 30 FLUX (SOFT SOLD.LIO.FL.)








=- SUPERIOR GRAPHITE C0.
06705 120 S. RIVERSIDE PLAZA CHICAGO IL 60606
09420 GRAPHITE
14650 NATURAL GRAPHITE 4726 / LUB-A-SPRAY





-= SUPERIOR MARKING EQUIPMENT INC
20273 SPARTAN INK #480 SYLCO
ECL55 1800 W. LARC_NT CHICAGO
TT-1t795-31136
IL 60613 (312) 935-6025
NO DATE
-- SUPERIOR SEALANTS, INC.
WITHIN GA. CALL (404) 758-2611 SOP
17424 POLYFLEX SEALANT
P.O.BOX 10888 ATLANTA GA 30310
NSDS DATE IS DATE PRINTED
(8(30) 241-5295
01/16/87
• * SUPERIOR SIGNAL
12254 W. GREYSTONE RD.
15636 SUPERIOR SMOKE FOR FIRE FIGHTERS SMOKE DRILLS
SPOTSWOOO
3 MINUTE SMOKE BOMBS (WHITE)




** SURCO PRODUCTS, INC.
EC849 227 THIRD AVE
ECM17 PO BOX 777/8TH & PINE AVENUES
20572 ROUND-THE-CLOCK 24-HOUR ODOR ABSORBER (AEROSOL)
06734 24-HOUR ODOR ABSORBER 000860,
BRADDOCK PA 15104 (412) 462-5525
BRADDOCK PA 15104 (8(30) 556-0111
01/00/93
01/00/91
=* SURFACE CHEMICAL CO.





FORMERLY FLEXIBLE PACKAGING DI 50504 55 KENNEDY DRIVE SMITHTOVN NY 11787 (516) 273-0400
** SURRY CHEMICALS, INC.
EC854 P. O. BOX 1447,241 HICKORY ST MOUNT AIRY NC 27030 (919) 786-4607
MSDS_S_M_RKED_uBN_T_KSC_F_RN_2_393_T_RG_C_NTAcT°_NSDS_w/_ER_FIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA .IS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3'70)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)







COMMENTS DATE S I
STARRETT CLEANER
_'* SUTTON & CLARK
EC055
=* SWEN SONIC CORPORATION
STORAGE TECHNNOLOGY CORP.(DIST ECL67 P.O. BOX 4347
18099 STORAGETEK TAPE UNIT CLEANING FLUID
05/20/92
DAVENPORT I0 52808 (303) 673-5151
4043586-01 / DETERGENT-BASED,STILL AVAILABLE 12/92 11/02/89
** SWIFT ADHESIVES & COATINGS
59997 3101WOOOCREEK DR./PO BOX 1546 DOWNERS GROVE
14873 SWIFT'S 17078 FOME-BOND 78; SWIFT'S 17078 ADHESIVE
IL 60515 (312) 971-6816
12/20/85
27580 BOX 66, BIRMINGHAM RD. BIRMINGHAM Nd 08011 (609) 893-1100
06118 ANION EXCHANGE RESIN.STRONGLY BASIC,TY.II,CL- FORM A-550/A-651/ASB-2 10/21/85
06117 CATION EXCHANGE RESIN. STRONG ACID STYRENE,H+FORM C-242.C-244,C-251,C-257,C-266,C-267,C-295,C-298; 10/21/85
11339 IONAC A-651, IONAC ASB-2, IONAC ASB-2HP, tDNAC A-554, IONAC A-550 /WATER TREAT.DEIONIZATION 10/29/88
** SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC
LIGHTING PRODUCTS OIV. 05374 100 ENDICOTT ST DOVER NM 16285
** SYN-FLO INC
AFTER HOURS: 800-424-9300 ECMll 1912 PRODUCION CT. LOUISVILLE KY 40299 (800) 897-8933
20587 SYN-FLO 70 COMPOUND Dt-ESTER 03/25/93
09043 SYN-FLO 80 XP COMPOUND OLEFIN SYNTHETIC HYDROCARB.BASE FLUID.TECH WHITE OIL 7CST 03/25/93
** SYN-FLOW INC
ECB84 P 0 BOX 1420 FT. WALTON 8CH FL 325491420 (800) 874-8933
09042 SYN-FLO #80 10/07/82
** SYN-KOOL
EC046
22117 SYN-KOOL SAFETY COOLANT CONCENTRATE 03/26/90 •
** SYN-TECH
53592
=* SYNKOLOID COMPANY. INC.
SYNKO ECK17 148 EAST 5TH ST BAYONNE NJ 07002
................................. . .................................................................................
.sos's,,RKEO'-'_ SUB,IT KSCFORM29393TOOROCO,T,CT/ _DS'S,/0 '-' VERIFIED,V,ILABLEVIA,SOSSYSTEM/ "0' =-DLA-,,,IS'MSOS-EHS/TRI:'.' -PROO,CTO,,,INS40_FR355(370)/372CHEMICAL."-'-_0 OAT,CORRENTLY,,,I ABLEINMSOSSYSTE.
EC547 15116 DOWNEY AVE.
• * SWITZER BROTHERS, INC.
EC398
=* SWITZER, d.S., ASSOCIATES
BUSINESS PHONE # ILLEGIBLE
• * SWS SILICONES
4M768
• , SYBRON CHEMICALS. INC.
PARAMOUNT CA 90723
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 454
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R




01890 SYSCO GREASE REMOVER
=- SYSMEX - SEE TOA MEDICAL ELEC.
** SYSTEM AUTOMATION CORP.
-* SYSTEMARK. INC.
** SYSTEMS AUTOMATION, INC.
** SYSTEMS CORP.
** SYSTEMS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIE
SYSCO
ECD79
90377 SILVER SPRING MD 72450
EC979
EC915
54638 PORTLAND OR 97206
NO DATE
3R657 1295 BOULEVARD WAY WALNUT CREEK CA 94595 (415) 937-6748
18684 ALLOY DETECTOR KIT/CHEMICAL KIT 42PG KIT/410L/4108/930A (KIT 2) 42 PAGES 12/03/90
"* S¥STRDN-DONNER CORP
SEATON'WZLSON DIV. 05477 3310 VANGWEN ST BURBANK CA 91510 (818) 849-3131
• * T.R. INDUSTRIES, INC
ECBB8 11022 VULCAN STREET SOUTH GATE CA 90280 (213) 926-6812
09068 T.R. #102 REGULAR PASTE WAX MSDS P.2 MISSING NO DATE
09069 T.R. #104 HI-TEMP PASTE WAX NO DATE
09067 T.R. #I08 BASIC PASTE WAX NO DATE
09070 T.R. #2t0 LIQUID RELEASE NO DATE *
09071T.R. #301 SEALER GLAZE NO DATE
09072 T.R. #303 HEAVY DUTY COMPOUND 08/00/87
09073 T.R. #305 X'TRA HEAVY DUTY COMPOUND 08/00/87
09074 T.R. #500 RESIN CLEANER SEALER FINISH NO DATE
• * T-ISCO
COULD NOT IDENTIFY COMPANY FRO EC040 FT. LAUDERDALE FL
=, TACC INTERNATIONAL CORP.
FORMERLY TRANSWORLD ADHESIVE & 59888 P 0 BOX 39Q/AIR INDUSTRIAL PK ROCKLAND MA 02370 (617) 878-7015
20556 ACCELERATOR AC 102 05/00/92
07625 CHEMICAL CURING EPOXY ER-115 11/00/86
00304 CONTACT CEMENT MMM-A-130B, MA-162 04/01/92
07622 CURING AGENT FOR EPOXY 05/00/87
20557 MASI02 (FORMERLY MAl12) MMM-A-5540B / NEOPRENE SOLVENTBORNE ADHESIVE 04/00/93 •
_S'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSO5 SYSTEM / 'O" " DLA HMIS I/SOS





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 455
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NC)TES,FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
20558 MA412 MMM-A-121 / NEOPRENE RUBBER/PHENOLIC RESIN ADHESIV 04/00/93 *
21872 t-A-1617A, SOLVENTBORNE NEOPRENE ADHESIVE MA 212 / ANNOTATED 90067 04/00/92 *
- 10307 SILICATE ADHESIVE _M-665 HI-TEMP GASKET CEMENT MRP-1000 11/00/89
** TAFA INC
26057 146 PEMBROKE RO
08641 TAFA ALUMINUM WIRE 01T
08643 TAFA ZINC WIRE 02Z
08640 TAFA 18/5 STAINLESS STEEL WIRE 55T
08642 TAFA 18/8 STAINLESS STEEL WIRE 80T





• - TAMERAN INC
11817 TONER RA-0133-1
13353 TONER, AUTQPRINT Ill
62980 16722 W PARK CIRCLE DR
RA-O243-1A




95298 610 N. HIGH d0PLIN M0 648011935
• * TAMKO ASPHALT PRODUCTS
ECH61 P.O. BOX 1404 270 W. 4TH dOPLIN t40 64802 (417) 624-6644
13511AWAPLAN PREMIUM/AWAPLAN HEAT WELDING/AWAPLAN 170 ASPHALT ROOFING PRQOUCTS.SHINGLES,FELTS,ROLLS.ETC 03/01/93
*- TAMPA ARMATURE WORKS
EC441 440 S. 78TH ST. TAMPA FL
** TAPMATIC CORPORATION
54741 t851 KETTERING ST.
20711 MOLECULAR EDGE
20712 MOLECULAR EDGE II SUPER CONCENTRATED
e 00236 TAP MATIC #1 AND #2/SPEC: CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON SNI A=#1
12517 TAPMATIC #1 CUTTING FLUID







** TARACORP INDUSTRIES, INC.
ECM29 1200 16TH ST.
20684 MAGNUM SHOT/COPPER PLATED MAGNUM/CHILL SHOT
GRANITE CITY
2001/2002/2OO3




84996 740 LAMBERT DRIVE N.E. ATLANTA GA 30324 (404) 8?5-5636
04/00/87
*- TARGET CORP
20284 930 NORTH SHORE DRIVE LAKE BLUFF IL 60044
** TAYLOR DEVICES INC
045742 90 TAYLOR OR TONAWANDA NY 14120
=, TAYLOR FREEZER
...................................................................................................................
MSDS'S-MARKEO-'-'" SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'l_" = DLA HMIS gSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 456
E T
MSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
ECH67
*s TAYLOR INSTRUMENT
SEE: ABB KENT-TAYLOR TAYLO
SEE: ABB KENT-TAYLOR EC264 95 AMES STREET/P.O. BOX 110
01842 COMMERCIAL INSTRUMENT INK (RED)
01843 HIGH TEMPERATURE INK (RED) #96S51
** TAYLOR TECI'NN_LOGIES, INC.
ECDt2 31 LOVETON CIRCLE
ROCKTON IL 61072
20807 ACID STARCH INDICATOR POWDER
20804 CAN SOLUTION
10279 CHROMATE INDICATOR
10278 CRESOL RED INDICATOR
20805 FERRDIN INDICATOR
10286 HARDNESS BUFFER
10281 HARDNESS INDICATOR POWOER
20799 HARDNESS REAGENT
10282 HARDNESS REAGENT .01M
20809 HYDROCHLORIC ACID .12N
20802 IODIDE IODATE REAGENT
20798 PHENOLPHTHALEIN INDICATOR
10280 SILVER NITRATE N/58.4




20808 TOTAL ALKALINITY INDICATOR
20806 XO INOICATOR POWDER






















ECF58 13660 EXCELSIOR DR. SANTA FE SPRINGS CA 90670
ECL76 13660 EXCELSIOR DR. SANTA FE SPRINGS CA 90670
20346 PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE 2027P
11816 TOUCHDOWN 1027 HYDROCARBON RESIN & SYNTHETIC ADHESIVE
11815 TOUCHDOWN 770 MULTIPURPOSE ADHESIVE HYDROCARBON RESIN & SYNTHETIC LATEX ADHESIVE
• * TCI AMERICA
DIV, OF TOKYO KASEI KOGYO CO. ECK16 9211 N HARBORGATE ST PORTLAND OR 97203
18747 ACID ORANGE 7/GOLD ORANGE G0158
18746 ASTRAZON REO 6B/STENACRILE BRILLANT REO 68 A0868
• * TDC
EC999
ECE57 13-1, TOKYO 103 dAPAN
03-278-5244 (?) / MSDS IS ILLEGIBLE
-, TDK CORPORA T I ON



































.. ......................... -- ......................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S i/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "t)' = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-':NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM(. ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 457
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
54700 P.O. BOX 949
02345 BLUE STUFF, TUNER CLEANER, #1639-85
P 11939 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT
14820 ENVI-RO-TECH MINUS 96 FREEZER
11916 ENVI-RO-TECH PRECISION DUSTER
18686 ENVI-RO-TECH VTR/VCR CLEANER 1690 AEROSOL
20724 FD ELECTRONIC CLEANER 100% FREON TF, 1638 AEROSOL
08520 FINE-L-KOTE REMOVER. 1714 CDNFORMAL COATING REMOVER
18685 INSTANT DUST REMOVER SPRAY RS 64-3325
21559 RID ARC
04823 STORAGETEK TAPE UNIT CLEANING FLUID
• * TECHCON SYSTEMS
22975
• * TECHFORN LABORATORIES, INC.
(213) 582-1254 IS NO LONGER VA 52700
04335 TC 447 PART A & B
• * TECHNACELL
DIV. POWER-SONIC CORP. OWJ05 1444 30TH STREET
19898 BATTERY ELECTROLYTE (ACID GEL)
• * TECHNETICS CORPORATION
FORMERLY: BRUNSWICK CORP. TECH 12193 1600 INDUSTRIAL DR.
11174 OH 242 SINTERED BRUNSMET WEB R80 135-020
• * TECHNIC, INC.
20816 ONE SPECTACLE STREET
15709 OROSENE 999 GOLD PLATING SOLUTION
• * TECHNICAL COMPANY
8X792 10737 SPANGLER ROAD
• 13506 REFRIGERANT 12, #6012, 6022
• - TECHNICON INSTRUMENTS CORP.
OUT OF BUSINESS PER EG&G ESPC 59426 511 BENEDICT AVE
01737 HYDROCHLORIC ACID WASH SOLUTION T01-0780
• * TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES
IAS89 51HILLBROOK DR
18749 LECITHIN - PART NO. 4510
18750 LIQUID CRYSTAL A 4301
18751 LIQUID CRYSTAL B
18752 LIOUID CRYSTAL C
18753 LIQUID CRYSTAL V
18754 ULTRASONIC CLEANING SOLUTION CONCENTRATE UCSC
• * TECHNOLOGY CHEMICAL








RADIO SHACK LABEL 07/11/91 *
1609-85 05/05/86 -
4026265-01.-02.-03.-04.-05; 12120; 18832 / (HUB AN 11/02/89
MIL-C-81302, TY-I13
1696
OZONE SAFE NON-LIQUID CLEANER/1668 OF AEROSOL
IP 20003 TY.II CL.2/POTTING COMPOUND
(714) 921-9057
01/20/89
SAN DIEGO CA 92154 (619) 575-2275
06/05/86 •
DELAND FL 32724-2095 (904) 736-7373
03/05/91
CRANSTON RI 02910 (401) 781-6100
05/04/92
DALLAS TX 752207101 (800) 527-0885
DLA MSDS
TARRYTOWN NY 105915097 (914) 631-8000
o7/19/85







MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' : DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ',' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 458
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES , F seN. ADDRESS . PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
EC097 (312) 954-1050
2U663 3718 GRANO AVE./P.O. BOX 13268 OAKLAND CA 94661 (415) 339-3066
15345 CORROSION REMOVING COW>OUND MIL-C°14460 04/22/81
20564 RUST GONE I 07/00/88
*= TECHNOLOGY IN PLASTICS CO.
32390 BUENA CA
** TECHNOLUBE PRODUCTS CO.
OZV. LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES C EC754 3365 E. SLAUSON AVE. VERNON
DIV. LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES C 8X842 3365 E. SLAUSON AVE. VERNON
13034 MIL-H-6083E(1) #H-6013 A0701 / PETROLEUM PRODUCT
08116 MIL-L-21050 GR 85W140 LUBE OIL. GEAR MULTIPURPOSE CODE A0575
CA 90058 (2t3) 581-2036




, 80009 P.O. BOX 500 BEAVERTON OR 970?7 (503) 827-7255
85696 26 COMPUTER DRIVE WEST ALBANY NY 12205-1607 (518) 468-7291
18191 INK CARTRIDGES FOR TEKTRONIX 4696 COLOR INK-dET PR 016-0839/0840/0841/0842-01,BLK,CYAN,MAGENTA,YELLOW 09/26/91
09359 MAINTENANCE FLUID 016-0838-00 05/27/88
O 17204 TONER, DIRECT ELECTRIC DLA MSOS
21909 TRANSFER ROLL, 3-COLOR 016-1170-00,016-1170-10 06/16/92
22346 TRANSFER ROLLS - TEKTRONIX PHASER 1I COLOR PRINTER 016-0898-00/016-0904-00/016-0906-01/016-1101-00 12/03/92
08270 4695 PRINT HEAD MAINTENANCE LIQUID PN# 016-0732-00 06/24/88
** TELE-MUFF CO
+* TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES INC
12426
55150 DOWNERS GROVE IL 60615
-= TELEDYNE
TELEDYNE OSTER 45168
TELEDYNE MCCORMICK SELPH EC597
TELEDYNE BROVN EC703
TELEDYNE BATTERY PRODUCTS EC713
TELEDYNE DENTAL EC717
TELEOYNE SPRAGUE ENGINEERING 89307
TELEDYNE BROWN ENGINEERING 14925
TELEDYNE ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENT ECE76
1340 EAST 2897H ST.
3601 UNION ROAD
840 W. BROCKTON
19300 S VERMONT AVE
1830 CHESTNUT STREET
850 GRANTLEY ROADTELEDYNE MCKAY ECI56
17078 BESTOIL. LIGHT THREAD CUTTING OIL
03505 BESTOIL, 13A-29
20739 CARBON MONOXIDE SENSOR, CLASS F-IR.F-1RH.F-2
20740 CARBON MONOXIDE SENSORS, CLASS F-1
10325 CONFINED DETONATING FUZE ASSEMBLY P/N 817296 (EXPLOSIVE) / CDF ASSEMBLY
11429 MICRO-FUEL CELL, CLASS A-5 & ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN SENSOR, CLASS R-19
20738 MICRO-FUEL CELLS & SUPER CELLS. EXC A-2C.A-3.A-5 & ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN SENSORS.EXC.R-19
17077 OSTER BESTOIL.DARK,OR LANCUT THREAD CUTTING OIL
10326 SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE P/N 816780 (EXPLOSIVE) / S&A DEVICE
WICKLIFFE OH 44092 (216) 943-3500
HOLLISTER CA 95023
REDLANDS CA 92373
GARDENA CA 90247 (213) 327-1610
HUNTSVILLE AL (205) 532-1000
CITY OF INDUSTRY CA 91749 (818) 961-9221










MSDS'S MARKEO '-': SUBIIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O' - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
(. ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 459
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PI-K)NE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
20725 SULFURIC ACID (ELECTROLYTE BATTERY ACID) COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT BATTERY 06/23/92 * =
13507 TELEDET
20737 TYPE A ELECTROLYTE/OPEN CATHODE'CELL
• , TELEMECHANICS INC.
WATER BASED SLURRY EXPLOSIVE
57712 BAY SHORE NY 11706
-* TELSTAR INDUSTRIES. INC.





07602 BRXTE WHITE MO8ILE HOME ROOF COATING
06388 TELSTAR'S 550 WHITE ROOF COATING
• * TEMPE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY
GARDNER BRIGHT WHITE MOBILE HOME ROOF COATING
ECE56
OKU36 412 WEST ORION STREET
AEROSOL
** TENDER CORPORATION
EC978 P. O. BOX 42
07603 BEN'S 100 INSECT REPELLENT SPRAY
EC861 PO BOX 1452/701 N. LILAC DR.






TEMPE AZ 85283 (602) 831-1433
LITTLETON NH 03561
NO DATE
MINNEAPOLIS MN 544401452 (800) 424-9300
MINNEAPOLIS MN 554401452 (800) 424-9300
(ACID) BATTERY FLUID 06/10/82 -
20537 TENNANT STS (122) - STD.TRAFFIC TWO-COAT SYSTEM
20538 TENNANT STS (420) - STD.TRAFFIC TWO-COAT SYSTEM
06788 409 PRE-KOTE CLEANER
20536 413 BCHNDING ADDITIVE
20539 436 WHITE URETHANE LINE MARKING
20540 4702 WHITE CRU TILE-LIKE GLAZE RECO_T CDATING-A/B
20542 509 REMOVER
06789 530 CURING MENBRANE RENOVER
** TENNECO OIL COMPANY
10978 KEROSENE/TENNECO JET A
12310 SOLVENT XYLENE
02448 TOLUENE
99559 P.O. BOX 2511
** TENNESSEE CHEMICAL COMPANY
03140 CITCOP 4E - EMULSIFIABLE LIQUID COPPER FUNGICIDE
02575 OIL OF VITRIOL. OLEUM/ASBESTEST KIT
08541 / MOISTURE-CURE URETHANE FLOOR COATING FOR W 01/01/92
08511 / FLOOR COATING FOR WOOD AND CONCRETE 01/01/92
08694 11/01/85
08526 / BONDING ADDITIVE FOR TENNANT FLOOR COATING 03/0t/92
08518P / COLOR ADDITIVE FOR TENNANT COMPANY MOISTU 01/01/92
08573 / PART A & PART B 01/15/92
SPECIAL / FLOOR COATING REMOVER 11/23/92
08538 11/01/85
HOUSTON TX 77001
EC278 3475 LENOX ROAD,N.E..SUITE 670 ATLANTA
SULFURIC ACID. FE-2
*- TERANO INOUSTRIES. INC.
ECGO0
22191 POWDER SPOT & STAIN ABSORBER
-- TERMINAL DATA CORP
GA 30326








MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
AEROSOL 11/22/89 -
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/'03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 460
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADORESS,PHONE I_olDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
1BY92 5520 CHEROKEE AvE ALEXANDRIA VA 223122304
** TERMINAL PACKAGING CORP.
11190 POLAR ANTIFREEZE
ECE41 2850 RIVER ROAD COUNCIL BLUFFS
POOIAF6P,POO1AF30.POOIAF55











• = TERRAIN KING CORP.
OBA ALAMO GROUP 08723 1502 E WALNUT SEGUIN TX 781560549
** TESTRON INTERNATIONAL
13578 CC-LUBE (AEROSOL)







NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
CA 900101801
TX 7?2104427 (914) 838-7204
59595 P 0 BOX 509 BEACON
86382 P O BOX 509 BEACON
7B131 P.O. BOX 509 BEACON
8D204 P.O. BOX 509 BEACON
99748 3550 WILSHIRE BLVD LOS ANGELES
,TEXACO LUBRICANTS CO. DIV. 2R503 P.O. BOX 4427 HOUSTON
CHEMICAL COMPANY ECJ82
17470 C7533 TOLUENE SAME AS AMSCO SOLV 1410 06/01/82 -
00357 DIESEL OIL #2 10/07/85 -
16966 HI-RANGER HYDRAULIC FLUID NO. 5605 01/07/83
17324 HYDRAULIC FLUID, PET DLA NSDS
17338 LUBRICATING OIL, HYD DLA MSDS
17339 LUBRICATING OIL, HYD DLA MSDS
00523 OIL, HYDRAULIC/REGAL DLA MSDS -
04169 TEXACO AAR IID-57 08/19/86
02597 TEXACO BRAKE CYLINDER LUBRICANT AARg14070/NOT ABLE TO READ DATE ON MSDS NO DATE
17081 TEXACO CUP GREASE 2 02/15/84
16881 00401, AVdET dP-4 dET FUEL 12/16/85
20527 00403 HEATING OIL 2 DOMESTIC HEATING OIL 05/27/92
22334 00456 TEXACO HIGH SULFUR DIESEL 2 MPN 00456 09/02/93
00775 00561 WAY LUBRICANT 68 10/08/91
06088 00674 oOURNALTEX HD 57 04/19/88
00525 00700 REGAL OIL R&O 32 TURBINE OIL 04/23/92
20526 00701 REGAL OIL R & 0 46 TURBINE OIL 12/05/90
10253 00702 REGAL OIL R&O 68 TURBINE OILS 12/05/90
03518 00704 REGAL OIL R&O N-68 12/05/90
17043 00707 REGAL OIL R&O N-IO0, TURBINE OIL 04/19/88
11780 00715 REGAL OIL R&O 150 TURBINE OIL 12/05/90
17091 00786 SOLUBLE OIL 0 01/26/84
20525 00924 NARFAK 1 AUTOMOTIVE GREASE 07/30/91
MSDS'S MAI_KED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S M/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" " DLA HNIS MSOS






1705f 00940 REGAL AF82 05/13/92
t7C_3 00982, CRATER t GEAR LUBRICANT 01/06/83
04727 00995 MULTIFAK EP 2 12/05/90
t7039 01531 REGAL OIL R&O 220 t2/05/90
02397 01537 AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC OIL 15 01/07/83
17082 01562 CAPELLA OIL PREMIUM 68 05/20/93
02552 01567 CAPELLA OIL WF 32 12/19/85
f7069 01592 OUTBOARD 8 2-CYCLE ENGINE OIL, 50-1 12/09/88
17092 01596 HAVOLINE OUTBOARD 2-CYCLE ENGINE 10/26/89
17089 01599. REGAL RAP 460 HEAVY OIL (REPLACES 680) 11/27/85
04638 01629 RANDO HYDRAULIC AZ. HYDRAULIC OIL OTIS OIL #41 11/27/85
17124 01657 RANDO OIL HO 32. HYDRAULIC OIL 01/28/92
04709 01658 RANDO OIL liD 46 NONHAZARDOUS 12/05/90
08086 01659 RANOO OIL lid 68 HYDRAULIC OIL 12/05/90
09294 01817 HAVOLINE SUPREME SAE l(Yd-30 MSDS P.4 MISSING 04/16/87
16905 01821 TORQUE FLUID C3 TRANSMISSION FLUID 07/29/91
16884 01825. ATF 5286 TRANSMISSION FLUID 11/20/85
00351 01841ATF DEXRON II 02/26/93
17072 01841TEXAMATIC FLUID 9226 TRANSMISSION FLUID 11/20/85
22023 01842 HAVOLINE SUPERIOR GRADE 10W-30 MOTOR OIL 08/15/89
20529 01855 ATF TYPE F TRANSMISSION FLUID 08/04/92
11430 01866 ATF MERCON/DEXRON II MULTIPURPOSE t2/05/90
07611 01876 TEXAMATIC TYPE F TRANSMISSION FLUIO 12/05/90
21798 01893 TDH OIL TORQUE FLUID 07/29/91
21587 01900 MARFAK HEAVY DUTY EP 2 01/10/83
07703 01920 MOLYTEX EP O AUTOMOTIVE GREASE 04/19/88
07704 01922 MOLYTEX EP 2 AUTOMOTIVE GREASE 04/19/88
04733 01934 AAR BRAKE CYLINDER LUBRICANT 08/18/86
04725 01956 TEXCLAD 2 07/30/91
11887 01960 MARFAK HEAVY DUTY 3 AUTOMOTIVE GREASES 04/19/88
09343 01963 TM GEAR LU8E PREMIUM 06/29/88
17C_5 01981MARFAK HEAVY DUTY 2 07/24/91
10252 02078 SYN-STAR D.E. 68 HYDRAULIC FLU10 09/26/89
21591 02109 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE t5V-40 AUTOMOTIVE MOTOR 01L 01/06/83
21588 02110 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE lOW 06/15/92
21589 02111URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 20-20W URSA OIL 03/21/86
14947 02112 URSA SUPER PLUS VARIOUS SAE #S/02110,02111 12/09/91
20528 02112 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 30 URSA OIL 06/15/92
11081 02113 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 40 09/04/91
21590 02114 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 50 URSA OIL 03/21/86
12311 02203 CAPELLA OIL WF 1-32 REFRIGERATION OILS, CAS# 64742456.64742445 12/16/85
04280 02311 GEAR LUBRICANT 5837 SAE 80W GEAR OILS 10/31/86
00492 02316 MULTIGEAR LUBRICANT EP SAE 80V/90 04/29/93
00492 02316 NULTIGEAR LUBRICANT EP SAE 80t#/90. GEAR OIL 11/12/92
02268 02317 MOLTIGEAR LUST EP SAE 85W-140 09/18/91
17088 02319 NAROPA 68 04/29/93
22107 02320 MEROPA 150 INDUSTRIAL OILS 04/29/93
18687 02321MEROPA 220 ]NOUSTRIAL OIL 04/29/93
17086 02324 MEROPA 320 04,/29/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILA8LE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' - DLA HMIS MSDS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 462
E T
NSOS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
04?32 02325 MEROPA 460
11191 02778 RANDO OIL HD 100
1335002904 NOVATEX GREASE EP 1
02391 IBS7 TURBINE HYDRAULIC OIL 2135 TH
16958 574 RABTEX OIL 13
21594 584 URSA P-400 HE-150
00133 70309 TOLUENE




USED BY LEYBOLD-HERAEU$ IN VACUM PUMP OIL















ECM37 4111 FORNEY RD. TULARE
ANTI-SEIZE COIIPOUI_D
8G260 C/O AKZO CHEMICALS INC. CHICAGO
(TEG SEMICONOUCTOR GRADE)




• * TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
96214 13500 N CENTRAL
18818
CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIV. 56634
ECF91
06668 24500 HWY 290
38433
IV648 5701 AIRPORT ROAD
OLCG1 21550 OXNARD ST., SUITE 700
SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP / FORMERLY 01295 8330 LBd EXPY/PoO. BOX 855303






CYPRESS TX 77429 (713) 894-3000
AUSTIN TX
TEMPLE TX 76503 (817) 774-6165
WOODLAND HILLS CA 91367 (818) 704-8100
DALLAS TX 75265-5303 (21_) 997-2466
DALLAS TX
UX97 NDE DEVELOPER / TI P/N 2569504-0001 03/04/92
dX-95NT/TC TONER / 2559879-0001 03/24/92
06/12/86
TI P/N 2539120.0001 09/01/93
2569502-0001 / dX9? TCE TONER; MICROLASER XL TONER 03/04/92
21849 DEVELOPER KIT FOR MICROLASER XL
19804 MICRDLASER PRINTER TONER
11037 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLACK)
21865 TONER FOR 2015. 2115. AND 2108 PRINTER
21253 TONER KIT FOR MICROLASER XL
** TEXAS REFINERY CORP.
ECB57
09248 #880 CROWN & CHASSIS LUBRICANT
FORT WORTH TX 76106
o5/oo/86
*" TEXASGULF CHEMICALS CO.
05105 SODA ASH. DENSE
EC881GLENWD O GLEN EDEN/PO 8X 30321 RALEIGH
KEPRO: DFD-12G/DEVELDPER.DRY FILM
NC 27622-0321 (919) 829-2700
12/28/88
*, TEXIZE - SEE DOW CHEMICAL CO.
ECdO6
** TEXMASTIC INTERNATIONAL, INC.
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IA_JDS#S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'o" = DLA HIdIS MSOS







MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 463
E T
MSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
ECP73 2701 S. WESTMORELAND DALLAS TX 75233 (214) 330-4605
- 22712 ALPHALT PLASTIC CEMENT 314 ASPHALT CUTBACK CEMENT 07/01/94 -
** TEXWIPE
READ/RIGHT PRODUCTS DIV. 21994 650 E. CRESCENT AVE/PO BOX 575 UPPER SADDLE RIVER NU 07458 (201) 327-9100
20818 CLEARVIEW TERMINAL WIPE TXB03 01/00/91 * *
20824 CRT TERMINAL CLEANING PADS TX1308 02/00/93 * •
06427 FREON TF TXl13/TX120 01/01/91
22639 FREON TF (AEROSOL) TXI03. MSDS#0018 01/00/91 -
10360 FREON TP-35 TXlt9/TX122 01/0t/91 -
20494 GLARE KLEEN TX1219/TX1319 02/01/93
20812 GOLOCLEAN TX840 01/00/91 *
20821 INK AWAY HAND CLEANING PADS TX1202.TX1302 02/00/93
20826 INI(OFF TX804 01/00/91
20822 KLEEN & DRY CRT SCREEN CLEANING PADS TX1205.TX1305 02/00/93 = *
20813 MICR_USTER TXlO4/TXIO4A/TX600/TX600E 01/00/91 *
08729 MICROOUSTER (REFILL). ACCUDUSTER, TX104.TX104A.TX110,TX210,TX600 05/00/87 =
18530 MICROOUSTER OS: ACCUDUSTER II OS/OS JR./OS PLUS TX 2500.2501.2502.2503.2504.2505.2507.2508 11/00/92 *
05077 OFFICE DUSTER TX1311 01/01/91 -
20816 OFFICE EOUIPMENT CLEANINg; PADS TX1204/TXI304/TX810 02/00/93
20814 PC DUSTER/REFILL;OFFICE DUSTER II/II PLUS/II dR. TX3500,TX3501,TX3600,TX3601.TX3602,TX3504.TX3505 11/00/92 *
20815 PLATENKLEEN TX1268 02/00/93 *
20825 RUBBER ROLLER RESTORER TX134 04/00/92 *
20817 STATIC STOPPER (NDNAEROSOL) TX1231 02/00/93
20819 STATIC STOPPER CLEANING PADS TX1206.TX1306 02/00/93 * •
20823 TAPE HEAD CLEANER TX1265 01/00/91 *
20820 TAPE HEAD CLEANING PAD TX1201.TX1301 02/00/93
0778t TAPE PLEAD CLEANING PAD _ TX t201. TX1301. TX270 05/00/87
00752 TEX WIPE PADS TX801 01/01/91 -
06428 1-1-1TRICHLOROETHANE TX121A 01/01/91
** THATCHER COMPANY
11226 T-PREP
ECE52 P 0 BOX 27407
** THEOCHEM LABORATORIES
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84127 (801) 972-4587
PVP-IOOINE. POVIDONE-IOOINE 1% TOPICAL SOLUTION 09/11/89
EC080 5131 WEST IDLEWOOO TAMPA FL 33614 (813) 884-1426
OADW7 5131 WEST IDLEWOOD TAMPA FL 33614 (813) 884-1426
18698 ABILITY (NON-BUFF) 22_ 622 07/09/92
18697 BIG "K" 93? 08/17/92 - *
09225 CHEWING GUM REMOVER 2492 08/13/87
18696 DUST MOP TREATMENT WATER BASE 2220 07/09/92
18695 ENVIRO-KLEEN 44? 07/09/92
18694 GLASS CLEANER 2510 07/09/92 * *
18688 GUARDIAN 59? 08/07/92
18689 H.D. ALL PURPOSE CLN T-5/dANITORS CHOICE 01/22/93
00684 HYGEA RE-PEL 2476 O1/15/87
07342 HYGEA RE-PEL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT 10/O1/85 -
18693 IN-CIDE 345 07/09/92
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '," =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 464
MAI_UFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS TO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
11230 MINT-O QUAT DISINFECTANT. #326 08/28/85
09335 ORANGE BLOSSOM (PC.2 MISSING ON THIS REVISION) 02/11/91
18692 PEARL DROP LOTION HAND SOAP 77? 07/09/92
09305 REPEL t60Z AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT 03/05/92
18691 STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER (H20 BASE) 2390 02/09/93
17991T-5 (PURPLE) 08/26/92
18690 WIPEOUT 932 07/09/92 *
** THERMAL CERAMICS
FORMERLY BABCOCK & WZLCOX.INSU 19740 2102 OLD SAVANNAH RD/PO BX 923 AUGUSTA GA 30903 (404) 796-4200
17864 CERACHROME FELT (OVEN-CUREO OR PRESS-CURED) 08/01/91
19943 CERAFIBER REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION 07/02/91
20726 REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER PRODUCT KAOWOOL;CERA- FIBER;CERAWOOL;CERACHEM;UNI-BLOC;SABER-BLOC;PYRO-B 12/01/92
** THERMALLOY, INC.
ECM06 2021W. VALLEY VIEW LN.
- 21116 THERMAL JOINT COMP PN120-2
20595 THERMALBONO PART A & THERMALBOND PART B (RT-7)
20889 THERMALCOTE




*= THERMEX ENERGY CORPORATION
1BK75 13601 PRESTON ROAD.SUITE 1007W DALLAS
14877 THERMEX T-IO0 EXPLOSIVE, SOLID COMPONENT
14876 THERMEX T-IO0 EXPLOSIVE,LIQ.COMPON/GREEN OR YELLOW
14878 THERMEX T-200 SURFACE SEISMIC POWDER




** THERMIC REFRACTORIES INC.
20719 THERM-O-SEAL
20717 TR-19 / TR-19C
20718 TR-20 / TR-20C
ECM35 PO BOX 128 GIRARO
INSULATING CEMENT
HIGH TEMPERATURE BLOCK INSULATION
HIGH TEMPERATURE BLOCK




*= THERMQ COTE, INC.
ECB51 P 0 BOX 247 PATTERSON NG (201) 345-6206
17972 LAD 06/00/90
08815 PROTEXO COTE V-12 VINYL COATING NO DATE
** THERNO MATERIALS CORPORATION
EC750 BOX 48080 ATLANTA GA 30340
- 09319 FUSED SILICA MIXTURE, 39-2895-85O65 MBO 115-036 03/18/87
- 06029 FUSED SILICA SLURRY MBO 115-036 03/18/87
** THERMO-O-DISC INC.
SUB OF EMERSON ELECTRIC CO. 81439 MANSFIELD OH 449072516 (419) 756-5911
_* THERMON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ECL41 100 THERMON DR. SAN MARCOS TX 78666 (512) 396-5801
20472 HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT GRADE /T-80 07/16/90
20471 HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT GRADE /T-85 07/16/90
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDSIS W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYSYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 465
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES , FSCM oADDRESS , PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
20199 NON-HARDENING HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT
** THETA CORPORATION
11811 TERPENES
ECF57 t2 SMEDLEY LANE
NO DATE
-- THETFORD CORPORATION
8143t 7101 dACKSON ROAD
15463 AQUA KEM
15466 AQUA ZYME ENZYMATIC WASTE DIGESTER
15461AQUA-BOWL (TOILET BOWL CLEANER)
15469 BLACK WATER O00R CONTROL
• * THIEN CORP
02307
** THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP
WASATCH DIV. 11646
• " THIOKOL CORPORATION
VENTRON DIV, 16808 1645 S. KILBOURN
CHEM2CAL DIVISION ECB68 780NORTH CLINTON AVE
ECI20
SEE ALSO MORTON THIOKOL/ALFA P 07703 P.O. BOX 707









LP-33 POLYSULFIDE LIQUID POLYMER
RSRM ROCKET SEGMENT
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR SEGMENT, STS VEHICLES
SOLITHANE 113 RESIN
THIOKOL EH-330 EPOXY RESIN CURING AGENT
THIOKOL EH-330 EPOXY RESIN CURING AGENT
UF-3296 PRIMER
** THOMAS & BETTS CORP.
EC435
59730
• 03623 SOLVENT TC110
** THOMAS SCIENTIFIC
ARTHUR H. THOMAS 59728
• 15761ASCARITE
02431 PARAFFIN OIL C569-N16 (EXXON MARCOL 130)
** THOMPSON& FORMBY INC.
FORMERLY: TRI-FLO¥ DIV RICHARD 63727 825 CROSSOVER LANE, SUITE 240
EC798 10136 MAGNOLIA DRIVE
04299 THOMPSON'S WATER SEAL BRAND WATERPROOFING FORMULA 101
NEWTOWN SQUARE PA 19073 (215) 853-2050
TK-I05 NO DATE










REVISED SRM (SHUTTLE SR6 SEGMENTS)
MOTOR PROPELLANT=88.9_ OF SRM
IL 60623-2303
Nd 08607 (609) 396-400f
FL
UT 84302-0707 (801) 863-3325














TN 38117-4934 (901) 685-7555
MS 38654 (601) 895-5594
06/23/89
21753 TRI-FLOW NON-AEROSOL (LIQUID) ACCOMPANYING LETTER,5-20-93 DATE.STATES MSDS DATE 03/04/91 .
MSOs,s, RKED"-': S MITKSC,OR,,29-393TOORG.CONTACT/ ,SDS'S"10'-' VERIFIED,VA,LABLEVIAMSOSSYSTEM',,' =OLA- IS-MSDS-
EHS/TRI: ''' "PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3"[0)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSOS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P, 466
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NDTES.FSCM.ADORESS.PHONE MS,OS H R
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
.................................................... . ..............................................................................
00788 TRI-FLOW/TRI-FLOW AEROSOL PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON O6/17/91
• * T_SQN-HAYWARD CHEMICAL CO.
SEE ALSO: HARCROS 10986 BESSEMER AL
SEE ALSO: HARCROS 7R822
07252 HYOROXIDE AMMONIUM REAGEN 370# 16-01457-00 10/05/89
- 15139 NURIATIC ACID. TECHNICAL GRADE 05/00/83
-* THOMPSON. E.A.
SEE: T_SON & FORMBY INC.
SEE: THOMPSON & FORMBY INC.
** THOMSON CSF/SCTF/BCN
25458 703 MARKET ST- SAN FRANCISCO CA 94103
4E558 MEMPHIS TN
F6481 ORSAY CEDEX FRANCE
(415) 777-5t44
** THORO PROO4JCTS CO.
20570 X-O-X BLEACH
EC947 6611 W. 58TH PLACE ARVAOA CO 80002
09/01/90
• * THOR0 SYSTEM PRODUCTS
SEE ALSO: STANDARD DRY MALL ECO82 7800 NDRTHWEST 38TH ST.
15235 WATERPLUG QUICK SETTING HYDRAULIC CEMENT MSDS# 14-2




SEE GC THORSEN / BOUGHT GC ELE ECKB6 4005 WYMAN ST
ROCKFORD IL (815) 968-9661
ROCKFORD IL 61101
** THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC.
60859 20815 HIGGINS COURT TORRANCE CA 90501 (213) 556-3614
04492 ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE (EQUIV. TO EASTMAN 910) MIL-A-46050C TY II,CL 2 NO DATE
@ 15248 ANAEROBIC SEALANTS DLA MSDS
14663 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361A (A) 06/01/93
20?54 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI361B (AA) 05/21/92
20752 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI361D (C) 05/2t/92 *
20753 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361E (E) 05/22/92
20751 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361F (H) 05/21/92 =
20749 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1362A (D) 05/22/92
20748 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363A (AV) 05/22/92
20747 THREE BONO ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363C (B) 05/22/92
20750 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363D (CV) 05/22/92 *
20746 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363E (EV) 05/26/92 "
20745 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363F (HV) 05/28/92 •
20744 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1364A (AVV) 05/28/92
20743 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1364D (CVV) 05/28/92 *
20742 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI364F (HW) 05/28/92 *
02515 1743 CYANOACRYLATE GLUE 02/01/93
• * TI EXPRESS - SEE TEXAS INSTRUM
ECF89
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S M/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'P' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHtEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 1N MSDS SYSTEM
,, ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 467
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
** TIGER GRIP
DZV.SHERWIN-WZLLIAMS / INFO.PH EC725 PQ BOX 6709
-- TILLEY CHEMICAL CO. INC.






*- TIODIZE CO., INC.
06405 TZOLUBE 21
*= TITAN ADHESIVES CO. INC
08323 6000 LIQUID HIDE GLUE












ECA91 590 BELLEVILLE TPK KEARNY
MNM-A-IO00. TYII
ECC53
CA 92649 (714) 898-4377
NO DATE
i
NO 07032 (201) 997-1281
06/12/91
10601CALLE LEE, #197 LOS ALAMITOS CA 90720-2544 (714) 761-4800
BAXTER B3135-31P,-31PA/DILUENT,BUFFERED SALINE SOL 02/15/90
BAXTER B3135-37 / IN VITRO HBG CN METHOD REF.SOLN 02/15/90
INSTRUMENT CLEANING OETERGENT, SURFACTANT SOLUTION 02/15/90
BAXTER B3135-32,32A/HBG REAGENT,WBC LYSING REAGENT 02/15/90 *
EC802 20 CHARLES ST.
OFF SET ADDITIVE
** TOKYO PRINTING INK MFG.CO..LTD
ECd61
18011 #595 DRIER, #581 SUPER COMPOUND
21699 ZIPSET, OFFSET INK
NATICK MA 01760 (617) 879-7741
08/06/B7
** TDMOEGAWA PAPER CO.. LTD.
ECE35 515 KYOBASH 1 CHOME CHUO-KU TOKOYO
11157 KX-PDP1 B-IO BLACK DEVELOPER KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER
11t_dS KX-P450 NO.7 BLACK TONER KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER
20868 TONER FOR 0C-191/0C'312RE
ECE42 116 HOPSON ROAD
07/31/91
01/05/93
** TOPLINE PLASTICS INC.
11192 PERMA-dAC. PERMA-dAC 25/50
EC281 t-1-4 SHZBATA. KITAKU
dA
** TORAY SILICONE CO.. LTD.










MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@" - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUIBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P 468
E T
MANUFACTURER MSOS H R
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.AODRESS.PHONE
COMMENTS DATE S ITSRS ID TRADENAME
...................................................................................................................................
SEE VARIAN ASSOCIATES ECP02
*- TOSOH USA. INC.
ECI4? 1700 WATER PLACE, SUITE 204 ATLANTA GA 30339 (404) 956-tt00
14507 ZIRCONIA 09/21/90
• * TOTAL AEROSOLS & CHEMICALS
21754 PROFESSIONAL BO_L CLEANER
ECN61 9008 MARLIN ST. P.O. BOX 346 CAPE CANAVERAL FL 32920 (407) 783-5036
08/01/89 *
















ECB87 205 W RANDOLPH STREET CHICAGO
EMULSlFIA8LE MINERAL OIL
22835 55 NORTH ST.
Fl13-SC HARDENER, KIT
F1t3-SC RESIN, KIT
KSNA, FILLER (PART C)
KSNA, HARDENER (PART A)













PERKIN-ELMER VAC-SEAL EPOXY RESIN SEALANT #2886000
2-PART EPOXY





















TRACER-TECH, K-41OC, PENETRANT REMOVER
TRACER-TECH, P-149, INSPECTION PENETRANT





18702 TRANE OIL t5
ECU71
60532 3600 PAMMEL CREEK ROAD LA CROSSE
REFRIGERATION OIL 15
Wl 54601 (608) 787-3010
10/20/88
• , TRANSMATE PRODUCTS CO., INC.
ECJ66 13 STERLING ROAD
18065 GLASS GLEEM CONCENTRATE
18064 METER-MATE ALL PURPOSE CONCENTRATE
NORTH BILLERICA MA 01862 (508) 667-0100
TM087 02/24/92
TM131 02/04/92 -
** TRANSWORLD ADH.& CHEM:SEE TACC
EC336
** TRAVACD LABORATORIES, INC
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "'" =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 469
MANUFACTURER _ _ E T
MIFGR, NOTES.FSCM,ADDRESS.PI'K)NE MSOS H R
TSR5 ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
ECK41 345 EASTERN AVE
18994 NARINE-TEX
18995 IIL_RINE-TEX CATALYST (DETA-HP)
** TRAVENDL LABORATORIES
ECEt7
-* TRAYLOR CHEMICAL & SUPPLY CO
ECA54 19tl TRAYLOR BLVD.





























20411PERMA FIL (PART A)
20412 PERMA FIL (PART 8)












ECE33 4045-A JONESBORRO ROAD FOREST PARK GA 30050 (404) 366-0957
NON-TOXIC SPILL CLEAN-UP MATERIAL FOR AQUEOUS MATL NO DATE
BURNASTIC
COLOR PAK (STANOARO COLORS)
DOUBLE-DUTY ALUMINUM PAINT
DYMERIC PLUS BASE







PRIMER SURFACE RED OX (GAL.), AUTOffiOTIVE COATING
RUST PAINT PRIMER, 270-87Y-996
SHEETING BOND - WHITE
SILICONE & WAX REMOVER
SUPER WEATHERSTRIP ADHESIVE
TREmFIX





94529 10701 SHAKER BLVD. CLEVELANO OH 44104
364-515-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT
016-100-XXX (100, I01,103,104,105,106,107,108)





853-250-060 / SEALANT 06/01/89
150-616-996 06/01/89
370-100-996,370-100L-966 / ROOFING PRODUCT 04/30/91
360-604-996,360-604L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT 0t/29/91
363-940-996.363-940L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT 05/01/92 *
521-102-996 / COATING 12/12/90 *
366-520 / ROOF RESATURANT 05/11/82
361-589-996,361-589L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT 0t/17/91 *
6011 04/09/86 *
RED OXIDE PRIMER 06/0t/89
046-505-996 / ADHESIVE 01/28/91 *
071-4680 02/08/89
• 4300=50Z TUBE / #4304=1PT.CAN 03/06/84 *
350-7t5-996,350-7t5L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT 05/17/91
046-601-996 08/05/91 *
046-507-996 03/19/91 * *
046-303-231.046-303-044 08/07/91 •
022-044-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT 03/04/91 •
030-6001,030-6004.030-6005 GRAY PAINT 02/02/89 •




MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / 'P' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' mPRODtJCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET iNOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 470
"_ TRI-CHEM. LTD.
7Z851 30 S. PIKE E./P.O. BOX 1415 SuIIrrER
02335 INSTA-Z;NC GALVANIZE-958 1(58 COLD Z|NC GALVANIZE
026_8 _ GRAB PN-790 ANTIC-SEIZE COMPOUNO AEROSOL
02416 STAINLESS STEEL METAL POLISH SSC PN A140
02334 TEFLON SEAL P-N 808 (H08 PIPE THREAD SEALER)






O|V. ATEC INTERlUT;ONAL INC. 52234
• * TRI-COUNTRY POLICE SUPPLY CO.
11159 CAP-STUN
ECE34 BOX 830 NYACK RRO ROAD NEW YORK
ALCOHLIC SOLUTION OF CAPSICUM
** TRI-FLOW DIV. RICHARDSON VICKS





** TRIAD PAINT & CHEMICAL CORP
06582 TT-P-IO2E. tfl-IZTE, TY.2
33151 810 EVERGREEN AVE
TT-P-I02
BROOKLYN NY 11207
=* TRIANGLE COATINGS. INC.
OGB20 1930 FAIRWAY DRIVE SAN LEANDRO CA 94577
18#03 COATING COMPOUND,METAL PRETREATMENT,RESIN/ACID CMP MIL-C-8514C / RESIN & ACID COMPONENTS
22_63 HI-REFLECTANCE WHITE NO. 6 / ALKYD
22098 t_HITE TYPE II ALKYO ENAMEL TTPlO2EO02
17906 20400 BROtlN EXTERIOR b_ PRIM ALKYD PRIMER TTP25EOIt












OdTF5 417 W. GORE STREET ORLANDO
325S
FL 32806 (407) 843-1492
NOT REQD -
** TRIANGLE TOOL GROUP
SUB OF TRIANGLE CORP. ECG23
17573 LIOUI-TOOL 1100-03,1t00-12,1100-20, t100-99
ORANGEBURG SC 29115
RAIw'N 12007,12003,12006 (CLEANER LUBE) 05/21190 *
=* TRIO CHEMICAL WORKS
87951 338 SCHOLES STREET BROOKLYN NY 11206 (212) 497-3535
- 06899 PLASTIC POLISH LOT #560-16 NO DATE -
*) TRIPLE S
EC243 141 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE BURLINGTON MA 01803 (617) 273-2020
SEE ALSO STANDARDIZED SANATATI ECL66
LOCAL DIST-SOUTHERN dANITDR ME OWRD6 141 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE BURLINGTON MA 01803 (617) 273-2020
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O P-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HNZS NSOS




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 471
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADORESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
20553 BLUE BOWL CLEANER PORCELAIN & BOWL CLEANER 09/00/88 -
10467 EMULSION BOWL CLEANER COMPOUND CLEANING LIOUID-CORROSIVE MATERIAL NA17B9 09/00/88 •
HOSPITAL TYPE DISINFECTANT DEODORANT USER PLS. CHECK STOCK Nt_ER 08/22/85 •
07111 PINK LOTION LIOUID llANO SOAP 05/05/86
01960 SSS BASEBOARD CLEANER 09/05/85
01778 SSS BLUE BOWL CLEANER DLA MSDS -
11337 SSS BROWN AWAY 12/13/85
17963 SSS CARPET EXTRACTION CONCENTRATE CARPET EXTRACTION CLNR 06/01/89
11534 SSS CENSOR VANDAL MARK REMOVER 02/20/90 •
11447 S$S DE(X)ORANT 8LOCKS 4 OZ. 04/25/91
11068 SSS DEODORANT BLOCKS. 001 04/25/91 •
00762 SSS DISINFECTANT DEODORANT 221-6 08/09/91 -
06420 SSS DOUBLE ACTION RESIOUAL INSECTICIOE 08/22/85 •
20552 SSS EXTRACTION CONCENTRATE 04/15/92 -
06727 SSS FOAM DISINFECTANT CLEANER PART NO. 227 05/01/87
10818 SSS HOSPITAL DISINFECTANT DEODORANT t0/12/89 *
11189 SSS LEMON SPRAY WAX POLISH 05/04/87
12066 SSS LIOUIO DEFOAMER 10/18/88
20551SSS LIOUIO ODOR COUNTERACTANT (ALL FRAGRANCES) 01/01/92
20549 SSS PLEASCENT CLEAN DISINFECTANT CLEANER 01/00/91
15388 SSS PORCELAIN CLEANER 02/22/85
20850 SSS POWDER COUNTERACTANT (ALL FRAGRANCES) 01/01/92
11338 SSS PRETREAT & TRAFFIC LANE CLEANER 04/15/92
11907 SSS SPOT SOLVENT SPRAY 05/18/88 •
12103 SSS TRIPLE CARPET SHAMPOO 12/12/85
** TROdAN BATTERY CO.
94598 12380 CLARK ST
*- TROdAN CORPORATION
ECD16 P.O. BOX 310
10308 CYCLONITE, PURE, WET WITH 10-15% H20-METHANOL
10317 HIICX PURE, WATER-WET
21168 PETN
** TRUCO INC.
EC172 4301 TRAIN AVE.
*" TRUFLEX RUBBER PRODUCTS CO.
SEE TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPAN ECLgl
*, TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY
28954 1667 NORTH MAIN STREET

















20723 CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID - 21/22/23 SUPERSOLUTION - 608/632/640/604
• 10438 CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID, CODE-21, (PT. B OF XC RAPIO CLEAN), FLUID VULCANIZING ,
10436 XC RAPID CLEAN BUFFER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE N40 8UFSOL REPAIR CLEANER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE #816
@ 10437 XC RAPID CLEAN-COOE 40. PT. A
0 11934 XC RAPID CLEAN-CODE 41 BUFFING SOLUTION -
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUi_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' - DLA P_IIS MSOS










MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 472
** TRI_ INC/TRltGLOBE MOTORS DIV
25140 2275 STANLEY AVE
-- TRW. REPLACEMENT DIVISION
EC394 8001E. PLEASANT VALLEY ROAO




SUBSIDIARY THORWALD'S TRADESHO ECK15 1980 N ATLANTIC AVE STE 707





15489 210 SEMINARY AVE,
DAYTON OH 45404
CLEVELAND OH 44131 (216) 447-1879
01/30/86 -
SHAKOPEE MN 55379




-- TULL, d.M., METALS COMPANY.INC
EC824 4400 PEACHTREE IND.BLVD. NORCROSS
06560 ALUMINUM ALLOYS/ALUMINUM ALLOYS CONTAINING LEAD
06561 BRASS ALLOYS
06559 BRONZE ALLOYS
06558 CARBON, ALLOY, AND TOOL STEELS
06557 COPPER ALLOYS
06556 LEADED STEEL GRADES
06555 NICKEL ALLOY
06554 STAINLESS STEEL
** TUNGSTEN CARBIDE MFG/DIV.SMITH
EC265 P.O. BOX 2007
-* TURCO PRODUCTS, INC.
61102 24600 S- MAIN ST





16242 REMOVER, PAINT & LACQUER. SOLVENT TYPE
20624 TURCO AIR TEC #19
09096 TURCO AIR TEC #23









1XXX THRU 7XXX SERIES,LEADED 2011 & 6262
















TUSTIN CA 92681-2007 (714) 832-3013
CARSON
WESTMINSTER
CA 90746 (213) 634-3300
CA 92684-3600 (714) 890-3600
WESTMINSTER CA










MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA HtlIS finDS







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 473
E T
MSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S I
20628 TURCO CARB 11/08/90 -
09086 TURCO CHEN ETCH 11/21/85
20627 TURCO DE-SCALER 08/30/90 *
20628 TURCO FABNIFILM 01/31/91 *
20625 TURCO FOAMGO #2 05/01/91
20622 TURCO HTC 04/17/91
20621TURCO KWIK-SOLV 11/23/92 -
04264 TURCO LIQUID SMUT-GO NC NON-CHRONATED ALUMINUM DEOXIDIZER & DESNUTTER 11/21/85 - •
20620 TURCO LOCK 09/27/90 •
20631TURCO NETAL-GLO #6 07/02/92 - •
09082 TURCO PEEL-OFF #1 10/23/85 -
09088 TURCO PLAUDIT 11/04/85
20619 TURCO RED-X 08/15/91
09085 TURCO SMUT-GO #t 02/19/91
20618 TURCO SMUT-GO #4 04/20/91
20617 TURCO SOLV 08/22/91 -
20616 TURCO SOLV 78 03/06/91 -
09089 TURCO VITROKLENE 11/14/85
15410 TURCO W.O. #1 03/19/92 -
15166 TURCO 2271 07/23/91 - *
2060_ TURCO 2822 THICK 09/18/90 •
09081TURCO 3878 02/07/91
09080 TURCO 3878 LF-NC 03/21/91
03394 TURCO 4090 10/09/90
15167 TURCO 4104 11/00/84
15418 TURCO 4215 04/22/93
11495 TURCD 42t5 ADOITIVE 00259 / 4215-148 07/00/88
01349 TURCO421;S:NC'LT : 04/16/91
20615 TURCO 4368 02/26/92 -
18158 TURCO 4497-66 01/09/92 -
02252 TURCO 4812H0 06/00/82
20611TURCO 4961-X (AMEND. 3) 11/12/90 -
20614 TURCO 4960.8 02/14/91 •
20613 TURCO 5009 06/04/93
20605 TURCO 5122 04/26/93 - •
09083 TURCO 5122-D-2 03/23/87 - •
20602 TURCO 5279-A 11/05/92
15302 TURCO 5361 04/23/91
15421TURCO 5469 03/23/92 • *
09090 TURCO 5556-8 01/23/86
20601TURCO 5556-A 04/20/92 -
20500 TURCO 5573 02/24/92 •
20610 TURCO 5580-G 04/24/92 •
20609 TURCO 5668 08/31/90
2060e TURCO 5805 09/22/91
09091TURCO 5837 MSDS DATE ILLEGIBLE NO DATE •
TURCO 5873 08/25/92 -
20604 TURCO 5884-AG 02/01/91
05041 TURCO 5948/5948A. CLEANING CONPOUNO NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'P' = DLA I-_IIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: ',' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-! MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDE_ P. 474
MAP_UFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES_FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COmENTS DATE S !
...................................................................................................................................









09095 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD LOCKHEED
15697 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD PART II
03467 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD PART 1
TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD, PT.I&II
01809 TURCOAT ALUM|GOLD
03468 T_AT LXOUZD ACCELAGOLD
20632 TURCOAT 4333
20633 TURCOFORM ALKETCH INHIBITOR
20634 TURCOFORM ETCHANT-H
20635 TURCOFORM MASK 580-A
• * TURNER INDUSTRIES, INC.
DIV. COOPER INDUSTRIES 61112 821 PARK AVE
20520 DIESEL STARTING FLUID/D.O.T. ENGINE STARTING FLUID
@ 17135 LEAK DETECTOR REFRIG GAS (KIT)
19267 MAPP-METHYL ACETYLENE PROPADIENE STABILIZED
20519 OXYGEN
12525 PROPANE - LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS
20516 PROPYLENE
20517 SOLIDOX PELLETS
15627 TEMPEST PROPANE FUEL WITH TORCH 14.1 OZ CY
01240 TURNER TORNADe, PROPANE
** TYNCO INC
** TYRA CO
** U M C ELECTRONICS CO.
=* U S ARMY TANK AUTO. COMMAND












56642 225 E INDUSTRIAL BLVO _ACO TX 767033589
ECP53
22680 460 SACKETT POINT RD NORTH HAVEN CT 064733111
19207 WARREN MI 48090
































ECM94 2230 N. UNIVERSITY PKWY,STE 4B PROVO UT 84604 (800) 424-9300
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA I-_I5 NSDS




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 475
21183 FUEL PERFORMANCE CATALYST - 1 (FPC-1)
** U.N.X. CHEMICALS INC.
ECE80
11437 ALL-PRO, LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT
11438 M|CRO-PURE ALKALI
11435 MICRO-PURE BRIGHTENER (NDN-CHLORINE DESTAIN
11436 MICRO-PURE DETERGENT, LIQUID LAUI_RY DETERGENT
11439 SOFT-BRITE LIQUID
01/00/93 *
GREENVILLE NC 2783572{)6 (919) 756-8616
SOLVENT DETERGENT 06/29/89
CLEAN ROOM PRODUCT 05/29/90
CLEAN ROOM PRODUCT 06/30/89 •
CLEAN ROOM PRODUCT 05/29/90
LIQ. LAUNDRY 05/29/90
-- U.S. ADHESIVES CO.
ECD56 1735 W. CARROLL AVE
10448 GANE #53-S CASING-IN ADHESIVE PADDING COMPOUND
CHICAGO IL 60612 (312) 829-7438
04/00/86
PATRICK AFB FL
*" U.S. A|R FORCE
SUPPLY SYSTEM, PAFP & CCAFS EC462
SUPPLY SYSTEM. PAFB & CCAFS / EC720
SEE ALSO SA-ALC EC744
• * U.S. ALUMINUM, INC.
0S7R4 P.O. BOX 2190, ROUTE 202 FLEMINGTON NU 08822 (201) 839-0380
18034 ALUMINUN PASTE (LEAFING) HA160 A-A-341A, TY.II,CLA$S A,LEAFING ALUM.PIGMENT PASTE 07/18/91 -
• - U.S. ARMY
U.S. ARMY MISSILE COMMAND 18876
ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 81336
MOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM 97403
RESEARCH AND DEVEL_NT CENTE 192(X)
(EGG) ARMY
ARMAMENT MATERIAL RE 59678
NATICK RESEARCH &OEVELOPMENT 81337
PINE BLUFF ARSENAL ECH27
CECOM - COImBIUNICATIONS & ELECT OEdS9 TINTON AVE
- 17269 DICHLORODIFLUORONET
• 17267 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE
REDSTONE ARSENAL AL 35809
WASHINGTON OC









NJ 07703-5000 (908) 532-2027
10/24/79
DLA MSDS
• " U.S, BORAX INC.
FORMERLY UNITED STATES BORAX & 24611 3075 WILSHIRE BLVD. LOS ANGELES
NAME CHANGED - DIAL CORP ECM19 28877 TOURNEY RD VALENCIA
04548 BI(_OR OF FUEL ADDITIVE FUNGICIDE
07403 BORAX
00323 BORAXO WATERLESS HAND CLEANER, 00355
03538 BORIC ACID DISTR: WOODBURY CHEMICALS










** U.S. BRANDS. INC.
ECF97
*, U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
................................................... . ...............................................................................
M_OS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SU8STANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 476
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES, FSCM, ADORESS, PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
9080B 1100 S. FILMORE ST. AMARILLO TX 79106 (806) 376-2638
07344 C_RkDE-A HELIUM NO DATE
15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USEglI) 08/03/92
18705 HELIUNI. LIQUID 05/03/92
• - U.S. COAST GUARO HQ/NAVAL ENG.
81340 2100 2NO ST St# t#ASHINGTON OC 20593
• * U.S. FLOOR SYSTEMS
09194 B ??SON ULTRASONIC GEN.
ECC04 HMY 70 WEST
PURPOSE CLEANER
RALEIGH NC 27622
FIRST NAME IN TRAOENAME NOT LEGIBLE
(919) 782-0101
05/23/86
• - U.S. GROUT CORPORATION
(203) 338-7900 EC56_ 401 $TILLSON ROAD FAIRFIELD
04640 FIVE STAR EPOXY GROUT, RESIN/COJPDNLr T A & COMP. B SNI A = _. A
CT 06430 (800) 243-2206
NO DATE
=* U.S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
78918 99 PARK AVE
e 17160 ALCOHOL, DENATURED
08993 SDA 3A - ANHYDROUS (DENATURED ETHYL ALCOHOL)
09264 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA)
02419 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL TYPE III








NAVAL ORDNANCE SYSTEMS COMMAND 1CX_01
NAVAL ORDNANCE STANOAROS 94135
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND 80064
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COI_ 30003
NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMMAND 82146











DIV.GROW GROUP 90608 831 50. 21ST. ST. ST. LOUIS
22343 ALUNIGRIP LINEAR POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT-COLOR BASE G&H LINES - LEAD FREE
16288 ALUNIGRIP POLYESTER URETHANE GLOSS TOPCOAT (NO PB)
16281ALUMIGRIP POLYESTER URETHANE GLOSS TOPCOAT (W/PB)
16271ALUMIGRIP POLYESTER URETHANE GLOSS TOPCOAT(PBCR04)
05446 G3010 TOPCOAT CONVERTER FOR SPRAY APPLICATION G3010 (92-C-39) AWL-CAT N2
- 20893 PRO-CURE X-98 FAST ACCELERATOR FOR URETHANE TOPCTS 73014







-* U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
ENGINEERING & DEVELOPMENT CENT ECd62 8403 LEE HIGHWAY
20260
20092 CANCELLATION & MARKING INK (#0788D-G) USPS-I-874D
18057 CANCELLATION IM( USPS TYPE 9141238 (?)
MERRIFIELD
WASHINGTON
(ITEM NOS 0790 D,E,F, & G)
," U.S. TECHNOLOGY CORP.
22151 POLY V PLASTIC BLAST MEDIA




1AM56 220 SEVENTH ST. S.E. CANTON OH 44702 (216) 455-1181
09/24/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S t#/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'f" = DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (, (,
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 477
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES,FSCN,ADDRESS,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
• _ U.S. TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
ECB46 328 KENNEDY DRIVE PUTNAM CT 06260 (203) 928-2707
ECL95 220 SEVENTH ST. S.E. CANTON OH 44702 (2t6) 455-t181
13618 FLUORESCENT POLYPLUS 11/29/89
20467 POLYEXTRA PLASTIC ABRASIVE MEDIA 05/11/89
08776 POLYPLUS BLAST CLEANING MEDIA AMINO THERMOSET RESIN NO DATE
20466 POLYPLUS PLASTIC BLAST MEDIA 07/01/92
10297 TYPE IIZ PLASTIC MEDIA ??? 11/23/87
20465 TYPE IIl PLASTIC A8RASIVE JlEDIA 05/11/89
*- U.S.A.F.OCCUPAT'L & ENVIRONN'L
ECN3B
0 17138 JP-5 (SOURCE: DLA/USN FUEL DEPOT,JACKSONVILLE,FL)
21600 PROPELLANT, KEROSENE, RP-1
** UCAR CARBON COMPANY. INC.
ECM63 39 OLO RIOGEBURY RDAO
20942 UCAR STANDARD GRAPHITE GRAPHITE SHAPES
** UDYLITE CORPORATION
EC570
** UEHLING INSTRUMENT CO
ECC48 473 GETTY AVE
09466 UEHLING RED INDICATING FLUID NO.2
_ ULANO CORPORATION
53176 255 BUTLER ST.
3E441
20555 CDF-15.CDF-2,CDF/UV.CDF-3.CDF-4,CDF/SVT.CDF-7.
07098 HI-FI DEVELOPER PART A
07099 HI-FI DEVELOPER PART B
17450 5TA-SHARP ADHERING LIQUID
06676 ULAND N60 SCREEN FILLLER
20554 ULANO N78 HAZE REMOVER PASTE
00300 ULANO CDF°4 CAPILLARY-DIRECT FILM
17449 ULANO EXTRA HEAVY BLOCKOUT #t0
16746 ULANO HI-FI DEVELOPER,PO_R)ER,PARTS A&B(B;86/05/20)
00705 ULANO SCREEN DEGREASER LIQUID #3
00739 ULANO STENCIL REMOVER #4
00766 ULANOGEL N23
** ULBRICH STAINLESS STEELS..
9D002 57 DODGE AVE.
14917 WETAL_, SPEC|AL PURPOSJEo COLD ROLLED CORR. RESIST.
,* ULTRA SCIENTIFIC













Tx 782355501 (512) 536-2C)63
DLA _SDS -
NO DATE
CT 058170001 (800) 822-4357
01/01/93 -
MI 48234
NO 07509 (201) 742-8710
SEVERAL













NORTH HAVEN CT 06473 (203) 239-4451
NO DATE
HOPE RI 02831 1401) 828-94DO
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,/ 'e" = DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: ',' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS S_STEW
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
GP23-1 KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 478
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCN.ADORESS.PHONE NSO$ H R

































ECN96 250 SMITH STREET
ALLmINL_t 1,000MU-G/NL; tO,O00mJ-G/NL
AlqONTUM NITRATE 10.000 MU-G/NL
ANTIMONY 1.0001WU-G/NL: IO.O00NU-G/NL
ARSENIC 1.000 NU-G/ML; 10.000 NU-G/ML
ASTM METHOD 02887 CAL;BRATTON MIXTURE
ASTM METHOD D3710 CALIBRATION MIXTURE
BARIUM 1,000 NU-G/NL; 10.000 NU-G/NL
BERYLLIUM 1.000MU-G/ML; IO.OOOMU-G/ML
BORQN t.000 NU,G/NL: 10.000 MU-G/ML
CADMIUM 1.000 NU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML
CALCIUM 1.000 NU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
CHROMIUM 1.000 NU-G/ML: 10.000 NU-G/ML
COBALT 1.000 NU-G/NL: IO.O00NU-G/NL
COPPER 1,OOO MU-G/ML; IO, OO_:MU,Q/ffiL
IImN t,000 MU-G/W_: IO,¢_O_U-G/ML
LEAD 1.000 NU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
LITHIUM 1.000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
MAGNESIUM 1.000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
MANGANESE 1.000MU-G/ML; 10.000 MUoG/ML
MERCURY 1.000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU'G/ML
MOLYBDENUM 1.000NU-G,/ML; IO, O00JmJ.G/ML
NICKEL 1.000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/NL
PHOSPHATE 40.000 MU-G/ML
POTASSIUM 1.000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
SELENIUM 1,000 NU-G/NL; 10.000 NU-G/ML
SILICCrN t.000 NU-G/ML; 10,000 MtJ*G/ML
SILVER 1.000 NU-GIML; 10.000 _AJ-G/ML
SODIUM 1,000 NU-G/ML: I0,000 MU-G/ML
TIN 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
TITANIUM 1.000 NU-G/ML; t0,000 NU-G/ML
VANADIUM 1,000 NU-G/NL; 10,000 NU-G/ML
ZINC 1,000 IgJ-G/ML; 10.000 NU-G/ML
** ULTRA TECHNOLOGIES
SUBSIDIARY EASTMAN KODAK ECA44 ROUT 8B SOUTH
KINGSTOMN RI 02852
ULTR&GRAOE STANOARD,PLASNA STANDARO,AA STANDARD
MATRIX MODIFIER
ULTRAGRADE STANOARO,PLASMA STANOARD,AA STANDARD
*" ULTRALIFE BATTERIES. INC
INFO: 315-332-7100 OUU59 1350 RT. 88 SOUTH
18766 ULTRALIFE LITHIUM POtdER CELL, SIZE: 9 VOLT
STANDARD.PLASMA STANDARD.AA STANDARO





































































































AA STANDARD 01/01/93 *
AA STANDARD 01/01/93
NEWARK NY 14513 (315) 332-7100
NEWARK NY 14513 (800) 322-5000
0_/27/92
ECB7O 1100 N. WILCOX AVENUE LOS ANGELES
ULTRASEAL TIRE SEALANT
CA 90038 (213) 466-1226
NO DATE *
ECO30 BOC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32899 (407) 867-3540
MSDS,S MARKEO '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'5 W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" - DLA HMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "_" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 365(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO OATACURRENTLY AVAILABLE tNBS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 479
|t&NUFkCTURER • T
_IIlFGR. NOTES,FSCM.ADDRESS,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
UNIVERSAL/NOLIN DIV. 52494 HWY.65 & ROBINS ST/P.O.BOX 909 CONWAY
• - UNGAR
±
:i DIV, ELI)ON INDUSTRIES EC6t5 i_ COMPTON
DIV.ELDON INOUSTRIES/SEE ALSO: ECB95
04981 UNGAR ANTI-SEIZE //8001
_ UN!-CHENCORP. OF FLORIDA
OBKD5 2801NW 55TH CT/BOX 6336 FT. LALIOERDALE
- 12258 CONCRETE PATCH, LATEX TYPE, KIT PART 1 LIQUID. PART 2 POWDER
13784 FIL-IN (CRACK FILLER)
13782 GETZ-IT. WATER SOLUABLE SOLVENT
- 12257 LIGHTNING NF AEROSOL
- 122200RANGE POWDER _ CLEANER/DEGREASER/DEOOORIZER
13779 PERMA'PATCH ASPHALT COLD NIX
- t_ii9 ULTRA'SOL .
** UNI-KEM INTERNATIONAL
4S446 P.O. BOX 23384
02344 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER, ADIOS AEROSOL
184)69 LI-49 (MIL-P-24548)




- 10310 NSI PRESSURECARTRIDGE
- 10305 SAFEAm ARMDEVICE
HARAHAN
ECB92 7502 W. STATE ROUTE 41 COVINGTON
EC605 1000 N. LITCHFIELD RDAO GOODYEAR
10303-0001 (51-3789-1) (EXPLOSIVE)
10311-0001 (51-5286-1) (EXPLOSIVE)







FORMERLY INN EU YORK, NY
CHEMICALS AND PLASTICS OlV.
LINDE DIV. COATINGS SERVICE DE
LINDE DIV.
REPLACED:SEE: UNION CAI_BIDE CH

























FL 32236 (800) 424-9300
09/16/92
36346 LINDE DIV. DANBURY CT 068t7-0001
61637 OLD RII)GEBURY RO DANBURY CT 06817
20638 STAMFORD CT
80524 270 PARK AVE NEW YORK NY 10017
33870 1500 POLCO STREET INDIANAPOLIS IN 46224
6M841 KEASBEY NO 36570
7F299 CHEMPLAS NEW YORK NY 28680
7L938 308 HARPER OR MOORESTOWN NO 08057
8N493 LONG BEACH CA 43000
98934
1B660 LINOE DIV. MOORESTOWN Nd 08057-3208
(304) 744-3487
LINOE DIV. 20236 1400 BENSON CT BALTIMORE t4D 112202514 (212) 492-0770
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*'-PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 480
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOT ES oFSCM , ADORESS . PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
FORMERLY: UNION CARBIDE CHEMIC 87578 SPECIALTY CHEMICALS OIV. SOUTH CHARLESTON WV 253031240
LINO[ OIV. 02205 2NI) ST ESSINGTQN PA l_K)28
L|NDE DZV. 1Am 150 STOCKTON ST/BOX 2059 dAOKSONVILLE FL 32203 (gO4) 354-3621
FOI1MERL¥: LZNOE OIV, UNION CAR IA891 LTNDE DZV. SALES OFFICE MOORESTOt_I Nd OBOST3208 (609) 778-6200
LINDE OIV. 7G353 SOMERSET Nd 08873 (201) 271-2600
FORMERLY: MATERIALS SYSTEMS D] 19585 LINOE DIV MOLECULAR SIEVE DEPT CHICKASAW AL 36611
INDUSTRIAL GAS DIV. OLV01 39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD DANBURY CT 06817-0001 (203) 794-5782
LINOE 01V, LINOE GASES OF COCO ECH35 COCOA FL
NE_ NAME: PPJLXA]R ECd46 39 OLD R;DGEBURY !!0 DANBURY CT 0611t?-0001 (203) 794-5782
INI)US_R;AL CHEMICALS D;V. ECKB7 39 OLD RIOGEBURY 110 DANBURY CT 068t7-0001
SOLVENTS & COATINGS MATERIALS ECM15 39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD DANBURY CT 088170001
21586 A-1120 ORGANOSILANE ESTER 10/06/92
20547 ACETONE 08/08/92 *
01_ ACETONE TECHNICAL.(SUPPLZER: PHZPP$ PRODUCTS) i: :: .... i : _05/a0/85 - -
08638 ACETYLENE... * , : ,:.:._LDING AND .CUTTING-GAS : . .- i .: 04/00/87.
03032 _mMON!A. ANHYO_DUS : ' 7:::i:::::::" " 04100/8g * *
03533 ANHYDROL SOLVENT SPECIAL 200. ANHYDROUS, PM-4084 *
20544 ANHYDROL SOLVENT SPECIAL, PM-4081, 190 PROOF DENATURED ETHANOL / SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SOLVENT, GO *
00232 ARGON P/N UN 1006 SHIELDING GAS, ELECTRIC WELDING
08654 BAKELITE PHENOLIC "MICR1)BALLOONS" BJ0-0840, BJO_0930, BJ0-0931
- 15152 BRAZO FLUX
@ 04293 BRAZO FLUX 721F00
02499 BUTANE (LIOUEFIED GAS UNDER PRESSURE, N-BUTANE)
20545 BUTYL ACETATE. URETHANE GRAOE
04_418 BUTYL CELLOSOLVE SOLVENT
08912 CALIDRIA ASBESTOS (CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS) MSDS IS NOT CURRENT
10246 CARBON DIOXIDE
- 05198 CE:LLO.r)GLVE ACETATE
20548 CELLOSOLVE SOLVENT
14506 DASHPOT FLUID BLUE CAT. NO. 810-N4B SERIES B ORGANOSZLICDNE FLUID
- 11097 DZETHYLENETRZAMZNE
0889'7 ETNYL ACETATE
2O546 ETHYL ACETATE. (1_,3640). 65-8B% TECH. CmAOE (DEN)
O 2O240 ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF
20370 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
19199 ETHYLENE GLYCOL, POLYESTER GRADE & ICF GRADE
10870 GLUTARALDENDYE (25% BY WT. )
17478 HALOCARBON 21 DICHLOROMONOFLUORONETHANE
15562 HALOCARBON 2 t L'4666-A / DICHLOROFLUORONETHANE
10306 H,ELXUM
02500 ISOBUTANE (LIOUEFIEO GAS UNDER PRESSURE)
02501 lSOPENTANE (VOLATILE LIQUID)
06520 ISOPROPANOL 91% - PM 437 ISOPROPLY ALCOHOL (DIAMOND PROOUCTS:99% ALCOHOL)
03603 ISOPROPANOL 9_ MIXTURE, PM-3852
07026 ISOP;mPANOL. A_V_OUS
- :o_sse Z_¥L ALCOHOL
- 16182 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL CRYSTAL 99%
- 13265 JET GLO URETHANE, ADDUCT/CATALYST (68) MFG. CODE I.D. : 578520
- 17592 L-45/350
................ - .............. . ................... - -..-- ---- - - .,.. .. -- -.,- .- ..... ... ...................... .
NSDS'S MARKED *-'; SUBNIT KS(: FORN 29-393 TO ORG._TACT:/ _S_SId/O -• " VERIF|ED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS NSDS





































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 481
•ili ii i _ _ E T
MFGR, NOTES_F$CM_DORESS;PHONE _ MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
@
0
11069 L-4862 LUNG DIFFUSION MIXTURES
f5122 LJLNDE A ALUN][NA PO,LZSHING POtlOER
o2284 _I"HYL ETHYl. KET0_
O64N NOLECUt_ S_EVE TYPE _t3X
18965 NAPTHA






















OXYFUNE t2 (LIQUEFIED GAS MIXTURE UNDER PRESSURE)
OXYGEN.GASEOUS.G;tADE A :
OXYGEN,LIQUID,GRADE A
P-IO MIXTURE (10% METHANE. _ ARGON
POLISHING POWOER, 0.3 MICRON ALUMINA. TY-O3A
SEV]MOL 8RAND 4 CARBARYL INSECTICIDE
SEVIN 20_ BAIT
SILVET L-_r_00 SURFACE!ACTIVE COPOLYNER
SILWET SURFRACTANT L-7500
STARGON 522 - ARGON, CARBON DIOXIDE. OXYGEN NIXTUR
SYNASOL SOLVENT PM-3224. t90 PROOF







18985 UN_NHyOROL_E OG-7_. DYED
17093 UCONHYDROL_ES ,_ii!iiSERiZ_i732/746/7.60
15568 UCON 500 (REFRIGERANT 500 OR FREON 500)
08322 UNION CARBIDE MOLECULAR SIEVE. TYPES Y-72 & Y-82
17410 UNION CARBIDE SILICONE TRANSFORMER LIQUID L-305
10_86 WEEDAR 64
04173 25_ CARBON DIOXIDE - 75_ ARGON MIXTURE
11071 40_ HYDRDGEN'60_NZTROGEN/40_ HYOROGEN-60_ HELIUR
14014 721F00














GLUTARALDEHYDE. 25% AQUEOUS SOLUTION
GLUTARALOEHYDE. 50% AQUEOUS SOLUTION




C-25 SHIELDING GAS (FOR ELECTRICAL _ELOING USE)





































** UNION CARBIDE CANADA LTD
FORMERLY; UNION CAI_STDE CANADA 12381LINDE DIV. NISSISSAUGA ONT CAN
** UNION CHEMICALS CO+ _ "
DTV. KAR PRODUCTS 6R971 60t6 N GREELY AVE PORTLAND OR 97217
03628 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER 2660 AM.2/A-A-857A - NSDS FROM HOUSTON SOLVENTS NO DATE *
** UNION CORP.
THE GICHNER SHELTER SYSTE_ 0I 29381
** UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
CORPORATE DIV-EASTERN REGION 77416 1650 E GOLF RD. SCHAUla3URG IL 60196
UNION CHEMICALS DIV. 94684 1900 E GOLF RD. SCHAUMBURG IL 60194-5021
M$DS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / 1_'05'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA M_DS SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' "PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 482
I
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES.FSCM.AODRESS.PHONE NTDO$ H R
























( SUB OF 51/323 1700 E GULF RD.
2_334 UNOCAL CHEMICALS DIV.
E¢123 t900 EAST GOLF ROAD
1L606 1100 COM_CTICUT AVE NM
79003 120t k/ 5TH ST/BOX 7600
ECK82 461 S. BOYLSTON AVE.
AMSCO SOLV 1001 (RUBBER SOLVENT)
ANSCO SOLV 1005
ANSCO SOLV 1005 (REGULAR MINERAL SPIRITS)
MISCO SGLV 1101 (SPECIAL_ I_kPHTHOLITE: 68/3)
ANSCO SOLV 1104 (MINERAL SPIRITS 66/3)
AMSCO SOLV 1106 (140 SOLVENT 66/3)
AMSCO SOLV 1120 (TEXTILE SPIRITS)
AI_C_ SOLV 1130 (ROTO SOLVENT) .....
_mSCO .Sm.v t27o (ZM(OZL m_) _ .



















o3184 ecENDm_. O-C-1an. ¢,L_ZNATEDH_OW..ARaO,:SOLV
_ _ BLEND 4697 _ _ : i : ......
















ZSOPROPYL 99, ANSCO SOLV 5020
LACTOL SPIRITS (CHICAGO REFINERY)
METHYL ETHYL KETONE (55 GAL)
MINERAL SPIRITS 75
MINERAL SPIRITS/ANSCO SOLV 1241
N-BUTYL ALCOHOL (O!STR:PHIPPS, CF.PIPBA)





SPECIAL TEXTILE SPIRITS/DOUGLAS #1 SOLVENT
THINNER 21805
THINNER 21933
TOLUENE, ANSCO SOLV 1410
19416 UNION UNOBA EP GREASE t & 2
•_7ogs UNioN 78 CUSTOU.OTO_OIL
204_m UmCALGOaL !0" ....
18709 tie,lOCAL GUARDOL 15W/40















P-D_680, TY,2 : : .:
TT-N-95 TY.II / AMSCO SOLV 1135-9500
TT-T-291 (11006)
AMSCO SOLV 1103
TT.T-291F AM1 TY3/I1241 (AMSCO SOLV 1241)
15523 ,_i ....
SHELL SOL BT-67 (??)

















































EH_/TRI: "*" -PRODUCTCONTAINS 40CFR 3_§(370113_2 CHEMICAL, "-'_NO DA_A CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSD5 SYSTEM
( ( (
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 mANUFACTURER INDEX P. 483
.... m_s H
TSRS ID TRADENAME COmENTS DATE S I
20372 76 RES 661 LATEX EMULSION 01/01/83 -
• . UNio. m,mEu.i x,x:. i. ..... _ . i._
!i ii !I _i i i :!!iI : IIi!!!EC460 232 ALLEN
- 04902 BEST TEST ONE COAT CEMENT
20581 BEST TEST PAPER CEMENT
05228 BEST-TEST PAPER CEMENT (WHITE RUBBER) (#101 ???)
0A90t BE$TINE SOLVENT & THINNER _
• * UN;o_ SZ_ZCA MZ,ING Cm_,V
21780 SAND &INOUSTRIAL SAND
• * UN_ON SPECIALTY STEEL CASTING
UNION JIQINES ST
• * UNIROOF CORPORATION
21710 TRAFFIGARO, WHITE & COLORS
e* UNIROYAL TIRE CO.
DI¥.UN!ROYAL I_'r
• * UNIROYAL, INC"
89616 P'O" BoX 2000
CHEMICAL D]V 80196 ELM ST _
PLASTICS CO. OIV. BOCa9
• eee_o_zxe,:AoHeszves a.i szA_s ov71i_ P.O_ emx 20o0
07886 ROYAL AOHESIVE 146504
19429 SILAPRENE ADHESIVE M6306
15215 SILAPRENE ADHESIVE M6571
22778 SILAPRENEADHESIVE SEALANT N6325
• * UNISYS CORP
DEFENSE PRODUCTS GROUP 56232
TRENTON NJ 08606 (7t3) 656-3424
RUBBER CEMENT 09/15/86
02/01/91
DICK BLICK #'S 582005.-6.-7 02/15/87
HEPTANE 02/01/91
ECN83 P.O. BOX 126 AGGREGATES DEPT UESUP GA 31545 (912) 545-2622
07/07/93
VERONA PA 15147
ECN58 801W. HWY 436 P.O. BOX 160133 ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
6200.6201,6202.6204,6205




. _ MISH, AWAKA
POLYCHLOROPRENE BASED ADHESIVE
(203) 866-1099
FL 327160133 (407) 869-5110
12/16/92











** UNITED COATINGS INC.
13997 WAL-NART _GOLM CeEATZOIM SPRAY
** UNITED DESICCANTS:. INC.
ECA17
20568 OES[ PAK
** UNITED DIAG REAGENTS/ACC
DZV _ ??
07542 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR)
EC964 8 TECH CIRCLE
20000SERIES








** UNITED ELCHEM INDUSTRIES. INC.
MSDS'S MARKED "-': _[T KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS*S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA tl_OS SYSTEM / "_' - DLA FINIS MSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 484
E T
MSDS H R








EC285 11535 REEDER RO.
CEMENT: UNI-IflELD/PLAb'TI-tlIELD,CLEAR REG. BODY PVC
CLEaR/PRIMER; UN] -M_ELD/PLAST I - WE LD/CHEM - TE CH
cPv¢ G;I_v CEIEm





DALLAS TX 75229 (214) 241-6601
UNI-MELD 22XX,28XX,II2XX/PLASTI-MELD 303-XX,?O3-XX 02/15/_K) *
L_I-VELD 73XX.PLASTI-MELD 803-XX_CHEN-TECH 59Y.X 02/15/90 *
UN|-WELO 3300 SERIES, CHEM-TECH _700 SERIES{|NOUST 0_/01/_t
07/01/86
UNX-WELD SERIES 7300/PLASTI-WELO 803/CHEM-TECH5900 08/01/91 -
UNI-WELD 8700 SERIES, PLASTI-WELO 903 SERIES, CHEM 08/01/91
SOLVENT NO DATE '('
ECL89 JEFFERSON AVE & NEW YORK ST SCRANTON PA 18501 (717) 344-1202
20414 DRYLOK CONCRETE PROTECTOR 132 11/00/85
** UNITED MCGXLL _RPI_ATXON
XNFO: _824_838111 .: 80417 2400 F&IRI#OOD AVE ..... COL_S.iiiii:i:. :::_ OH 4a_-: (St4.) 44a-,0241
** UNITED
- 10618
PAINT & COATING. INC.
ELASTUFF 410
ECD58 E. 19011 CATALDO GREENACRES WA 99016 (509) 926-7143
IO-L-149-3, EPS:3?'T76, D5 BATTERY (PRIMARY)PAINT 01/27/86
** UNITED ROYAL OAK MI 48073 (313) 549-8200
ROYAL OAK MI 48073 (313) 549-8200
21680 10/O2/92
21681 10/02/92
21682 .... : ...... :: I0/0_/90
** UNITED
RESIN CORPORATION
IFD35 4359 NORMANDY COURT
IFD35 4359 NORMANDY COURT
ADHESIVE EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE - RESIN
ADHESIVE EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE-HARDENER
HARDENER 220 , i,














EC102 668t NORTH WEST 16TH TERRACE
CEPHALOTHIN SENSI-DI$C, 30725
CHLORAMPHENICOL SENSI-DISC C-30, 30733
CLINDAMYCIN SENSI-DISC CC-2. 31213
COLUMBIA CNA AGAR WITH 5% SHEEPS BLOOD
ERYTHROMYCIN SEN$I-DISC E-15, 30793
FLUID THIOGLYCOLLATEMEDIUN. AGAR
GENTAMICINISENSt-DISC, 31227
KANAMYCIN SENSI=DISC K-30. 30829
MACCONKEY 2 AGAR
METHICILLIN SENSI DISC. 30769 CART.
154841LtELLER HINTON 1I AGAR
15485 M_ELLEIZHEN_M VITH 5% SHEEP eL000, AGAR
fESOINALXDIXZCACZO$(_X-,,OI.'_C NA-30, 30874
15502 NEOMYCIN SENSI-DISC. 30882
15496 NITROFURANTOIN SENSI-DISC F/M 300. 31149
15487 PENICILLIN SENSI-OISC P-IO

















EHSITRZ : '$" =PRODUCT CONTAtNS 40CFR 365(370)/372 CHEMICAL, ",'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10103/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 485
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
- 15494 SCHAEDLER AGAR WITH VITAMIN KI & 5_ SHEEPS BLOOD 09119185 -
- 1641_ SCHAEDLER KANANYCZN-VANCOIrVCIN ÷SY. SHEE.oS 8LO.AGAR Og/19/eS
- 1_ STREPTOMYCIN SENSI-DISC S-IO. 30942 J0/19/88
- _ SULFZSGXAZOLE SENSI-DISC G,.25, 301113 10118/85
15506 TETRACYCLINE SENSI-D|SC TE-30, 30998 10119/85
15493 TRYPTICASE SOY AGAR WITH 5% SHEEPS BLOOD 09119/85
o 15504 TRYPTICASE. 21288 09/30/85
SEAL CO,
87733 2000 FAIRkR)O0 AVE/P.O.BOX 7B52 COLUMBUS
** UNITED
OH 43207
** UNITED SERVICES ASSOCIATES
ECI95 P.O. BOX 21092 KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32815
e. UNITED STATES BRONZE POIODERS
ECO(Y2 P.O. BOX 31 FLEMINGn)N hid 08822 (201) 792-5454
21987 ALUMINUM PASTE / ZEKS: TUFFLO PROCESS OILS HEAT TRANSFER FLUID FOR INGERSOLL-RAND AIR DRYER NO DATE
** UNITED STATES GYPSUM
81357 101 S- rACKER DRIVE CHICAGO IL 60606-4385 (312) 606-4542
2N1QO
9F848
15253 ACOUSTICAL SEALANT 10/31/84
21985 DRY TEXTURES - ALL USG,IMPERIAL,SHEETROCKoETC .... 09/08/89
21986 DUROCK TILE BACKER BOARD CERAMIC TILE MASTIC.TY. I 09/08/89
15318 EPDXICAL-L-501 LAMINATING HARDNER "O'/LAMIN. RESIN PROD,#t6013(PT.A,RESIN)/#IGO48(PT.B.HAROEMER) 10/00181
09101 LOt/ EXPANSION HYDqROCAL HYDROCAL A-11,B-11;ULTRACAL 30.60;BAKAL;MERCURY 04/30/86
05467 USG JOINT COMP(X/ND - TAPING/TOPPING/ALL PURPOSE ALSO: DURABGNO DRY POIMDER MALLBOAJ_D COlIIPOUI_) 05/1S/BE
** UNITED STATES PRODUCTS
87742 518 MELI#O00 AVE.
• 06205 LAPPING AND GRINDING COMPOUND DLA MSDS
15125 LAPPING COMPOUNO NO DATE
15126 LAPPING COMPOUND NO DATE
05156 38-900 LAPPING COMPOUND 01/01/93
PITTSBURGH PA
** UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
PACKARO DIM. 11426 2200MARREMVILLE ROAD
AUTOMOTIVE DXV/FORMERLY UNITED T7464 1218 CENTRAL IiI_LIGTIEIAL ORIVtE
ECC32D SPACE BOOSTERSDIV ECC32
ADVANCED SYSTEMS DIV. / FORMER 55340
HAMILTION STANDARD DIM. 73030 1 HAMILTON RO
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS DIV. 14134 6(X) METCALF ROAD
000611N_TA-GEL
05592 MARTYTE ABLATIVE COMPOUND 1192.0 - C(MMqONENT A
05593 MARTYTE ABLATIVE COMP(RJND 1192.1 - CQI_q3NENT B
05594 MARTYTE ABLATIVE COMPOUND 1192.2 - COMPONENT C
09337 PERCHLOROETHYLENE/TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
_RS GROVE IL 60515
ST. LOUIS I10 63110
HUNTSVILLE AL
MINDSOR LOCKS CT OGOgG
SAN JOSE CA 95138










** UNITED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
..................................................................... . .............................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT K$C FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CQNTACT / MSOS'S V/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "•" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TR[: '*' =PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/3T2 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO OATA CURRENTL_ AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ]I_)FX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 486
MANUFACTURER E T
ilFGR. NOTES. F SCM. AJDOIIES$. PttONE IISDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMIIENTS DATE S 1
DIV OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP ECC02
09181 BENZEIW_ BENZI)L,PHENYLIfflNIII_E.COOL NAPHTHA,CYCLOHEXATRIE]HE 10/29/68
-* UN;TEO _ _M COBP
ECIt12 413 EAST MAGNOLIA FORT WORTH TX 76101 (817) 332-8146
20586 C-1310 CORROSION & SCALE |NHIBITOR 05/00/91















-- UNIVERSAL GEAR SERVICE COPR
62185 1301 E tlCNICHOLS ROAD DETROIT MX 48203
-* UNIVERSAL PHOTONIC5. INC.
14412 J 450 POLISHING PITCH




•"" UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY ECO07
22001 UTEX CULTURES 89, 90. 26. AND 625




18051 +203 - SULFURIC ACID SOLUTION N/50 (O.02N) (IML=2OPPM CACO3/5OML)/PROBABLY FROM MASTERS CHEM. NO DATE " "
- 04178 CADMIUM IN METALS. TEST REAGENTS 1 m 2 #1:1m AO.NI'I4NO3/#2=5% A0.NA25/CF.G.BOI#NAN.EGG-520 NO DATE
o888oCLEANING& L RICATING C0*.'OL .1LC833 :
- 17466 _-ON LACI34JER SPRAY 31_Y_;_ .
- 04575 OZCHLOIIOETHANE,TECHNICAL(IETHYLI_ME CItLOtRtDE) (SZC} USER PLS.CK: DLA STOCK# IS FOR DICttLOROII(THANE 0__/+1_./
- 17459 OIESEL :FUEL t._/lt_/_.i - -
- 14422 ENAMEL ALKYD SG 745720, WHITE 27875 06/17/86 - -
- 17460 ENGRAVERS ENAMEL 1t/18/8_
- 04574 ETHYL ALCOHOL TY.I,GR A / MSDS FROM GE BOOK IO/_/_
11[" 05/ ! " -
- 0042S GII_ASE. _E -a.tiqtl _ : ---E
- 06807 ISOPAIt (DISI_tI_tNT) PETROLEUM (IIFGRNOT IDENTIFIED) NODAl :+ +
ISB6B MERCURY u'j/_/o l
- 04417 mETHYL ]SOBUTYL KETONE TT-M-268 1 mSOS IS FROM J.T. BAKER 09124/S5 °
- 16207 tlOLD RELEASE 500-O , , 07106182 ,.
+ EN$/PNII: '*" -_ CO_I"JUIm 40CFR _r_O)/_2 :_'_L, "-'*m:+lO&+tA _L¥ &VAIIJmLE I!i_ SYSTEII
i
( ( I
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 487
::_. NOTES,FSOII,:_,Pt"I)NE .... _i _ E T
........ ': " ' _ H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
03612 REFRIGERANT 12
- _069t0 SEALING CO_ TYPE 1
04789 SOLVENT. METAL CLEANING
- _1 THINNER, CELLULQSE',NITRATE DOPE
05808 TONER
09127 WORK SURFACE CLEANER #70500.70502.70504




ISOPARAFFINIC HYDROCARBON (MFGR NOT IDENTIFIEO)
** UNOCAL
SEE ALSO: UNION OIL OF CALIFOR ECL31
21709 UNOCAL THERMALLY STABLE MPGEAR LUBE LS BSW/t40 05131 / GEAR LUBRICANT
. •
** UOP ,
MOLECULAR SIEVE ADSORBENTS ECF60 25 E. ALGONOUIN RD. DES PLAINES
FORMERLY: UNIVERSAL OILPRODUC 05568 25 E_ ALGONQUIN RO, DES PLAINES
MOLECULAR SIEVE DEPT. OHBX3 308 HARPER DR NOORESTOWN
118t9 UOP MOLECULAR StEVE ITYPE_I3XAPG PN'S; 052XX. 054XX, 56XX. 577XX #'S
18711UOP MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 4A(FMRLY:UNION CARBIDE MOLECULAR SIEVE) ZEOLITE
** URESCO - SEE AROROX
EC539 10603 MIDWAY AVE. CERR;TUS CA 90701
*t URON OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
UOCCA
101 S, VACKER DRIVE
** USG INDUSTRIES. INC.
': NIGHT PHONE: (3t2) 321-4382 EC481
08724 _ 10-104 METAL _ SEALER
04144 OURABONOD-3Q0t A_YLICiiCOVEBASE AOHESIVEI Z
04142 DURABOND D-500 CLEAR THIN SPREAO AOHESIVE
- 04143 DURABOND D-700 FLOOR COVERING ADHESIVE
11160 WEBPATCH 90
IL 6OO17-5017 (708) 391-2123
[L 6(X)17-5017







** UTC - SEE UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
SEE ALSO CSD. INC. (UTC-CHEMIC ECO42
** UTIL|TY CHIENICALCOMPANY .
CASE-RONAT)ICON SIXTH AVE. & WAIT STREET15696 (SODIUBALKAPLUS
HOUSTON TX 770406205




• * VALENT USA CORPORATION
OLD98 1333 N.CALIFORNIA BLVD,STE 600 WALNUT CREEK CA 94596 (415) 256-2883
• * VALSPAR CORPORATION
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SU6NIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / IIISDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'o" - DLA HMIS NSDS

















GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ZNOEX
KSC TOXIC SLNBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 488
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR, NOTES.FSCM.ADDRESS.PHONE MSI)S H R











23526 20 JOHNSON DR., BLDG #1
91346 901 NORTH GREF.NIdOOD AVE.
13418 1101 THIRD STREET, SOUTH
NO6IL ZINC 7 I_IC ZINC
MOBIL ZINC 7 RICH BASE
V-1174
06 116E8 COAL TAR EPOXY B
06 116EOA COAL TAR EPOXY BLACK
06 116ERA COAL TAR EPOXY BRIM
06 5BgFIA 589FIA COIIP FO
06 589FIT MILP24441/2 R151TY2
06 589G1A MILP24441/1 R150 TY1
17855 06 589GIT MILP24441/1 R150
11232 37 431#@K ACRYLIC URETHAN[ liH
07664 37 _"1"3_ THXiR i " i -, ...... .....
11072 79 796401 TREADLITE GRAY BASE
** VALVOLINE. INC.




** VAN DYKE INDUSTRIES
6V39016-155-A-O0
• i_ :::_!:_ _
SUNTEC : VEPOK
03493 STANTON
Nd 088690625 (201) 685-3829
















** VAN PATTEN, LYLE. CO.
33291
17945 A-W-YK188-1 S-M-YKgtg-I,A-W-YH733-1,S_M*YH733.2 :: :
- 06769 VARNISH, MOISTURE AND FLUID RESISTANT :MXL°V-t73 C :
lO/iO19O
NO DATE
** VAN SON CORP. OF AMERICA
VAN SON ROYAL DUTCH PRT.
VAN SON HOLLAND INK CORP.
06352 ALL-PURPOSE FN. SOLUTION
- 22054 BLACK, TOUGHTEX
14762 GLOSS OVERPRINT VARNISH
14763 LIQUID COBALT DRIER
14764 QUICK
06358 RUBBERBASE PLUS COLOR OFFSET INKS
EC791 92 UNION STREET
55269 92 UNION STREET
NINEOLA NY 11501
MXNEQLA NY 11501
MSDS COMPOSITION INFORMATION IS UNCLEAR
10577. OFFSET INK OXIDIZING
V2174 / OLEO RESINOUS LITHOGRAPHIC INK VEHICLE
V2163 / PRINTING INK DRIER
VS2085 / PARTS CLEANER FOR PRINTING SURFACES
IIB OFFSET INK NON OXIDIZING
06353 RUBBERBASE PLUS OFFSET INK,BLACK'10923,12630,10850 II B. OFFSET INK NON OXXDIZING
t3156 TACK REDUCER, HYDROCARBON SOLVENT GEL












** VAN WATERS & ROGERS
OIV.UNIVAR / SEE ALSO: VI#R 08455 2600 CAMPUS DR./P.O. BOX 5932 SAN MATED CA 94403 (415) 573-8000
OIV.UNtVAR / SEE ALSO: VWR 87644 1_30 NORTON BLDG. SEATTLE WA98104-1564 (408) 435-8700
FORNERLYiNCARTHURCH_MZCAL CO. 36701 t:00 RUE MCARTHUR VALLEY FIELD,QUE.CAN
13047 BORIC ACID GRAN P1054 07124/90
20900 CALCIUM HYDROXIDE 03/02/93
20899 CHLOROTHENE SM SOLVENT 01/08/93 *
NSDS,S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS:*S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HNIS NSOS





M&MJF&CTURER : ' : "
MFGR. NOTES, FSCM, ADORES S. PHONE
TSRS ID TRADENAME
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX





• ; E T
MSDS " H R
DATE S !
07604 DURSBAN 50W
20901 FREON TNS CLEANING AGENT
15733 I_DPROPYL ALCOHOL 99.7_ ANHYI)
1 t35t LOGIC .....
20902 NEODOL 91-6
13050 NICKEL SULFATE
07605 PCO SPRAY CONCENTRATE
** VANDERBILTo R.T. COMPANY. INC
18877 THERMAX (ALL GRAOES)
20561 VANDXY 1t5
** VARIAN ASSOCIATES INC
TORR SEAL
IN612 30 WINFIELD ST





CODE: P4650/F|RE ANT BAIT













PALO ALTO CA 94303
PALO ALTO CA 94303 (4t5) 493-4000
** VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS
33333
- 03_84 DETERGENT. LIQUID. SPRAY BOTTLE
- 14870 OFFICE SUPPLIES AND/OR _R PRODUCTS
- 04059 POLYURETHANE. GLOSS BLUE 15044
- 04009 PRIMER. URETHANE. EQUAL TO DUPONT 110S
** VARZTYPER - SEE AM INTERNAT'L
ECI77
** VARLEY. dAMES, & SONS
EC845 1200 SWITZER AVENUE
06689 MIST N WIPE CLEANER DEGREASER
** VARN PRODUCTS













ECC73 406 BROblN AVE
NO OSHA-DEFINEO HAZARDS -IREPORTING PURPOSES ONLY
NIL-C-83286



















EC907 100 PARK STREET AYER MA 01432 (617) 772-6302
07220 VELLOX S-76 PRIMER 06/04/87
07219 VELLOX S-76 TOP COAT 06/04/87
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FOR 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSD5 SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
IdLtNUFACTURER INDEX P. 490
** VELSZCOL CHEMICAL CORP.
332BS 341 E- OHIO STREET
15666 BAI_EL 720 ORGANIC HERBICIDE
03141 GOLD CREST C-I00. CHLORDANE
CHICAGO IL g06t1 (312) 670-4500
..... it/iSleS
02/08/83 *




OFY40 6643 42NO TERRACE NORTH WEST PALM BEACH FL 33407 (407) 845-2425
17886 BRAKE AND PARTS CLEANER AEROSOL 23-17 06/13/90
I7887 DISC BRAKE QUIET 27-4 S 27-5C 09100/07
20903 GASKET SEALANT TYPE I & TYPE II : tot.5.t-1.5C.t-3, t-3C.I-11.2-t.5.2-t_5C._-3.2-3C. 05/01/90
I?509$ILICONE:SEALANT 7-##.270-10.273_3C.280-t0.613-1#.6_##,700-#_ NO DATE
17886 VERSACHEM CLEAR.BLUE.HIGH TEMP RED.BLACK.WHT.BRONZ 7-3C.7-10.270-10.273-3C.280-10.613-##.650-## 12/03/85
*- VERSATEC
SEE: XEROX ECL60
** VERSATEC - SEE XEROX
ECA92





28228 P. O. BOX 3
70628
:Vl CKSBURG
NTO. MON-t. MON-3, NON-tO
LOS ALAMITOS
MS 39180 (601) 636-1231
11/011B5 -
CA 90720 (714) 828-7770
*_ VESTAL LABORATORIES
DIV. CALGON CORP (FORMERLY DIV 21667 5035 MANCHESTER AVE ST LOUIS
07540 CALCLEAN. DETERGENT 4135 (4t35P2)
- 11110 NICROMET CRYSTALS PRODUCT# 4243
- 00086 STAPHENE. PHENOLIC GERMICIDE







SEE VISUALGRAPHICS CORPORATIO ECP75 5701 N.Y. 94TH AVE.
** VI-dON LABORATORIES. INC
3W474 742 WHITNEY ST
P 17595 PETROLEUII dELLY
_ VIBRA FINISH CO,_







FL 33321 (800) 996-3200
CA 94577-1118 (415) 562-0996
DLA MSDS
OH 45011 (800) 253-1941
04/08/93
01/26/93
NSDS'S NARKEO "-': SU_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.:CONTACT / NSDSfS W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA ItMIS NSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(:370)/372 CHEMICAL. "''=NODATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 491
IUI_JFACTUUR " _ ...... -. .-
MFGR. NOTES ' FSCM, _301_ESS, PHONE .... : MSDS_ ,_ H R
TSRS ZO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
*_, VICKER$ PETROLEUM :_ ..
** VICKSBURG CHEMICAL COMPANY
DIV. CEDAR CHEMICAL COMPANY
SEE ALSO: CEOAR CHEMICAL
08361 NITROGEN TETROXIOE
*= VICTOR TOOL &: SUPPLY
(213)674- 1533
** VILA. d.S.. COMPANY
*. VIMASCO CORPORATION
EC777 P.O. BOX 821003
EC778 P.O. BOX 821003
EC495 970 S. LA BREA AVE.
8R078 979 S LA BREA/BOX 1068
ECE63 ADAMS AVE & LEXPER ST.
14917 P 0 BOX 516, PLANT ROAD
14947 P.O. BOX 516, PLANT ROAD
15254 LAGGING ADHESIVE & COATING
03981 VINYL MASTICWE&THER 8ARRIER
. tI493!::iVXNYLiI!MASTZC::tfEATHERBARRZER
** VINELAND WAX SPECIALTIES
EC357
*, VlN¥_::P_AST:iCSi?tNC/I:i!/I: ' !_:ii:i!' : : i_:i! :
........ EC483 3123 S.9TH ST./P.OI BOX 451
04145 VP! #150 CONDUCTIVE EPOXY ADHESIVE,PT.A/PT.B(8253)
08318 VPI #300 COVE eASE ADHESIVE 8465
.. VIRGINIACEe"I LS Z"C' i i  4,1:3 0 WeSTND.POLK OAO
VICKSBURG
VICKSBURG
MS 39182-1003 (601) 636-1231








MC-1. WHITE/LATEX-BASED COATING (MIXTURE)
b'¢_5 ta-IZTE, LATEX-BASED COATING
SHEBOYGAN WI 53081
87698 3340 M NORFOLK ROAD
15558 CAN-O-GAS REFRIGERANT 114
15553 CAN-O-GAS REFRIGERANT 12 40-404-878
13_7 SUNZSO 4135 REFR|(_.P-ATION OIL PRODUCT #L317, L319,, L322,, L325
- ozr_2 vzeszmA m. _o OemZeASINS SOLVEm
** VIRGINIA KMP CORP.






LOC. LOC-G / DETECT SYSTEM LEAKS
PP22,PP250,PP33,PP36 / NON-HARDENING SEALING GUM
INSULATION FOR COLD OR HOT PIPES
20911 ALGAE - CIDE NO. 5 H441. H443
20909 ANTXFOAM
02623 DUAL PURPOSE VACUUM PUMP OIL
209Q6:INSULATIQN MASTIC PMZt, PMt5
20908 LOCATOR
20906 PERIktGUM COROS& SLUGS

























MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / M._OS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "@' = DLA I-B4IS MSDS
EHS/TR]: '*" -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 492
MANUFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDRES$,PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
....................................................................................... . ...........................................
17100 SUNISO REFRIGERATION OIL NO DATE
- 1T098 SUNISO REFRIGERATION OIL NO DATE
08387 SUN;SO 3GS REFRIGERATION OIL L316,L318.L321.L324 10/29/92
03788 SUNI$O 3GS REFRIGERATION OIL. 26289 CF. VIRGINIA _ OF DALLAS TX & VlTCO SONNEBORN 08/24/I)8
17097 SUNISQ 4GS REFRIGERATION OIL PROOUCT NL317. L319. L322, L325 12/29/92
20907 SUNISO 5GS REFRIGERATION OIL L315. L320, L323. L326 10/29/92
20912 THERMAL MASTIC PN21. PM25. PN50 07/11/91
20913 VASCOCEL _$IVE VAHP, VAP. VAQ. VAG t0/29/92
20'310 VIRCHEN 542 H44. H445. H446 , 07/11/91
20915 VIRGINIA COIL BRIGHTENER VCB-1. VCiI_S 10/29/92 _ *
20914 VIRGINIA NO. 10 DECREASING SOLVENT D210 10/29/92
02671 VIRGINIA REFRIGERATION OIL 150 300 L352 NDNFOANING 300 08/21/86 -
03517 VIRGINIA REFRIGERATION OIL 300 L352/L355/L358 NO DATE
17046 V_RGINIA 150 REFRIGERATION OIL PRODUCT #L35t. L354, L357 07/1t/91
ECH21 22471ASPAN STREET SUITE 102. EL TORO CA 92630 (714) 497-7448
13161VIRONOX-9 ANTIMICROBIAL LIQUID SOAP- 0258427 VNOR CATLG N0.:25017 04/01/91 -
** VISCOSITY OIL CO.
OlV, TENNECO ECF61 3200 S. ¥ESTERN AVE. CHICAGO
11820 HYOROVANE 2000 USED ON TYPE 7077




** VISTA CHEMICAL COMPANY
15428 RP-I PROPELLANT









Ecos2 P..o..ox _29 HOUSTON
ECB47 5701 N.W. 94TH AVE
26030
ANTI-STATIC CLEANER AND POLISH
DAYLIGHTER II PAPER PLATE CONDITIONER
POS COLOR DEVELOPER
POS ONE ASSORTED - DEVELOPER
POS ONE ASSORTED - FIXER
SUPER GLASS CLEANER











** VISUAL INSTRUNENTATION CORP.
DEFENSE PRODUCTS GROUP 56278 903 N VICTORY BLVD
** VtTA-ERB LTD.
ECE61 225 S. DYSART
i_ 61071 225 S. DYSART
VITAE 225 S. DYSART
11343 GRIT SOAP (PASTE) TYPE 1






























................ _ .... . ...... ---- ............ *------._-_-_.-..-_.-. ........... -- .... --- ................ .-- ........................ ----
I_0S'$ MARKED '-,: SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG_TACT / MSDS, S W/O ",' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" - DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI:'* •-PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 365(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN IIISDS SYSTEM
,
GP'23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 493
MANUFACTURER :_ ' E T
IIF_. NOTES,FSCN,ADDRESS,PItDNE : _ MSOS H R
TSRS 10 TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
22020 WATERLESS HANDCLEANER LOTION CID A-A-268
4SOO2 _595 ANGLUN DRIVE
22519 API M MEDIUM 50120
22520 API OF MEDIUM 50110
** VLS SOUTHEAST, INC.
EC740
** VOGEL PAINT & VAX CO INC
ECA97 INDUSTRIAL AIR PARK
08386 IPA. ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL M-5010





20552 METHYLENE CHLORIDEoT[CHNICAL & DECAFFEINATICHM GRAD
i15140 MURIATIC ACID. TECHNICAL GRADE
11117 PERCHLOROETHYLENE, ALL GRADES
15296 SOOIUM HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS (CAUSTIC SODA. LYE)
11119 SOLVENT 111. GENERAL PURPOSE GRADE, INDUSTRIAL GR
11118 TRICHLORO_THYLENE,:METAL DEGREASiNGGRADE
** VYN-AC, IN(:, : . .... i _ _.:i_i_ii_
INFORMATION PHONE: (800) 342-8 EC797 P.O. BOX 788/106 COLINA PLACE
06375 VYN-AC MULEHIDE. SEALER







I0 51041 (712) 737-4993
03/10/89
WICHITA KS
B I RMINGHAN AL 352530390
FORMERLY OCCIDENTAL CHEMICAL'S PERCLENE "DD"










06374 VYN-AC V-2N/2hrd,ELASTOMERIC ROOF/SIDEWALL COATING VINYL ACRYLIC AQUEOUS ELASTOMERIC/WATER REDUCIBLE 05/25/88
*_ W !# G ASPHALT COMPANY
EC297 5020 NOVA AVENUE ROCKLEOGE FL 32955 (407) 632-4340
02693 ASPHALT(ON INVENTORY ONLY WHEN NEEOED)(MFG:BELCHER WI#G IS SUPPLIER FOR FINAL PRODUCT/BELCHER RAW MATL 11/21/85
** WACKER SILICONES CORP.
: SEE STAUt;FER-WACKER SILICONES ECM64 3301 SUTTON ROAD ADRIAN Ml 49221 (517) 263-5711
** WA_KER.OHFJmZE.:
D2650 PRINZREGNTENSTRASSE 22 8000 MUNCHEN, GERMANY
12556 SILICONE FLUID AK 150 - 500,000 (MSDS DATE CUTOFF 8?/09/28 ), S 0(07138 NO DATE




ECI46 964 THIRD AVENUE NEW YORK NY 10155
NO DATE
** WAGNER ELECTRIC CORP.
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDSaS W/O "-° VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' - DLA FINIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: '-" =PRO_T CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ZN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 494
NA_,JFACTURER E T
NFGR. NOTES.FSCN.ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
WAGNER BRAKE DIV. 7L937 930 ROOSEVELT PARKWAY CHESTERFIELD NO 63017 (314) 537-8700
18721 WAGNER PREN|UNPLUS BRAKE FLUID (H-121) (210 SUPER HEAVY OU_Y) QLYCOL ETHER BLENO OIB/O0/Sl
Q= WAKO PURE CHEMICAL INDU$TRTES
19456 STARCH, SOLUBLE
_* WALCO SUPPLY COMPANY
• . WALLACE & TIERNAN
OIV. OF PENNt#ALT OF CANADA, LT ECA37 25 MAIN ST
DIV. OF PENNWALT OF CANADA. LT 12308




• 06417 POWER PLAY
• 06418 TRUE BLUE. GLASS CLEANER
ECK85 1800 BELLWOOD ROAD RICHMOND VA 23237 (800) 992-9256
o4/02/92
ECNtl 2775 WJrrZLST. UNIT 10
r .
SAN D!EQO CA 92110
SCARBOROUGH CA 49417
• * WALTRON LTD.
I0674CALCIQUEST
-= WALWORTH
** WANG LABORATORIES. INC.








71229 50 TANNERY RD./P.O. BOX 1070 WHITEHOUSE Nd
ECD60 1891 1-85 SERVICE ROAD CHARLOTTE NC 28208
STAB:BLENO LONG CHAIN PHOSPHATES/fiOT_WATERTRTNENT 12/03/86
96132 2700 MCCASTLAND AVE. EAST ST.
63686 10190 HARWIN DR. HOUSTON
95995 1200 TEXAS CENTRAL PKWY WACO
EC988








EC286 4647 W. AUGUSTA BLVD. CHICAGO
r
TL 60851 (312) 261-5200
=* WARREN ASSOCZATES
i ECN54
2101_ LEAD : : _ NO OATE -
*= WARREN CHEMICAL CO.
ECKO? HWY. 190/ P.O. BOX 545 ROBERT LA 70455 (504) 542-8985
...................... _-._._;_i_._..-._.i ...... .-..-;_.-..-_. .... . .... .-.....,-.. .......................
NSDS'S MARKED "''; 5UBNZT KSC FORM 29"393 TO ORe;CONTACT;/ NSDS*SV/O '*? YER_F|ED AVATLABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "e' " DLA HNZS NSDS
EHS/TRT: "$" :PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR355(370)/372 CHENTCAL. "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (.
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 495
._.UFACTU.Ze E T
MIFGER. NDTES,FSCM.ADORES$.PHONE NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
OWRD9 Hk/Y. 190/ P.O. BOX 545 ROBERT LA 70455 (504) 542-8985
18722 ABEE 01/03/92
18231 SEA WASH ? 12/20/91
48232 SEA-rASH tt .... i 0t/03/92
** WARREN,S.D, CO/DZV SCOTT PAPER
16727 SUBTRACTIVE SOLUTtON QS-25
83634 WESTBROOK ME 04092
NO DATE
_ WASHINGTON MILLS ELECTRO MIN.
ORLN3 20 NORTH MAIN NORTH GRAFTON MA 01536
SUBSID. WASHINGTON MILLS CO. 27715 1801 BUFFALO AVE./P.O. BOX 423 NIAGARA FALLS NY 14302
22742 BUFFING POWDERS
- 20567 SILCARIDE C-6/GREEN SILCARIDE NO. 1 RF GRAIN/ SICARIDE RA GRAINS & POWERS/SIKA/SIKA GREEN/
13809 SILICON CARBIDE POtlOER-2OB-9"82,LI-2200 (2-PT.KtT) ORBITER LEADING EDGE RCC REPAIR MATERIAL
*_ WATERBURY COMPANIES, INC.
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS DIV. OXTV1 P.O. BOX 640 INDEPENDENCE LA 70443
22246 TIME MIST AIR FRESHENER WITH O00R COUNTERACTANT 6.6 OZ. ALL FRAGRANCES, MSDS# 332501TM
22827 TIME MIST SUPER ODOR NEUTRALIZER W/ODOR COUNTERACTANT (7OZ. ), MSDS#332701
,* WATE_Y. CO. ::










SEE :ALSO: GORDON CO ECB74
17629 1800 4TH AVE
11370 AIR HORN POWER PACK MAP-1 & NH-2 05/20/88
11530 FLO DCF-I 6408,9,10 05/19/88
11366 KEN-KLEEN CATIONICS 05/19/88
11364 RUST ELIMINATOR DR-I PRO0. COOE 6404 RUST REMOVER ACIDIC 05/20/88
tt3655EARCH ALIZARINE DYE 05/20/88
11368 SILICA GEL PRO0. CODE 6425 & 26 05/20/88
11371 SILVER SOLDER FLUX (599) PROD. CODE 6444 XCEL - FLUX - SS 05/19/68
11369 SUPER POXEE CLEANER OP-2, PART OF PRO0. COOE 6405 05/20/88
11740 SUPER POXEE t DP PART OF PRO0, CODE 6405 EPOXY HARDENER (CATALYTIC AGENT) 05/20/88
11739 .SUPER POXEE 2 DP-2 PART OF PROD. CODE 6405 EPOXY RESIN 05/20/88
1t_?0 TELE- SPOUT OILER 00-1 f4ELCO OIL 3000, PROOUCT CODE: 6403 12/18/87
11738 VISOLEAK - DCV 2, 3, & 4; REFRIGER. OIL W/TRACER 6413, 14 & 15 05/20/88
11367 WS-33 (WSO) D-1, PRO(). CODE 6044 MOISTURE DISPLACER 05/19/88
HIALEAH FL 33010
*_ WATSON-STAN_RB CO
79225 PO BOX 11250 PITTSBURG PA 152382851
** MAVETEK CORPORAT]ON
DATRON DIVISION ECM21 5808 CHURCHMAN BYPASS INDIANAPOLIS IN 46203 (317) 782-4601
22100 AA LITHIUM BATTERIES NO DATE -
............................................. . .................................... . ................................................
MSOS'S MARKEO "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / III¢_DS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O" = DLA HNI_ MSOS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO OATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSD5 SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 496
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR . NOTES . FSCM, ADDRESS . PHONE tlSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S ITSRS ID TRADENAME
- 20637 LITHIUM BATTERIES NOT REQO -
t_ WAYNE CHEMICAL PROOUCTS, CO.
11699 GEAR MARKING COMPOUND
ECF31 9470 COPLAND rOETRO_T MI 4820Q (3t3) 843-2156
#39SY-201 1t/19/85
• * WAYTE. R.d.. & SONS. INC.
42203 2020 N. VINERY AVE FRESNO CA 93703 (209) 15571631





04493 WD-40 BULK LIQUID
09137 t0G1 CUDAHV PLACE/PO BOX 80GOT SAN DIEGO
: _ i i 421 t0
i




** k/EBB. CHAS.. & SONS CO., INC
ECEt2
EC525 116 CHESTNUT ST PHILADELPHIA PA
** WEBER COSTELLO
WEBERPO BOX 2_97
88984 200 ACADEMIC WAY






** WEBER MARKING SYSTEMS. INC
09112 620(0 BLACK & COLORS
o. k/EBER, HERIn. & CO.. INC.
21793 NATURAL RUBBER (ALL GRADES)
ECB96 711 W. ALGONQUIN RD ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
INK
ECN88 RED BANK
IL 60005 (312) 364-8539
os/ootss
NJ 07701 (908) 530-2100
01/08/93
** k/EDOR CHEMICAL CO INC
ECA86 601E MASH ST MILWAUKEE WI 53212
08272 PAINT REMOVER ORGANIC SOLVENT TYPE, PAINT STRIPPER FED SPEC TT-R-251J TY III PAINTABLE RETARDANT
(414) 332-1246
07/20/87
** WEDRON SILICA COMPANY
008Y9 WALNUT & JACKSON STREETS WEDRON IL 60557 (815) 433-2449
** WEEDON ENGINEERING
FAX PHONE: (904) 355-84t4 ECEt5
** WEKSLER INSTRUMENTS CORP.
64467 80 MILL ROAD/P.O. BOX 808 FREEPORT NY 11520-OBOB (516) 623-0100
......................................... .-- ..... _-_._---.-. .... ---_.-_--_---:_.._,_ ...... ... ........... _- ............
MSDS'S MARKED i,,,: SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,_ACT / IIISD_S_W/O _-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSO5 SYSTEM / 'B" - DLA FINIS MSDS
i EH_/TR;: "*" -PROOUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(3?0)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( f
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 497
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES . Fe.|CM, ADONE S S , PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S !
18723 SLOW DRY INK AQUEOUS INK / 1 008 10/03/85 $ *
• - WELCH VACUUM TECHNOLOGY
GENERAL_ XNFO: _ (708) 676+8800 ONCC5 7300 N LINOER AVE SKOKIE ;L 60077 (800) 424-9300
18762 WELCH DUOSEAL VACUUM PUMP OIL CAT. #1407K 08/29/91
19453 WELCH 8995P SERIES OIRECTORR PREMIUM VAC.PUMP OIL 01/14/91
-, WELD-AID PRODUCTS
ECN08 14650 OEOUINDRE DETROIT Ml 48212 (313) 883-6977
20593 NOZZLE KLEEN #2 007022 04/00/93 *
-- WESTATES CARBON. INC. ,
62089 2130 LEO AVE LOS ANGELES CA 900401634 (213) 722-7500
18763 GRANULAR ACTIVATED CARBON 04/07/89
• VESTERN SPECIALTY COAT INGS i _
87486 4400 EAST WASHINGTON BLVD. LOS ANGELES CA 90023 (213) 26t-3t71
- 16314 CHEM-THANE POLYURETHANE #5240 12/05/83
-, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
INSULATING MATERIALS DIV. 11927 MANOR PA 15665 (412) 864-7960
9E685
LAMP DIV. 19816
WESTINGHOUSE ELEVATOR CO. DIV. 79292 20 1#ttIPPANY RO MORRISTWON Nd 07960
MARINE DIV. 90099 401 E HENDY AVE SUNNYVALE CA 94088 (408) 735-2210
INTERGRATION & TEST DIY. 82789 7301 SYKESVILLE RO SYKESVILLE NO 21784
15256 GASKET zCEIlIENT B-6,BlO.FORMERLY #73861/TRANSFORMER GASKET CEMENT 11/26/84 •
- 14934 VARNISH; II_ULATZNE;,S_540' t (_&S SERViC_tE$ BE_[-914A) _ ' 03/00/80 ,*
11271 WENCO NF (55822AL) 02/04/88
• * WESTLAND O!L CO.
SPECIALTY OIL COMPANY EC975 P. O. 80X 8098 SHREVEPORT LA 71148
20578 ITA$CA UNIVERSAL 50:1 LUBRICATING OIL 04/22/88
20577 ITASCA 16:t TEfO-CYCLE LUBRICATING OIL 04/22/88
20576 ITASCA 32:1 TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OXL 06/19/89
• * WESTLEY. WILLIAM K.
05NB4 g545 MIDt#EST AVE. GARFIELD HTS. OH 44125 (218) 587-0011
EC985 5645 MIOIdEST AVE GARFIELD HTS. OH 44125 (218) 587-0011
05162 B LASTER PENETRATING CATALYST #16PB PENETRATING CATALYST 06/14/93 *
• * WESTVACO CUSTOM CHEMICALS
EC559 P.O. BOX 237 MULBERRY FL 33860 (813) 425-5502
• * WttEELER FERTILIZER CO.
ECF86
11306 FERTILIZER. UNSPECIFIED MSDS'S FOR COMPONENTS SEVERAL
• * WttlTAKER OIL COMPANY
MFJDS°$ MARKEO "-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_S'S 1#/0 '-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HNIS MSDS




KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 498
MANUFACTURER E T
IJFGR. NOTES,FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS [0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S 1
EC175 1557 MARIETTA ROAD. NW ATLANTA GA 30377 (404) 355-8220
02277 NEW U48 BLEND ACRYLIC LACQUER THINNER NO DATE
** t_IITAKER SOLVENTS & CHEMICALS
EC171 403 MAGUIRE RD..EXT.PO BOX 86 OCOEE
EC069 280 ENTERPRISE STREET OCOEE
FL 32761
FL 34761
• m WHITE ÷ BAGLEY CO
W+B / SEE ALSO DRYDEN OIL CO. ECDTO
*- WHITE WILFRED 0 AND SONS INC.
89998 NEW YORK NY
-* WHZTEWORTH INC.
• 58615 14527 SOUTH SAN PEDRO ST
, 1POOO _
16184 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL ANHYDROUS
• * WHITLAM. d.C.. MANUFACTURING
53777 200 WEST WALNUT ST
22720 CLEAR CLEANER
18764 PVC CLEAR REGULAR BODIED CEMENT
18765 SELECT-UNYTE
WADSWORTH








** WHITMIRE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
EC223 3568 TREE COURT IND. BLVD. ST. LOUIS 140 63122 (314) 225-5371
03122 PT 550 RESMAETHRZN, INSECTICIDE :,_: 05/13/86 - -
20379 WH]TM|RE AVERT PRESCRIPTION TREATMENT 300 CRACK AND CREV|CE BAIT 09/05/91
03182 MHZTMIRE PT 110 P/N 19-0113 05/03/90
03181WHITMIRE PT 150 NATURAL ORGANIC INSECTICIDE NO DATE
03121WHITMIRE PT 230 TRI-DIE 05/14/86
03124 WHITM]RE PT 240 PERMA-DUST 05/07/86
11341WHITMIRE PT 250 P/N 19-0251 045/10/88
02311 kfl-IITMIRE PT 250 BAYGON 05/07/86
03123 WHITMIRE PT 260 DIAZINON 05/06/86
02312 WHITMIRE PT 270 P/N 19-O271 O9/11/91
11342 WHITMIRE PT 3 INSTANT SOAP N WATER 19-0<_3-8 O1/14/92
03125 _R-IITNIRE PT 3-6-10 AERO-CIDE 19-3611 05/03/90
15681 k_tXTMXRE PT 5t5 WASP-FREEZE HORNET KILLER 06/23/92 *
02313 WHITMIRE PT 565 PYRETHRUM 12/03/66
** WHITMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
62036 930 WHITMORE DRIVE ROCKWALL
02540 MECi-bkNICS THREAD LOOSEMER/AEROSOL PENETRATING OXL
TX 75087-0930 (214) 722-2202
11/18/85
** M4]TNEY d C AND CO.
9G645 1917 S ARCHER AVE CHICAGO 1L 606161618
** WHITTAKER-YARDNEY -SEE YARDNEY
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'O' - DLA HMIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CC,NTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( (, (,,
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 499
MANUFACTURER E •
I_FGR. NOTES.FSCN,ADDRESS,PHONE MSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
OIV. WHITTAKER TECHNICAL PRODU ECH83 82 MECHANIC STREET PAWOATUCK CT 06379? (203) 599-t100
** tfHITTAKER, N.A. BIDPRODUCTS
SEE ALSO BIO_ITAKER/BIOTECH ECD?6 8LDG. tOOBIGGS FORD ROAD WALKERSVILLE MO 21793 (301) 896-7025
18030 CRYOPROTECTIVE MEDIA #12-132 04/30/90
10875 FETAL BOVINE SERUM #14-501 10/00/84
18029 HEPES BUFFER SOLUTION (1 MOLAR) #17-737 04/30/90




SOUTH PLAINFIELD Nd 07080 (201) 561-6100
12/02/85
• * WILCOX ELECTRIC INC
• * VILHOLD GLUES. INC.
15195 GLU'BONO








*- WILLIAMS WELDING SUPPLY
t991: BOUGHT BY BITEC SOUTHEAS IG445 3100 SILVER STAR RD
'SEE ALSO LINOE ECL62
- 14883 ACETYLENE (MFGR: LINDE)
- 14882 ARGON-HELIUM MIXTURE (MFGR: LINDE)
- 00231 ARGON. SHIELDING GAS (NFGR: LINOE)
- 14880NITROGEN (NFGR: LINDE)
- t4Ut OXV_N (m'GR_LINOE)






** WILLIAMS, BC, INDUSTRIES.
- 22826 HDS-W
INC.
EC022 6000 DENTON DRIVE DALLAS TX 75235 (214) 352-4255
FOR SOLN.FOR CLEANING OUICK-N-CRISPY COOKER/FRYER 01/05/90
*- _INCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.
28003 491 W. MAIN ST AVON MA 023221119 (508) 580-1108
** WINDSOR INDUSTRIES INC.
ECE81 1351 W. STANFORD AVE
66787 1351 STANDFORD AVE
11442 DRI-NATIC CARPET CLEANING _OUND
18724 ROBOCHEM 1




** WINFIELD BROOKS COMPANY. INC.
EC484 CDNN AT F01#LE STREET t_)BURN
01824 ALUM TAP (BULK) CUTTING FLUID / OO2-B
04146 TAPFREE (BULK) 003-B





=* WINSLOW SCALE CO.
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VTA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA I-BIIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 500
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADOitESS.PHONE II_OS H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
54630 25TH & HAWTHORNE TERRE HAUTE IN 47805 (812) 466-5265
** WINSTON CHEMICAL, INC.
INFO: (918) 366,6363 ECKt8 PO BOX 636
18744 CLEANING COMPOUNO, SEPTIC TANK A-A-11
BIXBY OK 74008 (800) 33t-9099
BACTERIA & ENZYMES 01/17/92
** WINTHROP LABS - SEE STERLING
ECH75
e* WINTON PROOUCTS CO, INC.
23316 BOX 36332
08434 C PRESSURE TESTING CONCENTRATE
- 05292 SHERLOCK GAS & AIR LEAK DETECTOR
O0700SHERLQCK LEAK DETECTOR - TYPE 1
- 16246 SHERLOCK LEAK TEST CGIIIPOUND TYPE 1
16247 SHERLOCK, TYPE Z
CHARLOTTE
FOAMING AGENT










52805 2000 NATIONAL AVE. HAYWARD
- 13614 CORRECTETTE CORRECTION FLUID CORRECTETTE OPA / LMSC MSOS
CA 94545
NO DATE











GOLDEN BEAR OIL DIV.
WITCO ALLIED-KELITE DIV.
ARGUS DIV.
17006 BLANDOL WHITE MINERAL OIL, USP
10996 CRF
17113 G8 60M TYPE II
17066 GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE
20569 HI-POINT 90






ECM13 PO BOX 198/2977 HWY 60
400, 402
JACKSON w; 53037 (800) 558-6614
02/08/91
02137
07750 t01:00 SANTA NDNICA _BLVD LOS ANGELS
7A506 PETROLIA





1F469 P O BOX 5446 OILOALE
WITCO 900 WILMINGTON ROAD NEW CASTLE
89138 1250 N MAIN ST LOS ANGELES
2M865 P.O. BOX t439. HWY 59 & BUSSEY MARSHALL
4841A / INSULATING OIL, ELECTRICAL
260 0104
2600105
COPIED FROM DOO/HNIS MICROFICHE
CHROMATE CONVERSION COATING























"SDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / _S'S "/0 ';;-;E_I;;;IE;-_;,_ILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / 'IP" _' DLA HIMiS IltSDS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
( ( (,
( (i /
• 11948 LUBRICATING ENGINE OIL
- 09111 lilAC DRAW 309
14667 QUICKSET SUPER
18103 REFRIGERATION OIL SUNISO 3GS
03318 SC 845 3213
00059 WHITE PROTOPET 1S, PETROLATUM USP
17531 WINSOR LUBE L-245-X
• * WITE-OUT PROOUCTS, INC.
GP23-1 NATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 501
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES,FSCN,ADDRESS,PI_ NSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
MIL-L-21260C. LUBE OIL OLA MSDS
WATER EXTENDIBLE SOAP 07/12/93
260 0124 10/30/91 •
05/O8/84 - -
MIL-L-O2104D / OIL. OE/HDO-30 07/01/86
09/00/85
89021 11/01/90
54886 t0114 BACON OR. BELTSVILLE ND 20705 (8(30) 424-9300
ECP39 145 SOUTHCHASE BLVO. FOUNTAIN INN SC 29644 (203) 783-2103
00022 OPAQUE/PERMANENT BY WITE-OUT CORRECTION FLUID / WO-1P 01/01/86
22617 WITE-OUT FOR EVERYTHING CORRECTION FLUIDS (QUICK DRY, EXTRA COVERAGE, SUPER SMOOTH) & MULTIP 12/22/93 -
20=375 WITE-OUT FORMULA 109 CORRECTION FLUID 02/09/93
20574 WlTE-OUT OPAQUE/PERMANENT CORRECTION FLUID 02/09/93
00019 WO-lOg SOLVENT TYPERWRITER CORRECTION DLA MSDS -
=* WOLF'S HEAD OIL REFINING CORP.
DIV. OF PENNZOIL PRODUCTS CO. 95358 410 GATEWAY CENTER
DIV. OF PENNZOIL PRODUCTS CO. ECL97 PO BOX 808
20463 WOLF'S HEAD HDX ALL PURPOSE GEAR LUBE - 80_-90 0(02(50
- 17115 70_SNULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT (NFGR:PENNZOIL)
8U447 10760 BURBANK BLVD.




• - WOOD. OOHN, CO.
PENBERTHY DIV.
EC352 P.O. BOX 4319
** t_DODBURY CHEMICAL
03168 DIAZINON AG 500
03170 DIAZINDN 4E
- 03166 DURSBAN 0.5% GRANULAR
03169 DURSBAN 4"E INSECTICIDE
- 03167 NETHYLCARB 1.5 EC
05584 SEVIN 5 OUST
• * WOODMONT PRODUCTS/EMHART GROUP
17377 CHEM-CALK 1200
PITTSBURGH PA 15222 (814) 677-6190
OIL CITY PA 163010808 (713) 236-6070
05/21/93
03/00/83
HOLLYWOOD CA 916012516 (213) 844-5518
ORLANDO FL (BOO) 432-t170
ST. CATHARINES ONT
PRINCETON FL 33032
SEVIN IS UNION CARBIDE'S CARBARYL/MSDS 10-1-80
08030 COUNTY LINE & NEW ROADS HUNTINGDON VALLEY
SILICONE SEALANT
*$ WOODSTREAM
ECQ12 69N. LOCUST ST.







** WOOLSEY MARINE/OIV.NETROPOL CO
PA 19006 (215) 357-0755
NO DATE
LITTZ PA 17543 (717) 626-2125
08/04/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CQNTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '_' = OLA HMXS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '-" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 4OCFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUaSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 502
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM,ADDRESS.PItONE MSDS H R
COMMENTS DATE S ITSRS IO TRADENAME
...................................................................................................................................
88194 183 LORRAINE ST. BROOKLYN NY 11231
16337 EPOXY COATING CLEAR GLOSS MIL-C-22750/NPN 4821 0t/01/84 "
• * WOOSTER PRODUCTS INC.
20275 WP-70 PART A&B - BLACK
-* WORD TECHNOLOGY
ECL53 IOCO SPRUCE ST
ECE77
WOOSTER OH 44691 (216) 264-2844
03/27/91
,- WORKMAN ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
13664 75 PACKINGHOUSE RD/POBOX 3828 SARASOTA
02333 FREEZ-IT MODEL NO'S 36-027, 36-028
- 07087 ULTRA V1 SSIH CONTACT CLEANER 36-053
C,0148 WISSH #36-037 & m36-0,38 CLEANER 8 LUBRICANT






-* WRIGHT CHEMICAL CORP.
• 03335 SULFURIC ACID
-- WURTH U.S.A., INC.
21856 BODY SEAL SPRAY - GREY
20349 SKS BLK, GRY, IVORY
5U648 ACME STATION











*- WYANDOTTE - SEE BASF
EC307
** WYANDOTTE PAINT
SEE AKZO COATINGS INC. ECJTO
SEE AKZO ECJ85
*- WYETH-AYERST LABORATORIES
SEE AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS COR ECL52






15121 115t W 5TH AZUSA CA 917023314
10/14/92
11/07/88
*, X-ERGON DIV. OF NCH CORP
SEE ALSO: CERTIFIED LABS DIV.
20464 INSTANT ADHESIVE
ECL96 BOX 152170 IRVING TX 75015 (2t4) 438-138t
03/01/91
** X-PANDO PRODUCTS COMPANY
................................................. .--- ..... ,-_-- ........................................................ ......
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' " DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'*NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE tN N_S SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 503
MANUFACTURER
E T
I_GR. NOTES,FSCIlI,ADDRESS_PlqONE MSOS H R
TSRS I0 TRADENAME COMMENTS
............................ DATE S I








10150 BZNDER TAPE, 8R2928
ECQ32 BOC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
26921 P.O. BOX 1540






































CE-CYAN TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE300O INTENSZFIER
CE-CYAN TONER PREMIX
CE-MAGENTA TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 INTENSIF
CE-MAGENTA TONER PREMIX
CE-PROCES$ BLACK TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE30(O
CE-PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE V80 TONER PREMIX...
CE-YELLOW TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 INTENSIFI
CE-YELLOW TONER PREMIX
OEVELOPER INDIRECT








ECP - CYAN TONER C_ENTRATE
ECP - CYAN TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - CYAN TONER PREMIX
ECP - CYAN TONER PREMIX
ECP - MAGENTA TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - MAGENTA TONER CONCEfiffRATE
EC_P - MAGENTA TONER PREMIX
ECP - MAGENTA TONER PREMIX
ECP - PROCESS BLACK TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - PROCESS BLACK TONER PREMIX
ECP - PROCESS BLACK TONER PREMIX
ECP - YELLOW TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - YELLOW TONgER CONCENTRATE
ECP - YELLOW TONER PREMIX
i _
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32899
ROCHESTER NY 14611





SANTA CLARA CA 95051
BR90273. 8R29460 43630 ,
PART #7004 / MSDS A-2063
4824-I-1.4824-32-6,4864-I-1.4864-16-6,4864-32.4884
PART #7003 / MSDS A-2062
4823-1,-32,4863-1,-16,-32,4883-16-6
PART #7001 / MSDS A-2061
P415 4105-2 4105-16-6 (MANY PN#'S, MSOS A-2011)



















































08333 ECP - YELLOW TONER PREMIX 4812-32,4812-2.4812-32-6.4812-1-1 09/16/87
08358 ECP PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE VSO TONER CONCENTRAT P420 P425 P107-20-6 4107-2-3 (MSDS A-2017) 02/08/93
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORK 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "@' = OLA HMIS MSO
EHSITRI: '-' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ZN I4_DS SYSTEM S
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 504
MANUFACTURER E T
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.AODRESS.PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
08347 ELECTROGRAPHIC PAPER 4008-F,4008-R,4011-F,(MANY 4XXX-X PN#'S. SEE MSDS) 02/18/88
















































FILM REMOVER, THERMAL HEAD CLEANER, I/2" TAPE DRIVE
FUSER AGENT






LPS 12 TONER. (SEE MSDS FOR MANY PART & MODEL #'S)
MAGNETIC DRY IMAGER/4045 DRY INK/XPIO/XPIOE TONER
MATTE - BACK POLYESTER FILM. CLEAR POLYESTER FILM
8R26.8R27.43P45.8RI60.SRI61.8R3520.8R3801.8R3811.
611882.8Rt288.SR2955.8RDOt63.8R2944.SR2945




SEE MSDS FOR PART #'S.8RI##.8R####... MSDS G-45t2
DIST:WANG LAB PN 725-2678
PART #6R59/6R130/6R139/6R408/6R506... MSDS A-OOO9A
4511-_.4522-C(MANY 4XXX-X & 5XXX-X PN#'S SEE MSDS)
SILICONE FUSER OIL
SZLICONIE FUSER OIL. FUSER LUBRICANT PT# 8R79.BRII1.8R983.8R2404,93EOO81. IN 94K231







SPECTRUM BLACK TONER PREMIX
SPECTRUM CYAN TONER PREMIX
SPECTRUM MAGENTA TONER PREMIX
SPECTRUM YELLOW TONER PREMIX










TYPE H. TYPE V80 TONER (PREMIX)
TYPE H, TYPE V80, TONER (CONCENTRATE)
TYPE M. TYPE S TONER (CONCENTRATE)
TYPE M. TYPE S TONER (PREMIX)
VELLUM PAPER














































































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S WtO '-' VERIFIED _i............AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / 'P' = DLA HNIS N_DS
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 505
MFGR. NDTES,FSCM,ADD_ESS,PHONE E T
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS NSOS H R
................. ..................... DATE S I
.............................................................................................
08859 1075/1090/4050/4090/4650 DEVELOPER 5R300,5R302;FX:5R306,5R307;XCI:SR510,SR530 04/04/89
08869 107§/1090/4050/4090/4650 DRY INK, 1075/1090 TONER 6R58,6R301;RX:BR303,6R308,6R501,6R524 (XCI) 04/04/89
10149 1075, t085,4050,5018,5028,5046/5090 PHOTORECEPTOR tR301,1R302,1R85,tRBB,1R91,CONTAINED IN 13RT,t3R9 07/20/88 *
04182 20_0/2300/2350/2600/2TOO/LOC/3103/3107 DEVELOPER
04183 2020/2300/2350/2600/3100/3107 MAGNETIC TONER
16766 2080/4000/4500 DEVELOPER
03219 2080/4000/4500/7080 DRY IMAGER
16752 2400/3600/?000 CFP DUPLICATOR 840 EPS TONER
16754 2400/3600/7000/CFP/840 EPS DEVELOPER
18735 2510/2511/2515/2515 60/2520/3050 EO DRY INK PLUS
08153 2510/2511/2515/251560/2520/2520E0 BLACK DEVELOPER
17969 2510/2511/2515/2515E0/2520/2520E0/3050/3050E0...
11496 2700/3700/8040 EP/XPI2/XP12E/XP24 DRY IMAGER
06744 2700/3TOO/8040/XP12E TONER
06347 2700/3700/8040/XPI2E/XP12/XP24 EP SERIES DEVELOPER
18031 30t0/4030/40301II/4197 NICR PRINT CARTRIDGE
18032 3010/4030/4030 II/4197 MICR TONER/DEVELOPER CARTR.
08324 3080 DEVELOPER
08356 3080 DRY IMAGER
10676 3300/4045/XP10 DEVELOPER
10675 33(X)/4045/Xprto MAGNETIC DEVELOPER
076083300/80400EVELOPER


























3600 TONER - 2400/3600/7000/CFP/DUPLICATOR/840 EPS
4000/4500/2080/7080/CFR TONER (DRY IMAGER)
4018/4036/8840/8845 8LACK TONER CARTRIDGE
50t8/5028 FUSER WEB ASSEMBLY(WITH LUBRICATING OIL)




5080/8200/8700/8790/9200/9210... DRY INK , 7080/7085
5090 DEVELOPER




6500 CYAN TONER (ORY IMAGER)
6500 I_tGENTA DEVELOPER
6500 MAGENTA TONER
6500 YELLOW TONER (DRY IMAGER)
660 DEVELOPER
660/740 TONER (DRY IMAGER)
7080/7085/8200/8700/8700 MOOELV/8790/8790 MODEL V
720/813/914/970/1000/1824 / 1860/LDX TONER
8200/8700/9200/9210/9400/9500/9700/9900 DEVELOPER
















































































16784 970 MPS/12o0 DEVLEOPER PART NO. 5R87
................................. 01/19/89
..................................................................................................
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'o' = DLA FINIS NSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 506
** XONTAL
** XTTRIUN LABORATORIES. INC.
05433 EXIDINE
*- XYMAX COATINGS INC
22053 TTS 190F SANDING/SEALER
** YARDNEY TECHNICAL PRODUCTS,INC
YARONEY ELECTRIC
ECHSO
18736 t_r OaDRY $ILVER_ZINCBATTERY .
** YORK ENGINEERING COMPANY
ECB97 211 SPANGLER AVE
09128 YORK 106 SPAT-R-PRUF COMPOUND
_* YORK OIL/DIV.BORG-WARNER
66935 200 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
REPLACED BY, YORK INTERNATIONA 83036 631 S RICHLAND AVE
** YUASA BATTERY AMERICA INC
77280 9728 ALBUR'[IS AVE.
** YUASA INTERNATIONAL INC.
3S692
EC966 20701 VEST LIBERTY ROAD
EC667 415 W. PERSHING ROAD
HAND CLEANSER
EC019 2091 N.E. 29TH STREET












ND 21161 (301) 387-5927




CT 06379 (203) 599-1100
O7128192
IL 60126 (312) 833-5000
NO DATE
IL 60604 (312) 322-8500
PA 17403
CA 904570 (213) 949-4266
TX
** YUASA-EXIDE INC.
SEE ALSO EXIDE CORPORATION
17792 LEAD-ACID BATTERY
ECL61 645 PENN STREET/PO BOX 14145 REAO]NGI :
ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY_
PA 196124145 (800) 424-9300
04/0t/93 *
** Z.R.C. CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
EC190
10121XXX THINNER
22667 Z.R.C. COLD GALVANIZING CQMPOUNO




ZZNC RICH METAL PR[MER (AEROSOL)
** ZAGNER PRODUCTS







EC088 698 ECHO ST. NV ATLANTA GA 30318 (404) 873-2531
e 15508 ENAMEL GRAY 16187 DLA MSDS -
0 16341 ENAMEL, FLOOR & DECK, GRAY 16187 DLA MSDS -
ZEHR'.. COR ORATt ............ ........................ ....
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ] MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HNIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 507
. - _ _ii?:iZi_i:_ _ " .iii i : ":
.*NGeACTUmEe e T
.F_ NOTeS,FSC.,*m)meSS,m_ONe : .SOS H •
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
ZEHRUNG CHEMICAL CORP. 28781 16416 S.S. 72ND AVE. PORTLAND OR 97224 (503) 684-3136
17926 ADO-X MILOEk/CIDE 05/08/86
$* ZEKSAIR DRIER GQRPORAT_ON !-
17858 MALVERN INDUSTRIAL PARK MALVERN PA 19355 (215) 647-1600
** ZEOCHEM
20560 INDICATING SILICA GEL - BLUEGEL
21874 INDICATING SILICA GEL-BLUEG1EL
17400 MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 4Ao ZEOLITE
20559 Z3-OI.02.03,04;Z4-_l.02;Z5-_I,02.04;ZlO-01;...
** ZEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3U848 13t4 S.12TH ST./P.O. BOX 35940 LOUISVILLE KY 40232
SYNTHETIC INOICATING BLUE S1LICA GEL
27674 P,O. BOX 2015
15468 BIG dOHNCHEM[CAL TOILET OEOOORANT:
17696 SUPER C RINSE WAX
09129 ZEP AIRCRAFT CLEANER
18737 ZEP BIG JOHN II
22332 ZEP DYNA 143
14628 ZEP FORMULA 50






SEE INSULATING COATINGS CORPOR ECJt9
MOLECULAR SIEVE 31-ZS.3A-Z8-O2.4A-ZS.SA-Z8,13X-Z8
ATLANTA
0400 / CAR WASH - RINSE WAX
GA 30301
1795
0366 / PARTS CLEANER
0859
1787 / PORTABLE TOILET DEODORANT
0567


















-, ZIMMERMAN, E.E., _ANY
22385 E-Z PAINT THINNER
ECPO4 P.O. BOX 111254 PITTSBURGH PA 15238 (412) 963-0949
08/26/92
** ZIPATONE INC.
15365 ZZPATONE CLASS CLEANER
** ZIPPERTUaZNG CO
20267 ZTN SEALER
98493 150 FENCL LANE
07240 1300 S. BROADWAY
HILLSIDE IL 60162 (312) 449-5500
11/23/83
LOS ANGELES CA 90061
NO DATE
** ZIRCAR PROOUCTS, INC.
OLYW3 110 NORTH MAIN STREET FLORIDA NY 10921




6PO98 12200 DENTON DR. DALLAS TX 75234 (214) 243-2321
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'P" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-! MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 _ MANUFACTURER INDEX p. 508
E T
MANUFACTURER MSOS H R
MFGR. NOTES.FSCM.ADDI_ESS,PHONE
TSRS 10 TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
03126 ALTOSID BRIQUETS INSECT GROWTH REGULATOR/NOSOUITO LARVICIOE NO DATE
15668 DICHLORVOS INSECT STRIPS RF-8 & RF-40
O_IgOGEINICDR CRACK AND CREVICE AEROSOL
O(}_93GEMCDR FI)i_R
06192 GENCOR PLUS CRACK & CREVICE AEROSOL
03129 GENCDR 5E CRACK & CREVICE COCKROACH GROWTH REGUL.
15682 GOLDEN NALRIN FLY BAIT
05578 PHARORID INSECTICIDE "
- 03128 PYRETHRINS ULV. FOGGINGCONCENTRATE
15678 SAFROT|N EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE INSECTICIDE
03540 STARBAR IMPROVED GOLDEN MALRIN FLY BAIT
06923 STRIKE INSECT STRIP
06191ZOECON GENCOR PLUS FOGGER
06194 ZOECON GENCOR 9_ ENULSZF;ABLE CONCENTRATE
03127 ZOECONIPRECOR IGR _ENTRA;E
lO56s zoeco. RF-2g2 SRZ._eT-ALTpSXOXR
** ZURN INDUSTRIES, INC.
GENERAL AIR OIV. ECM14 901 WEST 12TH ST.
20584 SUPER BEAD DESICCANT, NITRATE OF SODA
** ZYNULYTE PRODUCTS
EC729 2320 E. DOMINGUEZ ST.
12223 FABSPRAY VINYL. AEROSOL SPRAY PAINTS
08117183
RF NO.: 226 12/00/86
RF NO.: 204 12/00/86
RF NO.: 298A 09/00/87
RF NO.2Og/GENCOR FOGGER COCKROACH GROWTH REGULATOR 12/00/86
11115183
PHARAOH ANT CONTROL 12100185
05/22/86
os/oD/86
RF NO.: 128 12/00/86
8E/4OE 12/00/86
RF NO.: 287 03/00/87
RF NO.: 259 03/00/88
GROWTH REGULATOR _ NO DATE
lllOO/em




CA 90749-6244 (213) 513-O700
09/28/89
** 3M
CUSTOMER SERVICE (FOR MSOS'S):
MZCROFTLM PROOUCTS DZV.
3M CENTER
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES DIV.
ADHESIVES, COATINGS, & SEALANT






ADHESIVES. COATINGS, & SEALANT
INDUSTRIAL MINERAL PRODUCTS DI




DATA RECORDING pRODUCTS D!V.































































NN 55144-1OOO (612) 733-1677
MN 55144 (612) 733-t110
NN 55144-10OO (612) 733-1t10
MN 55144-10OO (612) 733-1110
MN 55144-1OOO (612) 733-1110
)IN 55144-t000 (612) 733-1110
MN 55144-1OOO (612) 733-1110
MN 55144-t0OO (6t2) 733-1110
























PRINTING & PUBLISHING DIV. 28174 3M CENTER ST. PAUL NN 55144 (612) 733-1110
INDUSTRIAL ELEC. PRODUCTS DIV. 20999 3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN 551441000 (612) 733-t110
.............................. _ ........................... -,.._._ -----_---,,---,T-'_ ...................................... --..
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S V/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HNIS MSOS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN NSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 509
___t ' ! E T
ii ; I_Gtl. NOTE$_FSCN,J_DI)RE_,I_ i _ NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENANE COMMENTS DATE S I
INOUSTRIAL TAPE DIV.
II_TRIAL COATED ABRASIVES DI















DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS INC. SUBSID
EOTEC (FIBER OPTIC PRODUCTS)
HEALTH CARE LTD.






























AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIV. OKHE3 3NCENTER
INDUSTRIAL TAPE AND SPECIALTIE 52152 3M CENTER
IN(_JSTRIAL SPECXALTXESlDXV, _ ECK_ _CENTER
ENERGY CONTROL PRODUCT PROdECT ECKIO 3M CENTER
ENGINEERING DOCUMENT SYSTEMS D 1BY21 3M CENTER
CERAMIC MATERIALS DEPT. OPWLO 3M CENTER
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING PROD'S,FORN 41/902 3N CENTER
















































- 22234 CATERPILLAR HI TEMP MANIFOLD SEALANT. CAT.NO.2P233 62-1137-5503-7 *
11067 CD-4 DEVELOPER 78-9020-IO48-3 *
06745 DIAPHRAGM SOLVENT AND THINNER *
06746 DIAI_HRAGM SOLVENT AND THINNER *
22676 DISKETTE HEAD CLEANING KITS (FLUID AND PACKETS) 84-9801-:6958-?/6959-7/6960-5/6961-3/6962-1/6963-9 01/14/93
07253 DYNAMARK BRAND 3900 PROTECTIVE COATING. AEROSOL 75-3455-1005-3.75-3464-5721-3 01/28/87 *
08875 DYNAMARK BRAND 3930 PROTECTIVE COATING. AEROSOL 75-3455-1(_-1 11/(_5/85 -
...................................................................................................................................
NFJDS'S MARKED e_,: SUBMIT KSC FORN 29-393 TO ORG.CQNTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HllIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: '*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
(_HST DIV. 7V400 3t4 CENTER
16024 ACRYLIC GLAZING PUTTY 12/00/80 •
0 17290 ADHESIVE DLA MSDS
0 17289 ADHESIVE OLA MSDS
• 17291 ADHESIVE DLA MSOS -
O 17297 ADHESIVE DLA MSDS -
0 17302 ADHESIVE 6094 DLA MSOS -
11155 AMI_IA ABSORBER PACK 09/02/92
22807 AMMONIA CYLINDER FOR DUPLIPRINTER 09/02/92
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 510
MANUFACTURER E T
MFCJ_. NDTES,FSCM,ADDRESS.PHONE NSDS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I




06874 DYNANARK BRAND 8022 DEVELOPER 7§-3455°7393-7 06/25/91
13308 DYNAMARK BRAND 8t22 DEVELOPER '_ 75-3495-2231-3. 75-3465-2232-t 05/16/9t
05509 DYI_ B I_ 1_ DEVELOPER, 75-3454-3845-3 ALSO 75-3455-68_-5,75-3464"5723-9,75-3464-8331-00e/O3/g3
07262 EC-2216-B (TRANSLUCENT) 62°3508-8501-8 06/12/86
18329 EC-776 62-0776-0601-0.-2601-8.-5540-5.-6540-4.-8540-2 01/01/90 *
01021 EC-776-SR (SCOTCH-CLAD FUEL RESISTANT COATING) MIL-S-4383B/62-1541-6504-7.-6540-1.8540-9,9504-4., 01/01/90 *
08902 FASTB(_NO CONTACT ADHESIVE 10 NEUTRAL/BRUSHABLE 06/30/89 -
1_347 FASTBOND4323COI_TRUCTlOI¢ MASTIC 62-4323-5230-0.-6530-0.-6330-7,-9530-9.-7530-1 0_/10/90
15507 FC-326 SCOTCH_RD BRAND FABRIC PROTECTOR 98-0211-0617-8 05/18/89 *
00333 FC-40 FLUORINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 98-0204-0903-7 08/31/92
14862 FC-72 FLUORINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 98-0211-0216-9/0217-7/0267-2/1795-1/4860-0/ .... 04/29/92
18346 FC-721FLUORAD BRAND FLUOROCHEMICAL COATING 98o0211-0116-1,-0269-8 07/24/90 *
18348 FC-722 FLUORAD BRAND FLUOROC_tEMICAL COATING 98-021t-5542-3,'5543-1 06/_9/92
09295 FC-723 FLUORAD BRAND SURFACE MODIFIER MBO 125-285 / 98-02t1-039cJ_3,-0400-9,-t124-4 07/07/92 *
18347 FC-724FLUORADBRAND SURFACE MOOIFIER 98-021t-5654-6,98-02tl-5655-3 tl/23/52
15572 FC-75 FLUORINERT 8RANO ELECTRONIC LIQUID 98-0204-0303-0,-0304-8.-0211-3905-4.-3996-3.°3997 - 04/12/89
15573 FC-77 FLOURINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 07/13/89
14861 FC-78 FLUORINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 3M SAYS PRODUCT IS OBSOLETE 09/00/78
06879 FIRE BARRiER PUTTY 303 NO DATE -
15526 FOAM LIQUID FIRE EXTINGUISHING DLA MSDS
15527 FOAM LIQUID FIRE EXTINGUISHING DLA MSD$ - -
03313 GREASE. KEL-F #90 PRODUCT HAS NOT BEEN MADE SINCE 1970. ACC.TO MFGR. DLA MSDS -
16575 GREENLITE BRAND MARK II STRIPPING POWDER - WH.2140 75-0299-0322-8 10/00/82
16574 GREENLITE BRAND STRIPPING POWDER - WHITE 2110 75-1521-1001-3 06/00/82 .
16_73 GREENLITE BRAND STRIPPING POWDER - WHITE 2120 75,1521-1302-5 05./00/82 *
15209 dET-MELT BRAND ADHESIVE 3762 62-3?62 SERIES. VARIOUS NUMBERS 10/03/85
07170 K AND B VAULT ANDRISER CABLE LUBRICANT 78-8011-2922-8 03./14/88
08981KF-800 KEL-F BRAND 800 RESIN 98-0210-1001-6 (SLB UNIT) 11/00/80
00704 KIT 82-A1 (SCOTCIqCAST 4) 00-54007-25024-1 04/25/89
07939 LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE 77-9800-7203-5 09/00/82 -
11813 LUBRICATING OIL Sd-27 78-B051-5484,2 / 05-037 09/01/92
18352 NEXTEL BRAND BELVET COATING #401-C-t0 COMPONENT II / BLACK NO DATE *
18351NEXTEL BRAND 8ELVET COATING #401-C-10 COMPONENT I / BLACK NO DATE *
18354 NEXTEL CHOPPED FIBERS 98-0400-0149-1.015X-X,0577-3 06/25/91
13747 NEXTEL SERVED ROVING 98-0400-0030-3,98-0400-0031-1.98-0400-0220-0 02/08/90
13053 NEXTEL SEWING THREAD 98-0400-0090-7.-0091-5,-0184-8.-0438-8 06/25/91
0_287 NEXTEL 312 CERAMIC FIBER(HEXCEL) W/170 SIZING(3M) MBO t35-065 TY IV,CL. I 11/30/85
18353 NEXTEL 440 CERAMIC FIBER WITH 170 TYPE SIZING 98-0400-XXXX-X 01/03/90
17255 PAINT._,SCREEN PROCESS DLA MSDS -
00991 PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR DLA MSDS
00652 PHOTOSENSITIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPER DLA MSDS -
08042 PLATE TUSCHE 77-9800-7204-3 06/00/80 -
21739 POWERSORB BRAND GENERAL PURPOSE OIL SORBENT 70-0701-3238-9770-0702-213#°#,-2140-6,-2267-7.-239 {)8/30/91
20679 POWERSORB 8RANO HI(El PERFORMANCE OIL SORBENT 08/30/91 -




- 05238 PRODUCTS W/SILICON CARBIDE MINERAL (BRUSHLON 4##x) P-P-IO1/ABRASIVE PAPER, SILICON CARBIDE WATERPROOF
16021 PRONTO BRAND CA SURFACE ACTIVATOR 62o3821-7530-5
09201 PRONTO CA-5 INSTANT ADHESIVE 10-2986-7
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KS(: FORM 29-393 TO ORB,CONTACT / MSDS*S W/O '-* VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HNIS 14_S
EHS/TRI: "*' =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINOEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P. 511
MANUFACTURER E T
ilFGR. NOTES. FSCM. ADDRESS ,JXHONE M505 H R
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
17965 QUANTIMATIC CARRIER TYPE 749 IRON POWDER 03/00/84
0_765 R PROCESS GUM 77-9800-9948-3.-9949-1.ggsO-9;XP-1414-3080-9.-3081 10/10/88
18335 SAFETY-MALKBRAND EDGE SEALtNG CONPOUND 62-5569-2660-8 04/19/89
18336 SAFETY-WALK BRAND PRIMER 62-214t-6550-8 04/19/89
05224 SCOTCH 8RANO A-2 CABLE PREPARATION KIT 34-7013-2970-7 11/23/91
04285 SCOTCH BRANO TAPE PRIMER NO. 81 & 82 70-0700-1460-3 12/16/85
00702 SCOTCH BRANO 1602 ZVI-$PRAY SEALER (RED) 80-6101-2862-3/IRV]NGTON RED iNSULATING ENAM..2532 06/10/87
15207 SCOTCH BRAND 1603 ZVI-$PRAY SEALER BLACK 05/00/80
13306 SCOTCH BRAND 483 COLORED POLYETHYLENE TAPE 70-0060-0299-5 / 11-865A.11-8668.11-866-2.11-866-5 11/10/83
0e464 SCOTCH PHOTO MOUNT SPRAY ADHESIVE (CAT# 6092-6094) 62-6094-4825-3.-3725-0;ALS0 CS-0406-1344-3.-6934-6 12/04/90
09361 SCOTCH VAC-U-MOUNT SPRAY ADHESIVE (CAT. NO. 6096) 62-6098-3725-1.-4930-6.-4935-5;ALS0 CS-04C)6-6935-3 12/04/90
21742 SCOTCH-CORE SC-350 AND SC-350G SYNTHETIC FILM (XA) 62-3344-2001-5.-2005-6.-3905-6.-3906-4.-3908-0;62- 01/25/93
02229 SCOTCH-GRIP BRAND FLEXIBLE FOAM ADHESIVE 4500 62-4500-9530-2 09/00/60
08992 SCOTCH-GRIP BRAND PLASTIC AOHE$IVE PART N8061 62-4475-9530-7 09/00/80
21912 SCOTCH-GRIP BRAND 1300-L RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE 11/20/92
18344 SCOTCH-GRIP NO. 3 SOLVENT 62-4711-6530-5.-7530-7.-8530-6.-9530-5 04/12/90
13349 SCOTCH-GRIP PLASTIC ADHESIVE 1099 62-1099-2604-8.2631-I.6530-1.7530-0.8530-9.9530-8 11/02/85
02061 SCOTCH-GRIP 1300 RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE 62-t300-0635-6.-263t-3.-5530-4.-6530-3.-7530-2 .... 12/29/92
17601 SCOTCH-GRIP 1300-L RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE 62-1403-5530-6.-6530-5.-7530-4.-8530-3.-8531-1 .... 01/15/86
17959 SCOTCH-GRIP 1357 HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTACT ADHESIVE 62-1357-2631-3.5530-4.6530-3.7530-2.8530-1.8540-0. 08/07/92
18343 SCOTCH°GRXP 1357 NEUTRAL HIGH PERFORMANCE CONT.ADH 62-1365-5501-2.6535-9.7535-8.8535-7.8536-5.9535-6 12/29/92
18345 SCOTCH-GRIP 1357-NF HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTACT ADHES 62-4795-X53X-X.-95XX-X 08/07/92
06746 SCOTCH-GRIP 1711 RUBBER AND GASKET ADHESIVE 62-1711-2631.-5530.-6530.7530.-8530.-9530.-9532... 03/11/88
17578 SCOTCH-GRIP 2141 RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE XS-0414-1079-5.62-2141-2630-2.-5530-1.-6530-0 .... 04/24/92
18342 SCOTCH-GRIP 4475 PLAST[C ADHESIVE 62-4475-0635-3.2631-0.6530-O.8530-8.8531-6.9530-7 11/20/92
06273 SCOTCH-GRIP 4693 PLASTIC ADHESIVE 62-4693-3330-6.-6530-6.-7530-7.-8530-6.-9530-5 06/30/87
05230 SCOTCH-GRIP 847 RUBBER AND GASKET ADHESIVE 62-0847-0335-4.-5530-5.-8530-2.-0635-7.-6530-4 .... 11/20/92
22810 $COTCH-SEALBRAND I_tRINE ADHESIVE/SEALANT 5200 62-5200-9530-5 08/00/82
09409 SCOTCH-SEAL EC-1252 WHITE TAMPER PROOF SEALANT 62-1926-0304-1.-2604-2.-8530-3 06/03/93
16490 SCOTCH-WELO BRAND PRIMER 3917 62-3917-8540-9 01/01/90
02264 SCOTCH-WELD DEGREASING PRIMER 3911 62-391t-5330-1 62-3911-7530-4 11/01/85
08121 SCOTCH-WELD EC-2216 B/A PART A GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-2216-0540-5.-5440-'3.-6440-2.-7440-t.-8540-S 0t/04/90
08123 SCOTCH-WELO EC-2216 B/A PART 8 GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-2216-0540-5.-5440-3o-6440-2.-7440-1.-8540-7 01/04/90
07261 SCOTCH-WELD EC-2216 B/& TRANSLUCENT EPOXY ADHESIVE PART A:62-360B-8501-6.S2-3608-8541-2; PART B:62-35 04/26/92
12122 SCOTCH-WELD EC-3569 B/A PT A/8 HIGH PERFORMANCE EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-3569-XX40-X.62-3569-.62-3669- 08/19/93
01802 SCOTCH-WELD EPOXY ADHESIVE 1838.A(GREEN). 8(_ff4ITE) 11/01/85
- 12231 SCOTCH-WELD EPOXY ADHESIVE 2216-B (WHITE) 01/01/85
- 08416 SCOTt:H-WELD METAL PRtMR 1945 B/A.Ar-MO8417/BzM08418 62-1945-6401-9.-6402-7°-7401-8 1t/05/85
08417 SCQTCH-WELO METAL PRtlR 1945-A.KIT-MO8416/B-IK)6418 62-1947-5504-7.-6504-6.-7400-6.-7504-5.-9501-9 11/01/85
- 08418 SCOTCH-WELD METAL PRIMR 1945-B.KIT-NO841B/A-MQ8417 62-t945-550t-7.-6_0t-6.-7400-0.-7501-5.-9501-3 1t/01/85
• 17288 SCOTCH-WELD STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE DLA MSDS
02316 SCOTCH-WELD URETHANE ADHESIVE 3549-A 62-3649-8501-0 11/01/85
02318 SCOTCH-WELD URETHANE ADHESIVE 3549-A/B 62-3549-0501-0 62-3549-6401-7 71/ff/85
02317 SCOTCH-WELD URETHANE ADHESIVE 3549-B 62-3549-8501-2 11/07/85
19451 SCOTCH-WELD 1838 B/A PARTS A&B TAN EPOXY ADHESIVE 08/07/92
17968 SCOTCH-WELD 1838-B EPOXY ADHESIVE (GREEN) 62-1838-0530-8.5430-6.6430-5.7430-4.8530-0.9530-9 04/12/89
18340 SCOTCH-WELD 2214 HI-FLEX EPOXY AOHESIVE 62-3406-2930-9.-7530-2.-8530-1 04/24/92
18341 SCOTCH-WELD 2214 HIGH DENSITY EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-3414-2930-6.-8530-8 04/12/90
01323 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 8/A PART A GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 00/00/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA I-INIS MSOS





MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 512
02262 SCOTCH-_ELD 2216 B/A PART B GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 00/00/93
13309 SCDTCHCAL BRAND DEVELOPER 8500 (PCS-N-650) BR-2000-0485-§, GR-5430-2002-2 02/05/68
16009 SCOTCttCAL BR&ND EDG_E SEALER 3950 75-3495-7162-6. 75-5239-5001-4 05/04/93 *
1306t SCGTCHCAL BRAND EDGE _EALER 4150S 75-3465-2234-7o-4470-5 06/as/m1 •
18334 SCOTCHCAST BRAND ELECTRICAL RESIN 241 O0-54007-0805X-X,-O9(X)9-O,09043-4.-09044-1.34511-4 04/25/89
18330 SCOTCHCAST BRANO ELECTRICAL RESIN 5068 00-54007-34536-7.00-54007-34537-4 06/05/92
18332 SCOTCHCAST BRAND ELECTRICAL RESIN 5237 00-54007-09033-5.-09034-2,-27607-4,27607-4.27608-1 10/13/89
08991SCOTCHCAST BRAND ELECTRICAL RESIN 8 (5236) 80-0180-0404-6,0405-3/80-1300-0093 - 0096. -0326-4 10/19/85
18333 SCDTCHCAST BRAND RESZN PR;MER 5001 00-54007-34532-9_-34533-6,-34534-6.-34534-3 I0/23/B9 *
13056 SCOTCHCAST BRAND 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN 00-54007-25594-9,-25(r77-9.-25685-4.-25993-9 11/20/92
06912 SCOTCHEAST ELECTRICAL RESIN (PART A&B) RESIN #251, PART A&B. LOT #8 NO DATE
11038 SCOTCHCAST 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN/82-A2 KIT 80-7000-0401-5,-0402-3,-0403-1.-0406-4, TYPE A 04/25/89
16814 SCOTCHCAST 4407 ENCAPSULATING AND BLOCKING COMPO. 80-6100-6040-4.6100-8254-9.8255-6.6029-7,6030-5,60 01/05/94
15271SCOTCHCAST 82-ANt POtdER CABLE SPLICER KIT 06/00/80
18337 S_'OTCIIGARO BRAND ALL FABRIC PROTECTOR 61-5(X)0-2923-8 05/25/69 *
19427 SCOTCHGARI) FABRTCPROTECTOR (CAT. NO, 4101) 70-0702-8488-3,70-0703-E800-9.-680t-7.-0703o8499-8 04/16/92 *
@ 02043 SCOTCHGRIP BRAND ADHESIVE 880 DLA MSDS
08391SCOTCHGRIP BRAND INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE #2126 MIL-A-5092 (5692??) TY.III 03/25/83 *
16236 SCOTCHGUARD BRAND FABRIC PROTECTOR(AEROSOL)FC-4341 FC-4341 (FC-4t01C) 03/00/78 *
15186 SCOTCHKOTE BRANO ELECTRZCAL COATING 80-6100-3260-1 05/05/91 *
18331 SCOTCHKOTE BRAND 1001 FUSION BONDED EPOXY COATING 78-8006-2389-0,80-9970-0024-7 0(5/05/92
- 17543 SCOTCHKOTE BRAND 309 LIQUID EPOXY COATING 00-54007-32040-1/-33123-0/-33124-7/-34527-5 05/31/89 *
- 16572 SCOTCHLITE BRAND FINISHING CLEAR, 700 AEROSOL NO DATE *
18541SCOTCHLITE BRAND PROCESS COLOR 708 GREEN 42-0000-6196-2,75-5007-0802-1 04/14/92 *
16033 SCOTCHLITE BRAND 711 THINNER 75-5007-1102-5 04/15/92
18328 SCOTCHLITE BRAND 735 EDGE SEALER CR-1806-9465-3.?5_299-1043-9.-1044-7.-1848-1 02/19/90 * *
- 17580 SCOTCHLITE EDGE!SEALER 4433 PART A & PART B 3N ID #41-8800-4368-6, 75°5044-3300-6 0(5/05/92 *
21691SCOTCHLtTE PROCESS!I COLOR RAPID DRY 880/880T CLEAR 42-0005-8332-0;75_0299-1822o6.-4962-7,-6223-0 .... t2/25/92 *
21690 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR RAPID DRY 882/882T RED 42-0005-8335-3;75-0299-1823-4,-4921-3,-8424-4 12/25/92 *
16027 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR 705 BLACK 75-5OO7-O502-7 03/16/90 *
18542 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR 710 BLUE 42-0000-6198-8,75-0299-2362-2,75-5007-1002-7 09/08/92 *
18540 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR 712 RED 42-0000-6199-6,75-5007-1202-3 09/08/92 *
16029 SCOTCHLITE REFLECTIVE LIQUID 7210 SILVER 09/00/84
21878 SEALANT FOR FIBRLOK SERIES OPTXCAL SPLICING SYSTEM 80-6106-####-#.80-6103-####-#,80-6t05-####-#. 80-6 05/05/93
15242 SHIPPING-MATE IMPROVED LABELING ADHESIVE (1PB) 62-4612-4930-2 08/19/92 *
07058 SPRAYMENT 6060 NO DATE
13305 STERI-GAS BRAND CARTRIDGES 4-100, 4-134. AND 2-67 70-2004-5709-4, 6706-9, 7521-1, 70-2005-6119-2 ... 04/12/94 * *
11307 SUPER 77 ADHESIVE 62-4434-4029-2,62-4434-4926-9 05/30/87 *
15333 THERNG-FAX BRAND BELT CLEANER 10/00/72
06622 TYPE 028 FIX 78-6_9-5964-8 07/28/92
05375 3M ACCELERATOR/CLEANER, PART NO. 08958 62-4180-3709-9 04/16/86 *
06044 3M BRAND ACRYL-BLUE GLAZING PUTTY P/N 5964 60-9800-0597-3 / 051144-05964 08/12/92 *
19419 3M BRAND ADESIVE EC-1711 62-1711-030t-3,62-1711-8551-5 01/26/93 *
00829 3M BRAND ADHESIVE EC-I099 62-1099-9530-8 10/00/80 =
08385 314 BRAND A10t SPRAY CLEANER 61-5000-0314-2,61-5000-6128-0 04/06/89
06623 3M BRAND CD-B DEVELOPER 78-9020o1535-9 08/18/92 _
09251 3M BRAND CURATIVE HX-752 06/00/75 *
09058 3M BRAND DESK & OFFICE CLEANER 573 70-0700-1989-1 01/03/90
11814 3M BRAND DRY SILVER PAPER TYPE 7770 78-6577- AND 98-0439- #S (12 PRODUCT #S) 08/30/91
!IISDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA hgMIS MSDS
EHS/TRI: "*" =PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL, "-'-ND DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
(
t¸¸ ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INOEX P- 513
_ACTURER " E T
IIF_. NOTES.FSCM.J_)RESS,PHONE MSOS H R
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
18339 3M BRAND ECP-2200 SOLAR ABSORBER COATING 70-0700-7249-4 06/23/89
13998 314 BRAND FAST TACK TRIM ADHESIVE P/N 08031, -33, -34 62- t917-2609-0,62- 19t7*5509-9,62- 1917-6509-8 03/01/91
16023 3111 BRAND FEATHERING DISC ADHESIVE(PN.8041 & 8043) 62-14t3-2609-0 (804I) 62-1413-5509-9 (8043) 10/06/92
- 22719 3_1 BRAND FIRE BARRIER CP-25 N/S NO-SAG CAULK 80-0080-0785"0,786-8,6102-5526-9.98-0400-07t4-2.07 12/14/93
- 17579 3M BRAND FIRE BARRIER CP-25 S/L SELF-LEVEL. CAULK 80-6102-5527-7.-5529-3; 98-0400-0712-6.-0713-4 06/25/91
07771 3M BRAND FIXER 78-9020-0160-7.78-8018-0981-1 1t/00/84
21740 3M BRANO MAINTENANCE SORBENT 70-0703-1355-9,70"0703-1356-7.70"0703-1357-5.70-07 05/07/91
09057 3M BRAND MICROFILM FIXER 74-0400-1180-6/USE IN 3M MODEL P-74 PROCESSOR 12/12/78
18338 3M BRAND NATURAL CLEANER (IPB) 62-4615-1730-2,-4930-5 05/06/88
01020 3_ BRAND PRIMER EC-3901 ADHESIVE EC 3901 NO DATE
17964 3M BRAND OUANTIMATIC CARRIER TYPE 739 78-6969-0398-4 / IRON POWDER 07/00/84
07772 3M BRAND OUANTIMATIC TONER TYPE 748F 78-6969-5092-8 12/20/93
04160 3M BRAND SPRAY DISC ADHESIVE PART NO. 08054 62-4652-3709-7 / DISC ADHESIVE 51135-08054 02/05/86
03304 3M 8RAND STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER & POLISH 61-5000-00318-3 (43-7005-7268-1 ALSO REPORTED) 12/14/92
09059 3MBRAND TFE LU_E 62-4621-4830-5 08/07/92
01779 3MBRAND TROUBLE SHOOTER CLEANER 61-5000-0313-4 11/01/85
16744 3M BRAND TYPE 148 TONER 78-6969°5888-9 08/28/91
16716 3M BRAND TYPE 152 DEVELOPER PREMIX 78-6969-5889-7 08/10/90
18350 3M BRAND TYPE 248 TONER 78-6969-5973-9 07/31/92
18349 3N BRAND TYPE 252 DEVELOPER PREMIX 78-6969-5974-7 07/31/92
07358 314 BRAND TYPE 406 DEVELOPER, P-P_ 01/03/89
07359 3MBRAND TYPE 407 DEVELOPER (N-P) 78-6969-6128-9 08/25/92
07360 3M BRAND TYPE 409 TONER N-P 78-6969-6130-5.78-6969-6231-1 08/25/92
09416 3M BRAND TYPE 852 DEVELOPER PREMIX 78-6969-5173-6;GB-2000-4173-8 12/20/93
11812 3M BRAND TYPES 793/795 DRY SILVER PAPER 78-6579-5###-#.78-6969-####-# (13 PROO.#'S) 03/23/93
21741 3M BRANDUNIVERSAL SORBENT 70-0701-6928-0,-8;*8931-4,8932-2,-8933-0,-9163-3, o 05/07/91
15362 3NBRAND 202 FOAM SCRUB 6t-5000-0315-9 / FOR FLOORS 04/06/89
t1917 3MBRAND 303 DRI-STRIP .... _ :, 61-5000-0312-6,61-r_DO0-6_30-6 04/19/89
21877 314 BRAND 504 RESPIRATOR CLEANING WIPE 70-0703-17t3-9 03/02/92
18543 3M CITRUS BASE INOUSTRIAL CLEANER (AEROSOL) 62-4615-1730-2,62-4615-4930-5 03/02/93
13999 3M CLEAR AUTO GLASS SEALER PART NO. 08551 62-5555-2609-4 04/12/90
16163 3M COATING EC-2241 62-2241-7501-8.-8501-7 07/21/92
13307 3M DATA CARTRIDGE HEAD CLEANING AND REFILL KIT XM-0001-0874-t, 0875-8, 84-9801-5975-4, 5976-2 07/09/90
16618 3M DELETION FLUID 77-9800-7205-0 09/00/82
15268 3M EC-1357 / HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTACT ADHESIVE 62-1357-5540-3.-6540-2,-7540-1,-8545-9.-8546-7 01/04/90
08122 3M EC-2216 B/A GRAY 62-2216-0540-5.-5440-3.'6440-2,-7440-1 01/20/87
03658 3M EC-776 FUEL RESISTANT COATING 62-0776-0601-0,-2601-8,-5540-5,-6540-4.-8540-2 02/11/93
0a623 314 EC-847 5540-4,6540-3,755 t -9.8545-0.9540-0 04/12/89
09066 3M FEATHERING DISC ADHESIVE TYPE II PART NO. 08051 82-4487-2608-3 03/05/92
t6_40 3M FGUNTAtN C(_W_NTRA_ _ _ 77-9800o7214-2 / FOR ZtNC PLATES 01/00/83
• 05154 3M HEAD CLEANING DISKETTES DLA MSOS
16025 3M IMAGE-N-TRANSFER DEVELOPER 77-9801-2749-0 / I.N.T. DEVELOPER 06/00/83
14000 3M MULTI-PORT FUEL INJECTION CLEANER PART NO.O8912 (1XD/1XC) / 62-4600-4909-1 04/12/90
16026 3MNEGATIVE COLOR KEY ANO TRANSFER KEY HAND DEV. 77-9800-7992-3 06/00/84
- 03204 3M S/S CLEANER/POLISH NO DATE
- 07244 314 SPRAY FEATHERING DISC ADHESIVE PART NO. 08044 62-4477-4809-6 03/22/86
11231 3M SUPER OUTY RUBBING COMPOUND. PART NO. 5955 60-9800-3201-3 11/00/81
11431 3M SUPER 74 FOAM FAST ADHESIVE (P8 AND/OR PC) CS-0406-2031-5,CS-0406-6932-0,62-4991-4930-0, 07/01/93
00249 3M SUPER 77 SPRAY ADHESIVE 62-4434-3725-6. -3726-4, -4030-0. -4935-0, -4936-8 11/08/90
w_
M S'S .,RKEO'-': S .IT KSCFORM29-"3 TOORG.CONTACT/ "SOS'S"/0 '-' VERIFIED,VAILAS'EVIA.SOSSYSTEM
EHS/TRI: '*' -PRODUCT CONTAINS 40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. '-'=NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 MANUFACTURER INDEX P. 514
TSRS ID r r TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE S I
...................................................................................................................................
15189 3M SUPER 77-N SPRAY ADHESIVE 62-4441-4930-6 CS-0406-6914-8 12/0t/84 *
2_ 3M TYPE 1_i4 T_R, iI)!I _ i_, 78.BOT3-465t..I : .... t2/09/92 -
22JlOSl 31i TYPE _:_:.Y.EL_ERIII _i: 78.80"73-4651-9 01/06/93 -
11459 3al 90 HIGH STRENGTH ADHESIVE (1PA) 62-4441-4930-6,CS-04(_S-6914-8,62-4441-4925-6 07/01/93 •
20212 4442 HIGH GEL REENTERABLE ENCAPSULANT 03/18/92
21876 8692 EPOXY FOR FIBER OPTICS CONNECTORS - PT A/PT B 80-6103-####-#,80-6104-####-#.80-6106-####-#.80-61 09/09/93
• ._ 311' DEUTSCHLAND :
o2eo_ ' NeUS_aemU_V
• - 314 DPI/HARRIS - SEE HARRIS
• . am SUepLy (SeE 2e7221 : i ,
ECd15
EC'722
s. 4-TEK INDUSTRIES, INC
ECA89 P 0 BOX 1304 WOODINVILLE WA 980721304 (206) 486-1976
08320 PAINT/ORGANIC SOLVENT TYPE REMDYER/TT-R-25]d TYPE 11I CLASS A NO DATE *
• * 4-TEK INDUSTRIES' INC i _ i ....:. _ i :':
ECA89 P 0 BOX 1304 WOOOINVILLE WA 980721304 (206) 486-1976
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
EHS/TRt: '*' -PR_T GONTAINS ,40CFR 355(370)/372 CHEMICAL. "-''NO DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MSDS SYSTEM
( ( (
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MANUFACTURER _i!_ : E T
tIIFGR. NOTES, FSCtl. ADDRESS. PHONE MSDS H R
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 1
TSRS TRAOENANE CO_ENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
XD DATE
...................................................................................................................................
NO HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL RESPONSIBILITY/USE/STORAGE NO HAZ.CHEMICALS AT KSC/CCAFS/OTHER NASA K NOT APPLICABLE NOT REQ0- 14871
21673 ((fS)-ENOO)-(-)-BORNEOL. 98_ _13911-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/28/92
19383 (+)-RUTIN TRIHYDRATE, 95% R230-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
22476 (+-)-JASI_IC ACID PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
21675 (+/-I-LINALOOL, 97_ #L260-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/28/92
16396 (GROWCO ??) SPRAY PAINT BLUE 15526 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
17904 (X-5898) TT-P-1952B WHITE LATEX TRAFFIC LINE PAINT PIGMENTED ACRYLIC LATEX FARWEST PAINT 03/00/92
13241 (I-METHYLETHYL) BENZENE KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. 0-764 CHEM SERVICE INC. O3/22/91
22426 (1S)-(-)-ALPHA-PINENE, 99+% (87+% E.E.) 27439-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C O2/16/94
22342 (IS)-(-)-BETA-PINENE, 99% 11208-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/16/94
20873 (17A) MARKING PAINT - ALL COLORS 201.202,203,204,205,206,207.210,213,220,22 AERVOE PACIFIC COM 07/30/92
13914 (4-AMIDINOPHENYL) METHANESULFONYL FLUORIDE 917 575, 973 386 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 12/21/87
10924 (51570) EPOXY KIT INCLUDES: 51571.51810,51820,51860/EPON 812 FULLAM, ERNEST INC SEVERALf
20377 -LAYOUT DYE BLUE LAYOUT LACQUER 8968-688 STARRETT: KLEENSCRIBE CAT# 1610 RAFFI& SWANSON, I 02/03/89
@ 14412 m 450 POLISHING PITCH UNIVERSAL PHOTONIC DLA MSDS
165fi #0582 CUR_r_G AGENT SELBACLAO TOPCOAT. EPOXY CATALYST SELBY, BATTER_BY & 12/O9/85
02281 #0700 EPOXY RESIN SELBY, BATTERSBY & 12/O2/85
02280 #O710 CURING AGENT SELBY, BATTERSBY & O1/22/86
07118 #1 GRAY MAGANAFLUX POWDER MSCI LTD. 04/25/90
20455 _10 CARPET PRE-SPOT FWO211 NU-EASE. INC. 03/30/93
19001 miD CONCRETE CURE MSDS ATTACHED: COMSOLV 1OO, LINDRON 101 CAMP COMPANY, INC. 01/03/89
10893 #10 PURPLE INK INSTRUMENT INK BELFORT INSTRUMENT O2/O1/91
04096 #101 BONDING RESIN - FAS-REZ POLYESTER RESIN REICHHOLD CHEMICAL 11/OO/83
- 11537 #104 BUFFER SOLUTION 4.O1PH 05942-20,-22,-24 COLE-PARMER INSTRU 02/00/90
11286 #105-BUFFER SOLUTION ?.OOPH O5942-40.-42.-44 COLE-PARMER INSTRU 02/00/90
19646 #11 ADHESIVE HOOVER CHEMICALS, O1/O6/92
12909 #111 ULTRASONIC WATCH CLEANING SOLUTION 112, 275 L & R MANUFACTURIN O5/18/92
20443 #12A DEFOAMER FWO230 NU-EASE, INC. 03/03/93
02422 #120 YELLOW OIL MERIAN INSTRLINENT/ 10/O3/85
17746 #1226 STAR TYPE CLEANER FABER-CASTELL CORP 12/O9/91
21839 #13538 GLOSS YELLOW 823X548 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 07/08/93
16980 _140 STICK WAX dOHNSON, S.C., & S 11/19/84
- 04430 #150 CONDUCTIVE EPOXY ADHESIVE GIBSON-HOMANS 10/00/86
02342 #150 CUTTING OIL DO-ALL COMPANY O1/20/86
13546 #2 GREASES NSDS INFORMATION KIT KIT ,SEE Al1407 AURORA BEARING COW 03/16/88
06741 #2 YELLOW MAGNAFLUX POWDER MSCI LTD. O5/01/86
18051 #203 - SULFURIC ACID SOLUTION N/50 (O.O2N) (1ML=2OPPM CAC03/5OML)/PROBABLY FROM MASTE UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR NO DATE
14819 #222 NON-AMMONIATEO ULTRASONIC INSTRUMENT CLEANING O32, 193. 191 L & R MANUFACTURIN 06/22/92
03589 #232 ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE NI4M-A-I1OA & I_-A-1106 STEVEN INDUSTRIES NO DATE
04262 #232 HENRY ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE _-A-11OB/SS-A-128 HENRY, W.W.. CO. O2/O1/88
11317 #25 DISTRACTION DEVICE (RELOAD) DEF-TEC CORPORATIO O4/11/89
18892 #3 CUP GREASE DIXON TICONDEROGA O4/15/92
06011 #3A BLACK MAGNAFLUX POWDER COLORED IRON POWDER MSCI LTD. O5/O1/86
14758 J30 AQUA VARNISH V2159 / LITH0 INK VEHICLE AM INTERNATIONAL O8/15/85
- 0?069 #335 ROSIN FLUX KENCO INDUSTRIES NO DATE
03899 #36231 WALKWAY TYPE II MIL-W-5044C/NONSLIP DULL GRAY 36231/COMPOU AKRON PAINT & YARN 10/28/85
19219 #486 STD. FLOOR EPOXY. PART A GIBSON-HOMANS O9/O1/92
05338 =560 EXTERIOR CARPET ADHESIVE (8433) GIBSON-HOMANS O1/23/87
21847 =565 ENDURA PRENE NF CONTACT GIBSON-HOMANS O6/01/92
04101 =5- ACOUSTI-BOND ADHESIVE (8324) CHECK STOCK NUMBER GIBSON-HOMANS 10/OO/85
18011 -595 DRIER. =581 SUPER COMPOUND OFF SET ADDITIVE TOKYO PRINTING INK 07/31/91




















































GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTR¢ S_STEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 2
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
• 6292 DENT FILLER COMPONENT A 6292.6294 OYNATRON/BONDO COR 03/25/92
• 6292 DENT FILLER COMPONENT 8 6292,6294
m6294 DENT FILLER COMPONENT A TT-F-3220
#B294 DENT FILLER COMPONENT B TT-F-322D
1630 PEACH GLUE SPECIAL PURPOSE FLOORCOVERING ADH. ACRYLIC EMULSION ADHESIVE
#677 WATERLESS CLOCK CLEANING SOLUTION
#7 CARPET STEAM CLEANER
_73X WHITE MARKING INK
#745 ACOUSTICAL SEALANT (8311)
#8A REO MAGNAFLUX POMOER
#8100 MINDSHIELD CLEANER
#880 CROWN & CHASSIS LUBRICANT
W9 FIBRED ALUMINUM ROOF COATING
#9C-M PREPARED BATH
"A-9"
"SEVIN" BRAND 20Y. BAIT CARBARYL INSECTICIDE
A COMP. FOR NON-CFC FROTH PAK #t2 KIT
A COMPONENTS FOR FROTH PAK _12 KIT
A-A-IOSA POLISH METAL
A-AMYLASE FROM BACILLUS SPECIES
A-AMYLASE TYPE VIII-A FROM BARLEY MALT
A-AMYLASE TYPE XII-A FROM BACILLUS LICHENIFORMIS
A-BRONOTOLUENE







A-1 FIX & PATCH PART I
A-100
A-tO0 FLAT LATEX HOUSE & TRIM PAINT, A6 SERIES
A-101







A-12 EPOXY RESIN PART A
A-1216 - MEGUIAR'S CAR CLEANER WAX-LIQUID
A-1226-B
A-1246-B
A-13G-2CP BROLINE CATALYST THINNER
A-1404-B
A-295E ENAMEL (TT-E-489)/15045 STRATA BLUE
A-35 SPITFIRE LAPPING COMPOUND RXW-9-A 400
A-39 ADHESIVE PART A
135 - GALLON;036 - 5 GALLON SET
FW0195
NBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10900
IIMM-A-150e
622 / ANNOTATED: N0.482; PN 7749T17 (?)
ALUMINUM CUTTING FLUID
P80399, PSO418/SEE ALSO U03536
"A" COMP. #12 KIT & TOPGUN AEOSDL REFILL N
A COMP. #12 KIT AND TOPGUN AEROSOL REFILL
A6814
A2771
A3403 (IN SODIUM CHLORIDE BUFFER 59625, OV
ANTICOAGULANT-CITRATE-DEXTROSE SOLUTION (M
C8002
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4



















































































































A-39 ADHESIVE PART B ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS 09/01/77
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '9' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 3
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
I0 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
21854 A-50 CPE810001 OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 10/01/93
03597 A-55 SPITFIRE LAPPING COMPOUND RXW-9-A 600 ALUMINUM OXIDE SPITFIRE TOOL & MA NO DATE
03599 A-65 SPITFIRE LAPPING COMPOUND RXW-9-A 800 ALUMINC/M OXIDE SPITFIRE TOOL & MA NO DATE
- 22100 AA LITHIUM BATTERIES WAVETEK CORPORATIO NO DATE
09144 AA 397 EPOXY RESIN ACUREX/AEROTHERM NO DATE
00625 AA-1551 GRAY PRIMER NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
07231 AAA EXTRA DUTY / CITRUSPRAY AAA CHEMICAL & SUP 03/00/88
06114 AAS STANDARD (NITRIC ACID SOLUTION) JOHNSON MATTHEY AE 07/29/86
18189 AATREX NINE-O ATRAZINE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/03/83
03177 AATREX 4L, HERBICIDE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 06/30/82
18188 AATREX 8(Yd ATRAZINE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/31/82
10684 AB-20 PLUS BASE FLASHING CELOTEX CORPORATIO 04/29/88
19477 ABA-PLUS - PART # ABA, ANTIBACTERIAL ADDITIVE FENDALL COMPANY 12/15/92
05720 ABATEMENT SPRAY ADHESIVE ASIO0 ABATEMENT TECHNOLO NO DATE
11620 ABC _2 BLACK ANTI-FOULING 28254883 DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/26/90
22348 ABC #3 BLACK ABLATIVE ANTIFQULING COATING 28355415 DEVOE COATINGS COM 06/15/93
03158 ABC DRY CHEMICAL AMEREX CORPORATION 01/15/87
- 02566 ABC DRY CHEMICAL, FIRE SUPPRESSANT DRY CHEM, INC. NO DATE
02678 ABC, ALL PURPOSE DRY CHEMICAL FIRE SUPPRESSANT DRY CHEM. INC. NO DATE
18722 ABEE WARREN CHEMICAL CO 01/03/92
18698 ABILITY (NON-BUFF) 22% 622 THEOCHEM LABORATOR 07/09/92
09243 ABL-15 CORK MATERIAL DODGE CORK CO INC NO DATE
16263 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE I & TYPE II PART A MA25S MARTIN MARIETTA CO 11/29/93
16267 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE I & TYPE II PART B MA25S MARTIN MARIETTA CO 11/29/93
16269 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE I & TYPE II PART C MA255 MARTIN MARIETTA CO 11/29/93
14229 ABLEBOND 463-1 PARTS A & B ABLESTIK LABORATOR 01/20/89
22557 ABLEBOND 783-1 ABLESTIK LA8ORATOR 07/05/90
22800 ABRANAX (ALL GRADES) N3916-1. N3916-2 HENGAR COMPANY/DIV 10/02/89
16002 ABRASION RESISTANT CAST IRON ASTM ALLOY A532 MOBILE PULLEY & MA 01/t5/93
02269 ABRASIT/ABRAMANT/ABRADUX/ABRAMAX/ABRAREX/DURAL,-HT 83916-1 & N3916-2 / ALUMINUM OXIDE HENGAR COMPANY/OIV NO DATE
21887 ABSCISIC ACID (+-)CIS-TRANS ISOMER A1049 \ PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/05/93
06598 ABSCISIC ACID PLUS-MINUS CIS-TRANS ISOMER A1012 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/06/88
05996 ABSOLUTE ALCOHOL/HAZCAT KIT HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
19953 ABSORBANCE (ABS) TEST PACKS ACA 01SCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701567901DU PONT. E.I., DE 08/00/89
19054 ABSORBENT CONTAINER #3, ABSORBENT; OIATOMACEOUS EART MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
17210 ABSORBENT MATERIAL GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
11498 ABT CENTERFIRE PISTOL 9MM X 19 CARTRIDGE AMERICAN BALLISTIC NO DATE
22035 AC-12NP, ACID CLEANER ELDORADO CHEMICAL 11/18/92
22570 AC-13 DEOXIDIZER ELDORADO CHEMICAL 09/13/93
21925 ACCELAGOLD MIL-C-817(_5 TO BE USED WITH CCA KIT PPR233 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 01/01/92
20556 ACCELERATOR AC 102 TACC INTERNATIONAL 05/00/92
05724 ACCELERATOR m4 (UN 1992) SILOXANE AND KETIMINE IN METHYL ALCOHOL PELMOR LABORATORIE 02/05/87
19357 ACCELERATOR 35 MSDS DATE IS PRINT DATE GRACE. W.R.. & CO. 02/11/93
08807 ACCELERATOR 711 (ACTIVATOR) PART*'S 71188.12836.12845.12984 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 08/08/90
13249 ACCURBRON PRODUCT# 5002/A XANTHINE BRONCHODILATIOR MARION MERRELL DOW 04/19/90
15464 ACE ALGAECIOE ATLANTIC CHEMICAL NO DATE
06537 ACENAPHTHENE A9394 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 05/19/88
12576 ACENAPHTHENE 5G SUPELC0. INC. 11/26/90
12577 ACENAPHTHENE-DIO 20OOUG/ML 1ML SUPELC0, INC. 09/12/90
01521 _CES A9758 SIGMA CHEMICAL C0M 02/24/86
19954 ACETAMINOPHEN (ACTMN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705376901DU PONT. E I., DE 08/00/89
...................................................................................................................................




















































GP23-1 MATER[AL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRy SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/9_ TRADENAME INDEX P. 4
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSOS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
ACETAMINOPHEN TABLETS USP ROXANE LABORATORIE 09/16/86














SOOIUM SALT TRIHYDRATE, 99+% ACS REAG
VOLUMETRIC STANDARD, 1.ON SOLUTION
COENZYME



































ACETONE ACS (MFGR: O.T. BAKER, SPECTRUM)
ACETONE AR
ACETONE TECHNICAL (SUPPLIER: PHIPPS PRODUCTS)
ACETONE 5000UG/ML IML






ACETONE, 99.5+%, A.C.S. REAGENT
ACETONE, 99.5+%, A.C.S. REAGENT




DISTR: ORANGE CHEMICAL BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 04/13/90
MALLINCKRODT 02/20/80




SX0264, SX0265. SX0270. SX0272. 6264 EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
1t019-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/29/89
40672 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/93
763, 13001 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/01/81
A-37.A-38,A-38C,A-38-P.A-38-SI,A-38-S FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/28/88
00001 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 12/15/88
46283 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
0-C-265 CHEMICAL COMNODITI DLA MSDS
ABBOTT MSD5 #22 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/20188
33882-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/24/94
ABBOTT MSDS #69, PRODUCT #23650-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
31859-0 / IN WATER ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
41625 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/26/91
AAPER ALCOHOL & CH 01/0t/91
AMERICAN BURDICK & 01/00/85
BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 10/11/85
297. P297, 13006, 13042/900297 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/15/81
10000 ELECTRON MICROSCOP 10/29/91
A949,440,420,A19,4946,418,4185,A185K,A11,A FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
2-PROPANONE, DIMETHYL KETONE, DIAl( HOECHST CELANESE C 09/15/92
PRODUCT N_ER NOT SPECIFIED MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
(MFGR: INLAND PACKAGING) OCCUPATIONAL HEALT 10/13/89
OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA MSDS
01921 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 08/08/89
31125,44700 SHELL 06/15/93
UNION CARBIDE 06/08/92
0-C-265 MALLINCKRODT DLA MSDS
NO PRODUCT NO./ PROVIDED WITH PRODUCT #NO5 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/88
CHEMICAL COMMODITI DLA MSDS
MALLINCKRODT 01/00/85
UNION CARBIDE 05/30/85
CAT. #40284 SUPELCO, INC. 07/22/91
POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH02/O0/84
BAKER. u.T, CHEMIC OLA MSDS
GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
O-A-51F DOW CHEMICAL CO. 05/30/85
0-A-51F PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 05/30/85
O-A-51G CSD, INC. 07/09/86
32011-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/29/92
17912-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/11/91
15459-8 ALORICH CHEMICAL C 10/29/92
BAXTER HEALTHCARE 01/00/85
106 4096,106 4112,t06 4138/900496 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/29/86
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CCHMTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "ll" - DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
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ACFOAM-I, INSULATION (FLAT OR TAPERED)
ACID COMPONENT. WASH PRIMER,702701.DOD P 153280
ACID CORE SOLDER. A-CORE, B-CORE
ACID FUCHSIN
ACID FUCHSIN CALCIUM CERTIFIED
ACID ORANGE 7/GOLD ORANGE
ACID PHOSPHATASE (ACP) TEST PACKS
ACID POWER
ACID REAGENT
ACID REAGENT (RESIDUAL CHLORINE MEASUREMENT)
ACID RED 1
ACID RESISTANT GROUT (SANDED)
ACID STARCH INOICATOR POWDER
ACID STARCH POWDER #725
ACID TEST/HAZCAT KIT, 3N HCL






ACRIPOXY ENAMEL. HARDENER 860 V 10
ACRIPOXY ENAMEL,870 T 104.870 W 101,-102.-103
ACROLEIN
ACROTHANE URETHANE CURING AGENT
ACROTHANE WHITE COMP A
ACRY SEAL
ACRYL 60 (THORO PRODUCTS)




ACRYLATE, FUEL, 473308 (DISTR: SAUER MECHANICAL)






MSDS P.2 IS MISSING












MLA PIPETTE & CALIBRATION KITS# 9080-9083,
R-0725
SULFAMIC ACID 80%


















































COOK PAINT & VARNZ


























































16071 ACRYLIC COLOR 37875 SPRAY-O-MATIC TYPE II NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "¢' = OLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRy SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENANE INOEX P. 6
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
05264 ACRYLIC EMULSION PAINT 2-000 LINE CARIBBEAN PAINT CO NO DATE
16487 ACRYLIC EMULSION PAINT, WHITE PAINT b_HITE 37875 CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
18272 ACRYLIC ENAMEL INTERMIX, MEDIUM TAN, 99L-2088 MARTIN-SENOUR CO. 02/06/85
13961 ACRYLIC EI_EL SYSTEM ACR/N1 / AUTOMOTIVE FINISHES 82-,99-SERIES:ACR-LF,ACR-LL;8800;8822;BBiO ILAtRTIN-SENOUR CO. 04/01/91
18831 ACRYLIC ENAMELS - 2 / ACR/I._D2 01310/12/18/20;01425/45/85/T0/85:01510/15/ SPRAYON PRODUCTS 02/01/92
18417 ACRYLIC EXTERIOR PAINT 517,518,519,520,522,523,524,526,527.528 COURTAULDS COATING 07/13/91
16024 ACRYLIC GLAZING PUTTY 3M 12/00/80
06098 ACRYLIC HOUSE PAINT TT-P-19 / CC-33690 BEIGE/B-1 WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO. 12/17/88
18407 ACRYLIC HOUSE PAINT 8- LATEX FLAT PAINT CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
• 050a9 ACRYLIC LACQUER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR OLA MSDS
• 15688 ACRYLIC LACQUER (1B2661) ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
16276 ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL GRAY 16307 TT-L-50G/IB2669 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/16/80
16439 ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL IVORY 17778 TT-L-SOG.IB2668 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/16/80
• 08230 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLACK 37038 (182652) TT-L-50 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSOS
18418 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLACK, FAST DRYING (182662) USER PLS.CHECK STOCK N ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 12/20/79
- 16285 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLUE 15102 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 03/11/80
00900 ACRYLIC LACQUER GRAY IG440 TT-L-5_,I82674 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/16/80
05445 ACRYLIC LACQUER PRIMERS & SEALERS 305.705. 805,100S,1315.1815,3295.1984/5/6/95.21295, DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/01/92
10555 ACRYLIC LACQUER THINNER T-231B MIL-T-19544B / LMSC MSDS KOPPERS COMPANY, I 06/01/81
17984 ACRYLIC LACQUER TT-L-50 TY.II & TY.III ALL COL.EXC:RED,ORANGE,YELL,GRN,O.D. PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUE 09/00/90
- 16293 ACRYLIC LACQUER YELLOW 13655 (I82653) ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 02/00/80
• 15690 ACRYLIC LACOUER, PAINTS, VARIOUS COLORS (I82655) TT-L-50 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
• 04757 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 11136, I82613 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
@ 04752 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 16081, I82616 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
@ 06090 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 17043 BRASS TT-L-50G ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR TT-P-19Do TYPE II, EXCEPT u3 / GS-lOF-5144 ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
07696 ACRYLIC NODIFIED ASPHALT #6950 ROOFING EMULSION KOCH MATERIALS CON 06/03/88
19276 ACRYLIC PAINT,LATEX,(ENJLSION,EXT.WOOD & MASONRY FEB 7,1985 NORRIS PAINT COMPA 03/20/86
19466 ACRYLIC PLASTIC (AEROSOL) 50-195 GC THORSEN 05/09/91
19467 ACRYLIC PLASTIC (AEROSOL) 10-8665 GC THORSEN 05/09/91
12030 ACRYLIC PRIMER, RED 110S OU PONT. E.I., DE 05/15/85
16426 ACRYLIC SOLOR 17718 VORY TT-L-50G NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
18094 ACRYLIC TRAFFIC PAINT YELLOW 392 / PAINT,LATEX,WATER BASED COLOR WHEEL PAINT 09/04/92
13328 ACRYLIC TRIM ENAMEL WHITE 200 RICHARD'S PAINT MA 05/23/89
16499 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 11136 RED TT-L-50G TY 2 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO OATE
16395 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 14062 GREEN NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16516 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 14110 GREEN NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16445 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 15102 BLUE NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16533 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 26280 GRAY NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
09152 ACRYLONITR]LE ALFA PRODUCTS 09/00/81
13533 ACRYSOL ASE-108 THICKENING AGENT 65519 ROI_ AND HAAS CO 05/21/90
14677 ACT DEVELOPER 83-8-104651 / DIFFUSION TRANSFER ACTIVATOR AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
06483 ACT-TAK, AEROSOL ADHESIVE (WEBBING) BEING TESTED FOR ASBESTOS ABATEMENT WORK ASBESTOS CONTROL T 05/00/87
14388 ACTI ACT-TAK APOLLO INDS. 08/01/91
20397 ACTIDOSE WITH SORBITOL PADDOCK LABORATOR! t0/25/90
09149 ACTIVATED ALUMINA DESICCANT DELTECH ENGINEERIN 01/00/86
08625 ACTIVATED ALUMINAS ALCOA 05/08/89
07158 ACTIVATED ALUMINAS,ADSORBENT/DEHYDR.AGT/CAT.SUPPOR F-l,-20,-200.HF-200,S-100,F-1(E),CG-20,OF - ALCOA 10/10/88
04239 ACTIVATED CARBON, TYPE KE FISHER 05-685A / 05-685B ACTIVATED CARBON BARNEBEY-CHENEY CO 05/31/76
- 22865 ACTIVATED LIGHTSTICK, ALL COLORS, ALL TYPES MSDS#5893-01 OMNIGLOW CORPORATI 10/19/93
02455 ACTIVATOR 918338 ECOLAB INC. 10/02/84
...................................................................................................................................
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ACTIVATOR ACT IG KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
ACTIVATOR A, ALIPHATIC AMINE MORTON INTERNATION 08/07/92









































































































ACTIVATING SOLVENT (CHLOROTHENE VG.BOW)
ACTIVATOR A
COATING
CYANOACRYLATE (EOUIV. TO EASTMAN 910)
EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE - RESIN
EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE-HARDENER
FOOTSTANO RTV


















83-9-101847 / PADDING COMPOUND FOR NCR PAP
KIT "SEE Al1407
A-A-863 / MMN-A-1858?
SNI A = PART A/SNI B : PART B
FOSTER 30-04




MORTON THIOKOL, IN 02/18/88
DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/12/84
DESDTO, INC. 09/30/86
DESOTO, INC. 07/06/88
DU PONT, E.I., DE 09/12/82
KIDDE, WALTER 07/30/91
MORTON THIOKOL, IN 02/06/87
ZEHRUNG CORPORATIO 05/08/86
DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/01/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/26/91
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/27/92
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/26/91
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/26/91
SIGMA CHEMICAL CQM 03/30/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/17/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/17/90
AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
BOSTIK/USM CORP/SU NO DATE
DOW CORNING DLA MSDS
GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/17/80
METALCRAFT NO DATE
RESEARCH PRODUCTS DLA MSDS





AURORA BEARING COM 03/16/88
PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 01/11/85
BAKER SEALANTS & C 05/05/88
GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSDS







THREE BOND OF AMER NO DATE
UNITED RESIN CORPO 10/02/92
UNITED RESIN CORPO 10/02/92
AMEREX CORPORATION tl/00/85
BAKER SEALANTS & C 03/08/91
BAKER SEALANTS & C 07/13/89
BAKER SEALANTS & C NO DATE
ABATEMENT TECHNOLO 05/02/89
09142 ADHESIVE RESIN A-12 PART A ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS 05/00/86
17950 ADHESIVE RESIN A-12T PART A ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS 10/00/85
...................................................................................................................................






















































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 8
ADHESIVE SC 1808
ADHESIVE SEALANT RTV SILICONE
ADItESlVE SEALANT, $ILICONE RUBBER
A_SIVIE 1293-B,NEOPRENE RUBBER(NFGR:CLIFTON ADH.)
ADHESIVE 548 AND 648
ADHESIVE 6094
ADHESIVE 80





ADHESIVE, CONTACT CEMENT. WELDWOOD ORIGINAL 2090
ADHESIVE, CONTACT CEMENT, WELDWOOD, MMN-A-13OB
ADHESIVE. CYANOACRYLATE. 472
ADHESIVE. DESIGN S t293 (MFGR: CLIFTON ADHESIVES)
ADHESIVE. EPOXY (HYSOL EA911, A & B)
ADHESIVE MIL-A-46106
ADHESIVE MIL-A-46106 (MFGR:POLYMERIC SYSTEMS)
ADHESIVE NNM-A-IO5 TYPE I
ADHESIVE MMM-A-IO5 TYPE II
ADHESIVE MMM-A-1617 TY 1









AER-O-FOAM 6% REGULAR 1110-2481-6
AERODET H.D. CLEANER DEGREASER CONC.
AERDGLAZE A276/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE/A2760R
AEROGLAZE Z302 BLACK FLEXIBLE/COATINGS MOISTURE
AEROGLAZE 9924A WASH PRIMER















CID A-A-529 / CELLULOSE NITRATE B
R-1053
DLA SAYS 1751,A & B
(FORMERLY REFLECT)
REFRACTORY CERAMIC ADHESIVES






MIL-G-21164 / 70017 / LUBRICATING GREASE
70022 / LUBRICATING GREASE
70025 / MIL-G-3545C
70026 / LUBRICATING GREASE
70149 / LUBRICATING GREASE
AEROSIL(HYDROPItOBIC AMORPHOUS FUMED SILICA AEROSIL R972,R972V,R974,R974V,R976, 8212100
AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) AA-1551LT. GRAY PRIMER COATING
















































NEW YORK BRONZE PO


















































AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 12197-ORANGE NEW YORK BRONZE PO NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMIS MSDS
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14419 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 13655 YELLOW NEW YORK BRONZE PO DLA MSDS
16442 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 16307-GRAY NEW YORK BRONZE PO 01/07/85
11809 AEROSOL COATINGS SPRUCE 473,98-I THRU 98-89 AEROSOL PAINT - COMPOSITION VARIES BY PROD SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 07/01/92
- 02717 AEROSOL LACQUER. WHITE 17875 A-A-665-17875 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 06/06/85
- 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT A-A-665A/XB778;X8780.2,5.7.9:X8793.5;X9132 PLASTI-KOTE CO.. I 07/24/85
00809 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT BLACK 17038 TT-E-OO488B/YY-L-50 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16424 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16307 NO INFO AVAILABLE ON STOCK # REPORTED BY P NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16530 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16440 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
04389 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 26134 AA-665-A NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16531 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT OLIVE DRAB 14064 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16532 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT YELLOW 13655 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
22684 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT-ROBROY DARK GRAY VINYL #5736 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 03/25/91
06094 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT/CID-AA-665-A/LEAD GREEN 14062/YELLOW 13538 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 01/30/90
02649 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT, TTE 489-G, GRAY 16187 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 07/08/86
00545 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT, YELLOW N13538. X8944 TT-E-489G PLASTI-KOTE CO.. I 01/08/87
14258 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINTS COLORS CONTAINING _EAD AERVOE PACIFIC CON 04/14/83
14259 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINTS LEAD FREE COLORS / 16049 DARK GRAY AERVOE PACIFIC COM 04/14/83
08627 AEROSOL 22 SURFACE ACTIVE AGENT AMERICAN CYANAMID 12/22/71
21196 AEROVOX CAPACITOR (P3705E28 & PSOG37) MSDS DATE IS LETTER DATE AEROVOX. INC. 06/03/93
17748 AEROWASH LIQUID MAINTENANCE CLEANER DIVERSEY CORPORATI 01/00/87
15121 AEROZINE-50 HYDRAZINE 50%/I,I-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE 50% OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/23/87
20476 AF PLUS 15W40 38700(01 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 06/04/92
22160 AF-79 / SECURE DISINFECTANT BATHROOM CLEANER AAA CHEMICAL & SUP 03/00/88
03162 AFFF LIQUID CONCENTRATE FIRE SUPPRESSANT AMEREX CORPORATION 11/00/85
03161 AFFF SOLID PELLETS FIRE SUPPRESSANT, CARTRIDGE AMEREX CORPORATION 11/00/85
22788 AG A-X2,-X4,-X8 AND MSZ-1 140-1231,140-1331,140-1431,140%1420,143-12 BIO-RAD LABORATORI 03/30/93
22787 AG 5_-X2.-X4.-XB.-X12, NAD -X16 t42-1231.142-1321.142-1421.142-1631.142-17 BIO-RAO LABORATORI 04/12/94
10477 AG-CU-P-SN 8RAZING ALLOY - SILVABRAZE MCMASTER-CARR PART# 7809A11 ENGELHARD CORPORAT 05/15/87
17530 AG-CU-ZN-CD BRAZING ALLOY - SILVALOY 35 7675A ENGELHARD CORPORAT 12/00/88
04632 AG-453 INDUSTRIAL COOLING WATER MICROBICIDE DEXTER CORPORATION 07/00/86
21186 AG-480 INDUSTRIAL WATER TREATMENT DIVERSEY WATER TEC 03/00/93
11083 AGAR 114 7586,t14 7594,114 7602/902591 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 03/15/85
00011 AGAR POWDER A7002 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/14/86
22853 AGAROSE TYPE I-A LOW EEO A0169 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 08/10/94
22018 AGRI-MEK 0.15 EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE AG-056 / 06432A / AVERMECTIN B1 SOLUTION MERCK 05/00/93
18388 AICKINZAP EPDM RUBBER COATING BROOKS TECH, INC. 09/00/92
13992 AIR BRAKE SYSTEM ANTI-FREEZE AND RUST GUARD M28-32,-34 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 04/00/87
08823 AIR CURRRENT TUBES CH25301 PER NASA INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE OFFICER:MSDS N DRAEGERWERK AG NOT REQD
11370 AIR HORN POWER PACK MAP-1 & MH-2 WATSCO INC 05/20/88
10964 AIR LUBE IOW/NR B&D: MOISTURE GARD 60538/60539 NONFLUID OIL CORPO 01/00/89
14407 AIR MOTOR OIL 288 SIOUX TOOLS 09/20/90
02471 AIR;COMPRESSED AIR;COMPRESSED AIR,BREATHING OUAL. AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 02/01/89
08423 AIR, COMPRESSED MATO04BO MATHESON GAS PRODU 03/28/90
07179 AIR, COMPRESSED GAS IN CYLINDERS SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
15299 AIR. COMPRESSED, GASEOUS (BREATHING) EG&G FLORIDA, INC. 10/01/87
15745 AIR, COMPRESSED, LIQUID (BREATHING) EG&G FLORIDA, INC. 10/21/87
07534 AIRCO ALUMINUM 44 AMERICAN SOLDER & 06/01/88
07533 AIRCO ALUMINUM 60 AMERICAN SOLDER & 06/01/88
07532 AIRCD ELITE ALUMINUM FLUX AMERICAN SOLDER & 06/01/88
21988 AIRLUBE IOW/NR NFD TECHNDLDGIES, 01/00/93
18398 AIROILENE OIL P-O89507/P-89508/P-OBB730/P-137646/P-13714 CHICAGO PNEUMATIC 10/07/85
...................................................................................................................................
MS_S'S MARKED "- : SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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ANINOTRANSFERASE (OPT) TEST PACKS
(ALB) TEST PACKS
BOVINE CRYSTALLIZED
BOVINE FRACTION V POWDER
BOVINE RIA GRADE FRACTION V POWDER
CALIBRATOR (ALB-C)
CHICKEN EGG GRADE V
CHICKEN EGG GRADE VI
BOVINE FRACTION V 96-99% ALBUMIN
EGG (POWDER)
EGG, POWDER
111 (BARELF AL 100)
44622:R600411/450
44620:R471730/750
ALDOSTERONE CAC RIA KIT (125-I) AND ITS COMPONENTS
ALEMITE CO-2 CARP CLEANER
ALEMITE CO-2 LUBRICANT ALL PURPOSE LITHIUM GREASE
ALGAE - CIDE NO. 5 H441, H443









ALKALINE BATTERIES - ULTRA-LOW MERCURY
ALKALINE IODIDE SODIUM AZIDE SOLUTION
ALKALINE MANGANESE DIOXIDE CELL MN908.-918,-1604,
ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE (ALK P) TEST PACKS
ALKAPLUS (SODIUM CARBONATE)
ALKYD DECK ENAMEL (GRAY)
ALKYD EGGSHELL 25
ALKYD ENAMEL
ALKYD ENAMEL GLOSS BLUE 15102




ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701956901








117 9332,117 9340.117 9357/905620
0440






C6310 / ANIONIC DETERGENT IN TABLET FORM
R600337/38/39/40/41/42/43/44/45/46/47/48/4
PC 2962A / INHIBITED ALKALINE SOAK CLEANER









ALL SIZES OF ALKALINE
SA-435
MN1300-D,1400-C,1500-AA,24C)O-AAA,1900-N,SK
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704943901
OOD-E-699D
ENANEL. ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS






DU PONT, E.I., DE






























































































ALKYD ENAMEL 123- CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
.................................................. -- ................................................... .. ...........................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TD ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" = OLA HMIS MSDS
05135 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/01/91
13365 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/01/91
11830 HY-TECH PAINT MANU 05/24/88
0 04234 ATLAS PAINT & YARN DLA MSDS
11146 RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/15/89
- 06782 PEN PAINTS. INC. NO DATE
16538 RICHARO'S PAINT MA NO DATE
16517 GRAHAM PAINT & VAR 05/31/85
08063 GILLMAN, S.L., PAI 11/0t/88
- 19614 FARWEST PAINT 02/09/89
18970 GLIDDEN COMPANY 01/21/93
21996 RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/07/92
08189 CHEMRAY COATINGS C 05/19/89
10860 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
03364 ROBINAIR SEALED PO 06/18/86
- 12073 AMWAY 01/19/84
18715 ASHLAND OIL, INC 08/27/92
18548 O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 08/00/90
10238 PUMA CHEMICAL CO I 11/21/88
13904 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 12/00/89
02344 UNI-KEM INTERNATIO 07/03/86
11360 BG GRAPHICS 12/08/88
20408 OMI 12/22/92
@ 16480 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR DLA MSDS
12074 AMWAY 01/11/84
22431 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
05545 GTE VALERON CORP. 11/25/85
12906 ALL WEATHER OUTDO_ ADHESIVE F6037 ROBERTS CONSOLIDAT 02/27/92
07055 ALL 4 CROWN INDUSTRIAL P NO DATE
11437 ALL-PRO, LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT SOLVENT DETERGENT U.N.X. CHEMICALS I 06/29/89
06352 ALL-PURPOSE FN. SOLUTION MSDS COMPOSITION INFORMATION IS UNCLEAR VAN SON CORP. OF A NO DATE
05727 ALL-STATE S-200 BRAZING FLUX ALL-STATE WELDING NO DATE
12072 ALLANO HAND ANO BOOY LOTION AMWAY 01/04/84
02266 ALLEN SOLDER PASTE P-lO0 ALLEN, L.B. NO DATE
14294 ALLENE AG 05201 ALPHAGAZ 10,'01/85
18045 ALLOSPERSE UO 1A LAMPBLACK PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC) SILVERTDWN PRODUCT 07/01/87
18046 ALLOSPERSE UD 30 RAW UMBER PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC) SILVERTOWN PRODUCT 07/01/87
18048 ALLOSPERSE UD 4B PHTHALOCYANINE GREEN PIGMENT DISPE$ION (SIC) SILVERTOWN PRODUCT 07/27/87
18047 ALLOSPERSE UI) 68 OUINACRIOONE RED PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC) SILVERTOWN PRODUCT 11/01/90
18684 ALLOY DETECTOR KIT/CHEMICAL KIT 42PG KIT/410L/4108/930A (KIT 2) 42 PAGES SYSTEMS SCIENTIFIC 12/03/90
16014 ALLOY STEEL - HR & CR LEADED 4130,4140.4340,8620,86L20 CASTLE METALS/A.M. 11/25/85
06517 ALLOY STEELS-ALL FRMS.INCL.NAK-55,NAK-80(WELD.ROD) PDS-5,CARBON,STAINLESS,ALLOY&TOOL STEEL NT METALSOURCE 11/12/85
06502 ALLOY STEELS. HOT ROLLED/COLD FINISHED HY-TEN B3X, B3X 40. ASTM 322-82 METALSOURCE 11/06/85
06501 ALLOY STEELS, HOT ROLLED/COLD FINISHED STD.GRADES. 1330-9260 INCL.NITRIDING STEEL. VARIOUS NU METALSOURCE 11/06/85
05503 ALLOY STEELS. HOT ROLLED/COLD FINISHED, STD.GRADES 133Q-9260 - LEADED INCLUOING AISI 41L40, 8 METALSOURCE 11/08/85
20884 ALLPRQ EXTRA STRENGTH VINYL WALLCOVERING ADHESIVE 600 ROMAN ADHESIVES, I 06/01/93
@ 03100 ALOOINE 1001 CONVERSION COATING AMCHEM PRODUCTS, I OLA MSDS
01352 ALODINE 1200 PARKER + AMCHEM 08/16/90
14466 ALOOINE 12C)05 PARKER * AMCHEM 03/11/90
09393 ALODINE 1201 MIL-C-817(_ PARKER + AMCHEM 11/05/92
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 11
TSRS :;.TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
@ 04235 ALKYD ENAMEL, OLIVE DRAB 24087 TT-E-529C,CL.A ATLAS PAINT & YARN DLA MSDS
ALKYD FLAT SEMI-GLOSS & EG-SHEL FINISHES A/1 B32W201,B49W2,B49W200.B38G..,Y24W20,Y24W53
ALKYD GLOSS & SPECIALY FINISHES PROWAR GL.BARN PAINT 846 R AS(RED)B46 W A3
ALKYD HOUSE PAINT 700
ALKYD INTERIOR SENIGLOSS. til-IITE 27778 TT.E-5098
ALKYD SEMI GLOSS ENAMEL WHITE 690
ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS 130 WHITE
ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL TINT BASE 701
ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS IVORY 27778
ALKYD SEMIGLOSS ENAMEL (GRAY, TT-E-50BC) WASHABLE SYNTHETIC SG RESIN GRAY 26187
ALKYD SPAR VARNISH 55-V-121H EQUIVALENT #670
ALKYD SPRAY EGGSHELL DRY FOG. 1180
ALKYD TRIM & DECK ENAMEL #4000 WHITE
¢
ALKYD,SEMIGLOSS,INTERIOR TT-E-508C YELLOW 23690 GS-10F-50797
ALKYL ARYL SULFONATES LAURYL ALCOHOL SULFATES
ALL CLIMATE VACULtl PUMP OIL. 13203 OR 13204
ALL FABRIC BLEACH
ALL FLEET PLUS MOTOR OIL SAE 15W40
ALL FULLER-O'BRIEN & CROWN LATEX ARCHITECTUAL CTGS 1##,1##-##.2##,2##-##,5##,6##,6##-##.7##-#
ALL METAL CLEANER/POLISH GS-IOF-48474
ALL PRODUCTS PRODUCT SAFETY INFORMATION SUPPLEMENT
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER, ADIOS AEROSOL
ALL PURPOSE FI_dNTAIN SOLUTION
ALL PURPOSE GREASE W/PTFE
ALL PURPOSE PRIMER TT-P-605
ALL PURPOSE SPRAY ADJUVANT
ALL TRANS-RETINOIC ACID R2625
ALL VALENITE CARBIDE EXC.(VC-67,-68.-83.-099,-320) CEMENTED CARBIDE PRODUCT WITH COBALT BINDE
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM .I '_ ' = DLA F_IS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)






















































ALOX 2028D, CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUNO
ALOXGLASS
ALPHA SOLDER FLUX, #611
ALPHA 564 M CLEANING SOLVENT
ALPHA 620F FLUX, TYPE RIBA
ALPHA-O-GLUCOSE. ANHYDROUS. 96%






ALPINE GREEN 1# 5194975










ALUNIGRIP LINEAR POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT-COLOR BASE
ALUM!GRIP POLYESTER URETHANE GLOSS TOPCOAT (NO PB)
ALUMIGRIP POLYESTER URETHANE GLOSS TOPCOAT (W/PB)
























ALLOYS - ALL FORMS
ALLOYS(1XXX-TXXX SERIES,LEADED 2011&6262)














ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702221901
22318-2
314 ASPHALT CUTBACK CEMENT
MBO 135-072 TY III FINISH B
5194974, LAB NO. 38040
GS-0_F013023 PO # FWYS 471-4
MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (1-3%) OR ROSIN CORE
POLYESTER RESIN
INSECT GROWTH REGULATOR/MOSQUITO LARVICIDE
PC 4001 / ALKALINE SOAK CLEANER
CUTTING FLUID / 002-B
COVERING PRESSURIZED ALUM-A-LUB
THOMAS & BETTS CAT. NO.: 21059
1115 WHITE. 1215 BLUE. 16t5 RED, 18t5 BLAC
G&H LINES - LEAD FREE
A540,A591,B365.A446.A44?,A634,A941.A948,C2
A8628
SERIES 29t0._.__, VARIOUS PRODUCT CODES
0.1% AL IN 2% HN03
ALLOY SERIES 1000/2000/3000/5000/6000/7000
ALLOY SERIES 1000.2000,3000.5000.6000 AND
DIST: PIONEER ALUMINUM, INC.
CF.MSDS FOR COMPOSITION SPECIFICS
1XXX THROUGH 7XXX SERIES
1XXX THRU 7XXX SERIES,LEADED 2011 & 6262
A2140
55 GAL DRUM/_FGR SENT SEPARATE MSDS FOR EA
BLACK OACK FIBERED/#'S 5170,72,75,76,77,80
X-5767CARGILL / TT-P-28G (RED PRIMER COATI
TOLUOL AND KETONE SOLVENT
PARKER + ANCHEM 03/25/91




ALPHA METALS OLA MSDS
ALPHA METALS NO DATE
ALPHA METALS OLA MSDS
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
OU PONT. E.I., DE 08/00/89
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/05/93
TEXMASTIC INTERNAT 07/01/94
ALPHA ASSOC. INC 05/01/91
DEFT, INC. OLA MSDS
SPRAYON PRODUCTS 11/27/79
DETROIT DIESEL ALL 11/27/79
HARRIS. d.w.. CO. 11/00/85
ALPHA RESINS CORPO 10/09/90
ZOECON INOUST_IES NO DATE
DIVERSEY CORPORATI 01/00/82
WINFIELD BROOKS CO 03/04/86
ALUN-A-LUB CORP 06/01/89
dET-LUBE, INC. 11/19/92
ISO CAST SYSTEMS I 04/01/90
ISO CAST SYSTEMS I 01/04/91





PARR, INC. DLA MSDS
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/14/92






KAISER ALUMINUM & 06/01/85
METALSOURCE 11/06/85
CASTLE METALS/A.M. 11/25/85
TULL, d.M , METALS 04/01/92
SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/04/88
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICA 04/0t/85
GIB$ON-HOMANS 01/07/87
SENTRY PAINT & CHE 05/24/93
DEVCON CORP 06/10/92
ESSEX CHEMICAL COR 02/tl/82
ALFA PRODUCTS 10/00/85
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/30/9113490 ALUNtNUN OXIDE FINE POWDER, 99.8% 26549-7
............ .,.., ................................. _._-,,. ................................................................





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 13
DEGUSSA CORP. 02/02/91
13604 ALUMINUM KOPPERS COMPANY, I 03/01/81
18034 ALUNINL_ U.S. ALUMINUM. INC 07/18/91
21987 ALUMIN_ UNITED STATES BRON NO DATE
18323 ALUMINUM POTASSIUM SULFATE OODECAHYDRATE ACS REACT A7t67 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/20/93
15815 ALUMINUM POTASSIUM SULFIDE A-601¢ FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/19180
17682 ALUMINUM PUTTY (F) RESIN 10610 ITW 05/11/92
11273 ALUMINUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION SA-442 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/06/89
07691 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING #5934 PREMIUM GRADE FIBEREDt(NON-FIBERED)O KOCH MATERIALS COM 05/25/88
07692 ALUMII_JN ROOF COATING #5935 PREMIUM GRADE FIBERED KOCH MATERIALS COW 05/25/88
07693 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING #5954 COMMERCIAL GRADE KOCH MATERIALS COW 05/25188
07694 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING #5945 COMMERCAIL GRADE FIBERED KOCH MATERIALS COW 05/25/88
09161 ALUMINUM STRIP COAT 00067118 ESSEX CHEMICAL COR 12/12/85
18368 ALUMINUM SULFATE. N-HYDRATE 0573,0566,0567.0572 BAKER. J T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
05997 ALUMINUM TEST 2/HAZCAT KIT AMMONIUM ACETATE AND ACETIC ACID HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
21975 ALUNIi_ 1.000 NU-G/NL; 10.000 NU-G/ML ULTRAGRAOE STANOARD.PLASMA STANDARO.AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/0t/93
17712 ALUMINUM; ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANDARD AX(_519 EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
10511 ALUMINUM, METALLIC, POWDER A-559 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28190
15752 ALUMINUM, PURIFIED BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
08315 ALUMINUM, 0.1 & 1.0% AL IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 01/01/91
@ 03099 ALUMIPREP 33 USER PLS. CHECK PRODUCT NUMBER (STOCK NO. AMCHEM PRODUCTS, I DLA MSDS
09162 ALUTONE ACID ALUMINUM DEOXIDIZER, 2226B,2754C DIVERSEY CORPORATI 09/00/82
- 1207_ AM MEDIC FIRST AID SPRAY AMWAY 02125185
17652 AM-E-POX CATALYST 599 ELLIS PAINT COMPAN 10/24/91
17651 AM-E-POX RED OXIDE PRIMER 572 ELLIS PAINT COMPAN 10/23/91
17650 AM-E-POX WHITE 500 ELLIS PAINT COMPAN 10/23/91
07624 AMASTEEL SHOT.GRIT,AMABRASIVE.AMASTEEL CAST STEEL PRODUCTS ERVIN INDUSTRIES, 06/15/87
22057 AMC CLEANER ELECTRO-CHEW ETCH 07/09/93
22071 AMOEX GREASE NO. 2 EP MSDS #02001623 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 04/13189
08435 AMDRO FIRE ANT INSECTICIDE (VW&R CODE P4440) AMERICAN CYANAMID 10/27/89
07095 AMER-FLIN II AMERICAN LACQUER & NO DATE
0?096 AMER-FLINT II AMERICAN LACQUER & NO DATE
08204 AMERCOAT POLYAMIDE EPOXY, #3117 RESIN AWERON 03/10/89
14484 AMERCOAT 10 THINNER AMERON 10/01184
14485 AMERCOAT 101 THINNER 04-30710 AMERON 08/27/92
14481 AMERCOAT 12 CLEANER AMERON 03/10/89
14486 AMERCOAT 160 MODIFIED INORGANIC ZINC RICH COATING AMERON 04/23/84
04225 AMERCOAT 182 RESIN (CURE) TWO MSDS/RESIN AND CURE AMERON 03/10/89
14487 AMERCOAT 35 VINYL ACRYLIC. 1155250 PRODUCT HAS BEEN DISCONTINUED BY MFGR. AMERON 06/15/85
05461 ANERCOAT 395 RESIN MIL-C-4456/O_-P-23236 AMERON 03/09/90
05536 AMERCOAT 395 STANDARD CURE MIL-C-4556/DOO-P-23236 AMERQN 03/10/89
05589 AMERCOAT 395FD CURE NOT FOR MIL-C-4556D AMERON 03/10/89
11500 AMERCOAT 395LC RESIN AMERON 03/09/90
14488 AMERCOAT 450 ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE COMPENANT5 A&B DISCONTINUED AMERON 11/00/80
08208 AMERCOAT 450 NOT IN BB.SERIES.XREF FILE 450 CURE AMERON 04/2t/89
08207 ANERCOAT 450 NOT IN BB.SERIES.XREF FILE 450 RESIN AMERON 04/21/89
00549 AMERCOAT 450GL, RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/S) AMERON 03/10/89
07632 AMERCOAT 45OH5 RESN / 450HS CURE ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2 AMERON 05/26/94
14664 AMERCOAT 5403 SILICONE-ALKYD ENAMEL AMERON 03/26/92
14665 AMERCOAT 54038 SILICONE-ALKYD ENAMEL AMERON 11/08/91
04993 AMERCOAT 6 THINNER ANERON 03/10/89
TSRS TRAOENAME CC_INEN_rS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
21575 ALUMINUM OXIDE PLATINUM CATALYST, DRY MSDS#1698, 511-914
PASTE TT-P-320 TYPE 2 / LMSC MSDS
PASTE (LEAFING) HAt60 A-A-341A. TY.II,CLASS A.LEAFING ALUW.PIGNE
PASTE / ZEKS: TUFFLO PRBCESS OILS HEAT TRANSFER FLUID FOR INGERSOLL-RAND AIR
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CO_;TACT / MSDS'S W./O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ," '_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA'SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SVSTEM (TSRS)
TRAOENAME INDEX P. 14
14489 AMERCOAT 65 THINNER AMERON 06/15/85
00573 AMERCOAT 7 THINNER AMERON 06/15/85
05133 AMERCOAT 74i INORGANIC COATING AMERON 03/10/89
14490 AMERCOAT 741 WHITE MH-1 AMERON 03/00/81
14491 AJlIERCOAT 78 CURE, COAL TAR EPOXY AMERON 06/t5/85
14492 AMERCOAT 78 RESIN BLACK COAL TAR EPOXY AMERON _/15/85
14493 AMERCOAT 78HB CURE AMINE CURED COAL TAR EPOXY AMERON 01/28/93
14494 AMERCOAT 781_ RESIN AMINE CURED COAL TAR EPOXY AMERON 06/15/85
1449_J AMERCOAT 8 THINNER AMERON 06/15/85
18363 AMERCOAT 886 ANTI-SLIP ADOITIVE AMERON 01/30/92
14496 AMERCOAT 9 THINNER PROTECTIVE COATING AMERON 09/00/80
08203 ANERCOAT 923 THINNER AMERON 03/10/89
11352 AMERICAN BRAND FERTILIZER/GRADES W/LESS THAN 1% MN.CU.ZN IMC FERTILIZER. IN 01/27/88
10318 AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL OIL NO. 32 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 10/18/89
18210 AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL OIL NO. 68 SBL: CE 1600 - CE 2019 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 10/07/86
08205 AMERLOCK HIGH-SOLIDS EPOXY, #400 RESIN/CURE CURE MSDS: 4-29-93 AMERON 08/27/93
17733 ANEROID DSC ONE STEP CLEANER DREW CHEMICAL CORP 07/28/92
00349 AMEROIO OWS QUICK SEPARATING DEGREASE DREW CHEMICAL CORP 07/28/92
• 04215 AMERON BLACK 17038 AMERON DLA MSDS
• 04213 ANERON BLACK 37038 AMERON DLA MSDS
• 04212 AMERON BROWN 10080 TT-E-489 AMERON DLA MSDS
• 04221 AMERON EX-2080 AMERON DLA MSDS
• 04222 AMERON EX-3510 TT-S-190 AMERON DLA MSDS
• 04211 AMERON GRAY 16187 TT-E-489 AMERON DLA MSDS
@ 04219 AMERON GREEN 14260 TT-E-489 AMERON DLA MSDS
• 0421_ AMERON ORANGE 12197-1 TT-E-489 AMERON DLA MSDS
• 04218 AMERON ORANGE 12246 TT-E-489 ANERON DLA MSDS
• 04216 AMERON WHITE 1775 (SIC) AMERON DLA NSDS
• 04214 ANERON YELLOW 13538 AMERON OLA MSDS
• 04210 AMERON 724-102,COMP.I/724-112.COMP.II MIL'P-23377 AMERON DLA MSOS
• 04223 AMERON 742-732, PAINT WHITE ENAMEL TT-E-4B9 AMERON OLA MSDS
09557 AMERSHIELD AMERSH RESN & CURE CURE MSOS DATE 4-30-93; ALIPHATIC POLYURET AMERON 08/27/93
- 12075 AMGARO FIRE EXTINGUISHER AI_/AY C_/01/84
12076 ANGARD HALON FIRE EXTINGUISHER 2-B:C AMWAY 01/04/84
19957 ANIKACIN (AMIK) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705666901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
16338 AMINE ADDUCT 570-B-2(X)O(5673-O1)HI BLO BASE/AL.GRY O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 02/28/85
11224 AMINE 2.4-D U-5,043 WEEDAR 2.4-0 PENNWALT CORPORATI 10/15/80
02365 AMINO ACID F REAGENT CAT NO. 22538/POWOER PILLOWS. 25ML SMP HACH COMPANY 09/24/86
• 01711 AMINO ACID REAGENT CAT NO. 804/ CAT NO. 1934-32 HACH COMPANY DLA MSDS
07048 ANINO ACID STANOARD SOLUTION. PHYSIOLOGICAL BASICS A6282 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 09/08/88
07049 AMINO ACID STANDARD SOLUTION,PHYSIOL.ACIDS/NEUTRAL A6407 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON(Y3/08/88
09163 AMINOETHYLPIPERAZINE 30259 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 03/12/87
04259 AMITROLE. PRACT. KEPRO CAT-1G/CAT-4G/CAT-12G/CAT-20G EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/09/84
03649 AML-GARD CORROSION PREVENTATIVE WATER DISPLACING MIL-C-85054 TYPE II BULK CHEM. DISTRIB NO DATE
08165 AMId-MITE; "AN'; PRILLS AIR PROOUCTS& CHE 06/01/82
02468 AMMONIA ANHYDROUS AMMONIA AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 10/00/86
16078 AMMONIA KSC-TG-PID-06 / ANHYDROUS MATHESON GAS PRODU 03/28/90
19959 AMMONIA (ANON) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705322901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
05529 AMMONIA ABSORBER FILTER / DUPLIMATIC 105 MICHLIN DIAZO PROD 05/15/86
11155 AMMONIA ABSORBER PACK 78-8004-6026-9 3M 09/02/92
01784 AIlONIA ANHYDROUS (PROCESS:OZ&LID) BOWER ANNDNIA & CH t0/00/84
.......................................................... -_ ---_ .................................................................
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '•' : DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 15
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
I0 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
22807 AMMONIA CYLINDER FOR DUPLIPRINTER CZ-0000-0023-0/78-8004-6017-8 3M 09/02/92
13314 AMMONIA IN NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
0 02578 AMMONIA INHALANT BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
0 02578 AMMONIA INHALANT OEVS WORK EXPERIEN DLA MSDS
13287 AMMONIA PH - ADJUSTING ISA 951211 ORION RESEARCH IN(: 05/25/89
15583 AMMONIA TECH 99.5% (K-BOTTLE) (MFGR: USS AGRI-CH.) BOGGS GASES 09/25/84
19836 AMMONIA/AMMONIA ANHYDROUS (DOT) LIQUID CARBONIC 05/00/91
01784 AMMONIA, ANHYDROUS BOWER AMMONIA & CH 04/01/92
10890 AMMONIA, ANHYDROUS NORTHRIDGE TOX CEN 06/00/86
03032 AMMONIA, ANHYDROUS UNION CARBIDE 04/00/89
14295 AMMONIA, ANHYDROUS AI_NIA AG 05202 ALPHAGAZ 11/01/90
01784 AMMONIA,ANHYDROUS(DISTR:DISC.DIAZO"MFG:BOWER/NAT.A OZALID CORP 10/00/84
15336 AMMONIATED CLEANER STRIPPER CELLO CORPORATION NO DATE
O 15748 AMMONIUM ACETATE CHEMICAL COMMODITI DLA MSDS
11090 AMMONIUM ACETATE MALLINCKRODT 07/26/85
@ 11927 AMMONIUM ACETATE, ACS CHEMICAL CONMODITI DLA MSDS
0 11940 AMMONIUM ACETATE, ACS CRYSTAL, 0-C-265 SPECTRUM CHEMICAL DLA MSDS
e 11945 AMMONIUM ACETATE, ACS 7064 0-C-265 HACH COMPANY DLA MSDS
- 15750 AMMONIUM BIFLUORIDE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
13132 AMMONIUM CARBONATE A651; A652; A656 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/14/91
19055 AMMONIUM CARBONATE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
05860 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE A-649,A-661 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/t4/93
02760 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
22455 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE, 99.5+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 21333-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/07/94
18372 AMMONIUM DICHROMATE 0688,0690 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
18322 AMMONIUM DICHROMATE A8520 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
13878 AMMONIUM HYDROGEN DIFLUORIDE, 98% ABBOTT MSDS #50, PRODUCT #22482°0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
06724 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE A-669.A-669C,A-669-SI,A-669-S.A-667 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/23/91
02762 ANNONII_ HYDROXIDE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
19566 AI_NIUM HYDROXIDE POLY RESEARCH CORP 03/23/93
13534 AMMONIUM HYOROXIOE (28% AOUEOUS SOLUTION) 102 1096,102 1112.110 4074,110 4090.114 62 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/18/91
e 01321 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE A.C.S. POLY RESEARCH CORP DLA MSDS
06152 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE/NAZCAT KIT HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
09165 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE, A.C.S. REAGENT 22122-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/17/88
• 03375 AI_NIUM HYOROXIDE. TECH CONTINENTAL CHEMIC DLA MSDS
14280 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE, 25-30% SOLUTION - AQUA AMMONIA 0-C-265 ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 04/00/81
11196 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE, 99.99+% (30% NH3) 33881-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/13/90
11379 AMMONIUM IRON(III) CITRATE 22896-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/11/90
11378 AMI_NIUM METAVANADATE, 99% 20555-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/1t/90
• 15753 AMMONIUM NOLYBDATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC DLA NSOS
- 15754 AMMONIUM NOLYBDATE BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 08/19/81
15825 AMMONIUM MOLYBDATE A-674 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/03/89
18321 AMMONIUM MOLYBDATE TETRAHYDRATE ACS REAGENT A7302 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 05/10/93
13170 AMMONIUM NITRATE COLUMBIA NITROGEN 05/00/87
11091 AMMONIUM NITRATE MALLINCKRODT 08/09/85
04681 AMMONIUM NITRATE A9642 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
21976 AMMONIUM NITRATE 10,000 MO-G/ML MATRIX MODIFIER ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
10175 AMMONIUM NITRATE, A.C.S. REAGENT 22124-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/21/89
18320 AMMONIUM OXALATE MONOHYDRATE ACS REAGENT A8545 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
18460 AMMONIUM OXALATE. MONOHYORATE A-679 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/28/92
11519 AMMONIUM PARAMOLYBDATE CATALOG# AX1310 EM SCIENCE 09/00/83
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 16
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
02768 AMMONIUM PEROXYDISULFATE A-681.A-682.BP179.BP200C. BP201C FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/30/94
14147 AMMONIUM PERSULFATE CAT ,161-0700 BIO-RAO LABORATORI 06/15/90
01219 AIIIMONIUN PERSULFATE KEPRO AP-24G FMC CORPORATION 03/09/90
05838 AMMONIUM PERSULFATE 3460? NALLINCKRODT 08/0t/85
- 22749 ANIIONIUM PEmSULFATE EC-504 NATIONAL OIAGNOSTI 02/14/91
13283 ANMONZUM PERSULFATE PRONEGA CORPORATIO 11/27/88
15759 AIINONIUM PERSULFATE. 0762.5481,0770.5670 BAKER. u.T. CHEMIC 03/31/87
11008 AMMONIUM PERSULPHATE 27195,10032.44307 BOH CHEMICALS NO DATE
22437 AIIION|UM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC ACS REAGENT Al167 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
17516 AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE NONOBAS;C A1645 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
• 15760 AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE. DIBASIC STAUFFER CHEMICAL DLA MSOS
22459 AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE, OIBASIC. 98+%. A.C.S. REAGENT 21599-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/24/94
11901 AMMONIUM SULFATE COLUMBIA NITROGEN NO DATE
12713 AMMONIUM SULFATE WALLINCKRODT 02/16/89
07932 AMMONIUM SULFATE NALLINCKROOT 08/07/85
18611 AMMONIUM SULFATE 09982 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
14015 AMIIDNIUM SULFATE GRADE I A5132 SIGMA CHEMICAL COIl 11/02/88
- 15828 AMMONIUM SULFATE. A-702 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/25/85
13491 AMMONIUM SULFATE. 99%. A.C.S. REAGENT 22125-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/30/91
07039 AMMONIUM SULFIDE SOLUTION A-705 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
01401 AMMONIUM SULFIDE SOLUTION NALLINCKRODT 08/30/85
01450 AMMONIUM TARTRATE (#A708500) FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/31/86
05803 AMMONIUM THIOSULFATE 58% SOLUTION ASHLANO OIL. INC. 11/00/87
17125 AMOCO AW 68 HYDRAULIC OIL AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/02/85
16904 AMOCO C-3 FLUID (AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION FLUID) AMOCO OIL COMPANY 02/00/78
16883 AMOCO INOUSTRIAL OIL 100 OIL/S.A.E. lOW AMOCO OIL COMPANY 08/0t/79
22166 AMOCO LDO ALL-SEASON MOTOR OIL SAE 10W-40 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/10/89
03365 AMOCO LITHIUM MULTI-PURPOSE GREASE AMOCO OIL COMPANY 06/17/85
15941 AMOCO IImJLTI-PURPOSE GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 80W-90 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/17/89
13934 AMOCO OUTBOARD SNOWMOBILE OIL AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/10/89
21714 AMOCO REGULAR LEAD-FREE GASOLINE AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/14/9t
13501 AMOCO SPINDLE OIL C SOUTH BEND LATHE PROD.#S: CEt603. CE2019 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/12/89
17000 AMOCO WHITE MINERAL OIL NO. 9-NF LIGHT. USP AMOCO OIL COMPANY 1t/00/82
17120 AMOCO 1000 FLUID AMOCO OIL COMPANY 08/00/80
17123 AMOCO 200 HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/02/85
09164 AMOCO 300 MOTOR OIL SAE 30 AMOCO 01L COMPANY 08/08/85
18991 AMOCO 400 MOTOR OIL SAE 15W-40--SG AMOCO OIL COMPANY 06/08/89
21713 AMOGEAR EP 320 LUBRICANT AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/17/89
15770 AMONIUM PHOSPHATE NON(]BASIC 0776 BAKER. J,T, CHEMIC 08/01/83
09166 AMOVIS LUBRICANT NO. 8-X AMOCO OIL COMPANY 07/15/85
10509 ANPHORPHOUS SYNTHETIC SILICA GEL S-701.704.706.707.733,734,735.736.743.744. FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/14/93
18087 AMPHOTERICIN 8-SOLUBILIZEO CELL CULTURE A9528 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/19/92
16137 AMSCO SOLV 1001 (RUBBER SOLVENT) UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
16796 AMSCO SOLV 1005 UNION OIL CO. OF C 01/23/86
16136 AMSCO $OLV 1005 (REGULAR MINERAL SPIRITS) UNION OIL CO. OF C 06/0t/82
- 16134 ANSCO SOLV 1101 (SPECIAL NAPHTHOLITE 66/3) UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
16132 AMSCO SOLV 1104 (MINERAL SPIRITS 66/3) UNION OIL CO, OF C 10/20/80
16131 AMSCO SOLV 1106 (140 SOLVENT 66/3) UNION 01L CO. OF C 10/20/80
16130 AMSCO SOLV 1120 (TEXTILE SPIRITS) UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
- 16129 AMSCO SOLV 1130 (ROTO SOLVENT) UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
- 16126 AMSCO SOLV 1270 (INK OIL 10-400) UNION OIL CO. OF C t0/20/80
........................................................ --.. ........................................................................
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AMSCO SOLV 1299 (KEROSINE SOLV)
AMSCO SOLV 1431 (SOLV G)
AMSCD SOLV 1435 (SUPER HIGH FLASH NAPHTHA)
AMSCO SOLV 1458 (DOOECENE)
AMSCO SOLV 1466 (NONENE)
AMSCO SOLV 1483 (HEPTANE)
AMSCO SOLV 1487 (HEXANE)
AMSCD SOLV 5305 (N-BUTANOL)
AMSCD SOLV, 0-C-1889
AMWAY EXTRA GAS ADDITIVE CONCENTRATE
AMWAY EXTRA OIL ADDITIVE
AMWAY PRODUCTS,COMPLETE SET OF MSDS'S
AMYL ACETATE. BANANA OIL
AMYLASE (AML) TEST PACKS
AMYLOGLUCOSlDASE
AMYLOGLUCDSIDASE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER
AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER
AMYLOGLUCOSIDASE FROM RHIZOPUS MOLD
AMYLDPECTIN AZURE
AMYLDSE AZURE
AN SPRAY MARK OVER (C H FREE) TAN AND WHITE
AN SPRAY STENCIL INK (C H FREE) ALL COLORS
AN-IDENT
AN-30 SILICON COMPOUND
ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE B
ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE C







ANDEROL 401D SYNTHETIC INSTRUMENT OIL
ANDEROL 416 SYNTHETIC NON-SPREAD OIL
ANDEROL 456 SYNTHETIC IMPREGNATING OIL
ANOEROL 500 OIL
ANDEROL 500 SYNTHETIC COMPRESSOR OIL
ANDEROL 750 OIL
ANDEROL*" UH 46 UNIVERSAL HYDRAULIC 01L
ANETHESIA ETHER;ETHYLOXIDE;DIETHYL ETHER
ANGIOTENSIN I
ANHYDROL SOLVENT SPECIAL 200, ANHYDROUS, PM-4084
AfCHYDROL SOLVENT SPECIAL, PM-4081, 190 PROOF
ANHYDRONE/MAGNESIUM PERCHLORATE
ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
ANHYDROUS CITRIC ACID, USP. FCC
ANHYDROUS HYORAZINE
ANILINE
ANILINE BLUE WATER SOLUBLE CERTIFIED
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
UNION OIL CO. OF C 01/04/85
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/21/80





ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705690901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
CAT# 1202359 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 09/30/93
A3042 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 08/30/89
A7420 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/30/89
A7255 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/17/92
A4640 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/18/91
A3506 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/18/91
MARSH COMPANY 06/23/92
015382 MARSH COMPANY 06/23/92
8886-090250 / SEE LETTER. TSRS _ 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOD
SUNN£N PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87




AG 05203 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
MIL-R-46082 TY.I ACCRABOND, INC. 03/28/86
THREE BOND OF AMER DLA MSDS
HK54-U, MSDS#5291-02 AIR PROOUCTS& CHE 04/00/92
SODIUm DLEATE SOAP ANCHOR CHEM. CO. 06/01/92
7955230 MJODEX INC. 10/14/83
NUODEX INC. 12/07/83
0810456 HULS AMERICA INC. 03/30/92
7953813 NUODEX INC. 10/24,/83
PRODUCT# 0810500 HULS AMERICA INC. 01/16/90
NUODEX INC. t0/14/83




DENATURED ETHANOL / SPECIAL I NOUSTRIAL SOL UNION CARBIDE 10/29/92
501-171 LECO CORPORATION 01/18/90
LAROCHE INDUSTRIES 11/01/86
C009 PFIZER CHEMICAL CO 03/00/81
CPE134080 OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/26/90
A7404 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/15,85
A6157 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24,86
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MS_S SYSTEM / '_' = DLA F_iS MS_S
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFET_ _ DATA SHEET INDEX
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18319 ANILINE SULFATE A8399 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
06118 ANION EXCHANGE RESIN,STRONGLY BASIC,TY.II.CL- FORM A-550/A-651/AS8-2 SYBRON CHEMICALS, 10/21/85
18422 ANSI 61 LIGHT GRAY (AEROSOL) CAT. NO. A-TPPY61 / ?83510 9210 0 CUSTOM°PAK PROOUCT 12/23/92
14875 ANSUL PLUS-50/PLUS-50 C CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT /UMSUL CO.ANY 06/01/89
1E584 JUMSUL 3"_ FLUOROPROTEIN FOAM CONCENTRATE ANSUL COMPANY NO DATE
16587 ANSUL 3% REGULAR PROTEIN FOAM CONCENTRATE ANSUL COMPANY NO DATE
16585 ANSULITE 3"h AFFF AQUEOUS FILM FORMING FOAM CONCENTRATE ANSUL COMPANY NO DATE
16586 ANSULITE 3% FREEZE PROTECTED AFFF ANSUL COMPANY NO OATE
12921 ANTHRACENE-DtO WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 SUPELCO, 1NC. 01/10/90
22421 ANTHRONE. 97%, A.C.S. REAGENT 31989-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/09/94
07365 ANTI FOGGING AK-031 O-A-549A ALFA KLEEN 12/20/91
22298 ANTI STATIC CLEANER/STATICIDE MISCO #1308 CRT SCREEN CLEANER ACL, INC. 08/05/87
06454 ANTI-CLOG GERMICIDE AOUATREAT, INC. 05/00/86
04258 ANTI-FOAM AO (AO??), NON-CHELATED KEPRO AZK-F-1QT CIRCUIT CHEMISTRY 11/22/85
• 04959 ANTI-SEIZE COMPOIJNI_ MAKOOR PRODUCTS MF DLA MSDS
04596 ANTI-SEIZE COl_. THREAD COMPDUNO MIL-T-83483 ARMITE LABORATORIE NO DATE
• 07465 ANTI-SEIZE HIGH TEMP MIL-A-907 ARMITE LABORATORIE DLA MSDS
13946 ANTI-SEIZE HIGH TEMPERATURE THREAD COMPOUNO 21961. 21962 BOWMAN DISTRIBUTIO 07/27/90
00918 ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT 767-64,767-65 LDCTITE CORPORATIO 11/01/85
20224 ANTI-SEIZE THREAD COMPD 767 76775 / 133 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 02/12/90
11102 ANTI-SEIZE THREAD LUBRICANT ACHESON (dAPAN) LT NO DATE
09100 ANTI-SEIZE. UNGAR #800t PACKAGING COMPONEN 05/15/92
04172 ANTI-SPATTER WILLIAMS IMPRINT TYPE S.W.G.. LAS-16 RITTER CHEMICAL CO NO DATE
20007 ANTI-STAT GLASS CLEANER 7302 GENERAL CHEMICAL C 04/25/88
11468 ANTI-STATIC CLEANER AND POLISH PRODUCT* 31-60062-201 VISUAL GRAPHICS CO 05/00/88
11099 ANTI-STATIC FLUID 8R90273, 8R2946, 43E30 XEROX 05/01/90
- 14679 ANTI-STATIC SPRAY 83-3-t04566 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
- 12078 ANTI-TARNISH SILVER POLISH AMMAY 01/01/84
11804 ANTIBIOTIC ANTIMYCOTIC SOLUTION (IOOX) A9909 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/06/90
22321 ANTIBIOTIC-ANTIMYCOTIC SOLUTION 15240,15245 / OlD CAT #S 600-5240/600-5245 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, 08/11/93
13841 ANTIBLAZE 80 ALBRIGHT & WILSON 11/22/91
20909 ANTIFOAM AFI VIRGINIA KiP CORP. tl/10/92
11566 ANTIFOAM A EMULSION A5758 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 10/29/90
20941 ANTIFOAM EMULSION SWS-214 STAUFFER-WACKER SI 08/27/87
11555 ANTIFOAM 289 A5551 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM I0/29/90
16128 ANTIFOGGING COMPOUND CONTINENTAL CHEMIC NO DATE
14795 ANTIFOGGING COMPOUND 0-A-549 PUMA CHEMICAL CO I 12/19/91
• 17188 ANTIFREEZE GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
14109 ANTIFREEZE. ETHYLENE GLYCOL CSD, INC. 08/0t/88
• 03371 ANTIFREEZE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL OLD WORLD TRADING DLA MSDS
- 16150 ANTIFREEZE. ETHYLENE GLYCOL BASE CONTINENTAL CHEMIC NO DATE
15465 ANTIMICROBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY DISKS 337##, 338_# / APPROX. 40 DIFFERENT ANTIBI GENERAL DIAGNOSTIC NO DATE
- 17561 ANTIMONIAL OR ARSENICAL LEAD SANDERS LEAD COMPA 04/28/92
22351 ANTIMONY 0.1% SB IN 5% HN03 + 0.1% HF HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
15828 JJ_TIMONY POTASSIUM TARTRATE A885 FISHER SCIENTIFIC t0/03/91
11274 ANTIMONY REFERENCE STANOARD SOLUTION 5A-450 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
10512 ANTIMONY TRICHLORIDE. SOLID A-853 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
21974 ANTIMONY 1.000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML "ULTRAGRADE STANDARD.PLASMA STANDARD.AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
17711 ANTIMONY/ ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANOARD AX1661 EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
08306 ANTIMONY, 0.1 & 1.0% IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
14189 ANTIPAIN CAT# 1 004 646, 1 004 697 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI t2/10/87
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" - OLA HMIS MSDS
I (, C
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13057 ANTISEIZE COMPOUND, LUBRICATING GREASE
0 12615 ANTISEIZING TAPE
19960 ANTITHROMBIN III (AT III) TEST PACKS
06728 AP ARMAFLEX ANO ARMAFLEX II




15316 APCO 2161 HARDENER PARTS A & B
16803 APCO 2486 PART A
16320 APEXIOR NO. 3
04608 APGO 80/90, LUBRICATING OIL, GEAR
22519 API M MEDIUM
22520 API OF MEDIUM
08255 API OF TEST KIT OXIDATION FERMENTATION GLUCOSE MED
18213 API 20A SYSTEM
18214 API 20C SYSTEM
18217 API 20E REAGENT QC
18216 API 20E SYSTEM
10491 APIEZON L GREASE
04345 APIEZDN N GREASE
20423 APIEZON PRODUCTS
19376 APIGENIN, 98%




06662 AQUA AMMONIA SOLUTIONS #1,#2.#3 DUPLIMATIC 105
20516 AQUA AMMONIA 26BE 380#
04291 AQUA AMMONIA 26DEG.BE"
15463 AQUA KEM
19475 AOUA LUBE
09169 AQUA PRIME - PART B
20172 AQUA SEAL
15466 AQUA ZYME ENZYMATIC WASTE DIGESTER
15461 AQUA-BOWL (TOILET BOWL CLEANER)
19712 AQUA-GEL (GEL & LIQUID) WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT
19711 AOUA-GEL CW WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT
19710 AQUA-GEL II UTILITY CABLE PULLING LUBRICANT
20341 AQUA-GRO L (LIQUID)
00274 AQUA-MER ANTIFOAM 2
00277 AOUA-MER DRY FILM PHOTORESIST
19703 AQUA-SOL =1 CLEANING SOLUTION CONCENTRATE
11214 AOUALOCK LATEX PRIMER-WHITE
21170 AOUAMATIC GOLD CUTTING FLUID
16284 AOUANEL 550 WATER-BORNE VARNISH {USED BY LIEBERT)
16969 AQUAPON A COMPONENTS
16283 AQUAPON, CLEAR (COMPONENT B). 97-98
_0406 AQUASEAL




PART B-EPOXY RESIN SAFETY HARDENER
EPOXY RESIN




8886-036253 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211
8886-026254 / SEE LETTER, TSRS . 18211
8886-015307 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211
8886-010258,010811 / SEE LETTER, TSRS n 18 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
MSDS IS FROM SHELL INTERNAT'L/J.G.BIDDLE
12355-2





X-PANDO PRODUCTS C DLA MSDS
MAKOOR PRODUCTS MF NO DATE
MIL-T-27730 DU PONT, E.I., DE DLA MSDS
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / ?05758901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 09/09/85
CARBON FIBER PREPREG.FLATSTOCK,TUBING.ANGL ADVANCED POLYMER I 05/00/91
KESTER SOLDER CO./ 12/02/86
JET-LUBE, INC. 10/26/92
AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 02/20/81
APPLIED PLASTICS C 01/25/77
APPLIED PLASTICS C 02/16/77
DAMPNEY CO 02/20/91




ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOD
ANALYTA8 PRODUCTS NOT REQD
ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOD
NOT REQD
MICANITE & INSULAT 10/01/89
SHELL O7/O7/80
SHELL 04/02/93
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
80EHRINGER MANNHEI 10/28/85
AMWAY 10/03/84
HILL BROTHERS CHEM 10/20/89
LARDCHE INDUSTRIES 09/00/91
MICHLIN DIAZQ PROD 11/14/91
HARCROS CHEMICALS. 01/18/93
ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/29/90
THETFORD CORPORATI 09/01/92
STUART-IRONSIDES, 09/27/93
PRODUCT CODE, U0-063 CRAWFORD LABORATOR 01/19/87
KEARNEY 12/01/89
THETFORD CORPDRATI 11/20/85
THETFORD CORPORATI NO DATE
ALL SERIES 31 IDEAL INDUSTRIES 08/18/92
ALL SERIES 31 IDEAL INDUSTRIES 08/18/'92
ALL SERIES 31 IDEAL INDUSTRIES 08/18/92
AQUATROLS CORP. OF NO DATE
HERCULES. INC. 09/30/85
PHOTOSENSITIVE LAMINATE HERCULES. INC. 05/23/86
202. 203 L & R MANUFACTURIN 08/13/92
AAO0500 / ACRYLIC LATEX PRIMER INSL-X PRODUCTS CO 07/28/88
SYNTHETIC WATER-BASED SOLUBLE METALWORKING MOLECULAR PRODUCTS 0?/2?/93
SCHENECTADY CHEMIC 04/20/83
97-3/9T-A PART A PPG INDUSTRIES. ;N C>6'04 90
PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 04 19"93
URETHANE PREPOL_MER MCNETT CCRPCRATION" _ "3 92
1600 / ACR'¢LIC INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR WHEEL PAINT 02'04/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-' : SdBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ,' MSDS'S w'o '-" VERIfiED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ' '_' : DLA _MIS _SDS
G_23-_ MATERIAL SACETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRy SYSTEM (TSRS)
"C'03 94 TRADENAME I_EX P. 20
TSRS TR_ENAME C_ENTS _FACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
12901 AOUATREAT BWT 219-C BOILER WATER TREATMENT (O_YGEN SCAVENGER) AQUATREAT. INC. O1/O1/87
12900 AQ_ATREAT CWT 240, COOLING WATER TREATMENT HVAC-CHILLED 6DO/HOT&REHEATED 11OO PPM CLS AOUATREAT. INC. O1/OO/87
07046 AQUATREAT CWT 380 AOUATREAT, INC. 01/01/B?
16927 AWATREAT FIRESIDE 25 FUEL OIL ADDITIVE MFG STATES NEVER AVAILABLE COIERCIALLY A_ATREAT, INC. NO DATE
15477 AQUNTREAT _C 120 OBSOLETE MFG STATES REPLACED WITH 229 AWATREAT, I_. _ DATE
18137 AQUATREAT MSC 130 COOLI_ WATER MICROBIOCIOE AQUATROLS CORP. OF 01/01/91
00119 AQUATREAT _C 223, MICROBiOCIOE RECIRCULATING COOLING TOWER WATER TREATMEN AQUATREAT. INC. 04/10/87
12899 AQUATREAT _C 229 AOUATREAT, INC. 01/01/91
15478 AQUATREAT MBC 325 OBSOLETE MFG STATES REPLACED BY 430 THEN 2 AQUATREAT, INC. NO DATE
15479 AQUATREAT MBC 430 OBSOLETE MFG STATES REPLACED WITH 223 AQUATREAT, ZNC. NO DATE
18477 A_E_S I_ - _NEYWELL WICK DRY INK 35 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 11/06/85
11632 AQUEOUS INK HIGH INTENSITY-FAST DRY (40) 723A26BE,-GN,-BK.752A900-3-6,-???-l-6,752B ESTERLINE ANGUS 10/23/85
16696 AQUEOUS RECORDER INK, MEDIUM DRY INK 1014: BLACK,RED,BLUE,GREEN, YELLOW,DRANGE.P GRAPHIC CONTROLS 01/01/93
22090 AQUEOUS RECORDER INK. SLOW DRY INK CODE NO.8 / BLACK.RED,BLUE.GREEN.PURPLE GRAPHIC CONTROLS O1/26/94
11633 AQUEOUS INK FOXBORO TYPE 1500 INK 63/752A900-2-6 ESTERLINE ANGUS 10/28/85
04954 AR 7 2723040, AEROCOAT, ANTI-CORROSIVE COATI_ GOODRICH, 8.F. 05/20/94
19257 ARALDITE AV 1258 FORMERLY RP 1258 RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/27/91
20855 ARALDITE GY 502 GARLOCK BEARING: 201 PART A ADHESIVE (3/30 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/27/90
13825 ARALDITE GY 6008 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/30/88
11241 ARALDITE QUICK SETITNG EPoxY TROWEL COMPOUND RESIN, EPOXY RESIN HILTI, INC. O5/25/89
10208 ARALDITE WICK SETTI_ TROWEL C_POU_ HARDENER HARDENER FOR EPOXY RESIN HILTI, INC. 05/25/89
09170 ARALDITE 6020 LIQUID EPOXY RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 10/02/75
07242 ARCAL WELO-O ARCAL CHEMICALS, I 10/00/86
15585 ARCON 22OCF NONCERTIFIED 99.985% BIG THREE INDUSTRI 04/01/84
22382 ARCOSOLV PM SOLVENT FORMER UNION CARBIDE PRODUCT:METHYL PROPAS ARCO 11/02/90
09176 ARDROX BID-PEN DI DEVELOPER - DRY ARDRDX INC. 05/15/90
05073 ARDROX BIO-PEN E-I ENULSIFIER ARDROX INC. 01/03/89
01341 A_ROX BIO-PEN NO-1 DEVELOPER DISTRIB: TRACER TECH. AROROX INC. _/04/90
05072 AR_OX BIOPEN PR-1 PE_TRANT REMOVER AM CLEANER ARDROX INC. 06/04/86
04429 ARDROX P13O-D, P131-D. P133-D, P134-0, P135-D FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT ARDROX INC. 01/15/87
01056 AROROX TRACER-TECH 906/0495A NIL-I-25135 ARDROX INC. 11/04/93
01917 ARDROX TRACER-TECH 9PR551/K410C PENETRANT REMOVER/PRE-CLEANING SOLVENT ARDROX INC. 04/21/94
19128 AR_OX 167-D ARDROX INC. 03/08/93
19129 AROROX 203-Z ARDRDX INC. 03/08/93
09171 ARDROX 901 DEVELOPER (_T) AROROX I_. 02/06/86
09172 AROROX 9D4A DEVELOPER DEVELOPER ARDRDX INC. 04/19/86
09561 ARDROX 9PR-12 E_LSIFIER AROROX INC. 04/03/89
09173 ARDROX 9PR-551 . PENETRANT REMOVER/ PRE-CLEANING SOLVENT ARDROX INC. 06/17/86
09174 ARDROX 970-P24 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT ARDROX INC. 02/06/86
(39175 AR_OX 970-P25 FLU_ESCENT DYE PENETRANT ARORQX INC. 02/06/86
11906 ARDRDX 9_/P3_A ARDROX INC. 06/01/89
10305 ARGON WELDING GAS AIRCO 03/01/86
15586 ARGON LAC 05103 LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
22717 ARGON SHIELDING GAS, ARGON-40, L-4563.E PRAXAIR 12/00/92
11849 ARGON SCOTT SPECIALTY GA 08/3t/89
(30232 AR_N P/N UN 10(0 SHIELDI_ GAS, ELECTRIC WELOIN UNION CARBIDE 12/00/86
- 21774 AR_N (LAR) ARGON, REFRIGERATED LIQUID BIG THREE INDUSTRI 04/01/84
13065 ARGON (RARE GAS) LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
19835 ARGON OR ARGON COMPRESSED (DOT) LIQUID CARBONIC 05/00/91
15584 ARGON 220CF 99.997% BIG THREE INDUSTRI 04/01/84
- 14882 AR_N-HELI_ MIXTURE (MFGR: LINDE) WILLIAMS WELDING S 07/00/85
.............................................. . ....................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CD_ACT / MSD5'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = OLA( S MSOS
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 21
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 07870 ARGON/CARBON DIOXIDE BOGGS GASES SEVERAL
03034 ARGON, COMPRESSED MAT01860 MATHESON GAS PRODU 06/25/90
14886 ARGON. COMPRESSED NONFLAMMABLE COMPRESSED GAS MG INDUSTRIES. GAS 11/25/85
15283 ARGON. LAR (LIQUID ONLY) AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 03/01/90
- 00231 ARGON. SHIELDING GAS (MFGR: LINOE) WILLIAMS WELDING S CH5/00/85
06260 ARMAFLEX FINISH (GRAY) ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 11/01/82
09177 ARMAFLEX II SHEET INSULATION MSDS P. 2 MISSING ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 11/01/78
06023 ARMOR ALL PROTECTANT ARMOR ALL PRODUCTS ARMOR ALL PRODUCTS 10/01/89
13826 ARMORFLEX - EMULSION POLYMER/EPOXY ADDITIVE FOR COAL T NEYRA INDUSTRIES 1 08/12/86
15272 ARMSTRONG S-90 TILE ADHESIVE ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 06/30/83
09178 ARMSTRONG X-81 EPOXY RESIN LIQUID EPOXY RESIN PLUS FILLERS ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS NO DATE
- 12919 AROCLOR MIX I WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. -48807 SUPELCO, INC. 01/10/90
12920 AROCLOR MIX 2 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 SUPELCO, INC. 01/10/90
03145 AROMATIC NAPTHA, TT-N-97C.T_.I,GR.A PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 10/00/85
00083 AROMATIC SPIRITS OF AMMONIA U.S.P. HUMCO LABORATORY NO DATE
07725 AROMATIC 200 CONTROL RESOURCE S 12/01/87
14473 ARSENAL HERBICIDE AMERICAN CYANAMID 03/26/90
10488 ARSENAL HERBICIDE 0.5 GRANULE AMERICAN CYANAMID 03/26/90
14508 ARSENIC GTE LABS NO DATE
22350 ARSENIC 0.1% AS IN 2% HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
06377 ARSENIC ACID SODIUM A6756 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/04/88
11285 ARSENIC REEFERENCE STANDARD SA-449 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
05998 ARSENIC TEST I/HAZCAT KIT MERCURIC CHLORIDE IN METHANOL HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
05999 ARSENIC TEST 2/HAZCAT KIT STANNOUS CHLORIDE HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
06000 ARSENIC TEST 4/ASBESTOS TEST A5/HAZCAT KIT CONCENTRATED SULFURIC ACID HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
06001 ARSENIC TEST 5/HAZCAT KIT ZINC METAL HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
21973 ARSENIC 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 IdtJ-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
08308 ARSENIC, 0.1 & 1.0% AS IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
06934 ARSINE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 10/00/86
14297 ARSINE AG 05204 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
22784 ARTICLE, NONREGULATED VARIOUS PRODUCTS CODES SEE MSDS BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 01/04/94
22580 ARIO0 SERIES REFRASIL HITCO 06/01/81
17803 ASBESTOS FREE FIBRED ROOF COATING 010 GARDNER ASPHALT CO 09/13/90
22087 ASBESTOS MATERIALS SRM 1867 / ANTHOPHYLLITE, TREMOLITE. ACTIN NATIONAL INST. OF 08/01/93
045002 ASBESTOS TEST AI/HAZCAT KIT HYDROFLUORIC ACID HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
06139 ASBESTOS TEST A4/HAZCAT KIT GLACIAL ACETIC ACID, OA3 QUALITATIVE ANALY HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
06140 ASBESTOS TEST CI, PHOSPHORIC ACID/HAZCAT KIT HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
06141 ASBESTOS TEST C2. SODIUM HYDROXIDE/HAZCAT KIT QA5 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 5 HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
08138 ASBESTOS-WET / AQ_JAGRO "L".AQUAGRO "G'.AQUGRO "S" ICK_, 4CPh. 15% ACTIVE INGREDIENT RESPECTIV AQUATROLS CORP. OF 11/04/85
08196 ASBESTOS/CEMENT PIPE ASBESTOS CERTAINTEED CORPOR 03/04/83
08197 ASBESTOS/CEMENT PIPE SILICA CERTAINTEED CORPOR 03/04/83
15761 ASCARITE THOMAS SCIENTIFIC DLA MSDS
14281 ASCARITE (GENERIC) ALLIED CHEMICAL CO DLA MSDS
16233 ASHPHALT PRIMER SS-A-701B ROOFING/WATERPROOF REPUBLIC POWDERED 10/12/84
08241 ASJ TAPE PRODUCT #S 100-8, 105-7 COMPAC CORPORATION 06/30/89
01607 ASPARTATE AMINOTRANSFERASE (GOT) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704939901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
11613 ASPHALT COASTAL CORPORATIO 04/17/90
04290 ASPHALT EMULSION ADHESIVE =131 HENR_. WIW., COl 10/18/85
10685 ASPHALT PRIMER CELOTE_ CORPORATIO 08/13 B _
06867 ASPHALT ROOF CEMENT ASTM D4586 TYPE III GARD_E_ ASPHALT CC 03'_I"90
06536 ASPHALT ROOF COATING -- FIBERED #5954 ASTM D--4479 TY.I / ASBESTOS--FREE KOCH MATERIALS COM 06,'03/88




















































GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOX|C SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INOEX P- 22




ASPHALT WET SURFACE MASTIC -5951 8.0. KOCH MATERIALS CON 05/25/88
ASPHALT WET SURFACE MASTIC =5951T.O. KOCH MATERIALS CON 05/25/88
ASPHALT(ON INVENTORY ONLY WHEN NEEDED)(MFG:BELCHER
ASPHALT, COLD MiX
ASTEC #100 / ROOF COATING 10-86
ASTEC WPM #8 / WATERPROOF COATING WPM#8-86
ASTM METHOD 02887 CALIBRATION MIXTURE
ASTM METHOD D3710 CALIBRATION MIXTURE
ASTRAZON RED 6B/STENACRILE BRILLANT RED 68
ASTROQUARTZ I & 1I






ATLANTIC ISOPROPYL .ALCOHOL 9/:J_
ATMOS BAG 4 HAND







AURORA PINK ALKYD PAINT
AUTOBAC AIS DISKS
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER CONP. (LIMITED PHOSPHATE)
AUTOMATIC OISI_ASHER COMP. (SOFT WATER)
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER COMP. (STANDARD FORMULA)
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID DEXRON II
AUTOMOTIVE AND ARTILLERY GREAS BATCH 53
AUTOMOTIVE ASPHALTS, SHINGLE ADHESIVE .... ETC.




AVCOAT HS EPOXY IC BAC 7067 WHITE
AVIATION FORM-A-GASKET #3
AVREX S TURBO 256
AVREX 904






A33 SERIES POLYURETHANE FLOOR ENAMEL
A61
B ??SON ULTRASONIC GEN. PURPOSE CLEANER
I_ IS SUPPLIER FOR FINAL PROOUCT/BELCHER
37 PAGES/CHEVRON AC-2OW/-30;-SW/-IOW/HNA-5
FINAL UV INHIBITOR COAT FOR ASTEC #100 & W






H86051, H86053, H86056, H86058
1986 MSDS IS ANNOTATED 75-200/203/204
A5029





333##, 351## / 25 DIFFERENT ANTIBIOTICS
53030 / LMSC MSDS
SEE MSOS FOR MORE INFO ON PRODUCT NAME (S)
5EL-REX
UET FUEL, DUAL PURPOSE KEROSENE, UET A, KE
446-22-1024
80017 / #3D
MIL-S-7808d / AVIATION TURBINE OIL







PR-61A / LITHO WASH
FIRST NAME IN TRADENAME NOT LEGIBLE
































































































B COMPONENTS FOR FROTH PAl( #12 KIT "B" CO_. NON-CFC #12 KIT & TOPGUN AEROSOL INSTA-FOAN PRODUCT 02/23/88
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0" - DLA HNIS I_DS
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 23
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSOS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................

























































B&B RUST STOP #3







B_ 3201-1/HEAVY DUTY WHEEL WELL & WING SPAR CL'NR REMOVES LPS-3
B&B 6060
B&B 713 dET 2
B&B 786
B&B 9201
B-AMYLASE TYPE II-8 FROM BARLEY
B-D SHARPS COLLECTOR
B-GLUCOSIDASE TYPE I
B-GLUCOSIDASE TYPE II FROM ALMONDS
B-GLYCEROPHOSPHATE DISODIUM
B-GLYCEROPHOSPHATE DISODIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED
B-NAPHTHALENEACETIC ACID
B-NICOTINAMIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE GRADE III
B-NICOTINAMIOE ADENINE DINUCLEDTIDE GRADE V-C
8-NICOTINAMIDE ADENINE DINUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHATE NA+
B-260--BUFFER PH 4.00 COLOR CODED RED
8-304 -- BUFFER PH 10.00 COLOR CODED BLUE




BAIKALOX. ALUMINA POLISHING POWDER
BAKELITE CYCLOALIPHATIC EPOXY RESIN ERL-42O6
BAKELITE PHENOLIC "MICROBALLOONS"
BALLOTINI IMPACT BEADS
BANVEL 720 ORGANIC HERBICIDE
BANVEL 720,
BAR BELT DRESSING
BAR OX P-50 BROWN UNIVERSAL PRIMER
BAR OX 449 QUICK DRY RED VUNIVERSAL PRIMER
BAR RUST 235 CLEAR CONVERTER
BAR RuST 235 HAZE GRAY BASE
BAR RUST 235 MULTI PURPOSE EPOXY COATING.BUFF BASE 23581642
BAR RUST 235 WHITE BASE 23583501










0286703 / BUFFER SOLUTION PH 4.00
0286706 / BUFFER SOLUTION PH 10.00
PRODUCT #1835 / ALTALC 200, USP TALC
80125
































































































































BAR RUST 236 MULTI PURPOSE EPOXY COATING 236C0910 ,' CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COM 06/18/93
................................................................................... _ ...............................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '_' : DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-_ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 24
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
I0 OATE
...................................................................................................................................
13100 BAR RUST 239 EPOXY MASTIC ALUMINUM BASE PRODUCT _23989100 DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/14/93
10410 BAR RUST 239 EPOXY MASTIC NEUTRAL CONVERTER 239C0903 DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/14/93
01527 BARBITAL SODZUN--DEA SCHEDULE IV ITEM B05(X) SIGMA CHENICAL COIl 08/01/88
19997 BARBITURATE SCREEN (S BAR) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705582901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
19895 BARGE S.S. CEN. H9726AF PIERCE & STEVENS 02/07/92
22353 BARrUN 0.1% BA IN 2_ HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
10513 BARIUM CHLORIDE B-31, 8-33, B-34 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/21/91
10462 BARIUN CHLORIOE, 99.999% 20273-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/04/90
18318 BARIUM HYDROXIDE OCTAHYDRATE 82507 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
17953 BARIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION B0875/t4-3 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 10/22/92
15772 BARIUM NITRATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 03/01/84
07743 BARIUM NITRATE _OHNSON MATTHEY AE 01/03/89
10514 BARIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION SB-162 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/13/93
21972 BARIUM 1,000 MU-G/NL; 10,000 NU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
08309 BARIUM, 0.1 & 1,0_ BA IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
01307 BARRIER G. KIT SR-4 K 709 BLH ELECTRONICS NO DATE
0 05393 BARRIER SCUFF-BAR FLOOR WAX BARRIER INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
22485 BASAL MEDIUM EAGLE (BNE) (1X). LIQUID 21010 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REO0
22498 BASAL MEDIUM EAGLE, WITH HANKS' SALTS 21037 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REQD
17849 BASE & CATALYST, GRAY EPOXY CONDUCTIVE PR 02GY003 & 02GYOO3CAT (MSDS 0T.6/30/88) DEFT, INC. 12/31/91
12974 BASE NEUTRAL #1 WATER STANOARO KIT-A/CAT. #48807 SUPELCO. INC. 01/09/90
12912 BASE NEUTRAL 3 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
- 12913 BASE NEUTRAL 4 WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
12911 BASE-NEUTRAL 2 WATER STANOARD KIT-A/CAT. #48855 SUPELCOo INC. 02/11/92
18317 BASIC FUCHSIN SPECIAL FOR FLAGELLA 80904 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
1771_ BASIC VIOLET 3; GENTIAN VIOLET CX2095, CX2100 / CRYSTAL VIOLET EM SCIENCE 05/01/91
13474 BATTERY NICAD TYPE PANASONIC 05/09/86
18357 BATTERY CABLE & TERM PROT. TN-2073 765-1303 AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 06/05/86
13957 BATTERY CLEANER AND LEAK DETECTOR TM-2Or-JO, FMP 88468 AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 11/03/88
19898 BATTERY ELECTROLYTE (ACID GEL) TECHNACELL 06/05/86
19113 BATTERY ELECTROLYTE-ACID X6,X6A / JOM PART NO. PT509,PT511,PT532 DEERE & COMPANY 02/15/89
14472 BATTERY FLUID SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE AMERICAN BATTERY A 06/24/88
19899 BATTERY FLUID. ACID (ELECTROLYTE) SCHOLLE CORPORATIO 11/00/92
11219 BATTERY. ELECTRIC STORAGE MULE ENERGENCY LIG NO DATE
21803 BATTERY, STORAGE MARATHON POWER TEC 12/09/92
21350 BATTERY, 6V, d TYPE 43816 HACH COMPANY O9/12/93
15673 BAYGON 1.5 CARBAMATE PESTICIDE MILES INC. O7/O1/85
03539 BAYGON 1.5 E.C. EMULSIFIABLE INSECTICIDE FORD'S CHEMICAL & 10/06/86
02504 BAYGON 2_ BAIT MILES INC. 07/0t/85
18141 BAYGON 70% WETTABLE POWDER CARBANATE PESTICIDE NILES INC. 07/15/81
04536 BC, STANDARD DRY CHEMICAL DRY CHENICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT DRY CHEN, INC. NO DATE
19513 BDT BRIGHTENER SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC. 01/15/92
19514 BDT 200 MAKE UP SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC. O1/15/92
19518 BDT 200 REPLENISHER SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC. O1/15/92
- 22652 BDT 510 REPLENISHER AGFO, SEL-REX ENTHONE-0NI INC. O1/15/92
08774 BE SQUARE t95 BLACK; BE SQUARE 175 BLACK; VICTORY BROWN; PETROLITE C-700 (NICROCRYST BARECO NO DATE
15467 BEAUCOUP GERMICIOAL DETERGENT HUNTINGTON LABORAT 10/01/91
00119 BELCLENE 322 AOUATREAT MBC-223, MICROBIOCIDE (MSDS SAME CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 01/05/91
11200 BELLACIOE 322 ALGISTAT, RECIRC. COOLING TOWERS AQUATREAT, INC. 03/02/88
13962 BELT DRESSING FMP 88465/TN-1892 AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 02/21/89
21761 BELZONA 1311 (BELZONA CERAMIC R-METAL) SOLIDIFIER 1101/0948 BELZONA AMERICA IN 02/17/92
................................................... ____ ............................................................................
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...................................................................................................................................
21760 BELZONA 1321 (BELZONA CERAMIC S-METAL) BASE 1004/0947 BELZONA AMERICA IN 02/17/92
21762 BELZONA 1321 (BELZONA CERAMIC S-METAL) SOLIDIFIER 1101/0978-0979 / BLUE-GRAY BELZONA AMERICA IN 02/17/92
07603 BEN'S 100 INSECT REPELLENT SPRAY AEROSOL TENDER CORPORATION NO DATE
17826 BENOWAY A ALUMINUM 3003-0 ALLOY FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17831 BENOWAY S STAINLESS STEEL FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
03172 BENLATE FUNGICIDE DU PONT. E.I.. DE 03/01/85
11918 BENTONE 27 32003 NL INDUSTRIES. INC 08/05/85
08868 BENTONITE DESICCITE 25/ MONTMORILLONITE CLAY ENGELHARD CORPORAT 03/30/93
18612 BENZALKONIUM CHLORIDE B1383 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/01/92
13186 BENZENE KIT VOC-1N CAT NO. F4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
01402 BENZENE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
09181 BENZENE BENZOL.PHENYLHYDRIDE,COOL NAPHTHA,CYCLOHEX UNITED TECHNOLOGY 10/29/68
19998 BENZODIAZEPINES SCREEN (S BNZ) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705598901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
18316 BENZOIC ACID SODIUM CRYSTALLINE B3375 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
14084 BENZOIN ETHYL ETHER, 99% 17200-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/03/91
02579 BENZOIN, TINCTURE, U.S.P. (MFGR: MEER CORP.) EXTRACT OF BENZOIN SUMATRA, ALOES, AND TOL MQYCO INDUSTRIES, NO DATE
17937 BENZOTHIAZDLE, 96_k 10133-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 11/19/92
14562 BENZYL BUTYL PHTHALATE PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. _48762 SUPELCO, INC. 12/28/89
11734 BENZYL CHLORIDE 100447 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA 06/23/89
18315 BERGAMOT OIL B4383 SIGMA CHEMICAL C0M O6/10/93
@ 04242 BERNZOMATIC LEAK DETECTOR BERNZOMATIC DLA MSDS
13943 BERRRYMAN 87 CHEM SEAL A-700 BERRYMAN PRODUCTS 09/00/89
21765 BERYLLIUM 0.1% BE IN 2% H_3 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 09/12/91
06514 BERYLLIUM COPPER ALLOY 3 & ALLOY 25,190 BE-CU 3,UNS NO. C 17510/BE-CU 25,190,UNS C METALSOURCE 11/07/85
21766 BERYLLIUM COPPER CASTING ALLOYS MSDS# B100 NGK BERYLCO 01/01/90
19578 BERYLLIUM COPPER WROUGHT ALLOYS 165/25,190,290/M25/174/lO/3/10X/170/NI PLA BRUSH VELLMAN INC. 12/01/90
21768 BERYLLIUM COPPER WROUGHT ALLOYS NSDS# 8200 NGK BERYLCO 01/01/90
21767 BERYLLIUM NICKEL ALLOYS MSDS# 8300 NGK BERYLCO 01/01/90
08951 BERYLLIUM OXIDE INSULATION PRODUCTS BULK XACTPAK WITH 4 IN CAT.NO.; ###-#4## GORDON CO 05/07/87
18830 BERYLLIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION 1000 22402 / 10 MG/L AS BE 2+ HACH COMPANY 01/05/93
21971 BERYLLIUM 1,000 MU-G/ML: 10,000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD.AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
08311 BERYLLIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% BE IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
14633 BEST OF ALL SILICONE EMULSION POLISH AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
04902 BEST TEST ONE COAT CEMENT RUBBER CEMENT UNION RUBBER. INC. 09/15/86
20581 BEST TEST PAPER CEMENT UNION RUBBER, INC. O2/O1/9t
05228 BEST-TEST PAPER CEMENT (WHITE RUBBER) (XlO1 ???) DICK BLICK u'S 582OO5.-6.-7 UNION RUBBER, INC. O2/15/87
04901 BESTINE SOLVENT & THINNER HEPTANE UNION RUBBER, INC. O2/O1/91
17078 BESTOIL. LIGHT THREAD CUTTING OIL TELEDYNE NO DATE
03505 BESTDIL, t3A-29 TELEDYNE 08/01/87
11595 BETA DISCS 7-7001 INNOVATIVE DIAG.NOS 08/00/90
13269 BETADINE SOLUTION (I0% POVIDONE IODINE) USP. PVP-I PURDUE FREDERICK C 08/01/90
22158 BETCO PH7 / AAA NEUTRAL NEUTRAL CLEANER AAA CHEMICAL & SUP 03/00/88
09185 BETCON 4025 KIB KILL-230 PROPRIETARY COOLING WATER BIOCIDE BETCDN LABORATORIE 10/O1/85
21337 BETZ ENTEC 310A BETZ-ENTEC, INC 05/18/89
21338 BETZ ENTEC 314 BETZ-ENTEC. INC 10/31/88
21340 BETZ ENTEC 345A BETZ-ENTEC. INC. 05/18/89
21341 BETZ ENTEC 349 BETZ-ENTEC. INC 06/07/91
21339 BETZ ENTEC 440 BETZ-ENTEC. INC 05_1889
04600 BETZoENTEC 338 BETZ-ENTEC, INC. 02/16 9_
04601 BETZ-ENTEC 340 BETZ-ENTEC INC 07,01 91
18697 BIG "K _ 93? THEOCHEM LABORATDR 08/_7/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-'; SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '_' = DLA P_M._S MSDS
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TRAOENAME INDEX P. 26
TSRS TRADENAME COIIMENTS MANUFACTURER MSOS
XD DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 15468 BIG JOHN CHEMICAL TOILET DEODORANT ZEP MANUFACTURING 04/16/86
05517 BIMOOE TONER-OH MSDS e0131 8902-909 COATES REPROGRAPHI
I01r:_0 BINDER TAPE, 8R292B XEROX
09186 BINKS BOOTH COAT #27-5860 LIQUID ENVELOPE ESSEX CHEMICAL COR
- 16709 810 PEN HYDROPHILIC BIODEGRADABLE PENETRANT PARKER/DIV URESCO
16710 810 PEN LOX P6F-4LNC CODE 01309 PARKER/DIV URESCO
- 16711 810 PEN POST EMULSIFIABLE FLUORESCENT PENETRANT T PARKER/DIV URESCO
- 16712 810 PEN VISIBLE DYE PENETRANT TYPE P6R PARKER/DIV URESCO
08594 810 SOLVE, DETERGENT METRA CHEM CORP.
20535 BIO T-NR GOLDEN TECH_LOGIE
21257 8IO-GEL P-2,P-4.P-6,P-6DG.P-tO,P-30.P-60 AN{) P-t00 BIO-RAD LABORATORI
09567 8IO-PEN P6FI PENETRANT M.S. AROROX INC.
06564 BID-PEN PBF2 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT ARDROX INC.
09187 BIO-PEN P6F3 PENETRANT H.S. AROROX INC.
01374 BID-PEN P6F4 PENETRANT E.X.S. ARDRDX INC.
05074 BID-PEN PGR 474603 RED DYE PENETRANT ARDROX INC.
09558 BID-PEN PTF2 PENETRANT P.E. M,S. ARDROX INC.
09566 8IO-PEN P7F3 PENETRANT P.E. H.S. AROROX INC.
05070 BIO-PEN PTF4 PENETRANT ARDROX INC.
16706 8IO-PEN WATER WASHABLE BIODEGRADABLE PENETRANT PARKER/DIV URESCO
11533 8IO-PERGE 17-377 C_qACE, W.R . & CO.
18948 8IOBOR AUTOMOTIVE DIESEL DOCTOR, AND .. BID80R MARINE & COMMERCIAL DIESEL DOCTOR ( DIAL CORPORATION
22063 8IOBOR JF HAI_S FUEL ADDI
04548 81080R JF FUEL ADDITIVE FUNGICIDE U.S. BORAX INC.
10889 BIOBOR dF 6X2.2#/1KG CS ASHLAND OIL. INC.
19376 810CHANIN A 14563-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C
13358 BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDES:M220 KLENOW FRAGM'T,Mt82 CALF,M18 PRONEGA CORPORATIO
20874 BIOTEST AGAR STRIPS BIOTEST DIAGNOSTIC
11502 BIS(PENTAFLUORGPHENYL)PHENYLPHQSPHINE TECH.. 90'_ 22196-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C
13302 BIS-ACRYLAMIDE (N.N'-METHYLENEBIS ACRYLAMIDE) PROMEGA CORPORATIO
18314 BISBENZIMIDE HOECHST NO 33258 82883 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
18313 BISMARK BROWN Y CERTIFIED B5263 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
22354 BISMUTH 0.1% BI IN 2% HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANOA
08312 BISMUTH, 0.1 & 1.0% BI IN DILUTE I-_3 INORGANIC VENTURES
17971 BISON 1740-MB AMERICAN LUBRICANT
00282 BISON 88 AMERICAN LUBRICANT
22045 8ISPHENOL A (POLYMER GRADE) 42921 SHELL
14944 BITUPLASTIC NO. 33, COAL TAR EMULSION KOPPERS COMPANY. I
2053(] BKC 62815 (MS 4702423) WIPE DOWN SOLUTION ALLIEDSIGNAL _hlC.
0562_ BL-15 CELL FLUID SHELL TELLUS OIL 10 EMERY. A.H.. CO.
18226 BLAC TEST KIT 8886-030819 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
- 13610 BLACK AIR DRY PATCH. C1303 LMSC MSDS MICHIGAN CHROME &
21759 BLACK BEAUTY ABRASIVES HARSCO CORPORATION
06645 BLACK DEVELOPER DC111,t12,113,142RE,152Z.1824RE, t001.114,1785,2055,1824Z.2555.2585,1655.12 MITA
17641 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-ltl.111C,It3,114,142RE,lO01 1205,1258.2055,2254,2255.2285.2555,2585,32 MITA
09555 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-t21,122,131,t32,t33R,161,.. 162,232 MITA
17646 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR 0C-152Z,1655,1785 MITA
16615 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-181R.191.312RE.412RE.1824 COPIER MITA
17645 BLACK OEVELOPER FOR DC-211.213RE,313Z,313ZD.4055.. 4085.2105 MITA
18186 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-3555.3585.4555.4585.4585F. 1824ZS MITA
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...................................................................................................................................
06628 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-S13Z,5065 MITA 09/01/92
17647 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-5555.SS85,5585H MITA 03/01/90
18185 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-5685,5690.7085.7090 MZTA 01/15/93
08614 BLACK FIBERED ROOF COATING 84t7 KOCH MATERIALS COM 02/09/87
07294 BLACK FLAT VINYL INK VF-111 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
18451 BLACK FLUX BRAZING FLUX ENGELHARD CORPORAT 09/15/92
18033 BLACK GLOSS ALKYD UC65087 (020492E) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 03/12/92
07288 BLACK GLOSS VINYL INK GV-111 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
14680 BLACK INK M-450, MULTILTTH SF INKS 83-7-100981, SF10, SF 10C / OFFSET INKS AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
21990 BLACK INK 8-4118 / FOR BRISTOL BABCOCK STD.REC.INK BB P/N'S:382476-34-4,-22-O,-25-5,-28-O,-31 CHART-PENS INC. 01/15/92
22387 BLACK IRON OXIDE BK-OOOl,-0724,-4799,-4799HP,-5000,-5000HP, HARCROS PICJ4ENTS, 08/00/93
11482 BLACK JACK ALUM MOBILE HM CTG. 5167.1 GIBSON-HOMANS 10/19/89
09573 BLACK JACK FIBERED PLASTIC ROOF CEMENT 6220 GIBSON-HOMANS 10/23/89
11103 BLACK KNIGHT ROACH KILLER AIROSOL COMPANY, I 12/13/90
08866 BLACK LACQUER -DITZLER DS-732 GLOSS BLACK LACQUER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 02/22/82
20850 BLACK LACQUER GP-0003-7038 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAWOR 05/26/93
03216 BLACK LUSTERLESS ENAMEL TT-E-527, 37038 BLACK EVERSEAL MFG. 11/25/86
15544 BLACK MAGIC #880 (EQUIV. TO LYKES CF-8 TUNER FOAM) PAWN COMPANY, INC. NO DATE
20208 BLACK MAGIC TUNER CLEANER 12002 PAWN COMPANY. INC. 08/26/92
16607 BLACK MARKING INK/LACQUER BLACK 37038 TT-1-1795A CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 12/10/84
06592 BLACK MAX BLACK TOUGHENED ADHESIVE 38004,38050,38061; L0-8638 / CYANOACRYLATE LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/01/92
13543 BLACK OXIDE KIT -SEE Al1407 AURORA BEARING COM 03/16/88
18391 BLACK PEARLS,ELFTEX,MOGUL,CSX,MONARCH,REGAL. STERLING,VULCAN,CRX CARBON BLACKS / 91-01 CABOT CORPORATION 11/01/91
08374 BLACK RTV SILICONE COATING MBO 130-182 ROCKWELL INTERNATI 03/00/92
12202 BLACK SMOKE MIX FEDERAL LABORATORI 07/00/89
02034 BLACK SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL #59-111 ALKYD ENAMEL SCREEN PROCESS INK NAZDAR COMPANY 07/18/86
16698 BLACK T-GRADE MARKING PEN INK PIGMENT MSOS FOR BLACK, RED, WHITE. BLUE. GREEN. S MARSH COMPANY 05/30/86
06644 BLACK TONER DC-IIl,ltlC,113,114,142RE,211,213RE,.. 313Z,313ZD,1001,1205,1255.1415,1435,1455.1MITA 01/28/93
17498 BLACK TONER FOR DC-tll,..313Z,..1205,1255,..2055, ..2254,2255,..2555,2585,3255,3285,4055,408 MITA 03/01/90
09572 BLACK TONER FOR DC-121.122,131.132,133R,161,162... 232 MITA 09/01/92
17642 BLACK TONER FOR DC-152Z,1655.1785 MITA 03/01/90
06631 BLACK TONER FOR OC-191.-181RE.-312RE.-412RE.-1824 MITA 09/01/92
- 18187 BLACK TONER FOR DC-3555,3585,3755.3785,4555,4585. 4655,4685,4685F,5685,5690.7085.7090,8585,1MITA 01/16/89
17644 BLACK TONER FOR DC-4555,4585,7085,1824ZS MITA 03/01/90
17649 BLACK TONER FOR 0C-513Z, DC-5055 MITA 10/05/93
17643 BLACK TONER FOR DC-5555,5585,5685H MITA 03/01/90
15469 BLACK WATER ODOR CONTROL THETFORD CORPORATI 11/20/85
13264 BLACK WRINKLE, AEROSOL - PHENOLIC TUNG OIL ALKYD 00-0016-1303 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 06/06/91
22054 BLACK, TOUGHTEX 10577, OFFSET INK OXIDIZING VAN SON CORP. OF A 09/01/91
• 22674 BLACKBOARD COATING GREEN TT-P-32A EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSOS
04633 BLACKTOP SEALER, COAL TAR EMULSION NONSEY PRODUCTS CO 01/31/86
17006 BLANDOL WHITE MINERAL OIL, USP WITCO CORPORATION NO DATE
22601 BLANK SEALED STANOARD MSB-26 PACKARD INSTRUMENT 01/00/93
14377 BLANKDUST NO. 200-720-1A AM INTERNATIONAL 08/19/85
14759 BLANKET FIX VS2004 / 0503 AM INTERNATIONAL 09/01/86
14759 BLANKET FIX vs2004 BG GRAPHICS O9/01/86
19845 BLANKET SAVER 14 HURST GRAPHICS, IN 11/00/92
14378 BLANKROLA II 83-6-104315/83-5-104316.'83-4-104317 AM INTERNATIONAL 08/05 85
14379 BLANKROLA SOLVENT 83-1-77OOO4,83-9-77OO5,83-9-77055 / 8LANKE AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00 89
10319 BLAZE ORANGE ALKYD PAINT 215-15 DA_-GLO COLOR CORP 09J _0 92
04713 BLAZON SPRAY PATTERN INDICATOR - BLUE MILLIKEN CMEM./OIV 03/07/83
...................................................................................................................................
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...................................................................................................................................
BLEACH AUSTIN, dAMES. CO. 07/10/90
BLEACH STARTER E 6 AR
BLEACH 5.25_
BLEACH, HOUSEHOLD
BLEND 1805, 0"C't889, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON SOLV
BLEND 4697
8LENO-A-COLOR-TONER. A60 B 1 BLACK
BLEND-FIL PENCIL #1
BLEND-FIL PENCIL #2
BLEND-FIL PENCIL #3 (NAT.BIRCH,DRIFTWOOD,GOLD.OAK,
BLENO-FIL PENCIL #4




BLOCK FILLER 800-11 PROFESSION OFF WHITE
BLOCK PROOUCTS
BLOOD GAS MIXTURES
BLOOD GROUPING SERUM PRODUCTS/OTHER IN-VITRO DIAGN
BLUE BOWL CLEANER
A-I BLEACH PER COVER LETTER
COLORANT
FOR NATURAL PINE/11-01001-000




EARLY AMERICAN. SPEC. WALNUT
MAHOGANY. CHERRY/11-01007-C<_O




UNION OIL CO. OF C

















FBX t900 BLOCK,1900-K BLOCK,1800 SUPERGLAS FIBREX INC.
AG 05205 ALPHAGAZ
GAMMA BIOLOGICALS,
PORCELAIN S BOWL CLEANER TRIPLE S
BLUE DEVELOPER DC-142RE.II2C,111C.152Z,lO01,4055, DC-4085.-1785,-2055,-2555,-2585,-1655,-328 NITA
BLUE DEVELOPER FOR 0C-114, 0C-1205, DC-1255 MITA
BLUE DEXTRAN NOL. WT. 2,000,000 D5751 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
BLUE DOT. HM SERIES 10-90, HPC-29 DOUBLE BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT HERCULES, INC.
BLUE ENAMEL STRATA AEROSOL MEDIUM OIL ALKYD RESIN, GP-4891-50 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR
BLUE ETCH PART #4-1015, 4-1014 DICK, A.B.
BLUE GAGE OIL 71-440135-00 DWYER INSTRUMENTS,
BLUE GLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL TT-E-4BgGT1 - C-15102 EVERSEAL MFG.
BLUE GOLD INOUSTRIAL CLEANER CARROLL COMPANY
BLUE GREASE 91491, AEROSOL / ROTANIUM PREMIER INDUSTRIAL
BLUE HAMMER FINISH FLAME CONTROL COATINGS 46081 ??? PERRY & DERRICK
BLUE HAMMER FINISH (PERRY & DERRICK MSDS) FLAME CONTROL COAT
BLUE INK 8-411B BRISTOL BABCOCK 382476-05-0.-08-B,-11-5,-1 BRISTOL BABCOCK
BLUE LACQUER AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR
BLUE LACQUER GP-0001-5102 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR
BLUE LAYOUT DYE CHEMICAL COMMODITI
BLUE MAGIC, TEFRAWN _7500 & _7515 PAWN COMPANY, INC.
BLUE METALLIC ELECTRO-ZEN ENAMEL, 06111HXA 876-161, 876-164 HENTZEN COATINGS,
BLUE PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS KIT 21t / #2048,4048.MAIO97,PIG201,PIG202, NEW PIG CORPORATIO
BLUE POWER TOILET BOWL CLEANER AI_AY
BLUE RESIN BEADS CAT NO. 311 HACH COMPANY
BLUE RIDGE ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK BLUE RIDGE TALC CO
BLUE RIDGE LATEX FLAT PAINT. EXT., WV 86-02 COLOR 33690 BLUE RIDGE TALC CO
BLUE RIDGE NEW VISTA PROFESSIONAL FINISH LATEX FLAT PAINT. INT/EXT, 6000 WHITE BLUE RIDGE TALC CO
BLUE RIDGE PALM LINE ALKYD INT/EXT SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL WHITE 37 BLUE RIDGE TALC CO
BLUE STUFF, TUNER CLEANER, #1639-8S TECH SPRAY
BLUE TONER OC-142RE,112C, I11C,152Z,IO01,4055. DC-4085,-1785,-2055,-2555,-2585,-1655,-328 MITA
BLUE TONER FOR DC-114, DC-1205, DC-1255 MITA
BLUE TOOLMAKER'S INK. #6001 CROWN INDUSTRIAL P
BLUE VITRIOL 21430.21440,22320 / CUPRIC SULFATE ANDERSON LABORATOR
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BLUE 722 RECORDER INK 050722 / GOULD 11-1730-01,11-1731oO1.11-27 FORMULABS, INC O3/31/9318778
19247 BLUE 722 RECORDER INK FORMULABS. INC 01/19/93
15589 BLUESHIELO I_D. 1. NO. 2, OR NO. 3 LAC 05105 / AR IN HE LIQUID AIR 06/01/86
15590 BLUESHIELD NO. 4 OR NO. 5 LAC 05106 / 02 IN AR LI(_ID AIR 06/01/86
15592 BLUESHIELD NO. 9 LAC 05108 / C02 & AR IN HE LIQUID AIR 06/01/86
15591 BLUESHIELD NOS. 6, 7. OR 8 LAC 05107 / C02 IN AR LIQUID AIR 06/01/86
02423 BODE COTE, CLEANER. #0227 SELIG CHEMICAL IND 09/13/85
13019 BODY FILLER, BASE COMPONENT 6369,6370,6371,6372,6373,6378.6379 MARTIN-SENOUR CO. 02/08/88
22764 BODY FILLERS, FIL/N 6369,6370,6370T/TS,6372,6372T/TL,6374 A/B, MARTIN-SENOUR CO. 08/01/92
21856 BODY SEAL SPRAY - GREY 892021 WURTH U.S.A., INC. tl/07/91
18531 BOELUBE 70104 lOOA ORELUBE CORPDRATIO 01/21/91
13919 BOILER CASING COMPOUND MIL-S-17377D BAKER SEALANTS & C 03/26/90
04269 B0N AMI POLISHING CLEANSER SCOURING POWDER BON AMI CO. 08/07/86
- 15334 BONAID ETCHANT $16943 SHAMBAN, W.S., CO. 10/OO/80
04494 BONDING PRIMER EPOXY SOLVENT 020-702 REDUCER / FOR USE WITH 91OX520 DESOTO, INC. O2/21/91
04456 BONDIIASTER G-590 (81-0590, 84-5901, 84-5902) NATIONAL STARCH & 02/21/85
19511 BONOMASTER M66BA PROD. #82-0666 NATIONAL STARCH & 02/01/93
19512 BONDMASTER M6668 PROD. #82-0667 NATIONAL STARCH & 02/01/93
e 03205 BONDO. FILLER, DENT, METAL S, TT-F-322 DYNATRON/BONDO COR DLA MSDS
07580 BONSAL ACRYLIC CONCRETE BINDER BDNSAL, W.R., COMP 01/00/90
07579 BONSAL VINYL CONCRETE PATCHER BONSAL, W.R., COMP NO DATE
12217 BOOSTER ASSEMBLY/SOS P/N t14848-1 OR -3 DETONATOR, CLASS A EXPLOSIVE SPACE ORDNANCE SYS 03/01/90
13735 BODSTERCOAT TWO COMPONENT POLYURETHABE COATING (1) LAB91EKP#1 PART A&B TYPE 1 COATINGS FOR INDUS 09/18/91
13737 BOOSTERCOAT TWO COMPONENT POLYURETHANE COATING (2) LAB91EK=6 PART A&B TYPE 2 COATINGS FOR INDUS 09/18/91
09189 BOOTH STRIP/ NEW FORMULA SPRAYLAT SPRAYLAT CORP. 05/30/74
- 03130 BOR-ACT, INSECTICIDE DUST BORIC ACID SOUTHERN MILL CREE 05/12/86
19810 BORATE BUFFER SOLUTION PH 9.5 ALl1420-4 / VWR ISSUE DATE: 6/8/93 ANDERSON LABORATOR 03/14/85
19728 BORAX S-248,B-80, S-249,S-252 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
06704 BORAX B0127 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/20/88
07403 BORAX U.S. BORAX INC. NO DATE
- 15778 BORAX (SODIUM BORATE DECAHYDRATE.ACS) CHEMICAL COMMODITI 08/13/80
00062 BORAXO POWDERED HAND SOAP NEW MFGR 12/92 DIAL CORPORATION 04/24/92
00323 BORAXO WATERLESS HAND CLEANER. 00355 U.S. BORAX INC. 11/01/85
- 15763 BORIC ACID BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC NO DATE
00289 BORIC ACID A-73,A-74.A-77,A-78 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/t2/92
00289 BORIC ACID FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/10/80
01403 BORIC ACID MALLINCKRODT 03/23/92
03538 BORIC ACID DISTR: WOODBURY CHEMICALS U.S BORAX INC. 05/01/93
0 14282 BORIC ACID CRYSTAL ACS 1051 ALLIED CHEMICAL CO DLA MSDS
- 13047 BORIC ACID GRAN P1054 VAN WATERS & ROGER 07/24/90
04674 BORIC ACID SIGMA GRADE B0252 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
22355 BORON BORON (IN WATER) 10007-4 HIGH-PURITY STAN{)A NOT REOD
05868 BORON REFERENCE SOLUTION S0-B-155. SB-155 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
06034 BORON SILICIDE MBO 115-022 / CERAC STOCK#: SPECIAL CERAC, INC. 08/05/86
- 08377 BORON SILICIDE / SILICON TETRABORIDE MBO 115-022 LOCKHEED 07/24/86
06935 BORON TRICHLORIDE REVISIONS ??? 85 06 Ol - 87 03 O1 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 03/00/87
14299 BORON TRICHLORIOE AG 05206 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06936 BORON TRIFLUORIDE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/01,85
14300 BORON TRIFLUORIDE AG 05207 ALPHAGAZ 10101/85
21970 BORON 1,000 MU-G/ML: 10,000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD.PLASMA STANDARD.AA STA ULTRA SCIEnTIfIC O1/OiJ93
08287 BORON, 0.1 & 1.0¢ B IN HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
...................................................................................................................................
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BOSTIK ADHESIVE 7058 NO. B-00834
BOSTIK TL-29
BOSTIK X-304, AMINE CURING AGENT FOR 443-I SERIES
BOSTIK 443-3-t7
80STIK 463-t2-8, EPOXY PRIMER BASE
BOWL CLEANER
BOWL WAX
BP-300 WATER CUT-OFF MASTIC
BR CHEMISTRY BATTERY
BR 127 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER
8R 400 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER, 20"k SOLIDS
BR-BALL/ROLLER BEARING GREASE
BR-BALL/ROLLER BEARING GREASE FSCM-SOW -SOWRG




BRAKE FLUID AUTOMOTIVE (OLIN HDCP-420)
BRAKE FLUID AUTOMOTIVE UNION CARBIDE M-9307




BRANCHED ALCOHOL MIXTURE C3-C6
BRANCHED ALCOHOL MIXTURE C5-C7
BRANCHEMCO =478
BRANSON GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
BRANSON INOUSTRIAL STRENGTH CLEANER
BRANSON UEWELRY CLEANER
BRANSON MC-1 ULTRASONIC CLEANING SOLUTION




BRASS BLACK METAL TOUCH-UP BB2









CA-116 EPOXY PRIMER CATALYST
SOLVENT-SYNTHETICRESIN BASED PRIMER, MSDSW
SOLVENT ADHESIVE AND CURING AGENT KIT,MSDS
012004:5033060
USBI STP 409,478,487,1304
EPOXY GLOSS WHITE, 595A-17875, DPM 110
(LETTER DATED 1/14/92)
EPOXY RESINS IN SOLVENT BLENO









PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620: R600448








HALF HARD,FREE CUTTING,LEADED NAVAL,NAVAL
170801
MSDS P.2 MISSING
R.T. FRENCH IS DISTR.
07560/MIL-H-S606/HYDRAULIC OIL H-515
MIL~H-5606&5606D AM1/DLA SAYS THIS STOCK#=
07830
AEROSPACE HYDRAULIC FLUID





































































































BRAVCO MICRONIC 882 CASTROL INCORPORAT DLA MSDS
...................................................................................................................................
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00291 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882
16959 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882 (RED)
01851 BRAYCQ ROH-1
01852 BRAYCO RDH-2
13597 BRAYCO t20, CORROSION PREVENTIVE
16888 BRAYCO 300



















04354 BRAYCOTE 610 LUBRICANT GREASE, MIL-G-10924
16880 BRAYCOTE 610 GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE AUTO AND ARTILLERY SA 824 3332/NIL-G_I0924C & D
22563 BRAYCOTE 631A 06310
16258 BRAYCOTE 640AC 06405
04353 BRAYCOTE 655 06555/MIL-T-5544
14660 BRAYCOTE 664 LUBRICAATING GREASE, 06645
10161 BRAYCOTE 806
@ 07389 BRAZING FLUX
02673 BRAZO FLUX
15152 BRAZO FLUX
@ 04293 BRAZO FLUX 721F00
20187 BRB #2 GREASE
21785 BREATHING AIR, TYPE I GRADE D COMPRESSED
07291 BRIGHT REO FLAT VINYL INK
07266 BRIGHT RED GLOSS VINYL INK
05869 BRId 35
19412 BRILLIANT BLUE R
13001 BRILLIANT GREEN LACTOSE BILE BROTH TUBES
07290 BRILLIANT RED FLAT VINYL INK
07305 BRILLIANT ULTRA BLUE FLAT VINYL INK
14092 BRITE LIFE ISOPROPYL RUBBING ALCOHOL USP 70%
07602 BRITE WHITE MOBILE HOME ROOF COATING
14634 BRITER
02368 BROM CRESOL GREEN-METHYL RED INDICATOR SOLUTION
- e4291 BROW CRESOL PURPLE SODIUM SALT
MIL-C-I5074
03005/VV-L-8OOA




05895 AIRCRAFT TURBINE OIL
EPS 34-902, PSI-8644-1, (1420-LE-MO0-5783) CASTROL INCORPORAT 10/17/85
07565 CASTROL INCORPORAT 12/31/93
08150 CASTROL INCORPDRAT 08/15/91
08855 CASTROL INCOR_DRAT 08/06/91
01035 CASTRQL INCORPORAT 09/01/93
01375 CASTROL INCORPORAT 09/01/93
01535/MIL-C-16173 GR3 CASTROL INCORPORAT 09/01/93
01945 CASTROL INCORPORAT 09/01/93
VV-P-236A BRAY OIL CO. 08/15/79
02485/MIL-C-11796C C2 CASTROL INCORPORAT 07/25/91
CASTROL INCORPORAT 12/30/87
06015 CASTROL INCORPORAT 07/29/91






BRAY OIL CO. 07/30/91
CASTROL INCORPORAT 07/31/91
FLUOROCARBON HI-TEMP LUBRICATING GREASE CASTROL INCORPORAT 01/25/89
EUTECTIC CORP. OLA MSDS
L-TEC WELDING & CU 10/00/85
UNION CARBIDE 09/01/81
UNION CARBIDE DLA MSDS
PRODUCT _3630-3639 STA-LUBE INC. 03/01/93
MSDS P. 2 IS MISSING INTERNATIONAL SAFE 04/06/90
VF-104 NAZOAR COMPANY 11/08/84 .
GV-104 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
30_ AQUEOUS SOLUTION,CS-285-2M FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/10/89
B0149 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/10/93
322 HACH COMPANY 09/12/93
VF-103 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/15/84
VF-156 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
BERGEN BRUNSWIG: BRITE LIFE 70% ISOPROPYL HUMCO LABORATORY 00/00/84
GARDNER BRIGHT WHITE MOBILE HOME ROOF COAT TELSTAR INDUSTRIES NO DATE
ACID DETERGENT METAL CLEANER MIXTURE AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
451 HACH COMPANY 04/12/86
ALLIED C_EMiCA_ CO 03/11 81
11385 BROMA IO-WINUTE DRY DECORATIVE ENAMEL. AEROSOL SPR #'S 100-115, 117-118, 123-135 DAP INC. 07/21/88
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '@' = CLA HMIS MSOS
_P23-: MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
!003'94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 32
TSRS TRADENAME C.OMNENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
I_ OATE
...................................................................................................................................
15652 BROMCRESOL GREEN-METHYL RED 943 HACH COMPANY 10/07/86
10515 BROMINE B-385 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
19056 BROMINE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
06937 BROMINE PENTAFLUDRIDE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/00/85
06938 BROMINE TRIFLUORIDE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/00/85
18836 BROMINE WATER 2211 HACH COMPANY 12/30/92
13186 BROMOtBENZENE KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. 0-666 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
13187 BROMOCHLOROMETHANE KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. F206 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
15768 BROMOCRESOL GREEN SOLUTION 0.04% SI14500 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/07/91
21914 BR(_4OCRESOL GREEN-METHYL RED, APHA 224 / LC11870 LABCHEM INC. 01/02/93
13188 8ROMODICHLOROMETHANE KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F48 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
22517 BROMDFLUOROBENZENE (BFB) GC/MS 38474-7; MSDS VALID 2/94 - 4/94 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/01/94
13189 BROMOFORM KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. 47 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
15765 BROMOPHENOL BLUE BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 04/00/84
01716 BROMOPHENOL BLUE INDICATOR CAT NO. 14550 blACH COMPANY 04/12/84
07709 BROMOTRIFLUOROMETHANE 99+% 24231-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
13427 BROMPHENOL BLUE SODIUM MOLEC_ULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT 85525 SIGMA CHEMICAL CGM 04/t6/91
01528 BROMTHYMOL BLUE SODIUM 88630 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/24/86
16004 BRONZE SILICONE, LEADED ALUMINUM CASTLE METALS_A M. 11/25/85
06559 BRONZE ALLOYS BEARING GRADE TULL, @.M., METALS 04/01/92
00468 BROWN GP-0001-0075 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 03/24/93
015640 BROWN DEVELOPER DC-142RE,I12C,111C,152Z,lO01,4055, OC4085,OC-1785,DC-2055,OC2555,OC2585,DC165 MITA 11/15/85
06653 BROWN DEVELOPER FOR DC-114, 0C-1205, DC-1255 MITA 11/15/85
07296 BROWN FLAT VINYL INK VF-114 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
07269 BROWN GLOSS VINYL INK GV-114 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
06646 BROWN TONER DCI42RE.112C,I11C,152Z,lO01,4055, DC-4085,-1785,-2055,-2555,-2585,-1655,-328 MITA 11/15/85
06652 BROWN TONER FOR DC-114, DC-1205, DC-1255 MITA 11/15/85
18873 BROWNELLS ALUMA HYDE PRIMER AEROSOL BROWNELLS, INC NO DATE
18875 BROWNELLS ALUMA HYDE 2 BROWNELLS, INC 0?/08/92
18874 BROWNELLS ALUMA-HYOE AEROSOL/BLACK PAINT BROWNELLS, INC NO DATE
18872 BROWNELLS SPRAY GRIT BROWNELLS, INC 07/14/92
- 15774 BRUCINE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO OAT_
18145 BRUCINE SULFATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/22/_P0
- 15775 BRUCINE SULFATE, 7-HYDRATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
17564 BRULIN SO 1291 BRULIN & COMPANY, 07/08/93
11168 BRUSHABLE CERAMIC HARDENER 11760 DEVCON CORP 04/25/88
11167 BRUSHABLE CERAMIC RESIN 11760 DEVCON CORP 11/11/88
03114 BRUTE HEAVY DUTY STRIPPER/7405 CANDY & CO. 03/28/86
- 05819 BRUTE FLOOR STRIPPER dOHNSON, S.C-, & S NO DATE
22741 BUCKEYE AERO-MASTER CLEANER/DEGREASER BUCKEYE INTERNATIO 09/14/93
05827 BUCKEYE ARRIVA WITH LIQUESCENT KAPPA 5045, CLEANING COMPOUND LIQUID BUCKEYE INTERNATIO 03/18/93
12897 BUCKEYE BLUE 5001 / CLEANING COMPOUND LIQUID DAVIES-YOUNG COMPA 05/05/89
0 22195 BUCKEYE DY-DUST 5405 DAVIES-YOUNG COMPA DLA MSDS
20265 BUCKEYE SHOPMASTER WITH LIQUESCENT ALPHA(PAT.PEND) 5770 DAVIES-YOUNG COMPA 02/15/91
12086 BUFF-UP OUST CONTROL AMWAY 0t/04/84
12087 BUFF-UP SPRAY FURNITURE POLISH AMWAY 0t/04/84
19297 BUFFER A - PH 6.97 PART OF 700001 ORION RESEARCH INC 09/07/91
01740 BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS CAT NO. 14098 HACH COMPANY 05/28/86
18162 BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS CITRATE TYPE; HEAVY METALS CAT NO. 14202 HACH COMPANY 05/08/92
15657 BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS PH 4.01 CAT NO. 2054 HACH COMPANY 11/09/81
01739 BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS PH 4.01 +/- 0.02 • 25 DEG C 22269 HACH COMPANY 09/12/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 33
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
10 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
15658 BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS PH 7.00 +/- 0.02 @ 25 DEG C 22270 HACH COMPANY 09/12/93
15659 BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS PH 9.00 +/- 0.02 _ 25DEG C 14107 HACH COMPANY 02/15/82
02366 BUFFER POWDER PILLOWS, CITRATE TYPE, FOR MANGANESE 983 HACH COMPANY 06/07/86
15832 BUFFER SOLN.S0-B-I04,-106,-107,-108,-109,-110,-112 S0-B-122;S0-P-74.-341 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/01/88
15847 BUFFER SOLN.SO-P-74,341 MSDS:SO-B-lOB,-4,°9.-B,-7,-IO.-12.-22,-P-3 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
18159 BUFFER SOLUTION (PH 4.00)-RED SB101 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/12/91
01724 BUFFER SOLUTION HARDNESS 1 424 HACH COMPANY 11/25/92
15830 BUFFER SOLUTION PH 1.00 - 10.00 SB-115.BLUE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/15/91
22820 BUFFER SOLUTION PH IO.OO +/- 0.02 CAT#22836 HACH COMPANY O9/12/93
18481 BUFFER SOLUTION PH 4.00 +/- 0.02 22834 HACH COMPANY 11/25/92
18160 BUFFER SOLUTION PH 7.0-6.0 S8107/108/109/110/112 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
17753 BUFFER SOLUTION PH 7.00 0286704 RED BIRD SERVICE 08/13/92
18482 BUFFER SOLUTION PH 7.00 +/- 0.02 22835 HACH COMPANY 09/12/93
- 22099 BUFFER SOLUTION PH 9.0 S8114 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/20/93
11570 BUFFER SOLUTION IO.00PH 5142-9?.-62,-64,-66 COLE-PARNER INSTRU 12/00/87
01743 BUFFER SOLUTION. PH tO BXt633, BXt636 2119 H7590-10, H7590-210 EM SCIENCE 02/24/90
02539 BUFFER SOLUTION, PH 4 H7590-4.-24;BXI62B,BX163412106 EM SCIENCE 02/27/90
14446 BUFFER SOLUTION, PH.7 0401715 EM SCIENCE 02/27/90
06495 BUFFER SOLUTION, PH7 BX 1632/BX1635 EM SCIENCE 12/10/85
15831 BUFFER SOLUTIONS (PH 3.00,4.00,5.00) SB-97,SB-98,SB-101,SB-99,SB-102 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/24/85
- 00231 BUFFER SOLUTIONS PH 9.0 TO 11.O FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/22/90
- O759_ BUFFER SOLUTIONS PH 9.0 TO 11,O S0-B-t14,-139,-141,-115,-116,-142 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
10163 BUFFER SOLUTIONS. S0-P-74.-131 AND S0-B-106,S0-B-I04.S0-B-I09,S0-B-I08,S0-B-I FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
- 14447 BUFFERED PHOSPHATE DILUTE SOLUTION H7577-7. 10-261 ANALYTICAL PRODUCT 03/01/89
11842 BUFFERS:H7590-2A,-3A,-4A,-5A,-6A,-7A,-8A,-9A,-lOA; H7591-4,-7,-101 H7592-4,-7,-10 BAXTER HEALTHCARE 04/01/89
- 22742 BUFFING POWDERS WASHINGTON MILLS E 09/00/92
20418 BUFSOL REPAIR CLEANER - 42,43,832.840.974.978 TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBE 02/16/93
02604 BUG BARRIER ARI (ANIMAL REPELL NO DATE
13909 BUG LUG ZN ADVANCED LABORATOR 09/10/90
- 12088 BUG SPRAY AMWAY 01/04/84
19583 BULLDOG PLASTIC ROOF CEMENT #2 PALMER ASPHALT COM 06/18/90
17584 BULLET TIP PAINT PRODUCT CODE 4000 SANITEK PRODUCTS I 08/17/90
04309 BULLETIN COLORS 1XXB (XX=VARIOUS) RONAN, T.J., PAINT 03/00/86
11506 BURKE ACRYLIC BONDCRETE BURKE COMPANY 08/07/86
11507 BURKE FASTPATCH 928 BURKE COMPANY 11/20/86
20924 BURMASTIC 364-515-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT TREMCO 07/10/92
06575 BURNLEY SOLDERING PASTE BURNLEY BATTERY & 05/06/"88
06939 BUTADIENE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/00/85
- 14301 BUTADIENE AG 05210 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14302 BUTANE AG 05209 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
02499 BUTANE (LIQUEFIED GAS UNOER PRESSURE. N-BUTANE) UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
16889 BUTANE (LPG) BELCHER OIL CO. 10/11/85
18195 BUTANE (NORMAL) LIQUEFIED BUTANE. LPG COASTAL CORPORATIO 02/'13/92
19584 BUTANE LIGHTER FUEL PENN CHAMP INC. NO DATE
16887 BUTANE MIX (LPG) BELCHER OIL CO. 10/11/85
18197 BUTANE-ISOBUTANE MIX COMMERCIAL BUTANE COASTAL CORPORATIO 06/25/91
15588 BUTANE:LIQUEFIED GAS UNDER PRESSURE MFGR:LINDE DRESSER INDUSTRIES NO DATE
20545 BUTYL ACETATE. URETHANE GRADE UNION CARBIDE 05/0?/92
13514 BUTYL ALCOHOL N-BUTYL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 0-/16;92
07239 BUTYL ALCOHOL. NORMAL TT-B-846 MALLINCKRODT 04 OE 89
09196 BUTYL CELLOSOLVE OCCUPATIONAL HEALT 03/II/88
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO GRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSD$ SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MS_S
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA S_EET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRAOENAME INDEX P. 34
04418 BUTYL CELLOSOLVE SOLVENT UNION CARBIDE 01/04/93
09197 BUTYL GLYCIDYL ETHER SHELL 02/00/78
10460 BUTYL METHACRYLATE 99% 23586-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/10/90
13824 BUTYL REFRASIL TAPE RL 8569-1/3001251 RN ENGINEERED PRO0 07/00/91
10217 BUTYL RUBBER ADHESIVE (AP 218 A & AP 218 B) BUTYL RUBBER ADHESIVE ARROIJI-IEAO PRODUCTS NG DATE
- 15169 BUTYL-FLEX CAULKING COMPOUND BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 07/20/84
18655 BUTYRALDEHYOE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45. 44623:R600338 SUPELCO. INC. 11/05/91
14198 BWE 3000 BETTER WORKING ENV 03/25/91
02626 BWT-IO0, WT-206, BOILER COMPOUND (MFGR: AMREP) AMREP, INC. 09/00/85
17882 812 CHEMTOOL (0101.0105,0t13,0116,0152.0155,0312.. 0412) BERRYMAN PRODUCTS 11/00/85
19631 8516 MIXED VISCOSITY SILICONE MOLD RELEASE I M S COMPANY 01/t8/89
08434 C PRESSURE TESTING CONCENTRATE FOAMING AGENT WlNTON PRODUCTS CO NO DATE
18633 C 111 (X 20840) STABOND CORPORATIO 11/19/92
20782 C 875 (X 181388) STABOND CORPORATIO 11/22/91
20781 C 890 (X 2066) 5TABONO CORPORATIO 07/13/90
20783 C 902 (X 2012) STABONO CGRPORATIO 11/22/91
19967 C-REACTIVE PROTEIN (CRP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705965901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
22149 C-1 EPOXY RESIN. INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE MORTON INTERNATION 01/30/9t
09199 C-1. ADHESIVE FORMULATED EPOXY RESIN MORTON THIOKOL, IN 09/09/87
14916 C-100 HI PERF./CORROS.RESIST.ALLOYS(DISTR:DRESSER) CABOT CORPORATION 11/01/85
20586 C-1310 CORROSION & SCALE INHIBITOR UNITED WORTH HYDRO 05/00/91
11753 C-14 PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE COLLINS & AIKMAN C 01/30/91
09234 C-19-530 CLEAR PLASTIC PRIMER GAGE PRODUCTS COMP 05/12/86
06124 C-27 SPACKLING PASTE, TIGER GRIP VINYL PATCHING PASTE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 07/16/85
09200 C-7, ADHESIVE FOR MISC.INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS MORTON THIOKOL, IN 07/01/88
15649 CA 103 ADHESIVE GOODRICH, B.F. 08/28/75
1421_ CA-5-B EPOXY-HARDNER PART B, FAST AI4BROID 08/29/90
O 17380 CAB-O-SIL CABOT CORPORATION DLA MSDS
06032 CAB-O-SIL FUMED SILICA CABOT CORPORATION 12/01/91
@ 17382 CAB-O-SIL M5 CABOT CORPORATION DLA MSDS
- 08948 CABLE,WIRE.TUBES,THERMOWELLS,PADS.FITTINGS,ETC. MSDS PP.2.4 MISSING GORDON CO 05/07/87
21764 CABLEFREE LOOSENER AMERICAN POLYWATER 01/01/90
13063 CACODYLIC ACID 20305 SODIUM CACODYLATE TRYHYORATE LADD RESEARCH INDU 09/02/87
(36705 CACODYLIC ACID SODIUM CRYST C0250 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 05/20/92
18013 CACQDYLIC ACID. FREE ACID, DIMETHYL ARSENIC ACIO 18851 / PELLA IS DISTR, MFGR IS PROPRIETAR PELLA, TED, INC. NO DATE
11785 CACODYLIC ACID. SODIUM SALT. SODIUM CACODYLATE 01131 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 10/09/89
- 22656 CADABOND 427 SKIRGES CORP. 12/01/93
- 22655 CADALAR #670 PETROLEUM HAPHTHA SKIRGES CORP. 12/01/93
16037 CADIUM METAL C-3 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/04/80
22801 CADMINUM HIGH-PURITY STANOA 11/01/93
15792 CADMIUM BAKER, U.T, CHEMIC 04/01/84
06574 CADMIUM C3500/C-3. C-365, ACC03720 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/10/85
15789 CADMIUM CHLORIDE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 08/03/83
04178 CADMIUM IN METALS, TEST REAGENTS I & 2 #1=10% AQ.NH4NO3/U2=5% AQ.NA2S/CF.G.BOWMAN UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR NO DATE
13541 CADMIUM PLATING KIT *SEE Al1407 AURORA BEARING COM 03/16/88
07292 CAOMIUM RED FLAT VINYL INK VF-105 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/15/84
10516 CADMIUM REFERENCE 5TANDARO SOLUTION SC-118 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/20/9t
21969 CADMIUM 1,0(0 MU-G/ML; 10.0(0 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
08314 CADMIUM. 0.1 & 1.0% CD IN DILUE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
02664 CADDPRENE 725 DUCT MASTIC & INSULATING ADHESIVE SKIRGES CORP. 12/01/93
12252 Cd_DOX M-50 67015 AKZO CHEMICALS INC 10/20/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HNIS NSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 35
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
CAOOX TS-50 CATALYST USED IN SUPER*ZIP SEPARATION SYST AKZO CHEMICALS INC 03/15/89
CADWELD ALUMINUM WELDING MATERIAL ERICO PRODUCTS. IN 08/20/91




19595 CADWELD ONE SHOT MOLDS ERICO PRODUCTS, IN 03/20/91
02534 CAIROX POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE CARUS CORP, CARUS 11/01/65
08242 CALCINED ALUMINAS INCLUDING MARTIPOL, MARTOXID HENGAR COMPANY/DIV 06/18/87
20881 CALCIOUEST CALCIOUEST. INC. 01/01/93
10674 CALCIOUEST STAB.BLEND LON_ CHAIN PHOSPHATES/POT.WATER WALTRON LTD. 12/03/86
22357 CALCIUM 0.1% CA IN 2%HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/0t/93
01613 CALCIUM (CALCM) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702054902 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
- 15790 CALCIUM CARBIDE CHEMICAL COMMODITI 09/04/80
01452 CALCIUM CARBONATE C-64 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
11092 CALCIUM CARBONATE MALLINCKROOT 04/06/89
15794 CALCIUM CHLORIDE BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 09/26/85
05873 CALCIUM CHLORIDE C-70,C-75,C-79oC-614 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/09/90
01404 CALCIUM CHLORIDE MALLINCKRODT 09/05/85
06706 CALCIUM CHLORIDE AI_YDROUS C490t SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 07/20/88
10862 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYORATE MALLINCKRODT 01/18/85
04698 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED C7902 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
01530 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE GRADE I C3881 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 12/07/90
10184 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE, 98+%, A,C.S. REAGENT 22350-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/24/94
11788 CALCIUM CHLORIDE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED C2661 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/11/90
06759 CALCIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION 2.75% SC-IO FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/11/91
19057 CALCIUM HYDRIDE MALLINCKRODT 09/11/90
20900 CALCIUM HYDROXIDE VAN WATERS & ROGER 03/02/93
20732 CALCIUM HYDROXIDE/MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE FORMERLY EASY SPREAD (CHEMICAL LIME INC.) FLORIDA CRUSHED ST 10/05/92
18199 CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE 1378 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
22536 CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE 21182 FLUKA CHEMICAL COR 03/17/94
19292 CALCIUM HYPOCHLDRITE 70_ CPE133459 OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/21/93
22469 CALCIUM IONGPHORE A23187 FREE ACID C7522 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
22125 CALCIUM NITRATE C1396 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/14/86
18312 CALCIUM NITRATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED C2786 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
04678 CALCIUM NITRATE TETRAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED C7652 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/27/87
01377 CALCIUM NITRATE, 4-HYDRATE 1395 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 09/26/85
04723 CALCIUM NITRATE,TETRAHYDRATE C1093 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
- 15797 CALCIUM OXIDE BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
@ 15798 CALCIUM OXIDE SHAPE PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
- 15799 CALCIUM OXIDE SHAPE PRODUCTS 05/18/83
05875 CALCIUM REFERENCE SOLUTION $D-C-t91, SC-19t FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/30/91
15802 CALCIUM SULFATE MALLINCKROOT 04/08/89
06142 CALCIUM TEST/HAZCAT KIT AMMONIUM OXALATE HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I ted DATE
21968 CALCIUM 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD.PLASMA STANDARD.AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
14647 CALCIUM-45 #CES3 AMERSHAM CORPORATI NOT REQO
08313 CALCIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% CA IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
07540 CALCLEAN, DETERGENT 4135 (4135P2) VESTAL LABORATORIE 08/1t/87
19896 CALCO IL RED N-1700 62447 SOLVENT RED 26 PYLAM PRODUCTS 01/05/93
14117 CALCONP CLEANER CL58 CALCOMP INC. 05/21/92
14135 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP55 CALCOMP INC. 05/26/89
14120 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP58 C, S858 C CALCOMP INC. 10/01/90
14134 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RPS88. SB58B CALCOMP INC. 03/26,/91
14114 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP58SC. SB58SC CALCOMP _NC 03/26/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@" = DLA HMIS MSDS
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10/O3/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 36
TSRS TRADENANE COIItENTS MANUFACTURER MSOS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
14133 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP585M, SB585M 17 CALCOMP INC. 03/26/91
14113 CALCOMP TONER TCM-S8 CALCOMP INC. 01/26/89
14131E CALCONP TONER TN55 CALCOIIIP 1NC. 05/26/89
21841 CALIBRATION CHECK GAS 0-6_ PROPANE IN AIR 459943 MINE SAFETY APPLIA 03/04/93
148Sl CALXBRATION FLUID (MONOPLEX DOS) D.H. INSTRUMENTS. 12/00/72
02396 CALIBRATION FLUIO. MIL-C-?O24-B (OISTR:VICKERS) GAGE PRODUCTS COMP NO DATE
15617 CALIBRATION GAS. METHANE IN AIR 2.5% MINE SAFETY APPLIA NO DATE
15619 CALIBRATION GAS. PENTANE IN AIR 0.75% MINE SAFETY APPLIA NO DATE
06493 CALIBRATION STOCK SOLUTION METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM MICRO0 INTERNATION 04/15/91
08912 CALIDRZA ASBESTOS (CHRYSOT;LE ASBESTOS) MSDS IS NOT CURRENT UNION CARBIDE 09/01/76
17600 CALPRO FLOOR STRIPPER FLOOR FINISH REMOVER GROW CONSUMER PROD 11/07/91
17620 CALTEX 540868 RPM MULTI-MOTIVE GREASE 2 CPS250734 CHEVRON USA 03/04/92
01719 CALVER 2 852 / CALCIUM INDICATOR POWDER HACH COMPANY 10/23/86
@ 05434 CALICO QUICK STAIN WRIGHT'S STAINING SOLUTION CAMBRIDGE CHEMICAL DLA MSDS
01308 CANIE #1000 DRY LUBRICANT. RELEASE AGENT CAMIE-CANPBELL, IN NO DATE
18394 CAMIE 1000 DRY LUBRICANT CAMIE-CANPBELL, IN 01/27/87
05294 CAMIE 2000 ORY FTLM LUBRTCANT. TFE COAT FCR 2000 CAMIE-CAMPBELL. IN 045/28/91
- 15287 CAMLOK CLUTCH FACING M 8060-3 (DANA SPICER/M-F) RAYMARK 03/09/82
11002 CAMPAIGN HERBICIDE MONSANTO 06/00/91
20804 CAN SOLUTION R-0820 TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 02/01/92
15558 CAN-O-GAS REFRIGERANT 114 VIRGINIA CHEMICALS NO DATE
15553 CAN-O-GAS REFRIGERANT 12 40-404-878 VIRGINIA CHEMICALS NO DATE
19402 CANADA BALSAM C1795 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
20092 CANCELLATION & MARKING INK (#078BD-G) USPS-I-874D U.S. POSTAL SERVIC 03/20/86
18057 CANCELLATION INK USPS TYPE 9141238 (7) (ITEM NOS 0790 D.E,F, & G) U.S. POSTAL SERVIC 10/02/91
22174 CANON 8di-643 INK CARTRIDGE (BLACK) F47-0081-400/500 CANON, INC. 04/00/93
22631 CANON BdI-643 INK CARTRIDGE (CYAN) F47-0091-400/500 CANON. INC. 04/00/93
22632 CANON Bd1-643 INK CARTRIDGE (MAGENTA) F47-O101-400/5(X) CANON. INC. 04/00/93
22633 CANON Bdl-643 INK CARTRIDGE (YELLOW) F47-0111-400/500 CANON, INC. 04/00/93
05785 CANON CP-370 N-P PREMIX HILORD CHEMICAL CO NO DATE
19352 CANON CT-CX TONER (ANNOTATED: BLK) NASHUA CORPORATION 07/25/90
05783 CANON FLUSHING DISPERSANT HILORD CHEMICAL CO NO DATE
09256 CANON LBP EP-CARTRIDGE APPLE COMPUTER #NOIBO,M860/COMPUTERLANO#AP APPLE COMPUTER, IN 05/03/88
19035 CANON STARTER CYAN FOR CLC 200/300 #F41-6812-100 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
19036 CANON STARTER FOR CLC 200/300 BLACK #F41-6802-I00 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
19034 CANON STARTER FOR CLC 200/300 MAGENTA #F41-6822-100 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
17868 CANON SX CARTRIOGE REPLACEMENT TONER ACCUTONE ITEM NO: SEE PRODUCT CATALOG ACCUTONE 12/00/90
19033 CANON TONER BLACK FOR CLC 200/300 #F41-6801-100 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
19032 CANON TONER CYAN FOR CLC 200/300 #F41-B811-tO0 CANON. INC. 12/00/91
19041 CANON TONER FOR CLC 200/300 YELLOW #F41-6831-100 CANON. INC. 12/00/91
19031 CANON TONER MAGENTA CLC 200/300 #F4t-682t-I00 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
09212 CA0-14 TECH DATA FOR CAO-5 ALSO ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/00/79
11159 CAP-STUN ALCOHLIC SOLUTION OF CAPSICUM TRI-COUNTRY POLICE NO DATE
18663 CAPRALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600346 SUPELCO, INC. 11/28/89
18659 CAPROIC ALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45. 44623:R600432 SUPELCO, INC. 11/28/89
188@1 CAPRYLALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE K|T-45, RR623:R600344 SUPELCO, TNC. 11/28/89
01532 CAPRYLIC ACID SODIUM C3901 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86




CAPTURE PRE-SPRAY - 79120A-7 (398502-5) PER KIMS CLARKE AMERICAN NO DATE
CAPTURE SOIL EXTRACTOR MILLIKEN CHEM./DIV NO DATE
CAPTURE SOIL EXTRACTOR - 79119A-0 (398512-4) PEm KIM5 CLARKE AMERICAN NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HMIS MSDS
(, (
( ( (
GP_3-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INOEX p. 37
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
14635 CAR SCENTS ODORANT PERFUME MIXTURE AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
12089 CAR WASH AMWAY 01/04/84
14636 CAR WASH SOAP DETERGENT CONCENTRATE AUTO SHAMPOO MIXTURE AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
13963 CARB AND CHOKE FMP 88462/TM-1865 AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 05/23/88
17885 CARB-MEOIC CARBURETOR,CHOKE & VALVE CLEANER (AERO. M48-14, -24 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 10/00/92
19966 CARBAMAZEPINE (CRBAM) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704287901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
22537 CARBAMIDE UXOO65,UXOO65MB,UXOO66,UXOO68,UXOO70,UXO07 EM SCIENCE 04/29/93
18084 CARBAZOLE CRYSTALLINE C5132 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/17/92
15700 CARBIDE LINE LAC 05122 LIO_JID AIR 10/01/85
21751 CARBIT PAINT CO., 28Y72 MEDIUM YELLOW LEAD FREE RAABE PART #: 34908 / AEROSOL TOUCH-UP PAI RAABE CORPORATION 02/t4/92
11483 CARBIT PAINT, MEDIUM YELLOW AEROSOL TOUCH-UP PAINT RAABE PART# 21910 RAABE PAINT CO. IN 05/31/90
09209 CARBO ZINC 10 0242S1NL / 9-12-86 MSDS: 01-0242-0(L) - IL CARBOLINE COMPANY 05/16/89
09210 CARBO ZINC 11 BASE PART A/CARBOLINE ZINC FILLER 01-0250-A/Ol-O231-B CARBOLINE COMPANY 09/12/86
09203 CARBOLINE THINNER 20 01-0520-0 CARBOLINE COMPANY 10/07/86
14651 CARBOLINE THINNER 25 CARBOLINE COMPANY 08/08/89
09204 CARBOLINE THINNER 26 PRODUCT CODE, 01-0_26-0 CARBDLINE COMPANY 09/12/86
03910 CARBOLINE 188 FINISH, GRAY SNI A=PART A - Ot~09t2-A/SN1B=PART B - 01CARBOLINE COMPANY 09/15/86
10972 CARBOLINE 193 PRIMER PART B 0946BINL CARBOLINE COMPANY 05/11/89
10971 CARBOLINE 193 PRIMER, (LF) PT.A O904A1NL CARBOLINE COMPANY 09/11/89
11112 CARBOLINE 834 PART A CARBOLINE COMPANY 07/13/89
11113 CARBOLINE 893 RCP PART A CARBOLINE COMPANY 10/06/89
11114 CARBOLINE 893 RCP PART B CARBOLINE COMPANY 10/06/89
03909 CARBOMASTIC t5 PART A & PART B PART A - 01-01B3-A1NL/PART B - 0t-01B3BINL CARBOLINE COMPANY 09/11/93
06717 CARBON CARBON. ACTIVATED; CARBON, DECOLORIZING; C FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/02/80
04152 CARBON (NATURAL GRAPHITE) SS-G-659 A, GRAPHITE, DRY LUBRICANT ASBURY GRAPHITE MI 04/06/87
02525 CARBON & ALLOY STEELS AISI/SAE GRADES IOXX THROUGH 93XX KILSBY-ROBERTS 08/01/91
06496 CARBON ALUNINUN COATED STEEL PRODUCTS (GALVALLUNE) COILS, SHEETS, STRIP & PLATE NETALSOURCE 11/12/85
16010 CARBON AND ALLOY CAST STEELS VARIOUS ASTN & SAE MOBILE PULLEY & MA O1/15/93
06356 CARBON AND ALLOY STEELS AISI/SAE GRADES lOXX THRU 93IX INOUSTRIAL SUPPLY 11/25/85
18006 CARBON AND ALLOY STEELS AISI/SAE GRADES IOXX THRU 93IX MARMON/KEYSTONE CO 01/01/93
22386 CARBON BLACK PROVIDED IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR N-550 HUBER. J.N.. CORPO 09/00/91
08628 CARBON DIOXIDE PER CGA G-6.2 LEVEL H FOR ET LEAK TEST 10/ CARBONIC INDUSTRIE 06/18/90
15594 CARBON DIOXIDE LAC 05109 CARBONATE LIO_JID AIR 10/01/85
22017 CARBON DIOXIDE LIQUID CARBONIC 06/00/91
06931 CARBON DIOXIDE PURITAN-BENNETT CO 11/25/85
10246 CARBON DIOXIDE UNION CARBIDE 05/00/91
19961 CARBON DIOXIDE (CARB) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702235901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
06941 CARBON DIOXIDE (GAS) / DRY ICE (SOLID ONLY) AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/01/90
10239 CARBON DIOXIDE IN HELIUM SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
10240 CARBON DIOXIDE IN NITROGEN ACID GAS MIXTURE SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
15580 CARBON DIOX]OE 25%/ARGON 75% LAC 05113 LIOUID AIR 10/01/85
09205 CARBON DIOXIDE 99.8+% ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/13/88
15593 CARBON DIOXIDE-AIR USP NIXTURE(<=5%C02) LAC 05112 LIOUIO AIR 10/0t/85
15596 CARBON DIOXIDE-OXYGEN USP MIXTURE LAC 05114 LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
20948 CARBON DIOXIDE/HELIUM COMPRESSED MIXTURE MSDS DATE: C02 6/91. HE 8/81 LIOUID CARBONIC SEVERAL
02564 CARBON DIOXIDE, CARBONIC ANHYDRIDE C850 CARDOX 08/01/90
14887 CARBON DIOXIDE, CARBONIC ANHYDRIDE NONFLAI_BLE GAS MG INDUSTRIES, GAS 11/25/85
03160 CARBON DIOXIDE. FIRE SUPPRESSANT AMEREX CORPORATION 11/00/85
12910 CARBON DIOXIDE. REFRIGERATED LIQUID ADM (ARCHER DANIEL 01/'01/91
08218 CARBON DIOXIDE. REFRIGERATED LIQUID CARBONIC CONSULTAN 01,'01,89
08930 CARBON DIOXIDE. REFRIGERATED LIQUID C851 CARDOX 06/15/89
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA I-_IS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 38
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSOS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
15597 CARBON DIOXIDE. REFRIGERATED LIQUID LAC 05110 LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
15598 CARBON DIOXIOE. SOLID LAC 05111 LIQUIO AIR 10/01/85
064_9 CARBON HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED STEEL PROOUCTS COILS, SHEETS. STRIP 8 PLATE METALSOURCE 11/12/85
06497 CARBON HOT/COLD ROLLED SHEETS, STRIP, ANO PLATE 1008 THRU t048 INCLUSIVE NETALSOURCE 10/22/85
06498 CARBON HOT/COLD ROLLED SHEETS, STRIP, AND PLATE HIGH STRENQTH-LOt# ALLOY NETALSOURCE 10/22/85
06942 CARBON MONOXIDE SEE ALSO A07980 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 07/10/86
03044 CARBON MONOXIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 02/01/89
14303 CARBON MONOXIDE AG 05213 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
03043 CARBON MONOXIDE NAT042_,O NATHESON GAS PROOU 03/28/90
11852 CARBON MONOXIDE SCOTT SPECIALTY GA 06/23/89
02447 CARBON MONOXIDE (300 PSIG) SPEC:287 PPM BALANCE SCIENTIFIC GAS PRO 11/25/85
11735 CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR 21412 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
04186 CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR.PRIMARY STANDARD. 490 PPM MSDS IS FOR CARBON MONOXIOE - % COMPOSITIO BIG THREE INOUSTRI 07/01/85
11886 CARBON MONOXIDE IN HELIUM 21432 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
15595 CARBON MONOXIDE IN NITROGEN SCOTT-MARRIN, INC. 10/27/82
20739 CARBON NK_IOXIOE SENSOR, CLASS F-1R.F-1RH.F-2 TELEDYNE 08/08/91
20740 CARBON IKINOXIDE SENSORS, CLASS F-1 TELEDYNE 08/08/91
14511 CARBON MONOXIDE/METHANE/ACETYLENE IN 02/N2 SCOTT MEDICAL PROD 09/00/86
11851 CARBON MONOXIDE. LIQUIFIED SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
11733 CARBON MONOXIDE. OXYGEN. CARBON DIOXIDE & METHANE IN NITROGEN / 9?99.19791,4423?; 4-237 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
13545 CARBON STAINLESS STEELS,BRASS.DUCTILE.IRON,ALUMIN. KIT *SEE A11407 AURORA BEARING CON 03/16/88
16008 CARBON STEEL - FIR & CR LEADED CARBON A36,1018,1010... CASTLE METALS/A.M. 11/25/85
16009 CARBON STEEL - FIR & CR LEADED CARBON DRESSER INDUSTRIES 11/25/85
06500 CARBON STEELS, NON-RESULFURIZED. 1008-1095 INCLUS. ALL FORMS METALSOURCE 11/07/85
06504 CARBON STEELS, RESULFURIZEO, ALL FORMS 1110-1151, 11L10-11L51 LEADED. 12L11-12L15 METALSOURCE 11/07/85
13194 CARBON TETRACHLORIDE KIT VOC-1N CAT NO. F6 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
05598 CARBON TETRACHLORIDE NALLINCKRODT 07/17/91
09202 CARBON TETRACHLORIDE TECHNICAL 0Ow CHEMICAL CO. 12/10/92
07706 CARBON TETRAFLUORIOE 99.95+% 29573-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
17776 CARBON ZINC (LE CLANCHE) DRY CELL BATTERIES BURGESS INC. NO DATE
06558 CARBON, ALLOY, AND TOOL STEELS BAR,SHEET.PLATE,TUBING,PIPE AND STRUCTURAL TULL, d.M., METALS 04/01/92
05876 CARBON, DECOLORIZING C170/E-344-7 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/20/85
09207 CARBDNYL IRON POWDER GRADE E (CIP) 1-1-63761/000/141 0306 OAF CORPORATION 01/00/86
09208 CARBONYL IRON POWDER GRADE GO-4 (CIP) 1-1-83798/000/141 0307 GAF CORPORATION 01/00/86
14304 CARBONYL SULFIDE AG 05214 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
02806 CARBORUNDUM C-192 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/14/93
10330 CARBORUNDUM NO.1 ALUMINUM OXIDE CRUDE GRAINS 6-220 GRIT CARBORUNDUM COMPAN 08/01/82
13273 CARBOTRAP 20/40 MESH lOON CARBOTRAP B/CAT. #20287 SUPELCO, INC. 10/25/89
13532 CARBUSOL KLEER-FLO COMPANY 01/24/90
- 13455 CARE 9OZ. TALCUM POWDER PPI 10/08/90
07609 CAREFREE RECHARGEABLE BATTERY LEAD,ACID TYPE EAGLE-PICHER INDUS 03/t2/91
07034 CARGILLE IMMERSION OIL TYPES A & B CODE 1248 CAT# 16482 TY A; 16484 TY 8 CARGILLE. R. P. LA 02/22/88
19806 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES A ND=1.460-1.570 / 18091/092/095/09X/O9Y;190 CARGILLE. R. P. LA 04/05/88
11892 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES E NO = 1.575 - 1.640 / 18431.18432,1843X,184 CARGILLE, R. P. LA 10/05/90
10550 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES E NO = 1.440 - t.555, 18431,18432,1843X,1843 CARGILLE, R. P. LA 05/12/87
13925 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUIDS SERIES B, 19124 RNGE ND-1.657-1.700, 1,680. 18121,2,S,X,Y, CARGILLE, R. P. LA 12/12/88
02807 CARMINE C-579 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
18311 CARMINE CERTIFIED C6152 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
07293 CARMINE RED FLAT VINYL INK VF-106 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/15/84
14095
09211
CARPET GUARD PLUS 6020,6021,6022,6023.6024,6025.6026,6027,60 GUARDSMAN PRODUCTS 06/07/89
CARPET STAIN REMOVER (AEROSOL) SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 01/02/87





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 39
@ 04240 CARPETONE SANITIZER P-C-1632 BARRIER INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
07119 CARTER'S RUBBER CEMENT DENNISON MANUFACTU 03/03/83
16157 CARTER'S RUBBER CEMENT THINNER DENNISON MANUFACTU 03/03/83
08321 CASEIN GLUE/456-P-2-GOVERNJ4ENT CASEIN GLUE. STEVEN INDUSTRIES M_-A-125 NATIONAL CASEIN OF NO DATE
15288 CASTABLE INSULATION 22 GREEN, A.P.. REFAC 05/12/83
22028 CASTOLITE/CASTOGLAS HARDENER CASTOLITE COMPANY 02/14/91
20484 CASTROL DEXRON-II/MERCON AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FL 0460 CASTROL INCORPORAT 07/29/91
19220 CASTROL 3V3 SERIES CASTROL 3V3-10W40/3V3-20/3V3-30/3V3-40 IND CASTROL INDUSTRIAL 03/06/92
20642 CASTROL 5050 (FORMERLY BRAYCO 899) 08995 CASTROL INCORPORAT 08/06/91
20638 CASTROLEASE AI 06275 (FORMERLY BRAYCOTE 627) CASTROL INCORPORAT 07/30/91
- 02494 CAT-L-INK, 50-000 SERIES, LEGEND INKS, TECH.BULL_ NOT A MSOS DEXTER CORPORATION NO DATE
03611 CAT, NIL-C-83286, YELLOW, 13655 MIL-C-83286 DEFT, INC. 04/14/89
03310 CAT, NIL-C-83286, 11136 03RO26CAT DEFT, INC. 02/29/92
11627 CAT, MIL-C-83286, 15044 03BLO48CAT DEFT, INC. 02/06/90
11388 CAT, NIL-C-83286, 15102 038LO76CAT DEFT, INC. C,5/06/91
06460 CAT. NIL-C-83286, 36622 03GYO62CAT DEFT. INC. 06/06/91
14662 CAT, NIL-C-85285B, 11136. TYPE I 03RO64CAT DEFT. INC. 08/20/93
17980 CAT, MIL-C-85285B, 17925, TYPE I 03Wl27ACAT DEFT. INC. 07/22/88
13814 CAT, MIL-P-23377E, TYPE I.CLASS 1 02YO24CAT DEFT, INC. 01/28/91
07075 CATALYST CAT-20G KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
03781 CATALYST A DEXTER CORPORATION 09/09/73
09311 CATALYST CN MBO 130-188, CATALYST FOR V191 STAUFFER-WACKER Sl 04/07/93
16491 CATALYST FOR GRAY CONDUCTIVE EPOXY PRIMER SURFACER 02-GY-3 CAT L-6020 DEFT, INC. 09/30/82
11480 CATALYST FOR 463-6-78 X 515 AKZO COATINGS INC. 04/26/90
18359 CATALYST FOR 656-68-SERIES X-532 AKZO COATINGS INC. 03/22/93
20730 CATALYST KN STAUFFER-WACKER SI 09/18/89
03641 CATALYST REDUCER, R7 K 44 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 10/30/86
14108 CATALYST REPLACEMENT CHARGES 70303-d3053-11 BECTON-DICKINSON 08/05/88
• 07027 CATALYST Xot34 KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE DLA MSDS
15328 CATALYST 11 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 05/01/92
22714 CATALYST 12-2H MSDS#600073 GRACE. W.R., & CO. 11/30/92
19345 CATALYST 14 MSOS#600036 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 09/20/93
19346 CATALYST 15 BLACK GRACE, W.R., & CO. 11/27/91
14571 CATALYST 15 CLEAR GRACE, W.R., & CO. 11/06/89
05840 CATALYST 9 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 11/27/91
@ 05223 CATALYST. CARBON MONOXIDE & HYDROCARBON OXIDIZING MIL-C-21665 / HOPCALITE CATALYST W/LIOH w2 MINE SAFETY APPLIA OLA MSDS
13084 CATCHMASTER & GLUEE-LOUEE ADHESIVE DEVICES FOR MICE AND RATS ATLANTIC PASTE & G 04/23/90
05537 CATECHOL, CRYSTALLINE C9510 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/03/87
- 22234 CATERPILLAR HI TEIdP MANIFOLD SEALANT, CAT.NO.2P233 62-1137-5503-7 3N 08/08/92
20473 CATHA COAT 304 ALKYL SILICATE INORGANIC ZINC CT. POWOER PORTION/304P0299 DEVOE COATINGS CON 04/07/93
13931 CATHA COAT 304 GREEN ALKYL SILICATE INORGANIC ZINC BASE / 304L0250 OEVOE COATINGS CON 08/05/91
- 05380 CATHA COAT 304 L.B. REO LIQUID COMPONENT M05184 DEVOE COATINGS COM 11/19/85
04158 CATHA COAT 304 POWDER PORTION MD3053 / ZINC DUST DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/26/90
18974 CATHA COAT 305 LIQUID GRAY 305L0050 DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/20/92
18975 CATHA COAT 305 REO POWDER PORTION #305P0799 DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/26/90
10213 CATHA COAT 312 (312S0270) OEVOE COATINGS CON 09/26/90
18002 CATHA COAT 347 BASE/POWDER/CONVERTER 347B0270/347P0799/347C0910 /PWOR/CNVTR DT: DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/26/90
06117 CATION EXCHANGE RESIN, STRONG ACID STYRENE,H+FORM C-242.C-244,C-251.C-257,C-266.C-267.C-295. SYBRON CHEMICALS, 10/'21/85
06150 CATION TEST/HAZCAT KIT POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
2273? CAULK NON-SAG AA-491.492.529 & 542 NELSON FIRESTDP PR 11/15/93
11194 CAUSTIC POTASH POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE/LITHIUM HYDROXIDE SOLU ALCAD INC. 06,'15197
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S w/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '@" = DLA HMIS MSOS
GP23-1 MATER[AL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRy SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENANE INOEX P. 40
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
I0 DATE
....................................................................................................................................
12185 CAUSTIC POTASH POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLIO/PX-1480.PX-1490, EN SCIENCE 08/00/84
03476 CAUSTIC POTASH FINE CRYSTAL KEPRO DFS-12G DIAMONO SHAMROCK 07/01/86
02572 CAUSTIC SODA (10 N NAOH, NG-3)/ASBESTEST KIT CAUSTIC, SODIUM HYDRATE E-C APPARATUS CORP NO DATE
02621 CAUSTIC SODA - FLAKE PRODUCT CODE, 118717 OLIN CDRP CHEMICAL 12/02/85
- 22834 CAUSTIC SOOA LIOUID (ALL GRADES) I_S# 1432415 OCCIDENTAL CHENICA 12/30/93
15954 CAUSTIC SODA LIQUID OR SOLUTION. LYE LCP CHEMICALS & PL 09/00/84
05587 CAUSTIC SOOA LIQUID 50% COMMERCIAL GRAOE SOOIUM HYOROXZDE OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 12/22/87
19294 CAUSTIC SOOA SOLUTION CP8109026 OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/21/93
02744 CAUSTIC SODA SOLUTION 50_ 15216 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 12/21/88
14376 CAUSTIC SODA 20_ CPE099335 / PREVIOUS MSDS: 20_-30"k OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/21/93
16040 CAUSTIC SODA 50_ SOLUTION KSC-TG-PID-03. SODIUM HYDROXIDE OLD WORLD TRAD|NG 03/16/94
12184 CAUSTIC SODA;LYE;SODIUM HYDRATE SXO589.SXO590,SXO593.SXO600.SXO603.SX0605 EM SCIENCE 08/00/84
15476 CAVI-CLEAN METTLER ELECTRONIC NO DATE
15475 CAVI-CLEAN ADDITIVE METTLER ELECTRONIC NO DATE
18525 CAVI-CLEAN DETERGENT MOLECULAR PROOUCTS 08/05/86
11694 CB 120-RI CLEANING AGENT FOR CB 120 FILLER FOAM HIL1;. INC. 05/31/90
13578 CC-LUBE (AEROSOL) TESTRON INTERNATIO 03/09/89
- 22669 CC-1000 HYOROCARBON DISPERSANT (CONCENTRATE) CROSBIE. CHARLES A 05/18/94
04444 CC-550 POWDEREO ACID CLEANER CALGON CORP 05/30/80
04443 CCL-11 CALGON CORP 01/17/83
14205 CC1-ANTI-STATIC CONPUTER CLEANER DATA ACCESSORIES C 03/01/91
11067 CO-4 DEVELOPER 78-9020-1048-3 3M 12/19/89
10328 CDF ASSEMBLY (HMX CQRO) (EXPLOSIVE) BOFORS NO OATE
20555 CDF-15,CDF-2,CDF/UV.CDF-3,CDF-4.CDF/5VT.CDF-7, CDF/TZ.COF/SR-25. ULANOLUX UP3 ULANO CORPORATION 08/00/92
18730 CE-CYAN TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE300_ INTENSIFIER PART #7004 / MSDS A-2063 XEROX 03/14/90
08329 CE-CYAN TONER PREMIX 4824-1-1.4824-32-6,4864-1-1,4864-16-6,4864 XEROX 02/04/88
18728 CE-NAGENTA TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 INTENSIF PART #7003 / NSDS A-2062 XEROX 03/14/90
08328 CE-MAGENTA TONER PREMIX 4823-I,-32,4863-1,-I6.-32,4883-16-6 XEROX 03/14/90
18731 CE-PROCESS BLACK TONER XNTENSIFIER/VPC & C83000 PART #700t / MSDS A-2061 XEROX 03/14/90
08357 CE-PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE V80 TONER PREMIX... P415 4105-2 4105-16-6 (MANY PN#'S. MSDS A- XEROX 05/14/93
18727 CE-YELLOW TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 INTENSIFI PART #7002 / MSDS A-2060 XEROX 03/t4/90
08327 CE-YELLOW TONER PREMIX 4822-1.-32.4862-1.-16-6.-32-6.4882-16-6 XEROX 04/18/90
t3625 CEE BEE A-227D NCGEAN 11/19/92
05269 CEE BEE A-6 14CGEAN 08/0t/86
- 11484 CEE BEE C-623 DESCALER MCGEAN 01/00/90
09214 CEE BEE CLEANER SOLVENT A-918H WIPE SOLVENT MCGEAN 03/00/83
09213 CEE BEE CLEANER SOLVENT C-50 SAFETY SOLVENT MCGEAN 03/00/83
13816 CEE BEE KONVERKOTE A NCGEAN 10/00/91
09218 CEE BEE STRIPPER A-201 PAINT STRIPPER NCGEAN 03/00/83
16304 CEE BEE STRtPPER A-202 PAINT REMOVING CONPOUNO NCGEAN 09/00/85
10820 CEE BEE STRIPPER A-228D (PARTS A AND 8) 23024 NCGEAN 11/19/92
19908 CEE BEE STRIPPER R-254 23035 NCGEAN 07/00/88
09215 CEE BEE STRIPPER RS-24B PAINT STRIPPER/DESEALANT FOR POLYSULFIDE S NCGEAN 12/00/83
19826 CEE-BEE A-202 MCGEAN 07/20/92
19827 CEE-BEE A-227D W/O SEAL MCGEAN t2/18/92
19829 CEE-BEE A-276 MOGEAN 05/00/9t
19828 CEE-BEE A-292LC MCGEAN 07/20/92
19832 CEE-BEE A-6 MCGEAN 09/10/92
19830 CEE-BEE A-916 MCGEAN 06/29/92
19831 CEE-BEE DESEALANT A-489 MCGEAN 05/00/87
19825 CEE-BEE TEIIPORARY COATING REMOVER A-262B NCGEAN 04/00/88




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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TRADENAME INDEX P. 41
21799 CEFINASE 31650 BECTON-DICKINSON 08/19/93
- 16177 CEILCOTE T-430 GENERAL SIGNAL 10/23/85
16401 CEL.GLOSS - CLEAR (OLD E-33) BCEG033 INSL-X PRODUCTS CO 08/13/92
19053 CEL.GLOSS - CLEAR (OLD U-SERIES) BCEG095 INSL-X PRODUCTS CO 03/12/93
22484 CELL CULTURE FREEZING MEDIUffi-DII_ETHYLSULFOXIDE 11101; (DMSO) LIFE TECHNOLOGIES. NOT RE(X)
22509 CELL CULTURE TESTED FREEZING MEDIUM - DMSO 11102 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REOD
19403 CELL DISSOCIATION SIEVE - TISSUE GRINDER KIT KR314 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
22794 CELL PROLIFERATION ASSAY KIT-DRDU/IHC 1299964 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 07/27/93
12926 CELLOBIOSE (CARB-3) CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
- 09198 CELLQSOLVE ACETATE UNION CARBIDE 08/18/89
20548 CELLOSOLVE SOLVENT UNION CARBIDE 03/02/93
11556 CELLPACK (PK-3OL/IOL) BAXTER B3135-31P.-31PA/DILUENT.BUFFERED SA TOA MEDICAL ELECTR 02/15/90
04453 CELLULOSE NITRATE GLOSS LACC_ER L-67A-66 TT-L-32A, TY.2/SOME COLORS CONTAIN PB, CR KOPPERS COMPANY. I 02/01/80
02648 CELLULOSE NITRATE THINNER MIL-T-6095B PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 10/00/85
10682 CELO-GLASS AGS CELOTEX CORPORATIO 08/29/88
10686 CELOTHERN CELOTEX CORPD_ATIO 09/04/85
02481 CELVACENE (GREASE) CVC PRODUCTS, INC. NO DATE
01839 CELVACENE VACUUM GREASE CVC PRODUCTS, INC. 02/00/92
02452 CELVASEAL LEAK SEALANT CVC PRODUCTS, INC. 11/00/92
18927 CEMENT - MM-A-105, TYPE 1, ORGANIC COATING, F-M430 DUNBAR SALES CORP. 08/25/92
15199 CEMENT 7167-B GENERAL MACHINE PR NO DATE
02622 CEMENT-O02 OATEY REGULAR CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT 31010,31012,31013,31014,31015,31016 OATEY COMPANY 01/09/89
- 16822 CEMENT, BITUMINOUS PLASTIC ASPHALT BASE GIBSON-HOMANS 09/15/80
- 04980 CEMENT. C 7167-C GENERAL MACHINE PR NO DATE
- 02629 CEMENT, LIQUID, N.O.S. BULK CHEM. DISTRIB NO DATE
12255 CEMENT: UNI-WELD/PLASTI-WELD,CLEAR REG. BODY PVC UNI-WELD 22XX,28XX,62XX/PLASTI-WELD 303-XX UNITED ELCHEM INDU 02/15/90
19800 CEMENTED CARBIDES INGERSOLL CUTTING 02/00/93
09281 CENTARI ACRYLIC ENAMEL 7OOA THRU 762A, VARIOUS 7XXA PRODUCT CODES DU PONT, E.I., DE 09/01/85
02600 CENTARI ACRYLIC ENAMEL TINTS 99A, 2(XX)S-PART A (GREY 55137A) DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/01/90
04184 CENTER FIRE PRIMERS DPE020000(1 1/2,8 1/2 PRIMER) WSP PRIMER OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/02/90
11202 CENTERFIRE AMMUNITION, SMALL ARMS BLACK HILLS AMMUNI 02/18/89
12025 CENTERFIRE LAWMAN PISTOL AMMUNITION, ALL CALIBERS SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION, CLASS C EXPLOSIVES BLOUNT INC. 03/00/91
14216 CENTERFIRE SMALLARMS BLANKS PISTOL CARTRIDGES DYNAMIT NOBEL/RWS 07/11/91
22110 CENTOPLEX CX 4/3 LUBRICANT GREASE KLUBER LUBRICATION 07/21/89
13250 CEPACOL MINT; CEEPRYN PRODUCT# 240 MARION MERRELL [XiW 04/30/90
13252 CEPACOL; CEEPRYN PRODUCT #210 MARION MERRELL DOW 04/30/90
15488 CEPHALOTHIN SENSI-DISC, 30725 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/85
18310 CEPHAOLRIDINE C3519 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
11672 CERABLANKET REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION MANVILLE 09/01/89
17864 CERACHRONE FELT (OVEN-CURED OR PRESS-CURED) THERMAL CERAMICS 08/01/91
08419 CERACHROME REFRACTORY FIBER FELT MBO 135-031, REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER INSU MANVILLE 03/15/88
09217 CERAFIBER REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION MANVILLE 03/15/88
19943 CERAFIBER REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION THERMAL CERAMICS 07/02/91
09220 CERAMABOND 571 AREMCO PRODUCTS IN NO DATE
09218 CERAMABONO 57t LIQUID AREMCO PRODUCTS IN 03/02/87
09219 CERAMABOND 571 POWDER AREMCO PRODUCTS IN 03/02/87
06359 CERAMIC ADHESIVE 903 & 950 VARIOUS NUMBERS COTRONICS CORPORAT 11/01/85
08946 CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION CATALOG # K20-I-350 / MSDS P.2 MISSING GORDON CO 05107/87
19963 CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PROTEIN (CFP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701970901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
15796 CERIC AMMONIUM NITRITE_CERTIFIED GFS CHEMICALS NO DATE
12706 CERIC AMMONIUM SULFATE OIHYDDRATE C-249 FISHER SCIENTIFIC t2/23;93
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/D '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'w_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
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TRADENAME INDEX P. 42
02809 CERIC SULFATE TETRAHYORATE C-265 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/15/94
07308 CERISE FLAT VINYL IN)( VF-164 NAZOAR COMPANY 11/08/84
07283 CERISE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-164 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
08136 CERTANE 2000 CERTIFIED TE_LO 04/15/87
01421 CESIUM CHLORIDE ALFA PROOUCTS 02/00/81
13129 CESIUM CHLORIOE C-24; BP210; 8P1595 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/05/90
18546 CETYL ALCOHOL NORMAN. FOX & CO. 10/08/85
14913 CETYL ALCOHOL SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
17581 CF 124 FILLER FOAM POLYURETHANE SEALANT HILTI, 1NC. 06/05/93
18400 CFH FIXER HARDENER PART B #42t-74 CLAYTON CHEMICAL C 07/16/92
18399 CFH FIXER PART A #421-11A CLAYTON CHEMICAL C 07/16/92
20475 CFR-1 CLEANER CLEANING AGENT FOR HILTI CF 120-P2 FOAM 0I HILTI. INC. 03/18/93
13817 CFI-ES720 THINNER COATINGS FOR INDUS 09/23/91
06523 CHAIN & CABLE LUBRICANT AERO 0248 SELIG CHEMICAL INO 06/27/88
06543 CHAPCO NO. 345 GOLDEN GLUE CARPET ADHESIVE CHICAGO ADHESIVE P 06/17/86
10863 CHARCOAL ACTIVATED ACTIVATED CARBON, CARBON BLACK MALLINCKRODT 08/01/85
08915 CHARCOAL ACTIVATED NEUTRALIZ_ED C5385 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/22/88
04667 CHARCOAL, ACTIVATED UNTREATED, GRANULAR 4-14 MESH C2764 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
07944 CHARCOAL, ACTIVATED. 05-685A FISHER SCIENTIFIC NO DATE
20095 CHARTERSOL 306 CHARTER INTERNATIO DLA MSDS
20680 CHECK-MARK IC-229 AERO 5058 NCH CORP 01/28/92
17883 CHEM DIP (0901,0902,0903.0905,0955) MSDS ANNOTATED: K-IO1,K-102,K-105;2310,231BERRYMAN PROOUCTS 1t/00/85
08135 CHEN PRO TT-P-190. 92t9 CHEMEX PAINT & COA 02/03/88
06014 CHEM-CALK 1C_) ONE-PART POLYSULFIDE SEALANT BOSTIK CONSTRUCTIO 11/18/85
17377 CHEM-CALK 12OO SILICONE SEALANT WOODMONT PRODUCTS/ NO DATE
02477 CHEW-LON 103, POLYIMIDE FOAM CHEM-TRONICS NO DATE
11942 CHIEN-PLEX 1381 SILICONE COMPOUND MIL-C-47113 NONFLUID OIL CORPO DLA MSDS
• 08276 CHEM-PRO 9t11 _T-P-1100 BLACK TRAFFIC PAINT PROOUCT #37038 CHEMEX PAINT & COA DLA NSDS
- 12260 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-45A TSRS ID: C12924 - Ct2973 CHEM SERVICE INC. 05/11/90
08360 CHEM-TECH SPRAY HEAVY DUTY LUBE 456010 - 05506 OPEN GEAR COMPOUND BLACK LU CHEM-TECH , INC. NO DATE
- 16314 CHEM-THANE POLYURETHANE _5240 WESTERN SPECIALTY 12/05/83
19240 CHEM-8 FLUORAMICS INC. 10/00/90
22416 CHEMCIIETE 1000/2000 PART A/PART B 10R912MFCP/10R9763CP CHEMPLEX PRODUCTS, I0/07/91
03911 CHEMEX SPEC.PAINT, INT.LATEX FLAT, 9692 OFF WHITE TT-P-29 CHEMEX PAINT & COA 12/15/86
06538 CHEMEX ULTRA ASBESTOS SEALANT VINYL ACRYLIC EMULSION #5669, #5665 (#12-B CHEMEX PAINT & CGA 07/tl/88
09222 CHEMFAST 4000 EPOXY FEDERAL YELLOW BASE, 82556 DEVOE COATINGS COM 11/15/85
09221 CHEMFAST 4000 PRIMER CONVERTER, 46802 DEVOE COATINGS COM 11/14/85
05409 CHEMFAST 516 CONVERTER 516C0900/PRIMER PLUS CONVERTER = 516K0700 DEVOE COATINGS COM 05/26/87
05408 CHEMFAST 516 PRIMER RED 516B0700/PRIMER PLUS CONVERTER = 5t6K0700 DEVOE COATINGS COil 01/04/88
12314 CHEMFAST 5t6 PRIMER YELLOW BASE 51680800 DEVOE COATINGS CON 12/11/86
12316 CHJEMFAST 539 EPOXY MASTIC ALUMINUM 539C01_D0 DEVOE COATINGS COM 08/02/86
12315 CHEMFAST 539 EPOXY MASTIC ALUMINUM 53989100 DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/06/87
06365 CHEMFAST 547 THIXOMASTIC LIGHT GRAY BASE 54782531 DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/04/86
06532 CHEMFAST 547, 5478-3501 BASE & 547C-0910 CONVERTER MSDS FOR BASE ONLY DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/18/86
11234 CH_MFLUOR READY-SEAL TEFLON, FLUON, HOSTAFLON T2035-1PT.2 (THERMOMETER?) MORTON CO. 02/00/86
19855 CHEJKiLAZE AO740R/CHEMGLAZE MOISURTURE CURE/AO740R LORD CORPORATION 11/05/92
19856 CHEMGLAZE A1700R/CHEMGLAZE MOISTURE CURE/1700R LORD CORPORATION 11/05/92
01811 CHEMGLAZE A276 ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE LORD CORPORATION 07/19/85
19854 CHEMGLAZE A371 BLACK ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE LORD CORPORATION 10/22/85
19853 CHEMGLAZE A571/COATINGS. MOISTURE CURE/A5710R LORD CORPORATION 11/05/92
19857 CHEMGLAZE A672 OK GREEN/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE/ A6720R LORD CORPORATION tl/05/92
................................................... ____
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THINNER 9924 PART B
WASH PRIMER 9924, PART A & B M80 t25-084
ZOO1 CLEAR FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE
Z151/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE/Z1510R
Z306 BLACK FLAT, FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE
Z306 COATINGS, MOISTURE CURE Z3060R
Z853 YELLOW RIGID/COATINGS MOISTURE CURE Z8630R
9922A/99228 EPOXY PRIMER. PART A/PART B 59922A/B99228




CHEMGLAZE 9986 CATALYST/COATINGS CATALYST/B9986R




CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID - 21/22/23
CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID. C00E-21,
CHEMISTRY FOR SILVER PLATES, ACTIVATOR
CHEMISTRY FOR SILVER PLATES. ETCH SOLUTION
CHEMISTRY FOR SILVER PLATES, FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
CHEMISTRY FOR SILVER PLATES, STABILIZER








CHEMPOL 30-2023 (POLYURETHANE FOAM)
CHEMSTRIP IO TEST STRIPS
CHEMSTRIP 10 URINE TEST STRIP/CHEMSTRIP 10 WITH SG
CHEMTAR 484 BLACK BASE
CHEMTAR 538 COAL TAm EPOXY CONVERTER
CHEMTREAT CL-1466
CHENTREAT CL-450
CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC- 5 W/A
CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC-10 W/A
CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC-20 W/A
CHEVRON ASPHALT CEMENT AC-30
CHEVRON ASPHALT EMULSION SS-t
CHEVRON ATF DEXRON
CHEVRON AVIATION HYDRAULIC FLUID E
CHEVRON AW HYDRAULIC OIL 22
CHEVRON AW HYDRAULIC OIL e8
CHEVRON Aft MACHINE OIL 10
METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM
ER-115
SUPERSOLUTION - 608/632/640/604
(PT. B OF XC RAPID CLEAN), FLUID VULCANIZI
83-9-105798 / PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICAL
83-5-1058C)O / PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICAL
83-4-105801 / LITHOGRAPHIC FOUNTAIN SOLN.C












































































NONFLUIO OIL CORPO 01/00/89
NONFLUIO OIL CORPO 01/00/89
FREEMAN CHEMICAL C 02/27/85
FREEMAN CHEMICAL C 02/27/85
BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 07/19/93
BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 08/06/92
DEVOE COATINGS CON O1/16/86
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CPS232923 CHEVRON USA 02/00/83
11858 CPS232924 CHEVRON USA 02/00/83
11853 CP5232917, (FORMERLY EP MACHINE 0ZL 22) CHEVRON USA 02/00/83
11859 CPS232925 CHEVRON USA 07/03/89
11854 CPS232920 CHEVRON USA 02/00/83
11860 CPS232926 CHEVRON USA 02/00/83
11855 CPS232921 CHEVRON USA 02/00/83
11856 CPS232922 CHEVRON USA 02/00/83
13118 CPS22OIO4 CHEVRON USA 02/26/92
04272 CPS230335 CHEVRON USA O1/16/86
17822 CPS23815t CHEVRON USA 12/27/90
22327 CPS238155 CHEVRON USA 12/27/93
17623 CPS238156 CHEVRON USA 12/07/91
11625 CPS222401 CHEVRON USA 10/00/82
11026 CPS222409 (1982 MSDS WAS FOR SAE 2OW-20) CHEVRON USA O2/14/92
08886 CPS222403 CHEVRON USA O1/25/90
- 16893 NI$BETS, INC. 10/00/82
11861 CPS222404 CHEVRON USA 01/25/90
- 16892 NISBETS, INC. 10/01/82
11862 CPS222405 CHEVRON USA 10/00/82
11864 CPS225OO1 CHEVRON USA 02/00/84
11865 CPS225006 CHEVRON USA 02/00/84
11866 CPS225OO9 CHEVRON USA 02/00/84
11863 CPS225OO3 CHEVRON USA IO/24/89
11868 CPS225OO4 CHEVRON USA 02/00/84
1186_ CPS225OO5 CHEVRON USA O4/01/84
14783 CPS272102 CHEVRON USA 03/17/90
22000 CPS27OO12 CHEVRON USA O4/15/92
20493 CPS254595 CHEVRON USA O8/29/91
07936 CPS254607 CHEVRON USA 03/03/92
07722 CPS231734 CHEVRON USA 09/18/84
17629 CPS255068 CHEVRON USA 12/31/91
17630 CPS255070 CHEVRON USA 01/04/92
17631 CPS255072 CHEVRON USA O2/O1/91
02100 CPS255073 CHEVRON USA 09/17/92
17627 CPS238105, CPS255059 CHEVRON USA O4/0t/93
17632 CPS255074 CHEVRON USA 02/01/91
13923 CPS250405 CHEVRON USA 08/02/89
10990 CP$234232 CHEVRON USA 01/25/90
10989 CPS234240 CHEVRON USA 02/00/84
04605 CPS234229 CHEVRON USA O7/21/88
08095 CPS234230 CHEVRON USA 10/24/89
03368 CPS234231 CHEVRON USA 11/O1/85
07721 CPS271OO5 CHEVRON USA O4/21/90
07678 CPS251709 CHEVRON USA 06/16/89
02730 CPS238074, CPS255674 CHEVRON USA O7/23/93
17825 CPS255673 CHEVRON USA O6/O3/92
17626 CPS255678 CHEVRON USA 06/03/92
05508 CPS229266 CHEVRON USA O1/15/87
02104 CPS253OO5 CHEVRON USA 11/12/86
CMS24t407 CHEVRON USA O5/01/81
...................................................................................................................................
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11857 CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 1OO
CHEVRON AW MACHINE 0IL 150
CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 22
CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 220
CHEVRON AW MACHINE O_L 32
CHEVRON AW MACHINE 0IL 320
CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 46
CHEVRON AW MACHINE OIL 68
CHEVRON CUSTOM MOTOR OIL SAE 101#-30
CHEVRON CYLINDER OIL 680X
CHEVRON DELO HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 20
CHEVRON DELO HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30
CHEVRON DELO HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 40
CHEVRON DEL0 1OO MOTOR OIL SAE lOW
CHEVRON DELO 1OO MOTOR 0IL SAE 20
CHEVRON DELO 100 MOTOR 0IL SAE 30
CHEVRON DEL0 100 ROTOR OIL 5AE 30
CHEVRON DELO IOO MOTOR OIL SAE 40
CHEVRON DEL0 100 MOTOR 0IL SAE 40
CHEVRON DELO 100 MOTOR 0IL SAE 50
CHEVRON DEL0 400 MOTOR 01L SAE lOW
CHEVRON OELO 400 MOTOR OIL SAE 15W-40
CHEVRON OELO 400 MOTOR OIL SAE 2OW-20
CHEVRON DEL0 400 MOTOR 0IL SAE 30
CHEVRON DEL0 400 MOTOR 0IL SAE 40
CHEVRON DELO 400 MOTOR 0IL SAE 50
CHEVRON DIESEL FUEL NO.2
CHEVRON DIESELNOTZVE
CHEVRON DURA-LITH EP NLGI 2
CHEVRON DURA-LITH GREASE EP 2
CHEVRON EP INDUSTRIAL 0IL 46X
CHEVRON GEAR COMPOUND EP IS0 150
CHEVRON GEAR COMPOUND EP IS0 220
CHEVRON GEAR COMPOUND EP ISO 320
CHEVRON GEAR COMPOUND EP ISO 460
CHEVRON GEAR COMPOUND EP 150 68
CHEVRON GEAR COMPOUND EP I50 680
CHEVRON GEAR OIL SAE 140
CHEVRON GST OIL 100
CHEVRON GST 01L 220
CHEVRON GST 0IL 32
CHEVRON GST 0IL 46
CHEVRON GST OIL 68
CHEVRON HEATING FUEL NO. 1
CHEVRON HEAVY DUTY GREASE 2
CHEVRON HYDRAULIC 0IL AW ISO 46
CHEVRON HYDRAULIC 0IL AW ISO 68
CHEVRON HYDRAULIC OIL AW MV ISO 32
CHEVRON HYDRAULIC 0IL 68
CHEVRON INDUSTRIAL GREASE MEDIUM
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17637 CHEVRON JET FUEL A CPS216103 CHEVRON USA 03/24/92
CPS232945, CPS238087 CHEVRON USA O4/O1/93
CPS255667
CPS250704
22167 CHEVRON MACHINE 0IL AW ISO 150
CHEVRON WOLY GREASE-2
CHEVRON MULTI-MOTIVE GREASE 2
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 100
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 1OOO
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 150
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 1500
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 220
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 2200
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 320
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 460
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 68
CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 680
CHEVRON NO. 2 FUEL OIL, DF-2 BULK. VV-F 8OOC/NSL
CHEVRON POLYUREA EP GREASE 2
CHEVRON POLYUREA GREASE EP NLG1 2
CHEVRON RECYCLING AGENT HMA- 5W/A
CHEVRON REFRIGERATION OIL 32
CHEVRON REFRIGERATION OIL 68
CHEVRON RPN DELO MOTOR OIL SAE 15W-40
CHEVRON RPM DELO NOTOR OIL SAE 30
CHEVRON RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE lOW
CHEVRON RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 10W-30
CHEVRON RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR 01L SAE 15W-40
CHEVRON RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30
CHEVRON RPM UNIVERSAL GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 8C)W-90
CHEVRON TECHRON GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUEL ADDITIVE
CHEVRON TORQUE FLUID
CHEVRON TRACTOR HYDRAULIC FLUID
CHEVRON TURBINE OIL GST ISO 100
CHEVRON ULTRA-DUTY GREASE 2
CHEVRON UNIVERSAL GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 85W-140
CHEVRON UTILITY OIL LVI ISO 22
CHEVRON 2-CYCLE BLEND OIL
CHEWING GUM REMOVER
CHICK EMBRYO EXTRACT. ULTRAFILTRATE (60 A)
CHICO A SEALING COMPOUND
CHICO X FIBER
CHIKSAN #7 GREASE
CHIL-PERN CP-30/CHIL-PERM CP-30 LOW ODOR
CHIPCO RONSTAR G
CHIPCO RONSTAR G; OXADIAZON FORMULATED GRANULAR
CHISEL GASKET REMOVER (AEROSOL)
CHITIN (CARB-34)
CHLORAL I-WORATE--DEA SCHEDULE IV ITEM
CHLORAMPHENICOL CRYSTALLINE






CPS255058 CHEVRON USA O5/OO/81
CPS255053 CHEVRON USA 07/20/89
CPS255061 CHEVRON USA O5/OO/81
CPS255054 CHEVRON USA 05/00/81
CPS255062 CHEVRON USA 05/00/81
CPS255055 CHEVRON USA 05/00/81
CHEVRON USA O5/OO/81
CPS255051 CHEVRON USA 08/03/89
CHEVRON USA 03/20/92
CHEVRON USA DLA MSDS
CMS 255702 CHEVRON USA 12/OO/80
CPS255765 CHEVRON USA 05/28/92
CPS-291747,294560,295135,295135,295137.295 CHEVRON USA O5/17/90
CPS232801 CHEVRON USA O6/O1/83
CPS232805 CHEVRON USA O6/O1/83
CPS255020 CHEVRON USA 09/20/89
CPS225016 CHEVRON USA O1/25/90
CHEVRON USA 12/22/90
CPS225048 CHEVRON USA 10/O3/91
CPS225044 CHEVRON USA 12/31/91
CPS225046 CHEVRON USA 11/O6/92
CP5225040 CHEVRON USA 12/19/90
CPS266319,CPS696565.CPS696566 CHEVRON USA 07/22/92
CPS226705 CHEVRON USA 10/05/91
CPS226606. CPS238112. MSDS#O01042 CHEVRON USA 03/19/93
CPS253029 CHEVRON USA 10/22/92
CPS 254600 CHEVRON USA 07/21/88
CPS250103 CHEVRON USA 01/19/90
CPS231201 CHEVRON USA 06/03/92
CMS 226492 CHEVRON USA NO DATE
2492 THEOCHEM LABORATOR O8/13/87
620-6460, 16460 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REGD
MFGR SAYS PKG SIZE DENOTED BY A1,A2.A3 CROUSE-HINDS ECM O1/OO/91
REPLACES CHICO X7 SEALING COMPOUND PER MFG CROUSE-HINDS ECM O1/OO/91
FMO CORPORATION 09/06/90
SYNTHETIC RUBBER COATING CHILDER5 PRODUCTS O1/O1/91
UPJOHN #: P-OOOO10-79-8 RHONE-POULENC O4/15/86
RHONE-POULENC O1/O8/82
79040 LOCTITE CORPORATIO O5/Ot/91
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/O4/90
C8383 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/22/93
CO378 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/14/87
UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/85
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM O6/10/93
SUPELC0, INC. 01/10/90
Cl144
WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. =48807
CHLORDANE EN-4 (4E) MFGR.SUPPLIED IN RESPONSE TO REO.FOR CHLOR SOUTHERN MILL CREE 06/25/84
...................................................................................................................................
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10 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
04804 CHLOROANE EM8 (CHLORDANE BE) MFG SAYS CHLORDANE 8E = CHLORDANE EM8 (EP_J SOUTHERN MILL CREE 06/25/84
20254 CHLORETHENE NU SOLVENT DON CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
19965 CHLORIDE (CL) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701977901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
06143 CHLORIDE TEST/HAZCAT KIT SILVER NITRATE HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
00044 CHLORINATED CLEANSER SCOURING POWDER (A-A-269) MALCO PROOUCTS INC 12/01/87
06943 CHLORINE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/00/86
14305 CHLORINE AG 05215 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
03045 CHLORINE MAT04600 MATHESON GAS PROOU 08/09/90
07106 CHLORINE OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 0t/01/92
11358 CHLORINE PPG INDUSTRIES, IN09/00/86
11395 CHLORINE EQUIVALENT STANDARD SOLUTION .05 _G C12 20592 HACH COMPANY 03/16/90
11396 CHLORINE EQUIVALENT STANDARD SOLUTION 1MG/L C12 20593 HACH COMPANY 03/16/90
11394 CHLORINE EQUIVALENT STANDARD SOLUTION 2 MG/L C12 20594 HACH COMPANY 03/16/90
06100 CHLORINE INDUSTRIAL & SPEC. CRYOGENIC GAS PER MSDS OCCIDENTAL CHEMICA 04/22/86
08180 CHLORINE LIQUID COMPRESSED CHLORINE LCP CHEMICALS & PL 09/00/88
22665 CHLORINE SOLUTION 14268 HACH COMPANY 08/02/94
06944 CHLORINE TRIFLLIORIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/00/85
14306 CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE AG 05216 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14292 CHLORINE, GASEOUS CO.HASN'T MFG'D CL2 SINCE 1977 ALLIED UNIVERSAL 09/09/81
18208 CHLOROBENZENE 9179 BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 03/30/92
13195 CHLOROBENZENE KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. F7 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
13130 CHLOROBENZENE B-224,B-225.8-254 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/11/91
06597 CHLOROCHOLINE CHLORIDE, CRYSTALLINE C2635 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/06/88
13222 CHLORODIBROMOMETHANE KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. F51 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
06945 CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE HALOCARBON 22 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/00/86
03052 CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE MAT04760 MATHESON GAS PRODU 09/20/90
07713 CHLORODIFLUORONETHANE. 99.9+_ 29514-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
13196 CHLOROETHANE KIT VOC-tN, CAT NO. Ft6 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
10559 CHLOROETHENE;CHLOROTHENE;AEROTHENE; OHS t4370/ETHYLIOINE CHLORIDE/1,t,I-TRICHL OCCUPATIONAL HEALT 08/12/85
08117 CHLOROFORM AMERICAN 8URDICK & 01/00/85
01379 CHLOROFORM BAKER. O.T, CHEMIC 02/21/86
13197 CHLOROFORM KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. F23 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
01456 CHLOROFORM C294,C295,C298,C574,C605,C603,C607.C606 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/25/92
18161 CHLOROFORM CAT NO. 14458 HACH COMPANY 07/31/92
01405 CHLOROFORM MALLINCKRODT 11/27/89
11564 CHLOROFORM ACS GRADE SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 07/08/93
22464 CHLOROFORM, 99.8%, A.C.S. REAGENT 31998-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
22002 CHLOROTHENE MICRO ENGINEERING 04/10/87
• 04563 CHLOROTHENE NU REPLACED BY CHLOROTHENE SM DOW CHEMICAL CO. DLA NSDS
09226 CHLOROTHENE NU SOLVENT PROOUCT CODE 16820 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 09/24/79
00758 CHLOROTHENE _ SOLVENT 0-T-620 / NIL-T-81533 / 16896 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 09/15/92
20899 CHLOROTHENE SM SOLVENT VAN WATERS & ROGER 01/06/93
16588 CHLOROTHENE VG CHEMCENTRAL CORPOR 05/23/83
14425 CHLOROTHENE VG SOLVENT 16822 / MIL-T-81533A / 0-T-620C PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 10/02/80
18589 CHLOll_THENE VG SOLVENT C 1.t,1-TRICHLOROETHANE/O-T-620C/MIL-T-81533 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 05/23/83
06946 CHLOROTRIFLUORONETHANE HALOCARBON 13 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 05/00/86
19288 CHLOROTRIFLUORONETHANtE MAT04900 NATHESON GAS PRODU 05/25/90
07712 CHLOROTRIFLUOROMETHANE, 99+% 29517-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 05/17/93
18309 CHLORTETRACYCLINE HYDROCHLORIDE C4881 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
- 17994 CHO-BOND 1029. PART A / PRIMER 1085 CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVE. RESIN SOLUTION / PRIM ELECTRICAL INSULAT 02/02/90
09394 ClIO-BOND 1030 METAL FILLED SILICONE GRACE, W.R., & CO. 04/14/86
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSD$'S i/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA HNIS MSOS
, ( (
( ( (
GP_3-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 47
TSRS TRADENANE COlliENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
METAL FILLED SILICONE / PRIMER ELECTRICAL INSULAT 04/28/86CHO-BOND 1038 / PRIMER 1086
CHO-FOIL CCH
ClIO-SHIELD 4900
CHOLESTEROL (CHOL) TEST PACKS
CHOLIC ACID FREE ACID
CHOLINE CHLORIDE CRYSTALLINE
CHOPPED STRAND MAT




CHROME & GLASS HEAVY DUTY CLEANER
CHROME PLATED CARBON STEEL
CHROME PLATING
CHROME YELLOW FLAT VINYL INK
CHROME YELLOW SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL
CHROMERGE











CHROMIUM TRIOXIDE. ACS REAGENT
CHROMIUM 1 REAGENT
CHROMIUM 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML
CHROMIUM 2 REAGENT
CHROMIUM/NICKEL ALLOYED





CIDEX ACTIVATED DIALDEHYDE SOLUTION/ACTIVATOR VIAL
ClNCOOL 400
CIMPERIAL 1011
CIMSTAR 40 & 408
CINDOL 3202. METAL CUTTING DRAWING COMPOUND
CINDOL 4654
CIP - R SERIES

























































ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702236901
Cl129
C1879









CHROMIC ACID ANHYDRIDE/SUPPLIED BY UDYLITE
C-338, SULFURIC ACID
C-334.C-333. CAT.#C334500







ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD.AA STA
CAT NO. 2044
VARIOUS ASTM & ACI
QCL-IO00: SO-6504J.50-648U / K-OCL; 50-650U
C3143
C8010-5
CAT_ 1 004 638, 1 004 689
2245.2250.2253/FORMERLY SURGIKOS
METALWORKING/CUTTING FLUID
SEE MSDS FOR COLORS & PRODUCT #'S
423202 / PRODUCT USE DILUTION 5%
GRACE, W.R., & CO.
GRACE, W.R., & CO.














































KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. 0-659
AG 05211
H1265
CIS-3-HEXENYL ACETATE H2137 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
CITCOP 4E - EMULSIFIABLE LIQUID COPPER FUNGICIDE TENNESSEE CHEMICAL 06/00/84
...................................................................................................................................


















































GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 48
T SRS T RADENANE COIqNENT S NAMJF AC TUR E R NSDS
IO DATE
11893 CITGARD 600 MOTOR OIL. SAE 40 CIN# 1t50. COOE_ 22-640 CITGO PETROLEUM CO 08/31/89
- 17730 CITGO AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID - TYPE F 33-105 CITGO PETROLEUM CO 05/04/92
16939 CITGO AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID DEXTRON II GENERAL MOTORS 01/11/82
20Q87 CITGO LIT1FIOPLEX GREASE NQ. 2 55-340 CITGO PETROLEUM CO 09/27/91
- 17729 CITGO NO. 92512, LUBRICATING OIL 2_-052 CITGO PETROLEUM CO 12/13/92
13101 CITGO NO. 93738.ONC/JOHNSON/EVINRUOE OUTBRD LUBR. #t74-281/282/234/235/236/237/238/239/240/2 CITGO PETROLEUM CO 04/17/89
19421 CITGO NO. 93760, LUBRICATING OIL 25-076 / _ OUTBOARD LUBRICANT TC-W3 RED CITGO PETROLEUM CO 10/27/92
17789 CITRA GRIT L & M NANUFACTURIN 06/12/91
07839 CITRA-KLEEN, DETERGENT/DEGREASER CS0134-20 L & M NANUFACTUR1N 09/21/87
17902 CITRANOX ALCONOX 02/0t/91
12065 CITRA$OLVE ITEMa 9691 REMINGTON CHEMICAL 01/02/90
07399 CITRAZINIC ACIO EASTMAN KOOAK CO. DLA MSDS
18953 CITRIC AC ANt4 USP/FCC FNGR 50# 3191045 / CITRIC ACID ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/12/86
01718 CITRIC ACID 14548 HACH COMPANY 08/04/86
07933 CITRIC ACID NALLINCKROOT 12/29/86
• 15784 CITRIC ACXO ANHYDROUS TECH OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA NSDS
225_ CITRIC ACIOANIqYDROUS USP/FCC ADN (ARCHER DANIEL 12/22/93
13423 CITRIC ACID FREE ACID ANHYDROUS CRYSTALLINE C0759 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/14/90
04691 CITRIC ACID FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED C2404 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/27/87
13426 CITRIC ACID NONOHYDRATE ACS REAGENT C1909 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/08/91
13009 CITRIC ACID, ANHYOROUS 0701,0702,0703,0704,0705,0706,0710 HAARNANN & REIMER 11/15/90
05131 CITRIC ACID, ANHYDROUS, F.C.C., U.S.P. MIL-C-11029 / 0701,0702,0703,0704,0705 MILES LABORATORIES 10/01/85
15425 CITRIC ACID, AQUEOUS t-50% EG&G FLORIDA. INC. 10/03/87
17457 CITRIC ACID, CRYSTALLINE OCTAGON PROCESS, I NO DATE
12704 CITRIC ACID, HYDROUS A104, Al10 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/04/91
15785 CITRIC ACID. MONOHYDRATE (PHOTOGRAPHIC) SHAPE PRODUCTS 11/05/81
- 05507 CITRlC ACID, TRISOOIUN SALT NALLINCKROOT 11/03/85
09229 CITRIKLEEN LIQUID CLEANER PENETONE CDRP./DIV t0/25/89
08235 CITRIKLEENHO SOLVENT EMULSION OEGREASER PENETONE CORP./OIV 02/05/92
09230 CITRIKLEEN SF LIQUID CLEANER PENETONE CORP./DIV 02/20/85
09231 CITRIKLEEN XPC LIOUID DETERGENT PENETONE CORP./DIV 06/02/86
19802 CITRISOLV PLUS PRIDE GROUP INC. 05/24/89
09232 CITRO-SHIELD FURNITURE POLISH (AEROSOL) SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 10/07/85
11101 CITRUS-PURE DEGREASER/DEOOORANT AS850 ABATEMENT TECHNOLO 03/00/92
13168 CITRUSPERSE COPPER (COMPONENT OF MSDS L05526) COPPER NUTRITIONAL HELENA CHEMICAL CO NO DATE
05065 CK448A GEAR OIL SUNNEN PROOUCTS CO 08/15/87
05059 CK50 AND MAN845 HONING OIL SUNNEN PROOUCTS CO 08/15/87
08682 CL 60 CUTTING LUBRICANT SNO-TRIK CO. 02/17/89
21862 CL-1TRITILRt CALIBRATOR / TG-t GAS CYLINOER 00302,00303,00307,00308,00309 8ECTON-OICKINSON 03/15/89
13029 CLADS$ AEROSOL K406/POLYURETHANE COATING KEN MANUFACTURING 05/07/90
13030 CLAD SS BULK K004 KEN MANUFACTURING 05/07/90
07108 CLAD-SS AEROSOL COATING KEN MANUFACTURING 10/06/86
07620 CLASS I FOAM SEALANT EXPANDING FOAM GEOCEL CORPORATION 12/01/88
11203 CLAYTON FIXER/WASH SYSTEMS CLEANER (POWDER) CODE# 36191X/1 , CATALOG# 183-7tl CLAYTON CHEMICAL C 01/06/88
10200 CLCREPLENISHER TONER (BLACK) TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER / F4t-5101-7 CANON, INC. t0/0t/88
10201 CLC REPLENISHER TONER (CYAN) TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER - F41-5111-7 CANON, INC. 10/01/88
08319 CLC REPLENISHER TONER (MAGENTA) TONER POt_DER FOR CANON COPIER / F41-5121-7 CANON, INC. 10/01/88
10203 CLC REPLENISHER TONER (YELLOW) TONER POdOER FOR CANON COPIER / F41-5131-7 CANON. INC. 10/01/88
19040 CLC 500 TONER (BLACK) NF41-6901 CANON. INC. 12/00/91
19039 CLC 500 TONER (CYAN) #F41-6911 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
19038 CLC .SO0 TONER (MAGENTA) #F41-6921 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSD$'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "o" - DLA HNIS MSDS
! ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 49
TSRS TRADENAME COMNENTS MANUFACTURER MSOS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
CLC 500 TONER (YELLOW) #F41-6931










CLEANER LUBE 1234, 2034
CLEANER/PRIMER: UNI-WELD/PLASTI-WELD/CHEM-TECH
CLEANER. CASCADE, DISHWASHER
CLEANER, LUBRICANT ANO PRESERVATIVE BREAK-FREE







200-9050-1A, 13-4-190735 / DESENSITIZING S
























































VARITYPER TANK (SULFURIC ACID), 3225 48-3225-0 (KIMS SAYS 4B-3220-O)IMODELS 800
- SOLVENT BASED MET-S/N / AUTOMOTIVE FIN. 6387,6383,6384,3196,CA3196,3197
& DEOXIDIZING SOLUTION 30101004, 30101006 / CODE 1010
& LUBRICATING COMPOUND MIL-C-83360
& LUBRICATING COMPOUND,ELECTRICAL CONTACT NIL-C-83360C TY.II
AGENT. COULTER CLENZ (SL.) 0257520 / 8546930





0-C-1889 / FORMERLY MIL-C-18718B
P-C-444A AM. 1 TY. 1



















































SOLVENT - FREDN TF (5-113)
T
CLEANING CONCENTRATE
CLEANING FLUID CF-15G- AFTA CLEANING SOLUTION
CLEANING SOLUTIN/WATCH OCTAGON WATCH CLEANER
CLEANING SOLUTION (11272)
o 17171 CLEANING SOLUTION. W GENERAL SERVICES A OLA MSOS
...................................................................................................................................














































PROCTER & GAMBLE C






















































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENANE INDEX P. 50
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID OATE
...................................................................................................................................
11589 CLEANUP SPILL KIT, {ACID, CAUSTIC, SOLVENT) (4456,4442,4441.4470,4437.4458) BAKER. d.T. CHEMIC SEVERAL
20253 CLEAR TT-L-26 AMERON DLA MSOS
09233 CLEAR ACRYLIC LACQUER TT-L-50 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
09158 CLEAR AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT AA-665-A NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
06583 CLEAR BASE d28745 (09128_) / VINYL / CRENLO COLOR LA PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 04/30/86
20395 CLEAR BATH 105540 BERGE. d & H. COMP 04/09/81
22720 CLEAR CLEANER WHITLAM. d.C., MAN 10/24/90
• 22672 CLEAR COATING COMPOUND METAL, CLEAR ACID RESISTANT. TT-C-499 EVERSEAL MFG. OLA MSOS
• 14482 CLEAR CORROSION PREVENT. COMPOLI_ 8030 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA I_DS
04814 CLEAR DISPERSANT BNV 16D.CAL COMP CL51,VERSATEC 4403-! GRAPHIC CC_ITROLS 07/0t/86
16872 CLEAR OISPERSANT GRAPHIC CONTROLS 07/00/85
02595 CLEAR ENAMEL TOPCOATS 8RS/IMRON ENAMEL;500S/580S/780S DU PONT. E.I.. DE 04/15/87
07309 CLEAR FLAT VINYL IM< VF-170 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
17808 CLEAR GLOSS EPOXY ENAMEL & CAT FOR CLR.GLOSS EPOXY 01X005 & 01XOOSCAT DEFT, INC. 03/19/92
07284 CLEAR GLOSS VINYL INK GV-170 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
07285 CLEAR GLOSS VINYL INK GV-173 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
02282 CLEAR LACOUER 2307 NEW YORK BRONZE PO 05/05/86
16443 CLEAR LATEX L-50 GREY MAGNETIC LATEX/PART A GEORGE. P.O. NO DATE
22805 CLEAR OUT. KEYHOLER. AUTO EJECTOR COA825. KH848. AEA841. AEROSOL DEVICE (TOT AERKO INTERNATIONA 09/27/93
10290 CLEAR PENETRATING SEALER. 43-10 SUPREME PENETRATING MASONRY SEALER CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
11031 CLEAR SEALER 550 HY-TECH PAINT MANU 06/08/88
18486 CLEAR THRU GLASS CLEANER (CLEAR SHEEN) 80702 HYSAN CORPORATION 07/16/90
10197 CLEAR URETHANE SEAL COAT (AEROSOL) #2049 CRC INDUSTRIES. 1N 09/00/89
11508 CLEARCO WHITE SILICONE #7 CLEARCD PRDOUCTS C 07/01/89
20818 CLEARVIEW TERMINAL WIPE TX803 TEXWIPE 01/00/91
11490 CLENESCO POLYLUBE SPRAY GREASE NO. 778 CLENESCO PRODUCTS 01/09/91
21827 CLIDOX-$ ACTIVATOR 951 PHARNACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
21828 CLIDOX-S BASE 961 PHARNACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
21829 CLIDOX-S DILUTION (t:5:t & t:18:1) PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
15491 CLINDANYCIN SENSI-DISC CC-2. 31213 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/85
18602 CLINICAL BLOOD GAS MIXTURES 86685-807.86686-807/25/08/09/t0/15/16/..,8 SCOTT MEDICAL PROD 05/23/88
11403 CLOCKLUBE 136 / APPEARS TO BE 1990 MSDS L & R MANUFACTURIN 02/01/86
20945 CLOR-D-TECT t000 CHLORINE/HALOGEN TEST KIT USEO OIL SCREENING KIT DEXSIL CORPORATION 11/16/93
21867 CLOR-D-TECT 40(0 _TLS273 / USED OIL SCREENING KIT NEW PIG CORPORATIO 06/03/92
- 16186 CLOROPEL REPAIR KIT ILC DOVER NO DATE
17556 CLORDX CLEAN-UP CLOROX COMPANY 12/00/89
03312 CLOROX LIQUID BLEACH (REGULAR BL/INSTITUTIONAL BL) CLOROX COMPANY 07/00/86
11252 CLOUT 180 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
18306 CLOVE OIL C8392 / LAST PAGE IS 4 OF 5,NSDS APPEARS T SIGMA CHEMICAL COIl 10/07/93
- 13622 CLOVER CONPOI_, VARIOUS STOCK NUMBERS CLOVER NFG CO. NO DATE
03457 CLOVER LAPPING CONPOUNO TMS 0053 CLOVER NFG CO. NG DATE
18455 CLOVER SILICON CARBIDE GREASE NIX LAPPING COMPOUND ALL GRIT SIZES / 51802 - 51807 / 7W795C)0-7 FEL-PRO, INC, 05/23/91
14560 CLP VOLATILE MATRIX SPIKING SOLUTION. IML CAT. #48399 SUPELCO, INC. 12/28/89
03334 CLS-13 SPITFIRE LAPPING TALLOW (LARD) MODIFIED LARD OIL SPITFIRE TOOL & MA NO DATE
- 15286 CLUTCH FACING 1488 RAYMARK 10/t5/80
10153 CLYSAR SHRINK FILM ECL/EH/LLP/XEH POLYETHYLENE OU PONT, E.I., DE 05/21/92
08724 CMC t0-t04 METAL OUCT SEALER USG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/14/86
07542 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) PH 7.00 160Z UNITED DIAG REAGEN 08/20/88
- 10962 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) PH 7.00 160Z 356-121 COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 03/05/90
22796 CMS SUFFER SOLUTION PH 7.00 138-099 (t60Z) 265-624 (5GAL) BIOCHEMICAL SCIENC 06/17/94
22816 CNS RETIC SET #t52-6_ BIOCHEMICAL SCIENC 11/25/92





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 51
TSR$ TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
20506 CMS WRIGHT & WRIGHT GIEMSA STAIN PACK BUFFER PH6.8 ITEMS 042-2188/163-2468/197-0128/222-8518 BIOCHEMICAL SCIENC 08/20/91
20503 CMS WRIGHT & WRIGHT GIEMSA STAIN PACK RINSE PH 6.8 ITEMS 042-218C/163-246C/197-012C/222-851C BIOCHEMICAL SCIENC 08/20/92
20500 CMS WRIGHT STAIN PACKS ITEMS 042-218A/163-246A BIOCHEMICAL SCIENC 10/04/92
06658 CMS-1097 CIRCUIT MANUFACTUR t2/0t/87
17167 CO CONTACT CLEANER AEROSOL 2015, 2016 CRC INDUSTRIES. IN 01/01/90
11206 CO-OP SPREADER/ACTIVATOR #00474 FARMLAND INDUSTRIE 02/00/86
21558 COAGULASE PLASMA RABBIT - VARIOUS TYPES VARIOUS PART NUMBERS BECTON-DICKINSON 09/22/88
16536 COAL CAT COMP.A TAR EPOXY PAINT 97-640 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
14435 COAL TAR EPOXY COATINGS, B69-CT--- HI-NIL SHER-TAR:B69B40,B60V40;C-200:B69850 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/01/91
16537 COAL TAR EPOXY POLYAMIDE COMP. B 97-641 (080388E) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/1t/93
19317 COATED ABRASIVE PRODUCT - ADALOX & METALITE NORTON CO. 03/01/93
19315 COATED ABRASIVE PRODUCT - DURITE NORTON CO 03/01/93
19316 COATED ABRASIVE PRODUCT - GA_RNET NORTON CO. 03/01/93
19320 COATED ABRASIVE PRODUCT - METALITE K224 ALUMINA OXIDE & RESIN BINDER NORTON CO. 03/01/93
07134 COATED ABRASIVES (ALUMINA ZIRCONIA) 2800,2883 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
07@36 COATED ABRASIVES (ALLIN]NA ZIRCDNIA) 2887 SIA AMERICA ' 05/29/87
07131 COATED ABRASIVES (ALUMINA ZIRCONIA)/INERT MINERAL 6790,6797 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
07129 COATED ABRASIVES (ALUMINA ZIRCONIA)/INERT MINERAL 2802 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
07132 COATED ABRASIVES ALUMINUM OXIDE 2903,2905,2932,2936,2945,2946,4919,6195 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
07135 COATED ABRASIVES ALUMINUM OXIDE 0190,0196,0682.1904,1919,1920,1923.1926,19 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
07137 COATED ABRASIVES ALUMINUM OXIDE 2982,2984 SIA AMERICA 05129/87
05233 COATED ABRASIVES ALUMINUM OXIDE t63,175,194 GRIT: SNI A-IO0 SANCAP ABRASIVES, 04/30/86
07130 COATED ABRASIVES: EMERY 1600,2680 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
07127 COATED ABRASIVES: GARNET (INERT MINERAL) 0580,1400,1402,1480,2480,2481,2482,5480 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
07133 COATED ABRASIVES: SILICON CARBIDE 0295, 1701,1706,1711.1747, 1748. 1780, 1781,17 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
08367 COATED LI-900 MATERIAL (WHITE/BLACK/GREY COATING) MBO 125-092/THERM.INSUL.MTL.W/CTG/W=WHT,B= LOCKHEED 01/00/89
08427 COATING COMPOUND METAL PRETREATMENT DOD-P-15328/728013 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/16/89
• 15740 COATING COMPOUND PRE-TREATMENT MIL-C-8514 KOPPERS COMPANY, I DLA MSDS
0 02412 COATING COMPOUNi)o ASPHALT BASE REPUBLIC POWDERED DLA MSDS
06562 COATING COMPOUnd), METAL PRETREATMENT MIL-C-8514C/728002 PRATT & LAMBERT 06/27/88
06565 COATING COMPOUND, METAL PRETREATMENT MIL-C-8514C/728001 PRATT & LAMBERT 06/09/89
18703 COATING COMPOUND,METAL PRETREATMENT.RESIN/ACIO CMP MIL-C-8514C / RESIN & ACID COMPONENTS TRIANGLE COATINGS, 04/26/93
15442 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC DEFT, INC. 03/03/83
15438 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC WHITE 17925,COMPLI DEFT, INC. 05/13/83
• 16318 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC YELLOW 13538 DEFT, INC. DLA MSOS
06772 COATING SEALANT BUNA - N TYPE 444R PRC NO DATE
03195 COATING, CORROSION RESISTANT, MIL-C-81706 QPL MSDS IS FROM SUPPLIER: STEVEN INDUSTRIES AMCHEM PRODUCTS. ] NO DATE
06547 COATING. EPOXY-POLYAMIDE, COMP. 2, Y-648 MIL-C-22750C LENMAR, INC. 02/05/86
06548 COATING, EPOXY-POLYAMIDE, RESIN COMP., Y-643 MIL-C-22750C LENMAR, INC. 07/09/85
22358 COBALT 0.1_ CO IN 2_ HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
10187 COBALT (II) CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE. 98% A.C.S REAGEN 25559-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/21/89
11195 COBALT (II) NITRATE HEXAHYORATE, 99% 23037-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/17/90
12708 COBALT ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANDARD COBALT AA STANDARD MALLINCKRODT 11,/09/92
15800 COBALT CHLORIDE BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 08/03/83
04679 COBALT CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE C2644 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/27/87
06603 COBALT CHLORIDE SOLUTION CAT NO. 14222 FOR INSTRUMENT LINEARITY CAL HACH COMPANY 09/17/90
01459 COBALT NITRATE HEXAHYORATE 378100 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/21/85
18200 COBALT NITRATE, 6-HYDRATE 5074.1683,1680 BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 03,'09.'92
11276 COBALT STANOARD SOLUTION SC193 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
21966 COBALT 1.000 MU-G/ML: 10,04)0 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD.PLASMA STANDARD.AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/0_,/93
I?709 COBALT/ ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANOARD CX1767 EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE 'VIA MSDS SYSTEM ' '@' = _LA HMIS _.SDS
GP_ 3 - 1
10/O3/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENANE INDEX P. 52
TSR$ TRADENJUtlE COI_ENTS MANUFACTURER I_S
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
08291 COBALT. 0.1 & 1.0% CO IN DILUTE Fife03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
01458 COBALTOUS CHLORIDE HEXAHYORATE 371100 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
072_ COCOON CLEANING SOLVENT PREV.MSDS: FORMULA #1462 RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
19230 COCOON CDLOR PIGIBENT RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
07206 COCOON CORROSION BARRIER PRIMER VINYL ALKYD PAINT RABCO, INC. NO DATE
11011 COCOON SOLVENT PROOUCT CODE: COCN SOLV BEST BROTHERS PAIN 01/I0/90
07207 COCOON TRAFFIC DEK (2685)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC/VINYL RESIN RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
07201 COCOON 111 (2356)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING/VIN RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
0720=3 COCOON 333 (1621)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING/VIN RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
07202 COCOON 50t (B-2091D)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
04660 COCOON 550 W RABCO, INC. 07/21/93
0?203 COCOON 560 (2242)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
07204 COCOON 72634-USDA (1382)/SPRAYABLE VINYL PLASTIC COATING/VIM RABCD. INC. 08/10/92
16777 CODE 30 INK. AQUEOUS INK GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/08/85
19462 CODE 570 BUFFER SOLUTION (PH 4) 33-570 GRACE, W.R., 8 CO. 01/07/91
19461 COOE 571 BUFFER SOLUTION (1_7) 33o571 GRACE, W.R.. & CO. 06/22/92
19463 CODE 572 BUFFER SOLUTION (PI_ 10) 33-572 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 01/07/91
14433 CODE 590 33-590/255 NITRITE OROP TEST GRACE. W.R., & CO. 09/25/90
14552 CODE 592 33-590/CODE 255 NITRITE DROP TEST GRACE, W.R.. _ CO. 11/14/90
14672 COE ADHESIVE 13D25000MS329916 COE LABORATORIES. (36/01/90
19203 COE ADHESIVE TRAY ADHESIVE FOR POLYSULFIDE IMPRESSION N GC AMERICA INC 11/01/92
14670 COE FLEX ACCELERATOR - REGULAR, HEAVY, INJECTION 13020AOOMS329120 COE LABORATORIES. 06/01/90
14669 COE FLEX BASE - REGULAR, FAST, HEAVY, B INJECTION t3D208_$329124 COE LABORATORIES. 06/01/90
14671 COE FLEX FAST SET ACCELERATOR 13D20AFOMS329123 COE LABORATORIES, 06/01/90
19202 COE GERMICIOE GERMICIOAL SOAKING SOLUTION GC AMERICA INC 11/01/92
14668 COE STERIL CONCENTRATE 55040_$556C)_ COE LABORATORIES. 12/06/90
19201 COE-FLEX ACCELERATOR - REGULAR, HEAVY. INJECTION DENTAL IIIPRESSION MATERIAL ACCELERATOR GC AMERICA INC 11/01/92
19200 COE-FLEX FAST SET ACCELERATOR DENTAL IMPRESSION MATERIAL GC AMERICA INC 11/01/92
08110 COIL-CLEAN ACID CLEANER L & M CHEMICAL NO DATE
15346 COILOX CONCENTRATE NORTH AMERICAN RES 12/11/92
18305 COLCHICINE-PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED C3915 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
11109 COLCHICINE. 234115 CALBIOCHEM CORP. NO DATE
02536 COLD CLEANER INOY (DISTR: CONTINENTAL) ASHLANO OIL. INC. 09/00/85
- 02536 COLD CLEANER INOY (NFGR: ASHLANO) CONTINENTAL CHEMIC 09/00/85
12308 COLD GALVANIZE 95, #439-3408 NIX # 7-7519 CHASE PRODUCTS CO 10/16/89
08263 COLD PROCESS BUR ADHESIVE UN 1263 KOPPERS COMPANY. I 05/00/89
09235 COLDPAC TOOTH ACRYLIC LIQUID MOTLOID CO NO DATE
18922 COLILERT WP2OO ENVIRONETICS, INC 02/14/92
12192 COLILERT COMPARATOR ENVIRONETICS, INC 02/14/92
- (36894 COLISTIN SENSI-DISC BECTON-DICKINSON NO DATE
- 06893 COLISTIN SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS 30749/31278 BECTON-DICKINSON 01/28/88
22436 COLLAGENASE CRUDE TYPE XI CELL CULTURE TESTED C9407 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
22812 CDLLAGENASE/DISPASE CAT# 269638 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 07/29/93
11671 COLLODIAL (SIC) PHOSPHATE NOTE: COLLOIOAL PHOSPHATE LONCALA PHOSPHATE NO DATE
08671 COLLOOION, FLEXIBLE U.S.P. NALLINCKROOT 04/06/89
18102 COLLOIDAL SILICA PRIMER, 1180 125-090, TYPE I ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/92
20773 COLLOIDAL SILICA PRIMER, MBO 125-090, TYPE III ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/92
08372 COLLOIDAL SILICA TOPCOAT, MBO 125-090. TYPE II ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/92
20771 COLLOIDAL SILICA TOPCOAT, MBO 125-090, TYPE IV ROCKWELL INTERNATI 03/00/92
• 07412 COLOR DEVELOPING AGENT (CD-2) EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA NSDS
• 07413 COLOR DEVELOPING AGENT (C0-3) EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSOS






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 53
TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
DATE
...................................................................................................................................
22032 COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING 81807/08/09/10/11/12/13/14/15/16/17/18.818 PERMATEX INDUSTRIA 02/10/93
18009 COLOR PAK (STANDARD COLORS) 016-100-XXX (100,101,103,104,105,106,107,1 TREMCO 06/01/89
06269 COLOR SPRAY RED METAL PRIMER SAME MSDS FOR 6-5697/6-5698/#412-4178 CHASE PRODUCTS CO 03/31/88
17441 COLORTREND UNIVERSAL COLORANTS 8 COLORS NUODEX INC. NO DATE
16596 COLORTREND UNIVERSAL COLORANTS, CF. PANTCC-PANTCL NUOOEX INC. 08/03/79
07348 COLORTREND 888-0787 H-FAST RED NUODEX INC. 05/06/81
07347 COLORTREND 888-1045 F-RED IRON OXIDE NUODEX INC. 05/06/81
07350 COLORTREND 888-1572 I-BROWN IRON OXIDE NUODEX INC. 10/16/81
07346 COLORTREND 888-1810 C-YELLOW OXIDE NUODEX INC. 05/06/81
22542 COLORTREND 888-2009 L RAW UMBER NUOOEX INC. 05/06/81
07345 COLORTREND 888-4205K CHROMIUM OXIDE UNIVERSAL DISPENING MACH. C NUODEX INC. 10/01/79
07351 COLORTRENO 888-55110-THALO GREEN NUODEX INC. 05/06/81
07349 COLORTREND 888-7214 E-THALD BLUE NUODEX INC. 05/06/81
08613 COLORWORKS ENAMEL #8047-8072 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/00/89
09419 COLORWORKS. GENUINE LACOUER PIGMENTED AEROSOL COATING/8078-8082 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 08/00/85
16805 COLTURIET ARMOUR COMPOUND AR 5490 SIGMA COATINGS 01/00/86
21677 COLTURIET TCP CLEAR BASE 7476-S83A FINA OIL AND CHEMI 05/24/93
20787 COLTURIET TCP HARDENER PART B FOR 7476 & 7477 TCP PART B FINA OIL AND CHEMI 05/24/93
15497 COLUMBIA CNA AGAR WITH 5% SHEEPS BLOOD UNITED SCIENTIFIC 09/19/85
19296 COMBINATION CL ELECTRODE FILLING SOLUTION 900017 ORION RESEARCH INC 02/01/91
18579 COMET CLEANSER (REGULAR & LEMON FRESH FRAGRANCES) PROCTER & GAMBLE C 05/00/90
06625 COMFAX 1A THERMOGRAPHIC RECORDING PAPER COATED PAPER HARRIS/3M DPI 09/00/86
- 0184_ COMMERCIAL INSTRUMENT INK (RED) TAYLOR INSTRUMENT 11/18/85
1945"5 COMMERCIAL PROPANE LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS; LP-GAS; LPG SUBURBAN PROPANE G 08/00/91
17807 COMP A & COMP B, LAC-C37-145 PRIMER LXP-OI6A & LXP-O16ACAT DEFT, INC. 07/13/90
21729 COMP A,MIL-P-85582A / COMP B,MIL-P-85582A,TY I.CL1 44GNOOT/44GNOO7CAT DEFT, INC. 02/15/91
04139 COMP. A & COMP. 6 MIL-P-23377D/U-1201-D & U-1202-D DATED 12/ STERLING LACQUER M 12/01/89
- 15582 COMPLETE SET MSOS'S FOR ALPHAGAZ DIV/LIQUID AIR ALPHAGAZ SEVERAL
- 15581 COMPLETE SET MSOS'S FOR INDUSTR.GAS DIV/LIQUID AIR LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
10193 COMPONENT A (POLYMERIC MOI) FOAMCRAFT, INC. 08/17/90
11175 COMPONENT B 2040PR FOAMCRAFT, INC. 05/10/88
- 00568 COMPOUND PAINT REMOVING LIQUID BARR, W. M.. CO. 03/01/85
- 16226 COMPOUND PAINT REMOVING LIQUID (ORGANIC SOLVENT) 4000-1 KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W. 03/00/85
16225 COMPOUND PAINT REMOVING LIQUID (ORGANIC) BARR, W. M., CO. 01/0t/80
16819 COMPOUND 1012 W/CURING AGENT 235 EPOXY RESIN MAGNOLIA PLASTICS, 07/15/86
16820 COMPOUND 1013 WITH CURING AGENT 251 MAGNOLIA PLASTICS. NO DATE
• 17175 COMPOUND, FREEZING MILLER-STEPHENSON DLA MSDS
10445 COMPRESSED AIR LIQUID AIR 02/01/89
10299 COMPRESSED AIR W/10-500 PPM CARBON MONOXIDE AOOED 80022-000 ENMET CORPORATION 08/14/86
19492 COMPRESSED AIR WITH 17.0-20.9% OXYGEN BY VOLUME 80022-052 EMMET CORPORATION 08/14/86
22736 COMPRESSEO AIR: AIR; COMP. AIR; BREATHING QUALITY #NO(X)0502 NATIONAL WELDERS 0t/01/91
14885 COMPRESSED AIR, BREATHING QUALITY MG INDUSTRIES, GAS 11/25/85
17960 COMPRESSED AIR. SYNTHETIC AIR 300/301 LIQUID CARBONIC 04/02/92
06680 COMPRESSED ASBESTOS SHEET STYLE 7021 5' X 5' X 1/32" SHEET / ENCAPSULATED PER M GARLOCK INC. 02/02/82
17817 COMPRESSED ASBESTOS SHEETS STYLES: 900/900T/7005/7006/7735/7735-1/773 GARLOCK INC. 04/13/87
• 11930 COMPRESSED GAS_REFILL CR1270 CHEMTRONICS DLA MSDS
13609 CON-CRAX 0801100(0 REVERE PRODUCTS 10/05/88
17466 CON-ON LACQUER SPRAY UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR 11/10/81
18019 CONALBUMIN TYPE II FROM CHICKEN EGG C0880 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 01/30/93
20229 CONAP AD-1146: AD-1146-1 CDNAP INC. 06/16/89
09236 CONAP DRI-PURGE NITROGEN GAS CONAP INC. 07/30/86
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM .' '@" = DLA PP41S MSOS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENANE INDEX P. 54
TSRS TRAOENANE COmENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
10 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
20228 CONAP PR-1167 CONAP INC 11/16/90
22078 CONAP S-1 SOLVENT MSOS #8050-02 CONAP INC 06/16/93
09238 CONATHANE CE-1155. PART A/PART B NIL-I-46058C (PART B DATED 11-24-92) CONAP INC 07/04/92
13595 COI_tTHANIE OPEN-8536. PT. A/B WS 36t2 / MSOS PT.A: 5/8/86 / LI_$C N50S CONAP INC 06/12/86
- 20856 CONATItANE DPTU-t£K)68 PART A & B PAGE 1 OF PART A MISSING CONAP INC 11/08/88
19273 CONATHANE OPTU-15069 PART 8 CONAP INC 1t/08/88
18756 CONCENTRATED SULFURIC ACID 06????.0020??.002038.002046.002070,002119 SHRIEVE CHEMICAL C 01/29/85
13988 CONCENTRATEO 10 MINUTE FLUSH C14-12 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 06/00/89
10994 CONCRESIVE 10tl PART A ADHESIVE ENGINEER1 02/28/85
10995 CONCRESIVE 10tl PART B ADHESIVE ENGINEERI 02/28/85
07581 CONCRETE BONDING ADHESIVE BONSAL. W.R., COMP 11/00/92
- 12091 CONCRETE FLOOR CLEANING COMPOUND AMWAY 01/04/84
12258 CONCRETE PATCH. LATEX TYPE. KIT PART 1LIQUIO. PART 2 POWOER UNI-CHEM CORP. OF SEVERAL
22218 CONCRETE SEAL (ANNOTATED: _124) EPOXY ESTER RESIN COATING AMERICAN RESEARCH, 07/17/90
20652 CONDUCTOP SL NO, 1313 - PART A/PART B SAUEREISEN CEMENTS 03/00/93
20937 CONDUCTPRIME C 5073 - PART A & B SAUEREISEN CEMENTS 03/01/93
20938 CDNDUCTPRINE D 5093 - PART A & B SAUEREISEN CEMENTS 11/01/92
20651 CONDUCTSEAL NO. 5035 - PART A & B SAUEREISEN CEMENTS 11/00/92
10325 CONFINED DETONATING FUZE ASSEMBLY P/N 817296 (EXPLOSIVE) / CDF ASSEMBLY TELEOYNE 02/00/90
03751 CONFORNAL COATING 6999-0003/6999-0004 PACE INCORPORATED 09/00/86
01533 CONGO RED CERTIFIED C6277 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
19962 CONOUGATEO BILIRUBIN (CBIL) TEST PACKS ACA 01SCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705639901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
01944 CONO-R-OUST PRESSURIZED 14750-5 JOHNSON. S.C.. & S 07/02/92
09241 CONOUEST, #0373 NATIONAL CHEMSEARC 10/24/85
09242 CONQUEST. #4216 NATIONAL CHEMSEARC 11/11/87
- 0440_ CONSUMER TOPCOAT/METALLIC TOPCOAT/BBQ BLK/ZINC-SEL 7424,7434,7443.7448.7458,7466;77XX (XX=VAR RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 12/18/89
16914 CONTACLUBE 90 SYNTHETIC CONTACT LUBRICANT DYNALOY. INC. 10/00/89
00304 CONTACT CEMENT NNN-A-130B, MA-t62 TACC INTERNATIONAL 04/01/92
17146 CONTACT CEmENT.WELDWOOO.NMN-A-130B (MFGR: BEECHAM) ROBERTS CONSOLIDAT 05/30/86
18418 CONTACT CLEANER 2000 03150 CRC INOUSTRIES, IN 01/13/92
12896 CONTECH NAILS PLUS ADHESIVE 76-872 CHEMREX. INC. 05/21/91
18402 CONTRACTOR'S CHOICE TROPICOAT HOUSE PAINT 310 / WHITE BASE / LATEX COLOR WHEEL PAINT 02/04/91
03725 CONTRACTORS CHOICE PVC CEMENT CC-PVC-0885 IPS NO DATE
202t0 CONTROL CLEANER 12005 RAWN COMPANY. INC. 07/31/92
- 13370 CONTROL5 RUST ENAMEL KSB3,K8Bt4,KSE6.K8G6.KSLS.KBN8,KSWlO,KSWt5 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 08/01/90
02426 CONVALEX-IO OIFFUSION PUMP OIL CVC PRODUCTS, INC. 01/00/86
- 16912 CONVOIL VACUUM PUMP FLUID 20 OU PONT, E.I.. OE NO DATE
01782 CONVOIL-20 60786-0011/-0012/-0013/-0014 CVC PRODUCTS, INC. 11/00/92
01782 CONVOIL-20(60786-0011 L/0012 GL/O013 5GL,0014 55GL CVC PRODUCTS. INC. 11/00/86
20580 COOL-ADE COOLING TOWER TREATMENT STATE CHEMICAL NNF 05/00/89
10701 COOL-AMP 1233-500 COOL-AMP CONDUCTO 04/09/90
16034 COOL-TOOL MONROE FLUID TECHN 06/10/93
00072 COOLING. CHEMICAL, PAD INSTANT COLD COMPRESS CONSOLIDATED PROD. 05/21/84
14930 COPOXY PRIMER (BASE) 920-Y-134 COOK PAINT & VARNI 02/13/84
14929 COPOXY PRIMER (CATALYST) 920-C-129 COOK PAINT & VARNI 05/10/84
22356 COPPER 0.1% CU IN 2_ HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANOA 1t/01/93
11245 COPPER JOHNSON NATTHEY AE 12/28/88
07744 COPPER (II) OXIDE JOHNSON MATTHEY AE 01/05/89
10179 COPPER (II) SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE. 98+%,A.C.5 REAG. 20919-8 ALORICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
13877 COPPER (II) SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE, 98% 20920-1, ABBOTT MSDS #51 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
06=J57 COPPER ALLOYS BAR,SHEET,PLATE TULL. O.N., METALS 04/01/92
.............................................. _ .................................................................................
NSDS'S NARKEO '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0' = OLA HNIS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 55
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
19058 COPPER ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANDARD
19094 COPPER BASED WELDING ELECTRODES & BRAZING RODS:
07074 COPPER BRIGHTNER
06005 COPPER BRITE
- 07073 COPPER ELECTROLYTE
06668 COPPER GLEAM PCM PLUS
20154 COPPER GLEAM PCM-T
15806 COPPER METAL
19059 COPPER METAL
10518 COPPER REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION
21965 COPPER 1,000 ItTtJ-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
22663 COPPER 12.5 MG/L AS CU
22456 COPPER(II) ACETATE MONOHYDRATE, 98+%, ACS REAGENT
16011 COPPER-CR&HR,LEADTEX SHEET(CU SHEET HARD DRWN ETC)
06518 COPPER/COPPER ALLOYS PER UNS LIST ATT.TO MSDS




20151 COPPERMERSE ACTIVATOR ADJUSTER








16604 COPY BLACKENER, ALUMA BLACK Ao15
09243 COPYFLO TONER - TYPE 8 & 4
09244 COPYSTAT C-500 CONCENTRATE
e 00056 COR-ON NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER, 14062 GREEN
12117 CORFIL 615 POTTING COMPOUND
11334 CORLAR AND DULUX CUSTOM COLOR ENAMELS
17844 CORLAR EPOXY NON-CHROMATE PRIMER
05519 CORONA WIRE CLEANER
- 04081 CORONADO V7668, V766E. AVIATION ORANGE
13614 CORRECTETTE CORRECTION FLUID
12999 CORRECTION FLUID
21672 CORRECTION FLUID - SOLVENT BASED
11470 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER - GREEN, 8AC-452
09398 CORROSION PREVENTATIVE
17056 CORROSION PREVENTATIVE CPD (ASHLAND TECTYL 437)
16998 CORROSION PREVENTION COMPOUND
• 00339 CORROSION PREVENTIVE
• 17261 CORROSION PREVENTIVE (MSDS #2)
• 12566 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND
11107 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND
06901 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND
• 00960 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND








L-TEC WELDING & CU 07/00/89
KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
COPPER BRITE. INC. 02/09/87





SC194 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANOARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
21126 HACH COMPANY 09/12/93




QC CORPORATION NO DATE
80440-89 LEARONAL INC 03/10/86
80410 LEARONAL INC 08/09/91
80411 LEARONAL INC 05/02/85
LEARONAL INC 05/02/85
80411 LEARONAL INC 08/09/91
80401 LEARONAL ZNC 02/28/92
80402 LEARONAL INC 08/07/91
80403 LEARONAL INC 07/15/88
80404 LEARONAL INC 04/16/90
LEARONAL INC I0/15/85
80440-89 LEARONAL INC NO DATE
MILLER OIAL CORP./ 03/02/81
NASHUA CORPORATION NO DATE
ELECTROSTATIC TONER CONCENTRATE COPYGRAPHICS 12/12/77
TT-L-O5G / TYPE I AERVOE PACIFIC COM DLA MSDS
AMERICAN CYANAMID 08/16/89
SUFFIX 20P,30P,31P;VG-729 ACTIVATOR;ALL 75 DU PONT, E.I., DE 10/07/86
825Y 903t DU PONT, E.I.,. DE 01/04/93
CANON BUSINESS MAC NO DATE
SOLUTION VINYL COATING CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
CORRECTETTE QPA / LMSC MSDS WIRTH COMPANY NO DATE
SPEC. #A-A-212, TYPE 1 -WATER BASE LPCB INDUSTRIES 01/24/91
A-A-212B TY II LHB INDUSTRIES 03/20/91
10-P4-2 (BASE) EC-117 CURING SOL. MIX RATI DEXTER CROWN METRO 03/00/89
MIL-C-8188C / C-638/P03475
MIL-C-813090 TYPE II CLASS II
LOT =3472
CONTACT INDUSTRIES 07/15/86
STEVEN INDUSTRIES NO DATE
MARGOLIS, A. & SON NO DATE
BULK CHEM. OISTRIB DLA MSDS
OAMPNEY CO DLA MSDS
AMERICAN OIL AND S DLA MSDS
BAKER SEALANTS & C 11/16/89
STEVEN INDUSTRIES NO DATE
STEVEN INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
ASHLAND OIL. INC. 04/00/86
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "w_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATER_AL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEx
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 56
TSRS TRADENANE COIIIENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
0?462 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND (GS-06S-12263) MIL-C-81309C BULK CHEM. DISTRIB 01/00/89
15702 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND CLEAR BULK CHEM. DISTRIB NO DATE
15701 CORROSION PREVENTIVE CPD,MIL-C-B1309D,TYII1,CLSII BULK CHEM. DISTRIB 04/00/85
O 15521 CORROSION PREVENTIVE FSCM-60016 -PACPAO ASHLANO OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
- 16306 CORROSION PREVENTIVE HARD FILN SOLVENT DISPERSED STEVEN INDUSTRIES 05103/83
@ 00162 CORROSION PREVENTIVE/MIL-C-85054(AS) BULK CHEM. DISTRIB DLA MSOS
- 04778 CORROSION PREVENTIVE, HARO FILM SOLVENT DISPERSEO MIL-C-161730 AM.2 TY.1GR.4 STEVEN INDUSTRIES 01/00/87
• 00849 CORROSION REMOVER (BARRETT: NOW PROCESS RESEARCH) PROCESS RESEARCH P DLA NSDS
• 17187 CORROSION REMOVING BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
- 15132 CORROSION REMOVING CHEMICAL C_INENTAL CHEMIC 11/04/50
• 15343 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOI_ BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
- 15338 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND CONTINENTAL CHEMIC 12/01/80
15341 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND EECO CHEMICALS, IN O3/15/79
15157 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND MIL-C-10578C TY.I OCTAGON PROCESS, I NO DATE
• 15344 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUNO OMEGA CHEMICAL COR DLA MSDS
- 15345 CORROSION REMOVING CONPOUNI) NIL-C-14460 TECHNOLOGY CHEMICA 04/22/81
- 15130 CORROSION RENOVING CONPOUNO TYPE I CONTINCNTAL CHEMIC 01/01/80
00886 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND, PHOSPHORIC ACID TYPE MIL-C-lOS78C,TY.IIE/MSDS:TURCO WO #1 FROM OCTAGON PROCESS, I 07/00/80
- 15342 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND, SN 144-60 NIL-C-14460 ENVIRO CHEMICAL IN 02/11/80
15141 CORROSION REMOVING/METAL CONDITIONING COMPOUND MIL-C-10578/M-9807 FLOCKING INTERNATIO NO OATE
05567 CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE, MERCURY BICHLORIDE NX0345, NX0350, 4419 EM SCIENCE 05/15/92
- 16858 CORTEC VCI-t01 DEVICE CORTEC CORPORATION 06/00/85
11423 CORTEC VCI-I01 DEVICE VCI-133 POLYURETHANE FOAM SHAPES:TAPE,DEVICE,SOUAR CORTEC CORPORATION 07/21/89
11387 CORTEC VCI-I05 EMITTER CORTEC CORPORATION 04/14/89
13927 CORTEC VCI-368 AEROSOL CORTEC CORPORATION 01/16/91
11386 CORTEC VCI-368 CONCENTRATE CORTEC CORPORATION 05/00/88
17728 CORTEC VCI-369 CONCENTRATE CORTEC CORPORATION 02/21/92
17534 CDRTEC VCI-430 CORTEC CORPORATION 02/21/92
17535 CORTEC 419 ALKALINE CLEANER AND DEGREASER CORTEC CORPORATION 02/21/92
17523 CORTEC 422 CORTEC 423 LIQUID 422, GEL 423 CORTEC CORPORATION 02/21/92
06079 C05-155 OR C05-155-5 COOLANT SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
20374 COSAN 101 COSAN CHEMICAL COR 04/15/83
20373 CDSAN 158 COSAN CHEMICAL COR 11/11/81
02398 CDSNQLINE 1095 DISTR:VICKERS HOUGHTON, E.F., & 07/19/85
16956 COSNOLUBE 6t5 136150 / GREASE AIRCRAFT GPS HOUGHTON, E.F., & 10/06/92
12222 COTIN 5-10 MSOS P.2 MISSING CHASCHEM 10/00/89
22076 COTIN S-10 COSAN CHEMICAL COR 03/27/87
18438 COUNT-OFF AEROSOL SPRAY RADIOACTIVITY DECONTAMINAN NEF-942A DU PONT, E.I., DE 09/01/90
18437 COUNT-OFF LIO. CONCENTRATE RADIOACTIVITY DECONTAN. NEF-942 DU PONT, E.I., DE 09/00/90
09246 COVERLAC SC-270 PEELABLE COATING/BRUSHABLE ALSO COVERLAC S SPRAYLAT CORP. t0/12/92
17668 C02 ABSORBENT SOLUTION 36-440136-00 DWYER INSTRUNENTS, 01/28/86
02560 C02 GAS GENER.TABLET C_(PART A) C8852-35,-32 (BIOBAG C AND ANAEROBIC CULTU MARION LABORATORIE 11/09/84
18772 C02-INOEPENDENT MEDIUM 320-8045 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NO DATE
06136 CP-10/11VICRYL POLYVINYL ACETATE EMULSION CHILDERS PRODUCTS 08/01/88
14818 CP-116 (11-52t) NIL-T-83483, THREAD CONPOUteD E/M CORPORATION 03/07/91
20436 CP-25 CHIL-BRATE ASPHALT EMULSION CHILDERS PRODUCTS 05/23/89
19789 CP-28 (tl-505) GREASE E/M CORPORATION 05/30/9t
21163 CP-2965 COPYPROOF ACTIVATOR MCP-1313EI AGFA CORP. 04/00/8?
19942 CP-82 CHIL-STIX FRN CHILDERS PROOUCTS 01/01/91
11954 CPI 7tl THINNER COATINGS FOR INDUS 12/00/90
11822 CPVC GRAY CEMENT UNI-WELD 3300 SERIES, CHEM-TECH 5?00 SERIE UNITED ELCHEN INDU 08/0t/91
...................................................................................................................................
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TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
07089 CRAMLIN (BLUE LIQUID) BIOOL
07091 CRAMLIN B-5/R-5 SPRAY
11652 CRATEX RUBBERIZED ABRASIVES
01818 CRC CABLE CLEAN
03567 CRC ZINC RE-NU. #3074 (ZINC PRIMER)
03472 CRC 3-36 (BULK & AEROSOL)
18634 CREAM HAND CLEANER
CAIG LABORATORIES 04/01/92
CAIG LABORATORIES 04/01/92
SILICON CARBIDE BONOED W/CHLOROPRENE POLY/ CRATEX MFG. CO., I NO DATE
CRC INDUSTRIES, IN NO DATE
CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 03/01/89
#3004, 3005 CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 11/00/85
HA1/HA3/HA4 (ALSO GOULD INK CLEANER -28292 STARKEY CHEMICAL P 11/00/90
13020 CREAM HARDENER, 6372.6373,6369,6370.6371.6378,6379 BLUE MOON.CUZ,FIBRE-HAIR/STRAND.MICRO LITE MARTIN-SENOUR CO.
08630 CREAM HARDNER
01460 CREATINE
01610 CREATINE KINASE (CK) TEST PACKS
19964 CREATINE KINASE ISOENZYME (CKMB) TEST PACKS
11797 CREATINE PHOSPHOKINASE TYPE I FROM RABBIT MUSCLE
01611 CREATININE (CREA) TEST PACKS
16806 CREME HARDENER
10278 CRESOL RED INDICATOR
18420 CREST PAINT STRIPPER #28
18037 CREST PAINT STRIPPER #4
10443 CREST 1827 A
10442 CREST 1827 B
03104 CREST 2079 A/2079 B




16807 CREST 7344 A & B
17684 CREST 7450 A
17685 CREST 7450 8
05843 CREST 810 B
05842 CREST 810A
10996 CRF
16624 CRONALAR COMMAND BLENDER DEVELOPER - PART A
16611 CRONALAR COMMAND BLENDER DEVELOPER - PART B
16609 CRONALAR DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE, PART A
16626 CRONALAR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A
16627 CRONALAR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER-PART B
16605 CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE (CFC)
10259 CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE PART A
10260 CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE PART B
16728 CRONALAR REPLENISHER CONCENTRATE, PART A
16729 CRONALAR REPLENISHER CONCENTRATE, PART B
21995 CRONALITH C42D DEVELOPER
12037 CRONALITH FIXER CONCENTRATE. CLLF
00087 CRONEX X-RAY SCREEN CLEANER WITH ANTISTATIC
04659 CROVEX ACTIVATOR FOR MACHINE PROCESSING
05440 CRSI ENVIRO-SEAL X101-1
20824 CRT TERMINAL CLEANING PADS
10296 CRUSHED GLASS, I205-4
18595 CRUSHED STONE/LIMERGCK/BALLAST ROCK/DRAINFIELD
18030 CRYOPROTECTIVE MEDIA




ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704870901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705739901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
C3755 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/29/88
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701976901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
FIBRE GLASS-EVERCO 04/04/84
TAYLOR CATALOG #R-IOO3K TAYLOR TECHI_DLOGIE 07/00/88
TT-R-251d,TYPE III,CLASS A CREST INDUSTRIAL C 11/22/91
TT-R-2488 CREST INDUSTRIAL C 11/22/91
GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/08/86
CATALYST (TIN) CREST PRODUCTS COR NO DATE
M_-A-187B / EPOXY RESIN/POLYAMIDE RESIN CREST PRODUCTS COR 12/04/92
RESIN, MODIFIED EPOXY CREST PRODUCTS COR NO DATE
URETHANE POLYMER, RESIN CREST PRODUCTS COR 12/04/92
POLYURETHANE HARDNER,CATALYST CREST PRODUCTS COR 12/04/92
CATALYST POLYAMIDE CREST PRODUCTS COR NO DATE
CREST PRODUCTS COR 05/20/86
CREST PRODUCTS COR 12/04/92
CREST PRODUCTS COR 12/04/92
CREST PRODUCTS COR 12/04/92
CREST PRODUCTS COR 12/04/92
WITCO CORPORATION 07/25/85
E-79623,CDC-A, STOCK #044946,CBD-A DU PONT, E.I , DE 04/00/89
CONCENTRATE 044954 DU PONT. E.I DE 04/00/89
DU PONT, E.I DE 09/29/91
H-14604,ERO 6097,CRC-A DU PONT, E.I DE 11/26/90
CRC-B. E-79641 DU PONT. E.I DE 02/15/91
DU PONT, E.I DE 05/06/83
CFC-A, ERO 6101 DU PONT, E.I DE 09/01/89
CFC-B, ERO 6101 DU PONT, E.I. DE 09/01/89
DU PONT, E.I DE 12/01/80
DU PONT, E.I DE 12/01/80
POC)00036 DU PONT. E.I DE 12/01/'92
CRONALITH FIXER (CONCENTRATE) DU PONT. E.I DE 11/17/80
DU PONT. E.I DE 08/00/89
H-16840, ERO 6093. WPA / FORMERLY E-796187 DU PONT. E.I OE 04/10/90
CONTROL RESOURCE S NO DATE
TX1308 TEXWIPE 02/00/93
BALLOTINI IMPACT BEADS, GLASS BEADS POTTERS INDUSTRIES 07/01/91
ROCK/SCREENINGS -AGGREGATE/CONCR.ROCK/PEAR RINKER MATERIALS, 01/30/91




RBO t20-059 / POLYURETHANE HARONER
RB0-120-059 / POLYURETHANE RESIN
MSDS'S P4ARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_=' = CLA HMIS MSDS
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10/03/94 TRADENAME ZNDEX P. 58
TSRS TRAOE.N_I_ COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
.r_O_ g-CRY_TAL CARD L'S. CONCRETE SEALER LAMBERT CORPORATIO NO DATE
_._=_ -LCMYSTAL 70% ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL DIAMOND PRODUCTS. 01/22/88
_ CIIVSTALIT 480 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
' i_3332 CRYSTDLON SILICON CARBIDE ABRASIVE GRAIN #1000 NORTON CO. 11/01/85
....• tm4 CR1275, REFILL GAS OUSTER CHEM_RONICS OLA MS05
08-118 CS 240 FIRESTOP SEALANT SILICONE HILTI. INC. 06/09/89
17694 CS 3100 (PART B) FLANENASTER CORPOR 03/16/90
17693 CS 3100 TYPE II CLASS 1 (PART A) FLAMEMASTER CORPOR 03/16/90
i3920 CS 3204 PART A & 8 NIL-S-aS02, TYPE II, CLASS B FLANEMASTER CORPOR 06/15/90
03656 CS 3802, SILICONE ELASTOMER RED PASTE & WHITE PASTE - NO ODOR CHEN SEAL CORPORAT NO DATE
05339 CSA STRIP, PHOTDRESIST STRIPPER RBP CHEMICAL CORPO 10/28/85
07222 CSD-43 SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 03/24/87
18865 CS85 CLEANING SOLUTION/READERKLEEN (550027-1) PERFECTDATA CORP 04/01/91
22567 CT-2600 PAINT REMOVER ELDORADO CHEMICAL O9/15/93
20391 CULTURETTE (VARIOUS) / INCL. C8852-1,-3.-7.-10,-40 4360220/222/210/213/214/2t5/219/221;436150 BECTON-OICKINSON NO DATE
22550 CUPFERRON C551 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/t5/94
10230 CUPRIC ACETATE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
01534 CUPRIC ACETATE MONOHYDRATE C5893 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/24/86
15791 CUPRIC CHLORIDE C455-500 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/21/91
01461 CUPRIC NITRATE HYDRATED FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/18/86
01462 CUPRIC OXIDE WIRE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
19062 CUPRIC OXIDE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
15801 CUPRIC SULFATE t844/1841/1848/t843 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 02/21/86
18304 CUPRIC SULFATE ANHYDROUS C1297 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
05883 CUPRIC SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE CAT NO. C493500 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/11/85
20521 CUPRIC SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 08/31/91
22449 CUPRIC SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED C8027 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
05713 CUPRIC SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE GRADE I CRYSTALLINE C7631 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 07/20/88
- 15803 CUPRIC SULFATE 4844 MALLINCKROOT NO DATE
• 15523 CUPRIC SULFATE 5-HYDRATE FSCM-70929 *LCCSBO CHEMICAL COMMOOITI OLA MSOS
09249 CURING AGENT B-1 DEXTER CORPORATION NO DATE
- 07622 CURING AGENT FOR EPOXY TACC INTERNATIONAL 05/00/87
00217 CURING AGENT 235 ALIPHATIC AMINE ADDUCT CURING AGENT MAGNOLIA PLASTICS, 06/21/86
05402 CURING SOLUTION COMPONENT B WITH 469-12-3 X-305 AMINE SIKKENS AEROSPACE 12/00/85
16564 CURING SOLUTION FOR 400-3 SERIES X-304 AMINE CATALYST SIKKENS AEROSPACE 11/00/85
09252 CURING SOLUTION 910X710 OESOTO. INC. 07/01/85
05404 CURING SOLUTION/COMPOUND II FOR 463-12-8 CA-116 AMINE CATALYST SIKKENS AEROSPACE 11/00/85
04484 CUTBACK ASPHALT PURCHASED FROM WWG ASPHALT CO. ROCKLEDGE. BELCHER OIL CO. 02/14/86
21159 CUTTER FORMULA 100 MAXIMUM STRENGTH INSECT REPELL 12t-25 MILES INC. 03/26/91
20935 CUTTER SIL BASE & ACTIVATORS MILES DENTAL PRODU 10/24/90
18921 CUTTER UNSCENTED INSECT REPELLENT SPRAY FORMULA MMI (CONT. HYDROCARBON PROPELLANT) MILES INC. 03/27/91
10189 CUTTING & GRINDING OIL 8ALKAMP PART#'S 765-1526. 765-1525. 827-25 AGS COMPANY 07/15/86
01028 CUTTING FLUID LARD OIL. C-0-376A OCTAGON PROCESS. I DLA MSDS
0 05802 CUTTING FLUID VV-C-846 PROCESS RESEARCH P DLA MSDS
• 17315 CUTTING FLUID RELTON CORPORATION OLA MSDS
- 16895 CUTTtNG FLU|D 0-216 MAYCO OIL & CHEMIC 03/10/82
- 16906 CUTTING FLUID/SULFURIZED FATTY AND MINERAL OILS DAVIS-HOWLAND OIL NO DATE
P 03268 CUTTING FLUID. VV-C-846/05 MFGR IS BATTENFIELD AMERICAN OR 8ATTENFELD BATTENFIELD GREASE OLA MSDS
• 11936 CUTTING FLUID. 923 C-0-376 BEESTON, INC. DLA MSDS
- 16794 CUTTING FLUID.VVC-846A TY.I (MFGR:NAYCO. CF.PIPCF) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO ND DATE
13958 CUTTING OIL FMP 89490/TM-793A AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 06/18/88
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@" - DLA HMIS MSDS
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IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
CUTTING OIL, #19459 BOWMAN DISTRIBUTIO 01/25/9004153
16789 CUTTING OIL. GRADE B (DISTR: PHIPPS, CF. PIPCB) MAYCO OIL & CHEMIC 03/10/82
09253 CUTZOL WS-5050 PETROLEUM OIL BASE MACHINE SHOP FLUID DEVCON CORP 05/22/86
11656 CUVER 1 COPPER REAGENT 21058 HACH COMPANY 03/23/94
01744 CUVER t COPPER REAGENT CAT NO. 14188 HACH COMPANY 06/17/91
15118 CV-1143 SILICONE SEALANT NUSIL TECHNOLOGY 03/11/92
18777 CV-9341 GREASE SILICONE GREASE NUSIL TECHNOLOGY 03/27/92
15200 CVV ADHESIVE HERCULITE PRODUCTS 06/15/90
04370 CW-50 DRAW COMPOUND MSDS IS FROM KAISER ALUMINUM FARBEST CORP. 08/08/85
09254 Ci_B-351 PROPRIETARY COOLING WATER BIOCIDE BETCON LABORATORIE 07/24/86
11199 CWT 320-C_SCALE RETARDANT SCALE RETARDANT. CORROSION INHIBITOR ANTI- AOUATREAT. INC. 12/00/89
11197 CWT 353-C_CORROSION INHIBITOR CORROSION INHIBITOR AQUATREAT, INC. NO DATE
10274 CWT-IO0 SODIUM NITRITE KIBLER CHEMICAL CO 10/01/85
09184 CWT-163 PROPRIETARY WATER TREATMENT BETCON LABORATORIE 10/01/85
10275 CWT-183 PROPRIETARY COOLING WATER TREATMENT KIBLER CHEMICAL CO 10/01/85
10269 CWT-358 ALKALINE CORROSION INHIBITOR DRUID WATER MANAGE 09/00/88
10276 CWT-3B3 PROPRIETARY TOWER TREATMENT KIBLER CHEMICAL CO 10/01/85
10270 CWT-386 CORROSION INHIBITOR DRUID WATER MANAGE 09/00/88
12211 CX-5OIRI (INK RIBBON ROLL) SHARP CORPORATION NO DATE
07701 CYALUME AND LITE-UP STICKS,LUNKER LIGHTS,LITEROPE, GLOW STICK,LIGHT SHAPE...(SEVERAL PRODUCTS AMERICAN CYANAMID 06/15/88
03708 CYANIDE & PHENOL WASTEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD KIT ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 03/15/92
- 01745 CYANIDE BOTTLE (NAOH: MFGR: d.T.BAKER) POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 04/19/83
07302 CYANINE GREEN FLAT VINYL INK VF-146 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
18384 CYANOACRYLATE 7430 055901 / 0023010 BOSTIK/USM CORP/SU 11/10/87
18104 CYANOCOBALAMIN COBALT CO 57 CAPSULES C0-57 LABELED B12 MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
18107 CYANOCOBALAMIN COBALT CO 57 1% REFERENCE STANDARD C0-57 REFERENCE STANDARD MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
22011 CY_ITOLYL TETRAZOLIUM CHLORIDE 19292 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 01/19/94
13471 CYCLOALIPHAIC EPOXY RESIN ERL-4206 18306 PELLA. TED, INC. NO DATE
18424 CYCLOHEXANONE NO. 301 CYO2OO-(ZTN SEALER) DACCO CHEMICALS 04/00/89
10543 CYCLOHEXIMIDE CRYSTALLINE C6255 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/14/87
10308 CYCLONITE, PURE, WET WITH 10-15% H20-METHANOL CLASS A EXPLOSIVE TROJAN CORPORATION 10/20/82
06932 CYCLOPROPANE PURITAN-BENNETT CO 09/00/87
19607 CYLESSTIC TK 680 322611 - 02611 EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
22486 CYTOCHALASIN B 85777-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/24/94
10931 CYTOCHROME-C. TYPE III C2506 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/26/9t
09460 Cl13-300 RICINUS OIL MORTON THIOKOL, IN 02/20/89
13442 C2033MK COATING / C2033 SERIES CATALYST PT,A: 8/9/91.PT.B: 4/29/91 ADVANCED POLYMER S SEVERAL
13437 C2131 SERIES CATALYST ADVANCED POLYMER S 04/01/90
13438 C2131MK COATING ADVANCED POLYMER S 08/01/91
05470 C7254 CITRIC ACID TRISOOIUM SALT DIHYDRATE SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 05/11/87
17470 C7533 TOLUENE SANE AS AMSCO SOLV 1410 TEXACO 06/01/82
20757 C781POWERKUT SANCAP ABRASIVES. 09/05/91
20756 C887 YM SANCAP ABRASIVES. 09/05/91
05471 C9754 COLCHIClNE CRYSTALLINE SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/11/87
13046 D SOL OISHWASHING DETERGENT INDUSTRIAL CHEMICA 09/16/91
08154 D.A.P., DIAMI_IUM PHOSPHATE (TECH. GRD.) AGRICO 11/00/85
14784 O.E.R. 332 EPOXY RESIN 19251 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 02/28/92
13248 D.E.R. 736 EPOXY RESIN CAT_ 18310 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 06/18/90
22523 D.E.R. 736 EPOXY RESIN 13000 ELECTRON MICROSCOP 12/29/92
13416 D(-)3-PHOSPHOGLYCERIC ACID DISODIUM P0259 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/I_/91
00004 D*LETE CORRECTION FLUID PIGMENTED ACRYLIC MOLECUDYNE. INC NO DATE
.............................................................. :- ....................................................................
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02296 D.Z-N 2D, DIAZINON 2D CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/31/82
12930 D-(+)-GALACTOSE, CARB-7 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
22440 D-(+)-GLUCDSE ANC_-IYDRCIUS CELL CULTURE TESTED G7021 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
13420 D-(+)-GLUCOSE ANHYDROUS ACS REAGENT G5767 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/25/90
12935 D-(+)-MALTOSE, CARB-12 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CAHB-4 CHEN SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
22855 D-AMINOLEVULINATE DEHYDRATASE FROM BOVINE LIVER LYOPHILIZED POWDER: A0442 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/10/94
12947 D-ARABINITOL. CARB-24 CHEM-SUPPLY CAR8DHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
12924 D-ARABINOSE. CARB-I CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
04680 O-BIOTIN CELL CULTURE TESTED B4639 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
02297 D-CON PELLETS WARFARIN-BASED RODENTICIDE O-CON COMPANY. INC 08/01/82
12964 D-GALACTOSAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE. CARB-41 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
01544 D-GLUCONIC ACID SODIUM G9005 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
12965 O-GLUCOSAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE, CARB-42 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
12931 D-GLUCOSE, CARB-8 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
21561 D-LIMONENE (Z&P-O) AMERICAN COATINGS 10/26/92
12934 D-LYXDSE, CARB-11 CHEM-$UPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
13379 D-MANNITOL M4125 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/25/90
11057 D-MANNITOL PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED M1902 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/02/90
12952 D-MANNITOL. CARB-29 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
12936 D-MANNOSE, CARB-13 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
22478 D-PANTOTHENIC ACID HEMICALCIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED P5155 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
12940 D-RZBOSE, CARB-I? CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
04675 O-SORBITOL St876 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/27/87
04696 D-SORBITOL CELL CULTURE TESTED $3889 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/27/87
10900 D-TRANS ALLETHRIN 90% (2439) SYNTHETIC PYRETHROZD MCLAUGHLIN GORMLEY 09/22/92
12945 O-XYLOSE, CARB-22 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
- 12092 0-15 INSECT REPELLENT AIAWAY 07/02/84
• 01686 D-19 DEVELOPER (CAT #194-6045) EASTMAN KODAK CO. OLA MSDS
• 01674 0-76 DEVELOPER AND RPL EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
07610 D/J REF ELECTRODE OUTER/INNER FILL SOLUTION 900003/90002 ORION RESEARCH INC 06/07/88
13315 D'SCALE MINERAL ACID DETERGENT SPECIALTY CHEMICAL 05/07/91
21719 DABCO T-9 CATALYST T9, MSDS#4052-05 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 09/00/93
03173 DACONIL 2787 FUNGICIDE DIAMONO SHAMROCK NO DATE
20501 DALIC ZINC-NICKEL (NO BAKE) SOLUTION 30401806 / 40t8 SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 06/30/92
06233 DAMP MOP FLOOR CLEANER SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 01/02/B7
04138 DAMP-TEX DX-IO0 SEMIGLOSS WHITE, #0201W0075 ALKYD, SINGLE PACKAGE STEELCOTE MANUFACT 11/00/85
08390. DAMP-TEX 110 ENAMEL WHITE AO2OtWO01S STEELCOTE MANUFACT 05/02/89
14206 DANIELL: SECONDARY STORAGE BATTERY DANIELL BATTERY MA 05/31/86
15233 DAP ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK WITH SILICONE WHITE BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 07/23/84
01312 DAP BUTYL-FL(X CAULK (ALL COLORS) DAP INC. 06/23/92
10196 DAP RELY-ON LATEX CAULK DAP INC. 01/14/86
17719 OAP WELDWOOD MULTI-PURPOSE FLOOR ADHESIVE (3055) 30807 BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 02/06/92
20331 DAP WELDWOOU WATERPROOF RESORCINOL GLUE (POWDER CATALYST) BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 07/20/90
08849 DAP WELDWOOD WATERPROOF RESORCINOL GLUE(LQD RESIN) DAP INC. 05/29/91
034)98 DAP 33 GLAZING PROCESS OIL PART MAY BE IARC POTENTIAL CAR BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 05/02/86
16056 DAPCO #3008. COMP. A & B OAPCOCAST ?? D, AIRCRAFT PRODUC 06/01/89
18960 DAPCO #51 PART A/PART B D. AIRCRAFT PROOUC 04/00/89
01876 DAPCO 2030 COMP. A & B EPOXY SEALANT, CRYO & LOX COMPATIBLE D. AIRCRAFT PRODUC 06/01/89
18423 DAPCO 3301A / DAPCO 330t B D. AIRCRAFT PROOUC 08/00/89
12000 DAPCO 8009 COMP.A/COMP.B A:MBO 120-065.TYII / B:MBO 120-008,CL.1 D. AIRCRAFT PRODUC 06/00/89
04512 DAPCDTAC #300t. CONTACT CEMENT _ 120-025 D. AIRCRAFT PRODUC NO DATE




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)




















































DARK BLUE GLOSS VINYL INK
DARK GRAY EPOXY FLOOR PAINT, PT B
DARK GREEN FLAT VINYL INK
DARK GREEN GLOSS VINYL INK




DASHPOT FLUID BLUE CAT. NO. BIO-N4B SERIES A
DASHPOT FLUID BLUE CAT. NO. 810-N4B SERIES B
DAVISON BLUE INOICATING GEL '
DAVISON BLUE INDICATING GEL GRADES 13.42.43 & 44
DAVISON MOLECULAR SIEVES, TY_E 13-X BEADS (lOA)
DAY-GLO OFFSET
DAY-GLO 215 SERIES
DAYBREAK AIR FRESHNER SPRAY
DAYLIGHTER II PAPER PLATE CONDITIONER
DBT - STANNANE, DIBUTYL BIS{(I-OXODODECYL)}
DC PROTEIN ASSAY REAGENT A
DC PROTEIN ASSAY REAGENT B
OC PROTEIN ASSAY REAGENT S









DE-VO-LAC SUPER BUILD LACOUER
DE-370 ABLATIVE COATING




DEARBORN 55, CATALYZED SODIUM SULFITE
DEARCIDE 702






DECO ENAMEL OLD CAT YELLOW / 392133
DECONTAM
DECORATOR SPRAY ENAMELS, VARIOUS COLORS_(12A)
DEEP BLUE
DEEP FREEZE
DEEP WOODS OFF! INSECT REPELLENT II
DEET
GV-158








WlLKERSON CORP. PART# DRP-85-059















59620 / CLEAR SANDING SEALER
17-003 / BIOCIDE
OTHER COMPONENTS LISTED BY UNKNOWN SOURCE
WATER TREATMENT CMPD INDUSTRIAL
14-120, BIOCIDE
WATER TREATMENT LIQUID





COLOR _S: 100-103,105,106,108-114,130, 133,
GLASS & WINDOW CLEANER













GRACE. W.R., & CO.
GRACE, W.R.. & CO.















































DOZIER & GAY PAINT
ELECTRONIC SPACE P
AERVOE PACIFIC CON
AAA CHEMICAL & SUP
AERKO INTERNATIONA





















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '¢=' = DLA HMIS MSOS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 62
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
I0 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
16495 DEFLECTITE ALUMINUM ROOF PRESERVER
• 04513 DEFT CATALYST. COMPONENT II
• 15310 DEFTHANE CATALYST
• 15321 DEFTHANE CATALYST
14380 OEGLAZE II
17190 OEGLAZING SOLUTION
• 14381 DEGLAZING SOLVENT
14688 DEGLAZING SOLVENT
20209 DEGREASER CSM-I
18376 DEHYDRATED CULTURE MEDIA
22501 DEIONIZED, OISTILLED WATER
R-19 RANDUSTRIAL





METHYLENE CHLORIOE AM INTERNATIONAL
83-0-105532, 83-9-105533. INK/GLAZE REMOVE AM INTERNATIONAL










RAWN COMPANY, INC. 07/20/92
BECTON-DICKINSON 04/05/88
LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, I_T REOO
07601 DEIONIZER 22963 / CHARCOAL (ACTIVATED) SUPELCO, INC. 10/28/93
10469 DELAY CUTTER ASSEI_BLY/DELAY.SOS-184.-198.-285,-286 SOS P/N 117801-X: -1THRU -7 & -101THRU - SPACE ORDNANCE SYS NO DATE
08853 DELGUARD MEDIA DELTECH ENGINEERIN 06/00/86
13994 DELSTAR ACRYLIC ENAMEL
06369 DELSTAR ACRYLIC ENAMEL
• •
06370 DELSTAR REDUCER
07543 DELTA 80NO 152 BLUE
22856 DELTA-AMINOLEVULINIC ACID HYDROCHLORIDE
06368 DELTHANE ULTRA
03709 DEI_AND WASTEWATR/DEMAND SMALL LAB WASTEWATR
02359 DEMINEERALIZER BOTTLE (W/MIXED BED RESIN)
- 15448 DEMINERALIZED WATER
09267 DENATURED ALCOHOL
20865 DENATURED ALCOHOL, UN 1987
09283 DENSIFICATION SLURRY. TILE MBO 115-038 (TYPE I-V)
- 08364 DENSITE INDUSTRIAL PLASTER
08631 DENT FILLER
• 17164 DEODORANT, GENERAL PURPOSE
11713 DEODORANT, GENERAL PURPOSE (AEROSOL AIR FRESHNER) CID A-A-267A
08854 DEOXIDINE 171
13810 DEOXIDINE 624
14487 DEOXIDIZER REPLENISHER 17
19464 DEOXIDIZER 14 REPLENISHER
14468 DEOXIDIZER 7 MAKE-UP
19714 DEOXIDIZER 9 ZFG 8502
22137 DEOXIT DNS, PRESERVIT PN5, AND PROGOLD GN5 SPRAy
22140 OEOXIT D5, PRESERVIT PS, AND PROGOLD SPRAY
- 22138 DEOXIT DSL,PRESERVIT PSL,AND PROGOLD 05L-5% LIQUID
13812 DEOXYLTE 11
08855 DEOXYLYTE 10
18303 OEOXYRIBONUCLEASE I TYPE II FROM BOVINE PANCREAS
13422 DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID TYPE III
08857 OEPEND ACTIVATOR (AEROSOL)
08856 DEPEND NO-MIX ADHESIVE 8 ACTIVATOR (AEROSOL)
12205 DERMAPRO ANTINICROBIAL LOTION SOAP
08858 OERUSTO RUST PREVENTIVE ENAMEL 8RUSHABLE PAINT
22273 DERUSTO RUST PREVENTIVE PRIMER













PT# 738-60 DEPEND 330 KIT
DEPEND 330 KIT, KIT NO. 00206
9210-503
PPG INOUSTRIES, IN 07/10/90
PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 11/16/87
PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 11/10/87
EG&G 10/26/88
SIGMA CHEMICA_ COM 08/10/94
PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 11/10/87
ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 03/15/92
HACH COMPANY 02/28/91
EG&G FLORIDA, INC. NOT REDO
OCTAGON PROCESS. I DLA MSDS
SOUTHERN COATINGS, 04/29/91
ROCKWELL INTERNATI 09/00/90
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CO NO DATE
DBF INC. 07/00/88
GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
CHEMSCOPE CORPORAT 04/25/90
PARKER + AMCHEM 03/01/89
PARKER + AMCHEM 07/20/88
ANCHEM PRODUCTS, I 04/08/83
PARKER + ANCHEM 10/10/88





PARKER + AMCHEM 08/06/89
AMCHEM PRDOUCTS, I NO DATE
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93




D-SERIES/OSHA SAFETY ,IMPL.&MACH.,OILFIELD DAP INC. 10/14/85
758, 759, 883, MSOS#20201 BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 08/02/91
823X363 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 05/07/92
(MONTMORILLONITE CLAY,SMECTITE CLAY.BENTON UNITED DESICCANTS. 06/08/92
- 15852 DESICCANT ACTIVATED GRACE, W.R., & CO. 04/02/81
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "•" = DLA HMIS MSOS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 63
TSRS TRADENAME COIIIIENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
18755 DESICCANT MIXTURE 0-146 / ANHYDRONE,SILICA GEL.DRIERITE STOKES VACUUM, INC 12/01/88
• 06440 DESICCANT, ACTIVATED DESI-PAK DLA MSDS
• 02647 DESICCANT, ACTIVATED, TYPE IV, GRADE H (INDICATOR) 1986 MSDS IS FROM CROSFIELD LTD MULTIFORM DESICCAN OLA MSDS
- 22707 DESICCITE 25 BENTONITE, HEAT ACTIVATED GRANULES, DRYING ENGELHARD CORPORAT 12/23/93
19460 DESIGN HIGGINS t8 COLOR SYSTEMATIC SET WATERPROOF COLOR DRAWING INKS FABER-CASTELL CORP 04/01/92
11123 DESTROYER 115 d & U CHEMICAL CO. 05/01/89
10206 DET-O-JET ALKALINE DETERGENT ALCONOX 01/09/85
12044 DETADRIVE CAST BOOSTER CLASS A EXPLOSIVE DU PONT. E.I., DE 11/03/85
12045 DETAFLEX, DETASHEET, DETAPRIME BOOSTERS UF-4,UF,UAL.UA-4,UA-6,EB-6,EB-18,WG,GA,S/C DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/02/85
12046 DETALINE CORD/NONELECTRIC INITIATION SYSTEM CLASS A OR CLASS C EXPLOSIVES DU PONT, E.I., DE NO DATE
12047 DETALINE STARTER. SURFACE AND IN-HOLE DELAYS ST-1,SD-1,DH-1,DETASLIDE / CLASS C EXPLOSI DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/03/85
16093 DETERGENT - GENERAL PURPOSE OCTAGON PROCESS. I NO DATE
e 17215 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
o 17216 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE ROHM AND HAAS CO DLA MSDS
- 12094 DETERGENT RESISTANT FLOOR POLISH ANWAY 01/04/84
17927 DETERGENT 8 ALCONOX 07/01/89
04597 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE BARRIER INDUSTRIES NO DATE
03116 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE P-D-220-D LHB INDUSTRIES 12/01/92
- 0_7 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE (PINE OIL) 0-D-1276 LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / 02/06/92
03727 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE (SPRAY ON, WIPE OFF) P-D-1747C LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / 12/16/92
10236 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC MIL-D-16791F, TY.I LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / 11/05/90
- 03984 DETERGENT, LIQUID, SPRAY BOTTLE VARIOUS MANUFACTUR NO DATE
12195 DETONATING CORD - ALL TYPES ATLAS POWDER COMPA 12/00/90
12048 DETONATING CORD/COAST FUSE PRIMEX.ENSIGN,BICKFORD PRIMACORD;CLASS A & C EXPLOSIVES DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/05/85
06947 DEUTERIUM AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/00/86
14308 DEUTERIUM AG 05220 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
13143 DEVCHEM 253 CLEAR CONVERTER PRODUCT# 253C0910 DEVOE COATINGS COil 09/26/90
13144 DEVCHEM 253 LT BLUE BASE (4 TO 1) PROD.# 25384210 DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/25/90
13145 DEVCHEM 253 WHITE BASE PROOUCT #25383210 DEVOE COATINGS COil 09/25/90
11023 DEVCHLOR 272 RED ANTI FOULING 27254366 DEVOE COATINGS COM 05/02/88
11654 DEVCLAD 182 GRAY CONVERTER 182C0210 DEVOE COATINGS COM 03/29/89
11655 DEVCLAD 182 OFF WHITE 182B3000 DEVOE COATINGS COM 03/29/89
08860 DEVCON F/HARDENER DEVCON CORP NO DATE
• 14382 DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL DLA MSDS
04074 DEVELOPER IRON CHILLED SHOT - (NOT Ab_II_JNITZON) M P S, INC. NO DATE
05829 DEVELOPER AND REPLENISHER 48-7392-0 AM INTERNATIONAL 10/21/85
13335 DEVELOPER BEADS-dX-95ND/DC, DEVELOPER KIT T12559880-0001 SHARP CORPORATION 07/13/89
11756 DEVELOPER DPC NO. 279923-002 DATAPRODUCTS 07/19/85
07191 DEVELOPER DPC NO. 278923-502 DATAPRODUCTS NO DATE
13480 DEVELOPER FLUID CONTAINED IN FILM POD POLAROID FILM POLAROID CORP. 02/10/86
02614 DEVELOPER FOR DC 111,0C-111C,0C-113 MITA NO DATE
06636 DEVELOPER FOR DC-121/131, DC-161/162 AND DC-232 MITA 11/15/85
06626 DEVELOPER FOR DC-5585 MITA 04/01/88
06634 DEVELOPER FOR DC211,213RE,313Z,313ZD.OC-2105, DC-4055,DC-4085,DC-3285 MITA 11/15/85
05992 DEVELOPER FOR LZR 2600 PRINTER 278923-001.-002.-504 DATAPROOUCTS 10/27/89
- 02606 DEVELOPER FOR MITA 211/213 MITA NO DATE
21903 DEVELOPER I CONCENTRATE 04282 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/12/93
21901 DEVELOPER II CONCENTRATE D4407 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/12/93
@ 17182 DEVELOPER INDIRECT AUNYX MFG CORP DLA MSDS
@ 17181 DEVELOPER INDIRECT NASHUA CORPORATION DLA MSDS
• 17198 DEVELOPER INDIRECT XEROX DLA MSDS
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S d/O .... VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_,' = DLA F_415 MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 64
@ 11938 DEVELOPER INDIRECT ELECTROSTATIC PROCESS 1065 DEVELOPER XEROX DLA MSDS
21849 DEVELOPER KIT FOR MICROLASER XL dX97 NDE DEVELOPER / TI P/N 2569504-0001 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 03/04/92
16773 DEVELOPER 8200/9500 XEROX 12/10/91
- 07076 DEVELOPER, FILM RFD-1OT KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
18759 DEVELOPER, FO-52ND SHARP ELECTRONIC C 07/02/90
@ 17200 DEVELOPER, INDIRECT AUNYX MFG CORP DLA NSDS
- 07930 OEVELOPER, INDIRECT 5R218 XEROX 07/21/81
16760 OEVELOPER, TC 200 XEROX 03/07/83
16783 DEVELOPER, 1075 XEROX 09/25/84
18426 OEVFLEX 601 WHITE 60153501 (FORMERLY MD-2707 FIRE RETAROANT OEVDE COATINGS COM t0/02/90
18978 DEVGRIP 237H DARK GRAY BASE 2378H936 DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/25/90
18979 DEVGRIP 237H WHITE BASE 237BH986 DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/25/90
18980 OEVGRIP 237M HEAVY-DUTY EPOXY NON-SKID COATING 237C0912 / CLEAR CONVERTER DEVDE COATINGS COM 11/04/91
18977 DEVGRIP 237M(MED) 595H36076 DARK GRAY BASE 2378M936 DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/25/90
08511 DEVOE WONDER-SPRAY ENAMEL 9201,9203,9204.9205,9207,9208,9209,9212,92 DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 04/24/85
11025 DEVOKO BAR-OX INT/EXT ALK. GLOSS ENAMEL SAFETY RED 58016 DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 04/07/89
04996 DEVPREP #88 78850000 (WAS 088_0000 NAPKO&MD-5502 DEVOE DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/28/91
05378 DEVRAN 201 CREAM BASE MDt936 DEVOE COATINGS COM 11/t5/85
22338 DEVRAN 201POLYAMIDE EPOXY EXTERIOR PRIMER 201B1136 / CREAM BASE DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/03/94
19444 DEVRAN 201POLYAMIDE EXTERIOR PRIMER RED CONVERTER 201C0938 DEVOE COATINGS COM 02/04/94
05379 DEVRAN 201 PRIMER RED CONVERTER ND1938 DEVDE COATINGS COIN 06/19/87
20686 DEVRAN 204 BUFF CONVERTER 204C0810 (WAS 545C0810) DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
20687 DEVRAN 204 NEUTRAL BASE 204Bt491 (WAS MD-194t/54588810) DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/24/90
13146 DEVRAN 205 NEUTRAL CONVERTER 205C0903 DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
13177 DEVRAN 205 RED BASE 20580700 DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/31/90
1374_ DEVRAN 219 #3 BLACK BASE RULE 66 MD4437 / LMSC MSDS DEVOE COATINGS COM 11/18/85
20691 DEVRAN 227 NEUTRAL CONV. 227C0_3 (WAS 520C0910) DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
2214_ DEVRAN 229 ACRYLIC EPOXY GLOSS COATING 22989502 / NEUTRAL TINT BASE (ANNOTATED 12 OEVOE COATINGS COM 01/22/93
- 22144 DEVRAN 229 CLEAR CONVERTER 229C0910 DEVOE COATINGS CON 10/28/93
18976 DEVRAN 229 MEDIUM GREEN BASE 22985506 / MSDS P.2 IS MISSING DEVOE COATINGS COM 10/26/90
13124 DEVRAN 646 WB EPOXY PRIMER CONVERTER 646C0958 DEVOE COATINGS COM 06/03/91
13122 DEVRAN 646 WB EPOXY PRIMER PALOMINO TAN BASE 64681200 DEVOE COATINGS COM 10/02/90
13123 DEVRAN 669 GRAY WATER BASE EPOXY FINISH COAT PRODUCT #66962125 DEVOE COATINGS COM t0/02/90
13125 DEVRAN 669 WIB CLEAR CONVERTER 669C0910 DEVOE COATINGS CDM 10/02/90
17536 DEVRAN 669 WHITE WATER BASE EPOXY FINISH COAT 66983501 DEVOE COATINGS COM 10/02/90
20689 DEVTAR 5A EPOXY HIGH BUILD BLACK BASE 22189903 (WAS 484CB9903/10966/ CHEMTAR DEVOE COATINGS COM 05/16/91
20690 DEVTAR 5A EPOXY HIGH BUILD COATING NEUTRAL CONV. 221C0903 (WAS 484C0903) DEVOE COATINGS COM 05/20/91
05382 DEVTHANE 239 CLEAR CONVERTER MD4619 DEVOE COATINGS COM 03/06/86
05381 DEVTHANE 239 WHITE BASE M04618 DEVOE COATINGS CON 01/09/86
10435 DEVTHANE 359 FORREST GREEN BASE 35965360 DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/14/89
10434 DEVTHANE 359 H.B. ALUMINUM GRAY BASE 35982000 DEVOE COATINGS CON 09/23/88
07550 OEVTHANE 359 H.B. CLEAR CONVERTER 359C0910 DEVOE COATINGS COM 10/29/90
07549 DEVTHANE 359 H.B. WHITE BASE 35983501 (WAS 29583501/07546) DEVOE COATINGS COM 10/29/90
18071 DEVTHANE 359 HIGH BUILD GLOSS ALIPHATIC URETHANE 35989500 / WHITE TINT BASE DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/16/92
11626 DEVOE COATINGS CON 04/16/92
10521 DEVOE COATINGS CON 03/18/91
20692 DEVOE COATINGS CON 06/20/91
11714 DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/16/92
08132 DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/14/91
11624 DEVOE COATINGS COM 10/28/93
08193
DEVTI-_ 369 ALIPH.URETH.GLOSS ENAM.DEEP TINT BASE 369139501 - 16187 GRAY
DEVTHANE 369 ALIPI-IATIC URETHANE GL. ENAM.MED.GRAY 36982534/WAS PRUFTHANE 369 (CODE 05412)
DEV-rHANE 369 ALIPHATIC URETNANE GL.ENAM.SP_ktL.VELLO 36988557 (WAS 29_8557)
DEVTHANE 369 ALIPHATIC URETHANE GLOSS WHITE BASE 36983501 (WAS 29(_3501/07546 PRUFTHANE)
DEVTHANE 369 ALUMINUM GRAY BASE 369B2000
DEVTHANE 369 BLACK BASE 36989903
DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER 369(30910 / FORMERLY DEVTI_NE 239 & PRUFTHA OEVOE COATINGS CON 10/28/93
...................................................... - ............................................................................




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 65
14574 DEVTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE 369B9502 DEVOE COATINGS COM 11/01/90
11629 DEVTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE SAFETY YELLOW 369B9502/8CK)O DEVOE COATINGS COM 05/25/85
14139 DEVTHANE 369 YELLOW 13655 369B9502/B955 OEVOE COATINGS COM 11/01/90
13178 DEVTHANE 369, WHITE TINT BASE & CLEAR CONVERTER 369B9500, ALSO 16440 LIGHT GRAY. 16473 GR DEVOE COATINGS COM 11/01/90
19586 DEWCEL SOLUTION FOXBORO COMPANY I0/00/91
14540 DEX-O-TEX CLEARSEAL #6 CROSSFIELD PRODUCT 11/19/90
22473 DEXAMETHASONE GAMMA-IRRADIATED CELL CULTURE TESTED 08893 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
22115 DEXOL EZY SPRAY LAWN FOOD 28-2-3 DEXOL INDUSTRIES NOT REOD
13012 DEXS WATER BASED SLURRY EXPLOSIVE HITECH, INC. NO DATE
13160 DF BOO, PROCESS ANTIFOAM CAS NO.: 64742-06-9 AQUATREAT, INC. 10/09/91
18427 DFO746-OI,DF0746-2 M ENTEROCOCCUS AGAR DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/27/93
14689 DG-54 GLAZE REMOVER 83-0-105797 / INK ROLLER DEGLAZER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
20087 DGN ABC REA KIT ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLSAR563/79 DU PONT. E.I,, DE 01/03/89
11174 DH 242 SINTERED BRUNSMET WEB RBO 135-020 TECHNETICS CORPORA 03/05/91
21195 DI(2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE PART OF A KIT SEE AEROVOX/CIOO7F ARSITECH CHEMICAL 03/01/91
14563 DI-N-OCTYL PHTHALATE PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762 SUPELCO, INC. 12/28/89
13010 D1-SODIUM HYDROGEN PHOSPHATE DOOECAHYDRATE 71649 FLUKA CHEMICAL COR 03/07/91
12005 DI-35 AEROSOL COMPUTER-LINK MAGNETIC TAPE/DISC DRIVE CLE SERVICE CHEMICAL C 08/24/90
20445 DIAMOND GLOSS FLOOR FINISH FFO013 NU-EASE, INC. 03/30/93
18230 DIAMOND HARD 100% ACRYLIC GLOSS EPOXY #2000-B CURING AGENT - PART B RICHARD'S PAINT MA 09/22/92
11331 DIAMOND OR CUBIC BORON NITRIDE GRINDING WHEELS ANY GRADE NORTON CO. 11/02/93
06069 DIAMOND PLATED GUIDE SHOE WITH D OR DX SUFFIX VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
06745 DIAPHRAGM SOLVENT AND THINNER 3M 03/22/88
03168 DIAZINON AG 500 WOODBURY CHEMICAL 11/01/91
11188 DIAZlNON AG-500 DIAZINON 4E SETRE CHEMICAL COM 09/15/87
- 03138 DIAZINON EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE 4E INSECTICIDE OCTAGON PROCESS. I 04/16/86
22108 DIAZINON 14%G (DIAZ, 2_D, DIAZ 5_J), DIAZ. 5%G) SOUTHERN MILL CREE 11/13/89
11321 DIAZINON 4-E SPECTRACIDE/DIAZOL/BASOOIN/DIAZINON/INSECT FORD'S CHEMICAL & 07/30/86
15683 OIAZINON 4E CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA NO DATE
04803 DIAZINON 4E SOUTHERN MILL CREE 07/17/84
03170 DIAZINON 4E WOODBURY CHEMICAL 06/01/83
- 02305 DIAZION AG-500 SOUTHERN MILL CREE 05/14/86
14309 DIBORANE AG 05221 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06948 DIBORANE MIXTURES IN H2, HE. N2. OR AR AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 10/00/86
21770 DIBRON 14 CONCENTRATE PESTICIDE CHEVRON USA 01/13/91
13225 OIBROMOMETHANE KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. 0-633 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
19414 DICATON 01240 / COOLING TOWER DESCALANT DIVERSEY CORPORATI 12/02/93
e 17268 DICHLORODIFLUOROMET CHEMTRONICS DLA MSDS
- 17269 DICHLORODIFLUOROMET U.S. ARMY 10/24/79
- 05949 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE R-12. HALOCARBON 12 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 16/00/86
19287 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE MAT06880 MATHESON GAS PRODU 09/04/90
@ 17267 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE U.S. ARMY DLA MSDS
07715 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE, 99+% 29520-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
04575 DICHLOROETHANE,TECHNICAL(METHYLENE CHLORIDE) (SIC} USER PLS.CK: DLA STOCK# IS FOR DICHLOROMET UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR 09/00/85
06950 DICHLOROFLUORONETHANE HALOCARBON 21 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 02/00/84
07714 DICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE, 98% 29521-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/03/94
07163 DICHLOROMETHANE D-150.-143,-142,-123,-35,-37,-37-S.-37-SK FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/27/88
06716 DICHLOROMETHANE METHYLENE CHLORIDE. METHYLENE DICHLORIDE MALLINCKRODT 11/27/89
06951 DICHLOROSILANE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 12/00/86
14310 DICHLOROSILANE AG 05224 ALPHAGAZ 10/r01/85
06952 DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE HALOCARBON 114 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 03/00/87
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO 0RG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '¢' = DLA HMZS MSDS
GP23- I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)




















































TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE, NF GEBAUER CHEMICAL C 08/01/82
DICHLORV0S INSECT STRIPS RF-8 & RF-40 ZOECON INDUSTRIES O6/17/83
DIELECTRIC COPY PAPER
DIESEL FUEL
DIESEL FUEL #2 / VV-F-800C
DIESEL FUEL CONDITIONER
OIESEL FUEL NO. 2
DIESEL FUEL 2 / VV-F-800C
DIESEL OIL #2
DIESEL STARTING FLUID














DIGOXIN (DGN) TEST PACKS
DIISODECYL PHTHALATE
OINETCOTE
DIMETCOTE EZ II INORGANIC ZINC COATING
DIMETCOTE EZ, INORGANIC ZINC COATING
DIMETCOTE 6 LIQUI D , INORGANIC ZINC COATING
DIMETCOTE 6 POWDER INORGANIC ZINC COATING
DIMETCOTE 6N LIQUID. INORGANIC ZINC COATING
OIMETCOTE 6N POWDER, INORGANIC ZINC COATING
DIMETCOTE 9 INORGANIC ZINC COATING
DIMETCOTE, 4 LIOUID
DIMETHYL ETHER





DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE ACS REAGENT





DIMETHYLAMINOETHANGL LOW VOE EPOXY CURING AGENT 51
DIMETHYLDICHLOROSILANE
DIMETHYLDIETHOXYSILANE
2024, 2035, 2036, 2031. 2063, 2088
CONTRACT ENDS 3-31-89 PER E.CUSTER (SI-PRO
6A, 6AA. 68, 6C. 6D
PETROLEUM DISTILLATE, DIESEL
CONTRACT ENDS 3-31-90 PER E.CUSTER (SI-PRO
LP535/LP-5537
M24-12, -32, -34, -40, -49
MSDS IS MARKED TO SAY DOP(DIOCTYL PHTHALAT





21% 02, 10% HE, O.3"X, CO IN N2
CAT #1277 065/1284 606
CAT #1277 073/1284 649
3004
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705519901
4 PWDR / WATER-BASED SELF-CURED INORGANIC




AXO: 110,115, 115P,116,118,120, 120S, 120T,12
PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762











dANES RIVER GRAPHI 02/03/82
UNKNOWN NAMJFACTUR 06/10/80
CHEVRON USA DLA MSDS
CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 03/01/90
COASTAL CORPORATIO 03/10/92
BELCHER OIL CO. 10107185
TEXACO 10/07/85





SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/20/91
MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
UNION CARBIDE 08/02/89
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/22/91
AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 11/00/85
DADE 03/02/87




DU PONT, E.I., DE O81OO189













EASTMAN KODAK CO. 06/16/76
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/10/92
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/19/92
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/16/94
ELECTRON MICROSCDP 06/10/93
PELLA, TED, INC. 04/13/89
ELF ATDCHEM NORTH 1t/04/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/20/91
HULS AMERICA INC. 06/08/92
DINETHYLETHYLAMII_E / CARBON DIOXIDE - 12_t/88% AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 02/00/84
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SL_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA ketlS MSOS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 67
TSRS TRJ_DENAWE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................














DIRECTIGEN 1-2-3 GROUP A STREP
DISC ADHESIVE 4083
DISC BRAKE QUIET
DISH DROPS DISHWASHING LIQUID
DISHWASHING COMPOUND
DISHWASHING COMPOUND HAND TYPE IT
DISHWASHING COMPOUND TYPE II




DISINFECTANT, DETERGENT (PINE OIL) - GALLON SIZE
DISK ADHESIVE 49-503
DISKETTE HEAD CLEANING KITS (FLUID AND PACKETS)
DISOLV-ALL & KLEENEW
DISPERSANT MONOCHROME
DISPOSABLE INK CARTRIDGE 170085 - 1,2,3, OR 4
DISPOSABLE LIQUID INK PEN
DISPOSABLE LIQUID INK PEN - BLACK
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 1 REAGENT
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 2
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 3 REAGENT POWDER PILLOWS
DITHIOTHREITOL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT
DITHIVER IN METALS REAGENT
DITHIZONE REAGENT CODE 6492
DIVERSEY WYANDOTTE 514 ACIDIC CHROMATED DEOXIDIZER
DIVRON HERBICIDE
DL-A-EPSILON-DIAMINOPIMELIC ACID CRYSTALLINE
DL-CYSTEINE HYDROCHLORIDE ANHYDROUS CRYSTALLINE





DLW-IO0 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER




















































PHTHALATE ESTER KIT 606-N/CAT. #48762
3122tO-02210/LUBRtCATING OIL


















FORMERLY WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP
DL AND WL SERIES






MODEL HVM / CODE 3169/TEST KIT, METAL
6834C- 2754A / MBO 210-002
D1377
C9768







































































































DLW-405 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-" : SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS 5_STEM / '_" = DLA H4WIS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 68
TSR$ TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER _DS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
14234 DLW-500 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
14235 DLW-710 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
01433 "DMDCS/DIMETHYLDICHLDROSILANE PIERCE CHEMICAL CO 08/11/83
08863 DMP-tO COOE 6-5701 ROl-Bt AND HAAS CO 01/00/76
08865 DNP-30 CODE 6-5708 ROHN AND HAAS CO 01/00/76
22795 DNASE I (DEOXYRIBONUCLEASE I) 104159 BOEHRINGER MAN_EI 09/22/89
13260 DOBELL & O'CONNORS IODINE SOLUTION 14-910-17,IODINE SOLUTION DROPPER MARION LABORATORIE 11/09/84
11013 O00ECENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE; DDSAA 127-2638 / 51820 & 51830 BUFFALO COLOR CORP 06/26/89
13066 DODECYL SODIUM SULFATE S-539; BP166; 02674; C12H25NA045 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/09/90
15450 DOLCHEM ART POSTER COLORS DOLPHIN PAINT & CH 06/12/81
17734 DOLPHON EPOXY RESIN/C8-1069 OOLPH, dOHN C CO 03/01/89
@ 00959 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER STIC-ADHESIVE PROD OLA MSDS
03628 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER 266D AM.2/A-A-857A - MSDS FROM HOUSTON SOL UNION CHEMICALS CO NO DATE
04656 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER (TT-T-266D) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 10/00/85
06877 OOPE CELLULOSE ACETATE BUTYNATE 5318 MIL-D-5549 DU PONT. E I., DE NO DATE
20704 DOPE/LAC THINNER Y-7379 STERLING LACQUER M 06/01/93
19605 DORTAN N 36 343833 - 03833 / PETROLEUM METALWORKING FL EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
13990 DOT 3-STANDARD HEAVY DUTY BRAKE FLUID M44-12.-32.-34.-40.-49 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 06/00/91
12199 DOUBLE BASE SMOKELESS POWDER SS-####X,RF-_###X,HI-SKOR/CLASS B EXpL.(IO DU PONT, E.I., DE NO DATE
12201 DOUBLE BASE SMOKELESS POWDER SS-####X,RF-#w##X,HI-SKOR IMR POWDER COMPAN 09/00/88
05285 DOUBLE-DUTY ALUMINUM PAINT 250-212-996 TREMCO 01/30/91
04461 DOUGLAS #2 SOLVENT P-D-680 TY. I ORANGE COUNTY CHEM NO DATE
19757 DON CORNING A-4040 PRIME COAT DOW CORNING 02/02/90
15309 DOW CORNING ANTIFOAM C EMULSION,FOOD GRADE DOW CORNING 10/01/80
06396 DOW CORNING ANTIFOAM FG-IO EMULSION DOW CORNING 02/04/92
21698 DOW CORNING ANTIFOAM 1430 DOW CORNING 01/22/93
e 02434 DOW CORNING DAMPING FLUID S-1718 DOW CORNING OLA MSDS
01212 DON CORNING F CATALYST OOW CORNING 08/19/92
21597 DOW CORNING FIRESTOP SEAL.-BLACK, CAT. NO. 2005 DON CORNING 01/28/91
- 15979 DOW CORNING FLUID 2 CS VISCOSITY (DIMETHYLPOLYSI DOW CORNING 09/17/85
14645 DOW CORNING FS-1265 FLUID - 1000 CS DOW CORNING 04/23/90
08280 DOW CORNING G-N METAL ASSEMBLY PASTE DOW CORNING 11/22/93
12979 DOW CORNING GN METAL ASSEMBLY SPRAY DOW CORNING 05/03/9t
01213 DOW CORNING HIGH VACUUM GREASE DOW CORNING 11/19/93
10158 DOW CORNING METAL PROTECTIVE COATING WAS X5-7580 DOW CORNING 11/17/88
22758 DOW CORNING 05-10,-20,-30,-70,-80,-90 FLUID MSDS#2341476 DOW CORNING 03/30/94
13573 DOW CORNING PENE-LUBE DOW CORNING 11/07/89
08223 DOW CORNING 02-3067 OPTICAL COUPLANT DOW CORNING 10/31/85
05129 DOW CORNING 03-6077 ABLATIVE COATING KIT DON CORNING 09/00/92
13052 DOW CORNING O4-2817 FLUOROSILICONE SEALANT OOW CORNING 10/08/90
03001 OOW CORNING 08-5479 SILANE CLAY ADAMS: SILICLAD DOW CORNING 02/27/81
19750 OOW CORNING S CATALYST DOW CORNING 05/05/92
14812 DOW CORNING SILICONE BRAKE FLUID DOW CORNING 05/29/90
22738 DOW CORNING X5-7616 BONDED LUBRICANT 3402C DOW CORNING 12/07/88
02467 DOW CORNING X5-8003 C._OUND (SILICONE CPD.) DON CORNING 01/06/86
13834 DOW CORNING X5-8738 SEALANT, PART A & PART 8 OOW CORNING 03/11/91
19755 {:lOW CORNING Y-177 CATALYST DOW CDRNING 10/22/87
11121 DON CORNING Z MOLY-POWDER DOW CORNING 06/11/90
19744 DON CORNING Z-6020 SILANE DOW CORNING 04/16/90
17406 OOW CORNING Z-6060 SILANE ImBO 110-014. 39-0633-60405 DON CORNING 02/01/85
11702 DOW CORNIMG Z-6070 SILANE _ 1!S-020 DOW CORNING 02/20/91





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)


















































TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER IkISDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
17396 DOW CORNING Z-6079 SILANE DOW CORNING 05/20/83
100% SILICONE SEALANT CLEAR 8641 DOW CORNING 05/25/90
11 COMPOUND
111 VALVE LUB. AND SEALANT
1200 RTV PRIME COAT - ALL COLORS
1200 RTV PRIME COAT - CLEAR
12OO RTV PRIMER - RED
1201 PRIMER,M-LINE RTV PRIMER NO.
1204 RTV PRIME COAT
1205 PRIME COAT
1292 LONG LIFE BEARING GREASE
14 ADDITIVE
15 CATALYST
2-1143 SILICONE BRAKE FLUID
20 RELEASE COATING
200 FLUID 500 CS VISCOSITY
200 FLUID FOODGRADE. 350 CST
200 FLUID 1.0 CST
200 FLUID 1.5 CST
200 FLUID 10 CST
200 FLUID 10,000 CST
200 FLUID 100 CST
200 FLUID 100,0C_) CST
200 FLUID 1000 CST
200 FLUID 2 CST
200 FLUID 20 CST
200 FLUID 200 CS
200 FLUID 300.000 CST
200 FLUID 350 CST
200 FLUID 5 CST
200 FLUID 50 CS
200 FLUID 50 CS - ELEC. GRADE
200 FLUID 50 CST
21OH FLUID 1OO CS.
2106 RESIN
282 ADHESIVE
3-50(0 SILICONE ROOF COAT.-WHITE
3-5(X)O SILICONE ROOF CTNG (TOP CT)
3-6077 RTV SILICONE ABLATIVE
3-6376 FAST CURE SILICONE ELASTOMER
3-6410 ABLAT/INSUL COATING CATALYST
3-6548 SILICONE RTV FOAM, PART A & B
3112 RTV SILICONE RUBBER
3140 RTV COATING
3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT
3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT - CLEAR
3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT - GRAY
321 DRY FILM LUBRICANT
321 DRY FILM LUBRICANT - AEROSOL
33 EXT. LOW TEMP BEAR. GREASE-LIGHT
DOW CORNING 01/13/81










MIL-B-46176 DOW CORNING DLA MSDS
MSDS# 1063014 DOW CORNING 10/15/93
DOW CORNING 04/16/90
NSDS #1013220 DON CORNING 04/29/93
DOW CORNING 11/04/91
0196212 DOV CORNING 11/04/91
MSDS #1013165 DOW CORNING 04/29/93
DOw CORNING 04/16/90





MSOS #1013203 DOW CORNING 05/19/93
DC-2CO DOW CORNING 09/27/82










(CURING AGENT) DOW CORNING 12/12/90











02127 DOW CORNIhlG 33 EXT. LOW TEMP BEARING GREASE - MED. DOW CORNING O3/12/90
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / WSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / _@" = DLA HMIS MSDS
Go23 - !
10/03, / 94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 70
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSOS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
10450 OOW CORNING 340 HEAT SINK COMPOUND DOW CORNING 08/19/92
17416 OOW CORNING 36 EMULSION OOW CORNING 10/01/85
19743 DOW CORNING 4 CATALYST OOW CORNING 02/20/91
07192 DOW CORNING 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING PASTE/COMP OOW CORNING 02/05/90
18430 DOW CORNING 44 HIGH TEMP BEARING CREASE - LIGHT OGW CORNING 03/07/90
18431 OOW CORNING 44 HIGH TEMP BEARING GREASE - MEO. OOW CORNING 03/07/90
22186 OOW CORNING 5 COMPOUND DOW CORNING 11/19/93
08867 DOW CORNING 55 O-RING LUBRICANT DOW CORNING 03/12/86
10315 OOW CORNING 557 SILICONE DRY FILM LUB. (AEROSOL) Lli-3 DDW CORNING 02/12/90
17408 DOW CORNING 56t SILICONE TRANSFORMER LIQUID DOW CORNING 09/25/85
03490 DOW CORNING 7 ADDITIVE DOW CORNING 04/25/90
16908 DOW CORNING 704 DIFFUSION PUMP FLUID DOW CORNING 04/23/90
01081 DOW CORNING 705 DIFFUSION PUMP FLUID DOW CORNING 09/17/85
17493 DOW CORNING 710 FLUID DOW CORNING 11/19/90
09001 DOW CORNING 730 SOLVENT RESISTANT SEALANT DOW CORNING 06/17/88
02725 DOW CORNING 732 MULTI PURPOSE SEALANT, WHITE DOW CORNING SUGGESTS USE AS REPLACEMENT FQ DOW CDRNING t0/13/93
07264 DOW CORNING 732 MULTI-PURPOSE SEALANT-CLEAR SILICONE DOW CORNING 07/19/88
19808 DOW CORNING 738 ELECTRICAL SEALANT WHITE DOW CORNING 05/13/92
17385 DOW CORNING 738 RTV NON-CORROSIVE ADHESIVE DOW CORNING 01/20/81
19737 DOW CORNING 790 SILICONE BLDG SEALANT-GRAY DOW CORNING 06/30/92
07627 DOW CORNING 795 BUILDING SEALANT-WHITE DOW CORNING 10/01/85
19747 DOW CORNING 805 RESIN DOW CORNING 04/10/90
01362 DOW CORNING 806A RESIN DOW CORNING 04/10/90
19739 OOW CORNING 840 RESIN DOW CORNING 04/11/90
00939 DOW CORNING 90-0(0 AEROSPACE SEALANT & CATALYST FORMERLY 9-0(06 DOW CORNING 04/13/92
00940 DOW CORNING 90-006-2, CATALYST AEROSPACE SEALANT/FORMERLY 9-0006-2 DOW CORNING 12/21/92
11741 DOW CORNING 92-007 THERMAL CONTROL COATING MBO 125-069 DOW CORNING 09/27/93
05343 DOW CORNING 93-076 AEROSPACE SEALANT BASE DOW CORNING 01/22/87
05342 OOW CORNING 93-076 SEALANT CURING AGENT DOW CORNING 10/23/85
19742 DOW CDRNING 96-081RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT DOW CORNING 03/14/91
06291 DOWPON M GRASS KILLER MFG'D UNDER DOW LICENSE BY INTER-AG/VERTAC DOW CHEMICAL CO. 02/28/80
15667 DOWPON R GRASS KILLER DOW CHEMICAL CO. 09/17/81
08652 DPD #1 TABLET #6903 LAMQTTE CHEMICAL P 03/04/9t
21808 DPD COMPOUND FOR FREE & TOTAL CHLORINE ANALYZERS 22972 HACH COMPANY 05/22/91
06614 DPD FREE CHLORINE REAGENT 21055 / CSG,_)01 HACH COMPANY 08/09/94
02357 DPD TOTAL CHLORINE REAGENT 14064 HACH COMPANY 05/22/91
15654 DPD TOTAL CHLORINE REAGENT CAT NO. 21056/CS(_2 HACH COMPANY 08/09/94
22301 DR. SCAT TYPE & PLATEN ANNOTATED: CLEANING COMPOUND / LOG DR. SCAT CHEMICAL 12/07/89
18635 DRAIN DEMON LIOUID BACTERIAL DRAIN CLEANER & DEODORIZE STATE CHEMICAL MNF 09/00/92
12096 DRAIN MATE DRAIN CLEANER AMWAY 01/05/84
02619 DRAIN-E-ZE DRAIN OPENER OANCYN NO DATE
19326 DRAKEOL 9 LT MINERAL OIL NF PENNZOIL COMPANY 08/06/89
20166 DRAW TEMP 275 HOUGHTON, E.F., & 02/24/92
19328 DRAWING INK A, BLACK PELIKAN NO DATE
19329 DRAWING INK FT PELIKAN NO DATE
05585 DRAX 5% BORIC ACID R VALUE, INC 11/25/85
17568 DRI ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANT - AEROSOL STATE CHEMICAL MNF 10/00/91
11442 DRI-NATIC CARPET CLEANING COMPOUND WINDSOR INDUSTRIES 12/19/91
22170 DRI-WICK AMERICAN BEAUTY DRI-WICK FINE DESDLDERING AMERICAN ELECTRICA NO DATE
12097 DRIFA8 WATER REPELLENT SPRAY AMWAY 01/05/84
06895 DRILL-EASE (CAT. NO. DR-2) AGS COMPANY 08/0t/88
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONrrACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' - DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 71
TSRS TRADENAME C(_IMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
19920 DRILUBE #822 DRILUBE CO 01/15/93
17683 DRILUBE 6A BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT DRILUBE CO 02/19/91
19727 DRIPSTOP 920 PIPE SEALANT WITH TEFLON HERNON MANUFACTURI 11/00/93
08174 DRIQUICK HYORALPLEX W.R. BLACK EI_MEL B-16 MSOS ALSO APPL.TO ZAC10 ANT ICORROSIVE INSULATING COATING 09/28/92
• 10569 DRO 70-CONCENTRATE, ENAMEL-AEROSOL IT-E-488 / PAINT, WHITE DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, DLA MSDS
10302 DROP DEAD AEROSOL PRODUCT #5021 NATIONAL CHEMSEARC 09/12/89
13470 DRUM P-FQ-H203 QMS INC NO DATE
19479 DRY AIR OR ZERO - EMISSION AIR GASTECH, INC 10/28/91
13070 DRY BEADS METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM MICROD INTERNATION 04/15/91
03270 DRY CHEMICAL, FIRE EXTINGUISHER, ABC, 0-D-1380 AUTOMATED PROTECTI DLA MSDS
12098 DRY CHLORINE BLEACH AMWAY 0t/05/84
e 20096 DRY CLEANING SOLVENT - CSD, INC. DLA MSDS
13549 DRY FILM LUBRICANT MSDS I/_FORMATION KIT KIT *SEE A11407 AURORA BEARING CDM 03/16/88
17689 DRY GRAPHITE LUBRICANT #8078 160,061HY CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 08/19/92
11401 DRY GROUT JAMO, INC. _ 01/02/90
19903 DRY ICE, SOLID CARBON DIOXIDE, CARBDNICE C852 CARDOX 08/01/90
16751 DRY IMAGER XEROX 08/29/84
16770 DRY IMAGER 660 XEROX 09/04/84
16774 DRY INK 8200/9210/9500 XEROX 03/27/84
17094 DRY LUBRICANT 831 UNIVAL 10/10/92
21985 DRY TEXTURES - ALL USG, IMPERIAL,SHEETROCK,ETC .... UNITED STATES GYPS 09/08/89
21883 DRY WALL GROUT, COLORS AND WHITE BONSAL, W.R., COMP 08/00/91
• 05057 DRYCLEANING SOLVENT 140 P-D-6BO, TY.2 UNION OIL CO. OF CDLA MSDS
02663 DRYDEN SPECIAL PENETRATING FLUID OIL, SPE DRYDEN OIL COMPANY NO DATE
18962 DRYDENE ALL PURPOSE GEAR LUBRICANT BOW-90, 85W-140 GEAR OIL DRYDEN OIL COMPANY 02/04/93
13126 DRYDENE PARADENE R&O OILS 10, 22, 32. 46, 68, 100. 150, 220, 320, 46 DRYDEN OIL COMPANY 10/24/90
17656 ORYDENE SUPREME XHD MOTOR OIL SAE GRADE lOW, 20W-20, 30, 40, AND 50 DRYDEN OIL COMPANY 07/27/92
20414 DRYLOK CONCRETE PROTECTOR 132 UNITED GILSONITE L 11/00/85
• 04714 ORO63-CONCENTRATE, AEROSOL LACQUER DEVOE & RAYNOLOS. OLA MSOS
00371 DRO69-CONCENTRATE, ENAMEL. BLACK ACRYLIC URETHANE TT-E-488 DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, DLA MSDS
20533 DS-IO8 WIPE SOLVENTS DYNAMOLD, INC 12/01/92
10273 DS-1090 POLY (OXYETHYLENE(DIMETHYLIMINIO DICHLORID DRUID WATER MANAGE 09/00/88
10476 DS-2590 MICROBIOCIDE FOR INDUSTRIAL & CO_ERCIAL W DRUID WATER MANAGE 09/00/88
17757 OSTAT-SBC MIL-STD 1686, DOD HOBK-263 / STATIC OISSIP DFW COMPANY 10/00/92
13819 DTM ACRYLIC GLOSS COATING(WATER REDUCIBLE),BX66SER B66-B11,RIB,T104,WIOI,WlO2,WI03, & PB-FREE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 05/01/92
20085 DU PONT ABSORBANCE TEST SOLUTION (AMPULES) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG092/70 DU PONT. E.I.
20022 DU PONT ACA PHOS DILUENT ACA DISCRETE CLIN.ANA/MRKTG274704211901/71DU PONT, E.I.
20040 DU PONT ACETEMINOPHENE CALIBRATOR (ACTMN-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG221/79 DU PONT, E.I.
20(03 DU PONT ALCOHOL CALIBRATOR (ALC-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG271/79 DU PONT, E.I.
20042 DU PONT AMIKACIN CALIBRATOR (AMIK-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/I_KTG223/79 DU PONT, E.I.
20044 DU PONT A_IONIA CALIBRATOR (ANON-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/IWRKTG240/79 OU PONT, E I.
20019 DU PONT AMP DILUENT ACA DISCRETE CLIN.ANA/MRKTGIO0/704814901/7 DU PONT, E I.
20045 DU PONT ANTITHROMBIN III/PLASMIN.CAL.(ATIII/PLG-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG213/79 DU PONT, E I.
20076 DU PONT BARBITUR./BENZODIAZEP.SC.CAL(S BAR/S BNZ-C ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG245/79 DU PONT, E I.
20046 DU PONT BILIRUBIN CALIBRATOR (BILI-C)
20047 DU PONT CARBON DIOXIDE CALIBRATOR (CARB-C)
20086 DU PONT CELL WASH
20049 DU PONT CREATINE KINASE ISOENZYME VER. (CKMB-V)
20048 DU PONT CREATINE KINASE VERIFIER (CK-V)
12049 DU PONT DIAMOND POWDER
20050 DU PONT DIGOXIN CALIBRATOR (DGN-C)
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG229/79 DU PONT, E
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG242/79 DU PONT, E
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTGO85/?O DU PONT, E
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG233/79 DU PONT, E
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG234/79 DU PONT. E
DIAMOND,DIAMOND-SYNTHETIC DU PONT. E
























MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS WSDS
GP23-t
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRSI
TRADENAME INDEX P. 72
TSRS TRADENANE COI_IENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
20051 DU PONT DRUGS-OF-ABUSE CALIBRATOR ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG023
DRUGS-OF-ABUSE CONTROL ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG022
ELEVATED CHEMISTRY CONTROL (ECC) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG203/?9
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG215/79
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG275/79
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG232/79
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG235/79
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG218/79
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG248/79
GLYCINE DILUENT ACA DISCRETE CLIN.A/MRKTGgOO/704992.901/Tt
HDL PRETREATNENT REAGENT(HDL PRETREAT R GT ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG250








































































































GLUTAMYL TRANSFERASE VERIFIER (GT-V)
IMMUNOGLOBULIN G CALIBRATOR (IGG-C)
IRON CALIBRATOR (IRN-C
ISE SALT BRIDGE
ISE STANOARO A ."
ISE ST_NOAI_B B *
ISE STANDARD C










NORMAL CHEMISTRY CONTROL (NCC)





REVISED ACA ISE FLUID: SALT BRIDGE
REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: STANDARD A
REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: STANDARD B
REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: URINE DILUENT
REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: VERIFIER 1
REVISED ACA VISE FLUID: VERIFIER 2
SALICYLATE CALIBRATOR (SAL-C)
SPEC. NON-ELECTRIC DETONATORS-C PRODUCTS
SPECIALTY ELECTRIC DETONATORS-E
SPECIALTY ELECTRIC SQUIBS PRODUCTS
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG238/79
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG244/79
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER tNRKTG262/71
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER



















ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG254/71
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG253/71
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG252/71
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG251/71
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG256/71
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG255/71
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG206/T9
C-###,C-63,C-79 / CLASS A/CLASS C EXPLOSIV
ELECTRIC BLASTING CAPS:CLASS A/CLASS C EXP
S-###.M-1 DETONATORS
SPECIALTY MILD DETONATORS ELECTR./NON-ELEC DFP-### / CLASS A/CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
SPECIALTY NON-ELECTRIC BOOSTERS-P P-### PRODUCTS/ CLASS A/CLASS C EXPLOSIVES
THEDPHYLLINE CALIBRATOR (THEO-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG219/79
THYRDNINE UPTAKE CALIBRATOR (TU-4) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG208/79
THYROXINE CALIBRATOR (T4-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG236/79
TIBC KIT - CARTRIDGE ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTGO83/68
20091 DU PONT TIBC STOCK IRON SATURATING SOLUTION ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL AJ_L&LYZER/MRKTG276/68 DU PONT E.I. DE 11/05/86
.................................................. . ................................................................................













































































































































































































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)




















































TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
DU PONT TOBRAMYCIN CALIBRATOR (TOBRA-C) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG220/79 DU PONT. E.I. DE 07/25/86
DU PONT TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS SCRN.CAL(S TAD-C ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG247/79 DU PONT, E.I. DE 08/00/89
OU PONT TRIGLYCERIDE CALIBRATOR (TGL-C)
DU PONT TRIS DILUENT ACA
DU PONT URINARY PROTEIN CALIBRATOR (UP-C)
DU PONT VALPROIC CALIBRATOR (VALP-C)
DUAL PURPOSE CLEANER
DUAL PURPOSE VACUUM PUMP OIL
DUCO CEMENT
DUCT SEAL
DUCTILE IRON/ GREY CAST IRON
DULBECCO'S MODIFIED EAGLE MEDIUM
OULBECCO'S MODIFIED EAGLE MEDIUM(D-MEM)(IX),LIQUID
DULBECCO'S MODIFIED EAGLE'S MEDIUM
DULBECCO'S MODIFIED EOGLE MEDIUM (D-HEM), POWDER
DULBECCO'S PHOSPHATE BUFFERED SALINE
DULBECCO'S PHOSPHATE BUFFERED SALINE (DPBS)
DULBECCO'S PHOSPHATE-BUFFERED SALINE (D-PBS) (IX)
DUOL AEROSOL
DUPLEX INDICATOR CODE 2221
DUPLICATING FLUID TYPE I
DUPONT NOWEX ARANIO FIBER
DURABOND D-3001 ACRYLIC COVE BASE ADHESIVE
DURABOND D-500 CLEAR THIN SPREAD ADHESIVE
DURABOND D-700 FLOOR COVERING ADHESIVE
DURCUPAN ACM FLUKA, SET FOR I I EMBEDDING MIXTURE
DURHAM'S ROCK HARD WATER PUTTY
DURITE SC-IOOB
DURO CLEAR SILICONE SEALER




DUROCK TILE BACKER BOARD CERAMIC TILE MASTIC,TY. I













DURSBAN 50W INSECTICIDE IN WATER SOLUBLE PACKETS
DuRSBAN 6 INSECTICIDAL CONCENTRATE
DUST ABSORBER (9178)
DUST AIR
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG205/79
ACA DISCRETE CLIN.ANA/MRKTG150/710618901/7
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRKTG239/79




ASTM A-536/ASTM A-48;CATERGORY 1&2. VARIOU
11885
11960
W/L-GLUTAMINE IN PLASTIC BOTTLES / D8913
31600
D8537 / IN PLASTIC BOTTLES
D5527
14190
MODEL ST-IO01-M / CODE 5023/TEST KIT, SOIL








MA178A / LUBRICATION GREASE
83-3-105612 / BEARING & CHAIN OIL
MA-78A / PUMP LUBRICATION OIL
EAC A GREY/EAC B
SAP A/SAP B
26066
MPN: 26066, MSD5 NO. 001556
PRODUCT CODE: 26056





DU PONT. E.I. DE
DU PONT, E.I. DE
DU PONT, E.I. DE































































































MSDS'5 MARKED '-'. SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W.IO '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '#' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 74
TSRS TRAOENAME CONMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
18696 2220 THEOCHEM LABORATOR 07/09/92
19112 70/8502 MATESON CHEMICAL C 10/01/86
• 17787 CHEMTRONICS DLA MSOS
- 06904 NATIONAL LEAD COMP NO DATE
• 03t02 MANVILLE DLA MSDS
19131 SEALING PUTTY / FORMER MANVILLE PRODUCT?? CLIPPER, diM, CORP 08/28/91
08176 SEALING PUTTY / SEE ALSO JM CLIPPER CORP. MANVILLE 05/22/86
19221 BIODYNAMIX LABORAT 02/26/92
05787 MINOLTA NO DATE
08130 (OPAOUE SERIES), CRN 012201 DYKEM COMPANY t2/02/86
03475 OPAQUE SERIES DYKEM COMPANY 06/00/89
04093 DYKEM COMPANY 11/24/86
03474 DYKEM COMPANY 06/00/89
09426 LAYOUT DYE DYKEM COMPANY 07/27/92
11082 BLEND DU PONT. E.I., DE 05/00/89
17973 853-250-C_0 / SEALANT TREMCO 06/01/89
18008 150-616-996 TRENCO 06/01/89
18966 F-707 / AQUEOUS ACRYLIC FLOOR FINISH/SEAL OYNASURF CHEMICAL 02/01/91
18362 AMERICAN POLYWATER 06/01/92
18180 NORTON CO. 06/06/91
10284 23569 POLYMER PLASTICS C 09/18/89
10283 23568 POLYMER PLASTICS C 09/18/89
07253 AEROSOL 75-3455-1005-3.75-3464-5721-3 3t4 0t/28/87
08875 AEROSOL 75-3455-1006-1 3M 11/06/85
13262 70-0703-2714-6 3M 05/16/91
0887@ 75-3455-7393-7 3M 06/25/91
13308 75-3465-2231-3. 75-3465-2232-1 3M 05/16/91
05509 ALSO 75-3455-6865-5,75-3464-5723-9,75-3464 3M 06/03/93
08873 DMS-4-828 DYNAMOLD, INC 05/31/76
17676 DYNALOY, INC. 09/00/89
05730 DYNALOY, INC. 03/00/86
17666 OYNALOY, INC. 11/00/89
08877 DYNALOY, INC. 03/00/86
08876 DYNALOY, INC. 05/00/86
10485 OYNALOY, INC. 09/00/89
19524 ISOBUTYLTRIMETHOXYSILANE/I7810/CHEM-TRETE- HULS AMERICA INC. 10/31/88
06567 ADCO PRODUCTS, INC 11/04/87
20683 CERAM CO. INC. NO DATE
19522 DIMETHYLDIMETHOXYSILANE HULS AMERICA INC. 06/30/92
12181 CD5635; DIMETHYLETHOXYSILANE HULS ANERICA INC. 02/25/93
06125 RE-WATERPROOFING SHUTTLE TILES.AFRSI/REPLA PETRARCH SYSTEMS, NO DATE
07475 GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/08/88
17742 DUNN-EDWARDS CORP. 06/25/91
18521 MACKLANBURG-DUNCAN 09/10/86
05465 NACKLANBURG-DUNCAN 09/t0/88
04284 STA-ADHESlVE PARTS A & B MASK-OFF CO.,INC/S 09/t0/86
08212 EPOXY ADHESIVE STANDARD SET RESIN CONPONEN E-BOND EPOXIES 01/20/87
08213 EPOXY ADHESIVE STANDARD SET HARDNER COMPON E-BOND EPOXIES 05/15/91
10188 EPOXY HARDENER FOR E-SOLDER 3022 RESIN ALLIED PRODUCTS CO 10/31/85
01885 ALLIED PRODUCTS CO 10/16/85
22385 E-Z PAINT THINNER ZIMMERMAN, E.E.. C 08/26/92
.................................................... ___. ...........................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S i/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
DUST MOP TREATMENT WATER BASE
OUST-SET AMENDED WATER BASE
DUSTER ASSEMBLY CK1200





DYE TONER FOR RPS05, 509
DYKEM LAYOUT FLUIDS
DYKEM SPRAY LAYOUT WHITE 5P-1127
DYKEM SPRAY REMOVER 5P-1138
DYKEM SPRAY STEEL BLUE SP-1100
DYKEM STEEL BLUE OX-100
DYNEL 12/DYMEL 114 AEROSOL PROPELLANT/N-BUTANE
DYMERIC PLUS BASE
DYMERIC PLUS CURING AGENT
DYNA SHINE
DYNA-BLUE CABLE PULLING LUBRICANT
DYNABLAST
DYNAHIDE PART B
DYNAHIOE WHITE PART A
DYNAMARK BRAND 3900 PROTECTIVE COATING,
DYNAMARK BRAND 3930 PROTECTIVE COATING,
DYNAMARK BRAND 8000 DEVELOPER
DYNAMARK BRAND 8022 DEVELOPER
OYNAMARK BRANO 8122 DEVELOPER
DYNAMARK BRAND 8500 DEVELOPER, 75-3454-3845-3
DYNAMOLD MOLDABLE SHIM











05635. DIMETHYLETHOXYSILANE / M80115-041
D6A15AI GREASE
E 5 IX SATIN SHEEN WHITE
E 543 A
E 543 B
E 5543 A/E 5543 B
E-BOND 1240, (PIGMENTED WHITE)
E-BOND 1241, (PIGMENTED BLACK)
E-SOLDER HARDENER NO. 18
E-SOLDER 3021A/3022 RESIN & 3025A
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 75

























































E-5320 A & B
E-59 REMOVER
EA 1075 POLYURETHANE SUSPENSION AGENT MAN ID 32039
EA 901 PART A
EA 911 EPOXY CURING AGENT PART 8
EA 911 EPOXY PART A
EA 911F EPOXY PARTS A & 8
EA 913 NA PART A & B
EA 9210H PRIMER 10%
EA 9309 ADHESIVE/EPOXY, PARTS A/B
EA 9309.2NA SYSTEM PART A & PART B
EA 9309.3NA SYSTEM PART A & PART B
EA 9309NA SYSTEM PART A & PART B
EA 9321 PART A & B
EA 9330 PART A & B
EA 934 EPOXY PARTS A & B
EA 934 NA PART A EPOXY
EA 934 NA PART B
EA 934 PART B
EA 9446 PART B
EA 956 PART A/PART B




EASY FLO; AWS, AS.B, BAG-LA; AMS 47700
EASY SEALANT ADHESIVE. LOW VOLATILE CLEAR RTV SIL.
EASY SHOWER & TILE CLEANER
EASY WAY ENGINE ENAMELS.AL.99.GRAY PRIMER 105.92.





EC-776-SR (SCOTCH-CLAD FUEL RESISTANT COATING)
ECCO t500 & PHOTO SWEEP
ECCO 2000
ECCOBOND EPOXY COLOR PASTE (BLUE)
ECCOBOND SOLDER 56C
ECCOBOND SOLDER 57C. PART A/PART 8
ECCOBOND SOLDER 59C, SILICONE PASTE
ECCOBOND 285. BLACK
ECCOBONO 285. PART A (CK.PRQDUCT #: 286??)









AS9194000, 11-92 REV DATE FOR PART A
PART A 9-00-91. AS9186000
AS9234000, 3-1-92 REV. DATE PART A
TWO-PART POLYAMIDE/ALIPHATIC CURED EPOXY S
TWO-PART ALIPHATIC AMINE CURED EPOXY SYSTE
LII-I (PART B DATED 8-91
A89t74




CLEAR RTV SILICONE BP-113
MILD ACID BLEND
93,94,95,96,97,98,10O.101,102.103,104.106.
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEx
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)

























































ECCOSORB CR-112, PART X BLACK/PART Y










ECOTEMP LOW TEMP SANITIZER
ECP - CYAN TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - CYAN TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - CYAN TONER PREMIX
ECP - CYAN TONER PREMIX
ECP - MAGENTA TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - MAGENTA TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - MAGENTA TONER PREMIX
ECP - MAGENTA TONER PREMIX
ECP - PROCESS BLACK TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - PROCESS BLACK TONER PREMIX
ECP - PROCESS BLACK TONER PREMIX
ECP - YELLOW TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - YELLOW TONER CONCENTRATE
ECP - YELLOW TONER PREMIX
ECP - YELLOW TONER PREMIX
ECP PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE VBO TONER CONCENTRAT
ED-384
EDTA MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT, DISODIUM DIHYDRATE
EDTA TETRASOOIUM SALT 0.800 +/- O.O04M
EDTA 0.02% SOLUTION CELL CULTURE TESTED
ED130, GLASS EPOXY LAMINATE
EE4190, (FORMERLY C9-4190)
EGTA TITRANT/CALCIUM STRD/CALCENE REAGENT CELLS..,
EHP ABSORBER
EHP-CL ABSORBER
EKG SOL CREAM,EEG SIL CREME,ULTRA SOL ULTRASOUND..
EKTA. PRINT 2 DEVELOPER, STARTER
EKTAPRO EEP SOLVENT, STABILIZED I
EKTASOLVE EP SOLVENT
ELASTIBASE (LATEX ACRYLIC ROOFING MATERIAL)
ELASTICON
ELASTIGUM ROOFERS CEMENT
ELASTIMEM (LATEX ACRYLIC PAINT FOR ROOFS)
ELASTIPRIME (LATEX ACRYLIC PRIMER FOR ROOFS)
MSDS_330003
TREATED POLYURETHANE FOAM LAMINATE




MSOS DATE IS PRINT DATE
LIQUID SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE SANITIZER
WATER-BASED LIQUID POLISH FOR METAL
BOhiDED SOLID FILE LUBRICANT
370-100-996,370-100L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT






















VARIOUS NON-HAZ TRADENAMES AND PART NUMBER
COUPLING MEDIA, CONDUCTIVITY GEL
908315/19106/19066
SPC 25919
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ELASTOMER ACTIVATOR PASTE HARDENER
ELASTUFF 410
ELCACIO CROCEINE, SCARLET MOO





ELECTRIC MOTOR DEGREASER, TM 729
ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
ELECTRICAL COATING
ELECTRICAL JOINT COMPOUND N0.2
ELECTRICAL REFRACTORY CEMENT POWDER #75
ELECTRO KLEEN "A a
ELECTRO WASH / FREON TF / FLUX-OFF / FLUX-OFF NR
ELECTRO-STATIC FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE












































10-L-149-3, EPS 37-776, D5 BATTERY (PRIMAR
AC- 12









MIL-G-6711 / MSDS IS FROM ELECTRDFILM





ELECTROLYTE (ACID) BATTERY FLUID
N0.548 / 8597T11 KIT,8597T23
8597Tll KIT. B597T24
ELECTROLYTE FORMULA MSCI. MSC4. MSC5. MSC7
ALKALI. BASED ON PH
N0.548 / 8597T11 KIT, 8597T21
ELECTROLYTE.GAS SENSOR (FOR CO & H2S/SEALED CELL) COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTOR GX-4000 / H2S04,2
ELECTRON ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED DIELECTRIC SOLV 0296
ELECTRON ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED DIELECTRIC SOLV AEROSOL
ELECTROSTATIC COPY PAPER
ELECTROSTATIC COPY PAPER
ELECTROSTATIC CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER - GREEN IO-P4-8(BASE)/EC-138 CURING SOL./MIX RATIO
ELECTROSTATIC DISPERSANT 83-4-104416 / LIQUID DEVELOPER DILUENT/CLE
ELECTROSTATIC ETCH
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE REMOVER PEN 83-2-104723 / DELETION PEN
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
FULLER. H.B.
MILES LABORATORIES




































































































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 78
TSRS TRADENAME COiI_ENTS MANUFACTURER _OS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
14386 ELECTROSTATIC MASTER CONVERSION SOLUTION 83-5-I01247 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14694 ELECTROSTATIC MASTER LIQUID DEVELOPER 83-I-101241 / LIQUID TONER FOR AM MASTER I AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14387 ELECTROSTATIC MASTERS SHEET STDCK:8-2004,8-2007,BOS,EL 10(0.2400 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
21779 ELECTROSTATIC PLUS FOUNTAIN SOLUTION (ES PLUS) PRINTERS PRIDE PRINTERS PACIFIC I 09/18/92
13135 ELECTROSTATIC SOLN FAST-DRY GT 8000/8005/8055 GRAPHIC TECltI_LOGI 02/14/91
13337 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION 83-2-105159.83-9-105160,83-8-105161 / CONV AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
16598 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION 83-1-104054.83-0-104055.200-I050-50A / CON AM INTERNATIONAL 05/01/92
15730 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION MAGNETICS NO DATE
16680 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION II 83-5-104035 / CONVERSION SOLUTION AM INTERNATIONAL 04/19/89
13136 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION, GT 8500/8505/8555 GRAPHIC TECI-_LOGI 01/22/91
18984 ELECTROSTATIC TONER PREMIX TPMBBB CALCOMP INC. 03/01/91
16724 ELECTROSTATIC TONER PREMIX GRAPHIC CONTROLS 07/00/85
18983 ELECTROSTATIC TONER REPLENISHER RB688 CALCOMP INC. 03/01/91
13338 ELECTROSTATIC TONERS (XEROX) 8-X-XXXXXX/X-XXXXXX=9-104239/ETC DISC. 198 AM INTERNATIONAL 09/00/86
16513 ELITE SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL 277?8 (8010-00o0(0-1031??) GRAHAM PAINT & VAR 05/31/85
05723 ELMER'S CARPENTERS WOOID GLUE (ALL SIZES) GEN. PURPOSE,E-700,701,702,704,705,706,970 BORDEN. INC. 01/20/87
07797 ELMER'S GLUE-ALL (ALL SIZES) E-395,371,372,375,379,384,393.960 BORDEN, INC. 01/20/87
18385 ELMER'S REGULAR EPOXY, RESIN PHASE/HARDENER PHASE EPOXY POLYAMIDE RESIN E601PARTI/E6OIPART BORDEN, INC. 04/01/92
08216 ELMER'S SCHOOL GLUE (ALL SIZES) E-301,304,308,330,340 BORDEN, INC. 01/20/87
17378 ELMER'S SILICDNE RUBBER SEALER CLEAR BORDEN, INC. 10/00/83
17379 ELMER'S SILICONE RUBBER SEALER WHITE,E-911.E-921 BORDEN, INC. 11/21/85
21908 ELMERS CARPENTER WOOD GLUE BORDEN, INC. 08/26/92
20927 ELS 360-604-996.360-6(_4L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT TREMCO 01/29/91
07233 ELUENT 1 (PICOTAG 1) MILLIPORE CORPORAT 12/02/88
06595 ELUENT 2 (PICOTAG 2) MILLIPORE CORPORAT 12/02/88
- 07092 EMCOR (TOUCK-UP/AIR DRY) EMCOR PRODUCTS NO DATE
07275 EMERALD GREEN GLOSS VINYL INK GV-142 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
07323 EMERALD GREEN SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-142 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/13/84
10231 EMERGENCY CLEANUP SYSTEM ACID SPILL EMERGENCY KIT CAUSTIC SPILL CLE MALLINCKRODT 04/17/87
20755 EMERY SANCAP ABRASIVES, 09/05/91
08373 EMITTANCE COATING FOR CERAMIC FABRIC MBO 125-091 ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/92
03097 EMPIRE WHITE SPACKLING COMP. PLASTER PTCHG. GYPSUM EMPIRE WHITE PRODU NO DATE
21703 EMPIRE 20 MICROENCAPSULATED INSECTICIDE MPN: 13042. MSOS NO. 002481 DOWELANCO 06/08/90
12563 EMULSION BLEI_) PRODUCTS / BLASTING AGENTS TOVAN EXTRA ### DU PONT, E.I.. DE 11/04/85
10467 EMULSION BOWL CLEANER COMPOUt_D CLEANING LIQUID-CORROSIVE MATERIA TRIPLE S 09/00/88
12564 EMULSION PRODUCTS, BLASTING AGENTS TOVEX _#_, EL-### DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/O4/85
12565 EMULSION PRODUCTS, OXIDIZERS EX-### DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/O4/85
10822 EMULSION ROOF CEMENT O939295/IPC P/N: 172X MONSEY PRODUCTS C0 08/03/87
O 03213 ENAMEL EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
• 17239 ENAMEL GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
e 07850 ENAMEL TT-E-489 GREEN-MEDIUM 141110 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
• 04844 ENAMEL ALKYD COLOR 26251 TT-E-508 PRATT & LAME3ERT DLA MSDS
16264 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS BROWN 10080, TYPE I CLASS A CON-LUX COATINGS O5/14/85
03254 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS GREEN 14260, TT-E-489G CON-LUX COATINGS 07/06/89
04076 ENAIILEL ALKYD GLOSS ORANGE 12197. TT-E-489G CON-LUX COATINGS. 02/05/87
04077 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS STRATA BLUE 15045. TT-E-4BgG CON-LUX COATINGS, 02/05/87
16508 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS AEROSOL STRATA BLUE 15045 I82632 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 07/00/80
16277 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS AEROSOL YELLOW 13538 IB2630 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/00/80
16332 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS BLACK TT-E-489G / 17038/742702(USERS PLS CK STOC PRATT & LAMBERT 02/05/87
04129 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS BLUE 15-45 TT-E-489G, AMI,CL.A.TYI / 742506 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
• 11932 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS EXT&INT SURFACES YELLOW 13538 SPY PAINT. SO-SURE ID44-130-P LHB IN_STRIES DLA MSDS
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA HMIS MSDS
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GLOSS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR RED 11136
GLOSS TINTS & WHITE
GLOSS WHITE 17875
GLOSS YELLOW 13538
GLOSS 16492 GRAY 742-624
GLOSS 742608, GRAY 16187,




SEMI GLOSS OLIVE DRAB 24087
SEMI-GLOSS
SEMI-GLOSS LOW VOC WHITE 27875
SEMIGLOSS BLACK 27038
SG
ALKYD SG GRAY 26440. PHOTOCURABLE COATING





INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS TINTS & WHITE
ODORLESS ALKYD INTERIOR SEMI-GLOSS
PAINT, I??73, IB2643
PLUS GLOSS MIXING VARNISH
PLUS GLOSS SCREEN INK (590(0 GROUP)
PLUS SERIES SCREEN INK (NON-LEAD COLORS)






























ENAMEL YELLOW 13538, A-t02B (TT-E-4B9)




















ALKYD GLOSS DAWN GRAY 16492
ALKYD GLOSS 742202, ORANGE 12197-I
ALKYD GLOSS, BLUE 15102
ALKYD OLIVE 14087
ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS, GRAY 26306
ALKYD SEMIGLOSS GRAY
ALKYD SENIGLOSS GREEN
ALKYD SEMIGLOSS 745?2D/WHITE 27875
ALKYD WHITE 27875
ALKYD YELLOW 13538, TT-E-489
ALKYD. GLOSS (GRAY =16376)
ALKYD, GLOSS YELLOW 13538
740608 04 / TT-E-4B?E AM.I
TT-E-489G AM1









TT-E-489G / x-5363 / MOO.
TT-E-489
ALKYD RESIN SOLN
PRATT & LAMBERT 01/27/87
PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
GILLMAN, S.L., PAI 10/00/85
PRATT & LAMBERT 03/22/88
PRATT & LAMBERT 01/26/93
AMERON DLA MSOS
PRATT & LAMBERT 11/29/84
KOPPERS COMPANY, I 08/00/82
PRATT & LAMBERT 03/23/88
PRATT & LAI_BERT OLA MSDS
PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
PRATT & LAMBERT NO DATE
CON-LUX COATINGS 10/08/86
PRATT & LAMBERT O3/24/92
ATLAS PAINT & YARN DLA MSDS
UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR 06/17/86
PRATT & LAMBERT 03/31/86
PRATT & LAMBERT 09/20/91
CHEMRAY COATINGS C 06/01/90
CRAWFORO LABORATOR 08/30/89
CORONADO PAINT CO. 09/24/80
ZEBRA DLA MSDS
GILLMAN, S.L., PAI NO DATE
GILLMAN, S.L., PAI 10/00/85
ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
NAZDAR COMPANY 10/11/91
NAZDAR COMPANY 10/21/92
KC COATINGS INC. O7/O1/85
DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/01/91
DEXTER CROWN METRO 09/00/88
DU PONT. E.I., DE 01/01/91
CHEMRAY COATINGS CDLA MSDS
NATIONAL AEROSOL P 03/00/79
PRATT & LAMBERT 05/25/93
CHEMRAY COATINGS CDLA MSDS
CHEMRAY COATINGS CDLA MSDS
PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
CHEMRAY COATINGS C 04/10/89
PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS




PRATT & LAMBERT 08/17/86
AMERON DLA MSDS
KOPPERS COMPANY, I 08/00/82
FARWEST PAINT 10/10/90
EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' "ii' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 80
TSRS TRADENAME COI_ENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
16297 ENAMEL, ALKYD GLOSS, BROWN 10080 TT-E-489G PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSOS
18015 ENAMEL. ALKYD GLOSS, GOLD #17043 TT-E-489G / X-5363 /MOD. ALKYD RESIN SOLN FARWEST PAINT 10/10/90
08217 ENAMEL. ALKYD LUSTRELESS WHITE 37875 TT-E-527C CHEMRAY COATINGS C NO DATE
20416 ENAMEL, ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS TT-E-529F GREEN 24525/SUBMITTED BY CHENRAY CHEMRAY COATINGS C NO DATE
20853 ENa_BEL. ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS TT-E-S29F WHITE 27875 CHENRAY COATINGS C NO DATE
0 04558 ENAMEL, ALKYD SEMIGLOSS PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSDS
16419 ENAMEL. ALKYD SEMIGLOSS. BLACK 27038 TT-E-529D PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
- 04125 ENAMEL, ALKYO SEMIGLOSS. GRAY 26306. 745634 TT-E-529D PRATT & LAMBERT 12/22/86
11016 ENAMEL, DECK, EXTERIOR, GRAY 260(0 (FORM 120) DOD-E-699D CHEMRAY COATINGS C 07/28/88
• 14505 ENAMEL, FLAT WHITE 37875 741-720 AMERON DLA MSOS
• 16341 ENAMEL. FLOOR & DECK. GRAY 16187 ZEBRA DLA MSOS
@ 16334 ENAMEL, GLOSS BLACK 17038 POLYURETHANE RANDOLPH PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
10715 ENAME[. GLOSS BLACK. 17038 TT-E-489G CLA CHEMRAY COATINGS C 11/09/88
@ 16329 ENAMEL GLOSS BLUE 15102 ATLAS PAINT &VARN DLA MSDS
00973 ENAMEL GLOSS WHITE 17875 TT-E-O04888 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
• 16369 ENAMEL GLOSS YELLOW 13538 ATLAS PAINT &VARN DLA NSOS
O 03214 ENAMEL GLOSS YELLOW 13538 TT-E-489/-489G CHENRAY COATINGS CDLA MSDS
0 16357 ENAMEL GLOSS YELLOW 13655 POLYURETHANE RANDOLPH PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
16345 ENAMEL GREEN 14187 CHEMRAY COATINGS C NO DATE
16577 ENAMEL GREY 36231 AMERON DLA MSDS
e 05007 ENAMEL NO COLOR # SPECIFIED TT-E-O0488 AERVOE PACIFIC CDM DLA MSDS
14931 ENAMEL OIL BASE, FLOOR AND DECK BROWN 10049 CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
05791 ENAMEL SEMI-GLOSS, BLACK 2 7038 TT-E-529 CHEMRAY COATINGS C 01/08/81
16360 ENAMEL SEMIGLOSS INTERIOR WHITE 27886 CHEMRAY COATINGS CDLA MSDS
e 03227 ENAMEL TT-E-489, ALKYD HI-GLOSS INT/EXT SENTRY PAINT &CHE DLA MSDS
10578 ENAMEL WHITE TT-E-506-15875 ATLAS PAINT & YARN 01/08/81
03253 ENAMEL YELLOW 13538, AEROSOL, TT-E-489, SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR DLA MSDS
06025 ENAMEL ALKYD-GLOSS-FOR EXTERIOR & INTERIOR SURFACE ENAMELITE 586-91 GRAY (16492) CON-LUX COATINGS 04/26/91
18038 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC BLUE, 15056 TT-E-489H / 774510 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/20/91
18039 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC CN.BLUE 15102 TT-E-489H / 774516 03 PRATT & LAMBERT 07/09/91
- 18041 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC CNT BLUE 15045 TT-E-489H / 774506 12 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/15/91
18050 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC CT BROWN 10080 TT-E-489H / 774012 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/13/91
18040 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LD VOC CT GREEN 14062 TT-E-489H / 774410 34 PRATT & LAMBERT 06/04/92
18042 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LOW VOC BROWN 10049 TT-E-4B9H / 774006 02 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/12/91
18545 ENAMELS, GENERAL COMPOSITION 500/400 SERIES " NATIONAL AEROSOL P 02/13/93
18660 ENANTHALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600343 SUPELCO. INC. 11/28/89
08888 ENBOND NE-6 ENTHONE-OMI INC. 01/00/81
08889 ENBOND 0-527 ALKALINE CLEANER ENTHONE-OMI INC. 11/00/78
08890 ENBONO Q-547 ALKALINE METAL CLEANER ENTHONE-DMI INC. I0/00/79
15298 ENDCOR 4630, CORROSION INHIBITOR GRACE, W.R., & CO. 06/00/84
06918 ENOCOR 4651 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/30/88
- 07929 ENOCOR 4695 CORROSION INHIBITOR ENDCOR 4651 ALSO ?? GRACE, W.R.. & CO. 03/30/88
15703 ENOCOR 470t CORROSION INHIBITOR GRACE, W.R., & CO. 06/00/84
06919 ENDCOR 4702 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/30/88
22329 ENOURATHANE N600 PART A/PART B 2 PART URETHANE ADHESIVE & URETHANE CURATI AMERICAN HELMITIN 04/00/92
01781 ENOUST DUSTING & CLEANING SPRAY - REGULAR SCENT DRACKETT CO. 11/01/85
14038 ENERGIZER; INDUSTRIAL BATTERY EVEREADY BATTERY C 03/t4/91
22850 ENERGIZER. EVEREADY BATTERY EVEREADY BATTERY C 03/19/91
17567 ENERPAC HF & HOF HYDRAULIC OIL BENZ OIL. INC. 05/16/91
08891 ENERPAC HF/HOF HYDRAULIC OIL FILMITE OIL CORP. 01/27/86
- 05737 ENERPAC HYDRAULIC FLUID HF-1OO ENERPAC NO DATE
.................................................... .. .............................................................................
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22757 ENFORCER DRAIN CARE (0C-16) ENFORCER PRODUCTS. 11/11/90
13952 ENGINE COOLANT TREATMENT DCA-30L,DCA-35L,DCA-40L,DCA-45L.DCA-50L CUMMINS ENGINE COM 09/15/89
12099 ENGINE DEGREASER, NON-AEROSOL AND AEROSOL 2 MSDS'S AMWAY 01/05/84
13986 ENGINE ENAMELS #200-211, 219, 221-233 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 04/04/91
08621 ENGINE GRAY 22-16081 STERLING LACOUER M 04/20/87
00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY DUTY ENGINE CLEANER EB-I (AEROSOL),EB-2A,-5,-7,-8 (POUR/BULK) RADIATOR SPECIALTY 01/00/93
0 15133 ENGRAVER'S ACID OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA MSDS
17460 ENGRAVERS ENAMEL UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR 11/18/81
0 20244 ENGRAVING FILLER - RED TT-E-325 STEVEN INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
16077 ENGRAVO COLOR STICK NEW HERMES ENGRAVI 03/24/78
22074 ENHANCE LATEX SATIN FINISH ENAMEL 232 / ALL COLORS MOORE, BENdAMIN & 06/25/90
17889 ENOX 710 DRAFT MSDS: NO MFGR.NAME - FOR USE AT FSA SOLARCHEM NO DATE
16977 ENTERPRISE 10(0, LqBRICATING OIL WATCH MIL-L-3918A J C ENTERPRISES 05/01/91
14820 ENVI-RO-TECH MINUS 96 FREEZER 1696 TECH SPRAY 02/22/92
11916 ENVI-RO-TECH PRECISION DUSTER OZONE SAFE NON-LIQUID CLEANER/1668 OF AERO TECH SPRAY _ 03/18/92
18686 ENVI-RO-TECH VTR/VCR CLEANER 1690 AEROSOL TECH SPRAY 10/14/91
18695 ENVIRO-KLEEN 44? THEOCHEM LABORATOR 07/09/92
18869 ENVIRONOC MNS (MICROBIAL NUTRIENT SOLUTION) BIODYNE, INC. 11/18/92
18868 ENVIRONOC 301 BIODYNE, INC. 11/18/92
14037 ENVIROTEX LITE HARDENER ENVIRONMENTAL TECH 10/01/90
14036 ENVIROTEX LITE RESIN ENVIRONMENTAL TECH 10/01/90
08892 EOSIN B FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/30/86
07160 EOSIN Y 113 3305,113 3313/901746 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/t4/87
18301 EOSIN Y CERTIFIED E4382 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
21704 EP CARTRIDGE (LZR 1560) MSDS NO. A-0084 XEROX 03/19/91
05521 EP-CARTRIDGE & LBP EP-CARTRIDGE(BLACK) #LBP-O(X)2-OOO/R34-OO1/R34-O02 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
21670 EP-E CARTRIDGE CANON #R74-1001/HEWLETT-PACKARD #92298A) CANON, INC. 09/07/92
10209 EP-IS RESIN/HARDENER EPOXY RESIN FOR EP-IS 650 & EP-IS RAPID HILTI, INC. 05/31/89
07227 EP-S CARTRIDGE BLACK HP P/N 92295A/Z (6850C¢)K052688), R64-0(0t, CANON, INC. 12/00/91
18866 EP-UNITE DYNAMIS INC. 01/00/92
11350 EP-7117-T SEALANT, VERSION 1.003 FULLER, H.B. 12/11/88
21723 EP/TC FLAT BLACK 5958-37038 463-03-0008 AKZO COATINGS INC. 10/15/92
18890 EPAFLOW, WSS-333 ELECTRONIC PACKAGI NO DATE
22410 EPI-CURE CURING AGENT 3282 48425, MSDS#7-17; FORMERLY EPI-CURE 87 & E SHELL 01/06/94
10256 EPI-SEAL PLUS EPOXY, PART A tiI_-A-187H PART A BONDED PRODUCTS, I 09/26/85
11745 EPI-SEAL SPEC.IO-IO PART A SPECI010 A BONDED PRODUCTS, I 05/26/89
11746 EPI-SEAL SPEC.IO-IO PART B SPECI010 B BONDED PRODUCTS, I 05/19/89
04768 EPI-SEAL UNIVERSAL RESIN PART A&B EXPOXY RESIN MIX BONDED PRODUCTS, I 06/01/81
• 00302 EPI-SEAL 486A & 4866,RESIN & HARDENER,EPOXY CEMENT MIL-C-24716 TY.I BONI)ED PRODUCTS, I DLA MSDS
- 10387 EPIBOND 1210A STEVEN INOUSTRIES 03/18/81
08982 EPICHLOROHYDRIN, 32410 SHELL C_6/04/81
22434 EPIDERMAL GROWTHH FACTOR HUMAN CELL CULTURE TESTED E1264 / RECOMBINANT SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
22200 EPIWELD PART A/PART B 9-N-lO & 9-N-11 & 9-N-7 LAMBERT CORPORATIO 01/15/89
03424 EPK 0151 RESIN AND HARDENER AAO151,AB0151 (2-PART KIT) DEXTER CORPORATION 09/20/93
20598 EPK 1C (TORRSEAL-VARIAN) / ABO(01 / (HARDNER) TORRSEAL-VARIAN P/N: 953-0001/953-0(X)2/953 DEXTER CORPORATION 03/08/93
20599 EPK lC (TORRSEAL-VARIAN) / A90001 / (RESIN) TORRSEAL-VARIAN P/N: 953-(X301/953-0(0)2/953 DEXTER CORPORATION 03/08/93
- 14823 EPNOC GREASE AP LUBRICATING GREASE NIPPON OIL CO. 10/17/88
- 13589 EPO TEK 330 A: CRN O20772, B: CRN 020773 / LMSC MSDS EPOX_ TECHNOLOGY, O5/16/89
14210 EPO-BOND CLEAR RESIN-PART A 61-A AMBROID 06/14/90
22789 EPO-KWICK FAST CURE EPOXY KIT EPO-KWlCK EPOXY HARDENER,'RESIN EPO-KWICK 2 8UEHLER 04/28,'94
21997 EPOCAST HARDENER 951 FPC5005 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/11/192
MSDS'S MARKED '-' : SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'ti' = DLA HIWIS MSDS
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03338 EPOCAST HARDENER 951 M & T CHEMICALS. I 11/20/84
18923 EPOCAST HARDENER 956 FPC5027 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 06/15/89
14655 EPOCAST 87005 A FPC2169 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/06/91
08893 EPOCAST 87005 AX M & T CHEMICALS, I 08/00/79
146_6 EPOCAST 87005 8-60, KIT FPC2172 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/07/91
21983 EPOCAST 87005 B-61 FPC2387 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 09/30/91
21984 EPOCAST 87005 8-80 FPC2248 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/04/92
21982 EPOCAST 87005 BE-60 FPC2249 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/06/91
16815 EPOCAST 87005A M & T CHEMICALS, I 08/00/79
16818 EPOCAST 870058-60 M & T CHEMICALS, I 08/00/79
10119 EPOCAST 89537-B POTTING SYSTEM HARDENER CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 10/18/89
15313 EPOCAST 9633 HARDENER M & T CHEMICALS, I DLA MSDS
07748 EPOK TREADLITE 3-5-70 MEBON PAINTS LIMIT NO DATE
16570 EPOLITE 1301 HARDENER FORMERLY 916AD HARDENER HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 06/01/91
16571 EPOLITE 1301 RESIN FORMERLY RESIN S HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 03/09/92
16579 EPOLITE 1350 EPOXY RESIN - HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 03/09/92
16580 EPOLITE 1350 HARDENER
16581 EPOLITE 2162 HARDENER (EPOX;) HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 06/01/91HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 10/17/85
19663 EPOLITE 2183 HARDENER HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 09/15/92
21151 EPOLITE 2300 RESIN & HARDENER HARDENER MSDS DATE: 1/7/92 HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 02/24/93
19662 EPOLITE 2302 RESIN & HARDENER HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 06/01/91
04839 EPOLITE 3306 RESIN/HARDENER HARDENER: 6-I-91 HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 03/09/92
05272 EPON CURING AGENT U 43638 SHELL 06/14/93
05268 EPON CURING AGENT Y SHELL 11/19/85
08754 EPON CURING AGENT Z SHELL CODE - 43645 SHELL 08/12/88
00386 EPON RESIN 815 43220 SHELL 12/13/93
00823 EPON RESIN 828 43240 SHELL 06/04/93
- 08894 EPON 812 SHELL 12/00/77
- 07097 EPOXI-PATCH (KIT BOND SEAL REPAIR) DEXTER CORPORATION NO DATE
08083 EPOXI-PATCH KIT 309 PART A & B AA0309, EPK -309 DEXTER CORPORATION 09/15/83
12568 EPOXI-PATCH KIT 615, PART A AA0615, 0615 RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 03/19/86
10458 EPOXICAL S-403 DIE PRODUCTS HARDENER DAP INC. 10/04/88
10457 EPOXICAL 5-403 DIE PRODUCTS RESIN DAP INC. _10/04/88
15318 EPOXICAL-L-501 LAMINATING HARDNER "O"/LAMIN. RESIN PROD.#16013(PT.A,RESIN)/#I6048(PT.B,HARDEN UNITED STATES GYPS 10/00/81
14471 EPOXO 300C NON-SKID DECK COATING COATING FLIGHT DECK AMERICAN SAFETY TE 05/00/85
10190 EPOXY ADHESIVE PART A PART NO. 2202-01A AMERACE STIMSONI 01/01/88
11444 EPOXY ADHESIVE PART A 8211A ALN 860/PG. 2 MISSING GIBSON-HOMANS 10/24/89
10191 EPOXY ADHESIVE PART B PART NO. 2202-018 AMERACE - STIMSONI 01/01/88
11393 EPOXY ADHESIVE PART B 82t18 ALN 860 GIBSON-HOMANS t0/24/89
10826 EPOXY ALUMINUM MASTIC BAR RUST 239 237-8-9100 BASE DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/25/90
22260 EPOXY APPLIANCE SPRAY PAINT 3201, 3202, 3203, 3208 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/04/93
08622 EPOXY CATALYST 22-7589 STERLING LACQUER M 06/01/93
12253 EPOXY CATALYST - COMPOSITE C (R 66) X 304 AKZO COATINGS INC. 09/28/90
06486 EPOXY CATALYST MIL-P-23377D MIL-P-23377 / MSDS FOR PART B ENTERPRISE CHEMICA 05/00/84
14082 EPOXY CATALYST-COMPOSITE X 304 AKZO COATINGS INC. 08/18/89
16307 EPOXY CATALYST, COMPONENT II 22-7589A STERLING LACQUER M 04/20/87
16337 EPOXY COATING CLEAR GLOSS MIL-C-22750/MPN 4821 WOOLSEY NARINE/DIV 01/01/84
@ 17250 EPOXY COATING KIT BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
o 17254 EPOXY COATING KIT BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
@ 17220 EPOXY COATING KIT BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
0 14251 EPOXY COATING 1-1X-45#16081 MIL-C-22750C TY.I CL. / GRAY ADVANCED COATINGS DLA MSDS
. ................................................. _ ..........................................................................
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22518 EPOXY SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 05/01/92
- 13786 EPOXY COATINGS B62-2, INFORMATION SHEET HI-SOLID, ALL WEATHER,POTABLE WATER, MASTI SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/01/91
20708 EPOXY COMP. B (CAT) U-1202 STERLING LACQUER M 06/01/93
21773 EPOXY CONCRETE SEALER HARDENER 12560 ITW 06/18/93
20872 EPOXY COREACTANT MIL-C-22750 COMP B RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 02/00/88
@ 15311 EPOXY CURING AGENT PART B DEXTER CORPORATION DLA MSDS
06549 EPOXY CURING AGENT, COMP. B. Y-633 MIL-P-23377D LENMAR, INC. 01/30/87
20198 EPOXY ENAMEL A-423-66/SR-8663 GLOSS RED BAC 101 BROWN, ANDREW COMP 12/05/72
16412 EPOXY ENAMEL COMP A&B 17038 GLOSS BLACK/PT. A & B KOPPERS COMPANY, I 01/00/80
11511 EPOXY ENAMEL. COMPONENT II 101-2508 CORONADO PAINT CO. 10/27/88
19580 EPOXY GLAZE PART A EG21/EG20/EG15/EG10/EG204/EGTO & CATALYST 2643B/2641B/2630B/2622B(DATED 0 LILLY INDUSTRIES, 05/28/92
11319 EPOXY HARDENER, 811-165, 811-166 811-161 (KIT) SMALL, 811-162 (KIT) LARGE LECO CORPORATION 04/10/89
13075 EPOXY III, PART A, B, C (KIT FOR TILE SETTING) JAMO, INC. 01/02/90
13929 EPOXY OFF WHITE KIT EPD052 AKA-38353A COURTAULDS COATING 12/14/88
08878 EPOXY PA COMPLIANCE PRIMER 513X395 DESOTO, INC. 04/07/88
16816 EPOXY PATCH KIT,RESIN SPECIALTY PLASTICS 10/05/81
11539 EPOXY POLYAMIDE TT-C-535B TYPE I CLEAR POLYMER PLASTICS C 12/18/85
04403 EPOXY POLYAMIDE COREACTANT & PRIMER MIL-P-23377D RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 00/00/87
01865 EPOXY POLYAMIDE PT-426, ENAMEL MIL-C-22750 PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUE DLA MSDS
@ 04201 EPOXY POLYAMIOE, 12197 ORANGE ADVANCED COATINGS OLA MSDS
@ 0106_ EPOXY POLYAMINE COATING MIL-C-22750C ADVANCED COATINGS DLA MSDS
1877.6 EPOXY POLYMIDE MIL P-23377F 513X366 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/30/92
11766 EPOXY PREP AQUA BORNE COATING 02/25/88
20707 EPOXY PRIMER U-1201 STERLING LACQUER M 06/01/93
15432 EPOXY PRIMER (2 COMPONENTS) CHEMRAY COATINGS C NO DATE
16561 EPOXY PRIMER BROWN 825Y 9031 DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/27/82
@ 00890 EPOXY PRIMER COATING A/B MIL-P-23377 ENTERPRISE CHEMICA DLA MSOS
16475 EPOXY PRIMER MIL-P-23377D, TYPE 1, (COMPONENT A) ENTERPRISE CHEMICA 04/01/83
01871 EPOXY PRIMER WITH CATALYST CA-116 463-12-8 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 11/00/85
13269 EPOXY PRIMER YELLOW BAC 377 463080005 AKZO COATINGS INC. 11/02/90
08229 EPOXY PRIMER, COMPONENT 1 MIL-P-23377/P-527 KOPPERS COMPANY, I 12/00/80
03384 EPOXY PROTECTING COATING PART A & 8/106-C-2/4024 E-BONO EPOXIES 06/23/86
21730 EPOXY REDUCER IS-128A DEFT, INC. 07/25/88
20716 EPOXY RESIN & HARDENER SYSTEM ER11-955 A&B NATURAL COLOR & ALL COLORED N DELTA D.P,C., INC. 0t/31/91
e 00889 EPOXY RESIN A/B COMPOUND AMERON DLA MSDS
00983 EPOXY RESIN PARTS A/B MIL-P-23377D TY 1 AM4 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
11320 EPOXY RESIN, 811-163, 811-164 811-161 (KIT) SMALL, 811-162 (KIT) LARGE LECO CORPORATION 04/10/89
05506 EPOXY SEALER 100 HARDENER 12560 DEVCON CORP 12/14/89
05505 EPOXY SEALER 100 RESIN 12560 DEVCON CORP 06/15/92
02275 EPOXY THINNER 97-725 PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 06/08/90
11471 EPOXY TOPCOAT GLOSS - ORANGE, 443030397 (CATALYST X-304,3:1V/V;REOUCER TL-66 = TL AKZO COATINGS INC. 08/24/90
05403 EPOXY TOPCOAT GLOSS-STRATA BLUE 3:1 X-304 443-3-309 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 07/00/86
20867 EPOXY YELLOW PRIMER & MIL-P-2337?D CURING SOLUTION DEXTER COATINGS 02/04/93
16494 EPOXY ZINC PRIMER 97-670 (080388E) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
@ 06326 EPOXY 44-GN-7 DEFT, INC. DLA MSDS
22725 EPOXY 907 TWO PART ADHESIVE PART A & PART B MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/00/92
e 15202 EPOXY-PATCH DEXTER CORPORATION OLA MSDS
16336 EPOXYCOTE CONVERTER 570-C-0900 (5600-02) ADDUCT O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 07/1_/84
07115 EPOXYKOTE PA PRIMER CONVERTER 516C0900 DEVOE COATINGS COM 12/05/85
04446 EPOXYLITE _ 810 PARTS A.B.C RESIN.HARDENER,ACCELERATOR EPOXYLITE CORP. 07/01/90
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 83
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
18408 EPOXY COATING, COMPONENT I/COMPONENT II, 101- RESIN SOLUTION, PIGMENTED/EPOXY RESIN SOLU CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
COATINGS B58 BSBWlO1,B58T104.BSBVl:EPOXY MASTIC ENAMEL
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMiS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEx P. 84
04568 EPY-150, EPOXY ADHESIVE RESIN/HARDENER,PARTS A & B BLH ELECTRONICS 04/03/87
21758 EP15 EPOXY AMINE HARDENER BLEND MASTER BONDO, INC 03/00/90
14692 EP3 DRY TONER 83-5-104969 / 3M TONER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14900 EQUITRANSFERENT Sd REF F[LL SOLUTION #900001 ORION RESEARCH IN(; 09/17/84
19274 ER-OO0 SERIES EPOXY RESIN INK PRODUCT GROUP: XER NAZDAR COMPANY 0t/22/92
15737 ERADICATING FLUID KIT 58-0246/-0247/-0248;BLUE GREEN SOL./CL KEUFFEL & ESSER NO DATE
15835 ERIOCHROME BLACK T SOLUTION SE-32/SE32500 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/05/93
17920 ERL 4206 15000 ELECTRON MICROSCOP 06/28/94
12949 ERYTHRITOL, CARB-26 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MOOEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
15505 ERYTHROMYClN SENSI-DISC E-15, 30793 UNITED SCIENTIFIC t0/18/85
- 06886 ERYTHROMYCIN SENSI-DISC E-15 BECTDN-DICKINSON NO DATE
18300 ERYTHROSIN B CERTIFIED SODIUM E8886 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
21757 ERTOS-2, ERTOS-3, ERTOS-6 NASCO, INC. 08/14/90
19548 ES-1 STRIPPER ORGANIC ACID FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 03/27/92
06578 ESC 25258, 25263, 25271 EVANS - ST. CLAIR, 07/07/87
06577 ESC 25259 EVANS - ST. CLAIR, 07/07/87
12966 ESCULIN, CARB-43 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
15449 ESL ANTIWEAR HYDRAULIC OIL DO-ALL COMPANY 07/17/84
22082 ESTANE EST-1 54000/58000 SERIES THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE COMPOUNDS GOODRICH, B.F. 07/00/93
19715 ETCH CLEANER 6 LF ZFG 8300 HUBBARD-HALL INC. 12/13/91
- 01819 ETCHING SOLUTION, CLEANERS LNC-2, LNC-5 LECTROETCH CO NO DATE
0 00392 ETCHING, SOLUTION/FERRIC CHLORIDE E-1G KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE DLA MSDS
14566 ETHAFOAM 222 SHEET BRAND POLYETHYLENE PLASTIC FOAM 29305 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 01/10/91
06957 ETHANE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 02/00/84
14314 ETHANE AG 05229 ALPHAGAZ t0/01/85
1691_ ETHANE BELCHER OIL CO. 10/14/85
17638 ETHANE BIMETHYL, METHYL METHANE COASTAL CORPORATIO 01/07/92
11545 ETHANE SCIENTIFIC GAS PRO NO DATE
• 07988 ETHANOL, 200 PROOF (ABSOLUTE) ETHYL ALCOHOL, ABSOLUTE, ACS DECAL CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
01381 ETHER BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 02/21/86
16158 ETHER; DIETHYL ETHER; ETHYL OXIDE EXO185,EXOgO,EX0184 (DISTR. AM-MED) EM SCIENCE 08/26/81
11499 ETHER. U.S.P. 34435-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/06/90
22840 ETHER, 99.9%, HPLC GRADE, INHIBITOR-FREE 30996-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
06378 ETHIDIUM BROMIDE E8751 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/04/88
19969 ETHOSUXIMIDE (ETHSX) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705326901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
16160 ETHYL ACETATE 300, 13025, 13048/900300 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/07/79
10519 ETHYL ACETATE E124,E130,E145.E189.E145S,E191,E196,E195 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
08897 ETHYL ACETATE UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
- 22398 ETHYL ACETATE ACS SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/23/94
20546 ETHYL ACETATE, (PW-3640), 85-88% TECH. GRADE (DEN) UNION CARBIDE 10/26/92
22841 ETHYL ACETATE. 99.8%. HPLC GRADE 27052-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
14315 ETHYL ACETYLENE AG 05230 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
13139 ETHYL ALCHOL, 95% DU PONT, E.I., DE 09/01/90
13477 ETHYL ALCOHOL 09860 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 03/09/89
04574 ETHYL ALCOHOL TY.I,GR A / WSDS FROM GE BOOK UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR 10/00/81
19956 ETHYL ALCOHOL (ALC} TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705097901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
18135 ETHYL ALCOHOL COMPLETELY DENATURED NALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
17911 ETHYL ALCOHOL REAGENT DENATURED HPLC GRADE 27074-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 11/05/92
22022 ETHYL ALCOHOL SDA-3A, 95% PM 2268: SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/19/89
17879 ETHYL ALCOHOL USP - 190 PROOF AAPER ALCOHOL & CH 01/01/91
10865 ETHYL ALCOHOL USP 190 PROOF ABBOTT MSDS #39 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/16/87
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 85
T SRS T RAOENAME COMMENT S MANUF AC TURE R MSD S
IO DATE
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ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF
ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF SOA 3A
ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF USP
ETHYL ALCOHOL ABSOLUTE
ETHYL ALCOHOL ABSOLUTE (200 PROOF)
ETHYL ALCOHOL DENATURED
ETHYL ALCOHOL U.S.P.(ANHYDROUS,ABSOLUTE)
ETHYL ALCOHOL 190 PROOF




ETHYL ETHER (STABILIZED WITH ETHYL ALCOHOL)
ETHYL P-AMINOBENZOATE CRYSTALLINE
ETHYL SILICATE CONDENSED .


















ETHYLENE GLYCOL & _ATER
ETHYLENE GLYCOL - FIBER GRADE (#32454)
ETHYLENE GLYCOL - INDUSTRIAL GRADE
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOETHYL ETHER
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOETHYL ETHER
ETHYLENE GLYCOL 14ONOETHYL ETHER ACETATE
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOMETHYL ETHER
ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOMETHYL ETHER ACETATE
ETHYLENE GLYCOL-BIS. N,N'.N'-TETRAACETIC ACID




ETHYLENE OXIDE & FLUOROCARBON-12
ETHYLENE OXIDE IO%/CARBON DIOXIDE 90%
ETHYLENE OXIDE 30X/CARBON DIOXIDE 70%
ETHYLENEDIAMINE DI(O-HYDROXYPHENYLACETIC ACID)
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495020










5387, 9140, L715, 9300
MFGR:PPG INDUSTRIES
















UNION CARBIDE DLA MSDS
SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/11/89
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/23/94
SUPELCO, INC. 03/12/93
FLORIDA DISTILLERS 07/01/85
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
PUBLICKER INDUSTRI NO DATE
PUBLICKER INDUSTRI DLA MSDS
AAPER ALCOHOL & CH 01/01/91
AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/00/85
ALPHAGAZ 10/O1/85
GEBAUER CHEMICAL C O8/01/82
MALLINCKRODT O6/15/92
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/10/88
SPECTRUM CHEMICAL NO DATE
SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 08/01/82
SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 08/01/82
CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 08/00/87
ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
MATHESON GAS PRODU 09/12/90
EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
ARMSTRONG WORLD IN O5/31/89
ASHLAND 0IL, INC. 05/31/89
BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 04/16/92
DRESSER INDUSTRIES 10/OO/83




PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 10/00/83
SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/OO/92





SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/02/86
I¢&LLINCKRODT 09/03/85
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/27/82
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/21/91
UNION CARBIDE 05/25/89






SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/11/88
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ,/ MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '#' = DLA HMI$ MSDS
GP23-1
10/03f94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 86
05460 ETHYLENEDIAMINE DIHYOROCHLORIDE 1241/901241 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/09/86
13410 ETHYLENEDIAMINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE E2126 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/18/91
01538 ETHYLENEDIAMINE FREE BASE E4379 SIGMA CHEMICAL COil 07/05/89
10544 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID CELL CULTURE TEST E6758 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/14/86
07008 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID DISOOIUM DIHYDRATE SIGMA GRADE, E2501 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 10/24/91
18298 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID DISODIUM.DIHYDRATE E5513 / ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
07103 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACIO FERRIC-SODIUM E5503 / EOTA IRON SODIUM SALT SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/13/87
22397 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID FREE ACID ACS REAG E9884 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 01/25/94
04666 ETHYLENEOIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID FREE ACID SIGMA GR EDTA FREE ACID SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/27/87
10545 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID PURIFIED GRADE #ED. - (PLEASE CHECK PREVIOUS ID, (LCEDSG SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/1t/85
11149 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID TETRASDDIUM HYDRATE SIGMA GRADE, E2876 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/12/91
10186 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID 99.5% A.C.S REAGE 25404-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/21/89
22460 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID, IRON(III) 35961-0 / SODIUM SALT DIHYDRATE ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/24/94
22457 ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID. TRISODIUM SALT 10632-1 / HYDRATE, 95% ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/24/94
15812 ETHYLENEDINITRILOTETRAACETIC ACID (EDTA) BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 09/08/82
- 15305 ETHYLHEXYL-PHTHALATE IGM SUPELCO, INC. 01/21/91
19837 ETHYNE/ETHINE LIQUID CARBONIC 05/00/91
20735 ETI COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC DETONATORS FORMERLY A DU PONT PRODUCT EXPLOSIVES TECHNOL 03/01/89
20736 ETI DELAY ELECTRIC DETONATORS FORMERLY A DU PONT PRODUCT EXPLOSIVES TECHNOL 03/01/89
0?030 EUCO-SLIP EUCLID CHEMICAL CO 11/28/86
19842 EUTECSOL 1800 EUTECTIC CORP. 11/12/91
19841 EUTECSOL 682 FLUX EUTECTIC CORP. 06/03/92
- 08898 EUTHANE 02; 20-001 MSDS DATE ILLEGIBLE CRAWFORD LABORATOR NO DATE
01539 EVANS BLUE E2129 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
@ 21840 EVEREADY BATTERY EPx-76 NONRECHARGABLE EVEREADY BATTERY CDLA MSDS
21879 EVEREADY BATTERY PRODUCTS - LETTER RE: NO OSHA MSDS REQUIREMENT FOR ARTICLES EVEREADY BATTERY C 01/30/92
14510 EVEREADY BATTERY: ENERGIZER; HEARWELL; OVERTIME MERCURIC OXIDE - ZINC / INCL. E132N EVEREADY BATTERY C 03/19/9t
12163 EVERFIX EPOXY RESIN #642,643,644 FIBRE GLASS-EVERCO 08/25/88
- 22390 EVERLUBE 211G (tl-533) MIL-G-21164 E/M CORPORATION 03/19/93
05006 EVERLUBE 823 BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 10-232 E/M CORPORATION 02/28/89
13828 EVERLUBE 967 BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 10-211 E/M CORPORATION 02/14/91
16365 EVERSEAL GP-119 COATING COMPOUND EVERSEAL MFG. 03/06/81
13829 EX-1550 EXPERRIMENTAL SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 10-299 E/M CORPORATION 02/t4/91
03115 EXCEL FLOOR FINISH 3055 CANDY & CO. NO DATE
0(5920 EXIDE BATTERIES. ELEC.STORAGE, WET EXIDE CORPORATION 05/31/86
05433 EXIDINE HAND CLEANSER XTTRIUM LABORATORI 04/13/87
18741 EXOLVE PENETONE CORP./DIV 08/20/87
20532 EXP 1793 BRULIN & COMPANY, 04/05/93
05474 EXPANOING FOAM GEOCEL CORPORATION 11/05/85
03149 EXPANO0 PRODUCTS, BH/2001 (VARIOUS PRODUCTS) BENTLEY-HARRIS NFG 07/00/86
13022 EXPEDITE CLEANER DETERGENT SOLUTION MONSANTO 03/00/89
13021 EXPEDITE GRASS & WEED HERBICIDE MONSANTO 03/00/89
08432 EXPEL, CLEANER DIST: SOUTHEAST HARDWARE SUPPLY PARAGON PRODUCTS 03/28/88
06484 EXPLOSIVE POWER DEVICE PC-111 HI-SHEAR 9391360/ORDNANCE DEVICE,HERMETICA HI-SHEAR TECHNOLOG 11/16/87
20789 EXPO CLEANER FOR DRY ERASE SURFACE CLEAR SANFORD CORP 05/04/93
14442 EXPO DRY ERASE MARKER SANFORD CORP 09/24/86
20?90 EXPO DRY ERASE MARKERS BROAD TIP BLACK.RED.BLUE,GREEN,YELLOW,ORANGE,BROWN,P SANFORD CORP 04/28/87
04949 EXPO IMPROVED FORMULA CLEANER FOR DRY ERASE SURFAC SANFORD CORP 06/28/89
03188 EXPOSE 13750-002 PHENOLIC CLEANER JOHNSON. S.C., & S 07/24/87
06624 EXTEND RUST TREATMENT 75418,75430.75448,75465 / ACID-MODIFIED EM LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/01/92
17533 EXTENO RUST TREATBIENT 75430 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 04/23/92
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 87
TSRS TRAOENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
07310 EXTENDER FLAT VINYL INK VF-175 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
- 14696 EXTRA LATITUDE INK VARIOUS / OIL BASE LITHOGRAPHIC INK AM INTERNATIONAL 04100/89
08900 EXTREME DUTY SILICONE (AEROSOL) #3030 CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 11/00/85
21728 EXTREME PRESSURE LUBE #3 CHICAGO MFG AND DI 09/00/92
02014 EXTREME PRESSURE LUBE #3 CMO ANTI-SCORING EVANS PRODUCTS CO. 05/00/86
21187 EXTREN SERIES 500 FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS - THERMOSET MORRISON MOLDED FI 06/25/93
- 02431 EXXON MARKOL 130(THOMAS SCI.PARAFFIN OIL C569-N16) EXXON CORPORATION 02/28/73
19612 EXXSOL HEPTANE 133586 - 00586 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
11772 EYE DROPS TETRAHYDROZOLINE HVI .05% OPHTHALMIC SOLUT OPTOPICS LABORATOR NO DATE
21859 EYESALINE SOLUTION 4C)0,501,502,504o505,506,507,508,510,512.52 FENOALL COMPANY t2/15/92
15218 EZ WELD CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT PCI INDUSTRIES 03/01/90
09412 EZ WELD HIGH VISCOSITY PVC GRAY 1600 SOLV. CEMENT PCI INDUSTRIES 01/01/89
08879 EZ WELD PIPE CLEANER PCI INDUSTRIES 03/01/90
21695 EZ WELD PRIMER (PURPLE OR CLEAR) PCI INDUSTRIES 03/01/90
11472 EZE 489 EZE PRODUCTS, INC 05/10/88
08880 EZE 588 EZE PRODUCTS, INC 05/03/86
08881 EZE 593 EZE PRODUCTS. INC 01/28/87
19523 E6382 ETHYLTRIMETHOXYSILANE HULS AMERICA INC. 01/14/93
08317 F-IO0 INK ORGANIC PRODUCTS C 02/26/92
16448 F-IO0 INK IN DPCO MARKERS ORGANIC PRODUCTS C NO DATE
04829 F-IO00 SENTRY SEAL ORGANIC PRODUCTS C 02/26/92
20190 F-I01 DRY LUBRICANT 11.50Z SPRAYWAY 02/28/93
18925 F-150 PARTS A & B NIL-P-24441/2 TY I / F-OTPO1A &F-OTP02 SEAGRAVE COATINGS 06/17/92
04448 F-2 RESIN/HARDENER MIL-C-15202 DEVCON CORP 07/26/81
11719 F-227 G IRON OXIDE #2969/MICRONUTRIENT MIX FRIT INDUSTRIES, I 09/00/85
09342 F-900 TORQUE SEAL ORGANIC PRODUCTS C 01/01/94
22413 FA-1013 NEUTRAL CLIFTON ADHESIVES 07/07/92
11120 FA-t030 NEUTRAL/FA-1030 ACC. KIT CLIFTON ADHESIVES 03/25/90
08257 FA-t051 NMN-A-16tT, TY.2 / NEOPRENE ADHESIVE CLIFTON ADHESIVES 12/21/88
12102 FABRIC SOFTENER & BRIGHTENER AMWAY 01/05/84
19772 FABRIGLIDE SILICONE LUBRICANT, CAT # 314 DOW CORNING 05/21/91
19079 FABSPRAY VINYL 9607 JET BLACK #0367 MAJOR PAINT COMPAN 10/02/91
19080 FABSPRAY VINYL 9612 WHITE #0362 IdAOOR PAINT COMPAN 10/02/91
19081 FABSPRAY VINYL 9616 M. BLUE #0366 MAdOR PAINT COMPAN 10/02/91
19082 FABSPRAY VINYL 9617 S. BLACK #0361 MAJOR PAINT COMPAN 10/02/91
18882 FABSPRAY VINYL 9620 FLAG RED 0360 MAJOR PAINT COMPAN 10/02/91
18881 FABSPRAY VINYL 9622 C. LEATHER 0363 MAJOR PAINT CDMPAN 10/24/91
12223 FABSPRAY VINYL, AEROSOL SPRAY PAINTS 9607,9612,9616,9617,9620.9622 ZYNOLYTE PRODUCTS 09/28/89
19934 FABULENE CHARGAR CORP. 03/15/93
14554 FACSIMILE LIQUID FACSIMILE KIT 16000 MAUSNER EQUIPMENT 01/00/90
17804 FACSIMILE POWDER 16202, 16203, 16204 FLEXBAR MACHINE CO 03/03/92
14427 FACSIMILE POWDER, BLUE FACSIMILE KIT 16000 MAUSNER EQUIPMENT 01/00/90
17802 FACSIMILE SEPARATOR 16914, 16915 / SOAP FLEXBAR MACHINE CO 08/19/92
07235 FALK LONG TERM GREASE (LTG) FALK CORPORATION NO DATE
14637 FALLOUT REMOVER ACID DETERGENT AUTO FINISHES MIXTURE AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
18532 FANTASTIK ALL PURPOSE CLEANER TEXIZE SPRAY CLEANER; FANTASTIK SPRAY CLEA DOW CHEMICAL CO. 01/04/91
0 01662 FARMERS REDUCER SEE ALSO "KODAK FARMERS REDUCER" EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
20474 FAS-STICK 110 PART t/PART 2 HARDENER PT. 1:DO29L1OO.DO29L102 / HARDENER MSDS: 5 FASCO UNTO - HIALE 02/06/89
12050 FASLOC.RESIN-ANCHORED BOLT SYS./DETAFLEX.DETAPRIME ID PRODUCTS.INSTAL.QC.PA.T / CLASS A EXPLO DU PONT. E.I., DE 11/04/85
06371 FAST & EASY SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 01/30/89
17723 FAST 'N FINAL EXTERIOR SPACKLING 10412 / SPACKLING BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 10/_3/92
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-! MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET I NOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 88
_SRS TRADENAME COIOtENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
I0 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
17724 FAST 'N FINAL SPACKLING BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 10/13/92
18297 FAST BLUE BB BASE F0125 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
14644 FAST CUT PIANO RULING COMPOUND CR 711-6 PARK CHEMICAL COMP 06/03/86
13785 FAST DRAW WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT 15-230,15-231,15-232,15-233,15-236 AMERICAN ELECTRIC, t2/00/86
07189 FAST DRY ENANEL COLORS,LEADED,FED SER. SYNTH.EN. 200.210,220,265.300.310,500.510,520.540 ADVANCE PROCESS SU 04/30/87
07188 FAST DRY ENAMEL COLORS,UNLEADED,FED SER.,SYNTH,EN. 120.405.432.456,475,485,568.576.710.780.80 ADVANCE PROCESS SU 04/30/87
16666 FAST DRY INK, AOUEOUS INK CODE NO. 1016 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/03/85
01540 FAST GREEN FCF F7252 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
11420 FAST GREEN FCF CERTIFIED F7258 SIGMA CHEMICAL CQ_l 06/10/93
17949 FAST ORANGE PUMICE FORMULA HAND CLEANER 25114 / INDUSTRIAL WATERLESS HANDCLEANER LOCTITE CORPORATIO 02/22/93
17805 FAST POLYMERIZING MOI_ER,FACSIMILE CURING LIOUID 16205, 16206, 16207, 16208 FLEXBAR MACHINE CO 02/13/92
19301 FAST-VAC VACUUM PUMP OIL O/B INDUSTRIES, IN 01/00/93
08902 FASTBONO CONTACT ADHESIVE 10 NEUTRAL/BRUSHABLE 3M 06/30/89
13347 FASTBOND 4323 CONSTRUCTION MASTIC 62-4323-5230-O,-8530-O,-6330-7,-9530-9,-75 3M O8/10/90
19259 FASTWELD 10 HARDENER CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 05/30/89
19260 FASTWELD 10 RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/16/89
02111 FAULT FINDER CLEANER GROUP 1 #1071 t44,005AY CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 01/16/86
02113 FAULT FINDER DEVELOPER GROUP 1 _1079 154.060AY CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 01/16/86
02112 FAULT FINDER PENETRANT GROUP 1 #1075 147,007AY CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 01/16/86
19091 FAVOR I0340-25-26 JOHNSON. S.C., & S 08/09/91
12191 FBS 033 BROMINE TABLETS FORT BEND SERVICES 02/09/90
13733 FC-2000 "GLO-BRITE", MAGNETIC INSPECTION PARTICLES PARKER RESEARCH CO 06/01/87
15507 FC-326 SCOTCHGARD BRAND FABRIC PROTECTOR 98-0211-0617-8 3M 05/16/89
00333 FC-40 FLUORINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 98-0204-0903-7 3M 08/31/92
14862 FC-72 FLUORINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 98-0211-0216-9/0217-7/0267-2/1795-1/4860-0 3M 04/29/92
18346 FC-721FLUORAD BRAND FLUOROCHEMICAL COATING 98-0211-0116-1,-0269-8 3M 07/24/90
18348 FC-722 FLUORAD BRAND FLUOROCHEMICAL COATING 98-0211-5542-3.-5543-1 3N 06/19/92
09295 FC-723 FLUORAD BRAND SURFACE MODIFIER MBD 125-285 / 98-02ti-0399-3,-0400-9.-1124 3M 07/07/92
18347 FC-724 FLUORAD BRAND SURFACE MODIFIER 98-0211-5654-6,98-02tl-5655-3 314 11/23/92
15572 FC-75 FLUORINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 98-0204-0303-0,-0304-8,-0211-3905-4,-3996- 3M 04/12/89
15573 FC-77 FLOURINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 3M 07/13/89
14861 FC-78 FLUORINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID 3M SAYS PRODUCT IS OBSOLETE 3M 09/00/78
20724 FD ELECTRONIC CLEANER 1C)(_ FREON TF, 1638 AEROSOL TECH SPRAY 12/27/91
20057 FDP CALIBRATOR ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLSAR230 DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/13/89
20058 FDP CLOTTING TUBE ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLVF(_I DU PONT, E.I., DE 12/30/88
02399 FE-CX)O4-A & FE-O004-B EPOXY RESIN (FORMERLY RESIWELD) FULLER, H.B. 01/08/93
20386 FECAL COLIFORM MEDIUM (M-FC BROTH) BEDOBO26;MCCKOC_,MO_P2F MILLIPORE CORPORAT 03/24/93
00040 FEDRON FEDERAL MINING & M 06/01/92
16926 FEL-PRO C-100 HI-TEMP ANTI-GALL LUBRICANT FEL-PRO, INC. NO DATE
08901 FEL-PRO C-300 AEROSOL FEL-PRO, INC. 0t/00/80
08359 FEL-PRO CS-A HIGH TEMPERATURE ANTISEIZE COMPOUND 51001,51002,51004-51011,51146,51147 7W79 FEL-PRO. INC. 11/01/91
03386 FEND A-2 BLISTEX INC. NO DATE
11012 FEND AE-2 BLISTEX INC. 12/18/87
16035 FEND E-2 BARRIER PROTECTIVE HAND CREAM CARBISULPHOIL COMP NO DATE
14803 FEND HC BLISTEX INC. 12/18/87
14821 FEND SI-2 PLUS BLISTEX INC. 11/27/90
14822 FEND X PLUS BLISTEX INC. 11/27/90
10493 FERRIC ACETYLACETONATE KODAK #908731, 121 6332,121 7017.121 7033 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/05/86
15813 FERRIC AMMONIUM SULFATE BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 02/08/83
15814 FERRIC AI_NIUM SULFATE MALLINCKROOT 10/21/85
18296 FERRIC AIIIIONIUli SULFATE CELL CULTURE TESTED F8884 SIGMA CHEMICAL COil 06/10/93
iSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = OLA H_IlS MSOS
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...................................................................................................................................
19396 FERRIC CHLORIDE F2877 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/02/93
11275 FERRIC CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE
01467 FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION 0.025%
20721 FERRIC CHLORIDE 45 DEG. BAUME - ETCHANT
21715 FERRIC CHLORIDE, SOLID. ANHYDROUS
01468 FERRIC CITRATE PENTAHYDRATE
18201 FERRIC CITRATE. N-HYDRATE
20353 FERRIC NITRATE
@ 04756 FERRIC OXIDE, 30109, 182625
04692 FERRIC SULFATE
20805 FERROIN INDICATOR
02854 FERROUS AMMONIUM SULFATE













12313 FERROUS IRON REAGENT
18295 FERROUS SULFATE HEPTAHYORATE CELL CULTURE TESTED
00014 FERROUS SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE 99+%
11818 FERROUS SULFATE, HEPTAHYDRATE
18850 FERROVER - IRON REAGENT
01709 FERRQVER IRON REAGENT
17491 FERROVERo IRON REAGENT
13171 FERTILIZER BORATE - 48
06526 FERTILIZER, LYKES #8302 G 16-04-08 25-0
11306 FERTILIZER, UNSPECIFIED
22512 FETAL BOVINE SERUM
10875 FETAL BOVINE SERUM
18021 FETAL BOVINE SERUM TYPE II
22323 FETAL BOVINE SERUM. QUALIFIED, HEAT-INACTIVATED
04098 FG-2414 ADHESIVE
07538 FIBER GLASS INSULATION
19510 FIBER GLASS WOOL PRODUCTS: MANY PRODUCT NAMES
20274 FIBER STRIP
FERROUS AMMONIUM SULFATE STANDARD SOLUTION 0.250N 1811













BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/18/93
ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS






SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/93
HACH COMPANY O3/16/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93





U.S. BORAX INC. NO DATE
35 PAGES/12 MSDS'S FOR 12 COMPONENTS OF MI LYKES AGRI SALES SEVERAL
MSDS'S FOR COMPONENTS WHEELER FERTILIZER SEVERAL
14-501A BIOWHITAKER/BIOTEC NOT REQD
#14-5Ot WHITTAKER, M.A. BI 10/OO/84
F2138 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 01/30/93
16140 / OLD CAT# 230-6140 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REOD
SOLVENT BASED FULLER, H.B. 02/24/87
(VARIOUS TYPES) CERTAINTEED CORPOR 04/01/88
INSULATING MATERIALS (W/PHENOL-FORMALDEHYD OWENS-CORNING FIBE 03/30/93
OPTICAL FIBER TECH 05/29/87
19246 FIBERED ROOF COATING
08910 FIBERFRAX
08903 FIBERFRAX DURABLANKET S
20583 FIBERFRAX LDS MOLDABLE
08904 FIBERFRAX LO CON FELT
08905 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE BINDER
08906 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE BULK 1
08907 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE PREP
20138 FIBERGLASS FABRIC






14195 FIBERGLASS FABRIC F-16 VOLAN FINISH
22307 FIBERED ALUMINUM ROOF COATING,NON-FIBERED ALUMINUM ROOF COATING,MOBILE HONE ALUMINUM ROOF COA GATE ROOFING MFG. NO DATE
GIBSON-HOMANS 10/02/92




SOHIO ENGINEERED M 04/08/86
SOHIO ENGINEERED M 03/26/87
SOHIO ENGINEERED M 04/08/86
MSDS NO. 0102 UPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
MSDS NO. 0115 JPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
MSDS NO. 0116 JPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
MSDS NO. 0104 UPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
MSDS NO. 0105 JPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/01/93
MSDS NO. 0107 JPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
MSDS NO. 0113 JPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
D9100-A HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 09/05/89
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSCS SYSTEM ,' '_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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09453 FIBERGLASS FABRIC MSDS NO. 0002 STEVENS, d.P., & C 06/22/87
20145 FIBERGLASS MAT MSDS NO. 0121TEMPMAT OR INSULBATTE JPS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
17398 FIBERGLASS MILLED FIBER 731 1-1/16" OWENS-CGRNING FIBE 09/30/79
17674 FIBERGLASS RESIN #400/401/402/404/406/692/694/695 DYNATRON/BONDO COR 02/10/93
12164 FIBERGLASS RESIN #497,498,499,500 FIBRE GLASS-EVERCO 08/08/88
20147 FIBERGLASS WASTE MSDS NO. 0125 ORS INDUSTRIAL FAB 01/04/93
20148 FIBERGLASS YARN MSDS NO. 0124 UPS INDUSTRIAL FAD 01/04/93
03148 FIBERGLASS, BH/2000 BENTLEY-HARRIS MFG 07/00/86
21732 FIBERLOCK LAG-KOTE 6424 WHITE FIBERLOCK TECHNOLO 07/08/87
20925 FIBERMAT 363-940-996,363-940L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT TREMCO 05/01/92
19971 FIBRIN(DGEN) DEGRADATION PRODUCTS (FOP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705726901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
19970 FIBRINOGEN (FBG) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705112901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
08945 FIBROUS GLASS & FELTED SERVTEX INSULATION PRODUCTS KXX-X-XXX,JXX-X-XXX, ETC. / MSDS P.2 MISSS GORDON CO 05/04/87
03142 FICAM D, BENDIOCARB 1%, HOMEOWNER DUST INSECTICIDE NOR-AM CHEMICAL CO 05/28/85
03143 FICAM W TURCAM, BENDIOCARD WP BULK PACK NOR-AN CHEMICAL CO 09/03/91
13412 FICOLL TYPE 400 F4375 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/21/91
10867 FICDLL TYPE 400-DL F9378 SIGNA CHEMICAL CON 09/20/88
13784 FIL-IN (CRACK FILLER) UNI-CHEM CORP. OF 02/25/87
08396 FILLER WOOD PLASTIC BAKER SEALANTS & C 03/19/91
17433 FILLER,WOOD,PLASTIC,TT-F-3408 TYII,VAR.COLORS,SN'S STEVEN INDUSTRIES NO DATE
- 14697 FILM CLEANER 83-3-I04722 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
20573 FILM CLEANER 02224 YARN PRODUCTS 11/04/92
11911 FILM KODAK X-GNAT AR (XAR-5) 13 X 18 CM F5388 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/20/90
11910 FILM KODAK X-OMAT AR (XAR-5) 8 X 10" F5513 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/20/90
11912 FILM POLAROID HIGH CONTRAST POLACHROME ROLL F3888 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/20/90
11913 FILM POLAROID POLAGRAPH HC-135 12-EXPOSURE ROLL F4888, (MSDS PG. 1 MISSING) SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/12/90
21861 FILM REMOVER, THERMAL HEAD CLEANER,I/2" TAPE DRIVE 8R26,8R27,43P45,8RI60,8R161,8R3520.8R3801, XEROX 05/03/93
11908 FILM,POLARIOD TYPE 667 3 1/4 X 4 1/4 B-EXPOSURE PK F4638 SIENA CHEMICAL COM 12/20/90
11909 FILM.POLAROID TYPE 665 3 1/4 X 4 1/4 8-EXPOSURE PK F3390 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/20/90
10440 FILMTEC MEMBRANE PRESERVATIVE MFGR. CODE# SK-0538 FULLER. H.B. 06/11/85
07094 FILTER COAT (SUPER) RESEARCH PRODUCTS NO DATE
17610 FILTERAY B ACRYLIC UV ABSORBER/ 128 418 OAY-GLO COLOR CORP 08/15/86
07197 FILTRATION SILICA & BLASTING SILICA 6/02, 20/30, 30/45, 40F GALL SILICA MINING NO DATE
15436 FILTROL DESICCITE NO. 25 MIL-D-3464D TY 1 FILTROL CORPORATIO 06/01/84
07243 FINA ALL-PURPOSE LITHILtN #2 GREASE FINA OIL AND CHEMI 11/01/85
18147 FINA HYDRAN ANTIWEAR HYDRAULIC OILS / 015000 ISO 22.32,46,68.100.150,HYDRAN HVI 32.46 & FINA OIL AND CHEMI 06/01/92
19792 FINA MARSON LITHIUM GREASE 039373 FINA OIL AND CHEMI 01/16/91
08520 FINE-L-KOTE REMOVER.1714 CONFORMAL COATING REMOVER TECH SPRAY 02/28/86
- 06879 FIRE BARRIER PUTTY 303 3M NO DATE
15435 FIRE RED SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK NAZDAR COMPANY 1t/t3/84
- 18814 FIRE RESISTIVE MASTIC, SPRAY FOSTER 60-60 FULLER, H.B. 02/10/93
02291 FIRE SHIELD ANTIMONY OXIDE (MFGR:LAUREL INDUSTR.) HARWICK CHEMICAL C 11/25/85
17811 FIRE-TECT WT-I02 FIRE-TECT 03/02/92
16925 FIREMATE 29 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 02/00/84
15705 FIRENATE 8832, FIRESIDE TREATMENT GRACE, W.R., & CO. 06/00/84
06003 FIRESTOP SEALANT - GRAY CAT. NO. 2000 DON CORNING 01/08/87
• 01688 FIRST DEVELOPER E 6 AR EASTMAN KODAK CO, DLA MSDS
12261 FIRST PRIZE LEAF SHINE TOWELETTES AMWAY 01/05/84
12262 FIRST PRIZE LIQUID LAtiN FERTILIZER AMWAY 06/13/84
12263 FIRST PRIZE PLANT FOOD AMWAY 11/05/84
04640 FIVE STAR EPOXY GROUT, RESIN/CONPOI_NT A & CONP. B SNI A - COMP. A U.5. GROUT CORPORA NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT K$C FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "(l' - DLA HNIS MSDS
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04613 FIVE STAR SAE lOW, LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE MIL-L-2104C, ENGINE OE/HDO-IO DELTA PETROLEUM 11/01/85
17743 FIVESTAR, F-423 AQUEOUS ACRYLIC FLOOR FINISH/SEAL FORMULAT DYNASURF CHEMICAL 02/01/91
- 15243 FIX N PATCH EPOXY ADHESIVE AND SEALANT SPECIALTY PLASTICS 10/05/81
- 15314 FIX'N PATCH SPECIALTY PLASTICS 11/03/81
11250 FIXATIVE LACQUER AA-1420 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
18449 FIXATIVE PREPARED EM GRADE ELECTRON MICROSCOP 01/05/93
16669 FIXATIVE SPRAY/SMOKED CHARTS GRAPHIC CONTROLS 11/00/85
e 01687 FIXER & RPL. E 6 AR EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
@ 01661 FIXER SYSTEM CLEANER EASTMAN KODAK CO. OLA MSOS
- 15389 FIXER TANK CLEANER HUNT, PHILIP A., C 09/12/80
19452 FIXMASTER SUPERCOAT ANTI-RU_T COATING 99736 / US KIT NO: 29-9734 FEL-PRO, INC. 06/23/92
01940 FLAME CONTROL _ NO. lOOA/TT-P-26C, PAINT, WHITE FLAME CONTROL COAT 07/11/89
02267 FLAME CONTROL FIRE RETARDAN_ PAINT NO. 111 FLAT COLOR BLACK FLAME CONTROL COAT 09/21/89
13844 FLAME CONTROL FIRE RETARDANT PAINT N0.10-10 FLAT INTUMESCENT FIRE RETARDANT P FLAME CONTROL COAT 01/20/93
22767 FLAME-SAFE FS/FST 900 SERIES FIRESTOP COMPOUNOS 9339K21,9339K22,9339K31,9339K41 FILLED VIN INTERNATIONAL PROT 08/00/91
- 19615 FLAMECOAT PF110, PF111, PFl13 PLASTIC FLAMECOAT 10/09/92
19616 FLAMECOAT PFl12 PLASTIC FLAMECOAT 10/09/92
09258 FLAMMABLE GAS MIXTURES SEE ALSO A07980 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 11/18/87
12224 FLASH AEROSOL 5020 NATIONAL CHEMSEARC 11/13/90
07685 FLASHING CEMENT ROOF CEMENT KOCH MATERIALS COM 05/25/88
08612 FLASHING CEMENT - NON ASBESTOS #1721NA PERMASEAL CORPDRAT 03/23/92
04109 FLASHING CEMENT, ASPHALT BASE SS-C-153 / ASBESTOS-FREE KOPPERS COMPANY, I 10/(90/86
11048 FLAT BLACK ALKYD ENAMEL SR-276 RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/02/89
17816 FLAT BLACK LACQUER 192 GEMINI COATINGS, I 01/12/93
07336 FLAT BLACK SYNTHETIC 59-191 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/13/84
07335 FLAT CLEAR SYNTHETIC COATING VARNISH 59-172 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/13/84
07337 FLAT WHITE SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-192 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/13/84
02295 FLECTOL ODP ANTIOXIDANT MONSANTO 11/(90/85
13120 FLEX LOK BUTTERING GRADE 0(0)0205 / ELASTOMERIC VINYL PATCH/SEALANTS ATLAS CHEMICAL CO. 12/08/93
16381 FLEX ROOFCOAT (MSDS'S AVAILABLE FOR COMPONENTS) 20 PAGES FLEXCO OF FLORIDA NO DATE
10997 FLEX-O-LITE PRIMER SEALER MSDS P.2 MISSING/#211-11-2 PRIMER MID-WEST INDUSTRIA 09/17/88
17828 FLEXADUX BDP/LT/HT THERMOPLASTIC RUBBER FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17824 FLEXADUX R-2, R-3 POLYVINYL CHLORIDE COMPOUND FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17823 FLEXADUX R-2, R-3 COATING POLYVINYL CHLORIDE COMPOUNDS (BLUE,CLEAR) FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17825 FLEXADUX, FLXTHANE POLYURETHANE COMPOUND FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17678 FLEXANE BRUSHABLE CURING AGENT LIQ.ABRASION-RESIST.POLYURETH.ELASTOMER KI DEVCON CORP 06/15/92
17677 FLEXANE BRUSHABLE RESIN LIQ.ABRASION-RESIST.POLYURETH.ELASTOMER KI DEVCON CORP 06/19/92
11758 FLEXANE FL-20 PRIMER 15985 DEVCON CORP 11/19/92
22406 FLEXANE HIGH PERFORMANCE PUTTY RESIN & CURING AGT MSOS#1772 & 0335 ITW O6/15/92
11204 FLEXANE 80 LIQUID CURING AGENT 15800 & 15810 / HARDENER COMPONENT DEVCON CDRP t2/14/89
11022 FLEXANE 80 LIQUID RESIN 15800 & 15810 DEVCON CORP 12/14/89
22025 FLEXANE 94 LIQUID CURING AGENT 015250: MSDS NO. 0305 ITW 01/13/88
22026 FLEXANE 94 LIQUID RESIN 15250 ITW 07/08/88
17837 FLEXAUST & SPRINGFLEX DIPPED HOSE (X) POLYURETHANE SOLVENT COMPOUND FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17838 FLEXAUST & SPRINGFLEX DIPPED HOSE (X) ACRYLONITRILE BUTADIENE LATEX COMPOUND FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17839 FLEXAUST & SPRINGFLEX DIPPED HOSE (X) POLYCHLOROPRENE LATEX COMPOUND FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17840 FLEXAUST - CWS-NR POLYCHLORO.LATEX CTD.POLY,NYLON (6/6) ROD FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17833 FLEXAUST - CWS.CWC.LNP COATING. SPRINGFLEX - SD,PO POLYCHLOROPRENE LATEX COATED POLYESTER FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17832 FLEXAUST CWC-W, LNP-W, SPRINGFLEX SD-W, PO-W. STO POLYCHLOROP.LATEX CTD.POLY.W/PVC CTD.COT.S FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17835 FLEXAUST CWGS. GS, BDS-600 SILICONE COATED FIBERGLASS FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17822 FLEXAUST CWY-W. LN-W, SPRINGFLEX SY-W POLYCHLORDPR.LATEX CTD.NYLON W/PVC CTD.COT FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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...................................................................................................................................
17842 FLEXAUST CWY, LN, SPRINGFLEX SY PCP LATEX CTD. NYLON FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17834 FLEXAUST GLASHOSE. SPRINGFLEX GF, GF-W POLYCHLOROPRENE LATEX COATED FIBERGLAS FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17830 FLEXAUST WHITE HOSE POLYACRYLATE COATED POLYESTER FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17836 FLEXAUST/SPRINGFLEX CONDUCTIVE COATING POLYCHLORDPRENE LATEX COMPOUNO FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
21998 FLEXBAR REPRORUBBER THIN POUR MATERIAL BASE PASTE & CATALYST PASTE / 16135,16137 FLEXBAR MACHINE CO 03/30/93
04479 FLEXCO #66 CONDUCTIVE EPOXY - PARTS A & B (8252) GIBSON-HOMANS 01/00/87
19415 FLEXGEL CABLE FILLING COMPOUNDS 103266789 AT&T 01/07/93
14236 FLEXIBLE DECAL LACQUER ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
08913 FLEXIBLE RESIN #1 ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS 01/00/86
• 01683 FLEXICOLDR BLEACH RPL. C-41 PART A EASTMAN KODAK CO. OLA MSOS
• 01682 FLEXICOLOR BLEACH RPL. C-41 PROCESS PART B EASTMAN KOOAK CO. DLA WSDS
@ 01684 FLEXICOLOR FIXER AND RPL. C-41 PROCESS EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
07128 FLINT PAPER-COATED ABRASIVES: 1380 SIA AMERICA 05/29/87
14098 FLINTLASTIC GMS. GMS/FL, GTS, GTS/FL GS ROOFING PRODUCT 10/00/88
14096 FLINTLASTIC GTA, GTA/FL GS ROOFING PRODUCT 10/00/88
14097 FLINTLASTIC STA, FLINTLASTIC- STA/FL GS ROOFING PRODUCT 10/00/88
22089 FLITZ METAL POLISH & FIBERGL,ASS CLEANER/ FLITZ OPTIMA METAL POLISH & FIBERGLASS CLEANER FLITZ INTERNATIONA 05/01/92
11530 FLO DCF-1 6408,9,10 WATSCO INC 05/19/88
05330 FLO-MASTER INK (ALL COLORS) T-104 FABER-CASTELL, CORP 08/25/86
15474 FLO-TAB KEN MANUFACTURING 05/05/83
12165 FLOOR GRIP GRANULES 13090 DEVCON CORP 12/19/90
12166 FLOOR GRIP HARDENER 13090 DEVCON CORP 12/19/90
12167 FLOOR GRIP RESIN 13090 DEVCQN CORP 06/16/92
11392 FLOOR PATCH COLOR CONCENTRATE 13100, MSDS#0714 DEVCON CORP 12/19/90
11391 FLOOR PATCH HARDENER 13100 DEVCON CORP 12/19/90
11390 FLOOR PATCH RESIN 13100 DEVCON CORP 12/19/90
12264 FLOOR WAX AMWAY 01/05/84
08916 FLOROTHANE SUPREME R0-016 CRAWFORD LABORATOR 07/19/76
06146 FLOUR TEST/IODINE CRYSTAL TEST/HAZCAT KIT POTASSIUM IODIDE AND SUBLIMED IODINE HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
15380 FLOW AWAY 161, CLEANING COMPOUND AIRCRAFT SURFACE MSCI LTD. 06/29/83
22415 FLOWSEAL 2400 CHEMPLEX PRODUCTS, 02/01/91
22444 FLUID FILM, GEL WRO-EP EUREKA CHEMICAL CO 12/01/93
20895 FLUID RESISTANT EPOXY T.C. GLOSS 443030017 AKZO COATINGS INC, 04/26/90
- 15503 FLUID THIOGLYCDLLATE MEDIUM, AGAR UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/14/85
17604 FLUID 1000 (1000 CPS) VISCOSITY STANOARD BROOKFIELD ENGINEE I1/14/80
15985 FLUID 30,000 (30,000 CPS) VISCOSITY STANDARD BROOKFIELD ENGINEE 11/14/80
I7603 FLUID 50 (50 CPS) VISCOSITY STANDARD BROOKFIELD ENGINEE 11/14/80
18857 FLUID, FYRITE, C02 11-0057 BACHARACH, INC 03/26/92
18858 FLUID, FYRITE, C02 7% 11-0058 BACHARACH, INC 03/26/92
00_0 FLUORALLOY A DRY MIX. 161233 BECKMAN INSTRUMENT 09/23/85
17915 FLUORESCEIN DIACETATE F7378 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
01541 FLUORESCEIN ISOTHIOCYANATE ISOMER I F7250 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
06379 FLUORESCENT BRIGHTENER 28 F6259 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/04/88
16159 FLUORESCENT GREEN CONCENTRATE GAGE FLUID DVYER INSTRUMENTS. 11/14/90
19919 FLUORESCENT LAMP (STANDARD COOL WHITE,WARM WHITE) PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C 09/12/91
21603 FLUORESCENT LAMP AN[} ITS CONTENTS GENERAL ELECTRIC NOT REOD
19907 FLUORESCENT LAMPS F48512/60 F72T12/60 - GOLD PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REOUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C NO DATE
19909 FLUORESCENT LAMPS: F20UVB,F40UVB.F72UVB PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C 11/06/90
13618 FLUORESCENT POLYPLUS U.S. TECHNOLOGY CO 11/29/89
11535 FLUORESCENT YELLOW/GREEN OYE TABLET 295-17 FORMULABS, INC 04/20/87
01722 FLUORIDE 5TANOARD SOLUTION 1.00 MG/L AS F 291 HACH COMPANY 07/08/86
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06959 FLUORINE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/00/86
14322 FLUORINE AG 05237 ALPHAGAZ 10101/85
06960 FLUORINE IN NITROGEN MIXTURE -10% AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/00/86
13008 FLUOROBENZENE 0-684 CHEW SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
• 04360 FLUOROCARBON LUBRICANT MIL-L-60326, TY.I CROWN INDUSTRIAL P DLA MSDS
06159 FLUOROGLIDE MIL-L-60326 NORTON CO. 06/23/82
10453 FLUOROGLIDE AEROSOL FILM BONDING (FB) NORTON CO. 03/00/89
07707 FLUOROTRICHLOROMETHANE 99+% 25499-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
11920 FLUSHING OIL CAT #93060 BOEKEL INDUSTRIES, 10/06/87
05718 FLUSHING OIL, DIELECTRIC FLUID CAT. ND.3000-8,3000-16,3000-32,3000-128.30 ADALET-PLM/DIV.SCO 0?/03/89
12016 FLUSHING SOLVENT AH255 CAST MANUFACTURING 11/20/91
• 05377 FLUX REMOVAL COMPOUND (CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT) BULK CHEM. DISTRIB DLA MSDS
14483 FLUX-OFF C89C0, C1690, C2490 CHEMTRONICS 01/00/92
03392 FLUX, SOLDERING, LIQUID GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
11086 FLUXES FOR GAS WELDING BRAZO,FERRO,CAST IRON,CROMALOY, AN{) ALUMIN L-TEC WELDING & CU 07/00/89
02646 FN-101 WIRE-WAX, PULLING COMPOUND MINERALLAC ELECTRI NO DATE
13974 FM-2 RUBBER COMPOUND MIXTURE KELLY ENERGY SYSTE 07/23/87
08918 FO 2085 LIQUID ALKALINE CLEANER FOR TANK & SPRAY WASHERS FINE ORGANICS CORP 06/04/86
08917 FO 606 HOT TANK STRIPPER TANK TYPE FINE ORGANICS CORP 08/00/85
15527 FOAM LIQUID FIRE EXTINGUISHING 3M DLA MSDS
e 15526 FOAM LIQUID FIRE EXTINGUISHING 3M DLA MSDS
2078_ FOAM RUBBER STAMP PADS BLACK,RED,BLUE,GREEN,BROWN,VIOLET SANFORD CORP 04/29/87
1133.3 FOAMGLAS INSULATION CELLULAR GLASS,FOR INSULATION OF TANKS,SPH PITTSBURGH CORNING 03/15/93
08919 FOAMY Q & A ACID-BASED CLEANING COMPOUND SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 05/18/87
05539 FOLIC ACID F7876 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/30/86
05848 FOMBLIN Y 06/6 L VAC FLUOROCARBON MONTEFLUOS S.P.A. 10/01/89
11218 FOMBLIN Y 25/6 L VAC MONTEFLUOS S.P.A. 06/11/87
09341 FOMOX PA, WG-11 METAFOAM BRICK MILES INC. 05/09/88
07193 FOMOX t_llP. WG-15 METACAULK 69"9 MILES INC, 08/24/87
06581 FOOOSERVICE dOY BRAND CODES 08441, 08163, 08514 PROCTER & GAMBLE C 03/01/88
220(0 FORANE 134A 04134 ELF ATOCHEM NORTH 08/27/93
- 22643 FORD TYPE F AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID INDDUSTRIAL OILS U 06/07/89
02303 FORE FUNGICIDE ROHM ANO HAAS CO 02/05/86
22161 FOREST 5 / SAFE CLEAN DISINFECTANT CLEANER AAA CHEMICAL & SUP 03/00/88
- 15548 FOREX 1301/PYRQFORANE 1301 (HALON 1301, CF3BR) HALOGEN 1301 FIRE EXTING4JISHANT FOREX CHEMICAL COW 10/14/87
19818 FORM-A-GASKET #1 SEALANT #8CK:)01 / #lA LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
19816 FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT #80010 / d2B LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
19817 FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80009 / 2A LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/19/93
- 21669 FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011 MIL-S-451800 TYPE II LOCTITE CORPORATIO 07/21/92
06593 FORM-A-THREAD STRIPPED THREAD REPAIR KIT 81669: ADHESIVE, ACTIVATOR, RELEASE AGENT LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/01/93
19271 FORNACURE 142 1025592 NgJODEX INC. 04/13/81
11784 FORMALDEHYDE 04018 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 06/26/89
13413 FORMALDEHYDE ABBOTT MSDS ,55. PRODUCT #F1635 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/10/92
06928 FORMALDEHYDE (SOLUTION) 102 4470, 102 4710, 113 7090 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/03/81
19499 FORMALDEHYDE SOLUTIONS FORMALIN, WETHANAL DU PONT, E.I., DE 12/14/92
07708 FORMALDEHYDE 37 w'r. % SOLUTION IN WATER A.C.S. REAGENT 25254-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/11/91
20677 FORMALDEHYDE 37% 00625/X20005 POLYSCIENCES. INC. 08/24/92
21894 FORMALDEHYDE, 37 WT% SOLUTION, ACS REAGENT F1268 SIC:,MA CHEMICAL COM 10/12/93
01627 FORMALDEHYDE. 37% FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/13/85
10868 FOQMALIN SOLUTION NEUTRAL BUFFERED F2758, (STOCK= HT501-640) SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 01/02/87
13414 FORMALIN SOLUTION NEUTRAL BUFFERED 10% FORMALIN F7008 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 06/21/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSCS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P 94
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
.............. T ....................................................................................................................
13131 FORMAMIDE BP227, BP228, F84 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/15/91
22822 FORMAZIN TURBIDITY STANDARD 4000 NTU CT# 2461 HACH COMPANY 10/08/93
06231 FORMICA 150 FORMICA 151 CONTACT CEMENT COLUMBIA CEMENT CO 04/00/85
19788 Fi]_IKOTE T-50 (10-124) SOLID FILM LUBRICANT E/M CORPORATION 06/25/92
02633 FORMULA #870 WATER TREATMENT CHEMICAL BURMAH TECHNICAL S 04/01/86
07198 FORMULA G-510 GAYLORD INDUSTRIES 02/22/88
15422 FORMULA 0-88 LIQUID CLEANING COMPOUND SELIG CHEMICAL IND 05/01/84
18738 FORMULA Y-1537 PENETONE CORP./DIV 10/20/87
14389 FORMULA 100 200-1150-4A / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14390 FORMULA 200 13-3-190728.83-5-104704 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTIO AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14449 FORMULA 300 83-1-104971 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
17690 FORMULA 409 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER CLOROX COMPANY 11/00/92
19250 FORMULA 707 F2590 PUREX 01/00/91
12232 FORMULA 707 CLEANER HILL MFG. CO., INC 04/16/90
07215 FORMULA 77 ALL POWER MFG 07/01/93
03900 FORMULA 78 ALL POWER WFG 07/01/93
17781 FORMULA 815GD 301007 BRULIN & COMPANY, 02/t6/93
19239 FORMULA-8 FLUORAMICS INC 08/00/90
11780 FORMVAR 15/95E RESIN FULLAM _11330 MONSANTO 03/00/86
03113 FORTIFY PART NO. 4662 14660-006 JOHNSON, S.C., & S 12/06/91
21261 FORTRESS HEAVY DUTY NON FIBERED ALUMINUM ROOF CTG MSDS NO. 5701.0 BREWER COMPANY 08/17/92
05653 FOSTER BRIDGING ENCAPSULANT FOSTER 32-32 FULLER, H.B. 01/29/91
06674 FOTO FOIL DEVELOPER MILLER DIAL CORP./ 08/27/86
07749 FOTO PLATE 8 DEVELOPER DESENSITIZER PN 200-903-2A / 9003 MASTER DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
00391 FOTOFOIL "A" ETCHANT 76003 MILLER DIAL CORP./ NO DATE
0763_ FOTOFOIL A COPY BLACKENER FORMULA NO. 170302 MILLER DIAL CORP./ 11/08/85
00404 FOTOFOIL M DEVELOPER NOD-1174 MILLER DIAL CORP./ 10/00/85
0613_ FOTOFOIL M SEALING ADDITIVE MILLER DIAL CORP./ NO DATE
18914 FOUNDATION F-I050/7989 PUREX 04/00/93
13906 FOUNDRY/UTILITY/FRACTURING, SILICA, FILTER SANDS MAGNUM BLAST, MELTING,ENGINE.BLASTING,GLAS FAIRMOUNT MINERALS 09/10/90
16617 FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE PART # 4-1114, 4-1115 DICK, A.B. 02/20/86
- 14761 FOUNTAIN STIMULATOR V2151 / COBALT SALT IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION BOSTON PRINTING IN 02/21/89
02420 FOXBORO 1800 INK RECORDER RED 1884 (DISTR;FOXBORO) GRAPHIC CONTROLS 12/02/88
19222 FP-115/4134 A (A COMPONENT)/(B COMPONENT) INSTA-FOAM PRODUCT 11/20/92
14392 FPC 83-6-104323 / 6004 SERIES FINISHER,PRESERV AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
18748 FPC 2000, FPC 5000 ELASTOMERIC COATING TTC COATINGS NO DATE
07022 FR DEVELOPER TANK AND TRAY CLEANER, 11-010 FR CHEMICALS 08/12/88
02518 FR 8258-1 SEALANT TAPE FIBER-RESIN CORPOR NO DATE
17865 FR-Q-CELL 300 INORGANIC MICROSPHERES FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 07/10/90
08378 FR-1144 (POLY) H.B.FULLER: UR-2544 FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 12/03/93
08379 FR-1144 ISOCYANATE H,B.FULLER: UR-2544 FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 11/t9/93
19556 FR-3OOO-A EPOXY RESIN SOLUTION FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 11/21/89
19557 FR-3OOO-B EPOXY CURING AGENT SOLUTION FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 04/15/92
19558 FR-337 EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 09/27/90
19559 FR-338-A EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 02/28/9t
19539 FR-37 HARDENER EPOXY CURING AGENT FIBER-RESIN CORPDR 04/06/92
19560 FR-3B HARDENER EPOXY CURING AGENT FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 04/06/92
19561 FR-40 EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 02/28/91
19540 FR-47 EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 04/23/92
19541 FR-5137-W EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 07/09/92
19487 FR-5234 HARDENER EPOXY CURING AGENT FIBER-RESIN CORPOR 02/15/90
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SU_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
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FRANCO SUPER PLASTIC, AIR SET
FRANC0 SUPER PLASTIC, HEAT SET
FRANCO 60 PLASTIC, AIR SET
FRANCO 60 PLASTIC, HEAT SET
FRANKLIN CROSS LINK II
FRCI-12. THERMAL INSULATION MATERIAL
FREE CHLORINE INDICATOR SOLN. FOR CL-17 ANALYZER
FREE LON AEROSOL
FREEZ-IT





FREMONT 3008 CONVERSION COATING COMPOUND
FREMONT 3107 NON-CHROMATED ALUMINUM SMUT REMOVER
FREMONT 3108 NON-CHROMATED DESMUTTER
FREMONT 5006 COLD SOLVENT PAINT STRIPPER
FREIIIONT 5007 COLD SOLVENT PAINT STRIPPER ADDITIVE
FREMONT 5015 HEAVY DUTY COATING REMOVER























EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM/CURING AGENT
EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM
EPOXY RESIN SYSTEM
SPECIAL HIGH DUTY BRICK
SUPER PLASTIC FIREBRICK
SUPER PLASTIC FIREBRICK
60% ALUMINA PLASTIC FIREBRICK
60% ALUMINA PLASTIC FIREBRICK
F4390 / 8031
MBO 115-013 TYI. 39-2887
23140
LUB. DRY SPRAY, #0301
C150
AICS 916 / SELF DEFENSE SPRAY. AEROSOL
19-8410, MSDS#517




































































































FREMONT 770 L0W TEMPERATURE SOAK CLEANER NON-SILICATED FREMONT INDUSTRIES 11/06185
FREMONT 786 LIQUID ALUMINUM SOAK CLEANER NON-SILICATED FREMONT INDUSTRIES 05/02/88
...................................................................................................................................
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...................................................................................................................................
05715 FREON TA FLUOROCARBON. CLEANING AGENT




- 22639 FREON TF (AEROSOL)
07497 FREON TF CLEANING AGENT
15547 FREON TF HEAD CLEANER #O50-104
19471 FREON TF SOLVENT AEROSOL
• 11928 FREON IF-CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT
22070 FREON TI_C CLEANING AGENT
20901 FREON TMS CLEANING AGENT
10360 FREON TP-35
10825 FREON 11
17713 FREON 11 PRESSURIZED
04442 FREON 113
11411 FRE(_N 1t3 SOLVENT
13274 FREON 113 1000UG/ML, 1ML
15536 FREON 114, OICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE
15537 FREON 116 REFRIGERANT
04298 FREON 12
@ 15554 FREON 12 - DICHLORODIFLUROMETHANE
15551 FREON 12 UlTH DYTEL LEAK DETECTIVE (CONCENTRATE)
15563 FREON 12/FREON 114 BLENDS
15546 FREON 13 REFRIGERANT
09347 FREON 13B1 REFRIGERANT
15557 FREON 14 REFRIGERANT
- 15561 FREON 21
0 11937 FREON 21/FC-21
- 03051 FREON 21, DICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE
04537 FREON 22
15560 FREON 22 WITH OYTEL LEAK DETECTIVE
06217 FREON 500 REFRIGERANT
06218 FREON 502 REFRIGERANT
06219 FREON 503




06457 FRL-3 99-31 COMPLETE COATING, LATEX COATING
- 06868 FROTH PAK KIT
16828 FROTH-PAK A
16826 FROTH-PAK B
20939 FROTH-PAK/UTILIFOAM - A & B COMPONENTS
18518 FUEL NEUTRALIZER, ZZ FUEL CC-30
11612 FUEL OIL NO. 2
11614 FUEL 01L NO. 4
11610 FUEL OIL NO. 6
21183 FUEL PERFORMANCE CATALYST - 1 (FPC-1)
P 04245 FUEL, CAMP STOVE
07789 FUEL. ENGINE PRIMER. TY.1I
E-94893 (REPLACES E-77773) / AZEOTROPE
(LMSC SAYS THIS IS SPRAYON)
TX113/TXt20
TXI03, MSDS#O018
FREON PRECISION CLEANING AGENT (PCA)






DU PONT, E.I., DE 06/22/87
OU PONT, E.I., DE NO DATE




OU PONT. E.I.. DE 05/00/89
OU PONT, E.I., OE NO DATE
GC THORSEN 05/02/91
CHEMTRONICS OLA MSDS
OU PONT, E.T., DE 05/27/92
VAN WATERS & ROGER 02/05/93
TEXWIPE O1/O1/91
DU PONT, E.I., DE O9/23/91
DU PONT, E.I., DE tO/00/85
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE/DUOOOI26/FREON T DU PONT, E.I., DE 10/30/91
03702 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 05/09/90
CAT. #48411 SUPELCO, INC. 12/09/92
0U001061 OU PONT, E.I., DE 10/07/91
DU001067 / HEXAFLUOROETHANE DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/30/92
DU PONT. E.T., DE 04/00/88
GENERAL SERVICES A OLA MSOS
DU PONT E.I., DE 10/00/85
DU PONT E.I., DE 10/00/85
DUOO1069/CHLOROTRIFLUOROMETHANE DU PONT E.I., DE 03/20/91
DU001083 / BROMOTRIFLUOROMETHANE DU PONT E.I., DE 02/10/92
DU001071 / TETRAFLUOROMETHANE DU PONT E.I., DE 03/19/9t
DU PONT E.I., DE NO DATE
BB-F-t421 DU PONT E.I., DE DLA MSDS
MATHESON GAS PRODU 10/00/85
DUO00025 / CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE/CC0335 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/13/92
DU PONT, E.I., DE 10/00/85
0U001075 / FREON 12 - FREON 152A AZEOTROPE DU PONT, E.I., DE 06/10/91
0U001047 / FREON 115 - FREON 22 AZEOTROPE
FREON 23 - FREON t3 AZEOTROPE
PVP IODINE 2% SOLUTION
NF-103 THRU NF-967, VARIOUS NUMBERS
THERMOIS X-5005-C (DANA SP/M-F)
COMPONENTS A & B
A COMPONENT FOR FROTH-PAK KIT
B COMPONENT FOR FROTH-PAK KIT
SPECIAL MIXTURE FOR LSOC
DU PONT, E.I., DE 09/26/91
DU PONT, E.T., DE 10/00/85
MEOI-FLEX HOSPITAL 10/08/85
FRESH PRODUCTS, IN 12/03/86
NATIONAL FRICTION 05/12/90
PORTER. H.K., CO., NO DATE






N0.2 HEATING OIL. FUEL CHIEF 2, MARINE GAS COASTAL CORPORATIO 02/07/90
LIGHT RESIDUAL FUEL, PETROLEUM DISTILLATE COASTAL CORPORATIO 02/07/90
FUEL OIL C, BUNKER FUEL, RESIDUAL FUEL OIL COASTAL CORPORATIO 02/07/90
U.H.I. CORPORATION 01/00/93
COLEMAN COMPANY DLA MSDS
65-t80/TY2 0-F-1044 SPRAY PRODUCTS COR t2/01/89




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 97
12225 FUJI MICROCOM 531SED DEVELOPER FR CHEMICALS 09/01/90
12226 FUJI MICROCOM 532 BLEACH SOLUTION FR CHEMICALS 09/01/90
12239 FUJI MICROC_ 533 CLEARING SOLUTION FR CHEMICALS 09/01/90
08733 FUJI MICROCOM 534 SECOND DEVELOPER 136-0107 FR CHEMICALS 09/01/90
08732 FUJI MICROCOM 535 FIXER 136-0093 FR CHEMICALS 09/01/90
18556 FUL-COLORANT 674 / UNIVERSAL TINTING COLORANT D'BRIEN CORPORATIO 08/00/89
02324 FUL-LUBE (9133) FULLER BRUSH COMPA 08/05/86
02428 FUL-LUBE (9134) FULLER BRUSH COMPA 08/05/86
16322 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX 600-IX (REPLACES DURALITE) O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 08/08/85
19270 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX - BASE #1 600-91 O'BRIEN CDRPORATIO 12/01/83
19269 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX - BASE #2 600-92 D'BRIEN CORPDRATIO 07/09/84
19268 FUL-PRUF INTERIOR LATEX - BASE #3 6C0-93 O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 07/09/84
03276 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE 0-A-548 OLD WORLD TRADING NO DATE
08647 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE AND COOLANT OLD WORLD TRADING 07/00/91
17892 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE AND SUMMER COOLANT OLD WORLD TRADING 08/00/88
18549 FULLER-Q'BRIEN & CROWN SOLV-BASED ARCHITECT. CTGS l##,1##-##,2w#.220-##,3##.5#w,6##.621-O#,70"BRIEN CORPORATIO 03/00/90
18550 FULLER-O'BRIEN FAST DRY PRIMERS,SEALERS,& TOPCOATS 120-11,182,220-01,320.321,382,389,622-01 D'BRIEN CORPORATIO 03/00/90
18557 FULLER-O'BRIEN LACQUER. PLASTISYN, STAIN 240. 250. 251. 252. 353, 354. 355 O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 03/00/90
18558 FULLER-O'BRIEN TRAFFIC PAINT 380. 381 / ALKYD TRAFFIC ENAMEL O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 03/00/90
01088 FULLER'S SEALFAS COATING 30-36 2820 MIL-A-3316 FULLER. H.B. 02/08/79
18553 FULLERPLAST CATALYST 353-50 / ACID CATALYST O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 08/00/89
01542 FUMARIC ACID FREE ACID F2752 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/24/86
04702 FUMARIC ACID FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED F8509 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
11185 FUMAX;FUMAX:KS;VENTILAX;DATAX;BRANDAX;BRANDAX:KS REGIN HVAC PRODUCT 07/01/86
02652 FUNGUS & HUMIDITY PROOF VARNISH #34008 RAWN COMPANY, INC. 06/09/86
13000 FUROSEMIDE HOECHST-ROUSSEL PH 11/16/87
00746 FUSE FLO I SURFACE CHEMICAL C 08/14/86
01232 FUSECDTE ROLL SALTS RS-2 LONDON CHEMICAL CO 08/30/62
- 09319 FUSED SILICA MIXTURE. 39-2895-85085 MBO 115-036 THERMO MATERIALS C 03/18/87
06029 FUSED SILICA SLURRY MBO 115-036 THERMO MATERIALS C 03/18/87
08375 FUSED SILICA/COLLOIDAL SILICA CEMENT, MBD 115-039 ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/92
10151 FUSER AGENT 8RBB2.8Rt288.8R2955.BR90163.8R2944.8R2945 XEROX 02/18/88
05813 FUSER AGENT: XEROX FA NASHUA CORPORATION 01/26./87
- 22718 FUSER LUBRICANT, OIL, WICK 5016/5018/5028/5034 5100/5126/5328/FUSER WEB ASSEI_BLY (WITH LU XEROX 12/07/93
06401 FUSER LUBRICANT: XEROX FL-75 (8R983) FL-45,FL75 / XEROX MODEL 1075 PRINTER NASHUA CORPORATION 01/26/67
14450 FUSER OIL NO. 8309-104254 AM INTERNATIONAL 08/20/85
11517 FUSER OIL LPS4X-AC/FUSING OIL FOR LASER PRINTER DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 04/02/90
040?5 FUSER OIL SILICONE OIL, HIGH PURITY DOW CORNING NO DATE
18132 FUSER OIL 836 8755:802 2972 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/29/92
• 07855 FUSING FLUID 8R983 XEROX DLA MSOS
0 06126 FUSING FLUID 8R840 CONTAINS TRICHLOROETHANE XEROX DLA MSDS
19864 FUSOR 304-1/EPOXY/930401 LORD CORPORATION 12/17/92
19865 FUSOR 305-1/EPOXY/930501 LORD CORPORATION 12/17/92
19866 FUSDR 305-2/EPOXY/930502 LORD CORPORATION 12/17/92
15574 FUTURA FLEX 500 A&B FUTURA COATINGS. I NO DATE
15575 FUTURA FLEX 550 A&B FUTURA COATINGS, I NO DATE
22513 FUZE/DETDNATOR ASSEiBLY FOR THE OMNI BLAST 100 DIVERSION DEVICE OMNI DISTRIBUTION, 09/09/93
02395 FYROUEL 220, FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID MSDS DATE IS PENCILED IN STAUFFER CHEMICAL 07/23/84
05265 F6-044 RED OXIDE PRIMER, ALKYD NOTE: AFETR =104 SPEC / MSDS PAGE 2 IS MIS CRAWFORD LABORATOR 04/20/87
15356 G P DETERGENT CONTINENTAL CHEMIC NO DATE
19312 G 1650 ORELUBE CDRPORATIO 03/0t/92
...................................................................................................................................
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16857 G.C. CORPORATE THERMAL COTE GRAPHIC CONTROLS 07/00/85
00225 G-G DOUBLE BUILD VINYL 5514 P/N AT5D-59268 GLIDDEN COMPANY 03/03/87
08939 G-G EPOXY SAFETY YELLOW 5260 GLIDDEN COMPANY 09/29/87
08936 G-G CLIO ZINC ORGANIC COMP 8 5527 GLIDDEN COMPANY 02/05/88
- 19795 G-P dOINT SYSTEMS & PLASTER PRODUCTS (SEE MSDS) GEORGIA-PACIFIC CO 04/06/92
12240 G-128 INDUSTRIAL X-RAY DEVELOPER MCP-1363E1 (REVISED) AGFA CORP. 11/00/88
21166 G-1826 RAPIDOPRINT ACTIVATOR MCP-788 (REVISED) AGFA CORP. 04/0C)/88
12241 G-335C INDUSTRIAL X-RAY FIXER WORKING STRENGTH MP-547Et (REVISED) AGFA CORP. 06/(30/88
21165 G-3B2B RAPIDOPRINT STABILIZER WCP-962 (REVISED) AGFA CORP. 04/00/88
O 05694 G-403 GREASE, AUTO SULFLO, INC. DLA MSDS
08931 G-9010 SILICONE (TEFLON) VACUUM GREY $9CX)3-5.$9003-6 MCGHAN NUSIL CORPO 06/16/86
08932 G-9020 SILICONE STOPCOCK GREASE $9003-11.$9003-13 MCGHAN NUSIL CORPO 06/16/86
08933 G-9030 SILICONE VACUUM GREASE $9003-15,$9003-17 MCGHAN NUSIL CORPO 06/16/86
10464 GACOFLEX HFR-22 SERIES HYPALON, BLACK GACO WESTERN, INC. 01/(30/92
06220 GACOFLEX HFR-2200, 2221 HYPALON GACO WESTERN, INC. 01/20/86
10465 GACOFLEX H2-2 HYPALON ACCELERATOR GACO WESTERN, INC. 0t/00/90
19249 GACOFLEX MBAC HYPALON ACCELERATOR GACO WESTERN, INC. 07/00/90
15315 GACOFLEX-ACCELERATOR FOR HYPALON COATING GACO WESTERN, INC. 06/21/83
15936 GADOLINIUM CHLORIDE 99.9% HYDROUS LOT NO. GO CL-3 RESEARCH CHEMICALS NO DATE
15937 GADOLINIUM NITRATE HYDROUS LOT NO. GD-N-3-015 RESEARCH CHEMICALS NO DATE
15349 GAGE BLOCK CLEANER DO-ALL COMPANY 02/17/85
11568 GAGE LUBE, MICRONOIL (SN# 9150LAI7358) PROTECTIVE COATING NO DATE
12950 GALACTITOL, CARB-27 CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
15655 GALLIC ACID SOLUTION 14423 HACH COMPANY 06/17/86
22359 GALLIUM 0.1% GA IN 2% HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/08/90
14509 GALLIUM ARSENIDE WACKER-CHEMITRONIC NO DATE
181(36 GALLIUM CITRATE GA 67 INdECTION GALLIUM-67 NALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
08296 GALLIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% GA IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
04154 GALV-CDAT, #21915 BOWMAN DISTRIBUTIO 06/11/86
14926 GALVA PAC 101 A&B(411-A-101 30.1%, 700-A-010 69.9%) COOK PAINT & VARNI 10/21/84
10656 GALVICON AEROSOL, 43-4853 / 4P-257-1 SOUTHERN COATINGS, 04/17/89
19973 GAMMA-GLUTAMYL TRANSFERASE (GT) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 703234901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
10383 GAMULIN RH AND MINI-GAMULIN RH, GAMASTAN RH(O) D IMMUNE GLOBULIN (HUMAN) ARMOUR PHARMACEUTI I0/30/89
- 10448 GANE #53-S CASING-IN ADHESIVE PADDING COMPOUND U.S. ADHESIVES CO. 04/00/86
11559 GAPD/PG4K ENZYMES MIXTURE G0129 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 09/17/90
21736 GARDSEAL LAMBERT CORPORATIO 01/22/91
- 22824 GARLON 3A HERBICIDE 38321 DOVELANCO 03/24/93
- 22825 GARLON 4 HERBICIDE 38322 DOVELANCO 07/16/92
04739 GAS GENERATING TABLET CFO FOR BIO BAG GENERATES SMALL AMT$. OF HYDROGEN GAS W/AC MARION LABORATORIE 06/18/85
11216 GAS LEAK DETECTOR 4180 CALGON CDRP 04/11/91
17495 GAS LINE ANTIFREEZE VALVOLINE FDP-12,g5340,ABAI,ABA32 PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPI 06/18/87
13352 GAS MIXTURE ARGON, OXYGEN, NITROGEN 0061-0 SCOTT MEDICAL PROD 03/02/90
22235 GAS TANK SEALANT POP-15, INC. 03/05/92
08534 GASEOUS NITROGEN LIQUID CARBONIC 09/00/87
15256 GASKET CEMENT B-6-610,FORMERLY #7386t/TRANSFORMER GASKET WESTINGHOUSE ELECT tl/26/84
06580 GASKET ELIMINATOR 510 SEALANT ANAEROBIC LOCTITE CORPORATIO 11/01/85
13783 GASKET ELIMINATOR 515 SEALANT 51531 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/15/91
04627 GASKET ELIMINATOR/FLANGE SEALANT #518 LOCTITE CDRPORATIO 11/01/85
15220 GASKET MAKER NO. 2 TYPE II SEALING COMPOUND P.D.B. INC. 12/19/85
15219 GASKET MAKER NUMBER 1 TYPE I P.O.B. INC. 12/19/85
20903 GASKET SEALANT TYPE I & TYPE II 1-1.5, t-1.5C,1-3,1-3C,1-1t,2-1.5,2-1.5C,2- VERSACHEM CORPORAT 05/01/90
.........................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" = DLA HMIS MSDS
I¸ (
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...................................................................................................................................
14859 GASOLINE, BP REGULAR P 1635 BP OIL COMPANY 12/06/89
11529 GASPAK DISPOSABLE HYDROGEN/CARBON DIOXIDE GEN.ENV. GENERATOR ENVELOPE CAT# 70304,71040,70305, BECTON-DICKINSON 09/23/88
* 02503 GASPAK H2 + CO2 ENVELOPE #70304 W/O CATALYST & #71040 W/CATALYST BECTON-DICKINSDN 11/03/87
17941 GATOR 6783 16-4-8 25-0 TURF PRIDE SPECIAL FORMULA PRODUCTS HOWARD FERTILIZER 11/17/92
17113 GB 60N TYPE II 4841A / INSULATING OIL, ELECTRICAL WITCD CORPORATION 12/14/82
17513 GC-531 ACCELERATOR GOAL CHEMICAL 02/03/87
06584 GCO-IO COOLING TOWER TREATMENT COMPOUND DUBOIS CHEMICALS / 01/30/87
16935 GEAR LUBE VALVOLINE X18 MD MP SAE 80W90 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/00/84
13789 GEAR LUBE 275 SPRAY CAN, 611715-00 PAGE 1 MISSING MOBIL OIL CORP. 11/02/90
16936 GEAR LUBRICANT,HECLA MOBIL 600W SUPER CYLINDER OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 11/22/83
11699 GEAR MARKING COMPOUND #39SY-201 WAYNE CHEMICAL PRO 11/19/85
0 17068 GEAR OIL GO-80/90 SOUTHWEST PETRO-CH DLA MSDS
O 17035 GEAR OIL 85-40 SHELL DLA MSDS
07765 GEOTA / GLYCOL-ETHERDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID E4378 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/07/89
07728 GEL 30(0) GRADES 8, 25 & 60 ECHO ULTRASOUND 04/01/92
19400 GELATIN FROM PORCINE SKIN CELL CULTURE TESTED Gt890 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 06/10/93
13531 GELCOAT TYPE IA 22,26,27,-3,-4,-7,66,88,CR,FR,RN,VE AMERICAN COLORS, I 01/17/91
09145 GELLED ELECTROLYTE BATTERY/DYNASTY ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY/LEAD ACID BATTERY dOHNSON CONTROLS, 09/15/92
10264 GELYTE BATTERY JA6100-6 / ALCAD VB2??? SAFT AMERICA INC 04/15/87
07213 GEM SEAL PAVEMENT SEALER COAL TAR PITCH EMULSION/FED, GOLD LABEL, F GEM SEAL, INC. 09/20/85
22756 GEMCO'S TUFF-BOND HANGER ADHESIVE FOR INSULATION CLIPS, 121722 GEMCO, INC. 07/13/89
06190 GENCOR CRACK AND CREVICE AEROSOL RF NO.: 226 ZOECON INDUSTRIES 12/00/86
06193 GENCOR FOGGER RF NO.: 204 ZOECON INDUSTRIES 12/00/86
06192 GENCOR PLUS CRACK & CREVICE AEROSOL RF NO.: 298A ZOECON INDUSTRIES 09/C_/87
03129 GENCOR 5E CRACK & CREVICE COCKROACH GROWTH REGUL. RF NO.2Og/GENCOR FOGGER COCKROACH GROWTH R ZOECDN INDUSTRIES 12/00/86
16679 GENERAL PURPOSE C- G-29 GRAPHIC CONTROLS NO DATE
21727 GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE #8090 NORTH AMERICAN PRO 03/31/92
02665 GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE 77 ERICO FASTENING SY 12/15/85
- 22404 GENERAL PURPOSE LIQUID SOLDERING FLUX dELDING/BRAZING ENGELHARD CORPORAT 12/02/93
17148 GENESOLV D SOLVENT (VARIOUS GRADES) KSC-TG-PID-01 ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 07/01/91
05525 GENESOLV DMS POLAR FLUX REMOVER MICRO CARE CHEMICA 08/30/90
11302 GENETRON 11 TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 05/00/89
00760 GENETRON 113 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 03/00/82
(_407 GENETRDN 114 BB-F-1421 / DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE ALLIEO CHEMICAL CO 10/CK_/85
00411 GENETRON 12 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE ALLIEDSIGNAL INC. 02/01/93
04204 GENETRON 22 SNI A=5OLB.CYL/SNI B=30LB.CYL/CHLORODIFLUO ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 02/21/84
02631 GENETRON 5DO AZEDTROPE ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 01/00/86
14283 GENETRDN 502 CHCLF2 - CCLF2CF3 AZEOTROPE ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 03/00/81
11571 GENKLENE LV 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE. 3058 ICE AMERICA 08/25/92
19972 GENTA TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/NRKTG526 DU PONT. E.I., DE 07/24/91
18767 GENTAMICIN REAGENT SOLUTION 600-5710; 15710 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, 08/11/93
- 15489 GENTAMICIN SENSI-DISC, 31227 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/85
13377 GENTAMICIN SOLUTION CELL CULTURE TESTED G1397 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON O6/14/90
11792 GENTAMICIN SOLUTION IC_IG G0889 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/06/90
10869 GENTAMICIN SULFATE G3832 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 10/03/88
01470 GENTIAN VIOLET FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
19063 GENTIAN VIOLET MALLINCKRDOT 10/25/90
21T05 GEOFLEX SOLVENT ADHESIVE. MSDS NO. 248 REPUBLIC POWDERED 01/01/93
11322 GERIN KDH AMPULE NO. I/2A. IA, I I/2A.3A.6A.IOA TOTAL ACID NUMBER ACIDITY TEST GERIN O5/II/92
15908 GERIN NEUTRAL SOLUTION COMPONENT OF 0IL TEST KIT GERIN O5/11/92
15974 GERIN TEST KIT FOR ACIDITY GERIN 10/20/80
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(AG 05238) ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85GERMANE
GERMICIDAL BOWL CLEANSE
GETZ-IT, WATER SOLUABLE SOLVENT
GEtt2, SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
GEVt
GF 1000 SERIES FLUXES








GILLESPIE TUNG OIL FINISH
GK 2139 TAPE
GL-5 GEARLUBE SAE 85W-140




GLASS AND MIRROR CLEANER (AEROSOL)
GLASS BEADS ACID-WASHED 212-300 MICRONS







GLASS CLEANER TM - 5
GLASS GLEEM CONCENTRATE
GLASS MAT 2.2. 2.0, 1.9, 1.8, 1.5. LBSI100FT2
GLASS TEX
GLASS TREATMENT COMPOUND
GLASS WOOL-SILANE TREATED, 50G
GLASSY SODIUM PHOSPHATES:SODAPHOS,HEXAPHOS,GLASS H
GLAZING
GLID-GUARD COAL TAR SYSTEM - COMPONENT B
GLID-GUARD EPOXY CHEMICAL RESISTANT FINISH
GLID-GUARD EPOXY TINTING WHITE
GLID-GUARD GLID-ZINC - LIQUID COMPONENT
GLID-GUARD GLID-ZINC ORGANIC COATING POWDER
GLID-GUARD ORGANIC ZINC RICH COATING - GRAY
GLID-GUARD PRIMERS/RUSTI4ASTER PRIMERS
GLID-GUARD TANK & STRUCTURAL PRIMER - WHITE
GLID-GUARO VINYL-COTE ENAMEL - WHITE
GLID-GUARO VINYL-COTE PRIMER - RED
GLID-THANE II ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE COATING
GLID-THANE II ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE COATING




SILICONE RUBBER PART B
SILICONE RUBBER PART A











83-1-104567 / GLASS CLEANING SPRAY
SOLVENT DETERGENT GLASS CLEANER MIXTURE
CID-A-A-40A / TYPE t,CLASSI / P-G-406
2510





SODIUM POLYPHOSPHATE SODIUM HEXAMETAPHOSPH
CID A-A-373A
5271









6200 / WHITE (COMPONENT A)
6252 / CURING AGENT (COMPONENT B)
SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 12/10/92
UNI-CHEM CDRP, OF 04/15/87
GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90
GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/30/92
GAROINER METAL CO. 08/01/92
GARDINER METAL CO. 08/01/92
AKZO COATINGS INC. 06/04/84
SILICONES, INC. 04/19/94
SILICONES, INC. 04/19/94
AMOCO OIL COMPANY DLA MSDS
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
GILIAN INSTRUMENT NO DATE
BARR, W. M., CO. DLA MSDS
RM ENGINEERED PROD 04/00/93
DELTA PETROLEUM 11/01/85
E-C APPARATUS CORP NO DATE
dOHNSON, S.C., & S 06/29/90
JOHNSON, S.C., & S 06/29/90
TEXWIPE 02/01/93
GATOR CHEMICAL NO DATE
SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 07/07/93
POTTERS INDUSTRIES NO DATE
AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 08/07/89
AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89





GS ROOFING PRODUCT 12/00/88

















6204 / DEEP TINT BASE 2 (COMPONENT A) GLIDDEN COMPANY 01/21/93
.................................................. _._-_-- ...........................................................................




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 101
05125 GLID-THANE II ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE COATING
13820 GLO-NETIC (SC295) SPRAY CAN PACKAGE
04866 GLORY RUG CLEANER (AEROSOL)
01336 GLOSS A/D ENAMEL
04467 GLOSS EPOXY POLYAMIOE COATING
16333 GLOSS EPOXY TINT BASE
14762 GLOSS OVERPRINT VARNISH
07322 GLOSS SYNTHETIC COATING VARNISH
06122 GLOSS URETHANE INT./EXT. #900
11475 GLOSS WHITE ENAMEL. BAC-7067
15195 GLU-BONO
01608 GLUCOSE (GLUC) TEST PACKS
06362 GLUCOSE (TRINDER) _00
20359 GLUCOSE KIT
17919 GLUCOSE KIT
11148 GLUCOSE OXIDASE TYPE X FORM ASPERGILLUS
17955 GLUCOSE STANDARD SOLUTION
07009 GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE TYPE VII
21884 GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE TYPE XXIV
22109 GLUE BOND & RESIN BOND DISCS
10870 GLUTARALDEHOYE (25% BY WT.)
07547 GLUTARALDEHYDE
17923 GLUTARALDEHYDE (25% BY WEIGHT)
11630 GLUTARALDEHYDE (25% IN WATER)
01546 GLUTARALDEHYDE GRADE I
11802 GLUTARALDEHYDE GRADE II
22527 GLUTARALDEHYDE, 25% BY WEIGHT
13163 GLUTARALDEHYDE, 50% BY WEIGHT
6220 / STANDARD SOLVENT GLIDDEN COMPANY 01/21/93
PARKER FC-2000 GLO-BRITE,MAGNETIC PARTICLE SHERWIN INC. 03/09/92
10710-18-21 JOHNSON, S.C., & S 03/30/92
TT-E-489/GREEN 14187 RANOOLPH PRODUCTS 07/23/86
MIL-C-22750/COMPONENTS A&B/GLOSS GRAY RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 08/00/86
97-52 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 11/04/82
V2174 / OLEO RESINOUS LITHOGRAPHIC INK VEH VAN SON CORP. OF A 08/18/86
59-135 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/13/84
HOUSE PAINT COMMERCIAL HY TECH 06/05/87
BMS 10-11K TY.II/t4-F1-lO(BASE)/EC-lOB(CUR DEXTER CROWN METRO 09/00/85
RUBBER/RESIN ADHESIVE WILHOLD GLUES, INC NO DATE
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / ?05104901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
G8140 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/29/90
KC503 (KIT INCLUDES _510-50, 635-100, & 51 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/26/93
KC37B;510-DA / KIT: D3377,G3879,P9250,8087 SIGMA CHEMICA_ COM 10/22/92
G8135 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/20/90
G3879;635-100 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/26/93
G7877 / FROM BAKERS YEAST SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/88
G5885 / FROM LEUCONOSTOC MESENTEROIDES SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/07/93
STICK ON DISCS & PLAIN CLOTH,SLDTTED,UNSLO SUPERIOR ABRASIVES 01/00/93
UNION CARBIDE 10/00/85
00376, 01909 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 03/17/88
16200; 16400 ELECTRON MICROSCOP 10/17/91
180 0218; 120 0708;120 0716;120 0756;157 7659;178 79 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/23/88
G5882 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 01/13/92
G6257 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/06/90
18401,18426.18427 PELLA, TED. INC. 06/18/90
CAS # AND NAME: 111-30-8, 1,5-PENTANEDIAL ELECTRON MICROSCOP 06/18/90
22526 GLUTARALDEHYDE, 50% BY WEIGHT
06700 GLUTATHIONE FREE ACID REDUCED FORM CRYSTALLINE
15860 GLYCERIN
14209 GLYCERIN USP, 99%
11663 GLYCERINE USP 99.5%
12481 GLYCERINE, USP
19922 GLYCERINE, USP, 96%




- 02570 GLYCEROL (GLYCERIN, NG-I)/ASBESTEST KIT
09352 GLYCEROL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT
13409 GLYCEROL SIGMA GRADE
18202 GLYCINE
11323 GLYCINE
01548 GLYCINE FREE BASE
04703 GLYCINE FREE BASE CELL CULTURE TESTED
09357 GLYCINE FREE BASE MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT
10941 GLYCOGEN TYPE III FROM RABBIT LIVER
12958 GLYCOGEN. CARB-35
01549 GLYCOLIC ACID














PELLA, TED. INC. 06/18/90





DOW CHEMICAL CO. 03/20/88
DOW CHEMICAL CO. 03/18/85
SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 02/00/84
MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 08/22/88
E-C APPARATUS CORP NO DATE
SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 08/30/89
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
BAKER, J,T. CHEMIC 03/09/92
MALLINCKRODT 08/09/85
SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/25/86
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/30/89
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/26 91
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04_90
G1884 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 02/24_86
12473-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/21/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-_
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC-TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY S_STEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 102
18079 GLYOXAL TRIMER DIHYDRATE G5754 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/19/92
18076 GLYOXYLIC ACID FREE ACID MONOHYDRATE G4627 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/19/92
19565 GLYPTAL Gt511F THINNER GLYPTAL SPECIALTY 05/03/89
16391 GLYPTAL RED ENAMEL 1201B GLYPTAL SPECIALTY 09/13/90
16175 GLYPTAL 1201 AIR DRY ENAMEL GLYPTAL SPECIALTY 03/09/92
03622 GLYPTAL 1202 ALKYD RESIN SOLUTION GLYPTAL SPECIALTY 03/07/91
19563 GLYPTAL 1276 ADHESIVE CEMENT GLYPTAL SPECIALTY 05/02/89
19564 GLYPTAL 1500 REDUCING THINNER GLYPTAL SPECIALTY 04/27/90
14621 GMA GARNET BLASTING ABRASIVE BARTON MINES CORPO 09/01/88
19109 GMC-REG BASE/ HARDENER GMC-R B/GWC-R A MARTEK POLYMERIC. 04/30/92
03111 GO-dO PUMICE HAND CLEANER t151 REQUESTED. 1160-500 SENT BY MFGR. GO-dO INDUSTRIES. 01/07/87
20437 GO-dO SKIN CARE FORMULA HAND CLEANER I092,1095,1097,1098 GO-dO INDUSTRIES, 08/30/90
I7514 GOAL CHEMICAL P/N GC 531 BASE ADHESIVE GOAL CHEMICAL NO DATE
02009 GOLD BOND CAULK, X- 761 CID A-A-1556 BAKER SEALANTS & C 02/08/90
11314 GOLD BOND GLAZING COMPOUND (CALCIUM CARBONATE/SOYBEAN OIL). X-579 BAKER SEALANTS & C 06/10/88
04621 GOLD BOND READY MIX CI_WPOUNDS ALL PURP.JOINT CPD/LITE,TOPPING,TAPING,LIT GOLD BOND BUILDING 01/17/91
03141 GOLD CREST C-100, CHLORDANE , VELSICOL CHEMICAL 02/08/83
13116 GOLD ENHANCEMENT KIT CATLG. #170-6538 (B) BIO-RAD LABORATORI O3/31/93
13117 GOLD ENHANCEMENT KIT CATLG. #170-6538 BIO-RAD LABORATORI O3/31/93
07286 GOLD GLOSS VINYL INK GV-185 NAZDAR COMPANV 11/12/84
05260 GOLD MEDALIST WOOD SEAL #326 HILLYARD CHEMICAL 03/30/87
20812 GOLDCLEAN TXB40 TEXWIPE 01/00/91
15682 GOLDEN MALRIN FLY BAIT ZOECON INDUSTRIES 11/15/83
18470 GOODWRENCH POWER STEERING FLUID #1050017 & 1052884 GENERAL MOTORS 04/19/88
05079 GOOP HAND CLEANER WATERLESS HAND CLEANER CRITZAS INDUSTRIES 04/30/90
18473 GORE-TEX JOINT SEALANT GORE, W.L. 03/03/92
17768 GP - INKS (ALL COLORS) 3089-COLORED CALCOMP INC. NO DATE
11265 GP 1.5%SP2250/1.95%SP2401 100/120 SUPELCOPRT 20G SUPELCO, INC. 10/19/88
02173 GRADE AA WELD SEALANT 893t LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/19/93
21667 GRADE AVV SEALANT 8641 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 05/24/93
22713 GRADE D SEALANT 8141 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/94
18514 GRADE E 80 / MIL-S-22473 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
20201 GRADE MARKING PEN INK PIGMENT MARSH COMPANY 05/30/86
07344 GRADE-A HELIUM U.S. BUREAU OF MIN NO DATE
12414 GRAFOLUX SPEC.# N/R GRAFO COLLOIDS COP 04/08/91
19242 GRAHAM 6517 SEALER TERRAZZO GRAHAM PAINT & VAR NO DATE
01438 GRAM CRYSTAL VIOLET 3329 3329 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/00/85
21252 GRAM DECOLORIZER SOLUTION CAT N0._12295/12300/12297/12405 BECTON-DICKINSON 01/21/91
01439 GRAM DECOLORIZER 3330 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/00/90
01440 GRAM IODINE 3331 DIFCO LABORATORIES 08/00/85
01441 GRAM SAFRANIN 3332 DIFCO LABORATORIES 05/00/89
05143 GRANITIZE HARD GLOSS WAX W-5 HYDROCARBON GRANITIZE PRODUCTS NO DATE
18763 GRANULAR ACTIVATED CARBON WESTATES CARBON. I 04/07/89
11583 GRANULAR IRON 50 ROYSTER COMPANY 10/01/85
08173 GRANtJLAR MURIATE OF POTASH IMC FERTILIZER. IN 07/27/88
09420 GRAPHITE SUPERIOR GRAPHITE 04/15/85
22302 GRAPHITE SOLUTION, PART NUMBER 44A410695-001 GENICOM CORPORATIO 03/31/94
• 17335 GRAPHITE. COLLOIDAL GRAFO COLLOIDS COR DLA MSDS
• 12027 GRAPHITE. SYNTHETIC LUBRICANT KIT HURON INDUSTRIES I DLA MSDS
16042 GRAY #16187 AA-665-A NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16452 GRAY EPOXY CONOUCTIVE PRIMER SURFACER 02-GY-3 BASE L-6327 DEFT, INC. 09/30/82
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '0' = OLA I-INIS MSDS
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20844 GRAY LACQUER GP-0001-6099 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/25/93
00229 GRAY PRIMER IB 2626 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 08/00/84
22031 GRAY PRIMER FOR COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING 81823, 81857 PERMATEX INOUSTRIA 02/10/93
06587 GRAY PRIMER TT-P-O01385 P-803-66 STYRENATED ALKYD KOPPERS COMPANY, I 03/00/83
00872 GRAY SEMIGLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL (26492) TT-E-5OBC/IN TERIOR EVERSEAL MFG. 03/29/88
06873 GREASE G-403 MIL-G-10924B SOUTHWEST GAS & Ol NO DATE
03?03 GREASE & OIL WASTEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD KIT ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 03/15/92
17040 GREASE AIRCRAFT WTR G-395 ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
08258 GREASE OUSIL SG-3511 SILICONE GREASE DUCEY CHEMICAL INC NO DATE
17066 GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE WITCO CORPORATION 05/31/90
16930 GREASE K5-7471 GENERAL BEARING CL NO DATE
17384 GREASE PLUG VALVE D.C. III LOT 084223 DOW CORNING 02/27/81
13576 GREASE AIRCRAFT MIL-G-23827 / 5114-EP EXXON CORPORATION DLA MSOS
03770 GREASE AIRCRAFT MIL-G-4343C ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
@ 17351 GREASE AIRCRAFT • SHELL DLA MSDS
• 05845 GREASE AIRCRAFT & INSTRUMENT (ROYCO 27A1??) MIL-G-23827 ROYAL LUBRICANTS OLA MSDS
0 17343 GREASE BALL AND ROLL EXXON CORPORATION OLA MSDS
00424 GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
17062 GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE SOUTHWEST PETRO-CH 07/05/82
03313 GREASE KEL-F #90 PRODUCT HAS NOT BEEN MADE SINCE 1970, ACC. 3M DLA MSDS
0 04960 GREASE MULTI PURPOSE MILoG-24139, TY.V, CL.2 SHELL DLA MSDS
0042_ GREASE ORDNANCE "GRAPHITE" UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR 03/07/84
1693.3 GREASE PLUG VALVE GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/15/81
03349 GREASE AIRCRAFT,GENERAL PURPOSE,G-395(CK.VS.DLA ID MOBIL OIL CORP. DLA MSDS
20332 GREASESTRIP HIGH ALKALINE OVEN CLEANER/DEGREASER ECOLAB INC. 01/29/93
13926 GREAT HAND CLEANER #7910000,7910003.7910004 CLEVELAND COTTON P 01/27/89
10096 GREAT STUFF INSTA-FOAM PRODUCT 06/00/92
06649 GREEN DEVELOPER DC142RE,112C,IltC,152Z, lO01, DC-4055,-4085,-1785,-2055,-2555,-2585.-165 MITA 11/15/85
06639 GREEN DEVELOPER FOR DC-t14, DC-1205, DC-1255 MITA 11/15/85
05401 GREEN FLOCOAT PRIMER WITH X-305 463-12-3 EPOXY COMPONENT A/DPM 2232-3 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 12/00/85
07577 GREEN FLUORESCENT GP-3890-1000 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/25/93
13526 GREEN GENE PVC SOLVENT CEMENT RECTORSEAL 12/00/83
08259 GREEN GLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL TT-E-489G TY1 C-14187 EVERSEAL MFG. 10/26/88
16602 GREEN INK 8-3728 / BRISTOL BABCOCK STD.RECORD.INK 382476-18-2,-06-9,-09-3,-12-3,-15-8 BRISTOL BABCOCK 01/15/92
03226 GREEN LACQUER A-A-665 / GP-000t-4110 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMQR 05/25/93
20851 GREEN LACQUER GP-0001-4260 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/25/93
20845 GREEN LACQUER GP-0001-4062 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMDR 05/25/93
20866 GREEN LIGHTNING APPLIED INDUSTRIAL 10/19/91
- 12265 GREEN MEADOWS AIR FRESHNER SPRAY AMWAY 01/06/84
12204 GREEN SMOKE MIX FEDERAL LABORATORI 07/00/89
16612 GREEN SPRAY STENCIL INK (LEAD) DIAGRAPH 08/06/83
06654 GREEN TONER FOR DC-114. DC-1205. DC-1255 MITA 11/15/85
06642 GREEN TONER FOR DC-142RE,112C,II1C,152Z,1001.4055, 4085,1785,2055.2555,2585,1655.3285 MITA 11/15/85
20249 GREEN 34108/744-422/ALKYD ENAMEL TT-E-515A AMERON DLA MSDS
17515 GREENLEE LIGHT THREAD CUTTING OIL 41,42,47,54,87,98 ARGENT LIMITED 01/07/85
16575 GREENLITE BRAND MARK II STRIPPING POWDER - iH.2140 75-0299-0322-8 3M 10/00/82
16574 GREENLITE BRAND STRIPPING POWOER- WHITE 2110 75-1521-1001-3 3M 06/00/82
16573 GREENLITE BRAND STRIPPING POWDER - WHITE 2120 75-1521-1302-5 3M 06/00/82
04553 GREENOL LIQUID IRON 6.13% PRODUCT 3428 CHEVRON USA 05/22'91
02533 GREIGE/HEAT SET/WEAVE SET/HEAT CLEAN/STARCH/857 FIBERGLASS FABRIC. VARIOUS TRADENAMES STEVENS. J P . & C 10/00/85
04481 GRIP CEMENT LIQUID METHYLMETHACRYLATE ACRYLIC MONOMER (DENTAL RANSOM & RANDOLPH 11/00/'85
...................................................................................................................................
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21220 GRIP CEMENT LIQUID (POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE) L.D. CAULK COMPANY 08/24/92
04480 GRIP CEMENT POWDER POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE ACRYLIC POLYMER (DE RANSOM & RANDOLPH 02/00/86
00176 GRIP CEMENT POWDER (POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE) L.D. CAULK COMPANY 08/24/92
09570 GRIP FLEX, ACRYLIC COATING GF 2905 AKZO COATINGS INC. 12/23/88
08958 GRIP-FLEX SPRAY ACRYLIC COATING/4AGF70158 AKZO COATINGS INC. 03/23/89
11343 GRIT SOAP (PASTE) TYPE 1 CID A-A-43A VITA-ERB LTD. 04/00/89
13138 GRODAN MULLTIBLOCKS BOND.UNBOND/SLABS,BLOCKS,GRANULATE,MINIBLO GRODANIA A/S 10/00/87
06505 GROUP I: STAINLESS STEEL TYPES: VARIOUS 201,301,-> 302,304,305,308,309,310,321,330,332,334.34 METALSOURCE 11/19/85
06506 GROUP II: TOOL AND STAINLESS STEELS: A-2,S-7 TYPES 316,316L,317,-L,-LX,-LXN,336,337,350,444,4 METALSOURCE 11/06/85
06507 GROUP III:TOOL AND STAINLESS STEELS:O2,0NTARIO TY. VARIOUS 400 #'S, & 501, 502 METALSOURCE 11/05/85
06508 GROUP IV:TOOL & STAINLESS STEELS 0-6 (OILGRAPH) AND TYPES:902,916,905H.905L METALSOURCE 11/05/85
06513 GROUP IX:HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS MONEL 400, MONEL K500 METALSOURCE 11/08/85
06509 GROUP V:STAINLESS STEEL TYPES 304N,309,309S,310,330,362.363 METALSOURCE 11/13/85
06510 GROUP VI:STAINLESS TYPES 317L,317LX,336,337o350.-> 444,447,448 / ALLOY GRADES 4335MOD.4340 METALSOURCE 11/12/85
06511 GROUP VII:TOOL & STAINLESS STEELS: 0-I,0-6,902.-> 905H,905L,916,918,921 METALSOURCE 11/05/85
06512 GROUP VIII:STAINLESS & SPECIAL HIGH ALLOY STEELS: WSPALLOY,901,-4L,13-8MO,155PH,15-TMO,17-4, METALSOURCE 11/06/85
• 02355 GROWCO LACQUER 14187 NATIONAL AEROSOL P DLA MSDS
02354 GROWCO SPRAY PAINT - GENERAL COMPOSITION 11-001 - 19-00 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16298 GROWCO SPRAY PAINT BROWN 10075 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16383 GROWCO SPRAY PAINT STRATA BLUE, ENAMEL, 15045 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
18471 GS #140 GENERAL SEALANTS I 11/21/90
08363 GS _3 GREY SEALANT GENERAL SEALANTS I 03/06/91
15264 GS #37 SEALANT GENERAL SEALANTS I 03/06/91
17899 GS ;424 SEALING COMPOUND ADHESIVE CEMENT MIL-S-11030E GENERAL SEALANTS I 10/22/90
15267 GS #43 VACUM BAG SEALANT B-55 HIGH TEMPERATURE VACUM BAG SEALANT GENERAL SEALANTS I 03/06/91
1456_ GS 37 BUTYL BASE SEALANT AIRTECH INTERNATIO 05/14/90
2046.2 GS-3 AEROSOL 87-X19 LILLY INDUSTRIES. 05/10/93
1958_ GSA ABSORBENT (OIL & WATER) EXCEL-MINERAL COMP 06/10/92
09275 GSA GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE SPRAY NSN 8040-00-938-6860 CAMIE-CAMPBELL. IN 11/06/91
10678 GSA POLISH, FURNITURE TYPE I LIQ.EMUL. CLNR. & POLISH W/OIL HYSAN CORPORATION 02/06/87
17494 GSA STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER HYSAN CORPORATION 03/04/80
19476 GSA TYPE I SWEEPING COMPOUND P-S-863F 6/11/76 MILLER, FRANK, & S 10/01/91
11264 GSO, FORNULATED DRAIN CLEANER & DEGREASER STATE CHEMICAL MNF 05/00/90
21700 GT 8716 DEVELOPER/DESENSITIZER LN-1 GRAPHIC TECHNDLOGI 02/28/90
18614 GUANIDINE HCL G5877 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
13088 GUANIDINE HYOROCHLORIOE, 99% PRODUCT =17725-3, ABBOTT MSDS# 23 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/20/88
22780 GUANIDINE THICCCYANATE, 97% 29288-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
13408 GUANIOINE THIOCYANATE G6639 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/20/91
18688 GUARDIAN 59? THEOCHEM LABORATOR 08/07/92
0?680 GUARDIAN BRIDGING ENCAPSULANT CONTROL RESOURCE S NO DATE
07681 GUARDIAN PENETRATING ENCAPSULANT CONTROL RESOURCE S NO DATE
11752 GUARDIAN POST REMOVAL ENCAPSULANT 030669, CSS-14119 CONTROL RESOURCE S 08/28/89
07733 GUARDIAN WETTING AGENT INDUSTRIAL SAFETY NO DATE
11289 GULF DIESELMOTIVE 485 GULF OIL 02/00/82
16944 GULF HARMONY 100 DISCONTINUED ENTIRE LINE GULF HARMONY. PER GULF OIL 09/0t/81
02152 GULF HARMONY t15 CP8334211 (ENTIRE LINE DISCONTINUED PER CH CHEVRON USA 10/10/85
03379 GULF HARMONY 150 N DISCONTINUED ENTIRE LINE GULF HARMONY. PER CHEVRON USA 10/14/85
01923 GULF HARMONY 32 FORMERLY GULF HARMONY 44 CPS334202 DISCONTINUED ENTIRE LINE GULF HARMONY, PER GULF OIL 10/10/85
02378 GULF HYPOID GEAR LUBRICANT 90 ALL PURPOSE TYPE GULF OIL 10/30/85
02377 GULF HYPOID GEAR/LUBRICANT 140-ALL PURPOSE TYPE GULF OIL 10/30/85
17033 GULF PARAMOUNT 100 (FORMERLY PARAMOUNT 58) MIL-L-26087B GR.I/334512 GULF OIL 02/14/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA kIWIS MSDS
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G3010 (92-C-39) AWL-CAT #2
SILICONE GREASE COMPOUND
MIL-S-8660 / SILICONE GREASE
MIL-C-47113 (HEAT-SINK COMPOUND)
POLYSILOXANE GREASE
HYDRO-BALANCE ICE MACHINE CLEANER
T-5/JANITORS CHOICE
O32OT136
ALL COLORS & CLEAR




00099 GULF TRANSMISSION OIL 140
00098 GULF TRANSMISSION OIL 90
O 20233 GULF TS-864-68 HYDRAULIC FLUID




13524 GUNK HYDRO SEAL, PART HS
04308 GVO0052 WHITE SILICONE PASTE
18459 GVO1232 BLUE SILICONE PASTE
18458 GV01747 BLACK SILICONE PASTE
18457 GVO1936 YELLOW SILICONE PASTE
18456 GVO2876 RED SILICONE PASTE
11486 GYPROC READY MIX JOINT COMPOUND ALL PURPOSE
- 16943 GO-85W-140 LUBRICATING OIL GEAR MULTIPURPOSE
17394 G3OO SILICONE GREASE
05446 G3OIO TOPCOAT CONVERTER FOR SPRAY APPLICATION
19731 G321 SILICONE LUBRICATING GREASE
14570 G322L METHYLALKYLPOLYSILOXANE GREASE
19746 G33OM GREASE
14028 G351
19732 G392 SILICONE GREASE
19748 G623 DINETHYLSILOXANE GREASE




19733 G661 SILICA FILLED DINETHYLPOLYSILOXANE
19751 G687 DIMETHYL POLYSILOXANE COMPOUND
08964 H. B. WHITE EPOXY, 9592
12064 H.B. 30
18689 H.D. ALL PURPOSE CLN
17995 H.S. HARDENER MIL-C-85285
22495 H&C SILICONE ACRYLIC CONCENTRATE STAIN
11532 H-H CLEANER 6 LF
05399 H-lO76
08626 H-152
10489 H-54 FORMULA 4 EPOXY GLUE PART A
10490 H-54 FORMULA 4 EPOXY GLUE PART B
02698 H/S DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER C7-O(DISTR:WOOD X-RAY)
16631 H/S DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER DILUTE #$50-070
03655 HACH ONE REFERENCE ELECTROLYTE SOLUTION
13911 HAEMA-CLEAN 100







11397 HALOCARBON 0.8 OIL
GULF OIL 10/25/85
GULF OIL 10/25/85
CHEVRON USA OLA MSDS
GULF OIL 10/09/85
SIGMA CHEMICAL CQM 06/10/93

























NORTH AMERICAN RES 07/12/89
THEOCHEM LABORATOR 01/22/93
DEXTER COATINGS 03/10/93
FLR PAINTS INC. O8/11/91
HUBBARD-HALL INC. O7/O1/85
SHORE UBS CHEMICAL NO DATE
ALCOA 05/08/89
PETTIT PAINT CO IN O3/O1/93
PETTIT PAINT CO IN O3/O1/93
SIMON, H.R., & CO. NO DATE
SIMON, H.R., & CO. O4/10/76
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14323 HALOCARBON 11 AG 05277 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14324 HALOCARBON 113 AG 05278 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14325 HALOCARBON 114 AG 05225 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14326 HALOCARBON 115 AG 05218 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14327 HALOCARBON 116 AG 05239 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14328 HALOCARBON 12 AG 05222 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14329 HALOCARBON 13 AG 05219 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14330 HALOCARBON 13B-1 AG 05208 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14331 HALOCARBON 14 AG 05276 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
12206 HALOCARBON 2OOS OIL FORMERLY 200 OIL HALOCARBON PRODUCT O7/O2/91
14332 HALOCARBON 21 AG 05223 ALPHAGAZ 10/O1/85
17478 HALOCARBON 21 DICHLOROMONOFLUOROMETHANE UNION CARBIDE 09/00/85
15562 HALOCARBON 21 L-4666-A / DICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE UNION CARBIDE 09/00/85
14333 HALOCARBON 22 AG 05217 ALPHAGAZ 10/O1/85
14334 HALOCARBON 23 AG 05279 ALPHAGAZ IO/O1/85
22697 HALOCARBON 25-1OM GREASE HALOCARBON PRODUCT 12/22/92
16964 HALOCARBON 25-t0NS GREASE SPECIAL PURPOSE HALOCARBON PRODUCT 07/03/91
07878 HALOCARBON 25-2OM GREASE HALOCARBON PRODUCT 05/00/87
10220 HALOCARBON 25-2OMS GREASE CHLOROTRIFLUOROETHYLENE POLYMER HALOCARBON PRODUCT 05/00/87
16951 HALOCARBON 25-55 GREASE HALOCARBON PRODUCT 12/22/92
22699 HALOCARBON 27 0IL HALOCARBON PRODUCT 12/22/92
22700 HALOCARBQN 275 OIL HALOCARBON PRODUCT 12/22/92
15567 HALOCARBON 4.2 OIL MFG:HALOCARBON PRODUCTS CORP. DRESSER INDUSTRIES 08/24/83
02491 HALOCARBON 4.2 OIL HALOCARBON PRODUCT 12/31/92
11660 HALOCARBON 565 OIL HALOCARBON PRODUCT 04/00/90
22766 HALOGENATED HYDROCARBONS IO0/A DETECTOR TUBE P/N 8101601, MSDS NOT REQD PER NASA INDUST DRAEGERWERK AG NOT REQD
03712 HALOMETHANES,ORGANICS,VOLATILES,TOXAPHENE POTABLEW LABORATORY STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL PESO 12/15/86
04657 HALON T-122 TEST GAS FOR HALON SYSTEMS TESTING DU PONT, E.I., DE 10/00/85
03159 HALON 1211 FIRE SUPPRESSANT AMEREX CORPORATION 02/10/89
o 02320 HALON 1211, BROMOCHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE ICI AMERICA DLA MSDS
15651 HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT (VENDOR: DU PONT) KSC-TG-PID-04 DU PONT. E.I.. DE 02/14/92
15539 HALOVAC 100 FLUORO CHEM CORPOR 05/01/85
- 22698 HALOVAC 100 OIL HALOCARBON PRODUCT 12/29/92
10963 HALOVAC 1005 CHLOROTRIFLUQROETHYLENE TELOMER FLUORO CHEM CORPOR 05/00/85
11210 HALOVAC IOOSB (SPECIAL BLEND WITH RUST INHIBITOR) HALOCARBON PRODUCT 04/00/90
08211 HALSTEAD 77-198 CONTACT ADHESIVE NOMACO PRODUCT HALSTEAD INDUSTRIE 11/09/88
11033 HAMM-R/AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PRODUCT# 322. 324-326 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/00/89
0 04771 HAND CLEANER BIODEGRADABLE MAKOOR PRODUCTS MF DLA MSDS
15367 PIANO CLEANER: WATERLESS CONTINENTAL CHEMIC I_D DATE
12567 HANDCLEANER, WATERLESS CREAM A-A-279 VITA-ERB LTD. 09/01/90
03898 HANDIKOTER 411 RESEARCH PRODUCTS 08/21/84
19821 HANDY GASKET FAST CURE SEALANT & ACTIVATOR 8280430 & 8280437 / (KIT 80478) LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
04379 HANDY-FLUX 0-F-499/73-103 THRU 73-108.73-110.83-107 LUCAS-MILHAUPT. IN 10/23/92
14194 HANGER ADHESIVE MOORE. GOODLOE E.. 11/00/85
19343 HANGSTERFER'S S-500 HANGSTERFERS LABOR 01/00/92
22507 PLANK'S BALANCED SALT SOLUTION (HBSS)(1X) 24020 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES. NOT REO0
22474 HANKS" BALANCED SALTS H6136 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
16838 HARAO'S PADDING COMPOUND JIM WALTER PAPERS PADDING COMPOUND HARAD CHEMICAL CO. 03/12/84
18441 HARCD 1628 CONCORD CHEMICAL C 12/14/92
18442 HARCO 96 PAINT REMOVER CONCORD CHEMICAL C NO DATE
08960 HARD HAT AEROSOL PRODUCTS. 21XX.XX=23.24,25.33.34. 37.43,47.48.55.56.63,64.69.71,72.75.78.79. RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 01/08/87
.... ...............................................................................................................................
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- 08961 HARD HAT ALUMINUM 2115 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 01/08/87
10331 HARD HAT FLUORESCENT TOPCOATS AEROSOL/2233,2242o2255,2264 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 10/05/88
08836 HARD HAT FLUORESCENT YELLOW #2242 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 04/03/84
- 08962 HARD HAT HIGH TEMPERATURE BLACK 2176 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 01/08/87
10332 HARD HAT MARKING PAINTS AEROSOL/2324.2344,2345,2354.2363,2392 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 10/05/88
10333 HARD HAT STRIPING PAINTS AEROSOL/2326,2391 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 10/04/88
10334 HARD HAT STRIPING PAINTS 2348. AEROSOL RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 09/12/88
19892 HARD HAT ZINC-RICH COATINGS 2117,2185 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 09/11/92
08963 HARD HAT ZINC-SELE COLD GALVANIZING COMPOUND 2185 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 01/08/87
13356 HARD METAL/CEMENTED WC/TEN CARBIDE W/COBALT BINDER K6T.KB,Kg. K11;KS-12,-12LC,-15,-17:KD100.-1KENNAMETAL, INC. 01/01/92
13357 HARD METAL/TUNGSTEN CARBIDE W/COBALT BINDER K1,K2S,K2S-M,KAH,KAH-M,KSH,K6,K6-M,KMN-tO, KENNAMETAL, INC, 03/00/90
18708 HARD METAL, CEMENTED WC, TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 303-20F/303/25F/D2/G6/G40 (SEE MSDS) KENNAMETAL. INC. 01/00/92
12266 HARD WATER FILM REMOVER AMWAY 01/06/84
14253 HARDENER COMPONENT MIL-C-22750/POLYAMIDE RESIN ADVANCED COATINGS 04/22/86
22640 HARDENER FOR NUFIX OR ZIPFIX (NACCO) NATIONAL RESEARCH 01/00/92
19258 HARDENER HV 1258 FORMERLY RP 1258 HARDENER CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 07/t6/92
09308 HARDENER NO. 4A CEILCOTE CO. INC. 01/30/89
21682 HARDENER 220 UNITED RESIN CORPO 10/09/90
06875 HARDENER 956 M & T CHEMICALS, I NO DATE
10286 HARDNESS BUFFER R-0619 TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 02/01/92
05763 HARDNESS BUFFER #619 AMMONIA 14% DUBOIS CHEMICALS / 12/30/85
10281 HARDNESS INDICATOR POWDER R-0620 TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 02/01/92
20799 HARDNESS REAGENT R-0683 TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 06/01/92
10282 HARDNESS REAGENT .01M TAYLOR CATALOG #R-0618 TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 07/00/88
03706 HARDNESS WASTWATR LABORATORY STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 10/20/92
17942 HAT MEDIA SUPPLEMENT (50X) HYBRI-MAX GAMMA IRRADIATED / REFR:AMINOPTERIN A5159 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/17/92
19627 HATCOL 4283 HATCO CORPORATION 11/22/91
19626 HATCOL 4284 HATCO CORPORATION 11/22/9t
19628 HATCOL 4285 HATCO CORPORATION 11/22/91
18527 HAWG WASH 49-32-0080 MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC 12/00/91
16079 HAZ-MAT PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS (64CRSC IN KIT 311) _124CR,HA1010,HA2010.PIG301.64CRSC NEW PIG CORPORATIO 05/18/93
13300 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS KIT 311 / 124CR,HA1010.HA2010,PIG301,64CRS NEW PIG CORPORATIO 03/23/90
13299 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PIG PILLOW #HR7015 KIT 311 NEW PIG CORPORATIO 03/23/90
- 13080 HAZCAT KIT APPROX. 50 REAGENTS, Q.V. HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I SEVERAL
08131 HAZORB UNIVERSAL ABSORBENT DIAMOND SHAMROCK 10/24/85
@ 10948 HC-110 140 8988 EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
17611 HCFC-123 REFRIGERANT DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/27/92
- 01796 HCL & GLACIAL ACETIC ACID POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 00/84/83
09240 HD CALCIUM GREASE NO. 1 & 2 PETROLEUM GREASE #9759/9760 CONOCO INC 01/19/92
21745 HO SAE 10W MOTOR OIL WITH Z-7 PENNZOIL HI) MOTOR OIL SAE lOW, HI) 200 SAE PENNZOIL COMPANY 03/12/93
12235 HOO-OE-IO TRACTOR ENGINE OIL NOBIL OIL CORP. 05/09/85
12236 HOD-DE-30 TRACTOR ENGINE OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 10/22/83
12237 HDO-OE-40 TRACTOR ENGINE OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 04/12/83
07056 HDO-30 LUBE OIL BORNE CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
22826 HOS-W FOR SOLN.FOR CLEANING QUICK-N-CRISPY COOK WILLIAMS. BC, INDU 01/05/90
11432 HD3469 &ROMATIC/ALIPHATIC AMINE BLEND DEXTER CORPORATION 04/19/79
00858 H05001 (CATALYST A/CATALYST 20 CAT-L-II_K DEXTER CORPORATION 12/08/85
22646 HE-175 LEYBOLD-HERAEUS VA 02/20/91
18489 HE-200, INVOIL 20 1 INLAND VACUUM INDU NO DATE
10110 HEA (VINYL ESTER RESIN SYSTEM) (PART A IN OUTER TUBE. PART B IN INNER TUB HILTI. INC 10/06/93
19568 HEAT CONDUCTIVE COMPOUND 120650.107408,197007 HONEYWELL INC 01/15/92
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' ,(i, = DLA HMIS MSDS
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03327 HEAT RESISTANT ALUMINUM TT-P-28 EVERSEAL MFG. 04/14/87
04928 HEAT RESISTANT ZINC-SELE GRAY 4285 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 02/08/90
20226 HEAT RESISTANT ZINC-SELE GREEN AND GRAY 4235 - 4285 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 06/11/88
10237 HEAT RESISTING (1200 DEG.F) ALUMINUM PAINT TT-P-28 REV. G/NPN 3382 SEAGUARD 11/00/85
• 07456 HEAT SINK (BG-1930) DLA 400-86-C2614 BEESTON, INC. DLA MSDS
20472 HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT GRADE /T-80 THERMON MANUFACTUR 07/16/90
20471 HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT GRADE /T-85 THERNONMANUFACTUR 07/16/90
22745 HEAT-SHRINKABLE INTERCONNECTIONS WITH SOLDER FOR LOW TEMPERATURE WIRE, RAY/ RAYCHEM 08/00/92
20509 HEAT-SHRINKABLE NON-FLAME-RETARDED POLYDLEFIN PROD RAY/4076 RAYCHEM 04/00/91
02356 HEATAB DRY FUEL TABLETS 2207 HACH COMPANY 07/16/86
16968 HEATING OIL NO. 2 BELCHER OIL CO. 10/07/85
05546 HEAVY BODIED KLEAN-STRIP FORMULA# 3300/HB-2 KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W. 10/01/85
08966 HEAVY DUTY EPOXY ACTIVATOR 9301 AND 9310 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 12/13/89
08967 HEAVY DUTY EPOXY ACTIVATOR, 9305 EPOXY RESIN-PRIMER RUST-DLEUM CORPORA 06/11/86
02223 HEAVY DUTY EPOXY GREEN ZINC-SELE 9334 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 02/26/91
13819 HEAVY DUTY EPOXY TDPCOAT-TINTBASE 9307,9308,9309 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 02/26/91
02225 HEAVY DUTY EPOXY WHITE PRIMER 9391 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 10/23/85
02226 HEAVY DUTY EPOXY WHITE, 9392, HIGH GLOSS RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 10/16/80
08965 HEAVY DUTY EPOXY-ORANGE BASE, 9373 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 06/23/86
17673 HEAVYWEIGHT BODY FILLER (224,244,292,292K,294,294M 296,297,2100,2101,2103.2104,2164,2236,2456 DYNATRON/BONDO COR 02/10/93
00115 HELIUM AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 07/10/86
18069 HELIUM FOR HELIUM-METHANE MIX LIQUID CARBONIC 08/00/91
03055 HELIUM MAT10640 MATHESON GAS PRODU 06/25/90
14888 HELIUM NONFLAMMABLE GAS MG INDUSTRIES, GAS 11/25/85
- 22716 HELIUM HELIUM-4, L-4602.D PRAXAIR 12/00/92
03057 HELIUM S0805C0 SCIENTIFIC GAS PRO 11/25/85
08493 HELIUM 4-103-3 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA 10/t3/89
10306 HELIUM UNION CARBIDE 09/00/85
15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USBM) U.S. BUREAU OF MIN 08/03/92
15604 HELIUM HELIUM 4 LAC 05116 LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
15607 HELIUM-OXYGEN USP MIXTURES LAC 05117 LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
15989 HELIUM, LIQUID EG&G FLORIDA, INC. NO DATE
18705 HELIUM, LIQUID U.S. BUREAU OF MIN 08/03/92
15990 HELIUM, LIQUID, DEWAR EG&G FLORIDA, INC. NO DATE
09257 HELIUM, OR LIQUID HELIUM SEE ALSO A07980 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/01/90
21771 HELMICOL 304 PART A / 304 PART B AMERICAN HELMITIN 01/00/91
06573 HELMIPRENE 4002 BONDING ADHESIVE AMERICAN HELMITIN 01/00/86
06572 HELMIPRENE 4015 SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE AMERICAN HELMITIN 01/00/86
06570 HELMIPRENE 4016 SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE AMERICAN HELMITIN 01/00/86
06571 HELMIPRENE 4018 BUTYL CONTACT ADHESIVE AMERICAN HELMITIN 06/00/86
11433 HENA-TEK II STAIN PAK 4415 MILES LABORATORIES 07/01/83
11141 HEMA-TEK STAIN PAK 4402,4405 (84141-400). 4481 (84141-1) MILES LABORATORIES 07/00/83
11133 HEMAPURGE CLEANING DETERGENT FOR HEMATOLOGY HEMATRONIX, INC. NO DATE
07175 HEMATOXYLIN 104 5822,- 5848,- 5863,- 6010,- 6036,- 605 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/23/86
06380 HEMATOXYLIN CERTIFIED H3t36 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
07787 HEMATOXYLIN SOLUTION GILL NO 3 H2885 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/07/89
07104 HEMICELLULASE CRUDE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER H2125 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/29/87
05206 HEMOCCULT DEVELOPER SOLUTION SMITHKLINE DIAGNOS 10/14/87
07101 HEMDTERGE II 20 L COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 09/02/86
13048 HEMPEL'S PRIMER ROSO-OSO2/ZINC DUST 911U-1984 GRAY PART A;PART B ZINC OUST KC COATINGS INC. SEVERAL
17490 HENRY ACOUSTICAL TILE ADHESIVE NMM-A-O01508 / 237 HENRY, W.W., CO. 05/0t/88
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HEPARIN (HEPRN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705519901 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/8919975
13025 HEPARIN AMMONIUM SALT ICN BIOMEDICALS IN 04/06/91
14087 HEPARIN LOCK FLUSH SOLUTIONS ABBOTT LABORATORIE NOT REQD
20232 HEPARIN LOCK FLUSH, SODIUM CHLORIDE INd. AMERICAN HOWE PROD NOT REQD
13407 HEPARIN SODIUM GRADE II H7005 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 05/30/91
- 18029 HEPES BUFFER SOLUTION (1 MOLAR) #17-737 WHITTAKER, M.A. BI 04/30/90
01550 HEPES FREE ACID H3375 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/23/92
10871 HEPES SODIUM H7006 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/13/90
22442 HEPES+ SODIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED 1-10763 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
02860 HEPTANE EASTMAN KODAK CO. 06/11/74
18454 HEPTANE EXXON CORPORATION 08/10/79
04521 HEPTANE SEE MSDS FOR SYNONYMS SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 07/16/92
01601 HEPTANE (N-HEPTANE), H-350 H340,UN1206.H340,H20,BP1115,C7H16--- FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/01/93
11658 HERCO TC-700 SOLUTION 1029677 HECHT RUBBER CORPO 10/01/85
12208 HERCO 100-250, RED DOT 1_t00,305,353-359,361,363, 365,369,377,2385,55215,SS251-62, & UNIQUE HERCULES, INC. 08/19/88
02451 HERCULES TURPENTINE (MFGR: HERCULES) CHEMCENTRAL CORPOR 04/17/72
02451 HERCULES TURPENTINE;SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE STEAM DISTILLED WOOD TURPENTINE(DIST:CHEM- HERCULES, INC. 04/17/72
22724 HERCULITE LAMINATED VINYL-SYNTHETIC FABRIC HERCULITE PRODUCTS 08/20/90
11003 HEWLETT PACKARD-ALL COLORS PROD. CODE:21HEWLETT (HP P/N 6010-0813=MI AERVOE PACIFIC COM 02/01/89
22169 HEX-WICK SOLDER REMOVER 886 HEXACON ELECTRIC CDLA MSDS
04487 HEXA-GERM NDC-105630001-01 HUNTINGTON LABORAT 06/03/82
13240 HEXACHLORO-I,3-BUTADIENE KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F52 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
- 12623 HEXACHLOROBUTADIENE SUPELCO, INC. 09/13/90
13885 HEXACHLOROETHANE, 98% ABBOTT MSDS #42 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/02/88
11905 HEXADECYLTRIMETHYLAMMONIUM BROMIDE H5882 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 01/23/89
06961 HEXAFLUOROETHANE HALOCARBON 116 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 02/00/87
19290 HEXAFLUOROETHANE MATHESON GAS PRODU 03/28/90
07718 HEXAFLUOROETHANE, 98% 29536-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
07109 HEXAMETHYLENE TETRAMINE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/12/86
15871 HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE BAKER, O.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
18292 HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE FREE BASE H3633 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
20094 HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE, 99% Hl130-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 05/26/93
07025 HEXAMETHYLPHOSPHORAMIDE, 99% Hl160-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/23/88
17935 HEXANAL, 98% 11560-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 11/20/92
07164 HEXANE H-302,H-301 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 045/24/88
17463 HEXANE (MFGR: MCKESSON CHEMICAL CHEMICAL COMMODITI 09/06/85
07125 HEXANE (N-HEXANE) ASTM D 1836-64 MCKESSON CHEMICAL 09/06/85
21595 HEXANE (40% LEL) IN AIR GASTECH, INC. 12/30/92
06145 HEXANE SOLUBILITY TEST/HAZCAT KIT HEXANE HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
22843 HEXANE, 95+%, HPLC GRADE 27050-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
09353 HEXOKINASE TYPE IV FR(_tl BAKERS YEAST H5375 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/30/89
22793 HEXOKINASE/GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE OEHYDROGENASE 737275 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 09/22/89
17880 HFC 134A DUC<)0603 DU PONT, E.I., DE 06/26/91
03171 HI TECH ELECTRONIC CLEANER. 21959 BOWMAN DISTRIBUTIO 07/10/86
- 06316 HI TEMP COATIhtG PT-404A-1 PRODUCTS/TECHNIOUE 02/00/87
@ 08294 HI TEMP 4490A DOW CORNING DLA MSDS
18149 HI-BILD ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE ENAMEL B65 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 12/01/92
07098 HI-FI DEVELOPER PART A ULANO CORPORATION 05/20/86
07099 HI-FI DEVELOPER PART B ULANO CORPORATION 05/20/86
22154 HI-P KWIK DRY 2OOO504/12 APPLIED RESEARCH, 07/02,'93
20569 HI-POINT 90 260 0104 WITCO CORPORATION 10/30/91
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21769 HI-POINT 90 RED 260 0105 WITCO CORPORATION 10/30/91
- 16966 HI-RANGER HYDRAULIC FLUID NO. 5605 TEXACO 01/07/83
22263 HI-REFLECTANCE WHITE NO. 6 / ALKYD TRIANGLE COATINGS, 07/11/83
01008 HI-SHEAR INITIATOR NSI BOOSTER MODULE 9392242 (PC174-1} HI-SHEAR TECHNQLOG NO DATE
08969 HI-SIL T-600 AMORPHOUS SYNTHETIC SILICA PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 07/03/92
- 02286 HI-SIL 215, HYDRATED AMORPHOUS SILICA HARWICK CHEMICAL C 07/00/83
12233 HI-SOLIDS POLYURETHANE, B65H BC5W301.B65T304,B60V30.B652W301,B65TW304,B SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/01/91
02642 HI-T DEGREASOL KLEER-FLO COMPANY 12/20/85
21737 HIBOND / PVA 20 LAMBERT CORPORATIO 01/02/91
00873 HIGGENS PEN CLEANER 4502,45_,4507,4508 FABER-CASTELL CORP 03/31/92
05448 HIGGINS BLACK MAGIC TT-Io528, TY.I/WATERPROOF INK/MPN 4465-446 FABER-CASTELL CORP 10/31/84
16661 HIGGINS PEN CLEANER 4502-4507, REMOVES DRIED INDIA INK FABER-CASTELL CORP 03/31/92
05096 HIGGINS WATERPROOF BLACK DRAWING INK 4415-4419 FABER-CASTELL CORP 08/25/86
05327 HIGGINS WATERPROOF COLOR DRAWING INKS,ALL COLORS FABER-CASTELL CORP 08/25/86
05118 HIGGINS WHITE WATERPROOF DRAWING INK 4265 FABER-CASTELL CORP 09/17/86
17102 HIGH BUILD ACTIVATOR FOR CORLAR VFY 632 DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/04/93
10120 HIGH BUILD VINYL SYSTEM 9071, 9084, 9086, 9092 RUST-OLEUN CORPORA 08/05/93
01604 HIGH DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN CHOLESTEROL (HDL) TEST PA ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704965901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
14699 HIGH DENSITY LIQUID DEVELOPER 83-3-I05059 / 885 DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 03/01/94
14110 HIGH HEAT COATING 1503 COURTAULDS COATING 05/25/89
16674 HIGH HUMIDITY INK, AQUEOUS INK CODE NO. 1043 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/08/85
06519 HIGH NICKEL ALLOYS:SUPER STAINLESS ALLOYS:HIGH-> PERF.-CORR.RES,ALLOYS:HASTELLOY:FERRALIUM METALSOURCE 11/30/85
07698 HIGH PENETRATION PRIMER #5952 KOCH MATERIALS COW 05/25/88
18193 HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR LUBE 80-W-90 PER VALVOLINE: SAME AS 80W-85W-90 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 02/17/93
16938 HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR LUBE 80/85/90 VALVOLINE P/N 838 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/00/84
18196 HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR OIL SAE 85W140 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 08/13/92
11674 HIGH PERFORMANCE WOOD FILLER PASTE 11-01600-612 MINWAX, CONSTRUCTI 06/03/85
16007 HIGH PERFORMANCE-CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS MFGR:CABOT DRESSER INDUSTRIES 11/01/85
17691 HIGH PRESSURE SEALER #450/FORMER IC-450 (INSUL-COUSTIC) MARATHON INDUSTRIE 03/20/92
19917 HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM LAMP 250,400,1000W,C250S50, C400J51,C1000S52 / PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REOU PHILIPS LIGHTING C NO DATE
19918 HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS:360W CERAMALUX ECONOWAT 70, 100,150W,C70S62,C100S54,C150S55 PHILIPS LIGHTING C 07/24/92
08968 HIGH SOLIDS TOPCOAT, 821X641 DESOTO, INC. 08/20/87
18867 HIGH SPEED ENOURA-ETCH REPLENISHER CP CHEMICALS. INC 07/21/91
06197 HIGH SPEED ENOURA-ETCH REPLENISHER TENTATIVE MSDS/NOT SAME MATERIAL AS 685001 HUNT, PHILIP A., C 07/03/79
00382 HIGH SPEED ENDURA-ETCH STARTER ETCHANT FOR COPPER I-_JNT, PHILIP A., C NO DATE
10433 HIGH TEMP 272 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 27240 LOCTITE CORPORATI0 01/O1/93
05654 HIGH TEMPERATURE ASBESTOS SEALER FOSTER 84-18 FULLER, H.B. 01/29/91
01843 HIGH TEMPERATURE INK (RED) #96S51 TAYLOR INSTRUMENT 11/18/85
07339 HIGH VELOCITY DUCT SEALANT SOLVENT BASED SEALANT, 32-t4 FULLER, H.B. 12/12/85
01768 HIGH YIELD TONER 83-4-101024, 2400 TONER AM INTERNATIONAL 09/O1/86
C_6232 HICd-IWAY SAFETY SPHERES WITH MOISTURE REST. COATING H101-2 SODA-LIME GLASS POTTERS INDUSTRIES 01/24/89
16306 HIGLOSS CLEAR EPOXY 22-01005 STERLING LACQUER M 03/17/86
18105 HIPPURAN I 131 INJECTION IODOHIPPURATE SODIUM I 131 INJECTION MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
11567 HISTAN (HS-IO) BAXTER B3135-37 / IN VITRO HBG CN METHOD R TOA MEDICAL ELECTR 02/15/90
07616 HIT-CIO0 DOWELLING KIT PART A AND B HILTI, INC. 10/06/93
13024 HIT-C20 (2-TUBE KIT) 96901701 HILTI, INC. 01/14/91
04663 RIM-8229, THERMOPLASTIC ADHESIVE FULLER, H.8. 12/03/85
07241 HIIDS, HEXAMETHYLDISILAZANE M60115-021, RSI WATERPROOFING SCM CORPORATION 06/18/85
17566 HMX HOMOCYCLONITE. OCTAGEN/GRADE B 510 HOLSTON DEFENSE CO 06/20/91
- 10317 HMX PURE. WATER-WET CLASS A EXPLOSIVE TROdAN CORPORATION NO DATE
- 18228 H_IHlIO0 GLOSS WHITE ENAMEL 45941 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 05/10/91
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00784 HOBART IO,AWS WELDING ROD, 6010 (E-6010) DO-E-450 HOBART BROTHERS CO DLA MSDS
15203 HOBBYPOXY QUICK-FIX FORMULA 4 E/PARTS A & B PETTIT PAINT CO IN NO DATE
19704 I-COCO-SUPREME ACRA-CON 11405 PIOLCOMB, J.I.,MFG O1/O5/92
20171 HOCUT 237, METAL CUTTING DRAWING COMPOUND, 422370 PROD.USE DILUTION 3-5% /NO LONGER AVAILABL HOUGHTON. E.F., & 03/02/93
05291 HOLIDAY FOGGER H44/H45/4752-116 PET CHEMICALS, INC O7/O1/83
17634 HOLLIS 225 SOLDERING FLUID CPS233115 CHEVRON USA 10/30/90
17636 HOLLIS 600 WATER-SOLUBLE TINNING FLUID CPS233130 CHEVRON USA 11/O7/91
11457 HOLSTER/INSTAPACKER SOLVENT SEALED AIR CORPORA 03/00/89
04200 HOLTS CARBURETOR AND CHOKE CLEANER # 092003 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 09/20/85
08170 HOMOGENITE 38N HOMESTEAD O5/31/86
08970 HONEY WAX P5409519 SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 07/23/87
17612 HONEYWELL QUICK INK & TYPE 130 AQUEOUS RECORDER INK-BLACK,RED,BLUE,GREEN. GRAPHIC CONTROLS 07/21/89
06687 HOPPE'S #9 NITRO PqWDER SOLV_ENT (FAMOUS =9 SOLVENT) PENGUIN INDUSTRIES 05/27/87
10321 HORIZON BLUE ALKYD PAINT 215-19 DAY-GLO COLOR CORP 09/10/92
22480 HORSE SERUM ' 16050 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REQD
05122 HOSP-I-SEPTIC-G PROD.#680:68015 SIZES LEAHCHEM INDUSTRIE NO DATE
15471 HOSPITAL TYPE DISINFECTANT DEODORANT USER PLS. CHECK STOCK NUMBER TRIPLE S 08/22/85
07122 HOST DRY CARPET CLEANER RACINE INDUSTRIES 12/17/85
07944 HOT DIP STRIPPABLE COATING, TYI DS-3OOG DIP SEAL PLASTIC I 11/18/88
20168 HOT FORGING AGENT 201 REISSUE OF 1973 MSDS HOUGHTON, E.F., & 08/01/73
06119 HOT ROLLED STEEL BARS (COMMON STEELS,ALLOY STEELS) C-I018,C-1020,C-1030,C-1045,4140 SCHAEFER EQUIPMENT NO DATE
20703 HOT SHOT STARTING FLUID SPRAY PRODUCTS CDR O1/22/91
20162 HOUGHTO-DRAW 3105 HOUGHTON, E.F.. & 10/O6/92
17670 HOUGHT0-QUENCH G HOUGHTON, E.F., & 08/06/92
10514 HOUGHTO-SAFE 273 HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS FLUID HOUGHTON, E.F., & 06/26/86
17669 HOUGHT0-SAFE 620 HOUGHTON, E.F., & O6/11/92
05290 HOUSEHOLD INSECT FOGGER H45/V22/V23/IO6/H75/4758-136 PET CHEMICALS, INC 11/t3/84
04948 HP 85OO°1251 MAGNETIC HEAD CLEANER HEWLETT-PACKARO CO 05/09/77
13790 HR-2420 HI-HEAT (BLACK), BHR2420 INSL-X PRODUCTS CO 09/23/88
02696 HRS AUTO FIXER C8 (DISTR: WOOD X-RAY,ORLANDO) SIMON, H.R., & CO. NO DATE
21721 HS EP.CAT. FOR 446-21, 22-SERIES X-530 AKZO COATINGS INC. O2/15/93
10536 HS/RP FIXER PART I SIMON. H.R.. & CO. 02/02/80
10535 HS/RP FIXER PART PF-4 SIMON, H.R. , & CO. C_5/00/82
11550 PlY LEAK DETECTOR CAT. #20566 SUPELCO, INC. 07/20/89
20784 HT 4 FIREWALL SEALANT STABOND CORPORATIO 11/22/91
07110 HT-IO SILICONE ALKYD ALUMINUM 64759100 DEVOE COATINGS COM 03/04/86
07594 HT-IO SILICONE ALKYD HIGH HEAT COATING BLACK 71059903 (710-S-XXXX) DEVOE COATINGS COM 05/04/91
09413 HTH DRY CHLORINATOR GRANULAR CPE133099 OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 07/26/93
09266 HTH DRY CHLORINE GRANULAR (#133245) OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 08/13/91
08147 HTH INDUST & COflNERCIAL GRANULAR II PRODUCT# 133245 OLIN CORP CHEMICAL t2/07/88
19794 HTL4 HIGH TEMPERATURE THREAD LUBRICANT CROUSE-HINDS ECM 06/08/87
15340 HTP-1149 MIL-C-14460 ELDORADO CHEMICAL O1/O8/88
19231 HUMISEAL 1A20 HUMISEAL/DIV. COLU 11/13/92
04832 HUMISEAL 1A27 AEROSOL POLYURETHANE CONFORMAL COATING. AEROSOL HUMISEAL/DIV. COLU O4/15/93
19232 HUMISEAL IA33 HUMISEAL/DIV. COLU 11/t3/92
16057 HUMISEAL 1812 HcJMISEAL/OIV. COLU 10/O6/89
01269 t-_ISEAL I815H AEROSOL PMJMISEAL/DIV. COLU O6/47/91
19234 HUMISEAL 2A64 PART A HUMISEAL,DIV. COLU O5/O2/91
19233 HUMISEAL 2A64 PART B HUMISEAL'DIV COLU O5/O2/91
17028 HUNT FUSER OIL HUNT, PHILIP A.. C O7/_9 80
07176 HUNT PREMIUM STA-R-36 DEVELOPER HUNT. PHILIP A. , C 05/05/80
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HURRICANE HOMER PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
HUSKIE MP GEAR LUBE Bow/go
I'AJSQVARNA 50:1 TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL
HY LUX A.C. ORANGE




HYDRANAL COULOMAT A 34807
HYDRANAL COULOMAT AK FOR KETONES 34820
HYDRANAL COULOMAT C 34808




























































HYDRAZINE, ANHYDROUS (MIL-P-26536C W/AM.l)
HYDRAZINE. ANHYDROUS (MIL-P-26536C W/AM.l)
HYDRION BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 10.OO
HYDRION BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 11.OO/PH 9.OO-11
HYDRION BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 2.OO-4.OO













107 1034,107 1083,107 1109,107 0846,107 08
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HYDRION PH BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 5.0-8.0
HYDRION PH BUFFER SALTS PH VALUE 8.00-11.00
HYDRITE 4000 ELECTROPOLISH
HYDRO SEAL II HEAVY DUTY COLD PARTS CLEANER
HYDRO STIK
HYDRO-LUBE GEAR LUBE SAE 80W90
HYDROBROMIC ACID
HYDROBROMIC ACID POTASSIUM SALT
HYDROBROMIC ACID 48%
HYDROBROMIC ACID, 48% AQUEOUS
HYDROCARBON BOTTLE (HCL / MFGR: d.T.BAKER)
























SOLUTIONS O.02N TO 2.ON
WASH SOLUTION



















VOLUMETRIC STANDARD. 0.2N SOLN.
1 NORMAL
1% - 50% (V/V) & 0.25 - 12 NORM
37%
HYDROCHLORIC ACID 37%, A.C.S. REAGENT
HYDROCORTISONE WITH CLIOOUINOL CREAM/OINTMENT
HYDROFLUORIC ACID SOLUTIONS
HYDROFLUORIC ACID 20%
HYDROFLUORIC ACID 70% 485#












SEALER/BINDER FOR NEW SEEDING OF BALD AREA
PX1378,PX1379,PX1380A.4904,4905,4907
A140













HYDROCHLORIC ACID - MURIATIC ACID
382
A142.A144,A148,ASO8,A466,A481
1.ON SOLUTION IN WATER. 31894-9
0,1N SOLUTION IN WATER / 31896-5
34310-2 / IN WATER
ABBOTT MSDS _4
3570 - 3580 & 3625 - 3780
JT9535-33
PRODUCT #25814-8, ABBOTT MSDS #9
A147,A146,A513,A463
FLUOROHYDRIC ACID (HF20%, FE-3)/ASBESTEST
26-19863-02
6A. GE MATERIAL D4A7
33926-1
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- 20322 HYDROGEN (H2) COMPRESSED GAS CYLINDER LECTURE BOTTLE MATHESON GAS PRODU NOT REQD
15991 HYDROGEN (LIQUID) ALSO SAFETYGRAM-9 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 02/16/81
14335 HYDROGEN BROMIDE AG 05240 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06963 HYDROGEN BROMIDE, ANHYDROUS HYDROBROMIC ACID AIR PROOUCTS & CHE 03/00/87
14336 HYDROGEN CHLORIOE AG 05241 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06964 HYDROGEN CHLORIDE, ANHYDROUS HYDROCHLORIC ACID AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/00/86
14337 HYDROGEN CYANIDE AG 05242 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14338 HYDROGEN FLUORIDE AG 05243 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06965 HYDROGEN FLUORIDE, ANHYDROUS HYDROFLUORIC ACID AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/01/86
10908 HYDROGEN IN AIR AIR PRODUCTS & CHE SEVERAL
01833 HYDROGEN OR LIQUID HYDROGEN (IN CRYOGENIC STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/30/88
10981 HYDROGEN OXIDE WATER ISOTEC INC. NO DATE
07162 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SOLUTIONS H-323,H-325,H-327,H-341 / 30-50% FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/18/94
18465 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 3% H324,H312,H312P FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/19/92
13405 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 30_ SOLUTION H1009 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/14/90
07172 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35% YB/10-70-0095-035-00000 BURLINGTON CHEMICA NO DATE
15686 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35% INTEROX AMERICA 04/00/87
17127 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35% SUPER D FMC CORPORATION 09/01/85
15693 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35% SUPER D INOUSTRIAL CHEMICA 09/01/85
22487 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, 30 WT. % SOLUTION IN WATER 21676-3 / A.C.S. REAGENT ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/26/94
08192 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, 35% TECHNICAL GRADE FMC CORPORATION 07/09/87
06966 HYDROGEN SULFIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 12/00/86
14339 HYDROGEN SULFIDE AG 05244 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
20098 HYDROGEN SULFIDE PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 03/01/93
02371 HYDROGEN SULFIDE TEST PAPER 393 HACH COMPANY 05/19/86
1560(5 HYDROGEN IO%/NITROGEN 90% LAC 05121 LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
15603 HYDROGEN 15%/ARGON, 85% LAC 05120 LIQUID AIR t0/01/85
- 10677 HYDROGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURE, 40:60 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE SEVERAL
22004 HYDROGEN, COMPRESSED; GASEOUS HYDROGEN LIQUID CARBONIC 09/00/91
@ 14271 HYDROGEN, TECHNICAL AIR PRODUCTS & CHE DLA MSDS
14889 HYDROGEN, WATER GAS, NORMAL HYDROGEN FLAMMABLE GAS MG INDUSTRIES, GAS 11/25/85
16957 HYDROLUBRIC 120-B PRODUCT USE DILUTION: 2-5% HOUGHTON, E.F., & 10/16/92
07184 HYDROOUINONE 123 31 9 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/27/84
22539 HYDROSEP WATER PRESERVATIVE HAWS COMPANY 0(3/14/92
11820 HYDROVANE 2000 USED ON TYPE 7Q?? VISCOSITY OIL CO. 03/07/84
07252 HYDROXIDE AMMONIUM REAGEN 370# 16-01457-00 THOMPSON-HAYWARD C 10/05/89
- 22735 HYDROXIDE PASTE ETCH SOLUTION 243, 39-8700-6351 ROCKWELL INTERNATI 09/00/92
18291 HYDROXYLAMINE HCL GRADE I H9876 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
15869 HYDRDXYLAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 06/08/83
02870 HYDROXYLAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE H-330 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
13883 HYDROXYLAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE, 99%, A.C.S. REAGENT ABBOTT MSDS #44 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/09/88
18860 HYDROXYLAMINE SOLUTION 4050-0104 BACHARACH. INC 03/18/91
13329 HYDROXYZINE HYDROCHLDRIDE TABLETS 25 MG MSDS P. 2 MISSING SIDMAK LABORATORIE 06/00/88
00684 HYGEA RE-PEL 2476 THEOCHEM LABORATOR 01/15/87
07342 HYGEA RE-PEL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT THEOCHEM LABORATOR 10/01/85
07818 HYLOMAR PL 32 MEDIUM PL 32 M, PASTE, FLANGE SEALANT MARSTON BENTLEY, I 09/26/86
21813 HYPO-CHLDR 070 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/27/92
18910 HYSOL AC4368 SILICONE RESIN IN ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBON DEXTER CORPORATION 12/22/86
17704 HYSOL AD2003 (FORMERLY T-1 OR 50-916 OR 145-916) GLYCOL ETHER DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
08895 HYSOL EPK 0151 RESIN AA0151 DEXTER CORPORATION 08/11/92
11682 HYSOL EPK IC PART A RESIN & PART B HARDENER PRODUCT CODE AAOOOI/ABO001 DEXTER CORPORATION 11/19/91
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
( ( (
08896 HYSOL EPK 608 RESIN/HARDENER
18909 HYSOL HDO029
18908 HYSOL HD0185
18907 HYSOL HD3201 (FORMERLY TH3201)
18906 HYSOL HD3824
18905 HYSOL HD3831
11762 HYSOL HDSO09 (CATALYST 9)









17702 HYSOL M-O-N BLACK (XXO009)
17698 HYSDL M-2-N RED (XXO011)
17699 HYSOL M-4-N YELLOW (XXO013)
16621 HYSOL M-9-N (XXO018)
03782 HYSOL PC12 007 STD, PART A & 8
12378 HYSOL PC12-OOTM. PART A & B
18911 HYSOL PC18 STD
06655 HYSOL PC18Mo URETHANE
18912 HYSOL PC29 STD, PART A
18913 HYSOL PC29 STD, PART B
18895 HYSOL TSO003 PART A (PIO PART A, FORMERLY)
18896 HYSOL TSO003 PART B (PIO PART B. FORMERLY)
18893 HYSOL TUO021
18894 HYSOL TU0590
17701 HYSOL 50-201AR (XX0352)
17672 HYSOL 50-301R
19442 HYSOL 50-407R (XX0362)
19441 HYSQL 50-507R (XX0364)
17700 HYSOL 50-770 R (XX0451)
00442 HYSOL. CONFORMAL COATING
05735 HYSTER HYDRAULIC TRANS OIL
11889 HYTHANE
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...................................................................................................................................
AAO608/AB0608 / HARDENER MSDS: 92-03-05 DEXTER CORPORATION 08/14/91
POLYAMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 02/06/90
AROMATIC AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 10/08/90
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 01/16/92
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 11/21/91
PDLYAMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 11/11/86
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
AMINE RESIN COMPOUND DEXTER CORPORATION 12/23/87
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 10/08/90
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 10/08/90
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 10/08/90
AMINE DEXTER CORPORATION 10/08/90
MODIFIED EPOXY RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 11/19/86
EPOXY RESIN COMPOUND DEXTER CORPORATION II/19/91
MODIFIED EPOXY RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 12/09/86
EPOXY RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
EPOXY RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 10/02/92
EPOXY RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 07/07/92
EPOXY RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 07/09/92
PA200? / PB2OO7(MSDS DATE 03-05-92) PRTD.C DEXTER CORPORATION 03/05/92
PRINTED CIRCUIT SYSTEM,PA2008 & PB2008 DEXTER CORPORATION 08/14/91
PO000t / URETHANE DEXTER CORPORATION 10/ti/91
P00011, L1I-6 DEXTER CORPORATION 10/11/91
PAO005 / URETHANE PREPOLYMER SOLUTION DEXTER CORPORATION 03/03/92
PBO005 / CASTOR OIL SOLUTION DEXTER CORPORATION 03/20/90
TAO003 DEXTER CORPORATION 01/14/93
TBO003 DEXTER CORPORATION 07/27/90
URETHANE PREPOLYWER DEXTER CORPORATION 02/10/92
uRETHANE PREPOLYMER DEXTER CORPORATION 11/13/86
EPOXY DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
XX0358 DEXTER CORPORATION 03/21/91
DEXTER CORPORATION 04/20/92
DEXTER CORPORATION t2/18/92
EPOXY DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
DEXTER CORPORATION DLA MSDS
CODE 0601- / HYSTER P/N 336830 ILLINOIS OIL PRODU 07/24/84
4602A,4610A,4611A,4648A,4649Ao4650A;4646B COURTAULDS COATING 03/11/92
18574 HYTHANE 4672A,4675A,4677A. 4646B CONVERTER PORTER PAINT CO. 11/25/86
03644 HYTHANE, ACRYLIC URETHANE, LEAD & NON-LEAD COLORS 4610A/4602A/4611A/4648A/4649A/4650A/4646e PORTER PAINT CO. 08/11/86
22644 HYVAC FLUSHING OIL 93060 HYVAC PRODUCTS. IN 01/01/94
22654 HYVAC PUMP OIL 93050 HYVAC PRODUCTS, IN 01/01/94
09297 HYVAC PUMP OIL, CATALOG #93050 BOEKEL INDUSTRIES. 10/06/87
17103 HYVAC VACUUM PUMP OIL 93050-3 CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC 12/02/77
12034 HYVAR L CITRUS HERBICIDE DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/01/84
10885 HYVAR X HERBICIDE wMO000018 DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/10/91
12035 HYVAR X-L WEED KILLER M0000019 DU PONT, E.I.o DE 11/15/92
19051 H52 FORMULA 2 EPOXY GLUE PART A/PART 8 KOP-COAT. INC. 03/00,/93
20350 H6965 NICAD BATTERY, 1.3V FOR PAGER ALEXANDER MFG. CO. 12/01/92
18108 1 125 ISOJEX REFERENCE STANDARD 1-125 REFERENCE STANDARD MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
08972 1-319 PENETRANT FLUORESCENT PENETRANT SHERWIN INC. NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
WSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMZT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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11043 IA-24 GLOSS FINISH, ALKYD ENAMEL 2402BLK,2410WH.2448XD BASE.2449LT BASE,245 PORTER PAINT CO. 05/26/89
11045 IA-24 SEMI-GLOSS FINISH, ALKYD 2948 XD BASE,2949 LT BASE,2950 DP BASE COURTAULDS COATING 11/25/85
01981 IBM CLEANER (PART # 223980} IBM CORP 11/30/85
01982 IBM CLEANER TAPE UNIT PART #8493001/8635586/8635587 IBM CORP 05/09/86
16185 IBM PROCESS CHEM AN_IONIA ANHYDROUS IBM 0433534 IBM CORP 09/03/85
06349 IBM REPRO CHEM AMMONIA ABSORBER PN 0433496 IBM CORP 10/04/86
@ 17201 IBM REPRO CHEM 30/40/60 TONER SERIES IIIMOO TONER/DIRECT ELECTROSTATIC P IBM CORP DLA MSDS
09349 IBM REPRO CHEM 8815 SCANMASTER MONOCOMPONENT TONER IBM PART# 7038486 IBM CORP 08/30/87
21664 IBM SERIES III HOD 30 THRU 85 DEVELOPER P/N 1669116 1 IBM CORP NO DATE
13074 IBM 3812 PRINTER TONER P/N 1348349 IBM CORP 02/08/90
12006 IBM 3816 PRINTER TONER P/N 6190726 IBM CDRP 02/20/90
05719 IBM, OIL, NO. 6 LUBE P/N 0075448 IBM CORP 11/30/85
19432 IBM,CLEANER(OBSOLETE),CLEANING FLUID 0450608, ALSO 1280017 IBM CORP 10/23/91
19436 IBM,CLEANER,ELECTRO-KLEEN 0619022, ALSO 8549396 IBM CORP 07/25/90
19435 IBM,LUBRICANT,NO. 22 LUBE 0308101. ALSO 0450671, 0260781 IBM CORP 03/28/90
19433 IBM,OIL.NO. 6 AEROSOL (}451110 IBM CORP 02/24/88
19437 IBM,PAGE PRINTER 3800 TONER 1669122, ALSO 2299599, 1669334 IBM CORP 01/11/90
19431 IBM,SOLVENT,DRUM DISC AND 2305 CLEANER 2286522, ALSO 2286632 IBM CORP 07/25/90
18963 IBM,3835 PRINTER TONER 6190649 IBM CORP 11/03/92
19624 ICC 797 - INK DEGRADENT INTERCONTINENTAL C 11/17/92
22748 ICE MACHINE SANITIZER 4211 NU-CALGON _'IOLESAL 07/12/93
22552 ICKY PICK DEGREASER L & M MANUFACTURIN 08/30/91
0 11949 IDEAL SPRAY INK RED A-A-208 IDEAL STENCIL MACH OLA MSDS
19088 IDS RAPID NH/ANA II/STR/SS-U/NF PLUS PANELS 1-1001/1-1002/1-1003/1-1004/1-1005(LTR.DAT INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS NOT REQD
11591 IDS RAPID PANELS, KIT INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 08/00/90
07576 IG-LO/DP R-12 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE / 8C_110_)1 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 06/18/93
12051 IGNITACORD CLASS C EXPLOSIVE DU PONT, E.I., OE 11/03/85
14183 IGNITION DRYER IG-N-12 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/21/87
13945 IGNITION SEALER, 21906 X9435 BOWMAN DISTRIBUTIO 04/25/86
17767 IGP - BLACK INK 3080FCC-BLACK CALCOMP INC. NO DATE
10261 ILUX COPPERLUX RED 80 COURTAULDS COATING 08/05/93
14700 IMAGE REMOVER PEN PRETREATMENT FLUID 83-1-104724 / DELETION PRETREATMENT E-STAT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
06633 IMAGING POWDER FOR 500D,60CO,800D,9000,17-DRY MITA 11/15/85
07762 IMIDAZOLE APPROX. 99% 10125 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/07/89
07763 IMIDAZOLE HYDROCHLORIDE I3386 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/07/89
19976 IMMUNOGLOBULIN A (IGA) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705125901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
19977 IMMUNOGLOBULIN G (IGG) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705034901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
19978 IMMUNOGLOBULIN M (IGM) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705130901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
19339 IMMUNOL 5-6 MILLER, HARRY,, COR 06/29/89
02031 II_NOL 1228-2 & 1228-2-CLEAR MILLER, HARRY, COR 01/27/92
• 14808 IMPERIAL GL 80 W 90 MIL-L-2105C AM 1 IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
06817 IMPERVO ENAMEL, ALL COLORS 133/SOLVENT THINNED PAINT MOORE. BENJAMIN & 06/25/90
17946 IMPRESET BLUE CHIP PRINTERS INKS PRINTERS INK & SUP 03/01/91
20922 IMPROVED POLARCOTE 521-102-996 / COATING TREMCO 12/12/90
19044 IMPULSE FUEL CELL MAPP GAS ITW 02/14/92
16402 INRON ENAI4EL ACTIVATOR, CLEAR DU PONT, E.I.. DE 09/01/85
16364 INRON P,V. ENAMEL - WHITE 326Y-67632 DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/04/93
04737 IMRON POLYURETHANE ENAMEL 520U-523U;S31U-537U;539U-541U;544U;547U;54 DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/01/91
19630 IMS COMPANY, 15% SILICONE SPRAY 06-309-12 I M S COMPANY 04/18/90
18693 IN-CIDE 345 THEOCHEM LABORATOR 07/09/92
21602 IND'L KRAZY GLUE TYPE 232 CAT NO. 14450 PELLA, TED, INC. 02/26/91
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D8155,D8156 SERIES (INDICATING SILICA, DES HAMMOND, W.A., ORI 02/14/92INDICATING DRIERITE
INDICATING LIQUID, RED w294
INDICATING SILICA GEL








INDOLE-3-BUTYRIC ACID PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED
INDOLE-3-CARBOXYLIC ACID, 99%
INDOLE-3-PYRUVIC ACID, 98%
INDULIN AS-I, ANTISTRIPPING COMPOUND
INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE
INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE/SEALANT RTV-133
INDUSTRIAL ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS TRIM ENAMEL G293-24424
INDUSTRIAL BONDED PRODUCTS
INDUSTRIAL COAL-TAR EPOXY, BLACK, 61-2A






INDUSTRIAL GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER CONCENTRATE




INDUSTRIAL WASH PRIMER. COMPT. A
INDUSTRIAL WASH PRIMER, COMPT. B





























































I5386 / ROOTING HORMONE
28473-4
I556-7
USED WITH ROAD TAR FOR PATCHING STREETS
PRODUCT# 709B
ROOM TEMP VULCANIZING SILICONE RUBBER
TT-E-529/529C
EPITHERM 1200,LAPINUS 1200,FBX##_# BLOCK.B




101-10 CLEAR SEALER, EPOXY-POLYAMIDE COPOL
300 - GALLON
VINYL-ALKYD SOLVENT THINNED COATING
FW0289
P60 G 2, VINYL EPOXY BASE COMPONENT
G316-200A
G316-200B
INFO. PERTAINING TO ALKYD GLOSS & SPECIALTY FINISH A2B18 ..... B35201,B46RA5 .... B47W101 .... A5V2
INFO. PERTAINING TO WEATHER PERFECT, LATEX PAINT B36G206,W200,W202,W203,Y204,Y205, FLAT HOU
INHIBISOL
INHIBISOL SPRAY SOLVENT CLEANER
INHIBITOR WDLD AGAR #12254
INHIBITORY MOLD AGAR (ULRICH),11310 MSDS COVERS MANY AGAR/BROTH/MEDIUM PRODUCT
INK ANTI-SKIN SPRAY 83-0-104568
INK AWAY HAND CLEANING PADS TX1202,TX1302
INK CARTRIDGE FOR MODEL 9100 802-2
INK CARTRIDGES FOR TEKTRONIX 4696 COLOR INK-JET PR 016-0839/0840/0841/0842-01,BLK,CYAN,MAGENT
INK dET PRINTING FLUID
INK PRINT CARTRIDGE, 51606A (ANNOTATED) 92261A.51605B.51605G.51605R,51606A,51606C
INK QUICK SPRAY BLACK 1513-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR
INK QUICK SPRAY BLUE 1533-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR
INK QUICK SPRAY GREEN 1543-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR DIAGRAPH 04/30/92
...................................................................................................................................


























L & R MANUFACTURIN
CORONADO PAINT CO.
NU-EASE, INC.
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INK QUICK SPRAY LEAD FREE YELLOW
INK QUICK SPRAY ORANGE
INK QUICK SPRAY RED
INK QUICK SPRAY TAN BLOCKOUT
INK QUICK SPRAY WHITE
INK QUICK SPRAY WHITE BLOCKOUT







STAMP PAD, BLACK, 661-B
STAMP PAD, CLASS 1, BLACK
STAMP PAD, CLASS 1, BLACK
STAMPING, N-2881
XEROX 9200/9400
YELLOW, STENCIL MARKING/STAMPING, N-2882
06712 INKLESS FINGERPRINTING SOLUTION
20826 INKOFF
08975 INLAND 19 (ALCATEL-JOO,BECKMAN 19,LEYBOLD-175,
@ 20237 INLAND 43
17751 INLAND 43, PRECISION B
11211 INLAND-TW
11213 INLAND-19 / ALCATEL-IOO,BECKMAN 19,HE-175,VWR-19,
11599 INNOVA NITRATE A REAGENT
11600 INNOVA NITRATE B REAGENT
11598 INNOVA SPOT INDOLE REAGENT
11602 INOCULATION FLUID
15710 INORGANIC LEAD COMPOUND
18395 INORGANIC SALT MIXTURE
03713 INORGANICS POTABLEWATR
12951 INOSITOL, CARB-28
19047 INSA-LUTE HI-TEMP CEMENT (PASTE) - NO. 7
06087 INSECT REPELLENT
- 14273 INSECT REPELLENT SPRAY TYPE III
- 14274 INSECTICIDE AEROSOL SYNERGIZED PYRETHRINS
O 00122 INSECTICIDE D-PHENOTHRIN 2%
15664 INSECTICIDE GSA
0 04746 INSECTICIDE, D-PHENOTHRIN
@ 17165 INSECTICIDE. D-TRANS
13244 INSECTICIDE, D-TRANSALLETHRIN AND RESMETHRIN





19334 INSTANT COLD GALVANIZE
18685 INSTANT DUST REMOVER SPRAY RS 64-3325
19643 INSTANT TRAY MIX POWDER/LIQUID
1553-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR DIAGRAPH
1573-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR DIAGRAPH
1523-t55 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR DIAGRAPH
1593-t57 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR DIAGRAPH
t563-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR DIAGRAPH
1563-157 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FR DIAGRAPH
OFFSET DUPLICATING INK AM INTERNATIONAL











AMERICAN WRITING I DLA MSDS
NEUSES, P.K., INC. NOT REOD
AMERICAN WRITING I DLA MSDS
AMERICAN WRITING I DLA MSDS
AMERICAN WRITING I 09/16/91
AMERICAN WRITING I OLA MSDS
CARTER'S INK COMPA NO DATE
(MFGR: CARDINAL COLORS, INC., #1221-A.1223 CARDINAL COLORS, I 01/24/86
XEROX 03/27/84
NEUSES, P.K., INC. NOT REQD
SIGNATURE SECURITY NO DATE
TX804 TEXWIPE 01/00/91
EDWARDS SUPERGRAOE A,FISHERBRANO 19:01184 INLAND VACUUM INOU 05/t2/92
LUBRICATING OIL, VACUUM PUMP INLAND VACUUM II_U DLA MSDS
MIL-L-83767 TYPE II / 550XX DAVIS-HOWLAND OIL 05/21/93
ALCATEL 300/HE 400/EDWARDS-TW INLAND VACUUM INDU 04/21/86
EDWARDS S.G.A,FISHERBR. 19,PRECIS.B+,SAVANT INLAND VACUUM INDU 05/13/88
30-9003 INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 08/00/90
30-9004 INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 08/00/90
30-9002 INNOVATIVE OIAGNOS 08/00/90
25-102 INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 08/00/90
GENERAL BATTERY CO 09/00/85
CAROLINA BIOLOGICA NO DATE
LABORATORY STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RE50 09/01/86
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
SAUEREISEN CEMENTS 10/00/92
0-1-503 D FED STAND EPA REG NO. 901-48 AIROSOL COMPANY, I 01/06/86
AIROSOL COMPANY, I 01/06/86
AIROSOL COMPANY, I NO DATE
MIL-I-51484 ACCRA PAC, INC. DLA MSD5
HYSAN CORPORATION 01/00/82
NIL-I-51484 BULK CHEM. DISTRIB DLA MSDS
REALEX CORP. DLA MSDS
BULK CHEM. DISTRIB NO DATE
MIL-I-22772 AM 2 OCTAGON PROCESS, I 04/10/87
AIROSOL COMPANY, I NO DATE
UNITED TECHNDLOGIE DLA MSDS
K58 COLD ZINC GALVANIZE TRI-CHEM, LTD. 12/09/85
X-ERGON DIV. OF NC 03/01/91
5048 CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 03/01/90
RADIO SHACK LABEL TECH SPRAY 07/11/91
PLASTICIZED PDLYMETHACRYLATE / METHYL METH tANG DENTAL MFG. C 05/10/90
....................................................... _---- ....................................................................
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20100 INSTANT WOOD FILLER RED DEVIL, INC. 07/27/90
14826 INSTANTBOND 110 HERNON MANUFACTURI
1480_ INSTANTBOND 112 HERNON MANUFACTURI
14810 INSTANTBOND 119 4947 HERNON MANUFACTURI
11455 INSTAPAK COMPONENT A CRUDE MDI SEALED AIR CORPORA
11458 INSTAPAK DESICCANT SILICA GEL SEALED AIR CORPORA
11456 INSTAPAK PORT CLEANER BLO SEALED AIR CORPORA
04745 INSTITUTIONAL BOWL QUICK TOILET BOWL CLEANER BOWL QUICK LIQUID BOWL CLEANER PROCTER & GAMBLE C
00012 INSTITUTIONAL DUTCH CLEANSER WITH CHLORINE BLEACH OLD DUTCH CLEANSER PUREX
19489 INSTITUTIONAL ENDUST CLOTH & MOP SPRAY - PROFESSIO #090291, #002912 DRACKETT CO.
03466 INSTRU-KLENZ CALGON CORP
19702 INSTRUMENT RINSING SOLUTION 033,194.195.196 L & R MANUFACTURIN
20375 INSUL SAFE III CERTAINTEED CORPOR
13013 INSUL-SHEET/INSUL-TUBE HALSTEAD INDUSTRIE
- 16478 INSULATING KIT PT.A&B PR-1535 BLACK POLYUR.MOLD.CP PRC
- 16971 INSULATING OIL, ELECTRICAL MACMILLAN PETROL/R
@ 07986 INSULATING OIL, ELECTRICAL ASTN D3487-76/82AM TY.I&II OCTAGON PROCESS, I
16404 INSULATING VARNISH U86 SERIES INSL-X PRODUCTS CO
@ 03625 INSULATING VARNISH MIL-V-173C PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUE
e 00112 INSULATING VARNISH, ELECTRICAL/ OLA-400-82-P-J966 DEXTER CORPORATION
20905 INSULATION MASTIC PMI1, PM15 VIRGINIA KMP CORP.
18086 INSULIN FROM BOVINE PANCREAS I5500 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
14130 INSULIN/BOVINE/SODIUM 407695 CALBIOCHEM CORP.
13326 INT-EXT HOLZOUT STAIN PRIMER 25 RICHARD'S PAINT MA
19656 INTERBOND CABIN FF RED GMA582 COURTAULDS COATING
19653 INTERGARD CURING AGENT (EC5725) FMA725 COURTAULDS COATING
19651 INTERGARO lib BARRIER GRAY EBL745 COURTAULDS COATING
13832 INTERGARD HS UNIV. EPOXY BLACK FPY999 COURTAULDS COATING
13827 INTERGARD HS UNIV. EPOXY REACTOR FPA327 COURTAULDS COATING
00558 INTERGARD MASTIC REACTOR EBA744 COURTAULDS COATING
e 16400 INTERIOR FLAT LATEX PAINT COLOR 37875 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN
11046 INTERIOR-EXTERIOR LATEX 6018-DEEP BASE, 6019-TINTING WHITE PORTER PAINT CO.
19649 INTERLAC FINISH SUPER WHITE CLA918 COURTAULDS COATING
19650 INTERLAC FRENCH GRAY ALKYD ENAMEL CLJ724 COURTAULDS COATING
19648 INTERLAC RED ALKYD FINISH CLL274 COURTAULDS COATING
14827 INTERLAC WHITE SILICONE ALKYD 2-40 CMBO00 COURTAULDS COATING
18081 INTERLEUKIN-2 HUMAN: RECOMBINANT CELL CULTURE TSTD T3267 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
10262 INTERLUX FIBRGLS SOLVENT 202 COURTAULDS COATING
11552 INTERNAL STANOARO MiX 524, 1ML CAT. #48948 SUPELCO, INC.
00799 INTERNATIONAL THINNER GTA415 COURTAULD$ COATING
19658 INTERPRIME MULTI-PURPOSE PRIMER RED CPA099 COURTAULDS COATING
19659 INTERPRIME YELLOW CPAO04 COURTAULDS COATING
20269 INTERSHIELD LTC EPOXY NAVY HAZE GRAY COURTAULDS COATING
18916 INTERSTATE 50 F1950/7989 PUREX
19660 INTERVINUX STORM GRAY VFK724 COURTAULDS COATING
13831 INTERVIRON. ANTI-FOULING RED BRA640 COURTAULDS COATING
19655 INTERZINC EPOXY BASE EPA052 COURTAULDS COATING
19654 INTERZINC EPOXY CURING AGENT ERA053 COURTAULDS COATING
13055 INTERZINC QHA027 POWDER COURTAULDS COATING
13043 INTERZINC 22 GREEN SILICATE BASE QHA028 COURTAULDS COATING



















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '#' = DLA HMiS MSDS
GP23-! MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 120
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
20160 INTEX 8573 EZE PRODUCTS. INC 11/20/9t
20159 INTEX 8758 EZE PRODUCTS, INC 06/26/92
18889 INTRACLEAN, S-235 CFC FREE ELECTRONIC PACKAGI 03/01/92
18888 INTRACLEAN. S-711 CFC FREE ELECTRONIC PACKAGI 03/01/92
12959 INULIN. CAR8-36 CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
09354 INVERTASE GRADE VII I4504 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/30/89
11212 INVOIL 20 (AKA: ALCATEL 200,EDWARDS 20,VARIAN CS, LEYBOLD HE-2OO,STOKES V-LUBE L,VWR-20,ATLA INLAND VACUUM INDU 01/23/93
20802 IODIDE IOOATE REAGENT R-0699 TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 02/01/92
22832 IOOIOE REAGENT FOR RESIDUAL CHLORINE 977010 ORION RESEARCH INC 12/16/93
15872 IODINE BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC NO DATE
18464 IODINE 135,137 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
10222 IODINE MALLINCKRODT 02/25/92
15874 IODINE ACS SHAPE PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
22511 IODINE ACS REAGENT I0385 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
06967 IODINE PENTAFLUORIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 02/00/87
14340 IODINE PENTAFLUORIDE AG 05245 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
01473 IODINE SOLUTIONS CONCENTRATE SEE ALSO: MSDS'S FOR IODINE, POTASSIUM IOD FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/14/85
01736 IODINE 0984-1X MALLINCKRODT 08/26/85
12188 IODINE, 99.8% ACS REAGENT 20777-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/10/91
00032 IODOPLATINATE SPRAY REAGENT I0256 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/25/86
11339 IONAC A-651, IONAC ASB-2, IONAC ASB-2HP, IDNAC A-554, IONAC A-550 /WATER TREAT.DEIO SYBRON CHEMICALS, 10/29/88
10425 IRA-91 (COMPUTER LINK CORP., MAGENTIC DISC CART. SERVICE CHEMICAL C 02/28/90
08386 IPA, ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL M-5010 VOGEL PAINT & WAX 03/10/89
2261_ IRGANOX 3114 FORMERLY FB GOODRICH-GOODRITE 3114 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 06/19/91
22620 IRGANOX 3125 FORMERLY BF GOODRICH-GOODRITE 3125 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 05/24/91
01347 IRIDITE 14-2 COPIED FROM DDD/HMIS MICROFICHE WITCO CORPORATION 04/21/83
- 09451 IRIDITE 14-9 CHROMATE CONVERSION COATING WlTCO CORPORATION 03/15/72
- 22102 IRON HIGH-PURITY STANOA 11/01/93
10177 IRON (II) SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE, 99+%, A.C.S. REAG. 21542-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/21/89
19979 IRON (IRN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702053901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
0425? IRON CHLORIDE FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION/ KEPRO E-IOT/E-1G MIDLAND RESOURCES, 04/01/86
025?? IRON COLOR REAGENT,FE-4/ASBESTEST KIT ALSO ASBESTOS A2/HAZCAT KIT E-C APPARATUS CDRP NO DATE
05893 IRON REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION SI-124 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
- 22664 IRON STANDARD SOLUTION 10.0 +/- 0.1MG/L AS FE 140 HACH COMPANY 10/11/93
21964 IRON 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
22821 IRON 50 MG/L AS FE CAT# 14254 HACH COMPANY 04/19/94
08297 IRON, 0.1 & 1.0% FE IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 01/01/91
16315 IRONCLAD CHEM & WATER RESISTANT EPOXY ENAMEL BASE 177 HDNR/182 BS;KIT SFTY WH/_182 01,36,47, MOORE, BENJAMIN & 03/01/86
11683 IRONCLAD QUICK DRY INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL PRODUCT CODE# 071, COLOR: ALL MOORE, BENOAMIN & 06/25/90
11684 IRONCLAD RETARDO RUST INHIBITIVE PAINT PRODUCT CODE# 163, COLOR: ALL MOORE, BENJAMIN & 06/25/90
06820 IRONCLAD SAFETY ZONE PAINT, ALL COLORS 192 MOORE, BENdAMIN & 06/25/90
03559 ISC-108 GOLD HALL, d., MARKETIN 02/17/93
18085 ISCOVE'S MODIFIED DULBECCO'S MEDIUM I7633 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/19/92
20039 ISE5 WASTE BOTTLE ACA DISCRETE CLIN.AN/GLPJM384/713616.901/L DU PONT, E.I., DE 12/30/88
18673 ISO BUTANOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495040 SUPELCO, INC. t2/28/89
• 05612 ISO-OCTANE, TM/TNP BAXTER HEALTHCARE DLA MSDS
06968 IS0tBUTAN,E AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/00/85
14341 ISOBUTANE AG 05246 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
18198 ISOBUTANE LIQUEFIED BUTANE COASTAL CORPORATIO 02/0?/90
15612 ISOBUTANE MAT11600 MATHESON GAS PRODU 06/27/90
15609 ISOIBUTANE (LIQUEFIED GAS UNDER PRESSURE) MFGR:LINDE DRESSER INDUSTRIES NO DATE





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INOEX P. 121
02500 ISOBUTANE (LIQUEFIED GAS UNDER PRESSURE) UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
16886 ISOBUTANE (LPG) BELCHER OIL CO. 10/14/85
06969 ISOBUTYLENE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/01/85
14342 ISOBUTYLENE AG 05247 ALPHAGAZ 10/0t/85
18656 ISOBUTYRALOEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45. 44623:R600339 SUPELCO, INC. 11/28/89
13954 ISOCYANATE ACTIVATORS, HARDENERS & ADDITIVES 77S,192S,193S,195S,582S,782S,792S,793S.2C)0 DU PONT, E.I.. DE 01/01/91
14945 ISOCYANATES AND RESIN COMPONENTS EMPRO CORPORATION 03/11/86
13345 ISOJEX SYRINGES IHSA t-125 INJECTION / 1-125 LABELED ALBUM MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
08976 ISONATE 2143L MODIFIED NDI 08265 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 12/29/88
- 05807 ISOPAR (DISPERSANT) PETROLEUM (MFGR NOT IDENTIFIED) UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR NO DATE
05778 ISOPAR G 133464 - 0(044 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT EXXON CORPORATION 04/10/86
19611 ISOPAR H 133466 - 00640 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT EXXON CORPORATION 07/22/92
04784 ISOPAR L , 133465 - 00637 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT EXXON CORPORATION 07/22/92
07040 ISOPENTANE 0-3551 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/27/88
15610 ISOPENTANE (VOLATILE LIQUID) MFGR:LINDE DRESSER INDUSTRIES NO DATE
02501 ISOPENTANE (VOLATILE LIQUID) UNION CARBIDE NO OATE
14901 ISOPENTYL ACETATE 298 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/22/78
13148 ISOPHTHALIC ACID CAT# 116 1678, 116 1689, 116 1694 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/12/90
- 03874 ISOPREP 177 WITCO CORPORATION 08/21/84
- 08978 ISOPREP 184 WITCO CORPORATION NO DATE
- 12242 I$OPREP 188 #94-100 / MSDS P.2 MISSING WlTCO CORPORATION NO DATE
04573 ISOPROPAFK)L 2-PROPANOL/ PX1830,PX1834,PX1835 EM SCIENCE 12/10/85
22339 ISOPROPANOL (ANHYDROUS) MSDS# 1192 BP CHEMICALS INC. 04/16/93
18089 ISOPROPANOL ANHYDROUS I6753 / 405-7 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 11/19/92
06520 ISOPROPANOL 91% - PM 437 ISOPROPLY ALCOHOL (DIAMOND PRODUCTS:99% AL UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
01215 ISOPROPAI_DL 99% TT-I-735 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/01/94
03603 ISOPROPANOL 99% MIXTURE, PM-3852 UNION CARBIDE 09/01/84
07026 ISOPROPANOL, ANHYDROUS UNION CARBIDE 02/24/93
- 02734 I SDPROPYL ALCOHOL ALLIEO CHEMICAL CO 09/00/85
07140 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL U298, 5082, 9080 BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 09/23/85
12351 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL BERGEN BRUNSWIG DR 05/00/72
07023 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL KEPRO #S: RFD-1QT. RFD-1G CHEMTECH INDUSTRIE NO DATE
10(01 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 08C, D0293 GATOR CHEMICAL 06/17/94
13245 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL MSDS #G324 GENIUM PUBLISHING 09/00/85
10872 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
@ 03616 ISOPROPYL ALCOI-K)L TT-I-735A PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO DLA MSDS
04487 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 01/17/86
02461 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 31110 SHELL 06/15/93
- C_656 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL IJNION CARBIDE 05/01/85
09348 ISOPROPYL ALCOttOL (I(X_)/MOUSE CLEANER 360 ERGOTRON, INC. 04/10/89
14703 I$OPROPYL ALCOHOL - 99_ 83-7-105089 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION AOOITIVE AN INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
10907 ISOPROPYL ALCOItOL - 99% CUMBERLAND MANUFAC 06/17/86
20381 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL AN{) WATER / 4090 83062.B3062E.833901,B33905.833973,860301,C NICE-PAK PRODUCTS, 08/23/89
16184 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL ANHYDROUS WHITEWORTH INC. NO DATE
CK)085 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL AR U.S.P./LOT#1227 KVNE-G MALLINCKRODT 01/00/85
- 16182 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL CRYSTAL _ UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
08675 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 70% HYDROX CHEMICAL NO DATE
15733 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 99.7% ANHYD T1238 / KSC-TG-PID-02 VAN WATERS & ROGER 02/22/90
- 01794 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL(IPA)/CLEANING ASBESTOS EQUIPMENT POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 04/03/85
05501 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL/ ANHYDROUS 04230-40/TT-I-735 / ACS / USP /'TECH? EXXON CORPORATION 09/15/92
• 04580 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL. GRADE B TT-I-735A CSD. INC. DLA MSDS
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-_
I0/03J94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 122
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
02556 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, REAGENT GRADE. 16922. 1919 POLYSCIENCES. INC. 07/00/86
01733 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, U.S.P. POLYSCIENCES, INC. NO DATE
17732 ISOPROPYL ALCOHK)L. 70_ EXXON CORPORATION 05/09/91
05463 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL. 7(YJ_ SHELL CODE: 31122 SHELL NO DATE
02936 ISOPROPYL ETHER E-141.E-t41-S.E-143 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
12667 ISOPROPYL ETHER MALLINCKRODT 11/08/90
13554 ISOPROPYL 99. AMSCO SOLV 5020 UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
05437 ISOTERGE II (AZIDE FREE) COULTER DIAGNOSTIC OLA MSDS
07100 ISOTERGE II DETERGENT REAGENT (10 L) COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 07/02/86
07102 ISOTON II DILUENT CMS:375-220/8546720/10L BALANCED ELECTROLY COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 03/06/86
13921 ISOTON III OILUENT (20 LITERS) 0165951 COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 11/15/91
11152 ISOTONIC DILUENT G-350-00 SMITHKLINE DIAGNOS 07/29/87
11151 ISOTONIC FLUSH G-352-00 SMITHKLINE DIAGNOS 07/29/87
13311 ISOTRON 12 04-04012 PENNWALT CORPORATI 10/10/83
15541 ISOTRON 500 (DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE) PENNWALT CORPORATI 03/26/82
18658 ISOVALERALDEHYDE - PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-46, 44623:R600341 SUPELCO, INC. 11/28/89
16835 ISP COMPONENT A , POLYMERIC ISSSOCYANATE PAB ENTERPRISES NO DATE
16836 ISP COMPONENT B POLYETHER RESIN PAB ENTERPRISES NO DATE
19758 IS802 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 02/12/93
19785 IS803 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90
19759 IS808 SILICONE INOUSTRIAL SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/t8/90
20578 ITASCA UNIVERSAL 50:I LUBRICATING OIL WESTLANO OIL CO. 04/22/88
20577 ITASCA t6:1 TWO-CYCLE LUBRICATING OIL WESTLAND OIL CO. 04/22/88
20576 ITASCA 32:1 TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL WESTLAND OIL CO. 06/19/89
02497 ITW DRILLS AND END MILLS CEMENTED CARBIDE W/COBALT ITW 04/00/86
02496 ITW DRILLS AND END MILLS HISPEED,TOOL,CARBON STEEL ITW 04/00/86
13930 IZ-22N ZINC RICH COATING 322A- PART A, 322B- POWDER PART B COURTAULDS COATING 07/30/9t
19525 17850 ISOPROPENOXYTRIMETHYLSILANE (70%) HULS AMERICA INC. 02/10/93
01552 dANUS GREEN B CERTIFIED J2125 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
08160 JAVEL WATER BLEACH, SODA BLEACH BRITE MANUFACTURIN 03/28/83
16975 JET A (JET FUEL, DUAL PURPOSE KEROSINE) BELCHER OIL CO. 10/07/85
15379 JET CLENE CLEANING COMPOUND AIRCRAFT SURFACE/MIL-C-2 MAGNAFLUX CDRPORAT 10/00/85
19613 dET FUEL GRADE JP-5 125000 - 00075 EXXON CORPORATION 09/11/92
13266 JET GLO ENAMEL MARLIN BLUE '83 572670 #29 / URETHANE PRATT & LAMBERT 08/06/90
13265 JET GLO URETHANE PRODUCT# 578520 PRATT & LAMBERT 09/04/90
- 13265 JET GLO URETHANE. AODUCT/CATALYST (68) MFG. CODE I.D.: 578520 UNION CARBIDE 09/04/90
14237 JET POSTER SCREEN PRINTING TUK ADVANCE PROCESS SU 12/27/82
14238 dET 100 ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
14240 dET 400 ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
14242 JET 700 ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
- 08979 OET-LUBE WLD/JET-LUBE WLD AEROSOL dET-LUBE, INC. 05/14/86
15209 JET-MELT BRAND ADHESIVE 3762 62-3762 SERIES, VARIOUS NUMBERS 3M 10/03/85
14241 JET-B00 PRODUCTION POSTER INK ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
20531 JETTACIN GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER, 04876 DIVERSEY CORPORATI 04/23/93
- 17554 JETTACIN GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER DU8OIS CHEMICALS / 04/09/91
11139 JETWELD LH-73, ALL SIZES E70t8 / COVERED ELECTRODE LINCOLN ELECTRIC C 09/23/85
02661 JOINT COMPOUNT, OIL INSOLUBLE, TYPE 0,I. CAT, NO'S: 01-32/01-128/DI-256/01-640 ADALET-PLN/DIV.SCO 11/01/85
22765 JONES MEDICAL DERMA CIDOL PERSONAL CARE PRODUCT JONES MEDICAL INDU 03/11/93
04181 JOY. LIQUID DISHWASHING DETERGENT PROCTER & GAMBLE C 11/00/85
15510 JP NO. 5 FUEL TURBINE/AVIATION SUN REFINING & MAR 03/24/93
• 17138 JP-5 (SOURCE: DLA/USN FUEL DEPOT.JACKSONVILLE,FL) U.S.A.F.OCCUPAT'L DLA MSDS
...................................................... _ .........................................................................




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRAOENAME INOEX P. 123
08161 JT-1t4 TONER. P/N 20-010 LC-860 SILENT WRITER DAINIPPON INK & CH NO DATE
17692 JUPITER/A SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING ELECTRODE NASSAU RESEARCH CO 02/06/87
05498 JUPITER/TIG-B BARE FILLER WIRE FOR TIG WELDING FOR CAST NASSAU RESEARCH CO 06/26/87
• 03530 jWH/OOD-P-15328, PART A PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSDS
• 03531 jWH/DOO-P-1532B, PART B PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSOS
07614 JX-91DV, BLACK POWDER IMAGING DEVELOPER SHARP CORPORATION 03/02/86
07613 dX-91PC. ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTOR POLYESTER BELT COATED W/PIGMENT.BINDER-POL SHARP CORPORATION 09/26/86
07615 dX-91T. BLACK POWDER IMAGING TONER SHARP CORPORATION 03/02/86
11258 OX-93DC DEVELOPER SHARP CORPORATION 03/23/88
11259 OX-93DR ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTOR SHARP CORPORATION 03/23/88
11257 JX-93TC TONER SHARP CORPORATION NO DATE
21866 OX97 NDE DEVELOPER SHARP CORPORATION NO DATE
07170 K AND B VAULT AND RISER CABLE LUBRICANT 78-8011-2922-8 3M 03/14/88
22112 K CL/AGCL NON GEL FILL SOLUTION PH REFERENCE ELECTRODE INNOVATIVE SENSORS 08/25/89
14423 K STENCIL INK. BLACK MARSH COMPANY 12/02/91
11588 K-MAG POTASSIUM MAGNESIUM SULPHATE. SPM DUVAL SALES CORP. 01/01/85
20181 K-POXY ALUMINUM LIQUID HARDENER K-POXY 02/26/88
20202 K-TYPE STENCIL INK BLACK MARSH COMPANY 12/02/91
20859 K-TYPE STENCIL INK, ALL COLORS EXCEPT BLACK MARSH COMPANY 08/12/92
12996 K-9 NONENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE HUMPHREY CHEMICAL 04/00/90
21810 KAGE DRI 850 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
2189_ KANANYCIN MONOSULFATE CELL CULTURE TESTED K1377 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/12/93
- 15490 KANAMYCIN SENSI-DISC K-30. 30829 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/80
0840_ KAOWOOL BLANKET, MISC. KAOWOOL BLANKET PRODUCTS KAOWOOL ULTRAFELT PRODUCTS BABCOCK & WILCOX-S 03/06/86
08406 KAOWOOL BOARD.SLEEVE,BLOCK,CONSORT ATF.V/F SHAPES. ELEMENT SUPPORT PADS.DEVELOPMENTAL MIX 190 BABCOCK & WILCOX-S 10/01/85
08408 KAOWOOL BOARD.UNIFELT.SLEEVE,BURNER BLOCK PRODUCTS BABCOCK & WILCOX-S 10/01/85
05790 KAO_L BULK FIBER PRODUCTS BULK:A,AXE,HPA.HPAXE,106F/ST,2600 8LK/CHOP BABCOCK & WILCOX-S 09/24/85
08404 KAOWOOL BULK FIBER,NODULE PRODUCTS ST MODULES BABCOCK & WILCOX-S 10/01/85
- 08947 KAPTON, TEFZEL. TEFLON FEP.PFA INSULATION KXX-X-XXX,dXX-X-XXX, ETC. / MSDS P.2 MISSI GORDON CO 06/07/87
01317 KAR-WAX P-W-120C TY I/AUTOMOBILE PASTE WAX (GSA KA INDUSTRIAL FLOOR C 12/00/85
10500 KARL FISCHER DILUENT SO-K-5 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
12806 KARL FISHER REAGENT SK3 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
12036 KARMEX HERBICIDE 140(0)0020 DU PONT. E.I., DE 05/08/86
19622 KARSEAL CUSTOM 500 PROFESSIONAL WAX WITH CLEANER KARSEAL CORPORATIO 02/18/93
14007 KATHON CG/ICP PRESERVATIVE 62386 ROHN ANO HAAS CO 10/25/88
18562 KAYLO INSULATION;PINK CALCIUM SILICATE INSULATION OWENS-CORNING FIBE 02/11/91
03096 KD STRIPPER KEPRO PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER/PLEASE VERIFY PHOTO FABRICATION 05/22/86
17372 KEM BULLETIN COLOR #144 NED. GREEN C20 G 11 SHERWIN-WlLLIAMS C 10/11/83
12243 KEN INOUSTRIAL ENAMEL, NON-LEAD COLORS F65XX SERIES/F65 CUSTOM COLORS W/LEAD HAZA SHERWIN-WILLIANS C 07/25/88
11366 KEM-KLEEN CATIONICS WATSCO INC 05/19/88
13026 KENDALL A-723 GREASE KENDALL REFINING C 11/01/85
18725 KENDALL NON-OETERGENT MOTOR OIL ALL SAE GRADES KENDALL REFINING C 04/05/90
13975 KENDALL SUPER BLU-GREASE L-427 d69 7867 KENDALL REFINING C 04/05/90
18063 KENDALL SUPER-D MOTOR OIL. ALL SAE GRADES PAGE 4 OF MSDS MISSING KENDALL REFINING C NO DATE
10978 KEROSENE/TENNECO JET A TENNECO OIL COMPAN 07/00/87
00211 KESTER SOLDER METAL ALLOY KESTER SOLDER CO./ 08/03/82
22180 KESTER 44 RESIN CORE SOLDER ALLOY:SN60, DIA: .125 KESTER SOLDER CO./ OLA MSDS
11316 KEY GRAPHITE PASTE A W-K-M PRODUCT COOPER I NDUSTIRES. NO DATE
17551 KEY-CHEM 01000 STUART-IRONSIDES. 08/13/91
20006 KEYBOARD/SURFACE CLEANING SOLUTION INNAC PN: 7221.7224.7402 MICROCLEAN. INC. 03,'20/90
14143 KF STREPTOCOCCUS AGAR 0496 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/00/90
.............................................................................................. .....................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '•' = OLA tIMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 124
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS IUdWJFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
KF STREPTOCOCCUS BROTH 0997 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/00/90
98-0210-1001-6 (5LB UNIT)
BAXTER #'S. A9467,12019







KINEPAK LIQUID _ONENT A NITROMETHANE
KINEPAK SOLID COMPONENT B AMMONIUM NITRATE
KINETIC
KINETIN PLANT ALL CULTURE TESTED
KINGCO 21-114 LABEL ADHESIVE
KINNEY SUPER X OIL TY II
KINNEY SUPER-X OIL - VACUUM PUMP LUBRICANT
KINNEY TYPE A - OIL
KINNEY TYPE A - VACUUM PUMP LUBRICANT
KINNEY TYPE A-VACUM PUMP LUBRICANT
KINNEY VACUUM SEALANT
KINSEAL VACUUM SEALER
KIT VOC-1N, VOLATILE ORGANIC CONPO_NOS
KIT 211
KIT 311
KIT 82-A1 (SCOTCHCAST 4)
KIT-TONER CARTRIDGE, LNO3X-AC
KIT. COATING. GREY PART B
KLEAN-WELD
KLEAN-WELO (ACID BLEND)
KLEEN & DRY CRT SCREEN CLEANING PADS
KLEEN SWEEP EXTENDER BASE #5536





KNOX OUT 2 FM INSECTICIDE (DIAZINON)/4581-335
KNOX OUT 2FM INSECTICIDE
KODAFLEX OOP
KOOAFLEX DOP
KODAK BLEACH REPLENISHER PROCESS E-6
KODAK BLEACH-FIX AND REPLENISHER,R-3oPART A
KODAK BLEACH-FIX AND REPLENISHER,R-3.PART B
KODAK C DEVELOPER BLACK
KODAK C TONER. BLACK
KODAK C TONER, BLACK
KOO_K COLOR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PROCESS R-3
KODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PROCESS R-3
KODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER,PROCESS E-6,PT B
KODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLNSHER, E-6 & E-6AR,PT A
KODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLNSHR.PROCESS E-6AR,PT B





















































51652-20001 / WATER REDUCIBLE COATING
ALKYD RESIN PRIMER
MIXT. IS CLASS A EXPLOSIVE








METHOD 502.2/524.2 / TSRS ID:
SEE MSDS'S FOR: PIL201,MAT203.PIG202,4048





DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK
DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK
#437
COMPRESSED RUBBER BONDED ASBESTOS SHEET PA
USED IN MANUFACTURE OF SRM PROPELLANT





MX 1238-1 PART A/837 2815
MX 1238-1 PART C/837 2815
100 1866,100 7798
100 1866.100 7384 (OLD #'S:IBO 5209.183 24



































































































07/20/82t27 110_, 156 37112 EASTMAN I(OOAK CO.
f¸ ( I
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 125
TSRS TRADENAME , COlllENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
01694 KOOAK CONDITIONER & REPLENISHER. PROCESS E°6AR 156 3782 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/17/88
01686 KOOAK DEVELOPER D-19 194 6045.146 4593/FORMERLY OEKTOL DEVELOPE EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/02/90
18447 KODAK DURAFLO RT DEVELOPER STARTER 101 6690 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/20/90
21944 KOOAK EKTACHEM CLINICAL CHEMISTRY SLIDES EASTMAN KODAK CO. NOT REQO
20429 KOOAK EKTACHEM OT ELECTROLYTE REFERENCE FLUID (GEN 0t/04) EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/28/91
21932 KODAK EKTACHEM DT HDL CHOLESTEROL OILUENT 148 0664 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/15/86
21933 KODAK EKTACHEM DT HDL CHOLESTEROL REAGENT 148 0664 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/15/86
21943 KODAK EKTACHEM DT ISOENZYME CONTROL 814 6003 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/02/95
21945 KODAK EKTACHEM DT I SOENZYME CONTROL DILUENT 814 6003 • EASTMAN KODAK CO. 11/18/92
20424 KODAK EKTACHEM OT PLUS CALTBRATOR EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21928 KOOAK EKTACHEN DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 1 t95 7927 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/09/92
20425 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 101LUENT EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21929 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 2 195 7927 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/02/92
20426 KODAK EKTACHEM OT PLUS CALIBRATOR 2 DILUENT EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21930 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 3 195 7927 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 11/04/92
20427 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 3 DILUENT EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21931 KODAK EKTACHEM OT PLUS CALIBRATOR 4 195 7927 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/28/92
20428 KODAK EKTACHEM DT PLUS CALIBRATOR 40ILUENT EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21939 KODAK EKTACHEM HEMOGLOBIN CALIBRATORS 1 TO 3 843 3062 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21940 KOOAK EKTACHEM HEMOGLOBIN CONTROL SET(ABN/NORMAL) 825 0011, 826 9896 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/27/91
21937 KODAK EKTACHEM ISOoENYME CONTROL & DILUENT SET 121 3255 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21934 KOOAK EKTACHEM ISO-ENZYME CALIBRATOR KIT 135 2004 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/26/91
21936 KODAK EKTACHEM ISO-ENZYME CALIBRATOR KIT DILUENTS 135 2004 EASTMAN KOOAK C0. 06/22/90
21938 KODAK EKTACHEM ISO-ENZYME CONTROL DILUENTS 121 3255 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 06/22/90
21942 KODAK EKTACHEM SPECIALTY CALIBRATOR DILUENTS 123 0754 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 03/31/93
21941 KODAK EKTACHEM SPECIALTY CALIBRATOR KIT 123 0754 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/21/93
02278 KODAK EKTAC_ R-3 FIRST DEVELOPER & COLOR ° DEVELOPER STARTER;CAT NO, 102 0072 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/09/84
- 16643 KODAK EKTAMATZC S-40 STABILIZER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/20/82
- 16644 KODAK EKTAMATZC S'40 STABILIZER EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 03/18/83
16645 KODAK EKTAMATIC S-40 STABILIZER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 03/22/83
22823 KODAK EKTAPLUS TONING STATION 807 0914, 838 8910, 841 9293, 848 8611. 83 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/26/93
- 12215 KODAK EKTAPRINT ADHESIVE 124 6263 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/04/89
08983 KODAK [KTAPRINT K DEVELOPER 100 1247,t90 0174,138 0955,821 54t0; PN 24 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/21/92
09449 KODAK EKTAPRINT K TONIER 810 9043. 807 4585 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/26/93
16639 KOOAK EKTAPRTNT L DEVELOPER t21 4675 190 0877; PN 329?40 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/08/83
16640 KODAK EKTAPRINT L TONER 808 6597 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/07/85
01676 KODAK EKTAPRINT 2 BLEACH-FIX & REPLEN. RT PT A 186 5393,186 5377 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/20/83
01677 KODAK EKTAPRINT 2 BLEACH-FIX & REPLEN. RT PT B 186 5393.186 5377 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/04/83
01678 KODAK EKTAPR|NT 2 DEVELOPER REPLEN. RT.PT A 186 53t0,186 5278 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/13/82
11970 KOOAK EKTAPfllNT 20EVELOPER REPLEN. RT.PT e 186 5310,186 5278 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/13/83
11971 KOOAK EKTAPR]NT 2 DEVELOPER REPLEN. RT,PT C 186 5310,186 5278 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/13/83
11972 KODAK EKTAPRINT 20EVELOPER REPLEN. RT.PT 0 186 5310.186 5278 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 03/30/82
16610 KODAK EKTONDL DEVELOPER PART A CAT. 146 4668 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/13/85
13853 KODAK FARMER'S REDUCER, PART A 169 1492 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/02/90
13854 KODAK FARMER'S REOUCER, PART B 169 1492 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/20/90
05386 KOOAK FIRST DEVELOPER PROCESS E-6 156 6538 I PT KT /156 6553 1GL KT /156 46 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/14/85
02379 KODAK FIRST DEVELOPER REPLENISHER R-3 MX 1238/824 4931 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 06/02/86
- 11973 KODAK FIRST DEVELOPER REPLNSHR PROCESS E-6. E-6AR 156 4814,156 4830 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/20/82
10951 KODAK FIXER 1971753.1971720,1971738,1971746;1234699.12 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/12/90
• 04797 KODAK FIXER 22 EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
16646 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR BLEACH REPLENISHER PART A CAT NO. 159 7152 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/20/83
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / "•" 1' OLA HMIS MSOS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 126
TSRS TRADENAME COIUENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
I0 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
16647 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR BLEACH REPLENISHER PART B CAT NO. 169 3795 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/20/83
16653 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR BLEACH STARTER CAT NO. 169 3779 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 11/20/79
16649 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A CAT NO. 159 7735 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/03/82
16650 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART B CAT NO. 159 7350 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/30/83
16651 KOOAK FLEXICOLOR A_ DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART C CAT NO. 159 7376 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 08/03/82
16648 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR FIXER & REPLENISHER CAT NO. 159 7392 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 04/04/83
16652 KODAK FLEXICOLOR AR STABILIZR&REPLENISHER/159 7475 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 06/00/81
16656 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH 11 STARTER CAT NO. 166 4960/OISCONTINUEO BY MFGR. EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/01/86
16657 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH PART A CAT NO. 1955 3348 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/19/83
16654 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH PART A CAT NO. 190 1685 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/06/83
- 16655 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH PART B CAT NO. 195 3348 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/20/83
16658 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH PART B CAT NO. 190 1685 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/20/83
16659 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH PART C CAT NO. 195 3348 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/20/83
11974 KOOAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH REGENERATOR, PART A 123 7791 161 3538 161 3595 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/11/83
11975 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH REGENERATOR, PART B 161 3595 161 3538 123 8450 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/20/83
16667 KODAK FLEXICOLOR BLEACH REPLENISHER PART A 1237734,1237759+ EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/06/83
- 16668 KODAK FLEX!COLOR BLEACH RPLN.PT.B,1238419,1237759+ EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/20/83
11977 KODAK FLEXICOLOR DEVELOPER PART A 192 7698 191 8895 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/12/84
11978 KODAK FLEXICOLOR DEVELOPER PART B 192 7698 191 8895 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/12/83
11979 KODAK FLEXICOLOR OEVELOPER PART C 191 8895 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 01/12/83
11980 KODAK FLEXICOLOR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A 191 9042 153 2753 163 7479 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/17/82
11981 KOOAK FLEXICOLOR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART B 191 9042 153 2753 163 7636 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/12/83
11982 KODAK FLEXICOLOR OEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART C 153 2753 163 7636 159 7376 191 9042 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/12/83
16662 KOOAK FLEXICOLOR DEVELOPER STARTER CAT NO. 195 3009 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/09/83
16665 KODAK FLEXICOLOR FIXER & REPLENISHER CAT NO. 156 5175,153 3090,+ EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/04/83
11983 KODAK FLEX[COLOR HV BLEACH REGENERATOR PART A 100 8325 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/07/83
16671 KODAK FLEXICOLOR STABILIZER CAT N0.159 3348 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/18/82
16670 KOOAK FLEXICOLOR STABILIZER & REPLENISHER ADDITIVE CAT NO. 100 5768 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/14/83
11985 KODAK FLEXICOLOR STABILIZER & REPLENISHER PART A 169 3894 174 9902 180 5860 174 9183 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/06/82
11986 KODAK FLEXICOLOR STABILIZER & REPLENISHER PART 8 PART B, 174 9902 169 3894 180 5860 190 070 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/13/83
13150 KODAK GBX DEVELOPER AND REPLENISHER 190 1834, 190 0984, 812 4331 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/02/89
13152 KOOAK C_BX FIXER AND REPLENISHER 190 1875 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/12/86
11987 KODAK HAROENER & REPLENISHER PROCESS C-41V, PART A 170 8767 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/t4/83
11988 KODAK HARDENER & REPLENISHER PROCESS C-41V, PART B 170 8767 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/19/82
11989 KODAK HARDENER & REPLENISHER PROCESS Co41V, PART C t70 8767 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/12/82
18520 KODAK IMAGELINK BLACK INK CARTRIDGE DP12 172 5175 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/07/93
22325 KODAK IMAGELINK BLACK [NK CARTRIDGE REPLEN. 0P12 186 3406 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 03/03/93
18443 KODAK IMAGELINK MAGENTA INK CARTRIDGE DP12 170 6274 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/22/91
10887 KODAK INDICATOR STOP BATH 146 4247,140 8731 EASTMAN KODAK.CO. 09/26/90
• 15515 KODAK INDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER *PHEKID EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSOS
08436 KODAK INOUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART A 818 5100,139 7215,181 3351,165 t900 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 11/t8/92
08185 KODAK INOUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART B 171 8592,139 7215,818 5100 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/03/93
08186 KODAK INDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART C 184 5650,818 5100,139 7215 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/03/93
11717 KODAK INOUSTREX DEVELOPER STARTER 162 8528 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/24/90
13147 KODAK INDUSTREX FIXER & REPLENISHER ttORKING SOL. SDLN, #A-4343, B-4465 / MIXED SOLUTION EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/03/87
16634 KOOAK INDUSTREX FIXER AND REPLENISHER PART A 139 723t,192 5007,190 0273 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/09/91
10631_ KODAK INDUSTREX FIXER AND REPLENISHER PART B 139 7231,194 0519,t900273 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/02/90
10894 KODAK INOUSTREX MANUAL OEVELOPER & REPLENISH PT A CAT 100 3623, 101 0032 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/04/89
10897 KODAK INDUSTREX MANUAL DEVELOPER & REPLENISH PT B CAT 100 3623 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/21/90
00163 KODAK LENS CLEANER 127 3085.146 3728,176 7136,190 0570,900 t5 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/24/93
05227 KGOAK LIQUID DEVELOPER SYSTEM CLEANER 101 3259 / 101 3176 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 02/26/88
MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S I#/0 '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSD$ SYSTEM / "¢)' - DLA HNIS MSOS
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07999 KODAK MICROFILM DEVELOPER & REPLENISHER P/N 158-3574 EASTMAN KODAK CO.
16686 KOOAK MPII DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK
21694 KODAK OPTISTAR DL PLUS MICROFILM 844-4564 EASTMAN KODAK
00796 tODDAK PHOTO RESIST CAT 159-2666 5G, 159-2336 50G, 189-2074 10 EASTMAN KODAK
06872 KODAK PHOTO RESIST DYE 8LACK CAT t46-8370 IG, 172-1034 54G, 195o6515 IQ EASTMAN KODAK
00650 KODAK PHOTO RESIST DYE BLUE CAT 147-3362 1G. 172-1059 54G. 184-5049 10 EASTMAN KODAK
10896 KODAK PHOTO-FLO 200 SOLUTION CAT 146 4502. 146 4510 EASTMAN KOOAK
00651 KODAK PHOTO-FLO 600 SOLUTION CAT 146-4528 1G EASTMAN KODAK
05226 KODAK PMT ACTIVATOR (REPLACES PREVIOUS PRODUCT) 193 9628, t01 2541,197 8048,182 6270 EASTMAN KODAK
16636 KODAK PMT ACTIVATOR,154 9179 {OLD PRODUCT) 197 8022 154 9t53 (PMT II ACTIVATOR. TSRS EASTMAN KODAK
16637 KODAK PMT DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK
05383 KODAK PROCESS E-6 BLEACH. PART A 156 6538 1 PT KT /156 6553 1 GL KT /156 24 EASTMAN KODAK
05384 KODAK PROCESS E-6 BLEACH. PART B 156 6538 1 PT KT /156 6553 1 GL KT /156 24 EASTMAN KODAK
- 01692 KODAK PROCESS E-6 COLOR DEVELOPER. PART A 116 2510 181 5034 156 2099 101 7599 EASTMAN KODAK
01691 KODAK PROCESS E-6 COLOR DEVELOPER, PART B 116 2510 101 7599 156 2099 EASTMAN KODAK
- 05385 KODAK PROCESS E-6 CONDITIONER 156 6538 1 PT KT /t56 6553 1 GL KT /156 36 EASTMAN KODAK
- 05387 KODAK PROCESS E-6 FIXER t56 6553/156 6082/181 5034 EASTMAN KOOAK
05389 KODAK PROCESS E-6 STABILIZER 181 5034 1 GL KT /156 7155 1 GL (NEW PROD EASTMAN KODAK
06685 KODAK PROFESSIONAL FILM CEMENT 195 6150/195 6176 EASTMAN KODAK
11992 KODAK PROSTAR PLUS DEVELOPER 102 2490 EASTMAN KODAK
09450 KODAK PROSTAR PLUS FIXER 102 2656. 197 3098 (BEFORE 8/15/83) EASTMAN KODAK
10895 KODAK RAPIO FIXER, PART A CAT 186 6342,128 2839,197 3247,146 4114,14 EASTMAN KODAK
055{)4 KODAK RAPID FIXER, PART B 173 3013,t97 3221,146 4106,146 4114 EASTMAN KODAK
05388 KOOAK REVERSAL BATH. PROCESS E-6 156 6850/156 6553/181 0341/181 5034 EASTMAN KODAK
13852 KODAK ROYALPRINT ACTIVATOR 183 2351.121 0194 EASTMAN KODAK
13855 KODAK ROYALPRINT FIXER AND REPLENISHER 160 6854, 182 8318 EASTMAN KODAK
13856 KODAK ROYALPRINT FIXER AND REPLENISHER,_ORKING SOL 160 6854,182 8318 EASTMAN KODAK
16641 KODAK RP X-OMAT DEVELOPER STARTER EASTMAN KODAK
16596 KODAK SODIUM SLILFXTE ANHYDROUS t46 3546 168 3895 146 3538 EASTMAN KODAK
11995 KODAK STABILIZER & REPLENISHER PROCESS E-6 AR 156 7510 EASTMAN KOOAK
11993 KODAK STABILIZER & REPLENSHER PROCESS C-41V.PART A 170 8882 EASTMAN KODAK
11994 KODAK STABILIZER & REPLENSHER PROCESS C-41V.PART B 170 8882 EASTMAN KODAK
01671 KODAK STABILIZER & RPLNSHR E-6.E-7 & E-6AR WORKING SOLUTIONS, EASTMAN KODAK
07940 KODAK ULTRALIFE LITHIUM POWER CELL, 9V MANGANESE DIOXIDE/LITHIUM METAL EASTMAN KODAK
16745 KODAK ULTRATEC FIXER AflO REPLENISHER 101 7748 EASTMAN KODAK
11796 KODAK ULTRATEC TRAY DEVELOPER 101 7276 EASTMAN KODAK
11997 KODAK VERSAFLO DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A 196 8049 EASTMAN KODAK
11998 KODAK VERSAFLO DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART B 196 8049 EASTMAN KODAK
11999 K(]UDAK VERSAFLO DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART C 196 8049 EASTMAN KODAK
12002 KOOAK VERSAMAT DEVELOPER REPLENISHER TYPE A PART A 167 2823 EASTMAN KODAK
11996 KODAK VERSANAT DEVELOPER REPLENISHER TYPE A PART B 167 2823 EASTMAN KOOAK
• 04796 KODAK 55 DEVELOPER SNI A=BEFORE 8/83. SNI B=AFTER 8/83 EASTMAN KODAK
16642 KODALITH OEVELOPER REPLENISHER (2 PART KIT. A & B) EASTMAN KOOAK
11990 KODALITH MP II DEVELOPER. PART A 127 5734 EASTMAN KOOAK
11991 KODALITH MP 11 DEVELOPER. PART B 127 5734 EASTMAN KODAK
16633 KOOALITH MPII CONTRAST CONTROL SOL 180 5050 EASTMAN KODAK
08124 KODALITH MPII DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART A 139 654)6. 121 6696 EASTMAN KOOAK
08125 KODALITH MP|I DEVELOPER REPLENISHER. PART B 139 6506. 121 6712 EASTMAN KODAK
16638 KODASTAR MACHINE ACTIVATOR 186 5682. 190 1081 EASTMAN KODAK





































































































KOOATROL CONTROL I DILUENT EASTMAN KODAK CO. 06/21/90
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CON_ACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
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KODATROL CONTROL II DILUENT
KOOATROL DT CONTROL ]
KOOATROL DT CONTROL I DILUENT
KOOATROLDT CONTROL II




KOLOR KUT WATER FINDINK3 PASTE
I_AR RED OXIDE FB P
KOOL WASH DETERGENT
KOOL-KUT (MSDS ILLEGIBILE)









.KRYLON BLACK 3708 STENCIL INK
KRYLON BRIGHT SILVER OR DULL ALUMINUM SPRAY PAINT
KRYLON CRYSTAL CLEAR SPRAY COATING
KRYLON HIGH HEAT PAINT (AEROSOL)
KRYLON INT./EXT.ENAMEL OR_ENGINE COLOR
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL OR ENGINE SHADOW GRAY 1604
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL 1601 GLOSSY BLACK
KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL 1602 AEROSOL
KRYLON INTERIOR/EXTERIOR ENAMEL BEIGE 2504
KRYLON OPEN GEAR LUBRICANT, 1322
KRYLON SILICONE LUBE, AEROSOL SPRAY
KRYLON SPRAY PRIMER, 13t4,t354,1364/ MANY #'S
KRYLON STENCIL INK SPRAY COAT
KRYLON 1311 MATTE FINISH
KRYLON 1330 BELT DRESSING
KRYLDN 1345/1346 SPRAY PRIMER FOR METAL, AEROSOL
KRYLON 1350 ZINC RICH PRIMER
KRYLON t403 ]NT/EXT ENAMEL DULL ALUNII_ FINISH
KRYLON 3007 HIDE-A-MARK OBLITERATING SPRAY
KRYLON 6020-6081 RUST MAGIC INT/EXT ENAMEL
KRYLON 7004 RED INSULATING VARNISH











MOLTEN SALT BATH/METAL CLEANING CHEMICAL
DZ7 (04O7860)
PART NO. ILLEGIBILE




HIGH DENSITY 70P_ ALUMINA FIBERBRICK
1401 1406 BRIGHT SILVER. 1403 DULL ALUMINU
ITEMS 1301, 1302, 1303. 1304, 13012
1402 HIGH HEAT ALUMINUM
1501THRU 2505 EXC.FLAT BLACK,METALL.COL'S
1501-t506,1602,t906,1929,2413,2415,2502/3,
1601 THRU 2501 / FORMER MFGR. BORDEN
1602 ULTRA FLAT BLACK
1349, 1381 / REQUESTED: 1328 (NEW #:1348)
PLATINUM:1355,1365/WHITE:1316.1356,1366/BL
3000 BLACK; 3001 WHITE; 3002 YELLOW
SPRAY COATING/1313 SATIN FINISH
TREATMENT FOR ENGINE & MOTOR DRIVE BELTS /
1345 YELLOW. 1346 GREEN
FOR RECOVERY OF MARKED CARTONS / LMSC MSDS
AG 05248
GPL 20X SERIES
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KRYTOX 143 SERIES FLUORINATED OILS : AA,AB,AC;AD,AX-,A¥,&Z& CZ / DU002670 / 563 DU PONT. E.I.. DE t2/26/90
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SU_IT K$C FOR_I 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT I NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0 ° - DLA HNIS NSOS
< ( (,
( ( (
GP23°f MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENAME INOEX P. 129
TSRS TRADENAME COIIB4ENTS MANUFACTURER IF-_DS
I0 DATE
17966 KRYTOX 1500, 1600,16000 & 16000N SERIES... FLUORINATED VACUUM PUMP FLUIDS/OILS DU PONT, E.I.. OE
02166 KRYTOX 240 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES. CC0084 AA,AB,AC.AD,AX.AY,AZ & CZ / DU002672 OU PONT, E.I.. DE
10162 KRYTOX 280 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES AA,AB,AC,AD,AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002676 / 569 DU PONT, E.I., DE
18181 KX-NADP1 (B-IO BLACK DEVELOPER) SEEALSO TOMEG&WA PAPER COMPANY NATUSUHITA GRAPHIC
13037 KX-MA450 (915 (X) BLACK TONER) MATUSUHITA GRAPHIC
11157 KX-PDP1 B-10 BLACK DEVELOPER KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER TOMOEGAWA PAPER CO
11156 KX-P450 NO.7 BLACK TONER KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER TOMOEGANA PAPER CO
02296 KYNAR 460. POLYVINYLZDENE FLUORIOE PENNWALT CQRPORATI
19280 K4P ADDITIVE SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC.
20478 L. 5. STARRETT BLUE LAYOUT LACQUER LAST DATE OF MANUFACTURE 8/5/92 ORB INDUSTRIES
14704 L.E.M.I. CLEANING FLUID 83-5-105536 / MASTER IMAGER CLEANING FLUID AM INTERNATIONAL
14705 L.E.M.I. OEVELOPER 83-8-105625 / LIQUID TONER FOR MASTER IMAG AM INTERNATIONAL
20706 L.F. GLOSS ORANGE 22-12197 STERLING LACQUER M
20176 L.O. VAPOR BARRIER 501 MARATHON INDUSTRIE
07644 L,O.C. HIGH SUDS LIQUID ORGANIC CLEANER A_&_
11164 L.O.C. LIQUID ORGANIC CLEANER REGULAR AMWAY
07068 L.R.P. /100 LUBRICANT/RUST PREVENTATIVE/PENETRATING OI CHEN-TECH , INC.
15818 L(+) GLUMATIC ACID A-125 FISHER SCIENTIFIC
13390 L(+) LACTIC ACID SODIUM L7022 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
18289 L(+)-LACTIC ACID FREE ACID L1750 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
13403 L(+)-LACTIC ACID LITHIUM L2250 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
f2946 L-(-)-XYLOSE, CARB-24 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, NOOEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC.
02781 L-A$CORBtC ACID A61,BP351 FISHER SCIENTIFIC
04668 L-ASCORBIC ACID FREE ACID,STERILIZED BY GAMMA-IRRA A4403 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
07012 L-CYSTEINE FREE BASE CRYSTALLINE C7755 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
18083 L-CYSTEINE HYDROCHLORIDE ANHYDROUS C1276 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
20357 LoCYSTEINE HYDROCHLORIDE MONOHYDRATE C7880 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
12929 L-FUCOSE, GARB-6 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEN SERVICE INC.
01545 L-GLUTAMIC ACID FREE ACID G1251 SIGNACHEMICAL COM
18027 L-GLUTAMINE 20OHM STERILE FILTERED CELL CULTURE.. G7513 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
22322 L-GLUTAMINE-2OONW (100%), LIQUID #25030, OLD CAT# 320-5030 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES.
07011 L-LACTIC OEHYDROGENASE TYPE III L2625 / FROM BOVINE HEART SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
04686 L-NALIC ACID FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED N7397 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
17047 L-S-C LIQUID WRENCH RADIATOR SPECIALTY
13388 L-THYROXINE FREE ACID T2376 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
13387 L-THYROXINE FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED T1775 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
19382 L-TRYPTOPHAN, 99% T9020-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C
• 13766 L-3267 LACQUER TYPE SANDING SEALER TT-S-190 PRESERVATIVE PAINT
07574 L-357, KLEEN&LL NEUTRAL CLEANER COCOA BREVARD PAPER CO. PN: 575 A.B.C. COMPOUNDING
11373 Lo402 REQUEST NEUTRAL CLEANER A.B.C. COMPOUNDING
17592 L-4B/350 UNION CARBIDE
05510 L-470 BI-MODE ELECTROFAX PAPER BIMODE QO PAPER NASHUA CORPORATION
11069 L-4862 LUNG OIFFUSION MIXTURES C0-02-N2 / CO-HE-O2-N2 / CO-NE-C2H2-O2-N2 UNION CARBIDE
03961 L-50 GREY MAGNETICALLY ATTRACTIVE LATEX COMPOUND PAINT, 2-COMPONENT MAGMA VISUAL
16877 LAC ACRYLIC GLOSS WHITE 17875 MIL-LI9537 PRATT & LAMBERT
04133 LAC ACRYLIC N/C CAM BLACK 37038 MIL-L-19538C / 792702 PRATT & LAI_ERT
04131 LAC SPRAYING CLEAR TT-L-58E / 793800 PRATT & LAMBERT
04123 LAC SPRAYING YELLOW 13538 TT-L-58E / 793310 PRATT & LAMBERT
17806 LAC-C37-1348 & CAT.LAC-C37-1348, WHITE (LAC 1078A) 13kK)O8A & 13WOO8ACAT DEFT, INC.
• 15279 LACQUER AMERON
























































KSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 130
• 17238 LACQUER BORDEN. INC. DLA MSDS
o 17240 LACQUER GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
• 17247 LACQUER GENERAL SERVICES A DLA NSDS
• 17246 LACQUER GENERAL SERVICES A OLA MSDS
• 07848 LACQUER 501 PRATT & LANBEmT DLA NSOS
16301 LACQUER ACRYL]C AEROSOL BLUE 15526 I52673 ILLINO]S BRONZE PA 01/16/80
16268 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL CLEAR 182657 iLLINOIS BRONZE PA 12/17/79
16275 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL GRAY 16099 IB 2671 SPRAY PAINT 1LLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/16/80
16286 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL SILVER 17178 TT-L-50/IB26637/IB2690 1LLIN01S BRONZE PA 11/26/79
16291 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL b34TTE 17875 595A,152693 ILLINQIS BRONZE PA 08/0t/81
16587 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL YELLOW 13655 595A.rB2653 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 02/01/80
• 16274 LACQUER ACRYLIC GREEN 14187 AMERON DLA MSOS
16427 LACQUER ACRYLIC NITROCELLULOSE GLOSS 791-310 PRATT & LAMBERT NO DATE
@ 16285 LACQUER ACRYLIC RED 11136 FOR NAVAL WEAPONS SYSTEM AMERON DLA MSDS
B 16324 LACQUER ACRYLIC SILVER 17178 (595A) DEVOE & RAYNOLO5. OLA MSDS
16382 LACQUER ACRYLIC 791-506, NITROCELLULOSE GLOSS AMERON NO DATE
• 16415 LACQUER ACRYLIC-NITROCELLULOSE CAMOUFLAGE PLEASE CHECK COLOR # VS. STOCK # AMERON OLA MSOS
01061 LACQUER AEROSOL BLACK 17038 AA-665A GSA EXCEPTION 2 NEW YORK BRONZE PO 12/06/84
16433 LACQUER AEROSOL BLACK 37038 USER PLS. CHECK STOCK # NEW YORK BRONZE PO NO DATE
16295 LACQUER AEROSOL BLUE 15080 ACRYLIC 595A. I52665?/I526927 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 10/01/82
0 16423 LACQUER AEROSOL GRAY 26280 TT-L-50G ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
• 16417 LACQUER BLACK 27038 ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENANEL AMERON OLA MSDS
• 16375 LACQUER BLUE 15102 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSOS
04126 LACQUER C/N GLOSS BLACK 17038 TT-L-32A / 786702 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
04132 LACQUER C/N GLOSS GRAY 16473 TT-L-32A / 786622 PRATT & LAMBERT 02/27/87
03577 LACQUER C/N GLOSS RED 11136 786104 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/27/87
04128 LACQUER C/N GLOSS YELLOW 13538 TT-L-32A, AM1,TY2/786310 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
18576 LACOUER C/N GLOSS YELLOW 13655 TT-L-32A AN 1TY 2 / 786324 01 PRATT & LAMBERT 05/30/9t
03578 LACQUER C/N GLOSS, GREEN 14187 786430 PRATT & LAMBERT 11/14/86
04130 LACQUER CAMOUFLAGE BLACK 37038 TT-L-2OA. AM1/787727 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
16421 LACQUER CLEAR TYPE 2 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
- 01095 LACQUER CLEAR. AEROSOL AA-665-A NEW YORK BRONZE PO 12/06/84
04400 LACQUER GLOSS CLEAR 786800 PRATT & LAM6ERT 03/20/87
- 14261 LACQUER GRAY 26134 AERVOE PACIF]C CON 04/14/83
• 14262 LACQUER NITROCELLULOSE TYPE I CLEAR TT-L-OO34A AERVOE PACIFIC CON OLA MSO5
• 14263 LACQUER ORANGE 12197 NITROCELLULOSE TYPE I AERVOE PACIFIC CON DLA MSDS
16266 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT BLACK 17038 ACRYLIC 595A.I52691 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 11/00/81
15689 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT BLACK 37038 182694 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 11/01/81
00107 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16187 IB2670 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 11/00/81
15691 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT WHITE 37875 FLAT LACQUER. ZB2695 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 11/01/81
21487 LACQUER THZNNER UNKNOWN NANUFACTUR NO DATE
04743 LACQUER THINNER (AND CLEANING SOLVENTS) 36025/085/135/425/615/965 & 39195/245/295/ DU PONT. E.I., DE 01/01/91
16795 LACQUER THINNER TYPE ]Z/USER PLEASE CHECK STOCK # PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 06/29/82
• 02601 LACQUER THINNER. GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
00754 LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS 36515/ THINNER. ACRYLIC LACQUER DU PONT. E.]., DE 09/01/85
• 16434 LACQUER 37038 NATIONAL AEROSOL P DLA NSOS
• 00456 LACQUER, ACRYLIC (17038) PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
• 04401 LACQUER, ACRYLIC, YELLOW 13538 MIL-L-81352A, AM.1 PRATT &LANBERT DLA MSOS
• 15278 LACQUER. ACRYLIC, 794-310 AMERON DLA MSDS
02713 LACQUER. AEROSOL, GREEN 14052 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/04/87
• 05812 LACQUER. BROWN 10075 : TT'L-50G ]LLINOIS BRONZE PA OLA MSDS
NSDS'S NARKED '-': S4J6NIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERXFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS S¥SI_EN / "•' - OLA HN;S NSDS
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINOEXKSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME1NO X P. 131
TSRS TRADEI_E ¢.A_NTS MANUFACTURER I_S
10 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
04127 LACQUER. C/N, GLOSS, WHITE 17875 TT-L-32A, AM1.TY2/786716 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
@ 06210 LACQUER. CLEAR TT-L-BOG/A-A-665/FED.STO.595 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
000460 LACQUER, CLEAR, AEROSOL TT-L-50 AERVOE PACIFIC CON OLA MSDS
0 00471 LACQUER, GRAY 26134 ILLII_IS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
• 03247 LACQUER, GREEN 14260, AEROSOL A-A-65 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR DLA NSO$
@ 03209 LACQUER, INSULATING, WHITE 37875 NIL-L-19538 PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSDS
• 03245 LACQUER. N.O.S. PLASTI-KOTE CO.. I DLA MSDS
• 06209 LACQUER, ORANGE 12197 (182658) TT-L-50 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
0 06211 LACQUER, RED (IB2654) TT-L-50 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
• 00474 LACQUER THINNER PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO DLA NSDS
04388 LACOUER YELLOW 13538, ACRY_IC/VT ALKYD TT-L-50G/A-A-665 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NOT REOD
• 05167 LACQUER YELLOW 13538, AEROSOL A-A-65, SPEC# A A 665-13538 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR DLA MSDS
00057 LACQUER 11105 RED r TT-L-50G NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
@ 00464 LACQUER ACRYLIC, RED 13538 AMERON DLA MSDS
- 01867 LACQUER AIR DRY PT-111/EXC.RED,YELLW,ORNG.GRN.O.D. PRODUCTS/TECH_IOUE 10/00/85
11312 LACOUER CIO-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670,13655,11135, 12197.14064,12215,10075,11105,13618,15102, PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 01/08/89
- 16041 LACQUER SPRAY,ACRYLIC OR NITROCELL., GRAY 16187 A-A-665 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
• 16876 LACQUER SPRAYING,INTERIOR 793612/TT-L-58 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
18630 LACQUERS / LACQUER/ISD 01920/23/26/27/29/32/33/35/37/38/41/44/47/ SPRAYON PRODUCTS 06/01/92
21892 LACTATE STANDARD 40 MG/DL Ll125 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/93
19980 LACTIC ACID (LA) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705105901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
19981 LACTIC DEHYOROGENASE (LDH) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLTNICAL ANALYZER / 701718901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
- 09310 LACTOL SPIRITS (CHICAGO REFINERY) TT-N-95 TY.II / AMSCO SOLV 1t35-9500 UNION OIL CO. OF C 09/25/84
12932 LACTOSE, CARS-9 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARS-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
17972 LAD THERMO COTE, INC. 06/00/90
15254 LAGGING ADHESIVE & COATING 713/WHITE & RED VIMASCO CORPORATIO 03/17/92
- 04569 LAW X500 PRINTED CIRCUIT CTG. 7C23,RESIN/HARDENER FORMERLY A MIDLAND DIV. PRODUCT/7C23 / 10C DEXTER COATINGS 08/05/93
18505 LAMBCO PLUG LAMBERT CORPORATIO t0/16/90
- 07562 LAMIN X 5(X) N ETALOX ORANGE YELLOW ttY2 DEXTER COATINGS 09/11/89
07535 LAMINATED VAPOR BARRIER MATERIAL FB 200 ASJ/.OO035" FOIL COMPAC CORPORATION 04/28/88
• 00852 LANCAST HARDENER A CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA DLA MSDS
11180 LANCO LINDANE LIQUID 20 LANDIA CHEMICAL CO 07/22/85
22814 LANOXIN (OIGOXIN) TABLETS BURROUGHS WELLCOME 09/00/92
01422 LANTHANUM OXIDE ALFA PRODUCTS 12/00/79
05894 LANTHANUM OXIDE 0-3357 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/03/89
08700 LAPMASTER LAPPING VEHICLE #3 LOW VISCOSITY PETROLEUM CRANE-HOUDAILLE, d 07/10/87
• 06205 LAPPING AND GRINDING COMPOUND UNITED STATES PROD OLA MSDS
15125 LAPPING COMPOUND UNITED STATES PROD NO DATE
15126 LAPPING CONPOU_ UNITED STATES PROD NO DATE
• 00150 LAPPING COl_ P/N 7-A CLOVER NFG CO. DLA MSOS
- 22411 LASER PRINTER CLEANER L & M MANUFACTURIN 05/22/92
07244 LAST N LAST SATIN ABSOLUTE COATINGS. 03/01/92
16830 LAST-A-FOAM/FRL-3700 PART A/B GENERAL PLASTICS M 09/00/92
08142 LATEX BLUE TRAFFIC PAINT 130 HY-TECH PAINT MANU 08/26/88
05214 LATEX CAULK/ACRYLIC LATEX/ADHESIVE C- 920,930,940,950,955,960,970,990:850;108 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 04/04/88
08144 LATEX EXTERIOR FLAT PAINT 100 HY-TECH PAINT NANU 08/26/88
13373 LATEX FLAT EXT. FIN. COLOR CODES B36 SERIES ...... B36A300,G3(X),H300.H301,L300,N301,N302,N304 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/01/91
11546 LATEX FLAT INTERIOR FINISHES CLASSIC 99 FLAT LATEX PAINT (A27 SERIES) SHERWIN-WILLIAWS C 04/16/86
11737 LATEX PAINT TT-P-19D STIC-ADHESlVE PROD 07/00/90
10479 LATEX PRIMER SEALER 40-11 WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
06397 LATEX SATIN & EG-SHEL INTERIOR FINISHES CLASSIC 99 DECORATOR COLORS/PROMAR/PROmAR SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/01/91
.................................................................................................
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SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL, DEEPTONE BASE
SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL. MIDTONE BASE
SEII-GLOS5 32-1 WHITE
SPECIALTY EXTERIOR FINISHES (FLOOR ENAM.&
TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL
TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL (29033)
WHITE TRAFFIC 130
YELLOW TRAFFIC PAINT 135
SULFATE LITHIUM SIGMAULTRA
SULFATE SO01UM
SULFATE SODIUM ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT
TRYPTOSE BROTH TUBES SINGLE STRENGTH
DYE - BLUE
DYE MIL-L-B3795A AN.._
DYE, NIL-L-R3795 TYPb I





LBP-IO TONER & PREMIX CARBON BLACK
LC 2536-96-7, CONDUCTIVE COATING
LC-300 DRY FILM LUBRICANT






















ACID CELL (ANTIMONY) O02FCLA
ACID CELL (CALCIUM) O01FCLC
ACID STORAGE BATTERY





TEST 1. CHLORANILIC ACID/HAZCAT KIT
TEST 2, AMMONIUM ACETATE/HAZCAT KIT
LEAD 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML
LEAD-ACID BATTERY
LEAD-ACID BATTERY (1.5'X 1.5'X 2" • LCC)
LEAD-FREE MIL-A-9OTE ANTI-SEIZE LuI_rICANT
LEAD-FREE SPRAY LACQUERS
LEAD/ACID STORAGE BATTERY DOT - UN 2794
LEAD, SOFT LEAD
6-516 (073189V) / VINYL ACRYLIC









DY986 / BRUSH ON LAYOUT FLUID
LBP-OO20-OO2/MSDS H
LBP-O001-000
TRADENAME NOR MSDS DATE LEGIBLE,
MIL-L-4601/MIL-L-0937
672-0006
O.1% PB IN 2% HN03
SEE MSDS




7053 / LEAD FLUOBDRATE 50%
L-61,L-62
S012111000 PPM PtB







































































































08281 LEAD, O. 1 & 1.0'J I1_ IN DILUTE IN HE03 i INORGANIC VENTURES 03/0t/88
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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10/03/94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 133
TSRS TRADENANE COI_S lUNUFACTURER MSDS
10 OATE
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- 22088 LEADCHECK SWABS PB-OO2N BGI INCORPOATED 05/22/90
16983 LEADED GASOLINE CONTAINING ALCOHOL (REGOHOL) BELCHER OIL CO. 10/16/85
06556 LEADED STEEL GRADES BAR,SHEET,PLATE,TUBING,PIPE AND STRUCTURAL TULL, d.N., METALS 04/01/92
• 00_3 LEAK DETECTION CC_IPOUNO OXYGEN SYSTEMS/LOT# 19414 MCGEAN OLA NSOS
02474 LEAK DETECTOR FLUID, DETERGENT RX 6t99-8 TYPE I BARON 8LAKESLEE IqO DATE
• 17135 LEAK DETECTOR REFRIG GAS (KIT) TURNER INDUSTRIES. DLA MSDS
14164 LEAK FINO FREON 12 WITH DYTEL 209510 / LABEL BRANOS: MURRAY. NAPA DU PONT. E.I., DE 08/07/89
00877 LEAK LOCK SEALING COMPOUND/FREON COMPATIBLE/684176-1HIGHSIDE CHEMICALS 12/16/91
14474 LEAK-TEC 16-0X (TYPE I) LEAK DETECTION COMPOUND/OXYGEN SYSTEMS AMERICAN GAS &CHE 04/18/84
18749 LECITHIN - PART NO. 4510 TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIA 02/01/92
11138 LECOCEL II LECO CORPORATION 04/03/87
11137 LECOSORB 502-174; 502-176 LECO CORPORATION 10/07/87
10468 LECTRA CLEAN 02018, 2018T, MSDS# MSDS02018 CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 02/22/93
19283 LECTRO-NIC ANODE ACTIVATOR SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC. 04/02/91
19282 LECTRO-NIC 10-03 MAKE UP SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC. 04/02/91
19281 LECTRO-NIC 10-03A REPLENISHER SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC. 04/09/91
05826 LECTROETCH #2 CLEANER ELECTROCHEMICAL ETCHING POST-CLEANER LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
02498 LECTROETCH #3 CLEANER (ETCHING POST CLEANER) LECTROETCH CO NO DATE
10466 LECTROETCH LIC IMMERSION CLEANER LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
01064 LECTROETCH LNC-I ELECTROLYTE LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
08034 LECTROETCH LNC-2 ELECTROLYTE LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
0870,t LECTRDETCH LNC-3 ELECTROLYTE ELECTROCHEMICAL ETCHANT LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
- 22680 LECTROETCH LNC-7 ELECTROLYTE LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
21738 LECTROETCH RV377 OIL LECTROETCH CO 02/12/93
05824 LECTROETCH 117A ELECTROLYTE LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
05957 LECTROETCH 210A ELECTROLYTE LECTROETCH CO 05/16/90
- 07147 LECTROETCH 251A ELETROLYTE 251A LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
05825 LECTROETCH 280A ELECTROLYTE LECTROETCH CO 05/24/94
05823 LECTROETCH 2611A ELECTROLYTE LECTROETCH CO NO DATE
02624 LED-PLATE ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND, 250 ARMITE LABORATORIE 03/10/86
05828 LED-PLATE NO. 250 - MEETS NIL-A-907 ARNITE LABORATORIE 06/12/87
12168 LEFKOWELD 109 DEVCON CORP 11/29/88
- 04454 LEFKOWELD 247, POTTING COt¢oOU_, EPOXY RESIN, KIT LEFKOWELD CHEMICAL 06/19/73
19488 LEMON BEHOLD FURNITURE POLISH - RETAIL ORACKETT CO. 02/12/91
11345 LEMON DC 604 CANDY & CO. 07/18/86
19490 LEMON ENOUST DUSTING & CLEANING SPRAY - RETAIL DRACKETT CO. 03/25/91
20487 LEMON OIL FURNITURE POLISH FORMERLY: NU-EASE PRODUCT GENERAL CHEMICAL C 03/07/90
19092 LEMON PLEDGE 10338-25-29 JOHNSON. S.C., & S 03/30/92
15375 LEMON SHINE-UP FURNITURE WAX(LIQUID AND PRESSURIZEO) JOHNSON. S.C.. & S 04/18/85
03591 LEMON WINDEX - PROFESSIONAL DRACKETT CO. 11/04/85
07272 LEMON YELLOW GLOSS VINYL |NK GV-132 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
07320 LEMON YELLOW SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-132 NAZOAR COMPANY 11/13/84
18062 LENS CLEANER WATER BASED CLEANER CHEMATIC. INC. NO DATE
03650 LEPTYNE PAINT THINNER 21-263/081275T PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 08/17/76
22096 LESCO GRANULAR FERTILIZER LESCO. INC. 08/07/92
11582 LESCO SULFUR COATED UREA (SCU)/001296/007258 LESCO, IN(;. 11/22/85
13915 LEUPEPTIN VALERANIDE NK-381AC-LL 1017 101, 1017 128, 1034 626, 529 595 BOEHRINGER MANNttEI 07/01/87
19390 LEVULINIC ACID FREE ACID L0526 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 05/21/93
12933 LEVULOSE, CARB-IO CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
18959 L1-49 (WIL-P-24548) UNI-KEM INTERNATIO 10/15/92
19982 LIOOCAINE (LIDO) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705388901DU PONT. E I.. DE 08/00/89
...................................................................................................................................




KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INOEX P. 134
13011 LIDOCAINE HYDROCHLORIDE CODES: 1531.4056.4270,4275-4279.4281.4282. ABBOTT LABORATORIE 12/13/91
21935 LIFE CALK PRIMER 5913 LIFE INOUSTRIES CO NO DATE
18734 LIFT-OFF CORRECTION TAPE SEE MSOS FOR PART #'S.8R###,BR####... MSOS XEROX 04/02/92
07304 LIGHT BLUE FLAT VINYL INK VF-152 NAZDAR COMPANY 1t/08/84
0?278 LIGHT BLUE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-152 I_tZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
18287 LIGHT GREEN SF YELLOWISH CERTIFIED L1886 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
19603 LIGHT REDWO00 STAIN TT-S-708. EXCEPTION #4 FARWEST PAINT 02/27/92
07755 LIGHTER FLUID/CHARCOAL STARTER TRUE BURN CHARCOAL STARTER ROYAL OAK ENTERPRI 06/16/87
12257 LIGHTNING NF AEROSOL LINI-CHEN CORP. OF 11/14/88
17671 LIGHTWEIGHT BOO¥ FILLERS OVER 100 STOCK #S OYNATRON/BONDO COR 02/17/93
19365 LIGNIN, ALKALI 37095-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
19379 LIGNIN. HYDROLYTIC 37107-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/23/93
14030 LIGROINE B.R. 35-50 03384-03387,E120.E139,E139S,P480,ACC12787/ FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/29/91
19939 LIMCO - LA1204 SUPREME MIXING CLEAR R-M AUTOMOTIVE REFINISH PRODUCTS BASF CORP. 02/22/93
19940 LINCO-LA1205 SUPREME ORIER BASF CORP. 02/22/93
19941 LINGO-SUPREME COLORS AND BASES BASF CORP. 02/22/93
19938 LINCO-ILB8 SELECT ENAMEL HARDENER BASF CORP. 02/09/93
- 15359 LIME-A-WAY 12021 ECOLAB INC. 10/22/85
08648 LINEAWAY ECOLA8 INC. 04/12/89
11586 LIMESTONE SOUTHERN MATERIALS 11/01/85
- 12627 LINDANE CHEB SERVICE II_C. 08/27/90
11673 LINDANE 20 EC LANCO LINDANE LIQUID 20, CSS-14108 3442-739-51036 MICRO-FLO COMPANY 09/29/88
03174 LINDANE 20_¢ EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE (PRENTOX) PRENTISS ORUG& CH 06/10/85
15122 LINOE A ALUMINA POLISHING POWDER UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
05736 LINEBACKER AEROSOL 0338 SELIG CHEMICAL IND 01/14/93
- 1895_ LINK BELT HYDRAULIC OIL GR 46 VISCOSITY OIL CO. 06/26/91
1203.8 LINO-WRIT LIQUID OEVELOPER. LWLK LINO-WRIT LIQUID DEVELOPER DU PONT. E.I., DE 11/16/76
t203_ LINO-WRIT PHOTORECORDING DEVELOPER. LBCO LINO-WRIT PHOTORECOROING DEVELOPER DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/12/76
12040 LIND-WRIT RAPID ACCESS DEVELOPER, LWCD-tLq-IITE CAP LIND-WRIT RAPID ACCESS DEVELOPER DU PONT, E.I., DE tl/t6/76
12041 LIND-WRIT RAPIO PROCESSING DEVELOPER, LWRP LIND-WRIT RAPID PROCESING DEVELOPER DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/16/76
07969 LINOLEUM TOPPED DESK CLEANER P-C-1239 ALFA KLEEN 06/23/86
19933 LIONITE ALUMINUM OXIDE: 2,WK,BB,BBK,BC,DAW,AOW, WHITE A/O DIST: TECHNE INC GENERAL ABRASIVE T 10/01/91
19983 LIPASE (LIP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL AI_LYZER / 703508901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
10242 LIOUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS / PROPANE OUANTUM CHEMICAL C 09/01/88
19640 LIOUI-MOLY BRAND NV THREAD COMPOUND LOCKRE¥ COMPANY, I 10/20/92
11768 LIOUI-NOX ALCONOX 08/01/90
08152 LIQUI-TOOL 1100-03/1100-12/1100-20/1100-99 RAWN 12007/12C_)3/12(_D6 CLEANER LUBE RAWN COMPANY, INC. 08/16/91
17573 LIQUI-TOOL 1100-03,11C0-12.11C_)-20.1100-99 RAiN 12007,12003.120(0 (CLEANER LUBE) TRIANGLE TOOL GROU 05/21/90
- 12213 LIQUI-TOQL 14t0-16. RAt_N 31001 FREON TF SOLVENT RA_,_I C_IPANY. INC. (Y5/2t/90
07591 LIQUI-VAC SEALANT AIRSERCO P/N 4036 AIRSERCO MFG. 08/20/93
10212 LIQUID AOttESIVE REIIK)VER 66 CERTIFIED TECI_LO 09/21/88
21161 LIQUID AGENT CS OEF-TEC CORPORATIO 05/14/93
15600 LIQUID AIR FUEL GAS LAC 05115 LIQ4JID AIR 10/01/85
15611 LIQUID ARGON;LAR;ARGON.REFRIGERATED LIQUID(CRYOGEN LAC 05104 LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
07695 LIQUIO ASPHALT - FIBERF_D - MEDIUM BOOIED #5972 KOCH MATERIALS CON 06/03/88
07687 LIQUID ASPHALT - FIBEREO #5984 KOCH MATERIALS CON 06/03/88
11606 LIQUIO BLEACH (5.25_) COASTAL CHEMICAL C 08/00/90
15229 LIQUID BLOCK SEAL HEAVY DUTY C6-16 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 05/00/92
09309 LIQUID BRIGHT GOLD N GOLD STAMPINO INK ENGELHARD CORPORAT 05/12/93
- 13605 LIQUIO BUFFER ANO CLEANER. 765-1322 LMSC NSOS CAMEL TIRE CARE PR 02/16/89
t4_43
NSOS" S
LIQUID CARNAUBA WAX t0t0 PLASTACISE ND DATE
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T$RS TRADENAME C4_ENTS N_FACTURER NSDS
IO OATE
05716 LIQUID CAUSTIC CLEANER 215-D MAN-GILL CHEM. CO. 03/07/86
07751 LIQUID CHLORINE OCCIDENTAL CHEMICA 11/11/92
05130 LIQUID CITRIC ACID " 50% MILES LABORATORIES 10/01/85
14763 LIQUIO COBALT DRIER V2163 / PRINTING INK DRIER VAN SON CORP. OF A tt/15/85
18750 LIQUID CRYSTAL A 4301 TECI_LOGY ASSOCIA 11/25/91
18751 LIQUID CRYSTAL 8 TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIA 04/01/91
18752 LIQUID CRYSTAL C TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIA 04/01/91
18753 LIQUID CRYSTAL V TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIA 03/O1/91
08703 LIQUID ENVELOPE VINYL SOLUTION ESSEX CHEMICAL CQR 06/23/76
22242 LIQUID GASKIT MATERIAL ANNOTATED: 7N 7260 & B-1 CHENTOOL, INCORPOR 01/00/91
03635 LIQUID COLD WAX & FLOOR FINISH REMOVER BARRIER INDUSTRIES NO DATE
15366 LIOUID GREASE SOLVENT AND DRAINFIELD CLEANER KING OF ALL MANUFA 04/16/85
19423 LIQUID HARDENER 0202 ITW 06/15/92
22340 LIQUID HARDENER; LIQUID HARDENER REACTOR 27262,27263,27264,27265,27313,30020.30025. CATALYST SYSTEMS, 06/14/90
20169 LIQUIO HEAT 1145 331145 HOt--ON. E.F., & 11/12/92
20170 LIQUID HEAT 8t0 331810 HOUGHTON, E.F., & 01/22/92
15605 LIQUID HYOROGEN LAC 05119/CRYOGENIC FLAI_ABLE LIQUID LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
15374 LIQUID ICE MACHINE CLEANER CALGON CORP 12/08/84
21831 LIQUID LITTER REGULAR RABBIT 450 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 09/09/93
21833 LIQUID LITTER RODENT REGULAR 460 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 09/09/93
21834 LIQUID LITTER RODENT SPECIAL 465 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 09/09/93
21832 LIQUID LITTER SPECIAL RABBIT 455 PHARNACAL RESEARCH 08/09/93
• 01911 LIQUID NAILS LN-601 SCM CORPORATION DLA MSDS
09584 LIQUID NICKEL SULFAMATE OMI INTERNATIONAL NO DATE
20854 LIQUID NITROGEN REFRIGERATED LIQUID LIQUID CARBONIC 10/00/91
15992 LIQUID NITROGEN;LIN;NITROGEN,REFRIGERATEO LIO(CRYO LAC 05124 / CONTRACT: 7/91 - 7/96 LIQUID AIR 10/01/65
15995 LIQUID OXYGEN LAC 08128/KSC-TG-PID-O7/GR.F,HI-PUR/CNT:1/ LIQUID AIR 09/02/91
- 22681 LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID WHITE ANO COLORS LPCF-17 GILLETTE CO. 11/12/92
10219 LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID (WHITE _ COLORS) LPCF-4,LPCF-8,LPCF-9 LIQUID PAPER CORPO 08/22/90
06529 LIQUID PAPER JUST FOR COPIES CORRECTION FLUID 710-01 LIQUID PAPER CORPO 08/22/90
00024 LIQUID PAPER PEN & INK CORRECTION FLUID 747-01 GILLETTE CO. 08/22/90
12174 LIQUID PLASTIC-CLEAR GLOSS 90 FLECTO CO. 06/10/92
07575 LIQUIO PROTECTANT X-975 BAKER SEALANTS & C NO DATE
13993 LIQUID RADIATOR REPAIR C3-12 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 06/00/91
02125 LIQUID RELEASE AGENT 1_N500 DEVCON CORP 12/19/90
22267 LIQUID SANDPAPER PLASTI-KOTE cO.. I 05/23/93
22813 LIQUID SEALING CONCENTRATE HORIZONS INC. 10/01/92
- 14706 LIQUID TONER, 2500VR 83-0-104824 / 2500 LIQUID TONER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
08548 LIQUIO-PLUNR DRAIN CLEANER CLOROX COMPAICf 10/00/89
08265 LIQUIFIED PETROLEUMGAS OR PROPANE NACJ_A INOUSTRIES NO DATE
18820 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC OOLORED C_ESSO #10-5320 (SEE NSDS FOR COLOR #'S) BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/22/92
18779 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC FLUORESCENT COLORS #10-1002,10-1008,12-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR COL 8INNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18838 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC GEL MEDIUM #10-5708.10-5716,10-5732.10-5736.10-5745.1BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18827 LIOUITEX ACRYLIC GESSO #10-5304,-5308,-1316,-5332.-5334.-5336o 12 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/14/92
18840 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC GLOSS MEDIUM ANO VARNISH #10-50(0,10-50(0,10-5016,10-5032,10-5Ck36 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/15/92
18844 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC HEAVY GEL MEDIUM #10-5120 BINNEY & SMITH IN(: 09/03/92
18780 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC INTERFERENCE COLORS IN TUBES&JARS #10-1045,105812. 10-2818 (SEE NSDS FOR COL BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18781 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC IRIDESCENT COLORS IN TUBES & JARS #10-1002.-1008.-1045.-1076(SEE MSDS FOR CO BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18821 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC IRIDESCENT TINTING MEDIUM _10-7008 BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18822 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC MARBLE EASE MEDIUM #10-5922 BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18832 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC MATTE GEL MEDIUM #10-5321, IO-5780 BINNEY & SMITH INC O4/16/92
GP23-I MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
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18834 LIOUITEX ACRYLIC MATTE MEDIUM #10-5104.10-5108.10-5116,10-5132.10-5136 BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18842 LIOUITEX ACRYLIC MATTE VARNISH #10-5208.10-5216.10-5232.10-5236 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18825 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC MODELING PASTE #10-5504g 10-5516, 10-5532, 10-5536 BINNEY & SJIITH INC 04/t5/92
18843 LIQUITEX ACRYLIC RETARDER #10-5447 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18803 LIGUITEX ALL-PUIZPOSE MEDIUM #30-6302, 30-6306 8INNEY& SMITH INC 09/03/92
18782 LIOUITEX ARTIST ACRYLIC COLORS IN TUBES & JARS #10-1002.-1008.-1016,-1032(SEE MSDS FOR CO BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18785 LIQUITEX ARTISTS' OIL COLORS SEE MSDS FOR SERIES #'S & COLORS 8INNEY & SMITH INC 09/16/88
18809 LIQUITEX COBALT SICCATIVE. LINOLEATE #30-3502 8INNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18812 LI(_JITEX CRAFT tl_)OD STAINS #12-2004 (SEE MSDS FOR COLORS) BZNI_y & SMITH INC 04/23/92
18796 LIQUITEX D_R MATTE P[CTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL) #30-8308, 30-8316 8INKY & SMITH INC 04/2t/92
18789 LIOUITEX DAMAR PICTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL) #30-8208. 30-8216 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18808 LIOUITEX DAMAR VARNISH/HEAVY #30-2302. 30-2308 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18818 LIOUITEX DECORATIVE ART ACRYLIC SLOW-DRI EXTENDER #12-6701. 12-6711 BINNEY & SMITH 1NC 04/16/92
18847 LIOUITEX DECORATIVE ART HIGH LUSTER VARNISH #12-6108 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18846 L[OUITEX OECORATIVE ART LOW LUSTER VARNISH #12-63_ BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/t6/92
18829 LIQUITEX DECORATIVE ART MATTE NIXING NED]UM #12-6208 BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18784 LIQUITEX OECORATI¥E ART METALLIC COLORS #12-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR COLORS) BINNEY &SMITH [NC 04/22/92
18817 LIOUITEX DECORATIVE ART PTR'S PEARLESCENT MEDIUM #12-6702. 12-6712 8INNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18806 LIQUITEX DEMAR MATTE PICTURE VARNISH #30-2202, 30-2208 8INNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18805 LIQUITEX DEMAR PICTURE VARNISH #30-2102. 30-2t08 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18815 LIQUITEX FAST DRY VARNISH NIX:tO-5260-OOOW/5-GAL:lO-5165-O-OOOW BINNEY & SMITH INC 02/26/92
18783 LIOUITEX FLOURESCENT ACRYLIC ARTISTS" COLORS #10-1002,-I008,12-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR CO BINNEY & SMITH INC 12/03/90
18823 LIOUZTEX GELEX OPAQUE GEL MEDIUM _10-5420 BINNEY &SMITH XNC 09/03/92
18792 LIQUITEX GENUINE RABBIT SKIN GLUE GROUNO BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18793 LIQU]TEX GESSO GROUND, DRY MIX BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18794 LIOUITEX GLOSS PLASTIC SPRAY #30-8608, 30-8616 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18787 LIQUZTEX GLOSSIES ACRYLIC ENAMELS #12-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR COLOR #'S) BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18839 LIQUITEX HIGH GLOSS AND SATIN VARNISHES #12-6604-O-000W(HGV) #12-6814-O-O(X_W(SV) BINNEY & SMITH INC 02/22/93
18813 LIQU[TEX _ARPAOLIE EXTENDER MEDIUM #10-56(38, 10-5616 BZNNEY & SMITH 1NC 09/03/92
18810 LIQUITEX KOPAL PAINTING MEDIUM #30-6602 BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18798 LIQUITEX LINSEED OIL. STAND-OIL LIGHT AND HEAVY #30-2802.30-2808.30-2832.30-3002.30-3102 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18786 LIQUITEX LIQUIGEMS GLITTER PAINTS #12-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR COLOR #'S) BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18788 LIQUITEX OPALESCENTS ACRYLIC COLORS #t2-2002 (SEE MSDS FOR COLOR #'S) BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/22/92
18811 LZQUITEX PERMA GEL #11-5947 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18800 LIQUITEX PERNTINE OIL PAINT THINNER #30-2902, 30-2908, 30-2932 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18804 LZQUITEX RAPID-SET MEDIUM #30-6402 BINNEY & SMITH INC 09/03/92
18790 LIOUITEX RETOUCH VARNISH (AEROSOL) #30-8408. 30-8416 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18807 LIQUITEX RETOUCHING VARNISH #30-2002. 30-2008 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
18801 LIQUITEX SOLUVAR GLOSS PICTURE VARNISH #30-6002. 30-6008. 30-6032 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18797 LIQUITEX SOLUVAR GLOSS PICTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL) #30-8008, 30,8016 BINNEY & SMITH IN(: 04/16/92
18802 LIQU]TEX SOLUVAR MATTE PICTURE VARNISH #30-6102, 30-6108, 30-6132 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/t6/92
18795 LIQUITEX SOLUVAR MATTE PICTURE VARNISH (AEROSOL) #30-8108 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18799 LIQUITEX TURPENTINE #30-2902. 30-2908. 30-2932 8INNEY & SMITH INC 04/16/92
18791 LIOU[TEX WORKABLE FIXATIVE (AEROSOL) #30-8508, 30-8516 BINNEY & SMITH INC 04/21/92
t3286 LISA FLOATING SOAP CID A-A-49 STAHL SOAP CORPORA 02/01/90
18028 LISA HARD'MILLED SOAP CID A-A-48 STAHL SOAP CORPORA 03/02/92
17794 LITE WEIGHT III BODYFILLER AI58,I57,165,166,167,597 FIBRE GLASS-EVERCO 10/09/90
22360 LITHIUM 0.1% LI IN 1_ HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
19066 LITHIUM ALUMINUM HYDRIDE MALLINCKRDDT 02/12/87
20637 LITHIUM BATTERIES WAVETEK CORPORATIO NOT REO0
01383 LITHIUNC&RBONATE BAKER, d.T. CHEMIC 02/21/86
.... _................................................ _,_.._,,.:.._.. ................ _...............................................
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01423 LITHIUM CHLORIDE ALFA PRODUCTS 06/00/80
15880 LITHIUM CHLORIDE 5-2370 BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 02/21/86
11542 LITHIUM CHLORIDE L-120, L-121 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/09/93
13389 LITHIUM CHLORIDE AC5 REAGENT LBB95 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/20/91
08221 LITHIUM CYCLOHEXANEBUTRYRATE 13527t5,135 2723/PN 10398, 1353723 EASTM_NKOOAK CO. 09/17/86
13916 LITHIUM DODECYL SULFATE 411 477, 411 485. 411 493 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 04/02/91
02879 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE L-128 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/15/94
18835 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE 14163 HACH COMPANY 01/21/93
19323 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS CYPRUS FQOTE MINER 06/07/89
05780 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE MONOHYDRATE CYPRUS FOOTE MINER 0t/12/90
04672 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE MGNOHYDRATE ABBOTT MSDS #61. PRODUCT #L4256 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 07/12/89
01384 LITHIUM NITRATE BAKER, _.T, CHEMIC 02/21/86
05896 LITHIUM REFERENCE SOLUTION 1000 PPM, S0-L-45 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/28/89
06702 LITHIUM SULFATE ABBOTT MSDS #75, PRODUCT #L6375 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/00/90
01385 LITHIUM SULFATE, NONOHYDRATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 10/11/85
21962 ULTRAGRADE STANOARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
12980 DL 2/3A, 123A, 223A, 245, 323A, & 8ATTERIE DURACELL USA 10/26/92
08298 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
- 16600 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/11/84
21795 REL GRAPHICS SYSTE 07/01/88
21794 REL GRAPHICS SYSTE NO DATE
18587 REL GRAPHICS SYSTE 03/00/90
21800 REL GRAPHICS SYSTE NO DATE
- 07939 77-9800-7203-5 3M 09/00/82
19984 ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701972901DU PONT. E.I., DE 08/00/89
06004 3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL,DUPONT.MORTON MARTIN PROCESSING, SEVERAL
12169 DEVCON CORP 12/16/88
08706 OESOTO, INC. 05/03/88
00814 6-90 (12(Y389E) / ALKYD PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
03163 FIRE SUPPRESSANT AMEREX CORPORATION 11/00/85
20908 LOC, LOC-G / DETECT SYSTEM LEAKS VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 12/14/92
08261 NITRILE ADHESIVE/#222/SYNTHETIC RUBBER SOL MACKLANBURG-DUNCAN 05/00/87
08704 CAT NO. LE 5 AGS COMPANY 04/20/81
- 15734 INDUSTRIAL RUBBER 02/04/80
21746 74755 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 05/24/93
04331 MIL-S-22473 / 76455 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 08/05/91
16430 76456 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
06740 736-47. ?36-56 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 09/25/92
16482 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
04626 MIL-S22473 GR.T LOCTITE CORPORATIO 11/01/85
- 01878 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 11/01/85
22003 RVM-l.11067-2.82397.7651184 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 08/08/92
- 15212 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 11/01/85
05588 TERMINIX INTERNATI NO DATE
11351 VW&R COOE: P4650/FIRE ANT BAIT VAN WATERS & ROGER 09/01/89
11171 FENOXYCARB NAAG AGROCHEMICALS 03/08/90
04478 KEPRO CU3-1QT/CU3-1G;CDPPER CLEANING LIQUI LONOON CHEMICAL CO 10/00/85
15729 CHEMICAL HYDRATED LIME WATER TREATMENT OUA ORAVO LIME CO./LON NO DATE
22828 CLAY-PARK LABS, IN NO DATE
P 04334 IP20009 SAUEREISEN CEMENTS DLA MSDS
09101 LOW EXPANSION HYOROCAL HYDROCAL A-11.B-11;ULTRACAL 30.60;BAKAL;NE UNITED STATES GYPS 04/30/86
...................................................................................................................................
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LITHIUM 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML
LITHIUM/MANGANESE DIOXIDE BATTERY
LITHIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% LI IN DILUTE HN03
LITHO WASH/BLANKROLA SOLVENT
LITHOCRAFT EE ELECTROSTATIC ETCH & FOUNTAIN SOLN.
LITHOCRAFT GLAZE REMOVER
LITHOCRAFT GUM ARABIC
LITHOCRAFT SUBTRACTIVE DEVELOPER OR N-PROPANOL
LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE
LIVER LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE (LLDH) TEST PACKS
LLUMALLOY/35% PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM
LM 52 ACTIVATOR
LO-IR COMPLIANCE PRIMER, 5t5X372, EPOXY




LOCK EASE GRAPHITED LOCK FLUID
LOCKBOND ADHESIVE
LOCOUIC GENERAL PURPOSE PRIMER T. 40Z
LOCQUIC PRIMER GRADE N
LOCOUIC PRIMER N (AEROSOL)
LOCQUIC PRIMER NF (AEROSOL)
LOCQUIC PRIMER T. #747-47. #747-56, AEROSOL
LOCOUIC PRIMER T, #747-71, #747-75
LOCTITE GRAY - PN BB
LOCTITE REAR VIEW MIRROR ADHESIVE (TWO-PART)
LOCTITE SEALANT GRADE A COLOR RED CAT. #88-41
LOGIC
LOGIC
LOGIC FIRE ANT BAIT
LONCOTERGE CU-3
LONGVIEW. PELICAN
LOPERAMIDE HYDROCHLORIDE CAPSULES, USP
LOW EXPANSION CEMENT #29
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13475 LOW FOAM DETERGENT FOR INSTRUMENT & GLASSWARE. WASHING MACHINE / 6075780 POLYCHEM CORPORATI 02/19/91
08707 LOW MELTING ALLOYS (FUSIBLE ALLOYS) BELMONT METALS 11/25/85
19449 LOW PRESSURE SOOIUM LAMPS SOX-E 18W.26W.36W.B6W, t31W.SOX35W,55W.90W. PHILIPS LIGHTING C 045/20/90
- 22685 LOW SULFUR NO. 2 DIESEL NSDS# 1354.3 BP OIL COMPANY 09/2t/93
17970 LOW TEMPERATURE $OLDERSLEEVE SHIELD TERMINATORS RAYCNEN 03/00/88
08706 LOW VCC FLOW CONTROL COMP. (020X433??ILLEGIBLE) DESOTO. INC. 09/12/88
18365 LOX-SAFE ARNITE LABORATORIE NO DATE
19238 LOX-8 PASTE FLUORANICS INC. t0/00/90
09265 LP T(MdER KIT 80 RICOH LTD. dAPAN 09/08/86
11509 LP 150 DISHMASHING DETERGENT 747-t00 SERIES/LIQUID INDUSTRIAL LEVER BROS. 08/22/84
06913 LP 4080 TONER RICOH LTD. JAPAN 09/08/88
20219 LP-3 ADHESIVE/SEALANTS/FLEXIBILIZER FOR EPOXIES MORTON THIOKOL. IN 10/00/85
08708 LP-3 POLYSULFIDE POLYMER MORTON THIOKOL. IN 10/00/85
08709 LP-33 POLYSULFIDE LIQUID POLYMER THIOKOL CORPORATIO NO DATE
04191 LP$ ELECTRO CONTACT CLEANER #00-044/-944/-047/-947/-416/-405/-455 & 04 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 09/20/85
19720 LPS ELECTRO CONTACT CLEANER 00047/00416/04128/00405/00455 LP$ LABORATORIES. 08/01/91
04197 LPS HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE CLEANER # 40120/40128/40105/40155 HOLTLLDYD CORP. 09/20/85
04192 LPS HEAVY-DUTY ENGINE DEGREASER # 40228/40205/40255 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 09/20/85
04194 LPS HEAVY-DUTY SILICONE LUBRICANT # 40003/40028/40005/40055 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 09/20/85
04195 LPS INSTANT COLD GALVANIZE 00057, 00957. 00516. 00532. 05128. 00503 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 06/15/87
03637 LPS INSTANT SUPER CLEANER/DEGREASER 00720/07128/00705/00755 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 09/20/85
04198 LPS PAINT REMOVER # 40316 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 09/20/85
- 22876 LPS PRESIClON CLEAN 2704,2728.2701.2705.2755. MSDS#2524 LPS LABORATORIES. 10/25/93
21241 LPS PRESOLVE (AEROSOL) 001420, MSDS#2548 LPS LABORATORIES. 01/01/93
04193 LPS TAP-ALL # 01204/01216/01228/01205/01255 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 08/14/87
20713 LPS TAPMATIC DUAL ACTION PLUS #1 CUTTING FLUID 40100.40120.40130.40140.40160 LPS LABORATORIES. 07/31/92
20714 LPS TAPNATIC DUAL ACTION PLUS #2 CUTTING FLUID 40200,40220.40230.40240.40260 LPS LABORATORIES. 06/28/92
03436 LPS t GREASELESS LUBRICANT 00017,00105.00116.00155.0t128 LPS RESEARCH LABS 06/14/91
- 07607 LPS 12 TOILER. (SEE MSDS FOR MANY PART & MODEL #'S) DIST:WANG LAB PN 725-2678 XEROX 05/02/88
08710 LPS 2 GENERAL PURPOSE LUBRICANT #00-024/-924/-027/-927/-216/-205/-255 & 02 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 09/20/85
19322 LPS 2 INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH LUBRICANT PART #00027/00216/02128/00205/00255/00222- LPS LABORATORIES. 03/12/92
02541 LPS 3 HEAVY DUTY RUST INHIBITOR #00-034/-934/-037/-937/-316/-305/-355 & 03 HOLT LLOYD CORP. 08/14/87
19719 LPS 3 HEAVY-DUTY RUST INHIBITOR 00037/00316/03128/00305/00355/00322-LPS 3 LPS LABORATORIES. 05/14/91
04199 LPS 500 PLUS # 001304/001332/001305/001355 HOLT LLOYO CORP. 08/20/85
22525 LR WHITE 1438t.14383.143_ ELECTRON MICROSCOP 11/t4/91
08883 LR 100/265 B DEXTER CORPORATION NO DATE
08566 LS-600 LAP SEALANT ADCO PRODUCTS, INC 03/04/86
• 17049 LSC-LIOUID WRENCH LI-16 VV-P-216 RADIATOR SPECIALTY DLA MSDS
16682 LSK _ET HT BLACK IHALFTONE BLACK/LITHItO SPEED KINGINK JET II_NT CORPORATION 06/13/85
10452 LSR-IO0 CLEANER HYDROCHLORIC ACID, INHIBITED ORUID WATER MANAGE 07/00/89
14477 LUBE OIL ACFT TURBINE ENGINE SYNTHETIC PRODUCT COOE 25107 AJEERICAN OIL ANOS NO DATE
09188 LUBE OIL BLENDED ELECTRO NATIONAL C 0t/02/85
• 16970 LUBE OIL ENGINE OE-HO0-30 MIL-L-2104C IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
• 16972 LUBE OIL ENGINE OE-HO0-30 0-238 IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
• 16973 LUBE OIL ENGIN_ OE-HO0-30 0-238 MIL-L-21040 :IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
• 16993 LUBE OtL GENERAL PURPOSE WEAPONS LIGHT CASTROL INCORPORAT DLA MSOS
• 04790 LUBE OIL. AIRCRAFT PISTON ENGINE MIL-L-22851 DELTA PETROLEUM DLA NSDS
• 00485 LUBE OIL. GEAR ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
11487 LUBE-ALL (AEROSOL) SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 05/01/90
08713 LUBE-LOK 1000 READY TO APPLY 10-858 (FORMERLY LUBE-LOK 1000 DILUTE) E/M CORPORATION 02/05/91
09714 LUBE.LOK 2005 RTA _ . tO--tO0 (FORMERLY LUBE,LOK 2006 DILUTE) E/M CORPORATION 08/24/89
NSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT/ NSOS,S V/D '-" VER:FIEO AVAIL&BLE VIANSDS SYSTEM / "•' " DLA HNIS 14SOS
< ( (
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. t39
TSR$ TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
I0 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 22182 LUBE-WAX 600, PORTER-CABLE IS THE OISTR. NOT MFG. PORTER-CABLE CORPO 10/23/92
11129 LUBIT-8 SEE ALSO: TUFOIL NSOS FLUORAMICS INC. 10/00/90
18600 LUBREX VR HARWICK CHEMICAL C 01/29/88
04367 LUBRI-BOND "A" AEROSOL NIL-L-23398, TY.II/BONDED SOLID FILM LUBR. E/M CORPORATION 11/29/88
07883 LUBRI-BOND A BONOED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT (10-600)/SN S- E/N CORPORATION 11/29/88
20655 LUBRI-BOND 220 AEROSOL (10-613) E/M CORPORATION 03/24/92
@ 11933 LUBRI-BOND 220/NIL-L-23398D TYPE II AEROSOL ELECTROFILM MFG. CDLA MSDS
01655 LUBRI-CABLE VP 811810 NYLUBE PRODUCTS CO 02/10/92
13068 LUBRI-TENP ANTI-SEIZE 19922 LAWSON PRODUCTS, I 10/09/91
13069 LUBRI-TEMP ANTI-SEIZE, SPRAY CAN 19920 LAWSON PRODUCTS, I 10/09/91
- 20320 LUBRICANT (AEROSOL): OPEN GEAR & WIRE ROPE LUBE SPRAYON PRODUCTS 08/27/85
17029 LUBRICANT FOR PUMPS & MOTORS (MFGR:VISCOSITY OIL) BELL & GOSSETT 12/14/83
• 20246 LUBRICANT LC-300 OR¥ FILM MIL-L-4601 SANDSTRON PRODUCTS DLA NSDS
• 17347 LUBRICANT. SOLID FIL E/M CORPORATION DLA MSOS
• 17346 LUBRICANT, SOLID FILM HOHNAN PLATING AND DLA MSDS
• 17303 LUBRICANT, WIRE IDEAL INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
18607 LUBRICANTS LUBE/KI t322/1324/1328/1332/t347/1348 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 07/22/92
18628 LUBRICANTS/RUST PREVENTATIVES/MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS 00103/620/98/99;00700/701/2703/706/708/709 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 05/17/93
• 03615 LUBRICATING COMPOUND SLYDE DLA MSDS IS FOR SLYDE II BULK CHEM. DISTRIB DLA MSDS
• 03620 LUBRICATING COMPOUND, DINETHYLSILICONE BARR, W. M., CO. DLA MSDS
• 11948 LUBRICATING ENGINE OIL NIL-L-2126OC, LUBE OIL WITC0 CORPORATION DLA MSDS
• 14104 LUBRICATING GREASE NIL-G-23549C BATTENFELO-AMERICA DLA NSDS
• 14149 LUBRICATING OIL CROWN OIL & CHEMIC OLA MSDS
o 16910 LUBRICATING OIL ENGINE DELTA PETROLEUM DLA MSDS
- 14478 LUBRICATING OIL GEAR 80W90 12013 AMERICAN OIL AND S 10/01/84
• 17018 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE OCTAGON PROCESS. I OLA MSDS
- 16987 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE WEAPONS LIGHT VV-L-8OOA ANERICAN WRITING I NOT REQD
• 17022 LUBRICATING OIL INSTRLI&tENT OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA MSDS
- 16940 LUBRICATING OIL KS-7470 GENERAL MACHINE PR NO DATE
11813 LUBRICATING OIL 5J-27 78-8051-5484-2 / DS-037 3M 09/01/92
e 07460 LUBRICATING OIL VV°L-800C DLA-400-86-C-2073 BULK CHEM. DISTRIB DLA MSDS
@ 16978 LUBRICATING OIL WATCH(NFGR:UC ENTERPR..WRONG FSCM) EXPANDED RUBBER & DLA MSDS
• 11931 LUBRICATING OIL, OT13N MOBIL OIL CORP. DLA MSDS
• 03299 LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE, MIL-L-2104 BATTENFELD AMERICAN?? BATTENFIELD GREASE DLA MSOS
• 17365 LUBRICATING OIL, GEA AMOCO OIL COMPANY DLA MSOS
P 17364 LUBRICATING OIL. GEA CITIES SERVICE CO DLA NSDS
• 14479 LUBRICATING OIL, GEN AMERICAN OIL AND S DLA NSDS
• 17330 LUBRICATING OIL. GEN PENNZOIL COMPANY DLA NSDS
• 14616 LUBRICATING OIL, GEN. PURPOSE, KLEERITE AMERICAN WRITING I DLA MSDS
• 06437 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE W-L-800 BULK CHEM. DISTRIB DLA NSOS
• 04622 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE, 2135-TH MIL-H-17672C IMPERIAL OIL OLA MSDS
• 17331 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL. ROYCO 308 VV-L-800 ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA NSDS
- 15443 LUBRICATING OIL GRADE 10 DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
• 17340 LUBRICATING OIL HYD EXXON CORPORATION DLA NSDS
• 17339 LUBRICATING OIL HYD TEXACO DLA MSDS
• 17338 LUBRICATING OIL HYD TEXACO DLA MSD$
• 07151 LUBRICATING OIL MOLYBDENUM PROCESS RESEARCH P OLA MSDS
• 17359 LUBRICATING OIL, REF SUN REFINING & MAR DLA MSDS
p 17361 LUBRICATING OIL. STE MOBIL CHEMICAL CO DLA MSOS
04607 LUBRICATING OIL, TWO-CYCLE ENGINE TC-W-Sll09 CSD. INC. 09/29/86
• 17334 LUBRICATING OIL. VAC SARGENT-WELCH SCIE DLA M$DS
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0" = OLA HNIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 140
• 16984 LUBRICATING OIL,GEN.PURPOSE,KLEERITE MIL-L-7870A / 0-142 AMERICAN WRITING I DLA MSDS
21155 LUBRICATING PASTE AMP P/N 608113-1 RXS SCHRUMPFTECHNI 01/30/91
16948 LUBRICATION KIT - PD-9100-1 SEE MSOS FOR COMPONENT _ FOR INDIVIDUAL PA GTE COMMUNICATION 11/26/85
18138 LUBRIKO GREASE LUBRICATING CREASE MASTER LUBRICANTS NO DATE
- 22679 LUEJITKO LC#2 GREASE MASTER LUBRICANTS 05/00/94
04271 LIJBRIKO M-21 GREASE MASTER LUBRICANTS 05/00/94
22677 LUBRIKO M-24 GREASE MASTER LUBRICANTS 06/00/94
16019 LUBRIKO M-6 MASTER LUBRICANTS NO DATE
- 22678 LUBRIKO 730-A MOLY SPRAY DRY FILM LUBRICANT MASTER LUBRICANTS 06/00/94
• 16923 LUBRIPLATE FISKE BROTHERS REF DLA MSDS
• 16988 LUBRIPLATE FISKE BROTHERS REF DLA MSDS
12399 LUBRIPLATE CHAIN & CABLE FLUID (AEROSOL) FISKE BROTHERS REF 12/00/92
18961 LUBRIPLATE HO-O FISKE BROTHERS REF 07/14/81
- 22392 LUBRIPLATE NO.O, NO.2, NO.3, NO.-V, NO.4, NO.8 FISKE BROTHERS REF 01/01/94
02177 LUBRIPLATE NO.1200-2/NO.1242/1240 LITHIUM SERIES FISKEBROTHERS REF 01/00/92
04620 LUBRIPLATE SOOIUM SERIES #70,NO,7OT,BALL BEARING,BRICK GREASE FISKE BROTHERS REF 05/00/86
11126 LUBRIPLATE SUPER FML SERIES SUPER FML-2, FML-t, FML-O FI_xKE BROTHERS REF 05/00/89
17793 LUBRIPLATE 100 SERIES N0.100, N0.105, N0.107. N0.110, N0.115 FZSKE BROTHERS REF 01/00/92
04619 LUBRIPLATE 130 SERIES NO.130-A, NO.130-AA, NO.130-AAA FISKE BROTHERS REF 01/00/92
02346 LUBRIPLATE 630 SERIES. LUBRICATING GREASE 630-AA/630-2 FISKE BROTHERS REF 05/00/86
05038 LUBRIPLATE 930 SERIES 930-A, 930-2, 930-AA, 930-AAA FISKE BROTHERS REF 01/00/92
19052 LUBROL 79, SS-89, SPEEDBIT COOLANT METAL LUBRICANTS C 05/20/90
08376 LUDOX COLLOIDAL SILICA DU_345 / M80 1t5-0tl DU PONT, E.I., DE 03/01/90
08371 LUDOX COLLOIDAL SILICA, COMPONENT 'A' MBO 120-119 ROCKWELL INTERNATI NO DATE
01583 LUMINOL 903606 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/16/75
14344 LUNG DIFFUSION TEST MIXTURES AG 05249 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
03155 LUNG DIFFUSION TEST MIXTURES (CONT.CO) (AG05249) MSDS 1S FROM LIQUID AIR CORP(QV), NOT AIR LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
21999 LUPERSOL DON-9 129 ELF ATQCHEM NORTH 10/26/92
- 08715 LUPERSDL DOM-9 LUCIDDL/DIV.PENNWA 1t/19/81
13155 LUPERSOL DDM-9 RED 118 ELF ATOCHEM NORTH 05/09/90
21604 LUSTRELESS LACQUER MIL-L-11195D / YELLOW 33538, AEROSOL PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 01/08/86
• 14805 LU150/55 GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSDS
• 07107 LW-B, LIQUID GLUE, AOHESIVE MMM-A-iO0 COOPER, PETER, COR DLA MSDS
22510 LYMPHOPREP TUBE I01-9817 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REQD
07113 LYSE $III DIFF LYTIC REAGENT (500 ML) 0199331 / 8546757 / 8546983 COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 05/24/94
11153 LYSING 8 HEMOGLOBIN REAGENT G351-OO SMITHKLINE DIAGNOS 10/14/87
18533 LYSOL BRAND CLING THICK LIQUID TOILET BOWL CLEANER FRESH & PINE LEHN & FINK PRODUC 08/09/90
18534 LYSOL BRAND FOAMING DISINFECTANT BASIN TUB & TILE CLEANER LEHN & FINK PRODUC 04/09/91
22432 LVSOZYNE GRADE I FROM CHICKEN EGG WHITE L6876 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
06792 L319 SUNRISE REFRIGERATION OIL SUN REFINING & MAR NO DATE
08699 L3203-6 REFSET CEMENT SOLIDS RM ENGINEERED PROD 02/25/87
14708 M & M METRICOLOR INKS VARIOUS NO'S BY COLOR / COLORED OXIDIZING AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14144 M ENDO BROTH MF 0749 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/OO/90
22095 M FC BROTH BASE & PRESENCE ABSCENCE BROTH DIFCO LABORATORIES NOT REQD
- 14843 M RUST PREVENTIVE NARGOLIS, A. & SON t0/03/92
- 12903 M.C. POLYURETItANE TT-C-542 TY.II CL.A CRAWFORO LABORATOR 10/17/88
03643 M.C.R.-43, EPOXY CLEAR 431tA CLEAR EPOXY PT.A/4311B CLEAR CONVERT PORTER PAINT COo 08/tl/86
03741 M-BOND AE RESIN MEASUREMENTS GROUP 04/20/92
08382 M-BOND CURING AGENT - TYPE 10 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 04/13/92
08721 M-BOND CURING AGENT - TYPE 15 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 04/16/92
02529 M-BOND CIJRING AGENT FOR 600/610 ADHESIVES ! NEASUREMENTS GROUP 01/04/90
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / _*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 141
TSR$ TRADENAME _ _ COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
I0 DATE
(BACON INDUSTRIES ACTIVATOR BA-66B) MEASUREMENTS GROUP 07/23/91
- 19099 BACON INOUSTRIES TWENTY/TWENTY MEASUREMENTS GROUP 08/06/91
- 19098 EPOXYLITE # 8121 PART A/PART B MEASUREMENTS GROUP 04/29/92
06684 LOCTITE SUPERBONDER 496 INSTANT AOHESIVE MEASUREMENTS GROUP 08/1t/92
06681 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 05/29/91
08485 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 06/24/91
02528 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 05/30/91
08720 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 07/23/91
08587 HUMISEAL 1A27 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 09/25/92
08405 (B.F.GOOORICH: A-178-B) MEASUREMENTS GROUP 07/15/93
19103 SEE ALSO: MSD5 FOR 3140 RTV (DOW CORNING) MEASUREMENTS GROUP 08/07/92
08181 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 06/17/91
08407 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 07/18/86
19101 SEE ALSO: MSDS FOR AQUA SEAL (KEARNEY CO.) MEASUREMENTS GROUP 06/20/91
08486 PT.A,RESIN/PT.B,CURE MEASUREMENTS _ROUP 06/24/85
08403 (PRC PR-1422 B-1/2, PART A) MEASUREMENTS GROUP 05/25/93
08401 (PRC PR-1422 B-t/4 & B-1/2, PART B) MEASUREMENTS GROUP 04/0G/93
19102 (PRC PR-1201 Q) / OBSOLETE, NO LONGER USED MEASUREMENTS GROUP 07/23/91
08383 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 12/10/86
21882 (DOW CORNING 1201RTV PRIME COAT) MEASUREMENTS GROUP 03/01/93
20174 570 MARATHON INOUSTRIE 10/16/90
09299 M-P-A 1075 32039 / ANTISETTLING AGENT/RHEOLOGICAL ADD RHEOX, INC. 02/25/92
08752 M-PHENYLENEDIAMINE MPDA DU PONT, E.I., DE 12/06/77
15134 M-PHOSPHORIC ACID A-280 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/14/93
03742 M-PREP CONDITIONER A MEASUREMENTS GROUP 07/30/91
08591 M-PREP NEUTRALIZER 5 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 01/05/90
22753 M-PYROL GAF CORPORATION 09/00/90
10492 M-TOLUIDINE 108-9218,9242,9259,9275,9333,9366 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/05/86
18017 M-TONER t0 M95-0221-000 / TONER POWDER FOR NP580/NP58 CANON, INC. 12/00/91
08139 M-203 HALOGENATED SOLVENT BLEND FINE ORGANICS CORP 05/08/89
11634 M-50 1,1,1TRICHLOROETHANE FINE ORGANICS CORP 07/02/90
12244 M/M FIX ALL 5844 / SOLVENT-BASED ADHESIVE NATIONAL CHEMSEARC 01/29/91
11064 MA-18 MURIATIC ACID 32% 483-1149, 4L-80-1 SOUTHERN COATINGS. 02/27/89
- 09111 MAC DRAW 309 WATER EXTENOIBLE SOAP UITCO CORPORATION 07/12/93
10727 MAC'S CAR WASH 2600 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/22/88
18717 MAC'S CARBURETOR CLEANER ASHLAND OIL, INC. 02/23/92
18714 MAC'S DIESEL ANTI-GEL FUEL CONDITIONER ASHLAND OIL, INC. 07/27/88
03107 MACCO PV-20, MMF303 FLOORING/CARPET ADHESIVE MACCO ADHESIVES 06/25/90
13980 MACCO WATER BASED CB-tO MA 322 MACCO AOHESIVES 0t/22/92
- 15500 NACCOIMKEY 2 AGAR UNITEO SCIENTIFIC 09/19/85
18392 MACERASE PECTINASE, RHIZOPUS SP. 441201 CAI-BIDCHEM CORP. 07/00/89
14639 MACHINE POLISHING COMPOUND SILICONE EMULSION COMPOUND AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
20163 MACHINE TOOL CLEANER PROOUCT USE DILUTION 4-8% HOUGHTON, E.F., & 02/16/93
04543 MACROPLAST 8202, RESIN &HAROENER RESIN NSDS REV. 3/81 HENKEL CORPORATION 11/00/80
04072 MAOEWELL 927 PENETRATING EPOXY PRIMER SEALER,A & 8 SPECIAL BUY / A:10t301007.97050.B:5523t700 MADEWELL PRODUCTS 04/10/89
19408 MAGENTA GA-7-3 VESSEL V8380 SIGiltt CHEMICAL COW 06/10/93
19401 MAGENTA GAT/GA?-3 VESSEL COVER C0542 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
12268 MAGIC FOAM CARPET CLEANER AMWAY 01/06/84
16191 MAGIC MENDER FOR STEEL #$75 MAGIC AMERICAN CHE NO DATE
18580 MAGIC MINIPREPS DNA PURIFICATION SYSTEM A7100:A711,A713.AT15,A721,A712_A714 PROMEGA CORPORATIO 045/11/92
18625 MAGIC SKIN CLEANER 23616T SIRCHIE FINGER PRI 12/14/88
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S _/0 '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HMIS MSDS
19100 M-BOND CURING AGENT IOA
M-BOND GA-2 RESIN







M-COAT B (8. F. GOOORICH ADHESIVE SYSTEM A-178-B)
M-COAT C RTV SILICONE RUBBER
M-COAT D
M-COAT F (AOUA SEAL - KEARNE4Y COMPANY)
M-COAT FBT
M-COAT G RESIN/CURING AGENT, KIT
M-COAT d " CURING AGENT
M-COAT d RESIN
M-COAT _JL RESIN/CURING AGENT
M-LINE RSK-1 ROSIN SOLVENT
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TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MAGIC SOCK AL/METAL SILICATES IN POLYPRDPYLENE SLEEVE ANDESITE OF CALIFO 08/12/87
MAGMA-GLASS 7750A,7751A,7752A.7753A;7746B CONVERTER FO COURTAULDS COATING 05/08/91
MAGMA-SEE TAPE DEVELOPER
MAGNJtl_DND 6352, A & B
NAGNAFLUX PREPARED BATH
MAGNAGLO MAGNETIC PARTICLE 14A
NAGNAGLO PREPARED BATH 14AM
MAGNESIUM







MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE ANHYDROUS. 98%
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE HEXAHYDR_TE
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE "HEXAHYDRATE
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE, ACS REAGENT
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE 98%
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE, ANHYDROUS (DUS-TOP)
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE, HEXAHYORATE
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE, 6-HYDRATE, CRYSTAL





MAGNESIUM OXIDE & ALUMINUM OXIDE INSULATION PROD.
MAGNESIUM PERCHLORATE





MAGNESIUM SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE ACS REAGENT
MAGNESIUM SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE. 98+% A.C.S. REAGEN
MAGNESIUM SULFATE SOLUTION 2.25%
MAGNESIUM SULFATE, ANHYDROUS (FROM J.T. BAKER)
MAGNESIUM 1.000 I_J-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML
MAGNESIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% MG IN DILUTE HN03
MAGNETIC DRY IMAGER/4045 DRY INK/XPIO/XPIOE TONER
MAGNETIC INSPECTION POWDER YP-IOA
MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER
NAGNOBOtK) 6388-3. A & B
MAGNDLIA 6398 A & B
MAGNOLIA TYPE I. II. III




P. 2 MISSING FROM 6/8/S)3 REV.
0.1% MG IN 2% HN03












ALSO ASBESTOS C3/HAZCAT KIT
M460-500
GOULD: HUMIDITY CONTROL SALTS 56-4840-00
M8636
N-46

















































































































MAGNUS 51-IX, 913384 ECOLAB INC. 02/04/83
.--. .......................................................................... ..._,.:,._ .............................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29"393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA I.INIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 143
TSRS TRJU)ENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
19716 MAINTENANCE CLEANER 9 ZFG 8205 HUBBARD-HALL INC. 09/26/89
09359 MAINTENANCE FLUID O16-O838-OO TEKTRONIX. INC. 05/27/88
07274 NAdESTIC YELLOW GLOSS VINYL INK GV-139 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
05004 MAJOR ACCENT COLORS:YELLOW,PINK,LAVENDER, TURQUOISE BLUE,FLUOR.YELLOW/ORANGE/GREEN,R SANFORD CORP 06/30/92
18286 MALACHITE GREEN OXALATE, CERTIFIED M9015 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 06/10/93
03119 MALATHION ULV CONCENTRATE INSECTICIDE AMERICAN CYANAMID 11/20/89
04805 MALATHION 50% WDP (WHO SPECIFICATIONS) SOUTHERN MILL CREE 07/20/84
03132 MALATHION 57% PREMIUM GRADE INSECTIDE SOUTHERN MILL CREE 07/19/84
06707 WALEIC ACID REPURIFIED N0375 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/20/88
19921 MALLCOSOR8 MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
01556 MALONIC ACID SODIUM M1875 SIGNA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
06077 MAN-852-5 AND MAN-852-55 HONING OIL SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
06064 MAN-863 HONING 0IL T SUNNEN PRODUCTS C0 O8/15/87
07854 MANGANESE CHLORIDE M87-5OO FISHER SCIENTIFIC O3/15/89
18282 MANGANESE CHLORIDE TETRAHYDRATE N3634 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM O6/10/93
05901 NANK;ANESE REFERENCE SOLUTION 1000 PPM, SO-M-B1 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/21/91
05966 MANGANESE SULFATE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
00017 MANGANESE SULFATE M7634 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/14/86
04687 MANGANESE SULFATE CELL CULTURE TESTED Ml144 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
18281 MANGANESE SULFATE MONOHYDRATE ACS REAGENT M6528 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
11522 MANGANESE SULFATE SOLUTION SO-M-2O FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/06/90
21961 MANGANESE 1,000 NU-G/ML; 10,000 NU_G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANOARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
1018_ NANGANESE(II) CHLORIDE TETRAHYDRATE,98÷% A.C.S.REA 22127-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/21/89
11380 MANGANESE(II) CHLORIDE, 99+% 24458-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C O4/17/90
22489 MANGANESE(II) SULFATE MONOHYDRATE,98+%,ACS REAGENT 22128-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
08395 MANGANESE, 0.1 & 1.0% MN IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
11720 MANGANOUS OXIDE CHEMETALS INC. 01/00/85
11585 NANGANOUS OXIDE REDUCED ORE GRADES AGRONEX 02/00/88
05902 MANGANGUS SULFATE MONOPWDRATE M-113, M-118, AND ACC13655 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/05/90
11087 MANNITOL MALLINCKRODT 08/01/85
11555 MANORESH (MR-50) INSTRUMENT CLEANING DETERGENT, SURFACTANT TOA MEDICAL ELECTR 02/15/90
13081 MANTCONEC (IGNITOR CORD CONNECTOR) EXPLO/ SA 08/00/86
14192 MANTELEC. INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRIC DETONATOR EXPLO/ SA 05/00/86
12907 MANTESPO, PLAIN CAP EXPLO/ SA 05/00/86
22538 MANUAL OF BBL PRODUCTS & LABORATORY PROCEDURES VARIOUS PRODUCTS LISTED BECTON-DICKINSON NOT REQD
18824 MANVER - HARDNESS INDICATOR 142 HACH COMPANY 08/27/92
18826 MANVER - HARDNESS INDICATOR 425 HACH COMPANY 02/02/93
01717 MANVER 2 851 HACH COMPANY 07/14/86
18876 MMWNILLE FIBER GLASS INSULATION SPIN GLAS:MICROLITE;PERWACOTE LINACOUSTIC: MANVILLE 12/15/92
21993 MANVILLE MICROPOROUS SPECIALTY INSULATION FLEXIBLE/FACED FLEX MIN-K;MIN-K SHEETS/NOL SCHULLER INTERNATI 01/01/93
19267 I¢_PP-METHYL ACETYLENE PROPADIENE STABILIZED CB-IO00 TURNER INDUSTRIES, 02/01/93
18203 MARBLE CHIPS P547 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
19843 MARCO S-1141 DYE INK/BLACK/BLUE/RED/BROWN/PURPLE/ GREEN MARKING DEVICE MFG 01/26/93
05097 MARCO S-1141 PIGMENT INK-WHITE,ORANGE.YELLOW,SILVR MARKING DEVICE MFG 01/26/93
19844 MARCO S-tt41 THINNER MARKING DEVICE MFG 01/26/93
04736 MARINE RESIN #550,551,552,553,554 FIBRE GLASS-EVERCO 08/08/88
18994 MARINE-TEX ADHESIVE FILLER (DETA-HP) TRAVACO LABORATORI 01/01/92
18995 MARINE-TEX CATALYST (DETA-HP) TRAVACO LABORATORI 01/01/92
22227 MARINE=CLEAN POR-15. INC NO DATE
17681 MARK & CODE YELLOW (M-4) 8711 DYKEM COMPANY 03/08/92
13857 MARK-81, PART A&8 MIL-C-227500 POLY-CARB, INC. tl/25/88
............................................................................................................................
.sos-s-.,. EO"-'= s08., ,sc FORM29-393TOORG.CONTACT/ .SOS'S,/O '-" VERIFIEDAVAILABLEVIA.SOSYSTEM/ "," - OL,"IS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 144
TSRS TRADENAME C_ENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
10 OATE
...................................................................................................................................
18375 MARKER BOARD CLEANER WCI*I BARR, W. N., CO. 09/17/91
08249 MARKER BOARD CLEANER #202 #920-090 CHEMICAL PACKAGING 10/12/87
14151 MARKER BOARD CLEANER #404 #550 CHEMECAL PACKAGING 12/15/88
14150 MARKER BOARD REOUVENATOR #551 CHEMICAL PACKAGING 12/15/88
18S94 MARKER TYPE 30 SA_RKER: TYPE 30 FOR FAX 3000L RICOHCORPORATION 04/11/90
19932 MARKING PAINTS (AEROSOL) SEE MSDS FOR PRODUCT #'S SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/08/92
05533 MARS PEN CLEANER 746 00 / 746 25 STAEOTLER MARS GI_ 02/03/86
• 16697 MARSH K-TYPE SPRAY STENCIL INK RED MARSH COMPANY DLA MSDS
16699 HARSH SPRAY MARKOVER TAN & WHITE MARSH COMPANY 05/30/86
04490 MARSH SPRAY STENCIL INK BLACK, RED, WHITE, BLUE. & SILVER MARSH C_ANY 01/22/87
- 07529 MARSItALL SPRAY ABLATIVE MSA-2(SRB AFT SKIRT MAT'L) SEE MSDS'S: WARSHALL SPACE FLI 10/10/85
- 08655 MARSHALL SPRAY ABLATIVE MTA-2, INSULATION SEE TSRS CODES: SO0823,GO8653,U08654,S0875 MARSHALL SPACE FLI 07/13/88
05592 MARTYTE ABLATIVE COMPOUND 1192.0 - COMPONENT A COMPOSITION CHANGE SINCE 1983 UNITED TECHNOLOGIE 12/11/87
05593 MARTYTE ABLATIVE COMPOUNO 1192.1 - COMPONENT 8 UNITED TECHNDLOGIE 12/11/87
05594 NARTYTE ABLATIVE CONPOU_ 1192.2 - COMPONENT C UNITED TECItNOLOGIE 12/21/87
18523 MARVEL AIR TOOL OIL MARVEL OIL CO. NO DATE
10251 MARVEL LUBRICATING OIL FUEL AND OIL ADDITIVE, 005 MARVEL OIL CO. DLA MSDS
02718 MARVEL MYSTERY OIL FUEL AND OIL ADDITIVE/LUBRICANT MARVEL OIL CO. 02/16/93
21791 MASONARY CEMENT TYPES N, M AND S LAFARGE CORPORATIO 08/01/91
13367 MASONRY CONDITIONER A5V2-CLEAR SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 08/01/90
13510 MASSEY-FERGUSON FmJLTI-PURPOSE PERMATRAN III ANOCO OIL COMPANY 07/24/89
06722 MASTER GASKET TM PRIMER (PART NO. #00204)/00203 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/01/87
11400 NASTIK 300 TYPE II OAMO. INC. 01/02/90
11399 MASTIK 500 TYPE I & II JAMO, INC. 01/02/90
20557 MASI02 (FORMERLY MAl12) MMM-A-5540B / NEOPRENE SOLVENTBORNE ADHESI TACC INTERNATIONAL 04/00/93
08722 MATRIMID 5218. SOLUBLE THERMOPLASTIC POLYIMIDE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 11/08/85
19067 WATT ETCH NALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
08348 MATTE - BACK POLYESTER FILM, CLEAR POLYESTER FILM 4511-C,4522~C(MANY 4XXX-X & 5XXX-X PN#'S S XEROX 12/09/86
08726 MATTE BLACK GF SPRAY BLACK COATING AKZO COATINGS INC. 10/11/84
10968 MAXFORCE PHARAOH ANT KILLER EPA REGISTRATION NO. 1730-72 AMERICAN CYANAMID 08/19/88
02310 MAXFORCE ROACH CONTROL SYSTEM (VW&R CODE P4854) AMERICAN CYANAMID 08/19/88
20558 MA412 MMM-A-121 / NEOPRENE RUBBER/PHENOLIC RESIN TACC INTERNATIONAL 04/00/93
21788 MB-IOA SEALANT TAPE DOUBLE BEAD & PRE-CUT BEVELLED (FOR CONST GULF SEAL SPECIALT 07/18/90
06(06 MB-30 HONING OIL/VGS-20657 SEAT CUTTING OIL SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
04110 NB-429, HYDROCARBON RESIN SOLUTION ASTM C 309 MASTER BUILDERS, I 10/23/86
20394 MBC 215 COOLING WATER MICROBIOCIDE AOUATREAT, INC. NO DATE
21182 MCC-111 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE MICRO CARE CORPORA 07/01/91
14434 MCLUBE 1700 MCGEE INDUSTRIES, 01/00/92
14553 MCLUBE 1700 AEROSOL MCGEE INDUSTRIES, 01/00/92
08723 NCLUBE 1775 FLUOROCARBON POLYMER/RESIN BINDER MCGEE INOUSTRIES, NO DATE
04122 MCR-43 HIGH BUILD, EPOXY-POLYAMIDE OFF-WHITE/ 4361A,454BA,4549A,4550A,4361B C PORTER PAINT CO. 08/11/86
14138 MCR-43, RED PRIMER 4300A PRIMER RED, 4300(8 PRIMER CONVERTER, COURTAULDS COATING 06/09/89
13288 MCR-43, RED PRIMER EPOXY POLYAMIDE 43C)0A PRIMER PART A. 43008 CONVERTER PART PORTER PAINT CO. 08/11/86
- 04159 NO-4384 CATHA COAT 304 GREEN LIQUID 304L0250 DEVDE COATINGS COM 10/19/90
17717 ME-56 (1!-532) PASTE, MOLYBDENUM POLYSULFIDE E/M CORPORATION 05/t0/91
02540 MECHANICS TltREAD LOOSENER/AEROSOL PENETRATING OIL WttITMORE MANUFACTU 1t/18/85
07273 MEDIUM CttROME YELLOW GLOSS VINYL INK GV-134 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
02432 MEDIUM DRY GREEN INK 900/ESTERLINE ANGUS ESTERLINE ANGUS 06/16/91
02639 MEDIUM DRY REDINK INSTRUMENT INK 0899 ESTERLINE ANGUS 11/11/85
07324 MEDIUM GREEN SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-144 NAZDAR COMPANY tl/13/84
07318 MEDIUM ORANGE SYNTHETIC GLOSS EI_kMEL 5g-t24 ........... NAZOAR COMPANY 11/13/84
NSDS'S ItIRKED "-': St_tT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/Q '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" - DLA FINIS MSDS
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 145
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER I_aDS
XD DATE
MEDIUM 199 91X). LIQUID 11150 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES. NOT REQD
MEGUIAR'S MIRROR GLAZE. MGH-IO
MEK HARDENER
NELIBIOSE. CARB-14 CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4
WtEM (EAGLE). EBSS WITH NEAA lK)643
MEN ALPHA MEDIUM 11900
MEN NON-ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS SOLUTION 10 MM(100X) 320-1140 / LIQUID
MENTOR 28 355000 - 03200
MERCER VINYL RUBBER AND STAIR TREAD ADHESIVE







MERCURIC NITRATE 0.2256 ÷/- 0.0010 N























































































VAPOR LAMP H44 J-lO0
VAPOR LAMPS H39KB-175 & H33CD-400
x (HG X)
MERCURY 1,000 MU-G/ML; IO,000 MU-G/NL
MERCURY(IC) CHLORIDE
MERCURY-IN-GLASS THERMOMETER
MERCURY, 0.1 & 1.O% HG IN DILUTE HNO3













PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED
PER MFGR: WSDS NOT REQUIRED
PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED
PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REOUIREO
PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED



































































































O4/20/90MES FREE ACID M8250




















































GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 146
TSRS TRAOENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MET-KOOL AEROSOL 5035 NATIONAL CHEMSEARC 11/11/87
MET-L-X DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHING AGENT FIRE SUPPRESSANT FOR MAGNESIUM, BATTERIES ANSUL COMPANY 06/01/89
NETAB TABLETS M-293 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/28/92
METAC&ULK 525 METALINES INC. 09/23/88
METACAULK 699 NETALINES INC. 04/01/90
METACAULK 835 HIGH MODULUS SILICONE SEALANTS METALINES INC. 02/07/89
METACAULK 835 FIRE STOPPING SEALANT RECTORSEAL 12/06/91
METACAULK 880 METALINES INC. 12/23/88
METACAULK 950 & 910 METALINES INC. 01/02/90
METACAULK 990 METALINES INC. 05/18/88
METAFLEX, CERAMIC BLANKET FIRE BARRIER METALINES INC. 09/18/87
METAL CLEANER AMWAY 01/06/84
METAL CLEANER WITH SILICONE FINISH QUALITY PRODUCTS NO DATE
METAL CONDITIONER BLH ELECTRONICS NO DATE
METAL CONOITIONER MICRO ENGINEERING 06/24/87
METAL ETCH PRIMER CATALYST, FAST THINNER 321-50 / ACID CATALYST O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 08/00/89
METAL HALIDE LAMP:MH175/4oMH250/U,MH400/U,MH1000/U PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C 01/11/90
METAL LUSTER 14302 / 5081D HOLCOMB, J.I.,MFG 10/09/92
METAL PLATE STARTER 83-4-105793 / METAL PLATE CLEANER AND PRET AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
METAL POLISH A-A-105 / Gs-ogF-43750/LIQUID FOR BRASS PRODUCTION CHEMICA 05/12/86
METAL PRETREATING COATING COMPOUND (MIL-C-8514C) SEAGUARD DLA MSDS
METAL PRIMER PRI-POXO 3-C, PART A/B AMERICAN SAFETY TE 10/29/86
METAL STENCIL INK/BLACK GARVEY PRODUCTS NO DATE
METAL TREAT CONCENTRATE GMTlS BARR, W. M., CO. 07/20/92
METAL TREAT CONCENTRATE MT-15/401 METAL CONDITIONER KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W. 06/28/89
METAL-READY RUST REMOVER & PREPRIMER POR-15, INC. 09/13/91
NETALASTIC II ENAMEL/SILICONE ALKYD ENAMEL/DTM ALK BS3/B54/BSS/B56/ INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL BS4 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 05/01/92
METALATEX, SEMI-GLOSS COATING ENAMEL NON-LEAD COLORS/B42-B3,46,TIO4/W100 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 05/01/92
METALENE LESTER LABORATORY 12/00/90
METALHIDE #1001 ZINC PRIMER LIQUID 97-673 (020290E) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
METALHIDE ONE-PAC ZINC 97-d (041790M) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
METALHIDE 1001-101 ZINC POWDER 97-K (OS2087H) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
METALLIC MERCURY T2035-1 PT.1 (THERMOMETER?) EVER READY THERMOW 06/20/86
METALLIC MERCURY MERCURY REFINING C 05/07/91
METALLIC MERCURY PRINCO INSTRUMENTS 05/09/86
METALLIC TOPCOATS 7710,7712,7713,7714,7715,7718 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 08/20/93
METALPHOTO POLISH 7050 HORIZONS INC. 07/23/86
METALPREP 79 DDX579 AMCHEM PRODUCTS, I 07/29/86
METALS BOTTLE (1 ML HN03 / MFGR: d.T.BAKER) POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 03/00/84
METALS POTABLEWATR LABORATORY STANOARD ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 09/01/86
METALS TEST KIT KIT CONTAINS 13 SOLUTIONS FOR VARIOUS META KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
METALS/METAL ALLOYS, 6061-T6 TYPE 2 PLAIN END MIL-P-25995/HAZARDOUS DURING WELDING,GRIND AIRPORT METALS 01/07/86
METALS, SPECIAL PURPOSE, COLD ROLLED CORR. RESIST. ULBRICH STAINLESS NO DATE













STANDARD FUSEE COR 05/01/90
METCO/50-232 / THERMAL SPRAY PROCESS METAL
PARAFFIN WAX
FUSED ALUMINUM OXIDE GRIT
CLEAR LACQUER, PHENOLIC
ACRYLIC SILICONE, SILICON ALUMINUM
MARINE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE
TM131 TRANSMATE PRODUCTS 02/04/92
I_S'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO GRG.GQNTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA IF_I)S SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HNIS MSDS
( ( (
( ( !
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 147
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
I0 OATE
...................................................................................................................................
18012 METALLIC STEEL PARTICLES CHESAPEAKE SPECIAL 04/00/91
06971 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 02/00/91
14345 AG 05250 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
18971 LIQUID CARBONIC 04/00/86
11419 M7011 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
15615 MATHESON GAS PRODU NO DATE
15613 MATHESON GAS PRODU NO DATE
15633 DOT-39 NRC 280 SCOTT AVIATION/DIV O7/O1/80
03069 MAT14160 MATHESON GAS PRODU (36/25/90
15587 MDDEL 60-641CYLI'NDER FOR GAS TEST KIT/MET ENERGETIC SCIENCE NO DATE
11736 PROPYLENE, N-BUTANE IN NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
01558 M0880 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
08239 CARBINOL, METHYL ALCOHOL AMERICAN BURDICK & 01/00/85
04236 9074,9090,5536,9076.9049,9069,9070,9073,52 BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 01/25/94
08164 WATER MIX EAST FALLS CHEMICA O8/30/85
12816 MLA CALIBRATION KITS# 9080-9083.9086 & 908 EM SCIENCE 10/27/87
05755 A454.A452.A936,A408.A947.A935oBPtIOS.A412. FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/15/94
08169 HOECHST CELANESE C 12/31/88
04455 LOS ANGELES CHEMIC 06/22/73
18615 65550 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/CK_/92
18671 PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495010 SUPELCO. INC. 10/08/92
02460 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 01/19/79
15894 CHECK STOCK # VS. SPEC. BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 10/28/82
22516 Z6760;MSDS VALID 2/94 - 4/94 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/01/94
11648 5(X_-DOO1,500-(X)02.5CO-00C_ BID-RAD LABORATORI 03/31/93
14016 M1770 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/02/88
22(369 3546010 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/22/88
13112 CATLG. #153-6159, 153-6160, 153-6166 BIO-RAD LABORATORI 03/31/93
- 01635 BAKER, d.T. CHEMIC 10/15/85
@ 04556 PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO DLA MSDS
15499 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/85
12180 NEG-OO9A OU PONT, E.I., DE NOT REOD
19986 ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 735194.00 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
11115 CELANESE CHEMICAL 01/00/83
19623 METHYL ALCDHOL HENES MFG 05/29/91
06028 METHYL ALCOHOL MALLINCKRODT 05/11/92
05732 METHYL ALCOHOL REAGENT CODE 6319 MODEL AWL / CODE 6662/TEST KIT. ALGAE LAMOTTE CHEMICAL P 01/22/85
18285 METHYL BLUE, CERTIFIED M5528 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
14346 METHYL BROMIDE AG 05251 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
13190 mETHYL BROMIDE KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. F46 CHEN SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
01476 METHYL CELLULOSE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
06972 METHYL CHLORIDE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE O6/OO/85
14347 METHYL CHLORIDE AG 05252 ALPHAGAZ 10/O1/85
p 04209 METHYL CHLOROFORM, INHIBITED AMERICAN WRITING I DLA MSDS
18949 METHYL ETHYL KETONE 3540000 ASHLAND OIL. INC. 11/10/93
00502 METHYL ETHYL KETONE 9214/9323/9211/5385/9319/0531 BAKER. d.T. CHEMIC 05/01/89
162(X) METHYL ETHYL KETONE 9219-2 BAKER. d.T. CHEMIC 03/01/84
00497 METHYL ETHYL KETONE EXXON NO. 92050000 EXXON CORPORATION 06/14/88
00498 METHYL ETHYL KETONE M209 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/22/86
12820 METHYL ETHYL KETONE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
16201 METHYL ETHYL KETONE 31210 SHELL 06/15/93
...................................................................................................................................








METHANE/NATURAL GAS 2.5% IN AIR AT 250 PSI
METHANE, COMPRESSED GAS
METHANE, MARSH GAS, METHYL HYDRIDE
METHANE,ETHANE,ETHYLENE,ACETYLENE,PROPANE.PROPYNE,











METHANOL ABSOLUTE PHOTREX 3-9059
METHANOL ACS
METHANOL PROTEIN ASSAY KITS I.II
METHANOL PROTEIN SEQUENCING GRADE
METHANOL REAG ACS 360# DRUM
METHANOL(AFFI-GEL PROTEIN A NAPS II KIT/REGEN.BUF)
METHANOL. ANHYDROUS 9074-I
METHANOL, GRADE A
METHICILLIN SENSI DISC, 30769 CART.
METHIONINE, L-35S, TRANSLATION GRADE
METHOTREXATE (MTHO) TEST PACKS / MRKTG185
METHYL ALCOHOL
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOE_
KSC TORIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM tTSRSI
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 148
TSRS TR&OENAME CQIm/IENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
02294 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
• 02413 METHYL ETHYL KETONE (MEK),TECHNICAL (DISTR:AMCO)
• 02413 METHYL ETHYL KETONE (MEK).TECHNICAL (MFGR:SHELL)
- 02271 METHYL ETHYL KETONE (55 GAL)
04576 METHYL ETHYL KETONE. REAGENT GRADE
0408? METHYL ETHYL KETONE, TECHNICAL
02674 METHYL ETHYL KETONE. TECHNICAL
00500 METHYL ETHYL KETONE.INDUSTRIAL GRD & URETHANE GRD
14348 METHYL FLUORIDE
18487 METHYL GREEN (C.1. 42585)
18284 METHYL GREEN. CERTIFIED
04417 METHYL IS0BUTYL KETONE
10504 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE
09334 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE
04417 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE
16094 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE/MIBK
04121 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE, TECHNICAL
14349 METHYL MERCAPTAN
01477 METHYL METHACRYLATE POLYMERIZED
14085 METHYL METHACRYLATE, 99%
O 15893 METHYL ORANGE
01562 METHYL ORANGE




08728 METHYL SULFOXIDE, 99.9%, HPLC GRADE
13907 METHYL SULFOXIDE, 99.9%° SPECTROPHOTONETRIC GRADE
11348 METHYL VIOLET CONGO










- 03167 NETHYLCARB 1.5 EC
13513 METHYLENE BLUE
04482 METHYLENE BLUE
13071 METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM































AWCO CHEMICAL CORP DLA MSDS
UNION 0IL CO. OF C O4/O1/85
ASHLAND 0IL, INC. NO DATE
CSD. INC. O9/17/86
HDECHST CELANESE C 12/31/92
ASHLAND 0IL. INC. 03/00/86
ALPHAGAZ 10/O1/85
ICN BIDWEDICALS IN 09/08/92
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW O6/10/93








ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/03/91
BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC OLA MSDS
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 02/24/86
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW O6/10/93
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/15/80
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/05/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/10/93
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/17/88
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/20/88
PASSAIC COLOR & CH O5/15/85
LABCHEM INC. O5/15/93
SIGMA CHEMICAL C0M O5/21/93
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL GARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT. MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC, 12/04/90
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. O-765 CHEW SERVICE INC. O3/22/91
M9652 SIGMA CHEMICAL C0M O6/14/90
WOODBURY CHEMICAL 06/20/84
A-766,M-235,M-291 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/26/91
PDLYSCIENCES, INC. 04/00/82
SIMPLER 26-26-6,52-26-6,130-26-6,390-26-6  MICROD INTERNATION O4/15/91
M9140 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW O6/10/93
AMERICAN BURDICK & O1/00/85
9324.9341,Q4OO,9330,5328.5531,9315,9329,92 BAKER. d.T, CHEMIC 10/14/85
BAXTER HEALTHCARE 07/00/89
KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. F44 CHEW SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
DETREX CHEMICAL IN 10/OO/90
D-150.-143.-142,-123.-35,o37,-37S,-37SK;AC FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
DICHLOROMETHANE PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 11/O1/85





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 149
- 16496 METHYLENE CHLORIDE TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 09/11/81
18150 METHYLENE CHLORIDE AEROSOL GRADE MSDS #M4773 OCCIDENTAL CHEMICA 11/20/90
02473 METHYLENE CHLORIDE INDUSTRIAL GRADE ASHLAND OIL. INC. 11/00/85
- 16197 METHYLENE CHLORIDE TECH CHEMCENTRAL CORPOR 01/27/82
00504 METHYLENE CHLORIDE URETHANE GRADE 55595 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 06/18/90
- 07343 METHYLENE CHLORIDE, TECH. MIL-O-6998C / OEGREASER / 55590 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/27/82
03581 METHYLENE CHLORIDE. TECHNICAL 55590 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 03/02/89
20582 METHYLENE CHLORIDE,TECHNICAL & DECAFFEINATION GRAD VULCAN MATERIALS/C 05/01/92
10257 METHYLENEDIANILINE GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/00/78
08725 METHYLENEDIANILINE (NDA) OLDI! MSDS ALLIED CHEMICAL CO NO DATE
11362 METHYLHYDRAZINE;MONDMETHYLHYDRAZINE;MMH OCCUPATIONAL HEALT 10/12/88
19527 METHYLTRIETHOXYSILANE/DYNASYLAN MTES M9050 / 479 HULS AMERICA INC. 12/29/88
11775 METOFANE (METHOXYFLURANE) INHALATION ANESTHETIC MSDS P.2 MISSING PITTMAN-MOORE. INC 07/03/86
18474 METRO-MIX GROWING MEDIUM COVERS ALL METRO-MIX BLENDS GRACE. W.R.. & CO. 07/08/92
14208 METRO-NIX GROWING MEDIUN.(UPJOHN ID# POCK)015-16-8) TERRA-LITE PROFESSIONAL SOIL MIX GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/22/90
12988 METRO-MIX TERRA-LITE AND PETERS POTTING SOILS SOILLESS GROWING MEDIA GRACE. W.R., & CO. 11/12/82
17695 MG HI THERM/MG SLIKSIL PF (FORMERLY MG 850) SILVER BRAZING FLUX MG INDUSTRIES-WELD 08/00/90
21157 MICHLIN MALATHION EC-5 MICHLIN DIAZO PROD 05/05/86
11198 MICRO BROM-FBS 033-BROMINE TABLETS AQUATREAT, INC. 01/01/91
07093 MICRO CARE MICRO CARE CHEMICA NO DATE
- 07061 MICRO CARE FLUX REMOVER MCC PFR MICRO CARE CHEMICA NO DATE
12071 MICRO DEVELOPER 318-24 SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 08/01/91
12070 MICRO FIXER t01-24 SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 08/01/91
02729 MICRO LIQUID LABORATORY CLEANER 860301 COLE-PARMER INSTRU 03/30/90
00065 MICRO LIQUID LABORATORY CLEANER MOST APPLICATIONS USE 2% MICRO IN SCLUTION INTERNATIONAL PROD 09/15/88
08731 MICRO LUBE 100 ALU-TECH 04/27/87
03151 MICRO 8790 SERIES COLE-PARMER INSTRU 04/17/86
11429 MICRO-FUEL CELL, CLASS A-5 & ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN SENSOR. CLASS R-19 TELEDYNE 08/08/91
20?38 MICRO-FUEL CELLS & SUPER CELLS. EXC.A-2C,A-3.A-5 & ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN SENSORS,EXC.R-19 TELEDYNE 08/08/91
06521 MICRO-LOK FIBER GLASS WOOL INSULATION MANVILLE 03/10/91
11438 MICRO-PURE ALKALI CLEAN ROOM PRODUCT U.N.X. CHEMICALS I 05/29/90
11435 MICRO-PURE BRIGHTENER (NON-CHLORINE DESTAIN CLEAN ROOM PRODUCT U.N._. CHEMICALS I 06/30/89
11436 MICRO-PURE DETERGENT, LIOUID LAUNORY DETERGENT CLEAN ROOM PRODUCT U.N.X. CHEMICALS I 05/29/90
17562 MICROCELL SENTINEL PRODUCTS 04/30/93
20813 MICRODUSTER TX104/TXIO4A/TX600/TX600E TEXWIPE 01t00/91
08729 MICRODUSTER (REFILL), ACCUDUSTER. TXlO4,TXIO4A,TX110,TX210,TX600 TEXWIPE 05/00/87
18530 MICRODUSTER OS: ACCUDUSTER II OS/OS JR./OS PLUS TX 2500,2501.2502.2503.2504,2505.2507.2508 TEXWIPE 11/00/92
04651 MICROFINISH CAT NO. 040-1 RALMIKE'S TOOL-A-R 04/30/86
02417 MICROIL PETROLEUM LUBRICANT(INSTRUMENT OIL) KANO LABORATORIES 03/21/86
19804 MICROLASER PRINTER TONER JX-95NT/TC TONER / 2559879-0001 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 03/24/92
07539 MICROLITE - FACED FIBER GLASS WOOL INSULATION MANVILLE 10/05/87
07139 MICROLITE - R SERIES FIBROUS GLASS INSULATION MANVILLE 07/30/90
- 11110 MICROMET CRYSTALS PRODUCTm 4243 VESTAL LABORATORIE NO DATE
07600 MICRONOX CYLINDERS 6/PK CAT. #22907 SUPELCD. INC. 10/21/88
20765 MICROPOSIT 1300-17 PHOTO RESIST SHIPLEY COMPANY, I 01/02/90
20766 MICROPOSIT 1300-23 PHOTO RESIST SHIPLEY COMPANY. I 01/05/90
20767 MICROPOSIT 1300-27 PHOTO RESIST SHIPLEY COMPANY, I 01/02/89
20768 MICROPOSIT 1300-31 PHOTO RESIST SHIPLEY COMPANY. I 01/02/90
20769 MICROPOSIT 1300-36 PHOTO RESIST SHIPLE_ COMPANY. ] 12/C_,90
11615 MIDGRADE UNLEADED 89 OCTANE 89 OCTANE UNLEADED GASOLINE, PETROL, MIDGR COASTAL CORPORATIO 04/30/90
17499 MIGHTY POWER PLUS FUEL INJECTOR CLEANER 50_214 PETRO CHEMICAL PRO 10/30_90
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM 'di' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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MIL-C-22750 CLEAR TYPE I
MIL-C-22750 CLEAR TYPE I
MIL-C-22750 TC CURING SOLN
NIL-C-22750 13538
MIL-C-22750 17925
MIL-C-22750C, INSIGNIA WHITE, EPOXY COATING
MIL-C-2275OD EPOXY




NIL-C-83286 & CAT NIL-C-83286. BLACK 17038






























MIL-C-83286. 37886 & CAT. MIL-C-83286. 37886
MIL-C-83286,15044 GLOSS BLUE
MIL-C-83286B & CAT. MIL-C-83286B 13655 LEAD FREE
MIL-C-832868 & CAT,MIL-C-832868. 31136 LEAD FREE
M|L-C-83286B & CAT,MIL-C-83286B,16940, TYPE I
MIL-C-83286B. 12197 LEAD FREE (RESIN & CATALYST)
MIL-C-8514C METAL PRETREATMENT COATING(COMP.A & B)
MIL-C-8514C RESIN (COMPONENTS A & B)
WIL-C-85285B & CAT. MIL-C-852858 16440 TYPE I
NIL-C-B52858 & CAT,MIL-C-852_SB, 17038, TYPE !
MIL-C-85285B. 11136, TYPE I
MIL-C-85285B, 17038. TYPE I




CORROSION REMOVING & METAL COMDITIONING CM





































































































































































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "/)" • DLA HMIS N_DS
GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE & ARTILLERY BATTENFIELD GREASE DLA MSO5
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 151
TSRS TRADENAME C(:_INENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
@ 13154 MIL-G-10924C. GREASE KELLOGG, E.H., CO. DLA MSDS
18982 MIL-G-18709A NONFLUID OIL CORPO 03/17/92
06043 MIL-H-56_E, AWL, HYDRAULIC FLUID / A0600 TECHNOLUBE: H-515 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID LUBRICATING SPECIA 02/03/87
13034 MIL-H-6_3E(I) #H-6013 A0701 / PETROLEUM PRODUCT TECHNOLUBE PRODUCT 10/23/90
04647 NIL-L-15019C, SYIIBOL 6135, BM54t23 COMPOUNOED MINERAL OIL,LUBRICATING OIL MAYCO OIL & CHEMIC 01/20/86
19880 MIL-L-19537C (13538 ORANGE YELLOW) KOP-COAT, INC. 03/00/93
10583 MIL-L-19537C AM 2 (17038 BLACK) TT-E-489 - 17038 / L1085C-66 / LMSC MSDS KOPPERS COMPANY, I 06/21/88
08210 MIL-L-2104D-30 (MOTOR OIL,LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE) MIL-L-2104D - 30 / PROD.CODE 60,505-30 BATTENFELD-AMERICA 08/00/89
16911 MIL-L-2105C GEAR OIL GRADE AM 1 DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
08116 NIL-L-21050 GR 85W140 LUBE OIL, GEAR MULTIPURPOSE CODE A0575 TECHNOLUBE PRODUCT 01/17/89
14146 MIL-L-21260C GRADE 10, LUBRICATING OIL DELTA PETROLEUM DLA MSDS
08633 MIL-L-21260C GRADE 50 AUTOMOTIVE MOTOR OIL DELTA PETROLEUM 11/01/85
10258 MIL-L-837678 LUBRICATING HYDRAULIC OIL OAVIS-HOWLAND OIL NO DATE
19878 MIL-P-2337?D (COMPONENTS A & B) KOP-COAT, INC. 03/00/93
19204 MIL-P-23377D CURING SOLUTION
11035 MIL-P-23377E
17809 MIL-P-23377E & CAT,MIL-P-23377E, TYPE II, CLASS I
19879 MIL-P-23377E TYPE 1 CLASS 1 (COMP. A & 8)
13908 MIL-P-23377E, TYPE I, CLASS I, YELLOW
05032 MIL-P-23377E, TYPE I,CLASS 1
19430 MIL-S-46163A-I TYPE II GRADE M, N. 0
21142 MIL-T-5544-C ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND
19882 MIL-T-8t771B TY t
16230 MIL-T-81772
10562 MIL-T-81772 TY I URETH REDUCER
19884 MIL-T-81772B (AS) TYPE 1
19885 MIL-T-81772B (AS) TYPE 2
19886 MIL-T-817728 (AS) TYPE 3 ACRYLIC THINNER
21731 MIL-T-817728, TYPE I. POLYURETHANE
04452 MIL-V-173C COMP. II EXEMPT
07537 MILLED FIBER, CHOPPED STRAND. ROVING, YARN...
02182 MILLED FIBERS (FIBERGLASS CONTINUOUS FILAMENT)
22658 MILLER DIAL FOTOFQIL M DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE
22657 MILLER DIAL FOTOFOIL M FIXER CONCENTRATE
19030 MILORGANITE (HEAT DRIED ACTIVATED SLUDGE)
19887 MILP24441 F151 BASE 5808 COURTAULDS COATING 03/11/91
14720 MILTILITH ML/MLS INKS & VARNISHES VARIOUS NO'S / OXIDIZING INKS AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
08254 MINERAL OIL ANALYTAB PRODUCTS 12/20/85
22447 MINERAL OIL LIGHT WHITE OIL M3516 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
- 14789 MINERAL OIL NF 70 SONTEX WHITE MINERAL OIL PENNZOIL COMPANY 12/17/85
22551 NINERAL OIL, LIGHT AND HEAVY 02.05.0121,0122 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/10/93
21783 MINERAL OIL, LIGHT STERILE NDC 0054-8577/NDC 0054-8578 ROXANE LABORATORIE 09/25/86
• 12026 MINERAL OIL, PART A LUBRICANT KIT HURON INDUSTRIES I DLA MSDS
10168 MINERAL OIL, USP WHITE MINERAL OIL MQYCO INDUSTRIES. 08/08/88
21720 MINERAL SPIRITS AMOCO OIL COMPANY 03/20/85
01992 MINERAL SPIRITS (PLAIN) TT-T-291F TY1 CSD, INC. 09/01/90
10549 MINERAL SPIRITS (REGULAR) E-Z PAINT THINNER ELROY TURPENTINE C 11/00/87
17772 MINERAL SPIRITS (154-2323&31) 153-7505&t3,-7935&43,-7896&10&28,-7703,-81 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/01/91
17586 MINERAL SPIRITS NONEXEMPT RI-1200-2/THERMOMETER.SELF-INDICATING.LG. ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
02394 MINERAL SPIRITS NONEXEMPT 2516000 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 05/31/89
00992 MINERAL SPIRITS ?5 TT-T-291 (11006) UNION OIL CO. OF C 12/02/91
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
EC-IO0 DEXTER COATINGS 12/03/92
1220Y3C/1821CI1A (MUST BE COMPONENT 2 FOR KOP-COAT, INC_ 11/01/88
02GN045 & 02GNG45CAT DEFT, INC. 01/28/91
KOP-COAT, INC. 03/00/93
00297 AMERITEX, INC. 08/00/90




ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE COATING THINNER PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO NO DATE




15-213 DEFT, INC. 07/25/88
MIL-V-173 / INSULATING VARNISH, ELECTRICAL KALCQR COATINGS 11/27/85
FIBERGLASS INSULATION, MANY OTHER NAMES OWENS-CORNING FIBE 05/10/91
NUMEROUS TRADENAMES - SEE MSDS OWENS-CORNING FIBE 07/20/87
CLAYTON CHEMICAL C 01/24/90
CLAYTON CHEMICAL C 01/25/90
UPQOHN I0 #P-OOOOII-14-2/AGFLC -111813/130 MILWAUKEE METROPOL 02/01/88
GP23-_ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEx P. 152
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 16208 MINERAL SPIRITS/AMSC0 SOLV 1241 UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/20/80
03704 MINERALS WASTEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RESD 03/15/92
- 18768 MINIMUM ESSENTIAL MEDIUM (MEN) (IX), LIQUID 320-t090 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NO DATE
- 05777 MINOLTA BIMODAL PREMIX 8902-900 HILORD CHEMICAL CO 07/03/86
08226 MINOLTA CLEAR DISPERSANT 8906-202-01 j MSDS DATE IS ILLEGIBLE HILORD CHEMICAL CO NO DATE
05776 MINOLTA INTENSIFIER 8902-901-01 HILORD CHEMICAL CO 07/03/86
05809 MINOLTA POSITIVE TONER 8902-400 HILORD CHEMICAL CO 10/08/86
08151 MINOR ELEMENT PACKAGE WITH MG TRAYLOR CHEMICAL & 04/25/88
11230 MINT-O QUAT DISINFECTANT, #326 THEOCHEM LABORATOR 08/28/85
13655 MINWAX WOOD FINISH 100V,209V,210BV,211V,218V,221V,223V,224V,2 MINWAX, CONSTRUCTI 02/07/92
18552 MIRA-PLATE 317,617 / TILE-LIKE GLAZE COATING O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 08/00/89
00508 MIRACLE BATH #36-057, _36-058 RAWN COMPANY, INC. 11/15/86
08734 MIRACLE FORMULA 12/34 CORROSION INHIBITOR ARMITE LABORATORIE NO DATE
15275 MIRACLE HT-4620/AGM TAC-TO0 ADHESIVE GPA-72 MIRACLE ADHESIVES NO DATE
04114 MIRACLE MAN LUBRICANT-PENETRANT-CORR.RETARDANT NONAR, INC. 11/23/85
07020 MIRACLE SEAL - BLACK • MS03 / PREFORMED SEALING TAPE REVERE PRODUCTS 12/30/86
20508 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT A_YLIC-URETHANE ENAMEL 88203 / GLOSS BLACK DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 07/17/91
20886 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ACRYLIC-URETHANE ENAMEL GRAY PRIMER B-8212, AEROSOL DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 07/17/91
10427 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT AKLYD-URETHANE ENAMEL 7003,7103,7203,7303 AMERITONE PAINT CO 07/01/87
10426 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ALKYD-URETHANE GLOSS EN. 7001,-08,-21,-22,-34,-37,-49,-51.-53.-55.- AMERITONE PAINT CO 09/25/87
10428 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ALUMINUM PAINT ALUMINUM PAINT, 7018 ALUMINUM AMERITONE PAINT CO 12/23/87
10429 MIRROLAC COVER UP RUST PENETRATING PRIMER 13101 OFF WHITE AMERITONE PAINT CO 07/01/87
- 11666 MIRROLAC GALVANIZED METAL PRIMER 13201 DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 08/29/88
- 12317 MIRROLAC THE GREAT COVER-UP INT./EXT. ALKYD URETHANE GLOSS ENAMEL DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 04/04/85
15999 MIRROR GLAZE (MEGUIAR'S. MGH-17) MEGUIAR'S DLA MSDS
- 03532 MIRROTHANE INT-EXT POLYURETHANE VARNISH,6600/6700 DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/11/85
06689 MIST N WIPE CLEANER DEGREASER VARLEY, dAMES, & S 01/27/87
@ 04925 MISTACOTE 814-F, COATING, POLYURETHANE, OIL-FREE TT-C-542 M R PLASTICS & COA DLA MSDS
02347 MISTY CONTACT & CIRCUIT BOARD CLEANER AMREP, INC. 08/22/85
10172 MISTY II DISINFECTANT & DEODERANT AMREP, INC. 05/01/87
10174 MISTY SPDT REMOVER (SOLVENT BASED) AMREP, INC. 05/01/87
10173 MISTY WATER SOLUBLE SPOT & STAIN REMOVER AMREP, INC. 05/01/87
07263 MITCHELL & SMITH 20/40 GRANULE CORK (CELLULOSE) GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY NO DATE
02599 MITEE THREAD-CUTTING OIL BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 05/12/86
19069 MIXED ACID ETCHANT, NITRIC, HYDROFLUORIC MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
19070 MIXED ACID ETCHANT, NITRIC, HYDROFLUORIC, ACETIC MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
11773 MIXED BED RESIN FOR DEIONIZER RGSOI-X8 MIXED BED RESIN PACKARD INSTRUMENT 11/00/89
21886 MIXED BED RESIN TMD-B M8157 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/07/93
22868 MIXTURE-LIQUID OXYGEN. NITROGEN, HELIUM. CARBON DIOXIDE & ARGON LIQUID AIR SEVERAL
06(05 MLD BOWL CLEANSE SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 03/18/87
17368 MMF 303, ADItESIVE #PV-20 SCM CORPORATION 01/09/89
00151 MMM-A-121 STEVEN INDUSTRIES NO DATE
21872 MMM-A-1617A, SOLVENTBORNE NEOPRENE ADHESIVE MA 212 / ANNOTATED 90(07 TACC INTERNATIONAL 04/00/92
• 11256 MI_-A-187B PART A EPI PLUS A BONDED PRODUCTS, I DLA MSDS
11650 MMM-A-1878 PART B EPI PLUS B BDNOED PRODUCTS, I 05/26/89
17004 MOBIL ALNO 525 LUBRICATING OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 11/22/83
05738 MOBIL DELVAC 1t10 SAE t0 MOOIL OIL CORP. 09/20/87
12238 MOBIL DELVAC 1230 AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 12/15/83
22545 MOBIL DELVAC 1330 MSOSN440727-00, AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
22558 MOBIL DELVAC 1340 440735 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
11488 MOBIL DTE OIL AA 600254-00 HYDRAULIC OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 06/29/90
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA I_IS NSDS
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600205 MOBIL OIL CORP.MOBIL DTE OIL EXTRA HEAVY
MOBIL DTE OIL HEAVY
MOBIL DTE OIL HEAVY MEDIUM
MOBIL DIE OIL LIGHT
MOBIL DTE OIL MEDIUM





MOBIL EXTRA HECLA SUPER CYLINDER OIL
MOBIL GREASE 28 BATCH tWBBC14
MOBIL HYDRAULIC OIL AW 100
MOBIL HYDRAULIC OIL AV 46
MOBIL JET OIL II






MOBIL VACTRA DIL NO. t
MOBIL VACTRA OIL NO. 2
MOBIL ZINC 7 INORGANIC ZINC
MOBIL ZINC 7 RICH BASE
MOBIL 600 W CYLINDER OIL





































































STEAM TURBINE OIL MOBIL OIL CORP.
600163 MOBIL OIL CORP.
600148-00 MOBIL OIL CORP.
NSDS#600155-O0 MOBIL OIL CORP.
601880, COMPRESSOR OIL MOBIL OIL CORP
HYDRAULIC OIL / 603100-00 MOBIL OIL CORP
OISTR:VICKERS MOBIL OIL CORP
HYDRAULIC OIL. MSDS#602631-O0 MOBIL OIL CORP
602649 MOBIL OIL CORP
MOBIL OIL CORP
REFER TO FILES FOR A PRODUCT DATA SHEET MOBIL OIL CORP
583047 MOBIL OIL CORP.
MOBIL OIL CORP.
AVIATION ENGINE OIL 430207-00 MOBIL OIL CORP.
FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID, MSDS#60287 MOBIL OIL CORP.
MOBIL OIL CORP.
602938 MOBIL OIL CORP.
602946-02 / LUBE OIL MOBIL OIL CORP•
602953 MOBIL OIL CORP.
LUBE OIL MOBIL OIL CORP.
600486 MOBIL OIL CORP.




MOBILUX 2 (MULTIPURPOSE INDUSTRIAL GREASE)
MOBILWAX 2305
MODIFIED BITUMEN ADHESIVE
MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (MON-I)
MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-III (MON-III)
MOGUL WS-162





SHC 423 TRANSMISSION FLUID,S22318
610862-00 /INOUSTRIAL GEAR OIL





665521-C)0 / CUTTING OIL
CUTTING OIL





641274-00 / 1EXTREME PRESSSURE GREASE
640110/BEARING GREASE/LITHIUM SOAP GR..NON














































































MOL-SIEVE 5A 8/12 ACTIVATED/CAT. 820298
...................................................................................................................................
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00931 187X26 LILLY. ELI. & COMP 05/01/90
16204 RAM CHEMICALS 11/24/85
- 16207 UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR 07/06/82
20178 MOISTURE CURING SILICONE SEALANT HASTINGS PLASTICS 05/08/90
20179 HASTINGS PLASTICS 01/15/93
20711 TAPMATIC CORPORATI 03/09/87
20712 TAPMATIC CORPORATI 01/01/90
18151 COMMON NAME - ZEOLITE ADCOA-ADSORBENTS & 06/01/89
11847 MOLECULAR SIEVE BENDIX CORPORATION 02/18/86
08496 L-4888-3 UNION CARBIDE 11/00/88
@ 17400 ZEOCHEM DLA MSOS
18279 M6141 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
14278 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/29/86
22363 0.1% MO IN 2% HN03 + TR. HF HIGH-PURITY STANDA 09/14/91
20876 11837 JOHNSON MATTHEY AE 1t/20/89
@ 11953 NOAH INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
05909 SM-113 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/14/89
21959 ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
20337 #PX1640 EM SCIENCE 06/11/92
08310 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
04688 M1003 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/21/88
04689 M0753 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
16974 GREASE AIRCRAFT & INSTRUMENT DOW CORNING 09/27/85
04092 DOW CORNING 01/31/86
1738_ MFGR SAYS PRODUCT IS OBSOLETE DDW CORNING 08/15/75
024_. DOW CORNING 01/31/86
02486 DOW CORNING 02/12/91
01358 DOW CORNING 09/20/85
06897 DOW CORNING DLA MSOS
15723 DOW CORNING 01/06/81
04614 MSDS SAYS NAME =MOLYKOTE 1(X)O, INGRED =MDLY DOW CORNING 11/12/85
01082 11/92 OOW CORNING SAYS OBSOLETE - CURRENT DOW CORNING 09/30/85
18432 WALCO: P/N 0-(X)014-1 / MN 19-482793 DOW CORNING 09/27/85
10613 WS 15407, (U-10242 WALLACE & TIERNAN) DOW CHEMICAL CO. 01/27/86
14443 TYPE II DOW CORNING 09/27/85
16994 DOW CDRNING 02/23/84
02485 DOW CORNING 09/26/85
04364 CAT.#'S: 17900-99. MIL-G-4343 DOW CORNING 09/26/85
02329 DOW CORNING 10/07/85
169B9 BEL-RAY COMPANY 12/20/85
03319 4285 BEL-RAY COMPANY 11/01/89
0 20256 MIL-M-7866/SUPERMOLL¢ 1010 CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM DLA MSDS
16832 MILES INC. 03/08/83
16833 MILES INC. 03/03/83
07236 C02 + CHCLF2 IN N20 - 02 PURITAN-BENNETT CO 09/00/87
22019 11553 / ORGANOPPR)SPHORUS INSECTICIDE / MET MILES INC. 02/12/9t
13162 ITEM #599613/25D4.2506 CARTER-WALLACE INC 08/06/92
15529 TRI-CLEAN ABCW KIDOE. WALTER NO DATE
15883 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/09/80
• 17273 WONOCHLORODIFLUOROM? GENERAL SERVICES A OLA MSOS
...................................................... _ ............................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CQNTACT / MSDS'S i/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA ItWIS MSDS
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MOLD RELEASE WAX. M-0815
MOLD RELEASE 225





MOLECULAR EDGE II SUPER CONCENTRATED
MOLECULAR SIEVE
MOLECULAR SIEVE BDX40124
MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 13X
MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 4A, ZEOLITE
MOLECULAR SIEVE 3 ANGSTROM 4-8 MESH BEADS




MOLYBDENUM REFERENCE STANDARD SDLUTION,IO00 PPM
MOLYBDENUM 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML
MOLYBDENUM/PRESERVASLIDE
MOLYBDENUM, 0.1 & 1.0_ MD IN H20 TR, NH40H
MOLYBOIC ACID SODIUM CRYSTALLINE
MOLYBDIC ACID TRIOXIDE
MOLYKITE 33
MOLYKOTE BR2 PLUS GREASE. _9570-37
MOLYKOTE FS-1281 COMPOUND
MOLYKOTE FS-3451 GREASE. NO. 2
MOLYKOTE FS-3452 VALVE LUBRICANT
MOLYKOTE G-N PASTE
MOLYKOTE G, RAPID SPRAY
MOLYKOTE Z POWDER
MOLYKOTE 1000 ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT
MOLYKOTE 321R BONOED LUBRICANT
MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE
MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE - LIGHT
MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE-MEDIuM
MOLYKOTE 34OOA CORROSION PROTECTIVE COATING
MOLYKOTE 44 GREASE - ALL GRADES
MOLYKOTE 55M GREASE
IIOLYKOTE 557 LUBRICANT
MOLYLUBE ANTI-SEIZE 70 SPECIAL LUBRICANT (#1810)
MOLYLUBE 1200
MOLYSULFIDE
MONDUR MR (SAME AS POLCTHANE 'A' COMPONENT)
MONDUR MX. ALIPHATIC ISOCYANATE
MONITOR CALIBRATION MIXTURE







MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEW (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 155
14350 MONOETHYL AMINE AG 05255 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
15214 MONOLAR R 60-38 SOLVENT BASED PRODUCT FULLER, H.B. 10/07/83
14351 MONOMETHYL AMINE AG 05256 ALPHAGAZ I0/01/85
16020 MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE (VENDOR; OLIN) OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 02/08/93
18146 MONOPLEX DOS FORMERLY ROHM & HAAS PRODUCT HALL, C. P., COMPA O1/01/92
17492 MONOPLEX DOS 6-7511 ROHM AND HAAS CO NO DATE
13859 MONOTHIOGLYCEROL CELL CULTURE TESTED M6145. ABBOTT MSDS #73 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
21178 MONSEY ALUMINUM ROOF COATING MONSEY PRODUCTS CO 08/22/91
13941 MQORES HOUSE PAINT. 110 COLORS 22.36.40.41,43.60.61.63.73.80.86 MOORE. BENdAMIN & 06/28/90
- 12270 MOP mATE FLOOR CARE AMWAY 01/06/84
13948 MOPAR HYPOID GEAR LUBRICANT SB 836 5089. 4-281 3744994 CHRYSLER CORPORATI 11/14/90
18088 MOPS FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED M6270 SIGMA CHEMICAL CO_ 11/19/92
01563 MOPS SODIUM M9381 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
10329 MORPHOLINE 99+% 13423-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/07/90
05475 MORTAR MIX #1102 HYDRAULIC CEMENT MIXTURE QUIKCRETE 11/25/86
04817 MORTON SUPER PELLENS SALT, BULK. FOR WATER SOFTENERS MORTON THIOKOL. IN 07/30/87
08193 MOTOR OIL - PRESERVATIVE MIL-L-21260 - GRADE 10 / CODE N0.60.476-10 BATTENFELD-AMERICA 05/00/89
08751 MOTOR OIL SAE 20W NON-DETERGENT ASHLAND OIL. INC. 01/'01/88
17005 MOTOR OIL SAE 30 WT. DELTA PETROLEUM 03/26/80
13133 MOTORCRAFT MERCON/DEXRON II-ATF OR DEXRON II ATF FORD:US E4AZ-19582B:MOTORCRAFT-US XT-2-QDX FORD MOTOR CO. 09/25/88
12271 MOUNTAIN MIST AIR FRESHENER AMWAY 01/t0/84
05520 MP CARTRIDGE CANON, INC. NO DATE
20336 MP CARTRIDGE TONER IO-NDI (t95G) M95-0271-000 CANON. INC. 12/00/91
18535 MR. CLEAN - LIQUID SYNTHETIC DETERGENT (NON-PHOSPHATE) PROCTER & GAMBLE C 05/00/90
17962 MR. MURPHY'S FORMULA 2 REL GRAPHICS SYSTE 09/11/89
18588 MR. MURPHY'S TUFFY BLANKET REBUILOER REL GRAPHICS SYSTE 03/01/92
18072 MR. MUSCLE AEROSOL OVEN CLEANER PROFESSIONAL vO1206Z q091206 DRACKETT CO. 02/29/92
05818 MR-118 (AEROSOL) MODERN RESEARCH CO 02/11/86
01762 MR-225 AEROSOL 187-X102 WAS RAM CHEMICALS DIV. LILLY INDUSTRIES. 05/10/93
05815 MR-777 (AEROSOL) MODERN RESEARCH CO 02/11/86
22508 MRNA PURIFICATION KIT 27-9258-01. 02 PHARMACIA P-L BIOC 03/01/94
17931 MS-I GULFSTREAM GREASE SILICONE GREASE CARLSON, R.H. , COM 09/11/90
06068 MS-11OIG, SCC-1OO OR SCC-1OI COOLANT SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
21615 MS-Ill STRIPPING AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON 05/00/93
08527 MS-1t4 CONFORMAL COATING STRIPPER MILLER-STEPHENSON 0t/00/92
15540 M5-122 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON' 08/00/92
17977 MS-122N/CO2 TFE RELEASE AGENT/DRY LUBRICANT MILLER-STEPHENSON 04/00/93
12551 MS-136 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/OO/89
09292 MS-143 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON O3/OO/92
01225 MS-160 FREON T-P 35 SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON 03/00/92
00123 MS-162/T-P 35 FREON SOLVENT USER PLS,CK.PROD # - KIMS.DLA STOCK #'S AR MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/O1/90
07248 MS-165 FREON TMS SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/00/90
01221 MS-166 EN STAT MILLER-STEPHENSON 07/'01/80
11623 MS-170 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/OO/92
12473 M5-17t/C02 CONNECTOR PLUS MILLER-STEPHENSON 08/00/92
17762 MSo173-2 CONNECTOR PLUS MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/01/92
07249 M5-176 FREON TES SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/00./93
02458 MS-180 FREON TF SOLVENT FREON 113 MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/OO 92
07250 MS-181FREON TA SOLVENT & LUBE MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/OO 89
21616 MS-182 FREON TF SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON 08 O0"g2
0?246 MS-185 FREON TA SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/00/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE vIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS WSDS
GP23-
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEx P. 156
08317 MS-190 FLUX RE_OVER AEROSOL MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/00/92
21619 MS-190/C02 MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/00/92
05374 MS-190t_ HEAVY DUTY FLUX REMOVER MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/00/92
05340 MS-192HD HEAVY DUTY FLUX REMOVER MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/OO/86
10451 MS-t95/CO2 SAFEZONE CLEANING SOLVENT & FLUX REMOVER MILLER-STEPHENSON 02/00/93
17761 MS-197 SAFEZONE CLEARING SOLVENT SOLVENT-FLUX REMOVER MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/01/93
02337 NS-200 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/OO/86
22770 NS-2OOO BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT MIL-D-24483A (SH), (SHIPS) TYPE 1, MSDS=S AMERICAN SAFETY TE O9/28/93
06541 M5-220 AERO-DUSTER MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/00/89
17760 MS-222 AERO-DUSTER MILLER-STEPHENSON O8/Ot/92
21618 MS-222N AERO-DUSTER MILLER-STEPHENSON O8/OO/93
04830 MS-230 CONTACT RE-NU MILLER-STEPHENSON 01/00/92
18140 MS-238 CONTACT RE-NU & LUBE MIXTURE IN AEROSOL CONTAINER MILLER-STEPHENSON 02/00/92
01830 MS-240 QUIK-FREEZE DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE MILLER-STEPHENSON 02/!9/85
21617 MS-24OAS ANTI-STATIC QUIK-FREEZE MILLER-STEPHENSON 11/00/89
17758 MS-242 OUIK-FREEZE MILLER-STEPHENSON 02/00/93
17759 MS-242AS ANTI-STATIC OUIK-FREEZE MILLER-STEPHENSON 02/00/93
19078 MS-242N OUIK-FREEZE MILLER-STEPHENSON O7/OO/92
08526 MS-260 SAFEZONE CLEANER FOR PLASTIC/GLASS/METAL MILLER-STEPHENSON 08/00/92
05104 MS-3OO FREON T-B1 CUTTING FLUID MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/00/86
21614 MS-300/C02 FREON T-B1 NILLER-STEPHENSON O3/OO/91
22772 MS-3OOC BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT MIL-D-23OO3A (SH) TYPE III, MSDS#S OOO3A/O AMERICAN SAFETY TE 09/28/93
07238 MS-460 CONFORMAL COATING MIL-I-46058C TY SR / SILICONE RESIN COATIN MILLER-STEPHENSON 03/00/92
07251 MS-470 URETHANE COATING MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/OO/89
08595 MS-472 URETHBNE COATING MILLER-STEPHENSON O1/OO/86
07247 MS-485 RFI CONDUCTIVE COATING (BLACK) MILLER-STEPHENSON 03/00/92
22771 MS-SC BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT MSDS#S 0010/OO11 AMERICAN SAFETY TE O7/12/93
18526 WS-930/C02 SAFEZONE CONTACT RE-NU MILLER-STEPHENSON 04/00/93
22005 MS-938/CO2 SAFEZONE CONTACT RE-NU & LUBE MILLER-STEPHENSON 04/00/93
22662 MS-941/C02 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON 04/00/93
17785 MS-990/C02 SAFEZONE SOLVENT FLUX REMOVER MILLER-STEPHENSON 04/00/93
06731 MSA CLEANER-SANITIZER II MINE SAFETY APPLIA 12/OO/87
16802 MSDS(AS TECHNICAL BULLETINS)ON MANY MAGNOLIA PRODS MAGNOLIA PLASTICS, NO DATE
17983 MS122/22 RELEASE AGENT/DRY LUBRICANT PREVIOUS ID: DPMS-U1112A PER MFGR. MILLER-STEPHENSON 08/00/92
11676 MT STARTER V / RP605Z (P-P) M-106 MINOLTA 11/08/88
05801 MT STARTER VI/ RP507 MINOLTA _2/O4/86
11675 MT STARTER VS / RP6OSZ (N-P) M-105 MINOLTA 11/O8/88
11249 MT STARTER/EP3OO,3OORE,310,320,53OII,53OR,53ORII 520,530 MINOLTA O5/15/88
05804 MT TONER II/ RPS07 (P-P) MINOLTA 12/04/86
05805 MT TONER III/RPS07 (N-P) MINOLTA 12/04/86
11678 MT TONER V/RP605Z (N-P) M-005 MINOLTA 11/08/88
11248 MT TONER/EP300,300RE,310,320,530II,530R,B30RII 520,530 MINOLTA 05/15/86
21609 MTY GARAGE FLOOR CLEANER ITEM #38380 MIGHTY DIST SYS OF 04/28/86
21606 MTY GRUFF HAND CL ITEM #28232 MIGHTY DIST SYS OF 04/23/86
17505 MTY MFI-12 24PK 80310090 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 02/10/92
17502 MTY MPC-5 5GL 80310100 ASHLAND 0IL, INC. O2/16/90
17501 MTY OIBPC20 80310010 ASHLAND 0IL, INC. 10/08/89
17506 MTY O1CCC25 80310020 ASHLAND OIL, INC. O1/O5/90
17503 MTY OIEDG20 80310030 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 10/O9/90
17508 MTY O1PEN20 80310040 ASHLAND 0IL, INC. O3/19/90
17500 MTY 0tPSFt2PA 80310050 ASHLANO OIL, INC- 10/13/89
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CON'rACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HNIS MSDS
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...................................................................................................................................
0(0)16 MUCILAGE DISCONTINUED IN 1990 SANFORD CORP 04/29/87
- 15484 MUELLER HINTON II AGAR UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/85
- 15485 MUELLER HINTON WITH 5% SHEEP BLOOD, AGAR UNITED SCIENTIFIC 09/18/85
15363 MULTI BLUE DETERGENT GOLD BRAND NEUTRAL CLEANER(SYNTHETIC DETER SOUTHERN CHEMICAL 10/16/85
17104 MULTI-LUBE LITHIUM EP GREASE PRODUCT 609 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/10/89
02596 MULTI-PURPOSE EP WHEEL BEARING & CHASSIS GREASE ALL-PURPOSE CHASSIS GREASE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 04/00/85
14454 MULTI-PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE 83-2-104525 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
03366 MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY DN ADHESIVE 690A CONTACT INDUSTRIES 08/00/92
03456 MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY-ON ADHESIVE XDOB3 MMM-A-lO58A TYPE I PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 01/08/87
14712 MULTICOLOR CLEAR TACK REDUCER 83~3-104409 / INK TACK REDUCER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14709 MULTICOLOR COPIER BLEACH 83-7-105303 / PHOTOGRAPHIC BLEACH AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14710 MULTICDLOR COPIER DEVELOPER 83-6-105304 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14711 MULTICOLOR COPIER FIXER 83-6-105304 / PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14713 MULTICOLOR RUBBER BASE INKS 530-#_=,530-#_##,83-9-104411,83-0-104410,8 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14714 MULTICOLOR VARNISH 83-4-104606, 83-3-104607 / PRINTING INK VE AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
06973 _KJLTIFLUOR APF-215 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 09/00/84
06389 MULTIFDAM 1G . TODOL PRODUCTS, IN 08/06/87
14715 MULTILITH BLANKROLA SOLVENT, 83-1-770004- 1 GAL. 83-9-770(05- 5 GAL., 83-9-770055- 50 GAL. AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14716 MULTILITH CLEAN N" EASY 83-6-104059, 83-3-104060 / HAND CLEANER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
10992 MULTILITH CS INK CS-174-P,CS-174-C,CS-174-5 LITHOGRAPHIC IN AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14455 MULTILITH CYLINDER CLEANER 83-5-101395 / ALUMINUM AND CHROME CLEANER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
01767 MULTILITH DEVELOPER/FINISHER 83-5-101056, 83-3-104144 / LITHOPLATE PROC AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
07927 MULTILITH DEVELOPER/FINISHER 83-3-104144/83-5-t01056, LITHDPLATE PROCES AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14391 MULTILITH FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE 200-1027-2A,200-lO27-4A / MOISTENING AGENT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14718 MULTILITH HAND CLEANER 83-1-100193, 83-0-100194 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14453 MULTILITH KEEPEZE 200-726-2A,200-726-4A / ANTI-OXIDANT FOR M AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14719 MULTILITH MBM INK 83-7-104058 / MAGNETIC INK AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14721 MULTILITH MLPD INKS VARIOUS NO'S BY COLOR / COLORED OFFSET INK AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14722 MULTILITH PADDING COMPOUND 83-8-101848. 83-2-101851. 83-3-101850 / GL AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14723 MULTILITH PLATEX SOLUTION 40-2512-4A / DUPLIMAT PLATEX MOISTENER FOR AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14724 MULTILITH PRESS CLEANER 83-9-104569 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14459 MULTILITH PUMP CONDITIONING SOLVENT 13-3-175549 / VACUUM PUMP CLEANER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
01766 MULTILITH REPLEX CONCENTRATE 200-722-4A.200-722-5A / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14461 MULTILITH SIMFLO FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 200-784-4A / MOISTENING AGENT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
- 14725 MULTILITH SlMFLO FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 200-784-4A. MOISTENING AGENT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
05837 MULTIPRIME RED INHIBITIVE PRIMER 97-682 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 03/09/88
03418 MUNOX (BACTERIAL INDCULANT FOR WASTEWATER) FREEZE DRIED BACTERIA FOR STP MICRDLIFE TECHNICS 05/07/87
18278 MURASHIGE AND SKOOG BASAL SALT MIXTURE M5524 / PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
13036 MUREX SPEEDEX 610 COVERED ELECTRODE LINCOLN ELECTRIC C 09/19/86
01478 NUREXIDE 0.4_ IN KCL/ANNONIUM PURPURATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/02/85
11727 MURIATE OF POTASH DEAD SEA W_DRKS LTD NO DATE
22226 MURIATIC ACID (HYDROCHLORIC ACID) MSDS- MSDS2.DC3 SUNBELT CHEMICALS 03100/93
11384 MURIATIC ACID 20 DEG.8E 588220 BASF CORP. 05/13/88
20514 MURIATIC ACID 20BE 500= 26-05176-05 HARCROS CHEMICALS. 10/19/89
15139 MURIATIC ACID. TECHNICAL GRADE THOMPSDN-HAYWARD C 05/00/83
15140 MURIATIC ACID. TECHNICAL GRADE VULCAN MATERIALS/C 05/00/83
10816 MURIATIC ACID, 23 BE HYDROCHLORIC ACID SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 03/00/84
16162 MURIATIC ETHER ETHYL CHLORIDE DRESSER INDUSTRIES 02/00/83
03600 MURIATIC ETHER (ETHYL CHLORIDE) CHEMSAFE SPRINGB 02/00/83
15138 MURICTIC ACID. 200EG BAUME HCL, AQUEOUS PENNWALT CORPO_ATI 08/30/84
22554 MURPHY OIL SOAP LIQUID 1t01.1103.1104.1109, 1118.1123,1127._1035.0 COLGATE-PALMOLIVE 07/00/93
...................................................................................................................................
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...................................................................................................................................
22553 MURPHY OIL SOAP PASTE
09263 MUSKOL AEROSOL
21750 MUSKOL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT (25%)
14791 MUSKOL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT (40%)
21749 14USKOL LOTION (ANNOTATED: & ROLL-ON)
21748 MUSKOL PUMP
04662 MUSSON-400 NEOPRENE CONTACT CEMENT
21857 MX-90
21733 MXB 6032/6781
17857 MXB 7228/8800 60 INCH
17861 I_B 7230/181 50 INCH
17859 MXB 7701/1581 38 INCH
17862 MXB 9002/143 38 INCH
17860 MXB 9002/181 38 INCH
17856 MXB 9012/7781 38 INCH
21227 MYLAR POLYESTER FILM EBlI,M552,M580; MBPT;
05472 MYO-INDSITOL
21173 MlO- PLASTIC POLISH
21172 M17 PLASTIC CLEANER
101.1005.1020,1021




















11193 M460,M460M GRENADES, ANTI-TERRORIST & RIOT CONTROL SPECIAL PURPOSE LOW LETHALITY MUNITIONS
13339 M781C 40MN PRACTICE ROUND
19526 M8800
- 12182 M9050














16787 N-BUTYL ALCOHOL (DISTR:PHZPPS, CF.PIPBA)
16785 N-BUTYL ALCOHOL, TECHNICAL (DISTRIB: PHIPPS)
13191 N-BUTYL BENZENE
01529 N-BUTYRIC ACID FREE ACID
05540 N-BUTYRIC ACID, SODIUM
01531 N-CAPROIC ACID SIGMA GRADE
06743 N-HEPTANE
19196 N-HEPTANE (RESEARCH,PURE,SPECTRO GRADES...
17705 N-HEXADECANE













POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE; POLYESTER FILM DU PONT, E.I., DE 03/16/92




CLASS C EXPLOSIVE MARTIN ELECTRONICS 03/22/91
P672 / METHYLDIETHOXYSILANE HULS AMERICA INC. 02/25/93
MTES PETRARCH SYSTEMS, NO DATE
SPRAYON PRODUCTS 07/31/86
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/21/91
85580-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CAR6-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705400901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495233 SUPELCO, INC. 03/20/92
AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 03/00/85
SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/31/89
MSDS#18 HOECHST CELANESE C 09/15/92
AMERICAN BURDICK & 07/00/85
CELANESE CHEMICAL 11/00/79
AMSCOSOLV 5305 (DISTR: PHIPPS) EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/31/89
UNION OIL CO. OF C NO DATE
UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/21/80
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. 2599H CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
B2503 SIGMA CHEMICAL CQM 09/28/93
65887 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/03/87
C2250 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
H9629 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/03/88
& ASTM N-HEPTANE KNOCK TEST REFERENCE FUEL PHILLIPS PETROLEUM 05/01/89
HX0200, HX0201, HX0205, 9605 EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
H8126 / VERSENOL SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/14/89
L5125 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/20/91
M6263 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
M8258 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
BECTON-DICKINSON 02/27/86
.................................................. .-----. ..........................................................................
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N-1386 BIOCIOE (TECHNICAL GRADE)
N-5112 GRAY SILICONE ENAMEL
N-7OO A BLACK NEOPRENE MAINTENANCE COATING















NABC NON-ACID DISINFECTANT BATHROOM CLEANER
NAI-1328B, SEALANT, CORROSION IN
NALCO 2537 CORROSION INHIBITOR
NALCO 2575 COOLING TREATMENT
NALCO 2590 MICROBIOCIDE
NALCO 35 CORROSION INHIBITOR
NALCO 918 PULVERIZED WATER STABILIZER
NALCOOL 2000
NALCOOL 2000 COOLING TREATMENT
NALIDIXIC ACID FREE ACID
NALIDIXIC ACID SENSI-OISC NA-30, 30874
NALIDIXIC ACID SODIUM










NAPKO ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE ALUMINUM GRAY BASE
NAPKO ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE SAFETY YELLOW BASE
NAPKO _90 SERIES ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE 14110 GRN.
NAPTHA
P-399,P-4OO.P-393,0-4062
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 1t. 44620:R495210
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. 73t0d














CORR. INHIBITOR FOR LUBRICANTS & RUST PREV
71Y001
AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF BORATES, SILICATES,
AN AQUEOUS BLEND OF PHOSPHONATES, CHROMATE
CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE TABLETS










































OCCUPATIONAL HEALT NO DATE
ANALYTAB PRODUCTS 12/17/85
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 1t/29/76
FISHER SCIENTIFIC O6/17/86
MALLINCKRODT 11/03/85
SIGMA CHEMICAL C0M 10/21/88
BIO-RAD LABORATORI 06/21/90
EASTMAN KODAK CO. O7/20/81
SIG_4A CHEMICAL COW O5/21/93
BIO-RAD LABORATORI 03/26/91
KING INDUSTRIES 01/13/94























DEVDE COATINGS COM 12/04,85
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NAPTHA, AROMATIC, TT-N-97 TY.2
NAP-COIL CONCENTRATE
NASA INITIATOR SEB2BIO0001
NASHUA FUSER AGENT, #135490. FOR XEROX 8200 & 9500
NASHUA FUSER OIL
NATURAL BLUE CLEANER & OEGREASER
NATURAL DEGREASER #14005
NATURAL GRAPHITE
NATURAL GRAPHITE LSIO LT30 DGIG
NATURAL RUBBER (ALL GRADES)
NAZ-OAR ENAMELS & INKS, SET OF MSDS'S, NOV. 1984
NAZ-DAR GLOSS VINYL INK.VAR.COLORS,GV-IO0 SERIES
NO 30
NO-165, ALKALINE DETERGENT
NOT MANUAL DEVELOPER - PART A
NOT MANUAL DEVELOPER - PART B
NOT MANUAL FIXER - PART A
























NEU-TRI SOLVENT, PROD.CODE 56530
NEUTRA RUST 661
NEUTRACIT'2 CAUSTIC NEUTRALIZER
NEUTRAL CYANINE GREEN GK EX
NEUTRAL RED, CERTIFIED
NEUTRALIZER CLEANER
NEUTRALIZER KIT, PART A/PART B
TT-N-97C TY1 GR.A



























4441,4470 / PART B OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT
C.I. ACID GREEN 25
N6634
8597Tll KIT, 8597T14

















DU PONT, E I. DE
DU PONT, E I. DE
DU PONT, E I. DE
DU PONT, E 1. DE
DU PONT, E I, DE
DU PONT, E I. DE
DU PONT, E I. DE
SHELL
SHELL
















DU PONT, E.I., DE
DU PONT. E.I., DE
DOW CHEMICAL CO.
























































MSIDS • S MARKED •
NEUTRALIZER 2051 B3 . FLUX NEUTRALIZER LONDON CHEMICAL CO t0/00/88
-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORB.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA ItMIS MSDS
( ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 161
TSRS TRADENAME COllENTS L MANUFACTURER NSDS
10 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
11505 NEUTRASORB ACID NEUTRALIZER
04266 NEUTRO-STAT ANTI-STATIC
11108 NEVER SEEZ REGULAR GRADE
17015 NEVER-SEEZ
17016 MEVER-SEEZ (NFGR:NEVER-SEEZ CORP.)
14275 NEVER-SEEZ REGULAR/PURE NICKEL SPECIAL. NS-160
• 20235 NEVR-DULL MIL-L-22590
00517 NEVR-DULL MAGIC WADDING POLISH
15384 NEVR-DULL PAD. METAL POLISH
02277 NEW #48 BLENO
20335 NEW HERMES 8RUSHLESS ENGRAVOCOLOR STIK-ALL COLORS
19509 NEW PLASTI DIP SPRAY 12 OZ AEROSOL
11668 NEW SOLUTION A WOOD BLEACH. _08-2
10247 NEW SURFACE CONDITIONER
22496 NEWBORN CALF SERUM
18351 NEXTEL BRAND BELVET COATING #401-C-10
18352 NEXTEL BRAND BELVET COATING #401-C-10
18354 NEXTEL CHOPPED FIBERS
13747 NEXTEL SERVED ROVING
13053 NEXTEL SEWING THREAD
11296 NEXTEL 312 & NEXTEL 440 CERAMIC - GREIGE
09287 NEXTEL 312 CERAMIC FIBER(HEXCEL) W/170 SIZING(3M)
18353 NEXTEL 440 CERAMIC FIBER WITH 170 TYPE SIZING
18996 NI-CAD BATTERIES
17979 NICAD STORAGE BATTERY CELL
11440 NICALON CERAMIC GRADE CLOTH M
11441 NICALON CERAMIC GRADE CLOTH P SIZING





























































REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION 1OO0 PPM NI
SULFATE
1 TEST. DIMETHYLGLYOXIME/HAZCAT KIT
NICKEL 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML
NICKEL-CADMIUM (NI-CD) BATTERY. SEALED
4442,4456 / PART A OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT





WOOD BLEACH TWO SOLUTION KIT, PART B
17-16, CONDITIONER FOR WATER OIL OR LATEX
16010
COI_ONENT I / BLACK




NBO 135-065 / FABRIC SUPPLIED WITH 3M 170
MBO 135-065 TY IV.CL. I
98-0400-XXAX-X
MBO 135-066/SHUTTLE TILE GAP FILLER & THER
MBO 135-066/SHUTTLE TILE GAP FILLER & THER
(MBO 135-066)
0.1% NI IN 2% HN03
30208004,30208006 / 2080
20389-0
NICKEL 2XX,MONEL-INCONEL PLATE SHEET,ROD.
VARIOUS ASTM & ACI "
GRADES; NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS
2XX,4XX,6XX.7XX.BXX
NICKEL. MONEL, INCONEL ALL
ALLOYS 200,400,600.800 SERIES
CLOSED CYLINDRICAL/AP/N 850030/FOR HFS 113




ULTRAGRADE STANDARD.PLASMA STANDARD.AA STA
BB-412/U
BAKER. d.T, CHEMIC 12/12/90




AKZO COATINGS INC. 05/02/80
BASCH, GEORGE CO., DLA MSDS
BASCH, GEORGE CO., 01/08/90
BASCH, GEORGE CO.. 05/01/90
t_'tlTAKER OIL COMPA NO DATE
MARKAL COMPANY 08/25/86
PDI INC (PLASTIC D 12/01/92
BARR, W. M., CO. 07/05/89
PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 10/29/87






HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 07/14/87
3/4 11/30/85
3M 01103190
PHYSIO-CONTRDL COR NOT REQD





dOHNSON MATTHEY AE 12/28/88
SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 04/17/90
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/11/90
TULL, d.M., METALS 04/01/92
MOBILE PULLEY & MA 11/22/85







GATES ENERGY PRODU 01/04/90
SAFT NIFE 08/00/90
SANYO ELECTRIC CO. 04/04/90
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
AURORA BEARING CON 03/16/88
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
VAN WATERS & ROGER 08/27/89
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/18/73
ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
MARATHON POWER TEC 08/31/93




















































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 162
TSRS TRADENLANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY PACKS 48-11-0080.-11-0120.-11-0130.-11-0140.-11- MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC 12/00/91
NICKEL. 0.1 & 1.0% NI IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
NI CKELOUS CARBONATE
NICKELOUS CHLORIDE HEXAItYDRATE
NICOTINIC ACID FREE ACID
NICOTINIC ACID. 98%
NIFE NICKEL CADMIUM POCKET PLATE STORAGE BATTERY
NIGROSIN. WATER SOLUBLE CERTIFIED
NINHYDRIN SIGMA GRADE CRYSTALLINE
NIOBIUM
NIOBIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% NB IN H20
NISSEN METAL MARKER. WHITE
NISSEN METAL MARKER, YELLOW
NI TOBOND, NI TOFLOR, BRUSH-BOND, RENDEROC, CONBEXTRA...
NITRAVER 5 NITRATE REAGENT









NITRIC ACID (WEAK), 52.3% - 67.2%
NITRIC ACID (55 - 70%)
NITRIC ACID ACS
NITRIC ACID ACS REAGENT (90_)
NITRIC ACID SOLUTIONS
NITRIC ACID SOLUTIONS, 0.4%-50%.0. 1N-6.0N









NITRIC OXIDE IN NITROGEN
NITRIC OXIDE IN NITRO_N, GAS MIXTURE
NITRIFICATION INHIBITOR FORMULA 2533
NITRIVER 3 NITRITE REAGENT
NITRIVER 3 NITRITE REAGENT POWDER PILLOWS
NITRO BLUE TETRAZOLIUN GRADE I I I CRYSTALLINE
NITROFORN - ALL GRADES






NIFE, ED AND AMERICAD BRAND
N9143
N4876
0.1% NB IN 2% HN03 + 0.5% HF
CEMENTITIOUS PATCHING MATERIALS
14034
NITRATE TEST KIT, 14035




DU000340 / GRADE: STRONG TECHNICAL





























NISSEN, JOHN P, CO











DU PONT, E.I., DE










































































NITI_N N0UFLANNABLE ¢,tS I_ INDUSTRIES, GAS tl/25/85
.-. ................................................................ _..... .-_-._.- ................................................
NS_'S MARKED '-': SU_IT KSC FORM 29,393 TO ORG.C(NdTACT / RLSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA t_DS SYSTEM / "@" = DLA FINIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX p. 163
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID OATE
...................................................................................................................................
NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GA 02/06/92
NITROGEN (CRYOGENIC LIOUID) L-4630-C LIQUID NITROGEN UNION CARBIDE 08/00/85
10241
02509
14680 NITROGEN (MFGR: LINOE) WILLIAMS WELDING S 08/00/86
- 20321 NITROGEN (N2) COMPRESSED CYLINDER LECTURE BOTTLE WATHESON GAS PROOU NOT REO0
- 22661 NITROQEN DIOXIDE AIRCO 03/01/86
14354 NITROGEN DIOXIDE AG 05259 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06977 NITROGEN OIOXIOE/ NITROGEN TETROXIOE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 04/00/84
11885 NITROGEN DIOXIDE IN AIR 23112 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA NO DATE
07710 NITROGEN DIOXIDE 99.5÷_ 29558-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/01/90
22016 NITROGEN OR NITROGEN, COMPRESSED LIQUID CARBONIC 10/00/91
01860 NITROGEN TETROXIDE NTO, MON-1. MON-3. MON-IO VERTAC CHEMICAL CO 11/01/85
08361 NITROGEN TETROXIDE VICKSBURG CHEMICAL 09/15/89
- 16090 NITROGEN TETROXIDE - NTO EG&G FLORIDA, INC. SEVERAL
- 16087 NITROGEN TETRDXIDE - NTO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM) SEE ALSO N204-t, -3, 10 EG&G FLORIDA, INC. 09/15/89
- 15091 NITROGEN TETROXIDE, NON-IO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM) EG&G FLORIDA, INC. 09/15/89
• 17132 NITROGEN TETROXIDE, MON-3 BOUGHT ACCORD. TO OLA MSOS
06978 NITROGEN TRIFLUORIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/00/85
14355 NITROGEN TRIFLUORIDE AG 05260 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14356 NITROGEN TRIOXIDE AG 05261 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
- 17274 NITROGEN-HYDROGEN BIG THREE INDUSTRI SEVERAL
03075 NITROGEN, COMPRESSED GAS MAT16625 MATHESON GAS PRODU 09/28/90
1745_ NITROGEN, GASEOUS L-4631-6 UNION CARBIDE 08/00/65
17452 NITROGEN, LIQUIO UNION CARBIDE 08/00/85
- 02469 NITROGEN, DR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/01/90
• 03083 NITROUS OXIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE DLA MSDS
06929 NITROUS OXIDE BOGGS GASES 02/16/81
15623 NITROUS OXIDE LAC 05125 LIQUID AIR 01/02/90
11884 NITROUS OXIDE IN HELIUM 4-445 SCOTT SPECIALTY GA 10/26/89
14891 NITROUS OXIDE, (LAUGHING GAS) NONFLAMMABLE GAS MG INDUSTRIES. GAS 11/25/85
15629 NITROUS OXIDE, REFRIGERATED LIQUID LAC 05126 LIQUID AIR 01/02/90
06751 NMS 768 SOLVENT LOCTITE CORPORATID 02/13/86
06618 NN-DIMETHYL ACETAMIDE D-135/O-2434/U-5954 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/27/88
21950 NO BROWN BROWN OUT 002860,002863 LAWTON BROS., INC. 02/12/31
02658 NO GRAB PN-T90 ANTIC-SEIZE COMPOUND AEROSOL TRI-CHEM, LTD. 12/11/85
07570 NO. 1 ETCHING SOLUTION 30102104, 30102106 / CODE 1021 SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 11/01/85
06736 NO. 106 SAFETY WASH HURST GRAPHICS, IN 06/00/86
22228 NO. 1291 WS-i291DEGREASER HILL MFG. CO., INC 03/(36/86
14923 NO. t8 PAINT THINNER 018-T-0000 DEVOE COATINGS CON tl/07/85
22248 NO. 1965 A.C. COIL 6RITE HILL MFG. CO., IN(: 08/26/88
20499 NO. 2 ETCHING SDLUTION 30102204,30102206 / 1022 SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 08/17/92
19846 NO. 230 INK CONDITIONER HURST GRAPHICS, IN 11/00/92
20502 NO. 3 ETCHING & DESNUTTING SOLUTION 30102304,30102306 (NUMBERS ILLEGIBLE ON MS SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 12/02/91
11398 NO. 307 CO-DRY FOUNTAIN DRIER HURST GRAPHICS, IN 11/0C'/88
20504 NO. 4 ETCHING & ACTIVATING SOLUTION 30102404,30102406 / t024 SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 08/18/92
08244 NO. 5KG & IQKG LIQUID NEOPRENE RENA-TECH 06/20/86
22229 NO. 5300 ENVIRO SAFETY SOLVENT HILL MFG. CO., INC 07/24/92
16918 NO. 6 FUEL OIL EXXON CORPORATION 02/05/73
09414 NO. 90 ALGAECIDE COOLING WATER MICROBIOCIDE CALGON CDRP 10/17/85
20268 NO.7 CHROME POLISH & CLEANER I012N TYPE ARMOR ALL PRODUCTS 12/03/'85
13935 NO.7 COOLING SYSTEM FAST FLUSH 2212N RADIATOR CLEANER ARMOR ALL PRODUCTS 01/28/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23 - "
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 164
13936 NO.7 TIRE BLACK 4716N
01097 NO-OX-ID "A" SANCHEM
20563 NO-OX-ID PEEL COAT SANCHEM
08580 NOALOX ANTI-OXIDANT dOINT COMPOUND IDEAL INDUSTRIES
11209 NOCHROMIX (CRYSTAL) GLASS CLEANER GODAX LABORATORIES
02332 NOKORODE SOLDERING PASTE Z-89-A DUNTON, M.W., COMP
20177 NDKORODE 731 CUTBACK C.108/L00054 LION OIL COMPANY
19581 NON DETG 40 LUBRICATING OIL PETROLEUM PACKERS,
07297 NON-ARCING BLACK FLAT VINYL INK VF-121 NAZDAR COMPANY
15289 NON-ASBESTOS FRICTION MATERIAL NUTURN CORPORATION
22093 NON-BLEED INK CODE NO. 88 / RED,BLUE,GREEN.PURPLE.BROWN GRAPHIC CONTROLS
14649 NON-CHLORINATED AEROSOL ADHESIVE ASIOI AS-1OI MAXI-TACK ABATEMENT TECHNOL0
17528 NON-DETERGENT MOTOR OIL SAE 30 263 ASHLAND OIL, INC.
02446 NON-FLAMMABLE PAINT REMOVER. FLOW-ON-REMOVER TT-R-251d / #72 #73 RELIABLE REMOVER &
20199 NON-HARDENING HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT THERNON NANUFACTUR
19106 NON-MAGnETIC STEELS GRADES: 9, 200 AND 200N OESSOP STEEL COMPA
08759 NON-METH 120 CAPCO ENTERPRISES,
08760 NON-METH 160 CAPCO ENTERPRISES,
08761 NON-METH 161 CAPCO ENTERPRISES.
13256 NON-SLIP FLOOR PAINT SAFETY PAINT, LATEX INT/EXT MANUS PRODUCTS-FLO
01566 NONANOIC ACID GRADE I N5502 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
12053 NDNEL/PRINADET, BLASTING CAP CLASS A EXPLOSIVE DU PONT, E.I., DE
22524 NONENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE 19050; 14300 LOW VISCOSITY KIT ELECTRON MICROSCOP
13473 NONENYL SUCCINIC ANHYDRIDE 18301 PELLA. TED, INC.
20513 NONFLAMMABLE SOLVENT WIPE RAY/4511 / 9-12 GM SOLVENT PER TISSUE RAYCHEM
19391 NONIDET P-40 N6507 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM
2167_ NONYL ALDEHYDE, 95% #N3080-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C
19310 NORFOX 88_ CHIPS 1012 / TALLOW SOAP,HIGH TITRE SOAP,LAUNDRY NORMAN, FOX & CO.
19311 NORFOX 92_ GRANULES 1009 / TALLOW SOAP,HIGH TITRE SOAP,LAUNDRY NORMAN, FOX & CO.
05543 NORKOOL INDUSTRIAL HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM CLEANER NORCHEM
22037 NORMAL BUTYL ALCOHOL 31175,38136,31177 SHELL
17932 NORSIL RTV 138 SILICONE RUBBER CARLSON, R.H., CON
17933 NORSIL SILICONE PRIMER CARLSON, R.H., COM
11326 NORTECH ADHESIVE #2122 MNM-A-122C NORTECH ADHESIVE C
11042 NOVA FLUIDS PACK, WASTE BOTTLE MICROBIAL INHIBITOR NOVA BIOMEDICAL
13254 NOVAHISTINE OH ANTITUSSIVE-DECONGESTANT-ANTIHISTAMINE, PR MARION MERRELL DOW
13255 NOVAHISTINE DMX PRODUCT #1015/COUGH/COLD FORMULA & OECONGE MARION MERRELL DOW
13251 NOVAHISTINE ELIXER PRODUCT# 469/COLD AND HAYFEVER FORMULA MARION MERRELL DOW
13253 NOVAHISTINE EXPECTORANT ANTITUSSIVE-DECONGESTANT-EXPECTORANT, PROD MARION MERRELL DOt#
02666 NOVOID A (SPEC. #222) G&W ELECTRIC SPECI
02667 NOVOID X (G&W SPEC. #222) G&W ELECTRIC SPECI
19718 NOX ALL 001540,001541.001542.001543 LAWTON BROS., INC.
- 22629 NOX RUST Xl10 DAUBERT CHEMICAL C
- 22630 NOX RUST 207 DAUBERT CHEMICAL C
- 22429 NOX RUST 509 DAUBERT CHEMICAL C
20593 NOZZLE KLEEN #2 007022 WELD-AID PRODUCTS
10199 NP-COLOR START DEVELOPER (NAGENTA,CYAN,BLK,YELL. CANON / _41-5122/5112/5132/5102-700 CANON, INC.
14132 NP-115 TONER BLACK F41-3701-100 CANON. INC.
14127 NP-1215/1218/1520/2020 TONER BLACK F41-5902-704 CANON, INC.


















































0=3722 N_-3ND/50/IBO PREMIX/CONCENTRATED TONER CANON. INC 11/01/85
.......................... --.",,_------ .......................................... i .................


















































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 165
TSR$ TRADENUtME COIIIENTS MAMJFACTURER 14SOSI0
DATE
...................................................................................................................................
11888 NP-3000 SERIES TONER (BLACK) F41-4001-100 / TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPI CANON. INC. 11/01/85
14131 NP-3025/3225/3525/3725 TONER BLACK F41-4008-750 CANON. INC. 05/00/91
NP-9330 TONER (BLACK) ANNOTATED:& FAX L6500 TONER F41-5202-700 / TONER PQWOER FOR CANON COPI CANON. INC. 12/00/91NPC 217 ANTIFREEZE COOLANT
CONTINENTAL CHEMIC NO DATENSI PRESSURE CARTRIDGE
NU-EASE #30 LIME CLEANER
NU-EASE AMMONIATED WAX STRIPPER #136
NU-EASE CHALKBOARD CLEANER
NU-EASE GLASS CLEANER #5 AIOIONIATED
NU-EASE LOW FOAM FLOOR CLEANER
NU-EASE NON-AWMONIATED WAX STRIPPER
NU-EASE POWER SOLV
NU-EASE SPRAY & WIPE CONCENTRATE
NUCLEASE $1 FROM ASPERGILLUS ORYZAE
NUGLAS PLASTIC REFINISHER
NUT LOCK/GRADE CV
NUTRIENT BOTTLE (2ML H2S04: MFGR: J.T.BAKER)
NUTRIENTS WASTEWATR/NUTRIENTS SMALL LAB WASTEWATR
NUTS N BOLTS 429
NuTS N" BOLTS #227
NV-SZ NICKEL
NV-SZ REG
NYBCO LACQUER. BLUE 15526° AEROSOL
NYE FLUOROCRABON GEL 865
NYE FLUOROGEL 865














O-PHENANTHROLINE FERROUS SULFATE COMPLEX
O-PHENYLENEOIANINE OIHYDROCHLORIDE
O-PHOSPHORIC ACID
0-S-801. SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE BATT CL 3
0-S-801E CLASS 3. SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE
O-SYL DISINFECTANT DETERGENT 075-46
O-SYL DISINFECTANT-DETERGENT 675-46
0-T-620 TRICHLOETHANE TECH. INttlB.





















































NEW YORK BRONZE PO NO DATE
NYE, WILLIAM F. CO 10/03/88
NYE, WILLIAM F. CO 01/14/81
NYE, WILLIAM F. CO 10/06/88
POLYMER CORP. 11/04/92
AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
NYLUBE PRODUCTS CO 01/31/92
NYE, WILLIAM F. CO 05/12/87
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/14/87
MARATHON OIL CO. 02/13/92
MILES LABORATORIES NO DATE




SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/26/93
HOME OIL COMPANY, 06/24/94
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/22/94
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 10/21/B8
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/13/86
GEN CHEMICAL INCOR DLA MSDS
OCTAGON PROCESS. I O5/21/92
NATIONAL LABORATOR NO DATE
NATIONAL LABORATOR 09/04/85
DOW CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
0-XYLENE KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F719 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
0AKITE ALUMINUM CLEANER 166 OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 04/25/84
13803 OAKITE CHRONICOAT L-25 3539 / 27-CL-166A OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 06/25/92
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO 0RG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSOS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 166
15417 OAKITE DEOXIDIZER 34 3860 / 60-FA-46 OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 09/15/92
19299 OAKITE ENPROX 714 4069 / 80-d-1 OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 07/21/92
04391 OAKITE RUSTRIPPER 5020 / 127-BB-3 QAKITE PROOUCTS IN 11/09/92
14568 OAKITE STAINLESS STEEL POLISH,PRESSURIZED CONTAINR OAKITE PROOUCTS IN 01/1t/00
10730 OAKITE STRIPPER 157 PROOUCT CODE// 5260. 108-XC-822 OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 0t/t6/90
08764 OAKITE 214 M OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 05/14/82
19300 OAKITE 32 0320 / 211-A-79 OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 03/10/92
15415 OAKITE 33 0330 / 27-M-11 OAKITE PRODUCTS IN 11/09/92
22831 OASIS 125 XP, QUARRY TILE DEEP CLEANER/DEGREASER CONCENTRATE ECOLAB INC. 07/18/94
19725 OASIS t33 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER AND DEGREASER ECDLAB INC. 12/10/92
20334 OASIS 296 NON ANMONIATED WINDOW CLEANER FOR OASIS ECOLAB INC. 02/12/92
13521 OATEY CLEANER 30779,30782,30795,30805,30766 OATEY COMPANY 11/17/89
12246 OATEY CPVC SOLVENT CEMENT 31128,31129,31130,31131 OATEY COMPANY 03/01/90
14398 OATEY HEAVY DUTY CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT OATEY COMPANY 11/01/89
10823 OATEY HEAVY DUTY GRAY PVC SOLVENT CEMENT 31095 (16 0Z),31105 (32 0Z),31118 (1 GL) OATEY COMPANY 11/01/89
20203 OATEY MEDIUM CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT OATEY COMPANY 01/09/89
21743 OATEY PIPE JOINT COMPOUND 31226/31228 OATEY COMPANY 07/03/86
08563 OATEY PURPLE PRIMER/CLEANER 30780,30783,30796,30806,30768 OATEY COMPANY 03/21/90
05427 OCE #2620(0)0 ELECTROSTATIC DISPERSANT SOLUTION OCE' INDUSTRIES IN 07/01/86
06053 OCE DIAZO A DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE 2210060 OCE' INDUSTRIES IN 10/00/86
22010 OCE" 3450 TONER 26901121 OCE'-BRUNING, IN(:. 02/00/92
05428 OCE'REVERSAL TONER RICOHFAX NRP TONER/2610000/2610001/2617000 OCE" INDUSTRIES IN 06/01/90
20870 OCEAN 441 OCEAN COATINGS, IN 01/07/87
08243 OCEAN 987 OCEAN COATINGS, IN 07/01/86
20871 OCEAN 987/9788 OCEAN COATINGS, IN 11/O9/87
02480 OCTOIL CVC PRODUCTS, INC. 07/22/85
22067 OCTOIL 70-1 MIL-L-7870A OCTAGON PROCESS, I 08/02/91
17936 OCTYL ALDEHYDE 99_ 0560-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 11/19/92
13873 OCTYL SULFATE SODIUM SALT 99_ ABBOTT MSDS #56, pRoDUCT #29424-t ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
00904 ODORLESS MINERAL SPIRITS TT-T-291F TY3 (PAINT THINNER) CSD, INC. 09/01/90
01029 ODORLESS MINERAL SPIRITS TT-T-291F AM1 TY3/11241 (AMSCO SOLV 1241) UNION OIL CO. OF C 07/23/86
13838 ODORLESS PAINT THINNER PRODUCT# 705 SUNNYSIDE CORPORAT 07/01/89
21610 ODORLESS SOLVENT ITEM #16470 MIGHTY DIST SYS OF 08/18/92
07338 OE/HO0-30 & GR. 10 DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
04744 OFF! INSECT REPELLENT 11810-24-25 dOHNSON, S.C., & S 08/09/91
05077 OFFICE DUSTER TX1311 TEXWIPE 01/01/91
20816 OFFICE EQUIPMENT CLEANING PADS TX1204/TX1304/TX810 TEXWIPE 02/00/93
14870 OFFICE SUPPLIES AND/OR CONSUMER PRODUCTS NO OSHA-DEFINED HAZARDS - REPORTING PURPOS VARIOUS MANUFACTUR NOT REQO
• 15519 OFFSET FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE DICK. A.B. DLA MSDS
• 16616 OFFSET FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 4-1015 DICK, A.B. DLA MSDS
14451 OFFSET GUM SOLUTION 200-972-4A / ALUMINUM PLATE PRESERVATIVE AN INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
05278 OFTANOL 2 INSECTICIDE FORMULA 021528 MILES INC. 04/01/85
05279 OFTANOL 5% GRANULAR FORMULA 021525 MILES INC. 09/15/84
• 02023 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID (PETROLEUM BASED) AMERICAN OIL AND S DLA MSDS
03360 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID H-515. PETROLEUM BASE MIL-H-560GE, PRODUCT CODE 25303 AMERICAN OIL AND S 09/00/86
18410 OIL HOUSE PAINT PRII_ER 5-11 PAINT. OIL BASE CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
18411 OIL HOUSE PAINT B- PAINT, OIL BASE CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
• 20247 OIL LUBE GEAR MSOS ILLIGIBLE SOUTHWEST PETRO-CH DLA MSDS
08248 OIL OF VITRIOL/SULFURIC ACID ANACHEMIA CHEMICAL 06/01/84
02575 OIL OF VITRIOL, OLEUM/ASBESTEST KIT SULFURIC ACID. FE-2 TENNESSEE CHEMICAL NO DATE
O0735 OIL STAIN _ALL COLORS TT-S.711C KALCOR COATINGS NO DATE
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO 08G.CONTACT / MSDSiS U/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSOS SYSTEM / "0° = DLA I-NIS NSDS
( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 167
TSRS TRADENAME Cf_IMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
10 _ OATE
...................................................................................................................................
OIL STAIN - WALNUT 0(0)6994 MOBILE PAINT MFG C 01/15/91
OIL STAIN, A48 SERIES. ALKYD STAIN SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/24/86
21167
03156
04082 OIL WOOD STAIN TT-S-711 COROI_DO PAINT CO. NO OATE
08150 OIL-A-WAY (CHEM/OIL-A-WAY) SSM COMPANY INC t0/0t/88
08646 OIL-DR[ ALL PURPOSE FLOOR ABSORBENT FULLERS EARTH OIL-OR| CORP OF AM 07/01/93
08645 OIL-DRI FLOOR ABSORBENT BENTONITE DIL-ORI CORP OF AM 07/21/88
03428 OIL-ES-OIL MSDS IS FROM SHIELD PACKAGING CO. AMERICAN DURAFILM 10/01/86
• 17059 OIL. HYDRAULIC SHELL DLA MSDS
• 00523 OIL, HYDRAULIC/REGAL TEXACO DLA MSDS
• 00528 OIL, PENETRATING, VV-P-216B NATIONWIDE INDUSTR DLA MSDS
- 00097 OIL.VACUUM PUMP.HE-150(TEXACO 584 URSA P100 HE150) LEYBOLD-HERAEUS VA NO DATE
21592 OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE POLISH(VARIOUS OIL FORMULAS) WHITE MINERAL OIL RECKITT & COLMANN 09/30/92
21593 OLD ENGLISH SCRATCH COVER FOR DARK WOOD RECKITT & COLMANN 03/16/92
14395 OLIGO DT CELLULOSE 808229 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI NOT REDO
16429 OLIVE DRAB GP-0001-4064 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/25/93
17788 0L400/800 TONER P/N 52104201 OKtDATA I_D DATE
19305 OMC #12A LIX CORPORATION OF 05/00/92
22797 OMC HI-VIS GEAR LUBE 31-250 LUBRICATING OIL. 0346 CITGO PETROLEUM CO 05/08/89
19420 OMC OUTBOARD LUBRICANT (ANNOTATED: TC-WII) 25-435 CITGO PETROLEUM CO 06/03/92
19042 OMEGA MAGIC SHINE #112-8 OMEGA CHEMICAL COR 08/(30/91
13321 OMEGA 3248 TT-R-248B (SN 312-6) OMEGA CHEMICAL COR 04/00/90
06750 OMEGABOND 101 (PART A) EPOXY ADHESIVE OMEGA ENGINEERING, 11/00/87
06720 OMEGABONK) 101 (PART B) OMEGA ENGINEERING, 11/00/87
18559 OMEGALABELS SERIES 4A,4B,4C.6M.BM,20/MICRO-DOT/ MINI-LABELS/BULLS-EYE/BUTTON OMEGA ENGINEERING. 11/0t/88
18560 OMEGASTIKS, AND OMEGAPRDBE/OMEGAMARKER TEST KITS OMEGA ENGINEERING, 01/03/90
13271 OMI-I INDICATOR TUBE NANOCHEM RESIN/CAT. #23900 SUPELCO, INC. 01/08/90
04818 OMNI SUPREME SPRAY OIL HELENA SOL-OIL 97 HELENA CHEMICAL CO 12/11/85
06096 OMNI-FILL PACKAGE - UNFILLED CANS CHECK MSDS FOR MATEIAL FILLED INTO THE CAN SPRAYON PRODUCTS 02/01/92
14811 OMNI-FILL PACKAGE-UNFILLED CANS / DMNIFILL/ISD 25106-12-16. 252t06-12-16 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 02/01/92
15201 ONEX-SEAL II #315 HILLYARD CHEMICAL 02/18/77
11728 ONOX SOLUTION ONOX, INC. 10/07/91
07298 OPAQUE WHITE FLAT VINYL INK VF-122 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
10446 OPAQUE WHITE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-122 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
00022 OPAQUE/PERMANENT BY WITE-OUT CORRECTION FLUID / WO-IP WITE-OUT PRODUCTS, 01/01/86
19356 OPC DRUM FOR PdOD9301ZA: KX-PDMt/KX°P450/KX-PDP1 FOR LASER PTR.KX-P4450/501/4455;FAX UF-750 CANON, INC. 09/11/90
13348 OPC MAGAZINE 6000 G707-00 RICOH CORPORATION 01/04/93
21851 0PC-2108 PAGE PRINTER/OPC KIT 81 G705-52 / TI P/N 2539121-0001 RICOH CORPORATION 05/06/91
22391 OPEX CUSTOM PRODUCTION LACQUER, GRAY 595-L16440 L61XXAO073-2322 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 12/15/93
18178 OPE_ LACQUER L61/3 NON-LEAD COLORS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/02/92
18179 OPEX L61 PRODUCTION LACQUER L61/1 SHERWIN-WZLLIAMS C 01/02/92
18177 OPEX L61PROOUCTION LACQUER L61/2 L6tE28,L61G33,L61L30,L61L31,L61L32.L61N17, SHERWZN-WZLLIAMS C 01/02/91
00458 OPEX PRODUCTION LACQUER. NON-LEAD COLORS L61A23.L61B21.L61G33.L61L30.L61L31.L61L32. SHERWIN-WZLLIAMS C 11/13/86
13798 OPTI FLUID AND OPTI PEN IN WHITE & COLORS CITIUS USA, INC. 05/29/92
19095 OPTI-2 2 CYCLE LUBRICANTS LUBRICANT FOR 2 CYCLE ENG|NES OPTIMOL OLWERKE IN 10/31/92
19713 OPTIC-LUBE FIBER OPTIC CABLE PULLING LUBRICANT ALL SERIES 31 IDEAL INDUSTRIES 08/18/92
20261 OPTICAL LENS CLEANER 133-L MIL-C-43454 BAYCHEM 05/15/89
18401 OPTIMA SUPREME SEMI GLOSS 360 COLOR WHEEL PAINT 09/29/92
08620 ORANGE AEROSOL NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER. GP-0001-21 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 06/13/89
09335 ORANGE BLOSSOM (PG.2 MISSING ON THIS REVISION) THEOCHEM LABORATOR 02/11/91
07299 ORANGE FLAT VINYL INK VF-124 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
06381 ORANGE G. CERTIFIED 07252 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/04/88
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'to' = OLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 168
• SRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
07270 GV-124 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
07511 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR DLA MSDS
12220 CLEANER/DEGREASER/DEOOORIZER UNI-CHEM CORP. OF 06/10/87
21684 MARINE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE STANOARD FUSEE COP 05/01/90
19799 FAMOUS LUBRICANTS, 12/01/92
06112 POWERLINE CHEMICAL 09/03/87
21156 AMP P/N 604579-1 RXS SCHRUMPFTECHNI 01/30/91
09583 OMI INTERNATIONAL NO DATE
00511 ORB INOUSTRIES 04/26/93
17399 ORB INDUSTRIES NO DATE
16947 GULF OIL 10/01/82
18274 07505 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
22423 0820-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/09/94
19306 LT-VT POLYIMIDE FILM,NYLON YARN REINFORCED ORCON CORPORATION 03/31/93
19307 LT-WT PVF FILM,NYLON/POLY.YARN REINFORCED, ORCON CORPORATION 09/01/92
13295 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 11/27/90
18760 SHARP ELECTRONIC C 08/22/90
11584 CO-POLYMER OF LEATHER TANKAGE & METHYLENE OMNICOLOGY, INC. NO DATE
00533 SOLDERING FLUX ('OA' TYPE) LONDON CHEMICAL CO 05/22/80
07259 508-04,508-40 SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 03/26/87
07753 517-04 SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 03/26/87
10611 509-04, 509-40 SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 03/26/87
08279 MIXTURE-CHEMICAL FAMILY INGERSOLL-RAND 08/01/88
12010 910001 ORION RESEARCH INC 08/25/91
19333 941706,941707,941708 ORION RESEARCH INC 09/07/91
12008 910110 & 330010 ORION RESEARCH INC 06/01/91
12007 910104 OR 330004 ORION RESEARCH INC 08/26/92
12009 910107 & 330007 ORION RESEARCH INC 06/01/91
22835 977007 ORION RESEARCH INC 12/16/93
11878 CHEVRON USA 00/00/82
15709 TECHNIC, INC. 05/04/92
13121 PRODUCT #5291 CHEVRON USA 00/00/80
04549 AGRICULTURAL USE, SOIL ACIDIFICATION CHEVRON USA 08/07/91
04550 CHEVRON USA 06/28/91
04651 CHEVRON USA 06/28/91
04552 COMPOSITION INFORMATION IS FOR TYPICAL PRO CHEVRON USA 10/06/90
08413 CHEVRON USA 10/22/90
03135 PRODUCT 1000-2 CHEVRON USA NO DATE
04554 PRODUCT 1000-13 CHEVRON USA 06/01/91
04555 PROD.#1000-77 CHEVRON USA 03/05/92
07593 PRODUCT# 5479 CHEVRON USA 02/21/86
07592 PRODUCT #5291 CHEVRON USA NO DATE
02571 PHOSPHORIC ACID, MG-2 E-C APPARATUS CORP NO DATE
08409 PROD.# 1000-78 CHEVRON USA 12/18/91
08410 PROD.# 1000-18 CHEVRON USA t2/18/91
08411 CHEVRON USA 04/28/92
03136 CHEVRON USA 12/19/86
03401 RANSOM & RANDOLPH DLA MSDS
18952 CC00235100 CHEVRON USA 11/28/91
19308 OLIVER SALES COMPA 12/11/87
13164 19100.191mK) ELECTRON MICROSCOP 01/07/93
IdP3DS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HMIS MSOS




ORANGE SOLIO OIL NO. 2
ORANGE STUFF
ORANGE TERPENE (CABLE CLEANER)
ORASORB CARBON
ORB #560 SILICONE MOLD RELEASE
ORB #563 PAINTABLE SILICONE MOLO RELEASE












ORIGINAL SSR COOLANT DIESTER
ORION APPLICATION SOLN-PH ELECTRODE STORAGE SOLN
ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION - CHLORIDE STANDARD
ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION PH 10.01 BUFFER
ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION PH 4.01 BUFFER
ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION PH 7.00 BUFFER
ORION APPLICATION SOLUTION RESIDUAL CHLORINE STD
ORONITE LUBE OIL ADDITIVE, OLOA 262R
OROSENE 999 GOLD PLATING SOLUTION
ORTHENE TREE & ORNAMENTAL SPRAY
ORTHO ALUMINUM SULFATE
ORTHO BLOOD MEAL 12-0-0
ORTHO BONE MEAL 0-12-0
ORTHO CONSUMER PRODUCTS - DRY FERTILIZERS
ORTHO CONSUMER PRODUCTS - LIQUID FERTILIZERS
ORTHO DIOUAT HERBICIDE - H/A
ORTHO LEAF POLISH (AEROSOL SPRAY)
ORTHO LEAF POLISH (PUMP SPRAY)
ORTHO ORTHENE PCO CONCENTRATE
ORTHO ORTHENE TREE & ORNAMENTAL SPRAY
ORTHO PHOSPHORIC ACID/ASBESTEST KIT
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10/03/94 TRADENAME INOEX P. 169
TSRS TRADENAME C4_NMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDSIO
DATE
..............................................................................................
15911 OSMIUM TETROXIDE 0X0260 (DISTR. AM-MED) ......... ;M°SC;;NCE ......... 0;;_;82-
10874 OSMIUM TETROXIDE 18450,-51,-56,-59,-61,-63,-65 PELLA, TED, INC. 02/15/93OSMIUM TETROXIDE
OSMIUM TETROXIDE SEALED AMPULE
OSMIUM TETROXIDE 4% (W/W) SOLUTION IN WATER
OSMOCEL
OSNOSE BRAND PRESSURE TREATED WOOD/NOLO INHIBITOR
OSPI-K) METAL TREATMENT
OSTEDSCAN-HDP
OSTER BESTOZL.DARK.OR LANCUT THREAD CUTTING OIL
OTC HYDRAULIC OIL
OTIS OIL #2, E1440
OTIS OIL #33/CYLESSTIC TK 460
OTTO FUEL II
OUST HERBICIDE, 75% FORMULATION
OUT-STRIP
OUTPUT THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVE
OVEN CLEANER, AEROSOL
OVEN CLEANING COMPOUND AEROSOLS
OVEN N GRILL SPRAY COATING
OVERALL AEROSOLS
OVERDRIVE PART A/PART B
OVERKOTE PART A/PART B (SUMMER)
OVERKOTE PART A/PART B (WINTER)




OXALIC ACID DIHYDRATE ACS REAGENT
OXFORD CLEAR-LINE (SULFURIC ACID DRAINLINE OPENER)
OXFORD SPECTRO-CHEK




































































TC99N HOP; TC99N OXIDRONATE
16355 1GL/16356 5GL/9616 55GL/ FORMULA 319
HYDROCARBON, PRODUCT CODE 70014
HERBICIDE OR WEED KILLER, M000_28
F-5372
REPAIRABLE STRENGTH 384/FOR_JLA LO-914/PN
CID A-A-96
2401,-2,-3.-4.-5.-6.-7.-8.-9.t0.11.12.13,1
EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CATALYST SYSTEM
EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CATALYST SYSTEM






8886-201204 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211
SPECIAL MIXTURE FOR LSOC
FSA 1 SPECIAL TEST MATERIAL
NICROMATE ZINC 360 - 36% ZN
STERILANT MIXTURE













AMERICAN OIL AND S
EXXON CORPORATION
U.S. NAVY




















































































- 20469 OXYGEN LOX (LIQUID ONLY) NSOS IS FROM AIR PRODUCTS SCOTT AVIATION/DIV 02/01/89
...................................................................................................................................
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GASEOUS,HIGH PURITY (VENDOR: LIQUID AIR)
LIOUID.GRAOE A
OXYLITE REFILL





OZONE REAGENT MID RANGE 0 - 0.75 MG/L 03
P P C NO. t8 SOLVENT CLEANER
P 200 SOLDER PASTE
P. K. DRY CHEMICAL
P.C. & ELC.SPRY THINNER. T 2003
P.U./TC FLAT GRAY 5958-36231
P- #20 DRAK GRAY 26008
P-AMINOBENZOIC ACID
P-AMINORENZOIC ACID FREE ACID CELL CULTURE TESTED
P-BENZOQUINONE
P-CRESOL





P - I ODONI TROTETRAZOL IUM VIOLET
P-NITROPHENOL . CRYSTALLINE
P -NIT RDPHENY L - B- D- GLUCOPYRANOS ;DE
P-TOLUENESULFONYL CHLORIDE 98%
P-IO
P-IO BLACK MARKER INK FORMULA
P-10 GAS MIXTURE
P-IO GAS MIXTURE, NUCLEAR COUNTER GAS
P-tO MIXTURE (10% METHANE, 90% ARGON
P-IO0 INERT ROUNO (t2 GAUGE)
P-1565P-6551 STEVENS LIQUID PARTING
P-1690-8 MCCLEEN PART
P-5 GAS MIXTURE
P-5 GAS MIXTURE, ELECTRON CAPTURE GAS
P-50








































FRANGIBLE NUT BOOSTER CARTRIDGE



































COOK PAINT & VARNI
PACIFIC POLY CRAFT
LIQUID CARBONIC
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 171
TSR$ TRAOENAME CC_ENTS MANUFACTURER MSDSID
' DATE
• 14264 PACIFIC FAST DRY SPRAY PAINT MAGENTA 27142 ' - ....................................
PACIFIC FAST DRY SPRAY PAINT ORANGE 12197
PACKAGED ROOFING ASPHALTS ASTM - O 312
PACKING PALMETTO #t000
PACO RAM OR BLOCK
PACO 80 (BLOCK OR RAM)
PAD, METAL POLISH IMPREGNATED






















































































ALUMINUM HEAT RESISTING, TT-P-28G
ENAMEL GLOSS. GRAY 161_7
EXECUTIVE COMPOUND
LATEX LT GREEN. 24554 SAEMI-GLOSS
LIQUID WHITE (TRAFFIC MARKING)
OIL ALKYD EXTERIOR WHITE
PRIMER ZINC CHROMATE YELLOW FORM 84










X35080032-O6-O/CAT: PAI O061/BEIGE ENAMEL
TT-P-IO2E, TYPE II
REMOVER TT-P-248/MSDS REQUESTED BY WILTECH




















ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS RED
HEAT RESISTIN
LACOUER, BLUE
LATEX. TT-P-tg, WHITE 17875.EXT.FOR MASONRY
LATEX, TT-P-96, WHITE
LATEX, WHITE 27886. TT-P-1511
SCREEN PROCESS
TRAFFIC. BLACK 37038 (NON REFLECTING)
TRAFFIC. WHITE, TT-P-115
TRAFFIC, WHITE. TY 1. OIL BASE, TToP-115E
TRAFFIC. YELLOW 33538
VINYL TYPE, GRAY V-766E
33538 YELLOW/TRAFFIC
PAINTER'S PRIDE INT. VINYL ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS
PAKOKLEEN DRUM CLEANER, PT.#55-06
PALATINOL 711 (960)
PALLADIUM (II) CHLORIDE







AERVOE PACIFIC COM DLA MSOS

















































13901 PARA-TOLUENESULFONIC ACID MONOH_DRATE 99_ ABBOTT MSDS #12 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/01/92
...................................................................................................................................



















































MATERIAL SAFETt DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSARS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 1"72
04119 PARABONO M-269 TILE ADHESIVE PARA-CHEM SOUTHERN 02/08/91
22723 PARABOND M-273 ACRYLIC COVE BASE ADHESIVE PARA-CHEM SOUTHERN 02/08/91
18563 PARABONO M-277 PARA-CHEM SOUTHERN 01/02/92
029a8 PARAFFIN P0t21 -02 BAKER. d.T. CHEMIC 09/09/86
15915 PARAFFIN FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/27/80
- 02431 PARAFFIN OIL C569-N16 (EXXON MARCOL 130) THOMAS SCIENTIFIC 02/28/73
13082 PARAFILM "M" P-201 AMERICAN NATIONAL 07/17/84
- 07042 PARAFORMALDEHYDE 0-4042,T-3537 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/28/85
13382 PARAFORMALDEHYDE P6148 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
11413 PARAFORNALDEHYDE FINE POWDER 00380 POLYSCIENCES. INC. 04/11/89
12997 PARAFORMALOEHYDE FINE POWDER. 95-97% HOECHST CELANESE C 02/16/90
13879 PARAFORMALDEHYDE 95% ABBOTT #49, PRODUCT #15812-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
06917 PARAROSANILINE BASE P7632 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/22/88
07759 PARAROSANILINE CHLORIDE P3750 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/16/91
18272 PARAROSANILINE CHLORIDE CERT,IFIEO P1528 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
02905 PARAROSANILINE HYDROCHLORIDE. P389 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/14/94
19503 PARKER O-LUBE PETROLEUM GREASE PARKER HANNIFZN CO 11/00/92
04316 PART NO. (8173) PART A/PART B EPOXY 04001,06-017/06-010/06-027 HARDMAN, INC. 03/01/86
16218 PARTALL FILM #10 REXCO NO DATE
4
17034 PARTALL PASTE #2 REXCO NO DATE
16459 PARTIt_OTE 830I RELEASE WAX FORMERLY EPOLITE 833A WAX HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 03/09/92
19457 PARTSPREP OEGREASER ISP TECHNOLOGIES. 11/11/92
C0995 PASA JELL 105 ACID SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/14/91
06016 PASA-OEL 102 PRC 04/07/87
06017 PASA-JEL 107 M COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/08/89
16063 PASA-JELL 101 ACID SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/08/89
16{)66 PASA-dELL 107 ACID SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/08/89
14727 PASTE DRIER 83°2-104608 / OFFSET INK ADDITIVE AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
08187 PATTERN PREP 24 SULFATE LEARONAL, INC. NO DATE
06669 PATTERN PREP 24 ADDITIVE 80621 LEARONAL, INC. 04/19/91
0(040 PATTERN PREP 24 MAKE-UP SALTS 80620 LEARONAL, INC. 08/20/91
17764 PATTERN PREP 36 ADDITIVE 80693 LEARONAL, INC. 08/20/91
17765 PATTERN PREP 38 CONCENTRATE 80692 LEARONAL, INC, 08/20/91
11481 PB FREE CORROSION RESIST. EPOXY PRIMER 463060078 / CATALYST = X-515 1:1 AKZD COATINGS INC. 04/24/90
20814 PC DUSTER/REFILL;OFFICE DUSTER II/II PLUS/IZ JR. TX3500.TX3501.TX3600,TX3601.TX3602,TX3504. TEXWIPE 11/00/92
04276 PC FLEX-MASK CONTRONIC DEVICES, NO DATE
07126 PC 88 ADHESIVE COMPONENT I ASPHALT CUTBACK/PT.1 OF 2 FOR BONDING FOAM PITTSBURGH CORNING O6/18/90
07123 PC 88 ADHESIVE COMPONENT 2 PITTSBURGH CDRNING IO/O1/90
20727 PC-B 20t B / FORMULATED POLYAMINE SMOOTH-ON, INC. 12/11/92
11095 PC-1 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 12/01/86
20728 PC-1/2/3 201-A/202-A/203-A/EPOX¥ RESIN S_TH-ON, INC. 12/11/92
08236 PC-1.2.3.44.60,64 AND 90, PART A EPOXY RESIN FORMULATION SMOOTH-ON, INC. 01/06/88
08237 PC, PART B - FORMULATED AMIDOAMINE SMNOOTH-ON, INC. 01/05/89
07605 PCO SPRAY CONCENTRATE ACEPHATE / ORTHENE CONCENTRATE LO / 5847 VAN WATERS & ROGER 10/13/88
t1731 PO (PLASTI DIP) (8EL-ART VIKEM DIP) VIKEM DIP, RED LIQUID VIM. T5092-1 POI INC (PLASTIC D 12/0t/84
16715 PD ACTIVATOR AM INTERNATIONAL 0t/16/85
16714 PO ACTIVATOR. DEVELOPER, 28-0080.-0111,-0222.-0110 AM INTERNATIO4NLAL 03/07/86
17985 PDL 1##,2##.3##.401.7##,8##,9##.10##(& PV).20##... A COMP./#=VARIOUS NO'S - ALSO RIMSPRAY,RIM POLYMER DEVELOPMEN 04/28/93
17986 PDL 1##.2##.3##.8##,9##,10##(& PV),20##... B COMP./#=VARIOUS NO'S POLYMER DEVELOPMEN 04/27/93
16839 POL 4034-2.5 "A" COMPONENT MBO 130-149 POLYMER DEVELOPMEN 01/15/93
16845 PDL 4034-2.5 =B" COMPONENT MBO 130-t49 POLYMER DEVELOPI_N 04/26/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 T0 ORG.C(]MTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0" • DLA HMIS MSDS
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18692 PEARL DROP LOTION HAND SOAP 77? THEOCHEM LABORATOR 07/09/92
18271 PECTINASE FROM ASPERGILLUS NIGER P9932 / SEE ALSO MSDS FOR G9012 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
08870 PEEL AWAY 2 DUMOND CHEMICALS, 05/03/91
03572 PEEL COAT - TYPE I E-30 B-IO0 CLEAR (?) EVANS MFG., INC. t2/22/92
19493 PEEL COAT - TYPE It B-t49 EVANS MFG., INC, 12/22/92
08770 PEEL FILMITE VINYL RESIN IN SOLVENT DUBOIS CHEMICALS / 09/14/76
08871 PEEL-AWAY I DUMOND CHEMICALS, 02/17/87
10169 PEEL-COAT, TYPE II FORMULA B-IO0 EVANS MFG., INC. 12/22/92
18662 PELERAGONALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600345 SUPELCO, INC. 11/28/89
05832 PEN NHF CALCOMP INC. 01/23/87
14214 PEN-E PENETROX CO_POUND BURNDY CORPORATION 06/11/90
18390 PENA - PENETROX COMPOUND BURNDY CORPORATION 10/06/87
18958 PENA-13 PENETROX COMPOUND BURNDY CORPORATION 06/11/90
15252 PENEFELT 366-520 / ROOF RESATURANT TREMCO 05/11/82
18742 PENESOLVE 5 PENETONE CORP./DIV 06/07/89
022?2 PENETONE 1107 ALKALINE DETERGENT PENETONE CORP./DIV 07/05/91
12547 PENETRANT PART A/PART B EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CATALYST SYSTEM CONCRETE PROTECTIO 11/05/89
• 01915 PENETRANT/PART #P-3OOA/BATCH #H-357A/MIL:1-25135C ARDROX INC. DLA MSDS
e 06438 PENETRATING FLUID CHEMSCOPE CORPORAT DLA MSDS
17183 PENETRATING FLUID (PLAIN WHITE BOTTLE) GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
07981 PENETRATING FLUID 0-P-1731 LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / 05/12/89
1494_ PENETRATING FLUID 0P-t731 BULK CHEM. DISTRIB NO DATE
• (30130 PENETRATING OIL AMERICAN WRITING I DLA MSOS
16913 PENETRATING OIL TYPE I, VV-P-216C GUARDSMAN PRODUCTS 02/23/90
18567 PENETRATING OIL #80032 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
@ 15516 PENETRATING OIL NATIONWIDE INDUSTR DLA MSDS
00916 PENETRATING OIL VV-P-216B AM 1TY I OLYMPIC OIL 09/15/86
14771 PENETRATING OIL VALVOLINE IGN-12. K01QO. K00100-9532 PYRDIL/DIV. CHAMP! 01/21/87
• 13323 PENETRATING OIL SPEC.# VV-P-216 OPL, INC. DLA MSDS
15742 PENETRATING OIL TYPE I (SAME AS NATIONWIDE P.O.) NATIONWIDE INDUSTR NO DATE
05846 PENETRATING OIL, TY. I ,5970 NATIONWIDE INDUSTR 09/12/84
18816 PENETRATING OIL, TYPE 1, VV-P-216C REVISIONB-5, DS CODE 30333, SP CODE 1035, GUARDSMAN PRODUCTS 06/06/94
02625 PENETRATING SPRAY (9174) LUBRICANT FULLER BRUSH COMPA 08/26/85
11687 PENETROL/MARINE PENETROL FLOOD COMPANY 04/03/90
14213 PENETROX-A COMPOUND BURNDY CORPORATION 02/19/91
15487 PENICILLIN SENSI-OISC P-IO UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/19/85
06103 PENICILLIN-G POTASSIUM P5375 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/14/87
11795 PENICILLIN-G POTASSIUM CELL CULTURE TESTED P7794 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/'28/94
11794 PENICILLIN-G SODIUM P5250 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
18093 PENICILLIN-G SODIUM P5250 SIC_A CHEMICAL CON 11/17/'92
22531 PENICILLIN-STREPTG_IYCIN 15075.15145,15140.15070 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NO DATE
22470 PENICILLIN-STREPTOMYCIN GAMMA-IRRADIATED P3539 / CELL CULTURE TESTED SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
18091 PENICILLIN-STREPTOMYCIN SOLUTION P0781 ($6501.P5250) SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 11/17/92
10993 PENKOTED LAWN SEED COLORANT FOR TREATED SEED PENNINGTON SEED OF NO DATE
18999 PENNZOIL AIRLINE LUBRICANT 150 PENNZOIL COMPANY 01/22/93
03395 PENNZOIL MOTOR OIL SAE 30 PETROLEUM LUBRICANT PENNZOIL COMPANY 11/13/85
17037 PENNZOIL NKJLTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT 705 DIST. WOLF'S HEAD PENNZOIL COMPANY 03/00/83
190(0 PENNZOIL PETROTECT AMBER SS RUST PREVENTIVE PENNZOIL COMPAN_ 04/19/93
22150 PENNZOIL TTM EP GREASE 302 PENNZOIL COMPANY 05/21/93
05834 PENS WLB AND LB CALCOMP INC. 01/23/87
05835 PENS WL2. WL3, WL4, AND WL5 CALCOMP INC. 01/23/87
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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05833 PENS WPP, WFP. AND NHB CALCOMP INC. 01/23/87
12054 PENTAERYTHRITOL TETRANITRATE PETN, CLASS A EXPLOSIVE DU PONT. E.I.. DE 11/01/85
08146 PENTAPHARM, PENTAFOOD, PENTACLEAR, PENTADUR,PENTAFORM,PENTAPRINT,PENTATHERN,p KLOCKNER-PENTAPLAS 02/12/87
18564 PENTEL CORRECTION PEN (BLUE) ZLi-W CORRECTION PEN (MULTI-PURPOSE) PENTEL OF AMERICA. 07/01/92
11417 PENTOBARBITAL S_IUM GANES CODE# 44 GANES CHEMICAL, IN 12/09/85
14223 PEPSTATIN 600 160 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI 07/01/87
18110 PERCHLORACAP POTASSIUM PERCHLORATE IN GELATIN CAPSULES MALLINCKROOT 01/01/94
07732 PERCHLORIC ACID, 50-72% A-228,-228S,-229,-229-5,-511,-469 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/01/88
10093 PERCHLORDETHYLENE 3750000 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 10/14/88
08772 PERCHLOROETHVLENE INDUSTRIAL DOW CHEMICAL CO. 03/07/89
16215 PERCHLOROETHYLENE SVG 59010 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 11/16/90
03535 PERCHLOROETHYLENE;TETRACHLOROETHYLENE PERCHLOR-DRY CLEAN PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 11/01/85
09337 PERCHLOROETHYLENE/TETRACHLOROETHYLENE STP 432,436,601,603,604,803,809,810,1002 UNITED TECHNOLOGIE 06/30/82
11117 PERCHLOROETHYLENE, ALL GRADES FORMERLY OCCIDENTAL CHEMICAL'S PERCLENE "D VULCAN MATERIALS/C 12/01/92
15221 PERFECT SEAL NO. 4 TYPE III P.O.B. INC. 06/27/91
06979 PERFLUOROPROPANE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/00/85
14357 PERFLUOROPROPANE AG 05262 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
19573 PERFOURN HEAVY/LIGHT/PUTTY/PUTTY SOFT/MEDIUM/BAYSI 35025/-30/-40/-46/-50/-56/-60/-70/-78 MILES DENTAL PRODU 08/11/92
07043 PERIODIC ACID (HYDRATED) A-223 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/21/88
15914 PERIODIC ACID (ORTHO) P7875 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
18326 PERIOOIC ACID SOLUTION P3669 / SEE MSOS FOR P7875, 1% PERIODIC AC SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/29/93
07761 PERIOOIC ACID SOLUTION P3022 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/07/89
12831 PERIOOIC ACIO; PARA PERIODIC ACID 74 GFS CHEMICALS 04/25/90
07760 PERIODIC ACID- SCHIFF KIT KC270/SEE PRODUCT #'5:GH5-3,395-1,395-2 FO SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/07/89
20167 PERLITON 4575 310045 / PRODUCT NO LONGER AVAILABLE (7/93 HOUGHTON, E.F., & 04/24/90
- 0373_ PERM SURE MIL-A-3316B / 102 MARATHON INDUSTRIE 01/29/93
08215 PERM-SURE I-C 102 ADHESIVE BIRMA PRODUCTS COR NO DATE
03158 PERNA BLUE LIQUID GUN BLUE PB22(GUNSNITHS MAGIC BL BIRCHWOOD t0/31/85
20411 PERMA FIL (PART A) TRI-CHEM CORPORATI 04/07/93
20412 PERMA FIL (PART B) TRI-CHEM CORPORATI 04/07/93
20413 PERNA FIL (PART C) TRI-CHEM CORPORATI 04/07/93
11192 PERMA-dAC, PERMA-JAC 25/50 TOPLINE PLASTICS I NO DATE
17517 PERMA-LOK ANAEROBIC SURFACE CONDITONER 1 78-4341 NATIONAL STARCH & 05/10/90
13325 PERNA-LOK LH 050 78-4421 NATIONAL STARCH & 10/25/90
13849 PERMA-LOK NM 115 78-4310 / ADHESIVE SEALANT NATIONAL STARCH & 04/28/93
13779 PERMA-PATCH ASPHALT COLD MIX UNI-CHEM CORP. OF 02/25/87
13821 PERMA-SLIK RM (10-135) BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT E/M CORPORATION 02/05/91
11165 PERMA-TAC 2002 MUSSON-400 NEOPRENE CONTACT ADH PERMA-TAC 2002 ARCHEM CORPORATION 08/12/88
11183 PERMA-WELD ADHESIVE ZESTON ACCESSORIES MANVILLE 02/24/86
03654 PERMABATCH OEVELOPER SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 09/00/84
- 04945 PERItABATCH DEVELOPER / Z-DEVELOPER, #928 COMPUGRAPHIC CORPO 11/01/84
02544 PERNABATCH DEVELOPER, G-84 D-1 164-B / 257?,455,409 AGFA CORP. 11/00/84
- 16606 PERMABATCH FIXER 929 / 979?? COMPUGRAPHIC CORPO 07/01/84
10537 PERMABATCH FIXER PHOTOG. FIXER FROM COMPUGRAPHIC, (SN NOT L SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 11/09/79
02545 PERMABATCH FIXER/3-24-F (REV.) AGFA CORP. 07/00/84
05511 PERMABOND 910 82-9827 / CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE / NIL-A-4 NATIONAL STARCH & 05/07/93
04188 PERNAFLEX PC-95, EPOXY HAROENER(PT.A)/RESIN(PT.B) SNI(HAROENER): BEIGE, BUFF, & IVORY (A) / PERMAFLEX PRODUCTS 11/00/86
13179 PERMAFRESH 479 UREA FORMALDEHYDE RESIN SUN CHEMICAL CORPO 05/03/78
06456 PERMAGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR MCP-788 (REVISEO) AGFA CORP. 04/01/87
• 16713 PERMAGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR METACOMET INC. DLA MSOS
21164 PERMAO_APHIC FIXER RP- t212El AGFA CORP. 04/00/87
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16717 PERMAGRAPHIC FIXER MCP-957/CONTAINS ACIDS (TYPE NOT SPECIFIED METACOMET INC. NO DATE
PERMAGRAPHIC FIXER MCP-957(REV.)(MFGR:METACOMET)
PERMAGRAPHIC STABILIZER
PERNAGUN CORDS & SLUGS
PERMANENT BLUE FLAT VINYL INK
PERMANENT BLUE GLOSS VINYL INK
PERMANENT BLUE-BLACK WRITING INK/SIZING INK
PERMANENT GREEN GLOSS VINYL INK
PERMANENT MAROON GLOSS VINYL INK
PERMANENT RED GLOSS VINYL INK
PERMAPOL P-905
PERMASEAL FIBERED ROOF COATING _1910
PERMATEX ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT
PERMATEX AVIATION FORM-A-GASKET,SEALANT LIQUID
PERM&TEX DISC BRAKE QUIET
PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #1 SEALANT
PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011, TYII
PERMATEX GASKET REMOVER
PERMATEX HIGH TACK SPRAY-A-GASKET ADHESIVE
PERMATEX HIGH TEMP RTV SILICONE GASKET MAKER
PERMATEX HYDRAULIC JACK OIL
PERMATEX PLASTIC CLEANER
PERMATEX SILICONE FORM-A-GASKET SEALANT
PERMATEX THREAD SEALANT WITH TEFLON
PERMATHANE #1001A POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT
PERMATHANE GLOSS CLEAR
PERMATHANE SATIN FINISH CLEAR_VARNISH
PERI_OUNT R SOLUTION
PEROXIDASE TYPE II FROM HORSERADISH
PERPHECT BUFFER 10, #911010, 911025. 911050
PERPHECT BUFFER 7. #910710. 910725. 910750
PERPHECTT BUFFER 4. #910410, 910425, 910450
PESTICIDES MIX
PETERS PROFESSIONAL SOLUBLE PLANT FOOD
PETERS TURF & LANDSCAPE WATER SOLUBLE FERTILIZER
PETN
PETN





PETROLEUM OILS/WAXES MIL-C-11796B, CL 1
PETRON PLUS AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SUPPLEMENT
PETRON PLUS AUTOMOTIVE FRICTION REDUCER
PETRON PLUS HI-TEMP ALUMINUM COMPLEX GREASE
PETRON PLUS HI-TEI_P MULTI-PURPOSE GREASE
PETRON PLUS HYDRAULIC SUPPLEMENT
PETRON PLUS INDUSTRIAL SUPER LUBE
MCP-962
PP22,PP250,PP33,PP36 / NON-HARDENING SEALI
VF-159
GV-159
























WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807
20-20-20 ALL PURPOSE/20-20-20 GENERAL PURP
20-20-20 + MINORS












































GRACE, W.R., & CO.















PETRON INTERNATIONPETRON PLUS INDUSTRIAL TRANSMISSION & GEAR BOX FRICTION REDUCER / 12843. 64023
13461 PETRON PLUS TRANSMISSION/GEAR BOX FRICTION REDUCER 12123 / LUBRICANT ADDITIVE PETRON INTERNATION 0?/06/90
...................................................................................................................................
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17550 PF DEGREASER PF16/PF32/PFOt/PFO3/PFO5/PF55/GFPW(WIPES) P-T TECHNOLOGIES, 12/08/93
18599 PFPE (PERFLUOROALKYLPOLYETHER) FOR SL-D2 MISSION/GERMAN MSDS,ENGLISH DESC LEYBOLO AG 08/14/90
19507 PG 2125 BASE PG-2125-610000-A PERMAGILE INOUSTRI 04/00/93
19508 PG 2125 REACTOR PERMAGILE INDUSTRI 04/00/93
0G074 PG-991 ANTI-RUST COMPOUND SUNINHEN PROOUCTS CO 08/15/87
11563 PGA BUFFERED SOLUTION P4131 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 09/17/90
17956 PGO ENZYMES P9250;510-6 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/26/93
- 14729 PH ADJUSTER KIT, PT.A ACID/PT.B BASE 83-5-105669 / ACID SOLUTION,ALKALI SOLUTIO AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
11536 PH BUFFERS AND SOLUTIONS 05942-20,22,24,40,42,44,60.62,64, 05664-00 COLE-PARNER INSTRU 03/22/90
21838 PH CONTROL 062 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
03607 PH REFERENCE BUFFER SOLUTION H7590-7 H7590-27,-7;BX1632,BXt635;21131 EM SCIENCE 12/00/83
21816 PHARMA-CLENZ ANTIMICROBIAL SKIN LOTION 200 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 04/06/92
21830 PHARMA-CLENZ-ANTIMICROBIAL SKIN CLEANSER 100 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 04/06/92
09588 PHARMADINE TOPICAL POVIDONE-IODINE SHERWOOD PHARMACEU NO DATE
05578 PHARORID INSECTICIDE PHARAOH ANT CONTROL ZDECON INDUSTRIES 12/00/85
19990 PHENOBARBITAL (PHNO) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 7043169010U PONT, E.I., DE 08/(30/89
15924 PHENOL 2858/2862 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 10/15/85
22792 PHENOL 100728 BOEHRINGER MANNHEI (36/07/93
01482 PHENOL BP226,A911,A931,A9311.A88,A92 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/23/92
14012 PHENOL ACS REAGENT P4161 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 10/21/88
01750 PHENOL BOTTLE (3ML H3PO4,SNL CUSO4/MFGR:d.T.BAKER) POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 00/00/84
12923 PHENOL MIXTURE WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807 SUPELCO, INC. 01/10/90
13380 PHENOL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT P103? SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/20/9t
01568 PHENOL RED SODIUM P4758 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/24/86
22481 PHENOL RED 0.5% 11160. 15100 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, 08/15/91
18269 PHENOL SIGMAULTRA P5566 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
22848 PHENOL, LOOSE CRYSTALS, 99+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 24232-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
- 22645 PHENK)LITE C-501,CE-578,L-610 LE-675, CEF-586 NVF COMPANY NO DATE
- 15930 PHENOLPHTHALEIN BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
15859 PHENOLPHTHALEIN F-79 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/21/91
10461 PHENOLPHTHALEIN A.C.S. REAGENT 10594-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/04/90
15656 PHENOLPHTHALEIN INDICATOR 942 HACH COMPANY 01/06/87
20798 PHENOLPHTHALEIN INDICATOR R-0638 TAYLOR TECHNOLDGIE 02/01/92
• 01731 PHENOLPHTIdALEIN INDICATOR SOLUTION 5 GR/LITER CAT NO. 162 HACH COMPANY DLA MSOS
01730 PHENDLPHTHALEIN SOLUTION 0.1% t897 HACH COMPANY 07/15/86
11217 PHENOLPHTHALEIN SOLUTIONS MALLINCKRODT 04/C_/89
22146 PHENOSEAL VINYL ADHESIVE CAULK #100 SERIES ILLEGIBLE NUMBER (T6?). T11,T12,T13,T14,T1 GLOUCESTER CO., IN 01/09/91
22384 PHENDTHIAZINE. 98+% P1483-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/07/94
13886 PttENYL ETHER 99_ ABBOTT MSDS #41 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/02/88
0860_J PHENYL ISOTHIOCYANATE PROOUCT CODE T772, CAS# 00103-72-0 BAKER. J.T, CHEMIC 11/11/86
18270 PHENYLHYORAZINE HYDROCHLORIDE P692B SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/20/93
19994 PHENYTOIN (PTN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705715901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
11923 PHENYTOIN SODIUM, DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN SODIUM H0104466000 / ANTIEPILEPTIC DRUG RECORDATI 02/11/82
18501 PHILLYCLAD PRT 60 REDUCER ITW 01/02/93
18502 PHILLYCLAO REDUCER PRT 61 ITW 01/02/93
18500 PHILLYCLAD 1000 CLEAR RESIN & HARDENER ITW 01/02/93
22124 PHILLYCLAD t000 SERIES HAROENER FORMULATED TO CURE WITH PHILLYCLAO 1000 SE ITW 01/02/93
18503 PHILLYCLAD 1015 HAZE GRAY RESIN ITW 01/02/93
19504 PHILLYCLAD 200 AGGREGATE (BLACK) ITW 01/02/93
19505 PHILLYCLAD 200 RESIN ITW 01/02/93
17545 PHILLYCLAO 33 PRINCR HARDENER ITW 02/15/91
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA ItSOS SYSTEM./ '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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17544 PHILLYCLAD 33 PRIMER RESIN PRIMER FOR PHILLYCLAD 550 ITW 01/20/92
18491 PHILLYCLAD 5020 AGGREGATE (BUFF) ITW 01/02/93
18492 PHILLYCLAD 5020AGGREGATE (CEMENT) ITW 01/02/93
18495 PHILLYCLAO 5020 AGGREGATE (RED) ITW 01/02/93
18493 PHILLYCLAD 5020 AGGREGATE DECK GRAY ITW 01/02/93
18494 PHILLYCLAD 5020 AGGREGATE HAZE GRAY ITW 01/02/93
18496 PHILLYCLAO 5020 HARDENER ITW 01/02/93
18498 PHILLYCLAD 5020 PRIMER HARDENER ITW 01/02/93
18499 PHILLYCLAD 5020 PRIMER RESIN ITW 0t/02/93
18497 PHILLYCLAD 5020 RESIN ITW 01/02/93
17547 PHILLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELING EPOXY HARDENER ITW 12/17/90
17548 PHILLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELLING EPOXY HARDENER CLEAR. WHITE ITW 12/17/90
17557 PHILLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELLING EPOXY RESIN (DECK GRAY) ITW 12/17/90
17558 PHILLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELLING EPOXY RESIN (CLEAR, WHITE) ITW 12/17/90
17546 PHILLYCLAD 550 SELF-LEVELLING EPOXY RESIN (HAZE GRAY) ITW 12/t7/90
- 06903 PHILLYSTRAN LIQUID EPOXY HARDNER #A-14C HARDNER PHILARESINE CORP. NO DATE
- 06902 PHtLLYSTRAN LIQUID EPOXY RESIN #A-14C RESIN PHILARESINE CORP. NO DATE
@ 10154 PHISOHEX HEXACHLOROPHENE CLEANSING EMULSION, USP STERLING DRUG, INC DLA MSDS
01484 PHLOROGLUCINOL FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/25/85
18268 PHLOROGLUClNOL P3502 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
18266 PHLOXINE 8 CERTIFIED P4030 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/20/93
22535 PHORBOL 12-NYRISTATE 13-ACETATE P8139 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/23/94
22443 PItQRBOL 12,t3-DIBUTYRATE P1269 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/23/94
17745 PHOS-PHO-NEAL CONY HARDENER 6OC6 DEXTER COATINGS 12/12/91
15323 PHOS-PHO-NEAL HARDENER 60-C-6/ W/31-G-6 PRIMER DEXTER COATINGS O9/16/82
15322 PHOS-PHO-NEAL WASH PRIMER 31-G-60 W/60-C-6 CAT. DEXTER COATINGS O9/16/82
14358 PHOSGENE AG 05263 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
22453 PHOSPHATE BUFFERED SALINE TABLET P4417 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
21977 PHOSPHATE 40.000 MU'G/NL ULTRAGRADE MATRIX MODIFIER ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
18267 PHOSPHATE-CITRATE BUFFER TABLETS P4809 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
11006 PHOSPHATIC CLAY LONCALA PHOSPHATE NO DATE
06980 PHOSPHINE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 10/OO/86
14359 PHOSPHINE AG 05264 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
10932 PHOSPHO(ENOL)PYRUVATE TRISODIUM HYDRATE P7002 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/26/91
18111 PHOSPHOCOL P 32 CHRONIC PHOSPHATE P-32 SUSPENSION; P-32 C MALLINCKROOT 01/01/94
07015 PHOSPHOGLUCOMUTASE FROM RABBIT MUSCLE P3397 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/88
09355 PHOSPHOGLUCOSE ISOMERASE TYPE X FROM YEAST P9010 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 08/30/89
02911 PttOSPHOMOLYBDIC ACID A-237 FISHER SCIENTIFIC O5/18/88
0(049 PHOSPHORIC ACID 0261,0266,0265.0264.5372,0262.0267,0260.02 BAKER. G.T, CHEMIC 10/11/85
- 15912 PHOSPHORIC ACID BAKER, d.T. CHEMIC NO DATE
05968 PItOSPHORIC ACID MALLINCKRODT 09/05/85
01207 PHOSPHORIC ACID (70-85%) FMC CORPORATION 09/16/91
18616 PHOSPHORIC ACID ACS REAGENT P6560 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 06/27/92
11649 PHOSPHORIC ACID PROTEIN ASSAY KITS I.II 500-0001,500-0002,500-0006 BIO-RAD LABORATORI 03/31/93
- 04237 PHOSPHORIC ACID 2-0260, ACS GRADE BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 05/01/84
20183 PHOSPHORIC ACID 75%, BOer. AND 85% RttONE-POULENC 09/30/91
06715 PItOSPHORIC ACID 85_ CERTIFIED SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 07/21/88
01485 PHOSPHOROUS PENTOXIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/04/85
22367 PHOSPHORUS O.1% NH4H2PO4 IN 0.05% HNO3 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/O1'93
01617 PHOSPHORUS (PHOS) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER ./ ,02234901DU PONT. E.I.. DE 08/'00/'89
06981 PHOSPHORUS PENTAFLUORIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 06/01/85
...................................................................................................................................
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11504 PHOSPHORUS-32 ALPHA-D-CTP SAFE HANDLING PROCEDURE ONLY. P-32 DU PONT. E.I.. DE NOT REOD
18369 PHOSPHORUS. RED. AMORPHOUS 9358 BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 03/09/92
(_290 PHOSPI'K)RUS. 0.1 & 1.0°_ P IN DILUTE 1"1_3 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
07758 PHOSPHORYLASEoA FROM RAI_BIT MUSCLE P1261 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/07/89
11422 PHOSPItOTUNGSTIC ACID FREE ACID CRYSTALLINE P4006 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/20/90
01707 PHOSVER 3 PHOSPHATE REAGENT CAT NO. 2125/2209 HACH COMPANY 11/29/93
- 14730 PHOTO DIRECT ACTIVATOR CONCENTRATE 200-916-4A / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14731 PHOTO OIRECT STOP BATH CONCENTRATE 83-1-104518 / PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
07431 PHOTD-FLO EASTMAN KODAK CO. OLA MSDS
02609 PHOTOCONDUCTOR DRUM FOR 312. 191 t32 MITA NO DATE
11247 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR EP310.300.320.520,530,450 MINOLTA 07/08/86
13333 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR JX-9500 T1 2559881-0001,TI 2550482-00010PC CARTRI SHARP CORPORATION 07/13/89
05806 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR RPS07 MINOLTA 12/04/85
- 05789 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR RPS09 MINOLTA 07/08/86
00991 PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR 3M DLA MSDS
20193 PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER/REPLENISHER PART A 100237A/250042A/250473A/253494A PICKER INTERNATION 11/01/91
20192 PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER/REPLENISHER PART B 250473B/253494B/250042B/250442B/260569B PICKER INTERNATION 11/01/91
03575 PHOTOPOSIT REMOVER 1112A SHIPLEY COMPANY. I 11/15/85
@ 00652 PHOTOSENSITIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPER 3M DLA MSDS
16154 PHOTREX (CHLOROFORM) BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 04/01/84
15975 PHOTREX (I.1.2-TRICHLORO-t.2.2-TRIFLUOROETHANE) BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 09/05/86
- 15771 PHOTREX 9083-3 (2-PROPANOL) BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 04/03/84
11344 PHTHALATE ESTER KIT _06-N R43-0660.-CH570.-0680.-0690.-O70,O.-O710/CAT SUPELCO. INC. 12/28/89
14399 PHTHALIC ACID 900454. 105 7504.7520.7637. 129 9205 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/13/87
- 15933 PICRIC ACID BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC NO DATE
01486 PICRIC ACID WET WITH NOT LESS THAN 10% WATER FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/29/91
13095 PICRIC ACID 1W1".% SOLUTION IN WATER PRODUCT #31928-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/11/91
13900 PICRIC ACID. A.C.S. REAGENT 25137-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
22747 PIG FUEL SOLXDIFIER, #PLP403 NEW PIG CORPORATIO 09/10/93
13301 PIG MATS (KIT 311) MAT201.MAT202.MAT203.MAT204,MAT208,MAT216, NEW PIG CORPORATIO 06/30/93
13297 PIG MATS. #MAT201. #MAT203. #MAT204. #MAT220 KIT 211 NEW PIG CORPORATIO 05/31/90
13296 PIG PILLOW. PIL201 KIT 211 NEW PIG CORPORATIO 08/16/89
21868 PIG REPAIR PUTTY #PTY201.#PTY202.#PTY209.#PTY230 / EPOXY PU NEW PIG CORPORATIO 01/26/93
20383 PIG SKINNER ABSORBENT SOCKS #104PS,SKM203.SAIOIO.SA2010 NEW PIG CORPORATIO 03/02/92
08188 PIGMENTED POLYMER TT-P-t757A T-GREEN GS-10Fo5t226 CHEMRAY COATINGS C 08/05/88
13928 PIGMENTED POLYMERS PAINT. TT-E-487E GRAY 16187 CHEMRAY COATINGS C 06/15/89
17707 PIMELIC KETONE CX2334. CX2335 / CYCLOHEXANONE EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
20444 PINE CLEANER #70 1085 / NU-EASE PINE CLEANER #70 GENERAL CHEMICAL C 11/04/87
17599 PINE-SOL BROAD SPECTRUM FORMULA FORMER AMERICAN CYANAMID PRODUCT CLOROX COMPANY 08/01/90
07111 PINK LOTION LIQUID HAND SOAP TRIPLE S 05/05/86
11140 PIPE SEALANT W/TEFLON 59231/59241/59214 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/01/93
11408 PIPES 06498 POLYSCIENCES. INC. 10/13/91
20380 PIPES DIPOTASSIUM P7643 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/15/93
13880 PIPES FREE ACID ABBOTT MSDS #48. PRODUCT #P6757 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/27/87
19404 PIPET PUIIIP.AUTONATXC CORDLESS.RECHARGEABLE 110VOLT P6175 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
• 04982 PIPETITE-STIK LAKE CHEMICAL CO. DL& MSDS
13527 PISTOL PETE PVC SOLVENT CEMENT RECTORSEAL 05/00/83
12195 PISTOL/RIFLE & SHOTGUN PRIMERS (PERCUSSION CAPS) SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION. CLASS C EXPLOSIVES FIOCCHI OF AMERICA 01/00/86
19945 PITHANE ACRYLIC URETHANE COMP. A 97-I (041790M) / 97-801S.-802S.-805S,-806S PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 08/04/90
16470 PITT-GLAZE:COMPONENT A 16-801 AND B 16-802 PPG INOUSTRIES, IN 12/13/83
1989O PITTCOTE 404 COATING : ACRYLIC LATEX MAST|C PITTSBURGH CORNING t0/15/90
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TD ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HNIS MSDS
,
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 179
TSRS TRAOENANE CADIIINENT S I_NUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
11828 PITTHANE CATALYST COMP. B 97-819 (052186E) / URETHANE PREPOLYMER PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
00373 PITTHANE GLOSS BLACK COMP. A 97-813 (022489E) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
20120 PITTHAI_ GLOSS SAFETY YELLOW CDMP. A 97-802 (120789E) PPG INOUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
21725 PL 410 PART A / PL 410 B-2 PART B 3030050/2783060 / MSDS PT.B DATED 5/5/89 GOODRICH, B.F. 09/30/91
11096 PL-1 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 11/11/86
- 22118 PLANCHETS INFORMATION SHEET ONLY NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES NOT REOD
12212 PLANISOL M PLANISOL INC. 02/08/93
05518 PLAS-DUX, ADHESIVE COMPOUND BABBITT DEVELOPMEN 06/18/87
18112 PLASMA VOLUME KIT(IODINATEO I 125 ALBUMIN INdECT.) IHSA 1-125 ISOJEX SYRINGES & REFERENCE STA MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
19991 PLASMINDGEN (PLG) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705037901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
04801 PLASTER PORCELAIN (POWDER) NO. 30 SAUEREISEN CEMENTS 12/00/93
22081 PLASTER SEPARATOR SEP. PLAST AMERICAN ART & CLA 05/11/93
01327 PLASTI DIP SOLVENT BASED COATING MATERIAL PDI INC (PLASTIC D 03/01/93
01284 PLASTI DIP SPRAY/PDS FOR: PLASTI DIP FORMULA 99 PDI INC (PLASTIC D NO DATE
03617 PLASTI-KOTE ENAMEL, AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT TT-E-488B/COLORS:A=t?O38/B-16099/C=I4062/D PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 12/30/86
16428 PLASTI-KOTE WORKABLE FIXATIVE 1 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 05/02/85
16373 PLASTI-KOTE YELLO_ BATCH 9339 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 01/08/85
08775 PLASTI-KOTE 278 BATTERY TERMINAL COATING AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 12/10/87
03449 PLASTI-KOTE 660 WORKABLE FIXATIVE PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 03/10/88
16823 PLASTIC CEMENT HANOI GRAD,FORMULA 6220 (ROOF) GIBSON-HOMANS 09/15/80
07086 PLASTIC CLEANER 403D / 80183 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
08200 PLASTIC CLEANER M-1708 MEGUIAR'S 04/00/86
19579 PLASTIC K-KN 2062 NATIONAL REFRACTOR 10/07/91
11605 PLASTIC PLASTISOL, X-6848 MIL-P-20689D TYII CLASS I BAKER SEALANTS & C 10/12/88
@ 05115 PLASTIC POLISH P-P-S60 LDCTITE CORPORATIO DLA MSDS
06899 PLASTIC POLISH LOT #560-16 TRIO CHEMICAL WORK NO DATE
08199 PLASTIC POLISH M-tO08 MEGUIAR'S 04/00/86
17679 PLASTIC STEEL PUTTY (A) RESIN 10110 ITW 04/21/92
20461 PLASTILEASE 334 BT-XG LILLY INDUSTRIES, 06/09/93
16840 PLASTILEASE 5128 RAM CHEMICALS 12/16/85
08042 PLATE TUSCHE 77-9800-7204-3 3M 06/00/80
20815 PLATENKLEEN TX1268 TEXWIPE 02/00/93
14457 PLATEX GREEN SOLUTION 200-717-4A / PRE-MOISTENER AM INTERNATIONAL 11/11/85
14465 PLATEX SOLUTION 40-2512-2A & 40-2512-4A / PRE-WOISTENER AN INTERNATIONAL 11/11/85
15928 PLATINIZING SOLUTION 705308 BECKMAN INSTRUMENT NO DATE
16036 PLATINUM INK 6082 ENGELHARD CORPORAT 04/18/83
10506 PLATINUM POTASSIUM CHLORIDE P-158 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
11034 PLATINUM, X% ON ALUMINA SUPPORTED CATALYST dOHNSON MATTHEY AE 01/10/89
19906 PLC 28W 15NM COMPACT FLUORESCENT 20479-2 PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C 07/25/89
15371 PLEDGE 10330-33-39 dOHNSON, S.C., & S 08/09/91
11903 PLEX-SEAL CLEAR 3201 CLEAR. ACRYLIC PORTER PAINT CO. 11/2S/85
18136 PLEXIGLAS IMPACT GRADE ACRYLIC RESIN ALL PRODUCT CODES ROHM ANO HAAS CO 04/27/91
11093 PLH-1 HARDENER MEASUREMENTS GROUP 11/12/86
06066 PLH-100/101/105 AND BP-99 HYDRAULIC OIL SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
02274 PLICAST PLIGUN & OTHER CASTABLE REFRACTORY MATERIA PLIBRICO CDMPANY.R 11/00/85
15217 PLIOBONO GOODYEAR TIRE & RU 07/00/84
00653 PLIOBOND GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE ASHLAND CHEMICAL NOW MAKES PLIOBDNO ADHESI GOODYEAR TIRE & RU 07/27/81
03596 PLIOBOND 20 584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOW ASHL ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/26/'93
04230 PLIOBOND 30 FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT / NSL ASHLANO OIL. INC. 06/00/86
e 05430 PLIOGRIP 12-3 GOODYEAR TIRE & RU DLA MSDS
16721 PLOTTER INK, AQUEOUS INK CODE NO. 1052 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/08/85
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ," MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03'94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 180
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
17266 PLUMBING FIXTURE SEALANT RADIATOR SPECIALTY DLA MSDS
03672 PLURONIC L-62LF BASF CORP. DLA MSOS
07985 PLUS 5 CARPET SHAMPOO SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 12/21/92
07029 PLUS-FIFTY C ORY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT ANSUL COMPANY 06/0t/89
06072 PM-2653 LUBRICATING OIL SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
05739 PNEUMATIC HYDRAULIC OIL MARSON CORPORATION 04/13/87
18517 PNEUMATIC/HYDRAULIC SEAL 545 54505.54531,54541 LQCTITE CORPORATIO 01/01/93
07734 PNT90 LACQUER THINNER 017CD010.840229 INMONT CORPORATION 12/20/84
12408 PNKJEMATIC LUBRICATING OIL SAElO/AD220 lAST MANUFACTURING 03/02/90
08977 POLAMINE-1CX_ POLAROID CORP. NO DATE
16464 POLANE B POLYURETHANE COATING ASA#61 GRAY F63 A 31 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 07/02/84
00686 POLANE B/T POLYURETHANE ENAMEL SYSTEM RT-K69, 530 7731 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 11/01/92
13291 POLANE CATALYST V66 CAT'S:V66V27 B.V66V29 A,V66V44 PLUS,V66V55 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 12/11/92
08234 POLANE HS POLYURETHANE COATING, NON-LEAD COLORS SEVERAL PRODUCT#'S AND COLORS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 04/15/85
21927 POLANE HS/HST ENNAMEL SYSTEM F63HS/I / MISSING P.2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 11/01/92
11261 POLANE HST POLYURETHANE COATING, NON-LEAD COLORS F63 SERIES / ALSO CUSTOM COLORS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 07/15/86
11791 POLANE PLUS/2.8 T PLUS POLYURETHANE ENAMEL NON-LEAD COLORS, F63E, F63XX SERIES SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 11/01/92
11260 POLANE REDUCER R7 K 84 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 08/15/88
13293 POLANE REDUCERS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 04/15/90
21926 POLANE SPRAY FIL, PRIMER-SEALER,CLEAR D61 / MISSING P.2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 11/01/92
11914 POLANE T POLYURETHANE ENAMEL, LEAD COLORS SERIES F63TL. & LEAD-CONTAINING POLANE T C SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 04/15/90
04861 POLANE T, POLYURETHANE ENAMEL, NON-LEAO COLORS SERIES F63TX,F63 & LEAD HAZ.FREE PDLANE T SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 04/15/90
11190 POLAR ANTIFREEZE POOIAF6P,POOIAF30,POOIAF55 TERMINAL PACKAGING 06/01/92
03367 POLE PRESERVATIVE M1910 CHANCE, A.B.. CDMP 03/00/86
15685 POLISH METAL HYSAN CORPORATION 10/00/85
15396 POLISH METAL/TYPE II CLASS I DETERGENT - POLISHING COMPOUND / 7930-00-2 PROCESS RESEARCH P NO DATE
22193 POLISH, FURNITURE TYPE I CHEMSCOPE CORPORAT 06/21/91
@ 17208 POLISH, FURNITURE GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
15395 POLISH, METAL P-C-t121, TY.I CHEWSCOPE CORPORAT 08/31/90
11238 POLISH, METAL (CLEANING & POLISHING) STAINLESS STEEL, P-C-1121 B, TYPE I OMNITECH INTERNATI 05/16/88
10221 POLISH,METAL, LIQUID IAW CID A-A-105 HOPE COMPANY, INC. NO DATE
00656 POLISHING POWDER, 0.3 MICRON ALUMINA, TY-O3A UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
22151 POLY V PLASTIC BLAST MEDIA U.S. TECHNOLOGY CO 09/24/93
19625 POLY-CON PL-30 INTERCONTINENTAL C 02/04/86
11798 POLY-D-LYSINE HYDROBROMIDE MOL WT 30OOO-7OOOO P7886 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/10/90
07174 POLY-EL-PH 4695 COOLING WATER TREATMENT GRACE, W.R., & CO. 08/22/88
16454 POLY-EPOXY CATALYST, 714-5435 SOUTHERN COATINGS, 10/25/82
16222 POLY-EPOXY HI-FLASH REDUCER, C714-5443 SOUTHERN COATINGS, 10/25/82
16457 POLY-EPOXY SEMI-GLOSS SERIES BASES. 714-LINE SOUTHERN COATINGS, 10/25/82
06366 POLY-SOLVE EB, 496674 ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 05/09/86
C_5367 POLY-TERGENT 8-300 CPE535439 OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/26/90
o 14252 POLYAMIDE COATING,HARDENER 17875, EPOXY ADVANCED COATINGS DLA MSDS
18575 POLYAMIOE RESIN COMPONENT 8 TYPE I OR II, CL 1 724114 17 PRATT & LAMBERT 06/09/92
17735 POLYAMIDE RESIN/RE-2010 PDLYAMIDE RESIN DOLPH, dOHN C CO 09/25/89
- 04570 POLYAMIDE, 44GNBA & 44GNBACA MIL°P-85582, DK GREEN, TY.II DEFT, INC. 03/11/87
11892 POLYCEL CLEANER GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/05/86
11769 POLYCEL, PC-8,14,60D,50 DB+,g6D,3600 SINGLE COMPONENT, PROFESSIONAL & INDUSTRIA GRACE, W.R., & CO. I1/18/86
05286 POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PC8"S) AROCLOR/THERMINOL FR SER./PYRANOL/INERTEEN MONSANTO 10/00/88
22686 POLYCLAD 936 MSDS#O730S1NL CARBOLINE COMPANY 02/12/91
06361 POLYCLEAR SATIN VARNISH M-147 MURALO COMPANY, IN 11/12/86
04958 POLYCLUTCH WASH PRIMER - ACID COffiP. 97-688 (112889E) PPG INOUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT K$C FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / I_DS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM_/ 'e' - OLA HMIS MSDS
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KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 181
TSRS TRADENAME COImENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
20122 POLYCLUTCH WASH PRIMER A 97-687 (011990E) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
20121 POLYCLUTCH WASH PRIMER THINNER 97-731 (0131900) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/11/93
16379 POLYESTER GLAZING PUTTY #400 FILL AUTO BODY WITH HARDENER FIBRE GLASS-EVERCO 11/01/84
- 09261 POLYESTER POLYURETHANE FOAM GENERAL FOAM OF M1 NO DATE
19617 POLYETHYLENE FILM / NAY USE FOR PB CONTAINMT/IO-93 POLYETHYLENE OR ETHYLENE VINYL ACETATE COP ARMIN CORPORATION 0t/05/92
11061 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AV. MOL. WT. 1,000 P3515 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/30/90
11056 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AV. MOL. WT. 10,000 P6667 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/30/90
11054 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AV. MOL. WT. 200 P3015 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/30/90
11055 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL WT. 300 P3140 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/30/90
11053 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL WT. 3350 P3640 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/30/90
05473 POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL WT. 8000 P2139 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/24/87
20467 POLYEXTRA PLASTIC ABRASIVE MEDIA U.S. TECHNOLOGY CO 05/11/89
17424 POLYFLEX SEALANT 4 MSDS DATE IS DATE PRINTED SUPERIOR SEALANTS, 01/16/87
13555 POLYLITE FIBERGLASS RESIN REICHHOLD CHEMICAL 08/01/89
13522 POLYLITE POLYESTER RESIN 33-087 REICHHOLD CHEHICAL 08/01/89
08618 POLYLITE 33-031 POLYESTER RESIN- UN 1866 REICHHOLD CHEMICAL 07/00/84
16064 POLYMATE 900 PRODUCT CANCELLED ON 01-01-9t PER MANUFACT GRACE, W.R., & CO. 01/01/93
06104 POLYMYXIN B SULFATE P1004 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/14/87
04684 POLYOXYETHYLENESORBITAN MONOLAURATE TWEEN 20 P1379 / POLYSORBATE 20 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/02/87
04540 POLYOXYETHYLENESORBITAN MONOSTEARATE TWEEN 60 P1629 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/03/87
08776 POLYPLUS BLAST CLEANING MEDIA AMINO THERMOSET RESIN U.S. TECHNOLOGY CO NO DATE
20466 POLYPLUS PLASTIC BLAST MEDIA U.S. TECHNOLOGY CO 07/01/92
22079 POLYPROPYLENE GLYCOL 1200 3854950 ASHLANO OIL, INC. 06/04/93
20926 POLYROOF 361-589-996,361-589L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT TREMCO 01/17/91
22111 POLYSEED BOD SEED INOCULUM POLYBAC CORPORATIO 01/04/93
- 07228 POLYSHADES MINWAX, CONSTRUCTI NO DATE
19470 POLYSTYRENE O-DOPE THINNER HYDROCARBON SOLVENT GC THORSEN 05/07/91
03381 POLYTECH 6120 (MFGR: CALLAWAY CHEMICAL) MITCO WATER LABORA 02/24/86
22091 POLYTOX TOXICITY TEST 13-297-202 FISHER SCIENTIFIC NOT REOD
16808 POLYURETHANE DEFT, INC. 06/01/82
@ 06097 POLYURETHANE COATING BLACK 17038. 03-8K-28 KIT CONSISTS OF BASE AND CATALYST 2 MSOS DEFT. INC. DLA MSDS
06436 POLYURETHANE COATING. ALIPHATIC CATALYST & BASE DEFT. INC. DLA MSDS
13368 POLYURETHANE FLOOR ENAMEL A33A34,A33A37,A33A46,A33G110,A33N66,A33R85 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 08/01/90
00548 POLYURETHANE HIGH BUILD ALUMINUM GRAY BASE 295B2000/BASE 295 SERIES DEVOE COATINGS COM 07/10/86
04722 POLYURETHANE ISOCYANATE COMPONENTS/PART A PRODUCT CODES 1000, 5000, 5001, AND 5005 INSTA-FOAM PRODUCT 05/01/85
04721 POLYURETHANE RESIN COMPONENTS PRODUCT CODES 6000 - 6999/ALL TYPE ;PART B INSTA-FOAM PRODUCT 05/01/85
05334 POLYURETHANE SPRAY ENAMEL #16 PACIFIC WEST CHEMI 10/03/85
18412 POLYURETHANE VARNISH 67- VARNISH. OIL BASE. CLEAR CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
13566 POLYURETHANE WHITE #17875.MIL-C-8t773 G/1-1W-97B NIL-C-81773 / LMSC MSDS DEXTER CROWN METRO 08/20/87
P 00658 POLYURETHANE. ALAPHATIC (11136) DEFT. INC. DLA MSDS
04059 POLYURETHANE. GLOSS BLUE 15044 MIL-C-83286 VARIOUS NANUFACTUR SEVERAL
04571 POLYURETHANE. O3GY99 & 03GY99CA. GRAY 26492 MIL-C-83286 DEFT. INC. 03/00/87
08617 POLYVINYL ACETATE. A44 PRECISIONAIRE. INC 11/25/85
06363 POLYVINYL ALCOHOL P8136 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/18/88
22781 POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE, AVERAGE MW CA. 360,000 8564?-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/01/94
22422 POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE, CROSS-LINXED 85648-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/09/94
18265 PONCEAU S SODIUM PRACTICAL GRADE P3504 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 04/20/93
22743 POR CRAX FORM HP P003. PRINTED 6-IO-91 REVERE PRODUCTS NO DATE
03108 PDR-ROK ANCHORING CEMENT 0486-000 MINWAX, CONSTRUCTI O3/19/84
22236 POR-15 FUEL PRESERVATIVE/STABILIZER GASOLINE STABILIZER POR-15. INC. NO CATE
22259 POR-15 RUST PREVENTIVE PAINT (BLACK.SILVER.CLEAR) POR-15, INC 10/29/91
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' "_' = DLA HMIS MS'_S
GP23"_
_0/03'94
MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET IN&_EX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 182
22266 POR-15 SOLVENT POR-15, INC. 11/O7/91
11228 PORAPAK R 80/1OO.75CC CAT. =20334 SUPELCO, INC. 08/09/89
11680 PORCH & FLOOR ENAMEL PRODUCT CODE# 112 COLOR: ALL MOORE, BENdAMIN & 06/25/90
11596 PORPHYRIN REAGENT 8-8001 INNOVATIVE OIAGNOS 08/00/90
08778 POS COLOR DEVELOPER 31-70013-202 VISUAL GRAPHICS CO 09/00/85
08777 POS ONE ASSORTED - DEVELOPER 31-60020-202 VISUAL GRAPHICS CO 09/00/85
08817 POS ONE ASSORTED - FIXER 31-60020-202 VISUAL GRAPHICS CO 03/00/86
16463 POST OFFICE PRIMER IB2644/36306 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 12/00/83
05721 POST SEALING TREATMENT 7070.7080 HORIZONS INC. 07/23/86
18569 POSTAGE METER INK 614-0.614-1.614-2.614-3.615-1.615-2.615-3. PITNEY-BORES 03/08/90
07186 ADVANCE PROCESS SU 1t/O2/87
07187 ADVANCE PROCESS SU 05/05/87
21776 SEATRONICS CO. INC NO DATE
22368 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
16842 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
11089 MALLINCKRDDT 08/13/85
20360 SIGMA CHEMICAL COIN 06/30/93
02917 GFS CHEMICALS 03/13/91
- 10958 MALLINCKRODT 06/07/85
• 07405 OCTAGON PRDCESS. I DLA MSDS
01487 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/25/85
13038 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/03/90
01386 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 09/26/85
15916 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
07044 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/17/92
15917 SHAPE PRODUCTS 04/08/81
15845 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/08/94
11807 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 12/07/90
18207 BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 03/09/92
13039 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/03/90
10877 ALFA PRODUCTS NO DATE
15918 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 05/01/91
02920 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
01410 MALLINCKRODT 08/26/85
00019 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 10/14/88
01569 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/05/89
04693 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
15706 BECKMAN INSTRUMENT NO DATE
22615 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/07/94
01488 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/17/94
22802 HORIBA INSTRUMENTS 11/02/90
17912 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/29/92
03606 FISHER SCIENTIFIC O1/O9/86
15877 BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 03/03/83
22014 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/10/93
20298 MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
18167 HACH COMPANY 08/10/92
15919 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/94
10507 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/30/91
01411 MALLINCKRODT 08/08/85
POLYSCIENCES, INC. 12/19/88
POSTER COLORS,JRP SER.UNLEAD (CELUL SCRN.PRNT.INK) 100, t20,352,400,410.432.450,475.490,568.57
POSTER COLORS,JRP-SER.LEAOED(CELLUL.SCRN.PRT.INKS) 200,210,220,259,265,300,303,310,500,502,51
POTASH / ANNOTATED: OXYGEN DETECTOR CELL SENSORS
POTASSIUM 0.1% K IN 1% HNO3
POTASSIUM ACETATE ACS P-171 77243
POTASSIUM ACETATE
POTASSIUM ACETATE _ Pt147
POTASSIUM ACID PHTHALATE 554












POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 306858,22109,87626,400240 (PG. 2 MISSIN
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 3052,3040,3047,3046,3045,4920
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE P-217, P-330
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE P4504
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE ACS REAGENT P3911
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTEO P5405
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE CRYSTALS =3541
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION 5P138
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS SP135
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 99+%. A.C.S. REAGENT 20800-0
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE, CERTIFIED, ACS P-217
POTASSIUM CHROMATE
POTASSIUM CHROMATE P220 / ANNOTATED P/N 9220-t000
POTASSIUM CHROMATE
POTASSIUM CYANIDE CAT NO. 767
POTASSIUM CYANIDE. SOLID
POTASSIUM DICHROMATE P186, P188
POTASSIUM DICHROMATE
13478 POTASSIUM DICHROMATE 01055
...................................................................................................................................
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18264 POTASSIUM DICHROMATE P5271 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
15821 POTASSIUM DICHROMATE SOLUTION 0.1N S0-P-170, S0-P-171 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/10/93
15923 POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE 3104 BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 0t/04/94
01489 POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE P-232 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
- 08780 POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE GENIUM PUBLISHING 09/00/85
06049 POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE 0C-6-11 MALLINCKRODT 08/07/85
06711 POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE P8131 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/20/88
06050 POTASSIUM FERROCYANIDE 0C-6-11 = MALLINCKRODT 08/13/85
22546 POTASSIUM FERROCYANIDE TRIHYDRATE P-234,P-236 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/30/93
19387 POTASSIUM FERROCYANIDE TRIHYDRATE ACS REAGENT P3289 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 05/21/93
22786 POTASSIUM FERROCYANIDE, TRIHYDRATE 3114 BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 01/04/94
06051 POTASSIUM FLUORIDE MALLINCKRODT 08/13/85
15838 POTASSIUM HYDROGEN PHTHALATE P-243,P-245,B-79 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/03/91
03165 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE P5884-01 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 10/08/85
01412 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE MALLINCKRODT 07/30/85
00018 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE P1767 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/01/92
07976 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE 0-C-2658 SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 01/23/87
14286 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC POTASH) FLAKE & GROUND ALLIED CHEMICAL CO NO DATE
10508 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE (DRY SOLID: BEAD OR GRANULAR) P-250, P-251,P-246 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
22396 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE ACS REAGENT PELLETS P6310 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 01/25/94
08779 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 85+% A.C.S. REAGENT 22147-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/17/88
11005 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 99.99% 30656-8 / SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE, ABBOTT MSDS ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/23/90
0172_ POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION 8N 282 HACH COMPANY 06/02/86
22803 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION, 45% S0-P-36 HORIBA INSTRUMENTS 11/03/90
10503 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS 1N AND O. 1N SP-208, SP-214 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
19325 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS, 10%-55% W/V CAT #1920-1922-1925-1926-1927(SPECIALS) LABCHEM INC. 01/24/91
17913 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE VOLUMETRIC STANDARD 1.ON SOL 31937-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/29/92
08428 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE 10% THRU 45X 6130 THRU 6255 RICCA CHEMICAL COM 04/01/87
15711 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE(FLAKE&GROUND),CAUSTIC POTASH KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
17978 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE, 45% SOLUTION S0-P-36 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
15926 POTASSIUM IODATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
01490 POTASSIUM IODATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
01387 POTASSIUM IODIDE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 09/26/85
05568 POTASSIUM IODIDE PX1503,-1505,-1507,-1508,-1510,-1512,5043, EM SCIENCE 12/09/92
05916 POTASSIUM IODIDE P-410,P-412 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
07934 POTASSIUM IODIDE MALLINCKRODT 05/11/87
04676 POTASSIUM IODIDE CRYSTALLINE P8256 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
05502 POTASSIUM METABISULFATE PYROSULFITE MALLINCKRODT 08/15/85
18263 POTASSIUM METABISULFITE P2522 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
17878 POTASSIUM NITRATE CEDAR CHEMICAL COR 05/05/89
06725 POTASSIUM NITRATE P-38386,P-261,P-263 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/15/94
18052 POTASSIUM NITRATE K1N103 ISOTEC INC. 06/00/90
00015 POTASSIUM NITRATE P8394 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/18/90
04690 POTASSIUM NITRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED P6030 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
22461 POTASSIUM NITRATE, 99.99% 20411-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
15822 POTASSIUM NITRITE P-267 / 77597 FISHER SCIENTIFIC O1/15/94
15712 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE ASHLAND OIL. INC. 03/00/86
18373 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE 3227.3232.3228 BAKER. d T. CHEMIC 03:O9/92
05917 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE P-279.P-287 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 'O O3 9_
18859 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE SOLUTION 4050-O101 8ACHARAC _ INC C2 ,4,91
01388 POTASSIUM PERSULFATE 3238-1 BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 09,'27"85
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07037 POTASSIUM PERSULFATE P-281,P-282 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/22/88
O!712 POTASSIUM PERSULFATE POWDER PILLOWS 2451 HACH COMPANY O6/18/86
01492 POTASSIUffi PHOSPHATE DIBASIC P-288 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/03/91
02932 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC MALLINCKRODT 08/08/85
11240 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE 140NOBASIC P-284,P-285,P-286,P-382,8P362,H2KO4P FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/03/91
01570 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC P5379 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/20/91
13401 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC. ANHYDROUS ACS REAG. P0662 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/25/90
10229 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE TRIBASIC MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
22490 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE, MGNOBASIC. 99+%. ACS REAGENT 22130-9 ALORICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
07735 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE, TRIBASIC. N-HYDRATE 3256 BAKER. J.T, CHEMIC 10/22/85
05920 POTASSIUM REFERENCE SOLUTION S0-P-351/1000 PPM K FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/05/89
05921 POTASSIUM SULFATE P-304,P-305 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/25/92
18262 POTASSIUM SULFATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED P8541 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
01494 POTASSIUM TARTARTE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
01495 POTASSIUM THIOCYANATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/26/85
04231 POTASSIUM TRIPOLYPHOSPHATE TECH POWDER COMPONENT OF FLEX ROOFCOAT ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/01/78
21958 POTASSIUM 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
18831 POTASSIUM 2 REAGENT 14322 HACH COMPANY 01/12/93
08293 POTASSIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% K IN DILUE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
07171 POURABLE CRACK FILLER, ASPHALTIC EMULSION COATING ALT-651FLEX-CRAC ARK-LA-TEX CUSTOM 09/25/85
04589 POURSTONE 8024 CUSTOM BUILDING PR 12/11/86
18466 POWDER - STOCK NO. 5605-M-440 POLYMER #46 (BLUE) FLEXBAR MACHINE C0 NO DATE
22514 POWDER CARTRIDGE FOR THE OI_NI BLAST 100 DIVERSION DEVICE DMNI DISTRIBUTION, 09/09/93
17570 POWDER DAM ABSORBENT POWDER STATE CHEMICAL MNF 03/01/92
22191 POWDER SPOT & STAIN ABSORBER AEROSOL TERAND INDUSTRIES, 11/22/89
19894 POWDERDOT TR DEVELOPER CODE 809 KONICA 01/00/91
1539_ POWER KLEEN SO0 NOLECTRICS. INC. 04/26/90
• 06417 POWER PLAY FOAMING CLEANER WALTON-MARCH, INC. OLA MSOS
19582 POWER PLUS INDUSTRIAL CLEANER POLYTECH 12/00/86
14732 POWER-CLEAN BLANKET WASH 83-6-105452. 83-5-105453, 83-4-105454 / BL AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
04312 POWER-LUBE PREMIER INDUSTRIAL 09/17/85
12251 POWER-PLUS MSDS ILLEGIBLE SPECIALTY CHEMICAL NO DATE
17593 POWER-SONIC RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES. LEAD PS-12260/PS-610/ 6100F2 POWER-SONIC CORP. 01/02/91
18862 POWER'S SEALED BATTERIES LEAD-ACID TYPE POWER BATTERY CO. 11/01/91
21739 POWERSORB BRAND GENERAL PURPOSE OIL SORBENT 70-0701-3238-9;70-0702-2t3#O#o-2t40-6,-226 3W 08/30/91
20679 POWERSORB BRAND HIGH PERFORMANCE OIL SDRBENT 3M 08/30/91
20678 POWERSORB BRAND UNIVERSAL SORBENT 3N 08/30/91
10965 POXYCOR EZ-1 ACTIVATOR & EZ-1 BASE EPOXY PRODUCTS FOR REPAIR & MAINTENANCE EZ MATERIALS FOR INDU 12/01/88
16468 PPG INOUCLOR CALCIUM HYPOCHLDRITE GRANOULES PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 02/04/84
10084 PPG YELLOW TRAFFIC & ZONE MARKING PNT 11-4 (031993M) / ALKYD PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 05/11/93
14824 PP238B 006 PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL DAVIS-HOWLAND OIL 01/29/93
22776 PQ HEAT SINK COMPOUND NSDS#0410, MPN 10-8118 GC THORSEN 09/10/93
04464 PR-106 OD COATING COMPOUND, QUICK DRYING STM 0532-01 PRC 08/23/73
19195 PR-1139-R TYPE IV, DARK GRAY. PART B POLYETHER POLYQL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/07/90
19168 PR-1139-R. ALL TYPES. PART A. ALL COLORS POLYURETHANE POLYMER COURTAULDS AERDSPA 07/11/91
19187 PR-t139-R, TYPE IV. WHITE & OLIVE DRAB, PART B POLYETHER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/06/88
02315 PR-1201-Q. POLYSULFIDE SEALING COMPOUND NIL-S-8516E, TY.II. CL.I PRC NO DATE
19151 PR-1227, PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/13/88
19186 PR-1227, PART B NERCAPTAN TERMINATED POLYMER CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/13/88
19005 PR-1301-HT-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/29/88
19190 PR-1301-HT, POLYSULFIDE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/15/93
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19144 PR-1422 A-I/2. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/25/89
19145 PR-1422 A-I/4. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03,'11/91
19141 PR-1422 A-l, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/25/89
02519 PR-1422 A-2 (DICHROMATE SOLUTION), PARTS A & B PRC 02/21/86
19194 PR-1422 A-2. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/26/93
02203 PR-1422 B 1/2, PART A & B. POLYSULFIDE RUBBER CPD/INDRGANIC OICHROMAT PRC 12/10/91
19147 PR-1422 B-1/4, & B-1/2. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/02/93
19193 PR-1422 B-1, B-2, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/!0/9t
19142 PR-1422 B-4, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 08/15/91
19146 PR-1422 B-4. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULOS AEROSPA 01/25/89
19143 PR-1422 B-6. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/25/89
- 15224 PR-1422 CLASS B PRC 08/30/82
08785 PR-1422-G B-1/2, -2, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRO 05/22/86
08820 PR-1422-G B-2. PR-1422-GK B-2, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION PRC 12,'_4/87
- 10662 PR-1422-G CLASS B. POLYSULFIDE SEALING COMPOUND EPS 40-143. MIL-S-8802. MSI_ 0R-434 PRC NO DATE
- 02520 PR-1422, A-1 -2 -4 PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/13/86
08784 PR-t422, A-I, -2, -4. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRO 11/12/85
08786 PR-1426, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION PRO 01/14/87
08821 PR-1426. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRO 04/'25/86
11476 PR-1431-G AND GT, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION PRC 02/29/88
11477 PR-1431-G TYPE IT. TYPE Ill, TYPE IV, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRC 01/26/89
08822 PR-1436-G B-2, 8-4. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRO 10/17/88
08787 PR-t436-G B-2, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION PRC 02/29/88
10661 PR-1436-G CLASS A POLYSULFIDE SEALING COMPOUND. MIL-S-81733 PRC NO DATE
06733 PR-1440 CLASS B, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRC 02/01/88
06732 PR-1440. ALL CLASSES AND TYPES. PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION PRO 03/04/88
08781 PR-146 BLUE TITANATE SOLUTION PRO 05/02/86
08788 PR-1520 POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND PRO 08/24/84
02522 PR-1523 POLYISOCYANATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 10/18/90
16065 PR-1523-M HYDROCARBON RESIN COMPOUND COURTAULDS AEROSPA 08/14/91
08789 PR-1527 AMBER/BLACK PART B POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND PRO NO DATE
19169 PR-1527 AMBER, BLACK. PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 08/16/91
19170 PR-1527 BLACK. PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULOS AEROSPA 01/25/89
08792 PR-1535 AMBER BLACK POLYURETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND PRO NO DATE
16477 PR-t535 AMBER, BLACK. PART B POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/25/89
07050 PR-1535 AMBER, PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01125/89
16476 PR-1535 BLACK POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND PRC 08, 19/87
19135 PR-1535 BLACK. PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/25/89
16479 PR-1535,AMBER,BLACK(MIXED)POLYURETHANE POLYMER CPO PRO 11/22/85
19159 PR-1538 AMBER, BLACK, PART B POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 0t/25/89
19160 PR-1538 AMBER, PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 0t/25/89
03584 PR-1564 AMBER. BLACK. PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 08/17/87
03583 PR-1564 BLACK/AMBER. PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND COURTAULDS AEROSPA 11/09/85
00214 PR-1568. POLYURETHANE SPRAY COATING MIL-I-46058C PRC 'I,/15.,85
06407 PR-1570. AMBER. BLACK, PARTS A & B POLYURETHANE PRO 06/06./88
08791 PR-1574 AMBER, BLACK. PART B POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER PRO 1_,I05,'85
08790 PR-1574 AMBER, PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND PRC 11/08/85
16049 PR-1590 AMBER/BLACK DOL,uRETHANE MOLDING COMPOUND PRO G8,24 _4
16046 PR-1590. AMBER. PART A, POL_ETHER POL_OL COMPOUND CDURTAuL_S AEROSPA "" _" 85
1590. _LACK. PART A, P_L_ETHER DQL_L COMPOUN_ COuQT___S _E_3SP_ "" _" _5
1590.SLACK/AMBER. PART E. POLYURETHANE POLYMER PRC I_,'08 55
16053 PR-
16048 PR-
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023"5 PR-_592 AMBER. BLACK (MIXEC) POLYoRETHANE POLY.CPO PRC 11/22/85
02376 PR-1592 AMBER, BLACK, PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/07/89
02374 PR-1592 AMBER, PART A PDLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULD5 AERDSPA 07/12/88
02304 PR-1592 BLACK, PART A POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 07/09/90
16841 PR-1660 BLACK, PART B, POLYURETHANE RESIN PRC 12/03/85
08794 PR-1660-L BLACK, PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COMPOUND SOLUTION CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/28/93
08795 PR-1660-L BLACK, PART 8 POLYURETHANE POLYMER COMPOUND COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/15/88
16842 PR-1660, PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COURTAULD5 AEROSPA 01/28/93
16843 PR-1660, PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER COURTAULDS AERDSPA 12/05/90
22061 PR-ITtO PART A/PART B USED W/PRIMER PR-1711 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/18/89
22062 PR-1711 MBO 130-106 COURTAULD5 AEROSPA 02/10/88
08798 PR-1750 CLASS A, PART 8 POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRC 06/05/86
08797 PR-1750 CLASS B, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRC 05/19/86
08796 PR-1750, ALL CLASSES AND TYPES, PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION PRC 05/16/86
13839 PR-1770 CLASS B AND C. PART A PRC 12/06/89
13842 PR-1770 CLASS C, PART B PRC 10/08/87
13792 PR-t775 CLASS B, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRODUCTS RESEARCH 12/22/88
13791 PR-1775, ALL CLASSES, PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION PRC 02/11/91
19164 PR-1780. PART A MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/18/87
19163 PR-1780, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULOS AEROSPA 02/02/88
22583 PR-1875 ALL CLASSES, PART A / C-168 PART B MSDS PT.B DATE: 11-23-93 COURTAULD5 AEROSPA 05/12/93
08799 PR-2752. PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COMPOUND PRC 07/30/86
08800 PR-2752, PART B MERCAPTAN TERMINATED POLYMER COMPOUND PRC 11/18/85
08801 PR-2754, PART A MERCAPTAN COMPOUND PRC 05/15/86
08802 PR-2754, PART B EPOXY RESIN COMPOUND PRC 12/04/85
22572 PR-3400 PAINT REMOVER ELDDRADO CHEMICAL 04/14/94
22566 PR-3404 PAINT REMOVER ELDORADO CHEMICAL 06/15/93
08220 PR-3500 ELDORADO CHEMICAL 0g/20/93
22573 PR-4006 ELDORADO CHEMICAL 02/22/94
22571 PR-4010 PAINT STRIPPER ELDORADO CHEMICAL 09/20/93
00213 PR-420, PART A POLYISOCYANATE RESIN/CATALYST COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/15/91
19192 PR-420, PART 8 HYDROCARBON RESIN SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 07/25/90
16866 PR-475-S ELASTOMERIC POLYURETHANE COATING PRC 03/27/84
16867 PR-475-S ALL COLORS, PART B MSDS#MSR244B03, POLYURETHANE POLYMER COMPO PRC 11/29/90
19027 PR-475-US, PART A POLYETHER PDLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULD5 AEROSPA 11/25/86
19028 PR-475-US, PART 8 POLYURETHANE COURTAULDS AEROSPA 10/30/85
- 16868 PR-484 ELASTOMERIC POLYURETHANE COATING PRC 04/04/84
19134 PR-484 PC-50 POLAR WHITE, PART A POLYESTER PDLYOL 50LUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/11/91
19166 PR-484 PC-51ANTIOUE WHITE, PART 8 POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 07/25/90
19171 PR-484 PC-52 SURF GREEN. PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AERDSPA 06/05/92
19172 PR-484 PC-52 SURF GREEN, PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 09/12/90
19178 PR-484 PC-SB EMERALD GREEN. PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/26/92
19179 PR-484 PC-53 EMERALD GREEN, PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULOS AERDSPA 07/25/90
19176 PR-484 PC-54 SAFETY YELLOW. PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULO5 AEROSPA 06/08/92
19177 PR-484 PC-54 SAFETY YELLOW, PART 8 POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 07/25/90
19175 PR-484 PC-55 SUNSET ORANGE, PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/11/92
19174 PR-484 PC-S5 SUNSET ORANGE, PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AERDSPA 07/25/90
19191 PR-484 PC-56 HAZE GRAY. PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULOS AEROSPA 07/25/90
19173 PR-484 PC-56 HAZE GREY, PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/08/92
19180 PR-484 PC-57 BRICK RED, PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/08/92
19181 PR-484 PC-57 BRICK RED, PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AERDSPA 02/25/91
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PR-484 PC-SB BLACK, PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/08/9219182
19183 PR-484 PC-58 BLACK. PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 09/12/90
19184 PR-484 PC-59 HORIZON BLUE, PART A POLYESTER POLYOL SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 09/12/90
19185 PR-484 PC-59 HORIZON BLUE. PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 09/12/90
16869 PR-484 WHITE. PART 8 PRC 12/04/85
19133 PR-5401-K, PART B POLYSULFIOE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/17/89
19189 PR-5401-K. POLYSULFIDE SEALANT. ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/15/93
19949 PR-5501-K, PART B COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/29/88
19188 PR-5501-K. POLYSULFIDE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/25/90
19187 PR-5BOI-K, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA tl/12/90
19004 PR-5601-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 10/12/88
19007 PR-5701-K. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/01/88
19006 PR-5701-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/17/89
19008 PR-5801-K, PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/11/91
19009 PR-6OO1-F POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/05/86
19011 PR-6OO1/PR-BOO1-K, PART B PQLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 10/18/89
19010 PR-6OO1/PR-6OO1-K. POLYSULFIDE SEALANT,ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/26/90
19013 PR-6101-K. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/17/89
19012 PR-6101-K, POLYSULFIDE SEALANT. ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/15/93
00216 PR-611 KSC-STD-132B / POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COMPOUND PRC 02/03/89
11225 PR-615 HF/PR-615H POLYBUTENE COMPOUND PRC 05/06/88
16872 PR-B154-F, PART A AMINE CATALYST COURTAULDS AEROSPA 11/12/90
19029 PR-6154-F. PART B POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 08/03/88
19015 PR-7301-F POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/30/90
19016 PR-7301, PR-301-K. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 03/01/88
19017 PR-7301, PR-301-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/27/91
19019 PR-8OO1-K. PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 05/09/88
19018 PR-BQO1-K, POLYSULFIDE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/15/93
19139 PR-BlOt-K/POLYSULFICE SEALANT, ACCELERATOR LEAD DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/15/93
19140 PR-8101-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 11/01/89
0 08782 PR-812, PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COMPOUND SOLUTION PRC DLA MSDS
08818 PR-812. PART B HYDROCARBON RESIN COMPOUND SOLUTION PRC 04/29/86
08783 PR-850, PART A POLYURETHANE POLYMER COMPOUND PRC 02/12/86
- 08819 PR-850, PART B POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND PRC 02/28/86
19020 PR-8501, PR-BBOI-K. PART A INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/01/89
19021 PR*8501. PR-BSO1-K, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/11/88
02299 PR-851, PART A POLYURETHANE POLYMER COURTAULOS AEROSPA 06/11/92
02300 PR-851, PART B POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/11/92
01035 PR-855. PART A SILICONE CO_POUND COURTAULDS AEROSPA 04/03/90
01036 PR-855, PART B SILICONE COMPOUND COURTAULOS AEROSPA 04/03/90
19022 PR-8601-F POLYSULFIOE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/21/89
19023 PR-8602-F POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/23/87
19014 PR-868, PART A & B POLYURETHANE POLYMER/POLYETHR POLYOL/PT.B: COURTAULDS AEROSPA 10/20/90
19024 PR-8703-F POLYSULFIDE RUBBER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/08/89
19026 PR-940, PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/09/87
19149 PR-945. PART A EPOXY RESIN COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/24/89
19150 PR-945, PART B MERCAPTAN TERMINATED POLYMER CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/24/89
19152 PR-968, PART A EPOXY RESIN COMPOUND COURTAULDS AEROSPA 05/16/89
19153 PR-968. PART B POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COURTAULDS AEROSPA 05/04/89
15675 PRAMITOL 25E HERBICIDE. PROMETONE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 11/25/85
15674 PRAMITOL 5PS TRIAZINE HERBICIDE CIBA-GEIG_ CORPORA 10/24/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O .... VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@" = DLA HMIS MSOS
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19216 PR8-127 RAPID ACCESS DEVELOPER PDLYCHRDME CORPORA 03/09/93
19215 PRB-127B DEVELOPER ACTIVATOR POLYCHROME CORPORA 01/08/93
16861 PRC PRIMER #19 BROWN, PART A POLYURETi'_NE POLYMER SOLUT10N COURTAULOS AEROSPA 03/15/93
16862 PRC PRIMER #19 BROWN. PART 8 HYDROCARBON RESIN SOLUTION COURTAULOS AEROSPA 09/20/90
19154 PRC PRIMER #4 MARINE POLYUtRETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULOS AEROSPA 06/13/90
20220 PRC PRIMER #420 MARINE (LVOC) PART A/PART B PART B MSOS: 2/25/91 PRC 12/05/90
19165 PRC PRIMER #57 POLYURETHANE POLYMER SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 09/20/88
19157 PRC RU8BER CALK 210 SEALANT FLOW TYPE WHITE,PART C POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/0?/89
19155 PRC RUBBER CALK 210 SEALANT FLOW TYPE, PART A POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 09/22/87
19156 PRC RUBBER CALK 210-FT WHITE, PART B POLYETHER POLYOL COURTAULDS AEROSPA 09/22/87
19025 PRC RUBBER CALK 7(X)O-31U ALL COLORS MODIFIED POLYURETHANE POLYMER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 01/27/92
08191 PRE-PRIME 167 CLEAR BASE 16780929 OEVOE COATINGS CON 10/19/90
08190 PRE-PRIME 167 CONVERTER 167C0920 DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
06469 PRE-PRIME 467 RUST PENETRATING SEALER - BASE 46789920 DEVOE COATINGS CON 04/14/86
06470 PRE-PRINE 467 RUST PENETRATING SEALER - CONVERTER 467C0920 DEVOE COATINGS CON 04/14/86
- 12274 PRE-WASH LAU_RY LIQUID SOIL & STRAIN REMOVER AI_AY 01/10/84
- 12275 PRE-WASH LAUNDRY SPRAY AlCdAY 01/10/84
06585 PRECISION B, BELT DRIVE VACUUM OIL CAT.69100. 69101, 69102, 69103 INLAND VACUUM INDU 05/31/76
21181 PRECISION CONTACT CLEANER MCC-PCC MICRO CARE CORPORA 07/01/91
09350 PRECISION SURFACE PLATE CLEANER. 051 MILD ALKALINE CLEANER DEVCON CORP 08/23/89
18404 PRECISIONAIRE #70 PREMIUM DUCT LINER ADHESIVE SYNTHETIC RUBBER & RESIN SOLN IN HYDRDCARB COLUI_IA CEMENT CO 07/07/92
13932 PRECISIONAIRE KWIK KUT FILTER SPRAY (PREVIOUSLY: PRECISIONAIRE: FILTAMIST) PRECISIONAIRE, INC 05/24/92
20118 PRECISIONAIRE KdIK KUT FILTER SPRAY (CONCENTRATE) PRECISIONAIRE, INC 10/24/89
21716 PREMIUM (HIGH) VACUUM PUMP OIL 13203,13204 SPX CORPORATION 12/04/92
11679 PREMIUM SYSTEMS ELECTROSTATIC BLACK INK PS274-C.PS274-P.PS274-5 / LITHOGRAPHIC INK AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
16273 PREMIUM 100% ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL RICHARD'S PAINT MA NO DATE
19501 PREMIX BI NODE _ 8902-909 COATES REPROGRAPHI 06/01/92
06121 PRENO #80(:) LATEX FLAT I.K}USE PAII_q', LATEX ACRYLIC COMMERCIAL HY TECH 06/05/87
15452 PREP-SOL SOLVENT DU PONT, E.I., DE 12/27/82
15451 PREP-SOL SOLVENT 3919S DU PONT. E I., DE 05/03/84
17780 PREPARAL 25 KLEER-FLO COMPANY 08/30/90
17779 PREPARAL 26 KLEER-FLO COMPANY 08/30/90
11751 PREPARED PLATED MEDIA - CLASS.GENERAL/SELECTIVE 150 X 15MM STYLE PLATES, SEE NSDS FOR PROD BECTON-DICKINSON 10/18/89
18379 PREPARED PLATED MEDIA - GOND-PAK & dEMBEC PLATES SEE MSDS FOR PRODUCT NAME & #'S BECTON-DICKINSON 10/18/91
18377 PREPARED PLATED MEDIA IV-RODAC & CONTACT PLATES 212##,217##,218##,219##,971##,977##,978## BECTON-DICKINSON 10/18/91
11750 PREPARED TUBED & MYCOFLASK MEDIA - CLASS.SELECTIVE SEE MSDS FOR PRODUCT NAME, #'S BECTON-DICKINSON 02/07/90
19950 PRESERVATIVE ENGINE OIL PE 3 MIL-L-21260A GR 50 PE-3 DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
19951 PRESERVATIVE ENGINE OIL PE 30 MAY BE 50-10 DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
16986 PRESERVATIVE ENGINE OIL. PE 3, GRADE 50 MIL-L-21260A, TY 1 DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
14458 PRESERVATIVE SOLUTION 40-2517-2A & 40-2517-4A / FOR METAL PL AM INTERNATIONAL 08/08/85
20566 PRESSTITE CORK TAPE INSULATION FOR COLD OR HOT PIPES VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 12/09/92
20346 PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE 2027P TAYLOR. w.F. CO., 08/23/91
18001 PRESSURE SENSITIVE TAPE 6406400/70/60/20/30/50 G415000/70/60/10/20/30/50 SHELDAHL. INC. 12/18/90
16878 PRETREATMENT PRIMER DOD-P-15328D/WASH/728013 PRATT & LAMBERT 06/18/84
05431 PRETREATMENT PRIMER - YELLOW (USED W/CAT. CA 168) MIL-C-8514 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 01/26/88
22414 PREVAL SPRAY GUN POWER UNIT NON-CFC (NEW FORMULA) PRECISION VALVE CO 02/01/90
19217 PRH-125 LIQiJIO CONCENTRATE HARDENER POL¥CHROME CORPORA 03/09/92
- 22874 PRIMACLEAN 3600 GENERAL CLEANER 35542, MSDS#4397 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 07/10/92
17520 PRIME 03360 / ALKALINE LIQUID CLEANER DIVERSEY CORPORATI 11/01/93
• 00191 PRIME COAT P/N GS-065-12312 OOW CORNING DLA MSDS
17810 PRIME NEATSFOOT OIL COMPOUND FIEBING COMPANY. I 02/00/88
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S I#/0 '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 't)" ,, OLA HNIS MSDS
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07200 PRIME 2 X8-7953 VINYL COPOLYMER EMULSION PACE CONSTRUCTION 11/05/86
















































































ADHESIVE P/N BOSTIC 1007
COATING
COATING
COATING (CK.STOCK #; -1027??)
COATING ALKYD TTP6360
COATING EPOXY POLYAMIDE CHEMICAL AND SOLVE
COATING EXTERIOR
COATING, ALL PURPOSE, GRAY ALKYD
COATING, EPOXY POLYAMIOE
COATING, EPOXY-POLYAMIOE, COMP. A, Y-632
COATING, SYN, RUST INHIB LAC RESIST
ELECTROSTATIC EPOXY POLYAMIDE
FOR MIL-P-20689 TY II CLASS I
FOR WOOD OR METAL
POLYAMIDE RESIN PT A&B 724-222/724-112
RUST INHIBITING LACQUER RESISTING
STAIN STOPPER
SURFACE RED OX (GAL.), AUTOMOTIVE COATING
SURFACE SANDING LACQUER AND ENAMEL TYPE G




















EPOXY CTG, CORRINHIB, LEAD & CHR FREE
EXPOXY CTG, CORRINHI8, LEAD & CHR FREE
INDUSTRIAL EPOXY, CHROMATE, 101-155, A & 8
ORGANIC ZINC 5Z, LIQUID
RUBBER




TT-P-25E(UNDERCOAT FOR WOOD,READY MIXED)WH
MIL-P-23377D,TY.1 / CHEMICAL AND SOLVENT R











MIL-P-53022B TY I / 724700 43




PRIMIDONE (PRIM) TEST PACKS
PRIMO POLISH
PRIMO POLISH CLEANER
PRII_OSE YELLOW FLAT VINYL INK VF-130
PRIMROSE YELLOW GLOSS VINYL INK GV-130
PRIMROSE YELLOW SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL 59-130
PRINT CARTRIDGES - THINKJET,QUIETJET.QUIETJET PLUS 51604A.92261A.51605B.51605G.51605R
00321.00339.00341,00342; RUST INHI8. 00343
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER , 704279901
ENTERPRISE CHEMICA























DU PONT, E.I., DE







































































PRINT CARTRIDGES FOR DESKJET 50(>C & DESKWRITER C 51625A (PLAIN PAPER. TRI-CHAMBER COLOR) HEWLETT-PACKARD CO 01/04/92
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSD5'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA MMI$ MSDS
GP23-1
I0/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOE_
KSC TOXIC 5UBSTAN£ES REGISTRY'SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRAOENAME INDEX P. 190
21258 = PRINT! CARTRIDGES FOR PAINTJET POINTERS 51606-A,-B,-R,-Y,-C HEWLETT-PACKARO CO 10/07/91
19847 PRINT CLEAN 44 HURST GRAPHICS, IN 07/00/92
05396 PRINT KOTE CONFORMAL COATING 22-203 C¢C THORSEN 12/14/92
00131 PRINT KOTE SOLVENT PROD.#22-209/PN 13-2(KINS)SAME PROOUCT?? GC TIRORSEN 05/10/91
- 22641 PRINTOL NATIONAL RESEARCH 01/00/92
17778 PRISM PRIMER 704 70402 / FORMULA FM0-182 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 05/01/92
08805 P_ISW SERIES 410 BLACK TOUGHENED INSTANT ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE ESTER LOCTITE CORPORATIO 08/15/86
08808 PRISM 401 INSTANT ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE ESTER LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/11/86
08809 P_ISN 405 INSTANT ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE ESTER LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/11/86
11915 PRISM 454 SURF-INSENSITIVE INST ADHESIVE 45440 LOCTITE CQRPORATIO 03/1t/91
08806 PR1SM460 INSTANT ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE ESTER LOCTITE CORPDRATIO 03/11/86
21822 PRL - SOIL FREE 500 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
21823 PRL-GREASE FREE 600 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
21820 PRL-18 063 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
13270 PR_L-25 PRODUCT CODE: 064 PHARMACAL RESEARCH I0/23/92
- 14736 PRO GRAPHIC DEVELOPER PART B 83-8-104643, 83-8-104644 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DE AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14737 PRO GAAPHIC HARDENER CONCENTRATE 83-5-104647 / FILM HARDENER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14738 PRO GRAPHIC RAPID FIXER CONCENTRATE 83-6-I04646 / PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14735 PRO GRAPHICS DEVELOPER PART A COMBO PACK 83-8-104644 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
15684 PRO INK 4800 SERIES SPEEDBALL SCREEN PROCESS PRO INK HUNT MANUFACTURING 11/28/84
17686 PRO KOTE ALKYD SEMI GLOSS 55 LINE/55-031,55-018,55-OtO,55-O04 DURON INCORPORATED 09/08/92
12105 PRO RINSE AID SOUTHERN JANITORIA 05/21/90
- 20893 PRO-CURE X-98 FAST ACCELERATOR FOR URETHANE TOPCTS 73014 U.S. PAINT 10/03/90
08812 PRO-DOPE HERCULES, INC. 06/18/86
- 14733 PRO-GLOSS DENSE BLACK INK 83-5-105560. 83-4-105561 / OIL BASE LITHOG AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
- 14734 PRO-GLOSS PROCESS INKS 83-8-105781,83-7-105782.83-6-105783,83-5-1 AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
20221 PRO-SEAL 775, PART A/PART B PART B NSDS: 1/12/89 PRC 07/14/88
20222 PRO-SEAL 776, PART A/PART B PART 8 MSDS: 2/29/88 PRC 01/12/89
19158 PRO-SEAL 799 BLACK, PART A POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/13/89
08813 PRO-SEAL 870 A BASE ESSEX CHEMICAL COR 10/01/81
08814 PRO-SEAL 870 ACCELERATOR ESSEX CHEMICAL COR 10/01/81
19162 PRO-SEAL 870 ALL CLASSES & TYPES,EXC.B 1/2 ACCELER MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 08/06/92
05407 PRO-SEAL 870, CLASS A, BASE POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 07/24/90
05406 PRO-SEAL 870, PART A, ALL CLASSES MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION, FULLY ENCAPSU Ct_URTAULDS AEROSPA 08/02/86
18956 PRO-SEAL 872 CLASS B-2, PART A/PART B FORMERLY MFG'D BY ESSEX CDRP COURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/22/92
19137 PRO-SEAL 890 B-1,B-2,B-2 1/2,B-4.B-8, BASE POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/15/92
19138 PRO-SEAL 890 B-2, PART B POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULOS AEROSPA 03/14/90
19136 PRO-SEAL 890 CLASS A. BASE POLYSULFIOE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/26/90
19132 PRO-SEAL 890, ALL CLASSES & TYPES, ACCELERATOR MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION COURTAULDS AEROSPA 07/1t/91
19148 PRO-SEAL 890, B-1/2, B-1/4, BASE POLYSULFIDE RUBBER COURTAULDS AEROSPA 05/26/90
07173 PRO-TEXX MOUNTING MEDIUM BAXTER/AM. SCIENTIFIC PROD.: M7635-1,-5 LERNER LABORATORIE 05/00/91
19993 PROCAINAMIDE (PROC) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705412901DU PONT, E.I.. DE 08/00/89
13867 PROCAINE HYDROCHLORIDE 99% ABBOTT MSDS #63, PRODUCT #22297-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
13399 PROCESSING CHEMICALS. KODAK GBX DEVELOPER/REPLENIS P7042 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 08/20/91
13400 PROCESSING CHEMICALS. KODAK GBX FIXER & REPLENISH. P7t67 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/20/91
21924 PROOUCT LIST,MSDS NOT REOUIRED:MULTISTIX;GLUCOFILM ACETEST;ALBUSTIX;ANES;AZO-,BILI-LAB-.CHEK - MILES INC. NOT REO0
14239 PROOUCTION POSTER INK JET-200 ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
- 05238 PRODUCTS W/SILICON CARBIDE MINERAL (BRUSHLON 4##X) P-P-IOI/ABRASIVE PAPER. SILICON CARBIDE WA 3M 04/22/86
21754 PROFESSIONAL BOWL CLEANER TOTAL AEROSOLS & C 08/01/89
10287 PROFESSIONAL LATEX SEMI-GLOSS, 978-I WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
0t780 PROFESSIONAL LIQUID DR/gqO CAUSTIC FORMULATION DRACKETT CO. t0/3t/85
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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13280 PROFESSIONAL R-35 HEAVY DUTY PRIMER AQUEOUS ACRYLIC EMULSION ROMAN ADHESIVES. I 02/06/90
22141 PROGOLD GIOOL LIOUID-IO0%.DEOXID DIOOL LIQUID-TO0% PRESERVIT PIOOL LIQUID-100% CAIG LABORATORIES 04/00/92
13620 PROGOLD GIOOL, DEOXIT DIOOL, PRESERVIT PIOOL LIQUID/WIPES/PEN: GIOOL,GSOW,GIOOP, OlOOL, CAIG LABORATORIES 04/01/92
- 22139 PROGOLD GIOOS & DEOXIT D100S SPRAYS ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE CAIG LABORATORIES t0/00/93
11143 PROGRAOE ELASTOMERIC WHITE ROOF COATING LATEX ROOF COATING MONSEY PRODUCTS CO 09/10/90
13369 PROMAR BRONZETONE ENAMEL B39T104-BASE, 639N1 SHERWlN-WILLIAMS C 08/01/90
13366 PROMAR HIGH GLOSS SW 350 647W101- PURE WHITE. 647W104- ANTIQUE WHIT SHERWlN-WILLIAMS C 09/01/90
13364 PROMAR 200-INTERIOR PAINT 635 W 201, BASE X SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 09/01/90
11051 PROMAR 400 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL B31 SERIES SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/25/86
22532 PRONECTIN F PROTEIN POLYMER TE 02/14/91
22533 PRONECTIN F DILUENT PROTEIN POLYMER TE 02/14/91
15398 PRONTO FAST DRY FLOOR FINISH UOHNSON, S.C.. & S 03/15/85
16021 PRONTO BRAND CA SURFACE ACT I, VATOR 62-3821-7530-5 3M 09/(30/84
09201 PRONTO CA-5 INSTANT ADHESIVE 10-2986-? 3M 09/01/92
20890 PRONTO 7024 GLOSS WHITE 2507 MAdOR PAINT COMPAN 10/02/91
06982 PROPANE AIR PRODUCTS _ CHE 07/10/86
14360 PROPANE- AG 05265 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
17036 PROPANE BELCHER OIL CO. 10/07/85 '
0 05274 PROPANE BERNZOMATIC DLA MSDS
06007 PROPANE 33 LB./IO0 LB. BOGGS GASES 02/19/81
15626 PROPANE DRESSER INDUSTRIES 02/03/83
22837 PROPANE (HO-5) MSDS#O04019 CHEVRON USA 01/16/90
- 17275 PROPANE (MSDS FROM CHEMSAFE) GENERAL SERVICES A NO DATE
12525 PROPANE - LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS LP175/PT1600 TURNER INDUSTRIES, 02/01/93
07067 PROPANE FUEL MP-9 REDRO CO. NO DATE
13966 PROPANE SURE FIRE 765-1050;GARD: SURE-FIRE PROPANE FUEL P!O0 IGNITOR PRODUCTS 05/13/86
00052 PROPANE/LPG SCHAUS, WtA.. & SON 06/20/89
18194 PROPANE, COMMERCIAL COASTAL CORPORATIO 01/07/92
- 16991 PROPANE, LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS SUBURBAN PROPANE G 07/10/87
14893 PRDPANE.(LIOUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS);DIMETHYLMETHANE FLAMMABLE GAS MG INDUSTRIES, GAS 11/25/85
18675 PRDPANOL-2, ACCUSOLV PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495220 SUPELCO, INC. 03/12/93
08603 PROPELLANT AEROPRES - 31 SEE ALSO P09263 AEROPRES CORPORATI 10/18/85
21600 PROPELLANT, KEROSENE, RP-I U,S.A.F.OCCUPAT'L NO DATE
18654 PROPIONALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600337 SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
21888 PROPIONIC ACID P1386 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 09/28/93
18261 PROPIONIC ACID HEMICALCIUM TYPE II P2005 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
01571 PROPIONIC ACID SODIUM TYPE I P1880 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/03/87
18142 PROPOXUR TECHNICAL CARBAMATE PESTICIDE MILES INC. 11/17/81
13896 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL A ABBOTT MSDS #27 ABBOTT LABDRATDRIE 11/22/89
13895 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL B ABBOTT MSOS #28 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22/89
13894 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL C ABBOTT MSDS #32 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22/89
13893 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL D ABBOTT MSDS ,33 ABBOTT LABORATDRIE 11/22/89
13892 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL E ABBOTT MSDS =34 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22/89
13890 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL F ABBOTT MSDS =36 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22/89
13889 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL G ABBOTT MSDS #37 ABBOTT LABORATDRIE 11/22/89
13874 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL H ABBOTT MSDS *54 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22/89
13887 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL I ABBOTT MSDS _40 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22/89
13872 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL d ABBOTT MSDS a57 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22:89
13871 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL K ABBOTT MSDS =58 ABBOTT LABCRATORIE 11/22/89
13864 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL L ABBOTT MSDS =65 ABBOTT LABORATORIE 11/22/89
13865 PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL M ABBOTT MSDS #66 ABBOTT LABORATORIE _'/22/89
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MS_S SYSTEM . '¢" = DLAF, MIS MSDS
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ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................





14659 PROPYLENE GLYCOL & WATER





14363 PROPYLENE OXIDE 8%/CARBON DIOXIDE 92%
14894 PROPYLENE,PROPENE
- 08810 PRORECO 975 CHOCKING COMPOUND, PART A
AG 05266
PFIO_






-?22452 PROTAMINE SULFATE GRADE III ROM HERRIN
05255 PROTEASE L-252/925 "FOTOGEL
18739 PROTECTIVE CREAM 411
- 22769 PROTECTO-COAT 1OOO COMP. A COAL TAR EPOXY
- 22768 PROTECTO-COAT 1OOO COMP. B EPOXY HARDENER
22433 PROTEINASE K FROM TRITRACHIUM ALBUM
00192 PROTEK-SORB - P/N 03810t40103/MIL-D-3464 TYPE I
17947 PROTEKTOR SEALANT
06435 PRQTEXEM MODEL 100, PAINTBRUSH CONVERTER
08815 PRQTEXD COTE V-12
04539 PROTOCATECHUIC ACID
06020 PRUFTHANE 359 H.B. NEUTRAL TINT BASE
07546 PRUFTHANE 359 H.B. WHITE
06023 PRUFTHANE 359 H.B. WHITE TINT BASE
06021 PRUFTHANE 359 TINT CONVERTER
10487 PRUFTHANE 369 - DEEP TINT BASE
00585 PRUFTHANE 369 ALUMINUM GRAY
05411 PRUFTHANE 369 COLOR CONVERTER
06019 PRUFTHANE 369 GRAY 16187
14145 PRUFTHANE 369 LIGHT GREEN
05412 PRUFTHANE 369 MEDIUM GRAY
09442 PRUFTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE
11318 PRUFTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE
06355 PRUFTHANE 369 SAFETY YELLOW
06018 PRUFTHANE 369 TINT CONVERTER
05816 PRUFTHANE 369 WHITE
14925 PRUFTHANE 369 WHITE, KIT, PART B
10892 PRUFTHANE 369, NEUTRAL TINT BASE, 9903 BLACK
O 20250 PRUSSIAN BLUE 35
03223 PS II DEVELOPER
07724 PS II FIXER
22029 PS 18 A / PS 18 B / PS 18 C
15424 PS 30A PART A & B
06223 PSA6573, SILICONE
19989 PSEUDOCHOLINESTERASE (PCHE) TEST PACKS
AG 05268
FLAMMABLE GAS
POLYAMINE CURING AGENT COMPOUND
PRORECO 975 CHOCKING COMPOUND.PART B (EPOXY RESIN) MSOS P.2 MISSING
















DOW CHEMICAL CO. 10/10/85
ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/09/90
PELLA, TED, INC. 08/0t/89
POLYSCIENCES, INC. 10/31/76
ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85




SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94




SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
GRACE, W.R., & CO. 12/16/85
FULLER, H.B. 01/27/92
PROTEXEM/D;v. EEZ L DLA MSDS
THERMO COTE, INC. NO DATE
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/03/87
DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/17/86
295B3501 / NEW PROD. NAME IS DEVTHANE 359B DEVOE COATINGS COM 03/06/86
295B9CX)0 DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/17/86 "
295C0900 DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/17/86
290B9501 2407 DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/26/87
29062000 DEVOE COATINGS COM 07/18/86
290C0910 DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/25/86
29089501/2047 DEVOE COATINGS CON 01/26/87
29065574 DEVOE COATINGS COM 07/23/86
29062534 DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/08/86
290B9502-8101 DEVOE COATINGS COM 06/23/87











ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701716901 DU PONT, E.I.. DE
DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/23/87
DEVOE COATINGS CON O1/26/87
DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/25/86
DEVOE COATINGS COM O1/O8/86
DEVOE COATINGS COM 04/23/87
LOCTITE CORPORATIO DLA MSDS
CLAYTON CHEMICAL C 06/20/86
CLAYTON CHEMICAL C 06/20/86
CASEWAY INDUSTRIAL 02/04/93
CASEWAY INDUSTRIAL NO DATE
GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/25/88
08100189
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIAMSDS SYSTEM / ,_l, = DLA HMIS MSDS
(, ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 193
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 20352 PSl S200-20
11253 PSI 621 LOW MODULUS SILICONE SEALANT
07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT
04496 PSI-631 SILICONE SEALANT, 7-600 -
08246 PSI-690 PRIMER
13476 PSI-901URETHANE SEALANT
06594 PST HIGH TEMPERATURE ANTI-GALLING PIPE SEALANT
18515 PST INDUSTRIAL GRADE PIPE SEALANT
16481 PS55 PRIMER SEALER WHITE
03122 PT 550 RESMETHRIN. INSECTICIDE
17140 PT-426 EPOXY POLYAMIDE CTG.GRAY 16081,MIL-C-2275CE)
08227 PT-426/PT-428.EPOXY-POLYAMIDE TOPCDAT,2-PART
07798 PTFE THREAD SEAL TAPE
09113 PU CATALYST FOR NEW 600-18 SERIES
- 22394 PU TOPCOAT SEMI-GLOSS-RED
09004 PU TOPCOAT SEMIGLOSS - YELLOW
- 03604 PUMP OIL 1-104A, 1-104B. 1-104C
22806 PUNCH, PUNCH II
- 14785 PURAFIL MEDIA
05523 PURE ETHYL ALCOHOL
15713 PUREX BLEACH, HOUSEHOLD BLEACH/FLEECY WHITE BL
- 12914 PURGEABLE A
0527_ PURGEABLE A 1ML
- 12915 PURGEABLE B
- 12916 PURGEABLE C
- 12922 PURGEABLES INTERNAL STANDARD MIX-624
11551 PURGEABLES SURROGATE STD MIX 1ML
20023 PURIFIED WATER
00118 PURIFIER CARTRIDGES RAF SPT 13X
14863 PUROLITE C-100 IDW EXCHANGE RESIN
07307 PURPLE FLAT VINYL INK
07282 PURPLE GLOSS VINYL INK
USED W/ICl POLYURETHANES GROUP RUBINATE M POLYTHANE SYSTEMS, 02/10/92
POLYMERIC SYSTEMS. 10/08/87
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, 08/26/93
MIL-A-46146/PART#7-625.00 HANDWRITTEN ON P POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, 12/01/87
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I



















AKZO COATINGS INC. 02/09/93
DEXTER COATINGS 06/11/93
AKZO COATINGS INC. 02/09/93
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/28/86
AERKO INTERNATIONA 09/29/92
PURAFIL II,FS.CP/PURASORB/PERMASORP/PURALU ADM (ARCHER DANIEL 05/16/90
0-E-760
SO0.HYPOCHLORITE
WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. #48807
CAT. #48851
WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. =48807
WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. =48807
WATER STANDARD KIT-A/CAT. =48807
CAT. #48876





16603 PURPLE INK 8-372B / BRISTOL BABCOCK STD RECORD.INK 382476-35-2,-23-9,-26-3,-29-8,-32-8












NAZDAR COMPANY 11, 12/84
BRISTOL BABCOCK 01/15/92
20288 PURPLE K DRY CHEMICAL
04535 PURPLE K, STANDARD DRY CHEMICAL
03601 PURPLE-K DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT
12276 PURSUE DISINFECTANT CLEANER
12277 PURSUE DISINFECTANT SPRAY
- 12278 PURSUE GERMICIDAL CONCENTRATE
05541 PUTRESCINE DIHYOROCHLORIDE
10454 PUTTY HARDENER 0200
08183 PUTZ POMADE LIQUID ROLLER CLEANER
18055 PUTZ POMADE PASTE
06115 PVC ADHESIVE A-3CO WHITE
04639 PVC CEMENT #1200. UNZ-WELO
20700 PVC CLEAR CLEANER
18764 PVC CLEAR REGULAR BODIED CEMENT
08639 PVC FITTING COVERS
22650 PvC PRIMER
11821 PVC PURPLE PRIMER
15327 PVC SOLVENT CEMENT
DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT
P7505
10610
PN= Y-1,Y-3. ROLLER CLEANER & DEGLAZER
POLYVIN_L CHLORIDE ADHESIVE
AMEREX CORPORATION 08/01/91









COLORADO PAINT COM NO DATE
UNITED ELCHEM INDU 07/01/86
UNI-WELD SERIES 73CO,'PLASTI-WELD 803/CHEM- UNITED ELCHEM INDU 08,'01/9_
WHITLAM. d.C. , MAN 10/24/90
PROTO CORP C3 24 88
MARSH LABORATORIES 0 _ 2- 93
UNI-WELD 8T_%0 SERIES. _LASTI-WELD 903 SER! UNITED ELC_EV :NDu 3_ O_ Q"
CAT _VC9922 SERIES CARLON ELECTRICAL NC DATE
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SJBMIT KSC PORM 29-393 TC ORG.CONTACT ,' MSDS'S W'O '-' _ERIFIEO AVAILABLE vI" MSDS SYSTEM . _' = CLA _U:S USDS
19620
16962 PYDRAUL IOE HYDRAULIC FLUIO/RT-23 DISTR:BY HALE FIRE PUMP = MONSANTO PYDRAUL MONSANTO 06/00/80
17507 PYR BF-1 4/1GL 80250430 ASHLANO OIL, INC. 12/06/90
17504 PYR BF-12 t20Z 80250410 ASHLAND OIL, INC. t2/06/90
204?9 PYR-AU-6ONO OP COBALT COIIPLEX ENTHONE-OMI INC. 03/01/93
20878 PYRAMENT 505 RAPID CONCRETE REPAIR MATERIAL LONE STAR INOUSTRI 08/01/91
- 03128 PYRETHRINS ULV. FOGGING CONCENTRATE ZOECON INDUSTRIES 05/22/86
03175 PYRID PYRETHRINS, INDOOR INSECTICIDE TERMINIX INTERNATI NO DATE
22785 PYRIOINE 9393,9391,3352,3348 BAKER, d T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
22847 PYRIDINE, 99+_. A.C.S. REAGENT 36057-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
18026 PYRIDOXAL I-tCL SIGMA GRADE CRYSTALLINE P9130 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON t2/28/92
18260 PYRIDOXINE HCL PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED P8666 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/20/93
22448 PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED P6280 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
- 12646 PYRINE CHEM SERVICE INC. 08/27/90
01392 PYROGALLOL BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 11/22/85
01497 PYROGALLOL FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/01/85
21922 PYROGEN FREE TEST TUBES & LAL REAGENT WATER N207 & W50-500 BIOWHITAKER/BIOTEC NOT REQD
00681 PYROIL, STARTING FLUID PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPI NO DATE
06621 PYROITE P-7000 PYROITE COATINGS, 07/31/86
06620 PYROITE P-7000 CATALYST PYROITE COATINGS, 07/31/86
- 04526 PYROMARK SERIES 2500 YELLOW PAINT HEAT RESISTANT PAINT / MBO 125-063/39-2895 BIG THREE INDUSTRI 08/06/90
11020 PYROTECHNIC CS AGENT #2-4. 12.15,17,18,19.98 DEF-TEC CORPORATIO 05/03/93
12197 PYROTECHNIC SMOKE #2, #3 DEF-TEC CORPORATIO 01/18/88
01498 PYRUVIC ACID SODIUM SALT FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/13/85
11130 P00833 DEVELOPER KIT BLACK POWDER IMAGING DEVELOPER GENICOM 05/30/90
1952_ P0320 PHENYLTRIETHOXYSILANE HULS AMERICA INC. 06/28/89
20880 P170 TONER CARTRIDGE FOR HP LASERdET XIISI P/N 92291A / R64-2001-010 CANON, INC 11/15/90
13567 Pt943/C1943 (36473 GRAY) & P1943 (36473 GRAY) LMSC NSDS KOPPERS COMPANY, I 09/19/89
15714 O CELL INORGANIC MICROSPHERES PAB ENTERPRISES NO DATE
13799 Q-FELT FIBER GLASS WOOL, UNBONDED MANVILLE 07/30/90
15732 QIKRETE SAND (TOPPING MIX) QUIKCRETE NO DATE
20403 OMI AIR TOOL TREATMENT QMI 05/27/92
20410 OMI AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION TREATMENT Ot_I 02/27/92
20404 OtttI COMPRESSOR TREATMENT 014I 05/27/92
20398 QMI ENGINE TREATMENT OWl 05/27/92
20407 OMI FUEL TREATMENT OMI 05/27/92
20400 QMI GEAR TREATMENT 30VT OMI 05/27/92
20402 QMI HYDRAULIC TREATMENT OMI 05/27/92
20405 OMI METAL PREP QMI 05/27/92
20406 QNI PAINT SEALANT OMI 05/27/92
20399 OMI SMALL ENGINE TREATMENT QNI 05/27/92
20401 QMI 90WT GEAR TREATMENT OMI 05/27/92
- 14088 QUAD FERM+ 8886-031020 / SEE LETTER, TSRS = 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOO
06596 QUAKER STATE ANTIFREEZE INHIBITED ETHYLENE GLYCOL QUAKER STATE CORPO 08/04/87
18440 QUAKER STATE AW HYDRAULIC OIL 32 16408, 16410, 16419 QUAKER STATE CORPO 08/01/90
20917 QUAKER STATE DEXRON II/MERCON AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID QUAKER STATE CORPO 11/01/91
04279 QUAKER STATE HD MOTOR OIL (lOW, 20W-20, 30. 40) SNI A=20W-20 HO QUAKER STATE CORPO 07/29/85
20919 QUAKER STATE HDX UNIVERSAL FLEET MOTOR OIL (lOW, 20W-20, 30, 40, 50) QUAKER STATE CORPO 07/01/90
20918 QUAKER STATE HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 80W90 & 85W140 QUAKER STATE CORPO 07/01/90
20920 QUAKER STATE SUPER OUADROLUBE GEAR LUBRICANT (SAE 75W, SAE 80W, SAESOW/90, 85W/140) EP QUAKER STATE CORPO 02/01/91
14107 QUALI-DISCS 35020-35019, 35040, 35041. 35022 BECTON-OICKINSON 12/08/88
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENANE INDEX P. 194
TSRS TRADENAWE COIIIMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
PW-120 KAR WAX INDUSTRIAL FLOOR F 0t/17/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM. 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O' = DLA HHIS MSDS
< ( C
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 195
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
QUALITY INDUSTRIAL METAL CLEANER QUALITY PRODUCTS C 11/25/92








QUICK DRY ENAMELS. 54-A, ALKYD
QUICK DRY ENAMELS. 54-B (041390M)
QUICK DRY INK
QUICK Ill FIXATIVE, NEAT STAIN FIXATIVE
QUICK METAL PRESS FIT REPAIR
QUICK SET 404 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE
QUICK SPRAY RUST PROOF RED PRIMER




OUIET BREEZES (FRAGRANCE CARTRIDGE)
QUIK SEAL 7




OUINIDINE (QUIN) TEST PACKS
0503 RAPIDOPRINT FIXER
R PROCESS




R-373 RUBBER INSUL. ADHESIVE
R-374 POTASSIUM THIOCYANATE
R-376 ACETATE BUFFER. APHA
R-383 ALUMINON 0.1%





R-438 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE 0.6%
R-746 CARBAZIDE DILUTING RGT
RAPID GRO FERTILIZERS
RAC FORMULA 50
RACING SAE 201#50 MOTOR OIL HP
RACING SAE 30 MOTOR OIL HP
RACING SAE 40 MOTOR OIL HP




























































V52085 / PARTS CLEANER FOR PRINTING SURFAC
54-: 123C, 126C,172C. 198C,300C,300,305,306,
54 - 1 IO/150/200/300/302/305/306/309 - 313/321
5303,5316,5317.SP851-25 / CMS: 246-477,246
66040
46551 / O-RING SPLICING KIT 00112
2462 1
96555.96S56 . 96S62 . 96S68 . 96S69. 96577 . 96S78
55-C (042092M) / 55-313.55-319





ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705424901
MCP-1068 (REVISED) / 62-1
77-9800-9948-3,-9949-1,9950-9;XP-1414-3080
WATER TEST KIT: HYDRAZINE
WATER TEST KIT: HYDRAZlNE
NON-FLANABLE SAFETY SOLVENT
373
WATER TEST KIT: IRON REAGENT
WATER TEST KIT: ALUMINUM
WATER TEST KIT: ALUMINUM (EXP 10-10-87)
WATER TEST KIT:POLYPHOSPHATE:POLY.ORTHO,TO
WATER TEST KIT: CHROMATE
WATER TEST KIT: AMMONIA NITROGEN
NOTE: MSDS COMPOSITION INFO MAY NOT BE ACC
WATER TEST KIT: NITRATE NITROGEN 12N
WATER TEST KIT: IRON






PHARMACAL RESEARCH NO DATE
PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/27/92
PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
VAN SON CORP. OF A 11/01/85














SIGMA CHEMICAL COM O6/10/93
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/20/92














MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' vERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM .' '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS









ORBECO ANALYTICAL NO DATE









ASHLAND OIL. INC. 11/O8/91
ASHLAND OIL. INC. 12/OO/84
ASHLAND OIL. INC. 12/OO/84
ASHLAND OIL. INC. 12/OO/84




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TliFADENA,ME INDEX P. 196
15552 RACON 12 REFRIGERANT RACON 11/18/85
02651 RACON 500, AZEOTROPE (CFC-12 AND CFC-152A) RACON 11/18/85
08201 RADCONHAND CLEANER NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES 11/16/89
09209 RAOIACVASH ATOMIC PRODUCTS CO 02/22/88
18367 RADIACWASHO05-tO0, DETERGENT ATOMIC PRODUCTS CO NO DATE
22600 RADIOACTIVE SEALED STANDARD MSB-27 / H-3 TOLUENE/C-14 TOLUENE PACKARD INSTRUMENT 01/00/93
- 01746 RADS BOTTLE (10ML HN03 / MFGR; d.T.BAKER) POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 03/00/84
12938 RAFFINOSE. CARB-15 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
02414 RAHN MATERLESS SURFACE PLATE CLEANER 8562-02-022 RAHN GRANITE SURFA 01/01/93
12451 RAID ANT & ROACH KILLER A 11620-t5 JOHNSON, S.C., & S 08/09/91
19090 RAID ANT & ROACH KILLER-LIQUIO 11610-25 OOHNSON, S-C.. & S 06/08/88
12144 RAID FLYING INSECT KILLER FORMULA 12 11660-30 dDHNSON, S.C.. & S 06/17/92
17596 RAID HOUSE & GARDEN BUG KILLER 11670-27 dOHNSON, S.C.. & S 06/17/92
17050 RALLY CREAM WAX BORDEN, INC. 11/20/85
12055 RALLY CREAM WAX 0508N.O512N.O513N,O517N DU PONT. E.I., OE 07/13/81
02212 RAM GEL COAT 86-114 POLYESTER GEL COATS. 66 SERIES RAM CHEMICALS 05/10/79
13497 RAMCO |NSULATING/FINISHING CEMENT RANCD INSULATION. 11/00/85
05579 RAMIK GREEN HESS AND CLARK, IN 02/29/88
11592 RAPID ANA 11 REAGENT ZDS RAPID PANELS KIT INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 08/00/90
18218 RAPID E SYSTEM 8886-509192 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REQD
- 14740 RAPID GRAPHIC DEVELOPER (PREMIX) 83-3-104649 / PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
- 14739 RAPID GRAPHIC DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE 83-4-I04648 / FILM DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
- 14741 RAPID GRAPHIC FIXER 83-9-104650, PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
11132 RAPID LYSE WBC/HGB LYSING REAGENT HEMATRONIX, INC. NO DATE
18219 RAPID NFT SYSTEM 8886-500951 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOD
15543 RAPID PROCESSING RECORDING FIXER DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/30/77
11594 RAPID S$/U REAGENT IDS RAPID PANELS KIT INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 06/00/90
11593 RAPID STR REAGENT IDS RAPIO PANELS KIT INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 08/00/90
- 18221 RAPID STREP SYSTEM 8886-508574 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOD
- 18220 RAPID SYS SCREENING 8886-504376 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REQD
11540 RAPID TAC APPLICATION FLUID/INCOMPLETE MSDS RAPID TAC 08/10/93
02036 RAPID TAP RELTON CORPORATION 01/01/92
05139 RAPIOOEZE. PEN CLEANER 3068 SOLN. FOR ULTRASONIC CLNR.NACHINE 306 KOH-I-NOOR RAPIOOG 10/18/89
08380 RAPIDRAW INK 3084 KOH-I-NOQR RAPIDOG 07/14/89
16732 RAPIFAX FAXMIX GC-FAX GCC-FAX MIX DEVELOPER LIQUID RAPICOM. INC. 10/08/75
- 11554 RAPILINE WASH EXTENDER KALLEN INDUSTRIAL 08/03/89
@ 14813 RAREOX, VITROX, X-OX POLISHING PRODUCTS RAREOX 14, 90; VITROX C; X-OX GRACE, W.R., & CO. DLA MSDS
08824 RATCHET LUBE ELECTRO NATIONAL C NO DATE
08392 RAW SILICA PRODUCTS MSDS APPLIES TO ALL SAND PRODUCTS FROM STD STANDARD SAND.AND 05/18/92
15722 RAYTRAN ZNSE ZINC SELENIDE RAYTHEON CO EXECUT NO DATE
08825 RB DEGREASER PH 9.6 (25_ SOLN) ENVIRONMENTAL TECH 12/08/88
17900 RBM KITTY WHISKERS BROWN LIME BROWN MUD CAN-AM ABSORBENTS 03/23/91
04385 RC 609 RETAINING COMPOUND GEN PURPOSE 60931 (FORMERLY LOCTITE 601) LOCTITE CORPORATIO 12/06/89
10314 RC 640 RETAINING COMPOUND HIGH TEMP 64031 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 11/02/89
13023 RC 675 RETAINING COMPOUND MO STRENGTH 67541 LDCTITE CORPORATIO 01/0t/91
07217 RC 680 RETAINING COMPOUND HI STRENGTH 68035 ANAEROBIC LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/01/92
22345 RCD CORPORATION #6 MASTIC RCD CORPORATION 05/07/91
13496 RCD CORPORATION #8 MASTIC RCD CORPORATION NO DATE
11297 RCG (REACTIVE CURED GLASS) SPRAY SLURRY. CLASS II MBO 115-017, SILICA GLASS SLURRY / HRSI / LOCKHEED 02/00/89
13606 RD-16 GENERAL DYNAMICS 10/06/86
10312 RDX 506 / CYCLDNITE, HEXOGEN HOLSTON DEFENSE CO 045/20/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "(J' ,, DLA HMIS MSDS
¢, (, C
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 197
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
22052 RE-ENTRY VPS SOLVENT-20OO ENVIRONMENTAL SOLV 06/02/93
REACTANT FOR GLOSS GRAY POLYURETHANE ENAMEL 16473. MIL-C-83286B,COMP.II.L-8030/COMP I, DEFT. INC. 02/06/84
READY MIX dOINT COMPOUI_K)
READY MIX JOINT COMPOUND EV SLICK FINISH 280
READY-MIX JOINT COI¢I_OUNO/READY-MIX TOPPING COMPOUN GYPSUM PROD# 0069
REAGENT ALCOHOL/DENATURED ALCOHOL/DENATURED SPIRIT A-g62,A-g62P,A-962S.A-995
12024
08166 GEORGIA-PACIFIC CO 06/23/83
15725 GOLD BOND BUILDING 11/02/84
11494 GEORGIA-PACIFIC CO 04/18/89
06723 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
19519 REAL COOL SNOOP NUPRO 09/00/91
04489 REAL-KILL ANT AND ROACH KILLER REALEX CORP. 02/14/86
0?060 REALKILL 7011610001 REALEX CORP. NO DATE
- 02641 RECORDER INK 131, MED. DRY RED, 71-50-0142-01 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/03/85
13529 RECTORSEAL ARCTIC PVC SOLVENT CEMENT RECTDRSEAL 01/00/84
13530 RECTORSEAL GOLD PVC SOLVENT CEMENT RECTORSEAL 05/00/83
20117 RECTORSEAL MID-TEMP RECTORSEAL 06/09/90
14802 RECTORSEAL NO. 2 PIPE THREAD SEALING COMPOUND RECTORSEAL 12/16/91
15230 RECTORSEAL NO. 5 PIPE THREAD SEALING COMPOUND RECTORSEAL 12/16/91
15226 RECTORSEAL PVC SOLVENT CEMENT TYPE NOT SPECIFIED RECTORSEAL NO DATE
21752 RECTORSEAL T PLUS 2 PIPE THREAD SEALANT RECTORSEAL 12/16/91
18113 RED CELL TAGGING KIT (SODIUM CHROMATE CR 51) SODIUM CHROMATE CR 511NdECTION MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
06641 RED DEVELOPER DC-142RE,112C,m11C.152Z,I01,4055, DC4085.DC1785.DC2055.DC2555.DC2585,DC1655, MITA 11/15/85
06629 RED DEVELOPER FOR DC-114 MITA 11/15/85
06630 RED DEVELOPER FOR DC-1205 MITA NO DATE
16296 RED EQUIPMENT ENAMEL BULLETIN ENAMEL FIRE RED 102 HIGH GLOSS KALCOR COATINGS 10/27/80
02343 RED FLUORESCENT ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL GP-3890-5000/SN#8010-00-958-8147 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMQR 07/01/86
04278 RED GAGE OIL 71-440133-00 DWYER INSTRUMENTS. 04/16/91
04377 RED GLPT VARNISH INSULATING 90-8/MPN:IO-9002,-9003,-9008,-9 GC THORSEN 05/09/91
21256 RED HIGH TEMPERRATURE SILICONE FORM-A-GASKET PERMATEX INDUSTRIA 01/04/93
06266 RED HOT ALUMINUM PAINT. #319 1-319 SHEFFIELD BRONZE P 01/00/86
20136 RED INDICATING LIQUID 2992 /ATTACHED MSDS'S:TETRABROMOETHANE/HEP KING ENGINEERING C 01/00/93
21989 RED INK 8-3728 / FOR BRISTOL BABCOCK STD.REC.INK BB P/N'S:382476-16-6,-04-2,-07-7,-10-7,-t3 CHART-PENS INC. 01/15/92
20852 RED LACQUER GP-0001-1105 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/26/93
o 12028 RED LEAD. MINIMUM, MINERAL ORANGE, PART C LUBRICANT KIT / MINIUM (MSDS SAYS MINIMUM) HURON INDUSTRIES I DLA MSDS
08830 RED OXIDE VINYL PRIMER INDUSTRIAL PRIMER. 17672 IOWA PAINT MANUFAC 10/06/80
17427 RED PRIMER COATING X-3796 PRIMER RUST INHIBITING LACQUER RESZ SENTRY PAINT & CHE 12/06/85
- 06771 RED RTV PR-1977 PRC NO DATE
12203 RED SMOKE MIX FEDERAL LABORATORI 07/00/89
16608 RED STENCIL INK MARKING 31136. AN-R CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 12/06/84
06638 RED TONER FOR DC-1205 MITA 09/00/85
06637 RED TONER FOR DC-114 MITA 11/15/85
06643 RED TONER FOR DC-142RE.112C.111C.152Z,1001o4005, DC4085,OC1785.DC2055.DC2555.DC2585,0Ct655. MITA 11/15/85
- 22683 RED VINYL TOUCHUP COATING 13068 PRUETT SCHAFFER CH 11/07/89
B 20236 RED 11105 AMERQN DLA MSDS
- 16435 RED 11105 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
- 12280 REDU RUST STAIN REMOVER AMWAY 01/11/84
20705 REDUCER U-1014 STERLING LACQUER M 06/01/93
21898 REDUCER A CONCENTRATE R2006 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 10/12/93
21899 REDUCER B CONCENTRATE R2131 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/12/93
21900 REDUCER C CONCENTRATE R2256 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 10/12/93
08826 REDUCER FOR HIGH SOLIDS COATING SOLVENT REDUCER, 020X463 DESOTO, INC. 07/25/88
12221 REDUCER NO.58 R7 K 58 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 02/07/90
22834 REF ELECTRODE FILL SOLUTION 900001 ORION RESEARCH INC 12/16,93
13804 REFEREE PH 4.000 CALIBRATING BUFFER H7577-4, 10-260 ANALYTICAL PRODUCT 03/01/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CQNTACT / MSOS'S w/o '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRAOENAME INDEX P. 198
TSRS TRADENANE CONWENIS MANUFACTURER MSOS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
01741 REFERENCE ELECTRODE FILLING SOLUTION 21847 HACH COMPANY 09/12/93
16924 REFINED FATTY ACIDS (VVC-C-O-376A) (FED. SPEC C-0-376A) MAYCO OIL & CHEMIC 03/10/82
17411 REFLECT - BASE 8 CATALYST VINYL POLYSILOXANE ELASTOMER KERR MFG. CO. 11/00/83
- 07082 REFLQW FLUX FR 1G KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
- 07081 REFLOW OIL RO 1G KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
11497 REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES E, ND=1.560 - 1.570 CAT#'S 18431.18432.1843X,1843Y,18462 CARGILLE. R. P. LA 10/05/90
20726 REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER PRODUCT KAOWOOL:CERA- FIBER:CERAWOOL;CERACHEM;UNI-BLOC;SABER-BLO THERMAL CERAMICS 12/01/92
14163 REFRIGERANT OIL CHARGE (BLENDED W/ REFRIGERANT 12) 209506/209507 / LABEL BRANOS: MURRAY, NAPA ASHLAND OIL, INC. 08/07/89
02430 REFRIGERANT SEALANT 554-31, PN_ 554 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 11/01/85
19428 REFRIGERANT SEALANT 55441 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/0t/93
- 03612 REFRIGERANT t2 MSDS IS FROM GE Ll_ MANUFACTUR 12/00/79
• 13506 REFRIGERANT 12. #6012, 6022 TECHNICAL COMPANY DLA MSDS
17142 REFRIGERANT 21/CFC-21 (VENDOR: MS SPECIALTY PROD.) KSC-TG-PID-09 / R21-150.R21-10C_),R21-2000 RACON 11/18/85
04654 REFRIGERANT 22, FREON 22, GENETRON 22.FLUOCARBON22 RACON 22 RACON 04/07/89
22556 REFRIGERATION OIL B / YORK OIL B 011-00309,011-00312, MSDS#4625 DELTA PETROLEUM 02/10/94
18103 REFRIGERATION OIL 5UNISO 3GS W1TCO CORPORATION 05/08/84
21343 REFRIGERATION OIL I099S2 (150VIS) $PX CORPORATION 05/08/89
13585 REFRIGERATION OIL, SUNISO 3GS LMSC MSOS SOhlNEBORNE BUILDIN 02/02/89
08433 REGENT, CLEANER DIST: SOUTHEAST HARDWARE SUPPLY PARAGON PROOUCTS 03/28/88
19341 REGULAR AGITENE°CLEANING COMPOUND,COMBUSTIBLE LIQ. GRAYMILLS CORPORAT 02/28/92
19923 REGULAR CLOROX BLEACH CLOROX COMPANY 11/00/92
21712 REGULAR DRIERITE ANNOTATED: + COMMERCIAL HAMMOND, W.A., DRI 02/22/93
02565 REGULAR DRY CHEMICAL FIRE SUPPRESSANT,DSDC,SODIUM BICARBONATE ANEREX CORPORATION 0t/t5/87
19839 REGULAR FLUX PASTE LAKE CHEMICAL CO. 11/16/92
02728 REGULAR GASOLINE BELCHER OIL CO. 10/07/85
11617 REGULAR GASOLINE LEADED GASOLINE, PETRO, MOTOR SPIRITS COASTAL CORPORATIO 03/28/90
01845 REGULAR RECORDER INK RED,BLUE,BLACK,GREEN,PURPLE 965:8/10/11/12/13/15/16/17/32/36/37/39A/4 ABB KENT-TAYLOR 05/01/90
22009 REI 504 TONER AN_TATEO: LZR 15/20 RICOH ELECTRONICS 06/17/93
19618 REINECKE SALT 83550 FLUKA CHEMICAL COR 05/07/93
18623 REINECKE SALT #83550 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 05/00/93
04135 REL THANE 300 ACTIVATOR, 824-JC9-75 RELIANCE UNIVERSAL 10/01/86
- 04136 REL THANE 300-17. MED. BLUE. 824-HA9-85 ACRYLIC URETHANE BASE RELIANCE UNIVERSAL 12/04/86
21821 RELEASE 065 PHARNACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
08827 RELEASE ALL #30 RELEASE AGENT AIRTECH INTERNATIO 06/04/76
11846 RELEASING AGENT - RTV 9t0 GE RTV910 MEASUREMENTS GROUP 08/05/88
06402 RELIACOR II ROSIN CORE SOLDER LEAD-BASED SOLDER OF VARYING COMPOSITION ALPHA METALS 07/02/86
00879 REMOVABLE THREADLOCKER 242 QUICK SERVICE TOOL BOX, PART OF KIT 00101 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/01/94
12281 REMOVE FABRIC SPOT CLEANER AMWAY 01/11/84
13793 REMOVER & THINNER 138 DYt38 DEVCON CORP t2/2t/90
• 17226 REMOVER. PAINT GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
16242 REMOVER, PAINT & LACQUER, SOLVENT TYPE TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 11/16/79
20585 REPEL 100 400, 402 WISCONSIN PHARMACA 02/08/91
09305 REPEL 160Z AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT THEOCHEM LABORATOR 03/05/92
13341 REPLACEMENT CHARCOAL 400CC CAT. *22451 SUPELCO, INC. 01/08/90
14782 REPLICA KIT 112/727 FOR USE WITH TALYRONO INSTRUMENTS RANK TAYLOR HOBSON 02/22/83
17874 REPRO 10 A SIDE/REPRO t0 B SIDE MSDS PART B: 5-22-92 FREEMAN NANUFACTUR 11/28/90
20720 RESCOCAST AA-22 BRUSH MIX AIR SET REFRACTORY CASTABLE RESCO PRODUCTS, IN 07/02/91
21850 RESCOCAST 17A, 17A(C), 17A(G) HYDRAULIC SETTING REFRACTORY CASTABLE RESCO PRODUCTS, IN 07/02/91
17958 RESIDENTIAL BUILDING INSULATION,FLAME SPREAD 25,.. MOBILE HOME INSULATION...:VARIOUS FIBER GL CERTAINTEED CORPOR 01/01/91
03710 RESIDUAL CHLORINE WASTEWATR/CHLORINE POTABLEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD KIT ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 03/15/92
16885 RESIDUAL FUEL OIL BUNKER FUEL OIL NO. 6 FUEL OIL BELCHER OIL CO. t0/07/85






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 199
TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
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...................................................................................................................................
RESIN COATED FIBER GLASS FABRICS PGM TYPES 205/206/207/218/221/242/243/253/ PERMAGLAS MESH INC 01/01/9322083
22156 RESIN 5381 FLUX TYPE RMA
16846 RESIN, LIQUID POLYANIDE,THERMQSETTING VERSAMID 115
11327 RESINDID BONDED GRINDING WHEELS
11328 RESINOID BONDED GRINDING WHEELS
03574 RESIST STRIPPER PRS-2100
12004 RESITEN GRADE CEIOO0
12003 RESITEN GRADE LE400
10228 RESORCINOL
04483 RETAINING COMPOUND 635
20343 RETARDER




11181 RETRO-REFLECTIVE BEADS (GLASS SPHERRES)
22730 REVEILLE
17521 REVEILLE
01670 REVERSAL BATH/RPL - E - 6 AR
21915 REZ ACRYLIC LATEX SOLID COLOR STAINS
13535 REZ SEALER PRIMER
17640 REZTORE ANTISTATIC SURFACE CLEANER
13073 RFA-IO. TITANIUM TETRACHLORIDE





13397 RIBONUCLEASE A TYPE II-A FROM BOVINE PANCREAS
18257 RIBONUCLEASE FROM ASPERGILLUS CLAVATUS
20329 RICH SHIELO INT./EXT. ALKYD GLOSS ENAMEL
18592 RICOH FAX TONER TYPE lO00L (BLACK)
11541 RICOH LP OPC 10
21559 RID ARC
12494 RIDGID DARK THREAD CUTTING OIL




17025 RIFLE BORE CLEANER
• 15387 RIFLE BORE CLEANER M-6305
16979 RING-TITE PIPE LUBRICANT
- 12282 RINSE AID FOR DISHWASHERS
- 20709 RINSE-NO-MORE
- 17522 RIP-2 RUST PREVENTIVE, NOISTURE DISPLACER LUBRICANT 37002
06758 RISTENCE BATT TERN COATING L-06585
- 06345 RISTENCE PRODUCTS BATTERY CORROSION PREVENTIVE #50551
19046 RL-2168A TAPE 43026868
11000 RL-4389 REFEST ADHESIVE
11001 RL-4495 REFSET CATALYST
16323 RM TEMP BOND PRIMER GREEN 294
TYPE I
SEE MSDS FOR (BONDS)
ANY GRADE













RBO 120-005 TYPE IX
TECHNICAL GRADE
R6626




SMIOOOL/FOR RICOH FAX 1000L,7000, 1010.4000
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...................................................................................................................................
RM 663 TEXTURED TACKEY GASKET CLOTH RM ENGINEERED PROD 08/00/91
RMB03 ASBESTOS SHEET PACKING RM ENGINEERED PROD
20217
10432
22815 RMBOOPC CEMENT-BASED MORTAR NSDS#198 HZLTI, INC.
03541 ROACH SPRAY CONCENTRATE SOUTHERN MILL CREE
18724 ROBOCHEM I WINDSOR INDUSTRIES
13398 ROBONUCLETC ACID TRANSFER TYPE X FROM BAKERS YEAST R9001 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
22819 ROCHELLE SALT SOLUTION CAT#1725 HACH COMPANY
20665 ROCK MOOL/MINERAL WOOL/MANMADE VITREOUS FIBER-MMVF MANMADE MINERAL FIBERS-MMMF / PAROC PROOUC PARTEK INSULATIONS
15727 !_)CKITE EXPANDING/FAST SETTING CEMENT HARTLINE PRODUCTS
13544 ROD, _PHERICAL. MOUNTED BALL BEARINGS: MSOS INFOR. KIT *SEE A11407 AURORA BEARING CON
02302 RODENTICIDE AG, RODENT PELLETS PHOSPHINE LIBERATED IN PRESENCE OF DILUTE MOTOMCO, LTD.
0 08202 ROOENTICIDE BAIT (FINAL AND ERAZE 0.025%) O-R-500 BELL LABORATORIES,
10883 ROOEO HERBICIDE MONSANTO
14469 RODINE 50 AMCHEM PRODUCTS, I
20792 ROLL-ON STAMP PAID INKER BLACK,RED,GREEN,BROWN SANFORO CORP
08719 ROLMARK ROLLER STENCIL INK BLACK,REO,WHITE,BLUE,BR_,SILVER MARSH COMPANY
20860 ROLMARK ROLLER STENCIL INK, ALL COLORS 014521 MAR,_-i COMPANY
00690 RONACAT MICROETCH 80440-89 LEARONAL. INC.
20155 RONACAT MICROETCH 80304 LEARONAL, 1NC.
06671 RONACAT PC-325 LEARONAL, INC.
(_91 RONACLEAN PC 454 80626 LEARONAL, INC.
20156 I_CLEAN PC-325 80623 LEARONAL, INC.
- 00692 RONACLEAN-P/C, 325 LEARONAL, INC.
20157 RONASCREEN 750 SERIES U906 LEARONAL, INC.
08831 RONEX MP MPN 255164-05164/PETROLEUM LUBRICATING GRE EXXON CORPORATION
04585 ROOF RESATURANT =5925. ASPHALTIC COATING AKA KOPPERS 425 LIOUID ASPHALT KOCH MATERIALS COM
08366 ROOF RESATURANT NON ASBESTOS #1915 NA PERMASEAL CORPORAT
00716 ROSIN CORE SOLDER SNG08RAP3 OOoS-571/MSDS 1S WRA,WRMA,WR=1%SN.99_PB-1% BOW SOLDER PRODUCT
19588 ROSIN FLUX CORED SOLDER WIRES, WRP,WRMAP,WRAP FEDERATED-FRY META
02721 ROSIN SOLVENT BEAN. WILLIAM T.
09411 ROSKOTE R-28 RUBBERIZED MASTIC RESIN/BITUMEN BLEND MASTIC ROYSTON LABORATORI
12171 ROSS BEESWAX SUB. 1595 ROSS, FRANK B. COM
20572 ROUND-THE-CLOCK 24-HOUR ODOR ABSORBER (AEROSOL) SURCO PRODUCTS, IN
10882 ROUNDUP HERBICIDE MONSANTO
07886 ROYAL ADHESIVE N6504 POLYCHLDROPRENE BASED ADHESIVE UNIROYAL, INC.
07279 ROYAL BLUE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-157 NAZDAR COMPANY
• 06413 ROYAL REVELATEUR DEVELOPER 5003 ZM_/5503 ZMR KONICA
20434 ROYAL SHAMPOO 002550/002551/002552/002553 LAWTON BROS., INC.
13278 ROYAL/PEARL SCOT SMOKELESS POWDER SCOT POWDER COMPAN
11416 ROYBOND 747 PRIMER RUBBER RESIN COATING ROYSTON LABORATOR!
02532 ROYCO 22D, LUBRICATING GREASE NIL°G-81322 ROYAL LUBRICANTS
11254 ROYCD 220, 22C MIL-G-81322 ROYAL LUBRICANTS
13519 ROYCO 27 MIL-G-23827B ROYAL LUBRICANTS
02531 ROYCO 27A1, LUBRICATING GREASE; MIL-G-23827B ROYAL LUBRICANTS
18597 R0¥C0 308A VV-L-800; LUBRICATING OIL ROYAL LUBRICANTS
• 13581 ROYCO 3_5 MIL-L-3150 ROYAL LUBRICANTS
18598 ROYCD 43 C NIL-G-4343 C; LUBRICATING GREASE ROYAL LUBRICANTS
04405 ROYCO 43, GPS GREASE MIL-G-4343B ROYAL LUBRICANTS
08832 ROYCO 44 MIL-T-5544 / LUBRICATING GREASE ROYAL LUBRICANTS


















































04/21/9220794 ROYCD 498 ROYAL LUBRICANTS
................................................... _-..- ...........................................................................
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...................................................................................................................................
ROYCO 586L MIL-L-6086C GRADE L / GEAR LUBRICATING OIL ROYAL LUBRICANTS 11/17/9201854
18596 ROYCO 64 MIL-G-21164D; LUBRICATING GREASE ROYAL LUBRICANTS 08/22/90
14418 ROYCO 640 MIL-G-21164 ROYAL LUBRICANTS 1t/01/85
20797 ROYCO 717 ROYAL LUBRICANTS 06/20/90
02324 ROYCO 751, 770 OISTR; VICKERS ROYAL LUBRICANTS NO DATE
20795 ROYCO 756A ROYAL LUBRICANTS 03/22/91
0 01825 RDYCO 756D & 756E, HYDRAULIC FLUID MIL H-5606 / 756D = BEFORE 8/80, 756E = AF ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
02322 RDYCO 782, 782-2, 782-3 ROYAL LUBRICANTS 11/19/92
02323 ROYCO 7830, 783C ROYAL LUBRICANTS 11/17/89
02321 ROYCO 808 (DISTR: VICKERS) ROYAL LUBRICANTS tl/0t/85
20796 ROYCO 81 MS ROYAL LUBRICANTS 04/21/92
18954 ROYCO 825 HF ROYAL LUBRICANTS 04/21/89
15191 RP SUPER FILTER COAT - BULK CONCENTRATE RESEARCH PRODUCTS NO DATE
15223 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #411 HANDIKOTER 411 RESEARCH PRODUCTS 07/00/92
09239 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #413/414 BULK CONCENTRATE RESEARCH PRODUCTS 11/00/92
11236 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #418 RESEARCH PRODUCTS 11/01/92
20116 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #420/421/422 BULK(ROY-TO-USE) RESEARCH PRODUCTS 07/00/92
- 15228 RP SUPER FILTER COAT AEROSOL ADHESIVE #415 RESEARCH PRODUCTS NO DATE
15171 RP SUPER FILTER COAT-BULK (READY TO USE) RESEARCH PRODUCTS NO DATE
20191 RP X-RAY DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER PART A CAT. #262889 PICKER INTERNATION 12/01/89
20195 RP X-RAY DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER PART B 2534388/2628898/2629568 PICKER INTERNATION 12/01/89
20194 RP X-RAY DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER PART C 250470C/250471C/253318C/262889C/252987C/25 PICKER INTERNATION 12/01/89
19252 RP t250 HARDENER ALL PURPOSE PASTE HARDENER CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/27/9t
19251 RP 1250 RESIN GENERAL PURPOSE PASTE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/27/91
18155 RP 1710 HARDENER LAMINATING HARDENER CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 01/25/94
18154 RP 1710 RESIN LAMINATING RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 01/25/94
19256 RP 3260 HARDENER SURFACE COAT & CASTING HARDENER CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 02/13/91
19255 RP 3260 RESIN SURFACE COAT 6 CASTING RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 02/12/91
19254 RP 569 RESIN LAMINATING PASTE RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/16/89
19253 RP 569-1 HARDENER LAMINATING HARDENER CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 06/02/89
08834 RP 6402 HARDENER POLYURETHANE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/04/86
08833 RP 6402 RESIN POLYURETHANE RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 08/04/86
17147 RP-1 PROPELLANT GRADE KEROSENE HOWELL HYDROCARBON 11100/90
15428 RP-1 PROPELLANT VISTA CHEMICAL COM NO DATE
22482 RPMI MEDIUM 1640 (IX) 11875 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REOO
22502 RPMI MEDIUM 1640 (IOX), LIOUID 12511 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REOD
17605 RP6011 PART A C3037 THRU C3043 COMMUNICATIONS TEC 05/00/86
17606 RP6011 PART B COMMUNICATIONS TEC 05/00/86
17667 RR ACRYLIC LACQUER PAINT 202-13 DAY-GLO COLOR CORP 10/15/87
20776 RSI TILE COATING REPAIR MATERIAL NBO 125-092 (TYPE I AND II) ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/92
17697 RSRN ROCKET SEGMENT REVISED SRM (SHUTTLE SRB SEGMENTS) THIOKOL CORPORATIO 03/11/91
14576 RT BONDING PRIMER 910 X 520, USE WITH TSRS ='S 04494 & 14575 DESOTO, INC. 04/01/91
06854 RTV ADHESIVE DOW CORNING NO DATE
20731 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT SWS-951, SWS-951ATK STAUFFER-WACKER SI 08/29/91
13944 RTV BLUE SILICONE "EASY" GASKET MAKER, 21403 BP-201 BOWMAN OISTRIBUTIO 01/30/90
19205 RTV DISPERSION COATING AE13702-001 RED AEROQUIP CORPORATI 12/10/90
- 15231 RTV SILICONE PASTE GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/01/83
09312 RTV SILICONE RUBBER V-191 MBO 130-188 STAUFFER-WACKER SI 05/23/89
- 22696 RTV 5140 SILICONE 18117 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 05/18/94
03423 RTV-118 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE/SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/13/71
09008 RTVI02 MIL-A-46106A / SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/28/93
MSDS'S MARRED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HWIS MSDS
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...................................................................................................................................
19754 RTVI03 RTV SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/12/91
19756 RTVI06 RTV SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 05/12/91
04296 RTVI06 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/21/85
02702 RTVI06 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 05/03/91
19761 RTVI09 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 05/03/91
19783 RTV112 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90
19763 RTV116 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/13/91
19787 RTV118 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/08/92
19777 RTV133 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/01/92
17414 RTV142 GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90
19782 RTVt57 POLYSILOXANE COMPDUNO GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/24/92
19767 RTV159 POLYSILOXANE COMPOUND GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/24/92
11723 RTV159 SILICONE SEALANT SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/03/88
18932 RTV161POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/28/91
02543 RTV162 POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE _EALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/18/93
17418 RTV511POURABLE SILICONE RUBBER GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/19/91
20940 RTV560 , NBO 130-119 TY 2 GENERAL ELECTRIC 02/t2/93
- 09301 RTV560A MBO 130-119 TY2 GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/19/89
00875 RTV566A, SILICONE RUBBER COMPOUND GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/25/88
05405 RTV566B, DRGAND TIN COMPOUND GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/21/85
17422 RTV577 SILICONE RUBBER NBO 130-119 TY3 GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/06/90
02219 RTV60, SILICONE RUBBER GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/2t/85
17413 RTV602 GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/23/82
02220 RTVB15 GENERAL ELECTRIC SEVERAL
19776 RTV616A SILICONE POTTING COMPOUND GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/26/92
19775 RTV616B CURING AGENT GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/26/92
19774 RTV630A SILICONE POLYSILOXANE COMPOUND GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/22/92
19773 RTVB30B SILICONE RUBBER COMPOUND GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/20/92
14023 RTVB§2A NMSN723AtOO/SILCONE POLYMER GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/11/90
14025 RTV652B CROSSLINKING AGENT GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/t2/91
14024 RTV6SSA RM/TEMP. VULCANIZING RUBBER GENERAL ELECTRIC 02/25/91
14026 RTV655B CRDSSLINKING AGENT GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/12/91
18931 RTV664A/B SILICONE COMPOUNO/CURING AGENT GENERAL ELECTRIC 07/27/92
18929 RTV6BBA/B RTV SILICONE RUBBER/SILICONE CURING AGEN GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/12/91
19771 RTV700 POLYDINETHYLSILOXANE GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/04/91
e 00697 RTV738 ADHESIVE GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSDS
19781 RTVBS1A BLACK POLYSILOXANE FOAM GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/11/90
19780 RTV851B SILICONE FOAMING AGENT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90
02221 RTV88 SILICONE RUBBER GENERAL ELECTRIC 07/27/90
17423 RTVgO ROOM TEMPERATURE VULCANIZING SILICONE RUBB GENERAL ELECTRIC 02/22/78
11094 RTV910 DIMETHYLPOLYSILOXANES GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/19/91
02222 RTV9811 GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/13/81
19752 RTV9811 SILICONE PASTE CATALYST GENERAL ELECTRIC 07/17/92
19736 RTV9950 PASTE CATALYST GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/08/92
19085 RUBATEX SHEET; Z-TAPE ACCESSORIES FOR FIBER GLASS DIVISION PRODU MANVILLE 05/15/92
17903 RUBATEX 374 COATING LS-5048 / SEMI GLOSS LATEX PAINT DAVIS PAINT MANUFA 02/18/85
I1329 RUBBER & SHELLAC BONOED GRINOING WHEELS ANY GRADE NDRTON CO. 12/16/93
18413 RUBBER BASE TRAFFIC PAINT G251-157 CHLORINATED RUBBER COATING CORONADO PAINT CO. 05/22/92
10343 RUBBER CEMENT CID A-A-B63 AMERICAN WRITING I 06/24/88
• 01310 RUBBER CEMENT MMM-A-O0185 CARTER'S INK COMPA DLA MSDS
18601 RUBBER CEMENT DOC, 182-36 SANFORO CORP 03/02/88




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 203
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
14742 RUBBER CLEANER & REJUVENATOR SPRAY 83-0-105193 / CLEANING SOLVENT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14641 RUBBER RE NU POLISHING COMPOUND AUTOMOBILE TIRES MIXTUR AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
20825 RUBBER ROLLER RESTORER TX134 TEXWIPE 04/00/92
06448 RUBBER STAMP INK-BLACK.VIOLET.RED,GREEN,BROWN,BLUE GARVEY PRODUCTS 04/04/83
15196 RUBBER TO METAL CEnENT t0-352 GC THORSEN 04/30/9t
06358 RUBBERBASE PLUS COLOR OFFSET INKS IIB OFFSET INK NON OXIDIZING VAN SON CORP. OF A 08/01/87
06353 RUBBERBASE PLUS OFFSET INK.BLACK,10923.12630,10850 I1B. OFFSET INK NON OXIDIZING VAN SON CORP. OF A 08/01/87
20351 RUBINATE M (POLYMERIC MDI) USED W/PSI $200-20 MFG. BY POLYTHANE SYSTE ICI POLYURETHANES NO DATE
21763 RUBINATE M (POLYMERIC MOI) RUBICON CHEMICALS 11/00/83
04503 RUBYFLUID SOLDERING FLUX RUBY CHEMICAL CO. 03/12/92
10235 RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER CID A-A-31, TY.II LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / 08/01/89
12283 RUG & UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO AMWAY 01/18/84
20885 RUGBEE SOIL RELEASE CONCENTRATE 13680-2-3 TO 13684-2-3 JOHNSON, S.C., & S 09/11/90
11364 RUST ELIMINATOR DR-I PROD. CODE 6404 RUST REMOVER ACIDIC WATSCO INC 05/20/88
01875 RUST FOIL L-492 RUST PREVENTIVE MIL-C-14201A FRANKLIN OIL CORP 03/26/92
20564 RUST GONE I TECHNOLOGY CHEMICA 07/00/88
22675 RUST INHHIBITIVE COATING TT-C-530 EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
11009 RUST INHIBITIVE COATING TT-C-530 BAKER SEALANTS & C 05/31/89
00675 RUST INHIBITIVE PRIMER 960 (ALKYD RESIN METAL PR.) RUSTOLEUM 960 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 02/00/84
11267 RUST PAINT PRIMER, 270-87Y-996 RED OXIDE PRIMER TREMCO 06/01/89
02522 RUST PEL #42 MITCHELL-BRADFORD NO DATE
0883_ RUST PREVENTIVE MZL-C-16173D & AM 2 GRADE 2 CONVOY OIL CORPORA 03/30/84
14842 RUST PREVENTIVE MIST (AEROSOL) 0193 968-1401508 DO-ALL COMPANY 01/31/93
13996 RUST REFORMER 7830, 3575 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 12/18/89
18414 RUST SCAT METAL PRIMER 35-153 PAINT, ENAMEL, MOOIFIEO ALKYO CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
10289 RUST SCAT PRIMER, 35-111 WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
20330 RUST SHIELD II ACRYLIC INOUSTRIAL DTM PRIMER #1215 GRAY RICHARD'S PAINT NA 02/07/92
21660 RUST SHIELD INT./EXT. POLYURETHANE GLOSS ENAMEL #1009 CITRUS YELLOW RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/07/92
17602 RUST SHIELD INT./EXT. POLYURETHANE GLOSS ENAMEL #PBIO00 PASTEL BASE RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/07/92
10129 RUST X AQUEOUS VINYL ACRYLIC EMULSION GREAT NORTHERN RES 12/01/86
20419 RUST-BAN 373 28073 - 04118 / PETROLEUM RUST PREVENTIVE EXXON CORPORATION 12/02/91
02463 RUST-BAN 392 280392 - 04114 / PETROLEUM RUST PREVENTIVE EXXON CORPORATION 12/02/91
01259 RUST-Q-LASTIC 074-901 NAB PAINTS, INC. 10/05/80
07756 RUST-O-THANE ACTIVATOR 9401 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 04/22/93
07757 RUST-Q-THANE TOPCOATS-BASE COMPONENT 9448,9455.9465 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 11/17/87
19891 RUST-OLEUM AUTO PRIMERS 2067,2081.2089 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 01/14/93
18926 RUSTAWAY 144, 522-11 MIL-C-14460C OMEGA CHEMICAL COR 09/00/91
19425 RUSTICIDE SKYBRYTE CO 12/03/92
17790 RUSTLICK B RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR RUSTLI ITW 12/19/89
17791 RUSTLICK B-SJ (B-SJ-N) RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR RUSTLI ITW 12/19/89
20101 RUSTLICK G-t0660 ITW 12/19/89
20105 RUSTLICK WS-15 ITW 07/12/90
20103 RUSTLICK WS-5OO-A ITW 05/21/90
14430 RUSTLICK WS-5050 74016 ITW 12/19/89
20104 RUSTLICK 606 AEROSOL ITW 12/15/89
16500 RUSTOLEUM HEAVY DUTY EPOXY SYSTEM BLACK 9379 RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 04/15/84
18256 RUTHENIUM RED R275t SIC_A CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
11244 RUTHENIUM, X% ON ALUMINA dOHNSON MATTHEY AE 01/10/89
00958 RW-1290-82 (BONE)ING). PARTS A & B PART B MSDS = 10/20/86 PRC 07/30/86
14817 RYKON PREMIUM GREASE NO. 2 VV-G-632 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 08/25/89
07088 RIOOL CRAMOLIN LIQUID (RED LIQUID) CAIG LABORATORIES 04/01/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '*" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '¢*' = OLA HMIS MSDS
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13537 R9788 FLAT FIRE RET PAINT OCEAN COATINGS. IN 12/IO/91
17598 S.O.S AMMONIA PLUS GLASS CLEANER 98762 MILES LABORATORIES 03/16/90
17597 S.O.S VINEGAR GLASS CLEANER 98710 MILES LABORATORIES 05/15/91
- 12284 S-K-8 LINrITED PHOSPHATE DETERGENT At_AY 0t/1t/84
- 12285 S_-e LIQUID DETERGENT ALWAY 10/24/84
- 12286 S-A-B PHOSPHATE FREE OETERGENT AI_AY 01/11/84
- 12287 $-A-8 PLUS DETERGENT (U.S.) AI_AY 0t/11/84
11607 S-CAL CALIBRATION KIT (S + IV & V), (0212076) WHOLE BLOOD REFERENCE CALIBRATOR, CATALOG# COULTER OIAGNOSTIC 06/12/91
- 22622 S-MEM FOR SUSPENSION /44767 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON NOT REQD
05613 S-10 SILICONE OIL FOR FUSER KFB-OO03-O00 / USE: MODEL NP-PRINTER 580 CANON, INC. t2/00/91
10202 S-20 SILICONE OIL FOR FUSER KF8-0¢05-001 CANON, INC. 12/01/91
15284 S-200 AOHESIVE (PART A & PART B) EPOCY TYPE RESIN AOHESIVE ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 07/01/91
11007 S-235 FELT-BACKED SHEET FLOORING ADHESIVE MULTIPURPOSE ADHESIVE, LATEX ADHESIVE ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 01/18/94
05431 S-235 MULTIPURPOSE ADHESIVE ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS DLA MSOS
22072 S-750 ADHESIVE FOR RESILIENT TILE 8 ARMSTRONG DO-IT YOURSELF TILE ADHESIVE ( AR_TROI_ WORLD IN 07/22/88
09237 SoB SOLVENT SOLVENT MIXTURE C_P 1NC. 01/06/88
17055 SA 824 7011 GREASE GRAPHITE GO-1 G408 VV-G-671 GRADE 1 SOUTI_EST PETRO-CH 04/24/85
20188 SA-50 BRAI_D 53% ENULSIBLE MALATHION SOUTHERN AGRICULT. 08/16/85
07567 SABRE-P TYPE E-IO ABRASIVE SUSPENSIONS CHEMICAL-WAYS CORP 03/13/87
07566 SABRE-P TYPE E-IO, SPC. ALUMINUM OXIDE 9041 (3.0 MICRON SIZE CONTAINERS) CHEMICAL-WAYS CORP 03/13/87
19567 SAF-SOL FICH CORP 02/24/93
21259 SAF-T-EZE FOOD/DRUG GRAOE ANTI--SEIZE STL COMPOUNO CORPO 06/01/91
- 10309 SAFE AI_ ARM DEVICE 1031t-0001 (51-5286-1) (EXPLOSIVE) UNIDYNAMICS/PHOENI 02/20/90
21772 SAFE-T-GRIT 12570 ITW 04/28/92
17218 SAFESTEP SORBENT ANOESITE OF CALIFO 09/12/88
10326 SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE P/N 816780 (EXPLOSIVE) / S&A DEVICE TELEDYNE 02/00/90
1189_ SAFETY BOOSTERS (.25 CAL.SHORT/.27 CAL SHORT/LONG) POWERLOADS.SAFETY CARTRIDGES,BLANKS,SMALL HILTI, INC. 02/26/90
14191 SAFETY FUSE-COBRA EXPLO/ SA 08/00/86
015737 SAFETY SOLVENT (AEROSOL), 755-59. 755-63 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 11/01/85
06398 SAFETY-KLEEN 105 PARTS WASHING SOLVENT #6617 SAFETY-KLEEN CORPO 03/12/90
• 22177 SAFETY-SILV 35 FORMERLY SAFETY-SILV 1350G HARRIS, d.W., CO. DLA MSDS
18335 SAFETY-WALK BRAND EDGE SEALING COMPOUND 62-5569-2660-8 3M 04/19/89
18336 SAFETY-WALK BRANO PRIMER 62-2141-6550-8 3M 04/19/89
18462 S_FRANIN 0 S-670 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
18254 SAFRANIN O $225B SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
15678 SAFROTIN EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE INSECTICIDE ZOECON INDUSTRIES 06/00/86
19904 SAH 250B SHORT ARC LAMP PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C 04/00/91
15720 SAKRETE (CONCRETE) SAKRETE 01/24/84
15719 SAKRETE MORTAR MIX (SCOTTY'S BRAND) BONSAL, W.R.. COMP NO DATE
13015 SALBUTANOL SULFATE GLAXD INC. 11/12/90
13016 SALBUTAMOL; ALBUTEROL BASE GLAXO INC. 11/12/90
12973 SALICIN, CARB-50 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC- 12/04/90
19996 SALICYLATE (SAL) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705244901 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
14013 SALICYLIC ACID CRYSTALLINE S0875 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/21/88
08252 SALINE (RAPID NFT AND RAPID E) ANALYTAB PRODUCTS 02/14/86
1309B SALMONELLA ANTISERA. GLYCERZNATED CAT. #40709 (KIT) BECTON-DICKINSON 05/12/93
07033 SALT (IRON-FIGHTER SALT PELLETS/BLOCKS) CARGILL / SALT DIV 11/20/85
11518 SALT CAKE; DISODIUM SULFATE SXO761.SXO759.SXO760,SXO763,SX0765. 6647, EM SCIENCE 05/26/88
04809 SALT STANDARD 2-4-D AMINE-4#/GAL INSECTICIDE SOUTHERN MILL CREE 07/16/84
07232
19999
SAMPLE DILUENT (PICOTAG DILUENT) MILLIPORE CORPORAT 07/26/85
SAMPLE HEMOLYSIS (S HEM) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 791114901 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
...................................................................................................................................
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15716 SAND (NATURAL BONDED SILICA)
21780 SAND & INDUSTRIAL SAND
10224 SAN{) WASHED AND ORIED
08914 SAND, INDUSTRIAL SAND, INDUSTRIAL
07628 SANDING SEALER TT-S-190F/EQ-110
11179 SANDING SEALER - CLEAR 272-0190-F
04107 SANDING SEALER, CLEAR, NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER MFGR: DEVINE PAINT / CONTAINS DIOCTYL PHTH
19869 SANI-FRESH GENTLE LOTION CLEANSER AND SANI-TUFF LOTION HAND SOAP
19706 SANTOVAC 5 420000
21177 SANTOVAC 5 VACUUM PUMP FLUID
15481 SANURIL t15
02662 SAR INSULATION ADHESIVE
06138 SARS-401 STRIPPER IS THIS FROM FOTOFOIL/MILLER-DIAL??
06661 SARS-402 FOAMAWAY (FY #II - DEFOAMER) USED TO DE-FOAM SARS-402, PRODUCT SHEET ON
20835 SAS 5708 SELECTRON CHROME CAP ELECTROLYTE NICKEL/COBALT SOLUTION
20834 SAS 5710 SELECTRON NICKEL TUNGSTEN D ELECTROLYTE NICKEL SOLUTION
21777 SATELLITE SPICE SPRAY
11689 SATIN IMPERV0 235 / COLOR: ALL
18056 SATURATED POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 477000
10322 SATURN YELLOW ALKYD PAINT 215-17
14666 SAVOGRAN H2OFF PAINT & VARNISH REMOVER
04534 SAVOGRAN STRYPEEZE SEMI-PASTE PAINT AND VARNISH REMOVER
17773 SAVOGRAN SUPERSTRIP PAINT & VARNISH REMOVER
21911 SAW CLEANER 18 OZ. 836
06657 $8-817 INORGANIC ACID
11166 SC 125
03318 SC 845 3213 NIL-L-O2104D / OIL, OE/HDO-30
03648 SC 845 3213 LUBRICATING OIL.INTERNAL COMBUSTION MIL-L-2104 GRADE 30
07536 SC-0438 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE
12176 SC-0840 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE
04497 SC-0846 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE
15329 SC-IO0 ACID CLEANER. CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
13374 SC-1185 SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE/STEVEN IND:MNM-A-13
• 13615 SC-600 BRAZING FLUXG 0-F-499
• 17192 SCALE REMOVING COMPOUND
04265 SCALEX ACID DESCALER
20579 SCAV-OX WATER TREATMENT PRODUCT
22056 SCE-4
15494 SCHAEDLER AGAR WITH VITAMIN Kt & 5% SHEEPS BLOOD
15498 SCHAEDLER KAJ_IAMYCIN-VANCOMYCIN ÷5% SHEEPS BLD,AGAR
15934 SCHIFF'S REAGENT PARAROSANILINE HCL #395-2-0t6
18114 SCHILLING TEST KIT (CYANDCOBALAMIN COBALT CO 57) SCHILLING TEST; C057 VITAMIN B12 ABSORPTIO









SCM 4100 SELECTRON ELECTROCLEANING SOLUTION
SCM 4200 SELECTRDN ACTIVATOR al
SCM 4300 SELECTRON ACTIVATOR #2
SCM 4350 SELECTRON ACTIVATOR w3
SCOTCH BRAND A-2 CABLE PREPARATION KIT
SCOTCH BRAND TAPE PRIMER NO. 81 & 82
SCOTCH BRAND 1602 IVI-SPRAY SEALER (RED)
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13306 SCOTCH BRAND 483 COLORED POLYETHYLENE TAPE 70-0060-0299-5 / 11-866A.11-866B,11-866-2. 3M 11/10/83
06464 SCOTCH PHOTO MOUNT SPRAY ADHESIVE (GATe 6092-6094) 62-6094-4825-3,-3725-0:ALS0 CS-0406-1344-3 3M 12/04/90
09361 SCOTCH VAC-U-MOUNT SPRAY ADHESIVE (CAT. NO. 6096) 62-6096-3725-1,-4930-6.-4935-5;ALS0 CS-040 3M 12/04/90
21742 SCOTCH-CORE SC-350 AND SC-350G SYNTHETIC F]LM (XA) 62-3344-2001-5,-2005-6,-3905-6.-3906-4,-39 3M 01/25/93
02229 SCOTCH-GRIP BRAND FLEXIBLE FOAM ADHESIVE 4500 62-4500-9530-2 3M 09/00/80
08992 SCOTCH-GRIP BRAND PLASTIC ADHESIVE PART #8061 62-4475-9530-7 3M 09/00/80
21912 SCOTCH-GRIP BRAND 1300-L RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE 3M 11/20/92
18344 SCOTCH-GRIP NO. 3 SOLVENT 62-4711-6530-8.-7530-7.-8530-6.-9530-5 3M 04/12/90
13349 SCOTCH-GRIP PLASTIC ADHESIVE 1099 62-t099-2604-8,2631-1.6530-1,7530-0,8530-9 3M 11/02/85
02061 SCOTCH-GRIP 1300 RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE 62-1300-0635-6,-2631-3.-5530-4,-6530-3,-75 3M t2/29/92
17601 SCOTCH-GRIP 1300-L RUB8ER & GASKET ADHESIVE 62-1403-5530-6,-8530-5,-7530-4.-8530-3,-85 3M 01/15/86
17959 SCOTCH-GRIP 1357 HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTACT ADHESIVE 62-1357-2631-3.5530-4,6530-3,7530-2.8530-1 3M 08/07/92
18343 SCOTCH-GRIP 1357 NEUTRAL HIGH PERFORMANCE CONT.ADH 62-1368-5501-2.6535-9.7535-8,8535-7.8536-5 3M 12/29/92
18345 SCOTCH-GRIP 1357-NF HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTACT ADHES 62-4795-X53X-X,-95XX-X 3M 08/07/92
06746 SCOTCH-GRIP 1711 RUBBER AND GASKET ADHESIVE 62-1711-2631,-5530.-6530,7530,-8530,-9530, 3M 03/11/88
- 17578 SCOTCH-GRIP 2141 RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE X5-0414-1079-5,62-2141-2630-2,-5530-1,-653 314 04/24/92
18342 SCOTCH-GRIP 4475 PLASTIC ADHESIVE 62-4475-0635-3.2631-0.6530-0,8530-8,853t-6 3M 11/20/92
06273 SCOTCH-GRIP 4693 PLASTIC ADHESIVE 62-4693-3330-6,-6530-8,-7530-7,-8530-6,-95 3M 06/30/87
05230 SCOTCH-GRIP 847 RUBBER AND GASKET ADHESIVE 62-0847-0335-4.-5530-5,-8530-2,-0635-7,-65 3M 11/20/92
22810 SCOTCH-SEAL BRAND MARINE ADHESIVE/SEALANT 5200 62-5200-9530-8 3M 08/00/82
09409 SCOTCH-SEAL EC-1252 WHITE TAMPER PROOF SEALANT 62-1926-0304-1.-2604-2.-8530-3 3M 06/03/93
16490 SCOTCH-WELD BRAND PRIMER 3917 62-3917-8540-9 3M 01/01/90
02264 SCOTCH-dELD DEGREASZNG PRIMER 3911 62-3911-5330-1 62-39tt-7530-4 3M 11/01/85
08121 SCOTCH-WELD EC-2216 B/A PART A GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-2216-0540-5,-5440-3,-6440-2,-7440-1,-85 3M 01/04/90
08123 SCOTCH-WELD EC-2216 B/A PART B GRAY EPOXY ADHES]VE 62-2216-0540-5.-5440-3.-6440-2.-7440-1.-85 3M 01/04/90
07261 SCOTCH-WELD EC-2216 B/A TRANSLUCENT EPOXY ADHESIVE PART A:62-3608-8501-6.62-3608-8541-2; PART 3M 04/26/92
12122 SCOTCH-WELD EC-3569 B/A PT A/B HIGH PERFORMANCE EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-3569-XX40-X,62-3569-.62- 3M 08/19/93
01802 SCOTCH-WELD EPOXY ADHESIVE 1838.A(GREEN). B(i_HITE) 3t4 11/01/85
12231 SCOTCH-WELD EPOXY ADHESIVE 2216-B (WHITE) 3M 01/01/85
08416 SCOTCH-WELD METAL PRIMR 1945 B/A,A=MO8417/B=M08418 62-1945-640t-9,-6402-7.-7401-8 3M 11/05/85
- 08417 SCOTCH-WELD METAL PRIMR 1945-A,K]T=MOB416/B=M08418 62-1947-5504-7.-6504-6,-7400-6,-7504-5,-95 3M 11/01/85
08418 SCOTCH-WELD METAL PRIMR 1945-B,KIT=MO8416/A=M08417 62-1945-5501-7,-6501-6,-7400-0,-7501-5,-95 3M 11/01/85
• 17288 SCOTCH-WELD STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 3M DLA MSDS
02316 SCOTCH-WELD URETHANE ADHESIVE 3549-A 62-3649-8501-0 3M 11/01/85
02318 SCOTCH-dELO URETHANE ADHESIVE 3549-A/B 62-3549-0501-0 62-3549-6401-7 3M 11/11/85
02317 SCOTCH-WELD URETHANE ADHESIVE 3549-B 62-3549-8501-2 3M 11/07/85
19451 SCOTCH-WELD t838 B/A PARTS A&B TAN EPOXY ADHESIVE 3M 08/07/92
17968 SCOTCH-WELD 1838-B EPOXY ADHESIVE (GREEN) 62-1838-0530-8.5430-6.6430-5.7430-4.8530-0 3M 04/12/89
18340 SCOTCH-WELD 2214 HI-FLEX EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-3404S-2930-9.-7530-2.-B530-1 3M 04/24/92
18341 SCOTCH-WELD 2214 HIGH DENSITY EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-3414-2930-6.-8530-8 3M 04/12/90
01323 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 B/A PART A GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 3M 00/00/93
02262 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 B/A PART B GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 3M 00/00/93
13309 SCOTCHCAL BRAND DEVELOPER 8500 (PCS-N-650) GR-2000-0485-5, GR-5430-2002-2 3M 02/05/88
16069 SCOTCHCAL BRAND EDGE SEALER 3950 75-3455-7162-6, 75-5239-5001-4 3M 05/04/93
13051 SCOTCHCAL BRAND EDGE SEALER 41505 75-3465-2234-7.-4470-5 3M 06/25/91
18334 SCOTCHCAST BRANO ELECTRICAL RESIN 241 O0-54007-0805X-X.-Og(X)9-O,09043-4,-09044-1 3M 04/25/89
18330 SCOTCHCAST BRAND ELECTRICAL RESIN 5068 00-54007-34536-7,00-54007-34537-4 3M 06/05/92
18332 SCOTCHCAST BRANO ELECTRICAL RESIN 5237 00-54007-09033-5,-09034-2,-27607-4.27607-4 3M 10/13/89
08991 SCOTCHCAST BRAND ELECTRICAL RESIN 8 (5236) 80-0180-0404-6,0405-3/80-1300-0093 - 0096. 3M 10/19/85
18333 SCOTCHCAST BRAND RESIN PRIMER 5001 00-54007-34532-9,-34533-6.-34534-6,-34534- 3M 10/23/89
13056 SCOTCHCAST BRAND 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN 00-54007-25594-9,-25677-9.-25685-4.-25693- 3M 11/20/92
............................................................. . .....................................................................
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06912 SCOTCHCAST ELECTRICAL RESIN (PART A&B) RESIN #251, PART A&B. LOT #8 3M NO DATE
11038 SCOTCHCAST 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN/82-A2 KIT 80-7000-0401-5.-0402-3.-0403-1.-0406-4. TY 3M 04/25/89
16814 SCOTCHCAST 4407 ENCAPSULATING AND BLOCKING COMPD. 80-6100-6040-4,6100-8254-9,8255-6,6029-7,6 3M 01/05/94
- 15271 SCOTCHCAST 82-AM1 POWER CABLE SPLICER KIT 3M 06/00/80
18337 SCOTCHGARD BRAMD ALL FABRIC PROTECTOR 61-5CK)0-2923-8 3N 05/25/89
19427 SCOTCHGARD FABRIC PROTECTOR (CAT. NO. 4101) 70-0702-8488-3,70-0703-6800-9,-6801-7,-070 3M 04/16/92
@ 02043 SCOTCHGRIP BRAND ADHESIVE 880 3M DLA MSDS
08391 SCOTCHGRIP BRAND INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE e2126 MIL-A-5092 (5692??) TY.III 3M 03/25/83
16236 SCOTCHCJJARD BRAND FABRIC PROTECTOR(AEROSOL)FC-4341 FC-4341 (FC-4101C) 3M 03/00/78
15186 SCOTCHKOTE BRAND ELECTRICAL COATING 80-6100-3260-1 3M 05/05/91
18331 SCDTCHKOTE BRAND 1001 FUSION BONDED EPOXY COATING 78-8CK)6-2389-0.80-9970-0024-7 3M 06/05/92
17543 SCOTCHKOTE BRAND 309 LIQUID EPOXY COATING 00-54007-32040-1/-33123-0/-33124-7/-34527- 3M 05/31/89
16572 SCOTCHLITE BRAND FINISHING CLEAR. 700 AEROSOL 3M NO DATE
18541 SCOTCHLITE BRAND PROCESS COLOR 708 GREEN 42-0000-6196-2.75-5007-0802-1 3M 04/14/92
16033 SCOTCHLITE BRAN{) 711 THINNER 75-5007-1102-5 3N 04/15/92
18328 SCOTCHLITE BRAND 735 EDGE SEALER CR-1806-9465-3.75-0299-1043-9.-1044-7.-184 3M 02/19/90
17580 SCQTCHLITE EDGE SEALER 4433 PART A & PART B 3M ID #4t-8800-4368-6. 75-5044-3300-6 3M 06/05/92
21691 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR RAPID DRY 880/880T CLEAR 42-0005-8332-0;75-0299-1822-6.-4962-7.-822 3M 12/25/92
21690 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR RAPID DRY 882/882T RED 42-0005-8335-3;75-0299-1823-4.-4921-3.-842 3M 12/25/92
16027 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR 705 BLACK 75-5007-0502-7 3M 03/16/90
18542 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR 710 BLUE 42-0000-6198-8.75-0299-2362-2.75-5007-1002 3N 09/08/92
18540 SCOTCHLITE PROCESS COLOR 7t2 RED 42-00(0-6199-6,75-5007-1202-3 3M 09/08/92
16029 SCOTCHLITE REFLECTIVE LIQUID 7210 SILVER 3M 09/00/84
15402 SCOTSMAN ICE MACHINE CLEANER AQUEOUS ACID CLEANER BIRCHWOOD NO DATE
01777 SCOURING POWDER - TYPE I, WITH CHLORINE BLEACH FITZPATRICK BROS I 12/01/92
13494 SCREAMER SIREN. PEST SCARING PYROTECHNICS CARTRIDGES. 15MM SMALL ARMS REED-JOSEPH INTERN NO DATE
06663 SCREEN CLEANER AQUA MET J&T CHEMICAL CORPO NO DATE
06664 SCREEN CLEANER AQUA SOL. d&T CHEMICAL CORPO NO DATE
16072 SCREEN STAR #71 BOND ADHESIVES CON 05/00/86
07312 SCREEN WASH VF-184 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
14250 SCREENO INSTANT SCREEN OPENER 54-7569-4/CLEANING SPRAY *7303078 ADVANCE PROCESS SU 02/08/77
15211 SCREW LOCK CAT# 79-41 LOCTITE CORPORATID 12/01/75
06452 SCS1201RTV SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/05/90
06451 SCS1202 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/30/93
18946 SCS1203 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/12/91
18940 SCS1209 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 05/03/91
18938 SCS1297 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 05/03/91
18939 SCS1702 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/02/91
01015 SCS20(O SILICON RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/08/92
05811 SO #36231 GRAY 822X326 OESOTO. INC. 10/15/90
11021 SD AL POL¥ #17875 & 17925 WHITE 821X330 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/11/92
02121 SD AL POLYU EN #17925 821X400 COURTAULDS AERDSPA 02/13/92
02340 SD CURING SOLUTION 910X480 CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 02/22/91
08993 SDA 3A - ANHYDROUS (DENATURED ETHYL ALCOHOL) U.S. INDUSTRIAL CH 04/00/83
18231 SEA WASH 7 WARREN CHEMICAL CO 12/20/91
18232 SEA-WASH 11 WARREN CHEMICAL CO O1/O3/92
10480 SEAL IT STAIN SEALER 117-11 CORONADO PAINT CO. 12/29/89
20654 SEAL PEEL - TYPE I H-WOO SEAL-PEEL, INC. NO DATE
21878 SEALANT FOR FIBRLOK SERIES OPTICAL SPLICING SYSTEM 80-6106-#u"n-#.BO-6103-a_,--=.80-6105 -=_== 3M 05/05/93
13045 SEALANT GRADE A 8831 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 08/01/90
08955 SEALANT GRADE A PART # 88 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/01/92
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENAME INDEX P. 208
TSRS TRAOENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
22540 SEALANT GRADE AV 8731 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/02/90
07216 SEALANT GRADE AV 87 ANAEROBIC LOCTITE CORPORATIO
03733 SEALANT GRADE C 08431 / MIL-S-22473E GR C / BLUE LOCTITE CORPORATIO
17526 SEALANT GRADE E 8031 LOCTITE CORPORATIO
05731 SEALANT GRADE H #78 SEALANT/ MIL-S-22473E, 07831 LOCTITE CORPORATIO
17591 SEALED LEAD - ACID BATTERY EMERGI-LITE M18 / MSDS P.2 MISSING PANASONIC
• 16528 SEALER SURFACE WATER EMULSION CHEMRAY COATINGS C
04286 SEALER. SANDING. LACQUER TYPE 28 TT-S-190F / 704012 PRATT & LAMBERT
07943 SEALER, SURFACE LAWTON BROS., INC.
00608 SEALER, SURFACE, FLOOR. WATER EMULSION TT-S-223B & AM.1 BARRIER INDUSTRIES
11770 SEALING ADOITIVE DILUTED 99:1 W/WATER FOR USE HORIZONS INC.
• 17259 SEALING COMPOUND LOCTITE CORPORATIO
@ 17284 SEALING COMPOUND ORGANIC PRODUCTS C
@ 17276 SEALING COMPOUND PRC
07821 SEALING COMPOUND RUS INDUSTRIES
11709 SEALING COMPOLINO C5-3201, CLASS B-2 MIL-7124B CHEM SEAL CORPORAT
- 05910 SEALING COMPOUND TYPE 1 LOT #61 U_WN MANUFACTUR
21154 SEALING PASTE AMP P/N 604046-1 RXS SCHRUMPFTECHNI
- 22653 SEALING SALT AS II POWDER 999-402-10 KEYSTONE PACIFIC D
13277 SEALS IN SECONDS T.R.P SIMPSON & AVARD PR
21661 SEALTIGHT GARDOX COMPONENT A/COMPONENT B 0253802/0253803 / DIV.2,CAT.#226 MEADOWS. W. R.
20344 SEAMFIL 901 & ALL COLORS CELLULOSE BUTYRATE LACQUER KAMPEL ENTERPRISES
11365 SEARCH ALIZARINE DYE WATSCO INC
17395 SEA200GA AND SEA200G8 SILICONES GENERAL ELECTRIC
18670 SEC BUTYL ALCOHOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11. 44620:R471750 SUPELCO. INC.
01597 SEC-BUTANOL (#016641) FISHER SCIENTIFIC
13192 SEC-BUTYLBENZENE KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. 2605F CHEM SERVICE INC.
06386 SECURELINE MARKER II 14-905-30 PRECISION DYNAMICS
20877 SEDIPLAST RACK 250-t77 POLYMEDCO INC.
12941 SEDOHEPTULOSAN MONOHYDRATE. CARB-18 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEN SERVICE INC.
18435 SEE 007192 FOR: DOW CORNING 4 COMPOUND DOW CORNING
12289 SEE SPRAY CONCENTRATE (CANADA) AMWAY
12288 SEE SPRAY CONCENTRATE (U.S.) AMWAY
12290 SEE SPRAY LENS CLEANER AMI/AY
12291 SEE SPRAY WIN_W CLEANER AMWAY
17054 SEEZE-EZE AEROSOL LUBRICANT SELIG CHEMICAL IND
13800 SEL-REX INDUSTRIAL SILVER HIGH SPEED PLATING SOLN. 904394 OMI INTERNATIONAL
09582 SEL-REX K4P ADDITIVE OMI INTERNATIONAL
09579 SEL-REX LECTRO-NIC 10-03 ANODE ACTIVATOR OMI INTERNATIONAL
09580 SEL-REX LECTRO-NIC 10-03 MAKE UP OMI INTERNATIONAL
09581 SEL-REX LECTRO-NIC 10-03 REPLENISHER ONI INTERNATIONAL
13801 SEL-REX PYR-AU-BOND OP MAKE UP 900244 COBALT COMPLEX OMI INTERNATIONAL
21160 SEL-REX PYR-AU-BONO OP REPLENISHER A & B ACXO-A/ACXO-B / PT.B MSOS DATE: 3/1/93 ENTHONE-OMI INC.
09578 SEL-REX SILVER SOL-U-SALT OMI INTERNATIONAL





16527 SELBY, BATTERSBY &
18765
SEL-REX_ $OLDEREX LPB REPLENISHER
SEL-REX: SOLDEREX LPB STARTER
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12/09/85SELBACLAD TOPCOAT RESIN PORTION EPOXY
SELECT-UNYTE WHITLAM, d.C., MAN 05/05192
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22373 SELENIUM 0.1% SE IN 2% HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
11243 SELENIUM UOHNSON MATTHEY AE 12/29/88
05924 SELENIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION S0-S-464/1C00 PPM FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/14/89
06883 SELENIUM TELLURIUM DRUMS FUJI 11/15/86
21957 SELENIUM 1.000 MU-G/ML: 10,000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRAOE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
08294 SELENIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% SE IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
04616 SELF VULCANIZING RUBBER BLACK PART A & B E-BOND 1018-1-K/MSOS PART B 4/16/86 E-BOND EPOXIES 04/10/86
05841 SEMI GLOSS AIR DRY ENAMEL TT-E-489/(GREY 26440) RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 01/00/87
¢ 00848 SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL AMERON DLA MSDS
16350 SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL IVORY 27778 ALKYD INT, TT-E-50BC AINSWORTH PAINT & 10/23/85
- 16519 SEMI-GLOSS LATEX G260-27778 CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
16851 SEMPRA (WHITE & COLORS) ACRYLIC POLYMER EMULSION GEOCEL CORPORATION 11/06/85
16848 SEMPRA CLEAR ACRYLIC POLYMER EMULSION GEOCEL CORPORATION 11/06/85
21706 SENSI-DISC ELUTION DISC/SUSECPTIBILITY TEST OF .... ANAEROBES/ANTIMICROBIAL DISCS BECTON-DICKINSON 01/29/93
10459 SENTRY R&O ANTI-WEAR, HEAVY-DUTY HYDRAULIC OIL ALL I$0 GRADES (INCL,150,220,320,460;32,46 SENTRY OIL & GREAS 05/25/88
22857 SEPHADEX I7127 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/10/94
11902 SEPHADEX G-50 DNA GRADE M 17-0045-01.-02 / GEL FILTRATION MEDIA PHARMACIA LKB BIOT 12/24/89
07178 SEPP PVP IODINE 107 POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE IODINE MARION LABORATORIE 02/26/86
- 12292 SEPTIC TANK AIDS AMWAY 01/11/84
15677 SEQUESTRENE 138FE IRON CHELATE MICRONUTRIENT CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 12/19/86
12056 SEQUOIA SAFETY FUSE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE DU PONT. E.I., DE 1t/05/85
08985 SERGENE GENERAL PLASTICS C 04/00/86
21711 SERIES 200 SUBTRACTIVE PLATE DEVELOPER 200-32,-01.-05,-30 COOKSON GRAPHICS 02/04/91
18225 SERIMMSURE SALMONELLA TEST KIT 8886-325201 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOD
18603 SERMABOND 487 PART 1 SERMATECH INTERNAT 07/00/90
11622 SERMABOND 487, (2 PART KIT) / (39-8069-50015) ORBITER LEADING EDGE RCC REPAIR MATERIAL SERMATECH INTERNAT 06/00/92
20761 SERMETEL 196 SERMATECH INTERNAT 01/00/90
20762 SERMETEL 249 SERMATECH INTERNAT 01/00/90
20764 SERMETEL 273 HI-TEMP COATING SERMATECH INTERNAT 01/00/90
08145 SERPIFLEX INT'L PROTECTIVE C 09/26/86
22395 SERUM GOAT FROZEN LIQUID 56898 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/23/94
15197 SERVICE CEMENT RADIO- TV/10-302 GC THORSEN 04/30/91
04979 SERVICE CEMENT 10-308 GC THORSEN 04/30/91
05169 SERVICE SOLVENT 10-318 GC THQRSEN 07/01/91
19473 SERVICE SOLVENT 10-320 GC THORSEN 07/01/91
19474 SERVICE SOLVENT 10-312 GC THORSEN 07/01/91
22790 SET FAST WATER BORNE TRAFFIC MARKING PAINT BLACK TYPE 1, TM-2135 BALTIMORE PAINT 04/22/94
22791 SET FAST WATER BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT BLUE TYPE 1. TM-2133 BALTIMORE PAINT 05/10/94
11010 SETFAST TRAFFIC PAINT. WHITE PRODUCT#: TM-5126 BALTIMORE PAINT 01/17/89
11105 SETFAST TRAFFIC PAINT, YELLOW TM-5129 / ALKYD PAINT BALTIMORE PAINT 01/17/89
03536 SEVINOL BRAND 4 CARBARYL INSECTICIDE P80415,-16.-33.-35,-36.-37.-3B,-39/SEE ALS UNION CARBIDE 05/16/86
06227 SEVIN 20% BAIT CARBARYL UNION CARBIDE 10/01/80
02298 SEVIN 5 EPA-REGUL.PRODUCT/MFGR.SENT GENL HEALTH/SA CHEVRON USA NOT REQD
05584 SEVIN 5 DUST SEVIN IS UNION CARBIDE'S CARBARYL/MSDS 10- WOODBURY CHEMICAL 05/15/84
08755 SEWING MACHINE OIL ESSO SP-NK 10 &NUTO H-6B {SPINESSO & ESST ADLER AMERICA, INC 04/10/86
13959 SEYMOUR SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL), 16-XXXX,EN-XX.TP-XX FULLWELL #88915 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR NO DATE
18947 SEt403 ACETOXY SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90
19417 SF1250 CHLOROPHENYLMETHYLPOLYSILOXANE GENERAL ELECTRIC O6/19/91
21981 SF96-1OO STANLEY P/N 311382 GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/23/90
20342 SF99 SOLVENT KAMPEL BLEND 3293 KAMPEL ENTERPRISES 02/12/91
11926 5G-471 SILICONE COMPOUND. HEAT SINK NIL-C-47113 CARLSON. RIH., COM OLA MSDS
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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SGA-|00 FERRETT BARRICADE 12 GA.PENETRATING CARTR. CS. TEAR GAS09339 AAI CORPORATION NO DATE
09338 SGA-400 FERRETT BARRICADE PENETRATING CARTRIDGE (40NM) / CS, TEAR GAS AAI CORPORATION NO DATE
20_4 SHARKSKIN 20/50 FLR PAINTS INC. 07/21/92
17014 SHARPENING STONE OIL NORTON CO. NO DATE
06480 SHAi_PIE FINE POINT PERMANENT MARKER 8LACK.RED.BLUE.GREEN,YELOW.ORANGE.BROWN.PU SANFORD CORP 12/t0/92
21923 SHEET FEO/WEB CLEANER PRINTERS PACIFIC I 10/14/91
07124 SHEET-FED PROCESS INK ALL BASF INKS/OXIOITING OIL INK OR VARNISH K+E PRINTING INKS 10/05/87
09454 SHEET. BUILDING PROOUCTS GALVANIZED STEEL (BASE METAL & COATING).MS REYNOLDS METALS CO 09/24/93
09025 SHEET. PLATE. ROD. BAR. BUILDING EXTRUDED & ORAdN PRODUCTS/STAINLES STEEL. MSDSN5138 REYNOLDS METALS CO 09/24/93
08758 SHEET. PLATE. ROD. BAR. EXTRUDED PRODUCTS NICKEL STEEL.MSDS#5141 REYNOLDS METALS CO 09/24/93
08934 SHEET.PLATE.ROD.BAR.BUILDING PRODUCTS - COPPER M$DS#5140 REYNOLDS METALS CO 09/24/93
20931 SHEETING BOND - WHITE 046-505-996 / ADHESIVE TREMCO 01/28/91
01703 SHEILA SHINE SHEILA SHINE. INC. 05/20/86
19502 SHEILA SHINE AEROSOLS SHEILA SHINE. INC. 02/01/92
19506 SHEILA SHINE LIQUID SHEILA SHINE, INC. 02/01/92
07773 SHELBLAST, AD-4B AGRASHELL. INC, 07/07/87
22050 SH_ELL ALVANIA EP GREASE RO 71030 SHELL 05/02/91
10156 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE RO0. 71039 COOPER AIR TOOL PART NO. A123771 SHELL 01/26/89
16882 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE 1 71031 SHELL 09/26/91
00263 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE 2 71032 SHELL 05/02/91
22869 SHELL ALVANIA EP LF GREASE 1 71124, MSDS#57072-! SHELL 07/0t/91
20483 SHELL ALVANIA EP LF GREASE 2 71125 SHELL 07/01/91
10528 SHELL ALVANIA GREASE 2 71012 / LUBRICATING GREASE SHELL 04/23/91
10529 SHELL CAPRINUS U 01L 40 54770 SHELL O8/25/92
08995 SHELL CYCLO SOL 53 SOLVENT 83420,83428.89396 SHELL O3/15/84
02454 SHELL CYCLO SOL 63 (EOR) (DISTR: CHEM-CENTRAL) SHELL O4/20/82
07223 SHELL CYPRINA GREASE RA 71005 SHELL 09/t3/85
04646 SHELL OARINA EP GREASE 2. SHELL #71522 SHELL 09/t3/85
13843 SHELL DIALA OIL A 68701.69701.63721 SHELL 0_/20/85
08861 SHELL DIALA OIL AX 69702 SHELL 08/20/85
12555 SHELL OIALA 01 6 DEUTSCHE SHELL AG 12/05/86
08996 SHELL DIESELINE CODE 31135 SHELL 11/11/74
22042 SHELL DOLIUM GREASE R SP 71606 / LUBRICATING GREASE SHELL 08/13/93
07633 SHELL DOLIUM GREASE R 71604 SHELL 09/13/85
03587 SHELL EPON CURING AGENT V-40 ENVIRONMENTAL OATA SHEET ALSO PROVIDED BY SHELL 12/11/87
05271 SHELL EPON RESIN 826 - SHELL O6/10/87
22043 SHELL JET A 23500 SHELL O6/17/93
22038 SHELL KEROSENE - 2K 20020 SHELL 12/O1/93
08997 SHELL LIGHT MARINE DIESEL FUEL CODE 33000 SHELL 11/29/71
08999 SHELL MARINE FUEL OIL INTN'L GRA??? CODE 41031 SHELL 09/00/77
08998 SHELL MARINE GASOLINE CODE 01301 SHELL t2/06/71
07121 SHELL MINERAL SPIRIT 145-EC 83063 SHELL 06/15/93
22319 SHELL MORLINA OIL 150 65632 SHELL 01/13/92
22048 SHELL OMALA OIL 220 65105 SHELL 10/14/92
22046 SHELL OMALA OIL 68 62101 SHELL t0/22/92
00531 SHELL OMALA OIL 680 65109 SHELL 08/29/85
12554 SHELL ONOINA OIL 01 t5 DEUTSCHE SHELL AG 12/05/86
04661 SHELL PROPANE - HD - 5. LPG, SHELL #92000 SHELL 10/15/85
06054 SHELL ROTELLA T MULTIGRADE 15W/40 WITH XLA 50012 SHELL 08/01/91
13446 SHELL ROTELLA T OIL 30 54103 SHELL 10/22/92
22040 SHELL SOL M-75 EC 83231 / HYDROCARBON SOLVENT. MSDS#8110-11 SHELL 04/08/94
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / ,(b, = DLA HMIS MSDS
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22049 SHELL SPIRAX HEAVY DUTY GEAR OIL 85W/140 59212 SHELL 10/14/92
03582 SHELL SPIRAX HEAVY DUTY 80W/90 59210 / LUBRICATING OIL SHELL 10/14/92
10530 SHELL TELLUS OIL 32 65208 SHELL 11/16/92
03337 SHELL TELLUS OIL 46 65209 SHELL 11/16/92
05683 SHELL TELLUS OIL 68 HYDRAULIC OIL SHELL 08/29/85
14646 SHELL TELLUS T OIL 15 65407 SHELL 05/18/93
09064 SHELL TOLUENE SHELL CODE# 83380 SHELL 02/10/82
00774 SHELL TONNA T OIL 68 66535 SHELL 07/23/91
17308 SHELL TORNUS OIL 40 54735 / DISCONTINUED,REPLACED BY CAPRINUS SHELL 06/03/91
22051 SHELL TURBINE FUEL. JP-5 23140 SHELL 05/07/93
22047 SHELL TURBO T OIL 100 65607 SHELL 10/11/91
22044 SHELL TURBO T OIL 46 . 65603 SHELL 10/27/92
02453 SHELL VM&P NAPHTHA - EC SHELL CODE 83208 (DIST: CHEM-CENTRAL) SHELL 04/13/82
11808 SHELL X-IO0 MOTOR _IL 20W/2_ 51002 SHELL NO DATE
18605 SHELL XYLENE 83391 SHELL 10/04/93
12553 SHELL 01S. 5585 DEUTSCHE SHELL AG 12/05/86
19434 SHELL,DIL,TELLUS 100 1280444 IBM CORP 08/15/90
e 13767 SHER-WOOD 600 LACQUER SANDING SEAL, T60 FIO TT-S-190 SHERWIN-WlLLIAMS CDLA MSDS
- 05292 SHERLOCK GAS & AIR LEAK DETECTOR MIL-L-25567C / MSFC SPEC 384A TY I WINTON PRODUCTS CO NO DATE
00709 SHERLOCK LEAK DETECTOR - TYPE 1 MIL-L-25567, TY.1 WINTON PRODUCTS CO 07/01/91
- 16246 SHERLOCK LEAK TEST COMPOUND TYPE 1 WINTON PRODUCTS CO NO DATE
16247 SHERLOCK, TYPE I LEAK TEST COMPOUND WINTON PRODUCTS CO ND DATE
11227 SHIELD/CLAY CATALOG NO. 260 LEAD-LOADED SHIELDING PUTTY FOR INDUST.RAD REACTOR EXPERIMENT 08/28/90
06552 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (SMAW) LOW HYDROGEN M.S 18,418,718,718MP,718MC,18AC,418SR,S-718,S- HOBART BROTHERS CO 08/00/85
06551 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (SMAW) MILD STEEL 20 PRODUCT NUMBERS HOBART BROTHERS CO 08/00/85
06553 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (SMAW), GROUP A,B,C,& D VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS HOBART BROTHERS CO 10/00/87
12987 SHIGELLA ANTISERA POLY GROUP C 2836 MSDS P. 2 MISSING DIFCO LABORATORIES NO DATE
12986 SHIGELLA ANTISERUM POLY, ALL GROUPS DIFCO LABORATORIES NO DATE
05871 SHINE PLUS SURFACE PROTECTANT SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 05/14/87
15242 SHIPPING-MATE IMPROVED LABELING ADHESIVE (1PB) 62-4612-4930-2 3M 08/19/92
- 12293 SHOE SPRAY AMWAY 11/07/84
20534 SHOPMASTER LPH COMPOUND, CLEANING LIQUID BUCKEYE INTERNATIO 11/11/92
13500 SHORT OIL ALKYD EN/LMYL AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT, 27255 RITTAL CORP: EZ 2580 RAL 7032 GRAY RAABE CORPORATION 01/02/90
13317 SHOT SHELL (SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION) OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 09/29/87
13495 SHOT TELL, PEST SCARING PYROTECHNICS EXPLOSIVE PEST REPELLENT DEVICES REED-JOSEPH INTERN NO DATE
03302 SHOUT AEROSOL STAIN REMOVER JOHNSON, S.C , & S O2/12/86
11208 SHUR-STIK GUTTER & LAP SEALANT GIBSON-HOMANS 10/23/89
04932 SHUR-STIK PSA DISCS CEMENT MERIT ABRASIVE PRO O6/16/86
22592 SIERRA ANTIFREEZE-COOLANT SI01AFBP SAFE BRANDS CORPOR 05/17/94
13808 SIGHT SAVERS BRAND ANTI-FOG LIQUID 24,25,68.69,8565.8570C,143060,8569,60103 BAUSCH & LOMB 08/28/91
18990 SIGHT SAVERS BRAND DISPOSABLE CLEANING STATION W/O SILICONE / DIRECT SAFETY PN'S:02-132,0 BAUSCH & LOMB 06/26/90
20786 SIGMA SILGUARD MC LIQUID 7551L FINA OIL AND CHEMI 05/24/93
21676 SIGMA SILGUARD POWDER 7551P FINA OIL AND CHEMI 05/24/93
06695 SIGMA 7-9 T1378 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/20/88
05542 SIGMACELL MICROCRYSTALLINE TYPE 20 (CELLULOSE) $3504 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 11/28/86
06747 SIGMACOTE SL-2, SILICONE SOLN. IN HEPTANE $6131/ SEE MSDS FOR HEPTANE, H9629 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 06/03/88
22284 SIGNATURE SERIES INT./EXT.ACRYLIC FLAT HOUSE PAINT #103-A ACCENT BASE / PRODUCT ulO3-A BROWN RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/07/92
13327 SIGNATURE SERIES INT-EXT ACRYLIC FLAT HOUSE PAINT nlOO WHITE RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/07/92
21708 SIGNATURE SERIES INTERIOR ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL _702 DEEP BASE RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/07/92
03985 SIKADUR 31 HI-MOO GEL. _390. EPOXY GEL COMPOUND EG&G PAINT SHOP REPORTS 391-O3 SIKA CORPORATION 03/22/85
08430 SIKAOUR 32 HI-WOD, EPOX_ COMPOUND, PARTS A & B PROD #370 SIKA CORPORATION O8/31/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '¢' = OLA HMZS MSDS
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SIKADUR 35 HI MOD LV PART A/PART B 350 SIKA CORPORATION 05/27/8913448
11062 SIKADUR 81-11 301 SIKA CORPORATION 03/22/85
04711 SIKAFLEX-IA, POLYURETHANE, ALL COLORS #'S 431/432/433/437/439/460/463, PROOUCT# SIKA CORPORATION 11/06/89
13447 SXKAGARD 655, CURE/HARD 01/5.79 S1KA CORPORATION 01/00/81
09000 $IKASTIX 320, LO-NO0 L.V. $IKA CORPORATION NO DATE
16825 SIKASTIX 390, SIKADUR HI-MOO GEL SIKA CORPORATION 06/00/82
06601 SIKATOP ARNATEC 108 CEMENTITIOUS CORROSION INHIBITOR COATING SIKA CORPORATION 07/25/86
06600 SIKATOP 122 REPAIR MORTAR, 2-PART KIT CEMENTITIOUS MORTAR, PRODUCT# 189 SIKA CORPORATION 03/22/85
02087 SIKKENS EPOXY PRIMER REDUCER / TL-52 AKZO COATINGS INC. 05/01/85
- 16565 $IKKENS AMINE CATALYST 306 CATALYST FOR 463-6-5,463-6-3o463-6"4(3 BAS SIKKENS AEROSPACE 08/05/91
16165 SIKRENS EPOXY ENAMEL REDUCER TL-29/TL-66 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 11/00/85
16566 SIKKENS EPOXY PRIMER 463-6-3 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 11/00/85
16563 SIKKENS EPOXY 443-3-1, GLOSS WHITE 595A-17875 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 10/01/84
20197 SIL-CELL SILBRICO CORPORATI 03/17/93
045985 SILANE GAS AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 12/00/86
14364 SILANE GAS . AG 05269 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
220?3 SILANE Z-6040 40# PAIL , 3919180, MSOS# 0076150-003.000 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/04/88
19429 SILAPRENE ADHESIVE "146306 UNIROYAL, INC. 05/10/90
15215 SILAPRENE ADHESIVE 146571 UNIROYAL, INC. 12/28/88
22778 SILAPRENE ADHESIVE SEALANT M6325 UNIROYAL, INC'. 06/22/93
19769 SILASTIC d RTV SILICONE RUBBER, BASE/CA DOW CORNING 06/28/90
08224 SILASTIC MEDICAL ADHESIVE TYPE A DO_ CORNING 09/30/85
00696 SILASTIC RTV 140. RTV ADHESIVE OBSOLETE PRODUCT PER DOW CORNING, 12/17/92 DOW CORNIhlG 09/23/85
01989 SILASTIC RTV 739 PLASTIC ADHESIVE-WHITE DOW CORNING 01/28/87
19745 SILASTIC S-5370 CATALYST DOW CORNING 09/29/88
04440 SILASTIC 731RTV ADHESIVE/SEALANT MIL-A-46106A DOW CORNING NO DATE
07488 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - CLEAR NIL-A-46106A TYPE I DOW CORNING 09/18/85
10665 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - WHITE PSI-8761-3, MIL-A-46103 TY I, MSI# 0R-455( DOW CORNING 09/18/85
06726 SILASTIC 734 RTV SELF-LEVELING ADHESIVE/SEALANT CLEAR DOW CORNING 09/30/92
05781 SILASTIC 736 HEAT RESISTANT SEALANT MIL-S-8660 DOV CORNING 05/13/92
20894 SILASTIC 738 RTV NONCORROSIVE ADH. WHITE DOW CORNING 10/13/86
19338 SILBOND H-4 PREHYDROLYZED ETHYL POLYSILICATE BINDER AKZO CHEMICALS INC 12/00/91
17403 SILBDND H°4, PREHYDROLYZED ETHYL SILICATE STAUFFER CHEMICAL NO DATE
19336 SZLBONO H-5 PREHYDROLYZED ETHYL POLYSILICATE BINOER AKZO CHEMICALS INC t2/00/91
17405 SILBOND H-5, PREHYDROLYZED ETHYL POLYSILICATE STAUFFER CHEMICAL NO DATE
20567 SILCARIDE C-6/GREEN SILCARIDE NO.1RF GRAIN/ SICARIDE RA GRAINS & POWERS/SIKA/SIKA GREE WASHINGTON MILLS E 02/01/93
10218 SILICA GEL EAGLE CHEMICAL CO, 01/(30/93
11774 SILICA GEL FOR DESICCANT CARTRIDGE PACKARD INSTRUMENT 04/00/88
11368 SILICA GEL PRO0. CODE 6425 & 26 WATSCO INC 05/20/88
17914 SILICA GEL 6-t6 MESH 21444-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C t0/29/92
22782 SILICA GEL, INK)ICATING 3402,3401 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 06/23/93
04277 SILICA GEL, VARIOUS GRAOES SYNTHETIC AMORPHOUS SILICA. DESICCANT, SIO GRACE. V.R., & CO. 11/25/85
22021 SILICA GLASS SLURRY. CLASS I ROCKWELL INTERNATI 06/01/93
20875 SILICA SAND FELDSPAR CORPORATI 01/01/92
01726 SILICA 1 REAGENT 270 HACH COMPANY 08/14/86
15715 SILICA-ALUMINA CATALYST SUPPORTS GRACE. W.R., & CO. 05/31/85
- 10307 SILICATE ADt_ESIVE SM-665 HI-TEMP GASKET CEMENT MRP-1000 TACC INTERNATIONAL 11/00/89
22369 SILICON SILICON (IN H20) - 100050-4 HIGH-PURITY STANDA NOT REQD
13809 SILICON CARBIDE POWDER-208-9°82,LI-2200 (2-PT.KIT) ORBITER LEADING EDGE RCC REPAIR MATERIAL WASHINGTON MILLS E 05/20/91
- 14255 SILICON LUBRICANT SPRAY (MISTY SILICONE LUB.) AERO MIST 08/30/82
16444 SILICON METAL & FERROSILICON POWDER PART B CYPRUS FOOTE MINER 04/24/79
........................................................................ -- ..........................................................
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05925 SILICON REFERENCE SOLUTION 10(0) PPM SI S0-S-465 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
15957 SILICON REFERENCE SOLUTION, 37% (#SS3381) FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/14/85
06986 SILICON TETRACHLORIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 12/0(:)/86
14365 SILICON TETRACHLORIOE AG 05270 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06987 SILICON TETRAFLUORIOE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 03/01/87
14366 SILICON TETRAFLUORIDE AG 05271 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
21956 SILICON 1,0(0) MU-G/ML; 10.000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
11242 SILICON 10(0) PPM ATOMIC ABSORPTION STANDARD/PRODUCT CODE 69 BAKER. d.T. CHEMIC 05/01/89
08288 SILICON, 0.1 & 1.0% SI IN KOH INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
0 12983 SILICONE & #?237 (W/R); #7237 (STD); #7238 CROWN INDUSTRIAL P DLA MSDS
13995 SILICONE & WAX REMOVER 071-4680 TREMCO 02/08/89
09290 SILICONE CARBIDE _40-600 - #40-6418, ABRASIVE PWD MBO 115-014 TYI. 40-6418-0(0)-080 BUEHLER 11/07/86
17172 SILICONE COMPOUND DOW CORNING 07/28/83
17387 SILICONE COMPOUND DDV CORNING 01/20/80
19469 SILICONE COMPOUND 10-568 / POLYSILOXANE GC THORSEN 05/09/91
• 04770 SILICONE COMPOUND MIL-C-21567A/05 GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSDS
• 11944 SILICONE COMPOUND. HEAT SIl_< MIL-C-47113 LE STOKES GROUP DLA MSOS
@ 15639 SILICONE CONSTRUCTION SEALANT WHITE GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSOS
15638 SILICONE CDNSTRUCTN.SEALANT 1200,CLEAR,TT-S-O0230C GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/27/81
03153 SILICONE EMULSION NP-7 CLEARCO PRODUCTS C 06/19/86
12556 SILICONE FLUID AK 150 - 500,000 (MSDS DATE CUTOFF 8?/09/28 ), S 0007138 WACKER-CHEMIE GMBH NO DATE
11363 SILICONE FLUID SWS-101 STAUFFER-WACKER SI 05/23/89
07t6_ SILICONE FORM-A-GASKET ADHESIVE SEALANT BLUE 6B, 6BR. 6M. 81195 / 80022,80023,80627,811LOCTITE CORPORATIO 08/09/88
17412 SILICONE FUSER OIL XEROX 03/27/85
18016 SILICONE FUSER OIL CLC-200/300 KF3-9376-000 / SILICONE OIL FOR COLOR LASE CANON, INC. 11/00/92
09003 SILICONE FUSER OIL, FUSER LUBRICANT PT# BR79.8R111,8R983,8R2404,93EO081, IN 94 XEROX 01/06/89
- 12294 SILICONE GLAZE AUTO POLISH AMWAY 01/11/84
19468 SILICONE HEATE SINK COI4POUNO I0-8109 / FILLED SILICONE GREASE GC THORSEN 05/09/91
19632 SILICONE MIST NOLO LUBRICANT I M S COMPANY 01/18/89
19638 SILICONE MIST RTS-130,-160 (92) I M S COMPANY 03/05/92
09345 SILICONE OIL CANON. INC. 01/31/89
22818 SILICONE OIL CAT# 1269 HACH COMPANY 12/27/93
- 13572 SILICONE OIL 7742 VV-D-1078A / LMSC MSDS EM SCIENCE 05/16/89
15119 SILICONE PARTS A & B 3060-03 CERWALLOY. INC./HE NO DATE
12557 SILICONE PASTES VP 1162,P,P SOFT. P 4. P 4 SOFT, P 8. P 14. VP 116, S (X)08536 / 0029985 WACKER-CHEMIE GNBH 04/24/86
- 17542 SILICONE PRIMER SOLUTION SCP3154 GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90
19637 SILICONE RELEASE RTS-530.-560 (92) 06-164,163-01 I M S COMPANY 03/05/92
18699 SILICONE RUBBER ADHESIVE SEALANT SERVICE CEMENT 10-150 GC THORSEN 04/30/91
- 17392 SILICONE RUBBER CAULK GE2567-112 WHITE,TT-S-O0230C GENERAL ELECTRIC 11/29/82
08980 SILICONE RUBBER POTTING COMPOUND A & B dS-220 MARTIN NARIETTA CO 11/20/82
- 00711 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT. RTV 102 MIL-A-46106A BOW CORNING 09/18/85
17509 SILICONE SEALANT 7-##.270-10,273-3C.280-10,613-_#,650-##,70 VERSACHEM CORPORAT NO DATE
14743 SILICONE SPRAY 83-9-105194 / ANTI-STICK AGENT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
14769 SILICONE SPRAY VALVOLINE SS-16. 015S16. 95329 PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPI 12/00/86
19634 SILICONE SPRAY PARTING AGENT 06-613-12 I M S COMPANY 11/23/89
19635 SILICONE SPRAY TWO POUNDER MOLD RELEASE 06-451-6 I M S COMPANY 12/28/90
02550 SILICONE SYSTEMS 892. RTV SILICONE POLYMER SILICONE SYSTEMS NO DATE
10729 SILMAR UNSATURATED POLYESTER IN MONOMER (36-53%) MANY S-SERIES PRODUCT NUMBERS BP CHEMICALS INC. 10/30/89
13949 SILOO AIR BRAKE CONDITIONER 59A.59B.SlD CRC INDUSTRIES. IN 09/01/89
19327 SILOO BID-CON 57A, 57C. 570 CRC INDUSTRIES. IN 03101/90
17519 SILOO GLASS CLEANER 68A CRC INDUSTRIES. IN 03/01/90
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18879 SILTEMP FIBERS 84-8 ANETEK 05/00/82
22374 SILVER 0.1% AG IN 2% HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANOA 11/01/93
01499 SILVER ACETATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/14/85
04734 SILVER BROMIOE OPTICAL CRYSTAL MIRAN GAS ANALYZER WINDOW. PRODUCT CODE 86 HARSHAW/FILTROL PA 0t/15/85
21902 SILVER CONCENTRATE $3140 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/t2/93
13035 SILVER CONOUCTING PAINT CAT. #60805 LYPHONED. INC. 10/00/89
07287 SILVER GLOSS VINYL INK GV-187 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
07642 SILVER GOOP CRAWFORD FITTING C 01/04/89
- 17538 SILVER GREY ONgECOAT ENAMEL 45978 / PHTHALIC ALKYD ENAMEL BERKLEY PRODUCTS 07/12/89
13110 SILVER NITRATE AMES GOLDSMITH COR tt/20/85
06927 SILVER NITRATE 491. X491 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 11/30/81
15854 SILVER NITRATE S-181.S-486 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/02/91
13396 SILVER NITRATE ACS REAGENT S0139 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/18/93
- 00075 SILVER NITRATE APPLICATORS BIBER PHARMACAL CO NOT REQD
10280 SILVER NITRATE N/58.4 TAYLOR CATALOG #R-0629-58 TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 03/00/89
18255 SILVER NITRATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED $7276 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
20801 SILVER NITRATE REAGENT R-O?06 TAYLOR TECHI_LOGIE 02/01/92
@ 14899 SILVER NITRATE. CRYSTALLINE CITY CHEMICAL CORP DLA MSDS
13106 SILVER POWER SOLID ENZYME SILVERWARE PRE-SOAK ECOLAB INC. 11/03/89
04715 SILVER QUICK 21" BRUSH-ON CONDUCTIVE COATING RELIANCE ELECTRIC NO DATE
10494 SILVER REFERENCE STANOARO SOLUTION, t000 PPM AG $0-5-457 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
19284 SILVER SOL-U-SALT SEL-REX ENTItONE-OMI INC. 01/25/93
19838 SILVER SOLDER BRAZING FLEX LAKE CHEMICAL CO. 06/01/92
11371 SILVER SOLDER FLUX (599) PROD. COOE 6444 XCEL - FLUX - SS WATSCO INC 05/t9/88
15162 SILVER SOLDER FLUX NO. 601 7693AI.2,3 SUPERIOR FLUX & MF 08/24/90
1311_ SILVER STAIN KIT OXIDIZER SOLUTION CAT# 161-0443 BIO-RAO LABORATORI 03/31/93
22626 SILVER STAIN PLUS KIT (FORMALDEHYDE AS USED IN IMAGE DEVELOPER SOLUTION) 161-0449 BIO-RAD LABORATORI 01/31/94
22625 SILVER STAIN PLUS KIT (SILVER NITRATE & AMMONIUM NITRATE AS USED IN THE SILVER COMPLEX SOLU BIO-RAD LABORATORI 0t/31/94
- 22624 SILVER STAIN SILVER REAGENT CONCENTRATE CAT# 161-0443 BIO-RAD LABORATORI 03/31/93
13113 SILVER STAIN SILVER REAGENT CONCENTRATE CATLG. #161-0443 BIO-RAO LABORATORI 03/31/93
21897 SILVER STAIN 5 POLYACRYLAMIOE GELS KIT KR208 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/12/93
17820 SILVER STREAK TYPE I, II. V POLYVINYL CHLORIDE COATED POLYESTER/POLY.W FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17827 SILVER STREAK TYPE III POLYVINYLCHLORIDE COATED POLYESTER FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
15856 SILVER SULFATE S-190 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/09/80
20358 SILVER SULFATE ACS REAGENT $7638 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/18/93
07739 SILVER I000 PPM (0.100% W/V)/6940/SILVER NITRATE & HN03 IN BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC t2/02/87
10821 SILVER-BRITE ALUMINUM PAINT, B59 S 3.B59 S Wl & W2 FYREPEL TOUCH-UP KIT SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/17/89
08300 SILVER. 0.1 & 1.0% AG IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 12/01/87
21955 SILVER_I,000 MU-G/ML: IO,CK)O MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANOARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/0t/93
03632 SILWET L-7500 SURFACE ACTIVE COPOLYMER UNION CARBIDE 01/13/86
07769 SILWET SURFRACTANT L-7500 ORGANOSILICONE FLUID UNION CARBIDE 12/07/88
14460 SIMFLO ELECTROSTATIC FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 83-9-101423.83-4-104200 / CONVERSION SOLUT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
08976 SIMPLE GREEN 1004 SUNSHINE MAKERS, I 03/01/93
12198 SINGLE BASE SMOKELESS POWDER IMR-####, SR-####, PB / CLASS B EXPLOSIVE DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/O5/85
12200 SINGLE BASE SMOKELESS POWOER IMtR-#N##.SR-##N#,P8 IMR POWDER COMPAN 09/00/88
18157 SINGLE SOLUTION REAGENT CAT NO. 13-01-1,13-01-2,M13-01-1 ERICSEN INSTRUMENT 09/21/87
18733 SINGLE-STRIKE BLACK CORRECTABLE TYPEWRITER RIBBON SEE MSDS FOR PART #'S,BRF## & 8R#### /MSDS XEROX 04/02/92
11710 SIRCHEM DUSTING POWDER 66A CIRCLE CHEMICAL CO 05/01/94
11711 SIRCHEM DUSTING POWDER 68 CIRCLE CHEMICAL CO 06/26/92
11690 SK ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS 12-1 CORONADO PAINT CO. 02/12/91
06199 SK FR PRIMER (GREEN) 0N9295 515-700 / MBO 125-055 DESOTO. INC. 08/18/92
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18924 SK FR PRIMER CURING SOLUTION 910-704 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 12/18/91
20485 SK FR PRIMER GREEN DN 9295 & CURING SOLUTION 515ROI2/19OR017 (DATED 3/24/92) COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/30/92
20435 SK FR PRIMER GREEN DN 9395 515K012 CDURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/30/92
14401 SK PRIMER ACTIVATOR R-66, 910-707. SEE; PAKTDS DESOTO. INC. 06/15/90
18775 SK PRIMER GREEN MBO 0125 515X411 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/30/92
01334 SKC-NF SPOTCHECK CLEANER MSCI LTD. 12/00/78
03496 SKC-NF/ZC-7B CLEANER/REMOVER, 915-0509 MCMASTER-CARR PART# ILLEGIBLE MSCI LTD. 10/07/86
06742 SKC-S SPOTCHECK CLEANER/REMOVER MSCI LTD. 04/04/86
04261 SKC-W SPDTCHECK REMOVER/EMULSIFIER AEROSOL & BULK MSCI LTD. 07/17/86
08988 SKD-LT SPOTCHECK LOW TEMPERATURE DEVELOPER MSCI LTD. 07/02/85
03497 SKD-NF SPOTCHECK DEVELOPER, AEROSOL MSCI LTD. 12/00/78
03198 SKD-NF/ZP-9B DEVELOPER AEROSOL BULK & AEROSOL MSCI LTD. 09/15/86
04338 SKD-W SPOTCHECK AQUEWS DEVELOPER MIL-I-25135, GR.III MSCI LTD. 11/05/86
00070 SKIN REFRIGERANT AEROSOL SERVICES C NO DATE
00074 SKIN REFRIGERANT GEBAUER CHEMICAL C 08/0t/82
16692 SKL-HF/S SPOTCHECK PENETRANT MAGNAFLUX CORPORAT 01/30/92
08178 SKL-WP WATER WASHABLE SPOTCHECK PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 01/01/91
16693 SKL-4B SPOTCHECK PENETRANT BATCH 79E152 MSCI LTD. NO DATE
10323 SKL-4C, SPOTCHECK WATER BASE PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 12/11/86
10147 SKRIP INK/SHEAFFER FOUNT/PEN INK (ALL COLORS) SHEAFFER PEN 12/11/91
20349 SKS BLK, GRY, IVORY 890030, 890031, 890032 WURTH U.S.A., INC. 03/05/91
21176 SKYDROL LD-4 FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID MONSANTO 06/22/93
02328 SKYDROL 5_-4 FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID MONSANTO 05/22/89
19905 SL • 18 COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP 30570-6 PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C 01/14/91
05266 SL WR WHITE 0 LUBRICATING GREASE SENTINEL 01/01/87
05267 SL WR WHITE I LUBRICATING GREASE SENTINEL 01/01/87
19228 SLA HANDPAK TYPE II REPAIR KIT MARTIN MARIETTA CO SEVERAL
- 08989 SLA 220 FILLED SILICA RUBBER (40 PAGES) MARTIN MARIETTA C0 NO DATE
02433 SLEEK STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER, FORMULA 5525 CELLO CORPORATION 02/01/87
09010 SLIC-TITE PASTE WITH TEFLON LAKE CHEMICAL CO. 07/17/86
20486 SLIDE CUTTING OIL AEROSOL 41316 HARMS. PERCY, CORP 10/10/91
18988 SLIDE DURA-KOTE AEROSOL, NON-OZONE DEPLETING 41716M, EPOXY-DRI / FORMERLY #2253 MOLD RE HARMS, PERCY, CORP 08/06/92
18987 SLIDE ECONO-SPRAY II AEROSOL 40719 HARMS, PERCY, CORP 08/08/91
18986 SLIDE NO-RUST AEROSOL 40216 HARMS, PERCY, CORP 03/31/91
17763 SLIDE TAP-IT AEROSOL 40416 / SYNTHETIC LUBRICANT. SILICONE HARMS, PERCY. CDRP 05/01/91
13851 SLIDEWIRE CLEANER DISCONT'D - HP PN 5080-3605 (REPLACMENT:92 ALLIEDSIGNAL INC. 11/00/87
18997 SLIP AEROSOL 5012 / SILICONE LUBRICANT NCH CORP 11/13/90
20657 SLIPIT SLIDING COMPOUND BOUGE INDUSTRIES I 04/01/93
- 14744 SLM-AC SILVERMASTER ACTIVATOR 60-18608-002 MITSUBISHI PAPER I 06/00/88
- 14747 SLM-OD SILVERMASTER FOUNTAIN SOLUTION 60-18611-004 MITSUBISHI PAPER I 06/00/88
- 14745 SLM-OE $ILVERMASTER DELETION SOLUTION 60-18612-003 MITSUBISHI PAPER I 06/00/88
- 14746 SLM-OH SILVERMASTER ETCHING SOLUTION 60-18610-002 MITSUBISHI PAPER I 08/00/88
- 14748 SLM-ST SILVERMASTER STABILIZER 60-18609-003 MITSUBISHI PAPER I 06/00/88
18723 SLOW DRY INK AQUEOUS INK / 1 008 WEKSLER INSTRUMENT 10/03/85
16734 SLOW DRY INK, AQUEOUS INK CODE NO. 1008 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/03/85
08269 SLUOGBUSTERS PRECISIONAIRE. INC 08/10/84
16074 SLURRY, CLASS 2 LOCKHEED 08/03/79
11125 SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION(RIFLE & PISOL) CENTERFIRE METALLIC CARTRIDGES, VARIOUS CA FEDERAL CARTRIDGE 05/01/90
06768 SMALL SCREW THREADLOCKER 222 MIL-S-46163. TY.II GR M/ADHESIVE SEALANT ( LOCTITE CORPORATIO 05/24/93
12295 SMASHING WHITE LAUNDRY BOOSTER AMWAY 01/11/84
04807 SMCP MALATHION ULV CONCENTRATE SOUTHERN MILL CREE 04/15/87
...................................................................................................................................
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03239 SO SURE LACQUER GLOSS BLACK
05336 SO SURE LACQUER, OLIVE DRAB 140154. #t4-141-G
03231 SO SURE LACOUER, RED Il105/RED 11t36/ORANGE 12197 A-A-665 / t4B1t0 (G/0).14B111 (G/0).148120 LHB INDUSTRIES
05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) A-A-665/14Blt2/143/145/146/150/I52/171/232 LHB INDUSTRIES
@ 05337 SO SURE LACQUER,ZN CHROMATE YELLOW COLOR Y/84-331P A-A-665 / GS-lOF-50405 LHB INDUSTRIES
HOMSAOS/L27865A AEROSOL SERVICES C 05/10/92
M-LINE 361A-20R SOLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./ 12/12/88
500 ULTRA DUCT, VARIOUS TYPES OF INSULATIO CERTAINTEED CORPOR 10/01/92
OEGREASER CLEANER SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 06/01/90
LIQUID LEAK DETECTOR / MIL-L-25567C TY 1 NUPRO 09/00/91
LEAK DETECTOR/CAT. #20640 SUPELCO. INC. 07/20/89
SNOPAKE/LITHO-ART 03/24/81
A-A-665/17038. 11-190. 012C890 LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/01/94
A-A-665 / 148141 (G/O) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
02/01/91
02/08/88
06091 SO-SURE ALUMINUM LACQUER 17178 (14-160)(AEROSOL)
22065 SO-SURE CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND
020248 SO-SURE ENAMEL CLEAR
10439 SO-SURE ENAMEL, 22-840
03210 SO-SURE FLAT BLACK 370_8 (14-390). 012C892
• 20241 SO-SURE FLUORESCENT LAC RED 1A ID: 214-3 13
18506 SO-SURE GENERAL PURPOSE DEODORANT (AEROSOL)
18509 SO-SURE GRAY 16187 (14-1817 (AEROSOL), 012C881
I7940 SO-SURE GRAY 16307 (14-1827
22468 SO-SURE GRAY 16440 (14-183)
21687 SO-SURE GRAY 26134 - 148284 G/O
LHB INDUSTRIES
MIL-C-81309D TYPE II CLASS 2. 952D800 / CO LHB INDUSTRIES
LH8 INOUSTRIES
TT-E-4BBB / 24-140 GREEN 14062, 24-180 GRA LHB INDUSTRIES
A-A-665
752C800
012C882 / SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL)
012C883 SPRAY PAINT AEROSOL
0t2C884
17907
19726 SO-SURE GREEN LACQUER 14062(14-1407
18507 SO-SURE GREEN 14260 - 148144 (G/O) (AEROSOL)
18508 SO-SURE IVORY 17778 (14-1717 (AEROSOL)
21392 SO-SURE LACQUER
21401 SO-SURE LACQUER
14420 SO-SURE LACQUER ALUMINUM 17178. 12B 880
18096 SO-SURE LACQUER ORANGE 12197 - 14-120
13976 SO-SURE LACQUER WHITE 37875
10250 SO-SURE LACQUER, GRAY 16099
06579 SO-SURE LACQUER, YELLOW 13655





128 890 / 148190 (G/D),148390 (G/O)























07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LHB 12B831CIO-A-665C/14B131/140/142/144/181-183/247/ LHB INDUSTRIES
19354 SO-SURE RED 11136 (14-111) 012C811 / A-A-665D LHB INDUSTRIES

































22830 SO-SURE STENCIL INK BLACK 37038 (394-390)
14806 SO-SURE STENCIL INK RED 31136, 392C81t
06267 SO-SURE WHITE 17875
11353 SO-SURE YELLOW PRIMER 84-331
17939 SO-SURE YELLOW 13538 (44-130) P
07467 SO-SURE ZINC CHROMATE GREENCOLOR T
11158 SOAK-UP
18405 SOAP. LALJI_DRY P-S-1792
00712 SOBRITE TYPE 2
21607 SOOA ASH DENSE
15718 SODA ASH SODIUM CARBONATE
05105 SODA ASH, DENSE




CID-A-A-665C / 012C870(OLD BLUE & OLD YELL LHB INDUSTRIES
TT-P-1757A/AEROSOL. 82C833 LHB INOUSTRIES
042C830 / SPRAY PAINT. AEROSOL LHB INDUSTRIES
TT-P-1757A, 082C848 LHB INDUSTRIES
NON-TOXIC SPILL CLEAN-UP MATERIAL FOR AQUE TREBOR CORPORATION NO DATE
TYPE I NEUTRAL,HIGH TEMPERATURE (WITHOUT A CONCORD CHEMICAL C 02/02/87
CATALOG NO. 837591 HUNT, PHILIP A., C 07/15/76
ITEM #15296 MIGHTY DIST SVS OF 11/14/88
FMC CORPORATION NO DATE
KEPRO: DFD-12G/DEVELOPER.DRY FILM TEXASGULF CHEMICAL 12/28/88
CZD: A-A-1427A (3/28/83) LABBCO INCORPORATE NO DATE
MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( i (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENANE INDEX P. 217
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANRJFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
06611 SDOASORB 4-8 IND H / 50DASORB 6-12 INO H BIOPAK 60 ABSORBENT GRACE, W.R.. & CO. NO DATE
22372 SODIUM 0.1% SODIUM NITRATE IN 1% HNO3 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
15836 SODIIJN (DI) ETHYLENEDIANINE TETRAACETATE S-311 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/17/86
21693 SODIUM (DI)ETHVLENEDIANINE TETRAACETATE STD.& 0.1N S0-221;$0-S-412/SS2214 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
15939 SODIUM ACETATE BAKER. d.T, CHEMIC 04/00/84
15857 SODIUM ACETATE FUSED ANHYDROUS S-210 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/23/65
10227 SODIUM ACETATE ANHYDROUS MALLINCKRODT 08/07/85
18617 SODIUM ACETATE ANHYDROUS $8750 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
13884 SODIUM ACETATE ANHYDROUS ACS REAGENT ABBOTT MSDS #43. PRODUCT eS5889 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 08/11/87
22446 SODIUM ACETATE TRIHYDRATE 58625 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/28/94
18253 SODIUM ACETATE TRIHYDRATE ACS REAGENT $9513 SIC_A CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
15901 SODIUM ARSENITE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/09/60
15940 SODIUM AZIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/02/91
01574 SODIUM AZIDE $2002 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/93
14393 SODIUM AZIDE 0.1% BURROUGHS WELLCONE NOT REQD
- 15965 SODIUM BICARBONATE BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 02/08/83
- 02990 SODIUM BICARBONATE 0-C-265 CHEMICAL COMMODITI 09/00/86
05928 SODIUM BICARBONATE S-233. 5631 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
10692 SODIUM BICARBONATE MALLINCKRODT 11/06/85
@ 00188 SODIUM BICARBONATE OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA MSDS
03419 SODIUM BICARBONATE RIVERSIDE PRODUCTS 05/15/86
13285 SODIUM BICARBONATE STAUFFER CHEMICAL 06/30/93
18993 SODIUM BICARBONATE ACS 0-C-265B SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 01/00/93
22438 SODIUM BICARBONATE ACS REAGENT $6014 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/26/94
18022 SODIUM BICARBONATE SOLUTION ASEPT.FILLED ENDOTOXIN $8761 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 01/30/93
22497 SODIUM BICARBONATE SOLUTION, 7.5% 25080 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, NOT REQD
• 14204 SODIUM BICARBONATE USP CHURCH & DWIGHT CO DLA MSDS
- 15943 SODIUM BICARBONATE, ACS CHEMICAL CONMODITI 09/00/86
• 15944 SOOIUM BICARBONATE, ACS CHEMICAL COMMODITI DLA MSDS
15966 SODIUM BISULFITE 3557.3556 BAKER. d.T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
04671 SODIUM BISULFITE $9000 / GRADE 1 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/16/91
01500 SODIUM BITARTRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/23/85
06364 SODIUM BORATE DECAHYDRATE. AC5 REAGENT $9640 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/18/88
15942 SODIUM BORATE, IO-HYDRATE $3122 -02 BAKER. d.T, CHEMIC 03/09/92
07736 SODIUM BOROHYORIDE V023 BAKER, d.T. CHEMIC 10/19/87
01501 SODIUM BROMATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/16/85
01502 SODIUM BROMIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
11806 SODIUM BROMIDE S9756 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/07/90
18450 SODIUM CACODYLATE TRIHYDRATE ELECTRON MICROSCOP t0/04/91
11491 SOOIUM CARBONATE SODA ASH E K INDUSTRIES, IN 03/15/89
01503 SODIUM CARBONATE S-261,S-262.5-263.5-264,S-281,5-495,S-636 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/31/91
13858 SODIUM CARBONATE ABBOTT MSDS #74, PRODUCT #Y55074-4 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 07/00/90
18618 SODIUM CARBONATE 430AGB SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
13395 SODIUM CARBONATE ANHYDROUS $2127. ABBOTT MSDS _30 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/20/91
02986 SODIUM CARBONATE MONOHYDRATE P/N 0T3598-1 MALLINCKRODT 08/07/85
21896 SODIUM CARBONATE NONOHYDRATE ACS REAGENT 59140 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 10/08/93
11377 SODIUM CARBONATE 99.95-100.05% PRIMARY STANDARD 22348-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/11/90
11724 SODIUM CARBONATE, ANHYDROUS 4502.5151.5605.4923,5198,3602,5179.5134,,5 BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 05/01/r89
22859 SODIUM CHLORIDE 423--309 AMERICAN INTERNATI 01/04/94
05930 SODIUM CHLORIDE $640. $671, $271 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/04/'91
10233 SODIUM CHLORIDE O-S-1926/PRECISION SYSTEMS OSMOMETER 5TD.N MALLINCKRODT 08/08/86
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I
10/03194
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENANE INOEX P. 218
TSRS TRAOENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER t_DS
IO DATE
13394 SODIUM CHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED S5886 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/13/91
10878 SODIUM CHLORIDE SIGMA GRADE $9625 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 12/07/90
14780 ._IUN CHLORIDE STANOARD SOLUTION 1000NG/L AS NACL HACH COMPANY 03/25/83
01732 SOOIUm CHLORIDE STANOARO SOLUTION 1000 +/- 5 MG/L 2105 / AS NACL HACH COMPANY 07/16/86
0a596 SODIUM CHLORIDE 99÷_ A.C.S. REAGENT ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/17/90
06429 SODIUM CHLORIDE/SALT/SALINE 3628,3625,3624,4924,4058,3632,3629 BAKER. J.T. CHEMIC 06/17/92
22779 SODIUM CHLORITE, TECH., 80% 24415-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/04/94
13375 SODIUM CHROMATE CR 51 INJECTION SODIUM CHROMATE CR-51 MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
04741 SODIUM CITRATE AR 500(3 NALLINCKRODT 11/03/85
05931 SODIUM CITRATE OIHYDRATE S-279,S-466,S-467 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
06591 SODIUII CITRATE REAGENT SILICA CAT NO. 14908 HACH COMPANY 08/04/86
15807 SODIUM CYANIDE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 04/13/83
01504 SODIUM CYANIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/05/85
22399 SODIUM OIATRIZOATE $4506 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/23/94
15948 SODIUM DICHROMATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 11/06/85
12619 _dX)IUM DICHROMATE DIHYDRATE $234,$235 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/03/90
04438 SODIUM DICHROMATE TECHNICAL, GRANULAR DIANONO SHAMROCK NO DATE
18204 SODIUM OICHRONATE, OIHYDRATE 3674.3672 BAKER, d.T. CHEMIC 03/09/92
17706 SODIUM OIHYDROGEN PHOSPHATE SX0710, 6346 / SODIUM PHOSPHATE. MONOBASIC EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
08426 SOOIUN ELECTRODE CONDITIONING SOL. IOONL CAT.#00018 NOVA BIOMEDICAL 02/10/87
22710 SOOIUM FLUOBORATE 17307 M & T HARSHAW 06/12/89
15949 SODIUM FLUORIDE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 11/05/85
01589 SODIUM FORMALDEHYDESULFOXALATE EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/22/73
01505 SODIUM FORMATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/01/85
01442 SODIUM HIPPURATE 0330 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/00/85
15951 SOOIUM HYDROSULFITE BAKER, d.T. CHEMIC NO DATE
01598 SODIUM HYDROSULFITE S310/5331? FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/18/88
15952 SODIUM HYDROXIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/02/91
15850 SODIUM HYDROXIDE S-613 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/01/85
10223 SODIUM HYDROXIDE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
13393 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 50753 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/14/90
18619 SODIUM HYDROXIDE Z7013 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
14907 SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 0.5 N 7400 RICCA CHEMICAL CON 06/00/85
14908 SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 1.0 N 7450 RICCA CHEMICAL CON 06/00/85
14910 SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 10.0 N 7470 RICCA CHEMICAL CON 05/00/85
14909 SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 5.0 N 7465 RICCA CHEMICAL CON 05/00/85
14906 SODIUN HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) 50%W/W 7290 RICCA CHEMICAL CON 06/00/85
16039 SODIUM HYDROXIDE - 25% KSC-TG-PID-08 EG&G FLORIDA. INC. SEVERAL
13830 SODIUM HYDROXIOE/ FFA ETCHANT POWDER 3722,-23,-26,-28,-29,-30,-34,-36:5022&45:5 MILLER DIAL CORP./ 10/08/85
15296 SODIUM HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS (CAUSTIC SODA, LYE) VULCAN MATERIALS/C 02/01/86
04694 SODIUN HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS PELLETS S5881 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 01/12/89
15973 SODIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/01/85
22439 SODIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS ACS REAGENT 50899 SIGMA CHEMICAL CDM 03/28/94
13096 SODIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 97+% A.C.S. REAGENT PRODUCT #22146-5. ABBOTT MSDS #8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/11/91
13093 SOOIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 99.99% SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE, PRODUCT _30557-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/11/91
01725 SOOIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION 5.0 N CAT NO, 2450 HACH COMPANY 06/19/86
04544 SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION 5% - 50_ GDSS COMMENT: SEE ALSO MAGNUS 61-DRX P.B.&S. CHEMICAL 11/27/85
01629 SOOIUM HYDROXIOE SOLUTION 50% 7708 (PELLETS) NALLINCKRODT 11/03/85
18074 SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS $3754 / 210-5 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 11/19/92
11524 SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS 1N TO N/100 SS-266,270,441,272,274,276,278,282,284,277 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/18/90
13094 SODIUM HYDROXIDE VOLUMETRIC STANDARD 31951-t / 1.0 N SOLUTION IN WATER ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/13/91




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 219
02361 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 1.600N CAT NO. 14379 HACH COMPANY 04/15/86
02362 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 3.636N CAT NO. 14380 HACH COMPANY 04/15/86
15300 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 50% LIOUID SOLN.(MFGR:LCP CHEMIC) APPERSON CHEMICALS 12/02/85
15905 SODIUM HYDROXIDE 50_ SOLUTION CAUSTIC SODA BAKER. O.T, CHEMIC 10108/85
14911 SODIUM HYDROXIDE-THIOSULFATE 40%-2.5% 7490 RICCA CHEMICAL COM 0t5/00/85
14912 SODIUM HYDROXIDE-THIOSULFATE 50%-2.5% 7495 RICCA CHEMICAL COM 06/00/85
13336 SODIUM HYDROXIDE/CAUSTIC SODA AKA FOTOFOIL-ETCHANT SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 12/28/89
11383 SODIUM HYDROXIDE, DILUT-IT ANALYTICAL CONCENTRATES 4714,????,4687,4691.4690 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 05/01/89
05932 SODIUM HYDROXIDE, DRY SOLID,FLAKE,BEAD S-318,5-320.S-612, CAT.#$6133 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/16/92
t85Bt SODIUM HYDROXIDE, TECHNICAL A-A-B95 (81) PUMA CHEMICAL CO I tl/19/90
22427 SODIUM HYDROXIDE, VOLUMETRIC STANDARD, 0.1N SOL. 31948-1 / IN WATER ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04105194
15945 SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/10/70
0 17158 SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
18819 SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE SOLN 55GL 26-11626-03 HARCROS CHEMICALS, 11/15/89
03152 SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE 15.0% AUSTIN, dAMES, CO. 09/04186
22467 SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE, SOLUTION 23930-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
04263 SODIUM HYPOSULFATE (SODIUM THIOSULFATE) BI040.B1207-1 MALLINCKRODT 03/07180
01394 SODIUM IODATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 09/27185
18252 SODIUM IODATE $4007 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
15851 SODIUM IODIDE S-323 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/21/91
18115 SODIUM IODIDE I 123 DIAGNOSTIC CAPSULES 1-123 DIAGNOSTIC CAPSULES; 1-123 CAPSULES IdALLINCKRODT 01101194
18116 SODIUM IODIDE I 131 DIAGNOSTIC CAPSULES 1-131 DIAGNOSTIC CAPSULES MALLINCKRODT 01101194
22106 SOOIUM IODIDE I 131 ORAL THERAPEUTIC SOLUTION 1-131 SOLUTION MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
18117 SODIUM IODIDE I 131 THERAPEUTIC CAPSULES 1-131 THERAPEUTIC CAPSULES MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
18118 SODIUM IODIDE I 131 THERAPEUTIC SOLUTION 1-131 SOLUTION MALLINCKRODT 01/01/93
14014 SODIUM M-PERIODATE $1878 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/21/88
12853 SODIUM META-PERIODATE 93 GFS CHEMICALS 01/20/89
18205 SODIUM META-SILICATE, 9-HYDRATE, CRYSTAL 5135,3868 BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 03109/92
13509 SODIUM METABISULFITE 97+% A.C.S. REAGENT 25555-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/30/91
21608 SODIUM METASILICATE PENTA ITEM #13706 MIGHTY DIST SYS OF 07123192
11278 SODIUM METASILICATE. NONAHYDRATE S-408 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
13071 SODIUM MOLYBDATE CYPRUS METALS CO. NO DATE
01506 SODIUM MOLYBDATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/01/85
10183 SODIUM NDLYBDATE (VI) DIHYDRATE 99+% 22184-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/17190
18251 SODIUM MOLYBDATE DIHYDRATE ACS REAGENT $6646 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29193
22458 SODIUM MOLYBDATE(VI) DIHYDRATE, 99+%. ACS REAGENT 33105-8 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03124/94
05571 SODIUM MONOSULFIDE SX0770. SX0775. SX0780 EM SCIENCE 01/23/92
05935 SODIUM NITRATE S-343, 5-342 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
01413 SODIUM NITRATE MALLINCKRODT 08/08/85
10181 SODIUM NITRATE A.C.S. REAGENT 22134-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04117/90
18053 SODIUM NITRATE CRYSTALLINE N1NAI03 ISOTEC INC. NO DATE
18245 SODIUM NITRATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED $5022 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
15958 SODIUM NITRATE, CRYSTAL BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 09/27/85
15852 SODIUM NITRITE S-338.S-347 / 78962 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/18/88
02949 SODIUM NITRITE MALLINCKRODT 07/17/91
13860 SOOIUN NITRITE ABBOTT MSDS *72. PRODUCT #Y55114-7 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 0?/00190
09183 SODIUM NITRITE CWT-9 PROPRIETARY WATER TREATMENT BETCON LABORATORIE 10/01185
22463 SODIUM NITRITE, 97+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 23721-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/24/94
19073 SODIUM NITROFERRICYANIDE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
02950 SODIUM NITROPRUSSIDE S-350 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
06384 SODIUM NITROPRUSSIDE S0501 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/04/88
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S WlO '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "#' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-t MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SLISTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENANE INDEX P. 220
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
01414 SODIUM PERBORATE MALLINCKROOT 10/O9/85
10497 SODIUM PERIODATE S-398 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/11/89
01720 SODIUM PERIOOATE FOR MANGANESE 984 HACH COMPANY 07/17/86
- 15963 SODIUM PEROXIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/09/80
04256 SOOIUM PER_JLFATE OXIDIZER KEPRO SP-tG/SP-4G/SP-t2G/SP-20G FNC CORPORATION 02/05/85
22335 SODIUM PERTECHNETATE TC-99M MALLINCKROOT 01/01/94
13391 SODIUM PHOSPHATE CELL CULTURE TESTEO S5136 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/08/91
11538 SODIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC CATALOG# 00398 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 05/24/90
13087 SODIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC 98+% PRODUCT # 21988-6, ABBOTT MSDS #25 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/tl/91
10226 SODIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC, ANHYDROUS NALLINCKROOT tl/14/85
13392 SODIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC, ANHYDROUS ACS 59763, ABBOTT MSDS #3t SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/00/92
10879 SODIUM PHOSPHATE NONOBASIC MALLINCKROOT 08/07/85
11409 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC 00400 POLYSCIENCES. INC. 09/08/89
04695 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC ANH.CELL CULTURE TESTED $5011 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
13092 SODIUM PHOSPHATE NONOBASIC NONOHYDRATE 98+%, A.C.S. REAGENT, PRODUCT • 22352-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/1t/91
13091 SDOIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC 99.999_ PRODUCT #22990-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/11/91
18119 SODIUM PHOSPHATE P 32 SOLUTION (THERAPEUTIC) P-32 THERAPEUTIC SOLUTION MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
06699 SODIUM PHOSPHATE REAGENT GRADE DIBASIC S0876 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/20/91
06698 SOOIUM PHOSPHATE REAGENT GRADE MONOBASIC S0751 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/29/93
10232 SODIUM PHOSPHATE TRIBASIC 0-S-642 MALLINCKROOT 04/06/89
01508 SODIUM PHOSPHATE, OIABASIC, HEPTAHYDRATE S-373,BP331,S471 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/17/93
22636 SODIUM PHOSPHATE, DIBASIC S393,S374,BP332 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/17/93
15962 SODIUM PHOSPHATE, DIBASIC, ANHYDROUS BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 03/01/84
13331 SODIUM PHOSPHATE, MONOBASIC/MONOSODIUM QHOSPHATE SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 12/04/89
@ 03217 SODIUM PHOSPHATE, 0-S-642 TY.1 MICHEL & PELTON CO DLA MSDS
07826 SODIUM PHOSPHATE,MONOBASIC,MONOHYDRATE 3818-1 BAKER, O.T, CHEMIC 05/01/89
03217 SODIUM PHOSPHATE,O-S-642 TY1 (DISTR:MICHEL&PELTON) PPG INOUSTRIES, IN DLA MSDS
21913 SOOIUM POTASSIUM ALLOY GENIUN PUBLISHING 03/01/84
11058 SODIUM POTASSIUM TARTRATE TETRAHYDRATE S2377 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 03/30/90
02954 SODIUM POTASSIUM TARTRATE. TETRAHYDRATE S-387 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
01507 SODIUM PYROPHOSPHATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/23/85
11182 SODIUM PYROPHOSPHATE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
22842 SODIUM PYROPHOSPHATE, 98% 32246-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
05837 SODIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION, 1000 PPM SS-139 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/07/89
02955 SODIUM SALICYLATE S-395, C7HBO3NA FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
21890 SODIUM SELENITE $1382 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 09/28/93
15967 SODIUM SILICATE SOLUTION (40-43DEG) HUMCO LABORATORY 05/00/82
16461 SOOIUM SILICATE SOLUTION, 37% S0-S-338 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/19/92
07596 SODIUM SUCCINATE, HEXAHYDRATE S-413 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/17/88
18833 SODIUM 5ULFANILATE 14169 HACH COMPANY 10/05/92
12029 SOOIUM SULFATE ????(ILLEGIBLE),3891,3893,505g,3902,3887 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 05/01/89
01509 SODIUM SULFATE S-4t9,S-421,S-420 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/26/87
19074 SOOIUM SULFATE MALLINCKRODT 08/06/85
01415 SODIUM SULFATE ANHYDROUS MALLINCKRODT 08/06/85
06697 SODIUM SULFATE ANHYDROUS $9827 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 07/20/88
13090 SODIUM SULFATE OECAHYDRATE 97% PRODUCT #24698-0 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/11/91
12668 SODIUM SULFATE, GRANULAR, 99+_. A.C.S. REAGENT 23931-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
- 15907 SODIUM SULFIDE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC NO DATE
20099 SODIUM SULFIDE PPG INDUSTRIES. IN 03/01/93
18250 SODIUM SULFIDE NONAHYDRATE $2006 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/29/93
06151 SODIUM SULFIDE/HAZCAT KIT HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 221
11279 SODIUM SULFIDE. NONAHDYRATE S-425 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
01397 SODIUM SULFITE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 09/27/85
0 07430 SODIUM SULFITE EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
11958 SODIUM SULFITE S-430, S-447 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
01416 SODIUM SULFITE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
19409 SODIUM SULFITE ANHYDROUS S0505 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
22488 SODIUM SULFITE, 98+%, A.C.S. REAGENT 23932-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/25/94
15524 SODIUM TARTRATE CHEMICAL COMMODITI DLA MSDS
01510 SODIUM TARTRATE (DIHYDRATE) S-435 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/18/85
- 22870 SODIUM TETRABORATE 307462,87062?,400265,22150 ALFA PRODUCTS 01/00/82
13869 SODIUM TETRABORATE DECAHYDRA'TE A.C.S. REAGENT ABBOTT MSDS #60, PRODUCT #22133-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
e 07428 SODIUM TETRAPHOSPHATE (QUADRAFOS) OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA MSDS
05940 SODIUM THIOSULFATE _ S-446 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
05971 SODIUM THIOSULFATE 8100? MALLINCKRODT 08/05/85
15853 SODIUM THIOSULFATE PENTAHYDRATE S-445 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/07/92
- 15972 SODIUM THIOSULFATE PENTAHYDRATE SHAPE PRODUCTS NO DATE
06696 SODIUM THIOSULFATE PENTAHYDRATE $8503 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/20/88
18249 SODIUM THIOSULFATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED $7026 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
11280 SODIUM THIOSULFATE SOLUTIONS 0.025N TO 1N SS368,SS369,SS370,SS371,SS364 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
10277 SODIUM THIOSULFATE SOLUTIONS, VARIOUS (SEE MSDS FOR PERCENTAGES AND SOLUTIONS) ANDERSON LABORATOR 10/01/87
02370 SODIUM THIOSULFATE O.2OON CAT NO. 22675 HACH COMPANY O7/27/85
- 15970 SODIUM THIOSULFATE, ANHYDROUS FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/18/80
11382 SODIUM THIOSULFATE, DILUT-IT ANALYTICAL CONCENTRAT 4693 BAKER, U.T, CHEMIC 05/01/89
18144 SODIUM THIOSULFATE, SODIUM HYPOSULFITE, "HPO" CAT NO. 561 GFS CHEMICALS NO DATE
01417 SODIUM TUNGSTATE MALLINCKRODT 10/08/85
11376 SODIUM TUNGSTATE DIHYDRATE 99% A.C.S. REAGENT 22333-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/11/90
21954 SODIUM 1,000 MU-G/NL; 10,O(X) MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 0t/01/93
08307 SODIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% NA IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
07737 SODIUM, IO(X)PPM (0. t_ W/V) 6941 / NA IN HNO3 BAKER, O.T, CHEMIC 11/24/86
06898 SOFNOLIME SL GREEN TO BROWN MOLECULAR PRODUCTS 08/02/88
11439 SOFT-BRITE LIQUID LIQ. LAUNDRY U.N.X. CHEMICALS I 05/29/90
13166 SOFTGUARD HAND CREAM-0264855 VENDOR CATLG NBR: CMS 1012 STAHMER, WESTON CO 10/23/90
00120 SOIL SEAL HARVEY, WILLIAM H. NO DATE
13780 SOLDER (SN60,SN6OPB40,WRAP2,WRAP3,WRPI,WRP2,WRP3, WRMAP2 &(PLUS),WRMAP3 &(PLUS),381B,362B2,3 MULTICORE SOLDERS, 05/01/92
17989 SOLDER ALLOYS CONTAINING LEAD LEAD SOLDER / M-LINE 361-40R SOLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./ C_5/01/92
06665 SOLDER BRIGHTNER BOARD BRITE 1000 J&T CHEMICAL CORPO NO DATE
0?0?9 SOLDER ELECTROLYTE PBSN 5G KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTE NO DATE
01094 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 L2-04,-34,-40,-49 (POUR TYPE); RADIATOR SPECIALTY 08/00/86
- 22871 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 (AEROSOL) L2-03, -06, -12 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 04/00/93
- 22208 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 (POUR) L2-04,-34,-40,-49 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 06/00/92
17048 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO.1 (AEROSOL) L1-06,-12 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 06/00/92
06673 SOLDER STRIP 8T 80631 LEARONAL. INC. 08/20/91
07080 SOLDER STRIPPER SS-1G KEPRO CIRCuT SYSTE NO DATE
04912 SOLDER, ROSIN CORE, PROD. NO. NOT SPECIFIED LMSC MSDS KESTER SOLDER CO./ 08/03/82
05282 SOLDER, 95/5 MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (1-3%) OR ROSIN CORE HARRIS. d.W, CO. 11/CX_/85
05283 SOLDER:50/50; 60/40; 40/60; 63/37:30/70 (%SN/%PB) MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (1-3%) OR ROSIN CORE HARRIS, U.W., CO. 11/00/85
05252 SOLDERING ALLOY-TIN/ANTIMONY/LEAD SN50 WRAP3/QQ-S571E2/SNI A=.093 GAROINER SOLDER CO 02/13/87
00728 SOLDERON ACID 47305 LEARONAL, INC. 03114/91
00725 SOLDERON LEAD CONCENTRATE 47303 LEARONAL. INC. 06/13/91
00729 SOLOERON NF 47401 LEARONAL. INC. 04/08/91
19227 SOLDERON TIN CONCENTRATE LEARONAL. INC. 10/16/85
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA I_MIS MSDS
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22493 SOLID BRILLIANCE SOLID RINSE AGENT ECOLAB INC. 02/03/94
- 16235 SOLID FILM LUBRICANT/MS-14-A LUBECO, INC. 09/25/81
1310e SOLID POWER HIGH ALKALINE SOLID AUTOMATIC DISHNACHINE ECOLAB INC. 03/29/90
- 17428 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR SEGMENT. STS VEHICLES MOTOR PROPELLANT=BB.9% OF SRM THIOKOL CORPORATIO 03/11/91
13107 SOLID SPOT FREE RINSE ADDITIVE ECOLAB INC. 04/03/90
19093 SOLID STEEL WELDING ELECTRODES 1.7.29.295.32CNS, 36.40,40A.408.44.65.80,81.82,83.85.86.87HP L-TEC WELDING & CU 07/00/89
20517 SOLIOOX PELLETS A-IOg/A-117/A-819/A-1200/A-2800/A-5000 TURNER INOUSTRIES. 01/26/88
09011 SOLIDUS CONCRETE HAROENER LAMBERT CORPORATIO NO DATE
17988 SOL|NIDE AC-406 POLYTMIDE FOAM IN! TECH CDRPORATI 10/09/90
t31(_5 SOLITAIRE 975888 / SOLID HAND DISH DETERGENT ECOLAB INC. 04/07/92
- 16849 SOLITHANE C-300 CATALYST MORTON THIOKDL, IN NO DATE
16850 SOLITHANE 113 RESIN THIOKOL CORPORATIO NO DATE
07181 SOLUBLE OIL 10-3330-032/128 BUEHLER 08/01/88
03542 SOLUBLE OIL 97 SOUTHERN MILL CREE 11/14/84
09013 SOLUNAT FIXER PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXER SOLUTEK CORPORATIO NO DATE
09012 SOLUMAT INI_TRIAL OEVELOPER" PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER SOLUTEK CORPORATIO NO DATE
07827 SOLUSOR8 SOLVENT _SORBENT * 44_7,4458 / PART C OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT BAKER, d.T, CHEMIC 05/01/89
08676 SOLUTION #'S 3/4/12/14/16/17/19/20/24/27/28/30/31/ 32/39/45/ (SEE MSDS FOR PRODUCT NAMES) KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
06753 SOLUTION #1 SULFURIC ACID, OIL OF VITRIOL KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
08681 SOLUTION #13/#23 - PHOSPHORIC ACID KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
08678 SOLUTION #6/7/11/21/26/34 - HCI IN WATER KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
05761 SOLUTION #638 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL > 98% DUBO|S CHEMICALS / 12/30/85
05756 SOLUTION #706 SILVER NITRATE 3% DUBOIS CHEMICALS / 12/18/85
08679 SOLUTION #8 SODIUM HYDROXIDE KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
08680 SOLUTION #9/10/22/29/33/B - DENATURED ALCOHOL KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
06492 SOLUTION "A" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM MICROD INTERNATION 04/15/91
06487 SOLUTION "81" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM MICROD INTERNATION 04/14/91
06489 SOLUTION "C" METHYLENE BLUE TESTTNG SYSTEM NICRDO INTERNATION 05/15/91
05490 SOLUTION mD" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM MICROD INTERNATION 05/15/91
06491 SOLUTION "E" METHYLENE BLUE TESTING SYSTEM MICROD INTERNATION 04/15/91
22694 SOLUTION S0361CR-1 CR-1, PHOSPHORIC ACID SOLUTION NALCO CHEMICAL COM 04/05/90
- 22693 SOLUTION S0362 CR-2 CR-2. PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE IN METHANOL SOLUT NALCO CHEMICAL COM 04/01/93
08677 SOLUTIONS #2, #5, #15 NITRILE KOSLOW SCIENTIFIC 04/01/86
18229 SOLV.BASE EPOXY CLEAR PART A 2200-CL RICHARD'S PAINT MA 04/05/89
03752 SOLVENT 6997-000t/6997-0002 PACE INCORPORATED 09/00/87
- 03629 SOLVENT BLEND TT-T-306C PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 06/29/82
04437 SOLVENT CLEANER RULE 1124 020X413 DESOTO, INC. 11/21/84
14918 SOLVENT M-3 MOORE, JOHN 8., CO 11/19/85
01891 SOLVENT M-6 MOORE, JOHN B., CO 11/18/85
17111 SOLVENT REFINED HEAVY PARAFFINIC DISTILLATE HYVAC VAC PUMP OIL BOEKEL INDUSTRIES. NO DATE
• 03623 SOLVENT TCIlO THOMAS & BETTS COR DLA MSDS
20791 SOLVENT TYPE CLEANER SANFORO CORP 10/05/90
12310 SOLVENT XYLENE TENNECO OIL COMPAN 08/00/85
11119 SOLVENT 111, GENERAL PURPOSE GRADE, INDUSTRIAL GR VULCAN MATERIALS/C NO DATE
21689 SOLVENT 140 NONEXEMPT 2612000 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 08/24/89
17976 SOLVENT/MEK UN #1193 TT-M-261D RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 12/16/92
• 04789 SOLVENT, METAL CLEANING NAVAIR DWG.# 642A50805 UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR DLA MSDS
14475 SOLVEX ST-397 LACQUER SOLVENT AMERICAN LACQUER & 06/02/80
07731 SONAR A.S. UPJOHN ID# P-000010-80-6 ELANCO PRODUCTS/DI 06/00/86
21778 SONEX ACCOUSTIC ADHESIVE PA-02 ILLBRUCK/USA INC 01/02/92
20175 SONIC-SOLVE 113 LONDON CHEMICAL CO t0/14/92
.................................................... --.-.-- ..........................................................................
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07211 SONNEBORN EPOLITH SURFACER ACTIVATOR 158A REXNORD CHEMICAL P 06/27/86
07120 SONNEBORN EPOLITH SURFACER AGGREGATE, 08-158A SDNNEBORN BUILDING 03/16/87
21701 SONOLASTIC NP-1 (ALL COLORS) CHEMREX, INC. 07/09/90
07820 SONOLASTIC NP-I URETHANE SEALANT" #3550 REXNORD CHEMICAL P 07/15/86
06346 SONOLASTtC NP-I URETHANE SEALANT (3550) 31-957 SONNEBORN BUILDING 03/27/87
22080 SONOSIL 01-842 / CONCRETE COATING CHEMREX, INC 09/12/89
08179 SONTEX WHITE MINERAL OILS LIOUID PETROLATUM MARATHON MORCO COM NO DATE
@ 21875 SORBIL B MULTIFORM DESICCAN DLA MSDS
12954 SDRBITOL, CARB-31 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
11019 SORBSIL B. ANNOTATED: F42045-0160 & F4205-0250 CROSFIELD CHEMICAL 07/20/87
22560 SOVAREX GREASE L O 640227-50 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
13033 SP SERIES SATIN POSTER SCREEN INK / ALKYD / SP440 SP17/21/22/24/25/34/36/75/418/422/433/440/ KC COATINGS INC. 03/17/92
@ 22762 SP-30 SOLDERING PASTE FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./ DLA MSDS
06568 SP-303 SPLICE TAPE ADCO PRODUCTS, INC 09/12/86
03652 SPACE TUNER CLEANER 12001,12004(SAME AS #690,1690) RAWN COMPANY, INC. 10/21/91
18745 SPACKLE N100&120 SYNKDLOID COMPANY, 10/02/91
04511 SPACKLING PASTE, LATEX FILLER C-50 PASTE, C-77 SHRINK-FREE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 08/07/91
01721 SPADNS REAGENT FOR FLUORIDE 444 HACH COMPANY 10/23/86
09015 SPARCLING ACID-TYPE CLEANER SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 09/13/85
09016 SPARTAN EP 320 (PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL) PRODUCT CODE 475374 - 05374 EXXON CORPORATION 04/10/86
20273 SPARTAN INK x480 SYLCO TT-11795-31136 SUPERIOR MARKING E NO DATE
20122 SPARTAN 80 AIR SET PLASTIC HIGH ALUMINA PLASTIC FRANCE, J.H.. REFR 02/06/92
20134 SPARTAN 85P PLASTIC 85% ALUMINA PLASTIC FIREBRICK, PHOSPHATE B FRANCE. J.H., REFR 02/06/92
20133 SPARTAN 90P PLASTIC 90% ALUMINA PLASTIC FIREBRICK FRANCE, J.H., REFR 02/06/92
14631 SPARVAR INTERIOR/EXTERIOR SPRAY PAINT S-I00 THRU S-181, VARIOUS NUMBERS BORDEN, INC. 02/04/87
09418 SPARVAR SPRAY PRIMER S-202 WHITE,S-203 GRAY,S-204 BLACK,S-205 R BORDEN, INC. 01/30/86
17119 SPEARHEAD L-111 EASY-CUTTING LUBRICANT DIST;ZIMMERMAN KUTOL PRODUCTS COM NO DATE
04150 SPEARHEAD LIQUID HIGH ALKALINE,AUTOMATIC LIQUID DISHMACHINE ECOLAB INC. 10/13/89
08182 SPEARMINT BACTI-CHEM NATIONAL CHEMICAL NO DATE
18382 SPEC 20-20 PART A MMM-l-1754 BONDED PRODUCTS, I 01/15/93
18383 SPEC 20-20 PART B MMM-I-1754 BONOED PRODUCTS, I 01/15/93
01941 SPECIAL ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE #233/TC-GS-065-12408 HENRY, W.W. , CO. 11/19/86
11347 SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SOLVENT #A2-190 PROOF DENATURED ETHANOL;DENATURED ALCOHOL BP CHEMICALS INC. 05/12/89
07313 SPECIAL TAN INK 21324-VF NAZDAR COMPANY 11/08/84
04477 SPECIAL TEXTILE SPIRITS/DOUGLAS #I SOLVENT SHELL SOL BT-67 (??) UNION OIL CO. OF C 08/29/73
09264 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) SEE ALSO P09263 U.S. INDUSTRIAL CH 07/01/85
03194 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 3A, 190 DENATURED ALCOHOL, DENATURED ETHANOL AAPER ALCOHOL & CH 01/01/87
18355 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 4 DENATURED ETHANOL AAPER ALCOHOL & CH 01/01/91
18356 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 4, 200 PROOF DENATURED ETHANOL AAPER ALCOHOL & CH 01/01/91
02419 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL TYPE III DISTR: WARNER GRAHAM U.S. INDUSTRIAL CH 07/08/85
11077 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL 3A,200 PROOF(TYPE III) AAPER ALCOHOL & CH 01/01/91
09017 SPECIALLY DENATURED ETHYL ALCOHOL 3A (SD-3A) SHELL CODE 31307 SHELL 11/03/8t
02478 SPECIALTY STEEL COLT INDUSTRIES 11/01/85
02479 SPECIALTY STEEL. APPENDIX: COMPONENT METALS COLT INDUSTRIES 11/18/85
16092 SPECIALY DENTURED ALCOHOL/GRADE 3 0-E-760 OCTAGON PROCESS. I NO DATE
11793 SPECTINOMYCIN DIHYDROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED 54014 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/13/90
07643 SPECTRA DC (604) CANOY& CO. 08/11/92
13257 SPECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION I MONOJECT SCIENTIFI 07/11/86
13258 SPECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION II MONOJECT SCIENTIFI 07/11/86
13346 SPECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION Ill AND IV MONOJECT SCIENTIFI 08/01/86
08344 SPECTRUM BLACK TONER PREMIX 4831-16-6,4841-16-3.4851-16-6 XEROX 09/18/87
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SPECTRUM MAGENTA TONER PREMIX
SPECTRUM YELLOW TONER PREMIX
SPEDH_DE (SIC) ALKYD GLOSS ENAMELS
SPEEDCRAFT INT SG LATEX WHITE/PASTEL
SPEEDCRAFT S/G LATEX ENAMELS
SPEEDCRAFT WALL & TRIM WHITE/PASTEL. 5-90, ALKYD
SPEEDHIDE ALKYD SEMI GLOSS
SPEEDHIDE EXT. LATEX H/P DEEPTONE BASE
SPEEDHIDE EXT. LATEX H/P MIDTONE BASE
SPEEDHIDE EXT. LATEX H/P PASTEL BASE
SPEEDHIDE GLOSS INT/EXT ENAMELS
SPEEDHIDE INT/EXT GLOSS ENAMEL
SPEEDHIDE LATEX FIRE RETARDANT
SPEEDHIDE LATEX FLAT - WHITE/PASTEL BASE
SPEEOHIDE LATEX S/G ENAMELS
SPEEOHIDE LATEX S/G WHITE & PASTEL BASE
SPEEDHIDE LATEX SEMI GLOSS ENAMELS




SPEEDY DRY PRIMER, 1573
SPEEDY-DRY TOPCOATS






SPIRIT THINNER.SPEEDY SQUEEZE 1825
SPITFIRE #1301, BLEND
SPITFIRE LAPPING COMPOUND
SPDOLARC 85,88 SPOOLARC 87. GAS METAL ARC WELOING
SPDRICIDIN
SPORLAN ACID TEST KIT INDICATOR SOLUTION
SPOT & GLAZING PUTTY #9001
SPOT REMOVER NO. 10 SPECIAL
SPOTCHECK CLEANER/REMOVER SKC-NF



















6-652 (121891V) / ACRYLIC
6-651 (122491V) / ACRYLIC
5-650 (090192V) / ACRYLIC
6-H (6-252,6-256,6-274,6-275.6-276)
6-282 (042992E)







CONTAINS DNE OF LISTED METAL SOAPS.VARIOUS
313 / EQUIPMEWr ENAMEL
ALKYO RESIN - METAL PRIMER
1547/1565/1579/1584/1586/1590
PRE & POST- EMERGENCE HERBICIDE/ID 5952
CONTAINS TEBUTHIURON
DILUTE ALKALINE BASED BIODEGRADABLE DETERG
372038 - 01125 / PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL
Rxw-g-A-1BO/A-t5























































SPITFIRE TOOL & MA
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20239 SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL) CLEAR 14-I00 012C800 / LACQUER LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93
16449 SPRAY PAINT BROWN 10075 A-A-665 NATIONAL AEROSOL P DLA MSDS
- 16534 SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16099 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
16446 SPRAY PAINT GREEN 14260 NATIONAL AEROSOL P DLA MSDS
- 16521 SPRAY PAINT ORANGE 12197 NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
e 06161 SPRAY PAINT 15080 BLUE USER PLS.CK.STOCK #: - 9742 IS BROWN / -97 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSDS
00559 SPRAY PAINT. 12197 ORANGE AA-665-A NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
06237 SPRAY PAINT. 18676 YELLOW SEE KOPPERS CO ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER P-441P NATIONAL AEROSOL P 08/00/85
20888 SPRAY PITTHANE 97-8300 (010290E) PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/23/90
02297 SPRAY POLYoSTRIPPABLE COATING FOR ASBESTOS REMOVAL ISOTEK CORPORATION 02/06/85
16597 SPRAY POWDER (#3 SPRAY POWDER) 83-6-100594 / INK DRYING AGENT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
08649 SPRAY SOLVSIT PRODUCT CODE 122 CARROLL COMPANY 08/07/89
13781 SPRAY STEEL BLUE SP-1100 AEROSOL LAYOUT FLUID OEVCON CORP 12/21/90
16701 SPRAY STENCIL INK MARSH COMPANY DLA MSDS
@ 07987 SPRAY STENCIL INK, BLACK MARKING STENCIL INK MARSH COMPANY DLA MSDS
20438 SPRAY STENCIL INK, CH FREE, ALL COLORS 015382 MARSH COMPANY 03/24/93
20149 SPRAY STOP CR-50 20013 LEARONAL, INC. 05/30/91
11827 SPRAY THINNER 97-730 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 02/14/91
13951 SPRAY UNDERCOATING 27A, SILO0 CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 09/00/89
19822 SPRAY-A-GASKET HIGH TACK ADHESIVE SEALANT ITEM =80065/PART #99MA LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/19/93
@ 00974 SPRAY-OMATIC GREY 16099 NATIONAL AEROSOL P DLA MSDS
13078 SPRAYARAMA 6EAOO-6EA46 DESOTO, INC. 07/07/89
07058 SPRAYMENT 6060 3M NO DATE
10292 SPRAYTILE PRIMER 12413 POLYMER PLASTICS C 12/13/89
18632 SPRAYWAY #940 PETROLATUM SPRAY SPRAYWAY 03/04/88
12152 SPRAYWAY SPECIALTY FILM CLEANER 206 SPRAYWAY 05/01/93
17061 SPRAYWAY TFE DRY LUBRICANT RELEASE AGENT SPRAYWAY 06/28/84
11070 SPRED ENAMEL-LATEX SEMI-GLOSS 37(30 SERIES/LATEX PRIMER 300,WOOD UNDERCOA GLIDDEN COMPANY 03/00/90
09019 SPRED HOUSE DURA-FLAT/MASONARY & STUCCO FINISH 3600 SERIES/ COMP DATA ROUGH ESTIMATE GLIDDEN COMPANY 03/01/90
14573 SPRED HOUSE DURA-GLOSS OIL FINISH 1918 PASTEL TINT BASE GLIDDEN COMPANY 01/11/92
02535 SPRED LATEX ENAMEL SEMI-GLOSS-PASTEL TINT BASE GLIDDEN COMPANY 08/05/86
09020 SPRED LATEX GLOSS HOUSE PAINT - WHITE CODE# 3900 GLIDDEN COMPANY 02/05/83
11277 SPRED LUSTRE & SPRED ULTRA ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL 4600 & 4200 SERIES GLIDDEN COMPANY 03/00/90
02298 SPRED LUSTRE SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL-PASTEL TINT BASE 4618 GLIDDEN COMPANY 07/17/86
14572 SPRED URETHANE FL-EN CHATEAU G 894 GLIDDEN COMPANY 0t/11/92
13032 SPRING FRESH LAUNDRY DETERGENT INDUSTRIAL CHEMICA 09/16/91
17821 SPRINGFLEX ARCTIC DUCT POLYCHLOR.CTD.POLY./NONWOVEN INSUL./PVC WE FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
17841 SPRINGFLEX TYPE U PCP CTD_POLY.POLYUR.FOAM INSL,AL POLY.FILM FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
20832 SPS 5260 SELECTRON COPPER HIGH SPEED ACID ELECTROLYTE COPPER SOLUTION SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 06/18/92
20831 SPS 5280 SELECTRON COPPER (ALK. H.B.) ELECTROLYTE COPPER SOLUTION SlFCO SELECTIVE PL 06/19/92
20830 SPS 5600 SELECTRON NICKEL ACID ELECTROLYTE NICKEL SOLUTION SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 05/29/92
20829 SPS 5630 SELECTRON NICKEL (SPECIAL) ELECTROLYTE NICKEL SOLUTION SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 05/29/92
20828 SPS 5644 SELECTRON NICKEL (H.S.) SOLUTION ELECTROLYTE NICKEL HIGH SPEED SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 05/29/92
20827 SPS 5650 SELECTRON NICKEL NEUTRAL SOLUTION ELECTROLYTE NICKEL SOLUTION SIFCO SELECTIVE PL 05/29/92
- 09021 SQUAD AEROSOL (PYRETHRUM INSECTICIDE) PRODUCT# 5058 NATIONAL CHEMSEARC 08/13/87
04650 SQUEEGE-COAT F-174 COAL TAR WMULSION RANDUSTRIAL NO DATE
01030 SR 2650 MIL-L-21260 TY.I (ENGINE OIL PE 50-1) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 07/00/78
e 13330 SR 4210 SAE 10. LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE MIL-L-2104 SUN REFINING & MAR DLA MSDS
22568 SR-47 PAINT & POLYSULFIDE REMOVER ELDORADO CHEMICAL 09/21/93
08599 SRIO00 KEPRO CAT.NO. SR-IPT;EPOXY RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 12/07/85
19768 SR240 METHYLPHENYLPOLYSILOXANE RESIN GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/19/91
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM /' "¢' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-t
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRAOENJUm[ INDEX P. 226
07397 SR573 SILICONE RESIN SOLUTION GENERAL ELECTRIC 07/05/88
22202 SS #510 CLEAR ROLL/BRUSH ADH SHUR-STICK GIBSON-HOMANS O1/26/94
22199 SS 152_5 POLYI41[R COVE BASE ADH. SHUR-STICK GIBSON-HONANS 02/t8/93
2t255 36_539 PERMIUNMP FLOOR ADH. FLOORING ADHESIVE G]BSON-HONANS 03/17/92
02557 S$-C-t53C PLASTIC CEMENT/ASPHALT ROOF COATING #495 REPUBLIC POMOERED 07/17/85
16187 SSR COOLANT INGERSOLL-RAND 09/10/83
01960 SSS BASEBOARD CLEANER TRIPLE S 09/06/85
O 01778 SSS BLUE BOWL CLEANER TRIPLE S DLA MSDS
11337 SSS BI_ AWAY TRIPLE S 12/13/85
179453 SSS CARPET EXTRACTION CONCENTRATE CARPET EXTRACTION CLNR TRIPLE S 06/0t/89
11534 S$S CENSOR VANOAL P_tRK REMOVER TRIPLE S 02/20/90
1144,7 SSS DEODORANT BLOCKS 4 OZ. TRIPLE S 04/25/91
11068 SSS OEOOORANT BLOCKS, 00t TRIPLE S 04/25/91
00762 SSS DISINFECTANT DEODORANT 221-6 TRIPLE S 08/09/91
06420 SSS DOUBLE ACTION RESIDUAL INSECTICIDE TRIPLE S 08/22/85
- 20552 SSS EXTRACTION CONCENTRATE TRIPLE S 04/15/92
015727 _S FOAM DISINFECTANT CLEANER PART NO. 227 TRIPLE S 05/01/87
10818 SSS HOSPITAL OISINFECTANT OEOOORANT TRIPLE S 10/12/89
11189 SSS LEMON SPRAY WAX POLISH TRIPLE S 05/04/87
12066 SSS LIQUIO OEFOAMER TRIPLE S 10/18/88
20551 SSS LIQUID ODOR COUNTERACTANT (ALL FRAGRANCES) TRIPLE S 0t/01/92
20549 SSS PLEASCENT CLEAN DISINFECTANT CLEANER TRIPLE S 01/00/91
15388 SSS PORCELAIN CLEANER TRIPLE S 02/22/85
20550 SSS POWDER COUNTERACTANT (ALL FRAGRANCES) TRIPLE S 01/01/92
11338 SSS PRETREAT & TRAFFIC LANE CLEANER TRIPLE S 04/15/92
11907 SSS SPOT SOLVENT SPRAY TRIPLE S 05/18/88
12103 SSS TRIPLE CARPET SHAMPOO TRIPLE S 12/t2/85
13158 SST SERUM SEPARATION TUBES / ITEM 170399 B510.-ll.-12.-13,-14;6517;6589,-90,-91,-92 BECTON-DICKINSON 02/t2/91
02232 SS4004 SILICONE PRIMER GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/10/B8
19765 5S4044 SILICONE PRIMER GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/31/92
18942 SS4120 MIXED ALCOLOLS GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/11/91
00673 SS4155 SILICONE PRIMER MIXTURE MBO 125-050 GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/31/92
18934 SS4171 SILICONE PRIMER SOLUTION GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/17/91
19786 S$4179 SILICONE PRIMER GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/3t/92
05106 ST 225 ELECTROLESS TIN PLATING SOLUTION KEPRO #: ITP-1OT,ITP-1G,ITP-SG - IMMERSION CUTECH. INC. 04/08/9t
16982 STA-BIL KNOX LABORATORIES NO DATE
15372 STA-CLEAN STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER LEEDAL, INC. O1/O1/77
22744 STA-FIL SF01. PRINTED 2-3-93 REVERE PRODUCTS NO DATE
17450 STA-SHARP ADHERING LIQUID NA 1142 ULANO CORPORATION tl/25/85
11759 STABILANT 22 D.W. ELECTROCHEMIC 02/08/93
18100 STABILANT 22A ELECTRIC CONTACT ENHANCER D.W. ELECTROCHEMIC 02/08/93
• 01685 STABLIZER RPL. PROCESS C-41 EASTMAN KOOAK CO. DLA MSDS
02488 STAFOAM AB 402, COMPONENT R EXPANDED RUBBER & NO DATE
02487 STAFOAM AB 402, COMPONENT T EXPANDED RUBBER & NO DATE
16800 STAFOAN AC 402. COMPONENT R EXPANDED RUBBER & NO DATE
16801 STAFOAM AC 402, COMPONENT T EXPANDED RUBBER & NO DATE
- 16518 STAIN OIL SEMI-TRANSPARENT WOOD,INTER., ALL COLORS KALCOR COATINGS 04/09/82
08260 STAIN SEMI TRANSPARENT INTERIOR OIL STAIN TT-S-711C, LIGHT WALNUT FARWEST PAINT 02/26/86
- 10263 STAIN, OIL TYPE WOOD INT TT-S-711C DARK WALNUT / GS-lOF-50701 CHEMRAY COATINGS C 10/27/89
11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR TT-S-711C ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
11239 STAIN, SEMI TRANSPARENT INTERIOR OIL STAIN DARK WALNUT. TT-S-7110 FARWEST PAINT 02/26/86
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORI4 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HMtS NSOS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 227
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
19928 STAINLESS OIL AAA
09024 STAINLESS OIL AAA
16016 STAINLESS STEEL
06554 STAINLESS STEEL
22157 STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER
18691 STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER (H20 BASE)
09026 STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER & POLISH (AEROSOL)
02416 STAINLESS STEEL METAL POLISH SSC
18891 STAINLESS STEEL POLISH





16725 STAMPING INK WHITE
02290 STAN WAG BEADS
06678 STANDARD CHLORINE EQUIVALENT SOL
11721 STANDARD MURIATE OF POTASH
19815 STANNOUS CHLORIDE SOLUTION
07036 STANNOUS CHLORIDE, DIHYDRATE
19528 STANNOUS FLUOBORATE
20367 STANNOUS LAURATE
18222 STAPH TRAC SYSTEM
- 18223 STAPHASE III SYSTEM
00086 STAPHENE, PHENOLIC GERMICIDE
11597 STAPHYLOCHROME REAGENT
16718 STAR-20 DRY IMAGE
03540 STARBAR IMPROVED GOLDEN MALRIN FLY BAIT







141005 HOUGHTON, E.F., & 11/19/92
141005 (MSDS DATE ILLEGIBLE) MASTER GAUGE COMPA 06/25/00
3XX SERIES, 4XX SERIES CASTLE METALS/A.M. 11/25/85
BAR,SHEET,PLATE,TUBING,PIPE, & STRUCTURALS TULL, d.M., METALS 04/01/92
AAA CHEMICAL & SUP 03/00/88
2390 THEOCHEM LABORATOR 02/09/93
SPARTAN CHEMICAL C 10/O1/85
PN A140 TRI-CHEM, LTD. 11/25/85
POLISH,METAL(CLEANING & POLISHING,STAINLES EXCELDA MANUFACTUR 01/01/91
DRESSER INDUSTRIES 11/25/85
GRADES: AUSTENITIC,MARTENSITIC,DUPLEX,PREC JESSOP STEEL COMPA 09/01/89
AISI/SAE GRADES 300SERIES.4OOSERIES,SPECIA KILSBY-ROBERTS 08/01/91
AISI/SAE GRADES 300 SER.,400 SER., SPECIAL MARMON/KEYSTONE CO 01/01/93
NEUSES, P.K., INC. NOT REQD
NEUSES, P.K., INC. NOT REQD
HARWICK CHEMICAL C 02/00/86
CODE 3858 / 1000 PPM LAMOTTE CHEMICAL P 04/25/85
POTASH COMPANY OF 01/00/86
4050-0105 BACHARACH, INC 02/14/91
T-163,T-142 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/28/90
7052 / TIN FLUOBORATE CHEMTECH INOUSTRIE 10/20/86
$3002 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/30/93
8886-505240 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REQD
8886-065500 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REQD
VESTAL LABORATORIE NO DATE
9-9001 INNOVATIVE DIAGNOS 08/00/90
HUNT, PHILIP A., C O5/O1/82
RF NO.: 128 ZOECON INDUSTRIES 12/00/86
DU PONT, E.I.. DE DLA MSDS
S-510. S-676. S-513. S-514. S-516 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/03/91
$7629 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/18/91
SS4081 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
$4251 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 01/23/89
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
06544 STARGON 522 - ARGON, CARBON DIOXIDE, OXYGEN MIXTUR ELECTRIC WELDING USE







00486 STARRETT M-1 ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANT
• 01690 STARTER (COLOR DEVP) E 6 AR
02697 STARTER C6 (DISTR: WOQO X-RAY, ORLANDO)
05788 STARTER FOR RPS03
- 05786 STARTER FOR RPS05. 509
@ 01695 STARTER. DEVELOPER E 6
- 14394 STAT TRAK PLUS
20180 STAT-LES 24%
17569 STATE PRO
19591 STATHANE 823-2 FAST COMPONENTS 1 & 2
18060 STATIC ELIMINATOR SPRAY FOR ALL MODELS
20817 STATIC STOPPER (NONAEROSOL)
20819 STATIC STOPPER CLEANING PADS
WAKO PURE CHEMICAL 04/02/92
UNION CARBIDE 07/00/85
STARRETT. L.S.. CO 04/23/86
SURRY CHEMICALS. I 05120/92
STARRETT, L.S., CO 07/16/92
EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA NSOS
SIMON, H.R., & CO. NO DATE
MINOLTA 08/00/86
MINOLTA 08/00/86
EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
BAXTER SCIENTIFIC NOT REQD
LEGGE, WALTER G., 03/01/90
STATE CHEMICAL MNF 10/00/90




MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG,CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VEi_IFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOEN_ME INDEX P. 228
TSRS TRADIENAIlIE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
19930 STATICIDE REGULAR/HEAVY DUTY #2005, 2002. 520 ACL. INC. 03/15/92
06463 STATICIDE 3000 CONCENTRATE ACL. INC. 06/10/86
05822 STATIC1DE, GENERAL PURPOSE/READY TO USE ACL, INC. 04/30/87
05821 STATICIDE, READY TO USE/RTU REGULAR ACL, INC. 04/30/87
20571 STATIGLAS$ AEROSOL - $G100 $TATIKIL, INC. 10/26/89
17430 STATIKIL PRESSURIZED (TM2218) OR BULK GALLONS/INTER STATIKIL. INC. 10/01/85
17431 STATIKIL BULK. NONPRESSURIZED STATIKIL. INC. 02/07/83
101S7 STATIKIL AEROSOL - SKID0 STATIKIL, INC. 10/26/89
17777 STATIKIL AEROSOL - SK300 STATIKIL, INC, 12/13/90
10295 STAUROLITE SANDS PRODUCTS CDARSE STAUROLITE,BIASILL.STARBLAST,STARBL DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/12/93
05280 STAY BRITE:STAY BRITE #8;ALSOLDER 500:SN/PB MIXES: 95/5,50/50,60/40,40/60,63/37,30/70,85/15,9 HARRIS, d.W., CO. 02/00/92
04700 STAY SAFE 50 SOLDER HARRIS, O.W., CO. 11/00/86
00048 STAY SILV WHITE FLUX HARRIS, d.W., CO. NO DATE
20126 STAY SILV WHITE/BLACK BRAZING FLUX;DE88 FLUX,AUTO DISPENSE FLUX:STAY SILV #99 SILVER BRA.FLU HARRIS, O.i., CO. 08/00/92
00726 STAY-BRITE SOLDER MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (1-3"/o) OR ROSIN CORE HARRIS, d.W., CO. 11/00/85
15142 STAY-CLEAN FLUX HARRIS, O.W, CO. NO DATE
- 15144 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING ANO TINNING FLUX HARRIS, d.W, CO. NO DATE
15145 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING AND TINNING FLUX HARRIS. d.W. CO. NO DATE
05017 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING FLUXES LIQUID,PASTE,ALUMINUM,ROSIN,HI-TEMP LIQUID HARRIS, d.W. CO. 08/00/92
02348 STAY-CLEAN SOLOERING FLUXES LIQUID/PASTE/ALUMINUN/ROSIN/HI-TEMP LIQUID HARRIS, d.W. CO. 06/00/93
18143 STAY-SILV BLACK FLUX AWS 3A AMS 3411 HARRIS, J.W. CO. NO DATE
00738 STAY-SILV BRAZING FLUXES HARRIS, O.W, CO. 11/00/85
- 15146 STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX HARRIS, d.W. CO. NO DATE
15147 STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX HARRIS, O.W. CO. NO DATE
15148 STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX HARRIS, d.W. CO. NO DATE
@ 20238 lTD. 3501-t TT-T29AE TYPE II GR-A THINNER CHEMCENTRAL/SEATTL DLA MSDS
15381 STEAM POWER 225 MIL-C-22542A CLEANING COMPOUNO HIGH PRESSU NAGNAFLUX CORPORAT 11/00/85
@ 06080 STEARATED SODIUM BICARBONATE, ACS, CRYSTALLINE 0-C-265B APA INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
18981 STEARINE FLUX CORED SOLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./ 01/01/92
00031 STEARYL ALCOHOL $5751 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/24/86
20597 STEEL - CARBON GRADE ACME STEEL COMPANY 01/01/91
09027 STEEL FORGINGS BETHLEHEM STEEL CO 11/00/85
19589 STEEL FOUNORY PROOUCTS ESCO CORPORATION 01/00/93
16733 STEEL INK BLUE/AEROSOL CAT #458-025616 DO-ALL COMPANY 07/17/84
16238 STEEL INK REMOVER, AEROSOL CAT #458-080611 DO-ALL COMPANY 07/17/84
11262 STEEL IT HIGH TEMP #5903A AEROSOL STAINLESS STEEL CO 03/00/90
02676 STEEL-IT. POLYURETHANE, 1002 AEROSOL STAINLESS STEEL CO 02/00/87
19340 STEELGARD MS-31 MILLER. HARRY, COR 07/11/91
@ 04899 STENCIL INK. RED MARSH COMPANY DLA MSDS
15403 STEP OFF CLEANER AND SPECIAL FLOOR FINISH, STRIPPER JOHNSON, S.C., & S 01/08/94
- 20489 STEPANFOAM A & B COMPONENTS PART B IS DATED 6-2-93 STEPAN COMPANY 05/07/93
13846 STEPANFOAM BX-250-A-R 188132 STEPAN COMPANY 05/23/90
10431 STEPANFOAM BX-250-A-T 188502 STEPAN COMPANY 05/29/90
10430 STEPANFOAM BX-250-B-R PRODUCT #780006 STEPAN COMPANY 04/28/87
21229 STEPANFOAM BX-250-R COMPONENT B STEPAN COMPANY 10/24/77
21229 STEPANFOAN BX-250-T COMPONENT A STEPAN COMPANY 08/01/80
20490 STEPANFOAN BX-25(X)-R & -TTS PART T IS DATED 6-2-93 STEPAN COMPANY 05/07/93
13845 STEPANFOAN BX-2500-R(3972N) 780020 STEPAN COMPANY 04/22/87
20488 STEPANFOAM G-302-R & -T PART T IS DATED 6-2-93 STEPAN COMPANY 04/21/92
13305 STERI-GAS BRAND CARTRIOGES 4-100, 4-134, AND 2-67 70-2004-5709-4, 6706-9, 7521-1, 70-2005-61 3N 04/12/94
07195 STERI-WIPE 0110,0210,0250,1245,1251,3925,99510 CLINIPAD CORPORATI 06/24/87
...................................................................................................................................




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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STERILE PAK ROOAC & CONTACT PLATES
STERLING ELECTRICAL INSULATING VARNISH Y-479 RED
STEVENS LIQUID PARTING (P-IS65P-6551)
STIHL BAR & CHAIN OIL
STIX (BETCO) / KOLA
STL2 THREAD LUBRICANT
STO STANNOUS OCTQATE
STOCK # IS04-COPPER COAT
STOCK # 1612-SPRAY COPPER COAT
STOP LEAK, #ROOSL
STOP SLIP BELT DRESSING, AEROSOL
STOP SLIP, GRAY NON-SKID. FAST DRYING COATING
STORAGETEK TAPE CLEANER WIPE
STDRAGETEK TAPE UNIT CLEANING FLUID
STORAGETEK TAPE UNIT CLEANING FLUID
STREPTOMYCIN SENSI-DISC S-10. 30942
STREPTOMYCIN SULFATE
STREPTOMYCIN SULFATE GAMMA-IRRADIATED CELL CLT.TST








STRONTIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION 1000 PPM SR
STRONTIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% SR IN DILUTE HN03
STRONTIUM, I(X)O PPM (0.100% W/V)
STYCAST HIK CEMENT, PART A/PART B
STYCAST HIK K-4
STYCAST 1090 BLACK
STYCAST 1090 CATALYST 11FSCM-UNK ,PLSTEC
STYCAST 1090 CATALYST 9 FSCM-04552 *PLSTEC
STYCAST 1090 PART A FSCM-04552 -PLSTEC
STYCAST 2651 & CATALYST #9
STYCAST 2651 BLACK
STYCAST 2651-40















SEE ALSO VOLCLAY GPG-30 (AMERICAN COLLOID
M2-08,-16.-06
MBC-1268 / _20002
4046289-01 / CURRENT PRODUCT AS OF 12/92
4043586-01 / DETERGENT-BASED,STILL AVAILAB







O. 1% SR IN 2% HNO3
SS-459
6942 / STRONTIUM AND NITRIC ACID IN WATER
FILLED BLEND OF VINYL MONOMERS (CURED SHEE
CATALYST #9 DATED 07-I0-90
FILLED BISPHENOL A/EPICHLOROHYDRIN-BASED E
FILLED BISPHENOL A/EPICHLOROHYORIN-BASED E
FILLED BISPHENOL AIEPICHLOROHYDRIN-BASED E
MSDS DATE IS PRINT DATE
MSDS DATE IS PRINT DATE








AAA CHEMICAL & SUP
CROUSE-HINDS ECM
GENERAL ELECTRIC
K & W PRODUCTS. IN














































































































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUESTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INOEX P. 230
13203 STYRENE KIT VOC-1N. CAT NO. F716 CHEM SERVICE INC. O3/22/91
11845 STYRENE MONOMER INHIBITED 9000 HUNTSMAN CHEMICAL 05/18/90
16515 SUBALOX 551 MIST GREEN, ALKYD OIL, 116828T G-G-O268-V / 3-H-O495-V SUBOX OIV./CARBOLI 07/00/84
05277 SUBDUE 26 UPJOHN ID# P-0000t0-77-7 CIBA-GEZGY CORPORA tt/25/85
15304 SUBOX SUBOX D;V./CARBOLI 07/01/84
16727 SUBTRACTIVE SOLUTION QS-25 WARREN.S.O. CO/OIV NO DATE
01590 SUCCINIC ACID DISODIUM SALT EASTMAN KODAK CO. 03/19/75
07016 5UCCINIC ACID 2.2-DIMETHYLHYDRAZIDE 56507 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/21/88
14031 SUCROSE BP220-1.A78294.PR12212903,S-5.BP220.ACC221 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/21/91
08634 SUCROSE BETA-DoFRUCTOFURANOSIDE ALPHA-D ; SUGAR MALLINCKROOT 08/05/85
18082 SUCROSE >99.5% (GC) $9378 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 12/08/92
13453 SUCROSE ACS REAGENT $50t6 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/23/92
11787 SUCROSE GRADE I PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED $5390 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/18/90
22450 SUCROSE SIGMAULTRA $7903 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/28/94
13452 SUCROSE SYNTHETASE FROM WHEAT GERM $6379 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/18/91
12943 SUCROSE, CARB-20 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHIEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
04697 SUCROSE, CELL CULTURE TESTED 51888 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 04/27/87
18248 SUDAN BLACK B CERTIFIED S0395 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
18247 SUDAN III CERTIFIED $4136 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/t0/93
18246 SUOAN IV CERTIFIED $4261 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 06/10/93
06153 SUGAR TEST 1/HAZCAT KIT COPPER SULFATE AND POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE HAZTECH SYSTEMS. I NO DATE
0 01705 SULFA VER 4 CAT NO. 1206 HACH COMPANY DLA MSDS
- 06888 SULFAMETHOXAZOLE 5-METHYL-3-SULFANTILAMIDO-ISOXAZOLE BECTON-OICKINSON NO DATE
- 05887 SULFAMETHOXAZOLE SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS 31536 8ECTON-DICKINSON 01/28/88
19516 SULFAMEX ANODE ACTIVATOR SEL-REX ENTHONE-OMI INC. 04/02/91
15136 SULFAMIC ACID A-295 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/30/91
22066 SULFAMIC ACID GRAN TECH IMPORT 3933012 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 02/2t/90
13888 SULFAMIC ACID 98_ ABBOTT MSDS H3B ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/02/88
15941 SULFAMIC ACID, BAKER, O.T, CHEMIC 04/25/83
18856 SULFAMIC ACIO. GRANULAR AND CRYSTAL BALFOUR. MACLAINE NO DATE
01512 SULFANILAMIDE 0-4525 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
01513 SULFANILIC ACID FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/15/91
18837 SULFANILIC ACID 789 HACH COMPANY 09/13/91
15961 SULFANILIC ACID 2864 ANHYDROUS POWDER MALLINCKROOT 10/17/85
05154 SULFATE TEST/HAZCAT KIT BARIUM CHLORIDE HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
15486 SULFISOXAZOLE SENSI-DISC G-.25. 30813 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/18/85
10498 SULFUR S-594. S-595 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/11/94
22370 SULFUR SULFUR (IN H2O) - 100054-5 HIGH-PURITY STANOA NOT REOD
22336 SULFUR COLLOID TC99M SULFUR COLLOID MALLINCKROOT 01/0t/94
06988 SULFUR DIOXIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 03/00/87
14367 SULFUR DIOXIDE AG 05272 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14203 SULFUR DIOXIDE COULTON CHEMICAL C 05/01/89
15635 SULFUR OIOXIDE IN NITROGEN SCOTT-MARRIN. INC. 04/05/83
05989 SULFUR HEXAFLUORIOE AIR PROOUCTS & CHE 02/00/91
14368 SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE AG 05273 ALPHAGAZ 10/0t/85
15616 SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE MATHESON GAS PROOU NO DATE
06990 SULFUR TETRAFLUORIOE AIR PROOUCTS & CHE 12/00/86
14369 SULFUR TETRAFLUORIDE AG 05274 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
14648 SULFUR-3S AMERSHAM CORPORATI NOT REO0
11715 SULFUR-35 THIO-D-ATP SAFE HANDLING PROCEDURE ONLY. S-35 OU PONT, E.I.. DE NOT REOD
05303 SULFUR. 0.1 & 1.0% S IN HN03 : INORGANIC VENTURES 03/0t/88
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HMIS MSDS
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ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
19834 SULFURETED HYDROGEN/HYDROSULFURIC ACID/HYDROGEN SULFIDE LIQUEFIED LIQUID CARBONIC 10/00/91
- 14287 SULFURIC ACID ALLIED CHEMICAL CO 12/08/84
























































































SUNISO 3GS REFRIGERATION OIL
SUNISO 3GS REFRIGERATION OIL, 26289
SUNISO 4GS
SUNISO 4GS REFRIGERATION OIL
SUNISO 4GS REFRIGERATION OIL
SUNISO SGS REFRIGERATION OIL
SUNNEN AN-994A OR AN-g80 ABRASIVE CONE
SUNNEN B200 LUBRICANT
SUNNEN CRG OR VR GRINDING WHEEL
SULFURIC ACID. BATTERY ACID





0-S-801 ELECTROLYTE BATT CL 3
R-O686
(ELECTROLYTE BATTERY ACID)




O-S-B01, ELECTROLYTE BAT CL 3
SOLUT I ON 4050- O 102
SOLUTION 19.2N 2038
STANOARD SOLUTION 5.25N 2449




OILUT-IT ANALYTICAL CONCENTRATE 4700,4702
ELECT
ELECTROLYTE











CF. VIRGINIA KMP OF DALLAS TX & WITCO SONN
PRODUCT *L317, L3t9, L322, L325
PRODUCT #L317, L319, L322, L325
































DU PONT, E.I., DE
ALLIED CHEMICAL CO
DOW CHEMICAL CO.
SUMMIT 0IL CO., IN






























































MSDS'5 MARKED "-' : SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'i_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM tTSRS)
10/O3/94 TRADENANE IRI3EX P. 232
TSRS TRADENANE COII4111ENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
SUNNEN HONING OIL (CUTTING FLUID) HB-30 SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 07/01/8217434
O60_58 SUNNEN HONING STONES VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO O8/15/87
0607B SUNNEN KG3X HONING OIL SUNNEN PROOUCTS CO 08/15/87
09057 SLR¢NEN IIANDREL SHOE/HONING MANDRELS/TRUING SLEEVE VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS SUNNEN PROOUCTS CO 08/15/87
(_1 SUNNEN METAL BOND SUPER STONE VARIOUS PROOUCT NUMBERS SU_EN PROOUCTS CO 08/15/87
06062 SUNNEN SPRAY PAINT L88-90438 OR I_BB-90437 SUNNEN PROOUCTS CO 08/15/87
06060 SUNNEN SUPERABRASIVE STONE VARIOUS PRODUCT NUMBERS SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO 08/15/87
13837 SUNNYSIOE PAINT THINNER PROOUCT# ?04 SUNNYSIDE CORPORAT 07/01/89
13836 SUNNYSIDE PAINT THINNER, PROOUCT# 701, PLASTIC CONTAINER SUNNYSIOE CORPORAT 07/01/89
19422 SUNOCO 2-CYC TC-W3 END OMC TC-W3 OUTBOARD LUBRICANT PURPLE COLOR SUN REFINING & MAR 12/22/92
22818 SUNSENSE SPF 15 TOWELETTE SOLARCARE, INC. 07/30/90
13351 SUNSET-IO ELASTOMERIC COATINGS SUNSET ENGINEERING 10/18/90
21197 SUNTHENE 410 MINERAL OIL/PART OF A KIT-AEROVOX SUN REFINING & MAR 08/14/89
20898 SUNVIS 31 LUBRICATING PETROLEUM OIL SUN REFINING & MAR 01/27/93
06110 SUNVIS 747 (46) SUN REFINING & MAR 12/17/81
17552 SUP-R-SET 392 (POLYESTER RES.IN ADHESIVE),PT.A & B 92393A41,42,43,44,45 / PT.A-OUTER,PT.B-INN GUNNEBO FASTENING 03/15/91
12624 SUPELPRENE-HC INTERNAL STD I_1X SUPELCO, INC. 11/20/90
04105 SUPER AGITENE M-5005-5 / PARTS CLEANING FLUID GRAYNILLS CORPORAT 08/08/88
08637 SUPER AGITENE-CLEANING COMPOUND,CONUBUSTIBLE LIQ. GRAYMILLS CORPORAT 02/28/92
10087 SUPER ALL SEASON ANTIFREEZE & COOLANT 2110 CONOCO INC ' 09/08/93
20584 SUPER BEAD DESICCANT, NITRATE OF SODA ZURN INDUSTRIES, I 11/01/91
05256 SUPER BLOX BLUE (B351) 11-1965/HEALTH RATING ON MSDS REVISED 3/89 GENERAL FORNULATIO 03/06/89
05257 SUPER BLOX RED (B35t) 11-1965R/HEALTH RATING ON MSDS REVISED 3/8 GENERAL FORI_LATIO 03/06/89
18516 SUPER BONDER THERMAL CYCLING RESISTANT ADHESIVE 49850,49861 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/94
07395 SUPER BONDER 495 GENERAL PURPOSE INST ADHESIVE 495/49550 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/94
17696 SUPER C RINSE WAX 0400 / CAR WASH - RINSE WAX ZEP MANUFACTURING 05/17/93
20262 SUPER COM60 PRIMER-SURFACER P2N39 SHERWIN-WILLIANS C 04/01/91
05810 SUPER OESOTHANE ACTIVATOR 910X376 DESOTO, INC. 06/12/87
03695 SUPER OESOTHANE BASE 828X310/MIL-C-83286B TY I/ENAMEL CONP. I DESOTO, INC. 11/22/85
- 00942 SUPER DESOTHANE ENAMEL,CONP.II,ACTIVATOR,910 X 376 MIL-C-83286B TY I DESOTO, INC. 02/13/87
02339 SUPER DESOTHANE 17925 WHITE 821X376 DESOTO, INC. 04/15/86
10401 SUPER DESOTHANE 17925 WHITE 821X400 DESOTO, INC. 04/15/86
16512 SUPER DESOTHANE 37772 WHITE DESOTO, INC. 03/07/85
13986 SUPER ENAMELS / T50,T51 T1-T6,TB-TlO,T12,T13,T16,T18,T19,T23-T38,T PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 04/04/91
13064 SUPER ENVIRO-GUARO LEE CHEMICAL CORPO 10/10/89
- 03638 SUPER FAST-DRI SYNTHETIC ENAMEL,F68X,NON-LEAD COL. F68 SERIES: A 2, B 3, L 3, L 5. L 13, W 1, SHERWIN-WILLIANS C 11/13/86
03639 SUPER FAST-DRI SYNTHETIC ENAMEL.F68XL,LEAD COL. F68 SERIES: E 9, G 4. G 12, R 14, Y 8, Y 1SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 11/18/86
20697 SUPER FLUX 100 SUPERIOR FLUX & MF 02/12/93
20696 SUPER FLUX 99 SUPERIOR FLUX & MF t2/t2/88
C_ SUPER GLASS CLEANER CATALOG# 02-00724-2 VISUAL GRAPHICS CO 08/t6/93
19823 SUPER GLUE INSTANT ADHESIVE ITEM #80093 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/19/93
09034 SUPER HPO MOTOR OIL SAE 20W ASHLAND OIL, INC. 08/12/92
11838 SUPER HPO MOTOR OIL SAE 30W 16900012 154, 157. 159 / 16900012 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 08/13/92
16413 SUPER KORDPON EPOXY 515-701 (1) OESOTO, INC. 06/18/84
16415 SUPER KOROPON ACTIVATOR 910-707 DESOTO. INC. 07/01/85
16411 SUPER KOROPON #452 GREEN EPOXY PRIMER DESOTO, INC. 07/01/85
04516 SUPER KOROPON ACTIVATOR 910-704/M80 125-055 DESOTO, INC. 04/19/89
07237 SUPER MEK PEROXIDE NMC PART NO: NNS M488A100/ MNS M4886100 ISOCHEM RESINS COM NO DATE
20110 SUPER OIL HOUSEHOLD OIL (POUR) RADIATOR SPECIALTY 01/00/92
11369 SUPER POXEE CLEANER DR-2, PART OF PROD. CODE 6405 WATSCO INC 05/20/88
11740 SUPER POXEE 1DP PART OF PROD. CODE 6405 EPOXY HARDENER (CATALYTIC AGENT) WATSCO INC 0_/20/88
NSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HMIS N_S
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 233
11739 SUPER POXEE 2 DP-2 PART OF PROD. CODE 6405
02677 SUPER SALCO (IMPROVED), DETERGENT
16319 SUPER SAVE-LITE DRY FALL B47W62 ALKYD PAINT
06576 SUPER SHINE-ALL
18636 SUPER SOLV 16 OZ
07388 SUPER SOLV 7, AEROSOL
20186 SUPER STRIP AMMONIATED STRIPPER
04097 SUPER STRIPE,SUPER SUPREME,TRIG-A-CAP,CLEARCOTE,
20882 SUPER TRUMP
15408 SUPER TRUMP
11618 SUPER UNLEADED GASOLINE
17064 SUPER UNLEADED GASOLINE
04151 SUPER VM&P NAPHTHA (EOR)
04141 SUPER WEATHERSTRIP ADHESIVE
22867 SUPER 140 DEG.F CLEANER/DEGREASER
11307 SUPER 77 ADHESIVE
09035 SUPER-O-LUBE
09037 SUPER-WATER
16507 SUPERACRYLIC CONTROLS RUST(ALL COL.EXC.CHROME AL.)
09031 SUPERBONDER 414 INSTANT ADHESIVE
09032 SUPERBONDER 416 INSTANT ADHESIVE
06749 SUPERBONDER 420 INSTANT ADHESIVE
09033 SUPERBONDER 422 INSTANT ADHESIVE
07659 SUPERBONDER 430 METAL BONDING INSTAND ADHESIVE
08194 SUPERBONDER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE
02643 SUPERFLEX ULTRA-BLUE SILICONE
07697 SUPERIOR FLASHING CEMENT w5941
02341 SUPERIOR NO. 30 FLUX (SOFT SOLD.LIO.FL,)
15161 SUPERIOR NO. 97 ROSIN FLUX
15636 SUPERIOR SMOKE FOR FIRE FIGHTERS SMOKE DRILLS
02273 SUPERKOTE ACRYLIC SEMIGLOSS H P
12898 SUPERKOTE LATEX SEMI GLOSS
10254 SUPERKOTE TRAFFIC PAINT WHITE
18416 SUPERKOTE TRAFFIC PAINT 71-157 YELLOW
15545 SUPERLINE TUNER CLEANER 80t, 1801
@ 17585 SUPERMIL GREASE NO. A-72832
09038 SUPEROX 709
09036 SUPERSOAP BODY WASH
06113 SUPERSOAP LOTION SOAP
20108 SUPERTEMP 1900 / RAMCOTE 1200
07028 SURE CLEAN HAND CLEANER
11749 SURE FIX BONDING ADDITIVE ACRYLIC CONCRETE BINDER 8120
03110 SURE FIX CERAMIC TILE ADHESIVE PROD. #410030
03908 SURE FIX CONCRETE BONDING ADHESIVE
02634 SURE FIX PLUG-A-LEAK CEMENT, 401900
03109 SURE FIX TILE GROUT
15998 SURE STICK 225
18522 SURE STIK NF 225
21724 SURE-FIX CLEAR CONCRETE SEALER
06108 SURE-FIX CONCRETE BONDING GLUE
06109 SUREFIX CONCRETE BONOING ADDITIVE
EPOXY RESIN WATSCO INC 05/20/88
SALISBURY, W.H.. & 01/20/86
SHERWlN-WILLIAMS C 06/25/85
#140 HILLYARD CHEMICAL 03/10/87
AEROSOL STUTTON CORPORATIO 11/10/88
STUTTON CORPORATIO 11/10/88
ROCHESTER MIDLAND 08/16/89
EASYGLO.SPRAY-O-LITE,DURACOTE.ETC./NUMEROU FOX VALLEY SYSTEMS 02/01/93
HIGH ALKALINE LIQ.AUTOMATIC DISHMACHINE DE ECOLAB INC. 06/24/92
HIGH ALKALINE LQ AUTO DISHMACHINE DETERG.( ECOLAB INC. 10/22/85
UNLEADED PREMIUM, PETROL, MOTOR SPIRITS COASTAL CORPDRATIO 04/02/90
BELCHER OIL CO. 10/07/85
THINNER SHELL 10/28/80
#4300=50Z.TUBE / #4304=1PT.CAN TREMCO 03/06/84
3220,3228,3205,3255, M50S#2577 LPS LABORATORIES, 05/01/93
62-4434-4029-2,62-4434-4926-9 3M 06/30/87









ADHESIVE SEALANT, RTV SILICONE, 58730,5877 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/94
KOCH MATERIALS COM 05/25/88
SUPERIOR FLUX & MF 07/09/92
SUPERIOR FLUX & MF 01/17/91
3 MINUTE SMOKE BOMBS (WHITE) SUPERIOR SIGNAL 03/05/90
FORMULA 12-I CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
32-1-1 CORONADO PAINT CO. NO DATE
71-101 CORONADO PAINT CO, 07/00/89
PAINT, OIL BASE, FLAMMABLE CORONADO PAINT CO. 04/08/92
RAWN COMPANY, INC. 05/24/93
MIL-G-23827 / GREASE. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT AMOCO OIL COMPANY DLA MSDS
46-709,-702,-710,-711,-712,-730,-732,-739 REICHHOLD CHEMICAL 06/19/90
8140
AQUEOUS ACRYLIC EMULSION
MINNETONKA, INC. NO DATE
MINNETONKA, INC. NO DATE
RAWCO INSULATION, 01/00/91
LOCAL INDUSTRIES, 07/28/88
BONSAL, W.R., COMP 01/00/86
BONSAL, W.R.. COMP 00/00/86
BONSAL. W.R,, COMP 01/00/86
BONSAL. W.R.. COMP 01/00/86
BONSAL. W.R,, COMP NO DATE
MARATHON I NOUSTRIE 03/20/92
MARATHON INDUSTRIE 03/10/87
BONSAL, W.R. , COMP 01/00/90
BONSAL. W.R.. COMP O1/OO/90
BONSAL, W.R.. COMP NO DATE
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S w/o "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
t0/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 234
TSRS TRADENAME COI_ENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
10 DATE
..................................................................................................................................
14462 SURFACE CONDITIONER 200~910-2A AM INTERNATIONAL 11/11/85
13797 SURFACE MOUNT SOLDER CREAM 6-SN60 6-SN63 6-SN62 EFD INC. 08/01/90
- 12298 SURFACE SEALER AMWAY 01/11/84
C_O SURFACING AGENT MANU. CODE 85-X3 RAM CHEMICALS 05/30/79
17722 SURFACING PUTTY (ALL COLORS) 10503 / WOOD FILLER BEECHAM HONE IMPRO 09/29/92
02537 SURFACTANT. FUEL, 473306 MINE SAFETY APPLIA NO DATE
10999 SURFLAN A.S. ID5500/5949/S834;FN7153 ELANCO PROOUCTS/DI 06/00/89
21906 SURFLAN A.S. HERBICIDE - ORNAMENTALS 20122 DOWELANCO 01/06/93
07730 SURFLAN 75W 5050/5950 ELANCO PRODUCTS/DI 02/00/80
09298 SURFYNDL 440,465,485 SURFACTANTS 39-081B-06080 AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 08/00/83
13140 SURLYN IONOMER RESINS DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/07/89
- 06729 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISC: CHLORAMPHENICOL,30729 ERYTHROMYCIN,30789/31289 & 30793/31290/0TH BECTON-DICKINSON 01/23/88
11831 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS AMDINOCILLIN THRU CEFUROXIME, MICROGRAM QT BECTON-DICKINSON 07/11/89
11832 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS CEPHALORIDINE THRU MEZLOCILLIN, MICROGRAM BECTON-DICKINSON 07/11/89
11833 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS. NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS MINOCYCLINE THRU STREPTOMYCIN, MICROGRAM O BECTON-DICKINSON 07/11/89
11834 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS SULBACTAM THRU VANCOMYCIN, MICROGRAM OTY'S BECTON-DICKINSQN 07/11/89
14622 SUVA COLD-MP HFC-134A / DU_2794 DU PONT, E.I., DE 09/21/92
20113 SWAB CONCRETE SPOT CLEANER SW-1 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 11/00/90
- 09415 SWAT AEROSOL (INSECT REPELLENT) INSECT REPELLENT GENERAL SERVICES A 10/25/85
@ 17205 SWEEPING COMPOUND BOUGHT ACCORD. TO OLA MSDS
19480 SWEEPING COMPOI.hND I FLOORMASTER INC 01/31/89
01029 SWEEPING COMPOUND III FLOORMASTER INC 06/28/69
07805 SWEEPING COMPOUND TYPE I tOOLBS(SAWDUST,SANO,OIL) P-S-863F INDUSTRIAL PACKAGI 05/30/91
14873 SWIFT'S 17078 FOME-BONO 78; SWIFT'S 17078 ADHESIVE SWIFT ADHESIVES & 12/20/85
02636 SWITCH AND CONTACT CLEANER 8077 CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 03/10/86
1336_ SWP-EXTERIOR GLOSS, A2Y30, A2Y564 .... A2B18,A2G40,A2R33,A2R36,A2W26,A2W32,A2W524 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 09/01/90
13279 SWT-556 SOUTHERN WATER TRE 06/04/90
08768 SWO39-A PACKAGING ADHESIVE LAB# 49080 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 07/14/88
03280 SX-5 SAFE SCALE REMOVEER NORTH AMERICAN RES NO DATE
• 07631 SYLGARD 182 CURING AGENT DOW CORNING DLA MSDS
00747 SYLGARD 184 SILICONE ELASTOMER DOW CORNING 10/11/85
11492 SYLGARD 186 SILICONE ELASTOMER BASE DOW CORNING 09/18/90
19458 SYLGARD 186 SILICONE ELASTOMER CURING AGENT DOW CORNING tl/tl/92
11426 SYLON-CT, PINT CAT. #33065 SUPELCO, INC. 10/17/88
02415 SYN LEC I! #0456 SELIG CHEMICAL IND 10/09/85
09042 SYN-FL0 #80 SYN-FLOW INC 10/O7/82
20587 SYN-FL0 70 COMPOUND DI-ESTER SYN-FL0 INC 03/25/93
09043 SYN-FLO 80 XP COMPOUND OLEFIN SYNTHETIC HYDROCARB.BASE FLUID,TECH WHITE SYN-FLO INC 03/25/93
22117 SYN-KOOL SAFETY COOLANT CONCENTRATE SYN-KOOL 03/26/90
09044 SYNASOL SOLVENT PM-3224, t90 PROOF A.T.F. PROPRIETARY SOLVENT 190 PROOF FORMU UNION CARBIDE 05/01/81
04120 SYNTHACALK GC-5 BASE/ACTIVATOR TT-S-OO227E PECORA CORPORATION 03/27/86
@ 00907 SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL THINNER TT-T-306C TY II PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO DLA MSDS
15245 SYNTHETIC RESIN SOLN. A-1246-B ILC DOVER NO DATE
09041 SYNTHETIC WATCH OIL GRADE D LUBRICATING OIL ELECTRO NATIONAL C 08/01/84
02638 SYNTHITE AC-43 VARNISH, CLEAN AIR DRYING DOLPH. jOHN C CO 05/22/86
01890 SYSCO GREASE REMOVER SYSCO CORPORATION NO DATE
19633 $306 MIDGET SILICONE SPRAY MOLD RELEASE I M S COItPANY 01/1B/B9
19636 $812 SUPER 33 SILICONE SPRAY CONCENTRATE PARTING AGENT I M S COMPANY 01/18/89
20785 T 197 (X 1136) STABOND CORPORATIO 04/09/93
09047 T.E. 35 ROSIN FLUX REMOVER #31017 RAWN COMPANY, INC. 06/06/86
20089 T.H.E. DESICCANT INDICATING GRADE ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/GLSH4841 DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/13/87
......................................................................... - .........................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "ll" = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( !
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
GP23-I KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 235
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDSDATE
IO ..........................................................
......................................................................... T R. INDUSTRIES. I NO DATE
09068 T R. W102 REGULAR PASTE WAX MSDS P.2 MISSING
09069 T R. #104 HI-TEMP PASTE WAX
09067 T R. #I08 BASIC PASTE WAX
09070 T R. #210 LIQUID RELEASE
09071 T R. #30t SEALER GLAZE
09072 T R. #303 HEAVY DUTY COMPOUND
09073 T R. #305 X'TRA HEAVY DUTY COMPOUND
09074 T.R. #500 RESIN CLEANER SEALER FINISH
18998 T.R. BID CLEAN
18669 T-AMYLALCDHOL
20861 T-GRADE DYE TYPE MARKING PEN INK, ALL COLORS
20862 T-GRADE PIGMENT MARKING INK.ALL COLORS EXC. SILVER
06449 T-INK SOLVENT CLEANER
11226 T-PREP
03645 T-I THINNER
05275 T-tO EPOXY THINNER
05817 T-10 THINNER
06525 T-II INORGANIC THINNER
03308 T-11 INORGANIC THINNER, O21TOOOO
20658 T-11 ZINC THINNER
20664 T-16
18425 T-17 URETHANE THINNER
03321 T-19 ZINC H.F. THINNER
11783 T-235 GRAY PRIMER (SANDABLE PRIMER)
14111 T-3 THINNER
13485 T-3 THINNER
19596 T-327 A-22 (AIR DRY) ALUMINUM WELDING FLUX
14003 T-4 ALKYD H.F. THINNER
20695 T-40 CLEAR THINNER
14243 T-460 THINNER
17991 T-5 (PURPLE)
20694 T-5 ALKYD THINNER
04724 T-5 SPRAY ALKYD THINNER
03960 T-9 URETHANE THINNER
12320 T-9 uRETHANE THINNER
06010 T-9 URETHANE THINNER
07159 T-9D THINNER
14244 T-904 LACQUER THINNER
14245 T-910 THINNER
14246 T-911 VINYL WASHUP
14247 T-950 RETARDER
14248 T-980 SUPER RETARDER
14249 T-999 RETARDER
15483 TABEX CHLORINATION TABLETS
11085 TABEX 1" CHLORINATION TABLETS
08167 TABEX 3" CHLORINATION TABLETS
- 22860 TABLETS AND CAPSULES
14766 TACK REDUCER
13156 TACK REDUCER, HYDROCARBON SOLVENT GEL
02630 TACTOO GPA-72, ADHESIVE, 121200
5-46 / 0100 / WATER TREATMENT
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R471730
T R. INDUSTRIES. I NO DATE
T R. INDUSTRIES, I NO DATE
T R. INDUSTRIES, I NO DATE
T R. INDUSTRIES, I NO DATE
T R. INDUSTRIES. I 08/00/87
T R. INDUSTRIES. I 08/00/87
T R. INDUSTRIES, I NO DATE





PVP-IDDINE, POVIDDNE-IODINE I% TOPICAL SOL THATCHER COMPANY 09/11/89
PORTER PAINT CO. 11/25/85
010TO000 (WAS 01BTO000)
011T0000
THINNER, MINERAL SPIRITS, ODORLESS
017T0000













DEVOE COATINGS COM 05/05/93
GROW GROUP 03/17/87
DEVOE COATINGS COM 01/09/86
DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
AKZO COATINGS INC. 05/24/93
DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
DEVOE COATINGS CQM 05/03/88
PLASTI-KDTE CO., I 01/23/85
COURTAULDS COATING 07/03/91
PORTER PAINT CO. 07/13/87
ERICO PRODUCTS, IN 03/20/91
DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
ADVANCE PROCESS SU 00/00/77
THEOCHEM LABORATOR 08/26/92
DEVOE COATINGS COM 09/24/90
DEVOE COATINGS COM 03/14/86
DEVOE COATINGS COM 10/28/93
DEVQE COATINGS COW 01/09/86
GROW GROUP 03/26/88
DEVOE COATINGS COM 02/25/87
ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
ADVANCE PROCESS SU 00/00/77
ADVANCE PROCESS SU NO DATE
ADVANCE PROCESS SU 00/00/80
ASPEN INDUSTRIES. NO DATE
GREAT LAKES BIOCHE 09/03/87
GREAT LAKES BIOCHE 09/02/87
BRISTOL-MYERS SQUI NOT REQO
BOSTON PRINTING IN 02/01/89
VAN SON CORP. OF A 02/01/89
AGM INDUSTRIES, IN 10/02/85
TAFA I NC 07/30/87
08641 TAFA ALUMINUM WIRE O1T ............................................
.................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TR_DENAItE'INOEX" P. 236
08643 FAFA ZINC WIRE 02Z TAFA INC 07/30/87
08640 TAFA 18/5 STAINLESS STEEL WIRE 5ST TAFA INC 07/30/87
086421 TAFA 18/8 STAINLESS STEEL WIRE 80T TAFA INC 07/30/87
09_5 TAK PAK ACCELERATOR, 11525 LDCTITE CORPORATID 01/01/87
09046 TAK PAK ADHESIVE. 12292 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/01/87
06748 TAK PAK 710 METERED MIST ACTIVATOR ACCELERATOR[14647 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 03/01/92
11361 TAKE IT OFF COMPOUND, CLEANING LIQUID VARN PROOUCTS 04/01/89
07634 TAKTOSAN SKIN PROTECTIVE CREAM STOCKHAUSEN, INC. 06/23/92
03420 TALC TALCUM POWDER WHITTAKER,CLARK & 12/02/85
02301 TALON-G RODENTICIDE BAIT PACK PAA - PLS. CK. STOCK NO. ICI AMERICA 03/12/86
18468 TALSTAR 10 WP INSPECTICIDE/MITICIDE 806/FMC 54800 FNC CORPORATION 12/09/91
16489 TANIK PRIMER, WATER BASE INNOVATEC/TANIK NO DATE
20562 TANK CLEANER KIT 48-3220-0 / PHOTOGRAPHIC CLEANING PROD.- H AM INTERNATIONAL 03/19/86
19367 TANNIC ACID 21671-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/08/93
11414 TANNIC ACID 4459 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 03/00/86
18244 TANNIC ACID T0125 SIGAIA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
22378 TANTALUM 0.1% TA IN 2_ HN03 + 0.5_ HF HIGH-PURITY STANOA 11/01/93
08283 TANTALUM, 0.1 & 1.0% TA IN H20 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
17870 TAP MAGIC ALUMINUM CUTTING FLUID STECO CORPORATION 05/23/86
04867 TAP MAGIC CUTTING FLUID STECO CORPORATION 03/31/89
00236 TAP MATIC #1 AND #2/SPEC: CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON SNI A=#I TAPMATIC CORPORATI DLA MSDS
20823 TAPE HEAD CLEANER TX1265 TEXWIPE 01/00/91
20820 TAPE HEAD CLEANING PAD TX1201,TX1301 TEXWIPE 02/00/93
07781 TAPE HEAD CLEANING PAD TX 1201, TX1301, TX270 TEXWIPE 05/00/8?
04146 TAPFREE (BULK) 003-B WINFIELD BROOKS CO 06/04/85
06900 TAPFREE CHEMICAL CUTTING FLUID WINFIELD BROOKS CO NO DATE
12517 TAPNATIC #1 CUTTING FLUID TAPMATIC CORPORATI 05/14/90
09154 TAPMATIC DUAL ACTION CUTTING FLUID #2 TAPMATIC CORPORATI NO DATE
19389 TAPS SODIUM MOLECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT T6914 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/21/93
18584 TAR & BUG REMOVER (AEROSOL) TR-1 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 04/00/87
07690 TAR FIBERED COATING - LOW ODOR #5915 KOCH MATERIALS COM 06/03/88
06116 TAR GREASE & WAX REMOVER CHEMICAL LABORATOR NO DATE
07699 TAR ROOF CEMENT KOCH MATERIALS COM 06/03/88
07689 TAR ROOF RESTAURANT #5910 KOCH MATERIALS COM 06/03/88
13823 TARCONITE, COAL TAR EMULSION NEYRA INDUSTRIES I 02712/86
07196 TARMAX R-IO0 BLENDED LATEX ENGINEERING INDUST 07/00/83
07085 TARN-X (METAL POLISHER) 78291 16911 dELMAR NO DATE
04798 TARN-X. SILVER TARNISH REMOVER dELMAR 05/07/86
17982 TARSET MAXI-BUTLD II 7080A, PART A: 70858, CONVERTER / COAL TAR PORTER PAINT CD. 04/04/88
21171 TASK 29-9-282 ROCHESTER MIDLAND 02/10/88
20458 TATRO COLD GLUE LINDOW MANUFACTURI 00/00/9t
11747 TAXO DIFFERENTIATION DISC (SEVERAL), CEFINASE DISC TAXO ANTIBIOTIC DETECTION DISC BECTON-DICKINSON 01/28/88
18403 TAYLOR 600 COLUI_BIA CEMENT CO 09/12/90
12989 T8 CARBOLFUCHSIN KF 3321 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/00/90
12988 TB DECOLORIZER 3318 DIFCO LABORATORIES 03/01/90
16781 TC 200/6(X)MEP TONER (DRY IMAGER) 6R40,6R41,6R64,6R65 XEROX 03/08/82
04335 TC 447 PART A & B IP 20003 TY.II CL.2/POTTING COMPOUND TECHFORM LABORATOR 01/20/89
06659 TC-2000A ALKALINE MIXTURE CIRCUIT MANUFACTUR 09/00/87
06660 TC-2000B CIRCUIT MANUFACTUR 09/00/87
14119 TCM58 CLEAR TONER CALCOMP INC. 03/26/91
- 14750 TCS ELECTROSTATIC DEVELOPER 83-1-104476 / COPIER DEVELOPER AM INTERI_TIONAL 04/00/89
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- 22121 TCS ELECTROSTATIC TONER 83-2-I04475, 83-7-324300 / COPIER TONER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
09075 TDT 178-60 HARDENER ClBA-GEIGY CORPORA 02/13/87
09049 TOT 178-60 RESIN CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/12/87
- 13616 TEC SOLDER. CADMIUM-SILVER ALLOY, 95 CD 5 AG LMSC MSDS HANOY& HARMAN NO DATE
11266 TEC TONER (MAGNETIC TONER) 03-278-5244 (7) / MSOS IS ILLEGIBLE TDK CORPORATION 05/20/88
18120 TECHNESCAN DTPA TECHNETIUM TC99M PENTETATE INJECTION: TC99 MALLINCKROOT 01/01/94
18121 TECHNESCAN GLUCEPTATE TECHNETIUM TC99M GLUCEPTATE; TC99M GLUCEPT MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
18122 TECHNESCAN HIDA TECHNETIUM TC99M LIDOFENIN; TC99M HIDA MALLINCKRDDT 01/01/94
18123 TECHNESCAN MAA TECI-_tETIUM TCg9M ALBUMIN AGGRETATED; TC99M MALLINCKRODT 0t/01/94
18124 TECHNESCAN MAG3 TECHNETIUM TC 99M MERTIATIDE;TC99M MAG3;BE MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
18125 TECHNESCAN MDP TECHNETIUM TC99M MEDRONATE; TC99M MOP MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
18126 TECHNESCAN PYP TECHNETIUM TC99M PYROPHOSPHATE; TC99M PYP MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
18127 TECHNESCAN SULFUR COLLOID TECHNETIUM TC99M SULFUR COLLOID MALLINCKRODT 01/01/93
@ 17894 TECHNOLUBE FB-O03 MIL-H-5606 / HYDRAULIC FLUID, PETROLEUM BA LUBRICATING SPECIA DLA MSDS
01667 TECNIFAX GLASS CLEANER JAMES RIVER GRAPHI 01/30/90
13489 TECTYL 165-G, RUST PREVENTIVE MIL-C-OO83933A ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/19/77
00340 TECTYL 437 MIL-C-11796C, CL.3 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 07/07/92
13488 TECTYL 517 PETRGLEUUM BASED-RUST PREVENTIVE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/24/83
04346 TECTYL 802A MIL-L-3150 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 05/00/86
03554 TECTYL 846 PETROLEUM BASED RUST PREVENTATIVE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 11/03/92
13263 TECTYL 894 (DORD) STEVEN IND.; MIL-C-16t73D, GRADE III ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/31/91
• 10102 TECTYL 900 RUST PREVENTATIVE VV-L-800C ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
- 02393 TECTYL 910,PETROL.BASED RUST PREV.(DISTR:VICKERS) ASHLAND OIL. INC. 12/00/84
19494 TEDLAR PVF FILM SEE SEPARATE MSDS FOR TRY15BS1 & TFMOS(A,B DU PONT, E.I., DE 02/15/91
13451 TEEPOL HB7 T6152 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/20/91
09048 TEFLON FLUOROCARBON RESIN/CK #S/USE FOR TAPE,TUBI DU PONT, E.I., DE 02/11/93
08616 TEFLON LAKE CITY INDUSTRI NO DATE
11124 TEFLON AF AMORPHOUS FLUOROPOLYMER 1600,2400 DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/28/89
19496 TEFLON PTFE FLUOROCARBON RESIN IN SYN.LtST TEF015 7A,7C,B,BA/B,9B,L129,701N,703N,701d,801N,. DU PONT, E.I., DE 07/02/92
02334 TEFLON SEAL P-N 808 (HOB PIPE THREAD SEALER) TRI-CHEM, LTD. 12/10/85
19406 TEFLON SEALING TAPE T8769 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
19495 TEFLON-S LT GREEN 954-101 DU PONT, E.I., DE 12/29/92
11270 TELE- SPOUT OILER OO-1 MELCO OIL 3000. PRODUCT CODE: 6403 WATSCO INC 12/18/87
13507 TELEDET WATER BASED SLURRY EXPLOSIVE TELEDYNE NO DATE
015388 TELSTAR'S 550 WHITE ROOF COATING TELSTAR INDUSTRIES 02/00/88
11587 TEM 30(0 TRAYLOR CHEMICAL & NO DATE
11829 TEMED BDH CHEMICALS NO DATE
13282 TEMED (N,N,N'-TETRAMETHYLETHYLENEDIAMINE) PROMEGA CORPORATIO 11/27/88
18243 TEMED ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT T9281 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
04546 TEMP-R-TAPE _ 350 BLACK CHR INDUSTRIES, IN NO DATE
15627 TEMPEST PROPANE FUEL WITH TORCH 14.10Z CY TURNER INOUSTRIES, 09/06/83
20669 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 BLUE PAINT BIG THREE INDUSTRI 12/31/90
20670 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 BROWN PAINT BIG THREE INDUSTRI 12/31/90
20668 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 FLAT BLACK PAINT BIG THREE INDUSTRI O1/O2/91
20671 TEMPIL PYRONARK SERIES 2500 GREEN PAINT BIG THREE INDUSTRI 12/31/90
20666 TEMPIL PYRONARK SERIES 2500 METALLIC ALUMINUM BIG THREE INDUSTRI 01/02/91
20672 TEMPIL PYRQNARK SERIES 2500 RUST BROWN PAINT BIG THREE INOUSTRI 12/31/90
20673 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 SEMI-GLOSS BLACK PAINT BIG THREE INDUSTRI 12/31/90
20667 TEMPIL PYROMARK SERIES 2500 WHITE PAINT BIG THREE INDUSTRI 01/02/91
20674 TEMPIL PYROMARK 2500 YELLOW PAINT BIG THREE INOUSTRI 01/02/91
20675 TEIdPIL SERIES 2500 GREY PAINT BIG THREE INDUSTRI 12/31/90
...................................................................................................................................
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17447 TEMPILAO 200-2500 BIG THREE INOUSTRI 11/12/80
20439 TEMPILAO 900 F,932 F,482 C,500 C TEMPERATURE INDICATING PRODUCT / 39-2895-8 BIG THREE INDUSTRI 05/13/91
13987 TEMPO OMEGA LINE.131-XX(-24,36,77,801/130-2,-3,-4 132-XX(=10,12,14,6,18,24,26,28,321/134-I,- PLASTI_KOTE CO.. I 04/04/91
20537 TENNANT STS (1221 - STO.TRAFFIC TWO-COAT SYSTEM 08541 / MOISTURE-CURE URETHANE FLOOR COATI TENI_NT CO. 01/0t/92
20638 TEMWANT STS (420) - STD.TRAFFIC TWO-COAT SYSTEM 08511 / FLOOR COATING FOR WOOD AND CONCPET TEI_NT CO. 01/01/92
18452 TERESSTIC 220 341183 - 01183 EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
19609 TERESSTIC 32 376000 - 01174 / PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
18453 TERESSTIC 320 341184 - 01184 EXXON CORPORATION tl/13/92
17070 TERESSTIC 68 376010 - 01176 / PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
11313 TERG-A-ZYME BAXTER CAT.#'S; C6302-2A,C6302-5,6,7,8, ALCONOX 07/0t/87
15409 TERGISYL DETERGENT-DISINFECTANT NATIONAL LABDRATOR 06/01/79
- 06612 TERGITOL NONIONIC SURFACTANT 15-S-9 MIL-D-16791E / AMCO DETERGENT, GP, TY.1 SHELL 03/31/81
17525 TERGITOL TMN-6(9_ AQ) SURFACTANT UNION CARBIDE 04/10/92
11811 TERPENES TK-105 THETA CORPORATION NO DATE
03185 TERSAN 1991 TURF FUNGICIDE DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/00/85
13868 TERT-AMYL ALCOHOL 99+% GOLD LABEL ABBOTT MSDS #62, PROOUCT #24048-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/01/92
02797 1ERT-BUTANOL A-401 FISHIER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
13861 TERT-BUTANOL ABBOTT MSDS #70, PRODUCT #B2138 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/26/93
22008 TERT-BUTYL ISOTHIOCYANATE, 99% 25185-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/08/93
13247 TETRA GREASE FTI, INC. 11/02/89
13246 TETRA GUN L, TETRA SEA L, TETRA 500 FTI, INC. 11/02/89
02236 TETRA-ETCH ETCHANT HCP-O01 GORE, W.L. 01/20/92
01406 TETRAAETIC ACID DISOOIUM SALT(ETHYLENEDINITRILD) EDTA MALLINCKRODT 08/26/85
17708 TETRABROMOPHENOL SULFONPHTHALEIN BX1410, BX1418, 8122 / BROMOPHENOL BLUE EM SCIENCE 03/01/91
13206 TETRACHLOROETHYLENE KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. F85 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
12860 TETRACHLOROETHYLENE C182 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/15/93
15506 TETRACYCLINE SENSI-DISC TE-30. 30998 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 10/19/85
08370 TETRAETHYL ORTHO SILICATE MBD 115-034 TY.II SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 03/15/87
08369 TETRAETHYL ORTHO SILICATE, ACTIVATED MBO t15-034 TY.II&III ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/01/91
13831 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE 117 0216,117 0224,117 0232,121 6365 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/31/87
09051 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE 98% (TEOS) 13190-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/17/88
17409 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE/CTBY/SILICATE CONDENSED SPECTRUM CHEMICAL NO DATE
21678 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE, ACTIVATED, WITH METHYLENE BLUE DYE, MSO 115-034, TYPE ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/91
20779 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE. ACTIVATED, MBO 115-034, TYPE II ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/91
20780 TETRAETHYL ORTHOSILICATE.ACTIVATED, WITH TETRABORON SILICIOE, MBO 115-034. TYP ROCKWELL INTERNATI 04/00/91
13875 TETRAETHYLAMMONIUM HYDROXIDE ABBOTT MSDS #53, PRODUCT #17780-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 03/16/87
14370 TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE AG 05275 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
06991 TETRAFLUOROMETHANE AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 01/00/87
11465 TETRAHYDROFURAN 99.9+_ HPLC GRADE INHIBITOR-FREE 27038-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C t0/02/90
22687 TETRALOY 7924 NC GN 360-104-007 ICl FLUOROPOLYMERS 08/03/94
00752 TEX WIPE PADS TX801 TEXWIPE 01/01/91
04169 TEXACO AAR HD-57 TEXACO 08/19/86
02597 TEXACO BRAKE CYLINDER LUBRICANT AAR914070/NOT ABLE TO READ DATE ON MSDS TEXACO NO DATE
17081 TEXACO CUP GREASE 2 TEXACO 02/15/84
20371 TEXANOL ESTER ALCOHOL EASTMJ_N KODAK CO. 02/01/78
07084 TF CUTTING FLUID CASTOLEUM CORP. NO DATE
07393 TF SOLVENT, C880, C1680, C2480 MIL-C-81302D TY 11A / TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROET CHEMTRONICS 06/00/87
06905 TF 1401 TRIZOL TF CUTTING FLUID LOT #85 CASTOLEUM CORP. NO DATE
10470 TF-IO0 TACK FREE ADDITIVE PC 28420 GREAT LAKES TERMIN 05/18/89
- 22711 TG15000 FIBERGLASS WOOL INSULATION. MSDS#4689, MBO BP CHEMICALS INC. 01/10/94
18128 THALLOUS CHLORIDE TL 201 INJECTION THALLIUM CHLORIDE; THALLILIM-201 MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
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16741 THERMACTIVE INK GRAPHIC CONTROLS 07/00/85
08342 THERMAL HEAD CLEANER TT-THC XEROX 01/22/87
- 21116 THERMAL JOINT COMP PN120-2 THERMALLOY, INC. NO DATE
20912 THERMAL MASTIC PM21, PM25, PM50 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. O7/11/91
20595 THERMALBOND PART A & THERMALBOND PART B (RT-7) THERMALLOY, INC. 07/22/92
20889 THERMALCDTE THERMALLOY, INC. 12/04/92
12982 THERMALITE IGNITER CORD CLASS C EXPLOSIVE/EX-8606050 - EX-8606063 COONIE'S EXPLOSIVE 08/03/90
20921 THERMALOX 995 BRUSH WELLMAN INC. 12/01/90
18877 THERMAX (ALL GRADES) VANDERBILT, R.T. C 06/11/91
14877 THERMEX T-IO0 EXPLOSIVE, SOLID COMPONENT THERMEX ENERGY COR 06/00/85
14876 THERMEX T-IO0 EXPLOSIVE,LIQ.COMPON/GREEN OR YELLOW THERMEX ENERGY COP 06/00/85
14878 THERMEX T-200 SURFACE SEISMIC POWDER THERMEX ENERGY COR 06/00/85
15333 THERWO-FAX BRAHE) BELT CLEANER 3M IO/00/72
19084 THERMO-t2; THERWO-12/BLUE MANVILLE CALCIUM SILICATE INSULATION MANVILLE 11/30/93
22148 THERMOFIT HEAT-SHRINKABLE POLYMERIC PRODUCTS (EXCLUDING SOLDER SLEEVES-SEE SEPARATE MSD RAYCHEM O4/OO/91
03460 THERMOFIT S-1006 ADHESIVE RAY/3OO2 RAYCHEM 09/00/88
10622 THERMOFIT S-IOO9 ADHESIVE PART A/PART B RAY/3OO3 RAYCHEM 01/OO/91
15250 THERMOFIT S-IO10 PART A/PART B RAY/3OO4A / RAY/3004B RAYCHEM 12/00/88
20512 THERMOFIT S-1t25 ADHESIVE RAY/3006 RAYCHEM 09/00/90
02373 THERWOLITE 134 ORGANOTIN COMPOUND IN OIL BASE M & T CHEMICALS, I NO DATE
02372 THERMOLITE 136 ORGANOTIN COMPOUND M & T CHEMICALS, 1 08/00/83
16241 THERMDLITE 831 STABILIZER M & T CHEMICALS, I 11/19/85
09053 THERMOLITE-12/COTIN 2DO/MARK 1308 OIBUTYLTIN DILAURATE GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/06/77
07747 THERMOWELT STIK$ AND PELLETS VARIOUS TEMP.RANGES/VARYING HAZARDOUS COMP WARKAL COMPANY O7/31/86
06099 THF (TETRAHYDROFURAN) SCAPE SUIT REPAIR ILC DOVER NO DATE
18242 THIAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE T4626 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/29/93
08429 THIAMINE HYOROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED T1270 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/24/89
18241 THIAZOL YELLOW G TO513 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM O6/10/93
21848 THIN SET MIX UNSANDED MORTAR JAMO, INC. O1/02/90
• 16542 THINNER MIL°T-19544B CENTRAL SOLVENTS & DLA MSDS
07311 THINNER VF-IBO NAZDAR COMPANY 1t/08/84
18551 THINNER 181-00, 181-01, 317-806. 317-81B, 381-11 O'BRIEN CORPORATIO 08/00/89
10540 THINNER CELLULOSE NITRATE-DOPE (BLUSH RETARDING) MIL-T-6095 B SOLVENTS & CHEMICA NO DATE
04189 THINNER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE A-A-857B CSD, INC. O7/14/86
16541 THINNER DOPE AND LACQUER CSD, INC. O9/O1/90
• 16485 THINNER DOPE AND LACQUER CELLULOSE-NITRATE PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO DLA MSDS
22030 THINNER FOR COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING 81828, 81835 PERMATEX INDUSTRIA 02/10/93
16555 THINNER FOR EPOXY NIL-T-B1772 TYPE II RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 01/23/84
01773 THINNER FOR LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID OLDW 565-O1, PRODUCT NO LONGER MANUFACTURE GILLETTE CO. 08/22/90
13525 THINNER FOR URETHANE MIL-T-81772 TY. 1 RANDOLPH PRODUCTS O1/23/84
08052 THINNER MIL-T-81772 TY I O2OX304 / MIL-A-46106 COURTAULDS AEROSPA 06/30/92
02325 THINNER NO. 1500 PAINT GENERAL ELECTRIC IO/21/85
@ 16547 THINNER PAINT VOLATILE SPIRITS STIC-ADHESIVE PROD DLA MSDS
• 01937 THINNER SYNTHETIC ENAMEL/SPEC.TT-T-3OBC TY.C (CSD) GENERAL SERVICES A OLA MSDS
01937 THINNER SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL TT-T-306C TY2 & AM2 / GS-IOF-50428 CSD, INC. 08/27/86
11269 THINNER 21805 UNION OIL CO. OF C 10/O3/88
09054 THINNER 21933 UNION OIL CO. OF C 09/30/88
08457 THINNER 97 THINNER FOR CARBOMASTIC? CARBOLINE COMPANY 08/03/89
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16535 THINNER, AIRCRAFT COATING, ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE
• 00755 THINNER, ALIPHATIC (MFGR: CSD)
16520 THINNER. CELLULOSE NITRATE DOPE
06881 THINNER, CELLULOSE-NITRATE DOPE
@ 17225 THINNER, DOPE ANO LAOUER
16556 THINNER, PAINT (MFGR: UNION CARBIDE.BLEND 23226)
06874 THINNER, PAINT MINERAL SPIRITS,ODORLESS
0 17232 THINNER, PAINT. MINER
P 03343 THINNER, PAINT. MINERAL SPIRITS, REGULAR
03197 THINNER,CELLULOSE NITRATE,DOPE & LACQUER
01437 THIOGLYCOLATE
01577 THIOGLYCOLIC ACID GRADE I FREE ACID
- 09055 THIOKOL EH-330 EPOXY RESIN CURING AGENT






13882 THIOUREA 99+% A.C.S. REAGENT
05603 THIURAD ACCELERATOR
04299 THOMPSDN'S WATER SEAL BRAND WATERPROOFING FORMULA
14663 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI361A (A)
20754 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT T61361B (AA)
20752 THREE BONO ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361D (C)
20753 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI361E (E)
20751 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361F (H)
20749 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1362A (D)
20748 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363A (AV)
20747 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363C (B)
20750 THREE BONO ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363D (CV)
20746 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI363E (EV)
20745 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBt363F (HV)
20744 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1364A (AVV)
20743 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1364D (CVV)
20742 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1364F (HVV)
14767 THREE WAY DRIER
13991 THRUST OUICK STARTING FLUID
01514 THYMOL BLUE
20(08 THYRONINE UPTAKE (TU) TEST PACKS
20001 THYROXINE (T4) TEST PACKS
19498 TI-PURE TITANIUM DIOXIDE PIGMENT
00757 TIDE, 08634
16539 TILE CLAD II ENAMEL & ACTIVATOR
09575 TILE CLAD II HI-BILD PRIMER (PART A)
03112 TILE TITE SEALER
15247 TILE-CLAD ACTIVATOR PROFESSIONAL COATING 660 V A7
08635 TILE-CLAD II EGGSHELL HARDENER, PART B












ABBOTT MSDS #45, PRODUCT #24025-7





DEXTER CROWN METRO 05/00/90
CSD, INC. 09/01/90
BOUGHT ACCORD. TO DLA MSDS
GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. NO DATE
UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR NO DATE
GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
CSD, INC. 11/16/83
STIC-ADHESIVE PROD NO DATE
SPE-DE-WAY PRODUCT DLA MSDS
STIC-ADHESIVE PROD DLA MSDS
CSD, INC. 08/27/86
BECTON-DICKINSON 03/03/86
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
TH!OKOL CORPORATIO NO DATE
THIOKOL CORPORATIO NO DATE
BURROUGHS WELLCOME NOT REO0




ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 12/09/88
MONSANTO 11/00/86
THOMPSON & FORMBY 06/23/89
THREE BOND OF AMER 06/01/93
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/21/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/21/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/22/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/21/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/22/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/22/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/22/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/22/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/26/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/28/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/28/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/28/92
THREE BOND OF AMER 05/28/92
BOSTON PRINTING IN 02/01/89
RADIATOR SPECIALTY 04/00/87
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/27/85
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705503901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705222901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
TITANIA / TI02 / RUTILE / TITANIUM DIOXIDE DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/11/92
08376/08369/03433/03388/02967/02771 PROCTER & GAMBLE C 08/1t/92
SHERWIN-WILLIAWS C NO DATE
662 N 71 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 09/12/84
WATER EMULSION FLOOR SEALER BARRIER INDUSTRIES NO DATE
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 05/25/84
660 V A7 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/17/89
B62 E 19, 662 R 18. 662 Y t7 (SEE ALSO SO SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/17/89
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TILE-CLAD II HARDENER (PART B)
TIME MIST AIR FRESHENER WITH ODOR CDUNTERACTANT
TIME MIST SUPER ODOR NEUTRALIZER
TIME MIST SUPER ODOR NEUTRALIZER W/ODOR COUNTERTAN
TIN
TIN REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION 1000 PPM SN
TIN 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML
TIN 1OOO UG/ML, 10,OOO UG/ML
TIN-LEAD-ANTIMONY ALLOY
TIN, 1000 PPM (0.1009 W/V)
TINCTURE NO. 99 MERTHIOLATE .I:1000
TIOLUBE 21
TIP DIP
TISAB (TOTAL IONIC STRNGTH ADd BFFR)
TITAN LUBE #1129 CODE 3339
TITAN 50 ALUMINA BRICK
TITANIUM
TITANIUM
TITANIUM 1,OOO MU-G/ML; 10,OOO MU-G/ML
TITANIUM, 0.1 & 1.09 T/ IN H20
TITANIUM, 1000 PPM (0.100_ W/V)
TITE SEAL GASKET & JOINT SEALING COMPOUND #2
TITEBOND II WOOD GLUE
TITEBOND WOOD GLUE
TITRANT SOLUTION HARDNESS 3
TITRATING SOLUTION
TITRATING SOLUTION #823
TKN BOTTLE (2ML H2S04: MFGR: d.T.BAKER)
TKO-t9+
TL-102
TMC SOLVENT PART# 11OO9,11010,31004,31Oll
TMS SOLVENT _31Ot4
TOBRA TEST PACKS
TOLE STEEL BLUE DX-tOO












TOLUENE REAGENT, ACS GRADE, SEMI-CONDUCTOR GRADE
TOLUENE 99+% SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC GRADE
TOLUENE-D8
860 V 70
6.6 OZ. ALL FRAGRANCES, MSDS# 332501TM
W/ODOR COUNTERACTANT (7OZ.), MSDS#332701
SN IN 2% HN03 + 0.5% HF
ST-97
ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA
CAS# 7740-31-5,7647-0t-0
20
6943 / TIN AND HCL IN WATER
DRY LUBRICANT
940909 / ACETATE, BUFFER
5_ ALUMINA BRICK
CP,6-4...
O.19 TI IN 2% HN03 + 0.1% HF
ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA









5064, 5065, 5066, 5067
MECHANICAL PUMP FLUID
ALIPHATIC PU THINER (RULE 66)
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER/MRGTG563
80100.80200-80900
83250 / TT-T-548
83017 / HYDROCARBON SOLVENT
COMMERCIAL GRADE
KIT VOC IN, CAT NO. FB6









































































































TOLUENE, AMSCO SOLV 1410 UNION OIL CO. OF C O6/O1/82
......................................................................................................... _ .........................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA HMIS MSDS
09271
03202 TOLUENE, TECHNICAL CSD. INC.
• 16244 TOLUENE, TECHNICAL PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO
22839 TOLUENE, 99.8%. HPLC GRADE 27037-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C
07183 TOLUIDINE BLUE 0 113 3412, 113 3420 EASTMAN KOOAK CO.
19729 TOLUIDINE BLUE 0 SCHULTZ-1041.T-161 FISHER SCIENTIFIC
22441 TOLUIDINE BLUE 0 CERTIFIED T0394 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON
16798 TOLUOL TOLUENE TECHNICAL CHEMTECH INDUSTRIE
16743 TONER USED IN MODEL NP-580 CANON, INC.
07863 TONER KIT TONER CARTRIDGE. LNO3X-AC, 22-00062-01 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
• 06414 TONER (8) PC/UA 945-351 KONICA
- 05808 TONER ISOPARAFFINIC HYDROCARBON (MFGR NOT IDENTZ UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR
- 04921 TONER (LOT 120296-01) GRAPHIC CONTROLS
11516 TONER (RICOH LP H-1 TONER) LPS4X-AA DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
02607 TONER & DEVELOPER FOR DC-122_,-132,-121 SERIES MITA
17572 TONER - JX-95NT/TC TI25598790001 SHARP CORPORATION
- 22659 TONER CARTRIDGE _ # LNOtX-AA, MSDS#A-SP-ELMDOOT-AA-O REV A. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
18955 TONER CARTRIDGE 6000 G797-00 RICOH CORPORATION
04815 TONER CONCENTRATE BNV-40T GRAPHIC CONTROLS
@ 17177 TONER DIIRECT, ELECTR AUNYX MFG CORP
• 17178 TONER DIRECT, ELECTR NASHUA CORPORATION
• 17179 TONER DIRECT. ELECTR NASHUA CORPORATION
• 17180 TONER DIRECT. ELECTR XEROX
11757 TONER DPC N0.278924-002 DATAPRODUCTS
02613 TONER FOR DC 111,DC-111C MITA
06479 TONER FOR DC-121/DC-131 SERIES COPIERS MITA
06635 TONER FOR DC-161/162 AND DC-232 MITA
20868 TONER FOR DC-191/DC-312RE TOMOEGAWA PAPER CO
06632 TONER FOR DC-513Z. DC-5055 MITA
06627 TONER FOR DC-5585 MITA
11037 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLACK) TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
06718 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLK),MODEL T397-19 KIT 80 TI P/N 2539120-0001, 2539156 RICOH LTD. JAPAN
05991 TONER FOR LZR 2600 SERIES PRINTER 278924-001.-002.-504/L86001 DATAPROOUCTS
11513 TONER FOR LZR 650 PRINTER OPC PART# 289244-5XX/L89007 DATAPRODUCTS
17714 TONER FOR RPS03. 505. 509. RPSO4A, RPSO4M, RP502 MINOLTA
05657 TONER FOR RP503,505,509 FUSER OIL??? MINOLTA
08165 TONER FOR SL-IOOA1 GENICOM
16663 TONER FOR USE IN XEROX 1824 AND 1860 FIRST ENTERPRISES
21865 TONER FOR 2015, 2115, AND 2108 PRINTER TI P/N 2539120.0001 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
21253 TONER KIT FOR MICROLASER XL 2569502-0001 / dX97 TCE TONER; MICRDLASER TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
19048 TONER KIT 80 PLUS 5397-27 RICOH CORPORATION
- 16758 TONER MICROFICHE XEROX
06160 TONER HITACHI METALS, LT
04073 TONER M P S, INC.
00941 TONER 33-650 GRAPHIC CONTROLS
11817 TONER TAMERAN INC
14463 TONER 32-4653 / 83-7-10110t3 AM INTERNATIONAL
16767 TONER 2400/3600/7000 XEROX
01771 TONER DC-2105,-4055,-4085,-2555,-1205,-1255-,-32 MITA
16664 FIRST ENTERPRISES
13486 QUME CORPORATION
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRAOENAME INOEX P. 242
TSR5 TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER M',_S
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
TOLUENE, TECHNICAL 9472,9456,9466,9462,V963,9351.9460,9457,94 BAKER, O.T. CHEMIC 09/08/86
TT-T-548
MMT-535, KIT A, FOR 830 SERIES LASER PRINTER LASERPRO EXP.PRINT./C-SW8027;PRT.NO.887200






TONER 600 MEP (XEROX)
TONER-CRYSTAL PRINT WP/11/PUBLISHER 99-35021




















































GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 243













































































KENTEK KE, K3 & K4
TOOL CRIB WELDERS ANTI-SPATTER
TOOL STEEL, HIGH SPEED STTEL, ALLOY STEEL
TOOL STEELS
TOOLMAKER'S INK REMOVER
TOOLMAKER'S INK REMOVER #7001





TOTAL BILIRUBIN (TBIL) TEST PACKS
TOTAL COLIFORM (MF-ENDO BROTH)
TOTAL COUNT W/INDICATOR (M-TGE)
TOTAL PROTEIN (TP) TEST PACKS
TOTAL PROTEIN KIT
TOUCH & GO 951
TOUCH "N FOAM INSTANT INSULATION/TOUCH "N SEAL..
TOUCH AND GO 981
TOUCH N TONE SPRAY PAINT
TOUCH UP LACQUER-AEROSOL
TOUCHOOWN 1027








TPD-24441/2C TOPCOAT HAZE GRAY F151 A
TR-19 / TR-19C
TR-20 / TR-20C
TRA-BONO Fl13-SC HARDENER, KIT
TRA-BONO Fl13-SC RESIN, KIT
TRA-BOND KSNA, FILLER (PART C)
TRA-BONO KSNA, HARDENER (PART A)












ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705341901
BEDOBO24;6300150,XKEMOO100,MOO_2E
BED76578;MOOOOP2TT
ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701333901
690-A/KC190/CONTAINS #690-2,FDLIN&CIOCALTE
TYPING CORRECTION FLUID/FORMER EBERHARD FA
INSTANT SEALANT/TOUCH 'N SEAL H P REDDY IN
TYPING CORRECTION TAPES
w270-280
HYDROCARBON RESIN & SYNTHETIC ADHESIVE
HYDROCARBON RESIN & SYNTHETIC LATEX ADHESl
HIGHLY ALKALINE: PH IS 11.5 - 12.0




HIGH TEMPERATURE BLOCK INSULATION
HIGH TEMPERATURE BLOCK






AM INTERNATIONAL DLA MSDS
NASHUA CORPORATION DLA MSDS
TEKTRONIX, INC. DLA MSDS















DU PONT, E.I., DE
MILLIPORE CORPORAT
MILLIPDRE CORPORAT










VAN SON CORP. OF A
HYDROCHEM
TOWER OIL & TECHNO
























































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'Ms' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 244
18701 TRA-BONO 2116 RESIN/HARDENER LOW VAPOR PRESSURE EPOXY STAKING COMPOUNO TRA-CON, INC O1/22/92
20839 TRA-BOND 2151 HARDENER TRA-CON, INC 02/20/92
20840 TRA-BONO 2151 RESIN IRA-CON. INC 02/20/92
11315 TRACE KLEAN 589784, 598190 BECKMAN INSTRUMENT 10/02/85
18054 TRACE METALS ERA CERTIFIED WASTEWATR, COMPONENT G ENVIROI_NTAL RE.TO 09/15/92
03705 TRACE METALS WASTEWATR LABORATORY STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 09/30/87
09559 TRACER TECH P-1330 PENETRANT M.S. ARDROX INC. 06/01/89
09560 TRACER TECH P-134D PENETRANT H.S. ARDROX INC. 06/01/89
09565 TRACER TECH P-1350 PENETRANT - U.H.S. ARDROX INC. 06/01/89
00106 TRACER TECH T-IO0 SER.TRACERS/OIL-SOLUBLE/31FL ARDROX INC. NO DATE
05071 TRACER-TECH D-499C DEVELOPER ARDROX INC. NO DATE
16256 TRACER-TECH. K-410C, PENETRANT REMOVER TRACER TECH, SHANN 03/21/73
16257 TRACER-TECH, P-149, INSPECTION PENETRANT TRACER TECH, SHANN NO DATE
16254 TRACER-TECH, P-3OOA, INSPECTION PENETRANT TRACER TECH, SHANN 03/21/73
02656 TRACTION AEROSOL BELT DRESSING 0470 SELIG CHEMICAL IN{) 09/20/85
14128 TRADE MATE, PLSTC, MTL, AND MSNRY SLNT, CLEAR DOW CORNING 01/23/90
12210 TRADENAME ILLEGIBLE, B44313 ACRYLAMIDE HOEFER SCIENTIFIC NO OATE
21707 TRADITIONAL MANUAL GROWTH MICROBIOLOGY PRODUCTS MINITEK,STAINS,SENSI DISC DISPENSER,ANAERO BECTON-DICKINSON NOT REOD
13371 TRAFFIC MARKING PAINT (SOLVENT BASED). TM-S B29W1,-Y2;TM-5126.TM-5129,TM-5493,TM-54?4, SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/01/91
21710 TRAFFIGARD, WHITE & COLORS 62CK3,6201.6202,6204,6205 UNIRDOF CORPQRATIO 12/16/92
21836 TRAIL 760 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/27/92
18702 TRANE OIL 15 REFRIGERATION OIL t5 TRANE COMPANY 10/20/88
19368 TRANS-TRAUMATIC ACID. 97% 17724-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 015/23/93
13234 TRANS-1.2-DICHLOROETHENE KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F30 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
22858 TRANS-1,2-DIAMINOCYCLOHEXANE-N,N,N',N'-TETRAACETIC ACID; D1383 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/10/94
1437d TRANS-2-BUTENE AG 05212 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
1793_, TRANS-3-HEXEN-I-OL 98% 22471-5 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 11/19/92
01846 TRANSCOPE 1NK RED,BLUE,GREEN,BLACK,PURPLE 96St21,96S122,96S123,96S124B,96S124G,96S12 ABB KENT-TAYLOR 05/01/90
16740 TRANSFAST INK, AQUEOUS INK CODE NO. 1037 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/03/85
11272 TRANSFER RECORDING CARTRIDGE FOR TELECOPIER 7020/7021, PART# 8R2254,8R3 XEROX 09/27/88
21909 TRANSFER ROLL, 3-COLOR 016-1170-00,016-1170-10 TEKTRONIX, INC. 06/16/92
22346 TRANSFER ROLLS - TEKTRONIX PHASER II COLOR PRINTER 016-0898-00/016-0904-00/016-0906-01/016-11 TEKTRONIX, INC. 12/03/92
o 12173 TRANSISTOR, HEAVY DUTY EVEREADY BATTERY CDLA MSDS
08326 TRANSLUCENT PAPER 4008,4011,4020,4022,4024,4036,4042,4044.40 XEROX t2/09/B6
16997 TRANSMISSION OIL AMOCO OIL COMPANY 02/01/78
08214 TRAPPER GLUE/INSECT MONITOR PRESSURE SENSITIVE HOT MELT ADHESIVE BELL LABORATORIES, 07/01/92
04664 TRASYLOL SOLUTION 100,000 KIU/IO ML.AMPULES W768 MOBAY CORPORATION 01/19/87
12944 TREHALOSE, CARB-21 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
20928 TREMFIX 350-715-996,350-715L-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT TREMCO 05/17/91
20929 TREMPLY DECK ADHESIVE STABILIZED 046-601-996 TREMCO 08/05/91
20930 TREMPLY LAP ADHESIVE 046-507-996 TREMCO 03/19/91
20932 TREMPLY SOLVENT 046-303-231,046-303-044 TREMCO 08/07/91
20933 TREMPRIME QUICK DRYING 022-044-996 / ROOFING PRODUCT TREMCO 03/04/91
09077 TRI-ETHANE 348 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 12/00/84
18571 TRI-ETHANE 377 DETREX: PERMETHANE PPG INOUSTRIES, IN 08/09/89
21753 TRI-FLOW NON-AEROSOL (LIQUID) ACCOMPANYING LETTER,5-20-93 DATE,STATES MS THOMPSON & FORMBY 03/04/91
00788 TRI-FLOW/TRI-FLOW AEROSOL PENETRATINO LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS THOMPSON & FORNBY 06/17/91
° 12299 TRI-ZYME LAUNDRY PRE-SDAK BOOSTER (U.S.) AMWAY 01/16/84
- 12300 TRI-ZYME PHOS. FREE LAUNDRY PRE-SOAK BOOSTER AMWAY 01/11/84
20328 TRIACETIN 104 0609.104 0666,104 0724,104 0872,113 56 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 12/15/88
11059 TRIACETIN 99% T4370-2. A0771 & A0774 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/16/87
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT K$C FORM 29-3_t3 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / st)' - DLA HIIS MSDS
< ( (
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 245
TSR$ TRADENLAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 03740 TRIACID ETCH SOLUTION (ALUMINUM ETCH) METAL SURFACE TREATMENT PER MDP 0830 MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SEVERAL
14257 TRIBOLUBE I0C MIL-G-27617C,TY.III,TYPE II, TYPE I AEROSPACE LUBRICAN NO DATE
11309 TRIBOLUBE-12 T AEROSPACE LUBRICAN 06/28/88
03662 TRIBOLUBE-16 MIL-G-27617 TY II &III (= KRYTOX 240AC) AEROSPACE LUBRICAN 04/21/92
11463 TRIBUTYLTIN FLUORIDE POLYMER 27583-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/O2/90
01620 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID ACS REAGENT T6399 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/17/90
06694 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID CRYSTALLINE T4885 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/21/88
01515 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID SDLID A322,A323 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/15/94
11560 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID SOLUTION 0.73 N T2258 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 09/17/90
13899 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID 98% ABBOTT MSDS #21 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 10/20/88
18621 TRICHLOROACETIC ACID, 98_ 11611-4 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 04/00/92
@ 08566 TRICHLOROETHANE CASCADE CHEMICAL CDLA MSDS
O 04776 TRICHLOROETHANE, TECH. 0-T-620C TY.III / NONFLAMMABLE BULK CHEM. DISTRIB DLA MSDS
08393 TRICHLOROETHANE, 1,1,1- DEGRS COLD/V 0-T-620 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 11/01/86
16593 TRICHLOROETHYLENE ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 05/01/81
0 04432 TRICHLOROETHYLENE 0-T-634 ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
13212 TRICHLDROETHYLENE KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. F87 CHEM SERVICE INC. 10/13/92
09351 TRICHLORDETHYLENE PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 04/17/89
22635 TRICHLOROETHYLENE VAPOR DEGREASING GRADE MSDS# Ml103 OCCIDENTAL CHEMICA 04/22/91
04283 TRICHLOROETHYLENE-E ROCKET ENGINE FLUSH DOW CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
11118 TRICHLORDETHYLENE, METAL DEGREASING GRADE VULCAN MATERIALS/C 10/01/93
02450 TRICHLOROETHYLENE, PAINT GRADE ASHLAND 0IL, INC. Ot/OO/78
06993 TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE HALOCARBON 1t AIR PRODUCTS &CHE O2/O1/87
13213 TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE KIT VOC-IN. CAT NO. F49 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
06994 TRICHLOROSILANE AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/00/85
06995 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE HALDCARBON 113 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 03/00/87
15534 TRICHLORDTRIFLUOROETHANE DRESSER INDUSTRIES 02/00/83
• 04559 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE DU PONT, E.I., DE DLA MSDS
19929 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE SERVICE CHEMICAL C 08/24/90
02562 TRICHROME STAIN #400112; U2295-5(SOLUTION) MERIDIAN DIAGNOSTI NO DATE
20000 TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS SCREEN (S TAD) ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705614901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
01600 TRIETHANOLAMINE T-407 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/18/93
07017 TRIETHANOLAMINE FREE BASE T1377 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM O3/17/92
13870 TRIETHANOLAMINE HYSROCHLORIDE 99+% ABBOTT MSDS #59, PRODUCT #15891-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
19599 TRIETHANOLAMINE 85 DOW CHEMICAL CO. O2/18/91
19600 TRIETHANOLAMINE 85 LOW FREEZING GRADE DOW CHEMICAL CO. 02/18/91
19601 TRIETHANOLAMINE 99 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 06/17/92
19602 TRIETHANDLAMINE 99 LOW FREEZING GRADE DOW CHEMICAL CO. 04/05/91
- 07729 TRIETHANOLAMINE, 99% UNION CARBIDE O9/O1/80
21251 TRIETHYL PHOSPHATE EASTMAN KODAK CO. O7/14/88
06996 TRIETHYLALUNINUW TEA AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 08/00/86
08601 TRIETHYLAMINE CAS# 00121-44-8, PRODUCT CODE W639,W635 BAKER. J.T, CHEMIC 07/13/89
08420 TRIETHYLAMINE 99% PROD.#13206-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/20/89
02972 TRIETHYLENETETRAMINE T410 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
06997 TRIETHYLGALLIUM TEG AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 08/00/86
- 22119 TRIETHYLGALLIUM (TEG SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE) TEXAS ALKYLS 07/00/89
06998 TRIETHYLINDIUM AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 03/00/86
13040 TRIFLUOROACETIC ACID 0-4901,0-4902,BP-618 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/10,/90
06999 TRIFLUOROMETHANE HALOCARBON 23 AIR PRODUCTS &CHE 06/00/85
07717 TRIFLUOROMETHANE 98+% 29533-7 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 01/05/89
01616 TRIGLYCERIDE (TGL) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 702230901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
























































TRIM SOL. WATER MISCIBLE CUTTING &GRINOING FLUID






TRIPLE D. PROPRIETARY ALKALINE DETERGENT
TRIPLE DISTILLED MERCURY
TRIPLE SUPERPHOSPHATE
TRIS (HYDROXYMETHYL) AMINOMETHANE T-395









TRITON NEGATIVE IMAGE REMOVER





TRITON X-405 70% SURFACTANT
TRIUMPH 4E DILUTED TO 1.17% WITH WATER
TRIZMA BASE ELECTROPHORESIS REAGENT
TRIZNA BASE REAGENT GRADE
TRIZMA HYOROCHLORIDE CELL CULTURE TESTED





TRU-GLAZE _ EPOXY GLOSS COATING
TRU/GUARD CRACK SEALANT, TUFF-N-DRI EMULSION
TRUCK & BUS WASH 106
TRUE BLUE, GLASS CLEANER
TRW 640403 BATTERY TERMINAL COATING
TRYNER 190-4 RIGID FOAM INSULATION
TRYMER 9501-6 RIGID FOAM INSULATION
TRYPAN BLUE 15250
TRYPAN BLUE CELL CULTURE TESTED T6146











































AIR PRODUCTS & CHE
AIR PRODUCTS & CHE
ALPHAGAZ
AIR PRODUCTS & CHE


























































































TRYPSIN 15305/15050/15055/15090/15400/15405/17068/ LIFE TECHNOLOGIES, 08/12/93
...................................................................................................................................
NSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CGN[TACT / MSD5"S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HNIS MSDS
GP'23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 247
15493 TRYPTICASE SOY AGAR WITH 5% SHEEPS BLOOD UNITED SCIENTIFIC 09/19/85
15504 TRYPTICASE. 21288 UNITED SCIENTIFIC 09/30/85
19381 TRYPTOPHOL, 97% T9030-I ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
20636 TSA/ROSE BENGAL,YEAST & MOLD 9411GMD/941200 BIOTEST AGAR STRIPS BIDTEST DIAGNOSTIC NOT REDO
14751 TSC ELECTROSTATIC TONER 83-2-104475, 83-7-324300, COPIER TONER AM INTERNATIONAL (34/00/89
11704 TSI 300/301 AMERICAN GAS &CHE 04/17/90
11705 TSI 321 AMERICAN GAS &CHE 08/17/87
09078 TSP-C OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 06/23/80
16502 TT-C-498C ALUMINUM CDATING/ASPHALT ROOF COATING REPUBLIC POWDERED 04/04/85
00606 TT-C-535B CLEAR EPOXY PRODUCT CODE M0-054 CRAWFORD LABORATOR 12/04/92
08268 TT-C-535B CLEAR PART B EPOXY HARDENER TT-C-535 CRAWFORD LABORATOR 06/05/89
19244 TT-E-487E, COLOR 16187 FLOOR & DECK ENAMEL GRAHAM PAINT & VAR NO DATE
16359 TT-E-489G RED 11105-1 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR EVERSEAL MFG. 11/21/80
14445 TT-E-48_-q. 17038 BLACK SEAGRAVE COATINGS 11/15/90
@ 14091 TT-E-508C GREEN 24518 ATLAS PAINT & VARN DLA MSDS
17675 TT-E-508C INTERIOR ALKYD SEMI'GLOSS TT-E-508C / 68-048 ALKYD RESIN INTERIOR EN DURDN INCORPORATED 05/08/92
19245 TT-E-509B E-3204 / INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS ENAMEL GRAHAM PAINT & VAR NO DATE
16328 TT-E-509B ODORLESS ALKYD INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS ENAMEL WHITE 27875 REPUBLIC POWDERED 05/31/76
20495 TT-E-509C TYPE I CLASS I ENAMEL ALKYD INTERIOR SEMI GLOSS 24300 GREEN/24554 & ALL PASTELS AMERITEX, INC. 01/00/91
06196 TT-E-527 LUSTERLESS ALKYD ENAMEL, BLUE 35044 PRODUCT # SP-35044 NELSON PAINT COMPA 04/00/87
06195 TT-E-527 LUSTERLESS ALKYD ENAMEL, BROWN 30109 PRODUCT # SP-30109 NELSON PAINT COMPA 03/00/87
01863 TT-E-527 LUSTRELESS BLACK ALKYD ENAMEL 3703B/PRODUCT # EI-15-54, FEDERAL SPEC CQA NELSON PAINT COMPA 04/00/86
06404 TT-E-527 LUSTRELESS ENAMEL, ALKYD SOME COLORS HAVE LEAD-CONTAINING PIGMENTS: KOPPERS COMPANY, I 02/00/81
- 13562 TT-E-529F TY 1VOC COMPLIANT (25109 BLUE) A4113 / LMSC MSDS KOP-COAT, INC. 12/01/88
10424 TT-E-529F TYt (26251 ACCENT GRAY) A716F-66 (26521 ACCENT GRAY) KDP-COAT, INC. 03/00/93
03576 TT-L-20A LACQUER LIGHT BLUE 35231 18A-33 ADVANCED COATINGS 11/19/86
18036 TT-L-32A (15102 BLUE) 1571BL14 KOPPERS COMPANY, I 07/00/88
18010 TT-L-32A #11136 INSIGNIA RED E6-090 / LACQUER CRAWFORD LABORATOR 08/11/92
19663 TT-L-32A AM 1 TYPE 2 (17038 BLACK) MIL-L-19537C KOP-COAT, INC. 03/C<)/93
0 14260 TT-L-50F YELLOW 13655, LACQUER AERVOE PACIFIC COM DLA MSDS
18585 TT-N-958 TY1 THINNER SOLVENT 95B-1 RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 04/30/93
19241 TT-P-IO2E E-3244 / EXTERIOR ALK MODIFIED OIL PAINT GRAHAM PAINT & VAR NO DATE
06582 TT-P-IO2E, WHITE, TY.2 TT-P-102 TRIAD PAINT & CHEM NO DATE
19278 TT-P-110C BLACK TR PT TY I H1CBI MORTON INTERNAT'L 03/09/92
17901 TT-P-110C TYPE 1 TRAFFIC BLACK 500815TYPE I GRIGGS PAINT 02/02/90
11177 TT-P-115F TRAFFIC PAINT WHITE 500W29 GRIGGS PAINT 07/21/89
11176 TT-P-115F TRAFFIC PAINT YELLOW 500Y06 GRIGGS PAINT 07/21/89
14081 TT-P-1757 COMP.L 723-434 AMERON NO DATE
17540 TT-P-1757A YELLOW PRIMER ZINC CHRONATE 1757-Y-COMPG RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 12/30/91
02032 TT-P-1757A ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER P-441P TT-P-1757A / SNI A-CONP G YELLOW,SNI B=341KOP-COAT, INC. 02/00/93
07260 TT-P-tgD EXTERIOR LATEX TT-P-19D / OTTPtgO DAVLIN PAINT CO. 02/26/91
18479 TT-P-1952B WHITE TRAFFIC PNT. 700W06 GRIGGS PAINT 02/19/92
18018 TT-P-19528 YELLOW TRAFFIC PAINT 700Y02 / 33538 GRIGGS PAINT 02/19/92
18480 TT-P-25E WHITE PRIMER 200W19 GRIGGS PAINT 12/05/89
19944 TT-P-28G HI HEAT ALUMINUM RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 01/20/93
20278 TT-P-290 WHITE PAINT NORRIS PAINT COMPA DLA MSOS
10210 TT-P-3BD ALUMINUM TT-P-3BD/F8047 ALUMINUM COATING DEL PAINT MFG. 08/23/89
21846 TT-P-6458 PRIMER H2-016 CRAWFORD LABORATOR 07/17/92
19243 TT-P-659C /PRODUCT NOT PRODUCED SINCE 1983 PER MFR PRIMER COATING & SURFACER GRAHAM PAINT & VAR NO DATE
19277 TT-S-223B FLOOR & TILE SEALER PGSCl MORTON INTERNAT'L 03/24/92
14005 TT-S-2238 FLOOR SEALER: EIBJL BTTS223 DAVLIN PAINT CO. 03/20/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA MMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
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TT-T-266D AM 2 COMP. L
TT-T-291 TYPE I
TT-T-5480 REPLACEMENT FOR TOLUENE















TUNGSTEN, 0.1 & 1.0% W IN H20
TUNGSTIC ACID SODIUM
TURBIDITY POTABLEWATR





TURBOCIDE PEST CONTROL (WITH PYRENONE)
TURCO AIR TEC #19
PAINT THINNER / CONTRACT# TC-GS-10F-51260
TT-E-488B
001310, 001311, 001312. 001313
CONTAINS TUFOIL
(DIST: GSA)
CARBURETOR & COMBUSTION CHAMBER CLEANER










NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
XYMAX COATINGS INC 10/26/93
RANDOLPH AUSTIN CO 12/06/85
LAWTON BROS., INC. NO DATE
COOKE INDUSTRIES I 05/01/88
MOORE, GDODLOE E., 11/00/85
MOORE, GOQDLOE E., 01/14/86
TUFF-KOTE 01/30/90
FLUORAMICS INC. 07/00/90
FLUORAMICS INC. NO DATE
NCH CORP 10/08/85
FORD MOTOR CO. 05/03/89
HIGH-PURITY STANDA 1t/01/93
AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 02/00/87
ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
INORGANIC VENTURES 08/01/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/21/88
ENVIRONMENTAL RESO 09/01/86




ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/00/87
FAIRFIELD AMERICAN NO DATE
TURCO PRODUCTS IN 09/07/90
TURCO AIR TEC #23 TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO ALUMINETCH #2 TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO AQUASORB TURCD PRODUCTS
TURCO AVIATION TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO CARB TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCD CHEW ETCH TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO DE-SCALER TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO FABRIFILM TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO FOAMGO #2 TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO HTC TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO KWIK-SOLV TURCO PRODUCTS
TURC0 LIQUID SMUT-GO NC NON-CHROMATED ALUMINUM DEOXIDIZER & OESMUT TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO LOCK TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO METAL-GLO #6 TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO PEEL-OFF #1 TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO PLAUDIT TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO RED-X TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO SMUT-GO #1 TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO SMUT-GO #4 TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO SOLV TURCO PRODUCTS
TURCO SOLV 78 TURCO PRODUCTS























15410 TURCD W.O. #1 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 03/19/92
--.. ................................................................................................................................
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TRADENAME INDEX P. 249
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
15166 TURCO 2271 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 07/23/91
20606 TURCO 2822 THICK TURCO PRODUCTS IN 09/18/90
09081 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 02/07/91
09080 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 03/21/91
03394 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 10/09/90
15167 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 11/00/84
15418 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 04/22/93
11495 00259 / 4215-148 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 07/00/88
01349 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 04/16/91
20615 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 02/26/92
18158 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 01/09/92
02252 TURCO PRODUCTS IN 06/00/82
20611 TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 11/12/90
20614 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 02/14/91
20613 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 06/04/93
20605 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 04/26/93
09083 TURCQ PRODUCTS. IN 03/23/87
20602 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 11/05/92
15302 TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 04/23/91
15421 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 03/23/92
09090 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 01/23/86
20601 TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 04/20/92
20600 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 02/24/92
20610 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 04/24/92
20609 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 08/31/90
20608 TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 09/22/91
09091 MSDS DATE ILLEGIBLE TURCO PRODUCTS, IN NO DATE
09094 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 08/25/92
20604 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 02/01/91
05041 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN NO DATE
03311 TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 10/31/85
20612 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 05/13/93
09084 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 11/22/85
09092 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN NO DATE
09093 TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 10/29/85
20623 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 09/10/91
02251 TURCO PRODUCTS. IN 11/00/84
20603 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 03/06/91
20607 TURCD PRODUCTS, IN 11/09/91
09095 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 11/13/85
15697 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 04/15/85
03467 MIL-C-81706 AMEND 5 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 11/30/87
- 04140 MIL-C-81706 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 04/15/85
01809 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 03/27/85
03468 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 09/20/90
20632 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 11/01/91
20633 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 08/08/92
20634 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 04/23/91
20635 TURCO PRODUCTS, IN 08/28/90
08274 BECKER-UNDERWOOD 06/21/86
01240 LP-175-OOSG TURNER INDUSTRIES. 09/25/89
...................................................................................................................................




























TURCO 5948/5948A. CLEANING COMPOUND










TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD PART II








TURF MARK BLUE SPRAY INDICATOR
TURNER TORNADO. PROPANE
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 250
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
22420 TWEEN 20 27434-8 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/15/94
10176 TWEEN 80 27436-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 09/29/89
09097 TW209 CLEANING COMPOUND ETOWAH CHEMICAL SA NO DATE
18547 TYGON R-3603 NORTON CO, 10/00/92
17731 TYPE & PLATEN CLEANER MP1 STARKEY CHEMICAL P 06/00/90
20737 TYPE A ELECTROLYTE/OPEN CATHODE CELL TELEDYNE 08/08/91
09098 TYPE B BLAST CLEANING MEDIA INVENTIVE MACHINE NO DATE
16739 TYPE D P.C. 329437 REPLACES TYPE N TONER BELL & HOWELL 07/05/85
06924 TYPE H, TYPE VBO TONER (PREMIX) 440S-1,-2.4405-2.-32,-3206,4407-3,4407-3-2 XEROX 08/14/85
04905 TYPE H. TYPE VBO, TONER (CONCENTRATE) 4405-8,-8-4,-BGR,-BGR-4.-16.-16-6.4407-20. XEROX 07/16/85
11840 TYPE I CLEAR COMPONENT A TT-C-5358 EPOXY CON-LUX COATINGS 08/00/90
11841 TYPE I CLEAR COMPONENT B TT-C-535B EPOXY CON-LUX COATINGS 08/00/90
10297 TYPE III PLASTIC MEDIA ??? U.S. TECHNOLOGY CO 11/23/87
20465 TYPE IlI PLASTIC ABRASIVE MEDIA U.S. TECHNOLOGY CO 05/11/89
08331 TYPE M, TYPE S TONER (CONCENTRATE) 4402-8,4406-16.4402-16.4406-8 XEROX 12/09/86
08330 TYPE M, TYPE S TONER (PREMIX) 4401-2,4404-2,4404-32 XEROX 12/09/86
• 16742 TYPE N TONER (NO LONGER MANUFACTURED) BELL & HOWELL DLA MSDS
06622 TYPE 028 FIX 78-6969-5964"8 3M 07/28/92
18593 TYPE IO00L RED STAMP INK- (SARED INK) FAX lO00L,65,75.90,95.105,1010L,2BOOL,4000 RICOH CORPORATION 04/11/90
09099 TYRITE 7602 URETHANE ADHESIVE LORD CORPORATION 10/04/85
19876 T1309C-66 KOP-COAT, INC. 02/00/92
12183 T2970 TMES PETRARCH SYSTEMS, NO DATE
20106 T3 CONCENTRATE OCE' GRAPHICS USA 06/04/92
13937 U-878 MIRATHANE ACTIVATOR Q15CB878 BASF INMONT CANADA 08/08/91
08753 UCAR PHENOLIC MICROBALLOONS UNION CARBIDE 02/00/84
20942 UCAR STANDARD GRAPHITE GRAPHITE SHAPES UCAR CARBON COMPAN 01/01/93
09103 UCAR THERMOSET MICROBALLOONS CAS# 9003-35-4 UNION CARBIDE 07/01/88
08398 UCARCIDE ANTIMICROBIAL 225 GLUTARALDEHYDE, 25% AQUEOUS SOLUTION UNION CARBIDE 08/15/80
08399 UCARCIDE ANTIMICROBIAL 250 GLUTARALDEHYDE, 50% AQUEOUS SOLUTION UNION CARBIDE 08/15/80
02554 UCON FLUOROCARBON 12, DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE KSC-STD-SF-OOO2B 7/82 / BB-F-1421TY12 (IN UNION CARBIDE 09/00/86
18985 UCON HYDROLUBE DG-732, DYED UNION CARBIDE 04/06/93
17093 UCON HYDROLUBES CC SERIES 732/746/760 UNION CARBIDE 06/01/83
15568 UCON 500 (REFRIGERANT 500 OR FREON 500) UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
- 17448 UDMH 1,1-DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 01/02/86
19572 UDYLITE NICKEL SULFAMATE SOLUTION OMI INTERNATIONAL 12/21/88
19279 UDYSORB CARBON UDYLITE ENTHONE-DMI INC. 12/18/92
- 09466 UEHLING RED INDICATING FLUID NO.2 SEPARATE COMPONENT MSDS'S UEHLING INSTRUMENT SEVERAL
18538 UF-3296 PRIMER THIOKOL CDRPORATIO 05/23/90
05989 UHU STIC GLUE STICK U-26, U-75,U-125 FABER-CASTELL CORP 03/12/92
06676 ULANO #60 SCREEN FILLLER ULANO CORPORATION 08/01/92
20554 ULANO #78 HAZE REMOVER PASTE ULANO CORPORATION 08/00/92
00300 ULANO CDF-4 CAPILLARY-DIRECT FILM KSC-STD-E-O015 ULANO CORPORATION 11/25/85
17449 ULANO EXTRA HEAVY 8LOCKOUT _10 ULANO CORPORATION 08/01/92
16746 ULANO HI-FI DEVELOPER,POWDER,PARTS A&B(B:86/05/20) ULANO CORPORATION NO DATE
00705 ULANO SCREEN DEGREASER LIOUID #3 KSC-STD-E-0015 ULANO CORPORATION 08/01/92
00739 ULANO STENCIL REMOVER #4 KSC-STD-E-0015 ULANO CORPORATION 08/01/92
00766 ULANOGEL #23 KSC-STO-E-O015 ULANO CORPORATION 08/01/92
11712 ULINE FAST TACK ADHESIVE #S-313 R.M.# 51648090 / 163,024AY/#700-164-28090 CROWN INDUSTRIAL P 01/16/91
22602 ULTIMA-GOLD ALKYLNAPHTHALENE BLEND/SCINTILLATORS PPO & PACKARD INSTRUMENT 12/01/90
21747 ULTRA BLUE RTV SILICONE MPN 77 PERMATEX INDUSTRIA 01/07/92
11755 ULTRA HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYETHYLENE B55535,03396002,033960C_ IMPACT PLASTICS 01/01/90
................................................... _ ...............................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
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16086 ULTRA PURE HYDRAZINE CPE134080 MARTIN MARIETTA CO 04/06/93
05714 ULTRA SONIC CLEANER RIDLEN MFG INC NO DATE
18129 ULTRA TAG RBC TECHNETIUM Tcg9M LABELED RED BLOOD CELLS; MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
- 07087 ULTRA WI SSIH CONTACT CLEANER 36-O53 WORKMAN ELECTRONIC NO DATE
11287 ULTRA-HIDE-SPEED WALL/PVA/ULTRA-FLAT 5300 SERIES/5019/4400,4450.5070. & 6400 SE GLIDDEN COMPANY 03/00/90
17588 ULTRA-HYDE ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL - ALASKA WHITE 5950 GLIDDEN COMPANY 01/21/93
13619 ULTRA-SOL UNI-CHEM CORP. OF NO DATE
20916 ULTRA-SYNTHET 941 WYNN OIL CO 10/14/92
18964 ULTRA-SYNTHET 983 WYNN OIL CO 11/07/88
18130 ULTRA-TECHNEKOW FM (TECHNETIUM TC 99M GENERATOR) UTK-FM GENERATOR;TC-99M GENERATOR;MO-99;TC MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
- 22419 ULTRACOAT HS/YELLOW 5958o13_38 AND CATALYST 646-58-3538, X-501 CATALYST FOR 646-58-SER DEXTER COATINGS 10/14/93
18358 ULTRACOAT HS/595B-27886-WHITE PRODUCT NO. 656-68-7886 AKZO COATINGS INC. 03/01/93
10824 ULTRAGEL II _ ULLTRASONIC COUPLANT ECHO ULTRASOUND 04/01/92
19447 ULTRAGEL II. ECHOGEL. SONDTRACE ECHO ULTRASOUND NO DATE
18766 ULTRALIFE LITHIUM POWER CELL, SIZE; 9 VOLT ULTRALIFE BATTERIE 07/27/92
20376 ULTRALITE/ULTRALITE DUCT LINER/ULTRA LINER INDUSTRIAL RESILIENT BLANKET/M4JFFLER PAC CERTAINTEED C_RPOR 07/01/91
19910 ULTRALLIME F40/30U,F40/35U,F40/41U,F40/50U PER MFGR: MSDS NOT REQUIRED PHILIPS LIGHTING C 02/12/91
06882 ULTRASEAL ULTRASEAL TIRE SEALANT ULTRASEAL INTERNAT NO DATE
18754 ULTRASONIC CLEANING SOLUTION CONCENTRATE UCSC TECHNOLOGY ASSDCIA 04/01/91
11707 ULTRASONIC COUPLANT/CC122 ULTRASONIC COUPLANT CONTROLDTRON CORP. 02/14/89
21852 ULTRASONIC INSTRUMENT RINSING SOLUTION 034, 197, 198, 199 L & R MANUFACTURIN 06/04/92
07908 ULU GLU-STIC U-26-U-125 FABER-CASTELL CORP 09/09/88
07940 UNEPOXY TIN FREE BLUE,RED,GREEN FOR TEMPER./TROP.. 1228/1628/12t9/t619/1328/1319 PETTIT PAINT CO IN 11/08/88
04981 UNGAR ANTI-SEIZE #8001 UNGAR 05/10/85
04274 UNI-COR ACID TEST KIT,PT.A(UC8702) & PT.B(UC8703) MSDS WAS PROVIDED FOR TEST KIT UK-90 ?? HENRY VALVE CO. 05/15/86
19459 UNI-PAINT MARKERS PX-20,PX-21,PX-30,PX-31 ALL COLORS FABER-CASTELL CORP 03/27/90
20594 UNI-REZ 2140 REACTIVE POLYAMIDE RESINS UNION CAMP CORPORA 09/16/92
18761 UNI-WEATHER EXTERIOR DUCT SEALANT -3180 SOLVENT MASTIC UNITED MCGILL CORP 03/01/89
015602 UNI-WELO 7300 SOLVENT UNITED ELCHEM INDU NO DATE
11957 UNICOAT - PART A, WHITE-GLOSS COATINGS FOR INDUS 03/00/90
08322 UNION CARBIDE MOLECULAR SIEVE, TYPES Y-72 & Y-82 (CALCINED) / ZEOLITE UNION CARBIDE 08/00/85
17410 UNION CARBIDE SILICONE TRANSFORMER LIQUID L-305 L-305 DIMETHYLPOLYSILOXANE(ALLEN-BRADLEY#8 UNION CARBIDE 01/08/86
19416 UNION UNOIBA EP GREASE 1 & 2 UNION OIL CO. OF C NO DATE
17095 UNION 76 CUSTOM MOTOR OIL 30,40, PRODUCT CODE# 03330 UNION OIL CO. OF C NO DATE
- 18227 UNISCEPT 20E SYSTEM 8886-198251,1498t7 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REOD
04208 UNITANE PIGMENTS (DRY) COMPONENT OF FLEX ROOFCOAT AMERICAN CYANAMID 04/17/75
03903 UNITRAC FLUID 810 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 04/00/84
22068 UNIV. WASH PRIMER/WASH PRIMER CAT. / MIL-C-8514C AE-BBO/AE-880C / CAT. NSDS DATE: II-04-92 LILLY INDUSTRIES, 01/12/93
18152 UNIVERSAL DARK GRAYY PRIMER SURFACER MPN:421-03 DU PONT. E.I., DE 08/19/92
• 00032 UNIVERSAL DRAWING INK KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOG DLA MSOS
11763 UNIVERSAL EPOXY FLOOR PAINT, PART A A-205-10501 AQUA BORNE COATING 08/20/87
11547 UNIVERSAL GLOSS MODIFIER D64 F 100 / FLATTING AGENT SHERWlN-WILLIAMS C 07/25/88
22269 UNIVERSAL PRIMER SURFACER 030-6001,030o6004,030-6005 GRAY PAINT TREMCO 02/02/89
11553 UNIVERSAL PROCESSOR CLEANER COMPUGRAPHIC SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 12/04/89
21169 UNIVERSAL TAPPING COMPOUND MOLECULAR PRODUCTS 07/15/93
19606 UNIVIS J 13 343127 - 03127 EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
21855 UNIVDLT N 61 331831 01831 /PETROLEUM ELECRICAL INSULA EXXON CORPORATION 10/24/88
11882 UNIVOLT 60 331830 - 01830 / PETROLEUM ELECTRICAL INSU EXXON CORPORATION 11/13/92
11616 UNLEADED GASOLINE UNLEADED REGULAR, PETRO, MOTOR SPIRITS COASTAL CORPORATIO 03/28/90
16928 UNLEADED GASOLINE CONTAINING ALCOHOL (GASOHOL) BELCHER OIL CO. 10/16/85
17617 UNLEADED GASOLINE WITH ALCOHOL UNLEADED REGULAR, PETRO, MOTOR SPIRITS COASTAL CORPORATIO 03/06/92
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / iSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '4=" = DLA HMIS MSDS
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16949 UNLEADED GASOLINE CONTRACT VALID THRU 3-31-88 PER E.CUSTER BELCHER OIL CO. 10/07/85
20498 UNOCAL GUARDOL lOW 03650XXll / CRANKCASE OIL UNION OIL CO. OF C 12/16/91
18709 LI_AL C_JARDOL 15W/40 03650XX54 UNION OIL CO. OF C 05/07/91
18710 _AL SUPER MOTOR OIL 10V/30 03310Xt3 UNION OIL CO. OF C 05/23/91
21709 UNOCAL THERMALLY STABLE MP GEAR LUBE LS 85W/140 05131 / GEAR LUBRICANT UNOCAL 05/29/90
10194 UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESIN MR,LB.LAM.P,E, C2001F ARISTECH CHEMICAL 09/01/90
20946 UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESIN MR,LB,LAM,P,E C2001G / MANY PRODUCT NUMBERS ARISTECH CHEMICAL 09/01/90
10204 UNSATURATEO POLYESTER RESIN, MR, LB / C2002F LB 1016-05 & VARIOUS MR PRODUCT #S (SEE MS ARISTECH CHEMICAL 03/00/89
11819 UOP MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 13XAPG PN'S: 052XX, O54XX, 56XX, 577X_X #'S UOP 03/(30/90
18711 UOP MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 4A(FMRLY:UNION CARBIDE MOLECULAR SIEVE) ZEOLITE UOP 12/0t/92
- 22418 UR-t087 CLIFTON ADHESIVES 10/02/92
17770 UR-4515-A G POLYOL FULLER, H.B. 01/25/93
17771 UR-4515-B G ISOCYANATE BASED PRODUCT FULLER, H.B. 01/21/93
20442 URALANE 5753 A FPCO054 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 11/18/91
20441 URALANE 5753 8(LV) MPN FPCO055 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 11/18/91
20415 URALANE 8267 . FPC0104 / OBSOLETE PRODUCT CIBA-GEIGY CORPORA 03/07/90
11698 _ALITE 3124 PART A & B , RBO 120-054 HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 09/t5/92
19665 URALITE 3138 PART A" & B PART B DATED 12/07/92 HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 09/15/92
19664 URALITE 3140-42 PART A/URALITE 3140 PART B HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 09/15/92
16462 URALITE 8430 METAL PRIMER (RESIN) HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 02/24/93
14801 URALITE 8430 METAL PRIMER HARDENER HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 09/15/92
15977 URANYL ACETATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 04/01/84
14612 URANYL ACETATE 22400 ELECTRON MICROSCOP 04/01/92
10105 URANYL ACETATE; URANIUM OXYACETATE 00379 POLYSCIENCES, INC. 03/28/93
02977 URANYL NITRATE BAKER, #.T, CHEMIC 07/05/83
22103 URE-CAP & URE-CAP II GACO WESTERN, INC. 09/00/93
22104 URE-SHIELD C_CO WESTERN, II_. 12/00/93
11581 UREA CARBAMIDE, CARBONYLDIAMIDE COLUMBIA NITROGEN t0/00/85
01517 UREA FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/23/85
13184 UREA HEICO INC. 01/00/77
11178 UREA MALLINCKRODT 11/26/85
11722 UREA OCCIDENTAL CHEMICA 12/09/85
18239 UREA ACS REAGENT U5128 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/10/93
05469 UREA 140LECULAR BIOLOGY REAGENT U5378 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 05/11/87
01612 UREA NITROGEN (BUN) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 701717901 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
22838 UREA, 99%, A.C.S. REAGENT U270-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
13891 UREASE TYPE C-3 FROM JACK BEANS ABBOTT MSDS =35, PRODUCT #U0251 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/21/88
10484 URESOLVE PLUS/URESOLVE PLUS S.G./URESOLVE PLUS 5(30 DYNALOY, INC. 09/00/89
- 11955 URETHABONO - LAB 90112 (PART A???) BOOSTER COAT:CORROSION INHIBITIVE-NO CHROM COATINGS FOR INDUS 11/00/90
- 11956 URETHABOND PART B, LAB 90112 COATINGS FOR INDUS 11/00/90
22075 URETHABOND 3015 - MOO #3 WHITE PART A COATINGS FOR INDUS 03/16/92
09102 URETHANE COMPLIANCE TOPCOAT UNTINTED WHITE 17925 MANU.# 821X602 DESOTO, INC. 10/23/86
11111 URETHANE CONVERTOR 811 CARBOLINE COMPANK (36/12/90
12033 URETHANE ENAMEL BLACK 99U DU PONT, E.I., DE 05/03/84
21837 UREX 800 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
21818 URI-SOLV 084 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/23/92
01591 URIC ACID EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/12/74
20015 URIC ACID (URCA) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 704965901 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
21819 URID 830 PHARMACAL RESEARCH 10/27/92
20014 URINARY PROTEIN (UP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705213901 DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
20009 URINE AMPHETAMINE SCREEN (U AMP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 735150901 DU PONT, E.;., DE 05/00/89
---. .................................................... _ ...........................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA I-IMIS MSDS
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TSRS TRADENAME COMIWENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
URINE BARBITURATE SCREEN (U BARB) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 735159901 DU PONT, E.I. , DE 08/00/8920010
20011 URINE BENZODIAZAPINE SCREEN (UBENZ) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 735168901DU PONT, E.I. , DE 08/00/89
20016 URINE CANNABINOIDS SCREEN (U THC) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 735141901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
20012 URINE COCAINE METABOLITE SCREEN {U COC) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 735123901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
2CN679 URINE DIPSTICK CONTROL 1440-01.1440-02,1442-61 QUANTIMETRIX NO DATE
20013 URINE OPIATES SCREEN (U OPI) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 7351329010U PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
14101 URINTROL URINE CONTROL, 64885 U3005 EM DIAGNOSTIC SYST 04/01/87
11116 US 32 CSD COMPONENT MSDS'S PROVIDED INDUSTRIAL CHEMICA 04/01/85
18572 USDA AQUAPON 'A" COMPONENTS 97-B (04139014) / 97-46,97-47 PPG INDUSTRIES, tN 06/04/90
05467 USG dOINT COMPOUNO- TAPING/TOPPING/ALL PURPOSE ALSO: DURABOND DRY POWDER WALLBOARD COMPOU UNITED STATES GYPS 05/15/86
22001 UTEX CULTURES 89. 90. 26, AND 625 UNIVERSITY OF TEXA NOT REQD
09195 UTP - 19048 CLASS 1.3 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR PROPELLANT CSD, INC. NO DATE
17688 V-1174 6V39016-155-A-O0 VALSPAR CORPORATIO 08/09/89
20656 V-80 DISPERSANT 4403-1GR,4405-1GR GRAPHIC CONTROLS 08/15/88
08615 V-80 PREMIX ELECTROSTATIC TONER PREMIX GRAPHIC CONTROLS 08/t5/88
18700 VAC-SEAL HARDENER PERKIN-ELMER P/N 2886000 TRA-CON, INC 04/04/88
20841 VAC-SEAL RESIN TRA-CON, INC 04/04/88
17397 VACSEAL HIGH VACUUM LEAK SEALANT SPACE ENVIRONMENT 05/01/93
18855 VACUTAINER BRAND PLASMA TUBES WITH HEPARIN 6388,6482,6484,6485,6543 BECTON-DICKINSON 11/13/88
10298 VACUTAINER WHOLE BLOOD TUBES,6528,6538,6544,6549 B2991-63,B2992-52,B2993-510,62951-106 BECTON-DICKINSON 11/13/88
17107 VACUUM PUMP OIL 1304 OLYMPIC OIL 12/02/85
0862_ VAL-PLEX EP GREASE PRODUCT 6tl/616 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/30/90
05464 VAL-PLEX EP, PETROLEUM GREASE 613 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 04/00/85
17715 VALENT DIQUAT CONCENTRATE CHEVRON USA 08/07/91
18657 VALERALDEHYDE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600340 SUPELCO, INC. 11/28/89
20017 VALPROIC ACID (VALP) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER / 705436901DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/00/89
04275 VALVE METAL/CAST IRON HENRY VALVE CO. 05/15/86
0 04229 VALVOLINE ALL-FLEET MOTOR OIL ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
@ 11935 VALVOLINE ALL-FLEET MOTOR OIL 30 MIL-L-2104 ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
14765 VAN SON RUBBER BASE PLUS INKS VS301THRU VS358 (MOST #'S)/VS401THRU VS4 BOSTON PRINTING IN 12/00/88
14768 VAN SON SMOOTH LITH V2150 AM INTERNATIONAL 10/15/86
09421 VAN-X ALIPHATIC SOLVENT CLEANER GENERAL SERVICES A 10/28/85
11284 VANADIUM REFERENCE STANDARD SOLUTION I000 PPM SV-15 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
21979 VANADIUM 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
08305 VANADIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% V IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
07742 VANADIUM, 1000 PPM (0.100% W/V) 6945 / VA CPD. IN HN03 AND WATER BAKER, J.T. CHEMIC 12/11/86
20018 VANCOMYCIN (VANC) TEST PACKS ACA DISCRETE CLINICAL ANALYZER 735201.001/ DU PONT. E.I., DE 08/00/89
13947 VANELLUS MCS-3 30 MOTOR OIL, P 3502/3548 DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON C-3 TRANSMISSION FL BP OIL COMPANY 08/03/89
• 00064 VANI-SOL NATIONAL LABORATOR DLA MSDS
07727 VANILLIN 900275 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/02/87
20561 VANOXY t15 LIQUID EPOXY RESIN VANOERBILT, R.T. C 06/03/86
- 14760 VANSON CML OIL BASE INKS VS701THRU VS794 (MOST #'S)/VAN SON SONA G BOSTON PRINTING IN 12/00/88
03139 VAPO TOTAL RELEASE AEROSOL (I-01) (I-02) PET CHEMICALS. INC 12/27/85
03133 VAPONA EM-2 ORGANOPHOSPHATE ESTER SOUTHERN MILL CREE 07/01/86
17524 VAPOR BARRIER COATING FOSTER 30-80. FOSTER 30-81 FULLER. H.B. t2/14/88
- 17736 VAPOR PELLETS (VCI PELLETS) DAUBERT CHEMICAL C 11/00/88
20590 VARITYPER 123 CLEANER 48-7547-0 / PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING AID HELION INDUSTRIES, 01/00/92
20591 VARITYPER 3020 DEVELOPER PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING CHEMICAL HELION INDUSTRIES. 01/00/92
20592 VARITYPER 3025 FIXER 48-3025-OPHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING CHEMICAL HELION INDUSTRIES, 01/00/92
@ 00767 VARNISH ENTERPRISE CHEMICA OLA MSDS
@ 13571 VARNISH PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS






















































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 254
VARNISH INTERIOR
VARNISH, MOISTURE AN{) FLUID RESISTANT
VARNISH, INSULATING.B-540-1 (S&S SERVICES BEI-914A)
VARNISH, INSULATING.BEI-914A (WESTINGHOUSE B-540-1)
VARNISHES. OIL BASE & POLYURETHANE



















A66 & A67 SERIES
CORROSION INHIBITORS IN SOLVENT






VARIOUS COLORS 59-100 SERIES
7-3C.7-10,270-10.273-3C.280-10.613-##,650-
POLYAMIDE RESIN
VERSATEC CLEAR DISPERSANT FOR V-80,8OOO SERIES .... 4403-X/-X-X;4403-1GR/-1GR-2;4OO2CK (MSDS D





VERTI SPRAY SIL. MOLD RELEASE $511 (A-11)
VESPEL
VESTA POWER (CLEANING COMPOUND LIQUID)
VF-X-PLASTIC MEDIA
VF-?7
VGC DAYLIGHTER II ACTIVATOR
VGC DAYLIGHTER II DIFFUSION TRANSFER METAL PLATE
VGC LENS CLEANER
VGS20522 GEAR OIL
VHT FLAMEPROOF COATING(AEROSOL) SP-101 THRU SP-118
VHT-SP-101 COATING, FLAMEPROOF 1200 DEC.F. WHITE





VICTOR BLUE TRAPS AND MONITORS
VINYL & LEATHER CLEANER
VINYL ACRYLIC FLAT 72-1 WHITE
VINYL ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT
VINYL ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS WHITE 2-444
VINYL ACRYLIC TRAFFIC PAINT




MBO 125-089 / MSDS: SP-101 TO SP-118 SERIE






















DU PONT, E.I., DE
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VINYL ACTATE LATEX PAINT WGS TT-P-29d TY I NORRIS PAINT COMPA 04/21/87
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 255
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
13499 VINYL BOND B RABCO, INC. 03/15/91
08149 VINYL BOND B PRIMER RABCO, INC. 09/22/88
03451 VINYL BOND B. VINYL RESIN SOLN., FORMULA 2218 A VINYL RESIN SOLUTION RABCO, INC. NO DATE
19229 VINYL BOND PRIMER RABCO, INC. 08/10/92
0(022 VINYL CHLOR HI REDUCER 5519 GLIDDEN COMPANY 07/17/86
18582 VINYL CONCRETE PATCHER 1133 QUIKCRETE 05/06/93
04602 VINYL CONCRETE PATCHER, GRAY BDNSAL, W.R., COMP NO DATE
13955 VINYL ENAMELS,CHASSIS BLACK,DUCO BLACK,VINYL CLEAR 304S,305S,306S DU PONT, E.I., DE 01/01/91
03981 VINYL MASTIC WEATHER BARRIER WC-1, WHITE/LATEX-BASED COATING (MIXTURE) VIMASCO CORPORATIO 06/24/93
11493 VINYL MASTIC WEATHER BARRIER WC-5 WHITE, LATEX-BASED COATING VIMASCO CORPORATIO 0?/24/89
09106 VINYL SOLUTION 00067591 ESSEX CHEMICAL COR 12/03/86
12302 VINYL TOP DRESSING AMWAY 01/12/84
18058 VINYL TRAFFIC PAINT BLACK 3004 RICHARD'S PAINT MA 02/02/89
01085 VINYL VAPOR BARRIER FOSTER 30-42, FOSTER 30-42-0T / INACTIVE P FULLER, H.B. 12/11/88
13232 VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F29 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
01217 VINYLITE CEMENT 10-5802, MSDS#O089 GC THORSEN 09/12/93
20910 VIRCHEM 512 H44, H445, H446 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 07/11/91
20915 VIRGINIA COIL BRIGHTENER VCB-1, VCB-5 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 10/29/92
03642 VIRGINIA NO. 10 DEGREASING SOLVENT VIRGINIA CHEMICALS NO DATE
20914 VIRGINIA NO. 10 DEGREASING SOLVENT D210 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 10/29/92
02671 VIRGINIA REFRIGERATION OIL 150 300 L352 NONFOAMING 300 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 08/21/86
03517 VIRGINIA REFRIGERATION OIL 300 L352/L355/L358 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. NO DATE
17046 VIRGINIA 150 REFRIGERATION OIL PRODUCT #L351, L354, L357 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 07/11/91
13161 VIRONOX-9 ANTIMICROBIAL LIQUID SOAP- 0258427 VNDR CATLG N0.:25017 VIRO-RESEARCH INT' 04/01/91
18387 VISCOSITY STANDARD FLUID 5-100,00 (5-100,000 CPS) BROOKFIELD ENGINEE 02/10/93
13795 VISCOSITY STANDARD, $3,$6,$20,$60,$200,$600,C6, C10,C20,C35,C60,CIO0,C200,C350,C600,S200(K CANNON INSTRUMENT 01/01/91
22521 VISION 001050,001051,001052,001053 LAWTON BROS., INC. 08/25/93
11738 VISOLEAK - DCV 2. 3, & 4; REFRIGER, OIL W/TRACER 6413, 14 & 15 WATSCO INC 05/20/88
14618 VITA=DRIVE RUBBER DRIVE CLEANER SCOTTY ENTERPRISES 09/00/90
15535 VITACLEAN SYSTEMS CLEANER SOLUTIONS A&B FR CHEMICALS NO DATE
15780 VITAMIN B-12 CRYSTALLINE V2876, CYANOCOBALAMIN SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/21/86
09107 VITON FLUOROELASTOMERS/VITRON A-35/A-HV/B B-50,B-70,ColO,E-45,E-60,GLT,GF DU PONT, E.I., DE 10/26/92
08944 VITREOUS SILICA INSULATION PRODUCTS,K20-1-301SER. INSULATED WIRE / MSDS P. 2 MISSING GORDON CO 05/04/87
11330 VITRIFIED BONDED - ABRASIVE PRODUCTS ANY GRADE NORTON CO. 12/14/93
09105 VM&P NAPHTHA ASHLAND OIL, INC. 09/00/84
19208 VM&P NAPHTHA 1000-14 CARDINAL INDUSTRIA 01/01/91
05512 VM&P NAPHTHA PARKS CORPORATION 09/30/85
16212 VM-14 VMP NAPTHA UN 1256 4831-1714 / 4M-39-1 SOUTHERN COATINGS. 10/09/91
11578 VOC KIT, 48804 - SEE COMPONENT MSDS'S I487750, I487770,I487790, I487860.I487970.I4 SUPELCD, INC. SEVERAL
11572 VOC NIX 1, ANALYTICAL STANDARD IN METHANOL VOC KIT/CAT. #48804 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
11573 VOC MiX 2 VOC KIT/CAT. #48804 SUPELCD. INC. 01/09/90
11574 VOC MiX 3 voc KIT/CAT. #48804 SUPELCO. INC. 03/20/92
11575 VOC MIX 4 VOC KIT/CAT. #48804 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
11576 VOC MIX 5 VOC KIT/CAT. #48804 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
11577 VOC NIX 6 VDC KIT/CAT. #48804 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
11428 VOC MIX 7, IML CAT. #48802 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
13261 VOGES-PROSKAUER REAGENT "A" 14-910-20 MARION LABORATORIE 06/26/85
13259 VOGES-PROSKAUER REAGENT "B" 14-910-22 MARION LABORATORIE 06/26/85
20733 VOLCLAY GPG-30 SEE ALSO STOP LEAK #ROOSL (CENTIMARK CORP) AMERICAN COLLOID C 08/31/88
12248 VOLTZ PART NO. ILLEGIBLE 0082? 0282? 0382? 0982? NCH CORP 04/13/93
04145 VPI #t50 CONDUCTIVE EPOXY ADHESIVE,PT.A/PT.B(8253) VINYL PLASTICS, IN 06/08/92
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'ii' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
08318 VPI #300 COVE BASE ADHESIVE 8465 VINYL PLASTICS, IN 08/00/87
06071 VS-2OO VALVE SEAT MARKER SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO O8/15/87
• 11951 VV-C-846 BATCO-CUTTING FLUID #60533 SULFLO, INC. DLA MSDS
• 22668 W-C-846A TYPE I CUTTING FLUID OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA MSDS
16907 VV-C-850 MIL-L-83767B / VACUUM PUMP OIL DAVIS-HOWLANO OIL 05/03/92
08266 VV-G-671E GRADE #1 SN# ON MSDS NOT LEGIBLE (9150 ?? NONFLUID OIL CORPQ 01/00/89
- 08101 VV-G-671E GRADE #1 (FORMERLY: GREASE GRAPHITE GO-1 G408 SA 82 NONFLUID OIL CORPO 06/22/92
21775 VV-L-BCX)C (I) 30013 AMERICAN OIL AND S 07/00/88
04835 VV-L-BOOC AM. I (OCTOIL 90-2) 3012301 / LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL PURPOSE OCTAGON PROCESS, I 06/28/93
05444 VV-P-216C TYPE I PENETRATING FLUID, 3013401 OCTAGON PROCESS, I 01/04/92
• 13940 VV-P-236A, PETROLATUM TECHNICAL UNI-KEM INTERNATIO OLA MSO5
17024 VV-P-236B PETROLATUM USP TECHNICAL 5-743 OCTAGON PROCESS, I NO DATE
03330 VVC-O-376A (DIST:PHIPPS) CUTTING FLUID MAYCO OIL & CHEMIC O1/O7/86
16793 VVC-846 A-TYPE I CUTTING FLUID DISTR: PHIPPS, TYPE I 0-214 MAYC0 OIL & CHEMIC NO DATE
16788 VVC-850 A TYPE II GRADE D MAYCO OIL & CHEMIC 03/t0/82
11075 VVP-236A, PETROLATUM CODE NO. 10.939 SULFLO, INC. 02/00/90
16821 VYDAX 550 FLUOROTELOMER DISPERSION DU002697 / 5897PP DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/07/91
06375 VYN-AC MULEHIDE, SEALER VYN-AC, INC. 11/13/87
06374 VYN-AC V-2N/2NW,ELASTOMERIC ROOF/SIDEWALL COATING VINYL ACRYLIC AQUEOUS ELASTOMERIC/WATER RE VYN-AC, INC. 05/25/88
14642 VZ-5 ALKALINE DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER AUTO KARE, INC. 08/20/89
10170 W & B SYNLUBE E-55 PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL DRYDEN OIL COMPANY 08/07/89
17755 WA-1G SILICA-ALUMINA BASED REFRACTORY PRYOR-GIGGEY CO. 06/01/89
18721 WAGNER PREMIUM PLUS BRAKE FLUID (H-t21) (21B SUPER HEAVY DUTY) GLYCOL ETHER BLEND WAGNER ELECTRIC CO 08/00/91
07545 WAKEFIELD A-4 HARDENER EG&G 11/01/89
07544 WAKEFIELD B-4 HARDENER EG&G 11/01/88
09108 WAKEFIELD 120 THERMAL JOINT COMPOUND TYPE 120 SILICONE GREASE EG&G 01/07/87
13997 WAL-MART COLOR CREATION SPRAY 20000 SERIES UNITED COATINGS IN 01/00/92
04753 WALKWAY COMPOUND, 37038 MIL-W-5044C & AM. 1 EVERSEAL MFG. 03/t8/86
02279 WALLHIDE FLT. LX. WHITE 80-45 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 03/03/83
10547 WALSEAL #2 (IS THIS DIST. BY WALWORTH) ?? HI-PORT INDUSTRIES 06/21/89
03134 WARFARIN, CONCENTRATE SOUTHERN MILL CREE 07/25/84
02659 WARP'S FLEX-O-GLAZE ACRYLIC CLEANER & POLISH L5866 HYDROSOL, INC. 01/25/82
07720 WASH PRIMER 125-882 AMERICAN LACQUER & NO DATE
05288 WASH PRIMER, FORIIULA 117 LIOUID PORTION MD3497 DEVOE COATINGS COM tl/18/85
- 05287 WASH PRIMER, FORMULA 117 RESIN COMPONENT DOD-P-15328D / M0881 DEVOE COATINGS COW 09/23/86
15988 WASH-ALL LEE CHEMICAL CORPO NO DATE
16678 WATER BASE INK 746137-1 (MFGR:CHROMEX CHEMICAL?) HONEYWELL INC NO DATE
16676 WATER BASE INK, HONEYWELL 746137-1 PURPLE CHROMEX CHEMICAL C NO DATE
02508 WATER BASED CATALYZED EPOXY HARDENER,PT.B 860 v 15,860 V 25 SEMI-GLOSS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/17/89
03585 WATER BASED CATALYZED EPOXY.PT.A,BTOXX SERIES INCLUDES:BTO T 204,B70 W 201. B70 W 202, B SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 07/23/92
00054 WATER DISPLACING COMPOUND CHEMOPHARM NO DATE
@ 03356 WATER DISPLACING COMPOUND, LIQUID FORM OCTAGON PROCESS, I OLA MSDS
12062 WATER GEL PRODUCTS, BLASTING AGENTS TOVEX/TOVAN/POURVEX/POURVAN ### & EXTRA ## DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/04/85
12063 WATER GEL PRODUCTS,HIGH EXPLOSIVES / CLASS A EXPL. TOVEX =_*,EL-###,TRENCHRITE,SEISMOGEL,SEIS DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/04/85
05814 WATER PUMP LUBRICANT AND RUST INHIBITOR C10-16 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 05/00/92
06494 WATER PUMP LUBRICANT AND RUST INHIBITOR C10-12 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 09/00/85
16748 WATER REMOVABLE FILM INK, AQUEOUS INK CODE NO. 1079 GRAPHIC CONTROLS 10/08/85
12303 WATER SOFTENING COMPOUND (U.S.) AMWAY 01/12/84
02709 WATER SOLUBLE CUTTING OIL MSDS IS FOR 26090,26091. & 26094 CLING SURFACE CO I 08/00/89
12259 WATER STANOARD KIT-A I488: -310/20/30/40:-510/20/30/80;-610/20/ SUPELCO. INC. 01/09/90
06350 WATER WASH COMPOUND MOMAR. INC. 11/23/85
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFISD AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '•' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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16178 WATER WELDER SUPER BOOSTER FLUID HENES MFG NO DATE
16471 WATER-BASE PITT-GLAZE SEMI-GLOSS ACRYLIC/16-901 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 06/25/86
16073 WATER-BASED SLURRY, CLASS I, I15-017 LOCKHEED 01/00/89
09109 WATER-BORNE PRIMER (BASE) MANU.# 513X408 DESOTO. INC. 05/03/88
09110 WATER-BORNE PRIMER (CURING SOLUTION) MANU.# 910X831 DESOTO, INC. 02/17/88
20338 WATERBAN 60 LAMBERT CDRPORATIO 10/19/90
@ 04176 WATERLESS HAND CLEANER PASTE P-H-31 MAKOOR PRODUCTS MF DLA MSDS
22020 WATERLESS HANDCLEANER LOTION CID A-A-268 VITA-ERB LTD. 07/09/91
18624 WATERLESS MAGIC CLEANER - FPT249/FPT249AG SIRCHIE FINGER PRI 07/25/88
17613 WATERMARK GENERATOR SOLUTION #1613 PART 2 OF KIT 1611/FOR COULOMETRIC TITRATI GFS CHEMICALS 11/10/92
17614 WATERMARK NEUTRALIZING SOLUTION #16t4 PART 3 OF KIT 1611 GFS CHEMICALS 11/10/92
17497 WATERMARK VESSEL SOLUTION FOR COULOMETRIC TITRATIO 1612 / (PART 1 OF KIT 1611) GFS CHEMICALS 11/10/92
15235 WATERPLUG QUICK SETTING HYDRAULIC CEMENT MSDS# 14-2 THORO SYSTEM PRODU 03/05/93
11435 WATERPROOFING SOLUTION 74126 / O-RING SPLICING KIT 00112 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/01/93
00287 WATERSOL BLOCKOUT BLEND KSC-STD-E-O015 SOUTHWESTERN PROCE 12/00/84
19730 WAX OUT SOW20 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93
12304 WAX REMOVER AMWAY 01/30/84
@ 17211 WAX, AUTOMOBILE GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDS
02628 WB ARMAFLEX FINISH ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 09/16/93
00778 WD-40 42110 WD-40 COMPANY 04/C0/86
05704 WO-40 AEROSOL WD-40 COMPANY 10/00/93
04493 WD-40 BULK LIQUID WO-40 COMPANY 10/00/93
18095 WEARGUARD 1I HI-VI HYDRAULIC FLUID / PETROLUEM OIL D-A LUBRICANT CO, 01/02/92
00092 WEBCOL ALCOHOL PREP PAD H 8080-004126 KENDALL COMPANY NO DATE
10207 WEBER COSTELLO MARKER BOARD CLEANER, #920-090 XREF:C08249 PENNER, J., CORPOR 02/02/88
18565 WEBER CDSTELLO MARKERBOARD CLEANER 80Z & 16 OZ MFGR: WEBER COSTELLO PENNER, d., CORPOR 06/00/92
11160 WEBPATCH 90 PRODUCT#: 15469 USG INDUSTRIES, IN 05/19/B6
18740 WEDAC PENETONE CORP./OIV 07/05/91
13312 WEED-RHAP A-4D 2.4-D SALT SETRE CHEMICAL CON 05/22/90
10886 WEEDAR 64 HERBICIDE? 2008-39-1 UNION CARBIDE 05/29/85
03260 WEEKEND AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT ALL COLORS ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 12/00/83
@ 07512 WEEKEND SPRAY ENAMEL 358 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA DLA MSD5
18762 WELCH DUOSEAL VACUUM PUMP OIL CAT. #1407K WELCH VACUUM TECHN 08/29/91
19453 WELCH 8995P SERIES DIRECTORR PREMIUM VAC.PUMP OIL WELCH VACUUM TECHN 01/14/91
17873 WELD-ON #16 FOR ACRYLIC IPS 10/00/92
19678 WELD-ON #1784 BINYL CEMENT IPS 06/00/91
22670 WELD-ON #1950 COMPONENT A & B TYRA ADHESIVE 31013 IPS 01/00/94
19680 WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT A IPS 05/00/91
19681 WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT B IPS 06/00/91
19682 WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT C IPS 05/00/91
13523 WELD-ON #3 FOR ACRYLIC IPS 05/00/91
19683 WELD-ON #40 COMPONENT A IPS 05/00/91
19684 WELD-ON #40 COMPONENT B USED AT 5PPH OF COMP. A IPS 05/00/91
22752 WELD-ON w700 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
01062 WELD-ON #705 FOR PLASTIC PIPE IPS 06/00/92
00779 WELD-ON #710 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19688 WELD-ON #711 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19679 WELD-ON w713 FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19689 WELD-ON #714 FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19690 WELD-ON B717 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19691 WELD-ON #719 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
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19692 WELD-ON #721 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19693 WELD-ON #763 FOR POLYSTYRENE PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19694 WELD-ON #771 FOR ABS PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19695 WELD-ON #773 FOR ADS PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19896 WELD-ON #787 VEGETABLE OIL BASED SOAP IPS 12/00/92
19698 WELD-ON #793 FOR PVC/ABS PLASTIC PIPE PVC TO ADS SOLVENT CEMENT IPS 04/00/92
19699 WELD-ON #795 FOR FLEX PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19685 WELD-ON C-60 CLEANER FOR PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
15412 WELD-ON C-65 CLEANER FOR PVC IPS 04/00/92
21735 WELD-ON P-68 PRIMER FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 06/00/90
19686 WELD-ON P-70 PRIMER FOR PVC & CPVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
19687 WELD-ON P-72 PRIMER FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 04/00/92
14403 WELD-ON 710 FOR PVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS 06/00/90
07199 WELD-ON 713 SOLVENT CEMENT FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS NO DATE
19697 WELD-ON 792 FOR PLASTIC PIPE IPS 06/00/92
22027 WELDER'S ANTI SPATTER 00-016-0364 / FRS-IO ANTI-SPATTER COMPOUND FAHRINGER, T.L., C 01/23/87
17843 WELDFAST CL-200 PART A/PART 8 FIBERCAST COI_ANY 12/01/91
15255 WELDWOOD ACRYLIC LAYTEX CONTACT CEMENT (REGULAR) BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 06/10/85
14093 WELDWOOD CONTACT CEMENT REGULAR 30202 BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 07/29/91
10625 WELDWOOD CONTACT CEMENT; 2080 ROBERTS CONSOLIDAT 04/15/83
15257 WELDWOOD NONFLAMMABLE CONTACT CEMENT 20(0 ADHESIVE BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 07/31/85
11122 WELDWDOD PLASTIC RESIN GLUE (DAP) MI_-A-188 DAP INC. 06/29/90
11271 WEMCO NF (55822AL) WESTINGHOUSE ELECT 02/04/88
11066 WENOL + K. POL CAT. #817 & 892 PELLA, TED, INC. NO DATE
22651 WEST SYSTEM 421 FIRE RETARDANT GOUGEON BROTHERS, 01/04/93
22649 WET BOTTOM BOILER SLAG FOSTER DIXIANA COR 01/00/91
18736 WET OR DRY SILVER-ZINC BATTERY YARONEY TECHNICAL 07/28/92
02492 WET-R-DRI WATERLESS HAND CLEANER MAGIC SKIN CLEANER CONCORD CHEMICAL C NO DATE
13938 I_rtlTAKER CABLE BATTERY TERMINAL CLEANER, L6586 WHITAKER #50550 HYDRQSOL, INC. 05/05/86
22094 WHITAKER 50550 BWD AUTOMOTIVE COR NO DATE
14441 WHITAKER 50551 & 50553 BWD AUTOMOTIVE COR 11/01/85
06563 WHITE PAINT, 22-17875 STERLING LACQUER M 04/20/87
20252 WHITE ???????? INK IDEAL STENCIL MACH DLA MSDS
16292 WHITE #17875 AA'665"A NATIONAL AEROSOL P NO DATE
11004 WHITE AEROPRITE A-1339 / ACRYLIC ENAMEL AKRON PAINT & VARN 10/25/89
20758 WHITE ALKYD ENAMEL X-4609 SENTRY PAINT &CHE 05/24/93
20112 WHITE BAKER SEAL T40-08,-16,32,-34,-40,-49 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 07/00/92
06719 WHITE BASE VINYL COATING 28746 PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 04/30/86
07295 WHITE FLAT VINYL INK VF-112 NAZDAR COMPANY tl/08/84
02276 WHITE GLOSS EXT/INT ENAMEL 6-252 ALKYD/OIL PPG INDUSTRIES, IN 06/20/86
07289 WHITE GLOSS VINYL INK GV-112 NAZDAR COMPANY 11/12/84
13965 WHITE GREASE FMP 88467/TM-2001 AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 10/09/89
17829 WHITE HOSE DIPPED (X) POLYACRYLATE LATEX DIP COMPOUND FLEXAUST COMPANY NO DATE
20847 WHITE LACQUER GP-0001-7875 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/26/93
20843 WHITE LACOUER GP-0003-7875 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR CF3/25/93
11767 WHITE LETHIUN GREASE TM-1906, #765-1131 AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 06/05/86
07958 WHITE LITHIUm GREASE (AEROSOL) L6-16 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 04/00/8?
20409 WHITE LITHIUM GREASE W/TEFLON AEROSOL QMI 10/26/92
17256 WHITE NO-DRIP TAPE RESIN BASED INSULATING TAPE/MBC-I064 MDRTELL CO 07/11/88
07208 WHITE PIGMENT VINYL ACETONE-CHLORIDE CO-POLYMER DISPERSI RABCO, INC. NO DATE
16287 WHITE PITTHANE CDIIIP. A, ACRYLIC 97-812 PPG INOUSTRIES, IN 02/14/91
...................................................................................................................................
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03225 WHITE PRIMER COATING TT-P-25 EVERSEAL MFG. 02/24/87
0(059 WHITE PROTOPET 15, PETROLATUM USP WITCO CORPORATION 09/00/85
17867 WHITE SPRAY BOOTH COATING / BINKS #27-5860 0_4953 LILLY INDUSTRIAL C 03/21/90
0 22673 WHITE TRAFFIC PAINT SLOW DRYING WHITE, TT-P-115 EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
- 22098 WHITE TYPE II ALKYD ENAMEL TTPIO2EO02 TRIANGLE COATINGS, 10/07/91
08134 WHITE VINYL PRESSURE SENSITIVE PERM TAPE #200-6 COMPAC CORPORATION 08/12/85
20379 WHITMIRE AVERT PRESCRIPTION TREATMENT 300 CRACK AND CREVICE BAIT WHITMIRE RESEARCH 09/05/91
03182 WHITMIRE PT 110 P/N 19-0113 WHITMIRE RESEARCH 05/03/90
03181 WHITMIRE PT 150 NATURAL ORGANIC INSECTICIDE WHITMIRE RESEARCH NO DATE
03121 WHITMIRE PT 230 TRI-DIE WHITMIRE RESEARCH 05/14/86
03124 WHITMIRE PT 240 PERMA-OUST WHITMIRE RESEARCH 05/07/86
11341 WHITMIRE PT 250 P/N 19-0251 WHITMIRE RESEARCH 06/10/88
02311 WHITMIRE PT 250 BAYGON WHITMIRE RESEARCH 05/07/86
03123 WHITMIRE PT 260 DIAZINON WHITMIRE RESEARCH 05/06/86
02312 WHITMIRE PT 270 P/N 19-0271 WHITMIRE RESEARCH 09/11/91
11342 WHITMIRE PT 3 INSTANT SOAP N WATER 19_0003-8 WHITMIRE RESEARCH 01/14/92
03125 WHITMIRE PT 3-6-t0 AERO-CIDE 19-3611 WHITMIRE RESEARCH 05/03/90
15681 WHITMIRE PT 515 WASP-FREEZE HORNET KILLER WHITMIRE RESEARCH 06/23/92
02313 WHITMIRE PT 565 PYRETHRUM WHITMIRE RESEARCH 12/03/86
14815 WICK-IT 04630 DIVERSEY CORPORATI 07/23/90
02367 WIDE RANGE PH INDICATOR SOLUTION CAT NO. 2592 HACH COMPANY 04/12/84
18828 WIDE RANGE 4 PH INDICATOR SOLUTION 23293 HACH COMPANY 12/30/92
03593 WINDEX AEROSOL GLASS CLEANER PROFESSIONAL DRACKETT CO. 10/30/85
03605 WINDEX CONCENTRATE HANDI-POUR PROFESSIONAL DRACKETT CO. 10/29/85
03592 WINDEX GLASS CLEANER ORACKETT CO. 10/30/85
19576 WINDEX GLASS CLEANER BLUE - RETAIL DRACKETT CO. 04/22/92
19676 WINDOW/GLASS CLEANER AUSTIN, JAMES, CO. 08/27/91
14770 WINDSHIELD DE-ICER VALVOLINE WWA-12 PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPI 07/24/87
17531 WINSOR LUBE L-245-X 89021 WITCO CORPORATION 11/01/90
22147 WIPE 'N GLOW CLEANER/POLISH 04183 COLGATE-PALMOLIVE NO DATE
18690 WIPEOUT 932 THEOCHEM LABDRATOR 07/09/92
01924 WIRE LUBE ALL "3t" SERIES IDEAL INDUSTRIES NO DATE
00148 WISSH #36-037 & #36-038 CLEANER & LUBRICANT WORKMAN ELECTRONIC 12/12/86
- 22617 WITE-OUT FOR EVERYTHING CORRECTION FLUIDS (QUICK DRY, EXTRA COVERAGE, SUPER SMOOTH) WITE-OUT PRODUCTS, 12/22/93
20575 WITE-OUT FORMULA I09 CORRECTION FLUID MITE-OUT PRODUCTS, 02/09/93
20574 WITE-OUT OPAQUE/PERMANENT CORRECTION FLUID MITE-OUT PRODUCTS, 02/09/93
0 12172 WIZARD CHARCOAL LIGHTER BOYLE-MIDWAY, INC. DLA MSDS
- 18168 WL-1158-11 (10-299) EXPERIMENTAL BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT E/M CORPORATION 09/21/92
18169 WL-1158-13 EXPERIMENTAL BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT E/M CORPORATION 09/21/92
18170 WL-1158-20 (10-2992 EXPERIMENTAL BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT E/N CORPORATION 09/21/92
20463 WOLF*S HEAD HDX ALL PURPOSE GEAR LUBE - 80W-90 000260 WOLF'S HEAD OIL RE 05/21/93
02265 WOLMANAC CONCENTRATE 5CP_, WOOD PRESERV., ARSENICAL KOPPERS COMPANY, I 02/01/86
12305 WONDER MIST SPRAY LUBRICANT AMWAY 01/12/84
13099 WONDER STICK ADHESIVE 77701-STANDARD DUTY, 77COl-HEAVY DUTY DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 09/12/88
11669 WOOD BLEACH SOLUTIO_ 409.1 WOOD BLEACH o SOLUTION B BARR. W. N., CO. 07/05/89
11667 WOO0 BLEACH TWO SOLUTION KIT, GWB19, 1169 PART A / MSOS IS INCOMPLETE KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W. 07/05/89
17721 WOOD DOUGH (ALL COLORS) 10504 / WOOD FILLER BEECHAM HOME IMPRO 09/29/92
08119 WOOD DUST LANGDALE FOREST PR 05/01/89
13939 WOOD PUTTY 0511. 0513, 0514, 0518 SERIES RED DEVIL, INC. 01/24/86
19265 WOODLIFE CLASSIC WOOD PRESERVATIVE DAP INC. 12/18/92
19264 WOOOLIFE PREMIUM WATER REPELLENT WOOD PRESERVATIVE DAP INC. 01/13/93
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19446 WOODLIFE PREMIUM WOOD PRESERVATIVE WATER REPELLENT WOOD PRESERVATIVE DAP INC. 09/01/89
13180 WOODSTIK DRIRES WU-2 / POWDERED UREA FORMALDEHYDE RESIN GL NATIONAL CASEIN CO 07/00/92
16188 t_DOOTOX 140 KOPPERS COMPANY, I 12/00/82
- 09127 k_K SURFACE CLEANER #70500,70502,70504 UNKNOWN MANUFACTUR NO DATE
- 12306 kK)RKMATE BAR SOAP AMWAY 01/12/84
- 07258 WORKMATE WATERLESS HAND CLEANER AMWAY 01/12/84
15285 WORLD BESTOS ASBESTOS BASED BRAKE BLOCK NUTURN CORPORATION 11/04/83
21179 WORM DRIVE SAW OIL 49-32-0050 MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC 12/00/91
13547 WOVEN NYLON TEFLON LINER MSDS INFORMATION KIT KIT _SEE A11407 AURORA BEARING COM 03/16/88
20275 WP-70 PART A&B - BLACK WOOSTER PRODUCTS I 03/27/91
19874 WRA-19 (SA 14836 BLUE) KOP-COAT, INC. 03/00/93
13157 WRIGHT STAIN PACK I PROD. # 042218 BIOCHEMICAL SCIENC 01/30/91
02598 WRINKLE FINISH SPRAY (ALL COLORS) 330 - 339 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 01/00/84
14464 WRITING FLUID 40-2516-1A / FOR DRAWING ON MASTERS AM INTERNATIONAL 11/11/85
04630 WS-I05 INOUSTRIAL CODLING WATER TREATMENT DEXTER CORPORATION 08/00/85
21184 WS-142 INDUSTRIAL WATER TREATMENT DIVERSEY WATER TEC 08/00/92
11367 WS-33 (WSO) D-l, PROD. CODE 6044 MOISTURE DISPLACER WAT$CO INC 05/19/88
00019 W0-109 SOLVENT TYPERWRITER CORRECTION WITE-OUT PRODUCTS, DLA MSDS
18757 X STAMPER INK X-200 BLACK SHACHIHATA INDUSTR 12/05/87
20570 X-O-X BLEACH THORO PRODUCTS CO. 09/01/90
18726 X-PANDO PIPE JOINT COMPOUND X-PANDO PRODUCTS C 04/07/92
18920 X-081 EPOXY RESIN ADHESIVE 3-PART KIT/ESC 8040/B:ARMSTRONG/C BEACON CHEMICAL CO 03/19/90
- 22445 X-1R FRICTION ELIMINATOR HORSEPOWER IN A BOTTLE SUNCOAST CHEMICALS 01/01/94
02074 X-304 EPOXY CATALYST AKZO COATINGS INC. 09/14/92
12254 X-306 CATALYST FOR 463-6-3, 463-6-5 AKZO COATINGS INC. 01/26/93
04251 X-369, PART B AKZO COATINGS INC. DLA MSDS
22123 X-3917T ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER SENTRY PAINT & CHE 05/24/93
20760 X-3917Y ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER SENTRY PAINT & CHE 05/24/93
- 20422 X-468 PU CATALYST FOR NEW 600-18 SERIES/39-4929- AKZO COATINGS INC. 02/18/93
- 08950 XACTSEAL MSDS P.2 MISSING GORDON CO 05/07/87
10436 XC RAPID CLEAN BUFFER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE #40 BUFSOL REPAIR CLEANER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBE 05/13/93
10437 XC RAPID CLEAN-CODE 40, PT. A TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBE DLA MSDS
@ 11934 XC RAPID CLEAN-CODE 41 BUFFING SOLUTION TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBE DLA MSDS
16703 XD-60 DEVELOPER PHOTOGRAPHIC NASHUA CORPORATION 12/01/84
06752 XD-75 DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION 01/26/87
16705 XD-84/XD-36 DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION 12/01/84
16704 XD-64/XD-36/XD-18P DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION 12/00/84
05665 XD-95 DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION NO DATE
07005 XENON AIR PRODUCTS & CHE 03/OD/87
14374 XENON AG 05282 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
18131 XENON XE 133 GAS XENON-133 MALLINCKRODT 01/01/94
14375 XENON-OXYGEN USP MIXTURE AG 05283 ALPHAGAZ 10/01/85
18732 XEROX CLEANING SOLVENT PART #43E10 / MSDS D-O426A XEROX 11/18/92
17117 XEROX FUSER AGENT 8R882,-1288,-2955,-3840,-3903;RX:-90163.-2 XEROX 02/11/92
12209 XEROX XO-41.XD-45,XD-48,XD-50 DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION 07/25/90
06679 XEROX XO-92 DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION 04/28/88
05332 XEROX 9200/9400 TONER, PN 6637/6630 PELIKAN 02/05/84
03178 XL 2G HERBICIOE/CONTAINS BENEFIN AND ORYZALIN ELANCO PRODUCTS/DI 03/00/89
20806 XO INDICATOR POWOER R-OBO2P TAYLOR TECHNOLOGIE 02/01/92
11677 XT TONER II / RPSOT.605Z (P-P) M-004-3 MINOLTA 11/08/88
17877 XT-37 DRY IMAGER NASHUA CORPORATION 07/25/90
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XT-45, XT-50 TONER NASHUA CORPORATION 01/26/87
XT-54, XT-95. XT-99. XEROX TYPE 17. 20, 24 TONER NASHUA CORPORATION 04/28/88
08184
05820
16673 XT-70 BLACK GARVEY PRODUCTS 00/00/92
• 11952 XT-92 TONER DRY INK NASHUA CORPORATION DLA MSDS
22875 XUS 40509.00 DEVELOPMENTAL GLYCOL ETHER 35689, MSDS#4714 DOW CHEMICAL CO. I0/16/93
10121 XXX THINNER 8281-10016 Z.R.C. CHEMICAL PR 01/01/87
11479 XYDAR SRT-700 CG AMOCO OIL COMPANY 12/19/89
12961 XYLAN, CARB-38 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
21336 XYLENE AROMATIC HYDROCARBON BRADSDN SUPPLY INC NO DATE
16248 XYLENE ASTM D-846-80 / TEN DEGREE CSD, INC. 09/29/86
09115 XYLENE MSDS DATE NOT LEGIBLE EXXON CORPORATION 08/10/77
01518 XYLENE X3S. X4, XS. X16. XSS FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
GENERAL SERVICES A DLA MSDSe 16251 XYLENE •
12228 XYLENE (AMSCO SOLV 1420) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 05/19/83
20522 XYLENE SPECTRUM CHEMICAL 07/t7/92
02672 XYLENE DIST: PHIPPS PRODUCTS SUN REFINING & MAR 03/04/93
- 00579 XYLENE TT-X-916 / ASTM D 846 / PHIPPS: PAINT THIN SUN REFINING & MAR 11/19/85
01903 XYLENE (DISTR: CHEM-CENTRAL) SUNCHEM INC./DIV.S 03/03/81
- 01903 XYLENE (MFGR: SUNCHEM) CHEMCENTRAL CORPOR 03/03/81
- 02672 XYLENE (MFGR:SUN REFINING & MARKETING) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CO 11/19/85
16249 XYLENE (MIXED ISOMERS) DRESSER INDUSTRIES 02/00/83
09114 XYLENE (XYLOL) 51-026 DOZIER & GAY PAINT 02/28/86
13449 XYLENE CYANOLE FF, DYE CONTENT: APPROX 75 % X4126 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/23/91
18206 XYLENES 9490,-1.-2,-3,-9,9516.9489.5377,5810.9483. BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 01/04/93
12955 XYLITOL, CARB-32 CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
11743 XYLOCAINE SOLUTIONS AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS ASTRA PHARMACEUTIC 09/01/87
11744 XYLOCAINE SOLUTIONS WITH EPINEPHRINE AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS ASTRA PHARMACEUTIC 09/01/87
- 13599 XYLQL 446C0239, SOLVENT - AROMATIC HYDROCARBON HARRISON PAINT CO. 10/25/85
21781 X448 HIGH TEMPERATURE OIL 517499 MOT BIOLOGIC COMPA 02/25/91
16498 X9136 PLASTI-KOTE AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT RED 11670 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 07/24/85
18224 YEAST IDENT SYSTEM 8886-005258 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REQO
02336 YELLOW ALKYD SEMIGLDSS ENAMEL C23690/TT-E-529F EVERSEAL MFG. 01/29/86
20848 YELLOW FLUORESCENT GP-3890-7000 / AEROSOL - ACRYLIC LACQUER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/26/93
19332 YELLOW LACQUER GP-0001-3538 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALK SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/26/93
06485 YELLOW LACQUER GP-0001-3655 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMOR 05/25/93
16613 YELLOW SPRAY STENCIL INK (LEAD) DIAGRAPH 06/06/83
16568 YELLOW ZINC CHROMATE AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT, IB2648 ILLINOIS BRONZE PA 12/00/83
19709 YELLOW 190 AEROSOL WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT ALL SERIES 31 IDEAL INDUSTRIES 01/12/93
19708 YELLOW 190 WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT ALL SERIES 31 IDEAL INDUSTRIES 08/18/92
19707 YELLOW 77 AEROSOL WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT ALL SERIES 31 IOEAL INOUSTRIES 08/18/92
10621 YELLOW ?7 WIRE PULLING LUBRICANT ALL 31 SERIES IDEAL INDUSTRIES 08/18/92
18327 YF-VAX (YELLOW FEVER VACCINE) CONNAUGHT LABORATO 02/01/90
08162 YORK C OIL REFRIGERATION OIL DELTA PETROLEUM 09/08/88
17058 YORK OIL B SUMMIT MFG./OIV.CH NO DATE
09128 YORK 106 SPAT-R-PRUF COMPOUND 6411-15-2 YORK ENGINEERING C NO DATE
22379 YTTRIUM 0.1% Y IN 2% H_3 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
07745 YTTRIUM OXIDE JOHNSON MATTHEY AE 07/28/86
04707 Z DEVELOPER COMPUGRAPHIC SOLUTEK CORPDRATID 10/01/86
05056 Z FIXER SOLUTEK CDRPDRATIO 10/01/86
22667 Z.R.C. COLD GALVANIZING COMPOUND 8281-10001/10004 Z.R.C. CHEMICAL PR 04/29/87
01965 Z.R.C. COLD GALVANIZING COMPOUND, #10000 ZINC RICH METAL PRIMER (AEROSOL) Z.R.C. CHEMICAL PR 08/02/82
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10539 Z- STARTER SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 07/02/82
05539 Z-DEVELOPER, G-84D-1 (REVISEO)-NBI AGFA CORP. 04/00/88
14424 Z-FINISHER AGFA CORP. 04/00/87
10538 Z-FINISHER 50LUTEK CORPORATIO 0?/02/82
11525 Z-FIXER MCP-1404E2 (REVISED) AGFA CORP. 06/00/89
05531 Z-FIXER, MCP-947 (REVISED) AGFA CORP. 01/00/87
07677 Z-STARTER FORMULA MCP-788 (REVISED) AGFA CORP. 04/00/87
17737 Z-1633 GRAY PRIMER RL 18341 DUNN-EDWARDS CORP. 10/22/91
22759 ZAP DRAIN PIPE OPENER BLACK SWAN MFG. CO NO DATE
13268 ZAP-A-GAP (PT01-02-03-04-05) PACER TECHNOLOGY 01/02/91
13267 ZAP/CA (PT06-07-08-09-10) PACER TECHNOLOGY 01/02/91
15413 ZEBRA UNIVERSAL PROCESSOR CLEANING KIT SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 02/15/78
03380 ZENIPLEX 2 GREASE (DISTR: KEYSTONE PREC.LUB.) PENNWALT CORPORATI 05/30/86
09129 ZEP AIRCRAFT CLEANER ZEP MANUFACTURING NO DATE
18737 ZEP BIG OOHN II 1795 ZEP MANUFACTURING 03/31/89
22332 ZEP DYNA 143 . 0366 / PARTS CLEANER ZEP MANUFACTURING 03/08/93
14628 ZEP FORMULA 50 , 0859 ZEP MANUFACTURING 11/25/91
15473 ZEP HONEST JOHN CHEMICAL TOILET DEODORANT 1787 / PORTABLE TOILET DEODORANT ZEP MANUFACTURING 05/04/92
06111 ZEPHIRAN CHLORIDE CONCENTRATE 17% STERLING DRUG e INC 10/29/87
17045 ZEPHRON REFRIGERATION OIL OU PONT, E.I., DE 08/15/79
05466 ZEPRIDE 0567 ZEP MANUFACTURING 09/11/91
09130 ZEPRIDE-E GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER ZEP MANUFACTURING 08/00/76
21033 ZERO AIR, COMPRESSED AIR. SYNTHETIC AIR LIQU10 CARBONIC 03/00/90
00308 ZERO MIST CIRCUIT COOLER 10-8667 / REPLACED BY FREEZE MIST 2, 10/91GC THORSEN 05/09/91
22866 ZERO TRI SUPER CLEANER/DEGREASER 3520,3528,3505,3555, MSDS#2574 LPS LABORATORIES, 10/01/93
22064 ZERUST VAPOR CAPSULE VC 1-1 NORTHERN TECHNOLOG 08/01/93
06522 ZESTON PVC FITTING COVERS & FG INSERT FIBER GLASS WOOL INSULATION MANVILLE 10/05/87
19948 ZESTON PVC PIPE COVERS & JACKETING VARIOUS SERIES MANVILLE 12/3t/92
07138 ZESTON 2000, FITTING COVERS OR JACKETING PVC FITTING COVERS OR JACKETING MANVILLE 04/07/87
- 01399 ZINC BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 11/14/85
22381 ZINC 0.1% ZN IN 2% HN03 HIGH-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
07746 ZINC JOHNSON MATTHEY AE 12/29/88
18237 ZINC CHLORIDE Z4875 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
- 10881 ZINC CHLORIDE ANHYDROUS 87841,87900,19808 (PG.2 MISSING) ALFA PRODUCTS NO DATE
15855 ZINC CHLORIDE SOLID Z-33, Z-31 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
04499 ZINC CHROMATE PASTE 978Y / MMSK406A-IO0 CONTINENTAL COATIN 07/30/87
06201 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER TT-P-1757 COMP. G RANDOLPH PRODUCTS 05/22/85
17376 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER B50 Y 1 (ALKYD PAINT) SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 10/20/87
00678 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER, AEROSOL TT-P-6OOB / YELLOW;AEROSOL PKG,NATL.AEROSO KOPPERS COMPANY, 1 01/00/80
04413 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER, GREEN TT-P-1757, COMP.G (SN-704C) KOP-COAT, INC. 08/00/86
03147 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER,TT-P-1757 P-759-66 COMP L YELLOW KOPPERS COMPANY, I 12/00/80
21613 ZINC CHROMATE PUTTY MIL-P-8116B, X-934, MSDS# 3116 BAKER SEALANTS & C 12/12/90
12170 ZINC CLAD ETHYL SILICATE COATING B69 V I/PART A SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/22/89
00924 ZINC CLAD 5, ZINC RICH COATING, B69 A 45 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 06/20/85
13044 ZINC CLAD, ZINC RICH COATING, B69ZC AND I-V & VII -A56;-V3,DI1;-A3,Vt3,DII;-A8,V8;-A45;-A47; SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 01/0t/91
12068 ZINC COLD GALV, TM-1636 765-1610 AEROSOL SYSTEMS IN 12/01/88
11890 ZINC LOCK 311G ZINC RICH COATING (KIT) 311G GREEN ZINC LOCK PT.A, 31t8 ZINC POWDE COURTAULDS COATING 04/12/91
13483 ZINC LOCK 3tlg ZINC RICH COATING/311B ZINC POWDER PORTER PAINT CO. 01/04/89
21260 ZINC METAL BLUISH-SILVER, LUSTROUS METAL COMINCO LTD. NO DATE
01519 ZINC METAL FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/14/85
13540 ZINC PLATING KIT *SEE At1407 AURORA BEARING CON 03/16/88
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HNIS MSDS
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 263
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
1O DATE
...................................................................................................................................
01872 ZINC PRIME 100 (#847AB) MSDS FROM GDSS FOR BASE PORTION ONLY DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, 11/21/86
05952 ZINC REFERENCE SOLUTION 1000 PPM ZN SZ-13 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/14/92
02390 ZINC RICH PRIMER ANTI-CORROSIVE PRIMER, MPN 605585 DOZIER & GAY PAINT 04/30/86
10817 ZINC RICH PRIMER 00740, LAB# 42282 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 07/20/81
02984 ZINC SULFATE MALLINCKRODT 08/12/85
01520 ZINC SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/31/86
18236 ZINC SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE Z4750 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
04669 ZINC SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE CELL CULTURE TESTED Z0251 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/27/87
10182 ZINC SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE 9_ A.C.S. REAGENT 22137-6 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/17/90
17957 ZINC SULFATE SOLUTION 0.3N Z3875;t4-4 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/22/92
06155 ZINC TEST 4/HAZCAT KIT ACETIC ACID HAZTECH SYSTEMS, I NO DATE
21978 ZINC 1,000 MU-G/ML; 10,000 MU-G/ML ULTRAGRADE STANDARD,PLASMA STANDARD,AA STA ULTRA SCIENTIFIC 01/01/93
17929 ZINC-CARBON BATTERY - NO MERCURY FORMULA ALL SIZES RAY-O-VAC CORP. 11/01/90
00853 ZINC-PLATE ORGANIC PRIMER GREEN 34159 CON-LUX COATINGS 05/14/85
13054 ZINC-PLATE 21 INORGANIC PRIMER COMPONENT A; COMPONENT B PIGMENT (ZINC DUS CON-LUX COATINGS 07/09/91
08304 ZINC, 0.1 & 1.0"_ ZN IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
07741 ZINC, 1000 PPN (0.100_k W/V) 6946 / ZINC ANO HN03 IN WATER BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 09/08/87
16569 ZINCGUARD #3 ANTICORROSIVE INORGANIC COATING SEAGUARD NO DATE
05410 ZINCPRIME 5Z SOLVENT BASE LIOUID/POWDER LIQUID 177LO250=PT A / POWDER 177PO999=PT DEVOE COATINGS COM 02/20/86
07052 ZIP DEVELOPER 7115,7116,7117,7118 HORIZONS INC. 07/01/92
07065 ZIP FIXER & TRAY FIXER 7150,7151,7160.7161 (SAME #S BOTH PRODUCTS HORIZONS INC. 10/23/89
13840 ZIP GRIP 4404 DEVCON CORP 06/21/90
05548 ZIP PATCH - ACTIVATOR USED W/ZIP PATCH - ADHESIVE OEVCON CORP 01/00/87
0554_ ZIP PATCH ADHESIVE USED W/ZIP PATCH ACTIVATOR OEVCON CORP 07/01/88
15365 ZIPATONE CLASS CLEANER ZIPATONE INC. 11/23/83
21699 ZIPSET, OFFSET INK TOKYO PRINTING INK 01/05/93
14507 ZIRCONIA TOSOH USA, INC. 09/21/90
20230 ZIRCONIA INSULATING PRODUCTS YTTRIA STABLIZED ZIRCONIA CERAMIC FIBER PR ZIRCAR PRODUCTS, I 01/01/93
22380 ZIRCONIUM 0.1% ZR IN 2% HN03 + 0.5% HF HIG_I-PURITY STANDA 11/01/93
08285 ZIRCONIUM, 0.1 & 1.0% ZR IN DILUTE HN03 INORGANIC VENTURES 03/01/88
09131 ZL-17C ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 01/29/87
04260 ZL-22 ZYGLO PENETRANT ZL-22A & ZL-22C: SNI A=AEROSOL,SNI B=BULK MSCI LTD. 05/28/86
07116 ZL-27A ZYGLO PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 01/01/91
06535 ZL-37 ZYGLO PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 07/17/86
19122 ZL-54 ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MAGNAFLUX CORPORAT 04/27/90
08128 ZL-54A ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 04/27/90
09132 ZL-55 ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 11/'13/85
06690 ZL-56 ZYGLO WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 11/17/86
19121 ZLo60B WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MAGNAFLUX CORPORAT 05/28/86
10324 ZL-6_ WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 11/06/89
09133 ZL-66A ZYGLD WATER WASHABLE PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 11/17/86
06191 ZOECON GENCOR PLUS FOGGER RF NO.: 287 ZOECON INDUSTRIES 03/00/87
06194 ZOECON GENCOR 9% EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE RF NO.: 259 ZOECON INDUSTRIES 03/00/88
03127 ZOECON PRECOR IGR CONCENTRATE GROWTH REGULATOR ZOECON INDUSTRIES NO DATE
10969 ZOECON RF-292 BRIOUET - ALTOSID XR ZOECON INDUSTRIES 11/00/88
06085 ZONOLITE INOUSTRIAL VERMICULITE: 517729 MASONRY INSUL.,CONCRETE/PLASTER AGGR.,INSU GRACE, W.R., & CO. 05/12/87
22740 ZONYL FSN FLUOROOSURFACTANT DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/28/93
12307 ZOOM SPRAY CLEANER CONCENTRATE AMWAY 02/21/84
18184 ZP-4 DRY DEVELOPER MAGNAFLUX CORPORAT NO DATE
09134 ZP-4A ZYGLO DRY DEVELOPER MSCI LTD. 07/17/86
09136 ZP-9E ZYGLO DEVELOPER MSCI LTD. 11/19/85
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 264
09137 zP-gF DEVELOPER MSCI LTD. 01/01/91
19124 ZR-IOA REMOVER MAGNAFLUX CORPORAT 04/30/90
07117 ZR-IOQ RENOVER NSCI LTD. 07/17/86
09139 ZRC FINISHER SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 10/01/86
09140 ZRC STARTER SOLUTEK CORPORATIO 10/01/86
20267 ZTN SEALER ZIPPERTUBING CO NO DATE
09138 ZYGLO AQUEOUS DEVELOPER ZP-13A MAGNAFLUX CORPORAT 02/03/93
0 16695 ZYGLO DEVELOPER ZP-9 FORMULA B MSCI LTD. DLA MSDS
20339 ZYGLO DEVELOPER ZP-9F NAGNAFLUX CQRPORAT 02/01/93
09135 ZYGLO DRY POWDER DEVELOPER ZP-4B NL&GNAFLUX CORPQRAT 02/01/93
19126 ZYGLO PENETRANT ZL-2C MAGtUFLUX CORPORAT 01/20/93
19604 ZYTEL NYLON RESINS CFESCK36 NC010 THRU CFE5024 NCO10;EFE1068 N DU PONT, E.I., DE 08/12/92
20559 Z3-O1,02,03,04;Z4-O1,02;Z5-Ol,02,04;ZIO-01;... MOLECULAR SIEVE 31-Z8,3AoZ8-O2,4A-Z8,5A-Z8 ZEOCHEM 08/29/90
01787 0.1N H2SO4/AMMONIA SAMPLING POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 10/15/82
13229 0.1.NG/NL DICHLORODIFLUORONETHANE IN METHANOL KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. F50S CHEN SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
13198 0.1NG/ML NETHYL CHLORIDE IN NETHANOL KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. F455 CHEN SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
13217 0.1MG/NL VINYL CHLORIOE IN METHANOL KIT VOC-tN CAT NO, F885 CHEM SERVICE INC. 03/22/9t
13086 0.15% CINNAMALDEHYOE REAGENT 8886-275075 SHERWOOD MEDICAL C 08/07/91
@ 14080 0.8% SULFANILIC ACID 8886277630 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
08251 0.8% SULFANILIC ACID ANALYTAB PRODUCTS 08/22/89
O 06309 0-190 LUBE OIL OCTAGON PROCESS, I DLA MSDS
19454 05-900 AQUEOUS RESIST STRIPPER 319.08826H OLIVER SALES COMPA 05/04/87
05335 00060 dET PAK UNIT SPRAYON PRODUCTS 11/19/85
20185 O01-ANTI-SPATTER (AEROSOL) FORMULA B KCI, INC. NO DATE
00084 (30201 OPEN GEAR & WIRE ROPE LUBE LUBRICANTS LAB NO# 361(}0 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 03/22/86
0232_ 00203P PENETRATING OIL (AEROSOL) SPRAYON PRODUCTS 03/22/86
16881 00401, AVJET _P-4 nET FUEL TEXACO 12/16/85
20527 00403 HEATING OIL 2 DONESTIC HEATING OIL TEXACO 05/27/92
22334 0(056 TEXACO HIGH SULFUR DIESEL 2 MPN CX)456 TEXACO 09/02/93
00775 00561 WAY LUBRICANT 68 TEXACO 10/08/91
05376 00601 RED INSULATING VARNISH SPRAYON PRODUCTS 03/22/86
07256 00603 BLUE LAYOUT FLUID SPRAYON PRODUCTS 05/21/87
05114 00606 LAYOUT FLUID REMOVER AEROSOL CLEANER SPRAYON PROOUCTS 01/20/88
18627 00620 ANTI SEIZE 51002, AEROSOL SPRAYON PRODUCTS 11/22/91
06088 0(074 JOURNALTEX HO 57 TEXACO 04/19/88
00525 OO7OO REGAL OIL R&O 32 TURBINE OIL TEXACO 04/23/92
20526 00701 REGAL OIL R & 0 46 TURBINE OIL TEXACO 12/05/90
10253 00702 REGAL OIL R&O 68 TURBINE OILS TEXACO 12/05/90
03518 00704 REGAL OIL R&O N-68 TEXACO 12/05/90
17043 00707 REGAL OIL R&O N-lO0, TURBINE OIL TEXACO 04/19/88
02653 00710 PDRP PENETRANT OEMOISTURANT RUST PREVENTIVE SPRAYON PRODUCTS 01/14/86
11780 00715 REGAL OIL R&O 150 TURBINE OIL TEXACO 12/05/90
17091 00786 SOLUBLE OIL O TEXACO 01/26/84
20525 00924 MARFAK 1 AUTOMOTIVE GREASE TEXACO 07/30/91
17051 00940 REGAL AFB2 TEXACO 05/13/92
17083 00982, CRATER 1 GEAR LUBRICANT TEXACO 01/06/83
04727 00995 NULTIFAK EP 2 TEXACO 12/05/90
17039 01531 REGAL OIL R&O 220 TEXACO 12/05/90
02397 01537 AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC OIL 15 TEXACO 01/07/83
17082 01562 CAPELLA OIL PREMIUM 68 TEXACO 05/20/93
02552 01567 CAPELLA OIL WF 32 TEXACO 12/19/85
NSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBNIT KSC FORN 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / tlSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0'-" DLA HNIS MSDS
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...................................................................................................................................
17069 01592 OUTBOARD & 2-CYCLE ENGINE OIL, 50-1
17092 01596 HAVOLINE OUTBOARD 2-CYCLE ENGINE
17089 01599, REGAL RAP 460
04638 01629 RANDO HYDRAULIC AZ, HYDRAULIC OIL
17124 01657 RANDO OIL HI) 32. HYDRAULIC OIL
04709 01658 RANDO OIL HD 46
08086 01659 RANDO OIL HD 68
- 09294 01817 HAVOLINE SUPREME SAE 10W-30
16905 01821 TORQUE FLUID C3
16884 01825, ATF 5286
00351 01841ATF DEXRON II
17072 01841TEXAMATIC FLUID 9226
22023 01842 HAVOLINE SUPERIOR GRADE 10W-30
20529 01855 ATF TYPE F
11430 01866 ATF NERCON/DEXRON II MULTIPURPOSE
07611 01876 TEXAMATIC TYPE F
21798 01893 TDH OIL
21587 01900 MARFAK HEAVY DUTY EP 2
02719 01920 BLACK LACQUER 17038
07703 01920 MOLYTEX EP 0
07704 01922 MOLYTEX EP 2
13332 01923 WHITE LAC 17875
04733 01934 AAR BRAKE CYLINDER LUBRICANT
04725 01956 TEXCLAD 2
11887 01960 MARFAK HEAVY DUTY 3
09343 01963 TM GEAR LUBE PREMIUM
17085 01981NARFAK HEAVY DUTY 2
19223 02-398 SILICONE ANTI FOG LIQUID
- 0(086 02GN45/O2GN45CA, EPOXY POLYANIDE COATING/CATALYST
14575 020 PRIMER ACTIVATOR 910X520
02655 02002 HI-TECH T.F. ELECTRICAL CONTACT & TAPE HEAD CLEANER
02654 02003 CIRCUIT COOLER
02328 0200¢JT TMC CLEANER (ROSIN FLUX REMOVER)
10252 02078 SYN-STAR D.E. 68
21591 02109 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 15W-40
21588 02110 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE lOW
21589 02111URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 20-20W
14947 02112 URSA SUPER PLUS
20528 02112 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 30
11081 02113 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 40
21590 02114 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 50
12311 02203 CAPELLA OIL WF 1-32
04280 02311 GEAR LUBRICANT 5837 SAE 80W
00492 02316 MULTIGEAR LUBRICANT EP SAE 80W/90
0(092 02316 MULTIGEAR LUBRICANT EP SAE 80W/_K), GEAR OIL
02268 02317 MULTIGEAR LUBT EP SAE 85W-140
17088 02319 MAROPA 68
22107 02320 MEROPA 150
18687 02321MEROPA 220
17086 02324 MEROPA 320
04732 02325 MEROPA 460






















































































GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 266
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
11191 02778 RANDO OIL HD 100
13350 02904 NOVATEX GREASE EP 1
11782 03 301 SURFACE CLEANER
06280 04176 DATAKOAT KIT
18428 0418 BRAIN HEART INFUSION AGAR
17850 06 116EB COAL TAR EPOXY B
17852 06 116EOA COAL TAR EPOXY BLACK
17851 06 116ERA COAL TAR EPOXY BRN
17854 06 5B9F1A 5BgF1A COMP FO
17853 06 5B9FIT MILP24441/2 R151TY2
17856 06 589GtA MILP24441/I Rt50 TY1
17855 06 589G1T MILP24441/1 R150
- 22122 09177R TONER REMOVER
17607 I SHOT BULLETIN COLORS - ALL COLORS
11526 1 SHOT LETTERING ENAMELS
15429 I SHOT SIGN PAINTERS
13193 1.1.-01WETHYLETHYL BENZENE
13204 1 1. 1.2-TETRACHLOROETHANE



















































I 75 PCF B COMPONENT










HYDRAULIC 0ILS TEXACO 12/O5/90
TEXACO 08/02/91
53142 NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES 11/O8/90
DATAK CORPORATION NO DATE








83-7-101013 / CLEANER FOR ELECTROSTATIC IM AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
CONSUMERS PAINT FA NO DATE
POOR QUALITY MSDS - CASN'S NAY NOT BE CORR CONSUMERS PAINT FA 09/00/89

































































































CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
B6720-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/24/90
9054, 9189, 9052, 4826 BAKER, d.T. CHEMIC 07/23/87
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495930 SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
ABBOTT MSDS #46, PRODUCT #B8590-O ALDRICH CHEMICAL C O7/12/89
KIT VOC-1N, CAT NO. 0-672 CHEW SERVICE INC. O3/22/91
KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. 0-674 CHEM SERVICE INC. O3/22/91
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44822:R600236 SUPELCO, INC. 01/30/90
.............................................. _ .............................. ._._ ................................................
WSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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1-20% CARBON DIOXIDE IN AIR
1/1AQUAPON POLYAMIDE GREEN PRIMER 97-49
1 1-DICHLOROETHYLENE 5G






















1%. 2%. (ETC.) HYDROGEN IN AIR (OR N2)
1:1DIMETHYL PHTHALATE, DIETHYL OXALATE/PCAM 239
IODAK COLOR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PROCESS R-3
1XXX SERIES ALLOYS (CLADDING)





10% BENZALDEHYDE IN BENZENE
10% DODECANAL IN BENZENE



















































PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600235
CAT. #1134147
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R421820
29328-8
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4
TX121A
FREON 113
ABBOTT MSDS #64. PRODUCT #D6156-3
29524-8
KIT VOC IN, CAT NO. 8236F
B400-7












USER PLS.CK.STOCK#-THIS ONE FOR RED STAMP
113 7207.t13 72t5,113 7223,122 9707.172 51
PRODUCT #21514. 1871310 (PG 2 MISSING)
CAT# 133 2279. 133 2295, 133 2311
CHROMIUM 2 TEST
118 1288,118 1296. 118 1304,118 1312,118 1
ALSO SOLD AS 1,000. 2.0(0. ETC. PPM
MX 1238-1 PART 8/837 2815




ALL PURPOSE LUBRICATING OIL
PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600351
PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600348







































































































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENANE INDEX P. 268
TSRS TRADENAME COltENTS MANUFACTURER NSDS
ID DATE
...................................................................................................................................
18666 10% TRIDECANAL IN BENZENE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45. 44623:R600349 SUPELCO. INC. 02/05/93
18664 10% UNOECANAL IN BENZENE PART OF ALDEHYDE KIT-45, 44623:R600347 SUPELCO, INC. 02/05/93
04383 tOML RC 620 RETAINING COMPOUNO 620 NIL-R-46082, TY.II LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
10541 100 PLUS DRAIN PIPE OPENER SULFURIC ACID SOUTHERN CHEMICAL NO DATE
00719 100-400 FLUX SOLDER/USERS PLEASE CHECK PRODUCT STOCK # ALPHA METALS 07/24/86
08195 1000 GREEN CONCENTRATE DYE PENETRANT 1000 / 922WA INDICATING FLUI MERIAM INSTRUMENT/ 04/03/91
19206 1000-02 SYNTHETIC REDUCER CARDINAL INDUSTRIA 01/01/91
11478 1000120 SUPER BRUTE APPLIED RESEARCH I 09/00/89
16749 1005/6500 CYAN DEVELOPER XEROX 03/27/90
16764 1005/6500 YELLOW DEVELOPER PN# 58100,58159,5R90124(RX) XEROX 01/22/89
11100 1020/1035/1045/t040/1048/1050/2510 PHOTORRECEPTOR tR55,1R67,1888,1R81.1875,1895.18111 XEROX 03/12/86
17203 1020/1035/2830 DEVELOPER PT.NO'S: 5R134,5R135,58282.5R283.5R511,585 XEROX 05/27/86
17202 1020/1035/2830 TONER XEROX 05/27/86
04545 1025/1038 BLACK TONER XEROX 09/19/85
19313 1035 CLEANER ORELUBE CORPORATIO 01/01/93
06443 1040/1045/1048/1050/_-42/-52/-53 DRY INK PLUS 68112,6R113.68128,6R119 XEROX t2/09/86
16753 1045/1048 DEVELOPER XEROX 03/27/84
16623 1045/1048 DRY INK PLUS/XT-45 TONER NASHUA CORPORATION NO DATE
16756 1045/1048 TONER 6R112 XEROX 08/29/84
11161 1050. PATCHING COMPOUND HY-TECH PAINT MANU 08/29/88
17576 1065/5046/5065 DRY INK 6R135/211/229/271/517(XCI)/518/523/90098(R XEROX 01/14/93
16781 1075 TONER XEROX 09/30/82
06351 1076 TONER, XT-75 NASHUA CORPORATION 12/00/84
08859 1075/1090/4050/4090/4650 DEVELOPER 5R3(X),5R302;FX:5R306,5R307;XCI:5R510,5R530 XEROX 04/04/89
08869 1075/1090/4050/4090/4650 DRY INK, 1075/1090 TONER 6R58,6R301;RX:6R303,6R306.6R501.6R524 (XCI XEROX 04/04/89
10149 1075,1065,4050.5018,5028,5046/5090 PHOTORECEPTOR 1R301,1R302.1R85,1888, 1R91,CONTAINED IN 13 XEROX 07/20/88
18366 110Z SPRAY ADHESIVE 020215 / AEROSOL ADHESIVE ASBESTOS CONTROL T 01/15/93
15151 t15 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA KESTER SOLDER CO./ 01/21/85
06870 1192 'MARTYTE' ABLATIVE COMPOUND. PARTS A.B,C USED ON TRANSPORTER/MLP 1NMONT CORPORATION 07/20/83
14320 12% ETHYLENE OXIDE/88% DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE MIX AG 05236 / STERILANT GAS ALPHAGAZ 10/01/88
06158 1206 SANDABLE LIGHT GRAY PRIMER NEW YORK BRONZE PO 05/21/86
19210 122A LITHO DEVELOPER PART A/PART B POLYCHROME CORPORA 03/09/93
19212 123 FIXER PART 1 POLYCHROME CORPORA 02/25/92
06677 123 PROCESSOR CLEANER RC PROCESSOR & HEADLINER PROCESSOR AM INTERNATIONAL 05/28/86
19213 124 LIQUID CONCENTRATE FIXER POLYCHROWE CORPORA 02/25/92
07719 125-882C WASH PRIMER CATALYST AMERICAN LACQUER & NO DATE
20457 128 PINK ALL PURPOSE DETERGENT FVOOS4 NU-EASE, INC. 03/30/93
15168 131 ASPHALT EMULSION ADHESIVE STEVEN INDUSTRIES 09/16/81
00884 135 ROSIN FLUX SOLDERING FLUX FOR ELECTICAL OR ELECTRONIC KESTER SOLDER CO./ 01/01/92
09157 140 AEROSOL COATINGS SPECIALTY SPRAYS VARIOUS #'S 5HERWIN-WILLIAMS C 03/01/91
13159 140 STICK-WAX CASTROL INDUSTRIAL 02/26/90
13968 15-PBG (HIGH VI HYDRAULIC OIL) GREENLEE HYDRAULIC OIL, CAT#4016GB.4017GB ARGENT LIMITED 09/15/87
20257 150 THINNER RUST-DLEUM CORPORA 01/22/90
11162 150, LATEX EXTERIOR PRIMER HY-TECH PAINT MANU 08/30/88
21180 15_ PP SOLUTION REPLACES 1505 NEYERCORD CO. 07/21/93
19901 151W3 TY-SEAL WHITE ACRYLIC LATEX PRECISION TECH COA 05/04/93
00718 1544 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./ 0t/01/92
16229 160 THINNER RUST-OLEUM CORPORA 05/21/92
11777 161 INTERIOR & EXTERIOR ENAMEL, STAR BLUE ENAMEL LBL-3K4 MASTER PAINT & VAR 11/07/88
18504
05173
1675 TRINIDAD ANTI-FOULING RED KOP-COAT, INC. 08/00/91
1700 CP CORROSION PREVENTIVE NIL-C-82594 /DLA MSDS IS 1700: W/D BLACKLt CORICONE CORP. (TH 04/07/86
MSOS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' - DLA I_AtlS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 269





18429 1826 R2A AGAR
07638 1833 PS FLUID 4634 - 1050017, 1052884
13847 185 ROSIN FLUX
02391 1857 TURBINE HYDRAULIC OIL 2135 TH
- 18885 196 ROSIN FLUX
15150 197 ROSIN FLUX
22114 2 PACK POLY DIP-BLUE
22113 2 PACK POLY DIP-RED
00010 2-ACETYLAMINO-6-HYDROXYPURINE
13897 2-AMINO-2-METHYL-1,3-PROPANEDIOL 99%
13310 2-BUTANONE 5000UG/ML, 1ML









18075 2-MERCAPTOETHANOL CELL CULTURE TESTED




20354 2-METHYL-2-PROPANOL HPLC GRADE
20368 2-METHYL-2-PROPANOL, 99+%, AC5 REAGENT
18644 2-WETHYL-3-PENTANOL
04712 2-METHYLBUTANE








22845 2-PROPANOL, 99.5+%. A.C.S. REAGENT
02637 2-TON CLEAR EPOXY. RESIN / HARDENER




KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA
50104741 / RUBBER COATING





THREE BOND OF AMER 02/01/93
ENGINEERED FABRICS 09/00/93
DIFCO LABORATORIES NO DATE
GENERAL MOTORS 01/07/83
KESTER SOLDER CO./ 01/01/92
TEXACO 01/01/78
KESTER SOLDER CO./ 12/12/88
KESTER SOLDER CO./ 08/11/81
NCH CORP 09/01/89
NCH CORP 09/01/89
SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/14/86
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 04/01/92
SUPELCO, INC. 06/13/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/06/88
CHEW-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
CHEM-SUPPLY CARBOHYDRATE KIT, MODEL CARB-4 CHEW SERVICE INC. 12/04/90
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622:R600251
18698-8
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622: R600253
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622:R600411
M7522
M3037
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620: R600030
PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622: R600247
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R600231
M3662
36053-8




PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600255
PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620: R600232
SUPELCO, INC. 1t/08/89
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/16/94
SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
BDH CHEMICALS NO DATE
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/04/85
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 11/19/92




SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/18/93
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 05/26/93
SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/05/85
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/14/93
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 02/t7/94
SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
5610,9334,9083,9095,9081,9079,5582,9082,53 BAKER, J.T, CHEMIC 03/09/92





11805 2-2-AZINO-BIS(3-ETHYLBENZTHIAZOLINE-6-SULFONIC AC A1888 / DIAMWONIUM SALT
13237 2-2-DICHLOROPROPANE KIT VOC-IN, CAT NO. 3705F
00489 2-26 AEROSOL 2004, 2005, 2005T
02635 2-26 CRC SOLVENT, 2006/2009/2011
01579 2-3-5-TRIPHENYLTETRAZOLIUM CHLORIDE T4155
18234 2-4-DICHLOROPHENOXYACETIC ACID PLANT CELL CULT.TES D8407
18649 2-4-DIMETHYL-3-PENTANOL PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13. 44622: R600254
01537 2-4-DINITROPHENYLHYRAZINE D2630
18233 2-6-DICHLOROQUINONE-4-CHLOROIMIDE D6511
GENERAL CHEMICAL C 11/00/90
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C t0/20/88
ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/05/94
ITW 06/09/92
GFS CHEMICALS NO DATE
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 03/13/90
CHEW SERVICE INC. 03/22/91
CRC INDUSTRIES. IN 08/01/90
CRC INDUSTRIES. IN 11/00/85
SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 07/06/88
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/10/93
SUPELCO. INC. 09/06/90
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 02/24/86
SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 06/10/93
................................ - ..................................................................................................
WSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REG{STRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 270
TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
10 DATE
...................................................................................................................................
19077 2,2.4-TRIMETHYLPENTANE MALLINCKRODT 11/09/92
- 04810 2.4-D AMINE 6#/GALLON SOUTHERN MILL CREE 07/17/84
06683 2.4-0 AMINE WITH AQUATIC APPLICATIONS PHENK)XY HERBICIDE SETRE CHEMICAL CON 09/15/87
02386 2.4-0 AMINE 4 MFGR.SAY5 2.4-0 HAS LOW TOXICITY TO HUMANS ASGROW FLORIDA CO. 01/20/86
19619 2.4-DIAMIN_HENOL DXHYDROCHLORIDE 33230 FLUKA CHEMICAL COR 05/07/93
18622 2.4-OIAMINOPHENOL DIHYROCHLORIOE #33230 SIGMA-ALDRICH CORP 05/00/93
01585 2.4-OINITROPHENOL 101 9074. 900102 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/30/74
- 12658 2.4.6-TRIBROMOPHENOL CHEM SERVICE INC. 11/16/90
01463 2.8-DICHLORDINDOPHENOL SOOIUM SALT FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/15/85
216a5 2HttR FLARE MARINE CLASS C EXPLOSIVE STANDARD FUSEE CDR 05/0t/90
053?0 2t_OO3-A RED MATCHES IH, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC iF 01/14/86
05359 2WCK)5-A GREEN MATCHES JD. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05366 2WCO6-A ORANGE MATCHES AC, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05364 2WOO?-A CAT YELLOW BULK. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05356 2t_8-A BLUE MATCHES FORD. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05363 2_K)Og-A FED HIGHWAY YELLOW, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05371 2WO97-A BRIGHT RED, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC iF 0t/14/86
05358 2WO99-A LIGHT GREEN, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05367 2WIOO-A GLOSS ORANGE. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05362 2WI52-A BRIGHT YELLOW. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05351 2W321-A DAYTON COMPRESSOR GRAY, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC iF 01/14/86
13794 2W750-A GLASS CLEANER SPRAYON PRODUCTS 05/07/90
05284 2W756 PAINT & DECAL REMOVER. AEROSOL DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 05/12/86
18629 2W757-A TFE DRY LUBE 49887 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 05/31/90
05346 2W759 FLAT WHITE. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 06/10/86
09117 2XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) MANU.# RA163;MD141;MDI85;MD279, MSDS#5102 REYNOLDS METALS CO 07/29/93
05344 2X710-A MACHINE GRAY, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05350 2X711-A GLOSS BLACK, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05349 2X712-A GLOSS WHITE, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC iF 01/14/86
05373 2X713-A RED, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05368 2X715-A GLOSS YELLOW. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05372 2X717-A FLAT BLACK. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05354 2X721-A GOLD, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05355 2X724-A CHROME SILVER, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
04609 2X725-A PENETRATING OIL DAYTON ELECTRIC iF 08/15/86
- 08771 2X725-B PENETRATING OIL LAB# 49903 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 07/19/88
03361 2X727-A CLASS F RED - INSULATING ENAMEL INDUSTRIAL SPRAY DAYTON ELECTRIC MF NO DATE
05352 2X729-A BLUE/GRAY, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05357 2X731-A MEDIUM BLUE. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/31/86
05361 2X732-A MEDIUM GREEN, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05360 2X983-A MACHINE GREEN, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05341 2X984-A INDUSTRIAL GRAY. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05369 2X985-A MEDIUM RED, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05345 2X986-A APPLIANCE WHITE. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
02640 2X987-A BELT DRESSING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
04610 2Xg88-A SILICONE LUBRICANT DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/08/86
09002 2X988-B SILICONE LUBRICANT SPRAYON PRODUCTS 01/08/86
15153 20 DEGREE BAUME MURIATIC ACID M-998 / HYDROCHLORIC ACID MILES INC. 05/21/91
18182 20 DEGREE 8AUME MURIATIC ACID CODE:M997 MILES INC. 05/22/91
14079 20-20-20 PETERS PLANT FOOD P-000012-82-4 GRACE, W.R.. & CO. 11/00/86
14440 20-9506/20-9507 ASHLAND OIL. INK:. 10/03/85




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 271
19197 20/40 CORK GRANULE BARK OF CORK OAK GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY NO DATE
- 08250 20C STRIPS ANALYTAB PRODUCTS 10/28/88
- 18212 20GP 8886-199259 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211 ANALYTAB PRODUCTS NOT REQD
- 14456 2000 OPTICS CLEANER 32-4653 / GLASS CLEANER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
03382 202 ACRYLIC PAINT MIL-P-21563.PAINT SYSTEM,FLUORESCENT,OVERL DAY-GLO COLOR CORP 01/14/86
04182 2020/2300/2350/2600/2700/LDC/3103/3107 DEVELOPER 5R129/5R130/5R130/5R515/5R514 XEROX 05/27/86
04183 2020/2300/2350/2600/3100/3107 MAGNETIC TONER 6R59/6R130/6R139/6R408;/3100LDC/3109/3300. XEROX 12/13/88
21718 2023 AND 2023A / MARK-HITT #2023 AND #2023A BLACK,RED,WHITE,BLUE SHADE #15102,BLUE SHA AMERICAN CODING & 07/13/90
21860 20330 / 2033D-NON-SKID CATALYST RESIN HARDENER ADVANCED POLYMER S 06/19/92
17906 20400 BROWN EXTERIOR WOOD PRIM ALKYD PRIMER TTP25E011 TRIANGLE COATINGS, 02/13/92
@ 12177 2075, T-H (8610632) MIL-H-17672 SOUTHWEST PETRO-CH DLA MSDS
16766 2080/4000/4500 DEVELOPER XEROX 07/28/81
03219 2080/4000/4500/7080 DRY IMAC)ER 6R26,6R29,6R66,6Rl14,6R200,(ILLEGIBLE) XEROX 12/14/91
11098 2089W TT-E-527 WHITE ENAMEL PRODUCT CODE 2089 W STABLER PAINT MFG. 05/19/87
13318 209 PRIMER/SHOT SHELL PRIMER OLIN CORP CHEMICAL 12/04/85
05513 21ST MICRODATA SYSTEMS DEVELOPER - 2100 KIT ALTA CHEMICAL CORP 10/11/93
05514 215T MtCRODATA SYSTEMS FIX " 2100 KIT ALTA CHEMICAL CORP 10/11/93
05516 21ST MICRODATA SYSTEMS WASH 4 - 2100 KIT ALTA CHEMICAL CORP 10/11/93
05515 21ST MICRODATA SYSTEMS 3 NEUTRALIZER - 2100 KIT ALTA CHEMICAL CORP 10/11/93
15453 22090-TT-V-119D OLEORESINOUS VARNISH TT-V-119 / SPAR VARNISH, PHENOLIC-RESIN ENTERPRISE CHEMICA 07/00/83
06701 221 ALKALINE BUFFER SOLUTION A0130 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 07/08/91
09306 222 BARRIER CREAM SILICONE NORTH HEALTH CARE 03/11/92
19214 229 IMAGE REMOVER POLYCHROME CORPORA 02/25/93
15601 230 FLITE-RZTE PROd. CN CN FEDERAL, BARRICADE PROJECTILE FEDERAL LABORATORI NO DATE
19445 230 SEALANT (WHITE & ALL COLORS) CAULK DAP INC. 05/13/92
07234 2301-GLOSS WHITE LACQUER NEW YORK BRONZE PO 05/20/86
11725 233 (GRADE 233) FIBERGLASS-TYPE MATERIAL DEXTER CORPORATION 11/21/85
06734 24-HOUR ODOR ABSORBER O(X)BBO, SURCO PRODUCTS, IN 01/00/91
19500 24D LI(_JID DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER POO(X)03 / 24DL CONTACT DEVELOPER DU PONT, E.I., DE 11/13/92
19127 240-L ARDROX INC. 03/08/93
16752 2400/3600/7000 CFP DUPLICATOR 840 EPS TONER XEROX 11/30/92
16754 2400/3600/7000/CFP/840 EPS DEVELOPER XEROX 08/29/84
e 04557 241-7 ANTIFREEZE FORMULATION NIL-A-46153 BASF CORP. OLA MSDS
19218 244 FILM CLEANER (DISCONTINUED PRODUCT) POLYCHROME CORPORA 06/07/89
04173 25% CARBON DIOXIDE - 75% ARGON MIXTURE C-25 SHIELDING GAS (FOR ELECTRICAL WELDING UNION CARBIDE 07/00/85
17898 25% CAUSTIC SODA-DIAPHRAGM OCCIDENTAL CHEMICA 04/06/90
02502 25% LITHIUM CHLORIDE WITH 0.35-0.50 WT% AS NA2CR04 LITHIUM CORPORATIO 06/10/82
17819 2510 GLASS & MIRROR CLEANER 19000231 DORA SUPPLY COMPAN 01/12/93
18735 2510/2511/2515/25t5 E0/2520/3_0 EO DRY INK PLUS 6R###:FX:6R254;RX:6RgO### (MSDS #A-OO42A) XEROX 0t/12/93
08153 2510/2511/2515/2515EO/2520/2520EO BLACK DEVELOPER 5R170,SRI52,(ILLEG[BLE),SR310 XEROX 03/23/92
17969 2510/2511/2515/2515EQ/2520/2520EO/3050/3050EO... BLACK DEVELOPER / 5R170,SRt72,SR178.5R130 XEROX 09/21/92
05157 26A DRY FILM LUBRICANT - AEROSOL E651-G75 SANDSTROM PRODUCTS 05/03/93
06482 26027C TT-P-110 BLACK TRAFFIC PAINT W/08 HOFFER'S INC (PAIN 06/22/87
04156 261 SAFETY SOLVENT CLEANER CHESTERTON, A.W., 07/01/86
11496 2700/3700/8040 EP/XP12/XPI2E/XP24 DRY IMAGER 6R99,BR134.6R400,6R401,6R402.6R403,6RS08 XEROX 04/27/93
- 06744 2700/3700/8040/XP12E TONER PART NO. 6R99, 6R403 XEROX 09/13/84
06347 2700/3700/8040/XP12E/XP12/XP24 EP SERIES DEVELOPER 5R136,SR400,5R403,SR401 XEROX 12/12/91
18845 2717 SYNTHETIC RESIN / INACTIVE PRODUCT FULLER. H.B. 07/02/90
22817 2724 DEFENDER RUST REMOVER HILL MFG. CO. , INC 06/09/91
18704 27875 EXTERIOR WOOD PRIMER ALKYD TTP25EO01 TT-P-25EO01 TRIANGLE COATINGS. 10/04/91
04848 281 17875X NIL-L-81352 GL WT LAC(_KJER,ACRYLIC, COLOR 17875 KALCOR COATINGS 10/12/87
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAM£ INDEX P. 272
04846 281 413538 MIL-L-8135213538(COLOR#) LACQUER,ACRYLIC KALCOR COATINGS 10/12/87
00463 281 53113X MIL-L-81352A FL RED RED 11136 KALCOR COATINGS 10/12/87
03106 282 PEDESTAL ADHESIVE REDY MESTIC GIBSON-HOrNS 10/00/86
04384 290 ADHESIVE/SEALANT MIL-S-46163, TY.III, GR.R,29005.29021,2903 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 0t/01/93
19824 291KOH-I-LAR LIQUID ERASER KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOG (]_/04/86
18957 3 COMPONENT ALUMINUm PU COATING 643-01-0001 AKZO COATINGS INC. 04/12/93
19385 3-AMINO-2.3-DIHYDROBENZOIC ACID HYDROCHLORIDE A3539 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 05/21/93
04726 3-AMINOBENZOIC ACID ETHYL ESTER METHANESULFONATE A5040 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/24/87
07599 3-BENZYLOXAZOLIDINE 1CK)MG, 48575 SUPELCD, INC. 10/17/88
01806 3-D JAX BOND CEMENT. FORMULA 77-1t0 JAX RUBBER PRODUCT NO DATE
18641 3-HEXANOL PART OF ALCOHOL KIT t3, 44622:R600246 SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
18677 3-METHYL-l-BUTANOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R495238 SUPELCOo INC. 06/06/92
18645 3-METHYL-3-PENTANOL PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600250 SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
06896 3-METHYLTHIOPHENE M8440-2 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 08/19/88
14032 3-N-MGRPHOLINO PROPANSULFONIC ACID 8P308-500 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/21/91
18682 3-PEN-rANOL PART OF ALCOHOLS KIT 11, 44620:R600233 SUPELCO. INC. 11/08/89
14010 3-3-DIANINOBENZIDINE TETRAHY_ROCHLORIDE D5637 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 04/01/92
18647 3-3-DIMETHYL-2-BUTANOL PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600252 SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
19335 3-36 AEROSOL 3004. 3005, 3005T CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 08/01/90
13418 3-5-DINITROSALICYLIC ACID CRYSTALLINE D1510 SIGMA CHEMICAL CON 02/18/91
19380 3,4-DIHYDROXYCINNANIC ACID,97%.PREDOMINANTLY TRANS Dl1080-9 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
10215 3% AFFFF & 6% AFFF CHEWGUARD, INC. 10/19/87
05439 3% HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SOLUTION CUMBERLAND MANUFAC NO DATE
19366 3',5,7-TRIHYDROXY-4'-METHOXYFLAVONE 7-RUTINOSIDE 24531-3 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
05375 3M ACCELERATOR/CLEANER. PART NO. 08958 62-4180-3709-9 3M 04/16/86
06044 3M BRAND ACRYL-BLUE GLAZING PUTTY P/N 5964 60-9800-0597-3 / 051144-05964 3M 08/12/92
19419 3M BRAND ADESIVE EC-1711 62-1711-0301-3.62-1711-8551-5 3M 01/26/93
00829 3W BRAND ADHESIVE EC-1099 62-1099-9530-8 34q 10/00/80
08385 3M BRANO A101 SPRAY CLEANER 61-50(0-0314-2,6t-5000-6128-0 3M 04/06/89
06623 3M BRAND CD-5 DEVELOPER 78-9020-1535-9 3M 08/18/92
09251 3M BRAND CURATIVE HX-752 3M 06/00/75
09058 3M BRAND DESK & OFFICE CLEANER 573 70-0700-1989-1 3M 01/03/90
11814 3M BRAND DRY SILVER PAPER TYPE 7770 78-6577- AND 98-0439- #S (12 PRODUCT #S) 3M 08/30/91
18339 3M BRAN{) ECP-2200 SOLAR ABSORBER COATING 70-0700-7249-4 3M 06/23/89
13998 3M BRAND FAST TACK TRIM ADHESIVE P/N 08031,-33.-34 62-1917-2609-0,62-1917-5509-9,62-1917-65C)9 3M 03/01/91
16023 3M BRAND FEATHERING DISC ADHESIVE(PN.8041 & 8043) 62-1413-2609-0 (8041) 62-1413-5509-9 (8043 3M 10/06/92
22719 3M BRAND FIRE BARRIER CP-25 N/S NO-SAG CAULK 80-0080-0785-0.786-8,6102-5526-9,98-0400-0 3M 12/14/93
- 17579 3M BRAND FIRE BARRIER CP-25 S/L SELF-LEVEL. cAuLK 80-6102-5527-7,-5529-3; 98-0400-0712-6,-07 3M 06/25/91
07771 3M BRAND FIXER 78-9020-0180-7.78-8016-098t-1 3M 11/00/84
21740 3M BRANO MAINTENANCE SORBENT 70-0703-1355-9,70-0703-1356-7,70-0703-1357 3M 05/07/91
09057 3M BRAND MICROFILM FIXER 74-0400-1180-6/USE IN 3M MODEL P-74 PRQCES 3M 12/12/78
18338 3M BRAND NATURAL CLEANER (1PB) 62-4615-1730-2,-4930-5 3M 05/06/88
01020 3M BRAND PRIMER EC-3901 ADHESIVE EC 3901 3M NO DATE
17964 3M BRAND QUANTIMATIC CARRIER TYPE 739 78-6969-0398-4 / IRON POWDER 3M 07/00/84
07772 314 BRAND QUANTIMATIC TONER TYPE 748F 78-6969-5092-8 3M 12/20/93
04160 3M BRAND SPRAY DISC ADHESIVE PART NO. 08054 62-4652-3709-7 / DISC ADHESIVE 51135-08054 3M 02/05/86
03304 3M BRAND STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER & POLISH 61-5000-00318-3 (43-7005-7266-1 ALSO REPOR 3N 12/14/92
09059 3M BRAND TFE LUBE 62-4621-4830-5 3M 08/07/92
01779 3M BRAND TROUBLE SHOOTER CLEANER 61-50(0-0313-4 3M 11/01/85
16744 3M BRAND TYPE 148 TONER 78-6969-5888-9 3M 08/28/91
16716 3M BRAND TYPE 152 DEVELOPER PREMIX 78-6969-5889-7 3M 08/10/90
............................................... -_÷ .................................................................................





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 273
18350 3M BRAND TYPE 248 TONER 78-6969-5973-9 3M 07/31/92
18349 3M BRAND TYPE 252 DEVELOPER PREMIX 78-6969-5974-7 3M 07/31/92
07358 3M BRAND TYPE 406 DEVELOPER, P-P 3M 0t/03/89
07359 3M BRAND TYPE 407 DEVELOPER (N-P) 78-6969-6128-9 3M 08/25/92
07360 3M BRAND TYPE 409 TONER N-P 78-6969-6130-5,78-6969-6231-1 3M 08/25/92
09416 3M BRAND TYPE 852 DEVELOPER PREMIX 78-6969-5173-6;GB-2000-4173-8 3M 12/20/93
11812 3M BRAND TYPES 793/795 DRY SILVER PAPER 78-6579-5_##-#,78-6969-##_#-# (13 PROD.#'S 3M 03/23/93
21741 3M BRAND UNIVERSAL SORBENT 70-0701-8928-0.-8;-8931-4,8932-2.-8933-0,- 3M 05/07/91
15362 3M BRAND 202 FOAM SCRUB 61-5000-0315-9 / FOR FLOORS 3M 04/06/89
11917 3M BRAND 303 DRI-STRIP 61-5000-03t2-6,61-5000-6130-6 3M 04/19/89
21877 3M BRAND 504 RESPIRATOR CLEANING WIPE 70-0703-1713-9 3M 03/02/92
18543 3M CITRUS BASE INDUSTRIAL CLEANER (AEROSOL) 62-4615-1730-2,62-4615-4930-5 3M 03/02/93
13999 3M CLEAR AUTO GLASS SEALER PART NO. 08551 62-5555-2609-4 3M 04/12/90
16163 3M COATING EC-2241 62-2241-7501-8,-8501-7 3M 07/21/92
13307 3M DATA CARTRIDGE HEAD CLEANING AND REFILL KIT XN-0001-0874-1, 0875-8, 84-9801-5975-4, 5 3M 07/09/90
16618 3M DELETION FLUID 77-9800-7205-0 3M 09/00/82
15268 3M EC-1357 / HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTACT ADHESIVE 62-1357-5540-3,-6540-2,-7540-1,-8545-9,-85 3M 01/04/90
08122 3M EC-2216 B/A GRAY 62-2216-0540-5,-5440-3,-6440-2,-7440-1 3M 01/20/87
03658 3M EC-776 FUEL RESISTANT COATING 62-0776-0601-0,-2601-8,-5540-5,-6540-4,-85 3M 02/11/93
08623 3M EC-847 5540-4,6540-3,7551-9,8545-0,9540-0 3M 04/12/89
09056 3M FEATHERING DISC ADHESIVE TYPE II PART NO. 08051 62-4487-2608-3 3M 03/06/92
1666_ 3M FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 77-9800-7214-2 / FOR ZINC PLATES 3M 01/00/83
O 05154 3M HEAD CLEANING DISKETTES 3M DLA MSDS
1602'5 3M IMAGE-N-TRANSFER DEVELOPER 77-9801-2749-0 / I.N.T. DEVELOPER 3M 06/00/83
14000 3M MULTI-PORT FUEL INJECTION CLEANER PART N0.08912 (lXD/1XC) / 62-4600-4909-1 3M 04/12/90
16026 3M NEGATIVE COLOR KEY AND TRANSFER KEY HAND DEV. 77-9800-7992-3 3M 06/00/84
03204 3M S/S CLEANER/POLISH 3M NO DATE
07244 3M SPRAY FEATHERING DISC ADHESIVE PART NO. 08044 62-4477-4809-6 3M 03/22/86
11231 3M SUPER DUTY RUBBING COMPOUND. PART NO. 5955 60-9800-3201-3 3M 11/00/81
11431 3M SUPER 74 FOAM FAST ADHESIVE (PB AND/OR PC) CS-0406-2031-5,CS-0406-6932-0,62-4991-4930 3M 07/01/93
00249 3M SUPER 77 SPRAY ADHESIVE 62-4434-3725-6, -3726-4, -4030-0, -4935-0, 3M 11/08/90
15189 3M SUPER 77-N SPRAY ADHESIVE 62-4441-4930-6 CS-0406-6914-8 3M 12/01/84
22808 3M TYPE 164 TONER 78-8073-4651-1 3M 12/09/92
22809 3M TYPE 264 DEVELOPER 78-8073-4651-9 3M 01/06/93
00935 3M 6065 SCOTCH SPRAY MOUNT ADHESIVE (PB) CS-0406-t343-5,62-6065-3725-6,62-6065-4826 3M 10/15/90
11459 3M 90 HIGH STRENGTH ADHESIVE (1PA) 62-4441-4930-6,CS-0406-6914-8,62-4441-4925 3M 07/01/93
09118 3XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) MANU.#RA108;MD52;MD189;MD233;MD241;MD243;M REYNOLDS METALS CO 07/29/93
e 07790 30 GRADE LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE MIL-L-21260 BATTENFELD-AMERICA DLA MSDS
13182 30_ FOI_IALDEHYDE/1% METHANOL SOLUTION HOECHST CELANESE C 03/20/89
10815 300 GLASS TAPE SOUTHERN MANUFACTU 08/04/86
19130 3(X)-N AROROX 1NC. 03/08/93
18031 3010/4030/4030 I1/4197 MICR PRINT CARTRIDGE 13R32,13R406,13R38,13R84,13R52.13R407.13R4 XEROX 06/09/93
18032 3010/4030/4030 11/4197 MICR TONER/DEVELOPER CARTR. 6R312.-319.-281,-328,-350.-440,-424,-321,- XEROX 07/06/92
00281 3020 DEVELOPER HEADLINER (48-3020-0) AM INTERNATIONAL 10/24/85
16599 3025 FIXER HEADLINER/CAT#48-3025-O AM INTERNATIONAL t0/24/85
16503 303 ULTRA DEEP BASE ACRYLIC HOUSE PAINT RICHARD'S PAINT MA NO DATE
11681 303t RUST PREVENTATIVE (ROYCO 103) NIL-C-t6173 D GR.1 HILL MFG. CO., INC 09/20/89
- 16156 3036 NO. 03005 CRC INDUSTRIES, IN NO DATE
17769 3068 PEN CLEANER CONCENTRATE PEN CLEANER CALCOMP INC. NO DATE
08324 3080 DEVELOPER 5R162. MSDS#B-0240 XEROX 03/02/94
08356 3080 DRY IMAGER 6R209 XEROX 03/15/90
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 't_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
TRADENAME INDEX P. 274
00449 3108 BLACK INK S-I08 A03108, AEROSOL COATING SHERWIN-WILLIAMS C 07/14/94
13313 31080 BLACK STENCIL INK 48835 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 08/17/90
11662 3130 RUST PREVENTATIVE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: HOUSE HILL MFG. CO.. INC 10/05/90
18436 3t44 RTV RUBBER C._OUND MIL-A-46106 TYI DOW CORNING 08/0t/91
11557 3208-3288 FLI.K)RESCENT COLORS SEM PRODUCTS, INC 10/31/89
10676 3300/4045/XP10 DEVELOPER 5RlO8,SRl12,5R113.5R137,SR150,SR517 (XCI) XEROX 03/27/90
10675 3300/4045/XP10 MAGNETIC OEVELOPER 5R151,SR153,SR408,SR525 (XCI) XEROX 03/27/90
07608 3300/8040 OEVELOPER LPS12 TONER / WANG P/N 725-2679 XEROX 05/00/85
17996 340 VOC HS TOPCOAT GRAY 26492 7322Ttll DEXTER COATINGS 03/10/93
17997 340 VOC WHITE TOPCOAT 27886 7323TI09 DEXTER COATINGS 01/21/93
(36229 3500 KOLOR-POXY SELF-PRIMING SURFACING ENAMEL PARTS A AND B KEELER AND LONG 04/05/88
- 17169 3600 DEVELOPER(2400/3600/7000/CFP/OUPL/840 EPS DV) PT.NO.: 5R30.SR34.5R54,SR57.5R71 XEROX 05/27/86
- 17176 3600 TONER = 2400/3600/7000/CFP/DUPLICATOR/840 EPS XEROX 05/27/86
- 05706 3613S LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/15/87
- 05707 36425 LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/15/87
(25709 36965 LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/15/87
11232 37 43WgK ACRYLIC URETHANE WH VALSPAR CORPORATIO 02/13/90
07664 37 7T35 THINNER VALSPAR CORPORATIO 10/24/90
18712 37 7133 THINNER ' VALSPAR CORPORATIO 02/20/87
05156 38-900 LAPPING COMPOUND UNITED STATES PROD 01/01/93
05710 3919S LACQUER THINNERS ANO CLEANING SOLVENTS DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/t5/87
05711 3924S LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS OU PONT, E.I., DE 04/15/87
05712 39295/39395 LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/15/87
05713 39795 LACQUER THINNERS AND CLEANING SOLVENTS DU PONT, E.I., DE 04/15/87
01588 4-(2-HYDROXYETHYL)-I-PIPERAZINEETHANESULFONIC ACID 196883 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/17/85
01446 4-AMINOANTIPYRINE #0112325 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/07/85
14220 4-BROMOFLUOROBENZENE ABO177/2292F CHEM SERVICE INC. 12/01/90
11548 4-BROMOFLUOROBENZENE 1ML, 48800 SUPELCO, INC. 01/09/90
08954 4-HYDROXY-4-METHYL-2-PENTANDNE 99% ABBOTT MSDS #67. PRODUCT #H4154-4 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 07/12/89
18643 4-METHYL-2-PENTANOL PART OF ALCOHOL KIT 13, 44622:R600248 SUPELCO, INC. 11/08/89
22852 4-O-METHYL-D-GLUCURONO-D-XYLAN-REMAZOL 8RILLANT... BLUE R; M5019 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/10/94
11801 4-6-DIAMIDINO-2-PHENYLINDOLE DIHYDROCHLORIDE D1388 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 03/06/90
19369 4",5,7-TRIHYDROXYFLAVANONE T6600-1 ALDRICH CHEMICAL C 06/23/93
14400 4C CELL CONTROL/WHOLE BLOOD REFERENCE CONTROL 0140194 COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 03/12/92
11609 4C PLUS IV & V TRI-PAK ITEM# 0140194, CATALOG# 7546741 COULTER DIAGNOSTIC 10/22/90
19820 4MA 110Z GASKET REMOVER #80646 / #4MA LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
09125 4XXX SERIES ALLOYS (CLADDING) ALCLAD AND CLADDING PRODUCTS, MSDS=5134 REYNOLDS METALS CO 09/24/93
09119 4XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) MANU.#MD149;174;175; 188,A,193;205;255;256; REYNOLDS METALS CO 07/29/93
02349 4XO42-A HIGH HEAT ALUMINUM COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF NO DATE
05365 4X590-A IMPLEMENT ORANGE, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
04611 4X595-A GEAR & WIRE ROPE LUBRICANT DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
11473 4X595-B GEAR & WIRE ROPE LUBE, AEROSOL LAB NO. 49695 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 02/23/88
09167 4X597-B ANTI-RUST FILM SPRAYON PRODUCTS 01/14/86
05397 4X598-A CONTACT CLEANER DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/08/86
05347 4X854-A METALLIC GREEN. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
14935 40-10 SUMMER GREEN ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4010 OYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/B_
14936 40-20 DERBY GREEN ACRYLIC COPQLYMER RESIN 4020 DYCQ CHEMICALS & C 05/15/96
14937 40-30 PATIO GREY ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4030 DYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/86
14938 40-40 BATTLESHIP GREY ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4040 DYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/86
14939 40-50 DOVE GREY ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4050 DYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/86
14940 40-60 BERI_A TAN ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4060 DYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/86
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = OLA t-IMIS MSDS
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TSRS TRADENAME COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
18389 40-6080 THRU 40-6259 METADI I, II BUEHLER 09/18/90
08158 40-6355 MIROMET CERIUM OXIDE SUSPENSION BUEHLER 12/22/86
14941 40-70 BRICK RED ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4070 DYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/86
14942 40-80 WHITE ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4080 OYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/86
14943 40-90 OXFORD BROWN ACRYLIC COPOLYMER RESIN 4090 DYCO CHEMICALS & C 05/15/86
11071 40% HYDROGEN-60% NITROGEN/40% HYDROGEN-60% HELIUM ZERO GAS MIXTURE;FLAME IONIZAITON MIXTURE UNION CARBIDE 11/00/85
00116 40% N2 60% H2 GAS INDIVIDUAL MSDS FOR EACH GAS BIG THREE INDUSTRI 04/01/84
14020 40:1POULAN TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL SPECTRUM ACQUISITI 02/23/90
22637 40L8 ADH BN£)R D/LOC 204 PER LB 12679. SERIES-90246A,90247A,90248A,97084A. LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/07/92
17716 4000 COOLING SYSTEM TREATMENT FPPF CHEMICAL COMP 08/20/90
16778 4000/4500/2080/7080/CFR TONER (DRY IMAGER) XEROX 08/29/84
21688 4018/4036/8840/8845 BLACK TONER CARTRIDGE 6R349, 6R90208 XEROX 02/22/93
06788 409 PRE-KOTE CLEANER 08694 TENNANT CO. 11/01/85
15347 409 SPRAY & WIPE (PN A:PHOSPHATE) CLOROX COMPANY NO DATE
15348 409 SPRAY & WIPE (PN B;NON-PHOSPHATE) CLOROX COMPANY NO DATE
22347 41239; MILOA140 3M KCL SOLUTION MILLIPORE CORPORAT 12/06/93
20536 413 BONDING ADDITIVE 08526 / BONDING ADDITIVE FOR TENNANT FLOOR TENNANT CO. 03/01/92
17740 42-36A VINYL WASH ACID COMP. PHOSPHORIC ACID SOLUTION DUNN-EDWARDS CORP. 01/22/86
22153 42M INK SPECIALTY CHEMICAL 08/30/93
17987 420 VOC WHITE TOPCOAT 27886 7321T120 DEXTER COATINGS 11/17/92
02293 425 ASPHALT ROOF RESATURANT(ASBESTOS FREE),CUTBACK KOCH #5925 ROOF RESATURANT KOPPERS COMPANY. I 10/01/86
20539 436 WHITE URETHANE LINE MARKING 08518P / COLOR ADDITIVE FOR TENNANT COMPAN TENNANT CO. 01/01/92
18886 44 FLUX CORED SOLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./ 05/01/92
00723 44 RESIN CORE SOLDER QQ-S-571/SN 60 KESTER SOLDER CO./ 06/01/92
20659 443-03-0(X)1 FLD.RES.EP.TC WHITE 595B-17925 AKZO COATINGS INC. 10/30/92
09007 443-3 SERIES, 3:1 WITH X-304 SIKKENS AEROSPACE 03/01/88
20212 4442 HIGH GEL REENTERABLE ENCAPSULANT 3M 03/18/92
- 13608 45% CAUSTIC POTASH - LOW CHLORIDE YARONEY FILL-KIT(BAT),ELEC.TY A&B,SILVERCE DIAMOND SHAMROCK 08/15/86
- 05394 45_ CAUSTIC POTASH - LOW SODIUM BATTERY ELECTROLYTE, KOH, HR-SERIES BATTER DIAMOND SHAMROCK 05/t5/86
09005 453-3 SERIES WITH CA-118 MSDS P. 2 IS MISSING SIKKENS AEROSPACE NO DATE
04375 4553 D PRIMER MIL-P-20689. TY.I G.S. PLASTIC CO. 10/13/86
04375 4553 D PRIMER MIL-P-20689. TY.I STERLING ENGINEERE 10/13/86
20663 463-05-0003 EPOXY PRIMER GREEN BAC 452 AKZO COATINGS INC. 06/24/92
20934 463-07-026E & X-423 CURING AGENT ELECTROSTATIC PDLYAMIDE PRIMER - YEL. DEXTER COATINGS 04/29/93
13072 4655 HANDYMAN ALL PURPOSE CLEANER ENVIRONMENTAL .PROD 05/02/86
08270 4695 PRINT HEAD MAINTENANCE LIQUID PN# 016-0732-00 TEKTRONIX, INC. 06/24/88
20540 4702 WHITE CRU TILE-LIKE GLAZE RECOAT COATING-A/B 08573 / PART A & PART B TENNANT CO. 01/15/92
00218 5-MINUTE EPOXY RESIN / HARDENER 14250 ITW 05/05/92
12250 5-STAR LATEX EXTERIOR REDWOOD STAIN 133Alll / LATEX STAIN PAINT ACE HARDWARE CORP. 10/01/86
14226 5-SULFOSALICYLIC ACID 52130 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 10/21/88
07018 5-5-DITHIO-BIS(2-NITI_ENZOlC ACID) D8130 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 09/28/88
07463 5-56 (AEROSOL) LUB.OIL/#O5004,05005,05006.05005T,O5006T CRC INDUSTRIES, IN 11/00/90
13067 5% DEXTROSE INJECTION, USP ABBOTT LABORATORIE 06/10/91
05353 5W044 NEW CAT YELLOW, AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
05348 5_)45 GLOSS BROWN. AEROSOL COATING DAYTON ELECTRIC MF 01/14/86
09120 5XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) SEE MSDS FOR MANU. CODE ID'S. MSDS#5105, F REYNOLDS METALS CO 07/29/93
00862 50-I00R (XX0349) EPOXY (WHITE) DEXTER CORPORATION 06/30/92
14825 50-364 RED STENCIL NILES CHEMICAL PAI 05/12/92
02495 50-508R (XX0365) BLACK DEXTER CORPORATION 12/15/85
00994 50-700R (XX0367) EPOXY (RED) DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
15953 50% CAUSTIC SODA-DIAPHRAGM M4806 OCCIDENTAL CHEMICA 04/12/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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07245 50% MALATHION (LIQUID CONCENTRATE) SUNNILAND CDRPORAT 11/28/84
19418 50CC EV 7931 LOCTITE CORPORATIO 01/04/93
19209 50(X)-SERIES BAKING ENAMEL CARDINAL INOUSTRIA 01/01/91
17574 50t8/5028 FUSER WEB ASSEMBLY(WITH LUBRICATING OIL) 5K1770,SK1580,4R64,5E2260 XEROX t0/21/88
17575 5018/5028/5034 BLACK DRY INK TONER 6R136,6R244,BR255,13R9,t3R13,13R18 XEROX 04/04/90
22755 5035 HILCOLUBE 5035 HILL MFG. CO.. INC 02/22/94
11824 5080 DEVELOPER 5R179 XEROX 09/14/92
11825 5080 DRY IMAGER 6R260,6R729 XEROX 11/30/92
• 22190 5080-3635 (DOOUCONTA B9, SYNTHETIC OIL) SLIDEWIRE LUBRICANT HEWLETT-PACKARD CO DLA MSDS
11823 5080/7080 CLEANING CLOTH 8R832 XEROX 05/08/90
- 00917 5080/8200/8700/8790/9200/9210...DRY INK, 7080/7085 DRY INAGER, DUPLICATOR TONER, MSDS# A-0016 XEROX 06/07/93
20542 509 REMOVER SPECIAL / FLOOR COATING REMOVER TENNANT CO. 11/23/92
10152 5090 DEVELOPER 5R161,SR519(XCI).5R90095(RX) XEROX 03/28/90
10148 5090/DOCUTECH/DOCUTECH 135/4135 DRY INK 6R206,XCI:6R516R;RX:6R90100,FX:6R272 XEROX 10/16/92
17975 5090/OOCUTECH/4135 DEVELOPER 5RI61;XCl:5R519;RX:5R9(X)95;FX:5RI82;5R200, XEROX 05/27/89
17738 51-88 TT-E-508-C DUNN-EDWARDS CORP. 07/28/92
15420 510 TYPE WASH OIST: P.K. NEUSES SUNNYSIDE CORPORAT 09/30/92
11891 5143 THINNER COURTAULDS COATING 05/18/90
13484 5143 THINNER PORTER PAINT CO. 11/25/85
22754 5170 HILCOLUBE 5170 HILL MFG. CO., INC 12/02/93
11921 520 ADHESIVE ARMSTRONG WORLD IN 08/07/90
06789 530 CURING MEMBRANE REMOVER 08538 TENNANT CO. 11/01/85
13290 5500 SERIES FLAT POSTER INK, 55XX, XX=08/09/t3/15, XXm21/26/27/28/30/46/47/49/57/58/61/70/71/ NAZOAR COMPANY 01/15/90
16958 574 RABTEX OIL 13 HYDRANT LUBRICANT H67TEXACO TEXACO 04/26/82
04267 58 BLACK STENCIL INK (BLUE,WHITE,ORNG,RED,GRN,YEL) TT-1-1795 INDEPENDENT INK IN 12/00/88
15392 58-738, 58-739A CLEANALL EXTERIOR MACHINE CLEANER AIRKEM NO DATE
21594 584 URSA P-IO0 HE-150 USED BY LEYBOLD-HERAEUS IN VACUM PUMP OIL TEXACO NO DATE
06754 59-000 SERIES SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL, X59, ALKYD 59XXX(XXX=I04/111/114/152/157/t06/112/120/ NAZDAR COMPANY 01/15/89
20207 5933 tNK SPECIALTY INK CO. 04/09/92
- 22274 6 OZ CAT N PUMP SPRAY 6V1541 CATERPILLAR INC. 03/20/92
11790 6-BENZYLAMINOPURINE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED B9395 / PLANT GROWTH HORMONE SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 06/10/93
01535 6-CYANOPURINE C5392 SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/24/86
21885 6-PHDSPHOGLUCONIC DEHYDROGENASE P4553 / FROM YEAST LYOPHILIZED POWDER SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 08/07/93
13381 6-PHOSPHQGLUCONIC DEHYDRQGENASE P7281 / FROM LEUCONOSTOC MESENTEROIDES SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/18/90
13402 6-PHOSPHOGLUCONIC DEHYDROGENASE TYPE V P0832 / FROM TORULA YEAST SIGMA CHEMICAL COM 02/18/91
01884 6-1104 C V SEALANT DOV CORNING 07/08/92
09121 6XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) SEE MSDS FOR MANU. CODE IO'S, MSDS-5106 REYNOLDS METALS CO 12/03/93
02530 6XXX SERIES ALLOYS, ALUMINUM ALLOYS REYNOLDS METALS CO 10/01/85
13169 60% COPPER, CHEM COPP 60% FERTILIZER AMERICAN CHEMET CO t2/02/80
20227 608M DEVELOPER PC 329439 COMPACT 4000 BINODE DEVELOPER 5 SANYD ELECTRIC CO. NO DATE
18043 600 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR 14187 BBO3M DAVLIN PAINT CO. 02/25/91
18044 600 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR 17875 B601 DAVLIN PAINT CO. 02/25/91
16768 600 MEP DEVELOPER NEGATIVE TO POSITIVE XEROX 03/07/82
08323 6000 LIQUID HIDE GLUE MMM-A-IOOD. TYII TITAN ADHESIVES CO 06/12/91
20460 6001/6006/8012/6032/6055 DOT 3 BRAKE FLUID PENRAY COMPANY 07/06/90
- 05462 6065 POLISHING COMPOUND DU PONT, E.I., DE 12/10/86
- 10561 61t-F-FLUX MSI# 0R-1t5, LMSC CAT.#EPS 33-202) / LMSC ALPHA METALS 04/03/89
09112 62000 BLACK & COLORS INK WEBER MARKING SYST 06/00/85
11835 627 SOLVENT 131031 - 00627 / CARBONA: VARSOL 1 EXXON CORPORATION 09/09/92
19207 6400-6406 SERIES S/G POLY CARDINAL INDUSTRIA 04/01/91
20421 643-18-0001P.U./TC GLOSS WHITE 595tB-t7925 USE WITH CATALYST X-468/ 39-4929-17875 AKZO COATINGS INC. 04/29/93
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "o' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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20660 P.U./TC GLOSS GRAY 595B-16473 AKZO COATINGS INC. 10/26/92
20661 P.U./TC GLOSS GREEN, 595B-14062 AKZO COATINGS INC. 07/20/90
19952 SPECIALTY INK CO. 03/12/92
16750 DRY IMAGER XERDX 03/08/82
16769 XEROX 03/08/82
16757 XEROX 07/28/81
16759 DRY IMAGER XEROX 04/15/85
11222 6501.6504,6516,6520,6533,6502,6514,6518,65 NAZDAR COMPANY 01/15/89
11223 6508,6511.6521.6528,6547.6509,6512.6527.65 NAZDAR COMPANY 01/15/89
16765 XEROX 03/08/82
13970 KAR PRODUCTS/DISTR 03/07/90
20189 SPRAYWAY 05/13/93
16780 XEROX 09/04/84
07563 CHESTERTON, A.W., 09/01/86
16779 XEROX 09/04/84
20482 AKZD COATINGS INC. 06/09/93
20481 AKZO COATINGS INC. 04/29/93
@ 05390 SAFETY-KLEEN CORPO DLA MSDS
06403 ADHESIVE?? GENERAL ADHESIVES 03/11/86
13971 KAR PRODUCTS/DISTR 03/08/90
13969 KAR PRODUCTS/DISTR 06/29/88
08157 ALUMINA POLISHING SUSPENSION BUEHLER 11/00/85
13973 KAR PROOUCTS/DISTR 03/08/90
01790 POST,BUCKLEY,SCHUH 03/00/84
17741 ALKYD RESIN BASED PAINT DUNN-EDWARDS CORP. 01/22/86
12249 273Al13, 114 / ALKYD VARNISH ACE HARDWARE CORP. 10/01/86
11761 76-674 FLOW LABORATORIES, 02/15/89
09126 ALCLAD AND CLADDING PRODUCTS, MSDS#5135 REYNOLDS METALS CO 09/24/93
09122 NAIWU.# MD33;ND226;_D254;I_D277o MSDS#5107 REYNOLDS METALS CO 07/07/93
07225 ID#'S 4023, 4470, 4431 NICE-PAK PRODUCTS, NO DATE
05449 FABER-CASTELL CORP 01/02/86
00133 PART A = TT-T-548C / PART B = TT-T-548D TEXACO 07/01/86
17115 WOLF'S HEAD OIL RE 03/00/83
16762 9200/9210/9400/9500/9700/9700 MODELV/9790/ XEROX 02/02/93
08994 ALPHA METALS 06/03/86
16220 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 08/02/85
19119 MANY COLORS,NUMBERS:BLK,BLUE,GRN,GREY,ORNG MARKEM 08/19/92
14006 118-3-11 GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/21/77
16782 6RS.6R60,6R61,6R148,6R152,6R157,6R20,6R21 XEROX 03/07/83
20491 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 07/06/88
@ 14014 3439 UNION CARBIDE DLA MSDS
19117 MANY COLORS,NUMBERS:BLK,BLUE,BROWN.GOLD,GR MARKEM 03/05/93
19118 MANY COLORS.NUMBERS:ORANGE,RED,SILVER.VIOL MARKEM 12/t5/92
• 14102 TT-P-662 AMERON DLA MSDS
13972 KAR PROOUCTS/DISTR 07/18/88
07489 MBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10000 / MDM 1445 INDEPENDENT INK IN 04/00/90
16067 INDEPENDENT INK IN 03/00/91
19670 INDEPENOENT INK IN 04/00/90
19671 INDEPENDENT INK IN 04/00/90
22168 ANNOTATED: ATF - TYPE FA ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/11/88
13822 TEXACO 12/05/90
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'O" = DLA HMIS MSDS
643-18-0013
643-18-4509
6459 INK & OT
6500 CYAN TONER
6500 CYAN TONER (DRY IMAGER)
6500 MAGENTA DEVELOPER
6500 MAGENTA TONER
6500 SERIES SATIN FINISH INK. X65 GROUP
6500 SERIES SATIN FINISH INK, X65 GROUP
6500 YELLOW TONER (DRY IMAGER)
65388 - MIRACLE MIST WATER DISPLACER
66 SPRAY ADHESIVE
660 DEVELOPER
660 SILICONE LUBRICANT (AEROSOL)
660/740 TONER (DRY IMAGER)
663-18-0006 PU/TX FLAT BLACK 5956°37038
663-18-0010 POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT FLAT- GRAY
666 GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
67 X 944 BLACK
67951 METAL CUTTING OIL
67955 - KAR IGNITION SEALER & ELECTRICAL INSULATOR
69-3080 FIBRMET EXTENDER
69973 - CUTTING TOOL COOLANT
7.5X10 -3M HCL SOLUTION/NAOH IN AIR
7-LINE, LUST-R-LO ENAMELS
7-STAR ACETHANE POLYURETHANE VARNISH
7X-O-MATIC CLEANING SOLUTION
7XXX SERIES ALLOYS (CLADDING)
7XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY)
70% IPA 4470
7000 MARKER (ALL COLORS)
70309 TOLUENE
705 MULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT (MFGR:PENNZOIL)
7080/7085/8200/8700/8700 MODELV/8790/8790 MODEL V
711 FLUX
711PENETRANT-LUBRICANT
7132A-90-1 8047### & 8048### INK SERIES




7224A-90-1 8054u## & 8055### INK SERIES
7224E-90-18054###.8055###,8056 INK SERIES
725-002
72502 - DRY GRAPHITE LUBE
73X BLACK MARKING INK
73X REC(_NOITIONER
73X RED MARKING INK
73X YELLOW MARKING INK
75-205/75-208/75-209
75436 TEXACAR PROPYLENE CARBONATE
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
t0/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 278
TSRS TRADENAME COMNENTS MANUFACTURER NSOS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
20372 76 RES 661 LATEX EMULSION UNION OIL CO. OF C 01/01/83
11894 762 HIGH TEMPERATURE JOINTING COMPOUND SILKOLENE GRADE 762 P/N SO2 DALTON & CO. 06/04/87
04156 763 RUST TRANSFORMER CHESTERTON. A.W., 01/01/87
- 14675 7700 TONER 83-2-105C_ / ELECTROSTATIC TONER FOR 7700 AN INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
03965 777 & 778 FIRE RETARDANT VARNISH P/N 777 2-PART PRODUCT/CLEAR,OCEAN CHEM. OCEAN COATINGS, IN 08/04/87
02559 777 BLANKET WASH STARKEY CHEMICAL P 06/16/86
0 17587 78E OACK OIL LOCTITE CORPORATIO DLA MSDS
11072 79 796401TREADLITE GRAY BASE SUNTEC: VEPOK VALSPAR CORPORATIO 10/26/89
06232 7901 BLACK MARKEN SPECIALTY INK/ 8069824 MARKEM 07/t0/89
00035 8-HYDROXYOUINOLINE FREE BASE H6878 SIGMA CHEMICAL COW 02/24/86
13405 8-HYDROXYOUINOLINE HEMISULFATE H6752 SICJIIA CHEMICAL CON 04/16/91
09206 8-25% CARBON DIOXIDE IN ARGON MG INDUSTRIES, GAS 11/25/85
09123 8XXX SERIES ALLOYS (WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY) MANU.# MD79;MD209;MD396;MD402, MSDS#5108 REYNOLDS METALS CO 07/07/93
06779 8000034 MARKEM 320 CLEANER MARKEM 05/01/92
01814 8019 INHIBITED ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER INTEX PRODUCTS, IN 12/17/85
- 14676 805 ELECTROSTATIC DEVELOPER MIX MA-1041 AN INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
21796 805TL2-t4C4H (1730546-003) INK-COATED P.E.T.E. FILM Q_ INC 09/07/92
20326 805TL7-CBH (1730542-001) FUJICOPIAN/NITSUBISHI #: TRH-7 OMS INC 09/07/92
20325 805TL7-18C4H (1730542-004) FUJICOPIAN/MITSUBISHI #'S:CHY-1/CHM-I/CHC- QMS INC 09/07/92
08974 8109 INDUSTRIAL DEFOAMER LIQUID INTEX PRODUCTS, IN 10/28/85
05095 813 HIGGINS ETERNAL INK FABER-CASTELL CORP 03/31/92
16776 82/9500 DRY INK - TYPE 20 TONER. 9210 9700 V NASHUA CORPORATION 12/00/84
16771 8200/8700/9200/9210/9400/9500/9700/9900 DEVELOPER XEROX 10/03/84
16772 8200/8700/9200/9400/9500/9700/9900 DRY IMAGE TONER XEROX 03/27/84
21174 827 RED OIL 923R0 MERIAM INSTRUMENT/ 04/23/91
10192 83-D-14 POLYURETHANE SYSTEM (83-D-14/2.0, /2.3, /4 FOAMCRAFT, INC. NO DATE
19667 8300 PARTINGKOTE RELEASE (AEROSOL SPRAY) HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 10/30/92
19669 8300 PARTINGKOTE RELEASE (BULK) HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 02/03/92
19668 8302 PARTINGKOTE RELEASE (AEROSOL SPRAY) HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 12/07/92
19666 8302 PARTINGKOTE RELEASE (BULK) HEXCEL CHEMICAL PR 09/15/92
12309 847 CHOPPED STRAND 1/4" OWENS-CORNING FIBE 03/29/82
08368 85 CEMENT, R&R MBO 120-119 RANSOM & RANDOLPH 01/00/93
13553 8530 DETERGENT CLEANER INTEX PRODUCTS, IN 09/08/86
02524 8573 PAINT REMOVER TT-R-2511NTEX INTEX PRODUCTS, IN tt/19/85
21876 8692 EPOXY FOR FIBER OPTICS CONNECTORS - PT A/PT B 80-6103-####-#,80-6104-####-#,80-6106-#### 3M 09/09/93
07070 880-T THINNER K085112 KENCO INDUSTRIES NO DATE
13983 88342 DEGREASER PK#26 X1299 PLASTI-KOTE CO., I 03/01/85
08349 8836 BLACK DEVELOPER 5R170,FBD 625 XEROX 11/23/87
o 20255 9A LUBRICANT DRY FILM MIL-L-46010A SANOSTROM PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
18397 9()0 GOLDEND PASTE CHESTERTON, A.W,, 08/01/89
00786 900 WONDER RUST REMOVER AND PRIMER 01L CENTER RESEARC 04/28/93
16722 9085 (518T)-17 BLACK) PELIKAN DRAWING INK FT 518 PELIKAN 03/13/83
18419 91595 WHITE BASE CRENLO, INC/EMCOR 07/10/92
22726 9200 ALMASOL DRY FILM LUBRICANT (AEROSOL) LUBRICATION ENGINE 04/06/94
08692 94 SERIES IONIC STRENGTH ADJUSTOR 940011,940009 / 6M NAN03 ORION RESEARCH INC 07/28/88
16775 9400/9200 DRY INK - TYPE 16 TONER NASHUA CORPORATION 12/00/84
• 20277 950 SEALANT (BULK GRADE) GREASE, PLUG VALVE/NIL-G-6032 ROCKWELL INTERNATI DLA MSDS
16784 970 MPS/1200 OEVLEOPER PART NO. 5R87 XEROX 01/19/89
11290 978-952 BLK S/C STENCIL INK BLACK SPRAY INK ABM MARKING CO 07/08/86
09563 985-P12 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT ARDROX INC. 06/01/89
09564 985-P13 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT AROROX INC. 06/01/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29°393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HMIS MSDS
C ( (,
(
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 TRADENAME INDEX P. 279
TSRS TRADENANE COMMENTS MANUFACTURER MSDS
IO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
09562 985-P14 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT ARDROX INC. 06/01/89
09562 985-P14 FLUORESCENT DYE PENETRANT ARDROX INC. 06/01/89
*-- END OF REPORT MSDSREP2 ,,,
,,._j
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 1
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
LORO-O0-827-1288 09293 CHEMGLAZE Z306 BLACK FLAT, FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE LORD CORPORATION 09/07/89
1290-00-K05-5427 11847 MOLECULAR SIEVE BDX40124 BENDIX CORPORATION 02/18/86 BOC
MOLECULAR SIEVE
1310-01-211-8073 13339 MTBlC 4CelM PRACTICE ROUND MARTIN ELECTRONICS, INC. 03/22/9t BOC
CLASS C EXPLOSIVE
1377-01-016-1415 11897 SAFETY BOOSTERS (.25 CAL.SHORT/.27 CAL SHORT/LONG) HILTI, INC. 02/26/90 BOC
POWERLOADS,SAFETY CARTRIDGES,BLANKS,SMALL ARMS AMM
1377-01-016-1416 11897 SAFETY BOOSTERS (.25 CAL.SHORT/.27 CAL SHORT/LONG) HILTI, INC. 02/26/90 BOC
POWERLOADS,SAFETY CARTRIDGES,BLANKS,SMALL ARMS AMM
1420-LL-NO0-7031 13595 CONATHANE DPEN-8536, PT. A/B CONAP INC. 06/12/86
WS 3612 / NSOS PT.A: 5/8/86 / LMSC MSDS
1420-LL-MO0-9374 10560 FREON TF SPRAYON PRODUCTS 08/30/83
(LMSC SAY_ THIS IS SPRAYON)
1420-LL-MO0-9504 13608 45% CAUSTIC POTASH - LOW CHLORIDE DIAMOND SHAMROCK 08/15/86
YARDNEY FILL-KIT(BAT),ELEC.TY A&B,SILVERCEL PML4-3
t
1420-LL-M01-1107 20260 CLEANING COMPOUND - OPTICAL LENS 131-L BAYCHEM 04/14/92
NIL-C-43454
1420-LL-M99-O?59 20261 OPTICAL LENS CLEANER 133-L BAYCHEM 05/15/89
MIL-C-43454
1420-LL-M99-7031 13595 CONATHANE DPEN-8536, PT. A/B CONAP INC. 06/12/86
WS 3612 / MSDS PT.A: 5/8/86 / LMSC MSDS
1420-LW-M03-2977 08052 THINNER NIL-T-St772 TY I COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 06/30/92
020X304 / NIL-A-46106
1850-00-K30-5359 06199 SK FR PRIMER (GREEN) DN9295 DESOTO, INC. 08/18/92
515-700 / MBO 125-055
1930-00-K05-7114 12065 CITRASOLVE REMINGTON CHEMICAL 01/02/90 BOC
ITEM# 9691
1930-00-926-5280 13072 4655 HANDYMAN ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS 06/02/86 BOC
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
1950-00-616-9212 16933 GREASE. PLUG VALVE GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/15/81
e 2640-00-052-6724 10438 CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID. CODE-21, TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY DLA MSDS
(PT. B OF XC RAPID CLEAN), FLUID VULCANIZING
2640-00-052-6724 10436 xc RAPID CLEAN BUFFER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE #40 TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY 05/13/93
BUFSOL REPAIR CLEANER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE #816
p 2640-00-052-6724 10437 XC RAPID CLEAN-CODE 40, PT. A TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY DLA MSDS
e 2640-00-102-0978 10438 CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID. CODE-21, TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY DLA MSDS
(PT. B OF XC RAPID CLEAN), FLUID VULCANIZING
2640-00-I02-0978 10436 XC RAPID CLEAN BUFFER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE _40 TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY 05/13/93
BUFSOL REPAIR CLEANER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE #816
• 2640-00-t02-0978 10437 XC RAPID CLEAN-CODE 40, PT. A TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY DLA MSDS
• 2640-00-138-8324 10438 CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID, CODE-21, TRUFLEX/PANG RUINER COMPANY DLA MSDS
(PT. B OF XC RAPID CLEAN), FLUID VULCANIZING
2640-00-138-8324 10436 XC RAPID CLEAN BUFFER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE _40 TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY 05/13/93
BUFSDL REPAIR CLEANER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE =816
e 2640-00-138-8324 10437 XC RAPID CLEAN-COOE 40. PT. A TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY DLA MSDS
• 2640-00-138-8324 11934 XC RAPID CLEAN-CODE 41 TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY OLA MSDS
BUFFING SOLUTION
p 2640-00-242-3467 10438 CHEMICAL VULCANIZING FLUID. CODE-2_, TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY DLA MSDS
(PT. B OF XC RAPID CLEAN). FLUID VULCANIZING
2640-00-242-3467 10436 XC RAPID CLEAN BUFFER IN AEROSOL CAN: CODE =40 TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPAN, 05 _3 93
BUFSOL REPAIR CLEANER IN AEROSDL CAN: CODE _816
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT .' MSDS'S W'O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE vIA MSDS SYSTEM ' '@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23- 1
10,, 03/94
MATERIAL SAFET, DATA SHEET INOE_
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTR_ S_STEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P 2
2640-00-242-3467 10437 XC RAPID CLEAN-CODE 40, PT. A
2640-01-063-0260 01762 MR-225 AEROSOL 187-X102
TRUFLEX/PANG RUBBER COMPANY DLA MSDS
LILLY INDUSTRIES, INC. 05/10/93
WAS RAM CHEMICALS DIV.
3439-00-F00-7661 18886 44 FLUX CORED SOLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 06/01/92 SPC
- 3439-00-K04-6562 00718 1544 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./OIV. LITTON 01/01/92
3439-00-K04-6565 00718 1544 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 01/01/92 SPC







KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA
3439-00-MP9-3146 05525 GENESOLV DN_ POLAR FLUX REMOVER MICRO CARE CHEMICAL CORP. 08/30/90 PGOC
3439-00-MP9-9969 12016 FLUSHING SOLVENT AH255 GAST MANUFACTURING CORP. 11/20/91 PGOC
0 3439-00-CH59-5815 04206 ALPJ-IA 620F RLUX, TYPE RMA ALPHA METALS DLA MSDS
3439-00-069-5815 15150 197 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 08/11/81
KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA
3439-00-145-9132 03392 FLUX, SOLDERING, LIQUID GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
3439-00-145-9132 02348 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING FLUXES HARRIS. d W., CO, 06/00/93 PGOC
3439-00-MA0-0496 07079 KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTEMS, INC. NO DATE PGOC
3439-00-MA0-0642 07081 KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTEMS, INC. NO DATE PGOC
3439-00-MP6-9969 15150 KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 08/11/81 PGOC
LIQUID/PASTE/ALUMINUM/ROSIN/HI-TEMP LIQUID
3439-C3-145-9135 05017 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING FLUXES HARRIS, d.W., CO. 08/00/92 PGOC
LIQUID,PASTE,ALUMINUM,ROSlN,HI-TEMP LIQUID
ALPHA SOLDER FLUX, _611 ALPHA METALS
MIL-F-14256 TY RMA
ROSIN CORE SOLDER SN6OWRAP3 BOW SOLDER PRODUCTS
OQ-S-57t/MSOS IS WRA,WRMA,WR=I%SN,99%PB-l_PB-99Y, SN
@ 3439-00-162-8388 03668 DLA MSDS
3439-00-184-8953 00716 03/18/92






















3439-00-220-3827 00719 ALPHA METALS 07/24/86




STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX
STAY SILV WHITE FLUX
STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING AND TINNING FLUX
STAY SAFE 50 SOLDER




SOLDER/USERS PLEASE CHECK PRODUCT STOCK # & ID
115 ROSIN FLUX
KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA
HARD METAL, CEMENTED WC, TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
303-20F/303/25F/O2/G6/G40 (SEE MSDS)
ALLEN SOLDER PASTE P-100
BURNLEY SOLDERING PASTE
SP-30 SOLDERING PASTE FLUX
115 ROSIN FLUX
KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA
3439-00-235-8202 18708 KENNAMETAL, INC. 01/00/92
3439-00-255-457t 02266 ALLEN, L. B. NO DATE
3439-00-255-4571 06575 BURNLEY BATTERY & MFG.CO..INC. 05106/88 BOC
343g-00-255-9935 22762 KESTER SOLDER CO,/DIV. LITTON OLA MSDS
3439-00-255-9935 15151 KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 01/21/85




3439-00-259-9039 18981 STEARINE FLUX CORED SOLDER
3439-OO-262-2870 00784 HOBART IO,AWS WELDING ROD, 60t0 (E-60t0)
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FOB 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS M_-._S
(, ( (
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 3
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE DRG.
...................................................................................................................................
QQ-E-450
HOBART IO,AWS WELDING ROD, 6010 (E-6010) HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY DLA MSDS
QQ-Eo450
22170 DRI-WICK AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO. NO DATE
AMERICAN BEAUTY DRI-WICK FINE DESOLDERING BRAID
22169 HEX-WICK SOLDER REMOVER HEXACON ELECTRIC CO DLA MSDS
886
08317 MS-190 FLUX REMOVER MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 01/00/92
AEROSOL
02673 BRAZO FLUX L-TEC WELDING & CUTTING SYSTEM 10/00/85
15152 BRAZO FLUX UNION CARBIDE 09/0t/81
04293 BRAZO FLUX 721F00 UNION CARBIDE DLA MSDS
08265 LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS OR PROPANE MAGNA INDUSTRIES NO DATE BOC
15627 TEMPEST PROPANE FUEL WITH TORCH 14.10Z CY TURNER INDUSTRIES, INC. 09,'06/83
00718 1544 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 01/01/92 BOC
15150 197 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 08/11/81
KESTER SOLDERING FLUX FORMULA
00716 ROSIN CORE SOLDER SN6OWRAP3 BOW SOLDER PRODUCTS 03/18/92
QO-S-571/MSDS IS WRA,WRMA,WR=1%SN,99%PB-1%PB-99%SN
00726 STAY-BRITE SOLDER HARRIS, J.W., CO. 11/00/85
MAY CONTAIN ACID CORE (1-3%) OR ROSIN CORE (1-3%)
00716 ROSIN CORE SOLDER SNBOWRAP3 BOW SOLDER PRODUCTS 03/18/92
QO-S-571/MSDS IS WRA,WRMA,WR=l%SN,99%PB-l_PB-99_SN
07389 BRAZING FLUX EUTECTIC CORP. DLA MSDS
04700 STAY SAFE 50 SOLDER HARRIS, J.W. , CO. 11/00/86 BDC
15146 STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX HARRIS, J.W., CO. NO DATE
13615 SC-600 BRAZING FLUXG ALLEN, L. B, DLA MSDS
D-F-499
04700 STAY SAFE 50 SOLDER HARRIS, J.W., CO. 11/00/86 BOC
00738 STAY-SILV BRAZING FLUXES HARRIS, J.W., CO. 11/00/85
15162 SILVER SOLDER FLUX NO. 601 SUPERIOR FLUX & MFG. CO. 08/24/90
7693AI.2,3





04172 NO DATE BOC
07077 NO DATE PGOC


































44 RESIN CORE SOLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON
QQ-S-571/SN 60
SAFETY-SILV 35 HARRIS, J.W., CO.
FORMERLY SAFETY-SILV 1350G
44 RESIN CORE SDLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON
00-S-571/SN 60
KESTER 44 RESIN CORE SOLDER KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON
ALLOY:SN60, DIA: .125
ANTI-SPATTER WILLIAMS IMPRINT RITTER CHEMICAL CORPORATION
TYPE S.W G.. LAS-16
ELECTROLESS COPPER KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTEMS, INC.
ECU-IOG-B
COPPER BRIGHTNER KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTEMS, INC.
Cu-B-IQT
3439-0_-236-9572 04700 STAY SAFE 50 SOLDER HARRIS, J.W.. CO.
3490-00-906-5862 19841EuTECSOL 682 FLUX EuTECTIC CORP.
3_40-00-000-5090 01773 THINNER FOR LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID GILLETTE CO.
.............................................................................................................................
MSDS'S M_R_ED '-': SUBMIT _SC FCRM 29-393 TO DRG.CDNTACT ,' MSDS'S ,.'0 '-' VER:F_E_ AVAILABLE _IA _SDS S_'_EM '_'= _LA _S ----MSDS-
GP23-_ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INGE_
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTR'T SYSTEM (TSRSI
10/'03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDE_ P 4
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRAOEhlAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMItENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
OLD= 565-01, PRODUCT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED
3610-00-K02-9345 18587 LITHDCRAFT GUM ARABIC REL GRAPHICS S_STEMS & MARKET. 03/00/90
3610-00-8t0-1552 00329 CLEANER, VARITYPER TANK (SULFURIC ACID), 3225 AM INTERNATIONAL 03/19/86
48-3225-0 (KIMS SAYS 48-3220-O)/MODELS 800,840,845
3610-01-289-7468 11272 TRANSFER RECORDING CARTRIDGE XEROX 09/27/88 BOC
FOR TELECOPIER 7020/7021. PART_ 8R2254,BR3626
@ 3740-00-803-6444 08499 SPRA-TOOL PROPELLANT CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
8011
@ 4210-00-223-9877 14814 AER-O-FOAM 6% REGULAR 1110-2481-6 CHUBB NATIONAL FOAM INC. DLA MSOS SPC
4210-00-752-9343 03601PURPLE-K ORY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT ANSUL COMPANY 06/01/86
• 4210-00-965-11t5 03270 DRY CHEMICAL. FIRE EXTINGUISHER, ABC, 0-D-1380 AUTOMATED PROTECTION SYSTEMS OLA MSDS
4210-00-965-1115 02566 ABC DRY CHEMICAL. FIRE SUPPRESSANT DRY CHEM, INC. NO DATE
4210-00-965-1115 02678 ABC, ALL PURPOSE DRY CHEMICAL DRY CHEM. INC. NO DATE
FIRE SUPPRESSANT
4210-00-965-1115 15529 IdONOANNONIUN PHOSPHATE KIDDE, WALTER NO DATE
TRI-CLEAN ABCW
e 4210-01-056-8343 15526 FOAM LIQUID FIRE EXTINGUISHING 3M DLA MSDS
@ 4210-01-056-8343 15527 FOAM LIQUID FIRE EXTINGUISHING 3M DLA MSDS
4210-01-167-5430 14875 ANSUL PLUS-50/PLUS-50 C ANSUL COMPANY 06/01/89 BOC
CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT
4210-01-167-5430 07029 PLUS-FIFTY C DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT ANSUL COMPANY 06/01/89 BOC
4440-00-851-7012 00118 PURIFIER CARTRIDGES RAF SPT 13X ALTA-ROBBINS, INC. 04/28/80
SOLE SOURCE: ALTA-ROBBINS
4730-OO-V32-2784 16580 EPOLITE 1350 HARDENER HEXCEL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS O6/O1/91 SPC
4910-01-210-1978 06059 CKSO AND MAN845 HONING 0IL SUNNEN PRODUCTS COMPANY O8/15/87 BDC
4931_00-402-5209 22190 5080-3635 (OODuCONTA 89, SYNTHETIC OIL} HEWLETT-PACKARD CO. OLA MSDS
SLIOEWIRE LUBRICANT
4935_01-253-2227 20269 INTERSHIELD LTC EPOXY NAVY HAZE GRAY COURTAULOS COATINGS 07/18/88
4935-01-253-2227 21805 MIL-C-83286 & CAT MIL-C-83286, BLACK 17038 DEFT, INC. 06/06/93
036K028 & 03BKO28CAT
e 4940-00-756-1207 04242 BERNZOMATIC LEAK DETECTOR BERNZOMATIC DLA MSDS
@ 4940-00-756-1207 17135 LEAK DETECTOR REFRIG GAS (KIT) TURNER INDUSTRIES, INC. DLA MSDS
4940-00-803-6444 05335 00060 JET PAK UNIT SPRAYON PRODUCTS 11/19/85
• 5010-00-141-2950 14260 TT-L-50F YELLOW 13655, LACQUER AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY DLA MSDS
5110-00-EG2-1790 11900 NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY PACKS MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC TOOL CORP. 12/00/91 BOC
48-11-0080,-1t-0120,-11-0130,-11-0140,-11-0100
5330-00-8X0-3136 07591LIQUI-vAC SEALANT AIRSERCO MFG. 08/20/93
AIRSERCO P/N 4036
5330-00°BX0-3136 17397 VACSEAL HIGH VACUUM LEAK SEALANT SPACE ENVIRONMENT LABS 05/01/93
5330-00-K04_9335 06680 COMPRESSED ASBESTOS SHEET STYLE 7021 GARLOCK INC. 02/02/82 BOC
5" X 5" X 1/32" SHEET / ENCAPSULATED PER NFGR
5330-00-K05-3504 06739 CLEAN UP SOLVENT LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/93 BOC
75326 / O-RING SPLICING KIT 00112
5330-00-K05-3506 06445 CHISEL GASKET REMOVER (AEROSOL) LOCTITE CORPORATION 05/01/91 BOC
79040
- 5330-00-K28-5113 19228 SLA HANDPAK TYPE II REPAIR KIT MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION SEVERAL
5330-00-K30-6862 18954 ROYCO 825 HF ROYAL LUBRICANTS 04/21/89 SPC
5330-00-422-7346 06680 COMPRESSED ASBESTOS SHEET STYLE 7021 GARLOCK INC. 02/02/82 BOC
5' X 5" X 1/32" SHEET / ENCAPSULATED PER MFGR
5330-00-555-2851 10432 RM603 RM ENGINEERED PRODUCTS, INC. 03/19/86 SPC
ASBESTOS SHEET PACKING
....................................................................................................................................
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5350-OO-K25-O708 07197 FILTRATION SILICA & BLASTING SILICA
6/02. 20/30, 30/45. 4OF
5350-00-K25-0708 10224 SAND WASHED AND DRIED
5350-00-K25-0708 08392 RAW SILICA PRODUCTS
MSDS APPLIES TO ALL SAND PRODUCTS FROM STO.SAND
15122 LINDE A ALUMINA POLISHING POWDER
06205 LAPPING AND GRINDING COMPOUND
05233 COATED ABRASIVES ALUMINUM OXIDE 163,175,194
GRIT: SNI A=tO0
05238 PRODUCTS W/SILICON CARBIDE MINERAL (BRUSHLON 4#_X) 3M
P-P-lOT/ABRASIVE PAPER, SILICON CARBIDE WATERPROOF
5350-OO-224-7207 05238 PRODUCTS W/SILICON CARBIDE MINERAL (BRUSHLON 4==X) 3M
P-P-IOI/ABRASIVE PAPER. SILICON CARBIDE WATERPROOF
5350-OO-224-7215 05238 PRODUCTS W/SILICON CARBIDE MINERAL (BRUSHLON 4=*X) 3M
P-P-IOI/ABRASIVE PAPER, SILICON CARBIDE WATERPROOF
00150 LAPPING COMPOUNO P/N 7-A
00150 LAPPING COMPOUND P/N 7-A
10224 SAND WASHED AND DRIED
06205 LAPPING AND GRINDING COMPOUND




5610-00-EG0-5287 13077 ACID RESISTANT GROUT (SANDED)
5610-00-EG0-5290 13075 EPOXY III. PART A. B. C (KIT FOR TILE SETTING)
5610-00-EG0-6041 06600 SIKATOP 122 REPAIR MORTAR. 2-PART KIT
CEMENTITIOUS MORTAR. PRODUCT# 189
5610-00-EG0-9409 12984 CHEVRON ASPHALT EMULSION SS-1
PETROLEUM ASPHALT
5610-00-K05-0062 07695 LIQUID ASPHALT - FIBERED - MEDIUM BODIED #5972
5610-00-K05-0063 07687 LIOUID ASPHALT - FIBERED #5984
5610-00-K05-0065 07697 SUPERIOR FLASHING CEMENT #5941
5610-00-K05-0065 08612 FLASHING CEMENT - NON ASBESTOS
#1721NA
5610-00-K05-0068 08606 VELTEX FLASHING CEMENT
NON-ASBESTOS
5610-00-K05-0070 04585 ROOF RESATURANT ,5925. ASPHALTIC COATING
AKA KOPPERS 425 LIQUID ASPHALT
5610-00-K05-0071 07689 TAR ROOF RESTAURANT #5910
• 5610-00-K25o6304 14804 SUNFLOWER1 MOLDING PLASTER
5610-OO-K80-8730 16177 CEILCOTE T-430
5610-00-LC3-5863 15719 SAKRETE MORTAR MIX
(SCOTTY'S BRAND)
5610-00-LC3-5863 15732 QIKRETE SAND (TOPPING MIX)
5610-OO-LC3-5864 15719 SAKRETE MORTAR MIX
(SCOTTY'S BRAND)
5610-00-171-4723 03097 EMPIRE WHITE SPACKLING COMP.
PLASTER PTCHG. GYPSUM
5610-OO-174-4722 16233 ASHPHALT PRIMER SS-A-701B
ROOFING/WATERPR00F
5610-OO-236-4946 06867 ASPHALT ROOF CEMENT
GALL SILICA MINING CO., INC. NO DATE
MALLINCKRODT












CLOVER MFG CO. DLA MSDS
CLOVER MFG CO. DLA MSDS
MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89 B0C
UNITED STATES PRODUCTS DLA MSDS































BONSAL, W.R., COMPANY NO DATE BOC
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ASTM 04586 TYPE III
5610-00-236-4946 16822 CEMENT, BITUMINOUS PLASTIC ASPHALT BASE GIBSON-flOMANS 09/15/80
5610-00-236-4946 16823 PLASTIC CEMENT GIBSON-HOMANS 09/15/80
HANOI GRAD,FORIJLA 6220 (ROOF)
• 5610-00-236-4946 02412 COATING COMPOUNO, ASPHALT BASE REPLItBLIC POMOERED METALS DLA ISDS
# 5610-00-241-5748 02549 ACRYL 60 (THORO PRODUCTS) STANDARD DRY WALL PRODUCTS OLA MSDS
5610-00-250-4676 15726 HYDRAULIC CEMENT/PORTLAND CEMENT GENERAL PORTLAND 12/00/84
5610-00-368-7980 06124 C-27 SPACKLING PASTE, TIGER GRIP SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 07/16/85 BOC
VINYL PATCHING PASTE
5610-00-368-7987 16495 DEFLECTITE ALUNINUN ROOF PRESERVER RANOUSTRIAL 06/20/80
R-19
5610-00-372-3367 10970 ASPHALT. COLD MIX MACASPHALT SEVERAL BOC
37 PAGES/CHEVRON AC-2OWI-30;-5W/-IOW/HMA-SW/A
5610-OO-372-3367 07224 TRU/GUARO CRACK SEALANT, TUFF-N-DRI EMULSION OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORP. 09/30/85
WATERPROOFING
5610-00-516-0022 18978 DEVGRIP 237H DARK GRAY BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/25/90 SPC
237BH936
5610-00-516-0022 18979 DEVGRIP 237H WHITE BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/25/90 SPC
2378H986
5610-00-516-0022 18980 DEVGRIP 237M HEAVY-DUTY EPOXY NON-SKID COATING DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/04/91 SPC
237C0912 / CLEAR CONVERTER
5610-00-516-0022 18977 DEVGRIP 237M(MED) 595H36076 DARK GRAY BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/25/90 SPC
2378M936
5610-00-550-6137 03097 EMPIRE WHITE SPACKLING COMP. EMPIRE WHITE PRODUCTS CO. NO DATE
PLASTER PTCHG. GYPSUM
5610-00-641-0426 03899 #36231 WALKWAY TYPE II AKRON PAINT & VARNISH, INC. 10/28/85
MIL-W-BO44C/NONSLIP DULL GRAY 36231/COMPOUNO
5610-00-641-0427 03899 #36231 WALKWAY TYPE II AKRON PAINT & VARNISH, INC. t0/28/85
MIL-W-5044C/NONSLIP DULL GRAY 36231/COMPOUND
5610-00-641-0427 04753 WALKWAY COMPOUND, 37038 EVERSEAL MFG. 03/18/86
MIL-W-5044C & AM. 1
5610-00-641-0428 03899 #36231 WALKWAY TYPE II AKRON PAINT & VARNISH, INC. 10/28/85
NIL-W-5044C/NONSLIP DULL GRAY 36231/COMPOUNO
5610-00-771-4684 19246 FIBEREO ROOF COATING GIBSON-HOMANS 10/02/92
56t0-00-857-4392 14471EPOXO 30(0 NON-SKID DECK COATING AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 05/00/85 BOC
COATING FLIGHT DECK
5610-00-876-7985 04589 POURSTONE CUSTOM BUILDING PRODUCTS 12/11/86
8024
5610-00-876-7985 03108 POR-ROK ANCHORING CEMENT 0486-000 MINWAX, CONSTRUCTION PROD.DIV. 03/19/84 BOC
5610-00-926-4561 03097 EMPIRE WHITE SPACKLING COMP. EMPIRE WHITE PRODUCTS CO. NO DATE
PLASTER PTCHG. GYPSUM
5610-00-926-4562 03097 EMPIRE WHITE SPACKLING COMP. EMPIRE WHITE PRODUCTS CO. NO DATE
PLASTER PTCHG. GYPSUM
5610-01- -4475 16573 GREENLITE BRAND STRIPPING POWDER - WHITE 2120 3M 06/00/82
78-1521-1302-5
5610-01-006-6095 10214 HYDRATED LIME CHENEY LIME & CEMENT CO 02/11/93 BOC
5610-01-0(0-6095 15729 LONGVIEW. PELICAN DRAVO LIME CO./LONGVIEW DIV. NO DATE
CHEMICAL HYDRATED LIME WATER TREATMENT QUALITY
5610-01-295-8332 08366 ROOF RESATURANT NON ASBESTOS PERMASEAL CORPORATION 03/23/92 BOC
#1915 NA
5635-00-933-9049 16138 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER AMPEX NO DATE
............................................................... _ ...................................................................
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O87-OO7
5640-00-EG2-1260 11672 CERABLANKET MANVILLE O9/O1/89 BOC
REFRACTORY CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION
0 5640-00-F00-7767 14804 SUNFLOWERI MOLDING PLASTER GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION DLA MSDS SPC
5640-00-K05-2721 11333 FOAMGLAS INSULATION PITTSBURGH CORNING CORP. 03/15/93 BDC
CELLULAR GLASS,FOR INSULATION OF TANKS,SPHERES,PIP
5640-00-K05-2724 02348 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING FLUXES HARRIS, J.W., CO. 06/00/93 BDC
LIQUID/PASTE/ALUMINUM/ROSIN/HI-TEMP LIQUID
5640-00-N00-9529 07139 MICRDLITE - R SERIES MANVILLE 07/30/90 SPC
FIBROUS GLASS INSULATION
O 5640-00-062-7873 04334 LOW EXPANSION CEMENT #29 SAUEREISEN CEMENTS CO. DLA MSDS
IP20009
5640-00-835-3938 04493 WD-40 BULK LIQUID WD-40 COMPANY 10/00/93
5640-00-855-4840 08166 READY MIX JOINT COMPOUND GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION 06/23/83 80C
5640-00-855-4840 15725 READY MIX JOINT COMPOUND GOLD BOND BUILDING PRODUCTS 11/02/84
EV SLICK FINISH 260
5650-00-K05-6153 11143 PROGRADE ELASTOMERIC WHITE ROOF COATING MONSEY PRODUCTS CO. 09/10/90 BOC
LATEX ROOF COATING
5650-00-K84-5883 06224 ELASTIPRIME (LATEX ACRYLIC PRIMER FOR ROOFS) ELASTIC MATERIALS NO DATE BOC
5650-00-K84-5884 06226 ELASTIBASE (LATEX ACRYLIC ROOFING MATERIAL) ELASTIC MATERIALS NO DATE BOC
5650-00-K84-5885 06225 ELASTIMEM (LATEX ACRYLIC PAINT FOR ROOFS) ELASTIC MATERIALS NO DATE
@ 5680-00-K00-1580 02319 STARBLAST ABRASIVE SAND (STAUROLITE SANO) DU PONT. E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO DLA MSDS
5815-00-448-2231 16930 GREASE KS-7471 GENERAL BEARING CLEANING NO DATE
@ 5835-OO-FOO-O640 05154 3M HEAD CLEANING DISKETTES 3M DLA MSDS
5835-00-933-9049 16138 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER AMPEX NO DATE
087-007
5865-00-791-3717 04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING DOW CORNING 09/11/93
5895-00-933-9049 16138 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER AMPEX NO DATE
087-007
5935-00-EG1-8350 21878 SEALANT FOR FIBRLOK SERIES OPTICAL SPLICING SYSTEM 3M 05/05/93 80C
80-6106-u#=_-=,80-6103-###w-#.80-6105-.-#_-_. 80-6
5935-00-EG1-8350 21876 8692 EPOXY FOR FIBER OPTICS CONNECTORS - PT A/PT B 3M 09/09/93 BOC
80-6103-####-#,80-6104-####-#,80-6106-_##-_,80-61
5970-00-FL1-9928 16477 PR-1535 AMBER, BLACK, PART 8 COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC. 01/25/89 PGOC
POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER
5970-00-K00-0146 06726 SILASTIC 734 RTV SELF-LEVELING ADHESIVE/SEALANT OOW CORNING 09/30/92
CLEAR
5970-00-K00-0251 17417 DOW CORNING 3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT DOW CORNING 11/07/84
ALL COLORS
5970-00-K00-0492 16048 PR-1590.BLACK/AMBER. PART B. POLYURETHANE POLYMER PRC 11/08/85
5970-00-K03-95t0 16477 PR-1535 AI_ER. BLACK. PART B COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 01/25/89
POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER
5970-00-K03-9510 16476 PR-1535 BLACK POLYETHER POLYOL COMPOUND PRC 08/19/87
5970-00-K04-5313 16814 SCOTCHCAST 4407 ENCAPSULATING AND BLOCKING COMPD. 3M 01/05/94
80-6100-6040-4.6100-8254-9,8255-6,6029-7,6030-5,60
5970-00-N91-0587 10450 DOW CORNING 340 HEAT SINK COMPOUND OOW CORNING 08/19/92
e 5970-00-090-9184 00442 HYSOL. CONFORMAL COATING DEXTER CORPORATION DLA MSOS
5970-00-090-9184 00112 INSULATING VARNISH. ELECTRICAL/ OLA-400-82-P-J966 DEXTER CORPORATION DLA MSDS
5970-OO-110-8233 04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING DOW CORNING 09/11,93
5970-OO-110-8234 04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING DOW CORNING 09. 11_93
- 5970-00-133-8790 16478 INSULATING KIT PT.A&6 PR-1535 BLACK POLYUR.MOLD.CP PRC 11/12/85
...................................................................................................................................
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5970-00-161-7422 16391GLYPTAL RED ENAMEL 1201B GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS 09/13/90
5970-00-161-7422 04646 STERLING ELECTRICAL INSULATING VARNISH Y-479 RED REICHHOLD CHEMICALS, INC. 09/00/85
STERLING 81-479
5970-00-181-0190 09238 CONATHANE CE-1t55, PART A/PART B CONAP INC. 07/04/92
MIL-I-46058C (PART B DATED 11-24-92)
5970-00-198-8324 12003 RESITEN GRADE LE400 ITEN INDUSTRIES 08/01/91 SPC
MIL-P-15035 / NATURAL,TAN,BROWN,BLACK
5970-00-208-8070 00742 STYCAST 2651 BLACK GRACE. W.R., & CO. 11/27/91
FILLED BISPHENOL A/EPICHLOROHYDRIN-BASED EPOXY RES
5970-00-214-t728 03622 GLYPTAL 1202 GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS 03/07/91
ALKYD RESIN SOLUTION
5970-00-242-0505 09238 CONATHANE CE-1155, PART A/PART 8 CONAP INC. 07/04/92 BOC
MIL-I-46058C (PART B DATED 11-24-92)
5970-00-256-9507 16057 HUMISEAL 1812 HUMISEAL/DIV. COLUMBIA CHASE 10/06/89
5970-00-284-5448 16391GLYPTAL RED ENAMEL 1201B GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS 09/13/90
5970-00-476-6717 00702 SCOTCH BRAND 1602 IVI-SPRAY SEALER (RED) 3M 06/10/87
80-6101-2862-3/IRVINGTON RED INSULATING ENAM.,2532
- 5970-00-520-8129 15271SCOTCHCAST 82-AM1 POWER CABLE SPLICER KIT 3M 06/00/80
5970-00-537-7401 13056 SCOTCHCAST BRAND 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN 3M 11/20/92 SPC
00-54007-25594-9.-25677-9,-25685-4,-25693-9
5970-00-537-7401 11038 SCOTCHCAST 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN/82-A2 KIT 3M 04/25/89
80-7000-0401-5,-0402-3,-0403-1,-0406-4. TYPE A
5970-00-548-9520 04452 MIL-V-173C COMP. II EXEMPT KALCOR COATINGS 11/27/85
MIL-V-173 / INSULATING VARNISH, ELECTRICAL
5970-00-611-5023 05840 CATALYST 9 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 11/27/91 BOC
5970-00-611-5023 00238 STYEAST 2651 & CATALYST #9 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/12/93
CATALYST #9 DATED 07-10-90
- 5970-00-611-5023 00742 STYCAST 2651 BLACK GRACE, W.R., & CO. 11/27/91 BOC
FILLED BlSPHENOL A/EPICHLOROHYDRIN-BASED EPOXY RES
5970-00-682-8999 00704 KIT 82-A1 (SCOTCHCAST 4) 3M 04/25/89 BOC
00-54007-25024-1
5970-00-682-8999 11038 SCOTCHCAST 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN/B2-A2 KIT 3M 04/25/89 BOC
80-7000-0401-5,o0402-3,-0403-1,-0406-4, TYPE A
5970-00-752-5430 11038 SCOTCHCAST 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN/82-A2 KIT 3M 04/25/89
80-7000-0401-5,-0402-3,-0403-1,-0406-4, TYPE A
5970-00-753-5448 16391GLYPTAL RED ENAMEL 12016 GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS 09/13/90
5970-(30-753-5448 16175 GLYPTAL 1201 GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS 03/09/92
AIR DRY ENAMEL
0 5970-00-771-7670 07631SYLGARD 182 CURING AGENT DOW CORNING DLA MSDS BOC
5970-00-791-3716 04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING DOW CORNING 09/11/93
5970-00-810-1512 11038 SCOTCHCAST 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN/82-A2 KIT 3M 04/25/89 BOC
80-70_-0401-5,-0402-3,-0403-1,-0406-4, TYPE A
5970-00-814-1788 11038 SCOTCHCAST 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING RESIN/82-A2 KIT 3M 04/25/89
80-7000-0401-5,-0402-3,-0403-1,-0406-4, TYPE A
0 5970-00-832-6950 03625 INSULATING VARNISH PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUES INC. DLA MSDS
MIL-V-173C
5970-00-905-6769 02667 NOVOID X (G&W SPEC. #222) G&W ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO. 04/04/88
• 5970-00-930-1695 15513 STYCAST 1090 CATALYST 11FSCM-UNK *PLSTEC GRACE, W.R., & CO. DLA MSDS
• 5970-00-930-1695 15514 STYCAST 1090 CATALYST 9 FSCM-04552 *PLSTEC GRACE, W.R., & CO. DLA MSDS
@ 5970-00-930-1695 15512 STYCAST 1090 PART A FSCM-04552 *PLSTEC GRACE, W.R., & CO. DLA MSDS
- 5970-00-935-4941 00214 PR-1568, POLYURETHANE SPRAY COATING PRC 11/15/85
...................................................................................................................................
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MIL-I-46058C
5970-00-962-3335 22389 ELECTRICAL COATING NORTH AMERICAN PROFESS'L PRODS 01/15/92 SPC
7268
5970-00-962-3335 15186 SCOTCHKOTE BRAND ELECTRICAL COATING 3M 05/05/91
80-6100-3260-1
5970-00-982-1383 00704 KIT 82-A1 (SCOTCHCAST 4) 3M 04/25/89 BOC
00-54007-25024-1
5970-00-995-3652 04832 HUMISEAL 1A27 AEROSOL HUMISEAL/DIV. COLUMBIA CHASE 04/15/93
POLYURETHANE CONFORMAL COATING. AEROSOL
5970-00-998-2800 03782 HYSOL PC12 007 STD, PART A & B DEXTER CORPORATION 03/05/92
PA2007 / PB2OO7(MSDS DATE 03-05-92) PRTD.CIRC.CTG.
5970-01-010-3268 15207 SCOTCH BRAND 1603 IVI-SPRAY SEALER BLACK 3M 05/00/80
5970-01-017-4725 07543 DELTA BOND 152 BLUE EG&G 10/26/88
152-0
5970-01-082-9128 04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING DOW CORNING 09/11/93
5970-01-136-7101 09238 CONATHANE CE-1155, PART A/PART B CONAP INC. 07/04/92 BOC
MIL-I-46058C (PART B DATED 1t-24-92)
5970-01-217-8835 09238 CONATHANE CE-1155, PART A/PART B CONAP INC. 07/04/92 BOC
MIL-I-46058C (PART B DATED 11-24-92)
5975-00-EG0-5589 10482 CADWELD ELECTRICAL WELDING MATERIAL ERICO PRODUCTS, INC. 08/20/91 BOC
5975-00-EG0-6187 10482 CADWELD ELECTRICAL WELDING MATERIAL ERICO PRODUCTS. INC. 08/20/91 BOC
5999-00-K25-7850 00277 AQUA-MER DRY FILM PHOTORESIST HERCULES, INC. 05/23/86
PHOTOSENSITIVE LAMINATE
6010-00-527-2050 16375 LACQUER BLUE 15102 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
6135-00-K25-1366 17792 LEAD-ACID BATTERY YUASA-EXIDE INC. 04/01/93 SPC
ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
e 6135-01-106-7740 21840 EVEREADY BATTERY EPX-76 EVEREADY BATTERY CO INC. DLA MSD5 BOC
NONRECHARGABLE
6140-00-EG0-7893 14018 NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY PANASONIC 01/04/88 BOC
6140-00-EG0-7894 14018 NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY PANASONIC 01/04/88 BOC
6140-00-EG0-7895 14019 PANASONIC SEALED LEAD-ACID BATTERY MATSUSHITA BATTERY IND. _0., NO DATE BOC
VBOO96BK01 (LCS2012D)
6140-00-EG1-3327 18919 NIFE NICKEL CADMIUM POCKET PLATE STORAGE BATTERY NIFE 08/00/90 BOC
NIFE, ED AND AMERICAD BRAND
0 6140-00-F00-0923 12173 TRANSISTOR. HEAVY DUTY EVEREADY BATTERY CO INC. DLA MSDS
6140-00-K85-1703 07609 CAREFREE RECHARGEABLE BATTERY EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES 03/12/91 BOC
LEAD-ACID TYPE
6140-00-921-3670 21803 BATTERY, STORAGE MARATHON POWER TECHNOLOGIES 12/09/92 BOC
6140-00-921-3670 21802 NICKEL-CADMIUM (NI-CD) BATTERY. SEALED MARATHON POWER TECHNOLOGIES 08/31/93
88-412/U
6140-0t-111-6379 17593 POWER-SONIC RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES, LEAD POWER-SONIC CORP. 01/02/91 BDC
PS-12260/PS-610/ 6100F2
6140-01-122-6416 22541 LEAD ACID BATTERY GATES ENERGY PRODUCTS INC. 05/15/86
6150-00-K03-0078 16686 KODAK MPII DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 11/04/82
- 6213-00-6A1-0565 17478 HALOCARBON 21 UNION CARBIDE 09/00/85
DICHLOROMONOFLUOROMETHANE
@ 6240-01-080-9620 14805 LU150/55 GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSDS SPC
6240-01-142-8452 19449 LOW PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS PHILIPS LIGHTING CO. 06/20/'90
SOX-E 18W,26W,36W.66W,131W.SOX35W.55W,90W.135W.180
6260-O1-O74-4230 07701CYALUME AND LITE-uP STICKS.LUNKER LIGHTS.LITEROPE. AMERICAN C_ANAMID O6115,88 BOC
GLOW STICK.LIGHT SHAPE...(SEVERAL PRODUCTS NAMES)
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-'
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETT DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 10
6260-01-074-4230 22865 ACTIVATED LIGHTSTICK, ALL COLORS, ALL TYPES
MSDS_5893-01
6350-00-116-2535 06222 SMOKE DETECTOR TESTER
H_SAOS/L27865A
6505-00-K05-5200 06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE)
HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
6505-00-K05-5201 06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE)
HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
6505-00-K05-5202 06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIOUID STATE)
PIP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
6505-00-K05-6689 13062 VERAPAMIL HYDROCHLORIDE
6505-00-K28-7478 14659 PROPYLENE GLYCOL & WATER
FILL FLUID / 920:405-PROP GLY-4
@ 6505-00-105-5828 17595 PETROLEUM JELLY
WHITE PETROLATUM U.S.P.
0 6505-00-106-0875 02578 AMMONIA INHALANT
6505-00-106-(NR75 00083 AROMATIC SPIRITS OF AMMONIA U.S.P.
@ 6505-00-106-0675 02578 AMMONIA INHALANT
6505-00-106-1100 0(083 AROMATIC SPIRITS OF AMMONIA U.S.P.
6505-00-115-0000 08671 COLLODION, FLEXIBLE U.S.P.
6505-00-116-1750 04487 HEXA-GERM
NDC-lOS63CK)01-01
e 6505-CK)-116-1750 10154 PHISOHEX
HEXACHLOROPHENE CLEANSING EMULSION, USP
6505-00-126-3020 02482 GLYCERINE, USP, 99.5%
38698
6505-00-133-8025 00059 WHITE PROTOPET lS, PETROLATUM USP
6505-00-133-9905 15924 PHENOL
2858/2862
6505-00-139-4600 11772 EYE DROPS
TETRAHYDROZOLINE HVI .05% OPHTHALMIC SOLUTION
6505-00-147-0000 03420 TALC
TALCUM POWDER
6505-00-153-8219 12481 GLYCERINE, USP
6505-00-153-8225 13343 ETHYL ETHER (STABILIZED WITH ETHYL ALCOHOL)
6505-00-153-8278 10383 GAMULIN RH AND MINI-GAMULIN RH, GAMASTAN
RH(O) D IMMUNE GLOBULIN (HUMAN)
6505-00-153-8480 05439 3% HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SOLUTION
- 6505-00-205-6313 16182 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL CRYSTAL 99%
6505-00-205-6503 13245 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
MSDS #G324
6505-00-205-6512 13245 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
MSDS #G324
6505-00-205-6513 02734 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
O 8505-00-205-6513 16181 ATLANTIC ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 99%
6505-00-205-6513 07140 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
U298, 5082, 9080
6505-00-205-6513 10907 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL - 99%
6505-00-205-6513 05501 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL/ ANHYDROUS
04230-40/TT-I-735 / ACS / USP / TECH?
6505-00-205-6513 00393 ETHYL ALCOHOL, ABSOLUTE (200 PROOF)
OMNIGLOW CORPORATION 10/19/93 SPC
AEROSOL SERVICES COMPANY, INC. 06/10/92
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90 BOC
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90 BOC
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90 BOC
LYPHOMED, INC. 02/29/88 BOC
MERIAM INSTRUMENT/DIV.SCOTT&FE 05/08/91 SPC
VI-JON LABORATORIES, INC DLA MSDS
BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (OOO) DLA MSDS
HUNCO LABORATORY NO DATE BOC
OEVS WORK EXPERIENCE CENTER DLA MSDS
HUMCO LABORATORY NO DATE BOC
MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89 BOC
HUNTINGTON LABORATORIES INC. 06/03/82
STERLING DRUG, INC DLA MSDS BOC
DOW CHEMICAL CO. 03/18/85 BOC
WITCO CORPORATION 09/00/85
BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO. 10/15/85
OPTOPICS LABORATORIES CORP. NO DATE BOC
WHITTAKER,CLARK & DANIELS,INC. 12/02/85 BOC
MOYCO INDUSTRIES, INC. 05/11/90
MALLINCKRODT 06/15/92 BOC
ARMOUR PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 10/30/89 BOC
CUMBERLAND MANUFACTURING CO. NO DATE
UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
GENIUM PUBLISHING CORPORATION CRI/O0/85
GENIUM PUBLISHING CORPORATION 09/00/85
ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
ATLANTIC CHEMICAL CO., INC.
















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 11
STOCK _ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE 0RG.
...................................................................................................................................
0-E-760/6505-OO-205-6513 IS FOR IPA,PLS.CHECK
6505-00-205-6513 14092 BRITE LIFE ISOPROPYL RUBBING ALCOHOL USP 70% HUMCO LABORATORY 00/00/84
































TAPE HEAD CLEANING PAD
TX 1201, TX1301, TX270
ISOPROPANOL 99% MIXTURE, PM-3852
ISOPROPANOL, ANHYDROUS





Q4230-40/T_T-I-735 / ACS / USP / TECH?
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL - 99%
ISOPROPYL ALCQI-_DL 70%
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, U.S.P.
BENZOIN, TINCTURE, U.S.P. {MFGR: MEER CORP.)
TEXWIPE 05/00/87 BOC
UNION CARBIDE O9/O1/84
UNION CARBIDE 02/24/93 BOC
UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
VOGEL PAINT & WAX CO INC 03/10/89 BOC




















AMOCO WHITE MINERAL OIL NO. 9-NF
LIGHT, USP




BLANDOL WHITE MINERAL OIL, USP
MINERAL OIL, USP
WHITE MINERAL 0IL
BETAOINE SOLUTION (IO_{ POVIDONE IODINE)
USP, PVP-I
T-PREP






WEBCOL ALCOHOL PREP PAD
H 8080-004126


















































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ," MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSCS SYSTEM ,' "¢" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET I NDE_
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03z94 STOCK NUMBER I NOEX P. 12
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
ID CDIm4ENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6510-00-203-7235 03401 ORTHOPEDIC PLASTER RANSOM & RANDOLPH CO. DLA MSDS
6510-01-010-0307 13269 BETADINE SOLUTION (10% POVIDONE IODINE) PURDUE FREDERICK COMPANY 08/01/90
USP, PVP-I
6520-00-K84-0849 11778 ELASTICON KERR MFG. CO. 03/00/83 BOC
DENTURE/HEAVY BONDED SYRINGE/TRAY 3604-00685
6525-00-K01-9221 16634 KODAK INDUSTREX FIXER AND REPLENISHER PART A EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/09/91 BOC
139 7231.192 5007,190 0273
6525-00-K01-9221 16635 KODAK INDUSTREX FIXER AND REPLENISHER PART 8 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/02/90 BOC
139 7231,194 0519,1900273
6530-00-K04-8407 11106 KILIT AMPULES, 12018,12019 BECTON-OICKINSON 10/26/88 BOC
BAXTER _'S, A9467,12019
6530-00-133-4299 00072 COOLING. CHEMICAL, PAD INSTANT COLD COMPRESS CONSOLIDATED PROD. & SERVICES 05/21/84 BOC
6530-01-170-7509 11106 KILIT AMPULES. 12018, 12019 BECTON-DICKINSON 10/26/88 BOC
BAXTER ='S, A9467,12019
6550-00-165-6538 05206 HEMOCCULT DEVELOPER SOLUTION SMITHKLINE DIAGNOSTICS, INC. 10/14/87
6550-01-139-7489 13098 SALMONELLA ANT ISERA, GLYCERINATED BECTGN-DICKINSON 05/t2/93 BDC
CAT. e40709 (KIT)
6550-01-139-9544 14080 0.8% SULFANILIC ACID ANALYTAB PRODUCTS DLA MSDS BOC
8886277630
6550-01-142-5554 15832 BUFFER SOLN.S0-B-104,-106,-107.-108,-109,-110,-112 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/01/88 BOC
$0-B-122;$0-P-74,-341
6550-01-142-5555 00231 BUFFER SOLUTIONS PH 9.0 TO 11.0 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/22/90
6550-0t-142-820t 15831 BUFFER SOLUTIONS (PH 3.00,4.00,5.00) FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/24/85 BDC
SB-97,SB-98,SB-101,SB-99,SB-102
6550-01-145-5555 07597 BUFFER SOLUTIONS PH 9.0 TO 11.0 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89 BOC
S0-B-114,-139,-141,-115,-116,-142
6550-01-190-3557 07113 LYSE SIII DIFF LYTIC REAGENT (500 ML) COULTER DIAGNOSTICS 05/24/94
0199331 / 8546757 / 8546983
6580-00-K04-8336 17411 REFLECT - BASE & CATALYST KERR MFG. CO. 11/00/83
VINYL POLYSILOXANE ELASTOMER
6625-00-806-8887 22186 DOW CORNING 5 COMPOUND DOW CORNING 11/19/93
6630-00-K84-6823 18861 SULFURIC ACID SOLUTION BACHARACH, INC 02/14/91 BOC
4050-0102
6630-00-K84-6825 18860 HYDROXYLAMINE SOLUTION BACHARACH, INC 03/18/91 BOC
4050-0104
6630-00-t06-1659 04537 FREON 22 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 08/13/92
DUO00025 / CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE/CC0335
- 6630-00-973-9003 10962 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) PH 7.00 160Z COULTER DIAGNOSTICS 03/05/90 BOC
356-t21
6630-00-973-9003 03607 PH REFERENCE BUFFER SOLUTION H7590-7 EM SCIENCE 12/00/83
I-r/590-27,-7;BX1632,BX1635;21131
6630-00-973-9003 07542 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) UNITED DIAG REAGENTS/ACC 08/20/88
PH 7.00 160Z
6630-01-037-4421 07101 HEMOTERGE II 20 L COULTER DIAGNOSTICS 09/02/86 BOC
6630-01-037-4421 00762 SSS DISINFECTANT DEODORANT TRIPLE S 08/09/9t
221-6
- 6635-00-E02-9277 22088 LEADCHECK SWABS PB-OO2M BGI INCORPQATED 05/22/90 BOC
6635-00-K30-5751 01762 MR-225 AEROSOL 187-X102 LILLY INDUSTRIES. INC. 05/10/93
WAS RAM CHEMICALS DIV.
- 6640-00-EG0-0588 10958 POTASSIUM ACID PHTHALATE MALLINCKRODT 06/07/85 BOC
6704
...................................................................................................................................



































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 13
STOCK _ER TSRS TRAOENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6640-00-EG0-0589 11217 PHENOLPHTHALEIN SOLUTIONS MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
6640-00-EG0-2039 11093 PLH-I HARDENER MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY 11/12/86 BOC
6640-00-EG0-203_3 11846 RELEASING AGENT - RTV 910 MEASUREMENTS GRQUP/DIV.VISHAY 08/05/88 BOC
GE RTV910
PL-I MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY 11/11/86 BOC
PC-I MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY 12/01/86 BOC
CRATEX RUBBERIZED ABRASIVES CRATEX MFG. CO., INC. NO DATE BOC
SILICON CARBIDE BONDED W/CHLOROPRENE POLY/120 KIT
ENVIROTEX LITE HARDENER
ENVIROTEX LITE RESIN
MICRO LIQUID LABORATORY CLEANER
860301
NEW HERMES BRUSHLESS ENGRAVOCOLOR STIK-ALL COLORS
TT-F-325A TY.I AM.2
dONES MEDICAL DERMA CIDOL
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCT
SUPER TRUMP
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 10/01/90 80C
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 10/01/90 BOC
COLE-PARMER INSTRUMENT CO. 03/30/90 BOC
MARKAL COMPANY 08/25/86 80C
JONES MEDICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 03/11/93 8OC
HIGH ALKALINE LQ AUTO DISHMACHINE DETERG.(942654)
EQUITRANSFERENT SJ REF FILL SOLUTION
#900001
CLOR-D-TECT 1000 CHLORINE/HALOGEN TEST KIT
USED OIL SCREENING KIT
JONES MEDICAL DERMA CIDOL
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCT










VlTACLEAN SYSTEMS CLEANER SOLUTIONS A&B
TONER FOR RP503,505,509
FUSER OIL???
ULANO SCREEN DEGREASER LIQUID #3
KSC-STO-E-O015






SNI A=BEFORE 8/83, SNI B=AFTER 8/83
KOOAFLEX DOP
KODAK FIXER 22
2400/3600/7000 CFP DUPLICATOR 840 EPS TONER
TYPE D P.C. 329437
REPLACES TYPE N TONER
INK. XEROX 9200/9400
HUNT PREMIUM STAR-92/94 DEVELOPER
XEROX XD-92 DEVELOPER
6750-00-K02-9654 16775 9400/9200 DRY INK - TYPE 16 TONER
11/16/93
JONES MEDICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 03/11/93 BOC
SPORLAN VALVE 05/05/88 BOC
MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE NO DATE
ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
IN GLASS
ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS SPC
IN GLASS














EASTMAN KODAK CO. 06/02/83
EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
XEROX 11/30/92
8ELL & HOWELL 07/05/85 BOC
XEROX







.sos,s.,R,EO.-.:SOBMiT,sc FORM29-393TOORG.CONTACT/ .SOS'Sw/o.-.VERIF,ED,VAIL,SLEVI, ,SDSYSTEMt ',." =OL,
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 14
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENANE MANUFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
IO COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6750-00-K02-9654 16762 7080/7085/8200/8700/8700 MOOELV/8790/8790 MODEL V XEROX 02/02/93
9200/9210/9400/9500/9700/9700 MODELV/9790/9790 MOO
6750-00-K03-0014 07999 KODAK MICROFILM OEVELOPER & REPLENISHER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 11/06/87 80C
P/N 158-3574
6750-OO-K03-1904 05428 OCE'REVERSAL TONER OCE' INDUSTRIES INC. 06/01/90
RICOHFAX MRP TONER/2610000/2610001/2617000/2617001
6750-00-K04-0557 16624 CRONALAR COMMAND BLENDER DEVELOPER - PART A DU PONT. E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/89
E-79623,CDC-A,'STOCK #044946,CBD-A
67_0-00-K04-0557 16609 CRONALAR DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE, PART A DU PONT, E.I. , DE NEMOURS & CO 09/29/91
6750-00-K04-0558 16611 CRONALAR COMMAND BLENDER DEVELOPER - PART B OU PONT. E.I. . OE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/89
CONCENTRATE 044954
6750-00-K04-0559 16626 CRONALAR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER PART A OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 11/26/90
H-14604,ERO 6097,CRC-A
6750-00-K04-0559 16728 CRONALAR REPLENISHER CONCENTRATE, PART A DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 12/01/80
6750-00-K04-0560 16627 CRONALAR DEVELOPER REPLENISHER-PART B DU PONT, E.I., DE NENOURS & CO 02/15/91
CRC-B, E-79641
- 6750-00-K04-0560 16729 CR(_MALAR REPLENISHER CONCENTRATE, PART B DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 12/01/80
6750-00-K04-0561 16605 CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE (CFC) OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 05/06/83
6750-00-K04-0705 02544 PERMABATCH DEVELOPER, G-84 0-1 AGFA CORP. 11/00/84 BOC
164-B / 257?.455.409
6750-00-K0,4-0705 04945 PERNABATCH DEVELOPER / Z-DEVELOPER, #928 COMPUGRAPHIC CORPORATION 11/01/84
6750-00-K04-0705 07259 ORIGINAL DEVELOPER SOLUTEK CORPORATION 03/26/87 BOC
508-04.508-40
6750-00-K04-0705 04707 Z DEVELOPER SOLUTEK CORPORATION 10/01/86 BOC
COMPUGRAPHIC
6750_00-K04-0706 16606 PERMABATCH FIXER COMPUGRAPHIC CORPORATION 07/01/84
929 / 979??
6750:00-K04-5053 16718 STAR-20 DRY IMAGE HUNT. PHILIP A., CHEMICAL 05/01/82
- 6750-00-K04-5053 16751 DRY INAGER XEROX 08/29/84
6750-00-K04-5088 16637 KODAK PMT DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/20/84
6750-00-K04-5400 16638 KODASTAR MACHINE ACTIVATOR EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/13/82
186 5682, 190 1081
6750-00-K04-6387 09416 314 BRAND TYPE 852 DEVELOPER PREMIX 3M 12/20/93 80C
78-6969-5173-6;GB-2000-4173-8
6750-00-K04-64t8 00281 3020 DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL 10/24/85
HEADLINER (48-3020-0)
6750-00-K04-8513 10539 Z- STARTER SOLUTEK CORPORATION 07/02/82
6750-00-K04-8514 10538 Z-FINISHER SOLUTEK CORPORATION 07/02/82
6750-00-K04-8515 11553 UNIVERSAL PROCESSOR CLEANER SOLUTEK CORPORATION 12/04/89 BOC
COIm>UGRAPHIC
6750-00-K04-8573 07677 Z-STARTER AGFA CORP. 04/00/87 BOC
FORMULA MCP-788 (REVISED)
6750-00-K04-8578 07064 AQUA AMMONIA HILL BROTHERS CHEMICAL 10/20/89 BOC
NA2672/SOLUTION
6750-00-K04-9457 16744 314 BRAND TYPE $48 TONER 3M 08/28/9t BOC
78-6969-5888-9
6750-00-K04-9457 16718 314 BRAND TYPE 152 DEVELOPER PREMIX 3M 08/10/90 BOC
78-6969-5889-7
6750-00-K04°9458 16744 3M BRAND TYPE 148 TONER 3M 08/28/91
78-6969-5888-9
6750-00-K05-2933 05992 DEVELOPER FOR LZR 2600 PRINTER DATAPI_CTS 10/27/89 BOC
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' - DLA HNIS MSDS
( ( (
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...................................................................................................................................
278923-001,-002,-504
6750-00-K05-3825 06623 3M BRAND CD-5 DEVELOPER 3M 08/18/92 BOC
7B-9020-1535-9
6750-00-K05-4605 11130 P00833 DEVELOPER KIT GENICON 05/30/90 BOC
BLACK POWDER IMAGING DEVELOPER
6750-00-K05-6187 11157 KX-PDP1B-IO BLACK DEVELOPER TOMOEGAVA PAPER CO., LTD. 05/15/87 BOC
KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER
6750-00-K25-0515 00692 RONACLEAN-P/C, 325 LEARONAL, INC. NO DATE
6750-00-K26-0514 00640 PATTERN PREP 24 MAKE-UP SALTS LEARONAL, INC. 08/20/91
80620
6750-00-K33-5367 13803 OAKITE CHROMICOAT L-25 OAKITE PRODUCT5 INC 06/25/92 5PC
3539 / 27-CL-166A
6750-00-K83-5912 07098 HI-FI DEVELOPER PART A ULANO CORPORATION 05/20/86 BOC
6750-00-K83-5912 07099 HI-FI DEVELOPER PART B ULANO CORPORATION 05/20/86 BOC
6750-00-K83-5912 16746 ULANO HI-FI DEVELOPER,POWDER,PARTS A&B(B:86/05/20) ULAhK) CORPORATION NO DATE
6750-00-MP9-3276 07052 ZIP DEVELOPER HORIZONS INC. 07/01/92 PGOC
7t15,7116,7117.7118
6750-00-MP9-3288 03476 CAUSTIC POTASH FINE CRYSTAL DIAMOND SHAMROCK 07/01/86 PGOC
KEPRO DFS-12G
6750-00-N00-0590 15923 POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE BAKER. O.T. CHEMICAL CO. 01/04/94
3104
6750-00-037-9099 11203 CLAYTON FIXER/WASH SYSTEMS CLEANER (POWDER) CLAYTON CHEMICAL CO. 01/06/88 BOC
CODE# 36191X/1 , CATALOG# t83-711
@ 6750-00-037-9099 01661 FIXER SYSTEM CLEANER EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
@ 6750-00-059-5788 07399 CITRAZINIC ACID EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-00-068-1710 16644 KODAK EKTAMATIC S-40 STABILIZER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 03/18/83
6750-00-079-7395 13480 DEVELOPER FLUID CONTAINED IN FILM POD POLAROID CORP. 02/10/86 BOC
POLAROID FILM
6750-00-147-8973 06622 TYPE 028 FIX 3M 07/28/92 BOC
78-6969-5964-8
6750-00-151-5624 16599 3025 FIXER AM INTERNATIONAL 10/24/85
HEADLINER/CAT#48-3025-O
@ 6750-00-153-8907 01686 0-19 DEVELOPER (CAT #194-6045) EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-00-153-8907 01686 KODAK DEVELOPER D-19 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/02/90
194 6045,146 4593/FORMERLY DEKTQL DEVELOPER
e 6750-00-165-7133 15518 KODAK INDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER *PHEKID EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-00-165-7133 08436 KODAK INDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART A EASTMAN KODAK CO. 11/18/92 BOC
818 5100,139 7215,181 3351,165 1900
6750-00-I@5-7133 08185 KOOAK INDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART B EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/03/93
171 8592.139 7215.818 5100
6750-00-165-7133 08186 KODAK INDUSTREX DEVELOPER REPLENISHER. PART C EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/03/93
184 5650,818 5100.139 7215
• 6750-00-174-5472 01662 FARMERS REDUCER EASTMAN KODAK CO DLA MSDS
SEE ALSO "KODAK FARMERS REDUCER"
6750-00-189-7067 06349 IBM REPRO CHEW AII4ONIA ABSORBER IBM CORP 10/04/86
PN 0433496
6760-00-189-7067 11155 AMMONIA ABSORBER PACK 314 09/02/92 BOC
78-8004-6026-9
- 6750-00-200-2403 15907 SODIUM SULFIDE BAKER. J.T, CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
6750-C0-208-8080 11814 3M BRAND DRY SILVER PAPER T_PE 7770 3M 08/30/91 BOC
78-6577- ANO 98-0439- mS (12 PRODUCT #S)
...................................................................................................................................
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6750-00-216-6092 15389 FIXER TANK CLEANER HUNT, PHILIP A., CHEMICAL 09/12/80

































KODAK PROSTAR PLUS FIXER
102 26GG, 197 3098 (BEFORE 8/15/83)
POTASSIUM ALUMINUM SULFATE
BORAXD POWDERED HAND SOAP
NEW MFGR 12/92
PO ACTIVATOR
PD ACTIVATOR, DEVELOPER, 28-0080,-0111,-0222,-0110
PS II OEVELOPER
INTEC OEVELOPER,M5100
KODAK PROSTAR PLUS DEVELOPER
102 2490
0-76 DEVELOPER ANO RPL
CFH FIXER HARDENER PART B
#421-74
CFH FIXER PART A
#421-11A
KODAK RAPID FIXER, PART A
CAT 186 6342,128 2839,197 3247,146 4114.146 4106
KODAK RAPID FIXER, PART B
173 3013,197 3221,146 4106.146 4114
CITRIC ACID, CRYSTALLINE
CITRIC ACID, MONOHYDRATE (PHOTOGRAPHIC)
PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR
KODAK LIQUID DEVELOPER SYSTEM CLEANER
101 3259 / 101 3176










COLOR DEVELOPING AGENT (CO-3)
COLOR DEVELOPING AGENT (CO-2)
PHOTO-FLO
KODAK OURAFLO RT DEVELOPER STARTER
101 6690
PERMAGRAPHIC ACTIVATOR
FLEXICOLOR FIXER AND RPL. C-41 PROCESS




















































METACOMET INC. DLA MSDS
EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
3M 04/16/92 SPC
70-0702_8488-3,70-0703-6800-9,-6601-7,-0703-8499-8
CROVEX ACTIVATOR FOR MACHINE PROCESSING DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 04/10/90
H-16840. ERO 6093. WPA / FORMERLY E-796187?
PERMAGRAPHIC FIXER METACOMET INC. ND DATE
MCP-957/_AINS ACIDS (TYPE NOT SPECIFIED)
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CDNTACT / MSDS'S W/D "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' - DLA FINIS MSD5
( ( (
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10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX p. 17
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
@ 6750-01-024-9494 01685 STABLIZER RPL. PROCESS C-41 EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-01-026-9410 05227 KODAK LIQUID DEVELOPER SYSTEM CLEANER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/26/88
101 3259 / 101 3176
6750-01-033-5151 01693 KODAK BLEACH REPLENISHER PROCESS E-6 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 08/05/82
196 5623.8LEACH/RPL; E-6 AR
@ 6750-01-033-5153 01688 FIRST DEVELOPER E 6 AR EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-01-033-5154 01691 KODAK PROCESS E-6 COLOR DEVELOPER, PART B EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/06/85
116 2510 101 7599 156 2099
6750-01-034-1017 01692 KODAK PROCESS E-6 COLOR DEVELOPER, PART A EASTMAN KODAK CO. t0/02/85
118 2510 181 5034 156 2099 t01 7599
p 6750-01-040-8184 01690 STARTER (COLOR OEVP) E 6 AR EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
@ 6750-01-041-0090 01689 BLEACH STARTER E 6 AR EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
@ 6750-01-041-0094 01695 STARTER, DEVELOPER E 6 EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
@ 6750-01-045-3221 01675 EKTA. PRINT 2 DEVELOPER, STARTER EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-01-045-7907 16645 KODAK EKTAMATIC 5-40 STABILIZER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 03/22/83
• 6750°01-047-9108 01683 FLEXICOLOR BLEACH RPL, C-41 PART A EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
@ 6750-01-048-4560 01682 FLEXICOLOR BLEACH RPL. C-41 PROCESS PART B EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-01-075-1118 16633 KODALITH MPII CONTRAST CONTROL SOL EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/11/81
180 5050
6750-01-076-3836 16642 KODALITH DEVELOPER REPLENISHER (2 PART KIT, A & B) EASTMAN KODAK CO. 01/09/85
6750-01-076-3836 08124 KODALITH MPII DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART A EASTMAN KODAK CO. 06/02/93 BOC
139 6506, 121 6696
6750-01-076-3836 08125 KODALITH MPII DEVELOPER REPLENISHER, PART B EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/03/93
139 6506, 121 6712
6750-01-098-6482 08611 NOT STARTER DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 02/06/89 BOC
DP377-35-9, P0000045
6750-01-098-6482 11717 KODAK INOUSTREX DEVELOPER STARTER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/24/90 BOC
162 8528
• 6750-0t-098-7363 01670 REVERSAL BATH/RPL - E - 6 AR EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-01-100-2592 05427 OCE #2620000 ELECTROSTATIC DISPERSANT SOLUTION OCE' INDUSTRIES INC. 07/01/86
@ 6750-01-106-0011 01687 FIXER & RPL. E 6 AR EASTMAN KODAK CO. DLA MSDS
6750-01-112-2605 05226 KODAK PMT ACTIVATOR (REPLACES PREVIOUS PRODUCT) EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/21/92
193 9628.101 2541,197 8048,182 6270
6750-01-112-2605 16636 KODAK PMT ACTIVATOR, 154 9179 (OLD PRODUCT) EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/t8/82
197 8022 t54 9153 (PMT II ACTIVATOR, TSRS E05226)
6750-01-170-8895 16639 KODAK EKTAPRINT L DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/08/83 BOC
12t 4675 190 0877; PN 329740
6750-01-174-7331 16605 CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE (CFC) DU PONT, E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 05/06/83
6750-01-174-7331 10259 CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE PART A DU PONT, E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 09/01/89 80C
CFC-A, ERO 6101
6750-0t-174-7331 10260 CRONALAR FIXER CONCENTRATE PART B DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 09/01/89 BOC
CFC-B. ERO 6101
6750-01-176-0367 16624 CRONALAR COMMAND 8LENOER OEVELOPER - PART A DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/89
E-79623,CDC-A. STOCK _044946,CBD-A
6750-01-178-4419 07184 HYDROQUINDNE EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/27/84
123 31 9
67_D-01-205-5944 05105 SODA ASH. DENSE TEXASGULF CHEMICALS CO. 12/28/88 PGOC
KEPRO: DFD-12G/DEVELOPER,DRY FILM
6750-O1-227-1125 05226 KODAK PMT ACTIVATOR (REPLACES PREVIOUS PRODUCT) EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/21/92
193 9628,101 2541.197 8048,182 6270
6750-01-278-4815 16624 CRONALAR COMMAND BLENDER DEVELOPER - PART A DU PONT. E I. , DE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/89 80C
...................................................................................................................................
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E-79623.CDC-A. STOCK #044946,CBD-A
6750-01-293-9083 05226 KODAK PMT ACTIVATOR (REPLACES PREVIOUS PRODUCT) EASTMAN KODAK CO 10/21/92
193 9628,101 2541.197 8048,182 6270
6750-01-293-9083 11796 KODAK ULTRATEC TRAY DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/17/91
101 7276
6750-01-354-0957 06623 3M BRAND CD-5 DEVELOPER 3M 08/18/92
78-9020-1535-9
6810-00-D00-0123 15762 ALIZARIN YELLOW HACH COMPANY 06/02/82
6810-00-000-0125 15897 MERCURIC SULFATE BAKER, O.T, CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
6810-00-D00-0494 03280 SX-5 NORTH AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP. NO DATE
SAFE SCALE REMOVEER
6810-00-D00-0666 02744 CAUSTIC SODA SOLUTION 50% DOW CHEMICAL CO. 12/21/88
15216
6810-00-EG0-0870 11137 LECOSORB LECO CORPORATION 10/07/87
502-174; 502-176
6810-00-EG0-0871 11136 ANHYDRONE/MAGNESlUM PERCHLDRATE LECO CORPORATION 01/18/90
501-171
6810-00-EG0-0872 11138 LECOCEL IT LECO CORPORATION 04/03/87
6810-00-EG0-4486 13155 LUPERSOL DDM-9 RED ELF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA 05/09/90
118
6810-00-EG0-7343 10550 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES E CARGILLE, R. P. LABORATORIES 05/12/87
hiD = 1.440 - 1.555, 18431,18432,1843X, t843Y,19462
6810-C0-EG0-7484 06429 SODIUM CHLORIDE/SALT/SALINE BAKER. U.T, CHEMICAL CO. 06/17/92
3628,3625,3624,4924,4058,3632,3629
6810-00-EG0-8804 01601 HEPTANE (N-HEPTANE), H-350 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 11/01/93
H340,UN1206,H340,H20,BP1115,CTH16---
6810-00-EG1-7113 18372 AMMONIUM DICHROMATE BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. 03/09/92
0688.0690
68t0-00-EG1-7115 18444 t,6-HEXANEDIAMINE EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/30/86
118 1288,118 1296, 118 1304,118 1312,118 1320,118
6810-00-EG1-7117 18373 POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO. 03/09/92
3227.3232,3228
6810-00-EG1-7118 18369 PHOSPHORUS. RED, AMORPHOUS BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. 03/09/92
9358
6810-00-EG2-2827 08647 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE AND COOLANT DLO WORLD TRADING COMPANY 07/00/91
6810-00-F00-2465 06427 FREON TF TEXWIPE 01/01/91
TX113/TX120
6810-00-K00-0345 15919 POTASSIUM CYANIDE, SOLID FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/94
8810-00-K00-0856 15966 SODIUN BISULFITE BAKER, d,T. CHEMICAL CO. 03/09/92
3557,3556
6810-00-K00-9403 14279 DASHPQT FLUID BLUE CAT. NO. 810-N4B SERIES A DOW CORNING NO DATE
6810-00-K00-9403 14506 DASHPOT FLUID BLUE CAT. NO. 810-N4B SERIES B UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
ORGANDSILICONE FLUID
6810-00-K01-6926 04291AQUA AMMONIA 26DEG.BE' ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/29/90
8810-00-K01-8926 06724 AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/23/9t
A-669.A-669C,A-669-SI,A-669-S.A-667
68t0-00-K03-014t 07046 AQUATREAT CkrT 380 AQUATREAT. INC. 01/01/87
6810-00-K03-0141 15298 ENOCOR 4630, CORROSION INHIBITOR GRACE, W.R., & CO. 05/00/84
6810-00-K03-0141 06918 ENDCOR 4651 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/30/88
6810-00-K03-0141 07929 ENDCOR 4695 CORROSION INHIBITOR GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/30/88
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6810-00-K03-8154 03188 EXPOSE dOHNSON. S.C.. & SON. INC. 07/24/87 BOC
13750-002 PHENOLIC CLEANER
6810-00-K04-8829 05921 POTASSIUM SULFATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/25/92 BOC
P - 304, P o 305
6B10-OO-KO4-B857 13091 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC 99.999% ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO. 03/11/91 BOC
PRODUCT #22990-3
6810-00-K04-8857 07826 SODIUM PHOSPHATE.MONOBASIC.MONOHYDRATE BAKER. J.T. CHEMICAL CO 05/01/89
3818-1
6810-00-K04-8857 11409 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC PDLYSCIENCES, INC. 09/08/89 BOC
00400
6810-00-K04-8888 05860 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/14/93 BDC
A-649.A-661
6810-00-K04-8888 02760 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89 8OC
6810-00-K04-8889 02781 L-ASCORBIC ACID FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93 BOC
A61,BP351
6810-00-K04-8889 04668 L-ASCOR8IC ACID FREE ACID,STERILIZED BY GAMMA-IRRA SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY 04/27/87
A4403
6810-00-K04-8890 01482 PHENOL FISHER SCIENTIFIC 06/23/92 BOC
BP226.A911.A931.A9311.A88,A92
6810-00-K04-8891 14399 PHTHALIC ACID EASTMAN KODAK CO. 04/13/87
900454, 105 7504,7520,7637, 129 9205
6810-00-K04-B893 01512 SULFANILAMIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/30/92
0-4525
6810-00-K04-8894 01600 TRIETHANOLAMINE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/18/93
T-407
6810-00-K04-8895 11561 HYDROCHLORIC ACID. VOLUMETRIC STANDARD ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO. 10/29/92 BDC
t.ON SOLUTION IN WATER. 31894-9
6810-00-K04-8895 14086 HYDROCHLORIC ACID ANDERSON LABORATORIES 09/15/87 BOC
VO3112,VO3115,VO3118,V03121, 0122°6018
6810-00-K04-8895 07182 HYDROCHLORIC ACID EASTMAN KODAK CO. 07/06/78
157 6446.165 0092
6810-00-K04-8895 07161 HYDROCHLORIC ACID, CONCENTRATED (36-37%) FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/28/92 BOC
A142.A144.A148,ASOB,A466.A481
6810-00-K04-8895 11732 HYDROCHLORIC ACID, t_ - 50_ (V/V) & 0.25 - 12 NORM RICCA CHEMICAL COMPANY 02/13/90 BOC
3570 ° 3580 & 3625 - 3780
6810-00-K04-8895 04673 HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTION 1.ON SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY 07/21/88 BOC
H1501
6810-00-K04-8896 07172 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35% BURLINGTON CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
YB/10-70-0095-035-00000
6810-00-K04-8896 07162 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SOLUTIONS FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/18/94 BOC
H-323,H-325,H-327,H-341 / 30-50_
68t0-00-K04-8897 05460 ETHYLENEDIAMINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/09/86 BOC
1241/901241
6810-00-K04-9026 03419 SODIUM BICARBONATE RIVERSIDE PRODUCTS CORP 05/15/86
6810-00-K04-9422 05985 N-HYDROXYETHYLENEDIAMINETRIACETIC ACID FREE ACID SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY 06/14/89 BOC
H8126 / VERSENOL
6810-00-K04-9965 03198 SKD-NF/ZP-gB DEVELOPER AEROSOL MSCI LTD. 09/15/86 BOC
BULK & AEROSOL
6810-00-K04-9991 11648 METHANOL PROTEIN ASSAY KITS I.II BIO-RAD LABORATORIES 03/31/93 BOC
500-0001.500-0002.500-0(_
6810-00-K05-0026 04666 ETHYLENEOIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID FREE ACID SIGMA GR SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY 04/27,'87
...................................................................................................................................
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EDTA FREE ACIO
6810-00-K05-0027 08120 INDUSTRIAL VERMICULITE GRACE, W.R., & CO. 02/15/89 BOC
6810-00-K05-0027 12988 METRO-NIX TERRA-LITE AND PETERS POTTING SOILS GRACE, W.R., & CO. 11/12/82 BOC
SOILLESS GROWING MEDIA
6810-00-K05-0027 06085 ZO_LITE INDUSTRIAL VERMICULITE: 517729 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 05/12/87 BOC
I_tSONRY INSUL.,CONCRETE/PLASTER AGGR.,INSUL-CRETE
6810-00-K05-2703 08322 UNION CARBIDE MOLECULAR SIEVE, TYPES Y-72 & Y-82 UNION CARBIDE 08/00/85 BOC
(CALCINED) / ZEOLITE
6810-00-K05-2978 07781 TAPE HEAD CLEANING PAD TEXWIPE 05/00/87 BOC
TX 1201, TX1301, TX2?O
6810-OO-K05-3183 04239 ACTIVATED CARBON, TYPE KE BARNEBEY-CHENEY CO. 05/31/76 BDC
FISHER 05-685A / 05-685B ACTIVATED CARBON
6810-00-KO5-3183 06717 CARBON FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/02/80 BOC
CARBON, ACTIVATED; CARBON, DECOLORIZlNG; CHARCOAL
6810-00-K05-3183 07944 CHARCOAL, ACTIVATED, OB-685A FISHER SCIENTIFIC NO DATE
6810-00-K05-4949 08269 SLUDGBUSTERS PRECISIONAIRE, INC 08/10/84 SOC
- 68t0-00-K26-66t6 09300 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE DOW CHEMICAL CO. 07/30/86
wsog,w510,9437,9436,5381
6810-00-K27-4661 02889 METHYLENE CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93 PGOC
D-150.-143,-142,-123,-35,-37,-37S,-37SK;ACC14930
6810-00-K27-4813 19413 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP. 12/00/89
6810-OO-K27-6312 10093 PERCHLOROETHYLENE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 10/14/88 SPC
3?5(XX)O
6810-OO-K27-8546 22555 CITRIC ACID ANHYDROUS USP/FCC ADM (ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND) 12/22/93 SPC
6810-OO-K36-9638 19323 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS CYPRUS FOOTE MINERAL COMPANY 06/07/89
6810-OO-K37-2292 22735 HYDROXIDE PASTE ETCH ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP 09/00/92 SPC
SOLUTION 243, 39-8700-6351
6810-00-K83-0t48 03647 KOLOR KUT WATER FINDING PASTE KOLOR KUT PRODUCTS CO. NO DATE
68t0-00-K84-2981 04499 ZINC CHROI_TE PASTE CONTINENTAL COATINGS, INC. 07/30/87
978Y / MMSK4OBA-IO0
6810-OO-K84-6165 06117 CATION EXCHANGE RESIN, STRONG ACID STYRENE,H+FORM SYBRON CHEMICALS, INC. 10/21/85 BOC
C-242,C-244,C-251,C-257,C-266,C-267,C-295,C-298;
6810-00-K84-6166 06118 ANION EXCHANGE RESIN,STRONGLY BASIC,TY.II.CL- FORM SYBRON CHEMICALS, INC 10/21/85 BOC
A-550/A-651/ASB-2
6810-00-K84-6859 15483 TABEX CHLORINATION TABLETS ASPEN INDUSTRIES, INC. NO DATE
6810-00-K84-6859 08167 TABEX 3" CHLORINATION TABLETS GREAT LAKES BIOCHEMICAL CO 09/02/87 BOC
681D-OO-K84-7281 04723 CALCIUM NITRATE.TETRAHYDRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/13/89
C1093
6810-00-K84-7282 15791 CUPRIC CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 08/21/9t
C455-5OO
6BIO-OO-KB4-7284 11275 FERRIC CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93 BOC
1-86,I-87,I-88
6810-00-K84-7285 11324 MAGNESIUM NITRATE, HEXAHYDRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/22/94 BOC
M-46
6810-00-K84-7286 05B99 MAGNESIUM SULFATE HEPTAHYORATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/t4/93 BOC
M63,M67,BP213
6810-00-KB4-7286 01409 MAGNESILIN SULFATE NALLINCKROOT 11/07/85 BOC
6810-00-K84-7287 07854 MANGANESE CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/15/89
M87-500
6810-OO-K84-7288 05902 MANGANOUS SULFATE MONOHYDRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/05/90 BOC
N-1t3, M-11B, AND ACC13655
................................................ -_'_ ............ ' ..................................................................
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6810-00-K84-7289 06725 POTASSIUM NITRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/15/94 BOC
P-38386.P-261.P-263
6810-00-K84-7289 00015 POTASSIUN NITRATE SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY 07/18/90 8OC
P8394
6810-00-K84-7290 11240 PDTASSILIN PHOSPHATE NONOBASIC FISJ-IER SCIENTIFIC 10/03/91 BDC
P-284.P-285,P-286,P-382,BP362,H2KO4P
6810-00-K84-7291 02932 POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC MALLINCKROOT 08/08/85 BOC
6810-00-K84-7293 15836 SODIUM (DI) ETHYLENEDIAMINE TETRAACETATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 02/17/86
S-311
6810-00-K84-7294 11278 SODIUM NETASILICATE, NDNAHYDRATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89 BOC
5-4O8
6810-00-K84-7295 15855 ZINC CHLORIDE SOLID FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/06/89
_-33, Z-3_
6810-00-K84-7296 02984 ZINC SULFATE MALLINCKRODT 08/12/85 e3C
68t0-00-K84-7641 15952 SODIUM HYDROXIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/02/91 BOC
6810-00-K84-7641 05932 SODIUM HYDROXIDE, DRY SOLID,FLAKE,BEAD FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/16/92 BDC
5-318,S-320,So612, CAT.#$6133
6810-00-K84-7641 10223 SODIUM HYDROXIDE MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89 BOC
6810-00-K84-8073 11091 AMMONIUM NITRATE MALLINCKRODT 08/09/85 BOC
6810-00-K84-8541 06111ZEPHIRAN CHLORIDE CONCENTRATE 17% STERLING DRUG. INC 10/29/87 BDC
68t0-00-K84-9559 13442 C2033MK COATING / C2033 SERIES CATALYST ADVANCEO POLYMER SCIENCES.INC. SEVERAL BOC
PT.A: 8/9/91,PT.B: 4/29/91
6810-00-K84-9559 21860 20330 / 2033D-NON-SKID CATALYST ADVANCED POLYMER SCIENCES.INC. O6/19/92 BOC
RESIN HARDENER
6810-00-MA0-0445 01219 AMMONIUM PERSULFATE FMC CORPORATION 03/09/90 PGOC
KEPRO AP-24G
6810-00-N00-t708 17594 TOLUENE ATLANTIC RICHFIELD 06/10/85 SPC
_RCIAL GRADE
- 68tO-00-N00-O048 15886 MAGNESIUm CHLORIDE BAKER. J.T. CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
6810-00-N00-0363 01718 CITRIC ACID HACH COMPANY 08/04/86
14548
• 6810-00-N00-0365 01711 AMINO ACID REAGENT HACH COMPANY DLA MSDS
CAT NO. 804/ CAT NO. 1934-32
6810-00-N00-O388C_7O8 LP-3 POLYSULFIDE POLYMER MORTON THIOKOL, INC. 10/00/85
68tO-00-N00-O740 01717 NANVER 2 HACH COMP_LNY 07/14/86
851
6810-00-N00-0960 16811KOOAFLEX DOP EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/10/82
6810-00-N00-1396 15750 AMMONIUM BIFLUORIDE BAKER. d.T. CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
6810-O0-N00-1415 15928 POTASSIUM IOOATE BAKER. d.T. CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
- 6810-00-006-4206 16166 ETHYLENE GLYCOL ARNSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES O5/31/89
6810-00-O06-420601019 ETHYLENE GLYCOL ASHLAND OIL, INC. O5/31/89 80C
6810-00-(X)6-42OR 08449 ETHYLENE GLYCOL BAKER, J.T. CHEMICAL CO. O4/16/92 BOC
5387, 9140, L715. 9300
6810-00-006-4206 03756 ETHYLENE GLYCOL. TECHNICAL D0W CHEMICAL CO. 02,'06,86
MIL-E-gS_x)
- 6810-00-006-4206 10988 ETHYLENE GLYCOL LOCKHEED NO DATE
ILLEGIBLE MFGR.
6810-00-006-4206 06613 ETHYLENE GLYCOL - INDUSTRIAL GRADE SHELL 1_"12r85
TECHNICAL GRADE
- 6810-00-006-4206 16168 ETHYLENE GLYCOL. TECHNICAL SHELL 11/12 85
6810-00-007-1757 04236 METHANOL BAKER, _.T, CHEMICAL CO. 01,'25/94
................................ - ..................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO 0RG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e" -- DLA HMIS MSDS
Gin23-
' 0./03 '94
MATERIAL SAFET) DATA SHEET INDEx
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRSI
STOCK NUW6ER INOEX P. 22
STOCK NUI_ E R TSRS TRADENANE MANUFACTURER N_DS SUPPLY
IO C011ENTS DATE 0t_.
...................................................................................................................................
9074,9090, 5536. 9076,9049,9069,9070,9073,5217...
6810-00-OO7-1757 15894 METHANOL ABSOLUTE PHOTREX 3-9069 BAKER. U.T, CHEMICAL C0 10/28/82
CHECK STOCK # VS. SPEC.
6810-00-023-5013 16714 PO ACTIVATOR. DEVELOPER. 28-0080,-011t,-0222,-0110 AM INTERNATIONAL 03/07/86
- 6810-00-043- 1458 15973 SOOIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/01/85
6810-00-082- 1718 16211 ALIPHATIC SOLVENT NAPHTHA RANDOLPH PRODUCTS CO. 03/04/85
TT-N-95. TY. 1
6810-00-082-1718 16212 VM-14 VMP NAPTHA UN 1256 SOUTHERN COATINGS, INC. 10/09/91
4831-1714 / 4M-39-1
- 6810-00-082-5414 15810 DIMETHYLGLYOXIKE BAKER. U.T, CHEMICAL CO. 10/26/82
6810°00-086-3541 15723 MOLYKOTE Z POWDER DON CORNING 01/06/81
¢b 6810-00-097-4161 05612 ISO-OCTANE, TM/TMP BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP. DLA NSDS
68 10-00- 126-2138 15883 MONOCHLOROACETIC ACID FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/09/80
6810-00-127-4532 03619 ETHYL ALCOHOL, 200 PROOF AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO. 01/01/91 BOC
• 6810-00-127-4532 07988 ETHANOL, 200 PROOF (ABSOLUTE) DECAL CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS 80(3
ETHYL ALCOHOL, ABSOLUTE, ACS
68t0-OO-127-4532 00393 ETHYL AL_, ABSOLUTE (200 PROOF) FLORIDA DISTILLERS COIIPANY 07/01/85
0-E-760/6505-00-205-6513 IS FOR IPA,PLS.CHECK
6810-00-127-4532 05523 PURE ETHYL ALCOHOL PHARNCO PRODUCTS INC. 07/01/89 , BOC
0 - E - 760
6810-00-127-4532 13477 ETHYL ALCOHOL POLYSCIENCES, INC. 03/09/89 BOC
09860
6810-00-127-4532 16171 ETHYL ALCOHOL, U.S.P.(ANHYDROUS,ABSOLUTE) PUBLICKER INDUSTRIES INC NO DATE
O-E -760
6810-00-128-5200 15866 MERCURY(IC) CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/01/85
6810-00-132-4020 15909 OXALIC ACID BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
6810-00-141-2942 13009 CITRIC ACID, ANHYDROUS HAARNANN & REIMER CORP. 11/15/90 BOC
070 t, 0702,0703,0704,0705,0706,0710
6810-00-141-2942 07933 CITRIC ACID MALLINCKRODT 12/29/86 BGC
6810-00-141-2942 05131 CITRIC ACID, ANHYDROUS, F.C.C., U.S.P. MILES LABORATORIES 10/01/85
MIL-C-11029 / 0701,0702.0703.0704,0705
• 6810-00-141-2942 15784 CITRIC ACID ANHYDROUS TECH OCTAGON PROCESS. INC. DLA MSDS
6810-00-141-2942 15131 ANHYDROUS CITRIC ACID. USP. FCC PFIZER CHEMICAL CO 03/00/81
C009
o 6810-00-141-3745 15901 SODIUM ARSENITE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 04/09/80
6810-00-141-6080 13091 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC 99.999_ ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO. 03/11/91 BOC
PRODUCT =22990- 3
6810-00-141-6080 10232 SODIUM PHOSPHATE TRIBASIC NALLINCKRODT 04/06/89 BOC
0-S-642
• 6810-00-141-6060 03217 SOOIUN PHOSPHATE, 0-S-642 TY.1 MICHEL & PELTON CO. DLA I_JDS
• 6810-00-141-6080 03217 SOOIUN PHOSPHATE,O-S-642 TY1 (DISTR:MICHIEL&PELTON) PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. DLA MSDS
- 6810-00-142-9290 15895 METHYL PURPLE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 09/15/80
• 6810-00-145-0250 05612 ISO-OCTANE, TM/TMP BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP. DLA MSDS
6810-00-146-1586 15941 SULFAMIC ACID. BAKER. U.T, CHEMICAL CO. 04/25/83
- 6810-00-t46-7520 14290 SULFURIC ACID. 9¢J_ ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 11/t9/82
6810-00-146-7520 08248 OIL OF VITRIOL/SULFURIC ACID AN&CHENIA CHEMICALS, INC. 0Q/01/84 BOC
68t0-00-146-7520 04459 SULFURIC ACID DU PONT, EoI., DE NEMOURS & CO 12/00/76
0-C-265 / 66 DEG.BE,95-98%
6810-00-146-7520 01595 SULFURIC ACID FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/30/94 BOC
A300, A300C. A3OOS I, A300S, A298, A298, A510. A468. SOA 174
6810-OO-t46-7520 08437 SULFURIC ACID GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION 05/00/90 BOC
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SIJBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0" = DLA FINIS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INOEX P. 23
STOCK NUI_ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
























































TRICHLOROETHYLENE, METAL DEGREASING GRADE
SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 3A, 190
DENATURED ALCOHOL, DENATURED ETHANOL
ETHYL ALCOHOL, 190 PROOF
SODIUM HYDROXIDE






USER PLS.CK: DLA STOCK* IS FOR DICHLOROMETHANE
ACETONE, SYNTHETIC
O-A-SlF


















BAKER, U.T. CHEMICAL CO.
FISHER SCIENTIFIC
FISHER SCIENTIFIC
BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO.
STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY
































































BAKER. J.T. CHEMICAL CC. DLA MSDS
FISHER SCIENTIFIC _2 23 93 BOC
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/0 '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE via MSDS SYSTEM ,' '¢" = OLA k,*41S MSDS
GP23 -i MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SMEET INDEx
K.SC TOXIC SuBsTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3,94 STOCK NUMBER INDEx P. 24
STOCK NLI_ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID CONMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6810-00-227-0411 17150 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE











6810-00-227-0437 05930 SODILIM CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/04/91
SB40. $67t, $271
MORTON SUPER PELLENS
SALT, BULK. FOR WATER SOFTENERS
• 6810-00-227-1259 15893 METHYL ORANGE BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. OLA MSDS
- 6810-00-227-1294 14291 BRON CRESOL PURPLE SODIUM SALT ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 03/lt/81
- 6810-00-230-3938 15790 CALCIUM CARBIDE CHEMICAL COIOIODITIES AGENCY 09/04/80
• 6810-00-233-0126 14899 SILVER NITRATE, CRYSTALLINE CITY CHEMICAL CORP. DLA MSDS
6810-00-234-7208 04486 ACETONE AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO. 01/01/91
6810-00-234-7209 11927 AMMONIUM ACETATE, ACS CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY DLA MSDS
6810-00-234-7209 11945 AMMONIUM ACETATE, ACS 7064 HACH COMPANY OLA MSDS
0-C-265
6810-00-234-7209 11090 AMMONIUM ACETATE MALLINCKROOT 07/26/85 BOC
• 68t0-00-234-7209 11940 ANIK]NIUM ACETATE, ACS SPECTRUM CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
CRYSTAL. 0-C-265
- 6810-00-234-8369 15778 BORAX (SODIUM BORATE DECAHYDRATE,ACS) CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY 08/13/80
6810-00-236-5359 15881 LEAD NITRATE BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
• 68t0-00-236-5670 14284 NITRIC ACID ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA NSDS
- 6810-00-236-5670 15155 NITRIC ACID C AND C CHEMICAL 04/07/81
• 68t0-00-236-5670 15133 ENGRAVER'S ACID OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. OLA MSDS
6810-00-237-2954 12187 NITRIC ACIO, ACS REAGENT (70%) ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO. 04/16/91 BOC
25811-3
68101-00-237-2954 14285 NITRIC ACID, ACS ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA MSDS








• 6810-00-238-8119 16210 DLA MSDS
6810-00-240-2125 15967 05/00/82
• 6810-00-241-t143 06080 DLA MSDS
FISHER SCIENTIFIC
A-200.A-200C.A-200S,A-202,A-206C.ASO9,A467,A200SI,
6810-00-237-2954 06114 AAS STJU4DARO (NITRIC ACID SOLUTION) JOHNSON MATTHEY AESAR GROUP 07/29/85 BOC
6810-00-237-2954 01619 NITRIC ACID 70% MALLINCKRODT NO DATE
6810-00-238-8119 03206 NAPHTHA, ALIPHATIC (LACOLENE) CSD, INC. 09/19/86
TT-No95B TY2
NAPHTHA, ALIPHATIC UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
SODIUM SILICATE SOLUTION (40-43DEG) HUMCO LABORATORY
STEARATED SODIUM BICARBONATE, ACS, CRYSTALLINE APA INDUSTRIES
O-C-2BSB
SOOItml BICARI_TE BAKER, O.T, CHEMICAL CO.
SODIUM BICARBONATE CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY
0-C-265
• 6810-00-241°1143 15944 SO01UM BICARBONATE, ACS CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY DLA MSDS
6810-00-241-1t43 05928 SODIUM BICARtBONATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/24/93 BOC
S-233, $631
SOOIUM BICAJ_BONATE ACS SPECTRUM CHEMICAL CO.
0-C-2658
- 6810-00-241-1143 15SNS5 02/08/83
- 6810-00-241-1143 02990 09/00/86
6810-00-241-1143 18993 01/00/93 SPC
- 6810-00-241-1151 15916 POTASSIUM BROMIDE BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
- 6810-00-241-1151 15917 POTASSIL_I BROMIDE SHAPE PROOUCTS 04/08/81
- 5810-00-241-t159 15963 SODIUM PEROXIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/09/80
MSDS'S MABKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "e" = DLA PINIS NSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 25
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6810-00-241-1163 15898 MAGNESIUM SULFATE. ANHYDROUS (FROM J.T. BAKER)
- 6810-00-241-1188 15872 IODINE
o 68t0-00-241-1188 15874 IODINE ACS
- 6810-00-241-1191 15892 MERCURIC NITRATE
6810-00-241-1203 15801 CUPRIC SULFATE
1844/1841/1848/1843
6810-00-241-1203 15523 CUPRIC SULFATE 5-HYDRATE FSCM-70929 -LCCSBO



































CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE GRADE I
C3881
XYLENE
HTH DRY CHLORINE GRANULAR (#133245)
HTH INDUST & CONIIERCIAL GRANULAR II
PRODUCT# 133245





ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF













ACETONE ACS (MFGR: d.T. BAKER. SPECTRUM)
ACETONE
CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY
BAKER, J.T. CHEMICAL CO.
SHAPE PRODUCTS
BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.





BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.




0LIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV
OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.
BAKER, O.T. CHEMICAL CO.








BAKER, J.T. CHEMICAL CO
BAKER. J.T. CHEMICAL C0.
AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO.
BAKER. d.T, CHEMICAL CO.




6810-00-264-8955 17890 ACETONE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
(MFGR: INLAND PACKAGING)
B 6810-00-264-8955 00208 ACETONE OCTAGON PROCESS. INC.
6810-00-264-8955 13479 ACETONE POLYSCIENCES. INC.
01921
6810-00-264-8955 07006 ACETONE ACS SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPAN_
NO PRODUCT NO./ PROVIDED WITH PRO[_T ¢I_O5 MSOS
...................................................................................................................................





































09 28 88 BOC
GP23-! MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRy SYSTEM (TSRS)
10103,94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 26
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRAOENAME MANUFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6810-00-270-3223 15791 CUPRIC CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC O8/21/91
C455-5OO
6810-(X)-270-3262 15888 MAGNESIUM PERCHLORATE FISHER SCIENTIFIC O2/17/81
6810-00-270-8177 18581 SODIUM HYDROXIOE, TECHNICAL PUMA CHEMICAL CO INC. 11/t9/90
A-A-895 (81)
6810-OO-281-2002 02322 TOLUENE ASHLANO OIL, INC. O5/31/89 BOC
6810-00-281-2002 16798 TOLUOL CHEMTECH INDUSTRIES, INC 11/01/83
TOLUENE TECHNICAL
6810-OO-281-2OO2 03202 TOLUENE, TECHNICAL CSD, INC. O1/19/89
IT-T-548
6810-OO-281-2002 03757 TOLUENE PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 06/O1/82
TT-T-548, 1410
6810-OO-281-2002 17470 C7533 TOLUENE TEXACO 05/O1/82
SAME AS AMSCO SOLV 1410
6810-OO-281-2002 00133 70309 TOLUENE TEXACO O7/Ot/86
PART A = TT-T-548C / PART B = TT-T-548D
6810-OO-28t-2585 16786 N-BUTYL ALCOHOL EASTMAN KODAK CO. O5/3t/89
AMSCOSOLV 5305 (DISTR: PHIPPS)
6810-OO-281-2685 07239 BUTYL ALCOHOL. NORMAL MALLINCKRODT 04/06/89
TT-B-846
6810-OO-281-2685 16787 N-BUTYL ALCOHOL (0ISTR:PHIPPS, CF.PIPBA) UNION 0IL CO. OF CALIFORNIA NO DATE
- 6810-OO-281-2685 16785 N-BUTYL ALCOHOL, TECHNICAL (DISTRI6: PHIPPS) UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 10/21/60
• 68tO-OO-281-2762 02413 METHYL ETHYL KETONE (NEK),TECHNICAL (NFGR:SHELL) ANCO CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA MSDS
6810-OO-281-2762 04087 METHYL ETHYL KETONE, TECHNICAL CSD, INC. O9/17/86
TT-M-261D
6810-OO-281-2762 02674 METHYL ETHYL KETONE, TECHNICAL HOECHST CELANESE CORPORATION 12/31/92
PHIPPS: TT-M-261
• 6810-OO-281-2762 02413 METHYL ETHYL KETONE (MEK),TECHNICAL (DISTR:ANCO) SHELL DLA NSDS
6810-OO-281-2763 16949 METHYL ETHYL KETONE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 11/10/93 SPC
3540000
6810-OO-281-2763 00500 METHYL ETHYL KETONE,INDUSTRIAL GRD & URETHANE GRD ASHLAND 0IL, INC. 03/00/86
6810-OO-281-2763 00497 METHYL ETHYL KETONE EXXON CORPORATION O6/14/88
EXXON NO. 92050000
6810-O(3-281-2763 16201 METHYL ETHYL KETONE SHELL O6/15/93
31210
6810-OO-281-2763 02294 METHYL ETHYL KETONE UNION CARBIDE 03/20/92
- 6810-OO-281-2763 02271 METHYL ETHYL KETONE (55 GAL) UNION 0IL CO. OF CALIFORNIA O4/O1/85
6810-OO-281-2785 04087 METHYL ETHYL KETONE, TECHNICAL CSD. INC. O9/17/86 PGOC
TT-M-261D
6810-00-281-2785 00497 METHYL ETHYL KETONE EXXON CORPORATION 06/14/88
EXX0NND. 9205000O
- 6810-OO-281-6933 15807 SODIUM CYANIOE BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO. O4/13/83
- 6810-OO-281-7450 15868 MERCURY UNKNOWN MANUFACTURER 05/OO/81 BOC
6810-OO-281-9825 04667 CHARCOAL, ACTIVATED UNTREATED, GRANULAR 4-14 MESH SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY 04/27/87
C2764
6810-OO-281-9827 11005 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 99.99_ ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO. O1/23/90 BOC
306_-8 / SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE, ABBOTT M_DS #14
6810-OO-281-9827 07976 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SPECTRUM CHEMICAL CO. O1/23/87 BGC
0-C-2658
• 6810-OO-282-2910 14281ASCARITE (GENERIC) ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA MSOS
• 6810"OO-282-2910 15761ASCAQITE THOMAS SCIENTIFIC DLA N5OS
MSD$'S MARKED "-': SUBIIIIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CQNTACT / MSDS'S V/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "•" = OLA HNIS MSDS
i ( (
( ( (
GP23oI MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 27
STOCK NUIBER TSRS TRADENAIIE MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COtl41ENT$ DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6810-00-286-3785 04121 METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE. TECHNICAL
ASTN D 1153
@ 6810-00-286-5435 04580 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, GRADE B
TT-I-735A




• 6810-00-290-0048 16244 TOLUENE, TECHNICAL
6810-00-290-0048 19889 TOLU-SOL t9 EC SOLVENT
832r)0 / TT-T-548
6810-00-290-0094 02322 TOLUENE
@ 6810-00-290-5574 00188 SODIUM BICARBONATE
6810-00-292-9676 02460 METHANOL (DISTR: CHEM-CENTRAL)
6810-00-295-5799 07033 SALT (IRON-FIGHTER SALT PELLETS/BLOCKS)
@ 6810-00-298-9625 20251 0-T-620 TRICHLOETI'_NE TECH. INHIB.
- 6810-00-372-3479 16208 MINERAL SPIRITS/AltlSCO SOLV t241
6810-00-394-9395 00502 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
9214/9323/9211/5385/9319/0531
6810-00-394-9395 16200 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
9219-2
6810-00-394-9395 02294 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
- 6810-00-422-2169 15794 CALCIUM CHLORIDE
@ 6810-00-463-4271 05612 ISO-OCTANE. TN/TMP
6810-00-476-5613 14816 1.1, 1TRICHLOROETHANEo TECHNICAL
NIL-T-81533A, 15620
6810-00-514-2262 15877 POTASSIUM CHROMATE
• 6810-00-527-2476 03375 ANIIIONIUM HYOROXIDE. TECH
6810-00-543-7415 03194 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SOA) 3A. 190
DENATURED ALCOHOL, DENATURED ETHANOL
6810-00-543-7415 11077 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL 3A.200 PROOF(TYPE 111)
6810-00-543-7415 01215 ISOPROPANOL 99%
TT-I-735
- 6810-00-543-7415 22773 0-E-760 TYPE I11
DENATURED ALCOHOL
• 6810-00-543-7415 09267 DENATURED ALCOHOL
6810-00-543-7415 16092 SPECIALY DENTURED ALCOHOL/GRADE 3
0-E-760
6810-00-543-7415 02419 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL TYPE III
OISTR: WARNER GRAHAM
68t0-00-543-7915 02734 ISQPROPYL ALCOHOL
6810-00-543-7915 01215 ISOPROPANDL 99%
TT-I-735
6810-00-543-7915 22339 ISOPROPANOL (ANHYDROUS)
I_054 1192
6810-00-543-7915 10907 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL - 99%
6810-00-543-7915 055011SOPROPYL ALCOHOL/ ANHYDROUS
04230-40/TT-I-735 / ACS / USP ,' TECH?
@ 6810-00-543o7915 03616 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
TT-I-?35A









AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
CARGILL / SALT DIVISION
DOV CHEMICAL CO.
UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
BAKER. d.T, CHEMICAL CO.
BAKER, U.T, CHEMICAL CO,
UNION CARBIDE
BAKER. d.T. CHEMICAL CO.
BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP.
UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
BAKER, d.T. CHEMICAL CO.
CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP.
AAPER ALCOHDL & CHEMICAL CO.
AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO.
ASHLAND OIL. INC.
HONE OIL COMPANY. INC.
OCTAGON PROCESS. INC.
OCTAGON PROCESS, INC.













































WSDS'S I_RKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ,' MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '@' = OLA H_4IS MSD$
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFET_ 0ATA SHEET INDEX
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STOCK NUI_ ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
I O COIIIIENT S DA T E DRG.
...................................................................................................................................
6810-00-584-4070 01518 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 12/23/93
6810-00-584-4070 02672 PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 11/19/85
6810-00-584-4070 02672 SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. 03/04/93
6810-00-584-4070 00579 SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. 11/19/85
6810-00-596-4823 16159 DWYER INSTRU14ENTS, INC. 11/14/90
- 6810-00-597-2351 15797 BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
- 6610-00-5¢J7-2351 15799 SHAPE PROOUCT5 05/18/83
• 6810-00-597-2351 15798 SHAPE PROOUCTS DLA MSOS
• 6810-00-597-3608 04556 PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. DLA MSDS
6810-00-598-7316 02605 AUSTIN, dAMES, CO. 11/11/93
6810-00-598-7316 03152 AUSTIN, dAiliES, CO. 09/04/86 BOC
6810-00-5_8-73t6 13911 BAKER INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 06/11/86 BOC
• 6810-00-598-7316 04295 PUREX DLA NSDS
6810-00-598-7316 15713 PUREX NO DATE
6810-00-616-9184 16194 OETREX CHEMICAL IND.. INC. 10/00/90
66t0-00-616-9198 16194 DETREX CHEMICAL IND., INC. 10/00/90
6810-00-616-9188 00504 DON CHE14ICAL CO. 06/18/90
6810-00-616-9188 03581
31110
6810-OO-543-7915 07026 ISOPROPANOL, ANHYDROUS UNION CARBIDE 02/24/93 BOC
6810-00-551-1487 05360 1.1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE HOOKER CHEMICAL CORP. 04/00/72 BOC
• 6810-00-562-4459 15748 AMMONIUM ACETATE CHEMICAL CONMOOITIES AGENCY DLA NSDS
6810-00-584-4070 16248 XYLENE CSD. INC. 09/29/86
AST14 D-846-80 / TEN DEGREE
XYLENE
X3S. x4. xs. X16, X5S
















6810-00-598-7316 08160 ,JAVEL WATER BLEACH, SODA BLEACH BRITE 14ANUFACTURING CO, INC 03/28/83
6810-00-598-7316 03312 CLOROX LIOUID BLEACH (REGULAR BL/INSTITUTIONAL BL) CLOROX C014PANY 07/00/86
6810-00-598-7316 11608 LIQUID BLEACH (5.25_) COASTAL CHEMICAL _ANY 08/00/90 BOC
• 6810-00-59a-7316 17158 SODIUm HYPOCHLORITE GENERAL SERVICES ADNIN. OLA 145DS
6810-00-598-73t6 11036 SOOA BLEACH/dAVEL BLEACH SOLUTION LABBCO INCORPORATED NO DATE
CID: A-A-1427A (3/28/83)
BLEACH, HOUSEHOLD
PUREX BLEACH, HOUSEHOLD BLEACH/FLEECY WHITE BL
SOD. H_POCHLOR I T E
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
METHYLENE CHLORIDE






TRICHLOROETHANE, 1, 1. 1- OEGRS COLD/V
0-T-620
1. 1, 1-TRICHLOROETHANE
WSOg, M_ 10,9437. 9436,538 t
• 6810-00-664-0387 08566 TRICHLOROETHANE CASCADE CHEMICAL CO OLA MSDS
6810-00-664-0387 t t018 1.1, I-TRICHLOROETHANE CSD, INC. OB/Ot/gO BOC
6810-00-664-0387 00758 CHLOROTHENE St4 SOLVENT DOW CHE14ICAL CO. 09/15/92
0-T-620 / 14IL-T-81533 / 16896
14-50
t . t . t TRICHLOROETHANE
DOW CHEMICAL CO. 03/02/89
6810-00-664-0387 11634
6810-00-664-0387 11407 BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO. 04/16/92 E3C
FINE ORGANICS CORPORATION 07/02/90 BOC
MSDS'S lURKED "-': SU611IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / 14505"S W/D "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA 8S SYSTEM / "e" • OI.A FINIS MSDS
- 6810-OD-6t6-9188 16196 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 09/11/81
6810-00-664-0397 04209 A14ERICANWRITING INK CO.,INC. DLA MSDS
6810-00-664-0387 08393 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 11/01/86 BOC
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEETINDEX
KSCTOXICSUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 29
STOCKIER TSRS TRADENAIE MANUFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY






























20254 CHLORETHENE NU SOLVENT
15949 SODIUM FLUORIDE
02322 TOLUENE
00131 PRINT KOTE SOLVENT
PROO.#22-2Og/PN 13-2(KIMS)SANE PRODUCT??
03194 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 3A. 190
DENATURED ALCOHOL. DENATURED ETHANOL
06756 O-PHOSPHORIC ACID
A-260 / A-242 / A-365 / A-365P / A2425OO
05968 PHOSPHORIC ACID
01402 BENZENE "








13089 HYDROCHLORIC ACID, 37%, A.C.S. REAGENT






02563 HYDROCHLORIC ACID. ACS
07161 HYDROCHLORIC ACID. CONCENTRATED (36-37_)
A142,A144,AI48.ASOB.A466,A481
07062 HYOROCHLORIC ACID, 37_
dT9535-33
11732 HYDROCHLORIC ACID. 1% - 50% (V/V) & 0.25 - 12 NORM
3570 - 3580 & 3625 - 3780
04283 TRICHLOROETHYLENE-E
ROCKET ENGINE FLUSH
03194 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (5DA) 3A, 190
DENATURED ALCOHOL, DENATURED ETHANOL
6810-00-754-2813
6810-00-782-2686
PACKAGING SERVICE CO., INC. 10/OO/87
PHIPP$ PRODUCTS CORP. 10/O2/80
CSOo IN(:. O6/O1/90
OOW CHEMICAL CO. DLA _DS
BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. 11/05/85
ASHLAND OIL. INC. 05/31/89
GC THORSEN 05/10/91





AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO.









































6810-OD-782-2686 (30184 ALCOHOL DENATURED CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. NO DATE






U.S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO.
HACH COMPAN_ 07 15 S6
HACh COMPANv 11 25 926810-00-798-9709
A-962,A-962P,A-962S.A-995
17160 ALCOHOL, DENATURED
03194 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL (SDA) 3A, 190
DENATURED ALCOHOL, DENATURED ETHANOL
01730 PHENOLPHTHALEIN SOLUTION O. 1_
1897
01724 BUFFER SOLUTION HARDNESS 1
424
MSDS'S I_RKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT ..!MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ' "O" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I
10/O3,94
MATERIAL SAFETt DATA SHEET INOEx
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTR_ SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUI_BER INDEx P 30
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENANE MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
e 6810-OO-816-1025 20256 MOLYSULFIOE CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM C0, AWAX INC DLA MSDS
6810-OO-853-8751 15771 BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. 04/03/84
6810-OO-853-8751 01636 BAKER, O.T, CHEMICAL CO. 03/09/92 BOC
MIL-M-7866/SUPERMOLL_ 1010
6810-OO-816-IO25 1112100W CORNIBG Z NOLY-POWDER DOW CORNING O6/11/90 BOC
@ 6810-00-8t6-t025 11953 NOLYBDF.NUM DISULFIDE, TECHNICAL NOAH INDUSTRIES DLA NSDS
68t0-00-817-992902762 AIIIONILIMHYDRDXIDE II_LLINCKRODT 04/06/89
@ 6810-00-823-8007 14288 SULFURIC ACID, ELECT ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA MSDS





6810-OO-855-6160 05501 EXXON CORPORATION
5610,9334.9083,9095,9081,9079.5582.9082,5373.5806,
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, GRADE B CSD, INC.
TT-I-735A
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL/ ANHYDROUS
04230-40/TT-I-735 / ACS / USP / TECH?
SULFURIC ACID




@ 6810-00-893-8138 11925 SULFURIC ACID 0-S-801. ELECTROLYTE BAT CL 3 C AND C CHEIWrICAL DLA NSDS
@ 6810-00-893-8138 03373 SULFURIC ACID, ELECTROLYTE DOMINION CHEMICAL COMPANY DLA NSDS
• 6810-00-8¢J3-8138 11946 0-S-801, SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE BATT CL 3 GEN CHEMICAL INCORPORATED DLA MSDS
- 6810-00-893-8138 226710-S-801E CLASS 3, SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE OCTAGON PROCESS, 1NC. 05/21/92 SPC
3001101. MSDS_ 00245
SULFURIC ACID. ELECTROLYTE. CL 3
ELECTROLYTE BATTERY ACID
SULFURIC ACID
O-S-a01 ELECTROLYTE BATT CL 3
SULFURIC ACID
TRICHLOROETHANE, TECH.
0-T-620C TY.III / NONFLAMMABLE
@ 6810-00-949-8332 07428 SODIUM TETRAPHOSPHATE (QUADRAFOS) OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSDS
- 6810-00-952-8455 15871 HEXAMETHYLENETETRAM_NE BAKER, O.T, CHEMICAL CO. NO DATE
P 68t0-00-973-8489 15524 SOOIUN TARTRATE CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY DLA MSDS
6810-00-983-8551 01215 ISOPROPANOL 99% ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/01/94 BOC
DLA MSDS
09/15/92
6810-00-893-8138 14287 ALLIED CHENICAL CORPORATION 12/08/84
0 68t0-00-893-8138 14289 ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA MSDS
6810-00-893-8138 14472 ANERICAN BATTERY ACID CORP. 06/24/88
@ 6810-OO-893-8138 15164 OCTAGON PROCESS. INC. DLA MSDS
6810-00-893-8138 19426 _.JtOLLE CORPORATION 01/00/91 SPC
@ 6810-00-893-8138 11941 SCHOLLE CORPORATION DLA I_S
@ 6810-00-893-8138 03335 WRIGHT CHEMICAL CORP. DLA MSDS
@ 6810-00-930-6311 04776 BULK CHEM. OISTRIBUTORS INC. DLA MSDS
6810-OO-998-2481 22070 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 05/27/92 SPC
6810-01-003-1075 15940 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 05/02/91
6810-01-007-1157 11648 BIO-RAD LABORATORIES 03/3t/93 EMOC
TT - I - 735
FREON TMC CLEANING AGENT
DUO01084, MI L-C-81302
SOOIUN AZIDE
METHANOL PROTEIN ASSAY KITS I,II




9074,9090,5538 , 9076 , 9049,9069 . 9070 , 9073 , 5217...
METAL PROTEIN ASSAY KITS I.II
5OO-0OO1 , 5OO-0OO2 , 500-0006
6810-O1-OO7-1757 08239 AMERICAN BURDICK & JACKSON O1/OO/85 BOC
6810-01-007-17§7 04236 BAKER, O.T, CHEMICAL CO. 01/25/94 BOC
6810-01-007-1757 t1648 BIO-RAD LABORATORIES 03/31/93 BOC
6810-01-007-1757 06755 METHANOL FISHER SCIENTIFIC 01/15/94 BOC
A454,A452,A936,A408,A947.A935.BP1105,A412.A411.A43
6810-01-007-17B7 0S169 METHANOL HOECI"IST CELANESE CORPORATION 12/3t/88 BOC
MSDS'S MAI_KED '-': _IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTJd_T / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSD$ SYSTEM / "@" = DLA HillS M¢oDS
( (r (
GP23.1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 31
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COIIOIENTS DATE ORG.
.......................................................... T ........................................................................
6810-01-009-2561 04237 PHOSPHORIC ACID 2-0260. ACS GRADE BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO. 05/01/64 BOC
6810-01-010-3168 01721 SPADNS REAGENT FOR FLUORIDE HACH COMPANY 10/23/86 BOC
444
6810-01-011-7192 01727 NESSLER REAGENT HACH COMPANY 10/tl/93
151.CAT NO. 21194
6810-01-011-9875 13803 OAKITE CHROMICOAT L-25 OAKITE PRODUCTS INC 06/25/92
3539 / 27-CL-166A
6810-01-012-0699 01722 FLUORIDE STANDARD SOLUTION 1.00 MG/L AS F HACH COMPANY 07/08/86
291
- 6810-01-029-5565 15945 SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 07/10/70
6810-01-031-7179 16732 RAPIFAX FAXMIX RAPICOM, INC. 10/08/75
GC-FAX GCC_FAX MIX DEVELOPER LIQUID
6810-01-032-4697 16759 6500 MAGENTk TONER XEROX 04/15/65
DRY IMAGER
6810-01-041-0416 04486 ACETONE AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO. 01/01/91 , PGOC
6810-01-070-4413 01719 CALVER 2 HACH COMPANY 10/23/86
852 / CALCIUM INOICATOR POWDER
6810-01-084-0122 15153 20 DEGREE BAUME MURIATIC ACID MILES INC. 05/21/91
M-998 / HYDROCHLORIC ACID
6810-01-091-0676 07541 1,1,1-TRICHLOROETHANE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/10/89 PGOC
T391-200,T-391,T-398
6810-01-097-2020 16215 PERCHLDROETHYLENE SVG DOW CHEMICAL CO. 11/16/90
59010
6810-01-099-3435 16215 PERCHLOROETHYLENE SVG ODW CHEMICAL CO. 11/16/90
59010
6810-01-128-5257 13114 ACRYLAMIDE BIO-RAD LABORATORIES 03/30/93 BOC
CATLG. #161-0100
6810-01-143-7185 07237 SUPER MEK PEROXIDE ISOCHEM RESINS COMPANY NO DATE SPC
PART NO: MMS M488AlO0/ MMS M4886100
6810-01-163-2111 13468 COPPERAS OC CORPORATION NO DATE BOC
6810-01-182-3548 01715 DISSOLVED OXYGEN 1 REAGENT HACH COMPANY 10/15/85
981
6810-01-289-5183 15483 TABEX CHLORINATION TABLETS ASPEN INDUSTRIES, INC. NO DATE
6810-01-289-5183 11085 TABEX 1" CHLORINATION TABLETS GREAT LAKES BIOCHEMICAL CO, 09/03/87 BOC
CHLORINATED ISOCYANURATE
6810-01-295-5799 05930 SODIUM CHLORIDE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 10/04/91 BDC
$640, $671, $271
6810-01-295-5799 10233 SODIUM CHLORIOE MALLINCKRDDT 08/08/86 80C
O-S-1926/PRECISION SYSTEMS OSNONETER STD.N6050- #S
• 6830-00-K00-1496 11937 FREON 21/FC-21 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO OLA MSDS
BB-F - 1421
6830-00-K03-4205 15561 FREON 21 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO NO DATE
6830-00-K03-6832 10908 HYOROGEN IN AIR AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. SEVERAL BOC
6830-00-K03-6832 08423 AIR, COMPRESSED MATHESON GAS PRODUCTS 03/28/90 BOC
N_TO0480
6830-00-K03-6833 03055 HELIUM MATHESON GAS PRODUCTS 06/25/90 BOC
MAT10640
6830-00-K03-7104 02469 NITROGEN. OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 06/01/90 SPC
6830-00-K04-3461 00115 HELIUM AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 07/10/86
6830-00-K04-3461 03057 HELIUM SCIENTIFIC GAS PRODUCTS, INC. 11/25/85 BOC
S080500
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CDNTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA t-_IIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRSt
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 32
STOCAK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MAItlJFACTU1RER 114_405 SUPPLY
IO COIIIENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6830-00-K04-3461 08493 HELIUM SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 10/13/89 BOC
4-103-3
6830-00-K04-3461 10306 HEL|UN UNION CARBIDE 09/00/85 BOC
6830-00-K04-4308 06929 NITROUS OXIDE BOOBS GASES 02/16/81
6830-00-K04-5206 06217 FREON 500 REFRIGERANT DU PONT, E-I.o DE NEMOUR$ & C006/I0/91 BOC
DU001075 / FREON 12 - FREON 152A AZEOTROPE
6830-00-K04-5206 15568 UCON 500 (REFRIGERANT 500 OR FREON 500) UNION CARBIDE NO DATE
6830-00-K04-6704 00308 ZERO MIST CZRCU;T COOLER GC THORSEN 05/09/91
10-8667 / REPLACED BY FREEZE MIST 2, 10/91
6830-00-K04-7853 14272 OXYGEN, BOTTLED AIRCO 03/01/86
WELDING GAS
6830-00-K04-7856 11850 OXYGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 03/06/92 BOC
6830°00-K04-7896 11850 OXYGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 03/06/92 BOC
6830-00-K05-0248 06982 PROPANE AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 07/10/86
6830-00-K05-0248 06007 PROPANE BOGGS GASES 02/t9/81 BOC
33 LB./IO0 LB.
6830-00-K05-0248 22837 PROPANE (HD-5) CHEVRON USA 01/16/90 BQC
MS05#004019
6830-00-K05-0248 15628 PETROLANE PROPANE PETROLANE 02/00/89
LP-GAS; BOTTLED GAS
6830-00-K05-0248 10242 LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS / PROPANE QUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP. 09/01/86 80C
6830-00-K05-0249 06007 PROPANE BOGGS GASES 02/19/81 BOG
33 L6./I00 LB.
6830-00-K05-0249 10242 LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS / PROPANE QUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP. 09/01/88 BOC
6830-00-K05-0249 12525 PROPANE - LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS TURNER INDUSTRIES, INC. 02/01/93
LP175/PT1600
6830-00-K05-2711 06946 CHLOROTRIFLUORONETHANE AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/00/86 80C
HALOCARBON 13
6830-OO-K05-2711 13111 P-tO GAS MIXTURE, NUCLEAR COUNTER GAS A=R PRODUCTS & CHEM|CALS, 1NC. 02/00/91 BOC
10% METHANE/gCP_ ARGON
6830-00-K05-2711 06688 P-IO GAS MIXTURE LIQUID CARBONIC 04/00/86 BOC
METHANE & ARGON MIXTURE - 10/90
6830-00-K05-2712 06942 CARBON MONOXIDE AIR PROOUCTS& CHEMICALS, INC. 07/10/86 BOC
SEE ALSO A07980
68;jlO-OO-K05-2712 07980 DIFFUSION ANALYZER GAS AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. SEVERAL
21% 02,10% HE. 0.3% CO IN N2
6830-00-K05-2712 11069 L-4862 LUNG DIFFUSION MIXTURES UNION CARBIDE 10/00/85 BOC
CO-02-N2 / CO-HE-O2-N2 / CO-NE-C2H2-O2-N2
6830-00-K05-2830 03064 HYDROGEN MATHESON GAS PRODUCTS 06/28/90 80C
NAT11120
683K)-OO-KO5-2830 03063 HYDROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 01/09/69 BOC
6830-00-K05-283t 03064 HYDROGEN MATHESON GAS PRODUCTS 06/26/90 BOC
MAT11120
6830-00-K05-2832 03064 HYDROGEN MATHESON GAS PRODUCTS 06/26/90 BOC
NAT11120
- 6830-00-K05-35t0 07870 ARGON/CARBON DIOXIDE 80GGS GASES SEVERAL
6830-00-K05-351006930 CARBON DIOXIDE, REFR[GERATED LIQUID CAROOX 06/t5/89 BOC
C851
6830-00-K05-3791 06006 ETHYLENE AIR PROOUCTS& CHEMICALS, INC. 08/00/87 BOC
6830-00-K05-3820 10240 CARBON DIOXIDE IN NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES NO DATE 80C
ACIO GAS MIXTURE
NSDS'S MARKED '.'1 SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS"S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVA:LABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA HNIS NSDS
GP23-1 NATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 33
STOCK NUBIBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COllWENTS OATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6830-00-K05-3830 15651HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT (VENDOR: DU PONT) DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 02/14/92
KSC-TG-PID-04
- 6830-00-K05o3830 15548 FOREX 1301/PYROFORANE 1301 (HALON 1301, CF3BR) FOREX CHEMICAL COMPANY 10/14/87 80C
HALOGEN 130t FIRE EXTINGUISHANT
6830-00-K05-3835 15651HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT (VENDOR: DU PONT) OU PONT, E.I., DE NENOURS & CO 02/14/92
KSC-TG-PID-04
- 6830-00-K05-3861 02469 NITROGEN, OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90
6830-00-K05-3861 10241 NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 02/06/92 BOC
6830-00-K05-3862 11850 OXYGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 03/06/92 BOC
6830-00-K05-3863 10241 NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 02/06/92 BOC
6830-00-K05-4714 06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 06/01/90 BOC
HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
6830-00-K05-4715 06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 06/01/90 BOC
HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
6830-00-K05-4715 08628 CARBON DIOXIDE CARBONIC INDUSTRIES CORP. 06/18/90 BOC
PER CGA G-6,2 LEVEL H FOR ET LEAK TEST 10/90
6830-00-K05-47t6 06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90
HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
6830-00-K05-4716 10241 NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 02/06/92 BOC
6830-00-K05-4717 06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90 BOC
PiP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
6830_00-K05-4717 08628 CARBON DIOXIDE CARBONIC INOUSTRIES CORP. 06/18/90 BOC
PER CGA G-6.2 LEVEL H FOR ET LEAK TEST 10/90
6830:00-K05-5198 11850 OXYGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 03/06/92 BOC
6830-00-K05-5208 06966 HYDROGEN SULFIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. t2/00/86 BOC
6830-00-K05-5226 00115 HELIUM AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 07/10/86 BOC
6830-00-K05-5226 08628 CARBON DIOXIDE CARBONIC INDUSTRIES CORP. 06/18/90 BOC
PER CGA G-6.2 LEVEL H FOR ET LEAK TEST 10/90
6830-00-K05-5227 00115 HELIUM AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 07/10/86 BOC
6830-00-K05-5227 08628 CARBON DIOXIDE CARBONIC INDUSTRIES CORP. 06/18/90 BOC
PER CGA G-6.2 LEVEL H FOR ET LEAK TEST 10/90
6830-00-K05-5228 00115 HELIUM AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 07/10/86 BOC
6830-00-K05-5228 08628 CARBON DIOXIDE CARBONIC INOUSTRIES CORP. 06/18/90 BOC
PER CGA G-6.2 LEVEL H FOR ET LEAK TEST 10/90
6830-00-K05-5231 06006 ETHYLENE AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 08/00/87 BOC
6830-00-K05-5232 06966 HYDROGEN SULFIDE AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 12/00/86 BOC
6830-00-K05-5601 08493 HELIUM SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 10/13/89 BOC
4-103-3
6830-00-K05-6693 11916 ENVI-RO-TECH PRECISION DUSTER TECH SPRAY 03/18/92 80C
OZONE SAFE NON-LIOUIO CLEANER/1668 OF AEROSOL
6830-00-K05-8233 03064 HYDROGEN NATHESON GAS PRODUCTS 06/26/90 BOC
MAT11120
6830-00-K25-1269 10246 CARBON DIOXIDE UNION CARBIDE 05/00/91 BOC
6830-00-K25-7622 15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USBM) U.S. BUREAU OF MINES 08/03/92
- 6830-00-K26-5661 07870 ARGON/CARBON DIOXIOE BOGGS GASES SEVERAL SPC
6830-00-K26-6327 10242 LIOUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS / PROPANE QUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP. 09/01/88
- 6830-00-K28-0420 22868 MIXTURE-LIQUID OXYGEN, NITROGEN, HELIUM, CARBON LIDUIO AIR SEVERAL SPC
DIOXIDE & ARGON
6830-00-K28-6517 08628 CARBON DIOXIDE CARBONIC INDUSTRIES CORP. 06/18/90
PER CGA G-6.2 LEVEL H FOR ET LEAK TEST 10/90
6830-00-K28-7198 20948 CARBON DIOXIDE/HELIUM COMPRESSED MIXTURE LIQUID CARBONIC SEVERAL SPC
...................................................................................................................................



























- 6830-00- 264- 6751
6830-00-264-6751
lilSDS" S NAI_KED "- ' :
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 34
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENANE I_M_JFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY
ID COIIIENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS DATE: C02 6/91. HE 8/81
6830-00-K28-7199 20948 CARBON DIOXIDE/HELIUM COMPRESSED MIXTURE LIQUID CARBONIC SEVERAL SPC
MSD5 DATE: C02 6/91. HE 8/81
22864 FREEZE MIST GC THORSEN 03/tl/93 SPC
19-8410. MSDS#517
22863 FREEZEMIST (ANTISTATIC) GC THORSEN 03/18/94 SPC
19-8410-SF. NS05#523
11429 MICRO-FUEL CELL,'CLASS A-5 & TELEDYNE 08/08/91 BOC
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN SENSOR, CLASS R-19
04288 FREON 12 DU PONT. E.I., DE NHEMOURS & CO 04/00/88 PGOC
lSS52 RACON 12 REFRIGERANT RACON 1t/18/88
15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USBM) U.S. BUREAU OF MINES 08/03/92
00406 FREEZ-IT CHEMTRONICS NO DATE
C150
00232 ARGON UNION CARBIDE 12/00/86
P/N UN 1006 SHIELDING GAS, ELECTRIC WELDING
11302 GENETRQN 11 ALLIEO CHEMICAL CORPORATION 05/00/89
TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE
10825 FREON 11 DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 09/23/91 BOC
F-11, CC0119
04442 FREON 113 DU PONT. E.;., DE NENOURS & CO t0/30/91
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE/DUOOOI26/FREON TF
15548 FOREX 1301/PYROFORANE 1301 (HALON 1301, CF3BR) FOREX CHEMICAL COMPANY t0/14/87
HALOGEN 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT
04298 FREON 12 OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/88
02554 UCON FLUOROCARBON 12, DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE UNION CARBIDE 09/00/86
KSC-STD-SF-(X)028 7/82 / BB-F-1421TY12 (INTERIM)
04204 GENETRON 22 ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 02/21/84
SNI A=50LB.CYL/SNI B=30LB.CYL/CHLORODIFLUOROMETHAN
04537 FREON 22 DU PONT, E.I., OE NEMOURS & CO 08/13/92
DUO00025 / CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE/CC0335
14283 GENETRON 502 ALLIEO CHEMICAL CORPORATION 03/00/81
CItCLF2 - CCLF2CF3 AZEOTROPE
06218 FREON 502 REFRIGERANT DU PONT. E.I., DE NEMOUR5 & CO 09/26/91 BOC
DU001047 / FREON t15 - FREON 22 AZEOTROPE
17273 MONOCHLORODIFLUOROM? GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSOS
08180 CHLORINE LIOUID LCP CHEMICALS & PLASTICS, INC. 09/00/88 BOC
COMPRESSED CHLORINE
07751 LIQUID CHLORINE OCCIDENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. 11/11/92 BOC
02564 CARBON DIOXIDE, CARBONIC ANHYDRIDE CAROOX 08/01/90
C850
04298 FREON 12 DU PONT. E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/88
06926 ACETYLENE (ETHYNE. ETHINE) AIR PROOUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90 BOC
BB-A-IO6,GR.B
15577 ACETYLENE 225CF BIG THREE INDUSTRIES NO DATE
11418 ACETYLENE SCIENTIFIC GAS PRODUCTS, IN(:. 11/25/85 BOC
S0tO_O0
14414 ACETYLENE SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 09/01/89 80C
MSOS P.2 IS MISSING
08638 ACETYLENE UNION CARBIDE 04/00/87 BOC
WELDING AND CUTTING GAS
.......................... _° ........ ,._.. ................... , ....................................................
SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" - DLA HNIS MSDS
( ( (r
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 35
STOCK NLIMBER TSRS TRADENAI_E MANUFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6830-00-285-4769 02469 NITROGEN, OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90 SPC
• 6830-00-285-5887 02320 HALON 1211, BROMOCHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE




6830-OO-286-5434 15578 ACETYLENE 1OCF
6830-00-286-5434 11418 ACETYLENE
S010300
- 6830-00-286-5434 14414 ACETYLENE
MSDS P.2 IS MISSING
6830-00-286-5434 08638 ACETYLENE
WELDING AND CUTTING GAS
6830-00-290-4370 05600 ACETYLENE
WELDING GAS





NSDS P.2 IS MISSING
O 6830-00-290-4377 15554 FREON 12 - OICHLORODIFLUROMETHANE
6830-00-292-0133 04298 FREON 12
6830-00-397-2793 08493 HELIUM
4-103-3
6830-00-397-2795 01833 HYDROGEN OR LIQUID HYDROGEN (IN CRYOGENIC STATE)
0 6830-00-397-2795 14271 HYDROGEN, TECHNICAL
- 6830-00-397-2799 15644 HYDROGEN (GASEOUS)
ALSO SAFETYGRAM-4
- 6830-00-431-7176 15584 ARGON 220CF 99.997%
6830-00-431-7176 13065 ARGON (RARE GAS)
6830-00-434-5981 10677 HYDROGEN-NITROGEN MIXTURE, 40:60
6830-00-434-598t 17274 NITROGEN-HYDROGEN
6830-00-434-5981 11071 40% HYDROGEN-60_ NITROGEN/40_ HYDROGEN-60% HELIUM
ZERO GAS MIXTURE;FLAME IDNIZAITON MIXTURE
6830-00-474-5789 01833 HYDROGEN OR LIQUID HYDROGEN (IN CRYOGENIC STATE)
O 6830-OO-495-8614 17787 DUSTER ASSEMBLY CK12OO
6830-00-495-8614 08729 MICRODUSTER (REFILL), ACCUDUSTER,
TXlO4,TXlO4A,TX110,TX210,TX6_
6830-00-550-7461 07751 LIOUIO CHLORINE
• 6830-00-584-3041 05274 PROPANE
- 6830-00-584-3041 17275 PROPANE (MSDS FROM CHEMSAFE)
6830-00-584-3041 07067 PROPANE FUEL
MP-9
6830-O0-584-3041 04661 SHELL PROPANE - liD - 5, LPG, SHELL #92000




6830-00-616-9184 15583 AMMONIA TECH 99.5% (K-BOTTLE) (MFGR: USS AGRI-CH. )
6830-00-616-9184 11134 ANHYDROUS AMMONIA
ICI AMERICA DLA MSDS
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90 80C
AIRCO 03/01/86
BIG THREE INDUSTRIES













OU PONT, E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO
SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.







































TURNER INDUSTRIES, INC. 09/25/89























MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMI'[ KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONI'ACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@" = DLA I-_1S MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUI_ER INDEX P. 36
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER M_d_S SUPPLY
ID COMMENT5 DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6830-00-793-3306 00407 ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 10/00/85
- 6830-00-8t6-6533 06949 AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 10/00/86
6830-00-816-6533 07576 ASHLAND 0IL. INC. 06/18/93 BOC
6830-00-616-9184 03032 AMMONIA. ANHYDROUS UNION CARBIDE 04/00/89 BOC
6830-00-656-0815 05274 PROPANE BERNZOMATIC DLA MSDS BOC
6830-00-656-0815 (X)(Y52 PROPANE/LPG SCHAU5, WN.. & SON. INC, 06/20/89 BOC
6830-00-660-0026 00115 HELIUM AIR PROOClCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 07/t0/86
6830-00-733-2686 00184 ALCOHOL DENATURED CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. NO DATE SPC








• 6830-00-816-6533 17268 DICHLORODIFLUORDMET CHEMTRONICS DLA MSDS
6830-00-816-6533 04298 FREON 12 DU PONT. E.I., DE NENOURS & CO 04/00/88
• 6830°00-816-6533 t35_ REFRIGERANT 12. #6012, 6022 TECHNICAL COMPANY DLA MSDS
- 6830-00-8t6-6533 17269 DICHLOI_IFLUOROMET U.S. ARMY I0/24/79
O 6830-00-816-6533 17267 DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE U.S. ARMY DLA NSDS
6830-00-816-6533 15553 CAN-O-GAS REFRIGERANT 12 VIRGINIA CHEMICALS INC. NO DATE
6830-00-893-1098 02469 AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 06/01/90
6830-00-921-3315 06952 AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC, 03/00/87
6830-00-921-3315 00407 ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 10/00/85
6830-00-921-3315 15536 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 10/07/91
6830-00-935-9895 04298 DU PONT. E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/88
6830-00-935-9895 15552 RACON 1t/18/85
6830-00-935-9895 11370 WATSCO INC 05/20/88
6830-00-935-9896 04204 ALLIEO CHEMICAL CORPORATION 02/21/84
40-404-878














6830-00-935-9896 04537 FREON 22 DU PONT, E.I.. DE NENOURS & CO 08/13/92 BOC
0¢KX)0025 / CHLOROOIFLUOROMETHANE/CC0335
- 6830-00-973-7274 15585 ARC_ 220CF 1_3NCERTIFIED 99.985% BIG THREE INOUSTRIES 04/01/84
6830-00-973-7274 13065 ARGON (RARE GAS) LIQUID AIR 10/01/85 BOC
6830-00-975-1992 04298 FREON 12 DU PONT. E.I., OE NEMOURS & CO 04/00/88 BOC
6830-00-994-5144 00308 ZERO MIST CIRCUIT COOLER GC THORSEN 05/09/91
10-8667 / REPLACED BY FREEZE MIST 2, 10/91
6830-00-997-1430 04654 REFRIGERANT 22, FREON 22. GENETRON 22,FLUOCARBON22 RACON 04/07/89
RACON 22
6830-01-0_-6019 02471 AIR;COMPRESSED AIR:COMPRESSED AIR.BREATHING QUAL. AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC. 02/01/89
6830-01-018-0615 10241 NITROGEN SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES 02/06/92 BOC
• 6830-01-038-4517 11930 COMPRESSED GAS_REFILL CHEMTRONICS DLA MSDS
CR1270
• 6830-01-038-4517 11964 CRt275, REFILL GAS OUSTER CHEMTRONICS DLA MSDS
6830-01-038-4517 0J729 MICROOUSTER (REFILL). ACCUDUSTER, TEX_IPE 05/00/87
TX104.TXtO4A,TX110.TX210.TX600
• 6830-01-150-0364 0(08 P-lO MIXTURE (ICPk METHANE. _ ARGON UNION CARBIDE DLA MSDS
6830-01-335-5741 14654 FREEZE MIST II GC THORSEN 05/15/9t SPC
10-841t / ANNOTATED: (R-22)
MSDS,S MARKED "-': $UIBNIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSOS*S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA FINIS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 37
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENANE MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6830-01-384-4517 11916 ENVI-RO-TECH PRECISION DUSTER TECH SPRAY 03/18/92
OZONE SAFE NON-LIQUID CLEANER/1668 OF AEROSOL
6840-00-EG1-4046 17926 ADD-X ZEHRUNG CORPORATION 05/08/86 BOC
NILDEWCIDE
6840-00-F00-3869 06420 SSS DOUBLE ACTION RESIDUAL INSECTICIDE TRIPLE S C"B/22/85
6840-00-K03-8154 15472 MIKRO BAC ECOLAB INC. 12/01/83
PHENOCOLIC DETERGENT DISINFECTANT
6840-00-K03-8154 15467 BEAUCOUP GERMICIDAL DETERGENT HUNTINGTON LABORATORIES INC. 10/01/91
6840-00-K03-8154 03188 EXPOSE JOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC. 07/24/87 BOC
13750-002 PHENOLIC CLEANER
6840-00-K04-1388 04744 OFF! INSECT REPELLENT JOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC. 08/09/91
11810-24-25
6840-00-K04-1388 14791MUSKOL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT (40%) PLOUGH, INC. 07/07/89
01500-30
6840-00-K04-1388 00684 HYGEA RE-PEL THEOCHEM LABORATORIES 01/15/87
2476
6840-00-K04-1830 04548 BIOBOR JF U.S. BORAX INC. 08/31/90 BOC
FUEL ADDITIVE FUNGICIDE
6840-00-K04-6913 15481SANURIL 115 ELTECH SYSTEMS NO DATE
6840-00-K04-9693 15468 BIG JOHN CHEMICAL TOILET DEODORANT ZEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY 04/16/86
6840-00-K04-9693 18737 ZEP BIG JOHN II ZEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY 03/31/89 BOC
1795
6840-00-K05-3388 06734 24-HOUR ODOR ABSORBER SURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 01/00/91
000860,
6840-00-K05-4102 11345 LEMON DC 604 CANDY & CO. 07/18/86 BOC
6840-00-K05-4102 07643 SPECTRA DC (604) CANDY & CO. 08/11/92 BOC
6840-00-K05-4633 14791 MUSKOL AEROSOL INSECT REPELLENT (40%) PLOUGH. INC. 07/07/89
01500-30
6840-00-K05-4633 09263 NUSKOL AEROSOL SCHERING-PLOUGH SEVERAL BQC
MSDS'S FOR INGREDIENTS PROVIDED BY MFGR.- 22 PAGES
6840-00-K05-4849 08156 AIROSOL AIRCRAFT INSECTICIDE AIROSOL COMPANY, INC. 09/17/92 BOC
6840-00-K05-4849 11103 BLACK KNIGHT ROACH KILLER AIROSOL COMPANY, INC. 12/13/90 BOC
6840-00-K05-4849 01250 INSECTICIDE,D-PHENOTHRIN 2% AIROSOL COMPANY, rINC. NO DATE
6840-00-K05-5219 08602 TOWERCIOE 1005 HYDROCHEM NO DATE BOC
INDUSTRIAL NICROBICIDE
6840-00-K05-5449 11447 SSS DEODORANT BLOCKS 4 OZ. TRIPLE S 04/25/91 BOC
6840-00-K05-5449 11068 SSS DEODORANT BLOCKS, 001 TRIPLE S 04/25/91 BOC
6840-00-K27-0191 01250 INSECTICIDE,D-PHENOTHRIN 2% AIROSOL COMPANY, INC. NO DATE
6840-00-K28-6218 18948 BIOBOR AUTOMOTIVE DIESEL DOCTOR AND DIAL CORPORATION 05/15/89 SPC
BIOBOR MARINE & COMMERCIAL DIESEL DOCTOR (NC)
6840-00-K85-3935 06420 SSS DOUBLE ACTION RESIDUAL INSECTICIDE TRIPLE S 08/22/85 BQC
6840-00-062-4337 15406 OXFORD XL-222 (SEWER SOLVENT) OXFORD CHEMICAL NO DATE
6840-00-068-5505 15385 O-SYL DISINFECTANT-DETERGENT 675-46 NATIONAL LABORATORIES/LEHN&FIN 09/04/85
PHENOLIC DISINFECTANT-DETERGENT
INSECT REPELLENT
0-1-503 D FED STANK) EPA REG NO. 901-48




6840-00-082-2541 06087 AIROSOL COMPANY. INC. 01/06/86
6840-00-142-9438 15668 OICHLORVOS INSECT STRIPS RF-8 & RF-40 ZOECON INDUSTRIES 06/17/83
...................................................................................................................................
WSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.COI_ACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
6840-00-082-2541 14273 AIROSOL COMPANY, INC. 01/06/86
6840-00-082-2541 01250 AIROSOL COMPANY. INC. NO DATE BOC
6840-00-082-2541 00684 THEOCHEM LABORATORIES 01/15/87
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMAER INDEX P. 38
STOCK _ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
10 COlltENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6840-00-145-0013 15675 PRAMITOL 25E HERBICIDE, PROMETONE CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION 11/25/85
6840-00-180-6386 15674 PRANITOL 5PS CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION 10/24/89 BOC
TRIAZINE HERBICIDE
6840-00-270-6262 03141 GOLD CREST C-100, CHLORDANE VELSICOL CHEMICAL CORP. 02/08/83
6840-00-300-6373 22063 BI080R JF HA_S FUEL ADOITIYES INC. 10/31/92 SPC
6840-00-498-4057 15673 BAYGON 1.5 MILES INC. 07/01/85
CARBANATE PESTICIDE
6840-00-570-5299 06731MSA CLEANER-SANITIZER II MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE 12/00/87 BOC
6840-00+577-4194 04809 SALT STANDARO 2-4-D AMINE-4#/GAL SOUTHERN MILL CREEK PRODUCTS 07/16/84
INSECTICIDE
6840-00-584-3129 11504 DISINFECTANT, DETERGENT (PINE OIL) - GALLON SIZE LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON 07/08/91 BOC
0-D-12766
6840-00-584-3t29 07858 DISINFECTANT DETERGENT NATIONAL INDUSTRIES FOR /BLIND OLA MSDS
0P00350
6840-00-592-5934 16084 PQLYMATE 900 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 01/01/93
PROOUCT CANCELLED ON 01+01-91 PER MANUFACTURER
6840-00-602-02J91 06122 HOSP-I-SEPTIC-G LEAI4CHEM INDUSTRIES NO DATE BDC
PROD.#680:68015 SIZES
6840-00-602-0991 15471 HOSPITAL TYPE DISINFECTANT DEODORANT TRIPLE S 08/22/85
USER PLS. CHECK STOCK NUMBER
6840-00-685-5438 03132 MALATHION 57% PREMIUM GRADE INSECTIDE SOUTHERN MILL CREEK PRODUCTS 07/19/84
- 6840-00-687-7904 00067 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE (PINE OIL) LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON 02/06/92
0-D-1276
6840-00-721-6055 11713 DEODORANT. GENERAL PURPOSE (AEROSOL AIR FRESHNER) CHEMSCOPE CORPORATION 04/25/90 BOC
CID A-A-267A
6840-00-721-6055 17164 DEODORANT, GENERAL PURPOSE GENERAL SERVICES ADNIN. DLA MSDS
6840-00-721-6055 18506 SO-SUItE GENERAL PURPOSE DEODORANT (AEROSOL) LHB INOUSTRIES 05/12/92
752C800
6840-00-753-4963 21159 CUTTER FORDmJLA 100 MAXIMUM STRENGTH INSECT REPELL MILES INC. 03/26/91
121-25
• 6840-00-753-4973 08202 RODENTICIOE BAIT (FINAL AND ERAZE 0.025%) BELL LABORATORIES, INC. OLA MSDS
O-R-500
- 6840-00-782-3925 03138 OIAZINON EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. 04/16/86
4E INSECTICIDE
- 6840-00-823-7849 14274 INSECTICIDE AEROSOL SYNERGIZEO PYRETHRINS AIROSOL COMPANY, INC. NO DATE
6840-00-823-7849 00684 HYGEA RE-PEL THEOCHEM LABORATORIES 01/15/87
2476
6840-00-890-2146 10885 HYVAR X HERBICIDE DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 04/10/91
#NO0000t8
6840-00-926-91t7 04592 CIOEX ACTIVATED DIALDEHYDE SOLUTION/ACTIVATOR VIAL JOHNSON & JOHNSON MEDICAL, INC 03/01/90 BOC
2245,2250,2253/FORMERLY SURGIKOS
6840-00-926-9117 15482 STERIL-IZE LARSON LABORATORIES NO DATE
NDC 10848-200-1/ACTIVATED DIALDEHYDE
6840-00-926-9117 07547 GLUTARALDEHYOE POLYSCIENCES, INC. 03/17/88 BOC
00376, 01909
6840-00-944-4150 1540¢J TERGISYL DETERGENT-DISINFECTANT NATIONAL LABORATORIES/LEHN&FIN 08/01/79
6840-00-955-0931 11355 INSECTICIDE, DIAZINON DUST OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. 04/10/87 BOG
MZL-I-22772 AM 2
6840-00-955-0931 22108 DZAZINON 14%G (DIAZ. 2_J_, DIAZ 5_+D, OIAZ. 5_,G) SOUTHERN MILL CREEK PRODUCTS 11/13/89 BOC
6840-01-027-3865 15673 BAYGON 1.5 MILES INC. 07/01/85
CAI_TE PESTICIDE
NSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBM;T KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S i/O "-" VERIFIEO AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e" - OLA HMIS M_JOS
< ( (,
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 39
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS OATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
U.S. BORAX INC. 08/31/906840-01-041-0098 04548 BIOBOR OF
FUEL ADDITIVE FUNGICIDE
6840-01-067-2137 13244 INSECTICIDE, D-TRANSALLETHRIN AND RESMETHRIN BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. NO DATE
6840-01-067-2137 15664 INSECTICIDE GSA HYSAN CORPORATION 01/00/82
p 6840-0t-067-2137 t7165 INSECTICIDE, D-TRANS REALEX CORP. DLA MSDS
6840-01-067-2137 04489 REAL-KILL ANT AND ROACH KILLER REALEX CORP. 02/14/86








@ 6840-01-067-6674 04746 INSECTICIDE, O-PHENOTHRIN BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. OLA NSDS
NIL-I-51484
6840-01-067-6674 15664 INSECTICIDE GSA HYSAN CORPORATION 01/00/82 BOC
6840-01-067-6674 04489 REAL-KILL ANT AND ROACH KILLER REALEX CORP. 02/14/86
6840-01-087-6672 03143 FTCAM W NOR-AM CHEMICAL CO. 09/03/91
@ 6840-01-067-6674 00122 ACCRA PAC, INC. DLA MSDS
6840-01-067-6674 11103 ATROSOL COMPANY, INC. 12/13/90
6840-01-067-6674 01250 AIROSOL COMPANY, INC. NO DATE
6840-01-067-6674 01215 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/01/94
6840-01-122-0687 04488 SPORICIDIN CO. 12/30/86
68r'JO-OO-DO0-0192 16693 MSCI LTD. NO DATE
6850-00-D00-0363 15540 MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 08/00/92 SPC
6850-00-D00-0387 15346 NORTH AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP. 12/11/92
6850-00-D00-0457 00486 STARRETT, L.S., CO. 07/16/92
6850-00-000-0554 15166 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 07/23/91
6850-00oD00-0555 03394 TURCO PRODUCTS, 1NC. 10/09/90
6650-00-000-0680 16302 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 04/23/91
6850-00-D00-0596 15418 TURCO PRODUCTS. INC. 04/22/93
6850-00-EG0-4398 11405 LESKER. KURT J. NO DATE
6850-00-EG0-1488 11127 FLUORAMICS INC. 07/00/90 BOC








MS-122 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT
COILOX CONCENTRATE











SEE ALSO: TUFOIL MSDS
TKO-19+
MECHANICAL PUMP FLUID
AMPHORPHOUS SYNTHETIC SILICA GEL
6850-00-EG0-9058 13436
FLUORAMTCS INC. 10/00/90 BOC
LESKER, KURT d. NO DATE BOC
FISHER SCIENTIFIC
S-701,704,706,707,733,734,736,736,743,744,745,746,
AP 8383 SERIES ADVANCED POLYMER INDUSTRIES
CARBON FIBER PREPREG,FLATSTOCK,TUBING,ANGLE STOCK
07/14/93 BOC
05100/91 BOC
6850-00-F00-0160 08526 MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 08/00/92
• 6850-00-F00-0260 00061 UNITED TECHNOLOGIES OLA MSDS
6850-00-F00-0407 00065 INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS CORP. 09/151'88
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' "#" = DLA HMIS MSOS
RICINUS OIL
MS-260 SAFEZONE CLEANER FOR PLASTIC/GLASS/METAL
INSTA-GEL
MICRO LIQUID LABORATORY CLEANER
MOST APPLICATIONS USE 2_ MICRO IN SOLUTION
6850-00-EG1-7087 18751 LIQUID CRYSTAL B TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES 04/01/91 BOC
6850-00-EG1-7088 18752 LIQUID CRYSTAL C TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES 04/01/91 BOC
6850-00-FL5-6844 09460 Cl13-300 MORTON THIOKOL, INC. 02i20/89 PGOC
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 40
STOCK NU_ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
I0 COMMENTS OATE ORG.
6850-00-F00-1434 07102 ISOTON II DILUENT COULTER DIAGNOSTICS 03/06/86
CMS:375-220/8546720/lOL BALANCED ELECTROLYTE SOL
• 6850-00-F00-1445 04563 CHLOROTHENE NU DOt#CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
REPLACEO BY CHLOROTHENE SM
• 6850-00-F00-238003_3 NITROUS OXIDE AIR PROOUCTS& CHEMICALS, INC. DLA I_DS
6850-00-F00-2591 05106 ST 225 ELECTROLESS TIN PLATING SOLUTION CUTECH, INC. 04/08/91
KEPRO #: ITP-1QT,ITP-1G,ITP-SG - IMMERSION TIN PL.
6850-00-F00-4161 02633 FORI_JLA #870 BURMAH TECHNICAL SERVICES, I NC 04/01/86
WATER TREATMENT CHEMICAL
6850-00-F00-417004798 TARN-X, SILVER TARNISH REMOVER dELMAR 05/07/86
6850o00-F00-4218 08729 MICROC, USTER (REFILL), ACCUDUSTER, TEXWIPE 05/00/87
TX104,TX104A,TX110,TX2]O.TX600
6850-00-F00-4230 04592 CIDEX ACTIVATED OIALDEHYDE SOLUTION/ACTIVATOR VIAL JOHNSON & JOHNSON MEDICAL. INC 03/01/90
2245,2250,2253/FORMERLY SURGIKOS
6850-00-F00-423t 04592 CIDEX ACTIVATED DIALOEHYDE SOLUTION/ACTIVATOR VIAL dOttNSON & ,JOHNSON MEDICAL, INC 03/01/90
2245,2250.,_253/FORMERLY SURGIKOS
6850-00-F0t-4604 15235 WATERPLI_ (_JtICK SETTING HYDRAULIC CEMENT THORO SYSTEM PRODUCTS 03/05/93 SPC
MSOS# 14-2
6850-C0-K00-0101 08396 DON CORNING ANTIFOAM FG-IO EMULSION DOW CORNING 02/04/92
6850-00-K00-0179 03700 DON CORNING 3-6548 SILICONE RTV FOAM, PART A & 8 DOW CORNING 08/18/89 SPC
6850-00-K00-0234 15309 DON CORNING ANTIFOAM C EMULSION.FOOD GRADE DON CORNING 10/01/80
6850-00-K00-0451 16063 PASA-JELL 101 COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 02/08/89
ACID SOLUTION
6850-00-K00-0452 06016 PASA-JEL 102 PRC 04/07/87
6850-00-K00o0457 {)6017 PASA-JEL 107 M COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC. 02/08/89
6850-00-K00-0820 15410 TURCO W.O. #1 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 03/19/92
6850-00-K00-132t 16170 ECCOSTRIP 57 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 02/11/93
MSDS DATE 15 PRINT DATE
6850-00-K01-084008625 ACTIVATED ALUMINAS ALCOA 05/08/89 B_
6850-00-K01-0840 08626 H-152 ALCOA 05/08/89 BOC
6850-00-K02-8532 07068 L.R.P. /100 CHEM-TECH , INC. 08/01/89 80C
LUBRICANT/RUST PREVENTATIVE PENETRATING OIL
6850-00-K02-8532 03472 CRC 3-36 (BULK & AEROSOL) CRC INOUSTRIES, INC. 11/00/85
#3004, 3005
- 6850-00-K02-8532 16156 3036 NO. 03005 CRC INDUSTRIES, INC. NO DATE
6850-00-K02-8532 01094 SOLDER SEAL LIOUIO WRENCH NO. 2 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 08/00/86 BOC
L2-04,-34,-40,-49 (POUR TYPE);
6850-00-K02-8532 00486 STARRETT M-1 ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANT STARRETT. L.S., CO. 07/16/92
6850-00-K02-8532 04493 NO-40 BULK LIOUID NO-40 COMPANY 10/00/93
- 6850-00-K02-9574 16758 TONER MICROFICHE XEROX 03/08/82
6850-O0-KO3-5464(X_34 OSPHOMIETAL TREATMENT SKYBRYTE CO 12/03/92
RUST REMOVER
6850-00-K03-5611 10164 INDICATING SILICA GEL MULTIFORM DESICCANTS, INC. 05/10/90 80C
- 6850-00-KO3-9C_:J9 05041 TURCO 5948/5948A, CLEANING COMPOUND TURCO PROOUCTS, INC. NO DATE
5850-00-K03-9372 13524 GU_ HYDRO SEAL, PART HS RADIATOR SPECIALTY 04/07/83 BOC
6850-00-K04-1655 01225 MS-iTK) FREON T-P 35 SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 03/00/92 SPC
B850-00-K04-1752 22002 CHLOROTHENgE MICRO ENGINEERING II 04/10/87 5PC
6850-00-K04-2868 11264 GSO, FORMULATED DRAIN CLEANER & DEGREASER STATE CHEMICAL MNFG. CO. 08/00/90 BOC
6850-00-K04-2930 16925 FIREMATE 29 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 02/00/84
6850-00-K04-5055 16766 2080/4000/4500 DEVELOPER XEROX 07/28/81
6890-00-K04-5122 18713 #8100WIMDSHIELD CLEANER ASHLANDOIL, INC. 05/25/88
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SU_IT KSC FORM 29°393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYS;EM / "0" - DLA ItMIS MSDS
i ( (
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INOEX Po 41
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
I D CONIIENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-00-K04-5242 08177 PERMATEX GASKET REMOVER LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/26/91 80C
UPC: 79340-80646/4MA, 7651230
6850-00-K04-5294 11322 GERIN KOH AMPULE NO. 1/2A,1A.I 1/2A,3A,6A,10A GERIN 05/1t/92 BOC
TOTAL ACID NUMBER ACIDITY TEST
6850-00-K04-5294 15908 GERIN NEUTRAL SOLUTION GERIN 05/11/92
COMPONENT OF OIL TEST KIT
6850-00-K04-6386 07772 3M BRAND QUANTIMATIC TONER TYPE 748F 3M 12/20/93 BOC
78-6969-5092-8
6850-(X)-K04-6504 00534 OSPHO METAL TREATMENT SKY6RYTE CO 12/03/92
RUST REMOVER
- 6850-00-K04-6717 04921 TONER (LOT IQ0296-01) GRAPHIC CONTROLS NO DATE
6850-00-K04-6717 04815 TONER CONCENTRATE GRAPHIC CONTROLS 07/00/85
BNV-40T
6850-00-K04-6717 08615 V-80 PREMIX * GRAPHIC CONTROLS 08/15/88 BOC
ELECTROSTATIC TONER PREMIX
6850-00-K04-6894 00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY DUTY ENGINE CLEANER RADIATOR SPECIALTY 01/00/93 '
EB-1 (AEROSOL).EB-2A,-5,-7.-B (POUR/BULK)
6850-00-K04-7683 16764 1005/6500 YELLOW DEVELOPER XEROX 01/22/89
PN# 5RlOO.5R159,5R90124(RX)
- 6850-00-K04-7908 15376 CAPTURE CLEANING COMPOUND. LIQUID MILLIKEN CHEM./DIV.MILLIKEN&CO NO DATE
6850-00-K04-7909 08440 CAPTURE SOIL EXTRACTOR - 79119A-0 CLARKE AMERICAN NO DATE BOC
(398512-4) PER KIMS
6850-00-K04-7909 15377 CAPTURE SOIL EXTRACTOR MILLIKEN CHEM./DIV.MILLIKEN&CO NO DATE
6850-00-K04-8048 09449 KODAK EKTAPRINT K TONER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 05/25/93
810 9043. 807 4585
6850-00-K04-8048 06479 TONER FOR 0C-121/0C-131 SERIES COPIERS MITA 11/15/85
6850-00-K04-8049 16639 KODAK EKTAPRINT L DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/08/83 80C
121 4675 190 0877; PN 329740
6850-00-KO4-80EwD 16640 KODAK EKTAPRINT L TONER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 09/07/85
808 6597
6850-00-K04-8058 04442 FREON 113 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 10/30/91
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE/DUOOO126/FREON TF
6850-00-K04-8088 00508 MIRACLE BATH RAWN COMPANY, INC. ll/15/86
#36-057, #36-058
6850-00-K04-8470 01765 R PROCESS GUM 3M 10/10/88 BDC
77-9800-9948-3,-9949-1.9950-9;XP-1414-3080-9,-3081
6850-00-K04-8867 02269 ABRASIT/ABRAMANT/ABRADUX/ABRAMAX/ABRAREX/DURAL,-HT HENGAR COMPANY/DIV. TROEMNER NO DATE BOC
83916-1 & N3916-2 / ALUMINUM OXIOE
6850-00-K04-8867 08242 CALCINED ALUMINAS HENIGAR COMPANY/DIV. TROEMNIER 06/18/87 80C
INCLUOING MARTIPOL, MARTOXlD
6850-00-K04-9137 17430 STATIK|L STATIKIL, INC. 10/01/85
PRESSURIZED (TM2218) OR BULK GALLONS/INTERIM MSOS
6850-00-K04-9137 17431STATIKIL STATIKIL, INC. 02/07/83
BULK, NONPRESSURIZED
6850-00-K04-9137 10157 STAT[KIL AEROSOL - SKtO0 STATIKIL, INC. 10/26/89 BOC
6850-00-K04-9138 08226 MINOLTA CLEAR DISPERSANT HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION NO DATE BOC
8908-202-01 / WSDS DATE IS ILLEGIBLE
6850-00-K04-9141 08275 LBP-IO TONER & PREMIX CARBON BLACK CANON. INC. 11/00/85 BOC
LBP-O001-OO0
6850-00-K04-9173 14454 MULTI-PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89 80C
83-2-104525 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_" = OLA FCqIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INOEX P. 42
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER _._DS SUPPLY
IO CONIIENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
- 6850-00-K04-9204 11589 CLEANUP SPILL KIT, (ACID, CAUSTIC. SOLVENT) BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO. SEVERAL BOC
(4456.4442,4441,4470,4437.4458)
6650-00-K04-9204 11590 NEUTRACIT-2 CAUSTIC NEUTRALIZER BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO. 12/12/90 BQC
444t,4470 / PART B OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT
6850-00-K04-9204 11505 NEUTRASORB ACID NEUTRALIZER BAKER, d.T. CHEMICAL CO. 12/12/90 BOC
4442,4456 / PART A OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT
6850-00-K04-9204 07827 SOLUSORB SOLVENT AOSORBENT BAKER, d.T. CHEMICAL CO. 05/01/89 BOC
4437,4458 / PART C OF SPILL CLEAN-UP KIT
6850-00-K04-9204 10231 EMERGENCY CLEAI_JP SYSTEM MALLZNCKRODT 04/17/87 BOC
ACID SPILL EMERGENCY KIT CAUSTIC SPILL CLEANUP KIT
6850-00-K04-92t9 17714 TONER FOR RP_K)3. 505. 509. RPSO4A, RPSO4M, RPS02 MINOLTA 04/12/88 BOC
6850-00-K04-9219 11256 TONER, FOR RP505, RPS09 MINOLTA 01/31/90 BOC
6850-00-K04-9325 15412 WELD-ON C-65 CLEANER FOR PVC IPS 04/00/92 BOC
6850-OO-KO4-9325 06602 UNI-WELD 7300 UNITED ELCHEM INDUSTRIES, INC. NO DATE
SOLVENT
6850-00-K04-9384 07953 CLEAN PRINT AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
200-90_DO-1A, 13-4-190735 / DESENSITIZING SOLN.
6850-00-K04-9423 08183 PUTZ POMADE LIQUID ROLLER CLEANER BURNISHINE PRODUCTS COMPANY 03/01/92 BOC
PN# Y-1,Y-3. ROLLER CLEANER & DEGLAZER
6850-00-K04-9495 07226 #BA RED MAGNAFLUX POWDER MSCI LTD. 04/25/90 BOC
6850-00-K04-9496 11215 NAGNAGLO PREPARED BATH 14AM IEAGNAFLUX CORPORATION 01/21/93 BOC
6850-00-K04-9557 06913 LP 4080 TONER RICOH LTD. dAPAN 09/08/88
6850-00-K04-9752 11752 GUAROIAN POST REMOVAL ENCAPSULANT CONTROL RESOURCE SYSTEMS, INC. 08/28/89 BOC
030669, CS5-14119
6850-00-K04-9840 21689 SOLVENT 140 NONEXEMPT ASHLAND OIL, INC. 08/24/89 BOC
2612000
• 6850_-00-K04-9840 05057 DRYCLEANING SOLVENT 140 UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA DLA MSDS BOC
9-D-680, TY. 2
6850-00-K04-9982 08357 CE-PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE VBO TONER PREMIX... XEROX 05/14/93 BOC
P415 4105-2 4105-16-6 (MANY PN#'S. MSDS A-2011)
6850-00-K04-9982 06924 TYPE H, TYPE V80 TONER (PREMIX) XEROX 08/14/85
440S-1,-2,4405-2,-32,-3206,4407-3,4407-3-2
6850-00-K04-9984 08358 ECP PROCESS 8LACK TYPE H TYPE V80 TONER CONCENTRAT XEROX 02/08/93 80C
P420 P425 P107-20-6 4107-2-3 (MSDS A-2017)
685_-00-K04-9984 04905 TYPE H. TYPE VBO, TONER (CONCENTRATE) XEROX 07/16/85
4405-8,-8-4,-8GR,-BGR-4,-16,-16-6,4407-20,-20-6
6850-00-K05-0116 06011 #3A BLACK MAGNAFLUX POWDER MSCI LTD. 05/01/86
COLORED IRON POWDER
6850-00-K05-2139 06347 2700/3700/8040/XPt2E/XP12/XP24 EP SERIES DEVELOPER XEROX 12/t2/91 BOC
5Rt36.SR400,SR403,SR401
6850-00-K05-2636 06053 OCE DIAZO A DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE OCE' INDUSTRIES INC. 10/00/86 BOC
2210060
6850-00-K05-2688 07227 EP-S CARTRIDGE BLACK CANON. INC. 12/00/91 SPC
HP P/N 92295A/Z (685000K052688), R64-OOO1,R64-0002
6850-00-K05-2934 05991TONEB FOR LZR 2600 SERIES PRINTER DATAPROOIJCTS 07/tt/91 80(3
278924-001,-002,-504/L86001
6850-00-K05-2935 07191 DEVELOPER DPC NO. 278923-502 OATAPRQOUCTS NO DATE BOC
6850-00-K05-3115 05160 TONER II117-535. KIT A, FOR 830 SERIES LASER PRINTER HITACHI NETALS. LTD 03/13/87
LASERPRO EXP.PRINT./C-SWBO27;PRT.NO.8872001000
6850-00-K05-3115 11266 TEC TONER (MAGNETIC TONER) TDK CORPORATION
03-278-5244 (?) / MSDS IS ;LLEGIrBLE
gISDS'S MARKED "-': SI_BMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS_S W/D '
05/20/88 BOC
-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'D' - DLA HNIS MFoDS
(
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INOEX P. 43
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-00-K05-3129 04183 2020/2300/2350/2600/3100/3107 MAGNETIC TONER XEROX 12/13/88 80C
6RS9/6R130/6R139/6R408;/3100LDC/3109/3300..
6850-(X)-K05-3129 06347 2700/3700/8040/XPI2E/XPt2/XP24 EP SERIES DEVELOPER XEROX 12/12/91
5Rt36,5R400,SR403,SR401
6850-00-K05-3394 06718 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (8LK),NOOEL T397-19 KIT 80 RICOH LTD, dAPAN 06/12/86 BOC
T! P/N 2539120-0001. 2539156
6850-OO-KO5-3912 11011 COCOON SOLVENT BEST BROTHERS PAINT MFG. CO. O1/10/90 B0C
PRODUCT CODE: COCN SOLV
6850-00-K05-3912 07209 COCOON CLEANING SOLVENT RABCO. INC. 08/10/92 BOC
PREV.MSDS: FORMULA #1462
6850-00-K05-3960 07118 #1 GRAY MAGANAFLUX POWDER MSCI LTD. 04/25/90 BOC
6850-00-K05-3961 06741 #2 YELLOW MAGNAFLUX POWDER MSCI LTD. 05/01/86
6850-00-K05-4604 07614 JX-91DV, BLACK POWDER IMAGING DEVELOPER SHARP CORPORATION 03/02/86 BOC
6850-00-K05-4768 08153 2510/2511/2515/2515EO/2520/2520EO BLACK DEVELOPER XEROX 03/23/92 BOC
5R170,5RI52.(ILLEGIBLE).SR310
6850-00-K05-6144 11220 TRITON ONE-STEP DEVELOPER/FINISHER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89 BOC
83-3-105752, 83-2-105752.PLATE DEVELOPER/FINISHER
6850-00-K05-6178 11402 #677 WATERLESS CLOCK CLEANING SOLUTION L & R MANUFACTURING COMPANY 03/00/90 BOC
135 - GALLON;036 - 5 GALLON SET
6850-00-K05-6187 11156 KX-P450 NO.? BLACK TONER TOMOEGAWA PAPER CO., LTD. 05/15/87 BOC
KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER
6850,-00-K05-6353 11817 TONER RA-0133-1 TAMERAN INC 02/19/88 BOC
6850TOO-KO5-6418 09137 ZP-9F DEVELOPER MSCI LTD. 01/0t/91 BOC
6850-00-K05-6455 08358 ECP PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE V80 TONER CONCENTRAT XEROX 02/08/93 BOC
P420 P425 P107-20-6 4107-2-3 (MSDS A-2017)
6850-00-K05-6879 11513 TONER FOR LZR 650 PRINTER DATAPRODUCTS 08/01/90 BOC
OPC PART# 289244-SXX/L89007
6850-00-K05-7007 14127 NP-12t5/1218/1520/2020 TONER BLACK CANON, INC, 05/00/91 BOC
F41-5902-704
6850-00-K05-7052 14113 CALCOMP TONER TCM-58 CALCOMP INC. 01/26/89 BOC
6850-00-K05-7052 14119 TCM58 CLEAR TONER CALCOMP INC. 03/26/91
6850-00-K05-7053 14120 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP58 C, S858 C CALCOMP INC. 10/01/90
6850-00-K05-7054 14134 CALCONP REPLENISHER RP588, SB588 CALCOMP INC. 03/26/91 BOC
6850-00-K05-7055 14133 CALCONP REPLENISHER RP585N, SB585N CALCONP INC. 03/26/91
17
6850-00-K05-7058 14120 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP58 C. S858 C CALCOMP INC. 10/01/90 BOC
6850-00-K05-7103 13324 CHEMPLEX 620 NONFLUID OIL CORPORATION 01/00/89 BOC
SILICONE COMPOUND
6850-00-K05-7259 17928 P P C NO. 18 SOLVENT CLEANER PAINT PRODUCERS INC. 11/02/92 BOC
6850-00-K05-7876 13470 DRUM OIlS INC NO DATE SPC
P-FO-H203
6850-00-K05-8017 13119 NP-9330 TONER (BLACK) ANNOTATED:& FAX L6500 TONER CANON. INC. 12/00/91 BOC
F41-5202-700 / TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIERS
6850-00-K05-8977 21794 LITHOCRAFT GLAZE REMOVER REL GRAPHICS SYSTEMS & MARKET. NO DATE BOC
6850-00-K25-2863 05169 SERVICE SOLVENT GC THORSEN 07/01/91
10-318
6850-00-K25-4(X)6 07644 L.O.C. HIGH SUDS LIQUID ORGANIC CLEANER AMt_AY 07/25/89 PGOC
6850-00-K25-6194 04977 DE-OXIO (AEROSOL) GC THORSEN 10/15/92
10-1906
6850-OO-K25-7480 18867 HIGH SPEED ENDURA-ETCH REPLENISHER CP CHEMICALS, INC O7/21/'91 SPC
6850-C0-K25-7481 00382 HIGH SPEED ENOURA-ETCH STARTER HUNT. PHILIP A., CHEMICAL NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S NARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMtS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 44
ETCHANT FOR COPPER
6850-00-K25-7983 04830 MS-230 CONTACT RE-NU
6850-00-K25-8221 10167 ALUN-A-LUB SOLVENT BLEND
COVERING PRESSURIZED ALUN-A-LUB
6850-00-K26-0297 00391 FOTOFOIL "A" ETCHANT
76003
6850-00-K26-0588 00712 SOBRITE TYPE 2
CATALOG NO. 837591
6850-00-K26-3700 20656 V-80 015PERSANT
4403-1GR , 4405- IGR
6850-00-K26-3700 04904 VERSATEC CLEAR DISPERSANT FOR V-80.8(X)O SERIES ....
4403- X/- X- X ; 4403 - 1GR/- IGR - 2 ; 4002CK ( MSDS D - 2050 )
6850-00-K26-3701 204556 V-80 DISPERSANT
4403- 1GR . 4405- 1GR
6850-00-K26-3701 08615 V-80 PREMZX
ELECTROSTATIC TONER PREMIX
6850-00-K26-3701 04905 TYPE H. TYPE V80. TONER (CONCENTRATE)
4405-8. -8-4, -8GR. -8GR-4, - 16. - 16-6,4407-20. -20-6
6850-00-K26-3702 04905 TYPE H, TYPE VBO, TONER (CONCENTRATE)
4405-8. -8-4, -8GR, -BGR-4, - 16, - 16-6,4407-20. -20-6
6850-00-K26-5909 06463 STATICIDE 3000 CONCENTRATE
6850-00-K26-7930 18964 ULTRA-SYNTHET 983
6850-00-K27- 1403 11190 POLAR ANTIFREEZE
POO1AF6P, POO1AF30, POOIAF55
6850-00-K27-4038 05162 BLASTER PENETRATING CATALYST
#16PB PENETRATING CATALYST
6850-00-K28-0230 12473 MS- 171/C02 CONNECTOR PLUS
6850-00-K28-0_50 09080 TURCO 3878 LF-NC
6850-00-K28-1171 18963 TBM,3835 PRINTER TONER
6190649
6850-00-K28-7156 20324 KP-N CARTRIDGE
6850-00-K28-7334 21670 EP-E CARTRIDGE
CANON #R74-tOO1/HEWLETT-PACKARD 4'92298A)
6850-00-K28-7949 18526 MS-930/C02 SAFEZONE CONTACT RE-NU
6850-00-K81-4523 15704 DEARBORN 52t
OTHER COMPONENTS LISTED BY UNKNOWN SOURCE
6850-00-K81-4523 15703 ENDCOR 4701 CORROSION INHIBITOR
6850-00-K81-4526 15470 DEARCIOE 705, COOLING WATER MICROBICIDE
6850-00*K81-4526 06911 DEARCIDE 717, NICROBIOCIDE
WATER TREATMENT LIQUID
6850-00-K81-4527 00119 BELCLENE 322
AQUATREAT N8C-223, MICROBIOCIDE (MSDS SAME DATE)
6850-00-K81-5718 08020 DEARBORN 55, CATALYZEO SODIUM SULFITE
6850-00-K81-5718 06919 ENOCOR 4702




6850-00-K83-3994 13938 WHITAKER CABLE BATTERY TERMINAL CLEANER, L6586
WHI TAKER #50550
68_t0-00-K84-t449 16187 SSR COOLANT
MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 01/00/92
ALUN-A-LUB CORP 05/01/8t SPC
MILLER DIAL CORP./FOTOFOIL DlV NO DATE
HUNT. PHILIP A.. CHEMICAL 07/15/76
GRAPHIC CONTROLS 08/15/88 SPC
XEROX 11/11/92
GRAPHIC CONTROLS 08/15/88 SPC




WYNN OIL CO 11/07/88 SPC
TERMINAL PACA(AGING CORP. 06/01/92 SPC
WESTLEY. WILLIAM K. 06/14/93
NILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 08/00/92 SPC
TURCO PROOUCTS, INC. 03/21/91 SPC
IBM CORP tt/03/92 SPC
QMS TNC 02/00/92 BOC
CANON, INC. 09/07/92 SPC
MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 04/00/93 SPC
GRACE. W.R.. & CO. 02/10/92
GRACE, W.R., S CO. 05/00/84
GRACE, W.R., & CO. 01/01/91
GRACE, W.R., S CO. 07/09/92 • BOC
CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION 01/05/91 BOC
GRACE. W.R.. & CO. 04/12/89 BOC
GRACE, W.R., & CO. 03/30/88 BOC
3M 08131/92 SPC
NK)RTH AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP. NO DATE
HYDROSOL. INC. 05/05/86
INGERSOLL-RAND 09/t0/83
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "P' = DLA FINIS NSDS
6850-00-K84-8548
6850-00-K84- 8549


























GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 45
STOCK I_ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER NSOS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
- 6850-00-K84-1640 15974 GERIN TEST KIT FOR ACIDITY GERIN 10/20/80
6850-00-K84-6832 05869 BRId 35 FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/10/89 BOC
30%AQUEOUS SOLUTION,CS-285-2N
06687 HOPPE'S #9 NITRO POWDER SOLVENT PENGUIN INDUSTRIES INC. 05/27/87 BOC
(FANC_JS #9 SOLVENT)
06687 HOPPE'S #9 NITRO POWDER SOLVENT PENGUIN INDUSTRIES INC. 05/27/87 80C
(FAMOUS #9 SOLVENT)
07393 TF SOLVENT, C880, C1680, C2480 CHEMTRONICS 06/00/87 PGOC
NIL-C-81302D TY 11A / TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
05657 TONER FOR RP503,505,5C_ MINOLTA 08/C_/86 PGOC
FUSER OIL???
07065 ZIP FIXER & TRAY FIXER HORIZONS INC. 10/23/89 PGOC
7150,7151,7160,7161 (SAME #S BOTH PRODUCTS)
00718 1544 ROSIN FLUX KESTER SOLDER CO./DIV. LITTON 01/01/92 PGOC
03100 ALODINE t001 CONVERSION COATING AMCHEM PRODUCTS, INC. DLA NSDS
14450 FUSER OIL AM INTERNATIONAL 08/20/85
NO. 8309-104254
05106 ST 225 ELECTROLESS TIN PLATING SOLUTION CUTECH, INC. 04/08/91
KEPRO #: ITP-1OT,ITP-1G,ITP-SG - IMMERSION TIN PL.
00391FOTOFOIL "A" ETCHANT MILLER DIAL CORP./FOTOFOIL DIV NO DATE
76003
05428 OCE'REVERSAL TONER OCE" INDUSTRIES INC. 06/01/50
RICOHFAX MRP TONER/2610000/2610001/2617000/2617001
06417 POWER PLAY WALTON-MARCH, INC. DLA MSDS
FOAMING CLEANER
15545 SUPERLINE TUNER CLEANER 801, 1801 RAWN COMPANY. INC. 05/24/93
05146 NAGNA-SEE TAPE DEVELOPER COLUMBIA MAGNETICS DLA MSOS
MAGNASES FLUIO
00382 HIGH SPEED ENDURA-ETCH STARTER HUNT, PHILIP A., CHEMICAL NO DATE
ETCHANT FOR COPPER
16663 TONER FOR USE IN XEROX 1824 AND 1860 FIRST ENTERPRISES NO DATE
16765 6500 YELLOW TONER (DRY INAGER) XEROX 03/08/82
03472 CRC 3-36 (BULK & AEROSOL) CRC INDUSTRIES, INC. 11/00/85
#30(0, 3005
O(X_2 SNOOP NUPRO 09/00/91
LIQUID LEAK DETECTOR / MIL-L-25567C TY 1
16704 XD-84/XD-36/XD-18P DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION 12/00/84
11919 A61 POLYCHROME CORPORATION 10/18/90 BOC
PR-e1A / LITHO WASH
16600 LITHO WASH/BLANKROLA SOLVENT AN INTERNATIONAL 04/11/84
04919 CLEANING COlil_ SOLVENT AIROSOL COMPANY, INC. DLA NSDS BOC
MIL-C-813028
11924 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA MSDS
MIL-C-81302
15532 CLEANING COMP_ SOLVENT TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. NO DATE
NIL-C-81302
00967 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT - FREON TF (S-113) CHENSCOPE CORPORATION DLA MSDS
15533 ELECTRO WASH / FREON TF / FLUX-OFF / FLUX-OFF NR CHEMTRONICS NO DATE
CLEANING COMPOUND TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
11928 FREON TF-CLEANING COMPOUND. SOLVENT CHEMTRONICS DLA MSDS
NIL-C-81302
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = OLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETt DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
I0/03j94 STOCK NUMBER INOEX P. 46
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENANE MANUFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY
10 CONMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-00-105-3084 07393 TF SOLVENT. C880. C1680, C2480 CHENTRONICS 06/00/87 PGOC
MIL-C-81302D TY 11A / TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
6850-00-105-3084 17167 CO CONTACT CLEANER AEROSOL CRC INDUSTRIES, INC. 01/01/90
2015, 2016
6850- 00 -105 - 3064 07497 FREON TF CLEANING AGENT OU PONT, E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 06/00/89 BOC
FREON PRECISION CLEANING AGENT (PCA)
• 6850-00-105-3084 11947 10-620 TF SOLVENT GC THORSEN DLA MSDS
CLEANING COMPOUND
6850-00-105-3084 10165 MIL-C-81302C NALTER INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
6850-00-105-3084 11696 CLEANING CONPOUNO, SOLVENT MICRO CARE CHEMICAL CORP. 05/17/90 SPC
TRICHLOROTRXFLUOROETHANE, AEROSOL
• 6850-00-105-3084 17166 CLEANING CONPOUND. S MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
@ 6850-00-105-3084 11943 CLEANING CONPOUNO, SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
MS-180/C02 FREON TF SOLVENT, NIL-C-81302
6850-00-105-3084 02458 NS-180 FREON TF SOLVENT NILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 01/00/92
FREON t13
P 6850-00-105-3084 21880 NIL-C-813020, TYPE I!A QPL, INC. DLA NSDS BOC
CLEANING CONPOUNO, SOLVENT
• 6850-00-105-3084 11939 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT TECH SPRAY DLA NSDS
NIL-C-81302. TY-113
6850-00-142-9409 00054 WATER DISPLACING CONPOUNO CHENOPHARN NO DATE
0 6850-00-145-0255 01915 PENETRANT/PART #P-300A/BATCH #H-357A/NIL:I-25135C ARDROX INC. DLA NSDS
6850-00-15t-4448 05374 N5-tOi-lO HEAVY DUTY FLUX REMOVER MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 0t/00/92
6850-00-163-2139 17203 1020/1035/2830 DEVELOPER XEROX 05/27/86
PT.NO'S: 5RI34.SR135,SR282,5R283,5R511,SRS06
6850-00-165-7447 16705 XO-84/XD-36 DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION 12/01/84
6850-00-165-7447 17169 3600 DEVELOPER(2400/3600/7000/CFP/DUPL/840 EP5 DV) XEROX 05/27/86
PT.NO.: 5R30,SR34,SR54,SRS?,SR71
6850-00-177-5094 13137 G624 DINETHYL $ILOXANE, SILICA FILLED GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/17/90
NIL-S-8660 / SILICONE GREASE
0 6850-00-181-7659 16616 OFFSET FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 4-1015 DICK, A.B. DLA MSDS
6850-00-181-7659 16747 ELECTRO-STATIC FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE VARN PRODUCTS 11/01/85
f 6850-00-181-7929 04557 241-7 ANTIFREEZE FORMULATION BASF CORP. DLA NSDS
NIL-A-46153
0 6850-00-18t-7940 03371 ANTIFREEZE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL OLD WORLD TRADING COMPANY DLA MSOS
6850-00-186-2963 05292 SHERLOCK GAS & AIR LEAK OETECTOR WINTON PRODUCTS CO, INC. NO DATE
MIL-L-25567C / MSFC SPEC 364A TY 1
6850-00-186-2963 16247 SHERLOCK, TYPE I WINTON PRODUCTS CO. INC. NO DATE
LEAK TEST COMPOUND
6850-00-201-1269 01766 NULTILITH REPLEX CONCENTRATE AN INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
200-722-4A,200_722-5A / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
6850-00-201-1271 14465 PLATEX SOLUTION AM INTERNATIONAL 11/11/85
40-2512-2A & 40-2512-4A / PRE-MOISTENER
6850-00-208-7947 16791 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC. NO OATE BOC
0-C-t889 / FORMERLY NIL-C-18718B
6850-00-209-7947 05497 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT CSO, INC. 01/15/91
0-C-1888
6850-00-209-7947 16791 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC. NO OATE BOC
0-C-1889 / FORMERLY NIL-C-18718B
6850-00-209-7947 02321 0-C-1889 NIL-C-18718 MAGNAFLUX CORPORATION 11/00/85
CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBNIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "#' - DLA HNlS NSDS
f ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 47
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID CO_ENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
- 6850-00-209-7947 16140 AMSCO SOLV. 0-C-1889 UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA































RIFLE BORE CLEANER M-6305
CLEANING COMPOUND OPTICAL LENS
#BA RED MAGNAFLUX POWDER
DESICCANT. ACTIVATED
FILTROL DESICCITE NO. 25
MIL-D-3464D TY 1




CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND TYPE 1
CORROSION REMOVING/METAL CONDITIONING COMPOUND
MIL-C-IO578/W-9807
MIL-C-10578 TYPE I











































AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY





DB155,D8156 SERIES (INDICATING SILICA, DESICCANT)
AMSCO SOLV 1OO5 UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA O1/23/86
DYKEM STEEL BLUE DX-IO0 DYKEM COMPANY 07/27/92
LAYOUT DYE
LAYOUT RED DX-296 DYKEM COMPANY 08/18/87 SPC
3M FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE 3M 01/00/83
77-98OO-7214-2 / FOR ZINC PLATES
DOW CORNING 111 VALVE LUB AND SEALANT DOW CORNING 04/23/90
LUBRICANT 111. MOLYKOTE 111
SILICONE COMPOUND D0W C0RNING 07/28/83
CHENPLEX 825 NONFLUID OIL CORPORATION O1/00/89 BOC
SILICONE FUSER 0IL, FUSER LUBRICANT XEROX O1/O6/89 PGOC
PT# 8R79,BRtll,BR983,BR2404,93EOO81, IN 94K231
CLEANING COMPOUND. SOLVENT MICRO CARE CHEMICAL CORP. 01/09/91 SPC
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE. NON-AEROSOL
PROTEASE L-252/925 FOTOGEL PREMIER MALT PRODUCTS NO DATE
ENZYME (BACTERIAL PROTEASE)
US 32 CSD INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL & SUPPLY 04/01/85 BOC
COMPONENT MSDS'S PROVIDED
CLEANING COMPOUND OPTICAL LENS ATKINS, D.C. 00/00/91 BOC
MIL-C-43454C TYPE I
6850-00-397-2808 11012 FEND AE-2 BLISTEX INC. 12/18/87 BOC
6850-00-397-2806 16035 FEND E-2 BARRIER PROTECTIVE HAND CREAM CARBISULPHOIL COMPANY NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MJkRKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "@' = DLA HMIS MSDS
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC T0_IC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 48
6850-00-405-9385
6850-00-405-9385
STOCK NUM8ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURE_ MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-00-397-2808 07634 TAKTOSAN STOCKHAUSEN. IHC. 06/23/92 SPC
SKIN PROTECTIVE CREAM
17175 CONPOUND, FREEZING MILLER-STEPHEN;;ON CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
01830 mS-240 QUIK-FREEZE MILLER-STEPHEN_ON CHEMICAL CO. 02/t9/85
DICHLOROOIFLUORONETHANE
6850-00-405-9386 00123 MS-162/T-P 35 FREON SOLVENT MILLER-STEPHEN;ON CHEMICAL CO. 01/01/90
USER PLS.CK.PROO w - KIMS.DLA STOCK #'S ARE MS-160
FLUX REMOVAL COMPOUND (CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT) BULK CHEW. OISrRIBUTORS INC.• 6850-00-419-5004 05377
6850-00-419-5004 21619 MS-190/C02
6850-00-431-8662 02236 TETRA-ETCH ETCHANT
HCP-O01
6850-00-437-2076 04182 2020/2300/2350/2600/2700/LDC/3103/3107 DEVELOPER
5RI29/5RI30/5R130/5R515/5R514
6850-00-449-9712 03623 SOLVENT TCtIO
@ 6850-00-457-1521 17177 TONER DIIRECT. ELECTR
@ 6850-00-457-1521 17178 TONER DIRECT, ELECTR
- 6850-00-457-1521 16767 TONER XEROX 3600
2400/3600/7000
6850-00-457-1521 17176 3600 TONER = 2400/3600/7000/CFP/DUPLICATOR/840 EPS
6850-00-457-1522 17179 TONER DIRECT, ELECTR
@ 6850-00-457-1522 17180 TONER DIRECT, ELECTR
6850-00-483-0282 01222 SPRAY NINE
GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER/DISINFECTANT
6850-00-483-2573 17182 DEVELOPER INDIRECT
6850-00-483-25?3 17181 DEVELOPER INDIRECT
6850-00-483-2573 16784 970 MPS/1200 DEVLEOPER
PART NO. 5R87
• 6850-00-495-5504 02883 MERCURY X (ItG X)
6850-00-502-9447 00534 OSPHO METAL TREATMENT
RUST REMOVER
6850-00-507-6750 16703 XD-60 DEVELOPER PHOTOGRAPHIC
6850-00-508-0076 17183 PENETRATING FLUID
(PLAIN WHITE BOTTLE)
6850-00-508-0076 07981 PENETRATING FLUID
0-P-1731
6850-00-519-3340 15405 SPOT REMOVER NO. 10 SPECIAL
6850-00-550-5565 15343 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
6850-00-550-5565 15341 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
6850-00-550-5565 15340 HTP-1149
MIL-C-14460
- 6850-00-550-5565 15342 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND, SN t44-60
MIL-C-14460
@ 6850-00-550-5565 15344 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
6850-00-550-5565 18926 RUSTAWAY 144. 522-11
MIL-C-14460C
- 6850-00-550-5565 15345 CORROSION REMOVING CONPOUNO
NIL-C-t4460
- 6850-00-551-9577 15132 CORROSION REMOVING CHEMICAL
6850-00-551-9577 15329 SC-IO0 ACID CLEANER, CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND
- 6850-00-561-0350 17185 ELECTROLYTE, ETCHER



















LIGHTHOUSE _LINO / OF HOUSTON
CARBONA PRODUCTS











































MSDS'S lURKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / ,/i, = DLA HNIS NSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 49
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MAI_JFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
@ 6850-00-570-9360 04775 CLEANING & LUBRICATING COMPOUND,ELECTRICAL CONTACT CHEMTRONICS DLA MSDS
MIL-C-83360C TY.II
6850-00-576-4162 15167 TURCO 4104 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 11/00/84
6850-00-585-6426 01917 ARDROX TRACER-TECH 9PR551/K410C AROROX INC. 04/21/94
PENETRANT REMOVER/PRE-CLEANING SOLVENT
O 6850-00-597-9765 17186 CLEANING COMPOUND. S BRULIN & COMPANY, INC. DLA MSDS
6850-00-597-9765 05497 CLEANING COMPOUND, SOLVENT CSD, INC. 01/15/91 SPC
0-C-1889
6850-00-597-9765 16791 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC. NO DATE BOC
0-C-1889 / FORMERLY MIL-C-18718B
6850-00-597-9765 16792 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT(DISTR:PHIPPS) GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC. NO DATE
6850-00-597-9765 16790 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT(MFGR:GEO.SENN/DIV.GLOBE) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 10/00/85
6850-00-597-9765 04658 0-C-1889 PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 10/00/85
CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT
6850-00-602-2102 22175 MAGNESIUM NITRATE MALLINCKRODT 03/07/80
GOULD: HUMIDITY CONTROL SALTS 56-4840-00
0 6850-00-616-1562 14382 DEVELOPER AM INTERNATIONAL DLA MSDS
6850-00-616-1562 07927 MULTILITH DEVELOPER/FINISHER AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89 BOC
83-3-104144/83-5-101056, LITHOPLATE PROCESSING SOL
6850-00-621-1819 00063 LEAK DETECTION COMPOUND OXYGEN SYSTEMS/LOT= 19414 MCGEAN DLA MSDS
6850-00-621-1820 14474 LEAK-TEC 16-OX (TYPE 1) AMERICAN GAS & CHEMICAL CO.LTD 04/18/84
LEAK DETECTION COMPOUND/OXYGEN SYSTEMS
6850-00-621-1820 02472 OXY-TEC TYPE I AMERICAN GAS & CHEMICAL CO.LTD t0/09/86
@ 6850-00-637-6135 05057 DRYCLEANING SOLVENT 140 UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA DLA MSDS
P-D-680, TY.2
6850-00-654-5866 16312 INDUSTRIAL ZINC RE-NU COLD GALVANIZE NO. 03074 CRC INDUSTRIES, INC. NO DATE
6850-00-656-1291 17187 CORROSION REMOVING BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (OOD) DLA MSDS
6850-00-656-1292 00886 CORROSION REMOVING COMPOUND, PHOSPHORIC ACID TYPE OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. 07/00/80
MIL-C-10578C,TY.IIE/MSDS:TURCO WO #1 FROM MDAC-FTC
6850-00-656-1292 00849 CORROSION REMOVER (BARRETT: NOW PROCESS RESEARCH) PROCESS RESEARCH PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
6850-00-663-0114 16683 LAYOUT RED DX-296 DYKEM COMPANY 08/18/87
6850-00-663-0421 16683 LAYOUT RED DX-296 DYKEM COMPANY 08/18/87
6850-00-664-t257 03490 DOW CORNING 7 ADDITIVE DOW CORNING 04/25/90
6850-00-664-1403 16150 ANTIFREEZE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL BASE CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. NO DATE
6850-00-664-1403 04300 NPC 217 ANTIFREEZE COOLANT CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. NO DATE
6850-00-664-1403 14109 ANTIFREEZE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL CSD, INC. 08/01/88 BOC
6850-00-664-1403 17188 ANTIFREEZE GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
6850-00-664-1403 03276 FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE OLD WORLD TRADING COMPANY NO DATE
0-A-548
FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE AND COOLANT
FULL FORCE ANTIFREEZE AND SUMMER COOLANT
POLAR ANTIFREEZE
POOIAF6P,POO1AF30.POO1AF55
6850-00-664-4959 17414 RTV142 GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/05/90 PGOC
6850-00-664-6053 14469 RODINE 50 AMCHEM PRODUCTS. INC. 10/27/85
• 6850-00-664-9067 07555 LAYOUT DYE - BLUE BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. DLA MSDS
6850-00-664-1403 08647 OLD WORLD TRADING COMPANY 07/00/91 BOC
6850-00-664-1403 17892 OLD WORLD TRADING COMPANY 08/00/88 BOC
6850-00-664-1403 11190 TERMINAL PACKAGING CORP. 06/01/92
6850-00-664-9067 00851 CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY DLA MSDS
6850-00-664-9067 04180 CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 10'11 91
6850-00-664-9067 09426 DYKEM COMPANY 0 _ 2- 92
MIL-L-B3795A
BLUE LAYOUT DYE
BLUE TOOLMAKER'S INK, =6001
D_KEM STEEL BLUE DX-IO0
LAYOUT DYE
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' vERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '¢" = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-
10'03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDE w
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 50
6850-00-664-9067 22403 TOLE STEEL BLUE DX-IO0
80100,80200-80900
6850-00-664-9067 05121 LAYOUT DYE MIL-L-B3795A AM I
1000595
6850-00-664-9067 16708 LAYOUT DYE, NIL-L-B3795 TYPE I
@ 6850-00-664-9067 16707 LAYOUT DYE, NIL-L-B3795 TYPE I (1974 AND AFTER)
6850-00-680-2233 10218 SILICA GEL
# 6850-00-680-2233 21873 DAVISON BLUE INDICATING GEL
6850-00-680-2233 15862 DESICCANT ACTIVATED
0 6850-00-680-2233 02647 DESICCANT, ACTIVATED, TYPE IV, GRADE H (INDICATOR)
1986 MSDS IS FROM CROSFIELD LTO
@ 68B0-00-680-2233 21875 SORBIL B
@ 6850-00-680-2233 21874 INOICATING SILICA GEL-BLUEGEL
6850-00-702-4297 04770 SILICONE COMPOUND
MIL-C-2156qA/05
• 6850-00-717-5054 17189 TONER, 0IRECT ELECTR
6850-00-737-69t2 16692 SK_-HF/S SPQTCHECK PENETRANT
6850-00-753-4998 15407 B&B C717N
STEAM SOAP
6850-00-753-4998 15381 STEAM POWER 225
MIL-C-22542A CLEANING COMPOUNO HIGH PRESSURE
6850-00-753-4998 02272 PENETONE 1107
ALKALINE DETERGENT
@ 6850-00-753-5000 04167 CLEANING COMPOUND
TRADENAME FROM DLA IS 'STEAM POWER 225"
6850-(30-754-2671 07365 ANTI FOGGING AK-031
O-A-549A
6850-00-754-2672 07365 ANTI FOGGING AK-031
O-A-549A
6850-00-754-2672 16128 ANTIFOGGING COMPOUND
6850-OO-754-2672 14795 ANTIFOGGING COMPOUND
0-A-549
6850-00-763-4561 16617 FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE
PART # 4-1114, 4-1115
• 6850-00-763-4561 15519 OFFSET FOUNTAIN CONCENTRATE
@ 6850-00-782-2740 16695 ZYGLO DEVELOPER ZP-9 FORMULA B
- 6850-00-782-2740 16710 BIO PEN LOX P6F-4LNC CODE 01309
6850-00-782-2740 16706 BID-PEN WATER WASHABLE BIODEGRADABLE PENETRANT
6850-00-813-6702 13136 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION, GT 8500/8505/8555
6850-00-813-6702 15730 ELECTROSTATIC SOLUTION
6850-00-813-8702 11184 ELECTROSTATIC ETCH
- 6850-00-821-8882 17190 DEGLAZING SOLUTION
e 6850-00-821-8882 14381DEGLAZING SOLVENT
METHYLENE CHLORIDE
6850-00-823-7861 00681PYROIL, STARTING FLUID
6850-00-823-7861 07789 FUEL, ENGINE PRIMER, TY.II
65-180/TY2 0-F-1044
6850-00-851-8725 14278 MOLECULAR SIEVE 4A0 8 TO 12 MESH
• 6850-00-B51-8725 17400 MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 4A, ZEOLITE
6850-00-854-6664 09168 AP-20 REMOVER
FLUX REMOVER
ITW O3/31/93 SPC
OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. O2/11/92 SPC
OCTAGON PROCESS, INC.
OCTAGON PROCESS, INC.
EAGLE CHEMICAL CO, INC.
GRACE, W.R., & CO.










































































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 51
STOCK NLI_ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-00-861-1971 00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY DUTY ENGINE CLEANER
EB-1 (AEROSOL),EB-2A,-5,-?,-8 (POUR/BULK)
6850-00-874-0317 15451 PREP-SOL SOLVENT 3919S
- 6850-00-874-0319 15452 PREP-SOL SOLVENT
6850-00-874-5847 00489 2-26 AEROSOL
2004, 2005, 2005T
6850-00-874-5847 03356 WATER DISPLACING COMPOUND, LIQUID FORM
6850-00-880-7616 07192 DOV CORNING 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING PASTE/COMP
6850-00-880-7616 18435 SEE D07192 FOR; DOW CORNING 4 COMPOUND
6850-00-880-7616 05781 SILASTIC 736 HEAT RESISTANT SEALANT
MI L - S - 8660
6850-C0-880-7616 17387 SILICONE COMPOUND
@ 6850-00-880-7616 04770 SILICONE COlU_°OUND
MI L-C-21567A/05
6850-00-905-9098 15573 FC-77 FLOURINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIOUID
@ 6850-00-927-9461 07456 HEAT SINK (BG-1930)
DLA 400-86-C2614
6850-00-927-9461 11926 SG-471 SILICONE COMPOUND, HEAT SINK
MIL-C-47113
6850-00-927-9461 10450 DOW CORNING 340 HEAT SINK COMPOUND
6850-00-927-9461 00433 G641
NIL-C-47113 (HEAT-SINK COMPOUND)
@ 6850-00-927-9461 11944 SILICONE COMPOUND, HEAT SINK
MIL-C-47113
@ 6850-C,0-927-9461 11942 CHEM-PLEX 1381 SILICONE COMPOUND
MIL-C-47113
6850-00-935-0996 08247 B&B 713 JET 2
6850-00-935-0996 15379 OET CLENE
CLEANING COMPOUND AIRCRAFT SURFACEIMIL-C-25769
@ 6850-00-935-0996 03749 CLEANING COMPOUND, AIRCRAFT SURFACE
MIL-C-25769
@ 6850-00-938-1187 17191 TONER. DIRECT ELECTR
6850-CK)-938-118"7 16770 DRY IMAGER 660
- 6850-00-949-1397 15359 LIME-A-WAY 12021
6850-00-949-1397 08648 LIMEAWAY
e 6850-00-949-1397 17192 SCALE REMOVING COMPOUND
6850-00-963-5406 08178 SKL-WP WATER WASHABLE SPOTCHECK PENETRANT
6850-00-964-0838 15573 FC-77 FLOURINERT BRAND ELECTRONIC LIQUID
O 6850-00-965-2331 04791 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT
P-C-444A AM. 1 TY. 1
6850-00-967-1221 00148 WISSH #36-037 & #36-038
CLEANER & LUBRICANT
6850-00-973-9091 14948 PENETRATING FLUID 0P-1731
6850-00-983-0282 00?60 GENETRON 113
TR I CHLOROTRI F LUOROETHANE
6850-00-983-0282 07497 FREON TF CLEANING AGENT
FREON PRECISION CLEANING AGENT (PCA)
6850-00-983-0282 04442 FREON 113
TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE/DU(X_O126/FREON TF
6850-00-983-0282 07541 1,1, 1-TRICHLOROETHANE
T391 "200, T-391, T-398
RADIATOR SPECIALTY 01/00/93
DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 05/03/84
DU PONT. E I., DE NEMOURS & CO 12/27/82
CRC INDUSTRIES, INC. 08101/90









BEESTON, INC. DLA MSDS





LE STOKES GROUP DLA MSDS
NONFLUID OIL CORPORATION DLA MSDS
B & B TRITECH, INC. 03/04/87
MAGNAFLUX CORPORATION 10/00/85
OMEGA CHEMICAL CORPORATION DLA MSDS




ECOLAB INC. DLA MSDS
MSCI LTD. 01/01/91
3M 07/13/89
OCTAGON PROCESS. INC. DLA MSDS
WORKMAN ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 12/12/86




DU PONT, E.I . DE NEMOURS & CO 05/00/89









MSDS'S MARKED '-' : SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ' '_,' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-_ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK _ER INDEX P. 52
STOCK NtJ_ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER NSOS SUPPLY
ID COllIENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
o 6850-00-984-5853 04559 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO OLA MSDS
6850-00-985-2227 09426 DYKEM STEEL BLUE DX-lO0 DYKEM COMPANY 07/27/92
LAYOUT DYE









































3068 SOLN. FOR ULTRASONIC CLNR.NACHINE 3089
TONER 600 MEP (XEROX)
TC 203/600 MEP TONER (DRY IMAGER)
6R40,6R41,6R64,6R65
MIRROR GLAZE (MEGUIAR'S, MGH-17)
TYPE N TONER (NO LONGER MANUFACTURED)
LAYOUT RED DX'296
KODAK LENS CLEANER




6500 CYAN TONER (DRY IMAGER)
DEVELOPER 1NDIRECT
9400/9200 DRY INK - TYPE 16 TONER
CLEAR DISPERSANT
CLEAR OISPERSANT
BNV 160,CAL COMP CL51,VERSATEC 4403-I
LI-49 (MIL-P-24548)
PLURONIC L-62LF




SHERLOCK GAS & AIR LEAK DETECTOR
MIL-L-25567C / MSFC SPEC 384A TY 1
SHERLOCK LEAK TEST COMPOUND TYPE 1




USER PLS. CHECK PRODUCT NUMBER (.STOCK NO. 0X533)
SUPER AGITENE-CLEANING COMPOUND.COMBUSTIBLE LIQ.
ETCHING. SOLUTION/FERRIC CHLORIDE
E-IG













FIRST ENTERPRISE5 NO DATE
XEROX 03/08/82
MEGUIAR'S DLA MSDS
BELL & HOWELL DLA MSDS
DYKEM COMPANY 08/18/87


















WINTON PRODUCTS C0, INC. NO DATE






ANCHEM PRODUCTS, INC. DLA MSDS
GRAYMILLS CORPORATION









DRY INK 8200/9210/9500 XEROX 03/27/84
06850-01"111-3030 17200 DEVELOPER, INDIRECT _ _:: ........ .... AUNYX MFG CORP DLA MSDS
_S's _U_mCED'-': SUB_ZT KSC FOtm 29-393 TO aRG._cT _I_NSOS'SV/D ":' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "•' = DLA HNIS MSD$
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSR_)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 53
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-01-111-3030 05665 XD-95 DEVELOPER NASHUA CORPORATION NO DATE PGOC
6850-01-111-3030 16773 DEVELOPER 8200/9500 XEROX t2/10/91
6850-0t-111-3030 16762 7080/7085/8200/8700/8700 MODELV/8790/8790 MODEL V XEROX 02/02/93 BOC
9200/9210/9400/9500/9700/9700 MODELV/9790/9790 MOO
6850-01-112-3473 18140 MS-238 CONTACT RE-NU & LUBE MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 02/00/92
MIXTURE IN AEROSOL CONTAINER
6850-01-115-5249 08358 ECP PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE V80 TONER CONCENTRAT XEROX 02/08/93 BOC
P420 P425 P107o20-6 4107-2-3 (MSDS A-2017)
6850-01-115-5249 04905 TYPE H, TYPE V80. TONER (CONCENTRATE) XEROX 07/16/85
4405-8.-8-4.-8GR.-8GR-4,-16,-16-6,4407-20,-20-6
6850-01-117-4487 00995 PASA JELL 105 COURTAULOS AEROSPACE, INC. 06/14/91
ACID SOLUTION
@ 6850-01-118-8949 06126 FUSING FLUID 8R840 XEROX DLA MSDS
CONTAINS TRICHLOROETHANE
6850-01-134-7137 04256 SODIUM PERSULFATE OXIDIZER FMC CORPORATION 02/05/85
KEPRO SP-IG/SP-4G/SP-12G/SP-20G
0 6850-01-134-7137 07027 CATALYST X-134 KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTEMS, INC. DLA MSDS
@ 6850-01-137-8521 17201 IBM REPRO CHEM 30/40/60 TONER IBM CORP DLA MSDS
SERIES IIIMOD TONER/DIRECT ELECTROSTATIC PROCESS
6850-01-145-0470 03219 2080/4000/4500/7080 DRY IMAGER XEROX 12/14/91
6R26.6R29,6R66,6RlI4,6R200,(ILLEGIBLE)
- 6850-01-145-0503 07930 DEVELOPER, INDIRECT XEROX 07/21/81
5R218
6850-01-145-7438 07772 3M BRAND QUANTIMATIC TONER TYPE 748F 3M 12/20/93
78-6969-5092-8
6850-01-149-4198 02538 ACRYLATE, FUEL, 473308 (DISTR: SAUER MECHANICAL) MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE 07/00/79
6850-01-149-9120 02537 SURFACTANT, FUEL, 473306 MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE NO DATE
6850-01-157-4348 10824 ULTRAGEL II ECHO ULTRASOUND 04/01/92
ULLTRASONIC COUPLANT
6850-01-163-2138 17202 1020/1035/2830 TONER XEROX 05/27/86
6850-01-163-2139 17203 1020/1035/2830 DEVELOPER XEROX 05/27/86
PT.NO'S: 5R134,5R135,5R282,5R283,5R511,SR506
6850-01-164-1300 22070 FREON TMC CLEANING AGENT DU PONT. E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 05/27/92
DU001084. MIL-C-81302
6850-01-164-5739 16623 1045/1048 DRY INK PLUS/XT-45 TONER NASHUA CORPORATION NO DATE
6850-01-164-5739 16756 1045/1048 TONER XEROX 08/29/84
6Rl12
6850-01-165-5408 06401FUSER LUBRICANT: XEROX FL-?5 (8R983) NASHUA CORPORATION 01/26/87
FL-45.FLT5 / XEROX MODEL 1075 PRINTER
6850-01-165-5408 07855 FUSING FLUID XEROX DLA MSDS
8R983
6850-01-165-5409 06351 1075 TONER, XT-75 NASHUA CORPORATION 12/00/84
e 6850-01-165-5409 07851 INK. DRY XEROX DLA MSDS
6R301
6850-01-165-5426 06752 XO-75 DEVELOPER NASI-RJA CORPORATION 01/26/87 BOC
6850-01-165-5426 08859 1075/1090/4050/4090/4650 DEVELOPER XEROX 04/04/89
5R300,5R302;FX:SR306.SR307;XCI:SR510.SR530
6850-01-167-5191 06924 TYPE H, TYPE V80 TONER (PREMIX) XEROX 08/14/85 PGOC
440S-I.-2.4405-2.-32.-3206,4407-3,4407-3-2
6850-01-167-5191 04904 VERSATEC CLEAR DISPERSANT FOR V-80.8000 SERIES .... XEROX 11_11/92
4403-X/-X-X:4403-1GR/-1GR-2;4002CK (MSDS D-2050)
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10103/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 54
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRAOENAME MANUFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-01-167-5992 05777 MINOLTA BIMODAL PREMIX HILORO CHEMICAL CORPORATION 07/03/86
8902-900
6850-01-174-0808 08357 CE-PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE VBO TONER PREMIX... XEROX 05/14/93 BOC
P415 4105-2 4105-16-6 (MANY PN#'S, MSDS A-2011)
6850-01-174-0808 06924 TYPE H, TYPE VBO TONER (PREMIX) XEROX 08/14/85
440S-1,-2,4405-2,-32,-3206,4407-3,4407-3-2
• 6850-01-181-1789 17204 TONER, DIRECT ELECTRIC TEKTRONIX, INC. OLA NSOS
6850-01-181-1789 08270 4695 PRINT HEAD MAINTENANCE LIOUID TEKTRONIX, INC. 06/24/88 BOC
PN# 0t6-0732-00
6850-01-t86-(_59 08249 MARKER BOARD CLEANER #202 CHEMICAL PACKAGING CORP. 10/t2/87 BOC
#92O-O90
6850-01-186-0859 10207 WEBER COSTELLO MARKER BOARD CLEANER, #920-090 PENNER, d., CORPORATION 02/02/88 BOC
XREF:C08249
@ 6850-01-191-6661 06414 TONER KONICA DLA MSDS
(8) PC/UA 945-351
6850-01-193-7104 17877 XT-37 DRY IMAGER NASHUA CORPORATION 07/25/90
- 6850-01-193-7t04 06744 2700/3700/8040/XPt2E TONER XEROX (}9/13/84 BOC
PART NO. 6R99, 6R403
6850-01-193-8478 06347 2700/3700/8040/XP12E/XP12/XP24 EP SERIES DEVELOPER XEROX 12/12/91
5R136.SR4OO,SR403,SR401
6850-01-204-2350 08279 ORIGINAL SSR COOLANT OIESTER INGERSOLL-RANO 08/01/88 80C
MIXTURE-CHEMICAL FAMILY
0 6850-01-207-3829 06413 ROYAL REVELATEUR DEVELOPER KONICA DLA MSDS
5003 ZMR/5503 ZMR
6850-01-207-3906 16639 KODAK EKTAPRINT L DEVELOPER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/08/83
121 4675 190 0877; PN 329740
6850-01-210-5512 20336 MP CARTRIDGE TONER 10-N01 (195G) CANON, INC. 12/00/91
M95-0271-0(0
6850-0t-210-8770 05820 XT-54, XT-95. XT-99, XEROX TYPE 17, 20, 24 TONER NASHUA CORPORATION 04/28/88 BOC
6850-01-210-8770 00917 5080 8200 8700 8790 9200 9210...DRY INK, 7080/7085 XEROX 06/07/93 SPC
DRY IMAGER, DUPLICATOR TONER, MSDS# A-0016
6850-01-210-9962 14126 NP-150 SERIES TONER (BLACK) CANON, INC. 05/00/91 BOC
F41-2401-100
6850-01-213-4957 01768 HIGH YIELD TONER AM INTERNATIONAL 09/01/86 BOC
83-4-101024, 2400 TONER
6850-01-216-6823 09256 CANON LBP EP-CARTRIDGE APPLE COMPUTER, INC 06/03/88 BOC
APPLE COMPUTER #MO180,M860/COMPUTERLAND#APPL-1908D
6850-01-216-6823 05521EP-CARTRIOGE & LBP EP-CARTRIDGE(BLACK) CANON, INC. 12/00/91 BOC
# LBP "0002 -000/R34 "001/R34 -002
6850-01-216-6823 07227 EP-S CARTRIDGE BLACK CANON, INC. 12/00/91 SPC
PIP P/N 92295A/Z (685CK)OK052688). R64-(_D01 ,R64-0002
6850-01-218-1972 07608 3300/8040 DEVELOPER XEROX 05/00/85
LPS12 TONER / WANG P/N 725-2679
- 6850-01-219-1610 07607 LPS 12 TONER. (SEE MSDS FOR MANY PART & MODEL #'S) XEROX 05/02/88 BOC
DIST:WANG LAB PN 725-2678
6850-01-228-0074 06016 PASA-OEL 102 PRC 04/07/87
• 6850-01-230-8556 02883 MERCURY X (PIG X) ACTON DLA MSDS
6850-01-231-5696 04183 2020/2300/2350/2600/3100/3107 MAGNETIC TONER XEROX 12/13/88 BOC
6R59/6R130/6R139/6R408;/3100LDC/3109/3300..
6850-01-232-9165 07939 LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE 3M 09/00/82
77-9800-7203-5
MSOS'S MARKED *-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSD$ SYSTEM / "0' • DLA HNIS MSDS
( (.
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 55
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENANE MANUFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
ID CONNENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-01-233-4017 07863 TONER DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 09/06/88 BOC
KIT TONER CARTRIDGE, LNO3X-AC, 22-00062-01
6850-01-233-4017 07019 KIT-TONER CARTRIDGE, LNO3X-AC RICOH LTD. dAPAN 11/15/85
22-0_2-01
6850°0t-233-4017 09265 LP TONER KIT 80 RICOH LTD. dAPAN 09/08/88
6850-01-240-7717 03496 SKC-NF/ZC-78 CLEANER/REMOVER, 915-0509 MSCI LTD. 10/07/86 BOC
MCMASTER-CARR PART# ILLEGIBLE
6850-01-243-9292 06644 BLACK TONER DC-111,111C, 113, 114, 142RE,211,213RE,.. MITA 01/28/93 SPC
313Z,313ZD, IO01,1205,1255,1415, 1435,1455,16##,1824
6850-01-243-9294 17645 BLACK DEVELOPER FOR DC-211,213RE,313Z,313ZD,4055,. MITA 09/01/92 SPC
4085,2105
6850-01-244-9947 07180 INDICAT%NG DRZERITE HAMMOND, W.A., DRIERITE CO. 02/14/92 BOC
D8155,D8156 SERIES (INDICATING SILICA, DESICCANT)
6850-01-248-2299 06924 TYPE H, TYPE V80 TONER (PREMIX) XEROX 08/14/85
4405-t,-2,4405-2,-32,-3206,4407-3,4407-3-2
6850-01-251-7243 14131 NP-3025/3225/3525/3725 TONER BLACK CANON, INC. 05/00/91 BOC
F41-4008-750
6850-01-253-6781 06624 EXTEND RUST TREATMENT LOCTITE CORPORATION 03/01/92 BOC
75418,75430,75448,75465 / ACID-MODIFIED EMULSION
6850-01-257-6510 09359 MAINTENANCE FLUID TEKTRONIX, INC. 05/27/88 BOC
016-0836-00
6850-01-259-7154 05813 FUSER AGENT: XEROX FA NASHUA CORPORATION 01/26/87 BDC
6850-01-259-7154 06401FUSER LUBRICANT: XEROX FL-75 (8R983) NASHUA CORPORATION 01/26/87
FL-45,FL75 / XEROX MODEL 1075 PRINTER
6850-01-259-7154 10151FUSER AGENT XEROX 02/18/88 PGOC
8R882,8R1288,OR2955,8R90163,8R2944,8R2945
e 6850-01-259-7156 11938 DEVELOPER INDIRECT ELECTROSTATIC PROCESS XEROX DLA MSDS
1065 DEVELOPER
6850-01-261-601S4 07227 EP-S CARTRIDGE BLACK CANON. INC. 12/00/91 BOC
HP P/N 92295A/Z (685000K052688), R64-OOO1,R64-OO02
6850-01-262-5404 13074 IBM 3812 PRINTER TONER IBM CORP 02/08/90 BOC
P/N 1348349
6850-01-262-8430 01374 BIO-PEN P6F4 AROROX INC. 02/01/90 SPC
PENETRANT E.X.S.
6850-01o263o2263 01374 BIO-PEN P6F4 ARDROX INC. 02/01/90 SPC
PENETRANT E.X.S.
6850-01-263-4056 01374 BIO-PEN P6F4 ARDROX INC. 02/01/90 SPC
PENETRANT E.X.S.
6850-01-264-8679 01341ARDROX BIO-PEN NQ~I DEVELOPER ARDROX |NC. 04/04/90 SPC
DISTRIB: TRACER TECH.
6850-01-264-B680 01341ARDROX BIO-PENNQ-t DEVELOPER AROROX INC. 04/04/90 SPC
DISTRIB: TRACER TECH.
6850-01o265°2742 01341ARDROX BID-PEN N0-I DEVELOPER ARDROX INC. 04/04/90 SPC
DISTRIB: TRACER TECH.
8850-01-265-2743 01341ARDROX BIO-PEN NO-1 DEVELOPER AROROX INC. 04/04/90 SPC
DISTRIB: TRACER TECH.
6850-01-265-7234 01341ARDROX BIO-PEN NO-1 DEVELOPER ARDROX INC. 04/04/90 SPC
OISTRIB: TRACER TECH.
6850-01-267°4345 01374 BIO-PEN P6F4 ARDROX INC. 02/01/90 SPC
PENETRANT E.X.S.
6850-01-269-7696 08161 JT-114 TONER, P/N 20-010 DAINIPPON INK & CHEMICALS INC NO DATE BOC
...................................................................................................................................
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INDEx
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
IO/O3/'94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 56
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSD5 SUPPLY
NO COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
LC-660 SILENT WRITER
6850-01-278-8272 18636 SUPER SOLV 16 OZ STUTTON CORPORATION 11/10/88
AEROSOL
6850-01-278-8272 07388 SUPER 50LV 7. AEROSOL STUTTON CORPORATION 11/t0/88 BOC
6BSO-OI-27B-8273 00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY OUTY ENGINE CLEANER RADIATOR SPECIALTY 01/00/93
EB-1 (AEROSOL).EB-2A,-5.-7.-8 (POUR/BULK)
- 6850-01-278-8274 15975 PHOTREX (I.1.2-TRICHLORO-1.2o2-TRIFLUOROETHANE) BAKER. U.T. CHEMICAL CO. 09/05/86 BOC
6850-O1-278-8274 11411 FREON 113 SOLVENT POLYSCIENCES, INC. 05/09/90 BOC
03702
6850-01-278-8274 00508 MIRACLE BATH RAt#N COMPANY, INC. 11/15/86 BOC
#36-057, #36-058
6850-01-280-5523 07396 DEARCIOE 724 GRACE. W.R.. & CO. 09/28/86 80C
ALGISTAT. ALGICIDE. WATER TREATMENT
6850-01-280-5523 09448 DEARCIDE 735 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 10/26/89 BOC
OXIDIZING BIOCIOE 14-735
6850-01-280-8743 08153 2510/2511/2515/2515EO/2520/2520EO BLACK DEVELOPER XEROX 03/23/92
5RtTO,§RI52,(ILLEGIBLE),SR310
6850-01-280-8743 17969 2510/2511/2515/2515EQ/2520/2520EO/3050/3050EO... XEROX 09/21/92
BLACK DEVELOPER / 5R170,5R172,5R178,5R130
6850-01-280-9674 14454 MULTI-PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89
83-2-104525 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
6850-01-281-3736 06919 ENDCDR 4702 GRACE W.R., & CO. 03/30/88 BOC
6850-01-281-5701 10201CLC REPLENISHER TONER (CYAN) CANON 1NC. t0/01/88 BOC
TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER - F41-5111-700
6850-01-281-5702 10203 CtC REPLENISHER TONER (YELLOW) CANON INC. 10/01/88 80C
TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER / F41-5131-700
6850-01-281-5703 10200 CLC REPLENISHER TONER (BLACK) CANON INC. 10/01/88 BOC
TONER POWDER FOR CANON COPIER / F41-510t-700
6850-01-281-5704 10199 NP-COLOR START DEVELOPER (MAGENTA,CYAN,BLK,YELL. CANON INC. 10/01/88 BOC
CANON / F41-5122/5112/5132/5102-700
6850-01-281-5705 10199 NP-COLOR START DEVELOPER (MAGENTA,CYAN,BLK,YELL. CANON INC. 10/01/88 BOC
CANON / F41-5122/5112/5132/5102-700
6850-01-281-5706 10199 NP-COLOR START DEVELOPER (MAGENTA.CYAN.BLK,YELL. CANON INC. 10/01/88 BOC
CANON / F41-5122/5112/5132/5102-700
6850-01-28t-7300 10199 NP-COLOR START DEVELOPER (MAGENTA,CYAN.BLK.YELL. CANON INC. 10/01/88 BOC
CANON / F41-5122/5112/5132/5102-700
6850-01-282-5623 11516 TONER (RICOH LP H-1 TONER) DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 04/09/86 BOC
LPS4X-AA
6850-01-284-4965 06718 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLK),MODEL T397-19 KIT 80 RICOH LTD. JAPAN 06/12/86
TI P/N 2539120-0001, 2539156
6850-01-289-3376 07046 AOUATREAT CWT 380 AOUATREAT, INC. 01/01/87 BOC
6850-01-289-3376 07929 ENOCOR 4695 CORROSION INHIBITOR GRACE. W.R.. & CO. 03/30/88
ENDCOR 4651 ALSO ??
6850-01-290-2759 09349 IBM REPRO CHEM 8815 SCANMASTER MONOCOMPONENT TONER IBM CORP 08/30/87 BOC
IBM PART# 7038486
6850-01-292-0684 13938 t_HITAKER CABLE BATTERY TERMINAL CLEANER, L6586 HYDROSOL, INC. 05/05/86 PGOC
_¢HITAKER #50550
6850-01-294-2878 09416 3M BRAND TYPE 852 DEVELOPER PREMIX 3M 12/20/93 BOC
78-6969-5173-6;GB-2000-4173-8
6850-01-295-4342 09449 KODAK EKTAPRINT K TONER EASTMAN KOOAK CO. 05/26/93 BOC
810 9043. 807 4585
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG_CONTACT / NSDS'$ W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' " DLA HNIS NSDS
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 57
STOCK _ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY
ID COINENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
6850-01-306-1382 07116 ZL-27A ZYGLO PENETRANT MSCI LTD. 01/01/91 BOC
6850-01-312-2977 07616 HIT-ClOD HILTI, INC. 10/06/93 BOC
DOWELLING KIT PART A AND B
6850-01-312-2977 08357 CE-PROCESS BLACK TYPE H TYPE VO0 TONER PREMIX... XEROX 05/14/93 SPC
P415 4105-2 4t05-t6o6 (MANY PN#'S, NSOS A-201t)
6850-01-313-8441 07360 3M BRAND TYPE 409 TONER N-P 3M 08/25/92
78-6969-6130-5,78-6969-6231-1
6850-01-333-1841 17758 MS-242 OUIK-FREEZE MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 02/00/93 SPC
6850-01-333-1841 17759 MS-242AS ANTI-STATIC QUIK-FREEZE MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 02/00/93 SPC
6850-01-347-1052 17497 WATERMARK VESSEL SOLUTION FOR COULOMETRIC TITRATIO GFS CHEMICALS 11/10/92 SPC
1612 / (PART 1 OF KIT 161t)
6850-01-375-5553 21755 ELECTRON ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED DIELECTRIC SOLV SENTRY CHEMICAL CO. 12/23/93
0296
6850-01-375-5554 21755 ELECTRON ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED DIELECTRIC SOLV SENTRY CHEMICAL CO. 12/23/93
0296
6850-01-375-5555 21755 ELECTRON ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED DIELECTRIC SOLV SENTRY CHEMICAL CO. 12/23/93
0296
6850-01-383-6719 22662 MS-941/C02 MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 04/C0/93 SPC
CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT
6850-01-584-4965 06718 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLK).MODEL T397-19 KIT 80 RICOH LTD. dAPAN 06/12/86 BOC
TI P/N 2539120-CK)01, 2539156
6850-01-584-4965 11037 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLACK) TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC 06/12/86 BOC
6850-01-675-5992 05517 BIMODE TONER-OH MSDS #0131 COATES REPROGRAPHICS, INC. 02/00/86 60C
8902-909
6855-00-K05-7053 14114 CALCOMP REPLENISHER RP58SC. SB58SC CALCOMP INC. 03/26/91 BOC
6860-00-238-8119 03208 NAPHTHA. ALIPHATIC (LACOLENE) CSD. INC. 09/19/86
TT-N-958 TY2
0 6950-00-NA0-0462 03099 ALUMIPREP 33 AMCHEN PRODUCTS. INC. DLA MSDS PGOC
USER PLS. CHECK PRODUCT Nt_ER (STOCK NO. DX533)
7025-00-N87-7191 22174 CANON BJI-643 INK CARTRIDGE (BLACK) CANON, INC. 04/00/93
F47-0081-400/500
7025-01-367-1034 18031 3010/4030/4030 II/4197 MICR PRINT CARTRIDGE XEROX 06/09/93
13R32,13R406,13R38,13R84,13R52,13R407,13R415,13R41
7030-00-072-0321 03981 VINYL MASTIC WEATHER BARRIER VINASCO CORPORATION 06/24/93
_C-1, WHITE/LATEX-BASED COATING (MIXTURE)
7040-00-151-9956 01982 IBM CLEANER TAPE UNIT IBM CORP 05/09/86 BOC
PART #8493001/8635586/8635587
@ 7045-00-K04-8803 05154 3M HEAD CLEANING DISKETTES 3M DLA MSDS
7045-01-t54-1315 22676 DISKETTE HEAD CLEANING KITS (FLUID AND PACKETS) 3i 01/14/93
84-9801-:6958-?/6959-7/6960-5/6961-3/6962-1/6963-9
7045-0t-363-1904 18865 CS85 CLEANING SOLUTION/READERKLEEN (550027-1) PERFECTDATA CORP 04/01/91
7135-00-K84-3003 17986 PDL 1,#,2##,3##,8##.9##.10##(& PV),20##... POLYMER DEVELOPMENT LABS 04/27/93
B COMP./#=VARIOUS NO'S
7360-01-074-4230 07701CYALUME AND LITE-UP STICKS,LUNKER LIGHTS.LITEROPE. AMERICAN CYANAMID 06/15/88
GLOW STICK,LIGHT SHAPE...(SEVERAL PRODUCTS NAMES)
7430-00-K04-8802 00040 FEDRON FEDERAL MINING & MFG. COWPANY 06/01/92 SPC
7430-00-K05o5251 09345 SILICONE OIL CANON, INC. 01/31/89 BOC
7430-00-843-5156 00329 CLEANER. VARITYPER TANK (SULFURIC ACID). 3225 AM INTERNATIONAL 03/19/86
48-3225-0 (KIMS SAYS 48-3220-O)/MODELS 800.840.845
7510-00-FL0-0809 00878 =73X WHITE MARKING INK INDEPENOENT INK INC 04.'00'90 PGOC
1480 190-003 / 39-5453-10900
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '#' = DLA i-_4IS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
IO/O3/94 STOCK NU_ER INOEX P. 58
STOCK NLIIWIBER TSRS TRADENLAME IW_IqlJFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COIIItENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
7510-OO-FL4-6732 00878 -73X WHITE MARKING INK INDEPENDENT INK INC. 04/00/90 PGOC
MBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10900
7510-00-FL5-(_839 07489 73X BLACK MARKING 1NK INDEPENDENT INK INC. 04/00/90 PGOC
MBO t90-003 / 39-5453-10(0)0 / MOM 1445
• 75t0-00-F00-0096 00032 UNIVERSAL DRAWING INK KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOGRAPH DLA MSDS
7510-00-K02-9382 16682 LSK JET HT BLACK INMONT CORPORATION 06/13/85
IHALFTONE BLACK/LITHHO SPEED KINGINK JET
7510-00-K02-9382 06387 SPEEOMASTER PRINTERS INKS PRINTERS INK & SUPPLY CO. INC. 05/30/87 BOC
CONTAINS ONE OF LISTED METAL SOAPS,VARIOUS PIGMNTS
7510-00-K04-5143 01016 KRYLON STENCIL INK SPRAY COAT BORDEN, INC. 01/12/88
3000 BLACK; 3001 WHITE; 3002 YELLOW
- 7510-00-K04-5143 00449 3108 BLACK INK S-108 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 07/14/94
A03108, AEROSOL COATING
@ 7510-00-K04-5144 16697 MARSH K-TYPE SPRAY STENCIL INK RED MARSH COMPANY OLA MSDS
7510-00-K04-5765 16612 GREEN SPRAY STENCIL INK (LEAD) DIAGRAPH 08/0_5/83
7510-O0-KOvl-5767 17665 INK QUICK SPRAY LEAD FREE YELLOW DIAGRAPH 04/30/92
1553-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE)
7510-(_-K04-5767 16613 YELLOW SPRAY STENCIL INK (LEAD) DIAGRAPH 06/06/83
7510-00-K04-5767 04490 MARSH SPRAY STENCIL INK MARSH COMPANY 01/22/87 BOC
BLACK. RED, WHITE, BLUE. & SILVER
7510-00-K04-6718 00024 LIQUID PAPER PEN & INK CORRECTION FLUID GILLETTE CO. 08/22/90
747-01
75t0-00-K04-6718 10219 LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID (WHITE AND COLORS) LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION 08/22/90 BOC
LPCF-4,LPCF-8,LPCF-9
7510-00-K04-6718 06529 LIQUID PAPER JUST FOR COPIES CORRECTION FLUID LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION 08/22/90 BOC
710-O1
7510-00-K05-4255 11679 PREMIUM SYSTEMS ELECTROSTATIC BLACK INK AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89 BOC
PS274-C,PS274-P,PS274-5 / LITHOGRAPHIC INK
7510-00-KC_-5340 10219 LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID (WHITE AND COLORS) LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION 08/22/90 BOC
LPCF-4,LPCF-8,LPCF-9
7510-00-K26-0335 00739 ULANO STENCIL REMOVER #4 ULANO CORPORATION 08/01/92
KSC-STD-E-O015
7510-00-K32-3571 07489 73X BLACK MARKING INK INDEPENDENT INK INC. 04/00/90 SPC
MGO 190-003 / 39-5453-10000 / MDM 1445
75t0-00-K33-5527 00878 #73X WHITE MARKING INK INDEPENDENT INK INC. 04/00/90 SPC
MBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10900
7510-00-K82-0576 13338 ELECTROSTATIC TONERS (XEROX) AM INTERNATIONAL 09/00/86 BOC
8-X-XXXXXX/X-XXXXXX=9-104239/ETC DISC. 1987
• 7510-O0-N00-0268 16701 SPRAY STENCIL INK MARSH COMPANY DLA MSDS
7510-00-N00-0269 20859 K-TYPE STENCIL IN(<, ALL COLORS EXCEPT BLACK MARSH COMPANY 08/12/92 SPC
7510-00-N00-0786 11762 HYSOL i_ (CATALYST 9) DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
AMINE
7510-00-080-1419 00878 m73X WHITE MARKING INK INDEPENDENT INK INC. 04/00/90 PGOC
MBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10900
• 7510-00-tB1-4229 04769 1NK, MARKING, BLACK AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. DLA MSOS
• 7510-00-161-4237 14480 INK, STAMP PAD, CLASS 1. BLACK AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. DLA MSDS
7510-00-161-4237 16673 XT-70 BLACK GARVEY PROOUCTS 00/00/92
• 7510-00-161-4240 01331 INK, STAMP PAD AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. OLA MSDS
• 7510-00-161-4240 01774 INK. STAMP PAD (RED) AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. DLA MSDS PGOC
7510-C,0-161-4240 01332 1.2-DICHLOROETHANE FISHER SCIENTIFIC 03/03/94
USER PLS.CK.STOCK#-THIS ONE FOR RED STAMP PAD INK
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "•" = OLA HMIS MSDS
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GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 59
STOCK NU_ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID CO_ENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
7510-00-176-8949 21672 CORRECTION FLUID - SOLVENT BASED LHB INDUSTRIES 03/20/91 BOC
A-A-212B TY II
• 7510-00-176-8949 00019 W0-109 SOLVENT TYPERWRITER CORRECTION WITE-OUT PRODUCTS, INC. DLA MSDS
7510-00-t83-7697 16608 RED STENCIL INK MARKING 31136, AN-R CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 12/06/84
@ 7510-00-183-7697 11949 IDEAL SPRAY INK RED IDEAL STENCIL MACHINE & TAPE DLA MSDS
A-A-208
7510-00-183-7697 14806 SO-SURE STENCIL INK RED 31136, 392C811 LHB INDUSTRIES 01/16/92 SPC
CID-A-A-20B
@ 7510-00-183-7697 04899 STENCIL INK, RED MARSH COMPANY DLA MSDS
7510-00-183-7697 14825 50-364 RED STENCIL NILE5 CHEMICAL PAINT CO. 05/12/92
- 7510-00-272-9802 01664 DUPLICATING _LUID TYPE I PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 10/00/85
DISTR. SENT MSDS FOR SPEC. 0-0-825
7510-00-281-4432 16698 BLACK T-GRAD/E MARKING PEN INK PIGMENT MARSH COMPANY 05/30/86
MSDS FOR BLACK, RED. WHITE, BLUE, GREEN, SILVER
751O-00-286-6993 22301 DR. SCAT TYPE & PLATEN DR. SCAT CHEMICAL CO. 12/07/89 ,
ANNOTATED: CLEANING COMPOUND / LOG
O 75t0-00-286-6993 17589 CLEANER, PLATEN AND FEED ROLLER HYDE INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
RIBBONEW RUBBER REJUVENATOR
e 7510-00-419-9564 20252 WHITE ???????? INK IDEAL STENCIL MACHINE & TAPE DLA MSDS
7510-OO-455-7280 16725 STAMPING INK WHITE NEUSES, P.K., INC. NOT REOD
7510-OO-469-7910 16408 KRYLON BLACK 3708 STENCIL INK BORDEN, INC. O1/25/85
7510-00-469-7910 01016 KRYLON STENCIL INK SPRAY COAT BORDEN, INC. O1/12/88 BOC
3000 BLACK; 3OO1 WHITE; 3002 YELLOW
7510-OO-469-7910 16607 BLACK MARKING INK/LACQUER BLACK 37038 CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 12/10/84
TT-I-1795A
7510-OO-469-7910 22830 SO-SURE STENCIL INK BLACK 37038 (394-390) LHB INDUSTRIES 12/O1/92 BOC
392C890
0 7510-00-469-7910 07987 SPRAY STENCIL INK, BLACK MARSH COMPANY DLA MSDS
I_RKING STENCIL INK
7510-00-558-2422 00873 HIGGENS PEN CLEANER 4502,4506,4507,450B FABER-CASTELL CORP. 03/31/92
7510-00-558-2422 16661HIGGINS PEN CLEANER FABER-CASTELL CORP. 03/31/92
4502-4507, REMOVES DRIED INDIA INK
7510-00-687-7867 15746 SNOPAKE CORRECTION FLUID SNOPAKE/LITHO-ART PRODUCTS 03/24/81
7510-00-782-6257 06604 INK, STAMP PAD, BLACK, 661-8 AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. 09/16/91
7510o00-807-4937 (}6449 T-INK SOLVENT CLEANER MARSH COMPANY 05/08/92 SPC
7510-00-913-2581 16696 AQUEOUS RECORDER INK, MEDIUM DRY INK GRAPHIC CONTROLS 01/01/93
1014: BLACK.REO,BLUE,GREEN,YELLOW,ORANGE,PURPLE
7510-00-957-421B 06232 7901 BLACK MARKEM 07/10/89
NARKEM SPECIALTY INK/ 8069824
7510-01-012-8435 00076 PERMANENT BLUE-BLACK WRITING INK/SIZING INK CARTER'S INK COMPANY NO DATE
F/N 621 & 622
7510-01-013-9215 01773 THINNER FOR LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID GILLETTE CO. 08/22/90
OLD# 565-01, PRODUCT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED
7510-01-O20-2806 12999 CORRECTION FLUID LHB INDUSTRIES O1/24/91 BOC
SPEC. #A-A-212, TYPE I -WATER BASE
7510-01-020-2806 00022 OPAOUE/PERMANENT BY WITE-OUT WITE-OUT PRODUCTS, INC. 01/01/86
CORRECTION FLUID / WOolP
7510-01-022-4949 00004 D-LETE CORRECTION FLUID MOLECUDYNE, INC. NO DATE
PIGMENTED ACRYLIC
7510-01-036-3724 11762 HYSOL HD5009 (CATALYST 9) DEXTER CORPORATION 01/04/93
AMINE
...................................................................................................................................
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7510-01-280-9671 08225 07/08/87 BOC
7510-01-280-9672 08225 07/08/87 BOC
7520-00-K04-3006 16406 08/16/84
7520-00-K04-3006 08317 02/26/92 BOC
7520o00-K04-3006 1_448 NO DATE
7520-00-K04-5971 04949 06/28/89
7520-00-K05-6362 11633 10/28/85 BOC
7520-GO-K05-6363 11632 10/23/85 BOC
7520-00-079-0286 04949 06/28/89
7520-01-186-3605 14442 09/24/86 BOC
7520-01-361-6925 08317 02/26/92
7530-00-K04-9981 08348 12/09/86 BOC
7530-01-022-6664 00752 01/01/91
7530-01-065-2409 08347 02/18/88 BOC
7530-01-070-5388 08347 02/18/88 BOC
7530-01-298-2754 08347 02/18/88 BOC
7550-00-K04-8440 08042 06/00/80 BOC
7754-00-008-9367 00684 01/15/87
7903-00-K04-9307 04150 10/13/89 BOC
7910-00-EG2-0858 05690 03/28/89 BOC
7920-00-K05-8777 13301 06/30/93
• 7920-00-823-9817 20235 NEVR-DULL 8ASCH, GEORGE CO., INC. DLA MSDS
NIL-L-22590
7920-00-823-9817 15384 NEVR-DULL PAD. METAL POLISH BASCH, GEORGE CO., INC. 05/01/90
MIL-L-22590C
- 7920-00-823-9817 18883 PAD. METAL POLISH IMPREGNATED M&M HERITAGE, INC 12/01/91
7920-00-823-9818 00517 NEVR-DULL MAGIC WADDING POLISH BASCH, GEORGE CO., INC. 01/08/90
7920-00-823-9818 15384 NEVR-DULL PAD, METAL POLISH BASCH, GEORGE CO., INC. 05/01/90
MZL-L-22590C
- 7920-00-823-9818 18883 PAD. METAL POLISH IMPREGNATED M&M HERITAGE, ZNC 12/01/91
7920-01-341-6081 13301 PIG MATS (KIT 311) NEW PIG CORPORATION 06/30/93
P. 60
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID CONBENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
7510-01-045-3490 10992 MULTILITH CS INK AM INTERNATIONAL 04/00/89 BOC
CS-174-P,CS-174-C.CS-174-5 LITHOGRAPHIC INK
HIGGINS BLACK MAGIC FABER-CASTELL CORP.
TT-I-528, TY.I/MATERPROOF INK/MPN 4465-4469
3M DELETION FLUID 3M
77-9800-7205-0
INK PRINT CARTRIOGE. 51605A (ANNOTATEO) HEWLETT-PACKARO CO.
92261A.51605B.51605G.51605R.516(_A,51606C
INK PRINT CARTRIDGE, 51606A (ANNOTATED) HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
92261A,516051B,516_G,51605R,51606A.51606C
NISSEN MIETAL MARKER, YELLOW NISSEN, JOHN P. CO.
F-lO0 INK ORGANIC PROOUCTS CO.
F-tO0 INK IN OPCO MARKERS ORGANIC PRODUCTS CO.
EXPO IMPROVED FORMULA CLEANER FOR DRY ERASE SURFAC SANFORD CORP
AQUEOUS INK, ESTERLINE ANGUS
FOXBORQTyPE 1500 INK 63/752A900-2-6
AQUEOUS INK_IGH INTENSITY-FAST DRY (40) ESTERLINE ANGUS
723A26BE.-GN.-BK,752A900-3-6.-???-1-6.752B901-13-5
EXPO IMPROVED FORMULA CLEANER FOR DRY ERASE SURFAC SANFORD CORP
EXPO DRY ERASE MARKER SANFORD CORP
F-IO0 INK ORGANIC PRODUCTS CO.
MATTE - BACK POLYESTER FILM, CLEAR POLYESTER FILM XEROX
4511-C,4522-C(MANY 4XXX-X & 5XXX-X PN#'S SEE MSDS)
TEX WIPE PADS TEXWlPE
TX801
ELECTROGRAPHIC PAPER XEROX
4008-F,4008-R,4011-F,(MANY 4XXX-X PN#'S. SEE NSDS)
ELECTROGRAPHIC PAPER XEROX
40(O-F,4008-R,4011-F,(MANY 4XXX-X PN#'S, SEE MSDS)
ELECTROGRAPHIC PAPER XEROX
4008-F.4008-R,4011-F,(MANY 4XXX-X PN#'S, SEE MSDS)
PLATE TUSCHE 77-9800-7204-3 3M
HYGEA RE-PEL THEOCHEM LABORATORIES
2476
SPEARHEAD LIQUID ECOLAB INC.
HIGH ALKALINE,AUTOMATIC LIQUID DISHMACHINE DETERG.
AERODET H.D. CLEANER DEGREASER CONC. HYSAN CORPORATION
PIG MATS (KIT 311) NEW PIG CORPORATION
MAT201,MAT202,MAT203,MAT204,MAT208.MAT2t6,MAT217,
MAT201 , MAT202. MAT203 , MAT204 , MAT 208, MAT216. MAT217 ,
7930-00-BXI-t773 05716 LIQUID CAUSTIC CLEANER MAN-GILL CHEM. CO. (MAGNUS) 03/07/86 BOC
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA W_DS SYSTEM / "0' ,, OLA HMIS MSDS
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7930-00-EG0-6878 03592 WINDEX GLASS CLEANER DRACKETT CO. 10/30/85 BOC
7930-00-EG1-7692 21911 SAW CLEANER 18 OZ. SPRAYWAY 09/30/92 BOC
836
RADIACWASH ATOMIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION 02/22/88
ALCONOX ALCONDX 02/01/91
C6300-1,C6301-1.C6301-2,-3,-4.-5 / D51-.50Z
CLEANER, CASCADE, DISHWASHER PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. DLA MSDS
MISTY CONTACT & CIRCUIT BOARD CLEANER AMREP, INC. 08/22/85
JOY, LIQUID DISHWASHING DETERGENT PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. 11/00/85
666 GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER SAFETY-KLEEN CORPORATION DLA MSDS
SPRAY NINE KNIGHT CORPORATION 08/06/91
GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER/DISINFECTANT
L.O.C. LIQUID ORGANIC CLEANER REGULAR AMWAY 11/06/89
EXCEL FLOOR FINISH CANDY & CO. NO DATE
3055
BRUTE JOHNSON. S.C., & SON, INC. NO DATE
FLOOR STRIPPER
PRONTO JOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC. 03/15/85
FAST DRY FLOOR FINISH
STEP OFF JOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC. 01/08/94
CLEANER AND SPECIAL FLOOR FINISH, STRIPPER,14000-3
BRUTE CANDY & CO.
HEAVY DUTY STRIPPER/7405
3M BRAND 303 DRI-STRIP
61-5000-0312-6,61-5000-6130-6
BUCKEYE BLUE
5001 / CLEANING COMPOUND LIQUID
MEGUIAR'S MIRROR GLAZE, MGH-tO
PLASTIC POLISH M-1008
FOODSERVICE JOY
BRAND CODES 08441, 08163, 08514





NABC NON-ACID DISINFECTANT BATHROOM CLEANER
AAA EXTRA DUTY / CITRUSPRAY
TOUGH DUTY
HIGHLY ALKALINE: PH 1S 11.5 - 12.0




HOST DRY CARPET CLEANER
PLUS 5 CARPET SHAMPOO
COPPER BRITE
CDPPER CLEANER
7930-00-K05-3604 06577 ESC 25259





DAVIES-YOUNG COMPANY 05/05/89 BOC
MEGUIAR'S NO DATE
MEGUIAR'S 04/00/86
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. 03/01/88 BOC
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. 11/00/85 PGOC
ALCONOX 01/03/85 BOC
3M NO DATE
SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC. 01/30/89
SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC. 07/19/85
AAA CHEMICAL & SUPPLY CO. 03/00/88 BOC
SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC. 12/07/92 BOC
VARLEY, JAMES. & SONS 01/27/87 BOC
ZEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY 09/11/91 80C
SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC. 03/18/87 BOC
RACINE INDUSTRIES t2/17/85
SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO.. INC. 12/21/92 BOC
COPPER 8RITE. INC. 02109/8? BOC
EVANS - ST. CLAIR. INC 0707/87 BOC
HILLYARD CHEMICAL 03/10/87
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / WSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'tl' = DLA HMIS MSDS
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SSS TRIPLE CARPET SHAMPOO
ANTI STATIC CLEANER/STATICIOE
MISCO #t308 CRT SCREEN CLEANER
CC1-ANTI-STATIC COMPUTER CLEANER














CLEANER AND SPECIAL FLOOR FINISH, STRIPPER,14000-3
PRIMO POLISH
SSS FOAM DISINFECTANT CLEANER
PART NO. 227
SSS LIQUID DEFOAMER
SSS CARPET EXTRACTION CONCENTRATE
CARPET EXTRACTION CLNR
H.B. 30
HYDRO-BALANCE ICE MACHINE CLEANER
DOW CORNING ANTIFOAN 1430
METALPHOTO POLISH 7050
SSS BLUE BOWL CLEANER
TRUE BLUE, GLASS CLEANER
MS-220 AERO-OUSTER
TECNIFAX GLASS CLEANER
LIQUID GOLD WAX & FLOOR FINISH REMOVER
409 SPRAY & WIPE (PN A:PHOSPHATE)
409 SPRAY & WIPE (PN B:NON-PHOSPHATE)
CARPETONE SANITIZER
P-C-1632
RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
CID A-A-31. TY.II
CLEANING COMPOUND RUG AND UPHOLSTERY
SWEEPING COMPOUND
SWEEPING COMPOUND I
7930-00-t32-5265 07605 SWEEPING COMPOUNO TYPE I
MSCI LTD. 10/07/86
PHARMACAL RESEARCH LABS INC 10/23/92 BOC
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PREMIER CHEMICALS NO DATE
BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (OOD) DLA MSDS
FLOORMASTER INC 01/31/89
INOUSTRIAL PACKAGING CO.. INC. 05/30/9t
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS"
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX ' P. 63
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFA(;TURER MSOS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
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1OOLBS(SAWOUST,SAND,0IL) P-S-863F
7930-OO-132-5265 19476 GSA TYPE I SWEEPING COMPOUND MILLER, FRANK, & SONS, INC. IO/O1/91
P-S-B63F 6/11/76
7930-OO-178-8282 01703 SHEILA SHINE SHEILA S_INE, INC. 05/20/86
• 7930-00-205-2870 05393 BARRIER SCUFF-BAR FLOOR WAX BARRIER INDUSTRIES OLA MSDS
7930-OO-205-2878 10221POLISH,METAL, LIQUID IAW HOPE COMPANY, INC. NO DATE
CID A-A-105
7930-OO-205-2878 10238 ALL METAL CLEANER/POLISH PUMA CHEMICAL CO INC. 11/21/88
GS-IOF-48474
7930-00-224-7901 18405 SOAP, LAUNDRY P-S-1792 CONCORD CHEMICAL CO., INC. 02/02/87
TYPE I NEUTRAL,HIGH TEMPERATURE (WITHOUT ADDED ALK
7930-00-226-7137 15396 POLISH METAL/TYPE II CLASS I PROCESS RESEARCH PRODUCTS NO DATE
DETERGENT - POLISHING COMPOUND / 7930-OO-266-71367
@ 7930-OO-234-1945 00064 VANI-SOL NATIONAL LABORATORIES/LEHN&FIN DLA MSDS
7930-OO-234-2184 08385 3M BRAND A101 SPRAY CLEANER 3M 04/06/89 B0C
61-5OOO-O314-2,61-5OOO-6128-O
• 7930-00-259-9038 17207 CLEANING COMPOUND, T PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. DLA MSDS
7930-00-259-9038 04745 INSTITUTIONAL BOWL QUICK TOILET BOWL CLEANER PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. 11/O1/85
BOWL QUICK LIQUID BOWL CLEANER
7930-00-259-9038 15388 SSS PORCELAIN CLEANER TRIPLE S 02/22/85
7930-00-266-7121 22193 POLISH, FURNITURE CHEMSCOPE CORPORATION 06/21/91
TYPE I
H 7930-OO-266-7121 17208 POLISH, FURNITURE GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
7930-OO-266-7121 10678 GSA POLISH, FURNITURE TYPE 1LIQ.EMUL. HYSAN CJ3RPORATION 02/06/87
CLNR. & POLISH W/0IL
7930-00-266-7136 19621A-A-1OSA POLISH METAL INDUSTEIAL FLOOR FINISHES O1/17/91
7930-00-266-7137 22187 BRASS0 FRENCH, R.T. CO. DLA MSDS
R.T. FRENCH IS DISTR.
7930-(X)-266-7137 15396 POLISH METAL/TYPE II CLASS I PRQCES_ RESEARCH PRODUCTS NO DATE
DETERGENT - POLISHING COMPOUND / 7930-OO-266-71367
7930-OO-266-7137 03305 METAL POLISH PRODUCTION CHEMICAL MFG., INC. O5/12/86
A-A-lOS / GS-O9F-43750/LIQUID FOR BRASS
7930-00-266-7137 10238 ALL METAL CLEANER/POLISH PUMA CHEMICAL CO INC. 11/21/88
GS-10F-48474
7930-00-269-1272 17900 RBM KITTY WHISKERS BROW LIME BROWN MUD CAN-AM ABSORBENTS CO.. INC. 03/23/91 BOC
H 7930-00-269-1272 17210 ABSORBENT MATERIAL GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
7930-OO-269-1272 08646 OIL-DRI ALL PURPOSE FLOOR ABSORBENT OIL-DR[ CORP OF AMERICA O7/O1/93 BOC
FULLERS EARTH
7930-OO-269-t272 08645 OIL-DRI FLOOR ABSORBENT OIL-DRI CORP OF AMERICA O7/21/88 BOC
BENTONITE
• 7930-00-281-3267 17211 WAX, AUTO_ILE GENER&L SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
7930-00-281-3267 05143 GRANITIZE HARD GLOSS WAX W-5 GRANITIZE PRODUCTS, INC. NO DATE
HYDROCARBON
7930-OO-281-3267 01317 KAR-WAX INDUSTRIAL FLOOR CORP. 12/'OO/85
P-W-120C TY I/AUTOMOBILE PASTE WAX (GSA KAR WAX)
7930-00-281-3267 19620 PW-120 KAR WAX INDUSTRIAL FLOOR FINISHES O1/17/91
7930-00-282-7699 10236 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON 1t/O5/90
MIL-D-16791F, TY.I
7930-OO-282-9699 10236 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON 11/O5/90
MIL-O-16791F, TY.I
7930-OO-282-97OO 10236 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON 11/O5/90
...................................................................................................................................
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MIL-D-16791F. TY.!
7930-00-291-0410 08625 ACTIVATED ALUMINAS ALCOA 05/08/89 BOC
7930-00-291-0410 01029 SNEEPING COMPOUND III FLOORMASTER IN(; 06/28/89 BOC
7930-00-357-738B 03727 OETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE (SPRAY ON. WIPE OFF) LIGHTHOUSE BLINO / OF HOUSTON 12/t6/92
P-D-1747C
7930-00-368-7989 15383 METALENE LESTER LABORATORY INC. 12/00/90
7930-00-459-2247 11730 OVEN CLEANING COMPOUND AEROSOLS PLAZE. INC. 04/20/88 80C
CID A-A-96
7930-00-515-2477 04597 OETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE BARRIER INDUSTRIES NO DATE
7930-00-527-t207 03116 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE LH8 INDUSTRIES 12/01/92 BOC
P-D°220-O
7930-00-527-1237 03116 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE LHB INDUSTRIES 12/01/92 PGOC
P-0-220-0
7930-00-530-8067 15356 G P DETERGENT CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. NO DATE
7930-00-530-8067 03116 DETERGENT. GENERAL PURPOSE LH8 INOUSTRIES 12/01/92
P-D-220-O
7930-00-57t-4507 00013 GLASS AND MIRROR CLEANER (AEROSOL) GATOR CHEMICAL NO DATE
(PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE)
7930-00-571-4507 01667 TECNIFAX GLASS CLEANER dANES RIVER GRAPHICS INC. 01/30/90
7930-00-571-4507 15370 GLANCE (PRESSURIZED) JOHNSON, S.C.. & SON, INC. 06/29/90
14550-004/GLASS CLEANER
7930-00-571-4507 04896 KRYLON 9101 GLASS CLEANER SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 02/04/87
7930-00-57t-4507 15365 ZIPATONE CLASS CLEANER Z[PATONE INC. 1t/23/83
7930-00-579-8629 07969 LINOLEUM TOPPED DESK_CLEANER ALFA KLEEN 06/23/86 BOC
P-C-1239
7930-00-634-5340 06899 PLASTIC POLISH TRIO CHEMICAL WORKS NO DATE
LOT #560-16
7930-00-664-6910 05225 GLASS CLEANER LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON 07/30/92
CID-A-A-40A / TYPE t,CLASS_ / P-G-404S
7930-00-721-8592 01777 SCOURING POWDER - TYPE I, WITH CHLORINE BLEACH FITZPATRICK 8ROS INC 12/01/92
7930-00-823-9817 15384 NEVR-OULL PAD. METAL POLISH 8ASCH, GEORGE CO., INC. 05/01/90
MIL-L-22590C
7930-00-855-6876 18744 CLEANING COMPOUND. SEPTIC TANK A-A-t1 WINSTON CHEMICAL. INC. 01/17/92
BACTERIA & ENZYMES
• 7930-00-880-4454 15354 DISHWASHING COMPOU_ HAND TYPE I! GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
P-D-410
7930-00-880-4454 03728 DISHWASHING COMPOUND, HAND, TY II / P-O-410 LHB INDUSTRIES 09/17/90
7930-01-055-6136 IS OBSOLETE, NOW 7930-00-880-4454
7930-00-880-4454 11848 DISHWASHING COMPOUND LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON NO DATE
• 7930-00-899-9534 00078 DISI_ASHING COMPOUND TYPE II CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. DLA NSDS
A-W-59385-2
7930-00-901-2088 07365 ANTI FOGGING AK-031 ALFA KLEEN 12/20/91
O-A-549A
7930-00-926-5171 15395 POLISH, METAL CHEMSCOPE CORPORATION 08/31/90 BOC
P-C-112t. TY.Z
7930-00-926-5171 18891 STAINLESS STEEL POLISH EXCELDA MANUFACTURING CO 01/01/91
POLISH.METAL(CLEANING & POLISHING.STAINLESS STEEL)
7930-00-926-5171 17494 GSA STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER HYSAN CORPORATION 03/04/80
7930-00-926-5171 15685 POLISH METAL HYSAN CORPORATION 10/00/85
7930-00-926-5171 11238 POLISH, METAL (CLEANING & POLISHING) STAINLESS OMNITECH INTERNATIONAL, INC. 05/16/88 BOC
STEEL. P-C-1121 B. TYPE I
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7930-00-926-5280 03116 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE
P-D-220-D
DETERGENT. GENERAL PURPOSE (SPRAY ON, WIPE OFF)
P-D-1747C
DETERGENT, LIQUID, SPRAY BOTTLE
PLASTIC POLISH
P-P-S60




DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC
MIL-D-16791F, TY.I
DETERGENT - GENERAL PURPOSE
DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE
TERGZTOL NONIONIC SURFACTANT 15-S-9








FURNITURE WAX(LIQUID AND PRESSURIZED)
PLEDGE
10330-33-39
DISHWASHING COMPOUND TYPE II
A-W-S9385-2
3M BRAND 202 FOAM SCRUB
61-5000-0315-9 / FOR FLOORS
SPRAY NINE
GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER/DISINFECTANT
3M BRAND STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER & POLISH










BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD)
LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON
OCTAGON PROCESS, INC.
ROHM AND HAAS CO
SHELL
PUMA CHEMICAL CO INC.
FINE ORGANICS CORPORATION
dOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC.
JOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC.






ANDESITE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ECOLAB INC.
12/01/92
HIGH ALKALINE SOLID AUTOMATIC DISHMACHINE DETERG.
LIOUI-NOX ALCONOX
ALCONOX ALCONOX
C6300-1,C6301-1,C6301-2,-3,-4,-5 / D51-.5 OZ
SOLITAIRE
975888 / SOLID HAND DISH DETERGENT
SILVER POWER
SOLID ENZYME SILVERWARE PRE-SOAK
SOLID SPOT FREE
RINSE ADDITIVE
ECOTEMP LOW TEMP SANITIZER

































7930-01-278-8277 08441 CAPTURE PRE-SPRAY - 79120A-7 CLARKE AMERICAN NO DATE BOC
...................................................................................................................................
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(398502-5) PER KIMS
7930-01-278-8277 15376 CAPTURE CLEANING COMPOUND. LIQUID MILLIKEN CHEM./DIV.MILL;KEN&CO NO DATE BOC
7930-01-289-8834 13298 BLUE PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS NEW PIG CORPORATION 03/11/92
KIT 211 / #2048,4048,MAtO97,PIG201.PIG202,PIG203
7930-01-300-0810 06(05 MLD BOWL CLEANSE SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC. 03/18/87 I_
7930-01-300-0811 06371 FAST & EASY SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC. 01/30/89
7930-01-300-0812 04708 TOUGH DUTY SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO.. INC. 12/07/92 BOC
HIGHLY ALKALINE: PH 1S 11.5 - 12.0
7930-01-302-3564 20434 ROYAL SHAMPOO LAWTON BROS., INC. 02/14/91
002550/002551/CX)2552/002553
7930-0t-302-3564 07985 PLUS 5 CARPET SHAMI_ SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO.. INC. t2/21/92 BOC
7930o01-306-8369 08976 SIMPLE GREEN SUNSHINE MAKERS, INC 03/0t/93 SPC
1004
7930-01°314-6133 08235 CITRIKLEEN HD PENETONE CORP./DIV.WEST CHEM. 02/05/92
SOLVENT EMULSION DEGREASER
7930-01-332-0795 16079 HAZ-NAT PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS (64CRSC 1N KIT 311) NEW PIG CORPORATION 05/18/93
#124CRoHA1010,HA2010,PIG301,64CRSC
7930-01-346-9142 12104 SNB-130 SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC. 06/01/90
DEGREASER CLEANER
7930-01-363-8631 13297 PIG MATS. #MAT201, #MAT203, #MAT204, #MAT220 NEW PIG CORPORATION 05/31/90
KIT 211
7930-01-377-7776 00163 KODAK LENS CLEANER EASTMAN KODAK CO. 02/24/93
127 3085,t46 3728,t76 7136,190 0570,900 t_61
7930-01-379-5330 20334 OASIS 256 ECOLAB INC. 02/12/92
NON AM_NIATED WINDOW CLEANER FOR OASIS
7930-01-388-5613 18713 #8100 WINDSHIELD CLEANER ASHLAND OIL, INC. 05/25/88 BOC
8010-00-EG0-0068 11023 DEVCHLOR 272 RED ANTI FOULING DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/02/88 BOC
272S4386
80t0-00-EG0-0187 11830 ALKYD HOUSE PAINT HY-TECH PAINT MANUFACTURING CO 05/24/88 BOC
700
8010-00-EG0-0330 11044 LATEX TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL PORTER PAINT CO. 07/14/88 BOC
29033
8010-00-EG0-0343 11044 LATEX TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL PORTER PAINT CO. 07/t4/88 80C
29033
8010-00-EG0-0344 11044 LATEX TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL PORTER PAINT CO. 07/14/88 BOC
29033
8010-00-EG0-0513 11169 BAR RUST 235 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/25/90 BOC
235C0910
8010-00-EG0-0513 11170 BAR RUST 235 WHITE BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/26/88 BOC
235B3501
8010-DO-EGO-0522 07550 DEVTHANE 359 H.B. CLEAR CON_/ERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/29/90 BOC
359C0910
8010-00-EC_-0522 07549 DEVTHANE 359 H.8. WHITE BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/29/90 BOC
359B3501 (WAS 29583501/07546)
8010-O0-EGO-OGBB 04162 ENAMEL PRXMERS, CHROIIATE PRIMER, VARIPRIME, CORLAR DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 01/01/9t BOC
825S,826S;914§S,6t6S,2t5S,824,1695-7S,30t0-12S,ETC
8010-00-EG0-0723 11022 FLEXANE 80 LIOU%D RES%N DEVCON CORP 12/14/89 BOC
15800 & 15810
8010-00-EG0-0880 11064 MA-18 MURIATZC ACID 32% SOUTHERN COATINGS, INC. 02/27/89 BOC
483-1149, 4L-80-1
8010-(>0-EG_-1382 110A31 PROMAR 400 LATEX SEM|-GLOSS ENAMEL SHERWIN-WILLIAM5 CO. 03/25/85 BOC
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8010-00-EG0-2193 08143 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAME 200
80t0-00-EG0-2324 11557 3208-3288 FLUORESCENT COLORS BOC
8010-00-EG0-2393 11319 EPOXY HARDENER. 8tt-165, 811-166 BOC
8t1-161 (KIT) SMALL. 811-162 (KIT) LARGE BOC
8010-00-EG0-2393 11320 EPOXY RESIN. 811-163, 811-164 LECO CORPORATION BOC
811-161 (KIT) SMALL. 811-162 (KIT) LARGE
8010-00-EG0-2825 11332 SPEEDHIDE LATEX SEMI GLOSS ENAMELS PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 80C
6-d / 6-510.6-544,6-515.6-516
8010-00-EG0-3118 05461 AMERCOAT 395 RESIN AMERON BOC
MIL-C-4456/DOD-P-23236
8010-00-EG0-3119 05589 AMERCOAT 395FD CURE AMERON 80C
NOT FOR MIL-C-4556D
8010-00-EG0-4188 11003 HEWLETT PACKARD-ALL COLORS AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY BOC
PROD. CODE:21 HEWLETT (HP P/N 6010-0813=MINT GRAY)
8010-00-EG0-4416 11898 TRILUX IIT. WHITE COURTAULDS COATINGS BOC
668T
8010-00-EG0-4417 11899 TRILUX IIT, BLACK COURTAULDS COATINGS BOC
667T
8010-00-EG0-4831 11569 LATEX SPECIALTY EXTERIOR FINISHES (FLOOR ENAM.& SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. BOC
GLOSS ENAMELS
8010-00-EG0-5098 11830 ALKYD HOUSE PAINT
700 BOC
8010-00-EG0-5221 11051 PROMAR 400 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL
B31 SERIES 80C
- 8010-00-EG0-5291 13372 INFD. PERTAINING TO WEATHER PERFECT, LATEX PAINT SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. BOC
B36G206.W200,W202,W203,Y204.Y205, FLAT HOUSE&TRIM
8010-00-EG0-5692 11169 BAR RUST 235 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY BOC
235C0910
8010-00-EG0-5692 13104 BAR RUST 235 HAZE GRAY BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY BOC
PRODUCT w235B2904
8010-00-EG0-5794 13264 BLACK WRINKLE, AEROSOL - PHENOLIC TUNG OIL ALKYD SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE BOC
00-0016-1303
8010-00-EG0-5842 13280 PROFESSIONAL R-35 HEAVY DUTY PRIMER ROMAN ADHESIVES. INC. BOC
AQUEOUS ACRYLIC EMULSION
8010-00-EG0-6104 13178 DEVTHANE 369, WHITE TINT BASE & CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY BOC
369B9500, ALSO 16440 LIGHT GRAY, 16473 GRAY
8010-00-EG0-6156 13328 ACRYLIC TRIM ENAMEL WHITE BOC
2O0
8010-00-EG0-6233 13145 DEVCHEM 253 WI-IITE BASE OEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/25/90 BOC
PROOUCT #25383210
8010-00-EG0-6234 13144 DEVCHEM 253 LT BLUE BASE (4 TO 1) DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/25/90 BOC
PROD.w 25384210
8010-00-EG0-7124 08415 KRYLON INT./EXT.ENAMEL OR ENGINE COLOR BORDEN, INC. 12/04/86 BOC
1501THRu 2505 EXC.FLAT BLACK.METALL.COL'S.HI-HEAT
8010-00-EG0-7270 04832 HUMISEAL IA27 AEROSOL HUNISEAL/DIV. COLUMBIA CHASE 04/15/93 BOC
POLYURETHANE CONFORMAL COATING. AEROSOL
8010-00-EG0-7401 13035 SILVER CONOUCTING PAINT LYPHOMED, INC. 10/00/89 8OC
CAT. =60805
8010-00-EG0-9983 05536 AMERCOAT 395 STANDARD CURE AMERON 03_10/89 50C
MIL-C-4556/OOD-P-23236
...................................................................................................................................
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HY-TECH PAINT MANUFACTURING CO 06/06/88
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8010-00-EG1-3283 21596 TOUCH UP LACQUER-AEROSOL MICHIGAN COATING PROOUCTS
8010-00-EG1-5936 17908 PRINECOAT FRAME SEALER ADVANCE PROCESS SUPPLY CO.
B-535 / TAPE LIOUID
HT-IO SILICONE ALKYD HIGH HEAT COATING BLACK DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY
7t059903 (710-S-XXXX)
LATEX TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL (29033) COURTAULDS COATINGS
CLAO SS AEROSOL KEM MANUFACTURING
K406/POLYURETHANE COATING
H&C SILICONE ACRYLIC CONCENTRATE STAIN FLR PAINTS INC.
ALL COLORS & CLEAR
T-IO THINNER OEVOE COATINGS COMPANY
010T(_ (WAS 018TOCNDO)
OPEX PRODUCTION LACQUER, NON-LEAD COLORS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
L61A23,L61B21,L61G33.L61L30.L61L31.L61L32.L61N117.
CHENGLAZE ZOO1 CLEAR FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE
DOW CORNING 1200 RTV PRIME COAT - ALL COLORS
CAT, NIL-P-23377E. TYPE I.CLASS 1
02YO24CAT
EA 956 PART A/PART B
MBO 120-037 TY III
ACTIVATOR 192S
IWRON ACTIVATOR
STOCK # 1612-SPRAY COPPER COAT
EPOXY PRIMER COATING A/B
NIL-P-23377
BR 127 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER
BR 127 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER
ALPHA 564 M CLEANING SOLVENT
ROSIN FLUX REMOVER
T-911 VINYL WASHUP
BLEND-A-COLOR-TONER, A60 B 1 BLACK
COLORANT
ULTRA-HYDE ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL - ALASKA WHITE
5950
AMERCOAT 450 ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE COMPENANTS A&B
DISCONTINUED
IMRON ENAMEL ACTIVATOR, CLEAR
ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL TINT BASE 701
RUSTOLEUM HEAVY DUTY EPOXY SYSTEM BLACK 9379





DU PONT, E.I., DE NENOURS & CO









OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
RICHARD'S PAINT MANUFACTURING
RUST-OLEUN CORPORATION
MOORE, BENdAMIN & COMPANY
177 HDNR/182 BS;KIT SFTY WH/#182 01,36,47,53,54,73
TILE-CLAD II EGGSHELL HARDENER, PART B SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
B60 V A7
TILE-CLAD II ENAMEL PT. A. NON-LEAD COLORS SHERWlN-WILLIANS CO.
B62XX,B11,T104.WlO1,W102.WI03 & HI-BILD PRIMER
TILE-CLAD II HARDENER (PART B) SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
B60 V 70
TILE CLAD II ENAMEL & ACTIVATOR SHERWIN-WILLIAWS CO.
CRC ZINC RE-NU, #3074 (ZINC PRIMER) CRC INOUSTRIES, INC.
TILE TITE SEALER BARRIER INOUSTRIES
MATER EMULSION FLOOR SEALER
................................................. . .................................................................................



































KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESR GISTRYS STEM(TSRS)10/03/94 STOCKNUMBERINDEX P. 69
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COI_IIENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
8010-00-K04-4307 15397 SPRAY LOK PECK'S PRODUCTS NO DATE
EMULSION FLOOR WAX
- 8010-00-K04-5267 03532 MIRROTHANE INT-EXT POLYURETHANE VARNISH,B600/6700 DEVDE COATINGS COMPANY 09/11/85
8010-00-K04-5267 06361 POLYCLEAR SATIN VARNISH MURALQ COMPANY, INC. 11/12/86 BOC
M-147
8010-00-K04-5268 12898 SUPERKOTE LATEX SEMI GLOSS CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE BOC
32-1-1
8010-00-K04-5268 08143 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAME 200 HY-TECH PAINT MANUFACTURING CO 06/06/88 BOC
8010-00-K04-S268 16289 VINYL ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS WHITE 2-444 RICHARD'S PAINT MANUFACTURING NO DATE
80t0-00-K04-5275 05445 ACRYLIC LACQUER PRIMERS & SEALERS 308,708. DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 01/01/92 BOC
808.1008.I_18.1818.3298.1984/5/6/98.2129S.21848
8010-00-K04-5275 04009 PRIMER. URETHANE, EQUAL TO DUPONT 110S VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS SEVERAL
8010-00-K04-6586 00550 GLID-GUARD _INYL-COTE PRIMER - RED GLIDDEN COMPANY 01/01/93 SPC
5521
8010-00-K04-6648 14489 AMERCOAT 65 THINNER AMERON 06/15/85
8010-00-K04-6648 00573 AMERCOAT 7 THINNER AMERON 06/15/85
8010-00-K04-6649 04225 AMERCOAT 182 RESIN (CURE) AMERON 03/10/89
TWO MSDS/RESIN AND CURE
8010-00-K04-6649 05461AMERCOAT 395 RESIN AMERON 03/09/90 BOC
MIL-C-4456/DOD-P-23236
8010-00-K04-6650 00549 AMERCOAT 450GL, RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B) AMERON 03/10/89
8010-00-K04-6657 01307 BARRIER G. KIT SR-4 BLH ELECTRONICS NO DATE BOC
K 709
8010-00-K04-7144 08613 COLORWORKS ENAMEL ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 01/(30/89 BOC
#8047-8072
8010-00-K04-7144 03260 WEEKEND AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 12/(30/83 BOC
ALL COLORS
8010-00-K04-8403 18177 OPEX L61 PRODUCTION LACQUER L61/2 SHERWIN-WILLIAWS CO. 01/02/91
L61E28,L61G33,L61L30,LBfL31,L61L32,L61NIT.L61R24,
8010-00-K04-8404 00458 OPEX PRODUCTION LACQUER, NON-LEAD COLORS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 11/13/86
L61A23,L61621,L61G33,L61L30,L61L31.L61L32,L61N117,
8010-00-K04-8915 03960 T-9 URETHANE THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
O09TO000
8010-00-K04-8915 06010 T-9 URETHANE THINNER GROW GROUP 03/26/88 BOC
8010-00-K04-9453 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369C0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 369
8010-00-K04-9453 05411 PRUFTHANE 369 COLOR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 04/25/86 BOC
290(:0910
- 8010-00-K04-9453 14925 PRUFTHANE 369 WHITE. KIT. PART B DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 01/08/86
29(_831301
8010-00-K04-9709 05409 CHEMFAST 516 CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/26/87
516C0900/PRIMER PLUS CONVERTER = 516K0700 KIT
8010-00-K04-9709 05408 CHEMFAST 516 PRIMER RED OEVOE COATINOS COMPANY 01/04/88 BOC
51680700/PRIMER PLUS CONVERTER = 516K0700 KIT
8010-00-K04-9711 14923 NO. t8 PAINT THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/07/85
018-T-0000
8010-00-K04-9711 05817 T-tO THINNER OEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/05/93 BOC
010T0_ (WAS 018T00(0)
8010-OO-KO4-9711 05275 T-10 EPOXY THINNER GROW GROUP 03/28,/88 BOC
8010-CO-KO5-O186 04?24 T-5 SPRAY ALKYD THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY O3/14/86
02710000
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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8010-(X)-K05-t216 13499 VINYL BOND 8 RABCO. INC. 03/15/91 80C
8010-C,0-K05-1216 08149 VINYL 801_D B PRIMER RABCO. INC. 09/22/88 BOC
8010-00-K05-1216 03451VINP/L BOND B, VINYL RESIN SOLN., FORMULA 2218 A RABCO, INC. NO DATE
VINYL RESIN SOLUTION
8010-00-K05-3165 06136 CP-10/1t VICRYL CHILOERS PI_T$ CO., INC. 08/01/88 BOC
POLYVINYL ACETATE EI_JLSION
8010-00-K05-3166 17918 CHIL-PERM CP-30/CHIL-PERM CP-30 LOW ODOR CHILDERS PRODUCTS CO., INC. 01/01/91
SYNTHETIC RUBBER COATING
8010-00-K08-3390 13100 BAR RUST 239 EPOXY MASTIC ALUMINUM BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/14/93 BOC
PR_T #239(89100
8010-00-K05-3390 10410 BAR RUST 239 EPOXY MASTIC NEUTRAL CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/14/93 PGOC
239C0903
8010-00-K05-3474 02638 SYNTHITE AC-43 DOLPH, JOHN C CO 05/22/86
VARNISH, CLEAN AIR DRYING
8010-00-K05-3474 02637 2-TON CLEAR £POXY, RESIN / HARDENER ITW 06/09/92 BOC
14310
8010-00-K05-3803 06098 ACRYLIC PR)U_ PAINT CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. 12/17/88 BOC
TT-P-19 / CC-33690 BEIGE/8-1 WHITE
8010-00-K05-3807 08144 LATEX EXTERIOR FLAT PAINT 100 HY-TECH PAINT MANUFACTURING CO 08/26/88 BOC
8010-(X)-K05-4070 13178 DEVTHANE 369, WHITE TINT BASE & CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/01/90 ' BOC
36989500, ALSO 16440 LIGHT GRAY, 16473 GRAY
8010-00-K05-4071 11626 DEVTItANE 369 ALIPH.URETH.GLOSS ENAM.DEEP TINT BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 04/16/92 BOC
369189501 - 16187 GRAY
8010-00-K05-4071 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369C0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 369
8010-00-K05-4072 11624 DEVTHANE 369 BLACK BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369t89903
8010-00-K05-4072 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369{:0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 369
8010-00-K05-4761 07720 WASH PRIMER AMERICAN LACQUER & SOLVENTS CO NO DATE BOC
125-882
8010-00-K05-4761 07719 125-882C WASH PRIMER CATALYST AMERICAN LACQUER & SOLVENTS CO NO DATE BOC
8010-00-K05-4761 08607 INDUSTRIAL WASH PRIMER, COMPT. A CORONADO PAINT CO . INC. NO DATE BOC
G316-200A
8010-(X)-K(_5-4761 08608 INOUSTRIAL WASH PRIMER, COMPT. B CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE BOC
G316-2008
8010-00-K05-4894 02676 STEEL-IT, POLYURETHANE, 1002 AEROSOL STAINLESS STEEL COATINGS, INC. 02/C_)/87 BOC
8010-C_3-K05-4895 11262 STEEL IT HIGH TEMP STAINLESS STEEL COATINGS, INC. 03/_/90 BOC
#5903A AEROSOL
8010-00-K05-5207 11004 WHITE AEROPRITE AKRON PAINT & VARNISH, INC. 10/25/89 BOC
A-1339 / ACRYLIC ENAMEL
8010-CX)-K05-5302 11268 PRIMER SURFACE RED OX (GAL.), AUTOMOTIVE COATING TREMCO 04/09/86 BOC
6011
8010-00-K05-5336 04299 THONPSON'S WATER SEAL BRAND WATERPROOFING FORMULA THOMPSON & FORMBY INC. 06/23/89 BOC
101
8010-00-K05-6197 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
36gC0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 369
8010-00-K05-6197 11318 PRUFTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/01/90 BOC
29(_9502 - 8000 - (NEW # 36989502-14110 GREEN)
8010-C0-K05-6264 03112 TILE TTTE SEALER BARRIER INDUSTRIES NO DATE
WATER EMULSION FLOOR SEALER
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O''-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HNIS MSDS
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8010-00-K05-6307 11629 DEVTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE SAFETY YELLOW DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/25/85 BOC
369B9502/8000
8010-00-K05-6307 11318 PRUFTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/01/90 BOC
290t]9502 - 80(0 - (NEW # 369B9502-14110 GREEN)
8010-00-K05-63_ 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER OEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369C0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 369
8010-00-K05-6309 11629 DEVTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE SAFETY YELLOW DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/25/85 BOC
369B9502/8000
8010-00-K05-6309 14139 DEVTHANE 369 YELLOW 13655 DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/01/90 BOC
369B9502/8955
8010-00-K05-6309 11318 PRUFTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11101/90 BOC
290B9502 - 8000 - (NEW # 369B9502-14110 GREEN)
8010-00-K05-6579 18401 OPTIMA SUPREME SEMI GLOSS COLOR WHEEL PAINT MFG. CO.,INC 09/29/92
360
8010-00-K05-6579 12976 LATEX TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL (29033) COURTAULDS COATINGS 03/26/91 BOC
8010-00-K05-6905 13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES LE/2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03101/91
A89 (SUPER PAINT,SATIN);A82 (A-lOO.SATIN);B37 (PRO
8010-00-K05-6906 13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES, LE/2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91 BOC
A89 (SUPER PAINT,SATIN);A82 (A-lOO,SATIN);B37 (PRO
8010-00-K05-6907 13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES, LE/2 SHERWIN-VILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91
A89 (SUPER PAINT.SATIN);A82 (A-lOO,SATIN);B37 (PRO
8010EOO-K05-6908 13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES LE/2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91
A89 (SUPER PAINT,SATIN);A82 (A-IOO.SATIN);B37 (PRO
8010_00-K05-6909 13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES, LE/2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO, 03/01/91
A89 (SUPER PAINT,SATIN);A82 (A-100,SATIN);B37 (PRO
8010-00-K05-6913 13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES LE/2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91
A89 (SUPER PAINT,SATIN);A82 (A-lOO,SATIN);B37 (PRO
8010-00-K05-9242 11101 CITRUS-PURE DEGREASER/DEOOORANT ABATEMENT TECi-_LOGIES, INC. 03/00/92 BOC
AS850
8010-00-K25-0321 16263 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE I & TYPE I1 PART A MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 11/29/93
MA25S
8010-00-K25-0321 16267 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE 1 & TYPE II PART B MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 11/29/93
IWL&25S
8010-00-K25-0321 16269 ABLATIVE COATING COMPOUND TYPE I & TYPE II PART C MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 11129/93
NA25S
8010-00-K25-1273 03113 FORTIFY JOHNSON. S.C., & SON. INC. 12/06/91 BOC
PART NO. 4662 14660-0(0
8010-00-K25-1273 07623 TUFF CRETE SEAL LAWTON BROS.. INC. NO DATE BOC
001310, 001311, 001312. 001313
8010-00-K25-6113 04564 KRYLON 1345/1346 SPRAY PRIMER FOR METAL. AEROSOL 80RDEN, INC. 12/03/85
1345 YELLOW. 1346 GREEN
8010-00-K26-3691 05409 CHEMFAST 516 CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/26/87
516C0900/PRIMER PLUS CONVERTER = 516K0700 KIT
8010-00-K26-3692 13146 DEVRAN 205 NEUTRAL CONVERTER DEVDE COATINGS COMPANY 09/24/90
205C0903
8010-00-K26-3694 03321 T-19 ZINC H.F. THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/03/88 SPC
019T0000 / MFGR SAYS SAME AS #219
8010-00-K26-3695 05817 T-tO THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/05/93
OIOTOOOO (WAS 018T(X_DO)
8010-00-K26-3696 03960 T-9 uRETHANE THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28,'93
O09TO000
...................................................................................................................................
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8010-00-K26-7064 00649 AMERCOAT 450GL, RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B) AMERON 03/10/89
8010-00-K26-7064 07632 AMERCOAT 450HS RESN / 450HS CURE AMERON 05/26/94
ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2-25-94
8010-00-K26-7065 00549 ANERCOAT 450GL. RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B) AMERON 03/t0/89
8010-O0-K28-70G5 07632 AMERCOAT 450H$ RESN / 450HS CURE AILERON 05/26/94
ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2-25-94
8010-00-K26-7066 00549 AMERCOAT 450GL, RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B) AMERON 03/10/89
8010-00-K26-TCN56 07632 AMERCOAT 450HS RESN / 450HS CURE AMERON 05/26/94
ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2-25-94
- 8010-00-K26-7928 00799 INTERNATIONAL THINNER COURTAULDS COATINGS 03/03/93
GTA415
8010-00-K28-1167 08205 AMERLOCK HIGH-SOLIDS EPOXY, m400 RESIN/CURE AMERDN 08/27/93 SPC
CURE MSDS: 4-29-93
8010-00-K28-1167 22518 EPOXY COATINGS 858 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 05/01/92
858WtO1,B58T104,B58VI:EPOXY MASTIC ENAMEL
8010-00-K28-1170 19659 INTERPRIME YELLOW COURTAULOS COATINGS 03/03/93 SPC
CPAO04
8010-00-K28-5603 19444 DEVRAN 201POLYAMIDE EXTERIOR PRIMER RED CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 02/04/94 SPC
201C0938
8010-00-K30-2234 05006 EVERLUBE 823 E/M CORPORATION 02/28/89 SPC
BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 10-232
8010-00-K30-5298 04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING DOW CORNING 09/11/93 SPC
8010-00-K30-5359 18924 SK FR PRIMER CURING SOLUTION COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 12/18/91 SPC
910-704
8010-00-K31-3569 00213 PR-420, PART A CDURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC. 01/15/91
POLYISDCYANATE RESIN/CATALYST
8010-00-K36-5230 16229 160 THINNER RUST-OLEUM CORPORATION 05/21/92 SPC
- 8010_00-K36-5231 02086 BOSTIK TL-29 BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.ENHART 09/15/80
80t0-00-K36-5237 03552 DOW CORNING 1200 RTV PRIME COAT - ALL COLORS DOW CORNING 03/19/84
- 8010-00-K36-5260 02088 BOSTIK X-304, AMINE CURING AGENT FOR 443-1 SERIES AKZO COATINGS INC. 11/00/85 BOC
USBI STP 409,478,487,1304
8010-00-K36-5261 14201BOSTIK 443-3-17 8OSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 02/00/82
EPOXY GLOSS WHITE, 595A-17875, DPM 110
8010-00-K36-5268 14201BOSTIK 443-3-17 BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 02/00/82 BOC
EPOXY GLOSS WHITE, 595A-17875, DPM 110
8010-00-K36-5820 10464 GACOFLEX HFR-22 SERIES GACO WESTERN, INC 01/00/92
HYPALON, BLACK
8010-00-K40-0184 14081TT-P-1757 COMP.L AMERON NO DATE BOC
723-434
8010-00-K82-8509 16033 SCOTCHLZTE BRANO 711 THINNER 3M 04/15/92
75-5007-1102-5
8010-00-K84-4491 04494 BONDING PRIMER EPOXY SOLVENT DESOTO, INC. 02/21/91
020-702 REDUCER / FOR USE WITH 910X520
8010-00-K84-4634 20198 EPOXY ENAMEL BROWN, ANDREW COMPANY 12/05/72 SPC
A-423-66/SR-8663 GLOSS RED BAC 101
8010-00-K84-5629 16489 TANIK INNOVATEC/TANIK NO DATE
PRIMER. WATER BASE
8010-00-K84-9555 08244 NO. 5KG & IOKG LIQUID NEOPRENE REMA-TECH 06/20/86 BOC
8010-00-K85-3958 22790 SET FAST WATER BORNE TRAFFIC MARKING PAINT BALTIMORE PAINT 04/22/94 BOC
BLACK TYPE 1, TM-2135
8010-00-LC3-4907 14146 PRUFTHANE 369 LIGHT GREEN DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 07/23/86 BOC
..............................................
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29065574
8010-00-L00-3488 20262 SUPER COMBO PRIMER-SURFACER P2N39 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 04/01/91
8OIO-OO-L36-5440 06220 GACOFLEX HFR-22OO. 2221 GACO WESTERN, INC. 01/20/86
HYPALON
8010-00-MP8-4252 00213 PR-420. PART A COURTAULOS AEROSPACE, INC. 01/15/91
POLYISOCYANATE RESIN/CATALYST
8010-00-MP9-3282 05721 POST SEALING TREATMENT HORIZONS INC. 07/23/86 PGOC
7070,7080
8010-00-MP9-5898 03644 HYTHANE, ACRYLIC URETHANE. LEAD & NON-LEAD COLORS PORTER PAINT CO. 08/11/86 PGOC
4610A/4602A/4611A/4648A/4649A/4650A/4646B CONVRTR
8010-00-MP9-6495 06532 CHEMFAST 547. 547B-3501 BASE & 547C-0910 CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/18/86 PGOC
MSDS FOR BASE ONLY
8010-00-MP9-9047 03960 T-9 URETHANE THINNER 10/28/93 PGOC
O09TO000
8010-00-N00-0192 16969 AOUAPON A COMPONENTS 06/04/90
97-3/97-A PART A
8010-00-N00-0192 16283 AQUAPON, CLEAR (COMPONENT B). 97-98 04/19/93
8010-00-N00-0575 12174 LIQUID PLASTIC-CLEAR GLOSS 06/10/92
90
8010-00-N00-0739 15315 GACOFLEX-ACCELERATOR FOR HYPALON COATING 06/21/83
8010-00-N00-3837 05843 CREST 810 B 12/04/92
RBO 120-O59 / POLYURETHANE HARDNER
8OIO-OO-NOO-3837 05842 CREST 81OA 12/O4/92
RB0-120-059 / POLYURETHANE RESIN
8010-00-N00-6467 02340 SD CURING SOLUTION 02/22/91 SPC
910X480
- 8010-00-N00-6967 05380 CATHA COAT 304 L.B. RED LIQUID COMPONENT 11/19/85
MD5184
8OIO-OO-NOO-6967 04158 CATHA COAT 304 POWDER PORTION O9/26/90
MD3053 / ZINC DUST
8010-OO-NOO-6968 04158 CATHA COAT 304 POWDER PORTION 09/26/90
MD3053 / ZINC DUST
8010-00-N86-1116 10129 RUST X 12/01/86
AQUEOUS VINYL ACRYLIC EMULSION
8010-00-N88-0552 10120 HIGH BUILD VINYL SYSTEM 08/05/93
9071, 9084, 9086, 9092
8010-00-R87-0820 15186 SCOTCHKOTE BRAND ELECTRICAL COATING 05/05/91
80-6100-3260-1
8010-OO-V42-3750 16364 IMRON P.V. ENAMEL - WHITE
326Y-67632
8OIO-OO-X4t-1645 22263 HI-REFLECTANCE WHITE TRIANGLE COATINGS. INC. O7/11/83
NO. 6 / ALKYD
8010-00-012-5059 16560 TRA-BONO 2103 RESIN TRA-CON. INC 04/25/91
PERKIN-ELMER VAC-SEAL EPOXY RESIN SEALANT =2886000
• 8010-OO-O45-3478 20278 TT-P-290 WHITE PAINT NORRIS PAINT COMPANY DLA WSDS
8010-00-055-5100 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT. EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
TT-P-190, TYPE I1, EXCEPT #3 / GS-10F-51440
8010-00-055-5100 08135 CHEM PRO CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS. INC 02/03/88
TT-P-19D. 9219
8010-00-055-5100 11737 LATEX PAINT STIC-ADHESIVE PRODUCTS 07/00/90 BOC
TT-P-19D
...................................................................................................................................
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8010-00-055-5101 17906 2040C) BROWN EXTERIOR WOOD PRIM TRIANGLE COATINGS, INC. 02/13/92
ALKYD PRIMER TTP25E011
8010-00-055-5183 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
TT-P-190o TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-10F-51440
8010-(X)-_5-5183 06135 CHEM PRO CHEmEX PAINT & COATINGS, INC. 02/03/88
TT-P-19D, 9219
• 8010-00-060-3253 17380 CAB-O-SIL CABOT CORPORATION OLA MSDS
8010-00-063-7883 01940 FLAME CONTROL FLAME CONTROL COATINGS 07/11/89
NO. lOOA/TT-P-26C, PAINT, WHITE
• 8010-00-067-5434 04756 FERRIC OXIDE. 30109, I52625 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
@ 8010-00-067-5436 20248 SO-SURE ENAMEL CLEAR LHB INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
8010-00-067-5437 03210 SO-SURE FLAT BLACK 37038 (14-390), 012C892 LHB INOUSTRIES 02/01/93
A-A-665
8010-00-067-5437 02353 TTE-488B FLAT BLACK 37038 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
TT-E-488B
8010-00-067-5437 16332 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS BLACK PRATT & LAMBERT 02/05/87
TT-E-489G / I?038/742702(USERS PLS CK STOCK N)
8010-00-079-2752 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/14B112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
8010-00-079-2754 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/14B112/143/145/146/150/IS2/171/232/370/121
8010-00-079-2754 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780,2,5,7,9;X8793.5;X9132.6.8
8010-00-079-2754 16498 X9136 PLASTI-KOTE AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT RED 11670 PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
8010-00-079-2756 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/14B112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
8010-00-079-2774 11312 LACOUER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670,13655,11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/89
12197,14064,12215,10075,11105,13618,15102, 15080
- 8010-00-079-3736 00973 ENAMEL, GLOSS WHITE 17875 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
TT-E-O0488B
8010-00-079-3750 06091 SO-SURE ALUMINUM LACQUER 17178 (14-160)(AEROSOL) LHB INDUSTRIES 04/16/92
8010-00-079-3750 14420 SO-SURE LACQUER ALUMINUM 17178, 128 880 LHB INDUSTRIES 04/16/92
CID A-A-665C, 14B160 SPRAY PAINT
@ 8010-00-079-3752 00371DRO69-CONCENTRATE, ENAMEL, BLACK ACRYLIC URETHANE DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, INC. DLA MSDS
TT-E-488
8010-00-079-3752 03239 SO SURE LACQUER GLOSS BLACK LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/94 PGOC
A-A-665/17038, 11-190, 012C890
8010-00-079-3752 03210 SO-SURE FLAT BLACK 37038 (14-390), 012C892 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93
A-A-665
8010-00-079-3752 00809 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT BLACK 17038 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
TT-E-OO488B/YY-L-50
8010-00-079-3752 03617 PLASTI-KOTE ENAMEL. AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO.. INC. 12/30/86
TT-E-4885/COLORS:A=17038/B=16099/C=14062/D=11136
8010-00-079-3752 11809 AEROSOL COATINGS SPRUCE 473,98-1THRU 98-89 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 07/01/92 BOC
AEROSOL PAINT - COMPOSITION VARIES BY PRODUCT
• 8010-00-079-3754 05007 ENAMEL, NO COLOR # SPECIFIED AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY OLA MSDS
TT-E-O0488
8010-00-079-3754 08415 KRYLON INT./EXT.ENAMEL OR ENGINE COLOR BORDEN, INC. 12/04/86 BOC
1501 THRU 2505 EXC.FLAT BLACK,METALL.COL'S,HI-HEAT
8010-00-079-3754 16409 KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL OR ENGINE SHAOOW GRAY 1604 BORDEN, INC. 06/30/86
8010-00-079-3754 10439 SO-S_JRE ENAMEL, 22-840 LHB INDUSTRIES 08/10/86
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75
TT-E-488B / 24-140 GREEN 14062, 24-180 GRAY 16099
e 8010-00-079-3754 00974 SPRAY-OMATIC GREY 16099 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-079-3754 03617 PLASTI-KOTE ENAMEL, AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 12/30/86
TT-E-488B/COLORS:A=tTO38/B-16099/C=I4062/D=11136
80t0-00-079-3756 16424 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16307 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
NO INFO AVAILABLE ON STOCK # REPORTED BY PAA
8010-00-079-3758 10439 SO-SURE ENAMEL. 22-840 LHB INDUSTRIES 08/10/88
TT-E-488B / 24-140 GREEN 14062, 24-180 GRAY 16099
8010-00-079-3758 03617 PLASTI-KOTE ENAMEL, AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO.. INC. 12/30/86
TT-E-488B/COLORS:A=tTO3B/B=16099/C=I4062/D=11136
80t0-00-0_9-3760 03231 SO SURE LACQUER, RED 11t05/RE0 11136/ORANGE 12197 LHB IbIDUSTRIES 02/01/91
A-A-665 / 148110 (G/0),148111 (G/0),14B120 (G/O)
8010-00-079-3760 03617 PLASTI-KOTE ENAMEL, AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO.. INC. 12/30/'86
TT-E-488B/COLORS:A=lTO38/B=16099/C=14062/D=11136
@ 8010-00-079-3762 10569 DRO 70-CONCENTRATE, ENAMEL-AEROSOL DEVOE & RAYNOLOS. INC. DLA MSDS
TT-E-488 / PAINT, WHITE
0 80t0-00-079-3762 07512 WEEKEND SPRAY ENAMEL ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
358
8010-00-079-3762 06267 SO-SURE WHITE 17875 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93 SPC
CID-A-A-665C / 012C870(0LD BLUE & OLD YELLOW 13538
@ 8010-00-082-2437 14251 EPOXY COATING 1-1X-45N16081 ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS DLA MSDS
MIL-C-22750C TY.I CL. / GRAY
8010-00-082-2437 17140 PT-426 EPOXY POLYAMIDE CTG.GRAY 16081,MIL-C-22750D PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUES INC. NO DATE
8010-00-082-2437 08621 ENGINE GRAY STERLING LACQUER MFG. 04/20/87 BOC
22-16081
8010-00-082-2437 08622 EPOXY CATALYST STERLING LACQUER MFG. 06/01/93 BOC
22-7589
8010-00-082-2438 11635 NIL-C-227500, TYI 16473 GRAY, 1320GY5/1821C16 KOP-COAT, INC. 08/00/90 BOC
• 8010-00-082-2439 01065 EPOXY POLYAMINE COATING ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS DLA MSDS
MIL-C-22750C
e 8010-00-082-2439 14252 POLYAMIOE COATING,HARDENER 17875, EPOXY ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS DLA MSDS
O 8010-00-082-2439 17220 EPOXY COATING KIT BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD) DLA MSDS
8010-00-082-2439 05029 MIL-C-22750 CRAWFORD LABORATORIES 01/08/91
MIL-C-22750
0 80t0-00-082-2439 08227 PT-426/PT-428,EPOXY-POLYAMIDE TOPCDAT,2-PART PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUES INC. DLA MSDS
NIL-C-22750
8010-00-082-2450 13908 MIL-P-23377E, TYPE I, CLASS I, YELLOW AMERITEX, INC. 08/00/90 BOC
00297
• 8010-00-082-2450 04210 AMERON 724-102.COMP.I/T24-112,COMP.II AMERON DLA MSDS
MIL-P-23377
• 80t0-00-082-2450 17221 PRIMER COATING BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (O 0 D) DLA MSDS
8010-00-082-2450 15432 EPOXY PRIMER (2 COMPONENTS) CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. NO DATE
8010-00-082-2450 05032 MIL-P-23377E. TYPE ],CLASS 1 DEFT. INC. 02/14/91
02Y024
• 8010-00-082-2450 00890 EPOXY PRIMER COATING A/B ENTERPRISE CHEMICAL COATINGS DLA MSDS
MIL-P-23377
• 8010-00-082-2450 00669 PRIMER - EPOXY POLYAMIDE ENTERPRISE CHEMICAL COATINGS DLA MSOS
MIL-P-23377
8010-00-082-2450 11035 MIL-P-23377E KOP-COAT, INC. 11/01/88
1220Y3C/182_CllA (MUST BE COMPONENT 2 FOR P-5277)
8010-00-082-2450 08229 EPOXY PRIMER, COMPONENT 1 KOPPERS COMPANY. INC. 12/00/80
...................................................................................................................................
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MIL-P-23377/P-527
@ 8010-00-082-2450 00983 EPOXY RESIN PARTS A/B PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
NIL-P-2337?D TY 1 AM4
• 8010-00-082-2450 16472 PRIMER POLYAMIOE RESIN PT A&B 724-222/724-112 PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSQS
MIL-P-23377
8010-00-082-2450 04139 COMP. A & COMP. B STERLING LACQUER MFG. 12/01/89
MIL-P-233770/U-1201-O & U-1202-0 DATED 12/01/89
8010-00-085-2533 18507 SUPERACRYLIC CONTROLS RUST(ALL COL.EXC.CHROME AL.) SHERWIN-WlLLIAMS CO. 05/12/82
• 80t0-00-087-0105 14502 ENAMEL, ALKYD SEMIGLOS$ GRAY ANERON DLA NSDS
28440/745-852
80t0-00-087-0105 08424 ENAMEL ALKYO SG GRAY 26440. PHOTOCURABLE COATING PRATT & LAJ_ERT 03/31/86 BOC
TT-E-529 / 745652
8010-00-087-0105 05135 ALKYD FLAT SEMI-GLOSS & EG-SHEL FINISHES A/1 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91 PGOC
B32W201,B49W2,B49W200.B38G..,Y24W20,Y24W538,A14..,
• 8010-00-087-0107 14504 ENAMEL, ALKYD WHITE 27875 AMERON DLA NSOS
• 8010-00-087-0t08 14503 ENAMEL. ALKYD SEMIGLOSS GREEN AMERON DLA MSDS
24272
• 8010-00-087-0109 04558 ENAMEL, ALKYD. SEMIGLOSS PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSOS
8010-00-095-6067 04158 CATHA COAT 304 POWDER PORTION DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/26/90 BOC
MD3053 / ZINC DUST
8010-00-117-8713 20249 GREEN 34108/?44-422/ALKYD ENAMEL AMERON DLA NSDS
TT-E-515A
80t0-00-12t-9751 16286 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL SILVER 17178 ILLINGIS BRONZE PAINT CO. tl/26/79 BOC
TT-L-50/IB26637/IB2690
8010-00-131-4385 07943 SEALER, SURFACE LAWTON BROS., INC. NO DATE
8010-00-131-4385 07623 TUFF CRETE SEAL LAWTON BROS., INC. NO DATE BOC
001310, 001311, 001312, 001313
8010-00-138-1780 03611 CAT, MIL-C-83286, YELLOW, 13655 DEFT. INC. 04/14/89 BOC
MIL-C-83286
8010-00-138-1760 03610 MIL-C-83286, 13655 DEFT, INC. 06/29/88
YELLOW
8010-00-139-4367 16565 SIKKENS AMINE CATALYST 306 SIKKENS AEROSPACE FINISHES 08/05/91 SPC
CATALYST FOR 463-6-5,463-6-3,463-6-4(3 BASE:I 306)
- 8010-00-141-2950 16293 ACRYLIC LACQUER YELLOW 13655 (I82653) ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 02/00/80
8010-00-141-2950 16567 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL YELLOW 13655 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 02/01/80
595A.IB2653
8010-00-141-2950 06579 SO-SURE LACQUER. YELLOW 13655 LHB INDUSTRIES 04/20/92
A-A-665
8010-00-141-2950 18532 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT YELLOW 13655 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
- 8010-00-141-2950 17898 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780,2,5,7,9;X8793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-00-141-2950 11312 LACQUER.CID-AA-665-A. NO LEAD / 11670,13655,11136. PLASTI-KOTE CO.. INC. 01/08/89
12197.14064,12215,10075.11105.13618,15102,15080
8010-00-141-_950 06485 YELLOW LACQUER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 05/25/93
GP-0001-3655
• 8010-00-141-2951 00(06 COR-ON NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER, 14062 GREEN AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY DLA MSDS
TT-L-054; / TYPE I
8010-00-141-2951 19726 SO-SURE GREEN LACQUER 14062(14-140) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/03/93
012C840 / A-A-665D
8010-00-141-2951 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&OK GREEN,GRAY/LHB 126831LHB INDUSTRIES 02/28/88
CI0-A-685C/t46131/140/142/t44/181- 183/247/284/285
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8010-00-141-2951 16395 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 14062 GREEN NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
8010-00-141-2951 06094 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT/CID-AA-665-A/LEAD PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/30/90
GREEN 14CHS2/YELLOW 13538
e 8010-00-141-2951 03245 LACQUER, N.O.S. PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-141-2951 02713 LACOUER, AEROSOL, GREEN 14062 SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 05/04/87
@ 8010-00-141-2952 06211 LACQUER, RED (182654) ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
TT-L-50
8010-00-141-2952 03231 SO SURE LACQUER, RED 11105/RED 11136/ORANGE 12197 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/91
A-A-665 / 148110 (G/0),146111 (G/0),14B120 (G/O)
8010-00-141-2952 19354 SO-SURE RED 11136 (14-111) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93
012C811 / A-A-6650
8010-00-141-2952 16499 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 11136 RED NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
TT-L-50G TY 2
8010-00-141-2952 16497 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 11136-RED NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER 12/06/84
8010-00-141-2952 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780,2,5,7,9;XB793,5;X9132.6,8
8010-00-141-2952 11312 LACQUER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670,13655,11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO.. INC 01/08/89
12197.14064.12215,10075,11105,13618,15102.15080
8010-00-141-2958 16275 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL GRAY 16099 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 01/16/80
IB 2671 SPRAY PAINT
8010-00-141-2958 10250 SO-SURE LACQUER, GRAY 16099 LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
CIO A-A-665C
- 8010-00-14t-2958 16534 SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16099 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
8010-00-142-9279 13814 CAT, MIL-P-23377E, TYPE I,CLASS 1 DEFT, INC. 01/28/91 SPC
02YO24CAT
0 8010-00-145-0164 20243 ENAMEL SILICONE ALKYD CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSDS
TT-E-490
8010-00-159-4518 16463 POST OFFICE PRIMER ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 12/00/83
182644/36306
8010-00-159-4518 06587 GRAY PRIMER TT-P-001385 KOPPERS COMPANY. INC. 03/00/83
P-803-66 STYRENATED ALKYD
P 8010-00-159-4520 04754 ENAMEL PAINT, 17773, IB2643 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
8010-00-160-5780 04189 THINNER DOPE & LACOUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE CSD, INC. 07/14/86
A-A-857B
8010-00-160-5787 04189 THINNER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE CSD, INC. 07/14/86
A-A-857B
8010-00-160-5787 16535 THINNER. AIRCRAFT COATING. ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE CSD, INC. 09/01/90
MIL-T-81772A
P 8010-00-160-5787 17225 THINNER, DOPE AND LAQUER GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN DLA MSOS
8010-00-160-5787 04656 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER (TT-T-2660) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 10/00/85
• 8010-00-160-5787 00959 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER STIC-AOHESIVE PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
8010-00-160-5787 03628 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER UNION CHEMICALS CO. NO DATE
266D AM.2/A-A-857A - MSDS FROM HOUSTON SOLVENTS
8010-00-160-5788 04189 THINNER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE CSD, INC. 07/14/86
A*A-8578
8010-00-160-5788 16541 THINNER DOPE ANO LACOUER CSD. INC. 09/01/90
8010-00-160-5788 16535 THINNER, AIRCRAFT COATING, ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE CSD. INC. 09/01/90 BOC
MIL-T-81772A
# 8010-00-160-5788 16485 THINNER DOPE AND LACQUER CELLULOSE-NITRATE PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. DLA MSDS
8010-00-160-5788 16229 160 THINNER RUST-DLEUM CORPORATION 05/21/'92
8010-00-160-5789 04189 THINNER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE CSD. INC. 07/14/86
...................................................................................................................................
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A-A-857B
8010-00-160-5789 02601 LACQUER THINNER, GENERAL SERVICES AOMIN. DLA MSDS
- B010-00-160-5789 16795 LACQUER THINNER TYPE II/USER PLEASE CHECK STOCK # PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 06/29/82
• 8010-00-t60-5789 00474 LACQUER, THINNER PHIPPS PROOUCTS CORP. DLA NSDS
- 80t0-00-160-5791 03629 SOLVENT BLEND PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 06/29/82
TT-T-306C
8010-00-160-5794 01937 THINNER SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL CSO, INC. 08/27/86 BOC
TT-T-306C TY2 & AM2 / GS-lOF-50428
• 8010-00-160-5794 01937 THINNER SYNTItETIC ENAMEL/SPEC.TT-T-306C TY.C (CSD) GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-t60-5794 CX)90? SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL THINNER PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. DLA MSDS
TT-T-306C TY I;
8010-00-160-5798 02446 NON-FLAMMABLE PAINT REMOVER, FLOW-ON-REMOVER RELIABLE REMOVER & LACQUER CO. 06/00/86
TT-R-251J / #72 ;73
8010-00-160-5799 08320 PAINT/ORGANIC SOLVENT TYPE 4-TEK INDUSTRIES, INC NO DATE BOC
REMOVER/TT-R-25tO TYPE III CLASS A
• 8010-00-160-5800 17226 REMOVER, PAINT GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. OLA MSDS
80t0-00-160-5800 02524 8573 PAINT REMOVER INTEX PRODUCTS, INC. 11/19/85
TT-R-2511NTEX
@ 8010-00-160-5800 16504 PAINT STRIPPER TYPE 29 PAR-CHEM PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
TT-R-251d TY.3/ORGANIC SOLVENT/REMOVER
8010-00-160-5800 02446 NON-FLAMI4ABLE PAINT REMOVER, FLOW-ON-REMOVER RELIABLE REI_VER & LACQUER CO. 06/00/86
TT-R-251J / #72 #73
8010-00-160-5860 02446 NON-FLAI_BLE PAINT REMOVER, FLOW-ON-REMOVER RELIABLE REMOVER & LACQUER CO. 06/00/86
TT-R-251d / #72 #73
8010-00-161-7419 04233 PRIMER, YELLOW 33481 ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO. DLA MSDS
TT-P-645
8010-00-161-7419 16493 PAINT PRIMER ZINC CHROMATE YELLOW FORM 84 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSOS
• 8010-00-161-7425 15280 PRIMER COATING ALKYD TTPB360 AMERON OLA MSDS
8010-00-16t-7425 16474 PRIMER, ALKYD, COATINGS TT-P-636D CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. _K) DATE
8010-00-161-7425 16451 PRIMER.ALKYD.WOOD/FERROUS METALS.725402,TT-P-636 PRATT & LAMBERT 07/24/85
8010-00-162-5289 03197 THINNER,CELLULOSE NITRATE,DOPE & LACQUER CSD, INC. 08/27/86
MIL-T-6095B AND AM.I
8010-00-162-5289 16520 THINNER, CELLULOSE NITRATE DOPE GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC. NO DATE
8010-00-162-5289 02648 CELLULOSE NITRATE THINNER PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 10/00/85
MIL-T-6095B
8010-00-162-5289 10540 THINNER CELLULOSE NITRATE-DOPE (BLUSH RETARDING) SOLVENTS & CHEMICALS NO DATE
MIL-T-6095 B
@ 8010-00-165-4420 00768 VARNISH INTERIOR CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. DLA MSDS
0 8010-00-t65-4420 00767 VARNISH ENTERPRISE CHEMICAL COATINGS DLA MSDS
8010-00-165-4422 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-165-5540 04189 THINNER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE CSO. INC. 07/14/86 BOC
A-A-857B
8010-00-165-6111 04131 LAC SPRAYING CLEAR PRATT & LAMBERT 02/27/87
TT-L-SaE / 793800
8010-00-165-8627 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WMDOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-165-8628 11501 STAZN, OIL TYPE. WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-166-0746 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE. WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
...................................................................................................................
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• 8010-00-166-1688 20253 CLEAR AMERON DLA MSDS
TT-L-26
8010-00-166-3147 04130 LACQUER CAMOUFLAGE BLACK 37038 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
TT-L-2OA, AN1/787727
8010-OO-169-5787 04189 THINNER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE CSD, INC. O7/14/86
A-A-857B
8010-00-171-1509 04126 LACOUER C/N GLOSS BLACK 17038 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
TT-L-32A / 786702
8010-00-172-1770 03907 BLUE RIDGE LATEX FLAT PAINT, EXT,, WV 86°02 BLUE RIDGE TALC CO., INC. 01/15/86
COLOR 33690
80t0-00-1B0-6343 04452 MIL-V-173C CIDMP. II EXEMPT KALCOR COATINGS 11/27/85
MIL-V-173 V INSULATING VARNISH, ELECTRICAL
8010-00-180-6343 16557 VARNISH CLEAR PT-107 PRODUCTS/TECHNIQUES INC. NO DATE
@ 8010-00-181-7568 04560 PAINT REMOVER, POLYSULFIDE MSCI LTD. DLA MSDS
8010-00-181-8079 16535 THINNER, AIRCRAFT COATING, ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE CSD, INC. 09/01/90
NIL-T-81772A
• BOtO-OO-1B1-8079 15437 ALPHATIC THINNER POLYURETHANE DEFT, INC. DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-1B1-8080 00755 THINNER, ALIPHATIC (MFGR: CSD) BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD) DLA MSDS
MIL-T-81772
8010-00-t81-8080 08052 THINNER MIL-T-81772 TY I COURTAULOS AEROSPACE, INC. 06/30/92
020X304 / MIL-A-46106
8010o00-1B1-8080 16535 THINNER, AIRCRAFT COATING, ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE CSD, INC. 09/01/90
BIL-T-B1772A
8010-00-181-8080 16230 MIL-T-81772 PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. NO DATE
ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE COATING THINNER
8010-00-1B1-8080 04151 SUPER VM&P NAPHTHA (EOR) SHELL 10/28/80
THINNER
8010-00-181-8211 12023 NIL-C-B3286 & CAT,MIL-C-83286, 16473 DEFT, INC. 06/06/91 BOC
03GY049 & 03GYO49CAT
8010-00-181-8254 12023 MIL-C-83286 & CAT.NIL-C-83286. 16473 DEFT, INC. 06/06/91 BOC
03GY049 & 03GYO49CAT
8010-00-181-8277 15442 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC DEFT, INC. 03/03/83
• 8010-00-181-8277 15310 DEFTHANE CATALYST DEFT, INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-181-8277 21805 MIL-C-83286 & CAT MIL-C-83286, BLACK 17038 DEFT, INC. 05/(36/93 BOC
03BK028 & 03BKO2BCAT
• 8010-OO-tBI-8277 06097 POLYURETHANE COATING BLACK 17038, O3-8K-28 DEFT, INC. DLA MSDS
KIT CONSISTS OF BASE AND CATALYST - 2 MSDS
8010-00-181-8281 11021SD AL POLY #17875 & 17925 WHITE COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 02/11/92 BOC
821X330
8010-00-181-8281 15438 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC WHITE 17925,C01_.I DEFT, INC. 05/13/63 BOC
8010-OO-181-8281 16808 POLYURETHANE DEFT, INC. 06/01/82
8010-00-181-8281 10401 SUPER DESOTHANE 17925 WHITE DESOTO, INC. 04/15/86 PGOC
821X400
8010-00-181-8281 01811CHEMGLAZE A276 ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE LORD CORPORATION 07/19/85 BOC
8010-00-181-8283 11627 CAT, NIL-C-83286, 15044 DEFT, INC. 02/06/90 BOC
03BL048CAT
8010-OO-181-8283 11628 MIL-C-83286,15044 GLOSS BLUE OEFT, INC. 02/05/90 80C
POLYURETHANE, 03BL048
8010-00-181-8283 04059 POLYURETHANE. GLOSS BLUE 15044 VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS SEVERAL
MIL-C-83286
8010-00-181-8284 11627 CAT, MIL-C-83286, 15044 DEFT, INC. 02/06/90 BOC
...................................................................................................................................
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03BLO48CAT
8010-00-181-8284 11628 MIL-C-83286,15044 GLOSS BLUE DEFT, INC. 02/06/90 BOC
POLYURETHANE, 03BL048
8010-00-181-8287 11514 DES AL POLY 13538 YELLOW COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC. 05/07/92 BOC
823X363
8010-00-181-8292 21839 #13538 GLOSS YELLOW COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC. 07/08/93 BOC
823X548
8010-00-181-8292 11514 DES AL POLY 13538 YELLOW COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 05/07/92 BOC
823X363
• 8010-00-181-8292 16318 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC YELLOW 13538 DEFT, INC. DLA NSDS
• 8010-00-181-8294 06436 POLYURETHANE COATING, ALIPHATIC DEFT. INC. DLA MSOS
CATALYST & BASE
8010-00-181-8296 15438 COATING POLYURETHANE ALIPHATIC WHITE 17925,COMP.1 DEFT, INC. 05/13/83
• 8010-00-181-8296 15321 DEFTHANE CATALYST DEFT, INC. DLA MSDS
NIL-C-83286
8010-00-181-8296 15440 NIL-C-832868-, 12197 LEAD FREE (RESIN & CATALYST) DEFT, INC. 10/21/92
030R051 & _30RO51CAT
8010-00-221-2775 18576 LACQUER C/N GLOSS YELLOW 13655 PRATT & LAMBERT 05/30/91
TT-L-32A AM 1TY 2 / 786324 01
8010-00-221-2775 18577 PRIMER, EPOXY CTG, CORRINHIB, LEAD & CHR FREE PRATT & LAMBERT 01/28/93
NIL-P-53022B TY I / 724700 43
• 8010-00-221-2809 13571 VARNISH PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
8010-00-22to3811 21872 MMN-A-1617A, SOLVENTBORNE NEOPRENE ADHESIVE TACC INTERNATIONAL CORP. 04/00/92
MA 212 / ANNOTATED 90067
8010-00-223-2737 06716 DICHLOROMETHANE MALLINCKRODT 11/27/89
METHYLENE CHLORIDE. METHYLENE DICHLORIDE
8010-00-225-7964 16350 SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL IVORY 27778 ALKYD INT, TT-E-508C AINSWORTH PAINT & CHEMICAL I0/23/85
• 8010-00-225-7964 04234 ALKYD INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS, WHITE 27778 ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO. DLA MSDS
TT-E-5OgB
8010-00-225-7964 16517 ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS IVORY 27778 GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH 05/31/85
8010-00-225-7964 11146 ALKYD SEMI GLOSS ENAMEL WHITE RICHARD'S PAINT MANUFACTURING 02/15/89 BOC
690
8010-00-225-7964 05135 ALKYO FLAT SEMI-GLOSS & EG-SHEL FINISHES A/1 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91
832W201,B49W2,B49W200,B38G..,Y24W20,Y24W538,A14..,
• 8010-00-242-2089 20238 STD. 350H TT-T29AE TYPE II GR-A CHEMCENTRAL/SEATTLE DLA MSDS
THINNER
8010-00-242-2089 01992 MINERAL SPIRITS (PLAIN) CSD, INC. 09/01/90
TT-T-291F TY1
8010-00-242-2089 17905 PAINT THINNER HOME OIL COMPANY, INC. 01/27/92
TT-T-291F
8010-00-242-2089 03281 17-T-291 TYPE I PACKAGING SERVICE CO., INC. tl/00/87
PAINT THINNER / CONTRACT# TC-GS-IOF-51260
@ 8010-00-242-2089 17232 THINNER, PAINT, MINER SPE-DE-WAY PRODUCT CO INC DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-242-2089 16547 THINNER PAINT VOLATILE SPIRITS STIC-ADHESIVE PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
8010-00-242-6315 04127 LACQUER, C/N, GLOSS, WHITE 17875 PRATT & LAt_BERT 01/02/87
TT-L-32A, AN1,TY2/786716
- 8010-00-246-61t6 16556 THINNER, PAINT (MFGR: UNION CARBIDE,BLEND 23226) CSD, INC. 11/16/83
8010-CK)-246-6116 03281 TT-T-291 TYPE I PACKAGING SERVICE CO., INC. 11/00/87
PAINT THINNER / CONTRACT# TC-GS-IOF-51260
8010-C0-246-6116 00992 MINERAL SPIRITS 75 UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 12/02/91
TT°T-29t (11006)
...................................................................................................................................
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8010-00-246-6442 02451 HERCULES TURPENTINE;SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE HERCULES, INC. 04/17/72
STEAM DISTILLED WOOD TURPENTINE(DIST:CHEM-CENTRAL)
8010-00-248-2839 04128 LACQUER C/N GLOSS YELLOW 13538 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
TT-L-32A, AMI,TY2/786310
8010-00-25t-6495 04400 LACQUER GLOSS CLEAR PRATT & LAMBERT 03/20/87
786800
8010-00-254-4218 01937 THINNER SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL CSD, INC. 08/27/86
TT-T-306C TY2 & AM2 / GS-10F-50428
80t0-00-262-9171 08396 FILLER WOOD PLASTIC BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 03/19/91 BOC
8010-00-262-9171 20100 INSTANT WOOD FILLER RED DEVIL, INC. 07/27/90
8010-00-262-9171 17433 FILLER,WOOD,PLASTIC,TT-F-340B TYII,VAR.COLDRS,SN'S STEVEN INDUSTRIES NO DATE
8010-00-281-2071 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-281-2072 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-281-2074 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91 BOC
TT-S-711C
8010-00-281-2074 08260 STAIN SEMI TRANSPARENT INTERIOR OIL STAIN FARWEST PAINT 02/26/86
TT-S-711C, LIGHT WALNUT
8010-00-281-2074 16518 STAIN OIL SEMI-TRANSPARENT WOOD,INTER.. ALL COLORS KALCOR COATINGS 04/09/82
8010-00-281-2075 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
, TT-S-711C
80t0T00-281-2076 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91 BOC
TT-So711C
8010-00-281-2076 10263 STAIN, OIL TYPE WOOD INT CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 10/27/89
TT-S-711C DARK WALNUT / GS-lOF-50701
8010-00-281-2076 04082 OIL WOOD STAIN CORONADO PAINT CO.. INC. NO DATE
TT-S-711
80t0-00-281-2076 11520 DARK WALNUT STAIN EVERSEAL MFG. 03/11/87
TT-S-711 DW
8010-00-281-2076 11239 STAIN, SEMI TRANSPARENT INTERIOR OIL STAIN FARWEST PAINT 02/26/86 BOC
DARK WALNUT, TT-S-7110
8010-00-281-2076 00735 OIL STAIN KALCOR COATINGS NO DATE
ALL COLORS TT-S-711C
8010-00-281-2077 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-281-2846 20244 ENGRAVING FILLER - RED STEVEN INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
TT-E-325
• 8010-00-281-4105 20250 PRUSSIAN BLUE 35 LOCTITE CORPORATION DLA MSOS
8010-00-282-9414 03225 WHITE PRIMER EVERSEAL MFG. 02/24/87
COATING TT-P-25
8010-00-282-9414 04103 PRIMER COATING EXTERIOR GILLMAN. S.L.. PAINT CO.. INC. 10/00./85
TT-P-25E(UNDERCOAT FOR WOOD,READY MIXED)WHITE&TINT
8010-00-282-9414 18480 TT-P-25E WHITE PRIMER GRIGGS PAINT 12/05/89
20(019
8010-00-282-9414 18704 27875 EXTERIOR WOOD PRIMER ALKYD TTP25EO01 TRIANGLE COATINGS, INC. 10/04/91
TT-P-25EO01
8010-00-286-7725 10715 ENAMEL, GLOSS BLACK, 17038 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 11/09/88 SPC
TT-E-489G CLA
8010-00-286-??26 18033 BLACK GLOSS ALKYD PPG INDUSTRIES. INC 03 12/92
UC65087 (020492E)
...................................................................................................................................
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8010-00-286-7727 07850 ENAMEL PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
TT-E-489 GREEN-MEDIUM 141110
8010-00-286-7731 04211AMERON GRAY 16187 AMERON DLA MSDS
TT-E-469
8010-00-286-7731 03212 PAINT ENAMEL GLOSS, GRAY 16187 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. NO DATE
TT-E-489/-489G
0 8010-00-286-7731 00562 PAINT PRIMER, ORGANIC ZINC/RE-CHECK STOCK NO CON-LUX COATINGS DLA MSDS
8010-00-286-7731 16875 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS 742608. GRAY 16187. PRATT & LAMBERT 11/29/84
TT-E-489G AM.1
• 8010-00-286-7737 04212 AMERON BROWN I0080 AMERON DLA MSDS
TT-E-489
8010-00-286-7737 10243 QUICK DRY ENAMELS, 54-A. ALKYD PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 11/09/87 BOC
54-: 123C.126C,172C,198C.300C,300.305,306,309.312
@ 8010-00-286-7737 16297 ENAMEL. ALKYD. GLOSS, BROWN 10080 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
TT-E-489G
• 8010-00-286-9072 08276 CHEM-PRO 9111 TT-P-1100 BLACK TRAFFIC PAINT CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS, INC. DLA MSDS BOC
PRODUCT #37038
8010-00-286-9072 06354 PAINT. TRAFFIC, BLACK 37038 (NON REFLECTING) CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 08/13/90 BOC
TT-P-110C TY.I
8010-00-286-9072 17901 TT-P-110C TYPE 1 TRAFFIC BLACK GRIGGS PAINT 02/02/90 BOC
500815mTYPE I
8010-00-286-9072 06482 26027C TT-P-110 BLACK TRAFFIC PAINT W/08 HOFFER'S INC (PAINT DIVISION) 06/22/87
8010-_0-286-9083 11016 ENAMEL, DECK, EXTERIOR, GRAY 26008 (FORM 120) CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 07/28/88
DOD-E-699D
8010-00-290-2865 10578 ENAMEL, WHITE ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO. 01/08/81
TT-E-506-15875
8010_00-290-4049 19241 TT-P-102E GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH NO DATE SPC
E-3244 / EXTERIOR ALK MODIFIED OIL PAINT
80t0-00-290-4079 03281 TT-T~29t TYPE I PACKAGING SERVICE CO.. INC. 1t/00/87
PAINT THINNER / CONTRACT# TC-GS-10F-51260
8010-00-290-6643 16447 PAINT OIL ALKYD EXTERIOR WHITE CON-LUX COATINGS 05/08/84
TT-P-IO2E, TYPE II
8010-00-2SH0-6643 (36582 TT-P-102E. WHITE, TY.2 TRIAD PAINT & CHEMICAL CORP NO DATE
TT-P-102
- 80t0-00-290-6643 22098 WHITE TYPE II ALKYD ENAMEL TRIANGLE COATINGS. INC. 10/07/91 BOC
TTPIO2EO02
- 8010-00-290-6983 12317 MIRROLAC THE GREAT COVER-UP INT./EXT. ALKYD DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, INC. 04/04/85
URETHANE GLOSS ENAMEL
0 8010-00-290-6983 15690 ACRYLIC LACQUER, PAINTS, VARIOUS COLORS (I82655) ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
TT-L-50
8010-00-290-6983 16291 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL WHITE 17875 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 08/01/81
595A,IB2693
8010-00-290-6983 21392 SO-SURE LACQUER LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
148130, 170,253 G/O
8010-00-290-6983 06267 SO-SURE WHITE 17875 LI'_ INOUSTRIES 02/01/93
CID-A-A-665C / 0t2C870(0LD BLUE & OLD YELLOW 13538
8010-00-290-6983 16292 WIAITE #17875 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
AA-665-A
8010-00-290-6983 16433 LACQUER AEROSOL BLACK 37038 NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER NO DATE
USER PLS. CHECK STOCK #
0 8010-00-290-698305089 ACRYLIC LACQUER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE DLA MSDS
--. ................................................................................................................................
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- 8010-00-290-6983 02717 AEROSOL LACOUER. WHITE 17875 SPRAYON PRODUCTS 06/05/85
A-A-665-17875
8010-00-290-6984 16266 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT BLACK 17038 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAIN]" CO. 11/00/81
ACRYLIC 595AoIB2691
8010-00-290-6984 03239 SO SURE LACQUER GLOSS BLACK LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/94
A-A-665/1703B. 11-190, 012C890
8010-00-290-6984 03210 SO-SURE FLAT BLACK 37038 (14-390), 012C892 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93
A-A-665
8010-00-290-6984 21401 SO-SURE LACQUER LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
12B 890 / 14B190 (G/O),I4B390 (G/O)
80t0-00-290-6984 00809 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT BLACK 17038 NATIOhLAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
TT-E-0048BB/YY-L-50
8010-00-290-6984 01061 LACQUER AEROSOL BLACK 17038 NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER 12/06/84
AA-665A GSA EXCEPTION 2
8010-00-290-6984 02719 01920 BLACK LACQUER 17038 SPRAYON PRODUCTS CHS/14/BB BOC
AEROSOL (35052)
8010-00-290-7293 20270 MIL-E-1673BB (27875 WHITE) KOP-COAT, INC. 05/(30/91
8010-00-291-1069 04138 DAMP-TEX DX-IO0 SEMIGLOSS WHITE, #0201W0075 STEELCOTE MANUFACTURING CO 11/00/85
ALKYD, SINGLE PACKAGE
@ 8010-C_-292-1027 00975 PRIMER COATING (CK.STOCK #: -1027??) CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSDS
@ 8010-00-292-1127 00975 PRIMER COATING (CK.STOCK #: -1027??) CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSDS
8010-00-292-1127 07587 PRIMER COATING. SYN. RUST INHIB LAC RESIST PRATT & LAMBERT 06/27/88
TT-P-664C AM-2 CPL (727102 33)
8010-00-292-1127 16496 PRIMER RUST INHIBITING LACQUER RESISTING PRATT & LAMBERT 09/24/85
8010-00-292-1127 17427 RED PRIMER COATING SENTRY PAINT & CHEM. CO. 12/06/85
X-3796 PRIMER RUST INHIBITING LACQUER RESISTING
80t0-C0-292-1127 13295 ORDNANCE ALKYD PRIMER, RED SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 11/27/90 BOC
8010-00-292-1127 11267 RUST PAINT PRIMER, 270-87Y-996 TREMCO 06/01/89 BOC
RED OXIDE PRIMER
@ 8010-00-292-3073 16577 ENAMEL, GREY 36231 AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00-297-0546 03216 BLACK LUSTERLESS ENAMEL EVERSEAL MFG. 11/25/86
TT-E-527, 37038 BLACK
@ 8010-O0-297-0546 16302 ENAMEL ALKYD LUSTERLESS BLACK 37038 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-297-0547 04213 AMERON BLACK 37038 AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00~297-0547 03216 BLACK LUSTERLESS ENAMEL EVERSEAL MFG. 11/25/86
TT-E-527, 37038 BLACK
@ 8010-00-297-0547 16302 ENAMEL ALKYD LUSTERLESS BLACK 37038 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
8010-00-297-0547 11048 FLAT BLACK ALKYD ENAMEL RICHARD'S PAINT MANUFACTURING 02/02/89 BOC
SR-276
• 8010-00-297-0568 14505 ENAMEL, FLAT WHITE 37875 AMERON DLA MSDS
741-720
O 8010-00-297-0568 16368 ENAMEL ALKYD LUSTERLESS WHITE 37875 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
8010-00-297-0568 11098 2089W TT-E-527 WHITE ENAMEL STABLER PAINT MFG. CO. 05/19/87 BOC
PRODUCT CODE 2089 W
8010-OO-297-O584 20853 ENAMEL, ALKYD. SEMI-GLOSS CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. NO DATE
TT-E-529F WHITE 27875
8010-00-297-0584 21871 ENAMEL ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS LOW VOC WHITE 27875 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/24/92 BOC
775720
8010-CK_-297-0584 00976 ENAMEL, ALKYD SEMIGLOSS ?45720/WHITE 2?875 PRATT & LAMBERT 06J17/86
TT-E-529F TY I/TT-E-529D
8010-00-297-0584 06397 LATEX SATIN & EG-SHEL INTERIOR FINISHES SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91 BOC
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STOCK _ER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
IO CO_ENTS DATE ORG.
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CLASSIC 99 DECORATOR COLORS/PROMAR/PROMAR HALON...
# 8010-OO-297-O586 04235 ALKYD ENAMEL, OLIVE DRAB 24087
TT-E-529C,CL.A
- 8010-00-297-0586 16354 ENAMEL ALKYD SEMI GLOSS OLIVE DRAB 24087
• 80t0-00-297-0591 18417 LACOUER BLACK 27038 ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL
0 8010-00-297-0591 16330 ENAMEL ALKYD SEMIGLOSS BLACK 27038
8010-00-297-0591 05791 ENAMEL, SEMI-GLOSS, BLACK 2 7038 TT-E-529
8010-00-297-0591 11045 IA-24 SEMI-GLOSS FINISH, ALKYD
2948 XD BASE,2949 LT BASE,2950 DP BASE
@ 8010-C_-297-0591 16419 ENAMEL, ALKYD, SENIGLOSS, BLACK 27038
TT-E-529D
8010-OO-297-O593 14081 TT-P-1757 COMP.L
723-434
8010-OO-297-O593 02032 TT-P-1757A ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER P-441P
ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
PRATT & LAMBERT
AMERON






TT-P-1757A / SNI A=COMP G YELLOW,SNI B=34151 GREEN
@ 8010-00-297-0593 05337 SO SURE LACQUER,ZN CHROMATE YELLOW COLOR Y/84-331P LHB INDUSTRIES
A-A-E65 / GS-tOF-50406
8010-00-297-0593 06579 SO-SURE LACQUER, YELLOW 13655 LHB INDUSTRIES
A-A-665
8010-00-297-0593 11353 SO-SURE YELLOW PRIMER 84-331 LHB INDUSTRIES
TT-P-1757A/AERDSOL, 82C833
8010-00-297-0593 06237 SPRAY PAINT, 18676 YELLOW NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC.
SEE KOPPERS CO ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER P-441P
8010-00-297-2093 18043 600 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR 14187 DAVLIN PAINT CO.
8603M
8010-00-297-2100 16339 ENAMEL FLOOR AND DECK CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP.
TT-E-487E GRAY 16187
8010-00-297-2100 11016 ENAMEL, DECK, EXTERIOR, GRAY 26008 (FORM 120) CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP.
DOD-E-699D
8010-00-297-2100 11415 ENAMEL EXTERIOR DECK GRAY #26008 PRATT & LAMBERT
DOD-E-699D, 756606
8010-00-297-2100 04465 ALKYD DECK ENAMEL (GRAY) PYRAMID PAINT PRODUCTS
DOD-E-699D
@ 8010-00-297-2111 16368 ENAMEL ALKYD LUSTERLESS WHITE 37875 PRATT & LAMBERT
8010-00-298-2286 04129 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS BLUE 15-45 PRATT & LAMBERT
TT-E-489G, AM1,CL.A,TYI / 742506
8010-00-298-2287 04077 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS CON-LUX COATINGS, INC.
STRATA BLUE 15045, TT-E-489G
8010-00-298-2293 18042 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LOW VOC BROWN 10049 PRATT & LAMBERT
TT-E-489H / 774006 02
8010-00-298-3859 20416 ENAMEL, ALKYD, SEMI-GLOSS CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP.
TT-E-S29F GREEN 2452S/SUBMITTED BY CHEMRAY 4/19/93
8010-00-348-7716 09094 TURCO 5873 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC.
8010-00-402-0953 05461AMERCOAT 395 RESIN AMERON
NIL-C-4456/DOD-P-23236
8010-00-402-0953 05536 AMERCOAT 395 STANOARD CURE AMERON
MIL-C-4556/DOD-P-23236
8010-00-410o8452 18925 F-150 PARTS A & B SEAGRAVE COATINGS CORP.
MIL-P-24441/2 TY 1 / F-O7PO1A &F-O7P02
8010-00-418-4667 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS
TT-P-19D. TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-10F-51440
...................................................................................................................................
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KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
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STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRAOENAWE MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
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...................................................................................................................................
8010-00-418-4667 08135 CHEW PRO CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS, INC. 02/03/88
TT-P-19D, 9219
8010-00-418-4668 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
TT-P-19D° TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-10F-51440
8010-00-418-4668 08135 CHEM PRO CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS. INC. 02/03/88
TT-P-19D, 9219
8010-00-418-4669 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
TT-P-19D TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-lOF-51440
8010-00-418-4669 08135 CHEW PRO CHENEX PAINT & COATINGS, INC. 02/03/88
TT-P-19D 9219
8010-00-418-4670 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT. EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
TT-P-19D TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-10F-51440
8010-00-418-4671 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
TT-P-19D TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-lOF-51440
8010-00-418-4760 08135 CHEW PRO CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS. INC. 02/03/88
TT-P-19D 9219
8010-00-419-8541 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89 SPC
TT-P-19D, TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-IOF-51440
8010-00-419-8541 08135 CHEW PRO CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS. INC. 02/03/88 BOC
TT-P-19D. 9219
8010-00-419-8541 11737 LATEX PAINT STIC-ADHESlVE PRODUCTS 07/00/90 BOC
TT-P-19D
8010-00-463-7063 10285 VINYL ACRYLIC FLAT 72-1 WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. 02/05/87
LOOK VINYL ACRYLIC FLAT 72-1
8010-00-482-2341 08143 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAME 200 HY-TECH PAINT MANUFACTURING CO 06/06/88 BOC
8010-00-482-2345 16422 PAINT LATEX LT GREEN 24554 SEMI-GLOSS GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH 05/31/85
8010-00-482-5649 14662 CAT, MIL-C-85285B. 11136, TYPE I DEFT, INC. 08/20/93 SPC
03RO64CAT
80t0-00-482-5649 03309 NIL-C-83286, 11136 DEFT, INC. 02/29/92 80C
03R026
8010-00-482-5649 14661MIL-C-85285B, 11136. TYPE I DEFT, INC. 10/05/92 SPC
03R064
• 8010-00-482-5649 00658 POLYURETHANE, ALAPHATIC (11136) DEFT, INC. DLA WSDS
8010-00-482-5651 03309 NIL-C-83286, 11136 DEFT, INC. 02/29/92 BOC
03R026
8010-00-482-5667 14437 MIL-C-83286 & CAT.MIL-C-83286, 37925 UNTINTED DEFT. INC. 06/06/91 SPC
03W046, 03WO46CAT
8010-00-482-5670 04187 NIL-C-83286 & CAT,NIL-C-83286, 37038 DEFT. INC. 06/06/91
038K029 & 03BKO29CAT
8010-00-482-5673 08460 CAT. NIL-C-83286. 36622 DEFT, INC. 06/06/91 SPC
03GYO62CAT
8010-00-482-5673 04513 DEFT CATALYST, COMPONENT II DEFT, INC. DLA MSDS
WIL-C-83286B TY.I&II
8010-00-482-5673 14555 MIL-C-83286. 36622 DEFT INC. 12/31/91 SPC
03GY062
8010-00-498-7585 14485 ANERCOAT 101 THINNER ANERON 08/27/92
04-30710
8010-00-498-7585 03308 T-11 INORGANIC THINNER, 021T0000 DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 01/09/86
8010-00-498°7585 03321 T-19 ZINC H.F THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/03/88 BOC
019T0000 / MFGR SAYS SAME AS =219
8010-00-514-1861 16568 YELLOW ZINC CHROMATE ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 12/00/83
...................................................................................................................................
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AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT, IB2648
8010-00-514o1861 00678 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER. AEROSOL KOPPERS COMPANY. INC. 01/00/80
TT-P-600B / YELLOW;AEROSOL PKG.NATL.AEROSOL
8010-00-515-1596 18044 600 INOUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR 17875 OAVLIN PAINT CO. 02/25/91
8601
8010-00-515-2208 03147 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER,TT-P-17S7 KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 12/00/80
P-759-66 COMP L YELLOW
8010-00-515-2258 18442 HARCO 96 PAINT REMOVER CONCORD CHEMICAL CO.. INC. NO DATE SPC
8010-00-515-2258 08220 PR-3500 ELDORAO0 CHEMICAL CO. (39/20/93
• 8010-00-515-2258 03297 PAINT REMOVER, MIL-R-8633 MSCI LTD. DLA MSDS
8010-00-515-2258 13321 OMEGA 3248 OMEGA CHEMICAL CORPORATION 04/00/90 BOC
TT-R-248B (SN 312-6)
8010-00-515-2258 16242 REMOVER, PAINT & LACQUER, SOLVENT TYPE TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 11/16/79
• 8010-00-515-2487 00460 LACQUER, CLEAR, AEROSOL AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY DLA MSDS
IT-L-50
8010-00-515-2487 05725 KRYLON CRYSTAL CLEAR SPRAY COATING BORDEN, INC, 12/04/86
ITEMS 130t. 1302, 1303, 1304, 13012
8010-00-515-2487 17234 LACQUER BORDEN. INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-515-2487 16418 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLACK, FAST DRYING (IB2662) ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 12/20/79
USER PLS.CHECK STOCK #
8010-00-515-2487 16268 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL CLEAR ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 12/17/79
182657
80t0-_-515-2487 09158 CLEAR AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
AA-665-A
8010-00-515-2487 16421 LACQUER CLEAR TYPE 2 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
8010-00-515-2487 01095 LACQUER CLEAR, AEROSOL NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER 12/06/84
AA-665-A
8010-00-516-0021 22770 MS-2000 BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-O-24483A (SH), (SHIPS) TYPE 1, MSDS#S 0019/002
8010-00-519-1952 22770 MS-2000 BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-24483A (SH), (SHIPS) TYPE 1, MSDS#S 0019/002
0 8010-00-521-8842 17235 PAINT, HEAT RESISTIN BORDEN, INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-521-8842 18608 KRYLON HIGH HEAT PAINT (AEROSOL) SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 12/18/89 BOC
1402 HIGH HEAT ALUMIN_JM
0 8010-00-526-2856 07989 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS 16492 GRAY 742-624 AMERON DLA MSDS
TT-E-489
8010-00-526-2856 06025 ENAMEL,ALKYD-GLOSS-FOR EXTERIOR & INTERIOR SURFACE CON-LUX COATINGS 04/26/91 BOC
ENAMELITE 586-91 GRAY (16492)
8010-00-526-2856 13482 SPEDHIDE (SIC) ALKYD GLOSS ENAMELS PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 01/09/9t 80C
6-F (6-252,6-253,6-256.6-274,6-275,6-276,6-277)
8010-O0-526-2856 07990 ENAMEL ALKYD GRAY 16492 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/23/88
TT-E-489 / 742624
8010-00-527-0216 16339 ENAMEL FLOOR AND DECK CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 06/01/90
TT-E-487E GRAY 16187
8010-00-527-0216 13928 PIGMENTED POLYMERS PAINT. TT-E-4BTE GRAY 16187 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 06/t5/89 80C
- 8010-00-527-0216 16340 ENAMEL GRAY 16187 CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. 09/24/80
TT-E-487E
8010-00-527-0216 19244 TT-E-487E, COLOR 16187 GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH NO DATE
FLOOR & DECK ENAMEL
8010-00-527-0216 20883 ENAMEL-FLOOR & DECK GRAY #16187 TT-E-487E AMND.1 PRATT & LAMBERT 05/25/93 BOC
7406(0 04 / TT-E-4BTE AM.1
...................................................................................................................................
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8010-00-527-0216 03307 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL, NON-LEAD,B54:A12,A13.B11,E29,-> SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 01/17/89 BOC
G14,N16,R15,R28,TIO4,WlO,W101,WlO2,W103,Y27
e 8010-00-527-0216 15508 ENAMEL GRAY 16187 ZEBRA DLA MSDS
0 8010-00-527-0216 16341 ENAMEL, FLOOR & DECK, GRAY 16187 ZEBRA DLA MSDS
0 80t0-00-527-2045 04214 AMERON YELLOW 13538 AMERON DLA MSDS
@ 8010-00-527-2045 16369 ENAMEL, GLOSS YELLOW 13538 ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO. DLA MSDS
@ 8010-00-527-2045 03214 ENAMEL, GLOSS YELLOW 13538 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSDS
TT-E-489/-489G
8010-00-527-2045 16376 ALKYD ENAMEL CON-LUX COATINGS 02/05/87
GLOSS YELLOW 13538, TT-E-489G TYPE I
0 8010-00-527-2045 16371 ENAMEL. ALKYD, GLOSS YELLOW 13538 EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
TT-E-489
- 8010-00-527-2045 10639 ENAMEL, ALKYD YELLOW 13538, TT-E-489 KOPPERS COMPANY. INC. 08/00/82
PSI-8699-3. EPS 37-407
8010-00-527-2045 05849 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS YELLOW 13538 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/26/93
TT-E-489G / 742-310
e 8010-00-527-2050 04215 AMERON BLACK 17038 AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00-527-2050 10715 ENAMEL. GLOSS BLACK, 17038 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 11/09/88 SPC
TT-E-489G CLA
@ 8010-00-527-2050 03213 ENAMEL EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS"
8010-00-527-2050 10583 MIL-L-19537C AM 2 (17038 BLACK) KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 06/21/88
TT-E-489 - 17038 / L1085C-66 / LMSC MSDS
8010-00-527-2050 11043 IA-24 GLOSS FINISH, ALKYD ENAMEL PORTER PAINT CO. 05/26/89 BOC
2402BLK,2410WH,2448XD BASE,2449LT BASE,2450DP BASE
8010-00-527-2050 18033 BLACK GLOSS ALKYD PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 03/12/92
UC65087 (020492E)
8010-00-527-2050 16332 ENANEL ALKYD GLOSS BLACK PRATT & LAMBERT 02/05/87
TT-E-489G / 17038/742702(USERS PLS CK STOCK #)
- 8010-00-527-2053 10715 ENAMEL, GLOSS BLACK, 17038
TT-E-489G CLA
8010-00-527-2053 18033 BLACK GLOSS ALKYD
UC65087 (020492E)
8010-00-527-2484 16382 LACQUER ACRYLIC 791-506, NITROCELLULOSE GLOSS
• 8010-00-527-2493 04216 ANERON WHITE 1775 (SIC)
8010-00-527-2493 16877 LAC ACRYLIC GLOSS WHITE 17875
MIL-L19537
@ 8010-00-527-2518 00464 LACQUER,ACRYLIC. RED 13538
8010-00-527-2518 16427 LACQUER ACRYLIC NITROCELLULOSE GLOSS 791-310
8010-00-527-2623 14931 ENAMEL. OIL BASE. FLOOR AND DECK BROkNM 10049
8010-00-527-2624 04123 LAC SPRAYING YELLOW 13538
TT-L-SBE / 793310
@ 8010-00-527-2626 14091TT-E-508C GREEN 24518




• 8010-00-527-3198 00366 ENAMEL, ALKYD (11136)
8010-00-527-3198 16505 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR RED 11136
8010-00-527-3200 04217 AMERON ORANGE 12197-I
TT-E-489







PRATT & LAMBERT 01/27/92
AMERON
PRATT & LAMBERT
CORONAO0 PAINT CO., INC.
PRATT & LAMBERT
ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO.
PRATT & LAMBERT
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ORANGE 12197, TT-E-489G
8010-00-527-3200 03762 ENAMEL, ALKYD GLOSS 742202. ORANGE 12197-1 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
TT-E-489G
• 8010-00-527-3201 04218 AMERON ORANGE 12246 AMERON DLA MSOS
TT-E-489
8010-00-527-3201 13481 QUICK DRY ENAMELS. 54-B (041390#4) PPG INDUSTRIES. INC. 06/01/90 BOC
54-110/150/200/300/302/305/306/309-313/321/330/352
8010-00-530-5563 04219 AMERON GREEN 14260 AMERON DLA MSDS
TT-E-489
8010-00-530-5563 03254 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS CON-LUX COATINGS 07/06/89
GREEN 14260, TT-E-489G
@ 8010-00-530-5563 16347 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS GREEN 14260 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
TT-E-489
8010-00-530-5570 03372 ENAMEL, ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS, GRAY 26306 AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00-530-5570 03362 ENAMEL ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS CON-LUX COATINGS 10/08/86
SAND 26306, TT-E-5290
80t0-00-530-5570 04125 ENAMEL, ALKYD, SENIGLOSS. GRAY 26306. 745634 PRATT & LAMBERT t2/22/86
TT-E-5290
8010-00-530-8370 (X)608 SEALER. SURFACE. FLOOR, WATER EMULSION BARRIER INDUSTRIES 05/21/90 BOC
TT-S-2238 & AM.1
8010-00-530-8370 03112 TILE TITE SEALER BARRIER INOUSTRIES NO DATE
WATER EMULSION FLOOR SEALER
8010-00-530-8371 00608 SEALER, SURFACE, FLOOR, WATER EMULSION BARRIER INDUSTRIES 05/21/90 BOC
TT-S-2238 & AM.1
@ 8010-00-530-8371 16528 SEALER SURFACE WATER EMULSION CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSDS
8010-(90-530-8371 14005 TT-S-2238 FLOOR SEALER: EMUL DAVLIN PAINT CO. 03/20/92
87TS223
@ 8010-00-543-2085 16416 LACQUER ACRYLIC-NITROCELLULOSE CAMOUFLAGE ANERON DLA MSDS
PLEASE CHECK COLOR # VS. STOCK #
@ 8010-00-543-2085 03209 LACOUER, INSULATING, WHITE 37875 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
MIL-L-19538
8010-(30-558-7026 01992 MINERAL SPIRITS (PLAIN) CSD, INC. 09/01/90
TT-T-291F TY1
8010-00-558-7026 03281 TT-T-291 TYPE I PACKAGING SERVICE CO., INC. tl/00/87
PAINT THINNER / CONTRACT# TC-GS-10F-51260
8010-00-558-7026 03343 THINNER. PAINT, MINERAL SPIRITS, REGULAR STIC-ADHESIVE PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
8010-00-558-7027 01937 THINNER SYNTHETIC RESIN ENAMEL CSD, INC. 08/27/86
TT-T-306C TY2 & AM2 / GS-lOF-50428
8010-00-559-2993 01940 FLAME CONTROL FLAME CONTROL COATIhK_S 07/11/89
NO. tOOA/TT-P-26C, PAINT, WHITE
8010-00-559-2993 08243 OCEAN 987 OCEAN COATINGS, INC. 07/01/86 BOC
• 8010-00-575-2487 06210 LACQUER, CLEAR ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
TT-L-50G/A-A-665/FED.STD.595
0 8010-00-577-4524 15279 LACQUER AMERON DLA MSDS
- 8010-00-582-4743 10585 KRYLON 3007 HIDE-A-MARK OBLITERATING SPRAY BORDEN, INC. 06/30/86
FOR RECOVERY OF MARKED CARTONS / LNSC MSDS
8010-00-582-5318 08188 PIGMENTED POLYMER TT-P-1757A T-GREEN CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 08/05/88
GS-IOF-51226
0 8010-00-582-5382 05090 SPRAY LACQUER 37038 AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY DLA MSDS
e 8010-00-582-5382 17238 LACQUER BORDEN, INC. DLA MSDS
o 8010-00-582-5382 08230 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLACK 37038 (182652) ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
...................................................................................................................................
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TT-L-50
8010-00-582-5382 15689 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT BLACK 37038 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 11/01/81
I92694
8010-00-582-5382 03210 SO-SURE FLAT BLACK 37038 (14-390), 012C892 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93
A-A-665
8010-00-582-5382 21401 SO-SURE LACQUER LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
128 890 / 14B190 (G/0),14B390 (G/O)
8010-00-582-5382 16434 LACQUER 37038 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-582-5382 02353 TTE-488B FLAT BLACK 37038 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
TT-E-488B
8010-00-584-3087 16514 ALKYD ENAMEL INT. SEMI-GLOSS TYPE I CON-LUX COATINGS 05/23/85
GRAY 26251-. TT-E-508C
8010o00-584-3087 04102 ENAMEL INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS TINTS & WHITE GILLMAN, S.L., PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE BOC
TT-E-508C
@ 8010-00-584-3087 04844 ENAMEL ALKYD COLOR 26251 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
TT-E-508
• 8010-00-584-3148 14263 LACQUER ORANGE 12197 NITROCELLULOSE TYPE I AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY DLA MSDS
8010-00-584-3148 14265 PACIFIC FAST DRY SPRAY PAINT ORANGE 12197 AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY 04/14/83 BOC
O 8010-00-584-3148 17239 ENAMEL GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
8010-00-584-3148 06209 LACQUER, ORANGE 12197 (162658) ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
TT-L-50
8010-00-584-3148 03231 SO SURE LACQUER, RED 11105/RED 11136/ORANGE 12197 LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/01/91
A-A-S65 / 148110 (G/0),14B111 (G/0),148120 (G/O)
8010-00-584-3148 18096 SO-SURE LACQUER ORANGE 12197 - 14-120 LHB INDUSTRIES 04/16/92
CIO-A-A-665C / 012C820
- 8010-00-584-3148 16521 SPRAY PAINT ORANGE 12197 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
8010-00-584-3148 00559 SPRAY PAINT, 12197 ORANGE NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
AA-665-A
8010-00-584-3148 01096 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 12197-ORANGE NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER NO DATE
- 8010-00-584-3148 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;X87BO,2,5,7,9;X8793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-(30-584-3148 11312 LACQUER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670,13655,11136. PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/89
12197,14064,12215,10075,11105. t3618,15102,15080
8010-00-584-3148 08620 ORANGE SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 06/13/89
AEROSOL NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER, GP-0001-2197
e 8010-00-584-3149 17240 LACQUER GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
8010-00-584-3149 05336 SO SURE LACQUER, OLIVE DRAB 14(364..14-141-G LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88 BOC
A-A-665 / 148141 (G/O)
8010-00-584-3149 16531 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT OLIVE DRAB 14064 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
- 8010-00-584-3149 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;X87BO,2,5,7,9;XB793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-00-584-3149 11312 LACQUER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670,13655,11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/89
12197,14064,12215,10075,11105.13618,15102,15080
8010-00-584-3149 16429 OLIVE DRAB SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 05/25/93
GP-0(0)1-4084
8010-00-584-3150 15691 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT WHITE 378?5 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 11/01/81
FLAT LACQUER,IB2695
8010-OO-584-3150 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/14B112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
8010-00-584-3150 16071 ACRYLIC COLOR 378?5 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
SPRAY-O-MATIC TYPE II
...................................................................................................................................
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8010-00-584-3t54 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/14B112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
• 8010-00-597-7844 16329 ENAMEL. GLOSS BLUE 15102 ATLAS PAINT & VARNISH CO. DLA NSDS
8010-00-597-7844 03673 ALKYD ENAMEL GLOSS BLUE 15102 CHEI_AY COATINGS CORP. 11/09/88
TT-E-489G
8010-00-597-7844 08267 BLUE GLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL EVERSEAL MFG. 10/21/87 BOC
TT-E-489GT1 - C-15102
0 8010-00-597-7844 00368 ENAMEL, ALKYD (t510Z) EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS
lIED BLUE 15102 (OPL 2{)8)
- 8010-00-597-7844 02135 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS. A-IB89-66, TT-E-489G CLASS A KOPPERS COMPANY. INC. 08/00/82
EPS 37-407, MSI OR-17G
8010-00-597-7844 10243 OUICK DRY ENAMELS, 54-A, ALKYD PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 11/09/87 BOC
54-: 123C.126C.172C,198C.30(0,300,305,306,309,312
@ 8010-00-597-7844 06439 ENAMEL, ALKYD GLOSS. BLUE 15102 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
TT-E*4BB
• 8010-00-597-7856 04221AMERON EX-2(_O AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00-597-7856 15453 22090-TT-V-_tBDOLEDRESINOUS VARN]SH ENTERPRISE CHEMICAL COATINGS 07/00/83
TT-V-119 / SPAR VARNISH, PHENOLIC-RESIN
8010-00-597-8225 11501 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-597-8226 11501 STAIN. OIL TYPE, I#OOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-597-8234 14202 E-1523D CHEMIDNICS CORPORATION 03/27/89 BOC
8010-00-597-8234 18420 CREST PAINT STRIPPER #28 CREST INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS.INC 11/22/91
TT-R-251J,TYPE III,CLASS A
8010-(X)-597-8234 16226 COMPOUND PAINT REMOVING LIQUID (ORGANIC SOLVENT) KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W.M.BARR 03/00/85
40(0"1
BO10-OO-597-B234 03263 PAINT REMOVER, TT-R-251,TY.3/A=LOW VISC,B=HI VISC MAGNAFLUX CORPORATION 12/00/85
8010-00-597-8234 02446 NON-FLAMMABLE PAINTREMOVER, FLOW-ON-REMOVER RELIABLE REMOVER & LACQUER CO. 06/00/86
TT-R-251J / #72 #73
8010-00-597-8234 08272 PAINT REMOVER ORGANIC SOLVENT TYPE, PAINT STRIPPER WEDOR CHEMICAL CO INC 07/20/87
FED SPEC TT-R-251J TY III PAINTABLE RETARDANT
8010-00-597-8234 00709 SHERLOCK LEAK DETECTOR - TYPE 1 WINTON PRODUCTS CO. II_K;o 07/01/91
MIL-L-25567, TY.1
• 8010-00-598-4945 00367 ENAMEL, ALKYD (13655.) PRATT & LAI_ERT DLA MSDS
TT-E-489G AM1
• 8010-00-598-5179 14262 LACQUER NITROCELLULOSE TYPE I CLEAR AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY DLA MSDS
TT-L-OO34A
8010-00-598-5179 11250 FIXATIVE LACQUER NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. ND DATE
AA-1420
8010-00-598-5179 02354 GI_CO SPRAY PAINT - GENERAL COMPOSITION NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
11-001 - 19-00
8010-00-598-5179 16428 PLASTI-KOTE WORKABLE FIXATIVE 1 PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 05/02/85
8010o00-598-5218 18038 ENAMEL,ALKYD.GLOSS LO VOC BLUE. 15056 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/20/91
TT-E-48gI-I / 774510
• 8010-00-598-5218 01906 PAINT, ENAMEL - TTE-48BF PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
8010-00-598-5470 18050 ENkLMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC CT BROWN 10(00 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/13/91
TT-E-489H / 774012
• 8010-00-598-5730 16400 INTERIOR FLAT LATEX PAINT COLOR 37875 PPG INDUSTRIES. INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-598-5929 18039 ENAMEL,ALKYD.GLOSS LO VOC CN.BLUE 15102 PRATT & LAMBERT 07/09/91
TT-E-48gt-I / 774516 03
............................................ _ .................................................................................
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@ 8010-00-598-5945 00367 ENAMEL, ALKYD (13655) PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSDS
TT-E-489G AM1
0 8010-00-598-5945 16357 ENAMEL, GLOSS YELLOW 13655 POLYURETHANE RANDOLPH PRODUCTS CO. DLA MSDS
8010-00-598-6581 18047 ALLOSPERSE LID 68" QUINACRIDONE RED SILVERTOWN PRODUCTS, INC. 11/01/90
PIC_IENT DISPESION (SIC)
8010-00-598-7211 16296 RED EQUIPMENT ENAMEL KALCOR COATINGS 10/27/80
BULLETIN ENAMEL FIRE RED 102 HIGH GLOSS
8010-00-598-7439 18046 ALLOSPERSE UD 3D RAW UMBER SILVERTOWN PRODUCTS, INC. 07/01/87
PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC)
8010-00-598-7669 11601 STAIN, OIL TYPE, WOOD INTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 01/01/91
TT-S-711C
8010-00-598-8067 18048 ALLOSPERSE UD 48 PHTHALOCYANINE GREEN SILVERTOWN PRODUCTS, INC. 07/27/87
PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC)
8010-00-598-9156 18045 ALLOSPERSE UD IA LAMPBLACK SILVERTOWN PRODUCTS, INC. 07/01/87
PIGMENT DISPESION (SIC)
8010-00o616-0005 00872 GRAY SEMIGLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL (26492) EVERSEAL MFG. 03/29/88
TT-E-508C/INTERIQR
8010-00-616-0017 08063 ALKYD SEMIGLOSS ENAMEL (GRAY, TT-E-508C) GILLMAN, S.L., PAINT CO., INC. 11/01/88
WASHABLE SYNTHETIC SG RESIN GRAY 26187
@ 8010-00-616-7486 20236 RED 11105 AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00-616-7486 00365 ENAMEL, ALKYD (11105) CHENRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSOS
8010,-00-616-7486 11025 DEVOKO BAR-OX INT/EXT ALK. GLOSS DEVOE & RAYNQLDS, INC. 04/07/89 BOC
ENAMEL SAFETY RED 580t6
8010_00-616-7486 16359 TT-E-489G RED 11105-1 EVERSEAL MFG. 11/21/80
ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
- 8010-00-616-7486 02135 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS, A-1889-66, TT-E-489G CLASS A KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 08/00/82
EPS 37-407, NSI 0R-176
• 8010-00-616-7486 00597 PAINT, ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS RED PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
8010-00-616-7688 04104 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS TINTS & WHITE GILLMAN, S.L.o PAINT CO., INC. 10/00/85
TT-E-506K,INTERIOR USE
8010-00-616-7816 16345 ENAMEL, GREEN 14187 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. NO DATE
8010-00-616-7816 18043 600 INDUSTRIAL ENAMEL COLOR 14187 DAVLIN PAINT CO. 02/25/91
8603N
8010-00-616-7816 08259 GREEN GLOSS ALKYD ENAMEL EVERSEAL MFG. 10/26/88 BOC
TT-E-489G TY1 C-14187
8010-00-616-7816 04124 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS GREEN 14187 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/27/87
TT-E-489G / 742430
8010-00-616-9181 11603 KRYLON SPRAY PRIMER, 1314,1354,1364/ MANY #'S BORDEN, INC. 04/05/90 BOC
PLATINUM:1355,1365/WHITE:1316,1356,1366/BLACK ....
• 8010-00-616-9181 17246 PRINER COATING BORDEN, INC. DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-616-9181 16473 PRIMER COATING, ALL PURPOSE, GRAY ALKYD BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-616-9181 11385 8ROMA IO-MINUTE DRY DECORATIVE ENAMEL, AEROSOL SPR DAP INC. 07/21/88 BOC
#'S 100-115, 117-118, 123-135
8010-00-616-9181 00229 GRAY PRIMER ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 08/00/84
IB 2626
8010-00-616-9181 06587 GRAY PRIMER TT-P-O01385 KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 03/00/83
P-803-66 STYRENATED ALKYD
8010-00-616-9181 (X_25 AA-1551 GRAY PRIMER NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. ND DATE
8010-00-616-9181 05847 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER _ DATE BOC
AA-1551 LT. GRAY PRIMER COATING
• 8010-00-616-9181 16480 ALL PURPOSE PRIMER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE OLA MSOS
...................................................................................................................................
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TT-P-605
8010-00-616-9225 01940 FLAME CONTROL FLAME CONTROL COATINGS 07/11/89
NR). lOOA/TT-P-26C, PAINT, WtlITE
0 8010°00-624-0195 22672 CLEAR COATING COIIIPOI_ EVER$EAL MFG. DLA NSDS SPC
METAL, CLEAR ACID RESISTANT, TT-C-499
8010-00-634-7320 03577 LACQUER C/N GLOSS REO 11136 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/27/87
786104
• 8010-00-663-2673 04222 AMERON EX-3510 AMERON DLA MSDS
TT-S-190
8010-00-663-2673 07628 SANDING SEALER CRAWFORD LABORATORIES 06/15/92
TT-S-t90F/EQ-110
80!0-00-663-2673 04107 SANDING SEALER. CLEAR. NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER DEVINE PAINT & LACQUER 02/11/86
MFGR: DEVINE PAINT / CONTAINS DIOCTYL PHTHALATE
8010-00-663-2673 11179 SANDING SEALER - CLEAR KALCOR COATINGS 03/20/86 BOC
272-01gO-F
8010-00o663-2673 04286 SEALER, SANDING, LACQUER TYPE 28 PRATT & LAMBERT 04/02/90
TT-S-190F / 704012
0 8010-00-663-2673 13766 L-3267 LACQUER TYPE SANDING SEALER PRESERVATIVE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
TT-S-190
0 8010-00-663-2673 13767 SHER-WOOD 600 LACQUER SANDING SEAL. T60 FIO SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. DLA MSDS
TT-S-190
8010-00-663-2673 22053 TTS 190F SANDING/SEALER XYNAX COATINGS INC 10/26/93 SPC
80t0-C_-663*3036 18036 TT-L-32A (15102 BLUE) KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 07/00/88
15718L14
@ 8010-00-664-4761 04223 AMERON 742-732, PAINT WHITE ENAMEL AMERON DLA MSDS
TT-E-489
8010-00-664-4761 00369 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS WHITE 17875 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/22/88 BOC
TT-E-489
• 8010-00-664-4761 03227 ENAMEL, TT-E-489, ALKYD HI-GLOSS INT/EXT SENTRY PAINT & CHEM. CO. DLA MSDS
8010-00-664-4761 08390 DAMP-TEX 110 ENAMEL WHITE STEELCOTE MANUFACTURING CO 05/02/89 BOC
AO2OIWO01S
8010-00-664-5678 16279 PAINT READY-MIXED ALUMINUM CON-LUX COATINGS 03/08/85
8010-00-664-6300 08189 ALKYD.SEMIGLDSS,INTERIOR TT-E-508C YELLOW 23690 CHENRAY COATINGS CORP. 05/19/89
G_-lOF-50797
8010-00-664-6300 04102 ENAMEL INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS TINTS & WHITE GILLMAN, S.L., PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE
TT-E-508C
8010-00-664-6302 06156 PRIMER FOR WOOD OR METAL CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. NO DATE BOC
TT-P-659C WHITE
8010-00-664-6302 19243 TTop-659C /PRODUCT NOT PRODUCED SINCE 1983 PER MFR GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH NO DATE
PRIMER COATING & SURFACER
• 8010-00-664-6302 00671 PRIMER - WOOD PRATT & LAMBERT DLA NSDS
8010-00-664-7077 17433 FILLER,WOOD,PLASTIC,TT-F-3406 TYII,VAR.COLORS,SN'S STEVEN INDUSTRIES NO DATE
8010-00-664-7081 22674 BLACKBOARD COATING GREEN EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSDS SPC
TT-P-32A
8010-00-664-7468 08605 PAINT ALUMINUM HEAT RESISTING, TT-P-28G CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 08/03/89
51302
8010-00-664-7468 03327 HEAT RESISTANT ALUMINUM EVERSEAL MFG. 04/14/87
TT-P-28
• 8010-00-664-7651 04213 AMERON BLACK 37038 AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00-664-7651 04130 LACQUER CAMOUFLAGE BLACK 37038 PRATT & LAMBERT 01/02/87
TT-L-2OA, AN1/787727
......................................................................... + ... ...................................................
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8010-00-680-0143 04132 LACQUER C/N GLOSS GRAY 16473 PRATT & LAMBERT 02/27/87
TT-L-32A / 786622
• 8010-00-680-0144 07848 LACQUER PRATT & LAMBERT
501
8010-00-680-0203 08159 ENAMEL. ALKYD GLOSS DAWN GRAY 16492 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP.
TT-E-489G CLASS A
0 8010-00-680-0885 16876 LACQUER,SPRAYING,INTERIOR PRATT & LAMBERT
793612/TT-L-58
8010-00-680-1996 11181RETRO-REFLECTIVE BEADS (GLASS SPHERRES) FLEX-O-LITE
CID-A-A-874 TYPE I
8010-00-680-1996 08232 HIGHWAY SAFETY SPHERES WITH MOISTURE REST. COATING POTTERS INDUSTRIES, INC
H101-2 SOOA-LIME GLASS
8010-00-682-6836 03382 202 ACRYLIC PAINT DAY-GLO COLOR CORP.
MIL-P-21563,PAINT SYSTEM,FLUORESCENT,OVERLAY MAT'L
8010-00-687-4019 18034 ALUMINUM PASTE (LEAFING) HA160 U.$. ALUMINUM, INC.
A-A-341A, TY.II,CLASS A,LEAFING ALUM.PIGMENT PASTE
• 8010-00-687-4165 00848 SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL AMERON
0 8010-00-887-8191 14102 725-002 AMERON
TT-P-662
0 8010-00-687-8191 14125 PRIMER SURFACER SANDING LACQ/ENAM GRAY 36231 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP.
TT -P -6628
0 8010-00-687-8191 16484 PRIMER SURFACE SANDING LACQUER AND ENAMEL TYPE G PRATT & LAMBERT
8010-00-71t-2173 05396 PRINT KDTE CONFORMAL COATING GC THORSEN
22-203
- 8010-00-721-0742 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC.
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780,2,5,7,9;X8793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-00-721-9453 06267 SO-SURE WHITE 17875 Lh_ INOUSTRIES
CID-A-A-665C / 012C870(0LD BLUE &OLO YELLOW 13538
8010-00-72t-9479 05649 SO SURE LAC(_JER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK N_ER) LIB INDUSTRIES
A-A-665/14B112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
- 8010-00-721-9479 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC.
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780.2,5,7,9;X8793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-00-721-9479 11312 LACQUER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670.13655,11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC.
12197,14064,12215,10075,11105,13618,15102,15080
P 8010-00-721-9479 07511 ORANGE LACQUER SEYI_UR OF SYCAMORE
8010-00-721-9483 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER.YELLOW.LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LIB 12B831LHB INDUSTRIES
CID-A-665C/14B131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
8010-00-721-9483 16516 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 14110 GREEN NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC.
8010-0()-721-9483 03226 GREEN LACQUER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE
A-A-665 / GP-CK)01-4110
8010-00-721-9487 16439 ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL IVORY 17778 1LLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO.
TT-L-50G.IB2668
8010-00-721-9487 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES
A-A-665/148112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
8010-00-721-9487 18508 SO-SURE IVORY 17778 (14-171) (AEROSOL)
012C871
8010-00-721-9487 16426 ACRYLIC SOLOR 17718 VORY
TT-L-50G
8010-00-721-9571 06091 SO-SURE ALUMINUM LACQUER 17178 (14-160)(AEROSOL)
p 8010-00-721-9742 04714 DRO63-CONCENTRATE, AEROSOL LACQUER
• 8010-00-721-9742 05812 LACQUER, BROWN 10075
LHB INDUSTRIES
NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC.
LHB INDUSTRIES
OEVOE & RAYNOLDS. INC.
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TT-L-50G
8010-00-721-9742 06161 SPRAY PAINT 15080 BLUE ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSO5
USER PLS.CK.STOCK #: 9742 15 BROWN / -9747 ??
8010-00-721-9742 16298 GROWCO SPRAY PAINT BROWN 10075 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
• 8010-00-72t-9742 16449 SPRAY PAINT BROWN 10075 NATIONAL AEROSOL PROOUCTS INC. DLA MSDS
A-A-665
8010-00-721-9742 11312 LAC(_JER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAO / 11670,13655,11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/89
12197,14064,12215,10075,11105,13618,15102,15080
8010-00-721-9742 00468 BRO_ SEYNOUR OF SYCAMORE 03/24/93
GP-O001-O075 / AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
P 8010-00-721-9743 15688 ACRYLIC LACQUER (182661) ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
8010-00-72t-9743 03231 SO SURE LACOUER, RED 11105/RED 11136/ORANGE 12197 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/91
A-A-665 / 148110 (G/0),t46111 (G/0),148120 (G/O)
- 8010-00-721-9743 16435 RED 11105 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT
- 8010-00-721-9743 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-BBSA/X8778;X8780,2,5.7og;x8793.5;X9132.6,8
8010-00-721-9743 11312 LACOUER,CID-AA-665-A. NO LEAD / 11670,13655,11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/89
12197,14064,12215,10075,11105,13618,15102,15080
- 8010-00-721-9744 21392 SO-SURE LACQUER LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
148130, 170,253 G/O
8010-00-721-9744 06267 SO-SURE WHITE 17875 LIB INOUSTRIES 02/01/93 BOC
CID-A-A-665C / 012C870(0L0 BLUE & OLD YELLOW 13538
8010-0_-721-9744 04388 LACQUER, YELLOW 13538, ACRYLIC/VT ALKYD NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NOT REQD
TT-L-50G/A-A-665
- 8010-00-721-9744 00057 LACQUER, 11105 RED NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
TT-L-50G
• 8010-00-721-9744 05167 LACOUER, YELLOW 13538, AEROSOL SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE DLA NSDS
A-A-65. SPEC# A A 665-13538
8010-00-721-9745 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LHB 128831LHB INDUSTRIES 02/28/88
CID-A-665C/14B131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
- 8010-00-721-9745 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;XB780,2,5,7,9;X8793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-00-721-9745 11312 LACQUER,CID-AA-6BS-A, NO LEAD / 11670,13655+11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/89
12197,14064,12215,10075,11105,13618,15102,15080
o 8010-00-721-9746 17247 LACQUER GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
- 8010-00-721-9746 16265 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLUE 15102 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 03/11/80
8010-00-721-9746 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/14Bt12/t43/145/146/150/t52/171/232/370/t21
8010-00-721-9746 16445 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 15102 BLUE NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
- 8010-00-721-9746 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780,2,5,7,9;X8793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-00-721-9746 11312 LACQUER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670°13655,11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/89
12197.14064,12215,10075,11105,13618.15102,15080
8010-00-721-9746 03446 BLUE LACQUER SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 02/08/88
AEROSOL - VINYL TOLUENE ALKYD RESIN
- 8010-00-721-9747 0(05 LEAD-FREE SPRAY LACQUERS AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY 05/23/86
COR-ON NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER
• 8010-00-721-9747 17248 LACQUER GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. DLA MSDS
- 8010-00-721-9747 16265 ACRYLIC LACQUER BLUE 15102 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 03/11/80
8010-00-721-9747 16295 LACOUER AEROSOL BLUE t5060 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 10/01/82
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ACRYLIC 595A, IB2665?/I82692?
o 8010-00-721-9747 06161 SPRAY PAINT 15080 BLUE ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS PGOC
USER PLS.CK.STOCK #: 9742 IS BROWN / -9747 77
8010-C_)-721-9747 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LI-18 II_USTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/14B112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
8010-00-721-9747 20239 SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL) CLEAR 14-100 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93
012C800 / LACQUER
@ 8010*OO-721-9747 04966 PAINT, LACQUER, BLUE NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. DLA MSDS
- 8010-00-72t-9747 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780,2,5,7,9;X8793,5;X9132.6,8
8010-00-72t-9747 11312 LACOUER,CID-AA-665-A, NO LEAD / 11670,13655.11136, PLASTI-KOTE CO.. INC. 01/08/89
12197.14064.12215.10075.11105.13618.15102.15080
8010-00-721-9748 14258 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINTS AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY 04/14/83
COLORS CONTAINING LEAD
8010-00-721-9748 16301 LACQUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL BLUE 15526 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 01/16/80
162673
80t0-00-721-9748 03231 SO SURE LACQUER, RED 11105/RED 11136/ORANGE 12197 LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/01/91 BOC
A-A-665 / 148110 (G/0).14Blll (G/D),14B120 (G/O)
8010-00-721-9748 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/148112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
8010-00-721-9748 16396 (GROWCO ??) SPRAY PAINT BLUE 15526 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
- 8010-00-721-9748 03747 NYBCO LACQUER, BLUE 15526, AEROSOL NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER NO DATE
8010-00~72t-9749 00107 LACQUER SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16187 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 11/00/81
I82670
8010-00-721-9749 18509 SO-SURE GRAY 16187 (14-181) (AEROSOL), 012C881 LHB INDUSTRIES 04/16/92
8010-OO-721-9749 07142 S0-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LHB 128831LHB INDUSTRIES 02/28/88
CI0-A-665C/148131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
8010-00-721-9749 06267 SO-SURE WHITE 17875 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93
CID-A-A-665C / O12C870(OLD BLUE & OLD YELLOW 13638
8010-00-721-9749 16042 GRAY #16187 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
AA-665-A
8010-00-721-9749 16041 LACQUER.SPRAY,ACRYLIC OR NITROCELL., GRAY 16187 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
A-A-665
- 8010-00-?21-9749 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 07/24/85
A-A-665A/XB778;XB780,2,5,7,9:X8793,5;X9132,6,8
8010-00-721-9750 16276 ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL GRAY 16307 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 01/16/80
TT-L-50G/IB2669
8010-00-721-9750 17940 SO-SURE GRAY 16307 (14-182) LHB INDUSTRIES 04/16/92
012C882 / SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL)
8010-00-721-9750 07142 SO-SURE LACOUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LH8 126631LHB INDUSTRIES 02/28/88
CI0-A-865C/148131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
8010-00-721-9750 16424 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16307 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
NO INFO AVAILABLE ON STOCK # REPORTED BY PAA
8010-00-721-9750 16442 AEROSOL COATING (PAINT) 16307-GRAY NEW YORK BRONZE POWDER 01/07/85
• 8010-00-721-9751 16324 LAC(_UER ACRYLIC SILVER 17178 (595A) DEVOE & RAYNDLOS, INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-721-9751 16266 LACOUER ACRYLIC AEROSOL SILVER 17178 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 11/26/79
TT-L-50/IB2663?/IB2690
8010-00-721-9751 06091 SO-SURE ALUMINUM LACQUER 17178 (14-160)(AEROSOL) LHB INDUSTRIES 04/16/92
8010-00-721-9751 14420 SO-SURE LACQUER ALUMINUM 17178. 128 880 LHB INDUSTRIES 04/16/92 BOC
CID A-A-665C. 148160 SPRAY PAINT
8010-00-721-9751 16436 ACRYLIC COLOR 17178 SILVER NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
...................................................................................................................................
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• 8010-00-721-9752 06090 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 17043 BRASS ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
TT-L-50G
- 8010-00-721-9753 21392 SO-SURE LACQUER LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
t4Bt30, 170,253 G/O
- 80t0-00-721-9754 14261 LACQUER GRAY 26134 AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY 04/14/83
@ 8010-00-721-9754 00471 LACQUER, GRAY 26134 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. OLA NSDS
8010-00-721-9754 21687 SO-SURE GRAY 26134 - 148284 G/O LHB INDUSTRIES 02/04/91 BOC
012C884
8010-00-721-9754 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN.GRAY/LHB 128831LHB INDUSTRIES 02/28/88 BOC
CID-A-665C/14Bt31/140/t42/144/181-183/247/284/285
8010-00-72t-9754 04389 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 26134 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
AA-665-A
8OIO-OO-727-2050 16332 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS BLACK PRATT & LAMBERT 02/05/87
TT-E-489G / 17038/742702(USERS PLS CK STOCK #_
8010-00-754-260_ 03193 PAINT, LATEX, TT-P-96, WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-754-26_ 18417 ACRYLIC EXTERIOR PAINT COURTAULOS COATINGS 07/13/91
5t7,518,5t9,520,522,523,524,526,527,528
8010-00-754-2608 08143 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAME 200 HY-TECH PAINT MANUFACTURING CO 06/06/88 BOC
8010-00-754-2608 11046 INTERIOR-EXTERIOR LATEX PORTER PAINT CO. 10/05/87 BOC
6018-DEEP BASE, 6019-TINTING WHITE
8010-00-754-2610 10479 LATEX PRIMER SEALER 40-11 WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. 04/08/92 BOC
8010-00-779-9598 18040 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC CT GREEN 14062 PRATT & LAMBERT 06/04/92
TT-E-489H / 774410 34
8010-00-782-5556 22772 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE Ill. MSDS#S O003A/OOO4A
@ 8010-00-782-8047 16360 ENAMEL, SEMIGLOSS INTERIOR WHITE 27886 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. DLA MSDS
8010-00-782-8047 19245 TT-E-509B GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH NO DATE SPC
E-3204 / INTERIOR SEMIGLOS$ ENAMEL
8010-00-793-3752 08415 KRYLON INT./EXT.ENAMEL OR ENGINE COLOR BORDEN, INC. 12/04/86
1501 THRU 2505 EXC.FLAT BLACK.METALL.COL'S.HI-HEAT
8010-00-815-2692 08605 PAINT ALUMINUM HEAT RESISTING, TT-P-28G CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 08/03/89 BOC
51302
8010-00-815-2692 03327 HEAT RESISTANT ALUMINUM EVERSEAL MFG. 04/14/87
TT-P-28
8010-00-815-2692 10237 HEAT RESISTING (12OD DEG.F) ALUMINUM PAINT SEAGUARD 11/00/85 BDC
TT-P-28 REV. G/MPN 3382
8010-00-815-2692 11837 ALUMINUM HT RES 1200DEG SENTRY PAINT & CHEM. CO. 05/24/93 BOC
X-5767CARGILL / TT-P-28G (RED PRIMER COATING)
8010-00-815-2692 10821 SILVER-BRITE ALUMINUM PAINT, 859 S 3,859 S Wl & W2 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 01/17/89 BOC
FYREPEL TOUCH-UP KIT
8010-00-815-2970 00568 COMPOUND PAINT REMOVING LIQUID PARR, W. M., CO. 03/01/85
8010-00-823-7962 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89 BOC
TT-P-19D. TYPE I1. EXCEPT #3 / GS-10F-51440
8010-00-823-7962 08135 CHEM PRO CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS. INC. 02/03/88 BOC
TT-P-19D, 9219
8010-00-823-7962 16487 ACRYLIC EMULSION PAINT, WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE
PAINT tI111TE 37875
• 8010-00-823-7962 03228 PAINT, LATEX. TT-P-19, WHITE 17875,EXT.FOR MASONRY PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSOS
8010-00-823-7962 11737 LATEX PAINT STIC-ADHESIVE PRODUCTS 07/00/90 60C
TT-P-19D
8010-00-823-7964 10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR ASPEN PAINTS 02/00/89
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TT-P-19D, TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-1OF-51440
8010-00-823-7964 08135 CHEM PRO CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS, INC. 02/03/88
TT-P-19D, 9219
• 6010-00-823-8007 15154 SULFURIC ACID ELECTROLYTE OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSDS
0-5-801
8010-C<)-835-2114 03147 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER.TT-P-1757 KOPPERS COMPANY. INC. 12/00/80
P-759-66 COMP L YELLOW
8010-00-835-7215 06025 ENAMEL,ALKYD-GLOSS-FOR EXTERIOR & INTERIOR SURFACE CON-LUX COATINGS 04/26/91
ENAMELITE 586-91 GRAY (16492)
8010-00-835-7215 00900 ACRYLIC LACQUER GRAY 16440 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 01/16/80
TT-L-50G,IB2674
8010-00-835-7215 22468 SO-SURE GRAY 16440 (14-183) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93 BOC
012C883 SPRAY PAINT AEROSOL
8010-00-835-7215 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOV.LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LHB 12B831LHB INDUSTRIES 02/28/88 PGOC
CID-A-665C/14B131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
8010-00-835-7215 16530 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT GRAY 16440 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
80t0-00-835-7415 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LHB 12B831LHB INDUSTRIES 02/28/88 PGOC
CID-A-665C/14B131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
8010-00-837-7369 00904 ODORLESS MINERAL SPIRITS CSD, INC. 09/01/90
TT-T-291F TY3 (PAINT THINNER)
8010-00-837-7963 19603 LIGHT REDWOOD STAIN FARWEST PAINT 02/27/92
TT-S-708, EXCEPTION #4
80t0-00-837-7964 19603 LIGHT REDWOOD STAIN FARWEST PAINT 02/27/92 SPC
TT-S-708, EXCEPTION #4
8010-00-837-7969 00904 ODORLESS MINERAL SPIRITS CSD, INC. 09/01/90 BOC
TT-T-291F TY3 (PAINT THINNER)
8010-00-837-7969 07121 SHELL MINERAL SPIRIT 145-EC SHELL 06/15/93
83063
80t0-00-837-7969 01029 O00RLESS MINERAL SPIRITS UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 07/23/86
TT-T-291F AM1 TY3/11241 (AMSCO SOLV 1241)
8010-00-837-7969 22385 E-Z PAINT THINNER ZIMMERMAN, E.E., COMPANY 08/26/92 SPC
8010-00-846-5117 104540 ENAMEL, ALKYD OLIVE 14087 KOPPERS COMPANY. INC 08/00/82
TT-E-489
• 8010-00-851-5524 14264 PACIFIC FAST DRY SPRAY PAINT MAGENTA 27142 AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY DLA MSDS
80t0-00-852-9033 16277 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS AEROSOL YELLOW 13538 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 01/00/80
IB2630
8010-00-852-9033 09141 A-IO2B ENAMEL 13538 ORANGE YELLOW KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 03/00/79
TT-E-489
0 8010-00-852-9033 11932 ENANEL ALKYD GLOSS EXT&INT SURFACES YELLOW 13538 LHB INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
SPY PAINT. SO-SURE ID44-130-P
8010-00-852-9033 17939 SO-SURE YELLOW 13538 (44-130) P LH6 INDUSTRIES 08/23/91
042C830 / SPRAY PAINT, AEROSOL
- 8010-00-852-9033 16372 ENAMEL YELLOW 13538, A-IO2B (TT-E-489) NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. 03/00/79
8010-00-852-9033 00545 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT. YELLOW #13538. X8944 PLASTI-KOTE CO . INC 01/08/87
TT-E-489G
8010-00-852-9033 16373 PLASTI-KOTE YELLOW BATCH 9339 PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/85
@ 8010-00-852-9033 03253 ENANEL, YELLOW 13538, AEROSOL, TT-E-489. SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE DLA MSDS
8010-00-857-1938 03327 HEAT RESISTANT ALUMINUM EVERSEAL MFG. 04/14/87
TT-P-28
8010-00-857-2450 227?2 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE III. MSDS#S O003A/OOO4A
.........................................................................................................................
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8010-00-857-2451 22772 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE III, MSDS#S O(03A/OOO4A
8010-00-857-2452 22772 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (S H) TYPE III, MSDS#S O003A/OOO4A
- 8010-00-857-4391 22772 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT &HAROENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE III, MSDS#S OO03A/OOO4A
8010-00-857-4392 22772 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE III, MSDS#S OO03A/OOO4A
- 8010-00-857-4393 22772 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE III, MSOS#S O(X)3A/OOO4A
80t0-00-873-9315 05725 KRYLON CRYSTAL CLEAR SPRAY COATING BORDEN, INC. 12/04/86 PGOC
ITEMS 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 13012
8010-00-883-5329 05649 SO SURE LACQUER, VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) LPIB INDUSTRIES 02/08/88
A-A-665/148112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
@ 8010-00-883-5329 02355 GROWCO LACQUER 14187 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-886-7681 16304 CEE BEE STRIPPER A-202 MCGEAN 09/00/85 PGOC
PAINT REMOVING COMPOUND
0 8010-00-894-4136 16334 ENAMEL, GLOSS BLACK 17038 POLYURETHANE RANDOLPH PRODUCTS CO. DLA MSDS
@ 8010-00-896-1980 01065 EPOXY POLYAMINE COATING ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS DLA MSDS
MIL-C-22750C
8010-00-896-1980 17250 EPOXY COATING KIT BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD) DLA MSDS
8010-00-896-1980 13857 MARK-81, PART A&8 POLY-CARB, INC. 11/25/88 BOC
MIL-C-22750D
8010-C_)-896-1980 17145 MIL-C-22750C, INSIGNIA WHITE, EPOXY COATING ROBTEE, INC. RESIN SYSTEMS NO DATE
MIL-C-22750
8010-00-896-1980 16307 EPOXY CATALYST, COMPONENT II STERLING LACQUER MFG. 04/20/8?
22-7589A
8010-00-896-1980 16337 EPOXY COATING CLEAR GLOSS WOOLSEY MARINE/DIV.METROPOL CO 01/01/84
MIL-C-22750/MPN 4821
0 8010-00-899-8825 03342 PRIMER.2647,ZINC CHROMATE,LOW-MOISTURE,TT-P-1757 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
8010-00-899-8825 02032 TT-P-1757A ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER P-441P KOP-COAT, INC. 02/00/93
TT-P-1757A / SNI A=COMP G YELLOW,SNI 8=34151 GREEN
8010-00-899-8825 07467 SO-SURE ZINC CHROMATE GREENCOLOR T LH8 INDUSTRIES 09/21/90
TT-P-1757A, 082C848
8010-00-900-2935 14932 PAINT, TRAFFIC, WHITE, TY t, OIL BASE, TT-P-11SE CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE
@ 8010-00-900-2938 22673 WHITE TRAFFIC PAINT EVERSEAL MFG. OLA MSDS SPC
SLOW DRYING WHITE, TT-P-115
8010-00-900-2940 11010 SETFAST TRAFFIC PAINT, WHITE BALTIMORE PAINT 01/17/89 80C
PRODUCT#: TM-5126
8010-00-900-2940 03298 PAINT, TRAFFIC, WHITE, TT-P-115 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 08/23/88
8010-00-900-2940 16552 PAINT LIQUID WHITE (TRAFFIC MARKING) CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. 02/28/80
8010-00-900-2940 10254 SUPERKOTE TRAFFIC PAINT WHITE CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. 07/00/89 80C
71-101
8010-00-900-2940 11177 TT-P-115F TRAFFIC PAINT WHITE GRIGGS PAINT 07/21/89 80C
500M29
• 8010-00-900-3648 00580 PAINT, 33538 YELLOW/TRAFFIC CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-900-3850 11105 SETFAST TRAFFIC PAINT, YELLOW BALTIMORE PAINT 01/17/89 BOC
TM-5129 / ALKYD PAINT
8010-00-900-3650 03293 PAINT, TRAFFIC, YELLOW 33538 CHEMRAY COATINGS CORP. 08/23/88
TT-P-115
O 8010-00-900-3650 17251 PAINT TRAFFIC GENERAL SERVICES AOMIN. DLA MSDS
.._ ....................................... o.-..i. ............................................................................
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8010-00-900-3650 11176 TT-P-115F TRAFFIC PAINT YELLOW GRIGGS PAINT .............
500Y06 07/21/89 BOC
8010-Q0-90t-8042 11045 IA-24 SEMI-GLOSS FINISH, ALKYD COURTAULDS COATINGS 11/25/85 BOC
2948 XD BASE,2949 LT BASE.2950 OP BASE
80t0-00-90t-8042 (_6 ENAMEL ODORLESS ALKYD INTERIOR SEMI-GLOSS GILLMAN. S.L., PAINT CO., INC. 10/00/85
TT-E-509B
8010-00-914-3669 05378 DEVRAN 201 CREAM BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/15/85
MO 1936
8010-00-914-3669 05379 DEVRAN 201 PRIMER RED CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 06/19/87
MO 1938
80t0-00-926-1489 15421TURCO 5469 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 03/23/92
8010-00-926-2133 08630 CREAM HARDNER DBF INC. 07/00/88 BOC
8010-00-926-2133 08631 DENT FILLER q DBF INC. 07/00/88 BOC
8010-00-926-2133 11172 #6292 DENT FILLER COMPONENT A DYNATRON/BONDO CORP. 03/25/92 BOC
6292,6294
8010-00-926-2133 11173 #6292 DENT FILLER C(_dlPONENT B DYNATRON/BONO0 CORP. 03/25/92 '
6292,6294
0 8010-00-926-2133 03205 BONDO, FILLER. DENT, METAL S, TT-F-322 DYNATRON/BONDO CORP. DLA MSDS
8010-00-926-2133 16379 POLYESTER GLAZING PUTTY #400 FIBRE GLASS-EVERCOAT CO. 11/01/84
FILL AUTO BODY WITH HARDENER
8010-00-926-2135 08630 CREAM HARONER DBF INC. 07/00/88 BOC
8010-00-926-2135 08631 DENT FILLER DBF INC. 07/00/88 BOC
80t0-00-926-2135 11172 #6292 OENT FILLER COMPONENT A DYNATRON/BOP_)O CORP. 03/25/92
6292,6294
8010-00-926-2135 11173 #6292 DENT FILLER COMPONENT B DYNATRON/BONDO CORP. 03/25/92
6292.6294
8010-00-926-2135 21230 #6294 DENT FILLER CI_ONENT A DYNATRON/BONO0 CORP. 03/25/92 80C
TT-F-3220
8010-00-926-2135 21231 #6294 DENT FILLER C_ENT B DYNATRON/BONDO CORP. 03/25/92 BOC
TT-F-322D
@ 8010-00-926-2135 03205 BONDO. FILLER, DENT, METAL S, TT-F-322 OYNATRON/BONO0 CORP. DLA MSDS
8010-00-926-4727 02446 NON-FLAMMABLE PAINT REMOVER. FLOW-ON-REMOVER RELIABLE REMOVER & LACQUER CO. 06/00/86
TT-R-251d / #72 #73
- 8010-00-926-9174 12903 M.C. POLYURETHANE CRAWFORO LABORATORIES 10/17/86 SPC
TT-C-542 TY.II CL.A
0 8010-00-926-9174 04925 MISTACOTE 814-F. COATING. POLYURETHANE, OIL-FREE M R PLASTICS & COATINGS. INC. DLA MSDS
TT-C-542
8010-00-932-3354 04102 ENAMEL INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS TINTS & WHITE GILLMAN, S.L.. PAINT CO.. INC. NO DATE
TT-E -508C
80t0-00-935-3994 10244 SPEEOHIDE ALKYD SEMI GLOSS PPG INOUSTRIES, INC. 11/09/87 BOC
6°A.6 - 105,6- I06,6-90, 6-96
8010-00-935-3994 16328 TT-E-5OgB ODORLESS ALKYD INTERIOR SEMIGLOSS ENAMEL REPUBLIC POWDERED METALS 05/31/76
WHITE 27875
8010-00-935-6608 04848 281 17875X MIL-L-81352 GL WT KALCOR COATINGS 10/12/87
LACOUER,ACRYLIC, COLOR 17875
8010-00-935-6609 06267 SO-SURE WHITE 17875 LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/93 SPC
CID-A-A-665C / 012C870(0LD BLUE & OLD YELLOW 13538
• 8010-00-935-7062 16285 LACQUER ACRYLIC RED 11136 FOR NAVAL WEAPONS SYSTEM AMERON DLA MSOS
8010-00-935-7062 00463 281 53113X MIL-L-81352A FL RED KALCOR COATINGS 10/12/87 SPC
RED 11136
0 8010-00-935-7064 04757 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 11136, IB2613 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
MSOS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM ,' '_' = OLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY S_STEN (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 100
STOCK NtJINBER TSRS TRADENAME NAMJFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
IO COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
@ 8010-00-935-7067 15278 LACQUER. ACRYLIC. 794-310 AMERON DLA MSDS
8010-00-935-7067 04846 281 413538 MIL-L-8135213538(COLOR#) KALCOR COATINGS 10/12/87
LACQUER,ACRYLIC
• 8010-00-935-7068 (34401 LACQUER, ACRYLIC, YELLOW 13538 PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSDS
MIL-L-813§2A. AM.1
• 8010-00-935-7070 16274 LACQUER ACRYLIC GREEN 14187 ANERON DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-935-7075 04752 ACRYLIC LACQUER, 16081. IB2616 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSO5
8010-00-935-7077 09346 ENAMEL GLOSS BLACK 17038 CRAWFORD LABORATORIES 08/30/89 80C
PRODUCT CODE #KB-O29/MIL-L-81352A
• 8010-(30-935-7077 (30466 LACQUER, ACRYLIC (17038) PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSDS
• 80t0-00-935-708004251 X-369, PART B AKZO COATINGS INC. DLA MSDS
e 8010-00-935-7080 04210 AMERON 724-102,COMP.I/724-112,COMP.II AMERON DLA MSDS BOC
MIL-P-23377
e 8010-00-935-7080 00889 EPOXY RESIN A/B COMPOUND AMERON DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-935-?080 00972 PRIMER COATING, EPOXY POLYAMIOE KOP-COAT, INC. DLA MSDS
8010-00-935-7060 08229 EPOXY PRIMER, COMPONENT 1 KOPPERS COMPANY, 1NC. 12/00/80 BDC
MIL-P-233_7/po527
8010-00-935-7080 18575 POCYAMIDE R_SIN COMPONENT B TYPE I OR II. CL 1 PRATT & LAMBERT 06/09/92
724114 17
@ 8010-00-935-7080 16455 PRIMER COATING EPOXY POLYAMIDE CHEMICAL AND SOLVE PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS '
B010-00-935-7080 18097 PRIMER ELECTROSTATIC EPOXY POLYAMIDE PRATT & LAMBERT 06/14/91
MIL-P-23377F,TI,CI/ 724400 13
@ 80t0-00-935-7080 16472 PRIMER POLYAMIDE RESIN PT A&B 724-222/724-112 PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS PGOC
MIL-P-23377
8010-00-935-7080 04139 COMP. A & COMP. B STERLING LACQUER MFG. 12/01/89
MIL-P-23377D/U-1201-D & U-1202-D DATED 12/01/89
8010-00-935-7980 16475 EPOXY PRIMER MIL-P-23377D, TYPE 1, (COMPONENT A) ENTERPRISE CHEMICAL COATINGS 04/01/83
8010-00-936-B371 21604 LUSTRELESS LACQUER PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/86
MIL-L-11195D / YELLOW 33538, AEROSOL
8010-00-943-7127 18442 HARCO 96 PAINT REMOVER CONCORD CHEMICAL CO., INC. NO DATE SPC
8010-00-943-7128 18442 HARCO 96 PAINT REMOVER CONCORD CHEMICAL CO., INC. NO DATE SPC
8010-00-943-7128 18037 CREST PAINT STRIPPER #4 CREST INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS,INC 11/22/91
TT-R-2488
0 8010-00-943-7128 06228 PAINT REMOVER ELDORADO CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
TT-P-248/MSDS REQUESTED BY WILTECH
• 8010-00-948-6733 04201 EPOXY POLYAMIDE, 12197 ORANGE ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-948-6733 17254 EPOXY COATING KIT BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD) DLA MSDS
8010-00-948-6733 08635 TILE-CLAD II EGGSHELL HARDENER,'PART B SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 0t/17/89 BOC
B60 V A7
8010-00-948-6733 09574 TILE-CLAD I; ENAMEL (PART A), LEAD COLORS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 01/17/89 BOC
862 E 19, B62 R 18, B62 Y 17 (SEE ALSO 509576)
8010-00-948-6733 09576 TILE-CLAD II HARDENER (PART B) SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 01/17/89 BOC
B60 V 70
• 8010-00-952-7098 17382 CAB-O-SIL M5 CABOT CORPORATION DLA MSDS
• 8010-00-958-8147 20241 SO-SURE FLUORESCENT LAC RED 1A 10: 214-3 13 LH6 INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
8010-00-958-8t47 02343 RED FLUORESCENT ACRYLIC LACQUER AEROSOL SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 07/0t/86 PGOC
GP-38£K)-500O/SN#8010-O0-958-8147
8010-00-958-8150 07577 GREEN FLUORESCENT SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 05/25/93
GP-3890-1000
8010-00-959-4661 163045 HIGLOSS CLEAR EPOXY STERLING LACQUER MFG. 03/17/86
22-01(305
.................................................. _.--_.--.. ........................................... .-. ...........................
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8010-00-960-5063 05378 DEVRAN 201 CREAM BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/15/85
M01936
8010-00-960-5063 05379 OEVRAN 201 PRIMER RED CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 06/19/87
ND1938
8010-00-965-2389 05649 SO SURE LACQUER. VARIOUS COLORS (PER STOCK NUMBER) L)_B INDUSTRIES 02/08/86
A-A-665/148112/143/145/146/150/152/171/232/370/121
8010-00-965-2390 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN.GRAY/LH8 128831LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/28/88
CID-A-665C/14B131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
• 8010-00-965-2391 16423 LACQUER AEROSOL GRAY 26280 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
TT-L-50G
801O-00-965-2391 17907 SO-SURE GRAY 26280-148285 G/O. SPRAY PAINT,AEROSOL LHB INDUSTRIES 02/04/91
CID-A-A-665C
8010-00-965-2391 07142 SO-SURE LACOUER.YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN.GRAY/LH8 128831LH8 INDUSTRIES 02/28/88
CID-A-665C/14B131/140/142/144/181-183/247/284/285
8010-00-965-2391 16533 ACRYLIC VT ALKYD COLOR 26280 GRAY NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
- 80t0-00-965-2391 17466 CON-ON LACQUER SPRAY UNKNOWN MANUFACTURER 11/10/81
8010-00-965-2392 05078 DECORATOR SPRAY ENAMELS, VARIOUS CQLORS_(12A) AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY 02/06/87 BOC
COLOR #S: 100-103,105,106, 108-114,130,133, 138,&144
8010-00-965-2392 18507 SO-SURE GREEN 14260 - 148144 (G/O) (AEROSOL) LHB INDUSTRIES 02/01/91
012C844
8010-00-965-2392 07142 SO-SURE LACQUER,YELLOW,LT&DK GREEN,GRAY/LHB 12B831LHB INOUSTRIES 02/28/88
CID-A-665C/148131/140/142/144/tBt-183/247/284/285
• 8010-00-965-2392 16446 SPRAY PAINT GREEN 14260 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. OLA MSDS
@ 8010_00-985-2392 03247 LACQUER. GREEN 14260, AEROSOL SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE DLA MSDS
A-A-65
8010-00-965-7273 18041 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC CNT BLUE 15045 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/15/91
TT-E-489H / 774506 12
8010-00-988-1458 16508 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS AEROSOL STRATA BLUE 15045 ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. 07/00/80
I82632
- 8010-00-988-1458 16383 GROWCO SPRAY PAINT STRATA BLUE, ENAMEL, 15045 NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC. NO DATE
8010-00-988-1458 08619 BLUE ENAMEL STRATA SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE 08/15/89 BOC
AEROSOL MEDIUM OIL ALKYD RESIN, GP-4891-5045
8010-00-990-8256 11840 TYPE I CLEAR COlilPONENT A CON-LUX COATINGS 08/00/90 BOC
TT-C-5356 EPOXY
80t0-00-990-8256 11841 TYPE I CLEAR COMPONENT B CON-LUX COATINGS 08/00/90 BOC
TT-C-5358 EPOXY
8010-00-990-8256 11510 INDUSTRIAL EPOXY CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE
101-10 CLEAR SEALER. EPOXY-POLYAMIDE COPOLYMER
8010-00-990-8256 00606 TT-C-5358 CLEAR EPOXY CRAWFORD LABORATORIES 12/04/92
PRODUCT CODE M0-054
8010-00-990-8256 08268 TT-C-5358 CLEAR PART B CRAVFORO LABORATORIES 05/05/89 BOC
EPOXY HARDENER IT-C-S35
8010-00-990-8256 18500 PHILLYCLAD 1000 CLEAR RESIN & HARDENER ITW 01/02/93 SPC
8010-00-990-8256 11539 EPOXY POLYAMIDE POLYMER PLASTICS CORP. 12/18/85 80C
TT-C-5358 TYPE I CLEAR
B 8010-00-990-8256 00769 VELOX PRODUCTS/TECHNIOUES INC. DLA MSDS
8010-0t-K05-6308 11714 OEVTHANE 369 AL[PHATIC URETHANE GLOSS _#HITE BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 04/16/92 BQC
369B3501 (WAS 29083501/07546 PRUFTHANE)
8010-01-008-1030 16273 PREMIUM 100% ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL RICHARD'S PAINT MANUFACTURING NO DATE
8010-01-008-1031 16519 SEMI-GLOSS LATEX G260-27778 CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE
8010-01-008-1031 11044 LATEX TINT BASE SOFT EGGSHELL PORTER PAINT CO. 07/14/88 80C
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 102
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMIIENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
29033
8010-01-008-1031 11049 PAINTER'S PRIDE INT. VINYL ACRYLIC SEMI-GLOSS RICHARO'S PAINT MANUFACTURING 02/07/92 BOC
5-444 WHITE
- 8010-01-008-1032 03269 PAINT, LATEX, WHITE 27886, TT-P-1511 CORONADO PAINT CO., INC. NO DATE
80t0-0t-(X)8-1032 16513 ELITE SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL 27778 (8010-00-008-t0317?) GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH 05/31/85
8010-01-017-1512 17904 (X-5898) TT-P-1952B WHITE LATEX TRAFFIC LINE PAINT FARWEST PAINT 03/00/92
PIGMENTED ACRYLIC LATEX
8010-01-019-1776 18018 TT-P-1952B YELLOW TRAFFIC PAINT GRIGGS PAINT 02/19/92 80C
700Y02 / 33538
8010-01-040-3760 18014 EIWL/UWEL, ALKYD, GLOSS (GRAY #16376) FARWEST PAINT 10/10/90
TToE-489G / X-5363 / MOO. ALKYD RESIN SOLN
8010-01-040-5786 18015 ENAMEL. ALKYD, GLOSS. GOLD #17043 FARWEST PAINT 10/10/90
TT-E-489G / X-5363 / MOO. ALKYD RESIN SOLN
8010-01-043-5031 16065 PR-1523-M COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC. 08/14/91
HYDROCARBON RESIN CONPOUNO
• 8010-01-047-9314 17255 PAINT, SCREEN PROCESS 3M DLA MSDS
- 80t0-0t-048-6539 00986 02GN45/O2GN45CA, EPOXY POLYAMIDE COATING/CATALYST DEFT, INC. 04/10/86
8010-01-068-3116 08114 NIL-C-83286 & CAT,NIL-C-83286. 16440 DEFT, INC. 06/06/91
03GY061 & 03GYO61CAT
8010-01-076-5486 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90
PRODUCT CODE 4000
8010°01-076-5487 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90 SPC
PRODUCT CODE 4000
8010-01-076-5488 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90 SPC
PRODUCT CODE 4000
8010-01-076-5489 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90 SPC
• PRODUCT CODE 4000
8010-01-076-5490 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90 SPC
PRODUCT CODE 4000
8010-01-076-5491 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90 SPC
PRODUCT CODE 40(0
8010-01-076-5492 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90 SPC
PRODUCT CODE 4000
8010-01-078-9277 11388 CAT, MIL-C-83286, 15102 DEFT, INC. 06/08/91 BOC
03BLOTBCAT
8010-01-078-9277 11389 MIL-C-83286, 15102 DEFT, INC. 02/16/90 BOC
03BL076
8010-01-078-9283 22772 MS-300C BASE COMPONENT & HARDENER COMPONENT AMERICAN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 09/28/93 SPC
MIL-D-23003A (SH) TYPE III, MSDS#S O003A/OOO4A
8010-01-082-2450 13814 CAT. NIL-P-23377E, TYPE I,CLASS 1 DEFT. INC. 01/28/91 SPC
02YO24CAT
8010-01-085-2534 06397 LATEX SATIN & EG-SHEL INTERIOR FINISHES SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 03/01/91 BOC
CLASSIC 99 DECORATOR COLORS/PROMAR/PROMAR HALON...
• 8010-01-097-5253 17590 CHEMGLAZE 9954 THINNER LORD CORPORATION DLA MSDS
THINNER
8010-01-1t7-3888 11349 ADDITIVES FOR TOPCOATS 189S.2595,289S, DU PONT, E,I,, DE NEMOURS & CO 01/01/90 BOC
389S,FEE,gO3S,4528S.5450$,LF5450S,70075.929-5050
• 8010-01-124-8193 03530 JWH/DOO-P-15328. PART A PRATT & LAMBERT OLA MSDS
O 8010-01-124-8193 03531 dWH/DOD-P-15328, PART B PRATT & LAMBERT DLA MSDS
8010-01-160-948B 02594 ACTIVATOR 192S DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 04/12/84
IMRON ACTIVATOR
.................................................................. _ ................................................................
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@ 8010-01-218-0856 06326 EPOXY 44-GN-7 DEFT. INC. DLA MSDS
- 8010-0t-220-9647 13748 DEVRAN 219 #3 BLACK BASE RULE 66 DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/18/85
MD4437 / LMSC MSDS
8010-01-295-1329 21846 TT-P-6458 PRIMER CRAWFORD LABORATORIES 07/t7/92 BOC
H2-0t6
8010-01-301-0720 11050 VARNISHES, OIL BASE & POLYURETHANE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 09/01/90 BOC
A66 & A67 SERIES
8010-0t-302-6838 19887 MILP24441 F151 BASE COURTAULDS COATINGS 03/11/91
58O8
8010-01-302-6838 19888 TPD-24441/2C TOPCOAT HAZE GRAY F151 A COURTAULDS COATINGS 03/19/91
5749
8010-01-305-9753 11889 HYTHANE COURTAULDS COATINGS 03/11/92 BOC
4602A.4610A,4611A.4648A,4649A,4650A;4646B CONVRTER
8010-01-305-9753 08132 DEVTHANE 369 ALUMINUM GRAY BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 01/14/91 BOC
36982000
8010-01-305-9753 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369C0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 389
8010-01-305-9754 11889 HYTHANE COURTAULDS COATINGS 03/11/92 BQC
4602A,4610A,4611A.4648A,4649A,4650A;4646B CONVRTER
8010-01-305-9754 11629 DEVTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE SAFETY YELLOW DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 05/25/85 BOC
36989502/8000
8010-01-305-9754 11318 PRUFTHANE 369 NEUTRAL TINT BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 11/01/90 BOC
29089E)02 - 8000 - (NEW # 36989502-141t0 GREEN)
8010-01-305-9754 03644 HYTHANE, ACRYLIC URETHANE. LEAD & NON-LEAD COLORS PORTER PAINT CO. 08/11/86 BOC
4610A/4602A/4611A/4648A/4649A/4650A/46468 CONVRTR
8010-01-305-9755 14138 MCR-43, RED PRIMER COURTAULDS COATINGS 06/09/89 BOC
4300A PRIMER RED. 430(0 PRIMER CONVERTER, PART 8
8010-01-305-9755 03643 M.C.R -43, EPOXY CLEAR PORTER PAINT CO. 08/11/86 BOC
4311A CLEAR EPOXY PT.A/4311B CLEAR CONVERTER PT.B
8010-01-305-9755 13288 MCR-43. RED PRIMER EPOXY POLYAMIDE PORTER PAINT CO. 08/11/86 BOC
4300A PRIMER PART A, 43008 CONVERTER PART B
8010-01-305-9756 14138 MCR-43, RED PRIMER COURTAULDS COATINGS 06/09/89 BOC
4300A PRIMER RED, 43008 PRIMER CONVERTER, PART B
8010-01-305-9756 13485 T-3 THINNER PORTER PAINT CO. 07/13/87 BOC
HYDROCARBON SOLVENT
8010-01-305-9756 13484 5143 THINNER PORTER PAINT CO. 11/25/85 BOC
8010-01-305-9757 11891 5143 THINNER COURTAULDS COATINGS 05/18/90 BOC
8010-01-305-9757 03960 T-9 URETHANE THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
O09TO000
80t0-01-3C_-0742 11889 I-WTHANE COURTAULOS COATINGS 03/11/92 BOC
4602A,4610A,4611A,4648A,4649A,4650A;4646B CONVRTER
8010-01-306-0742 11714 DEVTHANE 369 ALIPHATIC URETHANE GLOSS WHITE BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 04/16/92 BOC
36983501 (WAS 290153501/07546 PRUFTHANE)
8010-01-306-0742 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369C0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 369
8010-01-30_-0742 19945 PITHANE ACRYLIC URETHANE CONP. A PPG IN_JSTRIES, INC 06/04/90 BOC
97-I (041790M) / 97-801S,-802S,-805S,-806S,-808,-8
8010-01-313-7296 20658 T-11 ZINC THINNER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/24/90 SPC
OllTO000
8010-01-344-5314 17944 N-5112 GRAY SILICONE ENAMEL NILES CHEMICAL PAINT CO. 09/02/92
MIL-E-24635A
..........................................................................................................................
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8010-01-348-7242 11626 DEVTHANE 369 ALIPH.URETH.GLOSS ENAM.OEEP TINT BASE DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 04/16/92 BOC
369B9501 - 16187 GRAY
8010-01-348-7242 08133 DEVTHANE 369 CLEAR CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 10/28/93 BOC
369C0910 / FORMERLY DEVTHANE 239 & PRUFTHANE 369
8010-01-350-4727 17944 N-5t12 GRAY SILICONE ENAMEL NILES CHENICAL PAINT CO. 09/02/92
MIL-E-24635A
8010-07-076-5486 17584 BULLET TIP PAINT SANITEK PRODUCTS INC 08/17/90 SPC
PRODUCT CODE 4000
8010-13-305o9753 18574 HYTHANE PORTER PAINT CO. 1t/25/86
4672A,4675A,4677A, 4646B CONVERTER
BO20-OO-AO1-(Y551 20496 EASYPOXY K-40 PART A/PART B CONAP INC. 02/21/90
MSOS PART B DATE: 7-9-93
o 8020-00-664-3657 06435 PROTEXEM MODEL 100, PAINTBRUSH CONVERTER PROTEXEM/DIV.EEZ LABORATORIES DLA MSDS
8030-00-A01-0736 22767 FLAME-SAFE FS/FST 900 SERIES FIRESTOP COMPOUNDS INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIVE CTGS 08/00/91 SPC
9339K21,9339K22,9339K31,9339K41 FILLED VINYL & ACR
8030-00-A01-1183 22776 PQ HEAT SINK CONPOUNI) GC THORSEN 09/10/93 SPC
MSDS#0410, MPN 10-8118
8030-00-EG0-5731 13497 RANCO INSULATING/FINISHING CEMENT RAMCO INSULATION, INC. 11/00/85 BOC
8030-00-EG0-0460 11102 ANTI-SEIZE THREAD LUBRICANT ACHESON (JAPAN) LTD. NO DATE BOC
8030-00-EG0-0520 07620 CLASS I FOAM SEALANT GEOCEL CORPORATION 12/01/88 BOC
EXPANDING FOAN
8030-00-EG0-0520 05474 EXPANDING FOAM GEOCEL CORPORATION 11/05/85 BOC
8030-Or)-EGO-0520 11769 POLYCEL, PC-8,14,600,50 DB+,960,3600 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 1t/18/86 BOC
SINGLE COMPONENT, PROFESSIONAL & INDUSTRIAL SIZES
8030-00-EG0-1900 05214 LATEX CAULK/ACRYLIC LATEX/ADHESIVE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 04/04/88 SPC
C- 920,930,940,950,955,960,970,990;850;1050;775
8030-00-EG0-1950 05214 LATEX CAULK/ACRYLIC LATEX/ADHESIVE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 04/04/88 BOC
C- 920,930,940,950,955,960,970,990;850;1050;775
8030-00-EG0-2353 13927 CORTEC VCI-368 AEROSOL CORTEC CORPORATION 01/16/91 BOC
8030-00-EG0-4611 05654 HIGH TEMPERATURE ASBESTOS SEALER FULLER, H.B. 01/29/91 BOC
FOSTER 84-18
8030-00-EG0-4756 11637 BLEND-FIL PENCIL #1 MINWAX, CONSTRUCTION PROD.DIV. 08/04/88 BOC
FOR NATURAL PINE/11-01001-O00
8030-00-EG0-4756 11640 BLEND-FIL PENCIL #2 MINWAX, CONSTRUCTION PROD.DIV. 08/04/88 BOC
NATURAL PINE BLEACHED WOQDS/11-01002-O00
8030-00-EG0-5192 13466 MODIFIED BITUMEN ADHESIVE PERMASEAL CORPORATION 05/14/90 BOC
#1817
8030-00-EG0-5223 13448 SIKADUR 35 HI MOD LV PART A/PART B SIKA CORPORATION 05/27/89 BOC
350
8030-00-EG0-5840 13019 BOOY FILLER, BASE COMPONENT MARTIN-SENOUR CO. 02/08/88 BDC
6369,6370,6371,6372,6373,6378,6379
8030-00-EG0-6040 08430 SIKADUR 32 HI-MOO, EPOXY COMPOUND. PARTS A & B SIKA CORPORATION 08/31/89 BOC
PROD.#370
8030-00-EG0-6670 08632 TOUCH 'N FOAM INSTANT INSULATION/TOUCH 'N SEAL.. CONVENIENCE PRODUCTS INC 05/05/87 BOC
INSTANT SEALANT/TOUCH "N SEAL H P REDDY INSULATION
8030-00-EG0-6887 14110 HIGH HEAT COATING COURTAULDS COATINGS 05/25/89 BOC
t503
8030-00-EGI-8584 21710 TRAFFIGARD, WHITE & COLORS UNIROOF CORPORATION 12/16/92 BOC
6200,6201,6202,6204,6205
8030-00-EG1-9077 22518 EPOXY COATINGS B58 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 05/01/92 BOC
B58WIO1,B5BTiO4,B58Vt;EPOXY NASTIC ENAI_EL
.............................................
MSDS'S NARKED '-': _J_IT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S i/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA _DS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
8030-00-EG2-0224 09344 06/09/87 BOC
8030-00*EG2-2922 13120 12/08/93 BOC
8030-00-EG2-3933 13160 10/09/91 BOC
8030-00-FE5-7127 17763 05/01/91 SPC
8030-00-FL9-2755 11839 11/27/91 PGOC
8030-00-F00-4642 04711 11/06/89
8030-00-K00-0479 12181 02/25/93 SPC
- 8030-00-K00-0493 16841 12/03/85




8030-00-K04-0069 06494 09/00/85 BOC
8030-00-K04-1063 09393 11/05/92 SPC
6030-00-K04-2298 16470 12/13/83
8030-00-K04-2298 02508 01/17/89 BOC
8030-00-K04-2298 03585 07/23/92 BOC
8030-00-K04-4436 17755 06/0t/89 SPC
8030-00-K04-5155 04719 07/20/89
8030-00-K04-5155 04720 02/23/88 BOC
8030-00-K04-5155 20939 FROTH-PAK/UTILIFOAM - A & B COMPONENTS INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS, INC. 11/20/92
8030-00-K04-9333 17015 NEVER-SEEZ BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 07/09/81
8030-00-K04-9333 03716 NV-SZ REG BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EWHART 05/05/88
NStO/40/42B/1301B/16B/4251B;NSCI;NSB4;NSBTB/NS160
8030-00-K04-9333 00918 ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85 BOC
767-64,767-65
8030-00-K04-9333 20224 ANTI-SEIZE THREAD COMPD 767 LOCTITE CORPORATION 02/12/90
76775 / 133
8030-00-K05-0069 07691 ALUMINUM ROOF COATING KOCH MATERIALS COMPANY 05/25/88 BOC
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...................................................................................................................................




FLEX LOt( BUTTERING GRADE ATLAS CHEMICAL CO.
0000205 / ELASTOMERIC VINYL PATCH/SEALANTS.INT/EXT
DF 800, PROCESS ANTIFOAM AOUATREAT, INC.
CAS NO.: 64742-06-9
SLIDE TAP-IT AEROSOL HARMS, PERCY, CORP.
40416 / SYNTHETIC LUBRICANT, SILICONE
STYCAST 2850FT BLACK GRACE. W.R.. & CO.
SIKAFLEX-IA, POLYURETHANE, ALL COLORS SIKA CORPORATION
#'S 431/432/433/437/439/460/463, PRODUCT# 431
D5635 HULS AMERICA INC.
CD5635; DIMETHYLETHOXYSILANE
PR-1660 BLACK, PART B, POLYURETHANE RESIN PRC
ECCOSIL 4952 GRACE, W.R., & CO.
BLUE RIDGE ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK BLUE RIDGE TALC CO., INC.
EPOLITE 2302 RESIN & HARDENER HEXCEL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
425 ASPHALT ROOF RESATURANT(ASBESTOS FREE),CUTBACK KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.
KOCH #5925 ROOF RESATURANT
WATER PUMP LUBRICANT AND RUST INHIBITOR RADIATOR SPECIALTY
Ct0-12
ALODINE 1201 PARKER + AMCHEM
MIL-C-81706
PITT-GLAZE:COMPONENT A 16-801 AND B 16-802 PPG INDUSTRIES. INC.
WATER BASED CATALYZED EPOXY HARDENER,PT.B SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
860 V 15.860 V 25 SEMI-GLOSS
WATER BASED CATALYZED EPOXY,PT.A,BTOXX SERIES SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
INCLUOES:B70 T 204,B70 W 201, B70 W 202, B70 W 203
WA-1G PRYOR-GIGGEY CO.
SILICA-ALUMINA BASED REFRACTORY
A COMP. FOR NON-CFC FROTH PAK #12 KIT INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS, INC.
"A" CONP. #12 KIT & TOPGUN AEOSDL REFILL NON-CFC
B CONPONENTS FOR FROTH PAK #12 KIT INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS, INC.
"B" COMP. NON-CFC #12 KIT & TOPGUN AEROSOL REFILL
#5934 PREMIUM GRADE FIBERED/(NON-FIBERED)ON BULLET
HYLONAR PL 32 MEDIUM MARSTON BENTLEY, INC.
PL 32 M. PASTE. FLANGE SEALANT
8030-00-K05-0244 06014 CHEM-CALK 100 ONE-PART POLYSULFIDE SEALANT BOSTIK CONSTRUCTION CO
8030-00-K05-1215 04660 COCOON 550 W RABCO, INC.
8030-00-K05-2677 07820 SONOLASTIC NP-I URETHANE SEALANT REXNORO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS I NC
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-' vERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '_' = OLA HMIS MSDS
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_3550
8030-00-K05-2677 06346 SONOLASTIC NP-1URETHANE SEALANT (3550) SONNEBORN BUILDING PRODUCTS 03/27/87
31-957
8030-00-K05-3392 08191 PRE-PRINE 167 CLEAR BASE DEVOE COATINGS CONPANY 10/t9/90 80C
16780929
8030-00-K05-3392 08190 PRE-PRIME 167 CONVERTER DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/24/90 80C
167C0920
8030-00-K05-3392 06469 PRE-PRIME 467 RUST PENETRATING SEALER - BASE OEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 04/14/86 BOC
46789920
8030-00-K05-3501 08580 GASKET ELIMINATOR 510 SEALANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85 BOC
ANAEROBIC
8030-00-K05-3828 07217 RC 680 RETAINING COMPOUND HI STRENGTH LOCTITE CORPORATION 03/01/92 80C
68035 ANAEROBIC
8030-00-K05-5189 07818 HYLOMAR PL 32 MEDIUM MARSTON BENTLEY, INC. 09/26/86 BOC
PL 32 M, PASTE, FLANGE SEALANT
8030-00-K05-5190 07818 HYLONAR PL 32 MEDIUM NARSTON BENTLEY, INC. 09/26/86 BOC
PL 32 No PASTE, FLANGE SEALANT
8030-00-K05-5203 08632 TOUCH 'N FOAM INSTANT INSULATION/TOUCH 'N SEAL.. CONVENIENCE PRODUCTS INC 05/05/87 BOC
INSTANT SEALANT/TOUCH 'N SEAL H P REODY INSULATION
8030-00-K05-5210 08233 DIP & GRIP REPAIR-IT INDUSTRIES, INC NO DATE 80C
LATEX
8030-00-K05-5263 11325 METACAULK 699 METALINES INC. 04/01/90 BOC
8030-00-K05-5263 07193 FOMOX WNP, WG-15 MILES INC. 08/24/87 BOC
METACAULK 699
8030-00-K05-5264 09341 FOMOX PA, WG-11 MILES INC. 05/09/88 BOC
METAFOAM BRICK
8030-00-K05-7131 14214 PEN-E PENETROX COMPOUND BURNOY CORPORATION 06/11/90 BOC
8030-00-K05-7132 13909 BUG LUG ZN ADVANCED LABORATORY SERVICES 09/10/90 BOC
8030-00-K05-7132 18958 PENA-13 PENETRQX COMPOUND BURND¥ CORPORATION 06/11/90 SPC
8030-00-K08-8435 15230 RECTORSEAL NO. 5 RECTORSEAL 12/16/91 BOC
PIPE THREAD SEALING COMPOUND
8030-00-K25-1912 00356 DIMETCOTE EZ, INORGANIC ZINC COATING AMERON 10/01/84
MANUF. ID# 7F828T, SOL. CARBOLINE THINNER #2
8030-00-K25-7447 14404 DIMETCOTE ANERQN 03/t0/89 SPC
4 PWDR / WATER-BASED SELF-CURED INORGANIC ZINC
8030-00-K25-7447 14405 DIMETCOTE, 4 LIQUID AMERON 03/10/89 SPC
1099
8030-00-K27-1883 14023 RTV652A GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/11/90 BOC
NMSM723AlOO/SILCONE POLYMER
8030-00-K27-8137 14023 RTV652A GENERAL ELECTRIC 12/11/90 BOC
MMSN723AlOO/SILCONE POLYMER
8030-00-K27-8138 19273 CONATHANE DPTU-15069 PART B CONAP INC. 11/08/88
8030-00-K28-0582 10440 FILMTEC MEMBRANE PRESERVATIVE FULLER, H.B. 06/11/85 SPC
MFGR. CODE# SK-0538
8030-00-K28-t127 20653 N-700 A BLACK NEOPRENE MAINTENANCE COATING HAARTZ-I_U_SON INC. 05/22/91 SPC
8030-00-K28-6728 19425 RUSTICIDE SKYBRYTE CO 12/03/92 SPC
8030-00-K28-7349 20436 CPo25 CHIL-BRATE CHILDERS PRODUCTS CO., INC. 05/23/89 SPC
ASPHALT EMULSION
- 8030-00-K31-1851 22713 GRAOE 0 SEALANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/94 SPC
8141
8030-00-K31-4700 20894 SILASTIC 738 RTV NONCORROSIVE ADH. ° WHITE DON CORNING 10/t3/86
NSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HNtS MSDS
( (
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8030-00-K31-5151 01036 PR-855. PART B .........................................COURTAULDS AEROSPACE INC 04/03/90 SPC
SILICONE COMPOUND " "
8030-00-K31-5162 22861DURO CLEAR SILICONE SEALER LOCTITE CORPORATION 10/14/93 SPC
SS-H.SS-H-6,SS-1. 80242.00000.80340
- 8030-00-K32-5148 14429 NIL-C-227500 EPOXY ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS 09/16/86 SPC
M80120-083 / 1-18-42
8030-00-K32-5178 13814 CAT. MIL-P-23377E. TYPE I.CLASS 1 DEFT. INC. 01/28/91 SPC
02YO24CAT
8030-00-K32-9486 00823 EPON RESIN 828 SHELL 06/04/93 SPC
43240
8030-00-K33-0782 11622 SERMAB(_ 487, (2 PART KIT) / (39-8069-50015) SERMATECH INTERNATIONAL INC. 06/00/92 SPC
ORBITER LEADING EDGE RCC REPAIR MATERIAL
8030-00-K36-5225 08832 ROYCO 44 ROYAL LUBRICANTS 04/21/92
MIL-T-5544 / LUBRICATING GREASE
8030-00-K81-5149 11894 762 HIGH. TEMPERATURE dOINTING COMPOUND DALTON & CO. 06/04/87 BOC
SILKOLENE GRADE 762 P/N $02
8030-00-K82-8204 03985 SIKAOUR 3I HI-MOO GEL, #390, EPOXY GEL COMPOUND SIKA CORPORATION 03/22/85
EG&G PAINT SHOP REPORTS 391-03
8030-00-K82-9612 16381 FLEX ROOFCOAT (MSDS'S AVAILABLE FOR COMPONENTS) FLEXCO OF FLORIDA NO DATE
20 PAGES
8030-00-K83-3614 05129 DOW CORNING 03-6077 ABLATIVE COATING KIT DOW CORNING 09/00/92
8030-00-K83-3614 17395 SEA200GA AND SEA2OOGB GENERAL ELECTRIC 02/02/82
SILICONES
8030-00-K83-3995 06758 RTSTENCE BATT TERM COATING HYDROSOL, TNC. 05/25/88 BOC
L-06585
8030-00-K83-6715 05768 SMALL SCREW THREADLOCKER 222 LOCTITE CORPORATION 05/24/93 SPC
NIL-S-46163, TY.tI GR M/ADHESIVE SEALANT (22221,22
8030-00-K83-8028 12568 EPOXI-PATCH KIT 6t5, PART A DEXTER CORPORATION 03/19/86 SPC
AA0615, 06t5 REStN
8030-00-K84-1165 17406 DOW CORNING Z-6050 SILANE DOW CORNING 02/01/85 SPC
MBO 110-014, 39-0533-60405
8030-00-K84-4487 19222 FP-115/4134 A (A COMPONENT)/(B COMPONENT) INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS, INC. 11/20/92 SPC
8030-00-K84-4487 18490 1.75 25FS FROTH/1.75 SR FROTH/2,75 FROTH (A CONP.) INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS, INC. 06/00/92
8030-00-K84-4492 04494 BONDING PRIMER EPOXY SOLVENT DESOTO, INC. 02/21/91 SPC
020-702 REDUCER / FOR USE WITH 910)(520
8030-00-K84-4492 14576 RT BONDING PRIMER DESOTO, INC. 04/01/91 SPC
910 X 520, USE WITH TSRS #'S 04494 & 14575
8030-00-K84-4492 14575 020 PRIMER ACTIVATOR DESOTO, INC. 07/01/85 SPC
910X520
8030-00-K84-4493 16323 RM TENP BONO PRIMER GREEN 294 COURTAULD$ AEROSPACE. INC. 08/18/92 SPC
515X346 / (STMK 719A t00?)
8030-00-K84-4515 06457 FRL-3 99-31 COMPLETE COATING. LATEX COATING AKZO COATINGS INC. 04/05/93
8030-00-K84-4864 17393 ECCOSPHERES [G-101 GRACE, W.R., & CO. 04/22/88 BOC
GLASS MICROBALLOONS
8030-00-K84-6715 06768 SMALL SCREW THREADLOCKER 222 LOCTITE CORPORATION 05/24/93 80C
MIL-S-46163, TY,II GR N/ADHESIVE SEALANT (22221,22
8030-00-K84-8664 02643 SUPERFLEX ULTRA-BLUE SILICONE LOCTITE CORPORATION 0t/04/94 80C
ADHESIVE SEALANT. RTV SILICONE, 58730.58775.58791
@ 8030-00-MA0-0462 03100 ALODINE 1001 CONVERSION COATING AMCHEM PRODUCTS, INC. DLA MSOS PGOC
8030-00-MPI-3734 00997 A-136-2CP BROLINE CATALYST THINNER KOPPERS COMPANY. INC. 12/00/86 PGOC
8030-00-MP1-4589 01352 ALODINE 1200 PARKER + AMCHEM 08/16/90 PGOC
...................................................................................................................................
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8030-00-MP1-4679 06199 SK FR PRIMER (GREEN) DN9295 OESOTO, INC. 08/18/92 PGOC
515-700 / M80 125-055
8030-00-MP9-1557 03700 DOW CORNIN_ 3-6548 SILICONE RTV FOAM. PART A & B BOW CORNING 08/18/89 SPC
8030-00-1WK30-0187 16049 PR-1590 AMBER/BLACK PRC 08/24/84
POLYURETHANE MOLDING COI_
8030-00-N00-0395 05209 STOCK # 1612-SPRAY COPPER COAT K & W PRODUCTS, INC. 05/12/92
8030-00-N00-0517 02232 SS4004 GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/10/88
SILICONE PRIMER
8030-00-N01-1054 18500 PHILLYCLAD 1000 CLEAR RESIN & HARDENER ITW 01/02/93 SPC
- 8030-00-N90-1228 22255 CLEAN & ETCH 108 RUST-OLEUM CORPORATION 08/16/88
8030-00-X40-8251 10121XXX THINNER Z.R.C. CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 01/01/87
8281-10016
8030-00-007-8333 19242 GRAHAM 6517 GRAHAM PAINT & VARNISH NO DATE
SEALER TERRAZZO
8030-00-008-7196 05407 PRO-SEAL 870, CLASS A, BASE COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 07/24/90
POLYSULFIDE RUBBER
8030-00-0(0-7196 05406 PRO-SEAL 870. PART A, ALL CLASSES COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 08/02/86
MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION,FULLY ENCAPSULATED
8030-00-024-9634 11709 SEALING COMPOUND CS-3201, CLASS B-2 CHEW SEAL CORPORATION 03/22/88 BOC
MIL-7124B
8030-00-027-3329 17256 WHITE NO-DRIP TAPE MORTELL CO 07/11/88 BOC
RESIN BASED INSULATING TAPE/I_BC-1064
8030-00-033-4291 05173 1700 CP CORROSION PREVENTIVE CORICONE CORP. (THE) 04/07/86
NIL-C-82594 /DLA MSDS IS 1700: W/O BLACKLITE RESIN
8030-00-033-4293 05173 1700 CP CORROSION PREVENTIVE CORICONE CORP. (THE) 04/07/86
WIL-C-B2594 /DLA MSDS IS 1700: W/O BLACKLITE RESIN
8030-00-033-4294 05173 t700 CP CORROSION PREVENTIVE CORICONE CORP. (THE) 04/07/86
NIL-C-82594 /DLA MSDS IS 1700: W/O BLACKLITE RESIN
8030-00-051-4012 19423 LIQUID HARDENER 0202 ITW 06/15/92 SPC
8030-00-057-2354 15697 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD PART II TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 04/15/85
- 8030-00-057-2354 04140 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD, PT.I&II TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 04/15/85
MIL-C-81706
8030-00-057-2354 01347 IRIDITE 14-2 WITCO CORPORATION 04/21/83
COPIEO FROW DOD/HMIS MICROFICHE
0 8030-00-062-5866 15521 CORROSION PREVENTIVE FSCM-80016 *PACPAO ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
8030-00-062-5866 03554 TECTYL 846 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 11/03/92
PETROLEUM BASED RUST PREVENTATIVE
8030-00-062-5866 22629 NOX RUST X110 DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY. INC. 04/00/92 SPC
8030-00-062-5866 16308 CORROSION PREVENTIVE HARD FILM SOLVENT DISPERSED STEVEN INDUSTRIES 05/03/83
8030-00-067-6744 12993 NUTS N* BOLTS #227 HERNON MANUFACTURING, INC. 0t/18/91
NIS-S-22473E
8030-00-067-6744 15212 LOCTITE SEALANT GRADE A COLOR RED CAT. #88-41 LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85
8030-00-057-6744 08644 ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE A, ANAEROBIC SAF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP. 05/01/93 BOC
MIL-S-22473E
• 8030-00-057-6744 15248 ANAEROBIC SEALANTS THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. DLA WSDS
80_0-00-067-6744 14663 THREE BONO ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI361A (A) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC, 06/01/93 SPC
8030-00-CM67-6746 20745 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363F (HV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/28/92 SPC
8030-00-067-6774 15212 LOCTITE SEALANT GRADE A COLOR RED CAT. #88-41 LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85 PGOC
8030-00-072-0321 03981 VINYL MASTIC WEATHER BARRIER VIMASCO CORPORATION 06/24/93 SPC
WC-1, WHITE/LATEX-BASED COATING (MIXTURE)
8030-00-079-7202 07642 SILVER GOOP CR&WFOP.D FITTING COMPANY 01/04/89
............................................................................. _ ..................................................
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8030-00-081-2286 20746 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363E (EV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC 05/26/92
8030-00-081-2325 05731 SEALANT GRADE H LOCTITE CORPORATION 05/24/93
#78 SEALANT/ MIL-S-22473E, 07831
8030-00-081-2328 20753 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361E (E) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-00-08t-2329 20753 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361E (E) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-00-081-2330 20182 ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE CV SAF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP. 06/01/91 SPC
8030-00-081-2330 20750 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363D (CV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-00-081-2331 20750 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363D (CV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-00-081-2333 03733 SEALANT GRADE C LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/93
08431 / MIL-S-22473E GR C / BLUE
8030-00-08t-2335 21671 ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE B SAF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP. 06/01/91 SPC
S-22473E -
8030-00-081-2335 20747 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363C (B) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-00-081-2336 20748 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI363A (AV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-00-081-2337 20748 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363A (AV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 , SPC
8030-00-081-2338 08644 ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE A, ANAEROBIC SAF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP. 05/01/93 BOC
MIL-S-22473E
8030-00-081-2338 14663 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361A (A) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 06/01/93 SPC
8030-00-081-2339 08644 ADHESIVE/SEALANT GRADE A, ANAEROBIC SAF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP. 05/01/93 BOC
MIL-S-22473E
8030-00-081-2339 14663 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI361A (A) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 06/01/93 SPC
8030-00-081-2340 20754 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT T813618 (AA) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/21/92 SPC
8030-00-08t-2341 20754 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT T8t3618 (AA) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/21/92 SPC
8030-00-082-2425 02558 MIL-C-8514C METAL PRETREATMENT COATING(COMP.A & B) KOP-COAT, INC. 05/00/92 BOC
P204B-66/C152-66
e 8030-00-082-2425 15740 COATING COMPOUND PRE-TREATMENT KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. DLA MSDS
NIL-C-8514
8030-00-082-2425 06565 COATING COMPOUND, METAL PRETREATMENT PRATT & LAMBERT 06/09/89
MIL-C-8514C/728001
@ 8030-C0-082-2425 15163 METAL PRETREATING COATING COMPOUND (MIL-C-8514C) SEAGUARD DLA MSDS
8030-00-082-2425 08431 PRETREATMENT PRIMER - YELLOW (USED W/CAT. CA 168) SIKKENS AEROSPACE FINISHES 01/26/88
MIL-C-8514
8030-00-082-2425 18703 COATING COI¢°OUND,METAL PRETREATNENT,RESIN/ACID Clip TRIANGLE COATINGS, INC. 04/26/93 BOC
MIL-C-8514C / RESIN & ACID COMPONENTS
8030-00-082-2508 04626 LOCQUIC PRIMER T. #747-71, #747-75 LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85
MIL-S22473 GR.T
8030-00-083-8403 17258 PRIMER. RUBBER DOW CORNING 04/01/82
8030-00-083-8403 02232 SS4004 GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/10/88
SILICONE PRIMER
8030-00-086-1506 00823 EPON RESIN 828 SHELL 06/04/93
43240
8030-00-087-8630 04596 ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND, THREAD COMPOUND ARMITE LABORATORIES NO DATE
MIL-T-83483
8030-00-1FL-9530 01884 6-1t04 C V SEALANT DOW CORNING 07/08/92
8030-00-104-8724 17015 NEVER-SEEZ BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 07/(79/81
8030-00-111-2762 04384 290 ADHESIVE/SEALANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/93 BOC
MIL-S-46163, TY.III, GR.R,29CK_o29021,2SK_31,29041
8030-00-111-2763 04384 290 ADHESIVE/SEALANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/93 BOC
MIL-S-46163. TY.III, GR.R,29C05,29021,29031,29041
e 8030-00-118-0666 (X_339 CORROSION PREVENTIVE BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. DLA MSDS
O 8030-00-118-0566 00960 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND STEVEN INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
...................................................................................................................................
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8030-00-142-9133 02232 SS4004 GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/10/88
SILICONE PRIMER
8030-00-144-9658 05271 SHELL EPON RESIN 826 SHELL 06/10/87
8030-00-t45-0151 11605 PLASTIC PLASTISOL, X-684B BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 10/t2/88 BOC
MIL-P-20B89D TYII CLASS I
8030-00-145-0151 11606 PRIMER FOR NIL-P-206B9 TY II CLASS I BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 10/31/89 SOC
X-970
• 8030-00-148-9833 00253 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 271-41 (HIGH-STRENGTH) LOCTITE CORPORATION DLA MSDS
KSC-E-165C
8030-00-t55-6444 08359 FEL-PRO CS-A HIGH TEMPERATURE ANTISEIZE COMPOUNO FEL-PRO. 1NC. 11/01/91
51001.51002,51004-51011,51146.51147 7W79012
8030-00-155-6444 18628 LUBRICANTS/RUST PREVENTATIVES/MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS SPRAYON PRODUCTS 05/17/93 SPC
00103/620/98/99;00700/701/2703/706/708/709/727/747
8030-00-155-6444 18627 00620 ANTI SEIZE SPRAYON PRODUCTS 11/22/91
51002, AEROSOL
8030-00-158-9716 05173 1700 CP CORROSION PREVENTIVE CORICONE CORP. (THE) 04/07/86
MIL-C-825_4 /OLA MSDS IS 1700: W/O BLACKLITE RESIN
8030-00-159-4834 00673 SS4155 SILICONE PRIMER MIXTURE GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/31/92
MBO 125-050
8030-00-159-5032 04448 F-2 RESIN/HARDENER DEVCON CORP 07/26/81 '
NIL-C-15202
8030-00-t65-6550 17422 RTV577 SILICONE RUBBER GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/06/90 SPC
MBO t30-1t9 TY3
8030-00-180-6187 14275 NEVER-SEEZ REGULAR/PURE NICKEL SPECIAL, NS-160 AKZO COATINGS INC. 05/02/80
8030-00-180-6187 03716 NV-SZ REG BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 05/05/88
NSIO/40/42B/130B/168/425B;NSCI;NSB4;NSBT8/NS160
8030-00-180-6187 00918 ANTI-SEIZE LU6RICANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85
767-64,767-65
- 8030-00-180-6187 17016 NEVER-SEEZ (MFGR:NEVER-SEEZ CORP.) SANCHEM 05/02/80
8030-00-180-6222 05398 ANAEROBIC RETAINING COMPOUND ACCRABOND, INC. 03/28/86
NIL-R-46082 TY.I
8030-00-180-6222 04385 RC 609 RETAINING COMPOUND GEN PURPOSE LOCTITE CORPORATION 12/06/89 BOC
60931 (FORMERLY LOCTITE 601)
8030-00-181-8372 16482 LOCOUIC PRIMER T, #747-47, #747-56, AEROSOL LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/93 BOC
8030-00-18t-8372 04626 LOCQUIC PRIMER T, #747-71, #747-75 LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85
MIL-S22473 GR.T
8030-00-221-1834 13489 TECTYL 165-G, RUST PREVENTIVE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 12/19/77 BOC
MIL-C-OOB3933A
8030-00-231-2345 18396 BRAYCOTE 103 CASTROL INCORPORATED 09/01/93
01035
- 8030-00-231-2353 22429 NOX RUST 509 DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC. 02/01/93 SPC
8030-00-243-3285 13057 ANTISEIZE COMPOUND, LUBRICATING GREASE MAKOOR PRODUCTS MFG. CO. NO DATE BOC
8030-00-244-1295 22630 NDX RUST 207 DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC. 05/00/92 SPC
8030-00-244-1296 13263 TECTYL 894 (DORD) ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/31/91 BQC
STEVEN IND.: NIL-C-16173D. GRADE III
8030-00-244-1296 04778 CORROSION PREVENTIVE, HARD FILM SOLVENT DISPERSED STEVEN INDUSTRIES 01/00/87 BOC
MIL-C-16173D AM.2 TY.1GR.4
8030-00-244-1297 22630 NOX RUST 207 DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY. INC. 05/00/92 5PC
- 8030-00-244-1298 22630 NOX RUST 207 DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC. 05/00/92 SPC
8030-00-247-2525 19818 FORM-A-GASKET #1 SEALANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/93
#80001 / #IA
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8030-00-247-2525 13593 PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #1 SEALANT LOCTITE CORPORATION 06/25/92
1A,1B,1AR,1BR,1C /80031C,800218
0 8030-00-247-2525 17259 SEALING COMPOUND LOCTITE CORPORATION DLA MSDS
8030-00-247-2525 15220 GASKET MAKER NOD,2 TYPE II P.O.B. INC. 12/19/85 BOC
SEALING COMPDUND
- 8030-00-247-2525 06910 SEALING COMPOUND TYPE I UNKNOWN MANUFACTURER NO DATE
LOT #61
e 8030-00-251-3980 07465 ANTI-SEIZE HIGH TEMP ARMITE LABORATORIES DLA MSDS
MIL-A-907
8030-00-251-3980 05828 LED-PLATE NO. 250 - MEETS MIL-A-907 ARMITE LABORATORIES 06/12/87
- 8030-00-252-3391 21669 FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011 LOCTITE CORPORATION 07/21/92 SPC
MIL-S-451800 TYPE II
8030-00-252-3391 11636 PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011. TYII LOCTITE CORPORATION 10/30/90 BOC
8030-00-252-3391 15220 GASKET MAKER NO. 2 TYPE II P.O.B. INC. 12/19/85
SEALING COMPOUND
P 8030-00-252-3980 07465 ANTI-SEIZE HIGH TEMP ARMITE LABORATORIES DLA MSDS
MIL-A-907
8030-00-252-8300 13597 BRAYCO 120. CORROSION PREVENTIVE CASTROL INCORPORATED 09/28/88
MIL-C-15074
8030-00-256-0155 17260 BAR BELT DRESSING CLING SURFACE CO INC 06/00/88
#10073, 10075
8030_00-264-3888 13919 BOILER CASING COMPOUND BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 03/26/90
i MIL-S-17377D
8030:00-281-2337 11350 EP-7117-T FULLER, H.B. 12/11/88
SEALANT, VERSION 1.003
8030-00-281-2337 08176 DUXSEAL (NON-ASBESTOS) MANVILLE 05/22/86 BOC
SEALING PUTTY / SEE ALSO dM CLIPPER CORP. DUXSEAL
8030-00-281-2337 07821 SEALING COMPOUND RUSINDUSTRIES 12/15/87 BOC
8030-00-281-2345 16161ALUMINDM LIQUID ENVELOPE ESSEX CHEMICAL CORPORATION 02/11/82
TOLUOL AND KETONE SOLVENT
8030-00-281-2726 16460 PRIMER-WASH PRETREAT.FORM. 117 FOR METALS. 782014 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/12/91
DDD-P-15328D
8030-00-285-1570 22429 NOX RUST 509 DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY. INC. 02/01/93 SPC
8030-00-286-5453 02624 LED-PLATE ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUNO, 250 ARMITE LABORATORIES 03/10/86
8030-00-286-5453 22648 LEAD-FREE MIL-A-907E ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT JET-LUBE INC. 04/22/92 SPC
0 8030-00-292-1102 04959 ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND MAKOOR PRODUCTS MFG. CO. DLA MSDS
8030-00-300-0377 16320 APEXIOR NO. 3 DAMPNEY CO 02/20/91
003 / PROTECTIVE COATING
• 8030-00-300-0377 17281 CORROSION PREVENTIVE (MSOS #2) DAMPNEY CO DLA MSDS
8030-00-319-3654 16570 EPOLITE 1301 HARDENER HEXCEL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 06/01/91
FORMERLY 916AD HARDENER
8030-00-388-8365 15169 BUTYL-FLEX CAULKING COMPOUNO BEECHAM HOME IMPROVEMENT 07/20/84
8030-00-388-8365 15233 DAP ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK WITH SILICONE BEECHAM HOME IMPROVEMENT 07/23/84
WHITE
8030-00-398-4130 09048 TEFLON DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 02/11/93
8030-00-398-4130 11124 04/28/89 8OC
8030-00-398-4133 07944 11/18/88 BOC
8030-00-402-4957 15230 12/16/91
FLUOROCARBON RESIN/CK #S/USE FOR TAPE.TUBING PROD.
TEFLON AF AMORPHOUS FLUOROPOLYMER 1600,2400 DU PONT. E.[.. DE NEWOURS & CO
HOT DIP STRIPPABLE COATING. TY1 DIP SEAL PLASTIC INC
DS-3OOG
RECTORSEAL NO. 5 RECTORSEAL
PIPE THREAD SEALING COMPOUND
...................................................................................................................................
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8030-00-422-7359 15253 ACOUSTICAL SEALANT
11524 GEll2, SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
06451 SCS1202 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
17392 SILICONE RUBBER CAULK GE2567-112 WHITE,TT-S-O0230C
17378 ELMER'S SILICONE RUBBER SEALER CLEAR
14128 TRADE MATE, PLSTC. MTL. AND MSNRY SLNT. CLEAR
06452 SCS1201RTV SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
15639 SILICONE CONSTRUCTION SEALANT WHITE
15638 SILICONE CONSTRUCTN.SEALANT 1200,CLEAR,TT-S-O0230C
15229 LIQUID BLDCK SEAL HEAVY DUTY
C6-16
8030-00-433-4177 17899 GS #424 SEALING COMPOUND ADHESIVE CEMENT
MIL-S-11030E
8030-00-435-8004 00877 LEAK LOCK
SEALING COMPOUNO/FREON COMPATIBLE/684176-104,101
8030-00-469-5735 07591 LIQUI-VAC SEALANT
AZRSERCO P/N 4036
8030-00-485-3656 04954 AR 7
2723040, AEROCOAT, ANTI-CORROSIVE COATING
8030-00-485-4403 15201 ONEX-SEAL II
#315
B030-00-485-9200 00747 SYLGARO 184 SILICONE ELASTOMER
8030-C0-526-1604 03554 TECTYL 846
PETROLEUM BASED RUST PREVENTATIVE
22629 NOX RUST Xl10
22629 NOX RUST Xl10
00960 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUNO
00608 SEALER, SURFACE, FLOOR, WATER EMULSION
TT-S-223B & AM.I
15701 CORROSION PREVENTIVE CPD,MIL-C-81309D,TYIII.CLSII
16188 WOODTOX 140
00213 PR-420, PART A
POLYISOCYANATE RESIN/CATALYST
11929 BOWL WAX
17266 PLUMBING FIXTURE SEALANT
00340 TECTYL 437
MIL-C-11796C, CL.3
22429 NOX RUST 509
01097 NO-OX-ID "A"
17056 CORROSION PREVENTATIVE CPD (ASHLAND TECTYL 437)
06901 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND
LOT #3472
00960 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND
10387 EPIBOND 1210A
00276 ANTISEIZE COMPOUND
16502 TT-C-498C ALUMINUM COATING/ASPHALT ROOF COATING
OO302 EPI-SEAL 486A & 486B.RESIN & HARDENER,EPOXY CEMENT
MIL-C-24716 TY.I
08860 DEVCON F/HARDENER
10662 PR-1422-G CLASS B, POLYSULFZDE SEALING COMPOUND
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8030-00-753-5004 139.20 CS 3204 PART A & 8 FLAMEMASTER CORPORATION 06/15/90
MIL-S-8802, TYPE II, CLASS B
- 8030-00-753-50(0 15224 PR-1422 CLASS B PRC 08/30/82
• 8030-00-753-50(0 17276 SEALING COMPOUND PRC DLA MSDS
8030-00-763-7544 06190 CHICO X FIBER CROUSE-HINOS ECM 01/00/91 BOC
REPLACES CHICO X7 SEALING COMPOUND PER MFG
8030-00-778-4272 08551CHICO A SEALING COMPOUND CROUSE-HINDS ECM 01/00/91 BOC
MFGR SAYS PKG SIZE DENOTED BY AI,A2,A3
8030-00-779-4699 21925 ACCELAGOLD TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 01/0t/92 BOC
MIL-C-81706 TO BE USED WITH CCA KIT PPR233
8030-00-779-4700 _409 SCOTCH-SEAL EC-t252 WHITE TAMPER PROOF SEALANT 3M 06/03/93 BOC
62-1926-0304-1,-2604-2,-8530-3
8030-00-822-3505 14663 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361A (A) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 06/01/93 SPC
8030-00-823-7917 03733 SEALANT GRADE C LDCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/93
08431 / MIL-S-22473E GR C / BLUE
8030-00-823-7917 20752 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1361D (C) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/21/92 SPC
8030-00-823-7920 11314 GOLD BOND GLAZING COMPOUND BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 06/10/88 BDC
(CALCIUM CARBONATE/SOYBEAN OIL), X-579
8030-00-833-9116 20745 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363F (HV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/28/92 SPC
8030-00-837-5885 11636 PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011, TYII LOCTITE CORPORATION 10/30/90
8030-00-838-7789 15702 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND CLEAR BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. NO DATE
@ 8030-00-838-7789 14482 CLEAR CORROSION PREVENT. COMPOUND ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO. DLA MSDS
8030
8030-00-850-7076 16879 ACID COMPONENT, WASH PRIMER,702701,DOD P 15328D PRATT & LAMBERT 06/18/84
8030-00-850-7076 08427 COATING COMPOUND METAL PRETREATMENT PRATT & LAMBERT 01/16/89 BOC
DOD-P-15328/728013
8030-00-850-7076 06565 COATINK_ COMPOUND, METAL PRETREATMENT PRATT & LAMBERT 06/09/89 BOC
MIL-C-8514C/728001
8030-00-850-7076 16878 PRETREATNENT PRIMER PRATT & LAMBERT 06/18/84
DOD-P-15328D/WASH/728013
8030-00-850-7076 16460 PRIMER-WASH PRETREAT.FORM. 117 FOR METALS, 782014 PRATT & LAMBERT 03/12/91 BQC
DOD-P-15328D
8030-00-852-8013 11009 RUST INHIBITIVE COATING BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 05/31/89 BOC
TT-C-530
- 8030-00-852-8013 16365 EVERSEAL GP-119 COATING COMPOUND EVERSEAL MFG. 03/06/81
• 8030-00-852-8013 22675 RUST INHHIBITIVE COATING EVERSEAL MFG. DLA MSOS SPC
TT-C-530
e 8030-00-889-3534 12615 ANTISEIZING TAPE DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO DLA MSDS SPC
NIL-T-27730
8030-00-889-3534 07798 PTFE THREAD SEAL TAPE GARLOCK INC. 07/19/91 BOC
MIL-T-27730
8030-00-889-3534 08616 TEFLON LAKE CITY INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS ND DATE BOC
• 8030-00-889-3535 12615 ANTISEIZING TAPE DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO DLA MSDS
MIL-T-27730
8030-00-889-3535 07798 PTFE THREAD SEAL TAPE GARLOCK INC. 07/19/91
MIL-T-27730
8030-00-889-5285 04981UINK_R ANTI-SEIZE #8001 UNGAR 05/10/85
8030-00-893-4227 02493 VERSAMID 125 HENKEL CORPORATION 06/14/90 SPC
POLYAMIDE RESIN
8030-00-900-2373 04331 LOCQUIC PRIMER GRADE N LOCTITE CORPORATION 08/05/91 8OC
MIL-S-22473 / 76455
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8030-00-900-2373 16430 LOCQUIC PRIMER N (AEROSOL) LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/93
76456
8030-00-900-4412 20750 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT T51363D (CV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
• 8030-00-902-5514 04982 PIPE-TITE-STIK LAKE CHEMICAL CO. DLA NSDS
- 8030-00-903-0931 04775 CORROSION PREVENTIVE, HARD FILM SOLVENT DISPERSED STEVEN INDUSTRIES 01/00/87
NIL-C-16173D AM.2 TY.1GR.4
8030-00-905-6818 20749 THREE BONO ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI362A (0) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-00-913-8934 16926 FEL-PRO C-100 FEL-PRO, INC. NO DATE
HI-TEMP ANTI-GALL LUBRICANT
8030-00-922-3156 00823 EPON RESIN 828 SHELL 06/04/93
43240
- 8030-00-926-9131 03195 COATING, CORROSION RESISTANT, MIL-C-81706 QPL ANCHEM PROOUCTS, INC. NO DATE
NSDS IS FROM SUPPLIER: STEVEN INDUSTRIES
8030-00-926-9131 01352 ALODINE 1200 PARKER + AMCHEM 08/16/90 BOC
8030-00-926-9131 14466 ALODINE 1200S PARKER + AMCHEM 03/11/90
8030-00-926-9131 03467 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD PART 1 TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 11/30/87 BOC
MIL-C-81706 AMEND 5
8030-00-933-7084 05518 PLAS-DUX, ADHESIVE COMPOUND BABBITT DEVELOPMENT CO., INC. 06/18/87 BOC
8030-00-933-7084 11350 EP-7117-T FULLER, H.B. 12/11/88 BOC
SEALANT, VERSION 1.003
• 8030-00-933-7084 03102 DUXSEAL MANVILLE DLA MSDS
8030-00-933-7084 07821 SEALING COt¢oOUND RUS INDUSTRIES 12/15/87 BOC
8030-C0-935-7100 20744 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TBI364A (AVV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/28/92 SPC
8030-00-936-1947 00486 STARRETT M-1 ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANT STARRETT, L.S., CO. 07/16/92
8030-00-936-9940 16069 SCOTCHCAL BRAND EDGE SEALER 3950 3M 05/04/93 SPC
75-3455-7162-6, 75-5239-5001-4
8030-00-938-t947 05273 ALOX 2028CM ALOX NO DATE
MIL-C-81309 TY.II CL.1 & CL.II
8030-00-938-1947 11107 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. tt/16/89 BOC
NIL-C-813090 TYPE II CLASS II
8030-00-938-1947 07462 CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND (GS-06S-12263) BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. 01/00/89
MIL-C-81309C
8030-00-938-1947 03472 CRC 3-36 (BULK & AEROSOL) CRC INOUSTRIE$, INC. 11/00/85
#3004, 3005
8030-00-938-1947 22065 SO-SURE CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUND LHB INDUSTRIES 02/14/94 SPC
MIL-C-81309D TYPE II CLASS 2, 9520800 / CORR.PREVE
- 8030-00-938-1947 16998 CORROSION PREVENTION COMPOUND MARGOLIS, A. & SON NO DATE
8030-00-965-2397 02009 GOLD BOND CAULK, X- 761 BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 02/08/90 BOC
CID A-A-1555
8030-00-965-2397 11253 PSI 621 LOW MODULUS SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEm, INC. 10/08/87 BOC
8030-00-965-2397 04496 PSI-631 SILICONE SEALANT, 7-600 POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 12/01/87
MIL-A-46146/PART#7-625.00 HANDWRITTEN ON PREV.MSDS
8030-00-965-2397 13476 PSI-901URETHANE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 04/15/91 80C
CIO-A-A-1556 (TYPE S, GRADE NS,CLASS 50)
8030-00-965-2397 07820 _NOLASTIC NP-1URETHANE SEALANT REXNDRD CHEMICAL PRODUCTS INC 07/15/86
#3550
8030-00-975-0713 16545 TUFF-KOTE TUFF-KOTE 01/30/90
8030-00-980-3975 16430 LOCQUIC PRIMER N (AEROSOL) LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/93 BOC
76456
8030-00-980-3975 06740 LOCOUIC PRIMER NF (AEROSOL) LOCTITE CORPORATION 09/25/92 BOC
736-47, 736-56
....................................................... _ ...........................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / "@' = OLA HMIS MSDS
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...................................................................................................................................
8030-00-980-3975 16482 LOCQUIC PRIMER T. #747-47. #747-56. AERDSOL LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/93 SPC
8030-00-998-3321 20599 EPK 1C (TORRSEAL-VARIAN) / ABOO01 / (RESIN) DEXTER CORPORATION 03/08/93
TORRSEAL-VARIAN P/N: 953-0001/953-0002/953-0004
8030-01-008-0969 04711SIKAFLEX-tA, POLYURETHANE, ALL COLORS SIKA CORPORATION 11/C_/89
#'S 431/432/433/437/439/460/463, PRODUCT# 431
8030-01-008-0969 17424 POLYFLEX SEALANT SUPERIOR SEALANTS, INC. 01/16/87
MSDS DATE IS DATE PRINTED
8030-01-010-9289 15181 DURHAM'S ROCK HARD WATER PUTTY DURHAM, DONALD 06/24/91
8030-01-010-9289 13939 WOOD PUTTY RED DEVIL, INC. 01/24/86 BOC
051t, 0513. 0514, 0518 SERIES
8030-01-012-5059 16560 TRA-BONO 2103 RESIN TRA-CON. INC 04/25/91 BOC
PERKIN-ELMER VAC-SEAL EPOXY RESIN SEALANT #2886000
8030-01-013-9306 20748 THREE BOND ANAEROBIC SEALANT TB1363A (AV) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 05/22/92 SPC
8030-01-014-5869 01879 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 262 LOCTITE CORPORATION 11/01/85 BOC
8030-01-014-5869 00879 REIdK)VABLE THREADLOCKER 242 LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/94
QUICK SERVICE TOOL BOX, PART OF KIT 00101
8030-01-014-5869 11187 ANAEROBIC ADHESIVE/SEALANT T42 SAF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP. 06/01/89 BOC
8030-01-014-6860 06280 04176 DATAKOAT KIT DATAK CORPORATION NO DATE
8030-01-020-7467 16443 CLEAR LATEX GEORGE, P.D. NO DATE
L-S0 GREY MAGNETIC LATEX/PART A
8030-01-020-7467 03961 L-SO GREY MAGNETICALLY ATTRACTIVE LATEX COMPOUND MAGNA VISUAL NO DATE
PAINT, 2-COMPONENT
8030-0t-020-7567 16444 SILICON METAL & FERROSILICON CYPRUS FOOTE MINERAL COMPANY 04/24/79
POWDER PART B
@ 8030-01-023-4144 05432 ALUMILASTIC CAULKING COMPOUND PARR, INC. DLA MSDS
8030-01-025-1692 04331LOCQUIC PRIMER GRADE N LOCTITE CORPORATION 08/05/91
NIL-S-22473 / 76455
8030-01-025-1692 00879 RENOVAIBLE THREADLOCKER 242 LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/94
QUICK SERVICE TOOL BOX. PART OF KIT 00101
8030-01-025-1692 13849 PERMA-LOK MM 115 NATIONAL STARCH & CHEMICAL CO 04/28/93 SPC
78-4310 /AOHESlVE SEALANT
8030-01-025-1692 11187 ANAEROBIC AOHESIVE/SEALANT T42 5AF-T-LOK CHEMICAL CORP 06/01/89 BOC
8030-01-026-4065 16840 PLASTILEASE 5128 RAM CHEMICALS 12/16/85
8030-01-030-0970 15323 PHOS-PHO-NEAL HARDENER OEXTER COATINGS 09/16/82
60-C-6/ W/31-G-6 PRIMER
8030-01-030-0970 15322 PHOS-PHO-NEAL WASH PRIMER DEXTER COATINGS 09/16/82
31-G-60 W/60-C-6 CAT.
P 8030-01-041-1596 00162 CORROSION PREVENTIVE/MIL-C-85054(AS) BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. DLA MSDS
8030-01-044-5034 21142 MIL-T-5544-C ANTI-SEIZE COt_OUND ARNITE LABORATORIES 01/15/93 5PC
8030-01-045-4780 03649 AML-GARO CORROSION PREVENTATIVE WATER DISPLACING BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC NO DATE
MIL-C-BS054 TYPE II
- 8030-01-048-2087 16859 KINSEAL VACUUM SEALER KINNEY VACUUM COMPANY 04/26/84
8030-01-054-0740 11140 PIPE SEALANT W/TEFLON LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/93
59231/59241/59214
8030-01-054-3968 06768 SMALL SCREW THREADLOCKER 222 LOCTITE CORPORATION 05/24/93 SPC
MIL-S-46163, TY.II GR M/ADHESIVE SEALANT (22221.22
8030-01-063-7510 13588 NUTS N BOLTS 429 HERNON MANUFACTURING, INC. 02/00/89
MIL-S-46163
8030-01-056-8156 09342 F-900 TORQUE SEAL ORGANIC PRODUCTS CO. 01/01/94 BOC
8030-01-077-7674 09342 F-900 TORQUE SEAL ORGANIC PRODUCTS CO. 01/01/94
0 8030-01-077-7674 17284 SEALING COMPOUND ORGANIC PRODUCTS CO. DLA MSDS
...................................................................................................................................
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...................................................................................................................................
8030-01-085-9530 01884 6-1104 C V SEALANT
8030-01-087-8079 09238 CONATHANE CE-1155, PART A/PART B
MIL-I-46058C (PART B DATED 11-24-92)
14499 DIMETCOTE 6 POWOER INORGANIC ZINC COATING
14500 DIMETCOTE 6N LIOUID, INORGANIC ZINC COATING
14501 DIMETCOTE 6N POWDER, INORGANIC ZINC COATING
11890 ZINC LOCK 311G ZINC RICH COATING (KIT)
311G GREEN ZINC LOCK PT.A, 3118 ZINC POWDER PT.B
04159 NO-4384 CATHA COAT 304 GREEN LIQUID
304L0250
13483 ZINC LOCK 311G ZINC RICH COATING/311B ZINC POWDER
13931 CATHA COAT 304 GREEN ALKYL SILICATE INORGANIC ZINC
BASE / 304L0250
04159 140-4384 CATHA COAT 304 GREEN LIQUID
304 L0250




03567 CRC ZINC RE-NU, #3074 (ZINC PRIMER)
13488 TECTYL 517
PETROLEUUN BASED-RUST PREVENTIVE
00879 REMOVABLE THREADLOCKER 242
QUICK SERVICE TOOL BOX, PART OF KIT 00101
02012 BLUE RIDGE ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK
10196 DAP RELY-ON LATEX CAULK
01879 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 262
14441 WHITAKER 50551 & 50553
06594 PST HIGH TEMPERATURE ANTI-GALLING PIPE SEALANT
56747. ANAEROBIC





13052 DOW CORNING 04-2817 FLUOROSILICONE SEALANT
05653 FOSTER BRIDGING ENCAPSULANT
FOSTER 32-32
20212 4442 HIGH GEL REENTERABLE ENCAPSULANT
06445 CHISEL GASKET REMOVER (AEROSOL)
79040
22738 OOW CORNING X5-7616 BONOED LUBRICANT 3402C
08261 LOCK BOND #219
DOW CORNING 07/08/92



























































NITRILE ADHESIVE/#222/SYNTHETIC RUBBER SOLVENT CMT
10217 BUTYL WOBBER ADHESIVE (AP 2!B A & AP 2t8 B) ARROWHEAD PRODUCTS
BUTYL RU_SER ADHESIVE
05465 E 543 B MACKLANIBURG-DUNCAN OF CALIF.
04284 E 5543 A/E 5543 B MASK-OFF CO.,INC/STA-ADHESIVES
STA-ADHESIVE PARTS A & B
11165 PERMA-TAC 2002 MUSSON-400 NEOPRENE CONTACT ADH ARCHEM CORPORATION
PERNA- TAC 2002 r
......................................

































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 117
STOCK NEIMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COIalENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
8040-00-EG0-0431 13024 HIT-C20 (2-TUBE KIT) HILTI, INC. 01/14/91 BOC
96901701
8040-QO-EGO-0709 11168 BRUSHABLE CERAMIC HARDENER DEVCON CORP 04/25/88 BOC
11760
8040-00-EG0-0709 11167 BRUSHABLE CERAMIC RESIN OEVCON CORP 11/11/88 BDC
11760
8040-00-EG0-1199 11166 SC 125 CASEWAY INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 11/19/91 BOC
8040-00-EG0-1647 02542 #630 PEACH GLUE SPECIAL PURPOSE FLOORCOVERING ADH. HENRY, W.W., CO. 03/01/88 BOC
ACRYLIC EMULSION ADHESIVE
8040-00-EG0-3818 11416 ROYBDND 747 PRIMER ROYSTON LABORATORIES 04/04/90 BOC
RUBBER RESIN COATING
8040-00-EG0-4118 11399 MASTIK'500 TYPE I &II dAMO, INC. 01/02/90 BOC
8040-00-EG0-4600 11374 ADHESIVE REMOVER, AS150 ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 05/02/89 BOC
AEROSOL
8040-C0-EG0-5843 13099 W13NDER STICK ADHESIVE DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, INC. 09/12/88 60C
77701-STANDARD DUTY, 77001-HEAVY DUTY
8040-00-EG0-6646 11753 C-14 PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE COLLINS & AIKMAN CORPORATION 0t/30/91 BOC
8040-00-EG0-7959 06027 HYBOND, ADHESIVE, E9725 BROWN, D.S., COMPANY 10/25/88 BOC
D.S.BROWN #1516
8040-00-EG0-8236 14022 TUFF-BOND QUIK-SET MOORE, GOODLOE E., INC. 01/14/86 BOC
8040-00-EG1-3246 18404 PRECZSIONAIRE #70 PREMIUM DUCT LINER ADHESIVE COLUMBIA CEMENT CO., INC. 07/07/92 8OC
SYNTHETIC RUBBER & RESIN SOLN IN HYDROCARBON SOLVE
8040-00-EG2-1256 11392 FLOOR PATCH COLOR CONCENTRATE DEVCON CDRP 12/19/90 BOC
13100, MSDS#0714
8040-00-EG2-1256 11391 FLOOR PATCH HARDENER DEVCON CORP 12/19/90 BOC
13100
8040-00-EG2-1256 11390 FLOOR PATCH RESIN DEVCON CORP 12/19/90 8OC
13100
8040-00-EG2-1867 1t674 HIGH PERFORMANCE t_ FILLER PASTE MIN_AX, CONSTRUCTION PROD.DIV. 06/03/85 BOC
11-01600-612
8040-C0-EG2-1868 11540 RAPID TAC RAPID TAC 08/10/93 BOC
APPLICATION FLUID/INCOMPLETE MSDS
8040-00-EG2-2126 11620 ABC #2 BLACK ANTI-FOULING DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY 09/26/90 BOC
28254883
8040-00-EG3-0483 22789 EPO-KWICK FAST CURE EPOXY KIT BUEHLER 04/28/94 BOC
EPO-KWICK EPOXY HARDENER/RESIN EPO-KWICK 20-8138-O
8040-00-EG3-0690 22810 SCOTCH-SEAL BRAND MARINE ADHESIVE/SEALANT 5200 3M 08/00/82 BOC
62-5200-9530-8
8040-00-FE3-2068 04980 CEtENT, C GENERAL MACHINE PRODUCTS NO DATE
7167-C
8040-00-FL0-0378 16850 SOLITHANE 113 RESIN THIOKDL CORPORATION NO DATE PGOC
8040-00-FL2-3158 05840 CATALYST 9 GRACE, W.R.. & CO. 11/27/91 PGOC
8040-00-FL6-9983 16430 LOCQUIC PRIMER N (AEROSOL) LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/93 PGOC
76456
8040-00-F00-0085 11515 EA 9321 PART A & 8 DEXTER CORPORATION 06/01/92 SPC
TWO-PART POLYAMIOE/ALIPHATIC CURED EPOXY SYSTEM
8040-00-F00-0401 04801 PLASTER PORCELAIN (POWDER) NO. 30 SAUEREISEN CEMENTS CO. 12/00/93
8040-00-F00-0403 04801 PLASTER PORCELAIN (POWDER) NO. 30 SAUEREISEN CEMENTS CO. 12/00/93
@ 8040-00-F00-0430 04800 ELECTRICAL REFRACTORY CEMENT POWDER =75 SAUEREISEN CEMENTS CO. DLA MSDS
8040-00-F00-3926 05431 5-235 MULTIPURPOSE ADHESIVE ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS COMPANY DLA MSDS
8040-00-F00-6227 08563 DATEY PURPLE PRIMER/CLEANER OATEY COMPANY 03/21/90
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORtq 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "p' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX p. 118
30780.30783.30796.308(36,30768
8040-00-K03-5792 05840 CATALYST 9 GRACE, W.R.. & CO. 11/27/91 SPC
8040-00-K03-5792 05844 ECCOBOND SOLDER 56C GRACE, W.R., & CO. 08/03/93 SPC
RBO 120-046
8040-00-K03-9309 06115 PVC ADHESIVE A-300 WHITE COLORADO PAINT COMPANY NO DATE BOC
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE ADHESIVE
8040-00-K03-9309 03725 CONTRACTORS CHOICE PVC CEMENT IPS NO DATE BOC
CC-PVC-0885
8040-00-K03-9309 01062 WELD-ON #706 FOR PLASTIC PIPE IPS 06/00/92 BOC
8040-00-K03-9309 02622 CENENT-O02 OATEY REGULAR CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT OATEY COMPANY 01/09/89 SPC
31010,31012,31013,31014.31015,31016
8040-00-K03-9309 15218 EZ WELD CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT PCI INDUSTRIES 03/01/90
8040-00-K03-9309 13527 PISTOL PETE PVC SOLVENT CEMENT RECTORSEAL 05/00/83 BOC
8040-00-K03-9309 15226 RECTORSEAL PVC SOLVENT CEMENT RECTORSEAL NO DATE PGOC
TYPE NOT SPECIFIED
8040-00-K03-9309 18764 PVC CLEAR REGULAR BODIED CEMENT WHITLAN, d.C., MANUFACTURINK; t0/24/90
8040-00-K04-5264 12896 CONTECHLNAtLS PLUS ADHESIVE CHEMREX INC. 05/21/91 BOC
76-872
0 8040-00-K04-5264 01911 LIQUID NAILS LN-601 SCN CORPORATION OLA MSOS
8040-00-K04°5272 00218 5-MINUTE EPOXY RESIN / HARDENER ITW 05/05/92
14250
8040-00-K04-5773 05511 PERMABOND 910 NATIONAL STARCH & CHEMICAL CO. 05/07/93
82-9827 / CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE / NIL-A-4650
8040-00-K04-6638 18436 3144 RTV RUBBER COMPOUND DOW CORNING 08/01/91
MIL-A-46106 TY1
8040-00-K04-6719 05989 UHU STIC GLUE STICK FABER-CASTELL CORP. 03/12/92
U-26, U-?5,U-125
8040-00-K04-6719 07908 ULU GLU-STIC FABER-CASTELL CORP. 09/09/88 BOC
U-26-U-125
8040-00-K04-7091 07908 ULU GLU-STIC FABER-CASTELL CORP. 09/09/88 BOC
U-26-U-125
8040-00-K04-8522 15209 JET-MELT BRAND ADHESIVE 3762 3M 10/03/85
62-3762 SERIES, VARIOUS NUM8ERS
8040-00-K04-9227 07886 ROYAL ADHESIVE 146504 UNIROYAL, INC. 04/30/90 BOC
POLYCHLOROPRENE BASEO ADHESIVE
8040-00-K05-0066 08614 BLACK FIBERED ROOF COATING KOCH MATERIALS COMPANY 02/09/87
8417
8040-00-K05-0066 08263 COLD PROCESS BUR ADHESIVE KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 05/00/89 BOC
UN t263
8040-00-K05-0067 07686 ASPHALT WET SURFACE MASTIC #5951 T.O. KOCH MATERIALS COMPANY 05/25/88 BOC
8040-00-K05-3157 07199 WELD-ON 713 SOLVENT CEMENT FOR CPVC PLASTIC PIPE IPS NO DATE 6OC
8040-00-K05-3359 03596 PLIOBONO 20 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/26/93 BOC
584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOw ASHLAND
8040-00-K05-3503 (36592 SLACK MAX BLACK TOUGHENED ADHESIVE LOCTITE CORPORATION 03/01/92 BOC
38004,38050,38061; LO-863B / CYANDACRYLATE
8040-00-K05-3505 06593 FORM-A-THREAD STRIPPED THREAD REPAIR KIT LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/01/93 BOC
81669: ADHESIVE, ACTIVATOR, RELEASE AGENT
8040-00-K05-3826 06738 QUICK METAL PRESS FIT REPAIR LOCTITE CORPORATION 03/01/92 BOC
66040
8040-00-K05-4812 05720 ABATEMENT SPRAY AOHESIVE ASIO0 ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. NO DATE BOC
8040-00-K05-4812 14649 NON-CHLORINATED AEROSOL AOHESIVE AS101 ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 05/00/92 BOC
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA HMIS MSDS
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AS-101 MAXI-TACK
8040-00-K05-5250 10202 S-20 SILICONE OIL FOR FUSER CANON, INC. 12/01/91 BOC
KF8-0005-001
8CMIO-OO-KO_3-6512 11712 ULINE FAST TACK ADHESIVE #S-313 CROW_N INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 01/16/91 BOC
R.N.# 51648090 / t63,024AY/#700-164-28090
8040-00-K05-7064 11374 ADHESIVE REMOVER, AS150 ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 05/02/89 BOC
AEROSOL
8040-00-K25-0025 14025 RTV652B CROSSLINKING AGENT GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/12/91 BOC
8040-00-K25-1165 17417 ODW CORNING 3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT DOW CORNING 11/07/84
ALL COLORS
P 8040-00-K25-1508 00852 LANCAST HARDENER A CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION DLA MSDS
8040-00-K25-2275 16482 LOCQUIC PRIMER T, #747-47, #747-56, AEROSOL LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/93 SPC
8040-00-K25-4852 07047 DOW CORNING _3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT - CLEAR DOW CORNING 06/27/90
8040-00-K26-5259 02622 CEMENT-O02 OATEY REGULAR CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT OATEY COMPANY 01/09/89 SPC
31010,31012,31013,31014.31015,31016
8040-00-K26-5259 12246 OATEY CPVC SOLVENT CENENT OATEY CONPANY 03/01/90 '
31128,31129,31130,31131
8040-OD-K26-5259 14398 OATEY HEAVY DUTY CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT OATEY COMPANY 11/01/89
8040-00-K27-8309 01323 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 B/A PART A GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 3M 00/00/93 SPC
BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
8040-00-K27-8309 02262 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 BJA PART B GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 3N 00/00/93 SPC
BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
- 8040-00-K28-2968 22670 WELD-ON #1950 CONPQNENT A & B IPS 01/00/94 SPC
TYRA AOHESIVE 31013
8040-00-K28-2968 02622 CEMENT-O02 OATEY REGULAR CLEAR PVC SOLVENT CEMENT OATEY COMPANY 01/09/89 SPC
31010,31012.31013,31014,31015.31016
8040-00-K30-0353 05230 SCOTCH-GRIP 847 RUBBER AND GASKET ADHESIVE 3M 11/20/92
62-0847-0335-4,-5530-5,-8530-2,-0635-7,-6530-4 ....
8040-00-K30-8482 15176 CHENGRIP CEMENT, PART A/PART B NORTON CO. 06/24/92 SPC
8040-00-K32-9691 11726 EA 956 PART A/PART B DEXTER CORPORATION 01/00/93 SPC
MBO 120-037 TY III
8040-00-K36-5245 02217 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE/SEALANT RTV-133 GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/26/77 SPC
ROOM TEWP VULCANIZING SILICONE RUBBER
8040-00-K36-5436 18539 ADCOTE 72A132 MORTON THIOKOL, INC. 02/06/87
PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE
8040-00-K36-6065 02725 DOW CORNING 732 MULTI PURPOSE SEALANT, WHITE DON CORNING 10/13/93
DON CORNING SUGGESTS USE AS REPLACEMENT FOR RTV140
8040-00-K36-6289 18538 UF-3296 PRIMER THIOKOL CORPORATION 05/23/90 SPC
8040-00-K36-9028 21997 EPOCAST HARDENER 951 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION 03/11/92 SPC
FPC5_
8040-00-K37-0917 22417 EA 93C_.3NA SYSTEN PART A & PART B DEXTER COATINGS 10/00/93 SPC
PART A 9-00-91, AS9186000
8040-00-K40-0443 20199 NON-HARDENING HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT THERMON MANUFACTURING COMPANY NO DATE SPC
8040-00-K40-0777 20896 EA 934 NA PART B DEXTER CORPORATION 09/29/89
A89t74
8040-00-K40-0786 18538 UF-3296 PRIMER THIOKOL CORPORATION 05/23/90 SPC
8040-00-K83-5261 08194 SUPERBONOER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE LOCTITE CORPORATION 10/24/88 BOC
8040-00-K83-5261 06684 N-BOND 200 ADHESIVE MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY 08/11/92
LOCTITE SUPERBONDER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE
8040-00-K83-5261 05511PERMABONO 910 NATIONAL STARCH& CHEMICAL CO. 05/07/93 BOC
82-9827 / CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE / MIL-A-4650
...................................................................................................................................
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8040-00-K84-2101 10489 H-54 FORMULA 4 EPOXY GLUE PART A PETTIT PAINT CO INC 03/01/93
H-54-A
8040-00-K84-2101 10490 H-54 FORMULA 4 EPOXY GLUE PART B PETTIT PAINT CO |NC 03/01/g3
H-54-B
8040-O0-KIbl-2101 15203 FIOBBYPOXY QUICK-FIX FORIIULA 4 E/PARTS A & B PETTIT PAINT CO INC NO DATE
8040-00-K84-4630 07237 SUPER MEK PEROXIOE ISOCHEM RESINS COMPANY NO DATE
MMC PART NO: MMS M488A100/ mS M488B100
8040-00-K84-6916 06223 PSA6573, SILICONE GENERAL ELECTRIC 10/25/88
METHYLPOLYSILIOXANE RESIN SOLUTION
8040-00-K84-733t 09344 A-1404-B GOODRICH, B.F. 06/09/87
2785110
8040-00-K84-8109 04663 HM-8229. THERMOPLASTIC ADHESIVE FULLER. H.B. 12/03/85
8040-00-K84-8950 03107 MACCO PV-20, MMF303 MACCO ADHESIVES 06/25/90
FLOORING/CARPET ADHESIVE
8040-00-MP2-3153 00823 EPON RESIN 828 SHELL 06/04/93
43240
8040-00-MP6-0t57 04316 PA_T NO. (8"1r73) PART A/PART B HARD_, INC. 03/0!/86
EPOXY 04001,06-017/06-010/06-027
8040-00-NP7"7618 12122 SCOTCH-WELD EC-3569 B/A PT A/B HIGH PERFORMANCE 3M 08/19/93
EPOXY ADHESIVE 62-3569-XX40-X.62-3569-,62-3669-
8040-00-MP8-5108 09170 ARALOITE 6020 CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION 10/02/75
LIQUID EPOXY RESIN
8040-00-N00-0089 03587 SHELL EPON CURING AGENT V-40 SHELL 12/11/87
ENVIROI_ENTAL DATA SHEET ALSO PROVIDED BY SHELL
@ 8040-00-N00-0207 15311 EPOXY CURING AGENT PART B DEXTER CORPORATION DLA MSDS
8040-00-N00-0754 04510 CHENLOK 205 ELASTOMER ADHESIVE LORD CORPORATION 01/28/93
PR I ME R/MBO- 120- 208/STW5 - 2664/92050L
8040-00-N00-3710 16023 3M BRAND FEATHERING DISC ADHESIVE(PN.8041 & 8043) 3M 10/06/92
62-1413-2609-0 (8041) 62-t413-5509-9 (8043)
• 8040-00-N00-6C)65 00178 ADHESIVE - P/N CA200SL NATIONAL STARCH & CHEMICAL CO. DLA MSDS
8040-00-N16-0975 07488 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - CLEAR DOW CORNING 09/18/85
MIL-A-46106A TYPE I
8040-00-016-8662 15445 ADHESIVE, PLASTIC. (MATERIAL, ASBESTOS) DEXTER CORPORATION 06/01/81
8040-00-016-8662 16874 EA 934 NA PART A EPGXY DEXTER CORPORATION 02/19/90
0 8040-00-018-7581 05430 PLIOGRIP 12-3 GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. OLA MSDS
- 8040-00-023-7729 10387 EPIBOND 1210A STEVEN INDUSTRIES 03/18/81
@ 8040-00-043-0822 00058 ADHESIVE, EPOXY (HYSOL EA911, A & B) CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY DLA MSDS
• 8040°00-043-0822 15312 EA 911 EPOXY CURING AGENT PART h DEXTER CORPORATION OLA MSDS
O 8040-00-043-0822 16812 EA 911 EPOXY PART A DEXTER CORPORATION DLA MSDS
8040-00-052-3399 15199 CEMENT 7167-8 GENERAL MACHINE PRODUCTS NO DATE
8040-00-051-8303 03424 EPK 015t RESIN ANO HARDENER DEXTER CORPORATION 09/20/93
AAOI51,AB0151 (2-PART KIT)
8040-00-061-8303 08895 HYSOL EPK 0151 RESIN DEXTER CORPORATION 08/11/92
AA0151
8040-00-092-2816 04316 PART NO. (8173) PART A/PART B HARDMAN, INC. 03/01/86
EPOXY 04001,06-0t7/06-010/06-027
8040-00-I04-95t0 07094 FILTER COAT (SUPER) RESEARCH PRODUCTS CORPORATION NO DATE
8040-00-117-7258 20940 RTV560 GENERAL ELECTRIC 02/12/93
MBO 130-119 TY 2












MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '0' - DLA FINIS MSDS
( ( t
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 121
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAIIIE MANUFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY
ID COItlItENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
8040-00-118-2695 17933 NORSIL SILICONE PRIMER CARLSON, R.H., COMPANY 09/18/91
@ 8040-00-118-2695 17285 ADHESIVE DOW CORNING DLA MSDS
8040-00-118-2695 02543 RTVt62 PDLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/18/93
8040-00-118-2695 04496 PSI-631 SILICONE'SEALANT, 7-600 POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 12/01/87
NIL-A-46146/PART#7-625.00HANOWRITTEN ON PREV.MSDS
8040-00-126-7798 17513 GC-531 ACCELERATOR GOAL CHEMICAL 02/03/87
8040-00-126-7798 17514 GOAL CHEMICAL P/N GC 531 BASE GOAL CHEMICAL NO DATE
ADHESIVE
0 8040-00-140-6988 17286 ADHESIVE RESEARCH PRODUCTS CORPORATION DLA NSDS
8040-00-140-6988 11236 RP SUPER FILTER COAT #418 RESEARCH PRODUCTS CORPORATION 11/01/92 BOC
8040-00-142-8836 04510 CHEMLOK 205 ELASTOMER ADHESIVE LORD CORPORATION 01/28/93
PRIMER/MBO-120-208/STWS-2664/92050L
8040-00-142-9193 06042 EASTMAN 910 ADHESIVE EASTMAN KODAK CO. 10/00/76
8040-00-142-9193 03731 ADHESIVE, CYANOACRYLATE, 472 LOCTITE CORPORATION 09/11/86
NIL-A-46050,TY.II,CL.2
8040-00-142-9193 07021 QUICK SET 404 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE LOCTITE CORPORATION 04/21/93
46551 / O-RING SPLICING KIT 00112
8040-00-142-9193 07395 SUPER BONDER 495 GENERAL PURPOSE INST ADHESIVE LOCTITE CORPORATION 01/04/94 BOC
495/49550
8040-00-142-9193 06684 M-BOND 200 ADHESIVE MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY 08/11/92
LOCTITE SUPERBONDER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE
8040_00-142-9193 05511PERMABOND 910 NATIONAL STARCH & CHEMICAL CO. 05/07/93 SPC
82-9827 / CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE / NIL-A-4650
- 8040:00-142-9193 04492 ADHESIVE CYANOACRYLATE (EQUIV. TO EASTMAN 910) THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. NO DATE
MILoA-46050C TY II,CL 2
8040-00-142-9193 02515 1743 THREE BOND OF AMERICA INC. 02/01/93
CYANOACRYLATE GLUE
8040-00-142-9823 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC, 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040-00-142-9913 06015 BOSTIK ADHESIVE 1125 BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 04/29/92
012004; 5033060
8040-00-144-9774 04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING DOW CORNING 09/11/93 SPC
8040-00-144-9774 17417 DOW CORNING 3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT DOW CORNING 11/07/84 PGOC
ALL COLORS
8040-00-145-0020 08851 DOW CORNING 3145 RTV ADHESIVE SEALANT - GRAY DOW CORNING 10/04/85
8040-00-145-0075 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
0 8040-00-145-0432 17289 ADHESIVE 3M DLA MSDS
8040-00-t45-0432 17288 SCOTCH-WELD STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE 3M DLA MSDS
8040-00-145-0432 01323 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 B/A PART A GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 3M 00/00/93 SPC
BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
8040-00-145-0432 02262 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 B/A PART B GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 3M 00/00/93 SPC
BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
8040-00-145-0432 08122 3M EC-2216 B/A GRAY 3M 01/20/87 BOC
62-2216-0540-5,-5440-3.-6440-2.-7440-I
8040-00-145-0450 11723 RTV159 SILICONE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/03/88 BDC
SILICONE SEALANT
• 8040-00-148-7092 00868 ECCOSIL PRIMER S-11 GRACE, W.R., & CO. DLA MSDS
8040-00-148-7207 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040-00-148-9737 15263 DOW CORNING 282 ADHESIVE DOW CDRNING 09/26/85
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = OLA HMIS MSDS
GP23- 1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK Nu_ER INDEX P. 122
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
8040-00-152-0028 11528 A-1177-B-2 GOODRICH. B.F. 05/02/89
3010360
8040-00-152-0063 08391SCOTCHGRIP BRAND INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE #2126 3M 03/25/83
NIL-A-5092 (5692??) TY.III
8040-00-159-4834 00673 554155 SILICONE PRIMER MIXTURE GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/31/92 PGOC
NBO 125-050
8040-00-159-5065 05272 EPON CURING AGENT U SHELL 06/14/93
43638
• 8040-00-159-5153 03352 ADHESIVE & INSULATING VARNISH GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSDS
8040-00-t61-7419 21846 TT-P-645B PRIMER CRAWFQRD LABORATORIES 07/t7/92 BOC
H2-016
B040-00-165-8614 04497 SC-0846 FULLER, H.B. 01/26/93
SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE
- 8040-00-165-8614 15261 ADHESIVE 1293-B,NEOPRENE RUBBER(MFGR:CLIFTON ADH.) GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN. NO DATE
• 8040-00-165-8614 17290 ADHESIVE 314 DLA MSDS
• 8040-00-165-8614 17291 ADHESIVE 3M DLA MSDS
8040-00-171-153_ CK)935 3M 6065 SCOTCH SPRAY MOUNT ADHESIVE (PB) 3N t0/15/90
CS-0406-1343-5.62-6065-3725-6,82-6065-4826-1
• 8040-00-180-6028 15313 EPDCAST 9633 HARDENER M & T CHEMICALS. INC. DLA MSDS
8040-00-181-7201 10622 THERMOFIT S-1009 ADHESIVE PART A/PART B RAYCHEM 01/00/91
RAY/3003
• 8040-00-181-7548 04760 ADHESIVE, 175B/A STEVEN INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
DLA SAYS 1751,A & B
8040-C_0-181-7761 11431 3M SUPER 74 FOAM FAST ADHESIVE (PB AND/DR PC) 3M 07/01/93 BOC
CS-0406-2031-5,CS-0406-6932-0,62-4991-4930-0,
8040_00-200-9190 03596 PLIOBOND 20 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/26/93
584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOW ASHLAND
- 8040_00-225-4548 17386 ADHESIVE SEALANT, SILICONE RUBBER DOW CORNING 05/27/81
8040-00-226-4548 07488 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - CLEAR DOW CORNING 09/18/85 BOC
MIL-A-46106A TYPE I
8040-00-225-4548 09008 RTVI02 GENERAL ELECTRIC 08/28/93
MIL-A-46106A / SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
8040-00-225-4548 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC, 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040-00-262-9000 08321 CASEIN GLUE/456-P-2-GOVERNNENT NATIONAL CASEIN OF NEW dERSEY NO DATE BOC
CASEIN GLUE, STEVEN INDUSTRIES MMM-A-125
8040-00-262-9005 21872 MMM-A-1617A, SOLVENTBORNE NEOPRENE ADHESIVE TACC INTERNATIONAL CORP. 04/00/92
MA 212 / ANNOTATED 90067
8040-00-262-9040 10343 RUBBER CEMENT AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. 06/24/88 SPC
CID A-A-B63
8040-00-262-9040 07119 CARTERWS RUBBER CEMENT DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO. 03/03/83
o 8040-00-262-9068 07107 LW-B, LIQUID GLUE, AOHESlVE COOPER, PETER, CORP. DLA NSDS
MMM-A-IO0
8040-00-262-9068 08323 6000 LIQUID HIDE GLUE TITAN ADHESIVES CO. INC 06/12/91 BOC
NNM-A-IO00, TYII
8040-00-264-3838 01217 VINYLITE CEMENT GC THORSEN 09/12/93 BOC
t0-5802, MSDS#O089
8040-00-266-0818 01021 EC-776-SR (SCOTCH-CLAD FUEL RESISTANT COATING) 3M 01/01/90
MIL-S-4383B/62-1541-6504-7,-6540-1,8540-9,9504-4..
• 8040-00-266-0849 15292 KLEERITE RUBBER CEMENT AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. DLA MSDS
8040-00-266-0849 10343 RUBBER CEMENT AMERICANWRITING INK CO.,INC. 06/24/88 SPC
.................................................................................................................................
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CID A-A-863
8040-00-266-0849 03778 ADHESIVE (RUBBER X-822) 05/05/88
A-A-863 / MMM-A-1858?
8040-00-266-0849 08397 ADHESIVE PAPER LABEL NO DATE BDC
mm-A-185
@ 8040-00-266-0849 0131O RUBBER CEMENT DLA MSDS
MMM-A-O0185
8040-00-266-7425 15272 ARMSTRONG S-90 TILE ADHESIVE 06/30/83
8040-00-266-7425 04262 #232 HENRY ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE 02/01/88 BOC
MMM-A-110B/SS-A-128
8040-00-266-7425 01941 SPECIAL ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE 11/19/86
#233/TC-GS-065-12408
8040-00-266-7425 03589 #232 ASPHALT CUTBACK ADHESIVE NO DATE
MMM-A-110A & MMM-A-110B
8040-00-266-7429 10343 RUBBER CEMENT 06/24/88 PGOC
CID A-A-863
8040-00-270-8137 02399 FE-OOO4-A & FE-O(X)4-B 01/08/93 BOC
EPOXY RESIN (FORMERLY RESIWELD)
8040-00-270-8150 18927 CEMENT - MM-A-105, TYPE 1, ORGANIC COATING, 08/25/92 SPC
8040-00-270-8t50 11032 ADHESIVE SC 1806 NO DATE BDC
8040-00-270-8150 12618 DUCO CEMENT 03/11/92 SPC
A-A-529 / 6244
8040-00-270-8t50 15241 ADHESIVE, MMM-A-105 TYPE II NO DATE
CID A-A-S29 / CELLULOSE NITRATE B
8040-D0-273-8705 04290 ASPHALT EMULSION ADHESIVE 10/18/85
#t31
8040-00-273-8705 15168 131 ASPHALT EMULSION ADHESIVE 09/16/81
- 8040-00-273-8707 03736 PERN SURE 01/29/93
M!L-A-33168 / 102
8040-O0-273-8708 08215 PERM-SURE I-C 102 NO DATE BOC
ADHESIVE
8040-C0-273-8708 15254 LAGGING ADHESIVE & COATING 03/17/92
713/_-IITE & RED
• 8040-00-273-8716 03320 ADHESIVE, DESIGN S 1293 (NFGR: CLIFTON ADHESIVES) DLA MSDS
8040-00-273-87t6 15174 E-1293 #4100-0321 03/25/90
MMM-A-121
8040-00-273-8716 15196 RUBBER TO METAL CEMENT 04/30/91
10-352
8040-00-273-8716 00151MMN-A-121 NO DATE
8040-00-273-87t7 04497 $C-0846 01/26/93 SPC
SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE
8040-00-281-9244 10343 RUBBER CEMENT 06/24/88 SPC
CID A-A-863
8040-00-290-2852 00016 MUCILAGE 04/29/87
DISCONTINUED IN 1990
8040-00-290-4301 21872 NI_-A-161?A, SOLVENTBORNE NEOPRENE ADHESIVE 04/00/92
MA 212 / ANNOTATED 90067
8040-00-291-8625 10343 RUBBER CEMENT 06/24/88 SPC
CID A-A-863
8040-00-291-8625 08397 ADHESIVE PAPER LABEL NO DATE
NMM-A-185
...................................................................................................................................
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AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC,
FULLER, H.B.














AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC.
SANFORD CORP
TACC INTERNATIONAL CORP.
AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC.
BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 124
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8040-00-298-1946 12176 SC-0840 FULLER. H.B. 01/09/93
SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE
B040-00-298-1946 05399 H-I076 SHORE UPS CHEMICAL CO.. INC. NO DATE
MMM-A-1617 TY,III
8040-00-300-6373 04548 BIOBOR dF U.S. BORAX INC. 08/31/90
FUEL ADDITIVE FUNGICIDE
8040-00-401-2662 00940 OOW CORNING 90-006-2, CATALYST DOW CORNING 12/21/92 SPC
AEROSPACE SEALANT/FORMERLY 9-0006-2
8040-00-433-4065 11326 NORTECH ADHESIVE #2122 NORTECH ADHESIVE CORPORATION 11/14/88 BOC
MMBI-A-122C
8040-00-433-4065 15237 ADHESIVE STEVEN INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
8040-00-433-4065 03658 3M EC-776 FUEL RESISTANT COATING 3M 02/11/93 BOC
62-0776-0601-0,-2601-8.-5540-5,-6540-4.-8540-2
@ 8040-00-440-9101 00852 LANCAST HARDENER A CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION DLA MSOS
8040-00-444-8752 15228 RP SUPER FILTER COAT AEROSOL ADHESIVE #415 RESEARCH PRODUCTS CORPORATION NO DATE
8040-00-463-7041 02061 SCOTCH-GRIP 1300 RUBBER & GASKET ADHESIVE 3N 12/29/92
62-1300-0635-6,-2631-3,-5530-4,-6530-3,-7530-2 ....
8040-00-515-2245 06015 BOSTIK ADHESIVE 1125 BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 04/29/92
012004; 5033060
8040-00-515-2246 06015 BOSTIK ADHESIVE 1125 BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 04/29/92
012004; 5033060
B040-00-522-3429 06726 SILASTIC 734 RTV SELF-LEVELING ADHESIVE/SEALANT DOW CORNING 09/30/92 BOC
CLEAR
8040-00-522-3429 03423 RTV-118 GENERAL ELECTRIC 04/13/71
INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE/SEALANT
8040-00-526-1910 19680 WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT A IPS 05/00/91
8040-00-526-1910 19681 WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT B IPS 06/00/91
B040-00-526-1910 19682 WELD-ON #28 COMPONENT C IPS 08/00/91
8040-00-578-9158 15197 SERVICE CEMENT GC THORSEN 04/30/91
RADIO- TV/10-302
8040-00-579-9158 04979 SERVICE CEMENT GC THORSEN 04/30/91
10-308
8040-00-597-8234 03263 PAINT REMOVER, TT-R-251,TY.3/A=LOW VISC,B=HI VISC NAGNAFLUX CORPORATION 12/00/85 BOC
8040-00-598-5164 06843 BOSTIK ADH 1007 BOSTIK/USN CORP/SUBS.EMHART 01/31/94 PGOC
SOLVENT-SYNTHETICRESIN BASED PRIMER, MSDS#410310
@ 8040-00-598-5164 17296 PRIMER, ADHESIVE. PART A BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART OLA MSDS
o 8040-00-598-5164 17369 PRIMER, ADHESIVE, PART B BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART DLA MSDS
O 8040-00-598-5164 15222 PRIMER ADHESIVE P/N BOSTIC 1007 CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY DLA MSDS
8040-00-598-8065 19419 3M BRAND ADESIVE EC-171t 3M 01/26/93
62-1711-0301-3,62-17tl-8551-5
8040-00-656-0929 08273 ADHESIVE FOR ACOUSRICAL (SIC) MATERIALS BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO. 03/08/91
MMM-A-OO150B, PRODUCT# X-973B
8040-00-656-0929 04101 #57 ACOUSTI-BONO ADHESIVE (8324) GIBSON-HOMANS 10/00/85
CHECK STOCK NUMBER
8040-00-656-0929 03105 #745 ACOUSTICAL SEALANT (8311) GIBSON-HOMANS 11/00/85
_-A- 1508
8040-00-656-0929 17490 HENRY ACOUSTICAL TILE ADHESIVE HENRY, W.W., CO. 06/01/88
NIm-A-OOI50B / 237
8040-00-656-0929 15734 LOCKBONO ADHESIVE INDUSTRIAL RUBBER CEMENT CO 02/04/80
• 8040-00-664-4316 11052 N-1051MMM-A-1617 TYPE 2 SHORE UPS CHEMICAL CO., INC. DLA MSDS
NEOPRENE ADHESIVE
---+ ................................................................................................................................





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 125
8040-00-664-43t8 08257 FA-1051
MMM-A-1617, TY.2 / NEOPRENE ADHESIVE
15238 ADHESIVE, M_-A-1617 TY 1
R-1053
15239 NEOPRENE ADHESIVE MI_-A-1617 TYPE II
RUBBER BASE 1501
21872 MMM-A-1617A, SOLVENTBORNE NEOPRENE ADHESIVE
MA 212 / ANNOTATED 90067
17297 ADHESIVE
02657 ADHESIVE, MMM-A-I05 TYPE I
CID A-A-529
03596 PLIOBOND 20
584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOW ASHLAND
20245 KINGCO 21-114 LABEL ADHESIVE
08083 EPOXI-PATCH KIT 309 PART A & B
AA0309. EPK -309
15202 EPOXY-PATCH
07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
03552 DOW CORNING 1200 RTV PRIME COAT - ALL COLORS
16234 DOW CORNING 1200 RTV PRIME COAT - CLEAR




11745 EPI-SEAL SPEC.IO-IO PART A
SPECI010 A
11746 EPI-SEAL SPEC.lO-tO PART B
SPECI010 B
04768 EPI-SEAL UNIVERSAL RESIN PART A&B EXPOXY RESIN MIX
21682 HARDENER 220
11604 ADHESIVE MMM-187B-TY I
10256 EPI-SEAL PLUS EPOXY, PART A
MIIBI-A-187H PART A
03104 CREST 2079 A/2079 B
MMM-A-187B / EPOXY RESIN/POLYAMIDE RESIN
17298 A-1 FIX & PATCH PART 1
EPOXY RESIN
21680 ADHESIVE EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE - RESIN
21681 ADHESIVE EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE-HARDENER
07797 ELMER'S GLUE-ALL (ALL SIZES)
E-395,371,372,375,379.384.393.960
02629 CEMENT. LIQUID. N.O.S.
13374 SC-1185
SOLVENT BASED ADHESIVE/STEVEN INO:MNN-A-130 TYPI
17146 CONTACT CEMENT,WELDWOOD.IOIM-A-1306 (NFGR: BEECHAM)
10625 iELDWOOD CONTACT CEMENT; 2080
00304 CONTACT CEMENT
MMM-A-130B. MA-162




















































BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
BONDED PRODUCTS, INC.
CREST PRODUCTS CORPORATION











































MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_" = OLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET IhlOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 126
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
IO COI_tENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
8040-00-777-0631 11682 HYSOL EPK 1C PART A RESIN & PART B HARDENER DEXTER CORPORATION 11/19/91 BOC
PRODUCT CODE AAOOO1/A80001
80w10-00-779-2863 01217 VINYLITE CEMENT GC THORSEN 09/12/93 PGOC
10-5802, MSDS#O089
8040-00-809-8252 03658 3tt EC-776 FUEL RESISTANT COATING 3M 02/11/93
62-0776-0601-0,-2601-8,-5540-5,-6540-4,-8540-2
8040-00-810-0877 08246 PSI-690 PRIMER POLYMERIC SYSTEMS. INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-461088 TYPE I
8040-00-822-643000823 EPON RESIN 828 SHELL 06/04/93
43240
8040-00-826-3361 15235 WATERPLUG QUICK SETTING HYDRAULIC CEMENT THORO SYSTEM PRODUCTS 03/05/93
MSDS# 14-2
8040-00-833-9563 04440 SILASTIC 731RTV ADHESIVE/SEALANT DOW CORNING NO DATE
MIL-A-46106A
8040-00-833-956300711 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT, RTV 102 DOW CORNING 09/18/85
MIL-A-46108A
8040-00-833-9563 0g(0 RTVt02 GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/28/93
MIL-A-46106A / SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
8040-00-833-9563 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46108B TYPE I
8040-00-833-9563 08246 PSI-690 PRIMER POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, IN(:. 08/26/93 SPC
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040-r_0-841-9773 02628 WB ARMAFLEX FINISH ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES 09/16/93
8040-00-843-0002 02702 RTVI08 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 05/03/91 BOC
8040-00-843-0802 15260 ADHESIVE A-12 PT A&B ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS COMPANY 10/00/85
SNI A = PART A/SNI B = PART B
8040-00-843-0802 17388 ADHESIVE SEALANT RTV SILICONE DOW CORNING 03/02/81
8040-OD-843-_02 00696 SILASTIC RTV 140, RTV ADHESIVE DON CORNING 09/23/85
OBSOLETE PRODUCT PER OOW CORNING, 12/t7/92
8040-00-843-0802 02702 RTVI08 SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 05/03/91
8040-00-843-0802 07165 SILICONE FORM-A-GASKET ADHESIVE SEALANT BLUE LOCTITE CORPORATION 08/09/88
68. 6BR, 6M, 81195 / 80022,80023,80827,81195
8040-00-843-0802 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46108B TYPE I
8040-00-843-0802 08246 PSI-690 PRIMER POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93 SPC
MIL-A-461088 TYPE I
8040-00-843-7873 00386 EPON RESIN 815 SHELL 12/13/93
43220
8040-00-845-4304 00672 PRIMER ADHESIVE DOW CORNING DLA MSOS
8040-00-846-3351 21680 ADHESIVE EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE - RESIN UNITED RESIN CORPORATION 10/02/92 BOC
8040-00-846-335t 21681 ADHESIVE EPOXY RESIN BASE GENERAL PURPOSE-HARDENER UNITED RESIN CORPORATION 10/02/92 BOC
8040-00-847-6387 16536 COAL CAT CDMP.A PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 05/11/93
TAR EPOXY PAINT 97-640
8040-00-847-6387 16816 EPOXY PATCH KIT,RESIN SPECIALTY PLASTICS CO., INC. 10/05/81
8040-00-847-6387 15243 FIX N PATCH EPOXY ADHESIVE ANO SEALANT SPECIALTY PLASTICS CO., INC. t0/05/8t
8040-00-847-6387 15314 FIX'N PATCH SPECIALTY PLASTICS CO., INC. 11/03/81
• 8040-00-849-0390 06615 ADHESIVE 80 FLUORO-PLASTIC, INC. DLA MSDS
8040-00-851-0211 02725 OOW CORNING 732 MULTI PURPOSE SEALANT, WHITE DOW CORNING 10/13/93
DOW CORNING SUGGESTS USE AS REPLACEMENT FOR RTV140
8040-00-851-0211 10665 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - WHITE DOW CORNING 09/18/85
PSI-8761-3, MIL-A-46103 TY I, MSt# OR-455(RTV 108)
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA I_S SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
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8040-00-851-0211 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
- 8040-00-853-89t3 17463 HEXANE (MFGR: MC KESSON CHEMICAL CHEMICAL COMMOOITIES AGENCY 09/0'6/85
8040-00-853-8913 07125 HEXANE (N-HEXANE) ASTM D t836-64 MCKESSON CHEMICAL CO. 09/06/85
8000-00-865-8991 02725 DOW CORNING 732 NULTI PURPOSE SEALANT, WHITE OOW CORNING 10/13/93
DOW CORNING SUGGESTS USE AS REPLACEMENT FOR RTV140
8040-00-865-8991 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040-00-877-9872 02725 DOW CORNING 732 MULTI PURPOSE SEALANT, WHITE DOW CORNING 10/13/93
DOW CORNING SUGGESTS USE AS REPLACEMENT FOR RTV140
8040-00-877-9872 09008 RTVt02 GENERAL ELECTRIC 06/28/93
MIL-A-46106A / SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
8040-00-87?-9872 0?578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040-00-880-7332 06726 SILASTIC. 734 RTV SELF-LEVELING ADHESIVE/SEALANT DOW CORNING 09/30/92
CLEAR
8040-00-880-7332 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040-00-889-3534 07798 PTFE THREAD SEAL TAPE GARLOCK INC. 07/19/91
MIL-T-27730
8040-00-894-3132 11122 WELDilK)OD PLASTIC RESIN GLUE (DAP) DAP INC. 06/29/90 SPC
MMM-A-188
8000-00-SK)0-6296 15173 A-1177-B-2 GOODRICH, B.F. 03/18/86
2779360
8040-00-902-3871 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
8040o00-914-6970 03552 DOW CORNING t200 RTV PRIME COAT - ALL COLORS DOW CORNING 03/19/84
p 8040-00-914-6970 00191 PRIME COAT P/N GS-065-12312 OOW CORNING DLA MSDS
8040-00-922-8288 03460 THERNOFIT S-1(_D6 ADHESIVE RAYCHEM 09/00/88
RAY/3002
@ 8040-00-926-9199 02043 SCOTCHGRIP BRAND ADHESIVE 880 3M DLA MSDS
8040-00-936-9940 16069 SCOTCHCAL BRAND EDGE SEALER 3950 3M 05/04/93
75-3455-7162-6, 75-5239-5001-4
8000-00-938-1535 17385 DOW CORNZNG 738 RTV NON-CORROSIVE ADHESIVE DOW CORNING 01/20/81
• 8040-00-938-1535 00697 RTV738 ADHESIVE GENERAL ELECTRIC DLA MSDS
8040-00-938-1535 04496 PS1-631 SILICONE SEALANT, 7-600 POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 12/01/87
MIL-A-46146/PART#7-625.00 HANDWRITTEN ON PREV.MSDS
8040-00-938-6860 09275 GSA GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVE SPRAY CAMIE-CAMPBELL, INC. 11/06/91 BOC
NSN 8040-00-938-6860
8000-00-938-686003366 MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY ON ADHESIVE CONTACT INDUSTRIES 08/00/92
690A
8040-00-938-6860 17786 SO-SURE RUBBER ADHESIVE (IN PRESSURIZED DISPENSER) LHB INDUSTRIES 03/28/94 SPC
MMM-A-lO58A / 532E800
8040-00-938-6860 03456 MULTI-PURPOSE SPRAY-ON ADHESIVE X9083 PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC. 01/08/87
i-A-lO58A TYPE I
8040-00-938-6860 00249 3M SUPER 77 SPRAY ADHESIVE 3M 11/08/90 BOC
62-4434-3725-6, -3726-4, -4030-0, -4935-0, -4936-8
@ 8040-00-941-9984 03203 ADHESIVE, MIL-A-46106 (MFGR:POLYMERIC SYSTEMS) BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD) DLA MSDS
8040-00-941-9984 15198 ADHESIVE GENERAL ELECTRIC 09/17/80
8040-00-941-9984 03203 ADHESIVE, MIL-A-46106 POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. DLA MSDS
8040-00-941-9984 07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
...................................................................................................................................
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HARDENER 220 UNITED RESIN CORPORATION 10/09/90
PLIO_ 20 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/26/93
5844D04 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOW ASHLAND
15217 PLIOIBONO GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. 07/00/84
15217 PLIOBOND GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. 07/00/84
00868 ECCOSlL PRIMER 5-11 GRACE, W.R., & CO. DLA MSDS
15269 BOSTIK ADHESIVE 7058 NO. 8-00834 BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 08/06/84
16873 EA 934 PART B DEXTER CORPORATION 09/29/89
02399 FE-(_OO4-A & FE-O004-B FULLER, H.B, 01/08/93
EPOXY RESIN (FORMERLY RESIWELD)
16838 HARAD'S PADDING COMPOUND HARAD CHEMICAL CO. 03/12/84
dim WALTER PAPERS PADDING COMPOUND
04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING OOW CORNING 09/11/93 BOC
18361 BR 400 CORROSION INHIBITING PRIMER, 20% SOLIDS AMERICAN CYANAMID 12/14/92 SPC
EPOXY RESINS IN SOLVENT BLENO
07488 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - CLEAR DO1# CORNING 09/18/85 PGOC
MIL-A-46106A TYPE I
07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC. 08/26/93
MIL-A-46106B TYPE I
15260 ADHESIVE A-12 PT A&B ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS COMPANY 10/00/85 BOC
SNI A - PART A/SNI B = PART B
02543 RTV152 POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE SEALANT GENERAL ELECTRIC 03/18/93 SPC
06684 M-BOND 200 ADHESIVE MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY 08/11/92 BOC
LOCTITE SUPERBONDER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE
06681 M-BOND 200 CATALYST MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY 05/29/91 BOC
05511 PERMABO_ 910 NATIONAL STARCH & CHEMICAL CO. 05/07/93 8OC
82-9827 / CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE / MIL-A-4650
15268 314 EC-;357 / HIGH PERFORMANCE CONTACT ADHESIVE 3M 0t/04/90
62-1357-5540-3,-6540-2,-7540-1,-8545-9,-8546-7
01323 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 B/A PART A GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 3M 00/00/93 SPC
BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
02262 SCOTCH-WELD 2216 B/A PART B GRAY EPOXY ADHESIVE 314 00/00/93 SPC
BRAND STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
07908 ULU GLU-STIC FABER-CASTELL CORP. 09/09/88 BOC
U-26-U-125
09425 DOW CORNING 1204 RTV PRIME COAT DOW CORNING 09/11/93 SPC
39-8050-01204
13587 ECCOBOND SOLDER 59C, SILICONE PASTE GRACE, W.R., & CO. 04/27/90
LMSC MSDS
15185 ECCOBOND 285, BLACK GRACE, W.R., & CO, 11/27/91
15182 ECCOBOND 285, PART A (CK.PRODUCT #: 286??) GRACE, W.R., & CO. 10/30/85
15183 ECCOBOND 285, PART B (CK. PRODUCT #: 286??) GRACE, W.R., & CO. 10/30/85
09425 DOW CORNING 1204 RTV PRIME COAT DON CORNING 09/11/93 SPC
39-8050-01204
13610 BLACK AIR DRY PATCH, Ct303 MICHIGAN CHROME & CHEMICAL 08/22/88
LMSCNSDS
21194 MAGNOBONO 6388-3, A & B MAGNOLIA PLASTICS, INC. 06/22/93 SPC
EPOXY RESIN/AMINE CURE
8040-01-114-3193 15203 HOBBYPOXY QUICK-FIX FORMULA 4 E/PARTS A & B PETTIT PAINT CO INC NO DATE
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8040-01-144-4373 08623 3M EC-847 ............................................................
3M 04/12/89 BQC
5540-4,6540-3,7551-9,8545-0,9540-0
8040-01-163-3481 22417 EA 9309.3NA SYSTEM PART A & PART B
PART A 9-00-91, AS91860CK)
8040-01-203-1443 07659 SUPERE4_NOER 430 METAL BONOING INSTANO ADHESIVE
8040-01-203-1443 05511 PERMABOND 910
82-9827 / CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE / MIL-A-4650
8040-01-285-0813 15209 dET-MELT BRAND ADHESIVE 3762
62-3762 SERIES, VARIOUS NUI_SERS










SPC8040-01-877-9872 02725 DOW CORNING 732 MULTI PURPOSE SEALANT, WHITE DOW CORNING 10/13/93
DOW CORNING SUGGESTS USE AS REPLACEMENT FOR RTV140
8080-00-242-2089 03281TT-T-291 TYPE I PACKAGING SERVICE CO., INC. 11/00/87
PAINT THINNER / CONTRACT# TC-GS-10F-51260
8101-00-530-5563 03254 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS CON-LUX COATINGS 07/06/89 ' BOC
GREEN 14260, TT-E-489G
8120-00-K83-9581 15619 CALIBRATION GAS. PENTANE IN AIR MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE NO DATE0.75%
8135-00-K84-4639 21229 STEPANFOAM BX-250-R STEPAN COMPANY 10/24/77
COMPONENT B
8135-00-K84-4639 21228 STEPANFOAN BX-250-T STEPAN COMPANY 08/01/80
COMPONENT A
8140-00-843-0802 02725 DOW CORNING 732 MULTI PURPOSE SEALANT, WHITE DOW CORNING 10/13/93
DOW CORNING SUGGESTS USE AS REPLACEMENT FOR RTV140
8305-00-K28-4378 22083 RESIN COATED FIBER GLASS FABRICS PERMAGLAS MESH INCORPORATED 01/01/93 SPC
PGM TYPES 205/206/207/218/221/242/243/253/256 YELL
- 8415-00-K84-0859 16186 CLOROPEL REPAIR KIT ILC DOVER NO DATE
- 8415-01-289-8826 16186 CLOROPEL REPAIR KIT ILC DOVER NO DATE BOC
8415-01-289-8826 06099 THF (TETRAHYDROFURAN) ILC DOVER NO DATE BOC
SCAPE SUIT REPAIR
8510-00-817-0295 13455 CARE 9OZ. TALCUM POWDER PPI 10/08/90 BOC
8510-00-817-0295 03420 TALC WHITTAKER.CLARK & DANIELS INC 12/02/85
TALCUM POWDER ' "
8520-00-K03-99_ 07111 PINK LOTION LIQUID HAND SOAP TRIPLE S 05/05/86
8520-00-K04-7071 00(02 BORAXO POWDERED HAND SOAP OIAL CORPORATION 04/24/92
NEW MFGR 12/92
8520-00-K04-7071 00323 BORAXO WATERLESS HAND CLEANER, 00355 U.S. 80RAX INC. 11/01/85
8520-00-082-2145 15367 H_ CLEANER: WATERLESS CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP. NO DATE
• 8520-00-082-2146 04176 WATERLESS HANO CLEANER PASTE MAKOOR PROOUCTS MFG. CO. OLA MSDS
P-H-31
8520-00-082-2146 12567 HANDCLEANER, WATERLESS CREAM VITA-ERB LTD. 09/01/90
A-A-279
8520-00-527-9942 22020 WATERLESS HANOCLEANER LOTION VITA-ERB LTD 07/09/91 SPC
CID A-A-268
8520-00-531-6484 18028 LISA HARD MILLED SOAP STAHL SOAP CORPORATION 03/02/92
CID A-A-48
8520-00-551-0376 13286 LISA FLOATING SOAP STAHL SOAP CORPORATION 02/01/90
CID A-A-49
8520-00-634-1594 11343 GRIT SOAP (PASTE) TYPE 1 VITA-ERB LTD. 04/CX)/89 BOC
CIO A-A-43A
...................................................................................................................................
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8520-OO-782-3509 04176 wATERLESS HAND CLEANER PASTE MAKOOR PRODUCTS MFG. CO. DLA MSDS
P-H-31
• B520-OO-g65-2109 04771 HANE) CLEANER NAKOOR PRODUCTS MFG. CO. DLA MSDS
BIODEGRADABLE
9105-0t-011-3953 17100 SUNISO REFRIGERATION 01L VIRGINIA _ CORP. NO DATE
@ 9130-0D-ODD-0504 04245 FUEL, CAMP STOVE COLEMAN COMPANY DLA MSDS
@ 9130-00-ND0-1349 12172 WIZARD CHARCOAL LIGHTER BOYLE-MIDWAY, INC. DLA MSOS
9130-00-148-7103 16949 UNLEADED GASOLINE BELCHER OIL CO. 10/07/85
CONTRACT VALID THRU 3-31-88 PER E.CUSTER
9130-00-264-621a 02728 REGULAR G_SOLINE BELCHER OlL CO. 10/07/85
9130-00-273-2379 15510 jP NO. 5 FUEL SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. 03/24/93
TURBINE/AVIATION
@ 9130-00-273-2379 17138 dP-5 (SOURCE: OLA/USN FUEL DEPOT,JACKSONVILLE,FL) U.S.A.F.OCCUPAT'L & ENVIRONN'L OLA MSDS
9135-00-142-9362 15990 HELIUM, LIQUID, DEWAR EG&G FLORIDA, INC. NO DATE
9135-00-148-9813 16020 MONR)METHYLHYORAZINE (VENOOR: OLIN) OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV. 02/08/93
• 9135-00-149-1610 17130 HYDRAZINE, ANHYDROUS (MIL-P-26536C W/AM.l) BORNE CHEMICAL CO., INC. OLA MSDS
P 9135-00-149-16t0 17129 HYDRAZINE, J_ItYDROUS (MIL-P-26536C W/AM.I) BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD) DLA MSDS
9135-00-149-1610 16085 ANI_YDROUS HYDRAZINE OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV. 01/26/90
CPE134080
9135-00-543-7429 17147 RP-1 HOWELL HYDROCARBONS INC. 11/00/90 '
PROPELLANT GRADE KEROSENE
9135-00-543-7429 15428 RP-1 PROPELLANT VISTA CHEMICAL COMPANY NO DATE
9135-00-611-1347 15991 HYDROGEN (LIQUID) AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC. 02/16/81
ALSO SAFETYGRAM-9
9135-00-753-4637 17448 UDMH OLIN CORP CHEMICALS D'IV. 01/02/86
1,I-DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
9135-00-753-4919 15121AEROZINE-50 OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV. 01/23/87
HYDRAZINE 50%/1,1-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE 50_
9135-00-754-2694 16090 NITROGEN TETROXIOE - NTO EG&G FLORIDA, INC. SEVERAL
9135-00-754-2694 16087 NITROGEN TETROXIDE - NTO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM) EG&G FLORIDA, INC. 09/15/89
SEE ALSO N204-1, -3, 10
9135-00-823-8133 15644 HYDROGEN (GASEOUS) EG&G FLORIDA, INC. 02/16/81
ALSO SAFETYGRAM-4
9135-00-890-2011 07344 GRADE-A HELIUM U.S. BUREAU OF NINES NO DATE
9135-00-890-20tl 15640 HELIUM (VENOOR: USEgM) U.S. BUREAU OF MINES 08/03/92
9135-00-926-2164 16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (MON-I) CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION 01/26/93
9135-00-926-2165 16088 MODIFIEO OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (MON-I) CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION 01/26/93
9135-00-926-888B 15640 HELIUM (VENOOR: USBM) U.S. BUREAU OF MINES 08/03/92
- 9135-00-935-5863 15646 NITROGEN BIG THREE INOUSTRIES 04/01/84
FACILITY NITROGEN,HIGH PRESSURE GAS/PIPELINE DISTR
9135-00-965-2526 15992 LIQUID NITROGEN;LIN;NITROGEN,REFRIGERATED LIO(CRYO LIQUID AIR 10/01/85
LAC 05124 / CONTRACT: 7/91 - 7/96
9135-00-965-2526 17453 NITROGEN, GASEOUS UNION CARBIDE 08/00/85
L-4631 -B
- 9135-00-965-2526 17452 NITROGEN, LIQUID UNION CARBIDE 08/00/95
913S-00-965-2527 15995 LIQUID OXYGEN LIQUID AIR 09/02/91
LAC 05t28/KSC-TG-PIO-OT/GR.F,HI-PUR/CNT:1/92-12/94
9135-00-965-2527 15994 OXYGEN,LIQUID,GRADE A UNION CARBIDE 09/00/85
L-4637-B
• 9135-01-013-856B 17132 NITROGEN TETROXIDE, MON-3 BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD) DLA MSDS
9135-01-013-8569 16089 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-III (MON-III) CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION 01/14/94
...................................................................................................................................
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9135-01-039-4366 15989 HELIUM, LIQUID EG&G FLORIDA. INC. NO DATE
9135-01-057-7408 16091 NITROGEN TETROXIDE, MON-IO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM) EG&G FLORIDA. INC. 09/15/89
9135-01-146-5134 16068 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (NON-I) CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION 01/26/93
9135-01-146-5134 16089 NODIFIED OXIDES QF NITROGEN-III (NON-III) CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION 01/14/94
9135-01-232-1852 16086 ULTRA PURE HYDRAZINE MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 04/06/93
CPE134080
9135-01-304-0747 16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (MON-I) CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION 01/26/93
- 9135-91-913-8569 16087 NITROGEN TETROXIDE NTO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM) EG&G FLORIDA, INC. 09/15/89
SEE ALSO N204-1, -3, t0
9140-OO-BXI-15OO 17111 SOLVENT REFINED HEAVY PARAFFINIC DISTILLATE BOEKEL INDUSTRIES, INC. NO DATE
HYVAC VAC PUMP OIL
@ 9140-00-FOO-1157 02582 CHEVRON NO. 2 FUEL 0IL, DF-2 BULK, VV-F 8OOC/NSL CHEVRON USA DLA MSDS
p 9140-OO-FOO-1158 02727 DIESEL FUEL #2 / VV-F-8OOC CHEVRON USA DLA MSDS
CONTRACT ENDS 3-31-89 PER E.CUSTER (SI-PR0,7-2309)
9140-00-K85-5174 22117 SYN-KOOL SAFETY COOLANT CONCENTRATE SYN-KOOL 03/26/90 BOC
• 9140-00-286-5294 02727 DIESEL FUEL #2 / VV-F-800C CHEVRON USA DLA MSDS
CONTRACT ENDS 3-3t-89 PER E.CUSTER (SI-PR0,7-2309)
9150-00-BX0-3118 11081 02113 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 40 TEXACO 09/04/91 BOC
9150-00-BX1-1503 11920 FLUSHING OIL BOEKEL INDUSTRIES, INC. 10/06/87 BOC
CAT #93060
9150-00-813-0013 02718 MARVEL MYSTERY OIL MARVEL OIL CO. 02/16/93
FUEL AND OIL ADDITIVE/LUBRICANTt
9150-00-EG0-0624 11820 HYDROVANE 2000 VISCOSITY OIL CO. 03/07/84 BOC
USED ON TYPE 7Q??
9150-00-EG2-2374 11704 TSI 300/301 AMERICAN GAS & CHEMICAL CO.LTD 04/17/90 BOC
9150-00-EG2-2375 11705 TSI 321 AMERICAN GAS & CHEMICAL CO.LTD 08/17/87 BOC
9150-00-EG2-3755 13068 LUBRI-TEMP ANTI-SEIZE LAWSON PRODUCTS, INC. 10/09/91 BOC
19922
9150-DDoEG2-4364 13069 LUBRI-TENP ANTI-SEIZE, SPRAY CAN LAWSON PRODUCTS, INC. 10/09/91 BOC
19920
9150-00-FL0-2214 01000 BRAYCDTE 602 CASTROL INCORPORATED 07/29/91 PGOC
06025
9150-00-FL0-3481 01002 BRAYCOTE 603 CASTRDL INCORPORATED 12/30/87 PGOC
9150-00-F00-0373 05222 TRIM SOL, WATER MISCIBLE CUTTING & GRINDING FLUID MASTER CHEMICAL CORPORATION 10/00/86
9150-00-F00-3957 02718 MARVEL MYSTERY OIL MARVEL OIL CO. 02/16/93
FUEL AND 01L ADDITIVE/LUBRICANT
9150-00-F00-5156 10268 CHEVRON AVIATION HYDRAULIC FLUID E CHEVRON USA 09/22/89
NIL-5606, CPS247770
9150-00-F00-5302 09292 M5-143 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 03/00/92 SPC
91SO-OO-K02-8532 01094 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 08/00/86
L2-04,-34,-40,-49 (POUR TYPE);
9150-00-K02-8751 16905 01821TOROUE FLUID C3 TEXACO 07/29/91
TRANSMISSION FLUID
9150-00-K02-9292 08389 SUNISO 4GS SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. 07/11/91 80C
o 9150-00-K02-9292 17098 SUNISO REFRIGERATION OIL VIRGINIA KNP CORP. NO DATE
9150-00-K03-0318 08086 01659 RANOO OIL HI) 68 TEXACO 12/05/90 BOC
HYORAULIC OIL
9150-00-K03-0341 16962 PYORAUL tOE HYDRAULIC FLUID/RT-23 MONSANTO 08/00/80
DISTR:BY HALE FIRE PUMP : MONSANTO PYDRAUL 1DE
9150-00-K03-0391 16962 PYDRAUL IOE HYDRAULIC FLUID/RT-23 MONSANTO 06/00/80 BOC
DISTR:BY HALE FIRE PUNP= MONSANTO PYDRAUL IOE
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / WSOS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'it' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/O3/94 STOCK NU_ER INDEX P. 132
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
9150-00-K03-5666 07678 CHEVRON HEAVY DUTY GREASE 2 CHEVRON USA 06/16/89 BOC
CPS251709
9150-00-K03-5666 11879 CHEVRON POLYUREA EP GREASE 2 CHEVRON USA 12/00/80
C_ 255702
9150-00-K03-6422 17001MOIBILMET $ 122 MOBIL OIL CORP. 05/04/89 BOC
CUTTING OIL
9150-00-K03-6433 17001MOBILMET S 122 MOBIL OIL CORP. 05/04/89
CUTTING OIL
9150-00-K03-9244 07611 01876 TEXAMATIC TYPE F TEXACO 12/05/90 BOC
TRANSMISSION FLUID
9150-00-K03-9249 11430 01886 ATF MERCON/DEXRON II MULTIPURPOSE TEXACO t2/05/90 BOC
9150-00-K03-9498 17093 UCON HYOROLUBES CC SERIES 732/746/760 UNION CARBIDE 06/01/83
9150-00-K04-0784 14407 AIR MOTOR OIL SIOUX TOOLS 09/20/90
288
9150-00-K04-0994 18629 2W757-A TFE DRY LUBE SPRAYON PRODUCTS 05/31/90
49887
9150-00-K04-0994 00788 TRI°FLOM/TRI-FLOW AEROSOL THOMPSON & FORMBY INC. 06/17/91
PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON
9150-00-K04-0994 02229 SCOTCH-GRIP BRAND FLEXIBLE FOAM ADHESIVE 4500 3M 09/00/80 BOC
62-4500-9530-2
9150-00-K04-3002 00525 O0700REGAL OIL R&O 32 TEXACO 04/23/92
TURBINE OIL
0 9150-_0-K04-3003 00523 OIL, HYDRAULIC/REGAL TEXACO DLA MSDS
9150-00-K04-3003 10253 00702 REGAL OIL R&O 68 TEXACO 12/05/90 80C
TURBINE OILS
915_-00-K04-3156 04364 MOLYKOTE 55M GREASE DOW CORNING 09/26/85
CAT.#*S: 17900-99. MIL-G-4343
9150;00-K04-3535 14257 TRIBOLUBE 10C AEROSPACE LUBRICANTS, INC. NO DATE
MIL-G-27617C,TY.III,TYPE II, TYPE I
9150-00-K04-3535 03662 TRIBOLUBE-16 AEROSPACE LUBRICANTS, INC. 04/21/92
MIL-G-27617 TY II &III (= KRYTOX 240AC)
9150-00-K04-3535 02166 KRYTOX 240 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES, CC0084 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 07/10/91
AA,AB,AC,AD.AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002672
9150-00-K04-4237 16959 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882 (RED) CASTROL INCORPORATED 08/06/91
08820 / MIL-H-H3282B/SS-S-OO73/SE-S-0073
9150-00-K04-5021 03662 TRIBOLUBE-16 AEROSPACE LUBRICANTS. INC. 04/21/92 BOC
MIL-G-27617 TY II & III (= KRYTOX 240AC)
9150-00-K04-5021 02166 KRYTOX 240 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES, CC0084 DU PONT, E.I. , DE NEMOURS & CO 07/10/91 BOC
AA,AB,AC,AD,AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002672
9150-00-K04-5147 11861 CHEVRON DELO 100 MOTOR OIL SAE 40 CHEVRON USA 01/25/90 BDC
CPS222404
9150-00-K04-5147 16892 CHEVRON DELO 100 MOTOR OIL SAE 40 NISBETS, INC. 10/01/82
9150-00-K04-5794 15540 MS-122 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 08/00/92
9150-00-K04-5794 12551 MS-136 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 01/00/89 BOC
9150-00-K04-5974 15540 MS-122 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 08/00/92 SPC
9150-00-K04-6375 07936 CHEVRON DURA-LITH GREASE EP 2 CHEVRON USA 03/03/92 SPC
CPS254607
9150-00-K04-6875 00421 MOBILUX 2 (MULTIPURPOSE INDUSTRIAL GREASE) MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
640110/BEARING GREASE/LITHIUM SOAP GR.,NON-EP TYPE
9150-00-K04-8060 07936 CHEVRON DURA-LITH GREASE EP 2 CHEVRON USA 03/03/92
CPS254607
..................................................................... _ ...........................................................
MSDS'S MARKED "-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
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9150-00-K04-8062 17069 01592 OUTBOARD & 2-CYCLE ENGINE OIL, 50-I TEXACO 12/09/88
9150-00-K04-8063 17086 02324 MEROPA 320 TEXACO 04/29/93
9150-00-K04-8065 11880 CHEVRON REFRIGERATION OIL 32 CHEVRON USA 06/01/83
CP5232801
9150-00-K04-8065 17082 01562 CAPELLA OIL PREMIUM 68 TEXACO 05/20/93
9150-00-K04-8414 08095 CHEVRON GST OIL 46 CHEVRON USA 10/24/89 BOC
CPS234230
9150-00-K04-9165 16019 LUBRIKO M-6 MASTER LUBRICANTS COMPANY NO DATE PGOC
9150-00-K05-0163 04709 01658 RANOO OIL HO 46 TEXACO t2/05/90 BOC
NON_-IAZARDOUS
9150-00-K05-0165 04725 01956 TEXCLAD 2 TEXACO 07/30/91 BOC
9150-00-K05-0271 08624 VAL-PLEX EP GREASE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 01/30/90 BOC
PRODUCT 611/616
9150-00-K05-0994 00788 TRI°FLOV/TRI-FLDW AEROSOL THOMPSON & FORMBY INC. 06/17/91
PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON
9150-00-K05-3169 11780 00715 REGAL OIL R&O 150 TEXACO 12/05/90 BOC
TURBINE OIL
9150-00-K05-3816 05736 LINEBACKER AEROSOL SELIG CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 01/14/93 BOC
0338
9150-00-K05-4081 07769 SILWET SURFRACTANT L-7500 UNION CARBIDE 12/07/88 BOC
ORGANOSILICONE FLUID
9150-00-K05-4850 10252 02078 SYN-STAR D.E. 68 TEXACO 09/26/89 BOC
HYDRAULIC FLUID
9150-00-K05-4851 10253 00702 REGAL OIL R&O 68 TEXACO 12/05/90
TURBINE OILS
9150-00-K05-4851 03518 00704 REGAL OIL R&O N-68 TEXACO 12/05/90 BOC
9150-00-K05-4896 08262 AEROKROIL KANO LABORATORIES INC. 11/28/89 BOC
9150-00-K05-4897 01654 KROIL KANO LABORATORIES IN(;. 11/28/89 BOC
9150-00-K05-5428 11191 02778 RANDO OIL HID 100 TEXACO 12/05/90 BOC
HYDRAULIC OILS
9150-00-K05-6145 11108 NEVER SEEZ REGULAR GRADE BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART 12/13/88 BOC
048740.0003020
9150-00-K05-6179 11403 CLOCKLUBE L & R MANUFACTURING COMPANY 02/01/86 BOC
t36 / APPEARS TO BE 1990 MSDS
9150-00-K05-6680 13247 TETRA GREASE FTI, INC. 1t/02/89
9t50-00-K05-6681 13246 TETRA GUN L, TETRA SEA L, TETRA 500 FTI, INC. 11/02/89 BOC
9150-00-K05-6684 13118 CHEVRON CUSTOM MOTOR OIL SAE 10W-30 CHEVRON USA 02/26/92 BOC
CPS220104
9150-00-K05-7059 14020 40:1POULAN TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL SPECTRUM ACQUISITIONS CORP. 02/23/90 BOC
9150-00-K05-8560 17966 KRYTOX 1500,1600,16(X)0 & 16(X)ON SERIES... OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 12/26/90 BOC
FLUORINATEO VACULBI PUMP FLUIOS/OILS
9150-00-K25-1945 10529 SHELL CAPRINUS U OIL 40 SHELL 08/25/92
54770
9150-00-K25-2027 07563 660 SILICONE LUBRICANT (AEROSOL) CHESTERTON, A.V., CO. 09/01/86
9150-00-K26-0172 05736 LINEBACKER AEROSOL SELIG CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 01/14/93
0338
9150-00-K26-0343 04867 TAP MAGIC CUTTING FLUID STECO CORPORATION 03/31/89
9150-00-K26-5268 12399 LUBRIPLATE CHAIN & CABLE FLUID (AEROSOL) FISKE BROTHERS REFINING CO. 12/00/92
9150-00-K26-5268 06523 CHAIN & CABLE LUBRICANT AERO SELIG CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 06/27/88
0248
9150-00-K26-5369 07565 MOBILGEAR 634 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/97 SPC
......................................................................... . .........................................................
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610907
9150-00-K26-6387 22407 MOBILE GLYGGYLE 22 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/04/94 B0C
607242-00 INDUSTRIAL OIL
9150-00-K26-7914 18892 #3 CUP GREASE DIXON TICONDEROGA CO. 04/15/92
9150-00-K28~9030 02166 KRYTOX 240 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES, CC0084 OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 07/10/91
AA.AB,AC.AD,AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002672
9150-00-K27-0178 20264 CHEVRON TRACTOR HYORAULIC FLUID CHEVRON USA 03/19/93
CPS226606, CPS238112, MSDS#001042
9150-00-K27-1919 00788 TRI-FLOM/TRI-FLOW AEROSOL TItOMPSON & FORMBY INC. (_5/17/91
PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON
9150o00°K27-3893 004211_ILUX 2 (MULTIPURPOSE INDUSTRIAL GREASE) MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94 SPC
640110/BEARING GREASE/LITHIUM SOAP GR.,NON-EP TYPE
9150-00-K28-0143 20476 AF PLUS 15W40 ASHLANO OIL, INC. 06/04/92 SPC
38700001
9150-00-K28-5177 1843100W CORNING _4 HIGH TEMP BEARING GREASE - MED. DOW CORNING 03/07/90
9150-00-K28-6164 18950 LINK BELT HYDRAULIC OIL GR 46 VISCOSITY OIL CO. 06/26/91 SPC
9150-00-K28-7169 20213 CHE.VRONRPM_EAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 10t# CHEVRON USA 12/22/90 SPC
9150-00-K28-8103 22005 MS-938/C02 SAFEZONE CONTACT RE-NU & LUBE MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 04/00/93 SPC
9150-00-K31-1873 14578 MOBIL JET OIL II MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94 SPC
AVIATION ENGINE OIL 430207-00
9150-00-K32-6757 18954 ROYCO 825 HF ROYAL LUBRICANTS 04/21/89 SPC
9150-00-K32-7204 01358 MOLYKOTE G-N PASTE DOW CORNING 09/20/85
9150-00-K36-5238 14141 DON CORNING 200 FLUID, 300,000 CST DOW CORNING 09/27/82 SPC
DC-200
9150-00-K36-7375 22390 EVERLUBE 211G (11-533) E/M CORPORATION 03/19/93 SPC
MIL-G-21164
9150-00-K37-2922 22071 AMDEX GREASE NO, 2 EP AMOCO OIL COMPANY 04/13/89 SPC
MSDS #02001623
9150-00-K40-0556 17609 DOW CORNING 321 DRY FILM LUBRICANT - AEROSOL DOW CDRNING 10/25/91
9150-00-K80-8817 10547 WALSEAL #2 HI-PORT INDUSTRIES, INC. 06/21/89 80C
(IS THIS DIST. BY WALWORTH) ??
9150-00-K81-9582 17104 MULTI-LUBE LITHIUM EP GREASE ASHLAND OIL, INC. 03/10/89 BOC
PRODUCT 609
9150-00-K82-2505 10528 SHELL ALVANIA GREASE 2 SHELL 04/23/91 SPC
71012 / LUBRICATING GREASE
9150-00-K83-5554 10613 MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE - LIGHT DOW CHEMICAL CO. 01/27/86 80C
WS 15407, (U-10242 WALLACE & TIERNAN)
9150-00-K83-5554 14443 MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE-MEDIUM DOW CORNING 09/27/85
TYPE II
9150-00-K83-6073 17004 MOBIL ALMO 525 MOBIL OIL CORP. 11/22/83
LUBRICATING OIL
9150-00-K83-6450 07185 CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 68 CHEVRON USA 08/03/89
CPS255(Y51
9150-00-K83-6450 00531 SHELL 0MALA OIL 680 SHELL 08/29/85
65109
9150-00-K83-6450 17088 02319 MAROPA 68 TEXACO 04/29/93
9150-00-K84-4150 C_D09 KRYTOX 143 SERIES FLUORINATED OILS DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 12/28/90
AA,AB,AC,AD,AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002670 / 5635PP
9150-00-K84-6466 05613 5-10 SILICONE OIL FOR FUSER CANON, INC. 12/00/91 PGOC
KF8-0003-000 / USE: MODEL NP-PRINTER 580
9150-00-K84-6685 07192 OOW CORNING 4 ELECTRICAL INSULATING PASTE/COMP DOt_ C_ING 02/05/90 BOC
................................................. -.- ................................................................................





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 135
9150-00-K84-7746 10255 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 50 CS DOW CORNING 01/24/86 BOC
9150-00-K84-8115 08162 YORK C OIL DELTA PETROLEUM 09/08/88 80C
REFRIGERATION OIL
9150-00-K85-t133 11517 FUSER OIL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 04/02/90 BOC
LPS4X-AC/FUSING OIL FOR LASER PRINTER
9150-00-K85-1595 18063 KENDALL SUPER-D MOTOR OIL, ALL SAE GRADES KENDALL REFINING COMPANY NO DATE BOC
PAGE 4 OF MSDS MISSING
9150-00-K85-1921 12979 DOW CORNING GN METAL ASSEMBLY SPRAY DOW CORNING 05/03/91 BOC
9t50-00-K85-5179 22797 OMC HI-VIS GEAR LUBE CITGO PETROLEUM CORPORATION 05/08/89 BQC
31-250 LUBRICATING OIL, 0346
9150-00-LC0-7796 078?8 HALOCARBON 25-20M GREASE HALOCARBON PRODUCTS CORP. 06/00/87 BOC
9150-00-MPI-3735 02166 KRYTOX 240 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES, CC0084 DU PONT, E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO 07/10/91 PGOC
AA,AB.AC,AD,AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002672
- 9150-00-MP7-4508 16912 CONVOIL VACUUM PUMP FLUID 20 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO NO DATE PGOC
9150-00-MP9-5749 04409 AEROSHELL GREASE 5 SHELL 04/05/91 PGOC
70025 / MIL-G-3545C
9150-00-N00-0228 16919 TURBO OIL 274 EXXON CORPORATION 12/02/91
217574 - 02385 / ENCO EXTRA SYNTHETIC
9150-00-N00-1033 16034 COOL-TOOL MONROE FLUID TECHNOLOGY. INC. 06/10/93
9150-00-N00-3454 03914 CHEVRON AW HYDRAULIC OIL 68 CHEVRON USA 07/28/86
ISO-VG-68, CPS234228
9150-00-N00-3454 02730 CHEVRON HYDRAULIC OIL AW ISO 46 CHEVRON USA 07/23/93
CPS238074, CPS255674
9150-00-N00-3632 21988 AIRLUBE IOW/NR NFO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 01/00/93 SPC
• 9150-00-N00-3730 06419 BLUE MAGIC. TEFRAWN #7500 & #7515 RAWN COMPANY. INC. DLA MSDS
9150-00-N00-4087 05157 26A DRY FILM LUBRICANT - AEROSOL SANDSTROM PRODUCTS COMPANY 05/03/93 SPC
E651-G75
9150-00-N01-0081 17763 SLIDE TAP-IT AEROSOL HARMS, PERCY, CORP. 05/01/91 SPC
40416 / SYNTHETIC LUBRICANT, SILICONE
9150-00-N14-0631 01094 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 08/00/86
L2-04.-34.-40,-49 (POUR TYPE);
9150-00-N82-0439 16914 CONTACLUBE 90 DYNALOY. INC. 10/00/89
SYNTHETIC CONTACT LUBRICANT
9150-00-N90-0762 04619 LUBRIPLATE 130 SERIES FISKE BROTHERS REFINING CO. 01/00/92
ND.130-A, ND.130-AA. NO o130-AAA
9150-00-V31-1366 18604 AEROSHELL GREASE 17 SHELL 03/06/91
MIL-G-21164 / 70017 / LUBRICATING GREASE
9150-00-V31-9176 16957 HYOROLUBRIC 120-B HOUGHTON, E.F., & COMPANY 10/16/92 SPC
PRODUCT USE DILUTION: 2-5%
9150-00-000-0000 03368 CHEVRON GST OIL 68 CHEVRON USA 11/01/85
CPS234231
9150-00-011-5892 04647 MIL-L-15019C. SYMBOL 6135, BM54123 MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL 01/20/86
COMPOUNDED MINERAL OIL,LUBRICATING OIL
9150-00-023-1251 18985 UCON HYDROLUBE DG-732, DYED UNION CARBIDE 04/06/93 SPC
9150-00-023-4949 17037 PENNZOIL MULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT 705 PENNZOIL COMPANY 03/00/83
DIST. WOLF'S HEAD
9150-00-023-4949 17115 705 MULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT (MFGR:PENNZOIL) WOLF'S HEAD OIL REFINING CORP. 03/00/83
9150-00-027-2438 11270 TELE- SPOUT OILER 00-1 WATSCO INC 12/18/87
MELCO OIL 3000, PRODUCT CODE: 6403
• 9150-00-058-9644 17303 LUBRICANT, WIRE IDEAL INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
9150-00-068-7864 04867 TAP MAGIC CUTTING FLUID STECO CORPORATION 03/31/89
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O "-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "il" = OLA HMIS MSDS
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05038 LUBRIPLATE 930 SERIES FISKE BROTHERS REFINING CO 01/00/92
930-A, 930-2, 930-AA, 930-AAA
03319 MOLYLUBE t200 BEL-RAY COMPANY 11/01/89
4285
03360 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID H-515, PETROLEUM BASE AMERICAN OIL ANO SUPPLY 09/00/86
MIL-H-B606E, PRODUCT CODE 25303
06043 MIL-H-5606E, AWL, HYDRAULIC FLUID / A0600 LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES CO. 02/03/67
TECItNDLUBE: H-515 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUIO
10161BRAYCOTE 8046 CASTROL INCORPORATED 01/25/89
FLUOROCARBON HI-TEMP LUBRICATING GREASE
02166 KRYTOX 240 SERIES FLUORINATED GREASES, CC0084 DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO 07/10/91
AA,AB,AC,AD,AX,AY,AZ & CZ / DU002672
14477 LUBE OIL ACFT TURBINE ENGINE SYNTHETIC AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY NO DATE BOC
PRODUCT CODE 25107
07790 30 GRADE LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE BATTENFELD-AMERICAN DLA MSDS
MIL-L-21260
16910 LUBRICATING OIL ENGINE DELTA PETROLEUM DLA MSDS
08633 MIL-L-21260C GRADE 50 DELTA PETROLEUM 11/01/85 BOC
AUTOMOTIVE MOTOR OIL
01030 SR 2650 PHIPPS PROOUCTS CORP. 07/00/78
NIL-L-21260 TY.I (ENGINE OIL PE 50-1)
11948 LUBRICATING ENGINE OIL WITCO CORPORATION DLA MSDS
MILoL-21260C, LUBE OIL
14146 MIL°L-21260C GRADE 10, LUBRICATING OIL DELTA PETROLEUM DLA MSDS BOC
04607 LUBRICATING OIL, TWO-CYCLE ENGINE CSD, INC. 09/29/86
TC-W-51109
13510 MASSEY-FERGUS(TN MULTI-PURPOSE PERMATRAN III AMOCO OIL COMPANY 07/24/89 BOC
16997 TRANSMISSION OIL AMOCO OIL COMPANY 02/01/78
16996 HYDRAULIC FLUID MASSEY-FERGUSON 12/12/78
21798 01893 TOH OIL TEXACO 07/29/91 BOC
TORQUE FLUID
04364 MOLYKOTE 55M GREASE DOW CORNING 09/26/85
CAT.#'S: 17900-99, NIL-G-4343
03770 GREASE, AIRCRAFT ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
MIL-G-4343C
13316 DIOL 2210 EXXON CORPORATION 06/01/89 BOC
312210-02210/LUBRICATING OIL
11289 GULF DIESELMOTIVE 485 GULF OIL 02/00/82
17308 SHELL TORNUS OIL 40 SHELL 06/03/91
54735 / DISCONTINUED,REPLACED BY CAPRINUS R-40
02127 OOW CORNING 33 EXT. LOW TEMP BEARING GREASE - NED. OOW CORNING 03/12/90 SPC
16974 MOLYKITE 33 DOW CORNING 09/27/85
GREASE AIRCRAFT & INSTRUMENT
14443 MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE-MEDIUM DOW CORNING 09/27/85 SPC
TYPE II
17007 NOBILGREASE 28 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
17040 GREASE AIRCRAFT WTR G-395 ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS BOC
13445 AEROSHELL GREASE 22 SHELL 04/05/91 BOC
70022 / LUBRICATING GREASE
9150-00-t48-7432 00291 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882 CASTROL INCORPORATED NO DATE
............................................. ..----. ........................... ----. ..................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' = DLA HMIS MSDS
( ( (
i ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 137
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
IO COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
NIL-H-83282. MXE 75-8
• 9150-00-149-7431 04774 HYDRAULIC FLUID EMERY CHEMICALS/DIV.NATL.DIST. DLA MSDS
#2859??
• 9150-00-t49-7431 07968 HYDRAULIC FLUID, FIRE RESISTANT ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
NIL-H-8328 QT
9150-00-149-7432 00291BRAYCO MICRONIC 882 CASTROL INCORPORATED NO DATE
MIL-H-83282, MXE 75-8
o 9150-00-168-2000 11933 LUBRI-BOND 220/MIL-L-23398D TYPE II AEROSOL ELECTROFILM MFG. CO. DLA MSDS
9150-00-175-5954 02036 RAPID TAP RELTON CORPORATION 01/01/92 BOC
- 9150-00-t75-9154 06905 TF 1401 CASTOLEUM CORP. NO DATE PGOC
TRIZOL TF CUTTING FLUID LOT #85
9150-00-175-9154 07571TRIZOL TF CASTOLEUM CORP. 04/18/88 BOC
CUTTING FLUID
• 9150-00-175-9154 17315 CUTTING FLUID RELTON CORPORATION DLA MSDS
9150-00-175-9154 02036 RAPID TAP RELTON CORPORATION 01/01/92
9150-00-t75-9154 04867 TAP MAGIC CUTTING FLUID STECO CORPORATION 03/31/69
• 9150-00-175-9154 00236 TAP MATIC #1 AND #2/SPEC: CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON TAPMATIC CORPORATION DLA MSDS
SNI A=#1
• 9150-00-180-6290 00141 HYDRAULIC OIL/MIL-H-83282 AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY DLA MSDS
O 9150-00-180-6290 16955 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882 CASTROL INCORPORATED DLA MSDS
MIL-H-B3282/THIS STK # NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR ORBITER
• 9150-00-180°6382 10635 AEROSHELL GREASE SHELL DLA MSDS
MIL-G-24139
0 9150-00-180-6382 04960 GREASE, MULTI PURPOSE SHELL DLA MSDS
MIL-G-24139. TY.V, CL.2
• 9150-00-180-6383 20242 AEROSHELL GREASE SHELL DLA MSDS
NIL-G-24139
9150-00-166-6668 04613 FIVE STAR SAE lOW, LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE DELTA PETROLEUM 11/01/85
MIL-L-2104C0 ENGINE OE/HDO-IO
9150-00-186-6668 21588 02110 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE lOW TEXACO 06/15/92 SPC
• 9150-00-186-6681 11935 VALVOLINE ALL-FLEET MOTOR OIL 30 ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
MIL-L-2104
9150-00-186-6681 07056 1400-30 BORNE CHEMICAL CO.. INC. NO DATE
LUBE OIL
9150-00-188-9858 11638 SUPER HPO MOTOR OIL SAE 30W 16900012 ASHLAND OIL, INC. 08/13/92 BOC
154, 157, 159 / 16900012
0 9150-00-188-9858 04229 VALVOLINE ALL-FLEET MOTOR OIL ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
@ 9150-00-188-9858 03299 LUBRICATING OIL. ENGINE, MIL-L-2104 BATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL DLA MSDS
BATTENFELD AMERICAN??
• 9150-00-186-9858 16970 LUBE OIL ENGINE OE-HO0-30 IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
MIL-L-2104C
9150-00-188-9858 20919 QUAKER STATE HDX UNIVERSAL FLEET MOTOR OIL QUAKER STATE CORPORATION 07/01/90 SPC
(lOW. 20W-20. 30. 40, 50)
9150-00-188-9858 03648 SC 845 3213 LUBRICATING OIL,INTERNAL COMBUSTION SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM 05/03/84
MIL-L-2104 GRADE 30
9150-00-189-6727 15443 LUBRICATING OIL, GRADE 10 DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
9150-00-189-6727 05738 MOBIL DELVAC 11t0 MOBIL OIL CORP. 09/20/87
SAE 10
9150-00-189-6727 13330 SR 4210 SAE 10. LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. DLA MSDS 60C
MIL-L-2104
@ 9150-00-189-6729 04229 VALVOLINE ALL-FLEET MOTOR OIL ASHLANO OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
................................................................ -- ..................................................................





























































GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUN6ER INDEX P. 138
STOCK NtJ_IBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER McJDS SUPPLY
ID COI_ENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
9150-00-189-6729 08210 NIL-L-21040-30 (MOTOR OIL.LUBRICATING OIL. ENGINE) BATTENFELD-AMERICAN 08/00/89
MIL-L-2104D - 30 / PROD CODE 60,505-30
BRAYCO 423 CASTROL INCORPORATED 03/03/92 BOC
04235
CHEVRON DELO 400 MOTOR OIL SAE 30 CHEVRON USA 10/24/89 BOC
CP5225003
CHEVRON RPM HEAVY DUTY ImDTDR OIL SAE 30 CHEVRON USA 11/06/92 BOC
CPS225046
MOTOR OIL SAE 30 WT. OELTA PETROLEUM 03/26/80
LUBE OIL ENGINE OE-HO0-30 0-238 IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
LUBE OIL ENGINE OE-HO0-30 0-238 IMPERIAL OIL DLA NSOS
NIL-L-21040
MOBILGEAR 634 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/97 SPC
610907
QUAKER STATE HOX UNIVERSAL FLEET MOTOR OIL QUAKER STATE CORPORATION 07/01/90 SPC
(ICed, 2OR-20, 30, 40, 50)
NIL-G-10924 GREASE BATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL DLA MSDS BDC
GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE & ARTILLERY
AUTOMOTIVE AND ARTILLERY GREAS BATCH 53 SHELL DLA MSDS
G-403 GREASE, AUTO SULFLO, INC. DLA NSDS PGOC
NIL-G-IOR24 GREASE BATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL DLA NSDS
GREASE. AUTOMOTIVE & ARTILLERY
8RAYCOTE 610 GREASE, AUTO_TIVE AUTO AND ARTILLERY SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM 10/08/84
SA 824 3332/MIL-G-10924C & D
G-403 GREASE, AUTO SULFLO, INC. DLA MSDS
MIL-G-10924 GREASE BATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL DLA MSDS
GREASE, AUTOMOTIVE & ARTILLERY
ROYCO 586L ROYAL LUBRICANTS 11/17/92
MIL-L-6086C GRADE L / GEAR LUBRICATING OIL
LUBRICATING OIL INSTRUMENT OCTAGON PROCESS. INC DLA MSDS
LUBE OIL. GEAR ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
HYDRAULIC FLUID, PET AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY DLA MSDS
OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID (PETROLEUM BASED) AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY DLA MSDS
BRAYCO MICRONIC 757B CASTROL INCORPORATED DLA MSDS
MIL-H-5606&56060 AM1/DLA SAYS THIS STOCKN=BRAY 756
MIL-H-5606E, AML, HYDRAULIC FLUID / A0600 LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES CO. 02/03/87 PGOC
TECHNOLUBE: H-515 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID
HYDRAULIC FLUID, PET PENNZOIL COMPANY DLA MSDS
HYDRAULIC FLUID H-515 ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
ROYCO 7560 & 756E, HYDRAULIC FLUID ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
NIL H-56_ / 756D = BEFORE 8/80, 756E = AFTER 8/80
HYDRAULIC FLUID. PET
ANOEROL 416 SYNTHETIC NON-SPREAD OIL
ROYCO 315
NIL-L-3150
LUBRICATING OIL. GENERAL PURPOSE
W-L -800
BRAYCO 300
03005/VV - L -800A
• 9150-00-231-6689 16993 LUBE OIL GENERAL PURPOSE WEAPONS LIGHT
9150-00-231-6689 04835 VV-L-8(X)C AN. 1 (OCTOIL 90"2)
TEXACO DLA MSDS
NUODEX INC. 12/07/83
ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS









MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.COI_ACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "0' - DLA FINIS MSDS
( ( (
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 139
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
3012301 / LUBRICATING OIL. GENERAL PURPOSE
0 9t50-00-231-6689 06309 0-190 LUBE OIL OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSDS BOC
• 9150-00-231-6699 11936 CUTTING FLUID, 923 BEESTON, INC. DLA MSDS
C-0-376
9150-00-231-6699 16924 REFINED FATTY ACIDS (VVC-C-O-376A) NAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL 03/10/82
(FED. SPEC. C-0-376A)
9150-00-231-6699 03330 VVC-O-376A MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL 01/07/86
(DIST:PHIPPS) CUTTING FLUID
@ 9150-00-23t-6699 01028 CUTTING FLUID OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSDS BOC
LARD OIL, C-0-376A
9150-00-231-6699 04867 TAP MAGIC CUTTING FLUID STECO CORPORATION 03/31/89
• 9150-00-231-9071 22763 BRAKE FLUID DOT 3 ASHLAND OIL, INC. DLA MSDS
BRAKE FLUIK), AUTOMOTIVE
9150-00-231-9071 19086 BRAKE FLUID 455 DOW CHEMICAL CO. 04/17/72
9150-00-231-9071 20276 DOW CORNING 2-1143 SILICONE BRAKE FLUID DOW CORNING DLA MlDS ,
NIL-B-46176
9150-00-231-9071 17023 BRAKE FLUID AUTOMOTIVE UNION CARBIDE M-9307 OCTAGON PROCESS. INC. NO DATE
VV-H-910
9150-00-231-9071 11963 BRAKE FLUID HDCP-420 OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV. 05/02/86
VV-B-680
9150-00-231-9071 17027 BRAKE FLUID AUTOMOTIVE (OLIN HDCP-420) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. 05/02/86
VV-B-680
9150-00-235-5532 14817 RYKON PREMIUM GREASE NO. 2 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 08/25/89 SPC
VV-G-632
O 9150-00-235-5555 00424 GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
9150-00-235-5668 08101 VV-G-671E GRADE #1 NONFLUID OIL CORPORATION 06/22/92 BOC
(FORMERLY: GREASE GRAPHITE GG-1 G408 SA 824 7011)
9150-00-235-5568 17065 SA 824 7011 GREASE GRAPHITE GG-1 G408 SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM 04/24/85
W-G-671 GRADE 1
9150-00-235-5592 04608 APGO 80/90, LUBRICATING OIL, GEAR DAVIS-HOWLANO OIL CORP. NO DATE
MIL-L-2t05C
• 9150-00-242-3215 12028 RED LEAD. MINIMUM, MINERAL ORANGE, PART C HURON INDUSTRIES INC. DLA MSDS
LUBRICANT KIT / MINIUN (NSDS SAYS MINIMUM)
@ 9150-00-246-3276 20247 OIL LUBE GEAR SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM DLA MSDS
NSD5 ILLIGIBLE
9150-00-250-0926 17024 VV-P-2368 PETROLATUM USP OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. NO DATE
TECHNICAL S-743
9150-00-250-0926 11075 VVP-236A, PETROLATUM SULFLO, INC. 02/00/90 BOC
CODE NO. I0,939
9150-00-250-0926 13940 W-P-236A, PETROLATUM TECHNICAL UNI-KEN INTERNATIONAL DLA MSDS
• 9150-(X)-252-6371 14149 LUBRICAIING OIL CROWN OIL & CHEMICAL CO. DLA NSDS
9150-00-252-6371 16906 CUTTING FLUID/SULFURIZED FATTY AND MINERAL OILS DAVIS-HOWLAND OIL CORP. NO DATE
9150-00-252-6371 16895 CUTTING FLUID 0-216 MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL 03/10/82
- 9150-00-252-6371 16789 CUTTING OIL. GRADE B (OISTR: PHIPPS, CF. PIPCB) MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL 03/10/82
9150-00-252-6371 16788 VVC-850 A TYPE II GRADE D MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL 03/10/82
9150-00-252-6380 03268 CUTTING FLUID, VV-C-846/05 8ATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL DLA MSDS
MFGR IS BATTENFIELD AMERICAN OR BATTENFELD G & O ?
9150-00-252-6380 16793 VVC-846 A-TYPE I CUTTING FLUID MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL NO DATE
DISTR: PHIPPS, TYPE I 0-214
O 9150-00-252-6380 01028 CUTTING FLUID OCTAGON PROCESS; INC. DLA MSDS
LARD OIL, C-D-376A
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "O' = DLA HNIS MSDS
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INOEX P. 140
STOCK NLII_ER TSRS TRADENAME NAt_JFACTURER NSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS OATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
9150-00-252-6380 22668 VV-C-846A TYPE I CUTTING FLUID OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSDS
9150o00-252-6380 16794 CUTTING FLUID,VVC-846A TY.I (MFGR:MAYCO, CF.PIPCF) PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP. NO DATE
e 9150-00-252-63B0 05602 CUTTING FLUID PROCESS RESEARCH PRODUCTS DLA NSDS
VV-C-846
11951 VV-C-846 BATCO-CUTTING FLUID #60533 SULFLO. INC. DLA NSDS
05802 CUTTING FLUID PROCESS RESEARCH PRODUCTS OLA MSDS
VV-C-846
16978 LUBRICATING OIL WATCH(MFGR:JC ENTERPR.,WRONG FSCM) EXPANOED RUBBER & PLASTIC CORP OLA MSDS
16977 ENTERPRISE t000, LUBRICATING OIL WATCH d C ENTERPRISES 05/01/91
NIL-L-3918A






















































MIL-H-5606&5606D AM1/DLA SAYS THIS STOCK#=BRAY 756
TECHNOLUBE FB-O03 LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES CO.
MIL-H-5606 / HYDRAULIC FLUID, PETROLEUM BASE
HI TEMP 4490A DOW CORNING
950 SEALANT (BULK GRADE) ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP
-GREASE. PLUG VALVE/NIL-G-6032
PENETRATING OIL GUARDSMAN PROOUCTS. INC.
TYPE I, VV-P-216C
PENETRATING OIL, TYPE 1, VV-P-216C GUARDSMAN PRODUCTS, INC.
REVISION(_-5, DS CODE 30333, SP CODE 1035, FORMERLY
OIL, PENETRATING, VV-P-216B NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES
PENETRATING OIL NATIONWIDE INOUSTRIES
PENETRATING OIL, TY. I ,597D NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES
VV-P-216C TYPE I OCTAGON PROCESS, INC.
PENETRATING FLUID, 3013401
PENETRATIN_ OIL OLYMPIC OIL
VV-P-216B AN 1TY I
PENETRATING OIL QPL, INC.
SPEC._ VV-P-216
L-S-C LIQUID WRENCH RADIATOR SPECIALTY
LSC-LIOUID WRENCH LI-16 RADIATOR SPECIALTY
W-P-216
SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO.I (AEROSOL) RADIATOR SPECIALTY
Lt-06,-12
HYDRAULIC OIL ROYAL LUBRICANTS
OCTOIL 70-1 OCTAGON PROCESS, INC
MIL-L-7870A
HI-RANGER HYDRAULIC FLUID NO 5605 TEXACO
REFINED FATTY ACIDS (VVC-C-O-376A) MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL
(FED. SPEC. C-0-376A)
HYDRAULIC FLUID, PETROLEUM, MIL-H-5606 AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY
PRODUCT CODE 25303
HYORAULIC FLUID, PET CASTROL INCORPORATED
NIL-H-5605E. ANL, HYDRAULIC FLUID / AO_ LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES CO.
TECHNOLUBE: H-515 OHA HYDRAULIC FLUID
HI-RANGER HYDRAULIC FLUID NO. 5605 TEXACO
HYDRAULIC FLUID PETROLEUM BASE (CK. STOCK#:-9408?) ROYAL LUBRICANTS
MOLYKOTE 55M GREASE DOW CORNING
CAT.#'5: 179OD-99, MIL-G-4343
9150-00-269-8255 16956 COSNOLUBE 615 . HO_TDN, E.F., & COMPANY 10/06/92
NSOS'S NARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA NSDS SYSTEM / '0' = OLA HMIS NSDS
c C, {,
( ( (
GP23°I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 141
STOCK NLEWBER TSRS TRADENAIItE MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY



































136150 / GREASE AIRCRAFT GPS
ROYCO 43, GPS GREASE
NIL-G-43438
LUBRICATING OIL,'GEN
LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE WEAPONS LIGHT
VV-L-8OOA
TECTYL 900 RUST PREVENTATIVE
VV-L-800C
VVC-850 A TYPE II GRADE O
LUBRICATING OIL, GEN
LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL, ROYCO 308
VV-L-800






MIL-L-83767B / VACUUM PUMP OIL
INLAND 43
LUBRICATING OIL. VACUUM PUMP















MS-122 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT
FLUOROGLIDE
MIL-L-60326
SKYDROL 5008-4 FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID
AMOCO AW 68 HYDRAULIC OIL
LUBRICATING OIL. HYD




SHELL TELLUS OIL 32
65208
LUBRICATING OIL, HYD
01629 RANOO HYDRAULIC AZ, HYDRAULIC OIL
OTIS OIL #41
ROYAL LUBRICANTS
AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY




ASHLAND 0IL, INC. DLA MSDS






STARRETT, L.S., CO. O7/16/92
OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. O8/O2/91
DAVIS-HOWLAND OIL CDRP,
DAVIS-HOWLAND OIL CORP.
































AMOCO OIL COMPANY O1/O2/85
TEXACO DLA MSDS
CHEVRON USA O7/21/88 BOC





MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO DRG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' : OLA H_IIS MSDS
GP23-1
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SU6STANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM |TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 142
9150-00-397-2855 04709 01658 RANDO OIL HD 46 TEXACO 12/05/90
NONHAZARDOUS
9150-00-39B-4156 16951 HALOCARBON 25-5S GREASE HALOCARBON PRODUCTS CORP. 12/22/92
9150-C_-39B-4162 00282 BISON 88 AMERICAN LUBRICANTS CO. 09/00/91
9150-00-398-4184 1708B 01981 MARFAK HEAVY DUTY 2 TEXACO 07/24/91
9150-00-39B-4170 16964 HALOCARBON 25-10MS GREASE HALOCARBON PRODUCTS CORP. 07/03/91
SPECIAL PURPOSE
9150-OO-398-4170 10220 HALOCARBON 25-2OMS GREASE HALOCARBON PRODUCTS CORP. 06/00/87
CHLOROTRIFLUOROETHYLENE POLYMER




MINERAL OIL, PART A
LUBRICANT KIT
O 9t50-00-458-0075 14479 LUBRICATING OIL, GEN AMERICAN OIL ANO SUPPLY DLA MSDS












0 9150-00-458-0075 06309 OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSOS
9150-00-466-6720 02030 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
















9150-00-529-7222 07463 CRC INDUSTRIES, INC. 11/00/90 SPC
- 9150-00-529-7222 07055 CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS NO DATE
@ 9150-00-529-7518 00130 AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. DLA NSDS
- 9150-00-530-6814 22444 EUREKA CHEMICAL COMPANY 12/0t/93
- 9150-00-531-7854 00425 UM<NDWN MANUFACTURER 03/07/84
9150-00-535-4604 01358 DOW CORNING 09/20/85
@ 9150-00-542-1430 16984 AMERICAN WRITING INK CO.,INC. DLA MSDS
9150-00-542-1430 04352 CASTROL INCORPORATED 07/26/91





9150-00-542-1430 22067 OCTOIL 70-1 OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. 08/02/91 SPC
MIL-L-7870A
@ 9150-00-543-7220 07151 LUBRICATING OIL, MOLYBDENUM PROCESS RESEARCH PRODUCTS DLA MSDS
9150-00-569-7007 17110 KINNEY SUPER-X OIL - VACUUM PUMP LUBRICANT KINNEY VACUUM COMPANY 10/01/91
KINNEY D-250-76
HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR LUBE 80/85/90
VALVOLINE P/N 838
PETRO PLATE EP MOLY O0
GEAR LUBRICANT
0 9150-00-582-5480 03290 HYDRAULIC FLUID, NIL-L-17672 IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
e 9150-00-582-5480 17032 HYDRAULIC FLUID PETROLEUM II_B-_IBITED PHIPPS PROOUCTS CORP. DLA MSDS
- 9150-00-598-7123 15742 PENETRATING OIL TYPE I (SAME AS NATIONWIDE P.O.) NATIONWIDE IhR)USTRIES NO DATE
9150-00-59B-7123 05846 PENETRATIN_ OIL, TY. I ,597D NATIONWIDE 1NOUSTRIES 09/12/84
o 9150-00-598-7133 15516 PENETRATING OIL NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES DLA MSDS
9150-00-616-9212 14541 DON CORNING 11 COMPOUND DON CORNING 01/13/81
- 9150-00-616-9212 17384 GREASE PLUG VALVE D.C. III LOT 084223 DOW CORNING 02/27/81
- 9150-00-8t6-9212 16933 GREASE, PLUG VALVE GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/15/81
BOC




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX
P. 143
STOCK NLI_ER TSRS TRADENANE MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
9150-00-616-9212 16979 RING-TITE PIPE LUBRICANT MANVILLE 12/31/82
@ 9150-00-663-9795 17343 GREASE. BALL ANO ROLL EXXON CORPORATION DLA MSDS
- 9150-00-663-9795 17009 MOBIL GREASE 28 BATCH IWBBC14 MOBIL OIL CORP, t0/26/83
REFER TO FILES FOR A PRODUCT DATA SHEET
9150-00-663-9795 18982 MIL-G-18709A NONFLUID OIL CORPORATION 03/17/92 SPC
- 9150-00-663-9795 17425 BR-BALL/ROLLER BEARING GREASE SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM 08/14/84
SA 823 9222/MIL-G-23549 & SA 829 0032/MIL-G-18709A
@ 9150-00-663-9795 15511BR-BALL/ROLLER BEARING GREASE FSCM-SOW .SOWRG SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM DLA MSDS
@ 9150-00-664-0Q47 02434 DOW CORNING DAMPING FLUID S-1718 DOW CORNING DLA MSDS
- 9150-00-682-6771 17033 GULF PARAMOUNT 100 (FORMERLY PARAMOUNT 58) GULF OIL 02/14/89
MIL-L-26087B GR.I/334512
9150-00-682-6771 16947 ORC LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL PURPOSE GULF OIL 10/01/82
9150-00-682-6771 21994 MOBIL HYDRAULIC OIL AW 100 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94 SPC
58304?
9150-00-682-6771 17018 LUBRICATING OIL GENERAL PURPOSE OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSDS
9150-00-698-2382 10159 ATF DEXRON II ASHLANO OIL. INC. 02/24/93 SPC
9150-00-698-2382 16939 GENERAL MOTORS 01/11/82
9150-00-698-2382 00351 TEXACO 02/26/93
9150-00-698-2382 11430 TEXACO 12/05/90 PGOC
9150-00-753-4588 08258 DUCEY CHEMICAL INC NO DATE PGOC
9150-00-753-4588 17394 GENERAL ELECTRIC 0t/08/92
@ 9150-00-753-4799 20234 SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. DLA MSDS
e 9150-00-753-4937 04790 DELTA PETROLEUM DLA MSDS
9150-00-754-0063 16988 FISKE BROTHERS REFINING CO. DLA MSDS
9150-00-754-(X)83 04619 FISKE BROTHERS REFINING CO. 01/00/92
9150-C0-754-0064 05006 E/M CORPORATION 02/28/89 BOC
9150-00-754-0C_4 20855 E/M CORPORATION 03/24/92 SPC
9150-00o754-0(04 17347 E/W CORPORATION DLA MSDS
• 9150-00-754-0064 11933 ELECTROFILM MFG. CO. DLA MSDS
0 9150-C0-754-0064 17346 HOHMAN PLATING AND MFG INC DLA MSDS
9150-00-754-2595 18604 SHELL 03/06/91
1986 MSDS IS ANNOTATED 75-200/203/204
CITGO AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID DEXTRON II
01841 ATF DEXRON II




HYDRAULIC FLUID PETROLEUM BASE
MIL-L-I?6?2






BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 10-232
LUBRI-BONO 220 AEROSOL (10-613)
LUBRICANT, SOLID FIL
LUBRI-BONO 220/MIL-L-233980 TYPE II AEROSOL
LUBRICANT, SOLID FILM
AEROSHELL GREASE I?
MIL-G-21164 / 70017 / LUBRICATING GREASE
LUBRICATING OIL GEAR 801#90
12013
Atlg)CO IIIJLTI-PURPOSE GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 80t/-90
GREASE. KEL-F #90
- 9150-C0-754-2635 14478 AMERICAN OIL AND SUPPLY 10/01/84
9150-00-754-2635 16941 AMOCO OIL COMPANY 01/17/89
• 9150-00-754-2760 03313 3M DLA MSDS








06288 RIDGID NUCLEAR THREAD CUTTING OIL
17078 BESTOIL. LIGHT THREAD CUTTING OIL
17077 OSTER BESTOIL.DARK,OR LANCUT THREAD CUTTING 0IL
03620 LUBRICATING COMPOUND. DIMETHYLSILICONE
03615 LUBRICATING COMPOUND SLYDE
DLA MSDS IS FOR SLYOE II
p 9150-00-823-7860 12983 SILICONE & #7237 (W/R); #7237 (STD): #7238
CVC PRODUCTS, INC. NO DATE
RIDGE TOOL CO. 12/13/91
TELEDYNE NO DATE
TELEDYNE 02/01/92
8ARR, W. M., CO. DLA MSDS
BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC. DLA MSDS
CROWN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DLA MSDS BOC
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-1
10103/94
MATEREAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 144
9150-00-823-7896 04727 00995 I_LJLTIFAK EP 2
9150-00-823-7908 16999 MOLYLUBE ANTI-SEIZE 70 SPECIAL LUBRICANT (=1810)
9150-00-823-8024 10258 MIL-L-83767B
LUBRICATII_ HYDRAULIC OIL
9150-00-823-8047 13518 ROYCO 49, GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE
MIL-G-23549
9150-(30-823-8047 17066 GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE
@ 9150-00-834-5608 20258 LC-300 ORY FILM LUBRICANT
MIL-L-4601/MIL-L°O937
9t50-00-834-5608 20246 LUBRICANT LC-300 ORY FILM
MIL-L-4601
9150-00-851-4271 11660 HALOCARBON 56S OIL
9150-00-852-4647 17092 01596 HAVOLINE OUTBOARD 2-CYCLE ENGINE
9150-00-852-4656 16882 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE 1
71031
9150-00-852-4656 10528 SHELL ALVAN!A GREASE 2
71012 / LL_BRICATING GREASE
9150-00-652-4659 18959 LIZ49 (MIL-P-24548)
9150-00-857-9079 04619 LUBRIPLATE 130 SERIES
NO.130-A, NO. 13D-AA, NOD 130-AAA
9150-00-867-7643 06056 M8-30 HONING OIL/VGS-20657 SEAT CUTTING OIL
9150-00-905-1387 08262 AEROKRDIL
9150-00-932-3185 09297 HYVAC PUMP OIL, CATALOG #93050
9150-00-932-9491 04493 WD-40 BULK LIQUID
9150-00-935-5851 03349 GREASE,AIRCRAFT,GENERAL PURPOSE,G-395(CK.VS.DLA ID
9150-00-935-9810 08365 BRAYCO MICRONIC 783E
AEROSPACE HYDRAULIC FLUID
@ 9150-00-935-9810 01075 HYDRAULIC FLUID MIL-H-6C_30
0 9150-00-944-8953 17(340 GREASE AIRCRAFT WTR G-395
9150-00-944-8953 11254 ROYCO 22D, 22C
MIL-G-81322
9150-00-944-8953 17351 GREASE, AIRCRAFT
9150-00-948-6912 20255 9A LUBRICANT DRY FILM
MIL-L-46010A
@ 9150-00-953-1694 16923 LUBRIPLATE
9150-00-953-7360 08824 RATCHET LUBE
9150-00-953-7360 16948 LUBRICATION KIT - PD-9100-1
SEE MSOS FOR COMPONENT % FOR INDIVIDUAL PARTS
9150-00-953-7360 08629 NYE WATCH OIL 140C
O 9150-00-954-7422 17347 LUBRICANT, SOLID FIL
o 9150-00-965-2309 04790 LUBE OIL, AIRCRAFT PISTON ENGINE
MIL-L-22851
9150-00-965-2408 01213 DOW CORNING HIGH VACUUM GREASE
9150-00-985-7099 14477 LUBE OIL ACFT TURBINE ENGINE SYNTHETIC
PRODUCT CODE 25107
9150-00-985-7t21 01654 KROIL
- 8150-00-985-7231 05771 HYDRAULIC OIL HF-101
e 9150-00-985-7231 12177 2075. T-H (8610632)
MIL-H-17672

























SUNNEN PRODUCTS COMPANY 08/15/87 BOC
KANO LABORATORIES INC. 11/28/89 SPC
BOEKEL INDUSTRIES, INC. 10/045/87
WD-40 COMPANY 10/00/93
MOBIL OIL CORP. DLA MSDS



































CHEVRON USA DLA MSDS
SPC
.......................................................... + ........................................................................




MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 145
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
0 9150-00-985-7237 04622 LUBRICATING OIL, GENERAL PURPOSE, 2135-TH IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS
8R882,-I288,-2955,-3840,-3903;RX:-90163,-2944 & 45
ANOEROL 500 SYNTHETIC COMPRESSOR OIL HULS AMERICA INC. O1/16/90 BOC
PRODUCT# 0810500
TELE- SPOUT OILER OO-I WATSCO INC 12/18/87 BOC
MELCO OIL 3000, PRODUCT CODE: 6403
9t50-01-031-1745 17046 VIRGINIA 150 REFRIGERATION OIL VIRGINIA KMP CORP. 07/11/91
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / NSDS'S W/O "-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / '#" = OLA HNIS MSDS
MIL-H-17672C
9150-00-985-7244 13576 GREASE, AIRCRAFT EXXON CORPORATION DLA MSDS
MIL-G-23827 / 5tI4-EP
• 9150-00-985-7246 07121GIA. AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENT AMOCO OIL COMPANY DLA MSDS
OLA 400-84-C-F038
0 9150-00-985-7246 17585 SUPERMIL GREASE NO. A-72832 AMOCO OIL COMPANY DLA MSDS
MIL-G-23827 / GREASE, AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT
9150-00-985-7246 13519 ROYCO 27 ROYAL LUBRICANTS 08/22/90
MIL-G-238278
P 9150-00-985-7248 05845 GREASE. AIRCRAFT & INSTRUMENT (ROYCO 27A177) ROYAL LUBRICANTS DLA MSDS
MIL-G-23827
9150-00-985-7316 13518 ROYCO 49, GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE ROYAL LUBRICANTS 02/23/89
MIL-G-23549
9150-00-985-7316 17062 GREASE, GENERAL PURPOSE SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM 07/05/82
9150-00-989-2012 03428 OIL-ES-QIL AMERICAN DURAFILM CO. 10/01/86
MSDS IS FROM SHIELD PACKAGING CO.
9150-00-989-2012 01308 CAMIE #1000 DRY LUBRICANT, RELEASE AGENT CAMIE-CAMPBELL, INC. NO DATE
9150-00-989-2012 18394 CAMIE 1000 DRY LUBRICANT CAMIE-CAMPBELL, INC. 01/27/87
9150-00-989-2012 16220 711 PENETRANT-LUBRICANT SPRAYON PRODUCTS 08/02/85
9150-00-989-2012 17061 SPRAYWAY TFE DRY LUBRICANT RELEASE AGENT SPRAYWAY 06/28/84
9150-00-989-2012 17094 DRY LUBRICANT UNIVAL 10/10/92
83t
9150-00-989-2912 01308 CAMIE #1000 DRY LUBRICANT, RELEASE AGENT CAMIE-CAMPBELL. INC. NO DATE
9150-00-993-6621 00080 MOBIL DTE OIL LIGHT MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
600148-00
9150-00-993-6621 08228 MOBIL DTE 25 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
HYDRAULIC OIL, NSDS#602631-O0
9150-00-993-6621 03337 SHELL TELLUS OIL 46 SHELL 1t/16/92
65209
9150-01-008-0954 16981KRYLON OPEN GEAR LUBRICANT, 1322 BORDEN, INC. 05/17/90 BOC
9150-01-008-3336 15539 HALOVAC 100 FLUORO CHEM CORPORATION 05/01/85
9150-01-008-3336 11210 HALOVAC IOOSB (SPECIAL BLEND WITH RUST INHIBITOR) HALOCARBON PRODUCTS CORP. 04/00/90 BOC
9150-01-008-3432 17073 HY-TRAN TRANSMISSION FLUID NAVISTAR 08/13/84
327703-,327705-,407530-,407537-,999597-,999655- R5
@ 9150-01-009-7709 16953 BRAYCO MICRONIC 882 CASTROL INCORPORATED DLA MSDS
9150-01-009-7709 16952 BRAYC0 815Z CASTROL INCORPORATED 08/15/91
08150
0 9150-01-011-3953 17359 LUBRICATING OIL, REF SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. DLA MSDS
9150-01-011-3953 08387 SUNISO 3GS REFRIGERATION OIL VIRGINIA _ CORP. 10/29/92 BOC
L316,L318,L321,L324
O 9150-01-012-8684 17361 LUBRICATING OIL, STE MOBIL CHEMICAL CO DLA MSDS
9150-01-012-8684 11780 00715 REGAL OIL R&O 150 TEXACO 12/05/90
TURBINE OIL
9150-01-013-8398 17117 XEROX FUSER AGENT XEROX 02/11/92
9150-01-025-8649 13176
9150-01-027-2438 11270
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TCXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
_0/03/94 STOCK NU_ER INDEX P. 146
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME 14AI_RJFACTURER MSOS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
PRODUCT uL351, L354, L357
$ 9150-01-031-7238 06897 WOLYKOTE G, RAPID SPRAY DOW CORNING OLA MSDS
9150-01-035-5392 20920 QUAKER STATE SUPER QUADROLUtBE GEAR LUBRICANT QUAKER STATE CORPORATION 02/01/91 SPC
(SAE 75W. SAE 801#. SAEBOW/90. 85W/140) EP
9150-01-035-5392 03582 SHELL SPIRAX HEAVY DUTY 80_/90 SHELL 10/14/92
59210 / LUBRICATING OIL
@ 9150-01-035-539:17068 GEAR OIL G0-80/90 SOUTHWEST PETRO-CHEM DLA MSDS
9150-01-035-5392 08116 NIL-L-21050 GR 85W140 LUBE OIL. GEAR MULTIPURPOSE TECH_LUBE PROOUCTS CO. 01/17/89 BOC
CODE A0575
9150-01-035-5393 16911MIL-L-2105C GEAR OIL GRADE DELTA PETROLEUM NO DATE
AN 1
9150-01-035-5393 14808 IMPERIAL GL 80 W 90 IMPERIAL OIL DLA MSDS SPC
MIL-L-2105C AM 1
9150-01-035-5393 20918 QUAKER STATE HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR LUBRICANT OUAKER STATE CORPORATION 07/01/90 SPC
SAE 80t190 & 85W140
9150-01-035-5395 02026 CHEVRON RPN UNIVERSAL GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 80W-90 CHEVRON USA 12/19/90
CPS225040
9150-01-035-5395 03385 GL-5 GEARLUBE SAE 85W-140 DELTA PETROLEUM 11/01/85
MIL-L-2105C.LUBE OIL
@ 9150-01-035-5396 17365 LUBRICATING OIL, GEA AMOCO OIL COMPANY DLA MSDS
9150-01-035-5396 16943 G0-85W-140 LUBRICATING OIL GEAR MULTIPURPOSE BATTENFIELO GREASE & OIL 05/00/89
MIL-L-2105
9150-01-035-5396 08278 CHEVRON UNIVERSAL GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 85W-140 CHEVRON USA 01/19/90 BOC
CPS250103
9150-01-035-5396 17364 LUBRICATING OIL. GEA CITIES SERVICE CO DLA MSDS
9150-01-035-5396 20918 QUAKER STATE HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR LUBRICANT QUAKER STATE CORPORATION 07/01/90 SPC
SAE 80W90 & 85W140
9150-01-035-6396 20920 QUAKER STATE SUPER QUADROLUBE GEAR LUBRICANT QUAKER STATE CORPORATION 02/0t/91 SPC
(SAE 75W, SAE 80W, SAE80_f/90, 85W/140) EP
@ 9150-01-035-5396 17035 GEAR OIL 85-40 SHELL DLA MSDS
9150-01-035-5396 08116 NIL-L-21050 GR 85W140 LUBE OIL, GEAR MULTIPURPOSE TECHNOLUBE PRODUCTS CO 01/17/89 BOC
CODE A0575
e 9150-01-Q43-9063 11931 LUBRICATING OIL, OT13M MOBIL OIL CORP. DLA MSDS
9t50-01-043-9063 08736 MOBILGEAR 630 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
610873, INDUSTRIAL GEAR OIL
9150-01-045-4849 17434 SUNNEN HONING OIL (CUTTING FLUID) MB-30 SUNNEN PRODUCTS COMPANY 07/01/82
9150-01-047-0022 22302 GRAPHITE SOLUTION, PART NUMBER 44A410695-001 GENICOM CORPORATION 03/31/94
9150-01-047-9668 01358 MOLYKOTE G-N PASTE OOW CORNING 09/20/85
9150-01-048-4591 02288 02317 MULTIGEAR LUBT EP SAE 85W-140 TEXACO 09/18/91
9150-01-049-2911 08389 SUNISD 4GS SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO. 07/11/91
- 9150-01-053-6688 15335 CLEANER, LUBRICANT AND PRESERVATIVE BREAK-FREE SAN/BAR CORPORATION 08/03/82
- 9150-01-054-6453 15335 CLEANER. LUBRICANT AND PRESERVATIVE BREAK-FREE SAN/BAR CORPORATION 08/03/82
9150-01-054-8665 01094 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO 2 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 08/00/86
L2-04,-34,-40,-49 (POUR TYPE);
• 9150-01-056-4883 17367 HYDRAULIC FLUID. FIR MONSANTO DLA MSDS
9150-01-056-4883 02328 SKYDROL 5008-4 FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID MONSANTO 05/22/89 BOC
9150-01-074-8183 00263 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE 2 SHELL 05/02/91
71032
9150-01-080-5961 10614 HOUGHTO-SAFE 273 HOUGHTON, E.F.. & COMPANY 06/26/86
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS FLUID
o 9150-01-080-5962 01828 HYDRAULIC, CATAPULT GENERAL SERVICES AOMIN. DLA MSD5
MSDS'S WAKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CQNTAcT / MSOS'S W/O '-" VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / 'e' = DLA HMIS MSDS
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 STOCK NUMBER INDEX P. 147
STOCK NUNBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
ID COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
9150-01-085-2454 16944 GULF HARMONY 100 GULF OIL 09/01/81
DISCONTINUED ENTIRE LINE GULF HARMONY, PER CHEVRON
9150-01-085-5472 15540 MS-122 FLUOROCARBON RELEASE AGENT MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO. 08/00/92 SPC
9150-01-088-0498 14257 TRIBOLUBE 10(: AEROSPACE LUBRICANTS, INC. NO DATE
MIL-G-27617C,TY.III,TYPE II, TYPE I
9150-01-088-0498 03662 TRIBOLUBE-16 AEROSPACE LUBRICANTS, INC. 04/21/92
MIL-G-27617 TY II &III (= KRYTDX 240AC)
e 9150-01-091-8079 17587 78E JACK OIL LOCTITE CORPORATION DLA MSDS
9150-01-093-3300 04409 AEROSHELL GREASE 5 SHELL 04/05/91 PGOC
70025 / MIL-G-3545C
9150-01-100-4612 03318 SC 845 3213 WITCO CORPORATION 07/01/86
MIL-L-O2104D / OIL, OE/HDO-30
9150-01-101-3727 01094 SOLDER SEAL LIQUID WRENCH NO. 2 RADIATOR SPECIALTY 08/00/86 BOC
L2-04,-34,-40,-49 (POUR TYPE);
9150-01-101-3727 00486 STARRETT.M-1 ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANT STARRETT, L.S., CO. 07/16/92
9150-01-101-3727 05704 WD-40 AEROSOL WD-40 COMPANY 10/00/93
9150-01-I01-3727 04493 WD-40 BULK LIQUID WD-40 COMPANY I0/00/93
@ 9150-01-102-9455 20276 DOW CORNING 2-1143 SILICONE BRAKE FLUID DOW CORNING DLA MSDS
MIL-B-46176
9150-01-103-8398 17010 NASHUA FUSER AGENT, #135490, FOR XEROX 8200 & 9500 NASHUA CORPORATION 12/01/84
9150-01-117-2928 04409 AEROSHELL GREASE 5 SHELL 04/05/91
70025 / MIL-G-3545C
9150-0t-123-0298 04784 ISOPAR L EXXON CORPORATION 07/22/92
133465 - 0(037 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT
9150-01-202-3604 03521 MOBIL 600 W SUPER CYLINDER OIL MOBIL OIL CORP. 12/08/89
601211-00
9150-01-235-2795 18394 CAMIE 1000 DRY LUBRICANT CAMIE-CAMPBELL, INC. 01/27/87
9150-01-260-2534 05006 EVERLUBE 823 E/M CORPORATION 02/28/89 BOC
BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT 10-232
9150-01-260-2534 07883 LUBRI-BOND A E/M CORPORATION 11/29/88 BOC
BONDED SOLID FILM LUBRICANT (10-600)/SN S-749
0 9150-01-260-2534 17346 LUBRICANT, SOLID FILM HOHMAN PLATING AND MFG INC DLA MSDS BOC
9150-01-262-9540 14028 G351 GENERAL ELECTRIC 01/04/90 BOC
9150-01-290-5132 07958 kR-IITE LITHIUM GREASE (AEROSOL) RADIATOR SPECIALTY 04/00/87 BOC
L6-16
9150-01-290-7514 11861 CHEVRON DELO 100 MOTOR OIL SAE 40 CHEVRON USA 01/25/90 BOC
CPS222404
91S0-01-290-7515 11653 CHEVRON RPM DELO MOTOR OIL SAE 30 CHEVRON USA 01/25/90 BDC
CP5225016
9150-01-306-0346 03517 VIRGINIA REFRIGERATION OIL 300 VIRGINIA KMP CORP. NO DATE
L352/L355/L358
9160-00-N02-3560 18528 MOBILWAX 2305 MOBIL OIL CORP. 03/15/94
770123 / FOOD GRADE WAX
9160-00-N92-7276 22182 LUBE-WAX PORTER-CABLE CORPORATION 10/23/92
600, PORTER-CABLE IS THE DISTR. NOT MFG.
0 9160-00-343-2025 00443 INDICATING LIQUID, RED #294 KING ENGINEERING CORPORATION DLA MSDS
9160-00-685-0914 11870 CHEVRON INHIBITED INSULATING OIL CHEVRON USA 05/01/81 BOC
CMS241407
- 9160-00-685-0914 16971 INSULATING OIL. ELECTRICAL MACMILLAN PETROL/RING-FREE OIL NO DATE
e 9160-00-685-0914 07986 INSULATING OIL, ELECTRICAL OCTAGON PROCESS, INC. DLA MSDS
ASTN D3487-76/82AW TY.I&II
...................................................................................................................................
MSDS'S MARKED '-': SUBMIT KSC FORM 29-393 TO ORG.CONTACT / MSDS'S W/O '-' VERIFIED AVAILABLE VIA MSDS SYSTEM / "_' = DLA HMIS MSDS
3P23-_ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
_0/03/94 STOCK NU_ER INIZ]EX P. 148
STOCK NUMBER TSRS TRADENAME MANUFACTURER MSDS SUPPLY
IO COMMENTS DATE ORG.
...................................................................................................................................
9160-00-868-4003 16980 -140 STICK WAX UOHNSON, S.C . & SON, INC. 11/19/84
9310-00-K05-6830 14197 VELLUM, PLOTTER TRIANGLE REPROGRAPH NOT REQD BOC
325S
9320-01-062-8201 045407 PR-1570. AMBER. BLACK, PARTS A & B PRC
POLYURETHANE
9330-00-K05-1200 06004 LLUMALLOY/35% PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM MARTIN PROCESSING, INC BDC
3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL,DUPDNT,MORTON THIOKOL
9330-00-K05-1201 06004 LLUMALLOY/35% PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM MARTIN PROCESSING, INC BOC
3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL,DUPONT,NORTON THIOKQL
9330-00-426-9828 16819 COMPOUND 1012 W/CURING AGENT 235 MAGNOLIA PLASTICS, INC.
EPOXY RESIN
9390-00-K28-5787 22388 DOW CORNING 20 RELEASE COATING
MSDS= 1063014
9535-00-025-1417 00404 FOTOFOIL M DEVELOPER
NOD-It74
9620-00-233-6712 04152 CARBON (NATURAL GRAPHITE)
S$-G-659 A. GRAPHITE, DRY LUBRICANT
9620-01-278-4112 11154 NATURAL GRAPHITE LSIO LT30 DG16
LUB-A-SPRAY L300 LSIO LT3O DG16 GRADE NO. 1485
9905-00-122-9423 10997 FLEX-O-LITE PRIMER SEALER
MSDS P.2 MISSING/#211-11-2 PRIMER
9905-00-122-9423 10997 FLEX-O-LITE PRIMER SEALER






MILLER DIAL CORP./FOTOFOIL DIV 10/00/85









• '' END OF REPORT MSDSREP3 **=











MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. I
DISTRIBUTOR
MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
19001 #10 CONCRETE CURE O1/O3/89
MFGR: CAMP COMPANY. INC.
08638 ACETYLENE
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
08273 ADHESIVE FOR ACDUSRICAL (SIC) MATERIALS
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
09100 ANTI-SEIZE, UNGAR #8001
MFGR: PACKAGING COMPONENTS
21990 BLACK INK 8-4118 / FOR BRISTOL BABCOCK STD.REC.INK BB P/N'S:382476-34-4,-22-O,-25-5,-28-O,-31-O
MFGR: CHART-PENS INC.




18375 MARKER BOARD CLEANER
MFGR: BARR, W. M. CO.
17505 MTY MFI-12 24PK
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL. INC.
17502 MTY MPC-5 5GL
MFGR; ASHLAND 0IL, INC.
17_O1MTY O1BPC20
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
17306 MTY O1CCC25
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
17503 MTY O1EDG20
WFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
17508 MTY O1PEN20
WFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
17500 MTY O1PSF12PA
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
14568 OAKITE STAINLESS STEEL POLISH,PRESSURIZED CONTAINR
WFGR; OAKITE PRODUCTS INC
• 00528 OIL, PENETRATING, VV-P-216B
MFGR: hiATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES
• 00528 0IL, PENETRATING, VV-P-216B
MFGR: NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES
• 00528 OIL, PENETRATING, VV-P-216B
MFGR: NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES
03596 PL10BOND 20
WFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
17507 PYR BF-1 4/1GL
MFGR: ASHLANO OIL. INC.
17504 PYR BF-12 120Z
MFGR: ASHLANO OIL, INC.
21989 RED INK 8-3728 / FOR BRISTOL BABCOCK STD.REC.INK
MFGR: CHART-PENS INC.
05781SILASTIC 736 HEAT RESISTANT SEALANT
MFGR: DOW CORNING
22153 42M INK
MFGR: SPECIALTY CHEMICAL MFG. INC.
MSDS ATTACHED: COMSOLV 100, LINDRON I01
WELDING AND CUTTING GAS
MMM-A-00150B, PRODUCT# X-973B
CAT#22836










































MATERIAL SAFETY CATA S_EET INDE,
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTR, S,STEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR ZNDE, P. 2
MSOS
TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE
20325 8OSTLT-IBC4H (1730542-OO4) FUdICOPIAN;MITSuBISHI ='S:CHY-I/CSM-I/CHC-I/TRH-? 09/07/92
MFGR: OWS IN(;
*- A.B.C. COMPOUNDING CO.. INC.
EC974 6970 JONESBORO ROAD MORROW GA 30260 (404) 968-9ABC
ECI72 6970 JONESBORO ROAD MORROW GA 30260 (404) 968-3630
11764 OARK GRAY EPOXY FLOOR PAINT, PT B ALSO LIGHT GRAY & WHITE / 10514, 10506, 10507 08/20/87
MFGR: AOUA BORNE COATING SYSTEMS
-- AAA CHEMICAL & SUPPLY CO.
EC572
09225 CHEWING GUM REMOVER 2492 O8/13/87
MFGR: THEOCHEM LABORATORIES
09335 ORANGE BLOSSOM (PG.2 MISSING ON THIS REVISION) 02/11/91
MFGR: THEOCHEM LABORATORIES
07985 PLUS 5 CARPET SHAMPOO t2/21/92
MFGR: SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC.
04708 TOUGH DUTY HIGHLY ALKALINE: PH IS 11.5 - 12.O 12/O7/92
MFGR: SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC.
-* ABBOTT LABORATORIES
EC792 CHEM. & AGRICULTURAL DIV. NORTH CHICAGO IL 60064
OBJ95 ABBOTT PARK IL 60(04
13898 ACETIC ACID, GLACIAL, 99.8% ABBOTT MSDS =22
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13862 ACETIC ACID, SODIUM SALT TRIHYDRATE, 99+% ACS REAG ABBOTT MSDS _B9, PRODUCT w23650-0
NFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13878 AMMONIUM HYDROGEN OIFLUORIDE, 98%
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
14015 AMMONIUM SULFATE GRADE I
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
14227 CHOLIC ACID FREE ACID
NFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13877 COPPER (II) SULFATE PENTAHYDRATE, 98%
MFGR: SIGMA-ALDRICH CORPORATION
14009 DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
07764 OL-OITHIOTHREITOL SIGMA GRADE HYGROSCOPIC (DTT)
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
10865 ETHYL ALCOHOL USP 190 PROOF
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13413 FORMALDEHYDE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13088 GUANIDINE HYOROCHLORIDE, 99"_
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13885 HEXACHLOROETHANE, 98_
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13089 HYDROCHLORIC ACID, 37%, A.C.S. REAGENT
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL C0.
13883 HYDROXYLAMINE HYOROCHt_ORIDE, 99_, A.C,S. REAGENT
ABBOTT MSDS #50, PRODUCT #22482-0
A5132
CI129
20920-1, ABBOTT MSDS #51
05879
ABBOTT MSOS _47, PRODUCT #00632
ABBOTT MSDS _39
ABBOTT MSDS #5B, PRODUCT _F1635
PRODUCT #17725-3, ABBOTT MSDS# 23
ABBOTT MSDS #42




















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 3
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
04672 LITHIUM HYDROXIDE NONOHYDRATE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
06702 LITHIUM SULFATE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
14016 METHANOL PROTEIN SEQUENCING GRADE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13907 METHYL SULFOXIDE, 99.9%. SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC GRADE
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13859 N_IOTHIOGLYCEROL CELL CULTURE TESTED
MFGR: SIGMA-ALDRICH CORPORATION
14008 N.N-DIMETHYLFDRMAMIDE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
140110-PHENYLENEDIAMINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13873 OCTYL SULFATE SODIUM SALT 961_
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13901PARA-TOLUENESULFONIC ACID MONOHYDRATE 99%
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13879 PARAFORffiALDEHYDE 95%
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
14012 PHENOL ACS REAGENT
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13886 PHENYL ETHER 99%
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13900 PICRIC ACID, A,C.S. REAGENT
NFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13880 PIPES FREE ACID
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
11005 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE PELLETS 99.99%
MFGR: ALORICH CHEMICAL CO.
13867 PROCAINE PP/OROCHLORIDE 99_
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
14013 SALICYLIC ACID CRYSTALLINE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13884 SODIUM ACETATE ANHYDROUS ACS REAGENT
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
01574 S4)OIUM AZIDE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13858 SOOIUIg CARBONATE
MFGR: SIGMA-ALORICH CORPORATION
13395 SODIUM CARBONATE ANHYDROUS
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13096 SOOIUM HYOROXIDE PELLETS 97+% A.C.S. REAGENT
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO
14014 SODIUM M-PERIOOATE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13860 SODIUM NITRITE
MFGR: SIGMA-ALDRICH CORPORATION
13087 SODIUM PHOSPHATE DIBASIC 98_%
ABBOTT MSDS #61, PRODUCT #L4256
ABBOTT MSDS #75, PRODUCT #L6375
M1770
ABBOTT MSDS #7
M6145. ABBOTT MSDS #73
D4254
P1526
ABBOTT MSDS #56, PRODUCT #29424ol
ABBOTT MSDS #12




ABBOTT MSDS #48, PRODUCT #P6757
30656-8 / SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE. ABBOTT MSOS _14
ABBOTT MSDS #63, PRODUCT #22297-6
S0875
ABBOTT MSDS #43. PRODUCT #$5889
S2002
ABBOTT NSOS #74, PRODUCT #Y55074-4
$2127, ABBOTT MSDS #30
PRODUCT #22146-5. ABBOTT MSDS #8
$1878
ABBOTT MSDS -72, PRODUCT _Y55114-?






























MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTR_ SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 4
MSOS
TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE
NFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13392 SODIUI PHOSPHATE DIBASIC. ANHYDROUS ACS
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13869 SOOIUM TETRABORATE DECAHYDRATE A.C.S. REAGENT
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13888 SULFAMIC ACID 98%
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13868 TERT-AMYL ALCOHOL 99+_ GOLD LABEL
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13861TERT-BUTANOL
MFGR: SlCJ_4 CHEMICAL COMPANY
13875 TETRAETHYLAMMONIUM HYDROXIDE
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13882 THIOUREA 99+¢ A.C.S. REAGENT
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEM.ICAL CO.
13899 TRICHLDROACETIC ACID 98% ,
WFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13870 TRIETHANDLAMINE HYSROCHLDRIDE 99+%
MFGR: ALORICH CHEMICAL CO.
13891UREASE TYPE C-3 FRO_t JACK BEANS
NFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
13881 I-BUTANOL 99_
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13866 I-2-DICHLDROETHANE 99%
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13897 2-ANINO-2-NETHYL-1,3-PROPANEDIOL 99%
NFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
13902 2-PROPANOL 99÷_
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
14010 3-3°DIAMINOBENZIOZNE TETRAHYOROCHLDRIDE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
08954 4-HYDROXY-4-METHYL-2-PENTANONE 99%
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
14226 5-SULFOSALICYLIC ACID
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
• - ACCESS ANALYTICAL SYSTEMS
SEE ALSO; ENVIRONETICS. INC. ECGll 21 BUSINESS PARK DRIVE
12192 COLILERT CONPARATOR
NFGR: ENVIRONETICS. INC
• * ACCUMETRIC INDUSTRIES
EC589
14443 MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE-MEDIUM
MFGR: DON CORNING
• * ACME NORTHEAST
EC003
21612 ACHE NORTHEAST - STARTER
MFGR; ALTA CHEMICAL CORPORATION
59763. ABBOTT MSOS #31
ABBOTT I_S #60. PRODUCT #22133-3
ABBOTT MSDS #38
ABBOTT MSDS #62, PRODUCT #24048-6
ABBOTT MSDS #TO. PR(W)UCT #82138
ABBOTT MSDS #53, PRODUCT #17780-6
ABBOTT MSOS #45, PROOUCT #24025-7
ABIJ_TT MSDS #21
ABBOTT MSDS #59. PRODUCT #1589t-7
ABBOTT NSOS #35, PRODUCT #U0251
ABBOTT MSD$ #46, PRODUCT #88590-0





























GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. S
DISTRIBUTOR
MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
** ADC/ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT CO.
EC8?4 PINDAR ROAD, HODDESDON HERTS. EN11DAO ENG.
06898 50FNOLIME SL GREEN TO BROWN 08/02/88
MFGR: MOLECULAR PRODUCTS. LTD.
• * ADVANCE PROCESS SUPPLY CO.
EXCELLOCOLOR AND CHEMICAL DIVI 29431 400 N. NOBLE ST.
05256 SUPER BLOX BLUE (835t)
MFGR: GENERAL FORMULATIONS
05257 SUPER BLOX RED (B351)
MFGR: GENERAL FORMULATIONS
• * ADVANCE STAMP & SUPPLY CO.
EC808
- 06448 RUBBER STAMP INK-BLACK,VIDLET,RED,GREEN,BROtt_I,BLUE
MFGR: GARVEY PRODUCTS
• - ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS
80244 4343 TEMPLE CITY BLVD.
3K685
51686 4343 TEMPLE CITY BLVD.
O 17250 EPOXY COATING KIT
MFGR: BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD)
08320 PAINT/ORGANIC SOLVENT TYPE
MFGR: 4-TEK INDUSTRIES. INC
13566 POLYURETHANE WHITE #t7875,MIL-C-81773 G/I-IW-97B
MFGR: DEXTER CROWN METRO AEROSPACE
• * ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
EC026
22059 STRIP-N-STICK 300 AR
MFGR: CHR INDUSTRIES, INC.
• * AGFA CORP.
FORMERLY: AGFA-GEVAERT INC. 59735 100 CHALLENGER RD
SEE ALSO: METACOMET/COMPUGRAPH OLTG6 AGFA COMPUGRAPHIC DIV.
11554 ¢UtPILINE WASH EXTENOER
MFGR: KALLEN INDUSTRIAL CORP.
• , AGM INDUSTRIES, INC.
38287 110 SHAWMUT RD/P.O. 80X 272
15275 MIRACLE HT-4620/AGM TAC-TOO ADHESIVE GPA-72
MFGR: MIRACLE ADHESIVES CORP.





11-1965/HEALTH RATING ON MSDS REVISED 3/89
11-1965R/HEALTH RATING ON MSDS REVISED 3/89
TEMPLE CITY
TEMPLE CITY
REMOVER/TT-R-251d TYPE III CLASS A









CA 91780-4293 (818) 579-6270





Nd 07660 (201) 440-2500
MA 01864 (800) 451-4000
08/03/89




• * AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY OATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10103/94 DISTRIBUTOR INOEX P. 6
DISTRIBUTOR
WSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................





- 15644 HYDROGEN (GASEOUS)





• * AIRGUARO INDUSTRIES, INC
ECH91 P.O. BOX 32578
13932 PRECISIONAIRE KWIK KUT FILTER SPRAY
MFGR: PRECISIONAIRE. INC
• " AKZO CHEMICALS INC.
00742 14700 INTRACOASTAL OR.
32573 P.O.BOX 538 / t919 VULTEE ST.
19324 1220 GILLIONVILLE ROAD
8K294
88381
56028 2900 52N0 AVE

















FORMERLY: STAUFFER CHEM. CO. 97854 300 S. RIVERSIDE PLZ CHICAGO IL 60606
22119 TRIETHYLGALLIUN (TEG SEMICONDUCTOR GRADE)
MFGR: TEXAS ALKYLS
I
*" AKZO COATINGS INC.
FORMERLY: AKZO CTNGS AMERICA I 98502 AEROSPACE FINISHES DIV. ORANGE CA 92661
WYANDOTTE PAINT DIV. ECB40 650 STEPHENSON HWY. TROY MI 48084
SEE ALSO:SlKKENS AEROSPACE FIN EC305 ORANGE CA 92661
03716 NV-SZ REG NSlO/40/42B/130B/168/425B;NSC1;NSB4;NSBT8/NS160
MFGR: BOSTIK/USIW CORP/SUBS.ENHART
03716 NV-SZ REG NS10/40/42B/1308/168/425B;NSC1;NS84;NSBTB/NS160
NFGR: BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART
04059 POLYURETHANE, GLOSS BLUE 15044 NIL-C-83286
MFGR: VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS
** ALCATEL VACUUM PRODUCTS
54586 40 POND PARK RD
11205 ALCATEL 111 (BARELF AL 100)
MFGR: ELF LUB (SLEA)
11211 INLANO-TW
MFGR: INLAND VACUUM INDUSTRIES, INC.
11213 INLAF_D-t9 / ALCATEL-IOO.BECKMAN 19,HE-175,VWR-19,
NFGR: INLAND VACUUM INDUSTRIES, INC.
11212 INVOIL 20 (AKA: ALCATEL 200,EDWARDS 20,VARIAN CS, LEYBOLD HE-2OO,STOKES V-LUBE L,Vt_R-20,ATLANTIC 20) 01/23/93
NFGR: INLAND VACUUM INDUSTRIES, INC.








HINGHAN WA 02043 (617) 749-B710
SYNTHETIC OIL FOR REFRtG. & AIR CONPRESSORS NO DATE
ALCATEL 300/HE 400/EDWARDS-TW 04/21/86
EDWARDS S.G.A,FISHERBR. 19,PRECIS.B+,SAVANT SPO-I.. 05/13/88
( (' (
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DISTRIBUTOR
MSOS
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...................................................................................................................................
OSUH3 50 W. LAURIE ST.
12898 SUPERKOTE LATEX SEMI GLOSS
MFGR; CORONADO PAINT CO.. INC.
03260 WEEKEND AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT
MFGR: ILLINOIS BRONZE PAINT CO.
• , ALLEN-BRADLEY
01121 1201 S. 2ND ST.




17410 UNION CARBIDE SILICONE TRANSFORMER LIQUID L-305
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE














SILICONE FLUID/ALLEN-BRADLEY PN_810-N9B SERIES A
L-305 DIMETHYLPOLYSILOXANE(ALLEN-BRADLEY_810-N9B)
70308 P.O. BOX 1139R
1L164 P.O. BOX 2830
72658 P.O. BOX 1087R
82196 COLUMBIA RD AND PARK
EC093
0-C-265 / MS36043-1
• , ALLIED RESIN CORPORATION
EC567 WEYMOUTH INDUSTRIAL PARK
04546 TEMP-R-TAPE HM 350BLACK
MFGR: CHR INDUSTRIES, INC.
MORRISTOWN NJ 07960
BATON ROUGE LA 70821
MORRISTOWN Nd
MORRISTOWN NU 07960
EAST WEYMOUTH MA 02189
S080500
DEERFIELD IL 6001555371 2051 WAUKEGAN RD
INC.
INC.
-- ALLTECH ASSOCIATES INC
11545 ETHANE
MFGR: SCIENTIFIC GAS PROOUCTS,
03057 HELIUM
MFGR: SCIENTIFIC GAS PRODUCTS,
11544 N-BUTANE
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11819 UOP MOLECULAR SIEVE TYPE 13XAPG
MFGR: UOP
PN'S: 052XX. 054XX, 56XX. 577XX #'S
• - ALTER HARRY CO
70334
08387 SUNISO 3GS REFRIGERATION OIL
MFGR: VIRGINIA KMP CORP.
12OO WEST 35TH ST CHICAGO
L316,L318,L321,L324
11 MT. PLEASANT AVE.
1800 W. CENTRAL ROAD
1800 W CENTRAL
tBO0 VEST CENTRAL




MULTIGRAPHICS DIV./BRUNING DIV IA714
IL 60609
EAST HANOVER NU 07936
MT. PROSPECT IL 60056
MT PROSPECT IL 6(X365





















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 8
BRUNING DIV. 3F647




87670 9 PRESIDENTIAL BLVD
11360 ALL PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
MFGR: BG GRAPHICS
14686 OAYLIGHTER 1I PAPER PLATE CONDITIONER
MFGR: VISUAL GRAPHICS CORP.
14761 FOUNTAIN STIMULATOR
MFGR: BOSTON PRINTING INK
14762 GLOSS OVERPRINT VARNISH
MFGR: VAN SON CORP. OF AMERICA
14763 LIQUID COBALT DRIER
MFGR: VAN SON CORP. OF AMERICA
08183 PUTZ POMAOE LIQUID ROLLER CLEANER
MFGR: BURNISHINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
14764 QUICK
MFGR: VAN SON CORP, OF AMERICA
14744 SLM-AC SILVERNASTER ACTIVATOR
MFGR: MITSUBlSHI PAPER INT'L
14747 SLM-OD SILVERMASTER FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
MFGR: MITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
- 14745 SLM-OE SILVERMASTER DELETION SOLUTION
MFGR; MITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
- 14746 SLM-OH SILVERMASTER ETCHING SOLUTION
MFGR: MITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
- 14748 SLM-ST SILVERMASTER STABILIZER
MFGR: MITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
14766 TACK REDUCER
MFGR; BOSTON PRINTING INK
- 14767 THREE WAY DRIER
MFGR: BOSTON PRINTING INK
- 14765 VAN SON RUBBER
MFGR:
- 14760 VANSON CML 0IL
MFGR:
- 14760 VAN_ON CML OIL
MFGR:


















V2151 / COBALT SALT IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION
V2174 / OLEO RESINOUS LITHOGRAPHIC INK VEHICLE
V2163 / PRINTING INK DRIER
PN# Y-1,Y-3, ROLLER CLEANER & DEGLAZER








VS301THRU VS358 (MOST #'S)/VS4OI THRU VS455 (SOME
VS701THRU VS794 (MOST #'S)/VAN SON SONA GLOSS INK























*_ AMCHEM PRODUCTS. INC.
SEE PARKER + AMCHEM / MERGED W 84063
01352 ALODINE 12OO
MFGR: PARKER + AMCHEM
14466 ALODINE 1200S








MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 9
MSOS
TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
MFGR: PARKER + AMCHEM
** AMCO CHEMICAL CORPORATION
06613 ETHYLENE GLYCOL - INDUSTRIAL GRADE
MFGR: SHELL
07121 SHELL MINERAL SPIRIT 145-EC
MFGR: SHELL
04151 SUPER VM&P NAPHTHA (EOR)
MFC_: SHELL
- 06612 TERGITOL NONIONIC SURFACTANT 15-S-9
MFGR: SHELL











• , AMERICAN BURDICK & JACKSON
SEE ALSO BAXTER HEALTttCARE/SU8 EC577 1953 S, HARVEY ST.
- 05782 ACEIONITRILE
MFGR: BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP.
MtJSKEGON MI 49442 (616) 726-3171
01/00/85
• - AMERICAN CYANAMID
70361 AGRICULTURAL DIVISION WAYNE
82389 ONE CYANAMID PLAZA WAYNE
CHEMICAL LIGHT DEPT. 83289 ONE CYANAMID PLAZA WAYNE
17599 PINE-SOL BROAD SPECTRUM FORMULA FORMER AMERICAN CYANAMID PRODUCT
MFGR: CLOROX COMPANY
NO 07470
NO 07470 (201) 835-3100
NO 074704028 (201) 831-3952
08/01/90
• * AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY
DIV.BAXTER TRAVENOL(SEE:AW.SC1 EC576
41967
08729 MICRODUSTER (REFILL). ACCUDUSTER,
MFGR: TEXWIPE
11078 N-BUTYL ALCOHOL






*- AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS
OBF97 801 1/2 BALLOUGH ROAD
16462 URALITE 8430 METAL PRIMER (RESIN)
MFGR: HEXCEL CHEMICAL PROOUCTS
DAYTONA BEACH FL 32014 (904) 255-3352
02/24/93
** AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS
06EE7 17111 RED HILL AVE IRVINE CA 92714
07173 PRO-TEXX MOUNTING MEDIUM BAXTER/AM. SCIENTIFIC PROD.: M7635-t,-5
MFGR: LERNER LABORATORIES
0610O191
** AMERICAN TECHNICAL COATINGS
EC021 400 W. CENTRAL BOULEVARD
22053 TTS 1901: SANDING/SEALER
MFGR: XYMAX COATINGS INC
CAPE CANAVERAL FL 32920 (407) 783-0t96
10/26/93
*- AMP INCORPORATED
DIST. FOR: RXS SCHRUNPFTECHNIK OL4R8 HARRISBURG PA 17105
GP23- 1
10/03/94
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...................................................................................................................................
21155 LUBRICATING PASTE AMP P/N 608113-1 O1/30/91
MFGR: RXS SCHRUNPFTECHNIK-GARNITUREN
21156 GRANGE TERPENE (CABLE CLEANER) AMP P/N 604579-1 01/30/91
MFGR: RXS SCHRUNPFTECHNIK-GARNITUREN
21154 SEALING PASTE AMP P/N 604046-1 01/30/91
MFGR: RXS SCHRUNPFTECHNIK-GARNITUREN
,, AmR INDUSTRIES INC. (ARM ?)
EC707 21117 OSOBRNE ST.
11698 URALITE 3124 PART A & B RBO 120-054
MFGR: HEXCEL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS




@ t4814 AER-D-FOAM 6% REGULAR 1110-2481-6
MFGR: CHUBB NATIONAL FOAM INC.
WARINETTE WI 54143 (715) 735-7411
DLA NSI)S
-- APIEZON
SEE BIDDLE, dAMES G., PLYMOUTH ECO07 8 YORK RD.
04345 APIEZON N GREASE
MFGR: SHELL
LONOON SE1 ENG
WSDS IS FROM SHELL INTERNAT'L/d.G.BIDOLE 07/07/80
-- APPERSON CHEMICALS
14376 CAUSTIC SODA 20_
NFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
07026 ISOPROPANOL. ANHYDROUS
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
02294 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
01207 PHOSPHORIC ACID (70-85%)
MFGR: FMC CORPORATION
13285 SODIUM BICARBONATE
MFGR: STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY
4R173 P.O. BOX 2555 dACKSONVILLE FL 32203
ECM78 39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD DANBURY CT
















EC105 964 N. INDIAN CREEK SUITE 9 CLARKSTON GA 30021
2Z204 7OD ALLGO00 VALLEY COURT STONE MOUTAIN GA 300832842
ECN55 P.O. BOX 789 LOGANVILLE GA 30249
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21788 MB-IOA SEALANT TAPE DOUBLE BEAD & PRE-CUT BEVELLED (FOR CONSTRUCTION 07/18/90
NFGR: GULF SEAL SPECIALTIES INC
** AI_O DISTRIBUTORS INC.
EC917 DAVIE FL (800) 432-0299
03424 EPK 0151 RESIN AND HARDENER AAO151,A80151 (2-PART KIT) 09/20/93
MFGR: DEXTER CORPORATION
** ARMCO INC.
80393 703 CURTIS STREET MIDDLETOWN OH 45043
22580 ARID0 SERIES REFRASIL 06/01/81
MFGR: HITCO
-, ARMSTRONG PRODUCTS COMPANY
OIV. POLYMER INOUSTRIES INC. 98911 407 ARGONNE/BOX 647 WARSAW IN 46580 (219) 267-3226
18537 ACTIVATOR D 02/23/93
MFGR: MORTON INTERNATIONAL INC.
09199 C-1, ADHESIVE FORMULATED EPOXY RESIN 09/09/87
MFGR: MORTON THIOKOL, INC.
09200 C-7, ADHESIVE FOR NISC.INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 07/01/88
MFGR: NORTON THIOKOL, INC.
=* ASA'RAYTHEON
ECP51
01358 MOLYKOTE G-N PASTE 09/20/85
NFGR: OOW CORNING
01358 NOLYKOTE G-N PASTE 09/20/85
MFGR: DOW CORNING
-* ASAHIPEN AMERICA INC
ECD08 1128 SW SPOKANE STREET SEATTLE WA 981341197 (206) 682-4603
10195 ACRYLIC LATEX PAINT, EXTERIOR TT-P-190, TYPE II, EXCEPT #3 / GS-10F-51440 02/00/89
MFGR: ASPEN PAINTS
*= ASGROW FLORIDA CO.
EC224 4144 HIGHWAY 39 NORTH PLANT CITY FL 32489-9004 (800) 424-9300
14208 METRO-MIX GROWING MEDIUM (UPJOHN ID# P000015-16-8) TERRA-LITE PROFESSIONAL SOIL MIX 03/22/90
MFGR: GRACE. W.R., & CO.
19030 MILORGANITE (HEAT DRIEO ACTIVATED SLUOGE) UPJOHN ID #P-000011-14-2/AGFLC -111813/130192 02/01./88
MFGR: MILWAUKEE METROPOLITAN SEW.DIS
07731 SONAR A.S. UPJOHN ID_ P-C_10-80-6 06/00/86
MFGR: ELANCO PRODUCTS/DIV.ELI LILLY
14079 20-20-20 PETERS PLANT FOOD P-C)C)0012-82-4 11/00/86
MFGR; GRACE. W.R., & CO.
*_ ASH-MCNEIL WELDING SUPPLY CO.
ECC65 P.O. BOX 25027/311-12TH AVE SO NASHVILLE TN 3?202 t615) 255-2786
03496 SKC-NF/ZC-78 CLEANER/REMOVER. 915-0509 MCMASTER-CARR PART8 ILLEGIBLE 10,07/86
MFGR: MSCI LTD.
• - ASHLANO OIL, INC.
GP23- 1
10 _2 94
MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM LTSRS)



















200 E. MAIN ST.
P.O. BOX t40(0
5200 P G BLAZER MEMORIAL WAY
VALVOLINE DIV. 9T904
14090 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 1.5 CST
MFGR: DOW CORNING
17495 GAS LINE ANTIFREEZE
MFGR: PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPION LABS
14164 LEAK FIND FREON 12 WITH DYTEL
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
07537 MILLED FIBER, CHOPPED STRAND, ROVING, YARN...
NFGR: OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORP.
14771 PENETRATING OIL
MFGR: PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPION LABS
14769 SILICONE SPRAY
MFGR: PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPION LABS
14770 WINDSHIELD DE-ICER











209510 / LABEL BRANDS: MURRAY. NAPA
FIBERGLASS INSULATION, MANY OTHER NAMES
VALVOLINE IGN-12, K0100, K00100-9532

















22994 3225 LINCOLN WAY WEST WOOSTER OH 44691 (216) 264-8639
06004 LLUMALLOY/35% PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM 3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL,DUPONT,MORTON THIOKOL SEVERAL
MFGR: MARTIN PROCESSING, INC.
06004 LLUMALLOY/35_ PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM 3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL,DUPONT,MORTON THIOKOL SEVERAL
MFGR: MARTIN PROCESSING, INC.
-- ATLAS SILK SCREEN SUPPLY CO.
EC490 1733 MILWAUKEE AVE. CHICAGO
04179 ENAMEL PLUS SERIES SCREEN INK (NON-LEAD COLORS) VARIOUS EP- NUMBERS




IMPORTER EC719 44 WHIPPANY ROAD





• * AUTO MACHINE
ECE21
16981KRYLON OPEN GEAR LUBRICANT, 1322
MFGR: BORDEN, INC.
05117/90
** AVIATION FLUIDS SERVICE
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
IO/O3/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 13
DISTRIBUTOR
MSDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
EC579 950 KINGSLAND AVE. ST. LOUIS MO 63130
16962 PYDRAUL IOE HYDRAULIC FLUtD/RT-23 DISTR:BY HALE FIRE PUMP = MONSANTO PYDRAUL tOE 06/00/80
MFGR: MONSANTO
• * AZA GRAPHICS
ECP06 2916 N. FORSYTH ROAD WINTER PARK FL 32952




21866 dX97 NOE DEVELOPER
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION
** AZON
DIVISON:DEFIANCE/AZON 02785 720 AZON ROAD. P.0.290
14197 VELLUM. PLOTTER 325S
MFGR: TRIANGLE REPROGRAPH
-* B & H GUN RACK, INC.
ECG14
12195 PISTOL/RIFLE & SHOTGUN PRIMERS (PERCUSSION CAPS)
MFGR: FIOCCHI OF AMERICA
13317 SHOT SHELL (SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION)
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
13247 TETRA GREASE
NFGR: FTI, INC.
f3248 TETRA GUN L, TETRA SEA L, TETRA 500
MFGR: FTI. INC.
13318 209 PRIMER/SHOT SHELL PRIMER
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
** B B S INC.
BABCOCK BLDG. SUPPLY - OUT OF ECEIB




I7946 INPRESET BLUE CHIP PRINTERS INKS
MFGR: PRINTERS INK & SUPPLY CO. INC.
*- BACON INDUSTRIES
ECK52 192 PLEASANT STREET
19100 N-BONO CURING AGENT lOA
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VlSHAY
19099 M-BOND GA-2 RESIN
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GRDUP/DIV.VISHAY
dOHNSON CITY NY 137901725



















• * BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO.
G°23-! MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOE_
KSC TOAIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM {TSRS)
10/03,94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 14
DISTRIBUTDR
MSOS
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
....................................................................................................................................
70829 222 RED SCHOOL LANE PHILLIPSBURG NU 08865 (201) 859-2151
P 15524 SODIUM TARTRATE DLA MSDS
NFGR: CHEMICAL COMMODITIES AGENCY
"" BALDWIN METAL SPINNING INC.
54276
09265 LP TONER KIT 80
MFGR: RICOH LTD. JAPAN
-- BALKAMP, II_.
70842
10189 CUTTING & GRINDING OIL
MFGR: AGS COMPANY
02644 PERMATEX AVIATION FORM-A-GASKET,SEALANT LIQUID
MFGR: LDCTITE CORPORATION
08177 PERMATEX GASKET REMOVER
4
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION





MFGR: VISCOSITY OIL C0.
-* BANANA RIVER MARINE SERVICES
ECF94
11899 TRILUX IIT, BLACK
MFGR: COURTAULDS COATINGS






** BARR. V. M., CO.
91522 P. 0. BOX 1879
- 11667 WOOD BLEACH TWO SOLUTION KIT. GWB19, 1169
MFGR: KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W.M.BARR
"" BARRETT CHEM
NEW NAME: PROCESS RESEARCH PRO ECO10 H & LUZERNE STS.
@ 05802 CUTTING FLUID






































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 15
MSDS
TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
83339 1609 BIDDLE AVE WYANDOTTE MI 48192-3729
07124 SHEET-FED PROCESS INK ALL BASF INKS/OXIOITING OIL INK OR VARNISH 10/05/87
MFGR: K+E PRINTING INKS
** BATTENFELD-AMER|CAN
61808 1575 CLINTON STREET BUFFALO NY 14206 (716) 822-8410
03268 CUTTING FLUID, VV-C-846/05 MFGR IS BATTENFIELD AMERICAN OR BATTENFELD G & 0 ? DLA MSDS
MFGR: BATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL
O 03299 LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE, MIL-L-2104 BATTENFELD AMERICAN?? DLA MSDS
MFGR: BATTENFIELD GREASE & OIL
11075 VVP-236A, PETROLATUM CODE NO. 10,939 02/00/90
MFGR: SULFLO, INC.
** BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP.
FORMERLY: TRAVENOL LABS INC. A 52663 SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS DIV. IRVINE
FORMERLY: AMERICAN HOSPITAL SU 22353 SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS DIV. MCGAW PARK
BURDICK & JACKSON DIV. 2H215 1953 S. HARVEY ST. MUSKEGON
SEE ALSO AMERICAN BURDICK & JA EC919
HOSPITAL SUPPLY DIV. 7R785 OBETZ
02269 ABRASIT/ABRAMANT/ABRADUX/ABRANAX/ABRAREX/DURAL,-HT 83916-1 & N3916-2 / ALUMINUM OXIDE
MFGR: HENGAR CONPANY/DIV. TROENNER
11718 ACETIC ACID, GLACIAL
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
01424 ACETONE





01743 BUFFER SOLUTION, PH 10
MFGR: EM SCIENCE
02539 BUFFER SOLUTION, PH 4
MFGR: EM SCIENCE
02560 C02 GAS GENER.TABLET C_(PART A)
MFGR: MARION LABORATORIES. INC.
07160 EOSIN Y
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
06928 FORMALDEHYDE (SOLUTION)
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
04739 GAS GENERATING TABLET CFd FOR BIO BAG
MFGR: MARION LABORATORIES, INC.
11630 GLUTARALDEHYDE (25% IN WATER)
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
07175 HEMATOXYLIN
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
11631HYDROBROMIC ACID, 48% AQUEOUS
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
07182 HYDROCHLORIC ACID
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
04740 HYDROCHLORIC ACID SDLN.,BIO BAG CFJ
763, 13001
C6300-1,C6301-1,C6301-2,-3,-4,-5 / D51-.5 0Z
C63tO / ANIONIC DETERGENT IN TABLET FORM
BX1633. BX1636 2119 H7590-10. H7590-210
H7590-4,-24;BX1628,BX1634:2106
C8852-35.-32 (BIOBAG C ANO ANAEROBIC CULTURETTE)
113 3305.113 3313/901746
102 4470, 102 4710, tt3 7090
GENERATES SMALL AMTS. OF HYDROGEN GAS W/ACID
180 O218; 120 O708:120 O716;120 O756;157 7659:178 7969
CA 92714
IL 60085-6726
MI 49442-6101 (616) 726-3171













104 5822,- 5848o- 5863,- 6010,- 6036,- 6051 0?/23/86
137 6524;137 6540;153 9931:198 2123/BAXTER 1539931 10/27/87
157 6446,165 0092 07_06 ?8
111f01/85
MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INDEx
KSC TOAI_ SUBSTANCES REGISTR_ S_STEM (TSRS)
OIETRIBUTOR INOE_ P. 16
MFGR: MARION LABORATORIES, INC.
02561 HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLNS, I.2,1.3,1.56,1.8N(PART B)
NFGR: I_RION LABORATORIES, INC.
07184 HYDROQUIMONE
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
07180 INDICATIIWK; DRIERITE
MFGR: ItAMI_. W.A., DRIERITE CO.




11106 KILIT AMPULES, 12018,12019
MFGR: BECTON-DICKINSON
08729 MICRODUSTER (REFILL), ACCUDUSTER,
WFGR: TEXWIPE
11078 N-BUTYL ALCOliOL
MFGR: AMERICAN BURDICK & JACKSON
03607 PH REFERENCE BUFFER SOLUTION H7590-7
MFGR: EM SCIENCE
07173 PRO-TEXX MOUNTING MEDIUM
MFGR: LERNER LABORATORIES
108910UICKLYSER (OLY-210A,200A)
MFGR: TOA MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (USA)
07178 SEPP PVP IODINE 107
MFGR: MARION LABORATORIES, INC.
06_27 SILVER NITRATE
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
04741 SODIUM CITRATE
WFGR: MALLII_KROOT
04263 SODIUM HYPOSULFATE (SODIUM THIOSULFATE)
MFGR: MALLINCKRODT
11832 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
MFGR: BECTON-DICKINSON
11833 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
MFGR: BECTON-DICKINSON
11834 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
MFGR: BECTON-DICKINSON
11831 SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST DISCS, NUMEROUS ANTIBIOTICS
MFGR: BECTON-DICKINSON
C8852-32,-35 I1/0g/84
123 31 9 02/27/84
D8155,D8156 SERIES (INDICATING SILICA, DESICCANT) 02/14/92
NOT REQD
08/26/85




BAXTER/AM. SCIENTIFIC PRO0.: M7635-1,-5 06/00/9t





CEPHALORIDINE THRU MEZLOCILLIN, MICROGRAM OTY'S
MINOCYCLINE THRU STREPTOMYCIN, MICROGRAM OTY'S
SULBACTAM THRU VANCOMYCIN, MICROGRAM QTY'S
AMDINOCILLIN THRU CEFUROXIME. MICROGRAM QTY'S
- 11747 TAXO DIFFERENTIATION DISC (SEVERAL), CEFINASE DISC TAXO ANTIBIOTIC DETECTION DISC
BAXTER CAT.#'S; C6302-2A.C6302-5.6.7.8.







07183 TOLUIDINE BLUE 0
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
02562 TRICHAOM1E STAIN
MFGR: MERIDIAN DIAGNOSTICS, INC.
08338 1-1-2 TRICHLORO-I-2-2-TRIFLUOROETHANE



















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 17
** BAXTER SCIENTIFIC
ECB07




MFGR: BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.
07933 CITRIC ACID
MFGR: MALLINCKRDDT
18200 COBALT NITRATE, 6-HYDRATE
MFGR: BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.
02848 ETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOMETHYL ETHER
MFGR: NALLINCKRODT
18201 FERRIC CITRATE, N-HYDRATE
MFGR: BAKER, O.T, CHEMICAL CO.
18202 GLYCINE
MFGR: BAKER, O.T, CHEMICAL CO.
18203 MARBLE CHIPS








MFGR: BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.
10233 SODIUM CHLORIDE
MFGR: MALLINCKRODT
18204 500IUM DICHROMATE, DIHYORATE
MFGR: BAKER, O.T. CHEMICAL CO.
18205 SODIUM NETA-SILICATE. 9-HYORATE. CRYSTAL
MFGR: BAKER. o.T, CHEMICAL C0.
14397 STERILE BACITRACIN
MFGR: RAVEN BIOLOGICAL LABS. INC.
18206 XYLENES

























• , BBL MICROBIOLOGY SYSTEMS
SEE: BECTON-DICKINSON MICROBIO 7U168
14394 STAT TRAK PLUS
MFGR: BAXTER SCIENTIFIC
253 430-432. 242 917. 242 933. 183 288 NOT REQD
• * BECTON-DICKINSON
MICROBIOLOGY SYS/FORMERL_ :BBL 05545 250 SCHILLING CIR.
MICROBIOLOGY SYS/FORMERLY:BBL EC848 P.O. BOX 243
CLAY ADAMS DIV. 127}7 299 WEBRO ROAD






MD 21030-0243 (30:) _1-O1OO
NO 07054-2824
Nd 07073 (201_ 460-2615
MATERIAL SAFET, OATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOAIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY S_STEM (TSRS}
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 18
DISTRIBUTOR
MSIDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
03001 DOW CORNING 08-5479 SILANE CLAY ADAMS: SILICLAD 02/27/81
WFGR : OOW CORNING
• - BELCHER OIL CO.
EC040 9 GREENWAY PLAZA HOUSTON TX 77046 (713) 877-1400
02693 ASPHALT(ON INVENTORY ONLY WHEN NEEDED)(MFG:BELCHER WWG IS SUPPLIER FOR FINAL PRODUCT/BELCHER RAW MATL 11/21/85
MFGR: W W G ASPHALT COMPANY
** BERGEN BRUNSWIG DRUG CO.
BBDC ECCS6
ECG32
14092 BRITE LIFE ISOPROPYL RUBBING ALCOHOL USP 70%
MFGR: HUMCO LABORATORY
BERGEN BRUNSWIG: BRITE LIFE 70% ISOPROPYL RUBBING 00/00/84
• " BERND GROUP INC
ECP69
06843 BOSTIK ADH 1007
MFGR: BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART
09192 BOSTIK ADH 1009
MFGR; BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.EMHART
SOLVENT-SYNTHETICRESIN BASED PRIMER, MSDS#410310




*" BEST SAND CORPORATION
ECI35 11830 RAVENNA ROAD CHARDON OH 44024 (216) 285-3132
13906 FOUNDRY UTILITY FRACTURING, SILICA, FILTER SANDS MAGNUM BLAST, MELTING,ENGINE,BLASTING.GLASS SANDS- 09/10/90
MFGR: FAIRMOUNT MINERALS, LTD.
*" BFC CHEMICALS INC.
BFC 4311 LANCASTER PIKE, P.O. 2867 WILMINGTON
EC222 4311 LANCASTER PIKE WILMINGTON
03143 FICAM W TURCAM, BENDIOCARD WP BULK PACK
MFGR: NOR-AM CHEMICAL CO.
13172 NITROFORM - ALL GRADES






ECD53 510 TOWNSHIP LINE ROAD
10491 APIEZON L GREASE
MFGR: MICANITE & INSULATORS CO., LTO
BLUE BELL PA 19422 (215) 646-9200
10/01/69
*, BIOOLE, dAMES G., CO.
APIEZON OILS, GREASES, WAXES
04345 APIEZON N GREASE
MFGR: SHELL
07239 PLYMOUTH MEETING PA 19462
MSDS IS FROM SHELL INTERNAT'L/d.G.BIDDLE 07/07/80
** BILTRITE PROOUCTS
AMERICAN BILTRITE PRODUCTS (FO 6P522 RT 1




*- BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES INC.
( (
( ( (
GP'23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 19
D I STRIBUTOR
NSOS
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
ECE69 P 0 BOX 518 BRIDGEPORT NJ 08014
ECQ09 603 HERON DRIVE BRIDGEPORT Nd 08014
ECQ17 100 CLARENDON DRIVE SWEDESBORO Nd 08085
- 10962 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) PH 7.00 160Z 356-121
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
- 14394 STAT TRAK PLUS 253 430-432. 242 917. 242 933. 183 288
MFGR: BAXTER SCIENTIFIC
*_ BIOMARINE INC.
EC835 45 GREAT VALLEY PARKWAY NALVERN
- 06611 SODASORB 4-8 IND H / SODASORB 6-12 IND H BIOPAK 60 ABSORBENT
MFGR: GRACE, W.R., & CO.
** BIOMERIEUX
BIOMERIEUX VITEK. INC - SEE VI ECd55




18213 AP; 20A SYSTEM
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18214 API 20C SYSTEM
WFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18217 API 20E REAGENT QC
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18216 API 20E SYSTEN
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18226 BLAC TEST KIT
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18215 OXIDASE TEST KIT
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18218 RAPID E SYSTEN
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18219 RAPID NFT SYSTEM
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18221 RAPID STREP SYSTEM
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18220 RAPID SYS SCREENING
MFGR: ANALYTA8 PRODUCTS
- 18225 SERIMNSURE SALNONELLA TEST KIT
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18222 5TAPH TRAC SYSTEM
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
18223 STAPHASE III SYSTEM
MFGR: ANALYTA8 PRODUCTS
- 18227 UNISCEPT 20E SYSTEM
MFGR: ANALYTAB PRODUCTS








PA 19355-1393 (215) 640-3869
NO DATE
8886-######/MSDS NOT REQUIRED,LETTER RECEIVED 1/93 NOT REQD
8886-090250 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211
8886-036253 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211
8886-026254 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211
8886-015307 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211
8886-010258.010811 / SEE LETTER, TSRS # 18211
8886-030819 / SEE LETTER. TSRS # 18211
8886-201204 / SEE LETTER TSRS ; 18211
8886-509192 / SEE LETTER TSRS # 18211
8886-500951 / SEE LETTER TSRS # 18211
8886-508574 / SEE LETTER TSRS * 18211
8886-504375 / SEE LETTER TSRS # 18211
8886-325201 / SEE LETTER TSRS # 18211
8886-505240 / SEE LETTER TSRS = 18211
8886-065500 / SEE LETTER TSRS # 18211
8886-198251.149817 / SEE LETTER, TSRS _ 18211
8886-005258 / SEE LETTER. TSRS = 18211






















M_TERIAL S_ET_ CA'A SMEET INDEX
KSC TO_IC SuBSTBNCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)





10467 EMULSION BOWL CLEANER
MFGR: TRIPLE S
EC046 t215 N.W. 7TH AVE MIAMI FL 33133 (800) 432-5952
COMPOUND CLEANING LIQUID-CORROSIVE MATERIAL NA1789 09100188
-, BLACK AND DECKER
ECI05
10964 AIR LUBE IOW/NR
MFGR: NONFLUID OIL CORPORATION
B&D: MOISTURE CARD 60538/60539
IL 64401
• - BLICK, DICK, CO.
06608 P.O. BOX 1267
- 04902 BEST TEST ONE COAT CEMENT
MFGR: UNION RtJBBER. INC.
05228 BEST-TEST PAPER CEMENT (WHITE RUBBER) (#101 ???)
MFGR: UNION RUBBER, INC.
04901BESTINE SOLVENT & THINNER
MFGR; UNION RUBBER, INC.
15435 FIRE RED SYNTHETIC GLOSS ENAMEL
MFGR: NAZDAR COMPANY
15433 KLEEN SWEEP EXTENDER BASE #5536
MFGR: NAZDAR COMPANY
15434 KLEEN SWEEP PROCESS COLORS,FIRE RED 5520
MFGR: NAZDAR COMPANY
05258 SPIRIT THINNER,SPEEDY SQUEEZE 1825
MFGR: STARKEY CHEMICAL PROCESS CO.
GALESBURG
RUBBER CEMENT
DICK BLICK #'S 582005.-6,-7
HEPTANE
DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK
DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK
DISTRIBUTED BY DICK BLICK
** BLUE RIBBON
ECF81




ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN SENSOR, CLASS R-19




MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
15121AEROZINE-50
NFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
15299 AIR, COMPRESSED, GASEOUS (BREATHING)
MFGR: EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
15745 AIR, COMPRESSED. LIQUID (BREATHING)
MFGR: EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
16078 AMMONIA
MFGR: MATHESON GAS PRODUCTS
16085 ANHYDROUS HYDRAZINE
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
16085 ANHYDROUS HYDRAZINE
























MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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DISTRIBUTOR NSDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
15283 ARGON, LAR (LIQUID ONLY) 03/01/90
WFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
17148 GENESOLV D SOLVENT (VARIOUS GRADES) KSC-TG*PID-01 07/01/91
MFGR: ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
15651HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT (VENDOR: DU PONT) KSC-TG-PID-04 02/14/92
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
15651HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT (VENDOR: DU PONT) KSC-TG-PID-04 02/14/92
WFGR: DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
15651HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHANT (VENDOR: DU PONT) KSC-TG-PID-04 02/14/92
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USBM) 08/03/92
MFGR: U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USBM) 08/03/92
MFGR: U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USBM) 08/03/92
MFGR: U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
15640 HELIUM (VENDOR: USBM) 08/03/92
MFGR: U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
15991 HYDROGEN (LIQUID) ALSO SAFETYGRAM-9 02/16/81
MFGR; AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC,
15686 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 35% 04/00/87
MFGR: INTEROX AMERICA
15733 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 99.7% ANHYD T1238 / KSC-TG-PID-O2 02/22/90
MFGR: VAN WATERS & ROGERS
• 17138 dP-5 (SOURCE: DLA/USN FUEL DEPOT.dACKSONVILLE,FL) DLA MSDS
MFGR: U.S,A.F.OCCUPAT'L & ENVIRONN'L
15992 LIQUID NITROGEN;LIN;NITROGEN,REFRIGERATED LIQ(CRYO LAC 05124 / CONTRACT: 7/91 - 7/96 10/O1/85
MFGR: LIQUID AIR
15992 LIQUID NITROGEN;LIN;NITROGEN,REFRIGERATED LIQ(CRYO LAC 05124 / CONTRACT: 7/91 - 7/96 10/01/85
MFGR: LIQUID AIR
15995 LIQUID OXYGEN LAC O5128/KSC-TG-PID-OT/GR.F,HI-PUR/CNT:I/92-12/94 09/02/91
MFGR: LIQUID AIR
16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (NON-I) O1/26/93
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16089 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-III (MON-III) O1/14/94
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16020 NONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE (VENDOR: OLIN) 02/08/93
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
15646 NITROGEN FACILITY NITROGEN,HIGH PRESSURE GAS/PIPELINE DISTR 04/01/84
MFGR: BIG THREE INDUSTRIES
08361 NITROGEN TETROXIDE O9/15/89
MFGR: VICKSBURG CHEMICAL COMPANY
15647 OXYGEN,GASEOUS,GRADE A L-4638-A 09/00/85
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
15994 OXYGEN,LIOUID,GRADE A L-4637-B 09/00/85
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
- 17142 REFRIGERANI 21/CFC-21 (vENDOR: MS SPECIALTY PROD.) KSC-TG-PID-O9 , R21-150.R21-1000,R21-2000 11/18/85
MFGR: RACON
17147 RP-I PROPELLANT GRACE KEROSENE "I!r0_/90
MFGR: HOWELL HYDROCARBONS INC.
3:-" 3-
10 03/94
MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TC_IC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRSI
DISTRIaUTOR INDEX P. 22
D ISTR IBUTOR
MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
17448 UDMH 1. 1-0IMETHYL HYORAZINE O1/02/86
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
16086 ULTRA PURE HYDRAZINE CPE 134080 04/06/93
MFGJt- MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
"" BOEING
81205 7755 E MARGINAL WAY
MILITARY AIRPLANE CO. 82918 3801S OLIVER







-- BOEKEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
07836 509 VINE STREET
- 22644 HYVAC FLUSHING 0IL
MFGR: HYVAC PRODUCTS, INC.
93O6O
PHILADELPHIA PA 19108 (215) 627-1611
01/01/94
-= BOGGS GASES
BOGGS FIRE EQUIPMENT, INC.
06926 ACETYLENE (ETHYNE, ETHINE)
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
02471 AIR;COMPRESSED AIR;COMPRESSED AIR.BREATHING QUAL.
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
02471 AIR;COMPRESSED AIR;COMPRESSED AIR,BREATHING QUAL.
NFGR; AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06933 APACHI GAS
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
21774 ARGON (LAR)
MFGR: BIG THREE INDUSTRIES
15283 ARGON. LAR (LIQUID ONLY)
MFGR; AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC.
06934 ARSINE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
06935 BORON TRICHLORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC.
06936 BORON TRIFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06937 BROMINE PENTAFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC.
06938 BROMINE TRIFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC.
06939 BUTADIENE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC.
08628 CARBON DIOXIDE
MFGR: CARBONIC INOUSTRIES CORP.
06931 CARBON DIOXIDE
MFGR: PURITAN-BENNETT CORPORATION
06941 CARBON DIOXIDE (GAS) / DRY ICE (SOLID ONLY)
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
EC013 223 CANAVERAL AVE






REVISIONS ??? 85 06 01 87 03 01
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06930 CARBON DIOXIDE, REFRIGERATED LIQUID
MFGR: CARDOX
06942 CARBON MONOXIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
04186 CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR,PRIMARY STANDARD, 490 PPM
MFGR: BIG THREE INDUSTRIES
06943 CHLORINE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06944 CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCT_ & CHEMICALS, INC.
06945 CHLORODIFLUDROMETHANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
06946 CHLOROTRIFLUOROMETHANE






WFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06948 DIBORANE MIXTURES IN H2, HE, N2, OR AR
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06950 DICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC
06951DICHLOROSILANE
NFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06953 DIETHYLZINC
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06954 DIMETHYLETHYLAMINE / CARBON DIOXIDE - 12%/88%
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06955 DIMETHYLZINC
NFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06956 DISILANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC
06957 ETHANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06958 ETHYL CHLORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC
06925 ETHYLENE OXIDE & FLUOROCARBON-12
WFGR: LIQUID CARBONIC
06959 FLUORINE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06960 FLUORINE IN NITROGEN MIXTURE -I0%
MFGR: AIR PROOUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
22006 FORANE 134&
MFGR: ELF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA
15536 FREON 114. DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE
MFGR: DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO
00115 HELIUM
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
C851 06/15/89
SEE ALSO A07980 07/10/86
























KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
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06961HEXAFLUOROETHANE
NFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
045963 HYDROGEN BROMIDE. ANHYDROUS HYDROBROMIC ACID
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
06964 HYDROGEN CHLORIDE, ANHYOROUS HYDROCHLORIC ACID
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
06965 HYDROGEN FLUORIDE, ANHYDROUS HYDROFLUORIC ACID
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
01833 HYDROGEN OR LIOUID HYDROGEN (IN CRYOGENIC STATE)
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
06966 HYDROGEN SULFIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06967 IODINE PENTAFLUORIDE
NFGR: AIR PRODUCT_ & CHEMICALS, INC.
06968 ISOBUTANE
MFGR: AIR PROOUCT_ & CHEMICALS. INC.
06969 IS08UTYLENE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06970 KRYPTON
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
03155 LUNG DIFFUSION TEST MIXTURES (CONT.CO) (AG05249)
MFGR: LIQUID AIR
06971 METHANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06972 METHYL CHLORIDE
NFGR; AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
07236 MONITOR CALIBRATION NIXTURE
MFGR: PURITAN-BENNETT CORPORATION
06973 MULTIFLUOR APF-215
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC.
06940 N-BUTANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
06975 NITRIC OXIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
06977 NITROGEN DIOXIDE / NITROGEN TETROXIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
06976 NITROGEN OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE)
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC
06978 NITROGEN TRIFLUORIOE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
02469 NITROGEN. OR LIN (IN CRYOGENIC LIQUID STATE)
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
06992 OXYGEN/TETRAFLUOROMETHANE MIXTURES
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
13492 P-5 GAS MIXTURE, ELECTRON CAPTURE GAS
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC
06979 PERFLUOROPROPANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06980 PHOSPHINE











lSOS IS FROM LIOUID AIR CORP(QV), NOT AIR PRODUCTS 10/01/85
C02 + CHCLF2 IN N2O - 02
HP GAS/CRYO LIQUID
HALOCARBON 14 IN OXYGEN
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MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06982 PROPANE




MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
045984 RHENIUM HEXAFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06985 SILANE GAS
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06986 SILICON TETRACHLORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06987 SILICON TETRAFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06988 SULFUR DIOXIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
14203 SULFUR DIOXIDE
MFGR: COULTON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
06989 SULFUR HEXAFLUORIOE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS. INC.
06990 SULFUR TETRAFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06991TETRAFLUDROMETHANE
MFGR; AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06993 TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06994 TRICHLOROSILANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
06995 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
WFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06996 TRIETHYLALUMINUM
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC
06997 TRIETHYLGALLIUM
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
06998 TRIETHYLINDIUM
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
06999 TRIFLUOROMETHANE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
07000 TRIMETHYLALUMINUM
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
07001TRIMETHYLAMINE
WFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
07002 TRIMETHYLGALLIUM
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
0?003 TRIMETHVLINDIUM
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC.
07004 TUNGSTEN HEX&FLUORIDE
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DISTRIBUTOR
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07005 xENON
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
-- BORDEN. INK:.
CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIVISION 86142 180 E. BROAD ST
KRYLON OIV. / (800) 832-2541M 88746 FORO& WASHINGTON STS.
ADHESIVES DIV. 84107
CHEMICAL/KRYLON OIV. 87187 115TH AND COTTAGE GROVE AVE
CHEMICAL DIV. HgB
3/92: KRYLON BOUGHT BY SHERWIN 07982 t80 E BROAD ST
GOVERNMENT SALES 6M145
12353 KRYLON INT/EXT ENAMEL 1601 GLOSSY BLACK
WFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
04896 KRYLON 9101 GLASS CLEANER
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.




08218 CARBON DIOXIDE. REFRIGERATED LIOUID
MFGR: CARBONIC CONSULTANTS INC (CCI)
-- BOUOREAUX. ANDY
ECE30
11_40 PIPE SEALANT W/TEFLON
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
• - BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (DOD)
81349
@ 03270 DRY CHEMICAL, FIRE EXTINGUISHER, ABC, 0o0-1380
MFGR: AUTOMATED PROTECTION SYSTEMS
@ 04201 EPOXY POLYAMIDE, 12197 ORANGE
MFGR: ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS
0 01065 EPOXY POLYAMINE COATING
MFGR: ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS
16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (MON-I)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (NON-I)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16089 MOOIFIEO OXIDES OF NITROGEN-III (MON-III)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
@ 14252 POLYAMIOE COATING,HARDENER 17875. EPOXY
MFGR: ADVANCED COATINGS & CHEMICALS
04496 PSI-631 SILICONE SEALANT, 7-600
MFGR: POLYMERIC SYSTEMS. INC.
04496 PSI-631 SILICONE SEALANT, 7-600
MFGR: POLYMERIC SYSTEMS, INC.
09048 TEFLON
























MIL-A-46146/PART#7-625.00 HANOWRITTEN ON PREV.MSDS 12/01/87
MIL-A-46146/PART#7-625.00 HANDWRITTEN ON PREV.MSDS 12/01/87
FLUOROCARBON RESIN/CK #S/USE FOR TAPE,TUBING PROD. 02/11/93
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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10/03/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 27
DISTRIBUTOR
MSDS
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...................................................................................................................................
16535 THINNER, AIRCRAFT COATING, ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE
MFGR: CSD, INC.
• * BRACKETT, INC.
ECE47
11206 CO-OP SPREAOER/ACTIVATOR
MFGR: FARMLAND INDUSTRIES, INC.
-* BRANSON ULTRASONICS CORP.
SUBS. EMERSON ELECTRIC 10042 41 EAGLE ROAD
18176 BRANSON MC-1 ULTRASONIC CLEANING SOLUTION
MFGR: A.B.C. COMPOUNDING CO., INC.
18175 BRANSON MC-2 ULTRASONIC CLEANING SOLUTION
MFGR; A.B.C. COMPOUNOING C0., INC.
** BREUER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
10528 SHELL ALVANIA GREASE 2
MFGR: SHELL






08531 7401 W. LAWRENCE AVE CHICAGO
71012 / LUBRICATING GREASE
EC066 4025 PINES INDUSTRIAL AVE.
07029 PLUS-FIFTY C DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT
MFGR: ANSUL COMPANY
-* BROOKLYN THERNOMETER CO.
97929 90 VERDI STREET
13014 TRIPLE DISTILLED MERCURY




IL 60656 (800) 822-8867
O4/23/91
ROCKLEDGE FL (407) 631-5336
O6/01/89
FARMINGTON
• = BROWNELL ELECTRO
DIV. AVNET EC389 85 IOTH AVENUE NEW YORK
DIV. AVNET ECN60 ORLANDO
DIV. AVNET 24514 5690 SOUTHFIELD CT/S20O BLDG P FOREST PARK
09425 DOW CORNING 1204 RTV PRIME COAT 39-8050-01204
MFGR: DOW CORNING
06726 SILASTIC 734 RTV SELF-LEVELING ADHESIVE/SEALANT CLEAR
MFGR: DOW CORNING
20894 SILASTIC 738 RTV NONCORROSIVE ADH. - WHITE
MFGR: OOW CORNING
ORLANDO
• - BROWNELL ELECTRONICS
EC259 307 27TH STREET
03552 DOW CORNING 1200 RTV PRIME COAT - ALL COLORS
MFGR: DOW CORNING
11424 OOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 5 CST
MFGR: D0W CORNING
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...................................................................................................................................
EC179
14162 TUNE-UP CARBURETOR CLEANER POWER FLUSH %NOECTOR CARBURETOR & COMBUSTION CHAMBER CLEANER 05/03/89









-- BULK CHEM. DISTRIBUTORS INC.
OIV. HALTER INTERNATIONAL 56921 80 FIRST ST.
10165 MIL-C-81302C
MFGR: MALTER INTERNATIONAL
GRETNA LA 70053 (504) 362-3232
041001B9






0L714 3914 SARASOTA DRIVE FAYETTEVILLE
14194 HANGER ADHESIVE
MFGR: MOORE, GOOOLOE E., INC.
17903 RUBATEX 374 COATING LS-5048 / SEMI GLOSS LATEX PAINT
MFGR: DAVIS PAINT MANUFACTURERS,INC.
NC 28311 (919) 822-8417
11/00/85
02/1B/85
=* CAD CAM INC.
EC790
04905 TYPE H, TYPE V80, TONER (CONCENTRATE)
MFGR: XEROX







*" CADILLAC PLASTICS & CHEMICAL
ECI17 480 W. 27TH STREET




• - CALCASIEU REFINING CO
SA-ALC STORAGE EC661
17147 RP-I





** CALLAWAY CHEMICAL - SEE MITCO
EC397
03381POLYTECH 6120 (MFGR: CALLAWAY CHEMICAL)
MFGR: MITCO WATER LABORATORIES
(404) 576-2000
02/24/86
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11392 FLOOR PATCH COLOR CONCENTRATE
MFGR: DEVCON CORP
11391 FLOOR PATCH HARDENER
MFGR: DEVCON CORP
11390 FLOOR PATCH RESIN
MFGR: OEVCON CORP




• - CAMX SCIENTIFIC CORP.
EC433 P.O. BOX 747
7U725 1237 MAIN ST.
02539 BUFFER SOLUTION, PH 4
MFGR: EM SCIENCE
03607 PH REFERENCE BUFFER SOLUTION H75_0-7
MFGR: EM SCIENCE
ROCHESTER NY 14063 (716) 482-O130
ROCHESTER NY 14063 (716) 482-O130
H7590-4,-24;BX1628,BX1634;2106 02/27/90
H7590-27.-7;BXt632,BX1635;21131 12/00/83
** CANFIELD METALS GROUP
ECI92
00716 ROSIN CORE SOLDER SNBOWRAP3
MFGR: BOW SOLDER PRODUCTS
QQ-S-57 t/MSDS IS WRA,WRMA,WR= 1%SN,99%PB- 1%PB-99%SN 03/18/92
*- CANON, INC.
60939 ONE CANON PLAZA LAKE SUCCESS
ECN_O 30-2 SHIMOMARUK0 3-CHOME 0HTA- KU/TOKYO, dAPAN
CANON USA 78774 2055 SOUTH MAIN IRVINE
CANON USA IBA83 ONE CAIRN PLAZA LAKE SUCCESS
05785 CANON CP-370 N-P PREMIX
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
05783 CANON FLUSHING DISPERSANT
NFGR: HILORO CHEMICAL CORPORATION
NY 11062 (516) 488-6700




• * CARBIT PAINT CO.
18537 927 W. BLACKHAWK ST. CHICAGO IL 60622-2519 1312) 280-23OO
21751CARBIT PAINT CO., 28Y72 MEDIUM YELLOW LEAD FREE RAABE PART .: 34908 / AEROSOL TOUCH-UP PAINT 02/14/92
MFGR: RAABE CORPORATION
"= CAR_ PRODUCTS
86077 330 CALYER ST.
00758 CHLOROTHENE SM SOLVENT




0-T-620 ,/ MIL-T-81533 / 16896
131031 - 00627 / CARBONA: VARSOL 1




ELECTRO MINERALS DIVISION EC647
FIBERS DIVISION ECM16 PO BOX 808
08910 FIBERFRAX




N_ 14302 (8C_) 424-9300
02/_5/85
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INOE,,
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...................................................................................................................................
08905 FIBERFRAX SPRAYAOLE BINDER
MFGR: SOHIO ENGINEERED MATERIALS CO.
08906 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE BULK 1
MFGR: SOHIO ENGINEERED I_TERIALS CO.
08907 FIBERFRAX SPRAYABLE PREP
MFGR: SOHIO ENGINEEREO MATERIALS CO.
-- CARLSON, R.H., COMPANY
SEE ALSO: SILICONE SYSTEMS EC27t
6W798 510 WALTBIE ST.
33530 41-1 CHESTNUT STREET/80X 1687
02232 SS4004
MFGR: GENERAL ELECTRIC
** CARLWETS SAFETY INC
NAI_E NOT LEGIBLE ECP42
22618 SUNSENSE SPF 15 TOWELETTE
MFGR: SOLARCARE. INC.
-, CARRIER CORP.
REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS DIV. ECJ91 CARRIER PARKWAY
14824 PP23BB 006
MFGR: DAVIS-HOWLAND OIL CORP.
=- CARTER'S INK COMPANY
03042
07119 CARTER'S RUBBER CEMENT
MFGR: DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO.
*- CAST INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
ECC28 8600 RHEEM AVE
09316 P-1565P-6551 STEVENS LIOUID PARTING









GA 30245-4554 (800) 241-9006





CAIIRIOGE MA 02142 (617) 879-0511
03/03/83
SOUTH GATE CA 90280
"" CATERPILLAR INC.
FORMERLY CATERPILLAR TRACTOR EC180 PEORIA
FORMERLY CATERPILLAR TRACTOR 11083 100 NE ADAMS ST PEORIA
CATERPILLAR INDUSTRIES DIV. 78640 5960 HEISLEY RD. MENTOR
22234 CATERPILLAR flI TENP MANIFOLD SEALANT, CAT.NO.2P233 62-1137-5503-7
MFGR: 3M
22242 LIQUID GASKIT MATERIAL ANNOTATED: 7M 7260 & 0-1
MFGR: CHEMTOOL, INCORPORATED
*- CEA INSTRUMENTS INC.
ECA81 16 CHESTNUT STREET EMERSON
08256 ELECTROLYTE EL-2560
MFGR: BIONICS INSTRUMENT CO
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11775 METOFANE (METHOXYFLURANE) INHALATION ANESTHETIC
MFGR: PITTMAN-MOORE, INC.
*- CHAMPION LABORATORIES
SEE ALSO PYROIL DIV. OF CHAMPI 71402
00681PYROIL. STARTING FLUID
MFGR: PYROIL/DIV. CHAMPION LABS
** CHEW-HART INTERNATIONAL CORP.
ECd72
- 16314 CHEW-THANE POLYURETHANE #5240
MFGR: WESTERN SPECIALTY COATINGS
-, CHEMCENTRAL CORPORATION
61230 8400 S. ORANGE AVE.
06396 DOW CORNING ANTIFOAM FG-IO EMULSION
MFGR: DOW CORNING
21698 DOW CORNING ANTIFDAM 1430
MFGR: DDW CORNING
07612 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID, 1.0 CST
MFGR: DOW CORNING
15547 FREON TF HEAD CLEANER #050-104
MFGR: OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO




02460 METHANOL (DISTR: CHEW-CENTRAL)
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
00497 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
MFGR: EXXON CORPORATION
00497 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
WFGR: EXXON CORPORATION
16215 PERCHLOROETHYLENE SVG
MFGR: DOW CHEMICAL CO.
06472 PROPYLENE GLYCOL INDUSTRIAL
MFGR: DOW CHEMICAL CO.
02454 SHELL CYCLO SOL 63 (EOR) (OISTR: CHEW-CENTRAL)
MFGR: SHELL
-* CHEMCENTRAL/SEATTLE
DIV. CHEMCENTRAL CORP. 33958
O 16542 THINNER
MFGR: CENTRAL SOLVENTS & CHEM. CO.
• , CHEMICAL COe_V_DITIES AGENCY
MSDS P.2 MISSING
60777 27447 PACIFIC ST
8N940 27447 PACIFIC ST
15760 AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE. DIBASIC









CHEMCENTRAL HEAD CLEANER O50-104 NO DATE













HIGHLAND CA 92346 f714) 864-2310
HIGHLAND CA 92346 (714 P 864-2310
DLA MSDS
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17514 GOAL CHEMICAL P/N GC 531 BASE
MFGR: GOAL CHEMICAL
07976 POTASSIUM HYDROXIOE
MFGR: SPECTRUM CHEMICAL C0.
07976 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE
MFGR: SPECTU CHEMICAL CO.
@ 04789 SOLVENT, METAL CLEANING
MFGR: UNKNOWN MANUFACTURER
03658 3M EC-776 FUEL RESISTANT COATING
MFGR; 3M




dOY SWEENEY (NASHVILLE) EC505 P.O. BOX 100922
04268 ATTIC FILL/CONCENTRATE AGG/CRYOGENIC/GRILLFAST...
MFGR: GREFCO, INC.
** CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION
















PERLITE EXPANDED (CRYOGENIC INSULATION)
27187 AGRICULTURAL DIVISION
8K340 P.O. BOX 18300
07566 THREE SKYLINE DR.
ECd84 4917 DAWN AVE
OEJE3 5121 SSAN FERNANDO ROAD WEST
OEdE3 5121 SAN FERNANDO ROAD WEST
MFGR: STEVEN INDUSTRIES
=" CLASSIC CHEMICAL CO.
SEE NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES 22402
7N781
05846 PENETRATING OIL, TY. I ,5970
MFGR: NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES
*- CLINE-BUCKNER INC.
A SUBSIDARY OF WATERBURY C0'S. ECATO 1OO CALHOUN STREET
09065 P-lO API MSDS G-IO











EAST LANSING MI 48823
LOS ANGELES CA 90039




=- CMC - SEE CUMBERLAND MFG. CO.
EC442 13TH AVE. & D. ST/P.O. BOX 129 SMYRNA
12200 SINGLE BASE SMOKELESS POWDER IMR-####,SR-####,PB












TN 37167 (800) 251-3068
09/OO/88
( ( (
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*- COASTAL CHEMICAL CO.
SUB OF COLECO INDUSTRIES INC. 60781 190 JONY DR
11608 LIQUID BLEACH (5.25%)
MFGR: COASTAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
-- COASTAL CONST PROD INC
EC987 4210 L B MC LEQD RD
0?627 DOW CORNING 795 BUILDING SEALANT-WHITE
MFGR: DOW CORNING •
-- COCOA BREVARD PAPER C0.
EC973 105 FORREST AVENUE
12205 DERMAPRO ANTIMICROBIAL LOTION SOAP
MFGR: GO-dO INDUSTRIES, INC.
0?5?4 L-357, KLEENALL NEUTRAL CLEANER
MFGR: A.B.C. COMPOUNDING CO., INC.
-- COMFIX
ECO90 P.O, BOX 541316
21858 HUSQVARNA 50:1 TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL





COCOA BREVARD PAPER CO. PN: 575
MERRITT ISLAND FL 32954
-- COMMERCIAL INTERIORS
EC822 2845 HIGHWAY 520 COCOA
BATNA INC. DBA COMMERICAL INTE ONVN2 2845 W HWY 520 NO 20? COCOA
02542 #630 PEACH GLUE SPECIAL PURPOSE FLOORCOVERING ADH. ACRYLIC EMULSION ADHESIVE
MFGR: HENRY, W.W., CO.
06543 CHAPC0 NO. 345 GOLDEN GLUE
MFGR: CHICAGO ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO
11007 S-235 FELT-BACKED SHEET FLOORING ADHESIVE
NFGR: ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES
=- CO_ERICAL PLASTICS & SUPPLY
ECF47 3815 COMMERCE LOOP ORLANDO





51540 80 INOUSTRIAL WAY
SEE ALSO: SOLUTEK 4R604
05539 Z-DEVELOPER, G-B4D-1 (REVISED)-NBI
MFGR: AGFA CORP.
-" COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
EC962
07534 AIRCD ALUMINUM 44
MFGR: AMERICA_ SOLCER & FL_ CO.
07533 AIRCO ALUMINUM 60
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07532 AIRC0 ELITE ALUMINUM FLUX





MFGR: SERVICE CHEMICAL CORPORATION
10425 IPA-91
MFGR: SERVICE CHEMICAL CORPORATION
-- COMPUTERLAND DOWNTOWN
ECC14
09256 CANON LBP EP-CARTRIOGE
NFGR: APPLE COMPUTER. INC
-- COMSPEC MATERIALS, INC.
06003 FIRESTOP SEALANT - GRAY
MFGR: DOW CORNING
=- CON-LUX COATINGS. INC.
11840 TYPE I CLEAR COMPONENT A
MFGR: CON-LUX COATINGS




01839 CELVACENE VACUUM GREASE
NFGR: CVC PRODUCTS, INC.
** CONSTRUCTION SUP.& SPECIAL
ECN57 P.O. BOX 8912




COMPUTER-LINK MAGNETIC TAPE/DISC DRIVE CLEANER.C70 08/24/90
(COMPUTER LINK CORP.. WAGENTIC DISC CART. CLEANER) 02/28/90
APPLE COMPUTER #MOISO.N860/COMPUTERLAND#APPL-19080 06/03/88
ORLANDO FL 32807
o1/o_/s7
EC731 2458 N. FORSYTH RD.
CAT. NO. 2000
6A064 226 TALMADGE ROAD
TT-C-535B EPOXY
TT-C-535B EPOXY




ORLANDO FL 32856 (407) 843-7660
07/09/90
** CONTINENTAL CHEMICAL CORP.
23894 1330 BEECH STREET, P.O.BOX 994 TERRE HAUTE
P-D-410
9L436
02536 COLD CLEANER INDY (DISTR: CONTINENTAL)
MFGR: ASHLANO OIL, INC.
• 15354 DISHWASHING COIbW_JND HAND TYPE II
MFGR: GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN.




MIL-T-5544 / LUBRICATING GREASE








MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 35
-- COOPER INDUSTIRES, INC.
DISTRIBUTION EQ4JIP. DIV. 04009 RT 660
10156 SHELL ALVANIA EP GREASE RO0, 71039
NFGR: SHELL
EARLYSVILLE
COOPER AIR TOOL PART NO. A123771
VA 22936 (804) 973-4411
01/26/89
-- COPYSTATICS MANUFACTURING CORP
SUBSIDIARY OF SAXON INOUSTRIES ECC12 13900 NW 57TH COURT MIAMI
09244 COPYSTAT C-500 CONCENTRATE ELECTROSTATIC TONER CONCENTRATE
MFGR: COPYGRAPHICS
FL 33014 (501) 227-3944
12/12/77
-- CORROSION SPECIALTIES, INC.
ECH52 P.O. BOX 146
11334 CORLAR AND DULUX CUSTOM COLOR ENAMELS
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
TUCKER GA 30085-0146 (404) 938-7263
SUFFIX 20P.3OP.31P;VG-729 ACTIVATOR;ALL 754XXP SER 10/07/86
=- COSTA MESA LUBR.- SEE TRI-FLOW
EC408
00788 TRI-FLOW/TRI-FLOW AEROSOL PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON
NFGR: THOMPSON & FORMBY INC.
• , CREATIVE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
DEN35 320 N.ATLANTIC AVE..SUITE 3B COCOA BEACH FL 32931




• * CRENLO. INC/EMCOR PRODUCTS
EC827 1600 FOURTH AVENUE NW ROCHESTER NN 55901
55355 1600 FOURTH AVENUE NW ROCHESTER MN 55901
06583 CLEAR BASE W28745 (0912850) / VINYL / CRENLO COLOR LAS-WNB




• - CREST PRODUCTS CORPORATION
34469 2000 S. SUSAN ST.
10443 CREST 1827 A
MFGR: GENERAL ELECTRIC
SANTA ANA CA 92704 (714) 540-9087
01/08/86
-- CROMPTON & KNOWLES CORP.
CHEMICAL GROUP DYES & CHEMICAL 96364 ROUTE 206
ALSO SOUTHERN MILL CREEK PRQDU ECL64
10993 PENKOTED LAWN SEED
MFGR: PENNINGTON SEED OF GREENFIELD
FAIR LAWN
COLORANT FOR TREATED SEED
NkJ 07410
NO DATE
• * CROSFIELD CHEMICALS
AKA dOSEPH CROSFIELD & SONS LI ECE04 P 0 BOX 26. WARRINGTON CHESHIRE. WAS lAB
ECG38
P 02647 DESICCANT. ACTIVATED. TYPE IV. GRADE H (INDICATOR) 1986 MSDS IS FROM CROSEIELD LTD
MFGR: MULTIFORM DESICCANTS. INC.
DLA MSDS
-* CROWN DISTRIBUTING INC.
GP23- 1
t0/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SL_BSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 36
DISTRIBUTOR
MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
....................................................................................................................................
69229 3401 8RIDGELANO DR. BRIDGETON MO 630442504 (800) 535-5053
lg818 FORM-A-GASKET #1 SEALANT #80001 / #tA 01/04/93
NFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
19818 FORM-&-GASKET #1 SEALANT 480001 / #IA 01/04/93
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
• , CRUCIBLE SPECIALTY METALS
DIV. COLT INDUSTRIES, CRUCIBLE 94131 P.O. BOX 977
02478 SPECIALTY STEEL
BFGR: COLT INDUSTRIES
02479 SPECIALTY STEEL, APPENDIX: COMPONENT METALS
MFGR: COLT INDUSTRIES
SYRACUSE NY 13201 (315) 487-4111
tl/Ot/B5
11/18185
• , CSD. INC.
5W216 420 SEABOARD DRIVE
AKA CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES & DEV 4N760 #5 HACKBERRY
5W443 420 SEABOARO DR/BOX 1123
ECP33
@ 22763 BRAKE FLUID DOT 3
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL. INC
03628 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER
MFGR: UNION CHEMICALS CO.
@ 00755 THINNER, ALIPHATIC (MFGR: CSD)
MFGR: BOUGHT ACCORD. TO SPEC. (ODD)
I
• * CURTIN MATHESON SCIENTIFIC INC
MATTHEWS NC 28105




266D AM.2/A-A-857A - MSOS FROM HOUSTON SOLVENTS
MILoT-81772
14567 ACETIC ACID GLACIAL
MFGR: MALLINCKRODT




17754 B-260--BUFFER PH 4.00 COLOR CODED RED
NFGR: RED BIRD SERVICE
17752 B-304 -- BUFFER PH 10.00 COLOR CODED BLUE
MFGR: RED BIRD SERVICE
17753 BUFFER SOLUTION PH 7.00
MFGR: RED BIRD SERVICE
15481 9999 VETERANS MEMORIAL DR
SEE ALSO UNITED DIAGN./NDVA/OR ECAB8 9999 VETERANS MEMORIAL DRIVE
11876 1850 GREENLEAF AVE
27490 45400 HELM ST







MLA PIPETTE & CALIBRATION KITS# 9080-9083,9086-7
CATALOG= AX1310
0286703 / BUFFER SOLUTION PH 4.OO
0286706 / BUFFER SOLUTION PH 10.00
0286704
21910 CHEMSTRIP 10 URINE TEST STRIP/CHEMSTRIP 10 WITH SG 0282472
MFGR: BOEHRINGER MANNHEIM BIOCHEMIAL
06885 CLEANING AGENT, COULTER CLENZ (SL.) 0257520 / 8546930
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
10962 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) PH 7.00 160Z 356-121
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS







TX 77251 (3t4) 982-5000
IL 600075595 (314) 982-5000
MI 48170-6021 (313) 459-1211













GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 37
DISTRIBUTOR
MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
MFGR: BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES INC.
13920 CS 3204 PART A & B
MFGR: FLAMEMASTER CORPORATION
07101HEMOTERGE II 20 L
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
07100 ISOTERGE II DETERGENT REAGENT (10 L)
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
07102 ISOTON II DILUENT
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
13921 ISOTON III DILUENT (20 LITERS)
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS






20347 QuiCK III FIXATIVE, NEAT STAIN FIXATIVE
MFGR: MIDLANTIC BIOMEDICAL INC.
20348 RETIC SET
MFGR: R & D SYSTEMS, INC.
11607 S-CAL CALIBRATION KIT (S + IV & V), (0212076)
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
11518 SALT CAKE; DISODIUM SULFATE
MFGR: EM SCIENCE
- 14431 SULFURIC ACID
MF_-R: EM SCIENCE
09060 TISAB (TOTAL IONIC STRNGTH ADd BFFR)
MFGR: ORION RESEARCH INCORPORATED
14400 4C CELL CONTROL/WHOLE BLOOD REFERENCE CONTROL
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
11609 4C PLUS IV & V TRI-PAK
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
• * D & H ELECTRONICS
ECA84
08270 4695 PRINT HEAD MAINTENANCE LIQUID
NFGR: TEKTRONIX, INC.
• * DAIGGER. A., & CO.
EC571
13153 AURAMINE 0
MFGR; BAKER. J.T. CHEMICAL CO.
05460 ETHYLENEDIAMINE OIHYOROCHLORIDE





MIL-S-8802. TYPE II, CLASS B
CMS:375-220/B546720/10L BALANCED ELECTROLYTE SOL
0165951
0199331 / 8546757 / 8546983
MLA CALIBRATION KITS# 9080-9083,9086 & 9087
401184












WHOLE BLOOD REFERENCE CALIBRATOR. CATALOG# 7546808 06/12/91
SXO761.SXO759.SX0760.SXO763.SX0765. 6647. 6639
0722058
940909 / ACETATE. BUFFER
0140194


















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 38
DISTRIBUTOR
WSO$
TSRS IO TRADENAME COI_WE NT S DATE
...................................................................................................................................
EC726 9657 MASON AVENUE CHATSWORTH CA 91311
5_JPPLIES DIV 32495 9657 MASON AVE CHATSWORTH CA 91311
19790
28584 6219 DE SOTO AVE WOODLAND HILLS CA 91367-2602 (8t8) 887-B000
22009 REI 504 TONER ANNOTATED: LZR 15/20 06/17/93
MFGR: RICOH ELECTRONICS
=- DEFT, INC.
33461 17451VON KARMAN AVE.
DEFT CHEMICAL COATINGS ECJ96 17451VON KARNAN AVE.
- 04059 POLYURETHANE, GLOSS BLUE 15044 NIL-C-83286
MFGR: VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS
04059 POLYURETHANE, GLOSS BLUE 15044 MIL-C-83286
MFGR: VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS
IRVINE CA 92714 (714) 549-8911
IRVINE CA 92714 (7t4) 474-0400
SEVERAL
SEVERAL
** DEL AMO CHEMICAL CO.. INC.
49284 535 W.




CA 90248 (310) 532-9214
04/00/89
• * DELTA DISTRIBUTORS, INC
ECI14 11344 PLANO RD.
13943 BERRRYMAN B7 CHEM SEAL
MFGR: BERRYMAN PRODUCTS
A-700
DALLAS TX ?5243 (2t4) 341-0510
09/00/89
-- DENNISON MANUFACTURING CO.
DENNISON CARTER'S EC891 300 HOWARD ST.
00076 PERMANENT BLUE-BLACK WRITING INK/SIZING INK
MFGR: CARTER'S INK COMPANY
F/N 621 & 622






11514 DES AL POLY 13538 YELLOW
WFGR: COURTAULOS AEROSPACE
18776 EPOXY POLYMIOE MIL P-23377F
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE
16323 RM TEMP BOND PRIMER GREEN 294
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE
11021SD AL POLY #17875 & 17925 WHITE
NFGR: COURTAULD5 AEROSPACE
02121SD AL POLYU EN #17925
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE
02340 SD CURING SOLUTION
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE
96595 1700 S. MT. PROSPECT RD.
62758 1700 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD
855?0 4TH AND CEDAR STREETS
1P495
48026
97460 P. O. BOX 401268


































GP_3-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 39
DISTRIBUTOR
WSDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
18924 SK FR PRIMER CURING SOLUTION
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
18775 SK PRINER GREEN MBO 0125
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
08052 THINNER NIL-T-81772 TY I
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
• * DETREX CHEMICAL IND., INC.
07257 PO BOX 5111
04238 HYDROCHLORIC ACID
MFGR: BAKER. d.T. CHEMICAL CO.
18571 TRI-ETHANE 377





• * DEVCON CORP
SEE ALSO ITW DEVCON 16059 61ENDICOTE ST
SEE ALSO ITW DEVCON ECJ25
02638 SYNTHITE AC-43
MFGR: DOLPH. dOHN C CO
02637 2-TON CLEAR EPOXY. RESIN / HARDENER
MFGR: ITW
• * DIAL CORPORATION
OEK53 111 W. CLAREDON AVE.
FORMERLY U.S. BORAX OTTH8 1850 N. CENTRAL
00323 BORAXO WATERLESS HAND CLEANER. 00355
NFGR: U.S. BORAX INC.
• * DIAMOND LIQUI-TOOL CHEMICALS
RAWN CHEMICALS ECJ02
17522 RIP-2 RUST PREVENTIVE. MOISTURE DISPLACER
MFGR: RAWN COMPANY. INC.
• * DIAMONO PRODUCTS, INC
EC152 CANNING ROAD
06520 ISOPROPANOL 91% - PM 437
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
16182 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL CRYSTAL 99%
MFGR: UNION CAI_BIDE
16182 ISOPROPYL ALCO_L CRYSTAL 99%
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
• , DINGMAN PETROLEUM
EC673 1051W. WEBSTER AVE.
08177 PERMATEX GASKET RENOVER
910-704 12/18/91
515X411 06/30/92
020X304 / NIL-A-46106 06/30/92



































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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04170 MAC FORMULA 50
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL. INC.
11838 SUPER HPO MOTOR OIL SAE 30W 16900012
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
13796 TURBO V 15W40
NFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
05464 VAL-PLEX EP, PETROLEUM GREASE
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
** DIRECT SAFETY COMPANY
ECK57 7815 S 46TH ST
18990 SIGHT SAVERS BRAN{) DISPOSABLE CLEANING STATION







t54, 157, 159 / 16900012 08/13/92
12/00/87
613 04/00/85
PHOENIX AZ 85044 (602) 968-7009






HYDROCARBON RESIN & SYNTHETIC ADHESIVE




33759 1532 BIDDLE AVENUE
8K729 1532 BIODLE AVENUE
59327 1532 BIDDLE AVENUE
73042 1532 BIODLE AVENUE
ECP83 12025 TECH CENTER DRIVE
IN 462680511
14444 DIVERSEY WYANDOTTE 514 ACIDIC CHROMATED DEOXIDIZER 6834C- 2754A / MBO 210-002
MFGR: NOVAMAX TECHNOLOGIES (U.S.)
• * DIXIE BEARINGS, INC.
FAX 407-422-2270 ECP86
22738 OOW CORNING X5-7616 BONDED LUBRICANT 3402C
MFGR: DOW CORNING




• - DOSTER FLOOR INC.
ECF59
11816 TOUCHDOWN 1027
MFGR: TAYLOR, W,F. CO., INC,
11815 TOUC_ 770 MULTIPURPOSE ADHESIVE
MFGR: TAYLOR, W.F. CO., INC.
-* DOW CHEMICAL CO.
MSDS REO'S:(800)-258-CHEN/ADD" 96717 2020 DOW CENTER MIDLAND
TEXIZE DIV. 09457 P.O. BOX 368 GREENEVILLE
8K748
PACKAGING DIV. 71954
DOWBRANDS DIV. ECd01 9550 NORTH ZIONSVILLE ROAD INDIANAPOLIS
02409 ACETONE, SYNTHETIC O-A-51F
















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 41
DISTRIBUTOR
MSDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 09466 UEHLING RED INDICATING FLUID NO.2 SEPARATE COMPONENT MSDS'S SEVERAL
MFGR: UEHLING INSTRUMENT CO
** DOW CORNING LTD.
EC184 BARRY. S. GLAMORGAN CF6 7YL
14782 REPLICA KIT 112/727 FOR USE WITH TALYROND INSTRUMENTS
MFGR: RANK TAYLOR HOBSON LIMITED
UK (044) 673-2350
02/22/83
** DRESSER INDUSTRIES, INC.
9U305 10205 WESTHEIMER RD.







MFGR: GUARDSMAN PRODUCTS, INC.
TYPE I, VV-P-216C 02/23/90
*= DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
SECURITY DIRECTOR/LEGAL DEPT. 18873 1007 & MARKET STREET
5H345
PETROCHEMICALS DEPT. 14063 IOTH & MARKET ST
BIOMEDICAL PROD. DEPT./FORMERL 04490 IOTH & MARKET ST
FABRICATED PRODUCTS DEPT. 90227 1007 MARKET ST.
73925
BIOMEDICAL PRODUCTS DEPT. 6K424
CRONAX PRODUCTS 82348 1007 MARKET STREET
33162
8B464
BIOMEDICAL/NEN 9V583 331 TREBLE COVE ROAD











EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT. G EC588 8301 WESTERNWAY/P O. BOX 23100 JACKSONVILLE
ELASTOMER CHEMICAL DEPT. 89497 WEST TRENTON
DU PONT ELECTRONICS DEPT IMAGI 82761 TOWANOA
PIGMENTS DEPT. 23037
27280 P.O. BOX 80708
5Y909
POLYMER PRODUCTS DEPT. ELASTOW 57280
BIOWEOICAL PROD,DEPT,NEN PROD( 3F624 549 ALBANY STREET
FINISHES & FABRICATED PRODUCTS IR683 IOTH & MARKET STREET
PHOTOSYSTEMS & ELECTRONIC PROD 3R741 1007 & MARKET STREET
CHEMICALS & PIGMENTS DEPT. FRE 2S827 1007 & MARKET STREET
50961
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT ECJ83
MEDICAL PRODUCTS DIV. OFHY2
MEDICAL PRODUCTS DIV. 63404
06004 LLUMALLOY/35% PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM
MFGR: MARTIN PROCESSING, INC.
06004 LLUMALLOY/35% PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM
MFGR: MARTIN PROCESSING, INC.
WILLMINGTDN
DE 19898 (302) 774-1000
DE 19898 (302) 774-1000
DE 19898 (800) 441-7515
DE 19898 (302) 774-2421
DE 19898 (800) 441-3637
DE 19898 (800) 441-3637
DE 19898 (302) 774-2421
CA




PA 188489784 (302) 992-4869
















3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL.DUPONT.MORTON THIOKOL SEVERAL
3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL.DUPONT.MORTON THIOKOL SEVERAL
GP23-I
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 42
DISTRIBUTOR
WSOS
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
- 04009 PRIMER, URETHANE. EQUAL TO DUPONT 110S SEVERAL
MFGR: VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS
• 00701 SAND. STARBLAST DLA MSOS
MFGR: LOCKHEED - SPC LOGISTICS
*- DUNBAR SALES CORP.
DUNBAR SALES=COMWERCIAL.STEVEN 2G164 39 AVENUE / P 0 BOX 8 BAYONNE
082?3 ADHESIVE FOR ACOUSRICAL (SIC) MATERIALS _"IN-A-O0150B, PRODUCT# X-973B
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.




06111ZEPHIRAN CHLORIDE CONCENTRATE 17%
MFGR; STERLING DRUG. INC
10/29/87
-* E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
EC277 3831 TYRONE BOULEVARD NORTH ST. PETERSBURG
02575 OIL OF VITRIOL. OLEUM/ASBESTEST KIT SULFURIC ACID, FE-2
MFGR: TENNESSEE CHEMICAL COMPANY
FL 33709 (813) 344-1644
NO DATE
=- EAST COAST FIRE EQUIPMENT, INC
EC275 2417 SPRUCE AVENUE WEST PALM BEACH FL 33407
02567 P. K. DRY CHEMICAL FIRE SUPPRESSANT
MFGR: AMEREX CORPORATION
02565 REGULAR DRY CHEMICAL FIRE SUPPRESSANT,DSDC.SODIUM BICARBONATE
MFGR; AMEREX CORPORATION





• - EAST COAST LUMBER
ECF77 1330 NO. COCOA BLVD.
04299 THOMPSON'S WATER SEAL BRAN{) WATERPROOFING FORMULA 101
MFGR: THOMPSON & FORMBY INC.




OPERATIONS AND TECHNICAL CENTE 15605
SPECIFIC INOUSTRY CONTROL OIV. 27192
AEROSPACE/COMMERCIAL CONTROLS 27193






** EBERHARD FABER, INC.
73685 CRESTVIEW INDUSTRIAL PARK WILKES-BARRE' PA 18773
03303 TOUCH & GO 951 TYPING CORRECTION FLUID/FORMER EBERHARD FABER PROD 12/10/91
MFGR: FABER-CASTELL CORP.
• - EBERLINE INSTRUMENT






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 43
MSOS
TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
• 05274 PROPANE DLA MSDS
MFGR: BERNZOWATIC
00052 PROPANE/LPG 06/20/89
MFGR: SCHAUS, WN., & SON, INC.
• " ECS COMPOSITES
(ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAINER SYSTE ECC16 3580 ROGUE RIVER HWY
09261 POLYESTER POLYURETHANE FOAM
MFGR: GENERAL FOAM OF MINNESOTA INC




22643 FORD TYPE F AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID
MFGR: INDDUSTRIAL OILS UNLIMITED
• * EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
PROPELLANTS & ENVIRONMENTAL SE 92678 P.O.BOX 21267 KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32815
EC191 P-O.BOX 21296 KENNEDY SPACE CENTER FL 32815
15991 HYDROGEN (LIQUID) ALSO SAFETYGRAM-9
MFGR; AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
15992 LIOUID NITROGEN;LIN;NITROGEN,REFRIGERATED LIQ(CRYO LAC 05124 / CONTRACT: 7/91 - 7/96
MFGR: LIQUID AIR
16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (WON-I)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (WON-I)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16089 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-III (MON-III)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16020 MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE (VENDOR: OLIN)











** EHRLICH. d C.
ECH33
10885 HYVAR X HERBICIDE
MFGR: DU PONT, E I . DE NEMOURS & CO
#MQOO0018 04110/91
,- ELECTRICAL INSULATION SUPPLIER
09394 CHO-BOND t030
MFGR: GRACE. W.R., & CO.





MFGR: GRACE. W.R., & CO.
09008 RTVI02
MFGR: GENERAL ELECTRIC





MIL-A-46106A / SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
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NFGR: FLUKA CHEMICAL CORP.
** ELF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA
ORGANIC CHEMICALS DIV. ECG09 THREE PARKWAY











- 12517 TAPNATIC #1 CUTTING FLUID
MFGR: TAPMATIC CORPORATION
FORT WASHINGTON
01680 / EMS CAT. NO.: 10100









26952 130(0) W. SILVER SPRINGS DR BUTLER
17567 ENERPAC HF & HOF HYDRAULIC OIL
MFGR: BENZ OIL, INC.
*- ENTHONE-OM! INK:.
SUBSID. ASARCO / FORMERLY ENTH ECB62 P 0 BOX 1900 NEW HAVEN
SUBSIDIARY OF ASARCO 02258 P.O. BOX 1900 NEW HAVEN
13050 NICKEL SULFATE
MFGR: VAN WATERS & ROGERS
*" ENVIROMETRICS, INC.
ECG17 1019 BANKTON DRIVE CHARLESTON
11059 TRIACETIN 99% T4370-2, A0771 & A0774
MFGR: ALDRICH CHEMICAL CO.
=" EPOXYLITE CORP.
EC542 9400 TOLEDO WAY/BOX 19671 IRVINE
19098 M-BOND GA-61 (PART A/PART B) EPOXYLITE # 8121 PART A/PART B
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY
-- EPPERSON ANO COMPANY
EC886
08244 NO. 5KG & 10KG LIQUID NEOPRENE
MFGR: REMA-TECH
-- ERIF SALES CO., INC.










CT 06508 (203) 934-8611
CT 06508 (203) 934-8611
08/2?/89
SC 29406 (800) 255-8740
06/16/87
CA 927139671 (714) 951-3231
04/29/92
06/20/86
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DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 45
MSOS
TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE
20389 OXYGEN CELL GEL
MFGR: GASTECH, INC+
*- ESSEX CHEMICAL CORPORATION
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS DIV. 15539 125 BLACKSTONE AVE.
83527 19451SUSANA ROAO
17867 WHITE SPRAY BOOTH COATING / BINKS #27-5860 (_4953
WFGR: LILLY INDUSTRIAL COATINGS
-" ETV EXPORT, INC.
ECPO7 2916 N. FORSYTH ROAD
21711 SERIES 200 SUBTRACTIVE PLATE DEVELOPER
MFGR: COOKSON GRAPHICS
," EUTECTIC CORP.
EC934 4040 1077 ST.
72271 172ND ST
- 15146 STAY-SILV SILVER SOLDER FLUX
MFGR: HARRIS, J.W., CO.
-- EVANS PRODUCTS CO.
• 21102 6581 MILL STREET
21728 EXTREME PRESSURE LUBE #3
MFGR: CHICAGO MFG AND DIST. CO.
-, EXPRO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS. INC.
1C845 HWY 132/BOX 5520
12201 DOUBLE BASE SMOKELESS POWDER
MFGR: IMR POWDER COMPANY
12200 SINGLE BASE SMOKELESS POWDER
MFGR: IMR POWDER COMPANY
-- EXXON CORPORATION
29700 P.O. BOX 2180
EXXON CHEMICAL AMERICAS/DIV.EX 72190 P.O. BOX 3272
80738 1251 AVE OF THE AMERICAS
05785 CANON CP-370 N-P PREMIX
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
05783 CANON FLUSHING DISPERSANT
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
- 05777 MINOLTA BIMODAL PREMIX
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
05776 MINOLTA INTENSIFIER
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
05809 MINOLTA POSITIVE TONER
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
-- FASCO UNTD- HIALEAH/FOM CORP
EC467 7435 W+ 19TH COURT
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TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
MFGR: REICHt-K]LD CHEMICALS, I:NC.











13537 R9788 FLAT FIRE RET PAINT
MFGR: OCEAN COATINGS. INC.
-- FISHER SCIENTIFIC
80011




WAIN OFFICE: FAIRLAWN, Nd / MS 94480 7445 EXCHANGE DR./P.O.BX 13430 ORLANDO
22527 1 REAGENT LANE
2G230 1 REAGENT LANE
4P164
L MSDS REOUEST$: (800) 766-7000 IB464 P. O. BOX 375 1 REAGENT LANE
"_DS REQUESTS: (800) 766-7000 ECP54 1410 WAYNE AVENUE
ORLANDO BRANCH EC684 7464 CHANCELLOR/PO BOX 13430
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS DIV 08889 4901W LEMOYNE ST
19631 GREAT VALLEY CORPORATE CTR
3N703
89337 8955 GUILDORD RD
04239 ACTIVATED CARBON. TYPE KE
MFGR: BARNEBEY-CHENEY CO.
08627 AEROSOL 22 SURFACE ACTIVE AGENT
MFGR: AMERICAN CYANAMID
15759 AMMONIUM PERSULFATE. 0762.5481.0770.5670
MFGR: BAKER. O.T. CHEMICAL CO.
01213 DOd CORNING HIGH VACUUM GREASE
MFGR: OOW CORNING
10493 FERRIC ACETYLACETONATE
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
08975 INLAND 19 (ALCATEL-IOO,BECKMAN 19.LEYBOLD-175.
MFGR: INLAND VACUUM INDUSTRIES. INC.
10492 N-TOLUZDINE




MFGR: MARION LABORATORIES. INC.
=IN 55987
FL 3280_
FAIR LAWN NJ 07410








FAIR LAWN Nd 07410 (201) 796-7100
INDIANA PA 15701 (201) 796-7100
ORLANDO FL
CHICAGO IL 14000
MALVERN PA 19355 (215) 640-7940
COLUMBIA MD 210461409 (301) 381-2800




KODAK #908731. 121 6332,121 7017.121 7033 05/05/86
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08236 PC-1.2,3.44,60.64 AND 90. PART A
MFGR: SMOOTH-ON, INC.
08237 PC, PART B - FORMULATED AMIDOAMINE
MFGR: SMOOTH-ON, INC.
06386 SECURELINE MARKER II
MFGR: PRECISION DYNAMICS CORPORATION
07488 SILASTIC 732 RTV SEALANT - CLEAR
MFGR: DOW CORNING















10962 CMS BUFFER SOLUTION (CLEAR) PH 7.00 160Z
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
03143 FICAM W
MFGR: NOR-AM CHEMICAL CO.
11607 S-CAL CALIBRATION KIT (S + IV & V), (0212076)
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
11609 4C PLUS IV & V TR1-PAK
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
356-121 03/05/90
TURCAM, BENDIOCARD WP BULK PACK 09/03/91
WHOLE BLOOD REFERENCE CALIBRATOR, CATALOG_ 7546808 06/12/91
ITEM# 0140194, CATALOG# 7546741 10/22/90
** FLAME CONTROL COATINGS
EC029 4120 HYDE PARK BLVD/PO BOX 786 NIAGARA FALLS
16299 BLUE HAMMER FINISH FLAME CONTROL COATINGS 46081 ???
MFGR: PERRY & DERRICK




02346 LLIBRIPLATE 630 SERIES, LUBRICATING GREASE





33457 ROUTE 8, BOX 39
13952 ENGINE COOLANT TREATMENT






8Z266 EAST 6TH STREET/P.O. BOX 553
04479 FLEXCO W66 CONOUCTIVE EPOXY - PARTS A & B (8252)
MFGR: GIBSON-HOMANS
TUSCUNBIA AL 35674 (205) 383-7474
01/00/87
• - FLORIDA GRAPHICS, INC.
EC989
06358 RUBBERBASE PLUS COLOR OFFSET INKS
MFGR: VAN SON CORP. OF AMERICA
ORLANO0
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6REVARD ECP03 (407) 639 -4549
21737 HIBOND / PVA 20 01/02/91
MFGR: LAMBERT CORPORATION OF FLORIDA
** FLORIDA SILICA SAND CO.
ECC89
10330 CARBORUNDUM NO.I ALUMINUM OXIDE CRUDE GRAINS
MFGR: CARBORUNDUIII COMPANY
10296 CRUSHED GLASS, 1205-4
MFGR: POTTERS INDUSTRIES. INC
08914 SAND. INDUSTRIAL
MFGR: FELDSPAR CORPORATION
10295 STAUROLITE SANDS PRODUCTS
MFGR: DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO
10297 TYPE III
MFGR: U.S. TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
6-220 GRIT









-* FLOROCK SOUTH. INC
ECB65 P O BOX 8394
08915 ALIPHATIC M.C.U. R0-016
NFGR: CRAWFORD LABORATORIES
0889_ EUTHANE 02; 20-001
MFGR: CRAWFORD LABORATORIES








• " FLUKA CHEMICAL CORP.
ECG84 980 S. SECOND STREET
63181 980 SOUTH SECOND STREET
18623 REINECKE SALT #83550
MFGR: SIGMA-ALDRICH CORPORATION










12191FBS 033 BROMINE TABLETS
NFGR: FORT BEND SERVICES. INC.
02/09/90
-* FORMBY'S INC.








13150 KODAK GBX DEVELOPER AND REPLENISHER
NFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
13152 KODAK GBX FIXER AND REPLENISHER
NFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
190 1834,
190 1875








KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)





02420 FOXBORO t800 INK
MFGR: GRAPHIC CONTROLS
FOXBORO
RECORDER RED 1884 (OISTR:FOXBORO)
MA 02035 (508) 543-8750
12/02/88
• - FRC OFFICE PRODUCTS
ECP40
22617 MITE-OUT FOR EVERYTHING CORRECTION FLUIDS
MFGR: WITE-OUT PRODUCTS, INC.
(OUICK DRY. EXTRA COVERAGE. SUPER SMOOTH) & MULTIP 12/22/93
-, FRUITLAND TOOL
ECF52
11777 161 INTERIOR & EXTERIOR ENAMEL, STAR BLUE ENAMEL














** FULFILLMENT CENTER, INC.
ECOO3 1825 25TH AVENUE
04896 KRYLON 9101 GLASS CLEANER
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
COLUMBUS OH 43219 (614) 294-7447
02/04/87
• - FULLAM, ERNEST INC.
11780 FORMVAR 15/95E RESIN
MFGR; MONSANTO








59503 6107 INDUSTRIAL WAY HOUSTON
7P551 315 S HICKS RD PALATINE
9N132 3530 N LEXINGTON PKY ST. PAUL
92528 2400 KASOTA AVE ST. PAUL
00H19 1200 MOLTERS BLVD VAONAIS HEIGHTS
00H19 t200 WOLTERS BLVD VAONAIS HEIGHTS
H.B.FULLER: UR-2544
H.B.FULLER: UR-2544
TX 77011 (800) 231-8541
IL 60067-6940
MN 55112 (612) 481-3300
NN 55108-1511 (612) 645-3401
MN 55110 (612) 481-3300
DIN 55110 (612) 481-3300
12/03/93
11/19/93
=" FULLWELL MOTOR PRODUCTS CO.
DISTR. FOR AEROSOL SYSTEMS INC 01690 8100 TYLER 8LVD MENTOR
13959 SEYMOUR SPRAY PAINT (AEROSOL), 16-XXXX,EN-XX,TP-XX FULLWELL "88915
MFGR: SEYMOUR OF SYCAMORE
13983 88342 DEGREASER PK#26 X1299
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18730 CE-CYAN TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 INTENSIFIER PART #7004 / MSDS A-2063 03/14/90
NFGR: XEROX
18728 CE-MAGENTA TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 INTENSIF PART _7003 / MSDS A-2062 03/14/90
MFGR: XEROX
18731CE-PROCESS BLACK TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 PART #7001 / MSDS A-2061 03/14/90
MFGR: XEROX
18727 CE-YELLOW TONER INTENSIFIER/VPC & CE3000 INTENSIFI PART #7002 / MSDS A-2060 03/14/90
MFGR: XEROX
21670 EP-E CARTRIDGE CANON #R74-1001/HEWLETT-PACKARD #92298A) 09/07/92
MFGR: CANON, INC.
18729 MAGNETIC DRY IMAGER/4045 DRY 1NK/XPIO/XPIOE TONER PART #6R59/6RI30/6Rt39/6R408/6RSC_... MSOS A-oOOgA 12/14/91
MFGR: XEROX
11513 TONER FOR LZR 650 PRINTER DPC PART# 289244-5XX/L89007 08/01/90
MFGR: DATAPRODUCTS
21253 TONER KIT FOR NICROLASER XL 2569502-0001 / dX97 TCE TONER; MICROLASER XL TONER 03/00/92
NFGR: TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC
-- FYREPEL PRODUCTS
32569 P. O. BOX 518 NEWARK
10821SILVER-BRITE ALUMINUM PAINT, B59 S 3,B59 S Wl & W2 FYREPEL TOUCH-UP KIT
NFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIANS CO.
OH 43055 (614) 344-0391
01/17/89
** G.S. PLASTIC CO.
EC531 5201 GRANT AVE.
04375 4553 D PRIMER





** G&W ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.
23847 3500 WEST 127TH STREET
06989 SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE
MFGR: AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
BLUE ISLAND IL 60406 (708) 388-5010
02/00/91
** GANE BROTHERS AND LANE, INC.
ADD'L FSCffi'S: 38485 (TX),4G651 74568 1400 GREENLEAF AVE.
t044B GANE #53-S CASING-IN ADHESIVE PAODING COMPOUNO
MFGR: U.S. ADHESIVES CO.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE IL 60007
041oo/66
** GARD CO. - NAPA
SEE ASHLAND PETROLEUN AND DU P 6U083
14164 LEAK FIND FREON 12 WITH DYTEL
NFGR: OU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
14094 NAPAKOOL 4050 FAMILY (LIQUID INHIBITOR)
MFGR: PERRY FILTERS, INC.
13966 PROPANE SURE FIRE
MFGR: IGNITOR PRODUCTS
209510 / LABEL BRANOS: MURRAY, NAPA
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14163 REFRIGERANT OIL CHARGE (BLENDED W/ REFRIGERANT 12) 209506/209507 / LABEL BRANDS; MURRAY, NAPA 08/07/89
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
14440 20-9506/20-9507 10/03/85
MFGR: ASHLANO OIL, INC.
• * GARDNER
EC086
07602 BRITE WHITE MOBILE HOME ROOF COATING
MFGR; TELSTAR INDUSTRIES. INC.
GARDNER BRIGHT WHITE MOBILE HOME ROOF COATING NO DATE
• - GARLOCK INC.
EC840 1666 DIVISION STREET PALMYRA NY 14522 (315) 597-4811
MECHANICAL PACKING DIV. 73680 1666 DIVISION STREET PALMYRA NY 14522 (315) 597-3090
PLASTOMER PRODUCTS DIV. 59795 FRIENDS LANE NEWTOWN PA 18940-0199 (215) 968-5011
GARLO 1666 DIVISION STREET PALMYRA NY 14522 (315) 597-4811
20855 ARALDITE GY 502 GARLOCK BEARING: 201 PART A ADHESIVE (3/30/8B REV) 03/27/90
MFGR: CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION
*- GATOR SALES
OASVI 2719 PHILLIPS HIGHWAY
22069 METHANOL REAG ACS 360# DRUM 3546010
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
JACKSONVILLE FL 32207
12/22/88
** GC ELECTRONICS/DIV HYDROMET
BOUGHT BY THORSEN TOOL, O.V. ( 80112 450 S WYMAN ST/P 0 BOX 1209
14654 FREEZE MIST II
MFGR: GC THORSEN
















10-8667 / REPLACED BY FREEZE MIST 2, 10/91








• * GCA/PRECISION:SEE PRECISION SC
EC430
02678 ABC, ALL PURPOSE DRY CHEMICAL
MFGR: DRY CHEM. INC.
04536 BC, STANDARD DRY CHEMICAL
MFGR: DRY CHEM. INC.
03104 CREST 2079 A/2079 8
MEGR: CREST PRODUCTS CORPORATION
04537 FREON 22
MFGR: DU PONT. E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO
04535 PURPLE K. STANDARD DRY CHEMICAL
MFGR: DRY CHEM, INC.
FIRE SUPPRESSANT
DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHING AGENT
MMM-A-187B / EPOXY RESIN/POLYAMIDE RESIN
DUO00025 / CHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE/CC0335
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03308 T-11 INORGANIC THINNER. 021T0000 01/09/86
MFGR: DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY
• - GE GRAPHIC SERVICES
ECFO0
11524 GEl12, SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT
NFGR: GENERAL ELECTRIC
• * GENCO SPECIALTY AMInJNITON
ECIt9
14216 CENTERFIRE SNALLARNS BLANKS
MFGR: DYNANIT NOBEL/RWS
"" GENERAL ELECTRIC













AIRCRAFT ENGINE BUSINESS GROUP 07482
08805
RE-ENTRY & ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTE 15226
SIMULATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 16331
GE CANADA 23991
DIST. CORP. 24453
INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS & RATER1 93199
99207
16391GLYPTAL RED ENAMEL 1201B
MFGR: GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS
16391GLYPTAL RED ENAMEL 12016
NFGR: GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS
16175 GLYPTAL 1201
NFGR: GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS
03622 GLYPTAL 1202
MFGR: GLYPTAL SPECIALTY COATINGS
PISTOL CARTRIDGES
DEPT 1 PLASTIC AVE
LAKESIDE AVE
ADVANCED ENGINE & TECHNOLOGY
3t35 EASTERN TURNPIKE
41WQODFORO AVE

















NY 12188 (516) 237-3330




CT 06431 (203) 373-2467
CT 06062
MA
NY 12188 (518) 237-3330
NY 12188 (518) 237-3330
NY
NY
WISSlSSAUGA. ONTARIO CA LSN 5Pg




24617 GENERAL MOTORS BLDG. DETROIT
DIESEL ENGINE DIV. 72630 CLEVELAND
ELECTRO-NOTIVE OIV. 72915 9301W 55TH LA GRANGE
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** GENERAL SERVICES ADNIN.






MFGR: LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON
- 16966 HI-RANGER HYDRAULIC FLUID NO. 5605
MFGR: TEXACO
15726 HYDRAULIC CEMENT/PORTLANO C_MENT
MFGR: GENERAL PORTLAND
15729 LONGVIEW, PELICAN
MFGR: DRAVO LIME CO./LONGVIEW DIV.
15725 READY MIX dOINT COMPOUND
MFGR: GOLD BOND BUILDING PRODUCTS
15162 SILVER SOLDER FLUX NO. 601
MFGR: SUPERIOR FLUX & MFG. CO.
06091 SO-SURE ALUMINUM LACOUER 17178 (14-160)(AEROSOL)
MFGR: LHB INDUSTRIES
03210 SO-SURE FLAT BLACK 37038 (t4-390). 012C892
MFGR: LHB INDUSTRIES
04189 THINNER DOPE & LACOUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE
MFGR: CSD, INC.
04189 THINNER DOPE & LACQUER-CELLULOSE NITRATE
MFGR: CSO, INC.
09424 TUFSCRUB - 5
MFGR: NCH CORP
02524 8573 PAINT REMOVER
MFGR: INTEX PRODUCTS, INC.
• * GENESIS VII
ECP79
22737 CAULK NON-SAG
MFGR: NELSON FIRESTOP PRODUCTS
19428 REFRIGERANT SEALANT
NFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
22778 SILAPRENE ADHESIVE SEALANT 146325
NFGR: UNIROYAL, INC.




07614 JX-91DV. BLACK PONDER IMAGING DEVELOPER
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION
07615 JX-91T, BLACK POWDER IMAGING TONER
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION
CID-A-A-40A / TYPE I,CLASSI / P-G-406
CHEMICAL HYDRATED LIME WATER TREATMENT QUALITY

































• * GENUINE PARTS COMPANY
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OtlYJ6 2999 CIRCLE 75 PARKWAY ATLANTA GA 30339
10159 ATF DEXRON 1I 1986 MSDS IS ANNOTATED 75_200/203/204 02/24/93
NFGR: ASHLAND OIL. INC.
** GERMAN AEROSPACE RESEARCH EST.
MGMT DEPT. D-2 PROJECT OFFICE ECK13 1980 N.ATLANTIC AVE.STE.326/8 COCOA BEACH FL 32931 (407) 867-3358
18599 PFPE (PERFLUORDALKYLPOLYETHER) FOR SL-D2 MISSION/GERMAN MSDS.ENGLISH DESCRIPTION 08/14/90
MFGR: LEYBOLD AG
*= GFA CHEMICAL CORP.
ECK84
19457 PARTSPREP DEGREASER
MFGR: ISP TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
,- GILLETTE CO.
GILLETTE RESEARCH INSTITUTE/GI 9A977 401 PROFESSIONAL DRIVE
Y 84379 PRUDENTIAL TOWER BLDG.
PAPER MATE DIV. 99802 1681 26TH STREET
10219 LIOUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID (WHITE AND COLORS)
NFGR; LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION
06529 LIQUID PAPER dUST FOR COPIES CORRECTION FLUID
MFGR: LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION
*- GLIMEN
ECH74




18865 CS85 CLEANING SOLUTION/READERKLEEN (550027-1)
NFGR: PERFECTDATA CDRP
** GLOVER NISBET OIL CO.
3R539 3109 S MAIN ST
22166 AMOCO LDO ALL-SEASON MOTOR OIL SAE 10W-40
MFGR: AMOCO OIL COMPANY
," GLOVER OIL CO.
SEE ALSO GLDVER NISBET ECg4B 3109 S MAIN ST
21720 MINERAL SPIRITS
MFGR: AMOCO OIL COMPANY
05661 MOBIL VACTRA OIL NO. 2
MFGR: MOBIL OIL CORP.
03521 MOBIL 600 W SUPER CYLINOER OIL
MFGR: MOBIL OIL CORP.
20498 UNDCAL GUARDOL 10W




GAITHERSBURG I_D 20879 (301) 590-9781
BOSTON MA

















-* GMA GARNET ABRASIVES
( (
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...................................................................................................................................
ECI65
14621GMA GARNET BLASTING ABRASIVE 09/01/88
MFGR: BARTON MINES CORPORATION (GMA)
• - GOODRICH, B.F.
25472 500 S. MAIN ST AKRON OH 44318 (216) 374-3422
THE MOLDED PRODUCTS DIVISION 03481 500 S. MAIN ST AKRON OH 44318 (216) 374-3422
MARINE PRODUCTS & SERVICES OG9Z9 6061BF GOODRICH BLVD JACKSONVILLE FL 32226 (904) 757-3660
SPECIALTY POLYMERS & CHEMICALS EC029 SVILLE ROAD CLEVELAND OH 441413247 (218) 447-5000
08405 M-COAT B (B. F. GOODRICH ADHESIVE SYSTEM A-178-B) (B.F.GOODRICH: A-178-B) 07/15/93
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY
-- GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
73842 AKRON OH 44316
03596 PLIOBOND 20 584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOW ASHLAND 03/26/93
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
03596 PLIOBOND 20 584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT. NOW ASHLAND 03/26/93
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
03596 PLIOBOND 20 584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOW ASHLAND 03/26/93
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
04_30 PLIOBOND 30 FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT / NSL 06/00/86
MFGR: A_A-ILANO OIL, INC.
• = GOULD ELECTRONICS
0L968
0L968
18778 BLUE 722 RECORDER INK 050722 / GOULD 11-1730-01,11-1731-01,11-2734-02 - 03/31/93
MFGR: FORNULABS, INC
• - GOULD. INC.
96795 3631 PERKINS AVENUE CLEVELAND OH 44114
18634 CREAM HAND CLEANER
MFGR: STARKEY CHEMICAL PROCESS CO.
22175 MAGNESIUM NITRATE
MFGR: MALLINCKRODT
• - GRACE, W.R.. & CO.
DEARBORN DIV. : FORMERLY DEARB 71881 300 GENESEE ST.





DEWEY & ALMY CHEMICAL DIV.
DEARBORN CHEMICAL DIV.
ORGANIC CHEMICALS DIV.
MALLORY ELECTRIC CORP. DIV.
HAI/HA31HA4 (ALSO GOULD INK CLEANER _282920)
GOULD: HUMIDITY CONTROL SALTS 56-4840-00
16210 10 E. BALTIMORE ST.
34116 300 GENESEE ST.
7M570
59817 77 DRAGON CT.
17486 62 WHITTEMORE AVE
9Y168 4151 MEMORIAL DR 223-A
6V958
76149
GRACE SIERRA HORTICULTURAL CO. ECI24 62 WHITTEMORE AVENUE
GRACE SYNTACTICS ECK55 59 WALPOLE STREET















IL 60047 (708) 438-1800
MA 02021-2513 (617) 935-4850
MO 21202 (301) 659-9CK)0
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EMERSON & CUMING, INC., A GRAC OVVR7 77 DRAGON COURT WOBURN MA 01888 (617) 828-3300




18951AQUA AMMONIA 5B05.5806.5809.5822.5823 09/00/91
MFGR: LAROCHE INDUSTRIES, INC.
-* GREENLEE TEXTRON
SUBSlD. TEXTRON, INC. ECH95 4455 BOEING DRIVE ROCKFORD IL 61109 (815) 397-9040
17515 GREENLEE LIGHT THREAD CUTTING OIL 41,42,47,54.87,98 01/07/85
MFGR: ARGENT LIMITED
13968 15opBG (HIGH VI HYDRAULIC OIL) GREENLEE HYDRAULIC OIL, CAT#4016G_B.4017G8 09/15/87
MFGR: ARGENT LIMITED
*" GROW GROUP
SEE ALSO: U.S. PAINT, AMERITON EC653 3155 W.BIG BEAVER RD,SUITE 200 TROY MI 48007-7026 (313) 643-4600
10427 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT AKLYD-URETHANE ENAMEL 7003,7103,7203,7303 07/01/87
MFGR; AMERITONE PAINT CORPORATION
10426 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ALKYD-URETHANE GLOSS EN. 7001,-08,-21,-22,-34,-37.-49,-51.-53.-55,-59.-73.. 09/25/87
MFGR: AMERITONE PAINT CORPORATION
10428 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ALUMINUM PAINT
MFGR: AMERITONE PAINT CORPORATION
10.429 MIRROLAC COVER UP RUST PENETRATING PRIMER
MFGR; AWERITONE PAINT CORPORATION
*" GSD
EC4OO







MFGR: TO$OH USA, INC.
-- GUNK LABORATORIES, INC.
RADIATOR SPECIALTY IS PARENT C 26965 P.O. BOX 159
00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY DUTY ENGINE CLEANER
MFGR: RADIATOR SPECIALTY
00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY DUTY ENGINE CLEANER
MFGR: RADIATOR SPECIALTY
00428 ENGINE-BRITE HEAVY DUTY ENGINE CLEANER
MFGR: RAOIATOR SPECIALTY
02348 STAY-CLEAN SOLDERING FLUXES
MFGR: HARRIS, J.W.. CO.
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73820 MONTVALE NJ 07645 (201) 573-5700
15409 TERGISYL DETERGENT-DISINFECTANT 06/01/79
MFGR: NATIONAL LABORATORIES/LEHN_FIN
=, HANDY & HARMAN
73977 850 THIRD AVE.
04379 HANDY-FLUX
MFGR: LUCAS-WILHAUPT, INC.
NEW YORK NY 10022
0-F-499/73-103 THRU 73-108,73-110,83-107 10/23/92
-* HARRISON ELECTRIC SUPPLY, INC.
ECN03 PO BOX 1349
18586 ALKALINE BATTERIES - ULTRA-LOW MERCURY
MFGR: RAYOVAC CORP.
STUART FL 34995
ALL SIZES OF ALKALINE
(407) 283-1881
11/01/90
• - HARWICK CHEMICAL CORPORATION
02295 FLECTOL ODP ANTIOXlDANT
MFGR: MONSANTO
EC215 60 S. SEIBERLING ST.
84769 60 S. SEIBERLING STREET
AKRON OH 44305
AKRON OH 44305 (216) 798-9300
11/00/85
• * HAZMAT SUPPLY CO.
ECBgO
05720 ABATEMENT SPRAY ADHESIVE ASI00
MFGR: ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
NORCROSS GA
NO DATE
-, HAZTECH SYSTEMS, INC.
EC730 2218 OLD MIDDLEFIELD WAY,SUI.d MOUNTAIN VIEW
02577 IRON COLOR REAGENT,FE-4/ASBESTEST KIT ALSO ASBESTOS A2/HAZCAT KIT
MFGR: E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
06147 LEAD TEST 1, CHLORANILIC ACID/HAZCAT KIT
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
02573 MAGNESIUM COLOR REAGT.MG-4(MAGNESON)/ASBESTEST KIT ALSO ASBESTOS C3/HAZCAT KIT
MFGR: E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
06149 NICKEL 1 TEST, OIMETHYLGLYOXIME/HAZCAT KIT
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
06144 1,5-DIPHENYLCARBOHYDRAZIDE/HAZCAT KIT CHROMIUM 2 TEST
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.











L-4666-A / DICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE 09/OO/85
• * HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY
EC590 5100 POPLAR, SUITE 3200
10885 HYVAR X HERBICIDE eMO_18
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO
03119 MALATHION ULV CONCENTRATE INSECTICIDE
MFGR: AMERICAN C_ANAMID
10883 RODEO HERBICIDE
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MFGR: MONSANTO
10882 ROUNDUP HERBICIDE 05/06/93
MFGR: II_ANTO
10864 VELPAR L HERBICIDE N0000056 04/20/90
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
10886 WEEDAR 64 HERBICIDE? 2008-39-1 05/29/85
MFGR: UNION CARBIOE
** HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
28480 t501 PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO
OBKN6 CUPERTINO
DATA SYSTEMS DIV. 50438
COMPUTER SYSTEMS OIV. 54860
FORT COLLINS SYSTEMS OIV. 55654
COMPUTER SUPPORT OIV. 57381
98220 16399 W. BERNARDINO DRIVE SAN DIEGO
NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTION OP lX966 1326 KIFER ROAO SUNNYVALE
SOUTHERN SALES OFFICE 9E580 2000 S.PARK PL./PO BOX 105005 ATLANTA
OFOK6 255 EAST DRIVE, SUITE B MELBOURNE




07227 EP-S CARTRIDGE BLACK
MFGR: CANON, INC.
0?22? EP-S CARTRIDGE BLACK
MFGR: CANON, INC.
11003 HEWLETT PACKARD-ALL COLORS
MFGR: AERVOE PACIFIC COMPANY




CA 94304 (415) 857-1501
CA
CA 92127 (800) 725-0900
CA 94086 (408) 720-2581
GA 30348 (404) 955-1500
FL 32901 (800) 752-0900
12/00/91
CANON #R74-1001/HEWLETT-PACKARD #92298A) 09/07/92
HP P/N 92295A/Z (6850OOK052688), R64-OOO1,R64-O002 12/00/91
HP P/N 92295A/Z (685OOOKO52688), R64-OOO1.R64-OOO2 12/00/91
PROD. CODE:21HEWLETT (HI = P/N 6OIO-O813=NINT GRAY) O2/O1/89
P/N 92291A / R64-2001-010 11/15/90
DISCONT'D - HP PN 5080-3605 (REPLACMENT:92193,IPA) 11/00/87
== HEXCEL CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
HEXCEL CHEMICAL
13053 NEXTEL SEWING THREAD
MFGR: 3M
09287 NEXTEL 312 CERAMIC FIBER(HEXCEL) W/170 SIZING(3M)
MFGR: 3M
24895 20701 NORDHOFF ST/PO BOX 2197 CHATSWORTH CA 91311
01490 20701 NORDHOFF ST/PO BOX 2197 CHATSWORTH CA 91311
52331 20701 NORDHOFF STREET CHATSWORTH CA 91311
05867 20701 NORDHOFF STREET CHATSWORTH CA 91311
04621 11711 DUBLIN BLVD. DUBLIN CA 94568
98-0400-0090-7,-0091-5,-0184-8,-0438-8










15209 JET-MELT BRANO ADHESIVE 3762
MFGR: 3M
62-3762 SERIES. VARIOUS NUI_ERS 10103185
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4V669 70 ENGINEERS RD. HAUPPAUGE N( 11788 (516) 234-7373
05778 ISOPAR G 133464 - 00644 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT 04/10/86
MFGR: EXXON CORPORATION
** HIPP PLASTIC WRAP
AKA HIPP MARINE SERVICE OVJ26 7996 ARMOUR STREET SAN DIEGO CA 92111








WATER BASED SLURRY EXPLOSIVE NO DATE
** HITT MARKING DEVICES. INC.
MARK-HITT ECP28
21718 2023 AND 2023A / MARK-HITT _2023 AND #2023A
MFGR: AMERICAN CODING & MARKING INK



















20397 ACTIDOSE WITH SORBITOL
MFGR: PADDOCK LABORATORIES, INC.
00083 AROMATIC SPIRITS OF ANMONIA U.S P.
MFGR: _0 LABORATORY
21783 MINERAL OIL. LIGHT STERILE
MFGR: ROXANE LABORATORIES INC
MERRITT ISLAND
NDC 0054-8577/NDC 0054-8578




• - HOEFER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
ECE09 654 MINNESOTA STREET
11829 TEMED
MFGR: BDH CHEMICALS
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107 (800) 227-4750
NO DATE
-- HOLLINGSHEAD. R.M., CORP.
SEE NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIES
• 15516 PENETRATING OIL
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• - HOME SAFEGUARD INDUSTRIES
SECURITY PROOUCTS DIVISION EC774 29706 BAOEN PL PO BOX 4073 _LIBU CA 90265 (213) 457-5813
SECURITY PRODUCTS DIVISION 61908 29706 BADEN PL PD BOX 4073 MALIBU CA 90265 (213) 457-5813
06222 SMOKE DETECTOR TESTER HOMSAOS/L27865A 06/10/92
MFGR: AEROSOL SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
06222 SMOKE DETECTOR TESTER HOMSAO5/L27865A 06/10/92
MFGR: AEROSOL SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
• - HONEYWELL INC
08987 1100 VIRGINIA DR. FORT WASHINGTON PA 19034
DEFENSE AVIONICS SYSTEMS DIV. 07187
ORDNANCE DIV. 08638 5901 LINCOLN DR EDINA MN 55436 (612) 536-4157
MICRO SWITCH DIV. 91929 11W SPRING ST FREEPORT IL 61032 (612) 536-4157
ECK98 t985 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH MINNEAPOLIS WN 55422 (612) 542-7500
17612 HONEYWELL QUICK INK & TYPE 130 AQUEOUS RECORDER INK-BLACK,RED.BLUE,GREEN,ORANGE, 07/21/89
MFGR: GRAPHIC CONTROLS
22093 NON-BLEED INK CODE NO. 88 / RED,BLUE,GREEN,PURPLE,BROWN 03/30/93
MFGR: GRAPHIC CONTROLS
• - HORIBA INSTRUMENTS INC
53595 1021DURYEA AVE IRVINE CA 92714 (800) 446-7422
FAX-714-250-0924 ECQ13 17671 ARMSTRONG AVENUE IRVINE CA 92714 (800) 4HO-RIBA
08428 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE 10% THRU 45% 6130 THRU 6255 04/01/87
MFG_; RICCA CHEMICAL COMPANY
• - HORIZONS INC.
CONTAINS METAPHOTO DIVISION ECF50 1635 DEADWOOD AVE RAPID CITY SO 57702 (605) 343-0280
DIV. HORIZONS RESEARCH INC. 3F445 CLEVELAND OH
22658 MILLER DIAL FOTOFOIL M DEVELOPER CONCENTRATE O1/24/90
MFGR: CLAYTON CHEMICAL CO.
22657 MILLER DIAL FOTOFOIL M FIXER CONCENTRATE 01/25/90
MFGR: CLAYTON CHEMICAL CO.
22653 SEALING SALT AS II POWDER 999-402-10 02/27/92
MFGR: KEYSTONE PACIFIC DIVISION
• " HOUGHTON, E.F., & COMPANY
73277 MADISON & VAN BUREN/PO BOX 930 VALLEY FORGE PA 19482 (215) 666-4000
97451 MADISON & VAN BUREN/PO BOX 930 VALLEY FORGE PA 19482 (215) 666-40(0
0 01826 HYDRAULIC, CATAPULT DLA MSDS
MFGR: GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN.
"" HOUSTON SOLVENTS & CHEMICALS
60786 1010 WEST LOOP N., HOUSTON TX 77055 (713) 869-3503
- 03628 DOPE & LACQUER THINNER 266D AM.2/A-A-857A - MSDS FROM HOUSTON SOLVENTS NO DATE
MFGR: UNION CHEMICALS CO.
• * HOWARD PHOSPHATE CO.
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11671 COLLODIAL (SIC) PHOSPHATE NOTE: COLLOIDAL PHOSPHATE NO DATE
MFGR: LONCALA PHOSPHATE COMPANY
** HTL ENERGY SYSTEMS
ECD17 7073 W. WILLIS DR CHANDLER
10312 RDX 506 / CYCLONITE. HEXOGEN
MFGR: HOLSTON DEFENSE CORPORATION
AZ 85226 ( ) 961-1100
06/20/91
** HUGHES, GONER (R.S.??)
EC051
20338 WATERBAN 60
MFGR: LAMBERT CORPORATION OF FLORIDA
ORLANDO FL
10/19/90
-* HUGHES, R.S., CO., INC.
04448 F-2 RESIN/HARDENER
MFGR: DEVCON CORP




• * HULS AMERICA INC.
FORMERLY; NUODEX INC. / PETRAR 63182 P 0 BOX 365
06125 05635. DIMETHYLETHOXYS|LANE / NB0115-041
MFGR: PETRARCH SYSTEMS. INC.
PISCATAWAY NO 08855-0365 (201) 981-5016
RE-WATERPROOFING SHUTTLE TILES.AFRSI/REPLAC.Z-6079 NO DATE
=- HUMCO LABORATORY





• * HUMISEAL/DIV. COLUMBIA CHASE
99109 26-90 BROOKLYN QUEENS EXPWY. W WOODSIDE
08587 M-COAT A HUMISEAL 1A27
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY
NY 11377 (718) 932-0800
09/25/92
** HURST PERFORM.-SEE HALE FiRE P
COMPANY WAS PURCHASED BY HALE 53861 50 W. STREET ROAD WARMINSTER PA 18974







MFGR: NORTH AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP.
DALLAS





22112 K CL/AGCL NON GEL FILL SOLUTION
MFGR: INNOVATIVE SENSORS, INC.
AUSTIN TX
PH REFERENCE ELECTRODE 08/25/89
• * HYSTER CO.
30076
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05735 HYSTER HYDRAULIC TRANS OIL CODE 0601- / HYSTER P/N 336830 07/24/84
MFGR: ILLINOIS OIL PRO[_TS, INC.
=- ICI POLYURETHANES CJ_OU[
UNIT OF ICI AMERICAS ECL79 MANTUA GROVE ROAD W. DEPTFORD Nd 08066 (609) 423-8300
20352 PSI $200-20 USEO W/ICI POLYURETHANES GROUP RUBINATE M 02/10/92
MFC_R: POLYTHANE SYSTEMS, INC.
-- ICI WORLD PAINTS
ECF72
11288 GLIO-GUARD PRIMERS/RUSTNASTER PRIMERS
MFGR: GLIDDEN CONPANY
11070 SPRED ENAMEL-LATEX SEMI-GLOSS
MFGR: GLIDDEN COWl}ANY
11277 SPRED LUSTRE 8 SPRED ULTRA ALKYD SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL 4600 & 4200 SERIES
5205 SERIES/5209/5210/590/5212
3700 SERIES/LATEX PRIMER 300.WOOD UNDERCOATER







EC465 1431 GREENWAY DRIVE, SUITE 200 IRVING
IRON CHILLED SHOT - (NOT AN_JNITION)












*- ICN BIOWEDICALS INC.
ECF76 P.O. BOX 28050
11761 7X-O-MATIC CLEANING SOLUTION
MFGR: FLOW LABORATORIES, INC.
"* IG-LO PRODUCTS






MFGR: M P 5, INC.
04075 FUSER OIL
MFGR: DOW CORNING
040?3 TONER DR DRY INK/DRY IMAGER
MFGR: N P S, INC.
-* INDUSTRIAL CHENICAL& SUPPLY
91795 1817 S. DIVISION ST.
3520 ADAMO DRIVE?? ICS1 1301N. ROWE AVE
17127 HYOROGEN PEROXIDE 35% SUPER D
NFGR: FMC CORPORATION
08192 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, 35%
NFGR: FNC CORPORATION
22339 ISOPROPANOL (ANidYDROUS)
MFGR: BP CHEMICALS INC.
06366 POLY-SOLVE EB, 496674
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06367 POLY-TERGENT B-3OO CPE535439
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
=- INGERSOLL-RAND
ECO37 P.0. BOX 112
01026 P. 0. B0X 656
- 21987 ALUMINUM PASTE / ZEKS: TUFFL0 PROCESS 0ILS
MFGR: UNITED STATES BRONZE POWDERS
=* INK SPECIALTIES CO.
- ECK53 1436 EAST DAVIS STREET ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
18057 CANCELLATION INK USPS TYPE _141238 (?) (ITEM NOS 0790 D,E,F, & G)
MFGR: U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
*= INLAND PACKAGING
91250 P.O. 80X 644 ELIZABETHTOWN
17890 ACETONE (MFGR: INLAND PACKAGING)
MFGR: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
02322 TOLUENE
** INMAC
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
3TO92 2465 T. AUGUSTINE DRIVE
20007 ANTI-STAT GLASS CLEANER 7302
MFGR: GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
20006 KEYBOARD/SURFACE CLEANING SOLUTION
NFGR: NICROCLEAN, INC.
** INSUL-COUSTIC - SEE MARATHON
CO. NAME CHANGED LATE 1970"5 85423 dERNEE MILL ROAD
17691 HIGH PRESSURE SEALER
MFGR: MARATHON INDUSTRIES
WALL STREET STATIO NY 10(05
ALLENTWON PA 18105














EC775 5100 POPLAR AVE ST 2414 MEMPHIS TN 38137
06291DOWPON M GRASS KILLER MFG'D UNDER DOW LICENSE BY INTER-AG/VERTAC
MFGR: OOW CHEMICAL CO.
*- INTERLUBE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
ECK51BLOG. #I, 9TH & HARRIS STREET BELLINGHAM WA 98225
19095 OPTI-2 2 CYCLE LUBRICANTS LUBRICANT FOR 2 CYCLE ENGINES
NFGR: OPTIMOL OLWERKE INOUSTRIE KG
** IPC
ECD72
10822 EMULSION ROOF CEMENT
MFGR: MONSEY PRODUCTS CO.
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00702 SCOTCH BRAND 1602 IVI-SPRAY SEALER (RED) 80-6101-2862-3/IRVINGTON RED INSULATING ENAM.,2532 O6/10/87
MFGR: 3M
-- ISLAND PAINT & DECORATING, INC
EC796 860 N. COURTENAY PKWY•
06361POLYCLEAR SATIN YARNISH M-147
MFGR: NURALO COMPANY, INC.
MERRITT ISLANO FL 32953 (407) 452-8_1
11/12/86
• * ISOCHEW RESINS COMPANY
DIVISION OF ROItM & t.IAAS
- 06744 2700/3700/8040/XPI2E TONER
MFGR: XEROX
EC914 99 COOK STREET LINCOLN
PART NO. 6R99. 6R403




SPRAYWAY #940 PETROLATUM SP_RAY18632
MFGR: SPRAYWAY
03/04/66
*- J & d CHEMICAL CO.








-- JAMESBURY DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
OKgA4 2120 W. HIGHWAY 520
22092 OXFORD SPECTRO-CHEK 14-377-190
MFGR: FISHER SCIENTIFIC
22091POLYTOX TOXICITY TEST 13-297-202
MFGR: FISHER SCIENTIFIC
COCOA FL 32926 (407) 632-9026
NOT REOD
NOT REOD
"- JANITORIAL DEPOT OF AMERICA
ECN04
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18691 STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER (H20 BASE) 2390 02/09/93
MFGR: THEOCHEM LABORATORIES





MFGR: SERVICE CHEMICAL CORPORATION
** JVC
ECH72 HQ ELMWOOD PARK
13335 DEVELOPER BEADS-JX-95ND/DC, DEVELOPER KIT
WFGR: SHARP CORPORATION
13276 NICKEL CADMIUM RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
MFGR: SANYO ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
** K CHEMICAL CORP.
EC428 144 PROSPECT ST.
03590 DON CORNING 200 FLUID, 2 CST
• MFGR: DOW CORNING
*" K-MART
ECA14
07755 LIGHTER FLUID/CHARCOAL STARTER
MFGR; ROYAL OAK ENTERPRISES, INC.
"* KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEMICAL





TRUE BURN CHARCOAL STARTER
81684 300 LAKESIDE DRIVE OAKLAND
MSOS IS FROM KAISER ALUMINUM
CA 94643
• * KALCOR COATINGS
33201 37721 STEVENS BLVD. WILLOUGHBY OH 44094
04107 SANOING SEALER, CLEAR. NITROCELLULOSE LACQUER MFGR: DEVINE PAINT / CONTAINS DIOCTYL PHTHALATE
MFGR: DEVINE PAINT & LACQUER
-* KARDOL PROOUCTS, INC.
ECHO8 1954 CARROLL STREET CLEARWATER FL 34625
13031COR69-AB-344 NARINEVARD RESIN POLYSHIELD RESIN NARINEYARO, POLYSHIELD, & GP RESIN
MFGR:
22349 POLYSHIELD RESIN/MARINEYARD RESIN/GEN.PURPOS.RESIN CORO2-AB-344
MFGR:
8. KEARNEY CO.
ECA99 P 0 BOX 49167 ATLANTA GA 30359
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52519 630 AXMINISTER DR. FENTON MO 63026-2992 (800) 325-3878
- 04259 AMITROLE. PRACT. KEPRO CAT-1G/CAT-4G/CAT-12G/CAT-20G 05/09/84
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
01219 AIIONIUM PERSULFATE
MFGR: FMC CORPORATION
04258 ANTI-FOAM AO (AQ??), NON-CHELATED
MFGR: CIRCUIT CHEMISTRY CORP.
03476 CAUSTIC POTASH FINE CRYSTAL
MFGR: DIAMOND SHAMROCK
04257 IRON CHLORIDE
MFGR: MIDLAND RESOURCES, INC.
07023 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
MFGR: CHEMTECH INDUSTRIES, INC
03096 KD STRIPPER
MFGR: PHOTO FABRICATION CHEM.& EQPT.
04478 LDNCOTERGE CU-3
MFGR: LONDON CHEMICAL CO., INC.
14286 POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC POTASH)
MFGR: ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
05105 SODA ASH. DENSE
MFGR: TEXASGULF CHEMICALS CO.
042_5 SODIUM PERSULFATE OXIDIZER
MFGR: FMC CORPORATION









FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION/ KEPRO E-IOT/E-tG/E-4G






KEPRO PHOTO RESIST STRIPPER/PLEASE VERIFY PROD.NO. 05/22/86
KEPRO CU3-1QT/CU3-1G;COPPER CLEANING LIQUID 10/00/85
FLAKE & GROUND NO DATE
KEPRO: DFD-12G/DEVELOPER,DRY FILM 12/28/88
KEPRO SP-1G/SP-4G/SP-12G/SP-20G 02/05/85
KEPRO SP-1G/SP-4G/SP-12G/SP-20G 02/05/85
KEPRO CAT.NO. SR-tPT;EPOXY RESIN 12/07/85
KEPRO #: ITP-IQT,ITP-IG, ITP-SG - IMMERSION TIN PL. 04/08/91
-- KERR CHEMICALS
EC042




-- KEYSTONE PRECISION LUBRICANTS
EC395 21ST & LIPPINCOTT STREETS







MFGR: KEPRO CIRCUT SYSTEMS, INC.
01879 ADHESIVE/SEALANT 262
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
00549 AMERCDAT 450GL, RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B)
NFGR: AMERON
00549 AMERCOAT 450GL, RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B)
MFGR: AMERON











TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS OATE
...................................................................................................................................
00549 AMERCOAT 450GL. RESIN/CURE (COMPONENTS A/B) 03/10/89
MFGR: AMERON
07632 AMERCOAT 450HS RESN / 450HS CURE
MFGR: AMERON
07632 AMERCOAT 450HS RESN / 450HS CURE
MFGR: AMERON
07632 AMERCOAT 450HS RESN / 450HS CURE
MFGR: AMERON
22298 ANTI STATIC CLEANER/STATICZOE
MFGR: ACL. INC.
13298 BLUE PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS
MFGR: NEW PIG CORPORATION
02086 BOSTIK TL-29
MFGR: BOSTIK/USM CORP/SUBS.ENHART
17918 CHIL-PERM CP-30/CHIL-PERM CP-30 LOW ODOR
MFGR: CHILDERS PRODUCTS CO.. 1NC.
06445 CHISEL GASKET REMOVER (AEROSOL)
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
22518 EPOXY COATINGS B58
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLZAMS CO,
08317 F-tO0 INK
MFGR: ORGANIC PRODUCTS CO.
06371 FAST & EASY
MFGR: SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO.. INC.
22070 FREON TMC CLEANING AGENT




MFGR: INSTA-FOAM PRODUCTS, INC.
16079 HAZ-MAT PIG ABSORBENT SOCKS (64CRSC IN KIT 311)
MFGR: NEW PIG CORPORATION
00873 HIGGENS PEN CLEANER 4502,4506,4507.4508
MFGR: FABER-CASTELL CORP.
10433 HIGH TEMP 272 ADHESIVE/SEALANT
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
17665 INK QUICK SPRAY LEAD FREE YELLOW
MFGR: OIAGRAPH
- 00799 INTERNATIONAL THINNER
MFGR: COURTAULDS COATINGS
16639 KODAK EKTAPRINT L DEVELOPER
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
00163 KODAK LENS CLEANER
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
04564 KRYLON 1345/1346 SPRAY PRIMER FOR METAL, AEROSOL
MFGR: BORDEN. INC.
13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES, LE/2
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES. LE/2
MFGR: _#IERMIN-WILLIAMS CO.
ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2-25-94
ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2-25-94
ALIPHATIC POLYURETHANE / CURE MSDS DATE: 2-25-94
MISCO #1308 CRT SCREEN CLEANER








1553-155 / QUICK SPRAY AEROSOL INK (MCL FREE)
GTA415
121 4675 190 0877; PN 329740
127 3085.146 3728.176 7136.190 0570,900 1561























A89 (SUPER PAINT.SATIN);A82 (A-1CO.SAT|N):837 (PRO 03/01/91
A89 (SUPER PA[NT.SATIN);A82 (A-100.SATIN);B37 (PRO 03/01/91
GP23-1
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13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES, LE/2 AB9 (SUPER PAINT.SATIN);A82 (A-1OO,SATIN);B37 (PRO O3/O1/91
MFGR: SHERtfIN-WILLIAMS CO.
13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES, LE/2
mFGR: SHERtlIN-WILLIAM5 CO.
13294 LATEX SATIN & GLOSS EXTERIOR FINISHES, LE/2
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
00024 LIQUID PAPER PEN & INK CORRECTION FLUID
MFGR: GILLETTE CO.
11509 LP 150 DISHWASHING DETERGENT
MFGR: LEVER BROS.
03630 MEGUIAR'S MIRROR GLAZE. NGH-IO
MFGR: MEGUIAR'S
20336 MP CARTRIDGE TONER IO-NO1 (1950)
MFGR; C#_ION. INC.
21619 MS-190/CO2
MFGR: MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO.
06541 MS-220 AERO*DUSTER
MFGR: MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO.
18140 MS-238 CONTACT RE-NU & LUBE
MFGR: MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO.
14454 MULTI-PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION CONCENTRATE
MFGR: AM INTERNATIONAL
01766 MULTILITH REPLEX CONCENTRATE
MFGR: AM INTERNATIONAL
03602 NABC NON-ACI0 DISINFECTANT BATHROOM CLEANER
NFGR: SPARTAN CHEMICAL CO., INC.
15415 DAKITE 33
MFGR: OAKITE PRODUCTS INC
20334 OASIS 256
MFGR: ECOLA8 INC.
18177 0PEX L61 PRODUCTION LACQUER L61/2
MFGR; SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
18177 OPEX L6t PRODUCTION LACQUER L61/2
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
00458 OPEX PRODUCTION LACQUER, NON-LEAD COLORS
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
00995 PASA JELL 105
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
13301 PIG MATS (KIT 31t)
MFGR: NEW PIG CORPORATION
13301 PIG MATS (KIT 311)
MFGR: NEW PIG CORPORATION
13297 PIG RATS, #MAT201, #MAT203, #MAT204, #MAT220
MFGR: NEW PIG CORPORATION




MFGR: JOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC.
MFGR: PH_JtlC_CAL RESEARCH LABS tNC
A89 (SUPER PAINT,SATIN);A82 (A-1OO.SATIN);B37 (PRO O3/O1/91




MIXTURE IN AEROSOL CONTAINER
83-2-104525 / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
2OO-722-4A,2OO-722-SA / FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
0330 / 27-M-11
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00879 REMOVABLE THREADLOCKER 242 QUICK SERVICE TOOL BOX. PART OF KIT 00101 01/01/94
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
00879 REMOVABLE THREADLOCKER 242
MF_: LOCTITE CORPORATION
00879 REMOVABLE THREADLOCKER 242
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
20434 ROYAL SHAMPOO
MFGR: LAkFTON BROS.. INC.
18231 SEA WASH 7
MFGR: WARREN CHEMICAL CO.
18232 SEA-WASH 11
MFGR: WARREN CHEMICAL CO.
12104 SNB-130
MFGR; SPARTAN CHEMICAL C0., INC.
05817 T-IO THINNER
MFGR: DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY
03112 TILE TITE SEALER
MFGR: BARRIER INDUSTRIES
06924 TYPE H, TYPE V80 TONER (PREMIX)
MFGR: XEROX
17117 XEROX FUSER AGENT
MFGR: XEROX
17877 XT-37 DRY IMAGER
MFGR: NASHUA CORPORATION






07360 3M BRAND TYPE 409 TONER N-P
NFGR; 3M
18031 3010/4030/4030 11/4197 NICR PRINT CARTRIDGE
MFGR: XEROX
01884 6-1104 C V SEALANT
MFGR: DOW CORNING
QUICK SERVICE TOOL BOX. PART OF KIT (30101




WATER EMULSION FLOOR SEALER
44OS-1,-2,4405-2,-32,-3206,4407-3,4407-3-2
5R300,5R302;FX:BR306,BR307;XCI:BR510,BR530
BLACK DEVELOPER / 5R170,BR172,BR178,BR130
78-6969-6130-5,78-6969-6231-1


























*- KIRKPATRICK OIL CO.
EC760 2014 W. BEAVER STREET
06110 SUNVIS 747 (46)
MFGR: SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
,- KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W.M.BARR
25451 2t05 CHANNEL AVE PO BOX 1879
11668 NEW SOLUTION A WOOD BLEACH, 408*2
MFGR: BARR, W. M., CO.
*- KLOCKNER-PENTAPLAST OF AMERICA
ECA52 P. O. BOX 500






MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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0L898 6796 OORSEY RD.
13335 DEVELOPER BEADS-dX-95ND/DC, DEVELOPER KIT
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION









OFND3 1000 MAIN ST/P 0 BOX 906 BELMAR
11020 PYROTECHNIC CS AGENT #2-4, 12,15,17.18.19,98
MFGR: DEF-TEC CORPORATION
NJ 07719 (201) 280-9895
05/03/93
== KOCH MATERIALS COMPANY
EC794 P.O. BOX 233 WICHITA
02293 425 ASPHALT ROOF RESATURANT(ASBESTOS FREE),CUTBACK KOCH #5925 ROOF RESATURANT
MFGR: KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.
KS 67201 (316) 832-6777
10/01/86
=- KOP-COAT, INC.
FORMERLY: KOPPERS COMPANY, INC 00297 436 SEVENTH AVENUE PITTSBURGH
02175 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS, A-1889-66, TT-E-489G CLASS A EPS 37-407, MSI 0R-176
MFGR: KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.
02135 ENAMEL ALKYD GLOSS, A-1889-66, TT-E-489G CLASS A EPS 37-407, MSI 0R-176
MFGR: KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.
PA 15219 (BOO) 547-2468
o81oot82
08100182
*" KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.
80592 BUILDING PRODUCTS KOPPERS BLDG PITTSBURGH
71191 5431 DISTRICT BLVD. VERNON
INORGANIC PROD. OIV. NOw OBA ECD3? 436 SEVENTH AVE PITTSBURGH
FORMERLY: ORGANIC MATERIALS DI 85663 BUILDING MATERIALS DIV. PITTSBURGH
11635 MIL-C-227500, TYI 16473 GRAY, 1320GY5/1821Ct6
MFGR: KOP-COAT, INC.
04585 ROOF RESATURANT #5925, ASPHALTIC COATING AKA KOPPERS 425 LIQUID ASPHALT









=* KYUSHU MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC CO.
ECE32 1-62 4 CHOME MINDSHIMA HAKATA-KU FUKKUOKA
11157 KX-PDPt B-IO BLACK DEVELOPER KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER





17943 FREPP PVO IODINE SCItLI SOLUTION 2_
I_FGR: MEOI-FLEX FIOSPITAL PROOUCTS
CHICAGO
PVP IODINE 2% SOLUTION
IL
lOtOSlS5
• , LANIER WORLDWIDE TELEMARKETING
11813 LUBRICATING OIL Sd-27
NFGR: 3M
ECj67
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06623 3M BRAND CD-5 DEVELOPER 78-9020-1535-9 08/18/92
MFGR: 3M
• * LAWTON BROS.. INC.
EC212 2515 DINNEEN AVE./PO BOX 7635
0d642 2515 DINNEEN AVE./PO BOX 7635
THIS NUMBER NOT IN FEDLOG - 5E 0d642 2515 DINNEEN AVE./PO BOX 7635
0657? ESC 25259
MFGR: EVANS - ST. CLAIR, INC.
06576 SUPER SHINE-ALL #140
MFGR: HILLYARD CHEMICAL
06734 24-HOUR ODOR ABSORBER 000860.
MFGR: SURCO PRODUCTS, INC.
ORLANDO FL 32854 (800) 432-0813
ORLANDO FL 32854 (800) 432-0813








14186 DOV CORNING 100% SILICONE SEALANT CLEAR
MFGR: DOW CORNING
00879 REMOVABLE THREADLOCKER 242
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
08179 SONTEX WHITE MINERAL OILS
MFGR: MARATHON MORCO COMPANY
31650
8641







70934 40 EISENHOWER DRIVE PARAMUS
07253 DYNAMARK BRAND 3900 PROTECTIVE COATING, AEROSOL 75-3455-1005-3,75-3464-5721-3
MFGR: 3M





** LEU, HARRY P-, INC.
ORL.PHONE #:843-1251/BOUGHT BY EC438 t00 _.LIVINGSTON ST/PO BX 2513 ORLANO0
03637 LPS INSTANT SUPER CLEANER/DEGREASER 00720/07128/00705/00755
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
FL 32802 (800) 432-5285
09/20/85
** LEX COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ECF69
11037 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLACK)





12006 IBM 3816 PRINTER TONER
MFGR: IBM CORP







-* LEYBOLD-HERAEU5 VACUUM SYSTEMS
GP23-1
10/03/94
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...................................................................................................................................
LEY 120 POST ROAD ENFIELD CT (203) 741-2281
21594 564 URSA P-IO0 HE-150 USED BY LEYBDLD-HERAEUS IN VACUM PUMP OIL NO DATE
MFGR : TEXACO
-* LH8 INDUSTRIES
LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE BLIND INC.: OFTT5 8833 FLEISCHER PL BERKELEY
FORMERLY: LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / S IA864 10440 TRENTON AVE ST. LOUIS
LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE BLIND INC.: OFTT5 8833 FLEISCHER PL BERKELEY
10236 DETERGENT, GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC MIL-D-16791F. TY.I
MFGR: LIGHTHOUSE BLINO / OF HOUSTON
11848 DISHWASHING COMPOUND
MFGR: LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON
NO 63134 (314) 522-3141
NO 63132-1223 (314) 423-0139
NO 63134 (314) 522-3141
11/o5/so
NO DATE
-- LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF $T.LOUIS
REPLACED:SEE LIGHTHOUSE FOR TH 9Y444 10440 TRENTON AVENUE
REPLACED:SEE:NATIONAL INDUSTRI 94646
03116 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE
MFGR: LHB INDUSTRIES
03116 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE
MFGR; LklB INOUSTRIES
03116 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE
MFGR: LHB INDUSTRIES
10236 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC
MFGR: LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON
10236 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC
MFGR; LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON
10236 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC
MFGR: LIGHTHOUSE BLIND / OF HOUSTON
10236 DETERGENT GENERAL PURPOSE NON-IONIC






























-- LILLY INDUSTRIAL COATINGS
ECJ44 125 BLACKSTONE AVENUE JAMESTOWN
09186 BINKS BOOTH COAT #27-5860 LIQUID ENVELOPE
WFGR: ESSEX CHEMICAL CORPORATION
NY 14701 (716) 665-6313
02/22/82
** LIQUID AIR
INDUSTRIAL GAS DIV. 18260 340 INTERSTATE NORTH SUITE 350 ATLANTA
INDUSTRIAL GAS DIV. 58092 2121N CALIF BLVO/SUITE 350 WALNUT CREEK
SEE ALSO ALPHAGAZ SPECIALTY GA EC349
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MFGR: BOGGS GASES
• - LI(_JID CARBONIC
SPECIALTY GAS CORP. DlV.
07870 ARGON/CARBON DIOXIDE
MFGR: BOGGS GASES
EC844 135 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET
9F250 2910 STIRLINGL RD
36517 135 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET
EC011 810 JORIE BLVD.
** LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION
SEE GILLETTE MEDICAL EVALUATI_ 26333 P.O. BOX 61
00024 LIQUID PAPER PEN & INK CORRECTION FLUID
MFGR: GILLETTE CO.
01773 THINNER FOR LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID
MFGR: GILLETTE CO.
01773 THINNER FOR LIQUID PAPER CORRECTION FLUID
MFGR: GILLETTE CO.






IL 606034282 (312) 855-25OO
FL 330201032
IL 60503-4232 (312) 855-25OO




OLD# 565-01, PRODUCT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED
OLD# 565-01, PRODUCT NO LONGER MANUFACTURED




CAPE CANAVERAL AFS FL
** LOCKHEED
MISSILES & SPACE CO. DIV. 62111 P.O. BOX 504
ELECTRONICS DIV. 87557 1501 US HIGHWAY 22 C NO 1
-GEORGIA DIV. 98897 86 SOUTH COBB DRIVE
MISSILES & SPACE CO, DIV. ECG20
LOGISTICS, KSC SPC
LOCKHEED EF ECJSO










** LPS RESEARCH LABS
REPLACED: SEE: HOLT LLOYD CORP 3286101V. OF HOLT LLOYD CORP. LOS ANGELES CA 77652
REPLACED: SEE: HOLT LLOYD CORP EC238 DIV. OF HOLT LLOYD CORP. LOS ANGELES CA 77652
04200 HOLTS CARBURETOR AND CHOKE CLEANER = 092003
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP_
04191LPS ELECTRO CONTACT CLEANER #00-044/-944/-047/-947/-416/-405/-455 & 04128
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
• * LOCTITE CORPORATION
05972 705 N MOUNTAIN RD. NEWINGTON CT 06111 (203) 278-1280
PERMATEX INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIO 77247
PERMATEX INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIO 62377
PERMATEX INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIO 35933 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD NEWlNGTDN CT 06111 (800) 641-7376
AUTOMOTIVE & CONSUMER GROUP / 08028 4450 CRANWOOD COURT CLEVELAND OH 44128-4004 (216) 663-3011
AUTOMOTIVE & CONSUMER GROUP 60647 CLEVELAND OH
06684 M-BOND 2OO ADHESIVE LOCTITE SUPERBONOER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE O8/11/92
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY
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04197 LPS HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE CLEANER # 40120/40128/40105/40155 09/20/85
MFC_: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04192 LPS HEAVY-DUTY ENGItE DEGREASER
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04194 LPS HEAVY-DUTY SILICONE LUBRICANT
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04195 LPS INSTANT COLD GALVANIZE
MFG_: IdOLT LLOYD CORP.
04198 LP5 PAINT REMOVER
MFGR: HOLT LLOYO CORP.
04193 LPS TAP-ALL
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
08710 LPS 2 GENERAL PURPOSE LUBRICANT
MFGR: H_LT LLOYD CORP.
02541LPS 3 HEAVY DUTY RUST INHIBITOR
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD C_ORP.
04199 LPS 5(30 PLUS
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
# 40228/40205/40265
# 40003/40028/400(0/40055







FAX (813) 539-0687 ECOO0
22273 DERUSTO RUST PREVENTIVE PRIMER
MFGR: BEECHAM HOME IMPROVEMENT
758, 759, 883, MSDS#20201
-- LTV AEROSPACE & DEFENSE GROUP
MISSILES DIVISION ECI45 P.O. BOX 650003 DALLAS
11622 SERNABOND 487, (2 PART KIT) / (39-8059-50015) ORBITER LEADING EDGE RCC REPAIR MATERIAL
MFGR: SERMATECH INTERNATIONAL INC.
13809 SILICON CARBIDE POWDER-208-9-82,LI-2200 (2-PT.KIT) ORBITER LEADING EDGE RCC REPAIR MATERIAL
MFGR: WASHINGTON MILLS ELECTRO MIN.
• - LUKENS GENERAL INO., INC.
FLEX-O-LITE DIV. ECE38 P 0 BOX 4366/8301FLEX-O-LITE ST LOUIS













19052 LUBROL 79, 55-89, SPEEDBIT COOLANT
MFGR: METAL LUBRICANTS CO.
*- LYNCH OIL COMPANY
TEXACO PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTOR MS EC107
17082 01562 CAPELLA OIL PREMIUM 68
MFGR: TEXACO
04709 01658 RANO0 OIL kiD 46
MFGR: TEXACO
04725 01956 TEXCLAD 2
MFGR: TEXACO
11081 02113 URSA SUPER PLUS SAE 40
1244 CARROLL STREET/P.O.BOX 40 KISSIMMEE
NONHAZARDOUS
08102191
TX 75265-0003 (214) 266-9454
06/00/92
05/20/91
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• * N & W SYSTEMS, INC.
EC810 2346 TRIPALDI
06472 PROPYLENE GLYCOL INDUSTRIAL
MFGR: DOW CHEMICAL CO.
HEYWARD CA 94545
70511 10110/85
=* M.S.C. INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY
EC911
07215 FORMULA 77









37940 675 MCDONNELL RD/POBOX 5840
7P097
L
SCIENCE PRODUCTS DIV. 62910 P.O. BOX M
'CHEMICALS BRANCH 2A915
MALLINCKRODT MEDICAL, INC.JDIA 2A916 2703 WAGNER PLACE
05860 AMMONIUM CHLORIDE A-649,A-661
NFGR: FISHER SCIENTIFIC
02574 GLACIAL ACETIC ACID (FE-1)/ASBESTEST KIT
MFGR: E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
02570 GLYCEROL (GLYCERIN, MG-I)/ASBESTEST KIT
MFGR: E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
025710RTHO PHOSPHORIC ACID/ASBESTEST KIT
MFGR: E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
ST. LOUIS MO 63134
PARIS KY 40361









• * MANHATTAN SUPPLY CO.
EC053




SPECIALTY PRODUCTS GROUP 75165 717 17TH ST.
BUILDING MATERIALS DIV. 1EG22
MANVILLE SERVICE CORP, DIV.SCH 80217 PO BOX 5108
MANVILLE MECHANICAL INSULATION ECN73 PO BOX 5108
SEE ALSO: SCHULLER INTERNATION ECOO1
21993 MANVILLE MICROPOROU5 SPECIALTY INSULATION
MFGR: SCHULLER INTERNATIONAL
DENVER CO 80217 (303) 978-4900
WAUKEGAN IL 60087 (303) 798-4900
DENVER CO 802175108 (800) 424-9300
DENVER CO 802175108 (800) 424-9300
FLEXIBLE/FACED FLEX.MIN-K:MIN-K SHEETS/MOLDED SHTS 01/01/93
• , MARATHON MORCO COMPANY
14789 MINERAL OIL NF 70
ECA66 4401 PARK AVE DICKINSON
SONTEX WHITE MINERAL OIL
TX 77539 (T13) 337-1534
12/17/85
GP23-I MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
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MSDS




EC&tO 250 N. WASHTENAW AVE
SEE LAKE CHEMICAL ECC40
09010 SLIC-TITE PASTE WITH TEFLON




MFGR: DIVERSIFIED CHEM. & PROPELLANT
"* MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
DENVER DIV. 04236 DENVER AEROSPACE/PO BOX 179
53100 MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FACILITY
ECI40 13800 OLD GENTILLY-BLDG 103











07237 SUPER MEK PEROXIDE
MFGR: ISOCHEM RESINS COMPANY
-, MASSEY-FERGUSON, INC.
0G927
13510 MASSEY-FERGUSON MULTI-PURPOSE PERMATRAN III
MFGR: AMOCO OIL COMPANY
-* MASTER BUILDERS, INC.
EC472 23700 CHAGRIN BLVD.
O9308 HARDENER NO. 4A
MFGR: CEILCOTE CO. INC.
** MASTERCHEM INDUSTRIES
CALDWELL PAINT MFG. CO. DBA MA ECDO7
10128 KILZ, 51652-10001
I_FGR: C&LDWELL PAINT MFG. CO., INC.
-* MASTERS CHEMICAL CO., INC.
6U393 2420 E.OAKTDN ST.




NEW ORLEANS LA 70129


















CLEVELAND OH 44122 (216) 831-5500
01/30/89
ALKYD RESIN PRIMER
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS IL 60005
08/27/90
(312) 439-7676
(1ML=2OPPM CACO3/5OML)/PROBABLY FROM MASTERS CHEM. NO DATE
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ECH65 6789 INDUSTRIAL LOOP GREENDALE WI 53129 ( ) 421-5040




19806 CARGILLE REFRACTIVE INDEX LIQUID SERIES A
NFGR: CARGILLE. R. P. LABORATORIES
** MCKINNEY SUPPLY CO.
08731 MICRO LUBE 100
MFGR: ALU-TECH
WESTMONT IL
ND=1.460-1.570 / 18091/092/095/09X/O9Y;19091-19097 04/05/88
ECB42 1061 WEST GOODALE BLVD.
*= MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO.
ECO08
22767 FLAME-SAFE FS/FST 900 SERIES FIRESTOP COMPOUNDS
MFGR: INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIVE CTGS
COLUMBUS OH 43212 (614) 221-4589
04/27/87
ATLANTA GA
9339K21,9339K22,9339K31,9339K41 FILLED VINYL & ACR 08/00/91
*, MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY
39428 PO BOX 4355 CHICAGO
OKEV6 6100 FULTON INOUSTRIAL BLVD. ATLANTA
10477 AG-CU-P-SN BRAZING ALLOY - SILVABRAZE MCMASTER-CARR PART# 7809All
MFGR: ENGELHARD CORPORATION




M-LINE ACCESSORIES 88952 P.O. BOX 27777
02483 DON CORNING 1201 PRIMER,M-LINE RTV PRIMER NO. 1
NFGR: DON CORNING
18528 NOBILWAX 2305
MFGR: MOBIL OIL CORP.
05511PERNABOND 910
MFGR: NATIONAL STARCH & CHEMICAL CO.
02203 PR-1422 B 1/2, PART A & B,
MFGR: PRC
21611SN 68 SOLDER
MFGR: KESTER SOLDER CO./OIV. LITTON
17989 SOLDER ALLOYS CONTAINING LEAO
MFGR: KESTER SOLOER CO./DIV. LITTON
08194 SUPERBONOER 496 INSTANT ADHESIVE
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION




770123 / FOOD GRADE WAX
82-9827 / CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE / MIL-A-4650
POLYSULFIDE RUBBER CPD/INORGANIC DICHROMATE SOL.
M-LINE 361A-20R SOLDER
LEAD SOLDER / N-LINE 36t-40R SOLDER
SEE ALSO NOYCO INDUSTRIES EC427 9500 RAILROAD AVENUE NORTH BERGEN
02579 BENZOIN, TINCTURE, U.S.P. (WFGR: NEER CORP.) EXTRACT OF BENZOIN SUMATRA, ALOES,












NO 07047 (201) 861-9500
AND TOLU BALSAM NO DATE
** MERCER PRODUCTS COMPANY
GP23-1
10/O3/94
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ECP76 P.O. BOX 1240 EUSTIS FL 327271240
- 22723 PARABOND N-273 ACRYLIC COVE BASE ADHESIVE 02/08/91
MFGR; PARA-CHEN SOUTHERN. INC.
-, METALINES INC.
09341 FON_DX PA, WG-11
MFGR: MILES INC.
07193 FOlmDX t_lP. WG-15
MFGR: MILES INC.






DIV. ALCO STANDARD C0./INFO PH 7V630 7500 GRAND DIVISION AVENUE
08393 TRICHLOROETHANE, 1,1.1- DEGRS COLD/V 0-T-620
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL. INC.
CLEVELAND OH 44125 (216) 622-5000
11/ol/B6
-- METHODS RESEARCH PRODUCTS
EC050 620 PARKWAY DRIVE BROOMALL
- 10307 SILICATE ADHESIVE SM-665 HI-TEMP GASKET CEMENT MRP-IO00
MFGR: TACC INTERNATIONAL CORP.
PA
11/oo/89
• - METTLER ELECTRONICS
21763 1333 SO. CLAUDINA ST.
18525 CAVI-CLEAN DETERGENT
MFGR: MOLECULAR PRODUCTS, INC.
ANAHEIM CA 92805 (714) 533-2221
08/05/86
• * MICRO CARE CHEMICAL C01RP.
EC67B 461 COOKE STREET/P.O. BOX 355
OATV9
19929 TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE
MFGR: SERVICE CHEMICAL CORPORATION




12211CX-5OIR1 (INK RIBBON ROLL)
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION
NO DATE
-- MID WEST METALLIC
EC075
21788 MB-IOA SEALANT TAPE
MFGR: GULF SEAL SPECIALTIES INC
DOUBLE BEAD & PRE-CUT BEVELLED (FOR CONSTRUCTION 07/18/90
-- MILITARY STANDARDS
PRC_IULGATED BY MILITARY DEPART 96906





06592 BLACK MAX BLACK TOUGHENED ADHESIVE
ORLANDO FL
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08280 DON CORNING G-N METAL ASSEMBLY PASTE
NFGR: DOW CORNING
06624 EXTEND RUST TREATMENT
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
06593 FORM-A-THREAO STRIPPEO THREAD REPAIR KIT
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
08580 GASKET ELIMINATOR 510 SEALANT
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
10433 HIGH TENP 272 ADHESIVE/SEALANT
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
19423 LIQUID HARDENER 0202
MFGR: ITW
18517 PNEUMATIC/HYDRAULIC SEAL 545
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
18515 PST INOUSTRIAL GRADE PIPE SEALANT
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
06738 QUICK METAL PRESS FIT REPAIR
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
07021 QUICK SET 404 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
04385 RC 609 RETAINING COMPOUND GEN PURPOSE
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION




00879 REMOVABLE THREADLOCKER 242
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
07216 SEALANT GRADE AV 87
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
06768 SMALL SCREW THREADLOCKER 222
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
18516 SUPER BONDER THERMAL CYCLING RESISTANT ADHESIVE
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
02643 SUPERFLEX ULTRA-BLUE SILICONE
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
22030 THINNER FOR COLOR GUARD TOUCH RUBBER COATING





75418,75430.75448,75465 / ACID-MODIFIED EMULSION






46551 / O-RING SPLICING KIT 00112
60931 (FORMERLY LOCTITE 601)
68035 ANAEROBIC
55441

















NIL-S-46163, TY.II GR W/ADHESIVE SEALANT (22221,22 05/24/93
49850,49861









• * MILLER DIAL CORP./FOTOFOIL DIV
91345 4400 N. TEMPLE CITY BLVD. EL MONTE CA 91734
06138 SARS-401 STRIPPER IS THIS FROM FOTOFOIL/MILLER-DIAL??
MFGR: CIRCUIT MANUFACTURERS SUPPLY
13336 SODIUM HYDROXIDE/CAUSTIC SODA AKA FOTOFOIL-ETCHANT
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** MILLER-STEPHENSON CHEMICAL CO.
22032 COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING
MFGR: PERMATEX INDUSTRIAL CORP.
00823 EPON RESIN 828
MFGR: SHELL
22031 GRAY PRIMER FOR COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING
MFGR: PER_I&TEX INDUSTRIAL CORP.
02544 PERIMBATCH OEVELOPER, G-84 D-1
MFGR: AGFA CORP.
02545 PERMABATCH FIXER/3-24-F (REV.)
MFGR: AGFA CORP.
22030 THINNER FOR COLOR GUARD TOUGH RUBBER COATING
MFGR: PERNATEX INDUSTRIAL CORP.




164-B / 2577,455,409 11/00/84
07/00/84
81828, 81835 02110/93
** MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE







16035 FEND E-2 BARRIER PROTECTIVE HAND CREAM
MFGR; CARBISULPHOIL COMPANY
** MINERA AUTLAN, CIA,
SEE: AGROMEX ECF15
11585 MANGANOUS OXIDE REDUCED ORE GRADES
MFGR: AGROMEX






MINOLTA CAMERA COMPANY. LTD.
MINOLTA CORPORATION 23736 101 WILLIAMS DR
05778 ISOPAR G
MFGR: EXXON CORPORATION
- (35777 MINOLTA BIMODAL PREMIX
MFGR: HILORO CHEMICAL CORPORATION
- 05777 MINDLTA BINODAL PREMIX
NFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
08226 MINOLTA CLEAR DISPERSANT
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
05776 MINOLTA INTENSIFIER
NFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
05804) MINOLTA POSITIVE TONER
MFGR: HILORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION
*= MISCO AMERICA
4K684 OSAKA KOKUSAI BLDG. 30-2 CHOME OSAKA, JAPAN
RAMSEY
133464 - 00644 / PETROLEUM SOLVENT
8g02-900
8902-900
8906-202-01 / MSDS DATE IS ILLEGIBLE
8902-901-01
8g02-400











NO 07733-1094 (908) 888-5318
( ( (
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22298 ANTI STATIC CLEANER/STATICIDE
MFGR: ACL, I_.
** MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC




FBA PHARMACEUTICALS, DIV. BAYE EC567 425 PARK AVENUE
SEE MILES INC. EC014
22019 MONITOR 4 / TAMARON
NFGR: MILES INC.
** MOBIL OIL CORPORATION
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS & TOXIC
@ 11931 LUBRICATING OIL, DTI3M
MFGR: MOBIL OIL CORP.
** MORAINE IND.
SEE ALSO: OLYMPIC 0IL
00916 PENETRATING OIL
MFGR: OLYMPIC OIL





MFGR: A.B.C. COMPOUNDING CO., INC.
MISCO #1308 CRT SCREEN CLEANER o8/o5/87
CYPRESS
FUdlCOPIAN/MITSUBISHI #: TRH-7
CA 90630-OOO7 (714) 220-2500
09/07/92
NEW YORK NY 10022 (412) 923-t800
11553 / ORGANOPHOSPHORUS INSECTICIDE / METHAMIDOPH 02/12/91
PENNINGTON NO 08534 (800) 662-4525
DLA MSDS
OAHKO PENNINGTON-ROCKY HILL RD
ECO03 12t2 W. 2NO ST./P.O.BOX 678 OCONOWOWOC
VV-P-216B AM 1 TY I





** MORTON INTERNATIONAL IN(:.
FORMERLY: NORTON THIOKOL INC./ 32063 SPECIALTY CHEMICALS GROUP CHICAGO
06004 LLUNALLOY/35_ PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM
MFGR: MARTIN PROCESSING, INC.
06004 LLUMALLOY/35% PLASTIC ANTI-STATIC FILM
MFGR: MARTIN PROCESSING, INC.
*- WOUSTRAK, INC
ECC36






IL 60606-1218 (815) 338-1800
3 MSDS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL.DUPONT,MORTON THIOKOL SEVERAL
3 MSOS'S:ASTRO METALLURGICAL,OUPONT,MORTON THIOKOL SEVERAL
5N343
37676 7300 W. LAWRENCE AVE
60672 7300 WEST LAWRENCE AVENUE




TRADENAME FROM DLA IS "STEAM POWER 225"04167 CLEANING COMPOUND
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"* MUELLER CO.
41950
08179 SONTEX WHITE MINERAL OILS





• = MURPHY INDUSTRIES
79550 2801ROCKCREEK PKWY. NORTH KANSAS CITY
13938 _qHITAKER CABLE BATTERY TERMINAL CLEANER, L6586 WHITAKER #50550
MFGR: HYOROSIDL. INC.
• * MYSIK'S CO., INC.
ECN06
19002 PRIMO POLISH
MFGR: JMH INTERNATIONAL CORP.
19003 PRIMO POLISH CLEANER
MFGR: OMH INTERNATIONAL CORP.




=* NAPA AUTOMOTIVE PARTS CO
6V625 COLUMBUS OH 432162744
8A026 2665 W. DUBLIN-GRANVILLE RD. COLUMBUS OH 43235
14164 LEAK FIND FREON 12 WITH DYTEL 209510 / LABEL BRANOS: MURRAY, NAPA
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I., DE NEMOURS & CO
14163 REFRIGERANT OIL CHARGE (BLENDED W/ REFRIGERANT 12) 209506/209507 / LABEL BRANDS: MURRAY, NAPA
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
*= NASA - KSC, MD
ECISO
@ 14482 CLEAR CORROSION PREVENT. COMPOUND











** NASA - KSC. SSPF CONTRACTORS
ECI78
03321 T-t9 ZINC H.F. THINNER
MFGR: DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY
019T0000 / MFGR SAYS SAME AS #219 05/03/88
** NATIONAL AEROSOL PRODUCTS INC.
59986 2193 E.
5N005
06587 GRAY PRIMER TT-P-001385
MFGR : KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.
02032 TT-P-1757A ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER P-441P
NFGR: KOP-COAT, INC.
02032 TT-P-l?57A ZINC _TE PRIMER P-441P
MFGR: KOP-COAT, INC.
00678 ZINC CHROMATE PRIMER, AEROSOL
MFGR: KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.
14TH ST. LOS ANGLES CA 90021 (213) 627-2668
P-803-66 STYRENATED ALKYD 03/00/83
TT-P-t757A / SNI A=COMP G YELLOW,SNI 6=34151 GREEN 02/00/93
TT-P-1757A / SNI A=COMP G YELLOW,SNI 8=34151 GREEN 02/00/93
- TT-P-600B / YELLOW;AEROSOL PKG,NATL.AEROSOL 01/00/80
** NATIONAL CERAMIC
c (, (
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76626 500 SOUTHARD ST./P.O. BOX 199 TRENTON Nd 08607
18726 X-PANO0 PIPE JOINT COMPOUND 04/07/92
MFGR: X-PANDO PRODUCTS COMPANY
** NATIONAL CHEMSEARCH
SEE ALSO: NCH 20913 BOX 152170 IRVING TX 75015 (214) 438-1381
SEE ALSO: NCH OTTE8 BOX 152170 IRVING TX 75015 (800) 527-9919
09421VAN-X ALIPHATIC SOLVENT CLEANER 10/28/85
MFGR: GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN.
-- NATIONAL DISTILLERS & CHEM. CO
• EC909
16991 PROPANE. LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS 07/10/87
MFGR; SUBURBAN PROPANE GAS CORP.
08993 SDA 3A - ANHYDROUS (DENATURED ETHYL ALCOHOL) 04/00/83
MFGR: U.S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
** NATIONAL DRAEGER. INC.
FAX 412 787 2207 ECQ06 101 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE PITTSBURG PA 15275 (412) 787-8389
08823 AIR CURRRENT TUBES CH25301 PER NASA INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE OFFICER:MSDS NOT REQ'D NOT REQD
MFGR: DRAEGERWERK AG
22766 HALOGENATED HYDROCARBONS IO0/A DETECTOR TUBE P/N 8101601. MSDS NOT REQD PER NASA INDUSTRIAL HYG NOT REQD
MFGR: DRAEGERNERK AG
=, NATIONAL ELECTRO-SALES CORP.
NESCO BATTERY SYSTEMS DIV. 1BUB6 7110 GERALD AVE./P.O.BOX 7840 VAN NUYS CA 91406-3779 (818) 781-0505
22541 LEAD ACID BATTERY 05/15/86
MFGR: GATES ENERGY PROOUCTS IN(:.
22541 LEAD ACID BATTERY 05/15/86
MFGR: GATES ENERGY PRODUCTS INC.
-* NATIONAL INOUSTRIES FOR /BLIND
FORMERLY: LIGHTHOUSE FOR THE B 83421 524 HAMBURG tURNPIKE WAYNE NJ 07470-0969 (201) 595-9200
FORMERLY: LIGHTI-IQUSE FOR THE B ECF22 524 HAMBURG TURNPIKE WAYNE NJ 07470(_9 (201) 595-9200
03984 DETERGENT. LIQUID. SPRAY BOTTLE NO DATE
MFGR: VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS
O 15354 DISI-_ASHING COMPOUND HAND TYPE II P-D-410 DLA MSDS
NFGR: GENERAL SERVICES AONIN.
,, NATIONAL MINE SERVICE CO.
ORAEGER TUBE SUPPLIER ECB48 CARNEGIE PA (412) 429-0800
08823 AIR CURRRENT TUBES CH25301 PER NASA INOUSTRIAL HYGIENE OFFICER:MSDS NOT REQ'D NOT REQD
MFGR: ORAEGERWERK AG
=- NATIONAL STARCH & CHEMICAL CO.
PERMABOND INTERNATIONAL DIV. 61078 480 SOUTH DEAN ST. ENGLEWOOO Nd 07631
85091 10 FINOERNE AVENUE BRIDGEWATER NJ 08807 (201) 755-4100
PERMABONO INTERNATIONAL DIV. PERMA 480 SOUTH DEAN ST. ENGLEWOOD NJ 07631
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06681 M-BOND 200 CATALYST 05/29/91
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VI_-tAY
** NATIONWIDE CIRCUIT PRODUCTS
ECBO0 2080 CALUMET STREET CLEARWATER FL 33515 (813) 446-4844







05255 PROTEASE L-252/925 FOTOGEL "
MFGR: PREMIER MALT-PRODUCTS
05258 SPIRIT THINNER,SPEEDY SQUEF_ZE 1825




MFGR: WYNN 01L CO
-* NEW ENGLAND NUCLEAR-SEE DU PON
ECF78
11636 PERMATEX FORM-A-GASKET #2 SEALANT 80011, TYII
MFGR: LOCTITE CORPORATION
** NIPRO, INC.
SEE: COLUMBIA NITROGEN CORP. ECFIO
11581 UREA
MFGR; COLUMBIA NITROGEN CORP.
** NISBETS, INC.
SEE ALSO: GLOVER NISBET / DIST EC043 P.O. BOX 177
13924 CHEVRON ATF DEXRON
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
13tt8 CHEVRON CUSTOM ROTOR OIL SAE 10W-30
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
2232? CHEVRON DELO HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
14783 CHEVRON DIESEL FUEL NO.2
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
07936 CHEVRON DURA-LITH GREASE EP 2
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
13923 CHEVRON GEAR OIL SAE 140
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
08095 CHEVRON GST OIL 46
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
07721 CHEVRON HEATING FUEL NO. t
EPOXY (WHITE) 06/30/92
NORTH BRANCH STREET CHICAGO IL 60622
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MFGR: CHEVRON USA
07678 CHEVRON HEAVY DUTY GREASE 2 CPS251709 06/16/89
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
11872 CHEVRON NL GEAR COMPOUND 150 CPS255053 07/20/89
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
05617 CHEVRON RPM DELO MOTOR OIL SAE 15W-40 CPS255020 09/20/89
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
11653 CHEVRON RPN DELO MOTOR OIL SAE 30 CPS225016 01/25/90
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
14860 CHEVRON RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 15W-40 CPS225044 12/31/91
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
14152 CHEVRON RPM HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OIL SAE 30 CPS225046 11/06/92
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
08278 CHEVRON UNIVERSAL GEAR LUBRICANT SAE 85W-140 CPS250103 01/19/90
MFGR: CHEVRON USA
20498 UNOCAL GUARDOL lOW 03650XXtl / CRANKCASE DIL 12/16/91
MFGR: UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA




07805 P.O. BOX 700
90194 P.O. BOX 700











ECB02 200 PROSPECT STREET
13026 KENDALL A-723 GREASE
MFGR: KENDALL REFINING COMPANY
WALTHAM MA 02254 (6t7) 894-0800
11/01/85
"* NU-EASE. INC.
ECM01 42644 VALLEY LINE RO. LANCASTER
58178 42644 VALLEY LINE RD. LANCASTER
20444 PINE CLEANER #70 1085 / NU-EASE PINE CLEANER _70
MFGR: GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
CA 93534 (805) 948-4525




- 17896 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT
MFGR: PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC.
ELIZABETH Nd 07201
A-A-665A/X8778;X8780.2,5.7,9;X8793.5;X9132,6.8 07/24/85
-- NYE, WILLIAM F. CO.
98354 12 HOWLAND ROAD
18954 ROYCO 825 HF
MFGR: ROYAL LUBRICANTS
FAIRHAVEN MA 02719 (508) 996-6721
04/21/89
• - OAKS TRADING POST
ECOll
12025 CENTERFIRE LAWNAN PISTOL AliIJNITION, ALL CALIBERS SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION. CLASS C EXPLOSIVES 03/00/91
GP23-1
10/03/94
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-* OCTA(;_ONPRDCESS, INC.
82925 596 RIVER ROAD
09426 DYKEM STEEL BLUE DX-IO0
MFGR: DYKEM COMPANY
03582 SHELL SPIRAX HEAVY DUTY 80W/90 •
MFGR: SHELL
04459 SULFURIC ACID
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I.. DE NENOURS & CO




59210 / LUBRICATING OIL






-, OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS, INC
T.GELNER NSD5 INFO/T.HEDGECDCK EC766 9940 BARNES CANYON ROAD SAN DIEGO CA 92121
06160 TONER NNT-535, KIT A, FOR 830 SERIES LASER PRINTER LASERPRO EXP.PRINT./C-SWBO27;PRT.NO.8872001CK)O
MFGR: HITACHI METALS, LTO
06160 TONER MMT-535, KIT A, FOR 830 SERIES LASER PRINTER LASERPRO EXP.PRINT./C-SWBO27;PRT.NO.8872001000




** OLD WORLD TRADING COMPANY
CLD WORLD INDUSTRIES INC. 2Ut30 4065 COMMERCIAL AVE. NORTHBROOK
C/O WESTWAY TRADING CORP. ECN72 2701TALLEYRAND AVE. JACKSONVILLE
OLD WORLD AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS OFGA3 4065 COMMERCIAL AVENUE NDRTHBROOK
15733 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 99.7% ANHYD T1238 / KSC-TG-PID-02







** OLE SARGE PAINT & EQUIPMENT
22269 UNIVERSAL PRIMER SURFACER
MFGR: TRENCO




-* OLIN CORP CHEMICALS OIV.
53084 P.O. BOX 2896
99530 120 LONG RIDGE RD.
- 17027 BRAKE FLUID AUTOMOTIVE (OLIN HDCP-420) VV-B-680
MFGR: PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP.
- 16039 SODIUM HYDROXIDE - 25_ KSC-TG-PID-08
NFGR: EG&G FLORIDA, INC.






19421CITGO NO. 93760, LUBRICATING OIL
MFGR: CITGO PETROLEUM CORPORATION
19420 ONC OUTBOARD LUBRICANT (ANNOTATED: TC-WII)
ItFGR: CITGO PETROLEUM CORPORATION
19422 SUNOCD 2-CYC TC-W3 ENG
NFGR: SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
BELDIT WI 53511
25-076 / OMC OUTBOARD LUBRICANT TC-W3 RED
25-435
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OXY METAL INDUSTRIES 9N347 21441 HOOVER ROAD WARREN MI 48089 (313) 497-9129
- 13047 BORIC ACID GRAN PI054 07/24/90
MFGR: VAN WATERS & ROGERS
13049 NICKELOUS CARBONATE 03/13/91
MFGR: BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.
• - OMNI BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
SHARP CO. EC294 P.O. BOX EG-953
OPZX8 2725 CENTER PL.
11258 JX-93DC DEVELOPER
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION









• , ONYX PETROLEUM, INC.
ADDRESS FROM FEDLOG DATABASE - OARK8 441 E. BUTLER PKWY.
14858 NO. 2 FUEL OIL DIESEL FUEL
MFGR: MARATHON OIL CO.
GAINESVILLE GA 30501 (404) 536-0068
02/13/92
** ORANGE CHEMICAL CO.
EC533
04392 ACETIC ACID
MFGR: BAKER, U.T. CHEMICAL CO.
DISTR: ORANGE CHEMICAL 04/13190
** OSHKOSH TRUCK CORP.
45152 2307 OREGON ST.






-* OSHKOSH TRUCK CORPORATION
ORZB8 2636 LASSO LANE
14199 MERCURY







OTB91 510 ALLIED INDUSTRIAL BLVO.
07106 CHLORINE
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.





MFGR: BAKER. j.T, CHEMICAL CO.
02294 METHYL ETHYL KETONE
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
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03535 PERCHLOROETHYLENE;TETRACHLOROETHYLENE PERCHLOR-DRY CLEAN 11/01/85
MFGR: PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.
01207 PHOSPHORIC ACID (70-85_) 09/IE/9t
MFGR: FmC CORPORATION
08995 SHELL CYCLO SOL 53 SOLVENT 83420.83428,89396 03/15/84
MFGR: SHELL
16039 SODIUM HYDROXIDE - 25% KSC-TG-PID-08 SEVERAL
tFGR: EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
09078 TSP-C 06/23/80
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
*, PACKAGING SERVICE CO.. INC.
EC378 4704 SHAME ROAD/P.O. BOX 675 PEARLAND TX 77581 (713) 485-1457
04981UNGAR ANTI-SEIZE #8001 05/10/85
MFGR: LRNN3AR
,* PAN ATLANTIC MINERALS
ECI36 P.O. BOX 280, RD# 1, BOX 312 AUTAUGAVILLE AL 36003 (205) 361-9533
13906 FOUNDRY/UTILITY/FRACTURING, SILICA. FILTER SANDS MAGNUM BLAST, MELTING,ENGINE,BLASTING,GLASS SANDS- 09/10/90
MFGR; FAIRNOUNT MINERALS, LTD.
*- PANASONIC
DIV: MATUSUSHITA ELECTRIC CORP ECE31 TWO PANASONIC WAY SECAUCUS Nd 07094 (201) 348-5200
OFFICE AUTOMATION ACCESSORIES OHXK8 2130 TOWNLINE ROAD PEORIA IL 61615 (800) 346-4768
11157 KX-PDP1 B-I0 BLACK DEVELOPER KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER 05/15/87
NFGR; TOMOEGAWA PAPER CO., LTD.
11156 KX-P450 NO.7 BLACK TONER KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER 05/15/87
MFGR: TONOEGAMA PAPER CO., LTD.
-, PANEF MFG CO
92000 5700 W. DOUGLAS AVE. MILWAUKEE WI 532181614
14650 NATURAL GRAPHITE 4726 / LUB-A-SPRAY 06/05/92
MFGR: SUPERIOR GRAPHITE CO.
11154 NATURAL GRAPHITE LS]O LT30 DG16 LUB-A-SPRAY L300 LSIO LT30 DG16 GRADE NO. 1485 01/05/90
MFGR: SUPERIOR GRAPHITE CO.
** PARKER RESEARCH CORP
26774 BOX 1406 DUNEDIN FL 34697 (813) 796-4066
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21876 8692 EPOXY FOR FIBER OPTICS CONNECTORS - PT A/PT B 80-6103-#_#/t-#.80-6104-####-#.80-61CHS-##_#-#.80-61 09/09/93
MFGR: 3M
** PEABOOY INTERNATIONAL CORP.
OMEGA CHEMICAL CO DIV. 30863
P 03749 CLEANING COMPOUND, AIRCRAFT SURFACE
MFGR: OMEGA CHEMICAL CORPORATION
** PENGEO INC.
ECE11
11043 IA-24 GLOSS FINISH. ALKYD ENAMEL
MFGR: PORTER PAINT CO.
• * PENNWALT CORPORATION
KEYSTONE DIV.
LUCIDOL DIV.
09096 TURCO AIR TEC #23
MFGR: TURCO PRODUCTS. I!_.
11495 TURCO 4215 ADDITIVE
MFGR: TURCO PRODUCTS, INC.
09083 TURCO 5122-D-2
' MFGR: TURCO PRODUCTS, INC.
MIL-C-25769 DLA MSDS
2402BLK.2410WH.2448XD BASE.2449LT BASE.2450DP BASE 05/26/89












01326 P.O. BOX 808
ECK35 PO BOX 2967
PENRECO DIV. ECK77 4401 PARK AVENUE
PENRECO DIV. ECK78 4426 E WASHINGTON BLVD
17115 705 MULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT (MFGR:PENNZOIL)
MFGR: WOLF'S HEAD OIL REFINING CORP.
** PERKIN-ELMER
VACUUM PRODUCTS DIV. 46555
EC315
THE INSTRUMENT DIV. 94722 761 MAIN AVE
GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS SECTOR APPL 26581
PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS OIV. ON1F5




• - PERKIN-ELMER COPR/PLASM PROD
16560 TRA-BDNO 2103 RESIN
MFGR: TRA-CON, INC





OIL CITY PA 16301 (814) 676-2711
HOUSTON TX 772522967 (713) 236-6070
DICKINSON TX 77539 (713) 236-6070
LOS ANGELES CA 990234411 (713) 236-6070
03/00/63
NORWALK CT 06859
PERKIN-ELMER VAC-SEAL EPOXY RESIN SEALANT #2886000 04/25/91
PERKIN*ELMER P/N 2886000 04/04/88
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94040
PERKIN-ELMER VAC-SEAL EPOXY RESIN SEALANT ,2886000 04/25/91
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CDF ASSEMBLY (PETN CORD) / (EXPLOSIVE) NO DATE
** PETRARCH SYSTEMS. INC.
SEE ALSO: HULS AMERICA (NAME C EC761 2731BARTRAM ROAD BRISTOL
12181 05635 C05635; DIMETHYLETHOXYSILANE
MFGR: HULS AI_ERICA INC.
PA 19007 (215) 781-9255
02/25/93
** PFIZER CHEMICAL CO
18988 235 E 42NO STREET NEW YORK NY 10017 (201) 546-7712
SEE ALSO: HARCROS PIGMENTS ECPIO
22387 BLACK IRON OXIDE BK-OOO1,-O724,-4799.-4799HP.-50OO,-SQOOHP,-5099,- 08/00/93
MFGR: HARCROS PIGMENTS° INC.
• - PHILLIPS & dACOBS
01765 R PROCESS GUM
MFGR: 3M
EC910 ORLANDO FL (407) 290-3447
77-9BOO-9948-3,-g949-J.9950-9;XP-1414-3080-9,-3081 10/10/88
*= PHIPPS PRODUCTS CORP.
OUT OF BUSINESS AS OF 6/87
01665 ACETONE, SYNTHETIC
MFOR: _W CHEMICAL CO.
19086 BRAKE FLUID 455
MFGR: OO_ CHEMICAL CO.
@ 20254 CHLORETHENE Nil SOLVENT
MFGR: DOW CHEMICAL CO.
00758 CHLOROTHENE SM SOLVENT
MFGR; DOW CHEMICAL C0.
16589 CHLOROTHENE VG SOLVENT C
II_FGR: OOW CHEMICAL CO.
16792 CLEANING COMPOUND SOLVENT(DISTR:PHIPPS)
MFGR: GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC.




- 09310 LACTOL SPIRITS (CHICAGO REFINERY)
MFGR: UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
02674 METHYL ETHYL KETONE. TECHNICAL
MFGR: HGECHST CELANESE CORPORATION
041211_ETHYL |_08UTYL KETONE. TECHNICAL
MFGR: CELANESE CHEMICAL
04647 MIL-L-15019C. SYMBOL 6135. BM54123
MFGR: MAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL
16797 NAPHTHA AROMATIC
laroR: GLOBE SOLVENTS CO. INC.
86511 186 LINCOLN ST. SUITE 502
O-A-51F




0-T-620 / MIL-T-81533 / 16896 09/15/92
t,l.1-TRICHLORDETHANE/O-T-620C/MIL-T-81533A/16822 05/23/83
NO DATE
STEAM DISTILLED WOOD TURPENTINE(DIST:CHEM-CENTRAL) 04/17/72
04230-40/TT-I-735 / ACS / USP / TECH?
TT-N-95 TY.II / AMSCD SOLV 1135-9500
PHIPPS: TT-M-261
ASTM D 1153
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01029 ODORLESS MINERAL SPIRITS TT-T-291F AM1 TY3/11241 (AMSCO SOLV 1241) 07/23/86
MFGR: UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
03330 VVC-O-376A
MFGR: NAYCO OIL & CHEMICAL
02672 XYLENE
MFGR: SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
00579 XYLENE
MFGR: SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
00579 XYLENE





TT-X-916 / ASTM D 846 / PHIPPS: PAINT THINNER
TT-X-916 / ASTM D 846 / PHIPPS: PAINT THINNER









MFGR: WHITTAKER,CLARK & DANIELS,INC.
03420 TALC





** POLYMER TECHNICS, INC
ECK36 2765 BUSINESS CENTER BLVD MELBOURNE
18998 T.R. BIO CLEAN 5-46 / 0100 / WATER TREATMENT
MFGR: ADVANCED POLYMER PRODUCTS, INC
FL 32940 (407) 253-0316
07/06/92
** POLYTHANE SYSTEMS, INC.
ECL80 P.O. BOX 1452
20351RUBINATE M (POLYMERIC MDI)
MFGR: ICI POLYURETHANES GROU[
SPRING TX 773831452




08403 M-COAT d - CURING AGENT
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS C_;_UP/OIV.VISItAY
08401 M-COAT d RESIN
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY
19102 M-COAT JL RESIN/CURING AGENT
MFGR: MEASUREMENTS GROUP/DIV.VISHAY
06017 PASA-JEL 107 M
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
16063 PASA-JELL 101
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC.
00213 PR-420, PART A
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC.
00213 PR-420. PART A
PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND CHEMICAL 83574 2820 EMPIRE AVENUE BURBANK
SEMCO DIVISION 92108 5454 SAN FERNANDO ROAD GLENDALE
SEE ALSO COURTAULDS AEROSPACE 8K647
NOW COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC. 9A232 5430 SAN FERNANDO ROAD GLENDALE
SEE ALSO COURTAULDS AEROSPACE 05027 410 JERSEY AVE GLOUCHESTER CITY
SEMCO PRODUCTS DIV. 92659 1366 KINGSLAND AVE ST. LOUIS






(PRC PR-1422 B-1/4 & B-1/2, PART B)
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MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE. INC-
00213 PR°420, PART A
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
00213 PR-420. PART A
MFGR: COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
00213 PR-420, PART A









*- PRINCO INSTRUMENTS, INC.
18863 METALLIC MERCURY
MFGR: MERCURY REFINING COMPANY 1NC
*- PRO CHEM PRODUCTS
EC061
04291AQUA AMMGNXA 260EG.BE'












SOUTHAMPTON PZ 18966 (215) 355-1500
05/07/91
ECA12 1020 INDUSTRIAL I-IWY.
MERRITT ISLAND
• = PROVOST OFFICE EQUIPMENT
ECD69 120 S. COURTENAY PKWY.
10207 WEBER COSTELLO MARKER BOARD CLEANER, #920-090 XREF:CG8249
MFGR; PENNER, d., CORPORATION
• * PYROIL/OIV. CHAMPION LABS
98727 P 0 BOX DRAWER 40
14183 IGNITION DRYER IG°N-12
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
• * PYTTRONIC IND.
ECE25
11102 ANTI-SEIZE THREAD LUBRICANT
MFGR: ACHESON (jAPAN) LTD.
• " QPL, INC.
FORMERLY OMNITECH INTERNATIONA OAO61 800 NORTH ACADIA ROAD
11238 POLISH, METAL (CLEANING & POLISHING) STAINLESS
MFGR: OMNITECH INTERNATIONAL, INC.
• * QUARTET MANUFACTURER
ECD36 SKOKIE
oi/29/9o
FL 32953 (407) 453-3000
02/02/88
ALBION IL 62806 (618) 445-2366
01/21/87
THIBOOAUX
STEEL, P-C-1121 B, TYPE I
(800) 338-8889
NO DATE
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14151 MARKER BOARD CLEANER N404 #550 12/15/88
MFGR: CHEMICAL PACKAGINK; CORP.
14150 MARKER BOARD REJUVENATOR N551 12/15/88
MFC_R: CHEMICAL PACKAGING CORP.
** RABCO, INC.
ALT.#:235-7914/ALT.ADD:5525 GR EC412 126 COTTAGE AVENUE MOORESTOWN
CHEMICAL CO_OL/I_S LTD. 23437 2426 hrd 108TH TER SUNRISE
11011 COCOON SOLVENT PROOUCT CODE: COCN SOLV
MFGR: BEST BROTHER_ PAINT MFG. CO.
** RADIO SHACK ,
MERCHANDISING DEPT./DIV. TANDY 62676 1400 ONE TANDY CENTER FORT WORTH
18685 INSTANT DUST REMOVER SPRAY RS 64-3325 RADIO SHACK LABEL
MFGR: TECH SPRAY
NJ 08057 (609) 235-5116
FL 33322 (305) 742-4034
01/10/90
TX 76102 (817) 390-3203
o7/I_/91
** RALRU8E INC.
ECP01 36977 FOX GLENN
- 22629 NOX RUST Xl10
MFGR: DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.
22630 NDX RUST 207
MFOR_ DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.
22429 NDX RUST 509
MFGR: DAUBERT CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.






00931 MOLD RELEASE 225
MFGR: LILLY, ELI, & COMPANY
01762 MR-225 AEROSOL 187-X102
MFGR; LILLY INDUSTRIES, INC.
01762 MR-225 AEROSOL 187-XI02
MFGR: LILLY INDUSTRIES, INC.
01762 MR-225 AEROSOL 187-XI02
MFGR: LILLY INDUSTRIES, INC.
22401 210 E. ALONORA BLVD. GARDENA
187X26
WAS RAM CHEMICALS DIV.
WAS RAM CHEMICALS DZV.







29068 7 KINGSBRIDGE RD. FAIRFIELO
3R832
06718 TONER FOR LP 4150/401B1 (BLK),MOOEL T397-19 KIT 80 TI P/N 2539120-(XX)1, 2539156




ECG16 P 0 BOX 240748/4746 SWEDEN RD. CHARLOTTE
11059 TRIACETIN 99_ T4370-2, A0771 & A0774
MFOR: ALDRICH CI'¢EMICAL CO.
NC 28224 (704) 554-7474
o6116/87
-- RECYCLENE PRODUCTS, INC.
EC811 405 ECCLES AVE.
06471 DOW CORNING 200 FLUID. 50 CS - ELEC. GRADE
S. SAN FRANCISCO CA 94080
10/11/85
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MFGR: DON CORNIN_3
• " RELIANCE UNIVERSAL, INC.
1930BISHOP LAI_E,LOUISV*L.KY 4 EC479 6901 CAVALCADE HOUSTON
- 13048 HEMPEL*S PRIMER ROSO-OSO2/ZINC DUST 911U-1984 GRAY PART A;PART B ZINC DUST
NFGR: KC COATINGS INC.
• " REXNORD CHEMICAL PRODUCTS IN_
SEE ALSO: _DNNEEK)RNBLDG PRI]O/ EC836 FERN PARK
ECA23 7711 COMPUTER AVE MINNEAPOLIS
4Z253 MILWAUKEE
06611 SODASORB 4-8 INO H / SODASORB 6-12 IND H BIOPAK 60 ABSORBENT
MFGR: GRACE, W.R., & CO.
06346 SONOLASTIC NP-1URETHANE SEALANT (3550) 31-957
mFGR: SONNEER)RN BL_ILDING PRODUCTS
• * RGF ENVIROMNENTAL
ECE23
11123 DESTROYER 115
NFGR; d & d CHEMICAL CO.
• - RFIDNE*POULENC
55693 P.O. BOX 2009
IE866 CN 5266
AG COMPANY DIV. 9Z675 P.O. BOX 12014-T.W. ALEXANDER
BASIC CHEMICALS DIV. ECL49 1 CORPORATE DR/BOX 881
03536 SEVIMOL BRAND 4 CARBARYL INSECTICIDE
MFGR: UNItMd CARBIDE
*" RHYTHM INDUSTRIES INC.
e 17586 MINERAL SPIRITS NONEXEMPT
MFGR: ASHLAhl) OIL,
** RICHARDS, S.P.. C0.
63564 1216 CLOUGH PIKE
INC.
ECK03
18564 PENTEL CORRECTION PEN (BLUE)
MFGR: PENTEL OF AMERICA, LTD.
"* RICHARDSON-VICKS
FORMERLY: RICHAROSON-MERRELL I 82716 10 WESTPORT RD
00788 TRI-FLOW/TRI-FLOW AEROSOL
MFGR: TH_SON & FORMBY INC.
00788 TRI-FLOW/TRI-FL_ AEROSOL
MFGHR: TttOMPSON & FORNBY INK:.
** RITTAL CORP.









PRINCETON NU 085435266 (201) 297-OIOO
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PA NC 27709 (800) 334-7577
SHELTON CT 06484 (800) 424-9300
PBO415,-16,-33,-35,-36,-37,-38,-39/SEE ALSO R06221 05/16/86
BATAVIA OH 45103 (513) 753-8828
RI-t200-2/THERMOMETER,SELF-INOICATING,LQ. IN GLASS DLA NSDS
ORLANDO FL
ZLI-W CORRECTION PEN (MULTI-PURPOSE)
WILTON CT 06897-4522
PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON
PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON
OH 45505462365671 1900 E UEFFERSON LN. SPRINGFIELD
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*, RIVERDATA
ECC21
09265 LP TONER KIT




09266 HTH DRY CHLORINE ORANULAR (#133245)
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
08/13/91
-= ROBERTS, E.V., ASSOCIATES
EC414
21997 EPOCAST HARDENER 951
MFGR: CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION
00823 EPON RESIN 828
MFGR: SHELL









22684 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT-ROBROY DARK GRAY VINYL #5736
MFGR: PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC.
18388 AICKINZAP
MFGR: BROOKS TECH, INC.




22683 RED VINYL TOUCHUP COATING











** ROCK OF AGES
ECC33 P.O. BOX 482






** ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP
13499 400 COLLINS ROAD NE CEDAR RAPIDS
CCAFS EC560 CCAFS
95105 COLLINS DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS CEDAR RAPIDS
ROCKWELL SERVICE CTR./THERMAL ECA20 KSC
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS G 03953 12214 LAKE'dOOD BLVD DOWNEY
GOVERNI_ENT PRODUCTS OIV. 78500 2135 W MAPLE RD TROY
SPACE SYSTEMS DZV. 6M347 12214 LAKEt_D BLVD. DOWNEY
00878 #73X WHITE MARKING INK NBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10900
MFGR: INDEPENDENT INK INC.
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- 00919 CHEMGLAZE WASH PRIMER 9924, PART A & B
MFGR : LORD CORPORATION
04510 CHEWLOK 205 ELASTOMER ADHESIVE
MFGR" LORO CORPORATION
- 08367 COATED LI-9(X)MATERIAL (k_tlTE/BLACK/GREY COATING)
NFGR : LOCKHEED
04512 OAPCOTAC //3001. CONTACT CEMENT "
WFGR: D. AIRCRAFT PROOUCTS CO.
06125 05635. DINETHYLETHOXYSILANE / MB0115-041
MFGR: PETRARCH SYSTEMS, INC.
06125 D5635, DIMETHYLETHOXYSILANE / MB0115-04t







08376 LUDOX COLLOIDAL SILICA
MFGR: DU PONT, E.I.. DE NEMOURS & CO
04526 PYROMARK SERIES 2500 YELLOW PAINT
MFGR: BIG THREE INDUSTRIES
06199 SK FR PRIMER (GREEN) DN9295
MFGR: OESOTO. INC.
OO1573 SS4155 SILICONE PRIMER MIXTURE
klFGR; GENERAL ELECTRIC
0451B- SUPER KORDPON ACTIVATOR
MFOR: DESOTO, INC.
08370 TETRAETHYL ORTHO SILICATE
MFGR: SPECTRUM CHEMICAL CO.
- 04518 VHT-SP-I01 COATING, FLAMEPROOF 1200 DEG.F, WHITE
NFGR: SPEREX CORPORATION/VHT
04527 VHT-SP- 102 COATING, FLAMEPROOF 1200 DEG.F, BLACK
NFGR: SPEREX CORPORATION/VHT
07489 73X BLACK MARKING 1NK
MFGR: INDEPENDENT INK INC.
07489 73X BLACK MARKING INK
NFGR: INOEPENDENT INK 1NC.
08368 85 CEMENT, R&R
NFOR : RANSOM & RANDOLPH CO.
-- ROCKWOOO SYSTEMS INC.
52659
• 14814 AER-O-FOAM B_ REGULAR 1110-2481-6
MFGR: CI'_ NATIONAL FOAM INC.
• _ ROCKY MOUNTAIN ARSENAL
EC574
15121 AEROZINE -50
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
I_BD 125-084 04/00/80
PRIMER/MBO-120-208/STVS-2B64/92050L 01/28/93
MBO 125-092/THERM. INSUL.NTL.W/CTG/W=WttT.B=BLK.G=GR 01/00/89
MBO 120-025 NO DATE
RE-WATERPROOFING SHUTTLE TILES.AFRSI/REPLAC.Z-60?9 NO DATE




DU000345 / MBO 115-011
HEAT RESISTANT PAINT / _ 125-063/39-2895-85072




MBO 125-089 / MSDS: SP-101 TO SP-118 SERIES
MBO 125-089 / MSDS: SP-101 T0 SP-118 SERIES
MBO 190-003 / 39-5453-10000 / MDM 1445


















HYDRAZINE 50%/1,I-DIMETHYLHYORAZINE 50% 01/23/87
(
( ( (
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** ROHM AND HAAS CO
SUPELCO IS A SUBSIDIARY 77902 INDEPENDENCE MALL WEST PHILADELPHIA
18146 MONOPLEX DOS FORMERLY ROHN& HAAS PRODUCT




76003 312 N BIG SPRING
00391 FOTOFOIL "A" ETCHANT
MFGR: MILLER DIAL CORP./FOTOFOIL OIV
760O3




11444 EPOXY ADHESIVE PART A
MFGR: GIBSON-HONANS
11393 EPOXY ADHESIVE PART B
MFGR: GIBSON-HOMANS





22877 8816 DIRECTORS ROW
05714 ULTRA SONIC CLEANER




07950 PO BOX 518 E. HANOVER
ECP37 72 EAGLE ROCK AVE. EAST HANOVER
11681 3031 RUST PREVENTATIVE (ROYCO 103) NIL-C-16173 D GR.I






** RUBATEX CORP./DIV.GREAT AM.IND
82942 RAILROAD AVE./P.O. BOX 340 BEDFORD
17903 RUBATEX 374 COATING LS-5048 / SEMI GLOSS LATEX PAINT
MFGR: DAVIS PAINT MANUFACTURERS,INC.
VA 24523 (703) 586-2611
O2/19/85
** RUSCOE, W.d., CO.
86839 485 KENMORE BLVD/P.O.BOX 2746 AKRON OH 443012891
03596 PLIOBOND 20 584004 / FORMER GOODYEAR PRODUCT, NOW ASHLAND
MFGR; ASHLAND OIL, INC.
(216) 253-8148
03/26/93
** RUSKA INSTRUMENT CORP.




372038 - 01125 / PETROLEUM LUBRICATING OIL 11/13/92
• - S & S SERVICES. INC.
EC174 127 ORANGE AVE.
14934 VARNISH,INSULATING,B-540-1 (S&S SERVICES BEI-914A)
MFGR: WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
COCOA FL 32922 (407) 632-4398
03/00/80
•,* 5.A.F.E. CO., INC.
GP23- 1
10/O3/94
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DRAEGER TUBE DISTR. ECB49 JACKSONVILLE FL (904) 356-5831
08823 AIR CURRRENT TLHBES CH25301 PER NASA INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE OFFICER:NSDS NOT REQ'D NOT REQD
NFGR : DRAEGERt#ERK AG
*= SAFECO
OSBFO









** SAN ANTONIO AIR LOGISTICS CTR.
SA-ALC/SFSP - FLUIDS PROCURED 98750
15121AEROZINE-50
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
17147 RP-1
NFGR: HOWELL HYDROCARBONS INC,





** SAN DIEGO VALVE & FITTING CO.
0<)042 SNOOP
MFGR: NUPR0
4M946 1295 MORFENA BLVD. SAN DIEGO CA 42110
LIOUID LEAK DETECTOR / MIL-L-25567C TY 1 O9/OO/91
** SANDOZ CROP PROTECTION
EC912 RT. 4 BOX 327
15666 BANVEL 720 ORGANIC HERBICIDE
NFGR: VELSICOL CHEMICAL CORP.
BEAUMONT TX 77705
11/15/85
** SANTA FE TEXTILES
13747 NEXTEL SERVED ROVING
MFGR: 3N




== SAUER MECHANICAL INC.
EC347
- 02537 SURFACTANT, FUEL, 47330(5




07019 KIT-TOeeER CARTRIDGE, LNO3X-AC
NFQR: RICOH LTD. JAPAN
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL
22-00062-01 11/15/85
** SCIENTIFIC GAS PRODUCTS, INC.
DIV. ASHLAND CHEMICAL CO. EC256 2330 HAMILTON BLVD.
(SEE ALSO SCOTT SPECIALTY GASE 54262 2330 HAMILTON BLVD
07179 AIR, L'OUPRESSED GAS IN CYLINDERS
S. PLAINFIELD
SOUTH PLAINFIELD
NO 07080 (201) 754-7700
NO O7080-3104 (201) 754-77OO
NO DATE
(, (, (
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MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11849 ARGON
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
10240 CARBON DIOXIDE IN NITROGEN
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11852 CARBON MONOXIDE
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11886 CARBON MONOXIDE IN HELIUM 21432
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11851 CARBON MONOXIDE. LIQUIFIED
MEGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11235 NITRIC OXIDE
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11922 NITRIC OXIDE IN NITROGEN
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
10241 NITROGEN
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11885 NITROGEN DIOXIDE IN AIR 23112
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11884 NITROUS OXIDE IN HELIUM 4-445
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11850 OXYGEN
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11255 OXYGEN IN HELIUM
MFGR: SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
11731PD (PLASTI DIP) (BEL-ART VIKEN DIP)
MFGR: PDI INC (PLASTIC DIP INTNL)
10958 POTASSIUM ACID PHTHALATE
MFGR: MALLINCKRODT
• , SCOTT AVIATION/DIV. FIGGIE INT
53655 225 ERIE ST.
08823 AIR CURRRENT TUBES CH25301
MFGR: ORAEGERWERK AG
• * SCOTT SPECIALTY GASES
AKA & FORMERLY SCOTT ENVIRONME EC098 ROUTE 611
FOI_WIERLY:SCOTT SPECIALTY _SES 51847 6tt P O BOX 0-11

























LANCASTER NY 14086 (716) 683-5100
PER NASA INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE OFFICER:MSDS NOT REO'D NOT RE(_D




GREEN COVE SPRINGS FL
22307 FIBERED ALUMINUM ROOF COATING.NON-FIBERED ALUMINUM ROOF COATING.MOBILE HOME ALUMINUM ROGF COATING
NFGR: GATE ROOFING MFG.
09413 HTH DRY CHLORINATOR GRANULAR CPE133099
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.
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15719 SAKRETE MORTAR MIX (SCOTTY'S BRAND) NO DATE
MFGR: BONSAL, W.R., COMPANY
** SEABI_EEZE SALES
ECA65 2170-A W.
06397 LATEX SATIN & EG-SHEL INTERIOR FINISHES
MFGR: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
11051PROI_tR 400 LATEX SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL
MFGR: SHERWZN-MILLIANS CO.
02676 STEEL-IT. POLYURET_, 1002 AEROSOL
MFGR: STAINLESS STEEL COATINGS,
11755 ULTRA HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYETHYLENE
MFGR: IMPACT PLASTICS
00218 5-MINUTE EPOXY RESIN / HARDENER
MFGR: ITW
INC.
HUY 520 COCOA FL 32926 (407) 639-6333







*= SEIDLER CHEMICAL & SUPPLY CO.
ECPTO 27 HAYNES AVENUE
22706 PALATINOL 711 (960)





14511 CARBON MONOXIDE/METHANE/ACETYLENE IN 02/N2
MFGR: SCOTT MEDICAL PRODUCTS
09/00/86
== SETRE CHEMICAL COMPANY
EC842 5100 POPLAR SUITE 3200 MEMPHIS
12995 KINETIC NONIONIC SURFACTANT
MFGR: HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY
TN 38137 (901) 761-0050
07/30/90
"" SHELL
SHELL OIL CO. 93508
SHELL OIL CO. 54527 1 SHELL PLAZA/BOX 2463 HOUSTON
SHELL CHEMICAL DIV., SHELL OIL 86961 1 SHELL PLAZA/BOX 2463 HOUSTON
SHELL CHEMICAL. CAGE NOT ASSIG 86916
SHELL INTERNAT'L CHEMICAL CO. EC548 SHELL CENTRE, LONDON SE1 7PG ENGLAND
SQUARE O GIBH. LISTED DLA AS SH D9495
08832 ROYCO 44 NIL-T-5544 / LUBRICATING GREASE
MFGR: ROYAL LUBRICANTS
TX 77001 (713) 473-9461
TX 77001 (713) 473-9461
04/21/92
=" SHEREX CHEMICAL CO INC
ECC05 5200 BLAZER MEMORIAL PKWY DUBLIN
09212 CA0-14 TECH DATA FOR CAO-5 ALSO





54636 PO BOX 67
2N538
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88573 WASHINGTON DC
82927 101 PROSPECT AVE N W CLEVELAND OH 441151042
KRYLON INDUSTRIAL ECIB8 6830 COCHRAN ROAD SOLON OH 44139 (800) 247-3266
(_J681 45{)6 L B NCLEOD ROAD ORLAN_ FL 32811 (407) 422-8186
jOHN LUCAS CO. DIV. 84920 FOSTER ROAD GIBBSBORO NJ 08026
01897 SPRAY GUN CLEANER SG-14 06/14/89
MFGR: KLEAN-STRIP/DIV.W.M.BARR
03965 777 & 778 FIRE RETARDANT VARNISH P/N 777 2-PART PRODUCT/CLEAR,OCEAN CHEM. 08/04/87
MFGR: OCEAN COATINGS, INC.
** SHERWOOD MEDICAL CO.
3H739 11311HAMMACK AVE. BRIDGETON MO 630442305
18211 LIST OF API NON-HAZARDOUS PRODUCTS 8886-W#####/MSDS NOT REQUIRED,LETTER RECEIVED 1/93 NOT REQD
NFGR; ANALYTAB PRODUCTS
13257 $PECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION I 07/11/86
MFGR: MONK)jECT SCIENTIFIC
13258 SPECTRO CHEK - SOLUTION II 07/11/86
MFGR: MONOJECT SCIENTIFIC
• * SHIELD PACKAGING CO., INC,
ECFOB PETER ST.
03428 OIL-ES-OIL
MFGR: AMERICAN DURAFILM CO.
WEBSTER
MSDS IS FROM SHIELD PACKAGING CO.
MA 01570 (619) 949-0900
IO/OI/B6
** SIKKENS AEROSPACE FINISHES
DIV.AKZO COATINGS AMERICA(WAS EC012 20846 S. NORMANDIE AVE. TORRANCE
SEE ALSO AKZO COATINGS EC7B8 P.O. BOX 2730 HARTFORD
- 02088 BQSTIK X-304, AMINE CURING AGENT FOR 443-1 SERIES USBI SIP 409o478o487o1304
MFGR: AKZO COATINGS INC.
02087 SIKKENS EPOXY PRIMER REDUCER / TL-52
MFGR: AKZO COATINGS INC.





55659 RR 1 BOX 334,
14193 NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY CLOSED CYLINDRICAL
MFGR: GATES ENERGY PRODUCTS INC.
EIGHTY FOUR PA 153309614 (4t2) 941-9701
01/04/90
*- SKYBRYTE CO
SKY 3125 PERKINS AVE.
6N876 3125 PERKINS AVE.
ECL48 3125 PERKINS AVE
08628 CARBON DIOXIDE











22226 MURIATIC ACID (HYDROCHLORIC ACID)
MFGR: SUNBELT CHEMICALS
MSDS_ MSOS2.DC3 03/00/93
*- SMITH MOTOR SUPPLY
GP23-1
10/03/94
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NAPA PARTS SUPPLIER ECU97 72 E. MERRITT ISLAND CSWY. MERRITT ISLAND FL 32954-0095 (407) 452-4600
- 22408 A-1216 - NEGUIAR'S CAR CLEANER WAX-LIQUID 04/24/90
NFGR: MEGUIAR' S
18357 BATTERY CABLE & TERN PROT. TM-2073 765-t303 06/05/86
MFGR: AEROSOL SYSTEMS INC.
** SOHIO ENGINEERED NATERIALS CO.
FIBERS DIVISION ECB67 P O BOX B08
08904 FIBERFRAX LO CON FELT
MFGR: CARSORUNOUMCONPANY





NFGR: POLYTHANE SYSTEMS, INC.
20351RUBINATE M (POLYNERZC MD1)
MFGR: ICI POLYURETHANES GROU[
1/P.O. BOX 996 SEBASTIAN FL 32958
USED W/ICX POLYURETHANES GROUP RUSINATE M
USED W/PSI $2OO-20 MFG. BY POLYTHANE SYSTEMS
02/10/92
NO DATE
• * SOLUTEK CORPORATION
INCLUDES COMPUGRAPHIC MSDS'S 20536 94 SHIRLEY STREET
05539 Z-DEVELOPER, G-B4D-1 (REVISED)-NBI
MFGR: AGFA CORP.
BOSTON NA 02119 (617) 445-5335
04/DO/Be
** SONNEBORN
SEE ALSO WITCO / REXNORD EC247
07211SONNEBORN EPOLITH SURFACER ACTIVATOR
MFGR: REXNORD CHENICAL PRODUCTS INC
158A o6/2_/86
** SOUTH BEND LATHE
55985 400 WEST SAMPLE STREET SOUTH BEND 1N 46625
18210 AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL OIL NO. 68 SBL: CE 1600 - CE 2019
MFGR: AMOCO OIL COMPANY
13501 AMOCO SPINDLE OIL C SOUTH BEND LATHE PROD,#S: CE1603, CE20t9




** SOUTHEAST HARDWARE SUPPLY
ECB03
08425 ELECTRODE CLEANING SOLUTION 50 ML BTL
MFGR: NOVA BIOMEDICAL




** SOUTHEAST SUPPLY SERVICE
ECE97 322 CLEARLAKE ROAD COCOA FL 32922
11519 ANNONIUN PARAMOLYBDATE CATALOG# AX1310 09/00/83
NFGR: EM SCIENCE
11556 CELLPACK (PK-3OL/IOL) BAXTER B3135-31P,-31PA/DILUENT,BUFFERED SALINE SOL 02/15/90
MFGR: TOA MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (USA)
11567 HISTAN (HS-10) BAXTER B3135-37 / IN VITRO HBG CN METHO0 REF.SOLN 02/15/90
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07113 LYSE S TIT DIFF LYTIC REAGENT (500 ML) 0199331 / 8546757 / 8546983 05/24/94
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
1;555 MANORESH (MR-50)
MFGR: TOA MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (USA)
108910UICKLYSER (QLY-21OA,2OOA)
MFGR: T0A MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (USA)
11518 SALT CAKE; DISODIUM SULFATE
MFGR: EM SCIENCE
08167 TABEX 3" CHLORINATION TABLETS
MFGR: GREAT LAKES BIOCHEMICAL CO.
INSTRUMENT CLEANING DETERGENT, SURFACTANT SOLUTION 02/15190
BAXTER B3135-32,32A/HBG REAGENT,WBC LYSING REAGENT O2/15/90
SXO761.SXO759,SXO760,SXO763.SXO?65, 6647. 6639 05/26188
09102187
=- SOUTHERN AGRICULT.INSECTICIDES
HENDERSONVILLE & ????, NC EC809 P 0 BOX 218
03140 CITCOP 4E - EMULSIFIABLE LIOUID COPPER FUNGICIDE
MFGR: TENNESSEE CHEMICAL COMPANY
PALMETTO FL 33561 (813) 722-3285
O6/00/84
*- SOUTHERN CHEMICALS & SUPPLY
EC436 P.O. BOX 615
02626 BWT-IO0, WT-206, BOILER COMPOUND (MFGR: AMREP)
MFGR: AMREP. INC.
FT. WALTON BEACH FL 32540 (904) 863-3933
09/00/85
• - SOUTHERN COATINGS, INC.
EC054 P.O. BOX 160
11639 EKTASOLVE EP SOLVENT
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
SUMTER SC 29150 (803) 775-6351
SPC 25919 O2/18/92
*- SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES
EC664
05407 PRO-SEAL 870. CLASS A, BASE
MFGR: COURTAULOS AEROSPACE. INC.
05406 PRO-SEAL 870. PART A, ALL CLASSES
MFGR; COURTAULDS AEROSPACE, INC.
POLYSULFIDE RUBBER
MANGANESE DIOXIDE DISPERSION,FULLY ENCAPSULATED
07/24190
08/02/86
=* SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CRP
EC091 2558 28TH AVE. NORTH ST. PETERSBURG FL 33713
00788 TRI-FLOW/TRI-FLOW AEROSOL PENETRATING LUBRICANT/MFGR.SAYS: CONTAINS TEFLON
MFGR: THOMPSON & FORMBY INC.
(813) 323-13OO
06/17191
=* SOUTHERN JANITORIAL SUPPLY
(800) 432-6295 EC168 34 E, COURT ST.
(800) 432-6295 OPBN1 34 E. COURT ST.
05690 AEROOET H.D. CLEANER DEGREASER CONC.
MFGR: HYSAN CORPORATION
05819 BRUTE
MFGR: JOHNSON, S.C., & SON, INC.
18486 CLEAR THRU GLASS CLEANER (CLEAR SHEEN)
MFGR: HYSAN CORPORATION
06581FOOOSERVICE JOY
MFGR: PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.
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MSDS
TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE
MFGR: VARLEY, JAMES, & SONS
07111 PINK LOTION LIQUID HAND SOAP
MFGR: TR]PLES
07643 SPECTRA IX: (604)
MFGR: CANDY & CO.
11534 SSS CENSOR VANDAL MARK REMOVER
MFGR: TRIPLE S
11068 SSS DEOOORANT BLOCKS, 001
MFGR: TRIPLE S
06727 SS$ FOAM DISINFECTANT CLEANER
MFGR: TRIPLE S










• * SOUTHERN MILL CREEK PRODUCTS -"
7/89 BOUGHT BY VI_&R ?? _ 14968 5414 N. 66TH ST/PO BOX 1096 TAMPA FL 33601 (Bt3) 626-2111
SEE ALSO: CROMPTON & KNOWLES C ECL29
03129 GENCOR 5E CRACK & CREVICE COCKROACH GROWTH REGUL. RF NO.209/GENCOR FOGGER COCKROACH GROWTH REGULATOR 12/00/86
MFGR: ZOECON INOUSTRIES
03128 PYRETHRINS ULV, FOGGING CONCENTRATE 05/22/86
MFGR: ZOECON INDUSTRIES
-= SPACELAB-O PAYLOAD (STS-47)
ECD74
10859 ACETIC ACID GLACIAL
MFGR: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVtCES
10860 ALKYL ARYL SULFONATES LAURYL ALCOHOL SULFATES
MFGR: BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.
- 10880 BAKELITE CYCLOALIPHATIC EPOXY RESIN ERL-4206
MFGR: PELLA. TED. INC.
10862 CALCIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE
MFGR; MALLINCKRODT
- 10863 CHARCOAL ACTIVATED
MFGR: MALLINCKRODT
10864 CHORIONIC GONADOTROPIN FROM HUMAN PREGNANCY URINE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
10865 ETHYL ALCOHOL USP 190 PROOF
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
10866 ETHYL ALCOHOL 200 PROOF SDA 3A
MFGR: SI_ CHEMICAL COMPANY
10861 ETHYL P-AMINOBENZOATE CRYSTALLINE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
10875 FETAL BOVINE SERUM
MFGR: t_HITTAKER, M.A. BIOPRODUCTS
10867 FICOLL TYPE 400-DL
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
10868 FORMALIN SOLUTION NEUTRAL BUFFERED
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
10869 GENTAMICIN SULFATE
MFGR: SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
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NFGR: UNION CARBIDE
10871HEPES SODIUM





05463 ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, 70_
MFGR: SHELL
10873 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE, HEXAHYDRATE
MFGR: ALFA PRODUCTS
10874 OSMIUM TETROXIDE




MFGR: BAKER, d.T, CHEMICAL CO.
10878 SODIUM CHLORIDE SIGMA GRADE
MFGR; SIGN& CHEMICAL COMPANY
04694 SODIUM HYDROXIDE ANHYDROUS PELLETS
MFGR: SIC_A CHEMICAL COMPANY
IO879 SODIUM PHOSPHATE MONOBASIC
MFGR: MALLINCKRODT























== SPECIALTY PLASTICS CO., INC.
12811 10335 S DOLFIELD RD
04439 DOW CORNING 3140 RTV COATING
MFGR: D0W CORNING
BALTIMORE MD 21208 (301) 356-7700
09/11/93




07139 MICROLITE - R SERIES
MFGR: MANVILLE
07126 PC 88 ADHESIVE COMPONENT l
NFGR: PITTSBURGH CORNING CORP.
07123 PC 88 ADHESIVE COMPONENT 2
NFGR: PrTTSBURG;-f CORNING CORP.
08134 WHITE VINYL PRESSURE SENSITIVE
MFGR: COI_AC CORPORATION
06522 ZESTON PVC FITTING COVERS & FG INSERT
IIFGR: MANVILLE
07138 ZESTON 2000, FITTING COVERS OR dACKETING
MFGR: MANVILLE
FIBER GLASS WOOL INSULATION 03/10/91
FIBROUS GLASS INSULATION 07/30/90
ASPHALT CUTBACK/PT.t OF 2 FOR BONDING FOAMGLAS INS O6/18/90
10/01/90
PERM TAPE .2OO-6
FIBER GLASS WOOL INSULATION
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DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P I06
MSO$
TRADENAME COII_ENTS DATE
63415 14422 S. SAN PEDRO ST. GARDINA
IL935
• 04819 ACETONE ACS (MFGR: d.T. BAKER. SPECTRUM)
MFGR: CHEMICAL COMI4OOITIES AGENCY
• * SST CORPORATION
FAX PHONE: (201) 473-4326? ECF87
- tIM23 PHENYTOIN SOIDIUM. DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN SODIUM
MFGR: RECOROATI
• * STA ADHESIVES/DIV. MASK-OFF
EC075 328 W. CHESTNUT AvE. MONROVIA
04284 E 5543 A/E 5543 B STA-ADHESIVE PARTS A & B
MFGR: MASK-OFF CO.,INC/STA-ADHESlVES
04284 E 5543 A/E 5543 B STA-ADHESlVE PARTS A & B
MFGR: MASK-OFF CO.,INC/STA-ADHESIVES
• " STABLER PAINT MFG. CO.
ECD77 P.O. BOX 5406 BIRMINGHAM
10888 DIXSODECYL PHTHALATE
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
• - STANLEY WORKS
STANLEY ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES DI ECN98 RT3 6 & HYDE ROAD FARMINGTON
21281 SF96-100 STANLEY P/N 311382
MFGR: GENERAL ELECTRIC
• * STANLEY, HERBERT
ECJ68
08183 PUTZ POMADE LIQUID ROLLER CLEANER
MFGR: BURNISHINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
• * STARGATE DISTRIBUTING
OPBA8 34 N. ORLANDO DRIVE COCOA BEACH
20508 MIRROLAC COVER UP INT/EXT ACRYLIC-URETHANE ENAMEL B8203 / GLOSS BLACK
MFGR: DEVOE & RAYNOLDS, INC.
"* STARRETT, L.S., CO.
WEBBER GAGE DIVISION 64204 24500 DETROIT ROAD CLEVELAND
57163 121 CRESCENT ST, ATHOL
ECM82 BOX 408 RIVERSIDE DR MT. AIRY
20377 ,LAYOUT DYE BLUE LAYOUT LACQUER 8968-68B STARRETT: KLEENSCRIBE CAT# 1610
MFGR: RAFFI& SWANSON. INC.
20478 L. $. STARRETT BLUE LAYOUT LACQUER LAST DATE OF MANUFACTURE 8/5/92
MFGR: ORB INDUSTRIES
06752 STARRETT CLEANER
MFGR: SURRY CHEMICALS. INC.
• - STELCO
EC819 HAMILTON ONTARIO. CANADA
110104466000 / ANTIEPILEPTIC DRUG




CA 91016 (213) 359-3261
09/10/86
PN# Y-1,Y-3, ROLLER CLEANER & DEGLAZER
o9/IO/66
AL 35207 (205) 328-6331
07/00/86
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...................................................................................................................................
06538 CHEMEX ULTRA ASBESTOS SEALANT VINYL ACRYLIC EMULSION #5669, #5665 (#12-B?) 07/11/88
MFGR: CHEMEX PAINT & COATINGS, INC.
=* STEVEN INDUSTRIES
STEVEN IND.=GOVT.CONTRACTS,DUN 33150 P.O. BOX 8
5P9S7 3g-AVENUE C
70372 39 AVE. C
03778 ADHESIVE (RUBBER X-822)
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
08273 ADHESIVE FOR ACOUSRICAL (SIC) MATERIALS
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO
0839? ADHESIVE PAPER LABEL
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
@ 03320 ADHESIVE, DESIGN S 1293 (NFGR: CLIFTON ADHESIVES)
MFGR: CLIFTON ADHESIVES
04567 ALOX 2028D, CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPDUNO
MFGR: ALOX
06260 ARMAFLEX FINISH (GRAY)
MFGR: ARMSTRONG WORLO INDUSTRIES
08321 CASEIN GLUE/456-P-2-GOVERNMENT
MFGR: NATIONAL CASEIN OF NEW dERSEY
03195 COATING, CORROSION RESISTANT, MIL-C-B1706 QPL
MFGR: AMCHEM PRODUCTS, INC.
15174 E-1293 #4100-0321
MFGR: CLIFTON ADHESIVES
00823 EPON RESIN 828
MFGR: SHELL
08396 FILLER WOOD PLASTIC
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
05399 H-1076
MFGR: SHORE UBS CHEMICAL CO., INC.
04565 KRYLON BRIGHT SILVER OR DULL ALUMINUM SPRAY PAINT
MFGR: BORDEN, INC.
07575 LIQUID PROTECTANT
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
07575 LIQUID PROTECTANT
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
08215 PERIl-SURE I-C 102
MFGR: BIRMA PRODUCTS CORP
• 06435 PRDTEXEM IIOOEL 100, PAINTBRUSH CONVERTER
MFGR: PRDTEXEM/DIV.EEZ LABORATORIES
11009 RUST INHIBITIVE COATING
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO
11009 RUST INHIBITIVE COATING
MFGR: BAKER SEALANTS & COATING CO.
13374 SC-1185
MFGR: FULLER, H.B










CASEIN GLUE, STEVEN INDUSTRIES MMM-A-125
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MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
00340 TECTYL 437
NIFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
03554 TECTYL 846
MFGR: ASHLANO OIL, INC.
13263 TECTYL 894 (DORD)
MFGR: ASHLANO OIL, INC.
- 04140 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD, PT.I&II
MFGR: TURCO PRODUCTS, INC.
- 04140 TURCOAT ACCELAGOLD, PT.I&II
MFGR: TURCO PRODUCTS. INC.
02628 WB ARMAFLEX FINISH
MFGR: ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES
21613 ZINC CHROMATE PUTTY




18878 ALEMITE CO-2 CAR8 CLEANER
MFGR: ALEMITE CD-2 COMPANY
-* STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
EC591 2270 SOUTH 88TH STREET
SEE ALSO: SWEN EC650 2270 SOUTH 88TH ST.
DISTR FOR SWEN SONIC CORP, 55299
18099 STDRAGETEK TAPE UNIT CLEANING FLUID
MFGR: SWEN SONIC CORPORATION
04823 STORAGETEK TAPE UNIT CLEANING FLUID
MFGR: TECH SPRAY
*= SUBURBAN PROPANE GAS CORP.
DIV. OUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP. 52413 2019 I-tidY. U.S. 1 NORTH
10242 LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS / PROPANE
MFGR: QUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP.
MIL-C-I1796C, CL.3
PETROLEUN BASED RUST PREVENTATIVE
STEVEN IND.: MIL-C-16173D. GRADE IlI
MIL-C-81706
MIL-C-8t706













4043586-01 / DETERGENT-BASED,STILL AVAILABLE
(303) 673-5670
12/92 11/02/89
4026265-O1,-02,-03,-04,-05; 12120; 18832 / (HUB AN 11/02/89
TITUSVILLE FL 32796 (407) 267-6411
09/Ot/88
*- SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
SUNOCO 78628 TEN PENN CENTER/1801 MARKET ST PHILADELPHIA
8X531
03788 SUNISO 3GS REFRIGERATION OIL, 26289
MFGR: VIRGINIA KMP CORP.
17097 SUNISO 4GS REFRIGERATION OIL
MFGR: VIRGINIA KMP CORP.
*= SUNTEC PAINT, INC.
ECE14






CF. VIRGINIA KMP OF DALLAS TX & WITCD SONNEBORN
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...................................................................................................................................
SUBSIDIARY ROHM & HAAS CO. EC429 SUPELCO PARK BELLEFONTE PA 16823-0048 (814) 359-3441
- 18041 ENAMEL,ALKYD,GLOSS LO VOC CNT BLUE 15045 TT-E-489H / 774506 12 03/15/91
MFGR: PRATT & LAMBERT
19603 LIGHT REDWOOD STAIN
MFGR: FARWEST PAINT
07578 PSI-601 SILICONE SEALANT
MFGR: POLYMERIC SYSTEMS. INC.
02977 URANYL NITRATE
MFGR: BAKER, G.T. CHEMICAL CO.
07746 ZINC







• - SUPERIOR TRACTOR
ECHO1
13510 MASSEY-FERGUSON MULTI-PURPOSE PERMATRAN III




52780 P.O. BOX 130 ARLINGTON TX 76010
04592 CIDEX ACTIVATED DIALDEHYDE SOLUTION/ACTIVATOR VIAL 2245,2250,2253/FORMERLY SURGIKOS
MFGR: dDHNSDN & OOHNSON NEDICAL, INC
04592 CIDEX ACTIVATED DIALDEHYDE SOLUTION/ACTIVATOR VIAL 2245.2250,2253/FORMERLY SURGIKOS
MFGR: JOHNSON & JOHNSON MEDICAL, INC
08398 UCARCIDE ANTIMICROBIAL 225 GLUTARALDEHYDE, 25% AQUEOUS SOLUTION
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE







-* SUTTON & CLARK
EC055
22155 STYLE 564 EPDM
MFGR: BOSTON INOUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
o8/15/89
** SWITZER BROTHERS, INC.
EC398
03382 202 ACRYLIC PAINT
MFGR: DAY-GLO COLOR CORP.
MIL-P-21563,PAINT SYSTEM,FLUORESCENT,OVERLAY MAT'L 01/14/86
• * SYSTEMARK, INC.
EC979
07607 LPS 12 TONER, (SEE MSDS FOR MANY PART & MODEL #'S) OIST:WANG LAB PN 725-2678
MFGR: XEROX
05/02/88
*- SYSTEMS AUTOMATION, INC.
£C915




COULD NOT IDENTIFY COMPANY FRO EC040 FT. LAUDEROALE FL
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 OISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 110
DISTRIBUTOR
MSDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COIW4ENTS DATE
22109 GLUE BOND & RESIN BONO DISCS STICK ON DISCS & PLAIN CLOTH,SLOTTED,UNSLOTTED.FIB 01/OO/93
MFGR: SUPERIOR ABRASIVES, INC.
** TAMPA Ai_IIATURE WORKS
EC441 440 S. 78TH ST. TAMPA FL
03646 ANDEROL 750 OIL 10/14/83
MFGR: NgJODEX INC.
-_ TAYLOR DISTRIBUTORS
ECNtO ORLAkK)O FL 32801
20344 SEAMFIL 901 & ALL COLORS CELLULOSE BUTYRATE LACQUER 02/12/91
MFGR: KAMPEL ENTERPRISES, INC.
20342 SF99 SOLVENT KAMPEL BLENO 3293 02/12/91
MFGR; KANPEL ENTERPRISES, INC.
** TAYLOR FREEZER
ECH67 ROCKTON IL 61072








12117 CORFIL 615 POTTING COMPOUND 08/16/89
MFGR: AMERICAN CYANAMID
-* TECHNOLUBE PRODUCTS CO.
DIV. LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES C EC754 3365 E. SLAUSON AVE. VERNDN CA 9{)058 (213) 581-2036
DIV. LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES C 8X842 3365 E. SLAUSON AVE. VERNON CA SK)058 (213) 581-2036
C_o043 MIL-H-56CNSE, AML, HYDRAULIC FLUID / A0600 TECItNOLUBE: H-5t50HA HYDRAULIC FLUID 02/03/87
MFGR: LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES CO.
@ 17894 TECHNOLUBE FB-O03 MIL-H-5606 / HYDRAULIC FLUID, PETROLEUM BASE DLA MSDS
MFGR: LUBRICATING SPECIALTIES CO.
*- TEKTRONIX, INC.
80(0)9 P.O. BOX 500 BEAVERTON OR 97077 (503) 627-7255
8S696 26 COMPUTER DRIVE WEST ALBANY NY 12205-1607 (518) 458-7291
19922 GLYCERINE, USP, 96% 38688 / TEKTRONIX P/N 006-2790-00 03/20/88
MFGR: DOW CHEMICAL CO.
** TEMPE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY
ECE56
OKU36 412 WEST ORION STREET TEMPE AZ 85283 (602) 831-1433
11262 STEEL IT HIGH TEMP #5903A AEROSOL 03/00/90
MFGR: STAINLESS STEEL COATINGS, INC.
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99559 P.O. BOX 2511 HOUSTON TX 77001 (504) 279-9481
18950 LINK BELT HYDRAULIC OIL GR 46 06/26/91
NFGR: VISCOSITY OIL CO.
• - TEXACO
TEXACO LUBRICANTS CO. DIV.
CHEMICAL COMPANY
00052 PROPANE/LPG
59595 P 0 BOX 509
86382 P 0 BOX 509
7B131 P.O. BOX 509
8D204 P.O. BOX 509
99748 3550 WILSHIRE BLVD
2R503 P.O. BOX 4427
ECJ82







NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
NY 12508 (914) 831-3400
CA 900101801
TX 772104427 (914) 838-7204
06/20/89









06668 24500 HWY 290
3B433
1V648 5701 AIRPORT ROAD







SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP / FORMERLY 01295 8330 LBJ EXPY/P.O. BOX 655303 DALLAS
TEXAS INSTRUNENTS SUPPLY COMPA 2B643 DALLAS
13335 DEVELOPER BEAOS-JX-95ND/DC. DEVELOPER KIT T125598BO-O001
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION
21851 0PC-2108 PAGE PRINTER/OPC KIT 81
MFGR: RICOH CORPORATION
13333 PHOTOCONDUCTOR FOR JX-9500
MFGR: SHARP CORPORATION
11541RICOH LP OPC 10
WFGR: RICOH LTD. dAPAN
06718 TONER FOR LP 4150/4081 (BLK).M, ODEL T397-19 KIT BO TI P/N 2539120-OOO1. 2539156
MFGR: RICOH LTD. JAPAN
TX 75266
TX
TX 77429 (713) 894-3000
TX
TX 76503 (817) 774-6165
CA 91367 (818) 704-8100
TX 75265-5303 (214) 997-2466
TX
O7/13/89
G705-52 / TI P/N 2539121-0001
TI 2559881-0(01,TI 2550482-0001 OPC CARTRIDGES






ARTHUR H. THOMAS 59728
02988 PARAFFIN
MFGR: BAKER, J.T, CHEMICAL CO.
1='0121 -02 os/oe/e6
• * TIGER GRIP
DIV.SHERWIN-WILLIAMS / INFO.PH EC725 PO BOX 6709




OH 44101 (216) 566-2917
07/16/85
,- TILLEY CHEMICAL CO. INC.
ECE68 501 CHESAPEAKE PARK PLAZA BALTIMORE MD 21220
11347 SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SOLVENT _A2-190 PROOF DENATURED ETHANOL;DENATURED ALCOHOL 0'5/12/89
GP23-1 MATERIALSAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SVSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/_4 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX p. 112
DISTRIBUTOR M._D'S
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...................................................................................................................................
MFGR: BP CHEMICALS INC.
*- TIMBER PRODUCTS
ECE9B
07620 CLASS I FOAM SEALANT
MFGR: GEOCEL CORPORATION
** TRACER TECH, SHANNON LUMINOUS
63328






60532 3600 PAMMEL CREEK ROAD LA CROSSE
18000 PAINT EXECUTIVE CQIIPOUNI)
MFGR: CUSTOM-PAK PRODUCTS, INC.
W1 54601





** TRI-FLOW DIV. RICHARDSON VICKS
REPLACED:SEE: THOMPSON & FORMB 3R621
04299 T_SON'S WATER SEAL BRAND WATERPROOFING FORMULA 101
MFGR: THOMPSON & FORMBY INC,
-* TRIANGLE CORP.
ECP99
00309 CLEANER LUBE 1234, 2034
MFGAR; RA_ COMPANY, INC.
** TRIANGLE TOOL GROUP
SUB OF TRIANGLE CORP. ECG23
12213 LIQUI-TOOL 14t0-16. RAWN 31001
MFGR: RAWN COMPANY, INC.
** TRIWELL MARKETING AND REFZNING
CONTRACT 3-1-91 FOR 2 YEARS W/ OKDA4 123 MAIN STREET, SUITE 630
14859 GASOLINE, BP REGULAR P 1635
MFGR: BP OIL COMPANY
** TSUMURA
ECOO2
22765 da4L_S MEDICAL DERMA CIDOL
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17908 PRIMECOAT FRAME SEALER B-535 / TAPE LIQUID 09/18/90
MFGR: ADVANCE PROCESS SUPPLY CO.
*- TURNER, B08, SUPPLY
EC376 440 SHEARED BLVD. COCOA




• _ TYRA CO
'ECP53
22670 WELD-ON #1950 COMPONENT A &'B
MFGR: IPS
TYRA ADHESIVE 31013 01/00/94
=* U,S. AIR FORCE
SUPPLY SYSTEM. PAFP & CCAFS EC462
SUPPLY SYSTEM, PAFB & CCAFS / EC720
SEE ALSO SA-ALC EC744
03874 ISOPREP 177
MFGR: WITCO CORPORATION
03876 OAKITE ALUMINUM CLEANER 166




• * U.S. ARMY
U.S. ARMY MISSILE COMMAND 18876
ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 81336
NOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPN 97403
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTE 19200
(EGG) ARMY
ARMAMENT MATERIAL RE 69678
NATICK RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 81337
PINE BLUFF ARSENAL ECH27
CECON - COMMUNICATIONS & ELECT OEdS9 TINTON AVE
21802 NICKEL-CADMIUM (NI-CD) BATTERY, SEALED

















Nd 07703-5000 {908) 532-2027
08/31/93
*, U.S. BORAX INC.
FORMERLY UNITED STATES BORAX & 24611 3075 WILSHIRE BLVD. LOS ANGELES
NAME CHANGED - DIAL CORP ECN19 26877 TOURNEY RO VALENCIA
00062 BORAXO POWOERED HAND SOAP NEW NFGR 12/92
NFGR: DIAL CORPORATION
00(02 BORAXO POWDERED HAND SOAP NEW MFGR 12192
MFGR: DIAL CORPORATION
CA 90010 (714) 774-2673





06010 T-9 uRETHANE THINNER
WFGR: GROW GROUP
90608 831 SO. 21ST. ST. ST. LOUIS NO 63103 (314) 621-0525
03/26/88
• - UDYLITE CORPORATION
EC570 DETROIT NI 48234
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
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...................................................................................................................................
03666 CHROMIC ACID. TECHNICAL. FLAKE. #068-9210
MFGR: ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
-- UNGAR
DIV. ELDON INDUSTRIES EC615
DIV.ELDON INDUSTRIES/SEE ALSO: ECB95




FORMERLY IN NEW YORK, NY 61637
CHEMICALS AND PLASTICS DIV. 20638
"80524
LINDE DIV. COATINGS SERVICE OE. 33870
LINDE DIV. _ 6M841
REPLACED:SEE: UNION CARBIOE CH 7F299
CHEMICALS & PLASTICS DIV. 7L938
LINDE DIV. 8N493
98934
FORMERLY: UNION CARBIDE 18660
LINDE DIV. 20236
FORMERLY: UNION CARBIDE CHEMIC 87578
LINDE DIV. 02205
LINDE DIV. 1A885
FORMERLY: LINDE DIV. UNION CAR 1A891
LINDE DIV. 7G353
FORMERLY: MATERIALS SYSTEMS DI 19585
INDUSTRIAL GAS DIV. OLV01
LINDE OIV, LINDE GASES OF COCO ECH35
NEW NAME: PRAXAIR ECJ46
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS DIV. ECK67




LINOE DIV. DANBURY CT 06817-0001
OLD RIDGEBURY RD DANBURY CT 06817
STAMFORD CT
270 PARK AVE NEW YORK NY 10017
1500 POLCO STREET INDIANAPOLIS IN 46224
KEASBEY NJ 36570 (304) 744-3487
CHEMPLAS NEW YORK NY 28680
308 HARPER DR MOORESTOWN Nd 08057 ,





150 STOCKTON ST/BOX 2059














P80399, P80418/SEE ALSO U03536
LINDE DIV MOLECULAR SIEVE DEPT














39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD
39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD
SILICONE FLUID/ALLEN-BRADLEY PN#810-NgB SERIES A
COVERED ELECTRODE
(PG.2 MISSING ON THIS REVISION)
SOLVENTS & COATINGS MATERIALS ECM15 39 OLD RIDGEBURY RD
06221 "SEVIN" BRAND 20_ BAIT CARBARYL INSECTICIDE
MFGR: RHONE-POULENC
02673 BRAZO FLUX
MFGR: L-TEC WELDING & CUTTING SYSTEM
17404 DC200-100 CENTISTOKES
MFGR: DOW CORNING
13036 _REX SPEEOEX 610
MFGR: LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY




• * UNITED SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS
EC102 6681 NORTH WEST 16TH TERRACE
15465 ANTIMICBOBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY DISKS
FT. LAUDERDALE FL 33309










MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 115
DISTRIBUTOR MSDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MFGR: GENERAL DIAGNOSTICS
15462 AUTOBAC AIS DISKS 333##. 351## / 25 DIFFERENT ANTIBIOTICS NO DATE
MFGR: GENERAL DIAGI_K)STICS
-- UNITED SEAL CO.
87733 20(0 FAIRWOOD AVE/P.O.BOX 7852 COLUMBUS
17561ANTIMONIAL OR ARSENICAL LEAD





08212 E-BOND 1240, (PIGMENTED WHITE)
MFGR: E-BOND EPOXIES
08213 E-BONO 1241, (PIGMENTED BLACK)
MFGR: E-BOND EPOXIES
EPOXY ADHESIVE STANDARD SET RESIN COMPONENT






MFGR: AAPER ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL CO.
00,,545 AEROSOL SPRAY PAINT. YELLOW #13538, X8944
MFGR: PLASTI-KOTE CO., INC.
22155 CLEAN & ETCH 108
MFGR: RUST-OLEUM CORPORATION
11289 GULF DIESELMOTIVE 485
MFGR: GULF OIL
22263 HI-REFLECTANCE WHITE
NIFGR: TRIANGLE COATINGS, INC.
0 17240 LACQUER
MFGR: GENERAL SERVICES ADMIN.
03517 VIRGINIA REFRIGERATION OIL 300
MFGR: VIRGINIA KMP CORP.
TT-E-489G









• * UPJOHN COMPANY
EC208 555 ALASKA AVENUE TORRANCE CA 90503
11047 CHIPCO RONSTAR G UPJOHN #: P-0OOO10-79-8
MFGR: RHONE-POULENC
14208 METRO-NIX GROWING MEDIUM (UPJOHN ID# P000015-16-8) TERRA-LITE PROFESSIONAL SOIL MIX
MFGR: GRACE, W.R., & CO.
19030 MILORGANITE (HEAT DRIED ACTIVATED SLUDGE) UPJOHN IO #P-OOOO11-14-2/AGFLC -111813/130192
MFGR: MILWAUKEE METROPOLITAN SEW.DIS
07731 SONAR A.S. UPJOHN ID# P-000010-80-6
MFGR: ELANCO PRODUCTS/DIV.ELI LILLY







-- VALENT USA CORPORATION
17715 VALENT DIOUAT CONCENTRATE
MFGR: CHEVRON USA




MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOX]C SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR |NOEX p. 116
14765 VAN SON RUBBER
MFGR;
14768 VAN SON SMOOTH
MFGR:
14760 VANSON CML OIL
MFGR:
** VAN.WATERS & ROGERS
-* VAN SON CORP. OF AMERICA
VAN SON ROYAL DUTCH PRT.
VANS(IN HOLLAND INK CORP.
14758 #30 AQUA VARNISH
NFOR: AM ]NTERI_TIONAL
11360 ALL PURPOSE FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
I_FGR: BG GRAPHrCS
11360 ALL PURPOSE FO_AIN SOLUTION
MFGR: BG GRAPHICS
- 14759 BLANKET FIX
MFGR: AM INTERNATIONAL
- 14761 FOUNTAIN STIMULATOR
MFGR; BOSTON PRINTING INK
14766 TACK REDUCER
MFGR: BOSTON PRINTING INK
14767 THREE WAY ORIER







EC791 92 UNION STREET
55269 92 UNION STREET
MINEOLA NY 11501
MINEOLA NV 11501
V2159 / LITHO INK VEHICLE
VS2OO4 / 0503












DIV.UNIVAR / SEE ALSO: VWR
DIV.UNIVAR / SEE ALSO: VWR
FORMERLY MCARTHUR CHEMICAL CO. 36701 100 RUE MCARTHUR
08435 AMORO FIRE ANT INSECTICIDE
MFGR: AMERICAN CYANAMID
11106 KILZT AMPULES, 12018.12019
MFGR: BECTON-DICKINSDN
02310 MAXFORCE ROACH CONTROL SYSTEM
MFGR: AMERICAN CYANAMID
06360 1.1.1-TRICHLOROETHANE
MFGR: HOOKER CHEMICAL CORP.
VS301 THRU VS358 (MOST #'S)/VS401 THRU VS455 (SOME 12/00/88
V2150 10/15/86
VS701 THRU VS794 (MOST #'S)/VAN SON SONA GLOSS INK 12/00/88
08455 2600 CAMPUS DR./P.O. BOX 5932 SAN MATEO





CA 94403 (415) 573-8000





** VANDERBILT, R.T. COMPANY, INC




NORWALK CT 06855 (203) 853-1400
INHIBITOR FOR LUBRICANTS & RUST PREVENTIVES 01/13/94
• * VANTON P_ & EDUIPMENT CORP.
EC356




** VARIAN ASSOCIATES INC





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 117
O1 STRIBUTOR
MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
95906 611 HANSEN WAY PALO ALTO CA 94303 (415) 493-4000
TORR SEAL ECPO0
20599 EPK tC (TORRSEAL-VARIAN) / ABO00t / (RESIN) TORRSEAL-VARIAN P/N: 953-0001/953-0002/953-0004 03/08/93
MFGR: DEXTER CORPORATION
• - VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS
33333
0 04558 ENAMEL, ALKYD, SEMIGLOSS
MFGR: PRATT & LAMBERT
02633 FORMULA #870
MFGR: BURMAH TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC
11762 HYSOL HDSO09 (CATALYST 9)
MFGR: DEXTER CORPORATION
07102 ISOTON II DILUENT
MFGR: COULTER DIAGNOSTICS
01029 ODORLESS MINERAL SPIRITS
MFGR: UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
04711SIKAFLEX-1A, POLYURETHANE, ALL COLORS
MFGR: SIKA CORPORATION
05209 STOCK # 1612-SPRAY COPPER COAT
MFGR: K & W PRODUCTS. INC.
05209 STOCK # 1612-SPRAY COPPER COAT
MFGR: K & W PRODUCTS, INC.
e 08566 TRICHLOROETHANE
MFGR: CASCADE CHEMICAL CO
WATER TREATMENT CHEMICAL
AMINE
CMS:375-220/8546720/IOL BALANCED ELECTROLYTE SOL
TT-T-291F AM1 TY3/11241 (AMSCO SOLV 124t)










*_ VERTAC CHEMICAL CORPORATION
28228 P. 0. BOX 3
06291DOWPON M GRASS KILLER
MFGR: DOW CHEMICAL CO.
16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-! (MON-I)
NFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16089 NODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-III (MON-III)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
- 16087 NITROGEN TETROXIDE - NTO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM)
MFGR: EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
- 16091 NITROGEN TETROXIDE, MON-IO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM)
MFGR: EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
VICKSBURG MS 39180
MFG'D UNDER DOW LICENSE BY INTER-AG/VERTAC







• * VICKERS PETROLEUM
ECdgO
02322 ROYCD 782. 782-2. 782-3
MFGR: ROYAL LUBRICANTS
02323 ROYCO 7830. 783C
MFGR: ROYAL LUBRICANTS





*- VICKERS, INC/DIV.SPERRY RAND
32705 1401 CROOKS ROAD TROY MI 48084
GP23-?
10/03/94
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INOEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 118
NFGR: BRAY OIL CO.
02327 BRAYCO MICRONIC 772
MFGR: BRAY OIL CO.
02395 FYRQUEL 220. FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUID
MFGR: STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY
02394 MINERAL SPIRITS NONEXEMPT
MFGR: ASHLAND OIL, INC.
02392 MOBIL DTE 24
MFGR: IIIIOBZL OIL CORP.
02321ROYCO 808 (DISTR: VICKERS)
MFGR: ROYAL LUBRICANTS
02393 TECTYL 910,PETROL.BASED RUST PREV.(DISTR:VICKERS)
NFGR: ASHLAND OIL," INC.









** VICKSBURG CHEMICAL COMPANY
DIV. CEDAR CHEMICAL COMPANY EC777 P.O. BOX 821003
SEE ALSO: CEDAR CHEMICAL EC778 P.O. BOX 821003
16088 MODIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-I (MON-I)
MFGR; CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16089 NGOIFIED OXIDES OF NITROGEN-III (MON-III)
MFGR: CEDAR CHEMICAL CORPORATION
16087 NITROGEN TETROXIDE - NTO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM)
MFGR:+EG&G FLORIOA, INC.
16091 NITROGEN TETROXIDE, MON-IO (VENDOR: CEDAR CHEM)
MFGR: EG&G FLORIDA, INC.
VICKSBURG
VICKSBURG
SEE ALSO N204-1, -3, 10
MS 39182-1003 (601) 636-1231





*- VICTOR TOOL & SUPPLY
(213)674-1533
04200 HOLTS CARBURETOR AND CHOKE CLEANER
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04191LPS ELECTRO CONTACT CLEANER
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04197 LPS HEAVY-DUTY BRAKE CLEANER
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04195 LPS INSTANT COLD GALVANIZE
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
03637 LPS INSTANT SUPER CLEANER/DEGREASER
MFGR: HOLT LLDYO CORP.
03637 LPS INSTANT SUPER CLEANER/DEGREASER
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04198 LPS PAINT REMOVER
NFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
04199 LPS 600 PLUS
MFGR: HOLT LLOYD CORP.
EC495 970 S. LA BREA AVE. INGLEWOOD CA 90301


















• * VILA, d.S., COMPANY
11348 METHYL VIOLET CONGO
ECE63 ADAMS AVE & LEIPER ST. PHILADELPHIA
BASIC VIOLET t
PA 19124 (215) 743-5474
os/ts/e5
( ( (
GP23-1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 119
D I STRIBUTOR
MSDS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MFGR: PASSAIC COLOR & CHEMICAL CO.
11346 NEUTRAL CYANINE GREEN GK EX C.I. ACID GREEN 25
MFGR: CRONPTON & KNOWLES CORP.
• * VINYL PLASTICS, INC.
EC483 3123 S.9TH ST./P.O. BOX 451
04430 #150 CONDUCTIVE EPOXY ADHESIVE
MFGR: GIBSON-HOMANS
• * VIPER INOUSTRIES. INC.
VI-CHEM DIVISION OAON8 2914 LADY BIRD LANE DALLAS
21598 VI-CHEM VC-I CLEANER CHLORINATED SOLVENT
MFGR: INTERFLUX U.S.A., INC.
** VIRGINIA KMP CORP.
58727 4100 PLATINUM WAY
08389 SUNISD 4GS
MFGR: SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
"" VISUAL GRAPHICS CORP.
ECB47 5701N.W. 94TH AVE
26030
14744 SLM-AC SILVERMASTER ACTIVATOR
MFGR: NITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
14747 SLM-OD SILVERMASTER FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
MFGR; MITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
14745 SLM-OE SILVERIUtSTER DELETION SOLUTION
MFGR: NITSUBISH! PAPER INT'L
14746 SLM-OH SILVERMASTER ETCHING SOLUTION
MFGR: MTTSUBISHI PAPER TNT'L
14748 SLM-ST SILVERMASTER STABILIZER
MFGR: NITSUBISHI PAPER INT'L
14687 VGC DAYLIGHTER tI DIFFUSION TRANSFER METAL PLATE
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
*- VITEK. INC.
4S002 595 ANGLUN DRIVE
17952 AUX MEDIUM
MFGR: BIOMERIEUX S.A.
-* VLS SOUTHEAST, INC.
EC740
06116 TAR GREASE & WAX REMOVER
MFGR: CHEMICAL LABORATORIES, INC.
*- VWR SCIENTIFIC
SEE ALSO: VAN WATERS & ROGERS EC721










SHEBOYGAN WI 53081 (414) 458-4664
10/OO/86
TX 75220 (214) 350-5565
10/01/91






















KSCTOXICSUBSTANCESREGI TRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/94 DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 120
DISTRIBUTOR
NSOS
TSRS IO TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
...................................................................................................................................
MFGR: EASTMAN KODAK CO.
To W W G ASPHALT CONPANY
EC297 5020 NOVA AVENUE
04547 INDULIN AS-l, ANTISTRIPPING COMPOUND
MFGR: BELCHER OIL CO.
ROCKLEDGE FL 32955
USED WITH ROAD TAR FOR PATCHING STREETS
(407) 832-4340
11/25/85
*- WAL-MART STORES, INC.
EC245
13997 WAL-MART COLOR CREATION SPRAY




-= WALCO SUPPLY COMPANY
18432 NOLYKOTE 33 GREASE
ILCGR: DOWCORNING
ECN11 2775 KURTZ ST. UNIT 10 SAN DIEGO CA 92110
WALCO: P/N 0-00014-I / PeN 19-482793
(619) 297-4541
09/27/85
"" WALL LENK CORP.
ECD84
11027 AERON A-17
MFGR: DIVERSIFIED CHEM. & PROPELLANT
NO DATE
"- WALLACE & TIERNAN
DIV. OF PENNWALT OF CANADA. LT ECA37 25 MAIN ST
DIV. OF PENNWALT OF CANADA, LT 12308
10613 MOLYKOTE 33 GREASE - LIGHT
MFGR: DOW CHEMICAL CO.
SCARBOROUGH CA 49417
WS 15407, (U-10242 WALLACE & TIERNAN) oi127186
• " WALTER, diM, CORP.
14502 P.O. BOX 6519
16838 HARAD'S PADDING COMPOUND
NFGR; HARAD CHEMICAL CO.
JACKSONVILLE




96132 2700 MCCASTLAND AVE. EAST ST. LOUIS
63686 10190 HARWlN DR. HOUSTON
95995 1200 TEXAS CENTRAL PKWY WACO
10547 WALSEAL #2 (IS THIS DIST. BY WALWORTH) ??





-* WANG LABORATORIES, INC.
EC988
06763 1 INDUSTRIAL AVE LOWELL
8S175 LOWELL
07607 LPS I2 TONER, (SEE NSDS FOR MANY PART & MODEL #'S) DIST:WANG LAB PN 725-2678
MFGR: XEROX
07608 3300/8040 DEVELOPER LPS12 TONER / WANG P/N 725-2679
MFGR: XEROX










MATERIAL -SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 121
-* WARNER-GRAHAM COMPANY
WGC 160 CHURC, H LANE/P.O. BOX 249 COCKEYSVILLE
02419 SPECIALLY DENATURED ALCOHOL TYPE III DISTR: WARNER GRAHAM
MFGR: U.S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
MD 21030 (301) 667-6200
0?/O8/85
-- WARP BROTHERS
EC286 4647 W. AUGUSTA BLVD.
02659 WARP'S FLEX-O-GLAZE ACRYLIC CLEANER & POLISH L5866
MFGR: HYDROSDL, INC.
CHICAGO IL 60651 (312) 261-5200
01/25/82
"- WATLOW CO
SEE ALSO: GORDON CO ECB74
08951 BERYLLIUM OXIDE INSULATION PRODUCTS
MFGR: GORDON CO




08946 CERAMIC FIBER INSULATION
MFGR: GORDON CO
BULK XACTPAK WITH 4 IN CAT.NO.: #w#-_4##
MSDS P.2 MISSING
MSDS PP.2,4 MISSING







08945 FIBROUS GLASS & FELTED SERVTEX INSULATION PRODUCTS KXX-X-XXX,JXX-X-XXX, ETC. / MSDS P.2 MISSSING
MFGR: GORDON CO
08947 KAPTON, TEFZEL, TEFLON FEP,PFA INSULATION KXX-X-XXX,JXX-X-XXX, ETC. / MSDS P.2 MISSING
MFGR: GORDON CO
08952 MAGNESIUM OXIDE & ALUMINUM OXIDE INSULATION PROD. BULK XACTPAK XXX-XYXX(Y=I,2,0R 5)/MSDS P.2 MISSING 05/07/87
MFGR: GORDON CO
08944 VITREOUS SILICA INSULATION PRODUCTS,K20-1-301SER. INSULATED WIRE / MSDS P. 2 MISSING 05/04/87
MFGR: GORDON CO
08950 XACTSEAL MSDS P.2 MISSING 05/07/87
MFGR: GORDON CO
• - WCC INDUSTRIES
ECF21
10256 EPI-SEAL PLUS EPOXY, PART A
MFGR: BONDED PRODUCTS, INC.
11650 MMM-A-1878 PART B
MFGR: BONDED PRODUCTS, INC.
MMM-A-187H PART A 09/26/85
EPI PLUS B 05/26/89
• , WEATHER-FLEX
ECE12
11064 MA-18 W_JRIATIC ACID 32%
MFGR: SOUTHERN COATINGS, INC.
483-1149, 4L-80-1 02/27/89
• * WEBER COSTELLO
WEBER PO BOX 2687
88984 200 ACADEMIC WAY
ECM79 2105 CHANNEL AVE
08249 MARKER BOARD CLEANER -202










_ATERIAL SAFETy DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 122
DISTRIBUTOR
NSDS
TSRS ID TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE
*- WEORON SILXCA _ANY
C08Y9 WALNUT & dACKSON STREETS WEDRON EL 60557 (815) 433-2449
13908 FOUMDRY/UTILITY/FRACTUR_NG. SILZCA, FILTER SANOS MAGNUM BLAST, MELTING,ENGINE.BLASTING,GLASS SANOS- 09/10/90
MFGR: FAIRMOUNT MINERALS. LTO.
o* WEEOON EI_INEER[NG
FAX PHONE: (904) 355-8414 ECE15
11024 P- #20 ORAK GRAY 2_K)OS
MFGR: DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY
82052968 06/26/89
-* WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
INSULATING MATERIALS DIV. 11927 MANOR PA 15665
9E685
LAMP DIV. 19816
WESTING_SE ELEVATOR CO. 01V. 79292 20 I#HIPPANY RD MORRISTWON N_ 07960
MAR]ME DIV. 90099 401E HENOY AVE SUNNYVALE CA 94088
INTERGRATION & TEST DIV. 82789 7301SYKESVILLE RD SYKESVILLE MO 21784





** WHEELER FERTILIZER CO.
ECF86
11901 AMMONIUM SULFATE
• MFGR: COLUMBIA NITROGEN CORP.
11583 GRANULAR IRON 50
MFGR: ROYSTER COMPANY
08173 GRANULAR MURIATE OF POTASH
MFGR: INC FERTILIZER, INC.
11588 K-MAG
MFGR: DUVAL SALES CORP.
11582 LESCO SULFUR COATED UREA
MFGR: LESCO, INC.
11586 LIMESTONE
MFGR: SOUTHERN MATERIALS CORP.





MFGR: TRAYLOR CHEMICAL & SUPPLY CO
11580 TRIPLE SUPERPHOSPHATE
MFGR: I MC FERTILIZER, INC.
11581 UREA
MFGR: COLUMBIA NITROGEN CORP.
*- WHITAKER CORP/CONTROLS OlV
79318 12838 SATICOY ST
13938 WHITAKER CABLE BATTERY TERMINAL CLEANER. L6586
MFGR: HYOROSOL. INC.
POTASSIUM MAGNESIUM SULPHATE, SPM
(SCU)/001296/007258





















MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 123
** WHITAKER SOLVENTS & CHEMICALS




ECI?t 403 MAGUIRE RD,.EXT.PQ BOX 86 OCOEE






** ILqqITMIRE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
-EC223 3568 TREE COURT IND. BLVD.




98963 1201W MANSFIELD AVE ENGLEWOOD
11073 DAVISON BLUE INDICATING GEL GRADES 13.42.43 & 44 WILKERSON CORP. PART# DRP-85-059
MFGR: GRACE. W.R.. & CO.
MO 63122 (314) 225-5371
07/30/79
CO 80110-3453 (303) 761-7601
01/01/90
-- WILLIAMS WELDING SUPPLY
199t: BOUC_ BY BITEC SOUTHEAS 1G445 3100 SILVER STAR RD
SEE ALSO LINDE ECL62




11069 L-4862 LUI_ DIFFUSION MIXTURES
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
04173 25% CARBON OIOXIDE- 75% ARGON MIXTURE
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
11071 40% HYDROGEN-60% NITROGEN/40% HYDROGEN-60% HELIUM
MFGR: UNION CARBIDE
ORLAhR)O FL 32808
C0-02-N2 / CO-HE-O2-N2 / CO-NE-C2H2-O2-N2
C-25 SHIELDING GAS (FOR ELECTRICAL WELDING USE)







• * WlNCHESTER/DIV.OLIN CHEMICAL
OLIN HDQTRS:(203)789-5436/EMER 82374
04184 CENTER FIRE PRIMERS
MFGR: OLIN CORP CHEMICALS DIV.





GOLDEN BEAR DIV. 07750






GOLDEN BEAR OIL DIV. 1F469
WITCO
WITCO ALLIED-KELITE DIV. 89138
10100 SANTA WONICA BLVD
2400 EAST DEVON AVE.
LOS ANGELS CA 90067
PETROLIA
DES PLAINES IL 60018
P 0 BOX 5446 OILDALE CA 93388-5446
900 WILMINGTON ROAD NEW CASTLE DE 19720









MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INOEX P. 124
MSOS
TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE
ARGUS DIV. 2M865 P.O. BOX 1439. HWY 59 & BUSSEY MARSHALL TX 75671 (903) 938-5141
13975 KENDALL SUPER BLU-GREASE L-427 d69 7867 04/05/90
MFGR: KENDALL REFINING COMPANY
06346 S(_MOLASTIC NP-I URETHANE SEALANT (3550)
MFGR: SONNEBORN BUILOING PRODUCTS
08389 SUNISO 4GS
MFGR: SUN REFINING & MARKETING CO.
** WOOD X-RAY
EC299
02698 H/S DEVELOPER/REPLENISHER C7-O(DISTR:WOOD X-RAY)
MFGR: SIMON, H.R., & CO., INC.
02696 HRS AUTO FIXER C8 (DISTR: WOOD X-RAY,ORLANDO)
NFGR: SIMON. H.R., & CO., INC.
02697 STARTER C6 (DISTR: 1_ X-RAY. ORLANDO)
MFGR: SIMON, H.R., & CO.. INC.
*- WOODBURY CHEMICAL
EC352 P.O. BOX 4319
03538 BORIC ACID
MFGR: U.S. BORAX INC.
** WORD TECHNOLOGY
ECE77
08161 dT-114 TONER. P/N 20-010






"- WORKMAN ELECTRONIC PROOUCTS
13664 75 PACKINGHOUSE RO/POBOX 3828 SARASOTA
00508 MIRACLE BATH _36-057. #36-058
MFGR: RAWN COMPANY, INC.
• " ',_DRNOW PRODUCTS
SEE: HYSOL 79436 DEPT. HYSOL./OEXTER CORP.
03781 CATALYST A
MFGR: DEXTER CORPORATION
03782 HYSOL PC12 007 STD. PART A & B
MFGR: DEXTER CORPORATION
03782 HYSOL PC12 007 STD. PART A & B
MFGR: DEXTER CORPORATION
03782 HYSOL PC12 007 STD. PART A & B
MFGR: DEXTER CORPORATION
• - WYNN OIL CO
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS OIV. 1FP53
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIV. 15121 1151W 5TH AZUSA
20941ANTIFOAM EMULSION SWS-214













PA2007 / PB2OOT(MSDS DATE 03-05-92) PRTD.ClRC.CTG. 03/05/92
PA2007 / PB2007(MSDS DATE 03-05-92) PRTO.CIRC.CTG. 03/05/92
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...................................................................................................................................
SEE ALSO VERSATEC 26921 P.O. BOX 1540 ROCHESTER NY 14611 (716) 422-2177




VERSATEC DIVISION 50804 2710 WALSH AVE.
14019 PANASONIC SEALED LEAD-ACID BATTERY
MFGR: MATSUSHITA BATTERY IND. CO.,








EC966 20701 WEST LIBERTY ROAD
06670 COPPERMERSE 20-B 80402
MFGR: LEARONAL, INC.
00640 PATTERN PREP 24 MAKE-UP SALTS 80620
MFGR: LEARONAL, INC.





ECC22 110 WRENTHAM DR.
MFGR: LAKE CITY INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
LIVERPOOL NY 13088
NO DATE
*- YARDNEY TECHNICAL PRODUCTS,INC
YARDNEY ELECTRIC 87362 82 MECHANIC STREET PAWCATUCK CT 06379 (203) 599-1100
ECH80
- 13608 45% CAUSTIC POTASH - LOW CHLORIDE YARDNEY FILL-KIT(BAT),ELEC.TY A&B,SILVERCEL PML4-3 08/15/86
MFGR: DIAMOND SHAMROCK
** YORK OIL/DIV.BORG-WARNER
66935 200 S. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO
REPLACED BY, YORK INTERNATIONA 83036 631S RICHLAND AVE YORK
08162 YORK C OIL REFRIGERATION OIL
MFGR: DELTA PETROLEUM
IL 60604 (312) 322-8500
PA 17403
O9/OS/8B
• - ZAGNER PRODUCTS
ECFTO 1335 SADECRAFT RD WEBSTER NY 14580
11076 AERDSIL(HYDROPHOBIC AMORPHOUS FUMED SILICA AEROSIL R972,R972V.R974,R974V,R976, 8212100
MFGR: DEGUSSA CORP.
12/16/87
• * ZEKS AIR DRIER CORPORATION
17858 MALVERN INDUSTRIAL PARK MALVERN PA 19355
21987 ALUMINUM PASTE / ZEKS: TUFFLO PROCESS OILS HEAT TRANSFER FLUID FOR INGERSOLL-RAND AIR DRYER




CUSTOMER SERVICE (FOR MSDS'S): 28173 3M CENTER
MICROFILM PRODUCTS DIV. 28112 3M CTR
3M CENTER 76381 3M CENTER





MN 55144-1000 (612) 733-1677
MN 55144 (612) 733-1110
MN 55144-1000 (612) 733-1110
MN 55144-t000 (612) 733-1ti0
G_23-I MATERIAL SAFET_ DATA SHEET INOE_
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
10/03/9_ DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 126
DISTRIBUTOR
MSDS
TSRS IO TRAOENAME COMMENTS DATE
....................................................................................................................................
ADHESIVES, COATINGS, & SEALANT 04963 3M CENTER ST PAUL MN 55144-1000 (612) 733-1110
BUILDING SERVICES & CLEANING O 3W CENTER
ELECTRO PROOUCTS DIV. 31 CENTER
MICROGRAPHICS PRODUCTS D1V. 3M CENTER
TELCOMM PRODUCTS DIV. 3M CENTER
ELECTRO PRODUCTS OIV. 3M CENTER
TRAFFIC CONTROL DIV. 3W CENTER
ADHESIVES, COATINGS, & SEALANT











BROADCASTING &RELATEO PRODUCT 66346
COPIER PRODUCTS DIV. 7P386
MICROFILN PRODUCTS OlV. 28136
TRAFFIC CONTROL OIV. 94959
DATA RECORDING PRODUCTS DIV. 54254
DECORATIVE PRODUCTS OIV. ?? 34360
PRINTING & PUBLISHING DIV. 28174
INDUSTRIAL ELEC. PRODUCTS DIV. 20999
INDUSTRIAL TAPE DIV. 26066
INDUSTRIAL COATED ABRASIVES DI 28124
I-tOME PROOUCTS DIV. 55049
CARBONLESS PRODUCTS DIV. 85679
OENTAL PRODUCTS 2N578
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES 2G106
DEUTSCHLAND CJ_BH - U.S. GOVT.S OOSW4
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES 1B120
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES 6d389
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES 5F298
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES 2L662
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES 3M909
CANADA LTD 09581
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION PRODUCT 1C942
SUBSIDIARY: NATIONAL ADVERTISI 2P059
STATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 5R027
STATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 4H042
DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS INC. SUBSID OLCT1
EOTEC (FIBER OPTIC PRODUCTS) 62825
HEALTH CARE LTD, 0K978




AUTOMOTIVE TRADES OIV. ECH97
AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIV. OKHE3
1NOUSTRIAL TAPE AND SPEClALTIE 52152
INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES DIV. ECK09
ENERGY CONTROL PRODUCT PROJECT ECKIO
ENGINEERING DOCUMENT SYSTEMS D 1BY21















































































































MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INDEX
KSC TOXIC SUBSTANCES REGISTRY SYSTEM (TSRS)
DISTRIBUTOR INDEX P. 127
DISTRIBUTOR MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
.............. _ ....................................................................................................................
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING PROD'S,FORM 4V902 3M CENTER ST.PAUL MN 55144-I000 (612) 733-6785
HARDGOODS & ELECTRONICS SUPPOR 39711 3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN 55144-I000
OHST OIV. 7V400 3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
@ 04760 ADHESIVE, 175B/A DLA SAYS 1751,A & B DLA MSDS
MFGR: STEVEN INDUSTRIES
@ 04760 ADHESIVE, 175B/A DLA SAYS 1751,A & B DLA MSDS
MFGR: STEVEN INDUSTRIES
• * 3M
CUSTOMER SERVICE (FOR MSDS'S):
MICROFILM PRODUCTS DIV,
3M CENTER
BUSINESS PRODUCT SALES DIV.
ADHESIVES, COATINGS, & SEALANT






ADHESIVES, COATINGS, & SEALANT
INDUSTRIAL MINERAL PRODUCTS DI




DATA RECORDING PRODUCTS DIV.
DECORATIVE PRODUCTS DIV. ??
PRINTING & PUBLISHING DIV.
INDUSTRIAL ELEC. PRODUCTS DIV.
INDUSTRIAL TAPE DIV.













SUBSIDIAR_ : NATIONAL ADVERTISI
STATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
STATIC CONTROL S_STEMS










































3M CENTER ST.PAUL MN
3M CTR ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL NN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
CHAMBLEE GA
3M CENTER ST PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST.PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN
3M CENTER ST. PAUL MN





































GP23-I MATERIAL SAFET, DATA SHEET :NDE_
KSC TO_IC SUBSTANCES REGISTR_ SYSTEM (TSRSI
10,03:94 CISTRIBUTOR [I_E_ P 128
DISTRIBUTOR
MSOS
TSRS ID TRADENAME COMMENTS DATE
....................................................................................................................................
EDTEC (FIBER OPT!C PRODUCTS) 62825
HEALTH CARE LTO. OK978




AUTOMOTIVE TRADES DIV. ECH97
AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIV. OKHE3
INOUSTRIAL TAPE AND SPECIALTIE 52152
INOUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES DIV. ECK09
ENERGY CONTROL PRODUCT PROJECT ECKIO
ENGINEERING DOCUMENT SYSTEMS D 1BY21
CERAMIC MATERIALS DEPT. OPWLO
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING PROD'S,FORM 4V902
HARDGOOOS & ELECTRONICS SUPPOR" 39711




















































GP 23-I Distribution List 10/0S/94
MU 6490 ITL-MIS _. KlingenbergGDSS CCAFS BOF . Menolic
GDSS 5240 CCAFS HGR J J. Holcombe
MU-5470 CCA/_S N. Kuhman. .
MU-LBS-5004 CCAFS J. Cosat
MU 5450 CCAFS R. Olson
Area 55 CCAFS H. Dowd
 C-VA-409 cc s L dyMILA a_len
BIO-I G. Camomiili[
BICO E. Kretzer












BOC-005 S. Schwendeman-Launch Area Clini
BOC-005 C. Hoog-yisitor Information Cir.
BOC-005 J. Creecn
BOC-005 S. Blasdell-Occ.Health Facility
BOC-005 J. Darwood-Cape Area Clinic
BOC-022 R. Martin








































SA-ALC/SFTLH AF Chem. Lab V. Colasanti














GP23-1 Distribution for other locations/NASA Centers
CASI Doc. Process.
UO NASA HQ
QSO NASA HQ
Mails_op 6-4 LeRC
Ctr.for Aerospace Information
G. Proctor
W. Frazier
T. Shoemaker

